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TO OUR READERS.

Just as we wrote the ubovc three words wo received a communication from "Wiltshire Rkctor,"

on the envelope of which was written—"Nothing to say except— All's well." And what l)etter

saying could there be? Certainly none that touches more joyously the best chord of the heart.

However, a pile of letters is before us ; let us see, as we hope, that they join in chorus

" All's well ;"—at all events that there will be no record of a severer visitation than green fly on

a Rose tree, or soft eggs in a poultry-bouse.

First comes one from among the men of Kent, and it says :

—

"I started in the profession with a few pounds I had saved as an overworked lad ou the farm, and

I have been compelled to educate myself as best I could. I shall not soon forget the answer I made

to a jocular remark my poor father once made when he saw me sitting under a tree reading Thk

Cottage Gardener, as it was then called. He said, ' You will never make a gardener, for you are not

able to read me a column down that paper and explain it.' I replied, ' I should yet become a noble-

man's gardener, and be able to supply an article for the .Journal from my own pen." Now, as I have

accomplished one, I hope some day to secure the other."

"

That hope we know to be well founded, so that choruses "All's well."

Next let us quote an Oxonian letter, where it tells this tale :

—

" At twelve years of age I left Jiome with just sixpence for my private fortune, and I educated myself

at odds and ends of time, and by steady perseverance and tolerable judgment in money matters, I had

saved sufficient to make a good start in life, and I was thinking of getting man-ied. The Russian war

came, and the finn with which I was connected got caught, as it were, wheel within a wheel in con-

nection with the corn trade of that country ; and one morning before breakfast a letter came to say that

my bard-earned fortune had taken to itself wings and flowai away. I ate my breakfast, tied on my
apron, and went to work again ; and now I am happy to inform voir that I am just independent of the

world once more, and, in strictly private confidence, I once more have serious tbouglit-^ of taking to

myself a wife."

No one but will mentally chorus, Thai's "All's well."

Truthfully do we add that from the same pile of letters we could not quote one that would

cause a discord in the chorus, and when we turn to our lists of new and old contributors—of new

and old subscribers—tliere is no shadow upon them ; and we hope tliat for many years to come

they and we, whether looking back upon the past, dwelling on the present, or I'aising our eyes

towards the future, may be justified in saying

—

ALL 'S WELL.





INDEX.

Aeerdtien Pottltby Show 37, 56
AccrinRton PonUry Show, '249

Acbiinenf p.— pottinfr. «8 ; culture, 416
Aconite, WiDtor, not flowerinu, 88
AcoruH eal.imus fultnre, '247

Advice to horticulturists, 300
AtridcB stpms. Jl
Aperatiim for boiUUnp. 150
Aclaoneiiiii Mannii, ti07

Afn'iinlture and horticultlire, 18G
Allamandas—nnliilis, 127, 292; plant-
iDtront in huthouse border, 150

AlloBoruscrispuB cultiirp,43
AlocaBia Lowii culture, 202
Alpine Rose, 141
Alston Poultry ^how, 19
Amaranth, Globe, culture, 320
Amaranthus elegautissimus culture,
229

American blip?it. 151 ; remains, 112
Amomum Eceptrum. 207
Anastatica hierochontica eultare, 13

Andalusian chickens, 361
Anemones—cullnre, 112; weak, 199;
planted in February, 199 : waterint',
330; Pelargoiiiuras with, 330

Angle of greenhouse roof, 281
.Vnnuals—for autumn, 88; a plea for,

120; for Bliphtlv-shaded place, 247:
tender. 252, 290, 320, f!04, 369

Antirrhinum culture, 51

Antf;—destroying:, 144 ; banishiiiET, S4G,

315
Aphides, destroyinpr, 144, 149. 415
Apples—shoot swellinRs, 112; train-

ing, 132; keepingr, 157 ; exhibited by
Mr. Rivers, 162; leaves blighted,
431; as an orchard fruit, 287 ; stor-

ing, 229; trees unfruitful, 281 ; Bess
Poo!, 26 ; Gooseberry, 67 ; Lord
Burghley, 126; Ord'e, 12ti

Apricots—Auatralian, 176: blossoms
not settiiifr, 281 ; cutting back, 306

Api-il, plants flowering in, 307
Arable, dividintr, 83
AraucariBj transplanting, 215
Arches, climbera for, S31
Ardisia, culture, 70, 346
Artichokes, culture of Globe, 260
Artillery pl?nt,263
Arundo conspicua, 221
Ash trees, plants under, 229
Aeparagus, 229 ; culture. 181, 24C, 347 ;

cutting, 362, 4(i5; phiuting for forc-
ing, 215; removing in summer, 298;
shoots perforated, 363; insects on,
381,416; newly planted. 416

Asi^lenium srptentrionale and alter-
nifohum culture, 43

Asters—for exhibition, 51 ; sowing,
199; aphis on. S80

Aubrieua, dividing, 33
Ancnbas — berry pathcring. 231; fe-

male and male blooming, 221 ; ferti-

lising. 1156. 195, 193, 274, 281. 307, 323 ;

not-fS about, 156; pollen, 166; pro-
jiapiiting, 167 : raising varieties, 171

;

btcd sowing, 181; varieties, 254. 274
Aur;culi-6 at the Royal Horticiritural
Socidy's Show, 25

Ausliitlia—notes from South, 44, 82,

105; seeds from, 262
Azaleas-manure for, 88, 415: striking

cuttings, 150; list of, 183; repotting,
1139; growing, 229; uneven flower-

|i ing. 2.':0; new hardy, 3'12; with Ca-
' iiitllias, 316: top-dressing for, 398;
• lineanfolia, 342

.O E.cKBorsr.JrR. James, C7, ^2

J '• I aildon'6 Kature-printed FerDs," 126

Ey'> ms— culture, 70, 952; seed, kow-
i: ; , iy9; dampingoff. 263

Ban- . ^w — Cochin-China, 266 ; Duck-
win^ :>anie, 40, 4SG; Game, breed-
ing, ia«; Japanese, 91: cock dying,
40U : cockerel, 218; dubbing, number
of hens, 318

Bark running. 262
Karnes. Mr., le.iving Bicton, 376
Barometer, 149
Barrow Poultry Show. 1C8
Bath and West of England Poultry
Show, 381

Beans—dwarf, 18 ; for a working-man s

garden, 151

Bedding plants — heights, 306; ma-
nagement, ISl : moving, 297; pits

for, 149; supportiug, S7S, 395; win-
tering, 12, U9

Bcdtington Poultri Show, 349, 363

Beech for a hedge. 2^1
Bees—apinrian notes, 40; Baroness
von Berlepscli. 233; in Borneo and
Timor, 300, S3;i : delay in breeding,
383; cenlrifu-£Hl honey extractor,

250, 966; on old Chrisimas eve, 40;

civil war in a hive, 153 ; combs dis-

placed, 2S4, mites in, 170; in con-

servatory, 218; cross-breeding, 58;

dead, 418 ; deserting hive. 436 ; driv-

ing failures. S99; dropsy, 418; djing,

94; feeding, 2.'. 418; German Bee-
Masters' Meeting, 137: commencing
keeping, 284 ; Kcehler'a process, 40,

improvement of, 349; Mitchell's
glass, 4SG: moving, 118; partheno-
genesis, lb'9: pasturage limit, 21;
pollen gaihL-ring, 118, early, 154;

queens' signs oi fertilisation, 3a4,

introducing, ISS ; sagacity, 131

;

'• Seventy Pounds a-Year," 318 ; spe-
cimens of species, 2U8; superpotrng,
94, 137; temperature of hive, 334;
transferring. 118, 138; case fortrana-
porting, 135; waxen sheets, 22,154;
wax moth, 366; weight of bees, tS:c.,

75. FovJ-biood-7i, U'i, 117, 169, 400,

417,436; new theory and treatment
of. 185. Hiies—US; securing bars
of. 417; cheap and good, 202; and
houses, 334: protecung, 22; Stew-
arton, 76 ; Woodbury, 4)0. Honey—
extractinff machine, 250; in Essex,
118; heather harvest^ 250: in Ger-
many in 186S, 202; m Lancat-hire,

284; in Lincoln8hii-e,218: near Man-
chester, 333; in Northumberland,
205; opening season. ?01; season of
]8tj8.40:in South Cheshire, 154; in
South Lancashire, 58 ; Suffolk honey
hitrvest. 317: capture of in Timor,
333. Liiittrinns—'i:>Q, 384; rapid in-

crease of. 4tJ0; queens. 154; Italian-

:it.ing a hive. 40; vagaries of queens,
418. i7of/i\v—strengthening of, 318,

364; supering, 186, 218, 436; supers,
400; bees not entering. 412; ma-
nagement of. 92, 153. ^Kvnr/is—set-
ting on the ground, 36ti; btrayed.
414; strengthening second, 411.

tiHor//i!7;0— ai'tificial, 4r'. 3Li4 ; early,

334; early at "Walerbcach, 304; na-
tural 40

Beet—as a bedder. S24; not growing,
416: in8ecton,431: ornamental, ISa;
Sea-kale, 88 ; sowing lor decoration,
299 ; sowing lor edgings, 150

Begonias—leaves dying, lb'2; shading,
416

Belfifane, 268
Beverley Poultry Show, 382
Bicton, gardener at. 42b
Bignonia radicane flowering, 331

Bird organ, 3ft4

EirdSj bud-destroying. 179
Birmingham Columbarian Society's
Show, 21

Birmingham Poultry Show, 72 ;
prizes,

399
Binningham Philoperisteron Society,
201

Birmingham Rose Show, 356
Boggy groundj plants for, 247
Boilers—cast non, 14; hothouse, 205 ;

215; new, 391; new hothouse, 422;
tubular, 237

Bones for manure, 33, 262
Botanic (Royal) Society's Exhibition,

193, 291, 342
Bougainvillea not flowering, 182; cul-
ture 380

Box, clipping, 150, 344
Biahma Pootras, 118; vulture hock,

.S3; not laying, 218: partly feather-
less, 366; cocks' tails, 399; beeom
ing fat, 436

Bran as poultry food, IKO
Brassia Lawrenciana v. longiasinia,

- 65
Brinjal. 216
Bristol and Clifton Poultry Show, 16,

36,37
Broccoli, Carter's Summer, 393
Broodiness in winter, 118
Broods, size of, 186
Broom, grafting, 71
Budding. 225 ; fruit trees, 298
Bulbs- culture, 87 ; in pots. &c., 131
BuUaces, monstrous, 431
Bullfinch Mule breeding, hatching

egfis, 154 ; astlimatic- 2V4
Butter from France, 250

Cabbage seed saving, 298
Cacti, 70 ; compost, 88
Caladiunie-culture, 214; in a cool
house, 416 ; esculentum culture,
315

Calanthe vestita flowering. SSO
Calceolaria—beds, 261: compost for,

182; culture, 175; cuttings, potting,
150; fertilising, 431; Aurea flori-

hunda. 381 : Ht-nrici. 342
Caledonian Horticultural Society, 84
Calico—covering for Irame, 199 ; oiled,

815
Camellias— aphis infested, 307; with
Azaleas, 316; border-making, 281;
compost for, 230; cuttings, 150;
Jlowers not opening, 1C7 : grafting,
149 ; guano water lor, 362 ; leaves
browned, 247, 315; leggy, U3: ma-
nure water for, 415 ; out of doors,
104, 143, 174, 256; potting 202; re-
potting, 199, 331 ; scale on, 215 ; seed-
sowing, 281; select, 183, 256; tup-
dresfiiDg, 398; unhealthy, 182

Camptopus Mannii, 127
Canarj- age oi, 186; breeding, 184,

i!34; bretding from year nld, 76;
breeding Goldfinch Mules, 40, 57,

76, 1!6, 201, 264, 3SS ; colouring and
staining, 36. 185, 201, S18; coughing
334; laying soft eggs, 334; tgg-
bound, 250; egg-eating, 2G6 ; losing
feathers, 76; Lizaras. 58; mice
eating yeung, 302; not pairing, 2;;4;

by railway, 202 ; and Redbreas s,

334: removing cock from nestlings,
234 ; Show, last, 151 ; Scotch Fancy,

Canker in Apple tiecs,166
Cannas, 380
Canonbie Poultry SIiow, 18
Cardcon culture. 61

CarnationE—pJanlitg lajers, lt2; re-

potting tree, 1.^2

Caryota Cuniingii. 207
Catalogues, not forwarded, SO; ce-

layed; 1S2
Cats >\ Neinophila. 289,328,330
Cedar of Lebanon, opening of conts

of, 194
Celery— chfcl ing, 179; defective, 2:0;
protecting Ircui worms, ^62

Celosia culture, 320
Centaur ca la^ui^ina from sef d, .M

Cephalo tus follitularis luliure, -!'7

CereuB ]iTidus,410
Chanutrope excelea culture, 315, 362
Cherries-Bird,362: as a stock lor the
Peach, 896; blighted. 315; over-

vigorous, 50 ;
protecting from birds,

303 ; prunintf newlj-plunted, 362:
unfiuitiul,199

Chickens—on a brick floor, 202; dead
in the shell. 186 : early management
of, 202; food lor, 202; hemp and
canary seed lor, 188; lice on, 40;
mortality of, 202; almost Siamese
twins, 304

Chjmonanthus fragi-ans as a bush, 144

Chives, 296
Chocolate plant fruited, 79
Chorozema leaves browned, 229

;
Christmas Rose culture, 7

I Chrysanthemums—culture, 128; Geui,
20 ; list ot, 88 ; new, 221 : as an out-
door plant, 206 ; stopping, 298

Cinerarias-blind, 71 ; compost for,

182; leaves curled, for out-doors,
199 ; seed sowing, 380

Citron culture, 13'.i

Citrus japonica. 192
Clay burning tor walks, 122
Clematis- bedding, 149; Excelsior,
432; seed sowing, 70

Clerodendron ThomGcnfe Balfourii
for June. 51

ClianthuB Dampiericulture, 231
Climatic revolutions. 385
Climbers for arches, 331 ; for aoutli
wall, 229

Cob^a penduliflora, 127
Cobham Hall, :i 122

Cochin-Chinas-cock blind, 31S ; tails,

399; yvry-tailed, 154; in confined
space, 58; laying, 22; pullets la>-ing.

91 ; roughness on lege, 58 : spangle-i,
202; White, 138

Cock not associating, 233
Cockatoo, food for, 284
Cockerels and pullets, 2C6
Cockscomb culture, 70, 290
Ctelogyne oris lata culture, 167;
Eeichenbachiana, 127

Colchester Poultry Show, 417. 433

Coleus—Queen Victoria, 65; compost
for, 51 ; new ;rolden,307 ; fur a green-
house, 51; beleciion of, 331; iroui

seed, 51
Collections of plants, 119
Composts, various, 263
Conifers;—lor exposed sUuation, 51;

in Scotland, 268
Conseivatory — nrrangtments, !i97;

wall, plants for. 112, 247; temptra-
ture, 132; Our, 293

Copenliiigtn Horticultural Congrefif,
211; International Show, 259

Coping, widtli for fiuit wall, 14
Cordiat; labia, 342
Cordons, liorizontal, 173
Ccirk Poultry Show, 91

Cornwall, early vegetables of, 25
Coronilln gl^uca — leaves failing, IS:

culture, 51; done flowering, 20^
Corvplia aublralib culture, 315

::>



•• Cottajre Plans," 144

Covent Garden Market, 13. 33. 50,69,

S7, 111, 130, 141, 166. ISl, 198, 2H, 223.

•247, 261, 280, 297, S14, 329, 346. 361, 379,

396, 415. 430
Cowa—winter feed for, 59; early food

for, 350
C'rt-ve-Coeurs, 91, S34 ; as layers, 22
Crewe Poultry Show, 91, 115

Crocuses—taking up, 131 ; Orphanidis.
410

Crops, valuinp parden,397
Crotalaria Cnhninghamii, 342
Croton coltore, 248
Crvstal Palace Bird Show. 134, 151;
Flower Show, 324, 339, 388; Roae
Show, 423

Ciicumbera—Carter's Champion, 79

;

culture. 4, 63, 68, 164, 212, 230, 201, 281,

:^03,313,328,427 ; disease. 313; injured
by dung Bteam. 263; failing, 397; fer-

tilising, 247, 280; forcing, 164, 313;
frames, 183; for greenhouse, 70;
house, 166 ; leaves yellow, mther-
ing, 431: mildewed, 32; Snake, 230;
plants from seeds and cuttings. 347 ;

not setting, 315; not swelling. 397;
trellis for, 229 ; ulcered, 397

(^urrants. Black, on sandstone, 299
< nstard Apple culture. 32
Cuthush'8 spring flowers, 175
CuLtings, propagating by, and cases
lor raising, 129

Cvanophyllum roagnificum culture.
199

Cyathea dealbata cultnre.SlS
Cycas revoluta flowering. 385
Cyclamens—atVicanum, 127; persicum
not growing, 88 : leafless. 149 : seed
sowing, 229 ; culture, 325 ; treatment
of seedling. 363 ; after flowering, 415

Cytisuses done flowering, 262

DADDT-L0NGLEG3, DESTBOTING GRUBS
OF, 898

Dahlia—cuttings, 213; in pots. 167;
select list, 298 ; tubers, planting, 316

Daisies eradicating, 298
Damping-ofl", 32
Damson tree decayed, 69
Ijaphnes—-jompostfor, 150; cneorum,
manuring, 167

Dark room, plants for, 415
Deals, 131
December, plants flowering in. 27;
rainfall in, 27

Delostoma dentata, 127
Dendrobium—erassinodc. 292 ; spcci-
osum at Penllergare, 144

Deslontainia spinosa culture, 199
Doutzia done flowering, 262
Dibbling, 378
Dicksonia antarctica culture, 383
Dieffenbachia management, 217
Dilkc, Sia- C. W., 327
Diou.Ta muscipula culture, 247
Dogs. My, 264, 364
Dorkings. 79; chickens cramped, 384;
hen with Cochin-China cock, 138;
unable to stand, 154; White, 58, 91

;

Silver-Grey, 138
Dovecote, an ancient, 485; stocking,
284

Dracsena— culture, 24S; terminalis
flowering. 149

Draining. 4S, 85 ; a kitchen garden, 70
Dublin Poultry Show, 282
Ducks—basin for, 91; eggs, 22; large

egg. 364 ; and fowls together, 366

;

laying. 36t ; rearing young, 170

;

Aylesbury's bills, 138, 167, 302 ; Man-
darin, 154

Dumfries and Maxwellton Ornitholo-
gical Show, 19

Eatiwigs. trappikg, 144

East Indian wild poultry, 200, 232, 248,

316. 416
Echoes," 224

Edgings for flower beds, 297
Edwai'dsia microphvlhi. 182

Eg'„'3, 155 ; blood in, 233 : deficiency of.

154; double, 284: too dry, 318; from
l ranee, 250: fowls for producing,
154; not hatching. 233,231; ben eat-

ing, 186; ill-flavoui-ed, 76, 118; pre-
serving, 58. 202, 302; producing. 91,

249, 282, 300, 332, 436; soft, 218, 234;
thin-shelled, 186, 334

Elm roots, 370
Entomological Society's Meeting, 9,

S4, 160, 259, 309, 373
Entry fees, 266
Epac'rises — culture of, 131 : select,

362; shifting, 361
Epiphyllum—truncatum culture, S, Gl,

125; grafting, 60
Epworth Poultry Show, 832
Eranthemum Andersoni, 342
Ericas to bloom in May and June, 362

Eriocnemamai-moratum culture. UfO

Eutharis amazonica culture 131; not
flowering, 158; flowering, 199

Evergreens— grass round, 112; for
S.W. aspect, 167

Exhibitions (HorticuUurnl) — Roval
Botanic Society's. 193. 291,342; Crys-
tal Palace, 324, 339, 388, 423; Hoval
Horticultural Society's, 191, 211,222,
'J72, 322, 356, 371, 390,1 ii

Feathers—ERECT, 118 ; fowls eat-
ing, 218, 249, 417

February—plants flowering in, 174,

196
Fernery— fine-foliaged plants for, 112;

forming of a conservatory, 415
Ferns— cocoa-nut tibre refuse for, 230

;

drying. 150: exhibiting, 432; fronds
browned, 132; under a greenhouse
stage, 262; culture of Haresfoot,
229: notes on a few, 79; so\ving
spores, 150; requiring stove heat,
182

Fife and Kinross Ornithological So-
ciety's Show. 88

Figs for out-door culture, 292; prun-
ing standard, 347

Filbert trees bv water, 131 ;
planting,

2S1
Finches, rearing young, 334
Fires, management of, 257
Fleche fowls as layers, 22
Floors of brick or wood bad for fowls,

202
Florists' flowers, soil for, 147
Flowers—sizes of pots. 175; pots for
exhibiting in, 308 ; shows. 305. 323

;

arrangement of cut. 359. 404, 420
Flue—cleaning, 347 ; heating a green-
house, 14

Foods for jjoultry, 299
Forcing, night temperaturcH during,
351

Forking between crops, 377
Fowls—for confined space, 76. 170;
food for, overfed, 170; feather-eat-
ing. 231, 282. 398 ; for a cold district,

266 ; plucking each other, breathing
with difficulty, 284 ; and Ducks to-

gether, 36tj ; dving suddenly, 400
Francis. Mr. E. P., 47
Fraser, Mr. James, 244
Frost and ice, 86; late, 356; in May,
376

Fruit—growing for market at Little
Sutton, 156; for market, 416: pack-
ing, 142, 160 ; prospects. 205, 285, SIO.

414: in Norfolk, 321. 388. Trees—
culture of hardy, 203; dying, 248;
garden planting, 235 : grafting, 142

;

heading do^vn, 85, 262, 336; mossy,
167: neglected, 431; newly planted,
85,336; pinching terminals, 347;
protecting. 51. 149. 150, 199: How
shall we prune'.* 139; shoots de-
ficient in buds, 81; sfocks for, 46;
summer stopping, 847, 367,403,422;
unfruitful, 215

" Fruits a cultiver."82
Fuchsias—failing, 346 ; fulgens not

flowering, 346 : guano water for, 315

:

large, 322: leaves discoloured, 363 ;

propagation and culture, 147 ; Ric-
cartoni in New Zealand, 286

Fumigating 229
Fumitjator. a new, 425
Fungi, parasitical in hotbeds. 111

Game fowls, 72; breeding, 95; cha-
racteristics. 170; preparing for ex-
hibition, 76; Wlute, Japanese,
284

Gardeners' Benevolent Society's din-
ner. 195

G ardener, how to become a, 826
Gardenia culture, 112
Gardening in the West, 10. 47, 66, 103,

177
Gas—heating a small greenhouse.
431 ; lighted corridor, plants for,
215

Gas lime, 229
Geese, Toulouse. 400
Genetyllis tulipifera straggling, 83
Gentians, and theii* culture, 176
Gesnera—exoniensis. 102 ; Donkclaarii
praning, 381 : refulgens culture, 182

;

zebrina not flowering, 151
Ginger culture, 14, 121
Gishurst Compound,'83
Gladiolus—bulbs, 397; taking up, 33;
cruentus, 410; early-flowering, 51;
International Show of, 206; seed-
saving. 231.

Glass—Hartley's rough plate, 166;
double walls, 270

Glazing, 131 ; laps too wide, 14
Gloxinias — culture, 213, 416; in a
f^eenbouse, 184 ; leggy, 331 ; potting,
»8; syringing, 229

Golden Pheasants' eggs, 413
GoIdfinches.lS ; violent in his cage, 76 :

Mule breeding, 154 ; rearing young,
834 ; white-legged, 3,S4

Gold fish-dying, 94; feeding, 302;
changing theii- water and feeding,
400

Gomphrena culture, 320
Gooseberry trees — catei-piHar, de-
stroying, 397 ; aphis, 362 ; pj-i-amidal,
253

Gourds for out-doors, 231
Gra*'tiug, 194; fruit trees, 142; wax,
215

Grapes—bunches decayed, 431 ;
partly

shrivelled, 880; becoming tendrils,

260: cracking, 397; decaying Espi-
ran, 43.415: Lady Do^vne's of last

year, 426; Mrs. Pmce, 431; Mr. Me-
rediili's, U5 ; Muscat, 83 ; ripening

Grapes—coh^'k "^'(7,

at Nuneham, 25; Hamburgh and
Muscat, gl5 ; out-doorculture.5, 9, 29.

43, 65, 81, 299. 374, 409 ; setting, 237,

274,287,851; shrivelling. 316; Tokay
Frontignan, 167 ; Trentham Black,
27 See also Vines.

Grass—edging, 51 ; sowing, 188; under
Filbert trees, 88

Greenhouse-angle of roof. 149, 281:
constructing, 111; heating, 71, 183;
painting, 182, 331; plants to bloom
from November to March, 398;
rafters. 88 : select plants for, 150,151

;

stage for, 166
Greens—throughout the year, 347 ; for
spring use, 415

Grubs in the soil, 379
Guano—liquid. 330: water,397
Guildford Poultry Show, 20
Guinea fowls laying and chicks, 436
Gumming, 144

Hamburg International Horticul-
TCRAL EXHIBITinN, H4, 193, 294

Hambnrghs, 400; Black, .53; not hatch-
ing, and points, 436: for exhibition,
284: hens losing leathers, 436 ; Gold-
en-pencilled, 284 : Golden-spangled.
118 ; pullet's liver diseased, 40

;

Silver-pencilled characteristics, 76:
disordered. 118

Hand-Iights, 146
Hanley Poultry Show. 55
Hants and Berks Poultry Show, 432
Hare's-foot Fern culture, 70
Hares, protecting trees from, ISO, 213
Heat accumulated, its eff'ects, 140

Heath-borders. 258; culture of, 131,

411: cuttings, 331
Heating—a house for bedding plants.

363 ; a propagating house, 50 ; cheap,
248 ; vinery and conservatory,
281

Hedge plant for a town garden, 151

Hedvchium. treatment of, 281
Hclleborus fcetidus for vases in win-

ter. 2S5; niger culture, 199

Hens-leathers brittle, 366 ; insects in
crop, 284 ; leaving tlieir nests, 233,

234 ; nesting but not lajing, 202

;

not laying, 58. 284; sitting over-
time. 418; sitting perversely, "218

Herbaceous plant's. 30
Hewitt testimonial. 118

Holly hedge, planting. 280
Horseradish, eradicating and plant-

ing. 230
Horticultural (Royal) Society's Annual
Meeting and report, 62, 97 ; Com-
iniitees and General Meetings, 46,

123, 159, 193, 239. 273, 308, 340, 358, 371,

406; Committee prizes, 84, 226, 894 ;

Cucumber prizes, 226; Exhibitions,
Spring. 191. 272; Great Summer,
371, 890; Manchester. 211, 222, 422;

Pot Roses. &c., 822: Special Prize
and pplargonium Show, 356 ; gar-

deners' examinations, 44 ; Journal,
226; MeetinL' of Council and Ex-
hibitors, 308 ; Variegated Pelargo-
nium Essays, 858: Vice-Presidents,
145

Hotbeds—dead spray for, 110; tem-
porary, 297

Hot-water heating, 431

Houdans, 234, 284; shortening spurs,

802 : cock's tail. 202
Hull Poultry Show, 263, 348. 364

Hyacinths— Dutch, prizes for, 121:

after flowering, 131, al5 ; Feathered,
815 ; forcing. 110 ; in glasses, 131

;

spikes dying, 315 ; with two spikes,

131

Iberidella rotundifolia, 63

Ice house, 32
Indian-corn meal for pigs, 138

Indiarubber plant's leaves falling. 132

Insects and their enemies, 207 ; de-

stroying, 360,397
Ipswich PouUr:i' Show, 399

Iris-from Egypt, 262 ; atylosa, 342

Ivy fence, 223
Ixia culture, 363
Ixora coccineacultiu'e, leaves scorch-

ed. 88

.Tackman, Mb. George, 145

-Tanuury. plants flowering in, 105

.Tapanese seeds, 262

Jusniinum gi-andiflorum flowers not
opening, 347

Judas Tree propagation, li,2

K.EMPFERLi PABISHH, 207

Kalmias, potting for forcing, 406

Kalosanthes compost, 88

Kendal Poultry Show, 1?.

Kennedyas, compost for, 331

Kent and Surrey Poultry Show, 169,

200
Kidney Beans, late sowing. 416

King s Lynn Poultry Show, 168

Kirkcaldy Poultry Show. 38
Kitchen garden crops, 256; seeds, list

of, 103; vegetables, a few good, 62
Emmiuat, 192

Labels not received in time, 18G
Lackey moth's eggs, 33
Lactometer, 418
Ladybirds, gardeners* friends, 21C
Lane's shuw of spring flowers, 250
Langholm Poultry Show, 18
Lapageria rosea, compost, 199 ; hardi-

ness, 131; propagating. 51

Larks—distinguishing sex, 254, 264 ,

management of caged, 300
Laurel, the Colchian, 89
Laurustinus, to cut back, 2SI
Lawn— browning in summer, 51;
coarse grass on, 280, 3£0 ; fungus on,
33; mossy, 149 ; sowing grass seeds
on, 32 ; weedy and bare, 50, 70. 112

Laying, pullet dying alter. 202
Leaves—autumnal colours of, 405;

blighted, 416; blistered and mil-
dewed, 144

Leeds Gardeners' Benefit Society, 28
Lemons, grafting seedlings, 150
Lice on Spanish fowls. 138

Lichens on trees, 41, 108
Ligustrum japonicum culture, 199
Lilacs—forcing white, 167; renovat-
ing old, 315

Lilies—compost for Belladonna and
Jacobffia, 898; repotting, 51

Lilium auratum—culture, 14,270 ; com-
post, 33 ; sowing. 132, 431 ; longi-
norum culture, 298

Lime as a manure. 131
Linden's Nursery at Brussels, 161
Liquid manure, 262, 299
Livers of fowls diseased, 113

Logania fioribunda, compost for, 88S
Lomaria gibba, 167

Lycopodiums — repotting, 131 ; for
gi'eenhouse, 182

Madresfield Court, 392
Maggots in pots, 151

Magnolia unhealthy, 231
Maidenhair Fern, 62
Maidstone Gardeners' Improvemeiit

.\^ssociation, 311

Maize as a garden esculent, 155, 207i
244

Manchester Poultry Show, 21

Manchester—to the front! 175

Mandevilla suaveolens—compost, 331

;

culture, 197 ; seedlings, 298
Mange, pointer suflering from, 170
Mango in Australia. 126
Mangold Wurtzel, insect on, 481
Manley Hall, 6, SO
Manure water for air-moistening, 239
Maxanta zebrina culture, 150; leaves

yellow, 247
Marble statuary, to clean, 281
March, plants in flower. 255
Market gardening about London and
Paris, •^. 145, 286

May, plants flowering in, 393
Mealworms, breedmg, 400
Mealy bug, 199
Melon — culture, fS, 199, 298, 547 :

frame, 112, 183; in a flue-heated pit.

229; for out-door culture, 167: ridgo
growing, 337, 407 ; for show, 167

Melrose Poultry Show, 153

Mesembi*j-anthemuma, wintering, 33
Meteorological notes, at Linton, 44;

table, 149

Meteorology of 1868, Saffron "Walden,
79

Metropolitan plant decoration, 887
Mcyenia erecta culture. 182

Mezereon, its merits, 1H7

Mice, trappiu','. 2r)H ; and rats. 413

Middlesbrou-^h Canary Show, 20
Mignonette, compost for, 298
Mibtletoe culture, 125; on the Peach
and Ash. 280

Monochietum multifiorum Jpropaga-
tiou, 230

Monstera deliciosa, 61 : fnut, 33
Moss in flower pots, 199

Mountain Ash, sowing and planting,
397

Mowing slopes, 362
Mulberry blossom, 897

Mulching fruit trees. 182

Mules, and Mule breeding, 40, 57,

76
Musa Cavendishn in conservatory,
t^: fruit ripening, 346

Mushrooms—in winter in the open air,

7 ; simple mode of growing, 26 ; cul-

ture. 68. 126, 261. 286 ; structures, 126

"Mushrooms, How to Grow," 257

Mysore Agri-Horticultural Socictv,

272

Nantwich Poultry Show, 114

Narcissuses rooting outside pots, 51
Ncctanne shoots diseased, 321

Newark Poultry Show, 54

Newchurch Poultry Show, 317

Now \ear, a few words on the, 1
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Now Zealand Spioacli, hurdincSB of,

SCO
Niorembprpin culture, H31
NiKhliiijfiiUs Scarlet ViiKinian, 330;
rearing. 8H4

Notices of lUschnrgf, M ; to leave, 119

Oakttasi Pon.Tnv Siinw, 16
Ocl.JUt..t;l.>f*siii.i KnuiM-ri.JlO
Oldt nlauiii;i Iiri'iMimii. S8
Oklluim Poultry ^l^u\v, 7l>

Oleander scale, 51
Onoidium crispum culture, 167 ; xan-
thudon, 127

OuidUB—Ki'owiuK for cxliibition, *21tl

;

irowiuy la^^'u i'ui-tu^Mi. 171

OrunKcry, pillar plaints Inr, \^'l

Oruiigc8—culture for deaacit. 23, 59.

67. 172 : nianurinp, 132, 229 ; Otaheite.
S4G; priming:, 1H2 ; rcpottiuf,', 2ir>;

Bcale-infested, TO
Orchard — evergreens to shelter, S8,

131 : Kentish, culture nf. 251 : the
portable, 106,. 128. 112, 160, 194, 2US.

225, 276, 310, 342, 359, 392
Orchard houses, 221, 223 : failures,
420; lean-to, 281; niMiasenient of,

180; Pears in, 360; planting, ISS;
succession of fruits, 158; trees
barren. 280 ; avriujied when bloom-
inK. 327

Orchids—cool house. 149, 219, 267, 292,

873, 385, 401 ; starting', 132 ; iu tuba,
95, 132

Otley Ponltry and Pigeon Show, 283
Oxalis crenuta, 46

Packing fkcit, 97: flowers, &c., 6, 43
Paint, black, lor vinery, 70
Paintingor not painting, 12
Palava flexuosa, 2U2
Palms, 421 ; for a conservatory, 13

;

and their culture, 401
Pampas Grass culture, 112

Pansies—CUveden Blue, 182; dividing,

247; propatration, 362 ; waterinc.330
Parrot—declining, 94 ; detecting age,

J86; feeding, 366; male and female,
435 : not talking, 202 ; seU-plucked,
418.436

Parsnips, artificial manure for, 38
PassifloraB — not flowering, 131, 151,

880; ca?rulea not flowering, 8S0;
racemosa not flowering, 151 ; i-ace-

mosa training, 316
Passiou-FIower, cutting down. 71

Paulownia imperialis in flower, 387
Paul's show of aprmg flowers, 11)3

Pea Fowl's eggs, hatching, 186

Peach—aphides on, 144. 119, I!19; Bird
Cherry as a stock for, 396; blossom
falling. 199; buds falling, 150; cul-

ture, 95, 121, 144; diseases, 144; in-

sects, 144, 149, 199, 216, 298; leaves
blistered. 362, 415; Momion, 177;
potted, 270; pruning, 150; nut set-

ting, 331; shoots diseased, 321 ; stop-

ping, 150; tree and fruit ulcerated,
426 ; unfruitful, 262, 298

Pears— buda browned, 166: corolla
persistent, 362 ; Doyenne du Comice
as a pyramid, 51 ; Easter Beurre
from a waU. 84 ; Fortunee, 67 ; graft-

ing on Medlar, 431 : on UMiitethorn,
f>2,407; leaves blistered, 362

;
plant-

ing, S07 : protecting pyramidal, 150;
not ripening, 50; root pruned, 347;
unfruitful, 281; for west wall, 88;
Henri ('apron, 310

Peas—culture. 260; dwarf, 13: eaten
by birds. 71; for plantinc-out, 227;
preserving, 366 ; protecting. 164, 216

;

supporters, 330; for a workmg man's
garden, 151

Pegging-down plants, 395
Pelargoniums—classification of, 122;
compost for, 182; Congress, 306;
crossing Unique with Zonal, 379:
potting cuttings, 15o; distinction
from Geraniums, 431; flowers, 150;
hybridising, 269 ; to flower in June,
112; in pots, 346; growing seedlings,
248 ; select, 330 ; sporting. 331 : winter
management ol, 24, 6i. Ii.t2. 175.

Beddi}ig—i2, wintering in Yorkshire,
144; Bicolor, treatment of, 200;
coloured-foliaged, classifying, 362,

387 ; Ivy-leaved training. 150 ; Oak-
leaved, compost lor, 362 ; Schottii,
410; Show varieties, 78; variegated,
856; pots tor, 247; Zonals in pots.
846; stopping, 831; dark-zoned for
breeding, 330; Tricolors, composts
for, 330; Essays on. 358; some
Golden, 236 ; Miss Watson, 290, 307 :

seedlings not variegated, 132 ; sc-

Penrith Poultry Show, 133
Peristeronic at the Crystal Palace. 53
Pewits as vermin killers, 426
Peziza coocinea, 14

Pheasants, management of Golden.
400

Phlox seed sowing. 315
Pigeons—age, indications of, 154; Al-
mond and saddle-backed Fantails,
118; AntwerpB, 74, 91. 136, 153,202.
836; for an a\iary, 400; Barbs and

PtGROHS—eontinui'il.
Owls, 118; Birmingham Colum-
barian Society's Show, 21 ; Birming-
ham Roller. "318; cimkor in 115;
crossing Shoilfaced with Air-

Tuniblera, 40: lu dump lott, 260;
diseased, 58.76, 234 ; dove house, an-
cient, 434; stocking, 318; dying in
the nest. 384: dying young, 400;
eggs, 284 ; age of setting, 28'1 ; Fan-
tjiils, sex of, 58; of Venice, 183; from
the Mediterranean, 91 ; Nalioual
I'eriateronic Society's Show, 20 ; at
Antwerp, 39 ; pet, 300 ;

portraits,
;!.'.0; roup in, 138; salt for, 154;
sellers, advice to, 332; sex, detect-
ing, 91; flying Tumblers, 4l8j Tur-
bit diseased, 266; new varieties,

21S; wing diseased, 58
Pilca muscosa, 2113

Pine Apples—bed for, 164 ; bottom
heat, 262

Pinks -Cheddar, 131, 148; planting
layers, 182

Pinus variations, 426
Pipes—heated in a trench ; iron-filing

joints, 129 ; removing gas tar from
hot-water, 149 ;

preferable size of
hot-water. 331

Pits—constniction of, 281 ; v. houses,
198; propatjating, 132; for bedding
plants, 149

Plane tree for towns, 27
Plantain, destroying, 298
Planting, 31, 147 ; and preparing for,

379
Plant-house wove covex'ing, 131

Plants — origin of cultivated, 210;
wintered out of doors, 309

Plumeria lutea, 410
Plums--Cherry, 101, 161; trecdeficiont
of branches, 71, 182; cutting back,
306; heading back stocks, 199; pro-
tecting, 71

Phmging material, 199
Poinsettia pulchc^rrima, culture, 204 ;

cuttings, 229; for table decoration,
182: propagation, 71

Polands—plucked by others, 91; Gold-
en, 35: hen. 202

Polyanthuses, 130
Polygala, compost for. 150
Pomological gleanings, 67, 84, 101, 126,

162, 176, 310
Ponds, trees to shade, 362
Pooley's insect-destroyer, 360
Portraits of poultry and Pigeons, 317
Portsmouth Poultry Show, 114
Potatoes—acres of grown, 62 ; at Bir-
mingham Show, 102; clubbing, 370;
for cottager's garden, 182; early.
295; disease, 412; ia it hereditary?
289; failures, S68, 388; in frames,
110 ; gi-afting sets, 425 ; management,
397 ; in pots. 229 ; raising seedlings,
425 ; removing shoots from the
tubers, 370 ; sowing seed, 199 ; thin-
ning stems, 425 ; tubering without
sprouting. 362; \'eitch's Early Asli-
leaf, 104 : close to wall, 182; on wet
soil, isl

Pots—sizes of flower, 175 ; size for
exhibiting in, 394. 308

Potted plants, surfacing, 247
Poulterers' Company, 484
Poultry—what has been and is (o be
done, 14 : catarrh and its remedy,
153 ; for confined space, 218 ; in dark
place. 234 ; not feeding, 334 ; food tor,

202; floor, 818; house boarded, 234;
lore, 433 : lost, ;'.34 ; and their ma-
nagement, 216, 231, 234; misdoings
at shows, 15, 16: portraits of. 299;
profit of. 138,152, 154, 168, 202; show
official's mistake, 138; regulations.
84: rewarded for weight, 58; yard
arrangements, 154

Primulas, 391; double, 51; to flower
in spring, 318 ; seed eowiugj 262, 380

Propagating—bed, 71 ; box in green-
house, 247: in fermenting beds, 165

Pullets, preventing laying, 302
Purchasing fowls, 418
Pyrethrum Golden Feather, propagat-

ing, 150

Quarry, plants for, 70
Quince stocks, 404 ; grafting, 71

Rabbits—AGE of, 118; Angora, 250;
cannibal, 74. 232, 283 ; at exhibitions,
864 ; food. 331 ; greens for, 230 ; hair
falling off. 250; at Hull, 364; judging
and clnssification of, 39; judging at
Leeds, 39; manaiiement.118,218.832;
nest. 435; not injurious to pastures,
250 ; and trees, 104, 180, 213 ; at Shef-
field, 364 ; water for, 218, 2S2; young
d\-ing, 234,300

Radish, origin of the cultivated,240
Railways, charges, 399; liability for
birds lost, 399

Rainfall in 1868 at Ribston Hall, 126
Rain, working in, 128
Ranunculuses—culture. 112; planted

in February. 199 ; watering, 330

;

taking up, 362
Raspberries from cuttings, 182

Rats, destroying water, 50, 350. 429
Red lead coating of seeds, 196, 222, 25S,

377
Red-leaved plants and birds, 878
Red River natural pioductH.890
"Rofugiuin Botanicum,"29, 894
Rhodudeiidrt'iiH—border making, 281

;

after flowering, 13,331; in poiH. 70
;

six hardy, 1S2; leggy, 113; on hoi e-

sttine, Hy ; liquid manure for. 380;
potting tor forcing. 415 ; raising from
beed, 141; soil for, 88, 141, 306; at
South Kensington, 072 ; Watcrers',
372, 407

Rhubarb—forcing, 5, 13, 151 : culture,
240; defined, 416; secaiug,280

Iticemeal for fowls, 138
Riehardia mehinoleuca. 293
Ridged soil turning, 197
Rinj^ing fruit trees, 4i)3

Rivina Isevis culture, 112
Rochea falcata, 281
Roekwork plants injured by heat, 248
RouiiUi cement, 302
Rookery, establishing, 88
Rooms, plants and flowers in, 49
Roostiiig-place, making fowls fre-

quent, 350
Rosa centifolia, 230
Rose, Alpine, 141
Rose of Jericho culture, 13
Roses—alpine, 221; Banksian not
flowering, 863; pruning, 132; bloom
cutting, 393; tor burUers, 70; bud-
ding, 112 ; budding on Manetti
stocks, 198, 215, 247 ; Cnarles Le-
febvre, 299 ; Cloth of Gold, 403 ; col-

lection of. 215 ; colour of petal backs,
158; cuttings, 122, 158, 165; from
eyes, 166; tiowers falling, 379, 415;
forcing, 415 ; black fungus on leaves,
862; General Jacqueminot weak,
816; Gloire de Dijon as a stock,
149; grafted, 330; grafting for a
pillar, 112: standard. 178,230 : gi'owth
and qualities of, 362 ; guano water
for, 880: hardy, 330; house for, 291;
Lady Franklin, 316; leaves black-
ened, 149. curled, 362, distinguish-
ing by, 431, falling, 330, fungus on.
3(33; management. 198 : on iianetti
stocks, 198, 215, 247, 330 ; tongueing,
79, 101, 149; Marechal Niel, 43 ; not
flowermg, i98 ; new of 1868, 173 ; of
1869, 322 ; in north of England, 407 ;

in pots, 158; potting for lorcing,
415; proceciing, 12; pruning, 32, 88,

132, 143, 149, 166, 263 ; select, 51, 148,

263,315,431; seeds and seedlings, 4,

70; sewage for, 331; for a south
wall, 348 ; standard, 88 ; on their own
roots, 77; for a south-west aspect,
167j Tea scented, management, 166;
framing as inverted coiics, 151;
time between budding and bloom-
ing, 431: wall, 113, 132; watering,
330 ; eaten by weevils, 379

Rubus arcticus, 421

SaCCOLABIUU BIGIEECM, 392
St. Petersburg, transit of plants to,

141 ; International Horticultural Ex-
hibition, 109, 2T5, 827. 352, 372

Salt—applying to growing crops, ?62;
as a manure, 131; for hen-scaring,
229

Salvia splendens and others, 304
Sarracenia culture, 247
Scale insect, destroying, 397
Scarlet Runners, old plants of, 71
SciUa sibirica, 166
Scour in fowls, 436
Scraps, American, 22
Screen, evergreen for, 32
Sea-kale—renovating beds, 298; cul-

ture, 246, 260; cuttings, 182; plant-
ing, 182

Sedums for bedding-out, 419
Seedlings in a greenhouse, 131
Seeds — adulteration of, 8; coating
with red lead, 196: home-savei.t, 51

Seedsmen's mistakes, 256
Selaginellas, 18S
Selkirk Poultry Show, 135
Sensitive Plant eul:ure, 304
Sewa«e water, effects of, 213
Shading, 314 ; a greenhouse, 247
Shallot culture, 151
Shamrock, 230
Sheffield Original Fancy Rabbit Show.

38, 364
Shepherdswell Poultry Show, 203
Shrubs and shrubberies, 31
Silkworms' eggs. 366
Sinningia guttata pruning, 331
Siskins breeding in confinement, 284
Slugs and frost, 86 ; excluding, 216
Smiih, Rev. Dr., 376
Snails destroying, 362 : and frost, 86
Snowdrops, taking up, 131
Snow, Mr., 207
Snow in ice house, 212
Soapsuds—for watering, 298 ; as a ma-
nure. 397

Soil, improving sandy, 70
Solanum capsicasLrum culture, 26
Soot water. 381
Spanish—cock's face, 91 : and Minorca
fowls, 170; hens, 266; hens eg^-
bound, 334

Sparrows, Our 411
Spinach, New Zealand, 189
Spring flowers. 23
S]) ring-flowering plants, 847
.spring-gardening aspects, 319, 367
Stapelia hystrix, 65

Stephanotis floribunda, culture, 8m:
planting out in hothouse border, l5i(

Stocks. Kant Lothian, 150, 17,1. 195, 207,
224,360; i)Iaiiting Intermediate, IS-i

:

double-flowered, 380
Stone boxesj plants for, S47
btove—heating by a, 70 ; for a green-
house, IH

Stove wallj plants for, 112
Strawberries, 361: barren, 414; pro-
pagating from barren, 426; culture
aud secleciion. 140,296,328,414,480:
lorcing. G9 ; for a liglit soil, 166, S97 ;

for market. IGG ; in pots, 181, 215;
select. 189 : transplanting, 51 ; water-
ing, 131 ; white duston plants, 363

Sub-tropical plants, 112, 187,219,238;
list of, 132

Summer gales. 289
Sunderland Ornithological Show. 19
Sunderland Poultry Club Show,38
Supply of vegetables, 429
Sussex climate, 287
Syringa, roots and suckers, 432
Syringing, temperature of water, 299

Table df-coration, 385, 389
Tacbonia eriantha, 65
Tacsonia— Van-Volxemi, 298; splen-
dens not flowering, 149; Van-Volx-
emi, 288: sowing, 151; fruit, 162;
not flowering, 347, 363

Tailoring, fancy, 35
Tan for Melon pit, 199
Taxodium variations, 426
Temperatures, night, during forcing.
351

Tenant removing shrubs, 248
Thames Embankment planting, 27
Thibaudia acuminata. 65
ThorneOruithological Society's Show,

I 134

,
Thorne Poultry Show, 432

I

Thuubergia laurifolia culture, 230
! Tobacco, 166

I Tomatoes—culture, 315 ; ornamental,

I

292
1 Tortoise in a garden, 216

i

Tournay Exhibition, 394

1 Town 3,"gardening in, 27, 64, 31, .-.7, 178,

196, 275
Toy-Toy Grass, 221

I

Transplanting trees, 86
I Trees—anointed, 166; to shade ponds,
' 362

]

Trellis for fmit wall, 50; iron rersuf
wood, 131

!
Trichopilia suavis culture, 167
Trimmmg, 52. 72, 89. 113; fowls :U
shows,33, 34,35, 36, 37

Tropfeolums—not flowering, 230; tri-

colorum failing. 346
Ti-uffles. 47 : culture, 96
Tulips—after flowering, 215; bedding.

335, 402 ; sowing seed, 316 ; watering.
I

833
I Tumour, air-filled. 266
Turl—grubs in, 167, 230 ; lading. 147, 34

1

Turkeys—pens for. 16; the wild do-
mesticated, 57: with clasped loes,
266 : rearing, 318

Turnips-seed grub, 262 ; for spring,
415

Ulveeston Poultry Show, 183

Vanda insignis, 207
Varieties, of fowl, 72 ; propagating bv

seed, 836
Vases-planting, 830 ; plants for. 385
Vegetable Marrows, 182 ; bed, 346
"Vegetable Kingdom,' Rhind's, 207
Vegetables for market, 416
Veitch's fruit-tree nursery, 189
Vent protradmg, 266
Verbena—cuttings. 299 ; notes on, 120

Select, 2b3. 298; wintering and pro-
pagating. 104, 174, 255 ; venosa in a
shot bed, 347

Veronica seed sowing, 131

Vinegar, green grape, 302
Vinerv—forcing in, 88: glass for. 200 :

heatintr, 112: aspect f.ir gi-ound,

397; removable ground, 183: phmt-
ing and cropping, 397 ; reconstruct-
ing, 32

Vines—arrangement of, 31G ; bleeding,
151,205; preventinL', 162, 253; bones
for, 149 ; borders, 51, 183 ; dressing,
431. planting on, 229, uncovering,
199 ; breaking irregularly, 880

;

ch8nging,215; Ciotat,51: cool house.
229 ; culture 269 ; culture out of
doors. .5, 9. 29,43,65,81,299,374,409;
uecliniug, 316 : early, 13 ; eyes. hir:ze

canes from, 70: failure. 27, 380 ; flue-

in,iured, 331; forcing. 88; grafting.

5, 131 : for a greenhmist*. 51: guano
applying. 331: of India. 33; late, 13;

laterals irregular and tying downi
79, 298, 353 ; leaves browii-spolted



\i:<KS— colli inncd.
367, injured, 247, reveracd, 3'26,

acorclifd, 397; drops round, "208;

lioaeed oil on, 22t ; maniifT'-ment,
3'J9; manurinsr, 3:sO; MvisCiit of Alex-
andria in a pot, 14 ; out of doors, 5;
planted in a house. 111: outeide,
142; in pota, 11, 229. 270,293; prun-
ing, 71, IKS; Royftl Ascot, 216; shoot-
removing. 297; for a small house,
262 ; atoppins. flO, 51, 104. 362 : train-
ing, 280, 316. 397 ; unfruitful. 32 ; ven-
tilation for, 347 ; for vinerv. 13 ; wa-
tering 380 : weevil on, 182, 380. See
also Graprs.

Vineyard. The, 337
Violets—culture of, 315 ; in pota, plung-

ing. 4Sl
Vulture hock, 218, 231
Walls— dressing old, 12: glass,
uoOBLE,2aO: plants for a north, 2S0,

WXLLB—CO lit i II ti rd.
for u south, 88, for aa eaat, 149;
protecting trees, 212

Walnut trees, 224
Warning, 224
Wasps—destroying, 3J0 ;

queen. 337
Water—st;ignant, 48; level, 129; rain,

for fowls. 17U; softt-ninu' hard,8C2
WatertT, Mr. A., and Mi-ssra. John,
shows of Rhodoilendronn, &c., 372

Watering, 14.i, 390 ; out-of-door plants,
347 ; substitute for rain, 317 ; plants,
262

Water-Lily, culture, 415 ; seed sowing,
432

Weather in 18iJS. 5
Weeds, 377; destroying ereeoing-
rooted, 245 ; on walks, destroying,
815

Week, work for, 10. 29, 47, 67, 85, 109,

129, 146. 163, 17^. 196. 211, 226, 244, 259,

Week, work y'-in—continut'd.

277. 295. 312. 327. 344, 360, 376, 394, 412.

428; doings of last, 11. 30, 4^, b8. 86,

110, 128, 146, 104, 179, 197, 212, 227, 24r,,

260, 278, 29G, 313, 328, 344, 301, 377, 395,

413. 429
Weevils, destroyintr, 144

Wellincrtonia ^igantea culture, 162

;

tran.-iplanting, 215
Wheat-destrovinj; insect, 71

Whitehaven Poultr>- Show, 90
Whitethorn as a stock for the Pear, 407
Wild Howers, early, 122
Willows—cuttlogs, 229

;
planting, 229

;

weeping. 150
Window plant9,88; gardening, 147

I Wind, the nortli-easi, 403
I Wine-making, 409

I

Winter (lower bed. 101

Wireworms- in Vine-borders, 130 ; de-
' stroying,163

WiL-itaria sinensis seed, 831; ferti-

lising, 362
Wolstenh«hue, Mr D., teatimonial to,

152, 109
Woodliee in Cucumber pit, 13 ; in

tan, 281: destroying, 299; trapping,
404

Worms in flower border, 380
Wrens, feeding, 400
Wright. Dr. Perceval, 84

Yew—Golden, 182 ; aa\trFD on
Imsn, 182; transplanting, 215

York Horticultural Show, 424; Bird
Show. 433

Yucca tllauientosa, 112

ZXGOPETALUU MACttAYI COLTUttg. IG7

WOODCUTS.

P&OE.

Ucea' combB in Timor 3 )1

„ transporting 137

Bee-hives, securing bars in 417

Budding 2ir.

Dovehouse, an ancient 434, 435

Graftiag crown 209

„ Roses 17S

., aide 22G

whip 195, 209

Heath border at Drumlanrig 258

Pea supports 330

Pear, pyramid training 311, 343, 359, 398

Pot, frait-troe 107

PAOE.

Poulterers' Company's Arms 434

Radish, Wild in flower 241

„ „ pods 241

„ „ root 242

„ improved 942,243

Rose cuttings 77

„ gralting 17'^

Training, palmette 275,277

pyramid 311, 343, 3C9, 30v;

Vines, leaves reversed 326

„ training out-door 210,211,374,375

Watering-pot, French ^^
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they entwine themselves around the heart of the old man and
woman. The love of flowers in some hearts dawns very early,
in others circumstances draw it out, but in all cases it is, love
me once and love me ever. Said a clergyman, " The love of
flowers came to me in trying to please the taste of my delicate
wife. I took the cuttings under her guidance, and to spare
her strength, and to please her ; then I watched their progress,
and so on from one thing to another, and I loved the flowers,
first for her sake, then for hers and their own." The love of
nature is sometimes marvellously great. Thus you who know
old London will remember a narrow, close, half-stifling street,
called Little Tower Street ; in that street, says Peter Cunning-
ham, Thomson composed his poem cf " Summer."

Jfrom flowers I turn to poultry, which brings me at once to
poultry shows. Here I back up with all the strength I possess
the words of " Nemo," " Censor," and others, for rascahty
threatens to spoil our shows, and make exhibiting an impossi-
bility for an honest man or woman. But it must not be.
Judges f I ask you in this battle of truth and honesty, against
falsehood and dishonesty, to use first your eyes, and then use
all your powers of exposure, and spare no one. Our pastime
and our pleasure, more sanctioned each year by the educated
public, must not be spoiled by a set of dishonest painters,
dyers, and trimmers. Let committees always have trimming
clauses, and trim the trimmers smartly if they catch them. I
appeal to every honest man to help in this—every one who has
the feelings of a gentleman, an Englishman, and a Christian

;

and, by long experience I know that poor men have these
feelings quite as strongly as rich men. If this system of fraud
is to be continued, then what I have always asserted and felt to
be true—viz., that there was no manner or degree of vice con-
nected with our pleasures and exhibitions, will no longer be
true. I have contended that men of gentlemanly feeling of all

ranks can meet and enjoy, and be the better for the meeting
and enjoyment. Let us all determine that it shall still be so.
There is a pleasure in competition, but no pleasure to an
honest mind when the competition is dishonest. On this
subject I will quote a letter this day received from a gentleman
fancier in Scotland. Speaking of his visit to the Glasgow
Show, he says, " I wish I could describe as I feel, the pleasure
I experienced in being with so many of those I saw in Glas-
gow. My visit convinced me more than ever that such tastes
can be gratified and indulged in by gentlemen and Christians,
and it is only when those who are not both of these intrude
themselves, that improper feelings and practices show them-
selves."

Another point—let there be no spiteful complaining letters
after a show is over. Sometimes 1 think that committees
who have so much labour will be disgusted, and shrink from
having shows in future. The judging is decisive, men do their
best, and if you have not obtained a prize, be too manly or
womanly to write grumbling, grudging letters.

It has, I know, given much pleasure to some readers, that
during the last year articles on Fancy Pigeons have been more
nnmerous, more lengthy, and evidently the products of more
educated pens. I hope the " art " will increase and be in-
creasingly loved.

Petland is one department in fancy-land. Many who do no
show their birds yet delight to sit among them, watching them
taming them, and infinitely amused by their habits and dis
positions. As to petland, I was taken, at the Glasgow Show,
by a gallant Captain, who, to use his own words, "was pro-
moted into the fancy after he had ended the Crimean cam-
paign," and he bade me mark how his pet Barb could be taken
out of his cage and placed on his hand and shoulder, the bird
not the least disturbed by the hundreds of other birds around
him, and the many stranger-faces in the Hall. I found out,
too, in the beautiful show of Almond Tumblers, a little hen
that again and again put down her well-shaped little head
to be caressed by my finger, in spite of the half-jealous menaces
of her mate. That little hen was, doubtless, " somebody's
darling."

In our IJth of October Number was an account of the Christ-
church Poultry and Pigeon Show, Canterbury, New Zealand,
and an N.B. at the end saying, " The Fantails were very beauti-
ful and attracted much notice. I think ' Wiltshike Eectoe '

would have been pleased with them." I thank the writer of
those words, and beg to send him, I sitting feet to his feet, he
in mid-summer, I in mid-winter, my best wishes for the New
Year.

There is yet another class of our readers, those who delight
in bees. I own to profound ignorance on this subject, and

thought when I saw an article entitled, " Autumnal Unions,"
it was a waggish heading to a paper on late marriages, and as I
am a surrogate, I thought I might be interested in it. But
although I cannot send a word of my own to our bee friends,
yet I will give them the words of another, the finest and most
elevated and elevating bee-poetry (Shakspeare's excepted), with
which I am acquainted. Perhaps the lines will be new to
some readers, as Wordsworth is scarcely read so much as ha
deserves. He speaks of the bee as

—

" A statist prudent to conler
Upon the common weal; a waiTior boM,
Radiant all over with unbnrniahed gold.
And armed with living spear for mortal fight

;

A cunning forager.
That spreads no waste ; a social builder ; one
In whom all busy oflBcos unite
"With all fine functions that afford delight.
Observe each wing t a tiny van I

The structure of her laden thigh.
How fragile ! yet of ancestry
Mysteriously remote and high

;

High as the imperial front of man ;

The roseate bloom on woman's cheek;
The soaring eagle's curved beak

;

The white plumes of the floating swan ;

Old as the tigcr^s paw, the lion's mane,
Ero shaken by that mood of stern disdain
At which the desert trembles.—Humming bee I

Thy sting was needless then, perchance unknown;
The seeds of malice were not sown

;

AH creatures met in peace, from fierceness free,
And no pride blended with their dignity.
Tears had not broken from their source ;

Nor Anguish strayed from her Tartarean den;
The golden years maintained a course
Not undiversified though smooth and even."

The last lines furnish me a few closing words. May the
course of "our Journal" be this year "not nndiversified,
though smooth and even," and such, too, the course of the
life of every one of its readers. May all our friends meet all

their friends this happy season in peace and comfort. May
care and sickness be the guest of none during the year's twelve
months. In brief, may it be to all

A THOROUOHLT HAPPY NEW TEAE.

—WiLTSHiBE Eectoe. i»-

MARKET GARDENING
PARIS.

ABOUT
-No. 4.

LONDON AN«?

SALADS.

There are two adjuncts to a French dinner, which, whatever
may be the number of courses or variety of the dishes, are
never wanting—the putage and the salade. The former not
that fiery compound in which sherry and cayenne pepper fight foe

the mastery, and which the hotter it is the more the skill of the
cook seems manifest, and one is amused to hear the short little

cough going round the table as the cayenne enters the throat,

but one, sometimes thin enough, but always ungreasy, clear,

and palatable ; while in the production of a salade no cream or

condiments, save salt, sharp vinegar, and plentiful supplies of

oil are admitted. Now, it matters not when you are at Paris,

in the height of summer or the depth of winter, you are sure

to obtain a good salad, and of a good salad, of course the chief

thing is the foundation. How, then, are these salads obtained "

I have already adverted to the fact that this is not the tasta

of John Bull. In winter, salads are not relished, except by
those who have lived and travelled abroad, for they are consi-

dered unwholesome, a mistake, as I believe, if eaten in the

proper way—a great point ; for did I not yesterday partake of

a vile compound, in which every atom of crispness was taken

out of what was really not bad Endive, by being swum in cream
and vinegar?

With regard to winter salading, as a general rule this is a

failure in England, or was, for of late years there has been, as

far as I can judge, a considerable improvement ; and no one
who possesses an orchard house ought ever to be without good,

crisp, tender salading. The market gardeners, I conceive,

know best their own interests, and find other things pay them
better ; whereas in the Paris market the large supply meets a

ready sale, for all classes rejoice in their salading. The winter

salads used in France are mainly the Cabbage and Cos Lettuce

and the harbe de capucin, and these are produced in great per-

fection according to the following plans.

In every market garden around Paris the visitor sees a large

array of bell-glassea called "cloches." Thus, at the garden of

Dupont, at Cliohy, which ia not more than three er four acres
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in extent, there wore six thouBand of those cloohea, nnd thoy

were in the winter the protectors of twenty-four thousanJ Let-

tuces, for the plan is to plant three CabbaRO Lettuces and one

Cob Lettuce under each. The cloche ia made of very rough

and coarse Rlasg—iu fact, what remains in the vat after the

finer material is run off ; they are consequently very cheap,

coating not HI) centimes a-piece—that is, about 7J<L, and are

about as wide as high— vi?,., about 10 inches. The plan which

I have seen most generally adopted is to make beds 4 feet wide,

the length varying according to tho character of the ground,

and then to place these cloches across, and so continue until

the bed is full. For tho production of the salads in the depth

of winter great nicety is required. The cloches are really her-

metically sealed, for they are pressed firmly in the ground and
a large quantity of manure placed round them. The height

of this will vary according to the severity of the weather, but

they rarely have to be heaped up more than half way. There
is no damping or foggiag-o£f, and nothing can exceed the crisp-

ness and delicacy of salads thus produced. As they are wanted
the three Cabbage Lettuces, the true " lailue," are gathered;

and the Cos, or "romainc," left to grow, where, under the

influence of the rich light soil in which they are planted, they

attain a very considerable size, and are of the most delicious

crispnesa and flavour. These come in later, for as a rule the

French prefer the Cabbage Lettuce in the winter months.
"Why, then," exclaims some puggish Bull, "do not the

London market gardeners produce the same ? Why cannot my
friend Boodles have my cloches, and grow winter salads that

shall astonish my neighbours the Snookses?" On my return

from Paris last summer I went to Phillips's in Bishopsgate

Street on this subject, but I found that the cost of packing the

cloches would be more than the cost of the cloches themselves,

and that, consequently, it would not pay them to make them.
They would he glad to do so, as it would get rid of the refuse

material ; and as I have already said, the demand is not suffi-

cient to induce the market gardeners to go in for cloches to

that extent, or to grow salads to the exclusion of other crops,

more paying because more generally used. Nothing, it seems
to me, can be more absurd than to point to these fine winter

salads of the French market gardeners, and say how very much
superior to the English they are. As well might I take a

Frenchman through the rows of splendid Celery around Ful-

ham and say, " See what poor gardeners the French are !

Why, yon see nothing of this kind around Paris." Or, suppose
.you were to take him through Mr. Myatt's Ehubarb gardens,

and say, "Where is there anything like this about Paris?"
There ibis wholesome vegetable fruit is unknown. A French-
man would as soon think of eating it as he would of taking a

cold bath, which he regards as a special mania of the English.

No, it is simply demand and supply that rule these matters

;

and if ever winter salad become as plentiful in England as it

is in France, I venture to say that our market gardeners will

soon show that whether with or without cloches they will quite

equal their foreign brethren.
Barbe dc capucin is almost unknown in England, yet I

can testify that it is a most exeelleut adjunct to a winter salad,

although it hardly forms one of itself, but with the addition of

Celery or Beetroot it is very good. It is, as X have previously
said, simply the common Chicory, perfectly hardy and most
easily grown. The seed should be sown at difierent times in

the summer, and the plants transplanted into rows in good
deep soil, taking care in doing so not to break the tap roots.

The plants may then be allowed to grow, and may be treated
in one of two ways, each of which will answer—either to

dig the roots up and start them in a dry place in sand like

Carrots, or else to leave them in the ground. In either case

you may take at different times, according to your wants, some
roots, place them in deep pots filled with any kind of soil, and
then put them iu a dark place, cellar or Mushroom house.
The roots will then soon begin to shoot, and the blanched
leaves, when about a foot long, are cut off, and the roots thrown
away. I have this year, notwithstanding the dry seasou, grown
it remarkably fine, and am now using it, having blanched it in

an underground cellar. The French in their love for salads
press many things into their service, but few of them can
compare, 1 think, with this.

The production of summer salads is also carried on success-
fully about Paris, as, indeed, we know it is about London

;

but of this I hope to treat iu a separate paper in considering
the rotation of crops, in which there is a marked difference in
the two countries ; and I am inclined to think, after all that
has been said and written, that in the matter of handling the

ground and obtaining the most from it, our market gardeners

have little to learn from their French brethren. But of this

more anon.—i>.. Veal.

CULTIVATION OF EPIPHYI-LUM TRUNCATUM.
I LOOK upon Epiphyllum truncatum and its varieties as the

most useful of the extensive family of Cactaccm. The beauty

of its flowers, the adaptability of the plant to a variety of de-

corative purposes, its tractability to almost any form, and the

certainly of its giving a good return for any care bestowed on

its culture, are recommendations which shouM insure it a place

wherever flowers are cherished. The period during which it is

in beauty, gives it an additional claim on our attention. From
Christmas to Easter is a season when the ordinary charms of

flowers seem doubly charming, yet during every day of this

period by having a sufficiency of plants, and, of course, corre-

sponding convenience, and by a little management, its beauti-

ful flowers may be had in plenty. To grow this plant to the

greatest perfection, well-heated structures specially erected for

plant growing, are no doubt requisite. These erections are

by no means common. It is to the great majority of the plant-

loving world, whose gardens rejoice in but a vinery and green-'

house, that these hints on the cultivation of this plant are

specially offered.

The plant is propagated by cuttings, which may be put in as

early as possible in summer, when a night temperature of 60'

can be secured. Select for this purpose small brancblets from'

2 to 3 inches long, and sever them from the plant at a point

where the flesh is somewhat hard, and presents a brownish

appearance. It very succulent, it is well to lay them on a shelf

for an hour or two, to let the wound dry. Soil for the cuttings

should consist of nodules of peat, rough leaf mould, broken

crocks, and charcoal, well mixed with silver sand. The material

cannot be too open for this purpose. Insert one cutting in the

centre of a small not, or several round the sides of larger pots,

securing them at "once to small sticks to keep them firm. Place

the pots in saucers, and set them on a shelf in the sun ;
keep

in the saucers a little, but only a little water, which will rise

by capillary attraction, and will afford sufficient moisture for

the rooting. When the cuttings have rooted pot them singly

in 3-inch pots, using the same compost, only it may be a little

finer. If a Cucumber or Melon frame is at work, a place in the

frame will be very suitable. They will soon be established,

and if put in early in the spring, and their growth encouraged

until the middle of August, and then ripened by withholding

water, and placing them in the full sun, many of the plants

will produce from four to six flowers during the winter and

spring months.
Few plants are more suitable than these little Epiphyllums,

for use as a fringe round suspended baskets filled with bulbs

for room decoration. When this was a part of my duties, I

grew them by dozens for the purpose, and they were always

much admired. If not required to bloom in such a small state

it is well to keep them growing as long as possible, drying them

only to pass them through the winter months.

In the spring, when fairly in growth, not before, the plants

may be shifted into 5 or 6-inch pots, enriching the compost by

one-fourth of thoroughly decayed well-aired oowdung, using

plenty of rough charcoal round the collar of the plant to allow

of the water passing this part freely, the plant being there

somewhat susceptible of injury, by any lodgement of water.

Stand the plants in a position where they can receive the

benefit of heat and light, and water sparingly until the roots

reach the sides of the pots, but when fairly established, and in

full growth, they will require copious supplies. Occasional

syringings, when iu the most vigorous growth, will benefit

them.
Towards the middle or end of August, and at a time when

the terminal leaflets are on the point of being fully developed,

gradually withhold water, and stand the plants in the full blaze

of the sun, but protecting the pots from its direct and burning

rays. Mere extension is no longer required, but a secretion o£

organisable matter preparatory to the formation of flower buds.

Syringe overhead at times in preference to giving much water

at the roots, and this only to keep the plants from shrivelling.

House the plants before heavy rains—that is, if they have been

turned out, for it is immaterial whether they are in-doors or

out, BO long as they are exposed to intense sun, and they will

begin immediately to knot for bloom. When in this condition,

by keeping them dry and cool, they may be maintained in a
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comparatively dormant state for many weeks, and if brought
into warmer quarters as required, and generous treatment
given, a supply of flowers may be kept up for some months.
Plants in pots of the sizes named, and well attended to during
their two seasons of growth, will be most useful for general

decoration. Tor vases and sitting-rooms they are most suitable,

and for table-deooration few things are more elegant and appro-
priate ; at least one, but more often two, pendulous blooms at

every terminal leaf will clothe the plant with a rich glow of

colour, which is very effective by gas or other artificial light.

After blooming, give the plants a rest of some weeks by again
keeping them cool and dry, and they will grow far more vigor-

ously than if pushed on immediately after blooming.
If the plants are required to be kept small for certain pur-

poses, they may be retained in the same pots another season,

and they bloom well without much increasing in size. The
plants from the suspended baskets may be kept for the same
purpose another year if potted in small pots, and kept some-
what late before starting them into growth. It, however, large

plants are required, they must be shifted on as before, only
using soil still richer. Three parts sound turfy loam and one
part old mushroom-bed manure, well intermixed with lime rub-

bish, bones, and charcoal, will be found a very suitable compost
for established plants. The leaves will be more fleshy and of

greater substance, and the blooms finer than if grown in a
more peaty and lighter soU, as recommended for smaller plants.

When established in full-sized pots, the annual removal of

2 or 3 inches of the soil, and replacing it with a top dressing of

rich compost, will keep the plants in good blooming constitution

for several years. This should be done in the spring, on the
commencement of the plants' growth. The plants can be
staked to any form, the pyramidal being the most suitable and
natural,

I have hitherto treated of the plants on their own roots, but
they may be grafted advantageously on other stocks. Cactus
speciosissimus is suitable, but the best of all I have tried is

Pereskia aculeata, which belongs to the same natural order of

Indian Figs. The Pereskia strikes from cuttings most freely,

and it grown in the same soil and temperature as recommended
for Epiphyllum will form good stocks after one year's growth,
and very good ones if grown over the second year. Epiphjllums
worked on this stock at any desired height speedily form fine

pendulous heads, and are indeed fine objects for conservatory
decoration.

Grafting is a very simple affair. Let the stock commence
growth fcy making a few leaves, before heading it for the opera-

tion. Any of the various modes of grafting may be adopted

;

the simplest—and it is as effectual as any—is the crown or

wedge. When the stock is headed down, with a sharp knife

make a slit down the centre, and wedge the slit with a cutting

of Epiphyllum made to fit exactly, taking care to leave the
bark on at least one side of the wedge, and fitted exactly to the
bark of the stock. Secure the graft to a stake tied up the
stock to keep it perfectly steady ; tie the graft in with worsted
or matting, not too tightly, and bind round a little moss.
Keep the plant in a warm moist place, occasionally damping
the moss, and in a few weeks the union will be complete. Heat
and moisture in summer, light anddryness in autumn, coolness
and dryness in winter, are essential for this class of plants.

These in a sufficient degree are at the command of all who
have a vinery, or even a greenhouse, for with care I have had
a fair bloom with but the assistance of the greenhouse, but it

takes a longer time to grow good plants than by having addi-

tional heat.—J. W.

ROSE SEED AND SEEDLINGS.
Hating read with great interest the communications of Mr.

Curtis and Mr. Laxtou on Hose seed and seedlings, I went
round my garden and collected fifty-seven pods of the following

Koses, with the intention of trying to raise " a variety "

—

viz., Madame Julie Daran, Sombreuil, Due de Gazes, Charles

Lefebvre, Seuatenr Vaisse, Madame Boutin, Dr. Jamain,
Maurice Bernardin, Duchesse de Oaylns, La Baronne Adolphe
de Eothscbild, Prince Camille de Eohan, and Pierre Netting,

all capital Hoses. I believe, however, a man may sow a bushel

of seed before he will raise a Boee worth his trouble. I have
not much faith in manipulation. Unless gauze is kept over

the flower I believe bees fertilise it before we insert the pollen.

I fancy insects are the best hybridisers. Our climate is not

generally suitable for the production of Rose seed. Last sum-
mer was a good one for the purpose. It is rare that full Boees

give seed. The " nearly full " Boses are the best seeders.
Among the above, Pierre Notting and Madame Julie Daran are
the fullest. If I raise a good Rose I expect it will be from one
of these. Sombreuil is the best white Tea to breed from.

—

W. F. EiDCLTrFE.

CUCUMBER CULTURE.—No. 3.

Eabthino the Bed.—Soon after the plants have been
planted out they will begin to extend their roots through the
hillocks, presenting their extremities at the side. These must
be covered with soil as they appear, the soil being placed within
the frame a few days previously to become warm before cover-

ing the roots with it. This should be repeated frequently, as
the roots present themselves. The bed should at all times be
kept so far earthed as to afford space for training the plants ;

but it is desirable iu the early part of the season not to earth
too much of the bed at once, in order to permit the heat to
ascend freely and so secure the needful top heat, which, in the
case of a bed fully earthed soon after being made, is apt to

become deficient. Later in the season this is not of such con-
sequence, as the days are longer, and the sun heat greater, and
on that account the bed may be fully earthed over in a shorter

time than earlier iu the season. As a rule the bed ought to be
earthed to the full extent when the plants halt fill the frame.
The depth of soil should not be less than 9 inches, and need
not exceed 12 inches, but on a dung bed I consider 10 inches

a sufficient depth. "The soil should be made rather firm, but
avoid treading it, and if rather rough all the better.

It will be noticed in earthing that rootlets are being put
forth from the stem of the plant, and these, if covered with
soil, will extend and contribute to the vigour of the plant. It

is desirable thus to cover them, for doing so raises the soil

near the collar or neck of the plant, and in watering the

moisture will drain from and not to the plant. The soil, there-

fore, should slope from the plants, they being slightly raised

in the centre of each light.

Wateeino.—The water employed should be of the same
temperature as that of the soil in which the plants are growing.

Before watering it is well to dip a thermometer into the water,

and, if necessary, bring the latter to the proper temperature by
adding boihng water. It is a common practice to use water

several degrees higher in temperature than the soil, and this is

a frequent cause of knotty roots and disease. Water used so

warm unduly excites growth and causes weakness rather than
vigour ; and on the other hand, water much colder than the

temperature of the soil checks the growth of the plants, and
the foliage will flag frequently from this cause, quite as much
so as if the soil were deficient oi moisture. If the tempera-

ture of the soil be too low, or lower than it ought to be for the

successful cultivation of the plants, then the water may be
2° or 3' warmer than the soil, but on no account colder, as in

this case it would only still further lower the temperature of the

soil and cheek growth. If the soil is too warm then the water

may be 2° or 3' colder than the soil, as it will tend to lower the

temperature of the latter, and may on that account be desirable.

Such cases, however, are best dealt with when only temporary,

and it is to these that the foregoing remarks are intended to

apply, for if the temperature of the soil is unsuitable the

plants will not long be healthy and fruitful.

The plants require to have the soil always moist, and it

should be regularly so, for no plant suffers so much from a

deficiency or superabundance of water as the Cucumber, nor

so speedily shows the ill-effects. The soil should not become

so dry as to cause the leaves to flag, and yet water ought not

to be given until it ii dry, but then give a good supply suffi-

cient to moisten the soil to its full depth in every part. The
demand will depend on the weather and growth of the plants.

More will be required and ottener in fine bright weather than in

cloudy, dull, or cold periods ; and early in the season it should

be given in the morning from nine to ten o'clock, the lights

being shut down for a short time, or until the foliage becomes

dry, shading for some time if necessary to lessen the evapor-

ation and prevent the plants receiving a chill, then admitting air

gradually as required. After April, unless the weather is frosty,

watering is best done about 4 ph., the lights being closed; and

if the sun is powerful spread a thin mat over the lights for about

an hour, then remove it, but do not give air, as the vapour will

be a means of checking the attacks of red spider, and a rise

in temperature after the watering tends to increase the vigour

of the plants. In hot dry weather the water may be given

over the foliage, wetting every part, but in dull weather it is
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well not to wet the foliage, as doing so is apt to canse too great

sncoulency of growth ; tlio watering at such times pliouM bo

without a rose, bnt in line weathor a rose watering-pot is best.

It is well to keep the stems of the plants dry, as well as the

soil for some distance round.

It is not necessary to syringe Cucumbers when grown in

frames or dung beds, as the evaporation from the soil in most
oases supplies enough of moisture to the atmosphere, but in

very hot weather it is advantageous at the time of closing or

shutting down the lights to sprinkle the foliage overhead with

water through a fine rose. Though this is desirable in hot

weather, in order that the plants may recover more speedily

from the loss occasioned by the excessive evaporation, in dull

weather it is undesirable, as it encourages the production of large

flabby leaves so succulent as not to endure hot sun ; therefore,

syringe or sprinkle the I'lants overhead in dry hot weather

only, and at the time of shutting up, bo that they may have the

full benefit of the moisture, and have their foliage dry before it

IB again exposed to powerful sun.

Ventilation.—Air should never be given with the view of

lowering the temperature, but to prevent its becoming too

high. It should be given before the temperature becomes too

high, and then in such proportion as not to reduce it ; indeed,

the heat, on the proper principle of air-giving, should increase

rather than decrease after air is admitted, or rather air should

be afiorded in such proportion to the heat of the frame and
that of the external air tliat the heat will progressively in-

crease. As a rule, a little air should be given when the tem-
perature is above 75^ and not exceeding S(J^ ; and the tempera-

ture increasing, as it ought, the opening for the admission of

air should be greater as the temperature becomes higher. The
temperature with sun heat may rise to 0()^ which, if accom-
panied with air progressively furnished, will not distress the

plants ; but if the temperature be allowed to rise to 90°, and
air be then admitted in quantity, a reduction of the heat will

take place, and the plants will receive a check in consequence,

and the foliage will in extreme cases of this kind flag from the

hot moist air being suddenly replaced by eold and dry air.

The above remarks apply more particularly to the early part of

the season when air requires to be very cautiously given, as

the difference between the temperature of the external air and
that of the frame is then greatest, and the plants, being young
and tender from growing in a warm and moist atmosphere, are

most susceptible of the contending influences of cold and dry-

ness. At such times the hot air of the frame is soon displaced

by the cold air, which, becoming heated, takes up moisture
more readily, and the surface of the leaves is not only too

suddenly cooled but dried. As little air, therefore, as possible

should be given at such times, and only for the purpose of pre-

venting the temperature from becoming too high, and the

foliage from becoming thin and flabby through being grown in

too confined an atmosphere.
Cold draughts should be guarded against, as they are very

injurious, especially in winter and early in spring. The evil

effects of cold air may to some extent be mitigated by placing
over the openings two or three thicknesses of hexagon or

woollen netting. This will prevent a too rapid egress of hot,

and ingress of cold, air. These precautions will not be bo ne-

cessary in summer as in winter, nor in mild weather as in cold,

but the greater care taken to give the plants a change of air

without depriving them of the moisture or heat so essential to

their healthy growth, the better will be the result.

Air cannot be given too soon after the proper temperature
has been attained, and it must be in such quantity that the
heat shall rise with the increase of solar light and heat, and as

the latter declines the ventilation must be lessened, and, if

need be, entirely suspended when the temperature falls ; if

the temperature of tije air in the frame should rise a few
degrees after the lights are closed, it is better than allowing it

to become too cold before the lights are closed. Ventilation
should be admitted by raising or tilting the lights at back,
and not by pushing them down, which causes a draught always
more or less injurious.—G. Abbey.

FORGEAFTING A VINE—THE CIOTAT
OUT-OF-DOOR CULTURE.

I HAVE a Black Hamburgh Vine trained in double cordon
along the front windows of my greenhouse, and I should like

to cut off one branch and graft it with a Muscat Hamburgh ;

the branch is an inch in diameter. Could I do so ? Must I

cut it back and graft on new wood ? I saw some time ago that
persons were speaking about out-door Grapes, but nobody
mentioned the Ciotat or Parsley-leaved Grape, which I have
seen ripen its Grapes against the wall of my house (and an
abundant crop), for the last thirty years almost without failure.

The leaves, too, are very ornamental, and useful for table

decoration.

I have at this time a pot Peach tree in a lean-to orchard
house in blossom, much to my annoyance.— II. Fov.

[You can cut the stem of your Vine and graft as you propose
and side-grafting is as good as any. We used to do it with a
piece of wood containing two buds, one at the base of the
scion, and one at the point, and the best time to graft is just

before the sap begins to move. Inarching is performed on the
wood of the current year. In your case we would be inclined

to plant a Vine at the end of the house and train it up the roof,

instead of cutting away half the Vine that runs along the front.

We should move the Peach tree in a pot to where the frost

would not reach it.]

POMOLOGICAL GLEANINGS.
We shall soon have Tanc.ieeine Oranges as common amoHg

us at Peaches. Dr. Newington, of Ticehurst, has sent us some
of his own growth, as fine as any we have ever seen, both in

size and flavour. What marvellous changes cheap glass has
worked in our gardening notions and practice !

THE ^VEATHEE, IN iwtiR.

The following are extracts from the weather tables kept at

Brinkburn Gardens, Darlington :

—
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lion during the Bummer. Supply the plants well with liqnid

manure and pure water while growing, and endeavour to have

them matured as early in the summer as possible, and ready to

he removed to the place where they are to be forced, whether

it be a Mushroom house, pit, cellar, or other structure. The
plants may be either kept in the pots, or planted out in some
lich compost, according to the operator's practice. Crowns
from stools treated in the same way answer equally well.

With the above treatment I have been enabled to obtain good

Bhubarb in November and December, and throughout the

winter.

When plants are taken from the open ground I choose the

strongest crowns, and when they are exhausted consign them
to the dunghill, yet with all my care I have at times failed.

Perhaps some of the other readers of our Journal will detail

their practice iu this matter.—M. H., Acklam Hall.

PACKING FRUIT, FLOWERS, AND VEGETABLES
FOR SENDING BY RAILWAY.

On the whole wo agree with a correspondent, " J. J. A.,"

that boxes are better than baskets, though there are circum-

Btances iu which each may be more eligible than the other.

When the material sent is of great bulk, and vegetables form

a considerable portion, we have found large, square, stout,

iaskets very useful, and even strong common hampers answer
the purpose. In such oases the vegetables were placed at the

Jjottom and sides—very likely Spinach and other leaves on the

top, and the fruit and flowers were packed in boxes and placed

in the centre. Where the basket or box is entirely dependant
on the porters of the railway, who tumble packages out without
having time to look at and read the directions about " care,"

&c., then the baskets so packed suffer less as respects the fine

produce in the centre, from the concussion of a careless tumble
out, than they would do in a box, if means were not taken to

prevent injury from this cause.

The best means for obviating the effects of rough handling
IB to have an outside box, to be packed with other smaller ones
inside, and the smaller one so much less than the outside one
SB to admit of plugs between them.
We have frequently used two boxes for the finer kinds of

produce, the inside box an inch less oil round than the outside

one, and in the open space we would insert firmly, by means
of moss tied up in paper, four large pellets, one at each end,

and one at each side, so that when there was a jar given to the

outside box, the moss pellet would take and give. This inside

J)ox we have sometimes filled with so many boxes packed
separately. At other times we have made this box into three

or four divisions by having so many false moveable bottoms,

ihese bottoms being kept in their places by ledges fastened at

the ends and sides, so that the moveable bottom would rest and
lemain there. In general as many thin boxes of wood, tin, or

Bine as will fill the box will be the best, as every box will have
its own lid ; and for most purposes it is better to have the

ioxes shallow than deep. Thus, for Peaches, the box should

Jbe from 3} to i inches deep, and if divided into squares so

that each fruit will have a square box to itself all the better.

If the Peaches are wrapped in silk paper or cotton wadding,

laid on a little dry sweet bran, and covered all over with the

fcraD, shaken a little so that no crevice maybe left, and a sheet

of paper put on before the light lid is secured, the fruit will

go hundreds of miles and never show a speck ; but all such
Iruit when sent long distances should, though ripe, be not

over-ripe. We have used cotton wadding alone and the fruit

turned out well, and it is more cleanly than the bran. When
fcran is used, the tissue paper should be twisted or tied so that

the bran shall never touch the fruit. We have used fine moss
and short grass, well dried and sweet, instead of wadding, but

wadding is the best, though rather dear. It may be applied to

the Iruit at once, if the papery side be placed next the fruit.

Grapes we have often sent in two ways. First, by filling a

box full so that the bunches could not move in the least ; and
secondly, when bloom and freshness were great considerations,

placing merely one layer of Grapes along the bottom of the

iox, the branches resting on a double thickness of soft white
paper or cotton wadding, and then the bunches kept firmly in

their places by fine cord taken over the bunches in two or

three places by means of small holes in the bottom and the

sides of the box. To prevent dust a sheet of clean paper may
go over the sides and ends of the box before the lid is fastened,

the paper, however, being an inch or two at least above the

Grapes, bo as not to touch them. Very fine Strawberries do
best in shallow boxes with room only for one Strawberry in

depth, and each Strawberry placed in a soft leaf in its separate
little square box. We have sent fine fruit very well, merely
packing them in one layer thus : a sheet of paper, then small
Vine or Strawberry leaves, each row of Strawberries having a
green leaf below, behind, and in front ; in fact, each fine fruit

having a leaf to itself, but the rows kept tight and close, and
when finished a sheet of paper, or if none, cotton wadding was
placed over so as to fit closely when the lid was put on.

In packing flowers, all kinds do best when there is only one
layer in the box, and if the blooms stand upright all the better.

Packing them too tightly does not answer ; using any damp
material does not answer, if the flowers have to go far ; rather

light packing is hotter than very tight packing, but the packing
must not be so loose that the flowers will injure each other by
tumbling about. We have found nothing better than setting

the flowers about upright, and not too firm as respects the

blooms, but making the stalks of the flowers rather firm by
using well-dried moss for the purpose. The drier the moss is

the better will the flowers journey. The damper it is the more
will they be injured and shed, and that in proportion to the

length of the journey. We frequently damp a sheet of paper
and put it on the bottom of the box, and that with the dry moss
does no injury, but when we used moss, i-c, at all damp for

packing, we rarely found the flowers turn out as we expected

them to do. In placing these boxes in the inside box, it is well

to have a pellet of moss or wadding at the fom' corners be-

twixt each box.

When carrying fine fruit and flowers by rail is a constant

affair, it would always be good policy to have the boxes and
hampers placed under the particular care of the station superin-

tendent and the guard of the train. The reason will bo obvious

to every one who has seen the dispatch with which packages
are thrown out at the stations.

MANLEY HALL, STRETFORD, MANCHESTER.
THE RESIDENCE OF SAM MENDEL, ESQ.

{Conlimied from page 458.)

A SERPENTINE Walk through some pretty undulating rookery

leads to the Kose house, which stands on an elevated piece of

ground, surrounded by a pretty alpine garden, filled with all the
choicest gems in this most interesting section of plants. The
house is 37 feet by 22 feet, has three span-roofs, and is filled

with all the choicest Eoses that can be procured, amongst
which are some very large specimens. It furnishes largo quan-
tities of out Ptoses at all seasons. As we go from the Rose
house to the east side of the grounds, we pass a fine plantation

of Oak trees on our right hand, on the south side of the serpen-
tine walk, and on the left or north side, a paddock of about
three acres, exactly opposite the south front of the mansion.
The conversion of this into a handsome pannel garden, and
the erection of a good range of vineries in the kitchen garden,
are the only two things necessary to be done in order to make
Manley Hall the most complete place, in a horticultural sense,

anywhere to be found. The paddock, in my opinion, should
be dug out to a depth of 4 feet below its present level, and the

soil excavated employed to form fine banks on the west and
east sides of the grounds. If these banks were skilfully planted

they would completely hide the large block of plant houses on
the west side, and the large Azalea, Camellia, and Fern honses

on the cast side. On the south front the natural scenery could

be brought in to great advantage.

At the south-west corner of this paddock the walk divides,

one branch leading in an easterly direction to the kitchen

garden and fruit houses, the other, towards the north and east,

to the large Azalea and Camellia house, which is filled with

very large specimens of these popular flowers, together with

several New Holland plants, such as Boronias, &c. This house
is about 170 feet long by 20 feet 8 inches wide, with a division

in the centre. In the south division, on the right of the door,

were some very healthy specimens of Boronia serrulata, a hand-
some plant which is much neglected ; fine plants of several of

the best kinds of Aphelexis, as A. humilis, A. macrantha pur-

purea, A. rupestris grandiflora, also many Epacrisea of large size,

and two large plants of Erica Cavendishii 6 feet high and
4 feet 6 inches in diameter, as well as another pair of specimens
of the same plant 4 feet G inches high and 4 feet through, all

in perfect health. Epaoris Eclipse and E. miniata measured
i feet 6 inches by 5 feet ; Eriostemon intermedium and£. bnxi-
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folium, 6 feet by 4 feet ; Phrenocoma pi-olifera Barnosii, Dra-

cophylium gracile, and Erioateinou scabrum being likewise

very largo and healthy. Passing into the other division of this

house I f mud thu large Azaleas which have done so much
credit to Mr. Charles Turner for several years past. They are

in a very flourishing condition, although many thought they

would not agaiu be so after the enormous quantities of flowers

they bore last year, and the knocking-about they have had.

Many persons are also of opinion, that the Azalea, and several

other plants will only last a certain number of years, after which

they become useless ; but this only happens when they fall

into unskilful hands, as these fine plants abundantly show. I

also know from my own experience, that plants that have re-

mained in the same pots for eight or ten years, during which
time they had never been repotted, and had in consequence

become very sickly, and to all appearance worthless, have, by
simply scattering over the surface of the soil a little of Stan-

den's manure, and paying due attention to watering, &c., be-

come as healthy as they were at any period of their growth.

They will produce as fine flowers and as numerously as ever,

without repotting, for double the above period, if suitable quan-

tities of this invaluable manure be administered to them every

year immediately after they have done flowering. This manure
will produce a similar effect on the Camellia, the Orange, and
many other plants, if properly applied. Not only is a great

saving of labour and room thus effected, but we have a safe-

guard against any want of care in repotting, as regards the

state of the soil at the time the plant is put into a larger pot.

The soil in which the plant is growing should be in precisely

the same condition in respect to moisture as the new soil.

More specimen plants are killed from want of attention to this

matter than from any other cause.

The Azaleas are placed along the south side of the walk,

through the centre of the house, and on the north side are the

Camellias, some of which are very large and most luxuriant,

and all are completely covered with flower buds. The large

plants are sunk into the ground in square brick pits, consider

ably below the level of the floor, in order to afiord them more
head room. The following are the dimensions of some of the

Azaleas :—Flower of the Day, 4 feet by 3 feet C inches ; Bril-

liant, 5 feet by 4 feet ; Cedo NuUi, 5 feet by 4 feet ; Louise von
Baden, 5 feet by 3 feet ; Flag of Truce, 3 feet inches by
3 feet; Iveryana, 5 feet by 5 feet G inches ; Coronata, .5 feet

6 inches by 4 feet ; Chelsoni, 5 feet G inches by 4 feet ; Varie-

gata, 4 feet 6 inches by 4 feet ; Stella, 4 feet G inches by 4 feet

;

Extranei. 6 feet by 5 feet 6 inches ; Barclayana. G feet by
6 feet ; Holfordi, 4 feet 6 inches by 8 feet ; Sir Charles Napier,

6 feet 6 inches by 6 feet ; Juliana, G feet by 5 feet 6 inches
;

President, 4 feet 6 inches by .3 feet. Rhododendron Gibsoni

is 6 feet by 4 feet, and completely covered with flower buds.

The oR Double White Camellia, 12 feet by 10 feet, with up-
wards of two thousand fine flower buds, is the largest plant in

the house ; but there are many others of scarcely less dimen-
sions. A bank, 8-5 feet long, is formed of large and small plants

of all the best varieties.

Leaving this house (called the exhibition house) by the north
door, and turning to the left we follow a walk loading to the

kitchen garden, and by a slight curve to the left reach a

straight walk, which passes through the kitchen garden from
east to west. Parallel with this walk, and facing the south, is a

continuous range of glass 4'J5 feet long, for the cultivation of

fruits of various kinds. The Tines and other fruit trees in

many of the houses have not long been planted ; I need there-

fore only say, that every care has been taken in preparing the

borders, and that satisfactory results may be expected. I

noticed in several of them very promising crops of Pines,

Dwarf Kidney Beans, &i. In this range there are houses for

Pines, Vines, Cherries, Peaches, and Nectarines, all well

heated, and all filled with trees in a promising condition.

On the opposite side of the walk there are several span-roof

houses for the growth of Pines, Cucumbers, and Melons, and
for forcing flowers, propagating, &o. The first of these houses

I entered is nged for propagating, and is filled with a useful

Btook, among which I noticed a fine plant of Dracrrna regin.T,

JQst beginning to show its silver-margined leaves ; the next is

the winter Cucumber house, used also for Melons after the Cu-
cumbers are over ; and a third is called the summer Cucumber
house, the plants in which are destroyed as soon as those in

the winter house are in full bearing, and the house used for

forcing Eoses, Hyacinths, and other plants, for the decoration

of the conservatory. The next houoe is used exclusively for

forcing early RjseS, and for the cultivation of Melons in sum-

mer ; the first lot of Uosos had just been prepared and placed

in the pits on each side of the walk which passes through the

centre of the house. A span-roofed house, CO feet G inches long

and 12 feet G inches wide, contains a fine collection of Pelar-

goniums of the best varieties, and a fine lot of Cinerarias. I

also noticed a fine healthy plant of Lapageria alba. On the

south side of this house there is a very useful pit, G feet wide,

and of the same length as the house, filled with ft very healthy

stock of shrubby and other Calceolarias. The Pino stove is a

fine, and, for the purpose, very suitable house. It is CG feet

long by 20 feet wide, with a largo pit in the centre, a shelf near

the glass on the front side, and another at the back, and on
these enormous quantities of Kidney Beans are forced during

the winter. The pit is filled with a very healthy stock of Pines,

which are perfectly clean and free from insects. Many of them
are planted out, and the suckers are to remain on the plants

after the fruit has been cut, as an experiment. On my telling

Mr. Petch that this was the only way to make Pine-growing re-

munerative, and a plan by which he could grow two or more
Pines in the space generally allotted to one, he became doubly

anxious to give it a fair trial. Of this system of Pine-growing

1 shall have something to say hereafter ; for the present I may
state that I have seen the most satisfactory results attend its

adoption by one of the best Pine-growers in the world, who has

quietly pursued this system for many years, and who has

grown some of the finest Pines ever produced. On the back

shelf was a fine lot of pot Tines.

A lean-to near the large ferneries is filled with store pots

of Verbenas, Petunias, and various other softwooded plants,

and although it has no pretensions to architectural beauty, it is,

perhaps, one of the most useful houses in the place. At the

eastern extremity of the kitchen garden, against a wall facing

the east, there is a house for the cultivation of the Apricot.

—

J. Wills, F.E.H.S.

CHRISTMAS ROSE (HELLEBORUS NIGER)
NOT FLOWERING.

A BED of this beautiful winter ornament to our gardens, aa

it now is, quite gay with its large white flowers, or what pass

for such, has often eUcited the following observation—" We
have it, but it will not flower with us." Now, I have^ not the

slightest doubt that there is hardly a spotf anywhere in which

it may not be made to flower prufu.-ely if rightly managed.

I had it formerly in a side border, where it did not flower,

but an accidental occurrence led to its being removed and

treated so thpt it has flowered abundantly every winter since.

One of our smaller nurserymen took up some plants from an

open dry situation, where they had never flowered, and put

them in a waste corner, where they were partly covered up

by other odds and ends, and here they bloomed freely. This

fact led me at once to suspect the reason, and endeavouring to

profit by it, I immediately transferred my plants to another

situation, where, although the sun shines upon the spot all

the year round, they have the advantage of partial shade and

plenty of moisture during the summer months. As these

plants make and ripen their buds at a time when there is alwaj s

a profusion of flowers, and plenty of other matters to attend to,

they are apt to be neglected and left dry when most needing a

little consideration ; and hence either do not flower at all, or

produce only a few starved and diminutive apologies for flowers.

The plan I have acted upon is this : The plants being ar-

ranged symmetrically in an open sunny spot, where In the

winter they are in a conspicuous position, and form the prin-

cipal objects left, in the summer they are thickly planted over

with Fuchsias, Pelargoniums, Calceolarias, Pyrethrums, i-c,

so as to be wholly shaded from the sun, at the same time that

they receive an abundance of water, as well as a share of the

liquid manure aud other good things intended for their pro-

tectors. Thus, without any special care they receive an addi-

tional stimulus at the very time that it is of most service to

them. Blooming as they do at a season when there is hardly

any other flower to occupy the ground, they are invaluable, and

we'll worthy of more general cultivation.—W. K. BBiDGiiiN,

Nuncich.

OPEN-AIR MUSHROOMS IN WINTER.
On the 22nd of December I gathered eighteen Mushrooms

from the outside of a pigeon-holed Melon pit. One of them

weighed H lb., and measured 10* inches in diameter and

2 inches thick. Several of the others weighed rather more
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than haU a pound. Mr. Frost, the well-known nurseryman of

Hiiidstone, pronounced them the finest he had ever seen flower

in the open air. The Mushrooms came up epontaneously.

—

G. Leeds, Gardener to the Maijor of Maidstone.

ADULTERATION OF SEEDS.
BmXACTS FROM THE SECOND INTERIM REPORT BY THE BOYAIi

HORTICULTORAL SOCIETY'S SUB-COMMITTEE.

The crop of many of the seeds which form the staple of the seeds-

man's basiuess is always nncertain and precarious in this conntry.

A single night's frost at a critical period may destroy the whole of

the crops of Turnips, Mangold, Cauliflower, or Cabbage seed exposed
to it. The seedsman thus can never calculate on the supply of the

coining year. It may be a failure ; and he most properly provides

agaiast this by laying in a large stoclt when the crop is abundant
and good. But what is he to do with the large stoch so laid up in

the case of a sequence of two or three good years ? He uses it up by
mixing the product of the different years together. By-and-by a bad
year comes, but, by the seedsman's precautions and forethought, a
snfficicat over-supply from previous years remains in stock, ard the
«oantry is not unprovided. From such occasional intermixture there

is a. natural and easy descent to a constant lowering of the average.
Troublesome questions are put if the seed is found better or worse one
year than anotber. So it comes to be tbought that it would bo more
easy for the seedsman, and less troublesome for the customer, if it

were kept always at about the same average, and the price corre-

spondingly lowered ; and so the system of regular manipulation and
tampering with the quality is introduced.

The next stage of introducing killed seed instead of old dead seed
IB still more easy. It is obviously much more to the customer's
advantage, if the average is to be lowered, that it should be done by
the intermixture of clean fresh-killed seed, ratber than of old musty
seed, full of the spores of fungi and the eggs of insects. So regarded,
the introduction of killed seed is a boon to the buyer instead of an
injury. There is, indeed, anotber point of ^aew from wbich to look at
it. The old dead seed betrays its presence ; the killed seed does not

:

and so the purchaser is deprived of that means of testing the quality
of tlie article he purchases.

Everythiug is thus thrown npon the honesty of the dealer. He
fixes the price, he regulates the quality, and the pui-chaser is kept in

the dark, and has no check upon either. This is a temptation beyond
irhat the average frailty of human nature ought in fairness to be ex-

posed to.

It is not to be supposed that the existing system could have reached
its present maguituda through the separate and independent action of

individuals ; it is the combined actici of the trade which has done it.

At what time it commenced your Committee have not learned ; but it

is no modern device. Most of the present members of tbe seed trade

have succeeded to it as to a fatal heritage, and they have found them-
selves constrained to conform to tbe traditional custom of the trade,

•or run the risk of sacrificing important and weU-established busi-

nesses to the ruin of themselves and their families.

The combined action of the trade, which has consolidated the system,

has been exertud through a trade's club, or association, something in

-the nature of a trade's union, which as in other businesses, the

London wholesale seedsmen have established among themselves. One
•pi the chief fuiictions of the association is, as yonr Committee are

.^informed, the regulation of prices and the determination, by mutual
'consultation and advice, what kinds of seeds should have their average
lowered, and to ^^hat extent it should be done.

Accordingly the practice has taken root so firmly, and ramified in so

Toany directions, that it now penetrates every branch of the business.

Of its extent no stronger evidence can be given than the regular quota-

tion in ceiiaiu of the seed trade lists of tlie prices of "•' uctt seed,' and
*' ti-io," or " UUO,"—" nett seed" meaning good seed which has not

ieeu adulterated or mixed,—" ti-io," or " 000," meaning seed whose
vitality has been killed for the purpose of mixing with good seed.

It must not be supposed, however, that there are no exceptions to

tlie universality of the practice ; the results of yonr Committee's in-

q^uiries, confirmed, as they have been, by the trials recorded in

'last report, enable them to speak to the contrary. From these, were
it their cue to do so, they could name the few houses which px-oceed

"^on a different system, and which ai*e struggling single-handed against

the ovenvhelming preponderance of those who do not. But to do so

would be by implication to reflect on others ; and as the object of the

'•Council in this inquiry is entirely of an impersonal nature—to redress

.^a public grievance, and not to attack individuals,—they feel bound to

, refrain from mentioning names on either side, even when the mention
would be laudatory.

Of the complication and diflacnlty of doing away with the system,

an idea may be formed from some of the following facts. Instead of

jrarchasing these seeds from growers in the market, wholesale seeds-

'inen find it necessary to enter into a sort of qua si-partnership, or

;3oint adventure, with the growers. They supply them with the seeds

'.tthey want grown, and receive the product from them after harvest at

/certain previously fixed, or proportionally arranged prices. In no
other way (of growing by a thud party) could they make sure that the

seeds they purchase were of the kind they wanted, the seeds of many

different species, and especially of varieties, being undistinguishable.
Unless they knew that the produce of any particular field was to be
their own, they would neither have the right nor the interest to
examine it while growing, to make sure of its kind. As may be sup-
posed, the bargains with these growers vary infinitely; sometimes the
seedsman is the owner of the soil, and the grower his tenant ; and
leases or bargains for growing seeds, extending over many years, have
been entered into on the faith of the continuance of the present system
of conducting the seed business.

Again, one apology for the present system is, that under it the
seedsman keeps the price much mor*; equable from year to year than
it would otherwise be. He charges always more nearly the same price,
trusting to the average of years and prices equalising things in the
course of a number of years. Your Committee do not think that this
uniformity of price is any advantage to the purchasers, but a great
disadvantage, if obtained, as it is, at the cost of variation in the
quality of the seeds. But the fact being that, whether an advantage
or not, the seedsmen have been to a certain extent acting upon it, it is

plain that injuiy might be iutUcted npon them if the system were
suddenly put a stop to. If, for example, a seedsman is now in the
midst of a course of years, of which the first half, which is past, has
been bad, a sudden change would deprive him of the chance of restor-
ing things during the remainder of his cycle of years, which, as the
first half had been disadvantageous, he might reasonably expect to be
good.

At the same time matters cannot be allowed to remain as they are
;

and your Committee's first idea was, that the seedsmen themselvea
should undertake their own deliverance. They believe that these gentle-
men are themselves thoroughly in earnest in their desire to get rid o£
the present system ; nay. more, they believe that the more respectable
members of the trade take no advantage from it, that their profits are
not greater than those of other similar branches of industry, and that
pecuniarily they would be gainers by the abolition of the system, and
the substitution of a higher price for a better quality of seeds. But it

is to be feared that they are so hedged in by the engagements and
bargains that they have made, that it is very doubtful if they would
be able to shake themselves free from its trammels by any efforts of
their own. And even although they could, and were, by a unani-
mous resolution of the trade, to renounce all mixing of scoda thence-
forward, the public would not benefit ; on the contraiy, they would be
losers—for, instead of having the system conducted, as at present, by
men of respectability, who, at least, aimed at providing a constant
supply, the public would find their places supplied by a lower and
more unscrupulous class, who would have no object but fleecing the
public as rapidly and filling their own pockets as full they could.
Any effort for good must, therefore, not be limited to the voluntary
abstinence of individuals, but must be compulsory and of universal
application.

It may be said that if, notwithstanding the unfavourable appear-
ances arising from their erroneous system, the seedsmen do really
conduct tbeii- business so fairly and honestly and with such attention
to the welfare of the public, why should any change be made at all ?

"Why not allow matters to remain as they arg ? If all did so, and all
would continue to do so, and no farther lowering of the averages would
be practised by the retail seedsmen and small dealers, the public
might be content to allow matters to remain as they are ; but it is

patent and notorious to all that the reverse of all this is the case.
Not even all the wholesale seedsmen are content with the lowness of
average fixed by their own association (see the results of the trials in
last report)

; and the average of the stock of the small countiy dealers
who have been supplied with seed filtered through two or three retail

hands must be correspondingly bad. But, more than this, yonr Com-
mittee learn from a reliable source that some of the growers themselves
have begun to lower the average before it leaves their hands. It can
scarcely be denied that this is a fraud suggested by the example of

the seedsmen themselves. The practices they have taught them they
execute; and it shall go hard but they will better the instruction. The
half-educated husbandmen will be slow to appreciate the difference

between an admixture of lifeless seed by themselves and one by their
employer, or to believe that what is fraud on their part is only esti-

mable precaution on that of the others. Nor until the seedsman dis-

tinctly warns his customers that he is not selling "nett seed," will the
public generally admit the distinction.

Tour Committee are of opinion, therefore, that something more than
good resolutions on the jiart of the trade are absolutely essential

;

what that should bo is the difficulty. Various suggestions have been
made to your Committee ; but they have found no one plan adequate
to meet the evil. An application to the Board of Trade for the ap-
pointment of a Government inspector has been suggested by some;
either trials of seed at the request of dealers themselves, or unknown
to them, and the publication of the results has been recommended by
others : and the passing of an Act of Parliament to render it penal to
adulterate or to mix killed seed with good seed, is the specific of a
considerable number of men whose opinion is entitled to respect j but
your Committee have been unable to see that any one of these steps

would of itself be sufiicient to meet the end. Probably a combination,
or rather a selection, of them might, especially if supported by genuine
and sincere exertions on the part of the trade itself. For actual
adulteration (as of Clover seed) an Act seems indispensable; no one
will object to this ; but your Committee think it should also extend to
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the tiso of Wllcil seed for mixin;?. No Act, indeed, that conid lie ex-

pected to pass would directly reach the nae of old naturally dead

seed for this pnrvos-e, Imt it misht iudirectlv ; for if the use of killed

were prevented, the actual Bupply of old dead seed would not bo sutU-

cient to d^ mucli harm ; and even if it were used, its appearance

would betray its presence, and put the purchaser on his (>uard.

Th(n-e are other points which can only be reached by introducing

more generally a systimr of actual trials previous to purcliases ; and to

this yonr Coumtittec think every effort should be directed. In some

districts it appears that farmers and growers are now Rotting into the

way of tailing their half-dried grass seed to the hilu to bo dried.

Whether it gets a roasting or a gentle heating merely sufficient for the

purpose is, as business is now conducted, a matter of no great import-

ance either to the kiln owner or his customer. It may be sold as

good seed, or, if found out, will at least, do for " trio." But if

"trio" were abolished, and trials were general, the farmer would

soon find his roasted seed left on his hands ; if this happened onco or

twice, the process would either bo made safe or abandoned.

It is not easy to understand how any one who Jias to use considerable

quantities of seed should ever dispense with this precaution. It may
bo that they suppose that the trouble of testing is greater than it

really is, or that experience has shown the experiment to be useless,

as, from the general adoption of the same average, no better quality is

to he had in one shop than another. If the latter be the cause of the

neglect of this self-evident precaution, it must soon ceaso to be a

reason ; for, as soon as the public know that the quality of the seed

sold has hitherto been matter of regulation, they will evince a prefer-

ence for those tradesmen who do not adopt that practice—and, of

course, the demand for such will produce its natural consequence,

—

a supply. It will then become essential for the public to know
whether those who profess to have abandoned the old system have

really done so or not ; and the only effectual way of ascertaining this

is to test their seeds.

Your Committee have nnder their consideration the varicus modes
of testing seeds whioh are known to them ; and that which they feel

inclined to recommend as on the whole the easiest, cleanliest, least

ti-oublesome, and most likely to be acceptable to the general public,

is the placing of the seeds between folds of moist flannel and keeping

them in the temperature of a sitting-room or kitchen for a few days.

This, of course, is not equal to Nature's own test—actual growth iu the

en,rth. It may not answer for all seeds ; hnt it answers perfectly for

most kinds ; and any seed that gives a good return under it may be

depended on as certain not to give a worse result when actually sown.

An idea of its efficieucy may bo gathered from a trial of it made by

©ne of your Committee upon 100 seeds of one of the sorts whose avei--

age of good seed had in previous trials been found to be 75. The
simple method recommended gave i.T seeds germinating on the thud
day, "23 on the fourth, IG on the fifth, 9 on the sixth, and 'd on the

seventh—total 70 : but whatever plan the Council think most suitable

for general use, your Committee recommend that that plan should be

made as widely known audits practice be as strongly inculcated as

possible.

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S MEETING.
The December meeting of this Society was held at Burlington

House, the President, Mr. W. H. Bates, being iu the chair. Amongst
the donations to the Society's library received since the lost meeting

were the publications of various continental and American Societies,

including the first number of a new American periodical, " The Ame-
rican Entomologist," the current number of the American " Bee-

Journal," and a work just published at Madras by Lieut. -Col. Taylor,

on the history of the White Borer, a species of Longicorn Beetle, with

au account of the extensive attempts which have been made to arrest

its ravages.

The deaths of Professor Bohemann, a distinguished Swedish ento-

mologist (one of the honorary members of the Society), and of Mr.

W. E. Shieckard, the author of a work on the British Sand Wasps
and other Hymcnoptcra, were announced.

Mr. F. Bond exhibited a curious variety of the White Admiral But-

terfly, Limenitis Sibylla, also a female specimen of the Adonis blue

Butterfly having several streaks of the blue colours of the male on the

upper side of one of the fore wings ; also a hermaphrodite specimen

of the Lasiocampa Quercus.

Mr. Edward Saunders exhibited a specimen of a new British Moth,

Crambus Myelins, allied to the common C. Pinetellus, taken by Mr.

D. E. Brown near Aberdeen ; nnd Dr. Dutton, a splendid specimen of

Catocala Fraxini, taken at Eastbourne on the '20th of August last.

The Secretary announced that the Milan Academy had offered a

prize for the best essay on the means of taking honey from hives

without injuring the bees. Of course the plans would necessarily have

reference to the usual form of hives adopted in North Italy, and not

to special bee structures.

Professor Westwood exhibited drawings and read descriptions of

various new and curious exotic species of Hymenopterons insects ; and

the Secretary read a paper by Mr. W. F. Kirby, " On the Application

of the Law of Priority to the Nomenclature of the Genera of Diurnal

Lepidoptera." In this memoir the author showed that this law, uni-

versally adopted for the names of species, would, if followed out iu

generic nomenclature, produce a complete revolution in the names of

the groups of Butterflies ; one chief cause of the difficulty arising from

the want of a fixed principle in tho selection of a typical sjiecics for
which tho generic name should be retained when the genus reqnireft,

by the addition of new species, to be broken up into other geuciic

groups. In such eases, the writer seemed to be of opinion that the
species placed by the original founder of tho genus at its head shonhl
be retained as its typo, and should consequently hold the old generic

name ; but most of tho members present appeared to consider that
where no especial spoeies was named as the typo by the original

describcr of a genus, a subsequent investigator of the group waa at

liberty to select any of the s])ecieB which he considered as most fitly

illustrating it, and retain for it the old generic name. The principle

is applicable to every branch of natural history, and requires to be
authoritatively settled.

OUT OF-DOOR GRAPES.
This subject, I am glad to see, is attracting a litlls attention

now that it has been introduced. Tbc cultivation of the Vine,
with the object of ripening Grapes in the open air, is a subject
worthy of much more consideration thau is generally' bestowed
upon it. It is a particularly interesting occupation, very plea-

sant in itself, and within the reach of everyone with a rod or

ground aud living in the humblest dwelling. The past season
having been so wa-m and dry, and so particularly well suited

for the ripening of Grapes in the open air, we are yery DatnraHy
(having found the fruit more palatable than usual), inclined to

bestow rather more attention on tho matter than we might
have done at the close of a less favourable season. We can
scarcely ever expect to endure another jear so tropical in its

character as that now closed, or a season in which Grapes in

the open air could have been cultivated with so much advantage
in this country as 18G8.

I am very pleased indeed to hear that Mr. Watson (see

page 459), is such a successful cultivator of the Vine in the
open air. I hope he will, as you have asked him, give jour
readers the benefit of his long and great experience ; it would
be an interesting and at the same time extremely useful and
excellent guide to others. Mr. Watson slightly misunderstands
my meaning (see page '116), of " by a little ordinary attention

a tolerably decent lot of Grapes may be grown." What I
meant was, the ordinary attention bestowed on Vines under
glass. If such, I maintain, were bestowed ou out-of-door Vines,

a tolerably decent lot of Grapes would be grown, but not equal
to those under glass. It is astonidhing how good the cnt-of-

door Grapes are sometimes, where attention is besto-wed oc
their cultivation.

It is not, I think, so much to a want of knowledge as to

neglect that we are to ascribe the miserable appearance that
out-of-door Grapes present iu most gardens. The piofessiosal

gardener does not consider them worth his trouble, and
amateurs in most Cises take their cue from the proiessional

men. In country districts this is especially the case. There
is nothing so convincing as example ; therefore, if our great
men, who know how a Vine ought to be treated, would bnt
show a few oul-of-door Vines correctly managed and laden
with their fruit, there would soon be plenty of imitators, and
Grapes, the noblest of all our fruits, would not be so very
rarely to be met with at the tables of the labouring clasfes as
they are at present. It is they—not the rich who can afford

glass structures—whom I wish most to see cultivaling their

own Grapes on the walls of their cottages.

There is no plant more easy of cultivation than the Vine ;_

none more simple or easily managed, whether it be nnder
glass or in the open air. There ia no extraordinary attention

required. It must not, however, sulfur neglect, as liino-tenthB

of the out-of-door Vines do.

To succeed in the cultivation of the Viue out of doors, I
should recommend, in the first place, if there be a choice, to
plant in the warmest situation, on a south or south-west as-
pect. Take out the existing soil to a depth of 3 feet, and tea
width of, say C feet, to begin with, which width can be after-

wards increased
;
put in about 18 inches of broken bricks or

rubble for drainage, then about 2 feet of the fidlowing, well

but roughly mixed—viz., two-thirds fresh jellnw loam, asd
une-third lime or brick rubbish, with a spriiikling of manure
and charcoal, or burnt ashes ; in fact, in just the same way as
the best Vine borders are made. Plant young Vines early in
the spring 30 inches apart, cut them down to wiiliiu C inches
of the ground, and train up one shoot only for the first season,
which encourage to the very utmost. Guaid againxt May frosts,

which frequently destroy the young ^hols ; do n(jt puH ofl a
single leaf or stop a single lateral, exc«|.ting where Ihey may
be getting crowded, until the month of Septtiubor ; the gTO«-
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ing tips of the shoots should then be pinched ont, and the

main stem exposed to the full action of the son, so as to have
the wood thoroughly ripened.

Prune before Christmas. If well ripened, and about the
thickness of one's hnger, 3 feet of a rod may be left, and less

or more in proportion. Encourage the main stem as before,

and train the side shoots (on which may be expected a few
bunches) slightly upwards about 9 inches apart, stopping the
growing point one or two eyes beyond the bunch until that is

fairly set. Then allow the laterals to increase a little, stopping
them as every two leaves are produced, without allowing them
to become crowded, or one leaf to shade the other. In September
check all growth, and expose the wood thoroughly as before.

Continue the same treatment from year to year.

If one Vine is required to cover a larger space, encourage
some side shoots to grow in the same manner as the main
shoot, which should after the first pruning be laid down in a
horizontal position along the bottom of the wall, and upright
bearing stems trained up therefrom, at a distance of about
28 inches the one from the other. The main shoot can be
continued to any length, the upright rods taking the place of

individual Vines, being pruned and spurred in the same
manner,
A very good plan with out-of-door Vines is to renew the rods,

cutting down each alternate rod every second or third year,

according to their length, A Vine also makes a very handsome
plant on a very high wall, or on the end of a house, if trained

as we do our horizontal Pear trees—that is, one main stem
with horizontal rods 18 inches or 3 feet apart, on which the
bearing shoots are produced on the upper side only. If

18 inches apart, the shoots may be left at inches the one
from the other, and pruned home every season ; if 3 feet, then
they should be 18 inches distant, and renewed every second or
third year alternately.

In winter pruning I would say, Prune always to a good firm
eye, study this principally. Do not prune too closely for the
sake of appearance. In summer keep the shoots thin, and
every leaf fully exposed to the sun's influences, so as to have
the wood thoroughly ripened. Then, if mildew does not
attack them, four seasons ont of five wonderfully good Grapes
will be secured.

For the prevention of mildew, in answer to " D. of H.," I

recommend the practice of painting the rods, after pruning,
with a mixture of sulphur, soft soap, &e. This, however,
although it may serve to cleanse the shoots operated upon
from any existing insects, does not in the least prevent
the recurrence of mildew during the growing season. The
only way to prevent this is by the application of sulphur.
Flowers of sulphur should be dusted freely all over the leaves,

fruit, &o., immediately on the appearance of the evil, or indeed
previously. This should be done during bright sunshine in

the early part of the day, and repeated frequently if the
malady continues. If the weather is too wet to allow of this

being done cfiectually, syringe with sulphur water, or clear

dissolved Gishurst compound, which must, however, be washed
off the berries, if they are nearly ripe, to prevent imparting
its nasty taste. Sulphur in itself has no taste, and will cause
no injury to the eater of it, although it may somewhat dis-

figure the appearance of the Grapes.
To grow Vines successfully in the open air, nothing is re-

qaired but perseverance and attention.

—

^Abchambado.

" GAKDENING IN THE \^'EST.-^i*o.!'3."

We have seen that in America, our first care is to take
measures to retain as much as we can of atmospheric moisture,

just as in England we are chiefly at pains to accumulate and
retain solar heat. We may next talk over some applications in

everyday practice of this principle of difference.

Dryness of the air is in some respects agreeable to the human
constitution, at least to ours, fS " whites." It is bracing,

stimulating, exciting. It has much to do, no doubt, in produc-
ing the noticeable lankness and angularity of the " Yankee,"
his activity and acuteness of mind as well as body, and possibly

with an earlier wearing ont or decline of his powers, when life's

fever is allowed to run on unmoderated. The inhabitants ot

the deserts of Arabia, and of Northern' Africa, where an arid

condition of the air is constant, and sometimes mortally intense,

are described as among the most active, and quick-nerved of all

mankind; long-lived, and unusually exempt from disease ; but

the Arab's life is spent wholly in the open free air. The

American is under a disadvantage from the necessity of close

shelter from the severities of winter, concerning which, and their
palliations and compensations, I shall have something to say.

Other races seem to endure, and even to enjoy and prefer, air

that is too heavy with vapour, or carbonic acid, or both, for the
Caucasian. Geologists tell us that cot very long ago, geologically

speaking, the entire atmosphere of the earth was as vapour-
loaded as that of the southern shores of the Caribbenu Sea, or of

the Gulf of Guinea is now. I do not know whether they deduce
from this a point of evidence to show that the races now fading
and disappearing before the advance of the new " lords of the
earth," may have tenanted it before its atmosphere became suit-

able for the introduction and existence of the progeny of Adam
and his ruminant companions ; but it seems not an unplausible
supposition, especially as so many traces of the " pre-historio

man " are turning up, and as reference to his existence is found
even in the written record (Gen. iv., 11. ; vi., 2). Negroe?, in

the States, seem most at home in the low, rich, malaria-breeding
lands of parts of the south ; or, if in the north, in warm steamy
kitchens, stables, or breweries ; but I have never seen any of

them in charge of moist hot plant stoves, nor do they show any
taste for the arrangements of colour and outline that the artist

gardener combines so delightfully. There seems to be little

desire or necessity, however, for the culture of tropical plants

in America. The hardier winter garden plants, common out

of doors all over England, are rarities there, more charming',

more manageable, and more liked. ',,

The American gardener is peculiarly exposed to alternations'

of extremes. There is a wide difference between the vapour-bath,

of his plant houses, and the doubly-dried air of dwelliug-rooms

;

for, in the winter, strong fires must be kept up in furnaces

beneath the rooms, or in stoves within them, there being ordi-

narily a difference of 50°, and often of 80°, between the -\- 20"

to —20° out of doors, and the necessary C5° or 70° within.

Habit renders people careless about taking pains to keep up
an evaporation from water pans over these often red-hot

heaters. A friend, lately from England, whose office was
heated by a stream of air entering it through a .furnace and
register, and passing out through a ventilator, and who was not
yet accustomed to such sirocco-like air, used to sprinkle water

frequently all about the floor to allay uueasy sensations in his

bronchial tubes, finding a single pan of water possessed of too

little surface to moisten the rapidly changing air. Sitting-

room stoves are often surmounted with a basin or vase on the

top, to contain water, and some keep a bit of resin floating on
the water, but all this is oftener neglected than used. Kitchen
stoves have generally boilers on them containing water, and it

is common to hear persons, who do not suspect t'ae cause of

their easier sensations, declare that they prefer sitting iu the

kitchen. The emigrant gai-dener- will do well to watch the

symptoms and effects of these new conditions upon his own
constitution as well as upon those of his plants. There
certainly seems to be less tendency to consumption than !V,'

England, perhaps because board floors and carpets are more
common under the too thin shoes worn by women, and because

there is less exposure to the sharp currents of air which are

required by the draught of the capacious flues commou iu

England, although the closeness of the stove-rooms is certainly

the other extreme. '_

^
i

• • - jj/
Of course, these excessively dry dwelh'iig-rooiMg arfeuhfavotir-

able to the growth of plants, and no ordinary sorts can live

through a winter in them without special protection. Yet

plants are wanted, not alonefor companionship and beau, y, and
for contrast with the universal white of the shroud that wraps

all out-of-doors, but for solace, memory, aud hope too ; memory
of the green and the glow of the summer and autumn past, and
hope of the buds and blades of a wonderful resurrection in the

spring to come. They are wanted, too, for physical health and
comfort's sake. It is often said very truly, that " the conk is

better than the doctor," and the gardener may claim some such

merit. It is for him to teach how to keep these floral com-

panions healthy aud bright according to their respective natures,

from which it is but a few steps to a better conception of the

hygienic laws that govern the health of the human occupants of

the rooms.

—

Pejiss\'lvani4.^o j. jjj
- . .1- n-,r, I,,,,-

WORK FOE. THE ^YEEK.
KITCHEN QAEDEN.

As before stated, all spare ground should now be dug and
ridged—indeed, trenched if time permit. Where a systematic

rotation of crops is carried out, and, of course, a regular system
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of spade management pursued, it is an excellent plan to trench

all the kitchen garden successively in the course of every three

years. The trenching to be performed each year, should be on
the ground intended for tap-rooted plants, such as Carrots and
Parsnips, also on that for new plantations of Strawberries,

Raspberries, and bush fruit ; if the subsoil is stiff and sour it

should be well worked up, and, if wet, of course well drained.

A good coat of cinder aslies worked into it would serve to faci-

litate the passage of water and air. Every advantage must be
taken of mild weather to give a little attention to growing crops,

such as Lettuces, Cahbaaes, and CauHjhtwers. Surface-stirring,

whenever practicable, must be persevered in, and dressings of

lime and ashes may bo given to check damp and the ravages

of snails. Some of the strongest roots of early Uliuharb might
be protected with pots or boxes, and sufficient leaves and stable

litter to produce a gentle warmth. This would save injuring

the roots by removing them for forcing ; but where there is a

good stock of roots this is of little importance, and is hardly
worth the trouble and litter which it causes. Prepare ground,
by heavy manuring and trenching, for fresh plantations of

llhuharb. Sea-hale, and Asparagus, and remember that the

ground for these can hardly be made too rich.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Persevere while the weather is mild with all necessary ope-

rations on wall-fruit trees, such as pruning, nailing, and dress-

ing. Continue the renovation of old borders as opportunity
offers. See that pyramid and bush Pears and Apples have the
necessary pruning, and dress orchard trees with quicklime to

destroy moss. The most effectual cure for this, however, is

thorough drainage.

FLOWEB GARDEN.
The winter having as yet been unusually mild, every chance

has been afforded of not only bringing up arrears of autumn
business, but of even stealing a march on the coming spring.

In the flower garden, little can be done now except digging
deeply the beds for flowers, in order to ameliorate the soil ; any
that are exhausted should have thn soil renewed. In open
weather laying turf or other pleasure-ground alterations may
be proceeded with. See that all half-hardy plants are secured
against severe weather. Pink and Pansy beds must be well

looked after, and those plants that are loosened in any way
should be carefully fastened ; the same observations will apply
to seedling Auriculas, Polyanthuses, Carnations, and Picotees.

Some, it is seid, are spindling this mild weather. It will be
better to allow the stem to remain on till rather later in the
spring. Water occasionally when the soil is very dry, but
avoid as much as pos.sible wetting the foliage. Those who
have not obtained the necessary number of Ranunculuses to

make up their beds ought to do so without delay, as the period
for planting will soon be here. If the beds have not been
already formed, perhaps the simplest and best way is to exca-
vate the soil 2 feet deep, put in C inches of decayed cow dung,
and cover this with maiden turfy loam to the depth of 12 inches

;

the remaining 6 inches to be equal parts of loam, leaf soil, and
sand thoroughly incorporated. Should frost set in, cover
Auricula frames with two good mats, giving air by tilting the
lights whenever possible. Should the plants by any means
become frozen, allow them to thaw gradually without ,being
exposed to the sun's rays.

GBEENHOCSE AND CONSEBVATOHV.
About 40° is a good temperature for the conservatory when

not attached to sitting-rooms, and only used for wintering large
specimens, without plants in blossom ; but where a supply of
stove plants in bloom is constantly kept up from a forcing pit,

which is essential in every large establishment in winter, the
best heat is 45°. Cinerarias, which are great ornaments in
winter, are thirsty plants, and should be well attended to with
water; they are also liable to the attacks of insects, and must
be well looked after. Chinese Primroses are likewise very
ornamental, and ought to be cultivated in quantity. In regard
to soil, two parts rough leaf mould and one of well-decayed
cow dung, with a little sand, will suit them best, and in this
they like plenty of moisture. As this house will now be the
chief resort of the family, the floors, &o., must at all times
be kept particularly clean and dry. Dryness of the atmosphere
through fire heat, however, will not keep the plants in that
luxuriant health which not only creates a present interest in
them, but also furnishes a guarantee for success in future.
Great moderation, therefore, in the use of fire heat is necessary
in this department. Camellias in bloom, if any, may be watered
now and then with clear tepid manure water. Let Pelargoni-

ums now be kept at rest as much as possible, giving them but
little water—in fact none unless the loaves show a disposition

to flag. In fine weather like the present they should have

'

plenty of air, but not admitted in cold currents, which are apt
to prove injurious to the leaves. Large plants of Rhododen-
drons and Camellias that have been some time in their pots or
tubs, will require more attention than people commonly imagined
Weak tepid liquid manure may bo given them occasionally with
advantage. In addition to keeping the conservatory gay with
plants in flower, let the arrangement of the house be occasion-

ally changed by grouping the plants somewhat differently, and
adding a few remarkable for effect. As, with the exception of

forced plants, most others are now in an inactive state, the
temperature of plant houses should fall to the minimum point

consistent with the safety of their various inmates ; nothing
can well be worse for the development of a healthy vigorous'

habit in plants than subjecting them to a high temperature at'

the present dull season.

STOVE.

In the case of stove plants, keep up an abundance of atmo--

spheric humidity to counteract the drying tendency of hot-water
pipes. In order to obviate the inconvenience of drip, leave a
little back air on all night whenever the weather is at all

favourable. A few early Gloxinias and Achimenes may now
be gently forced for the decoration of the conservatory. All

stove plants should now, and for the next six weeks, be quite

at rest, and in that state 5.'j° will be high enough for them in'

cold weather. No more water should be given at the roots than
will keep the leaves from flagging, but the atmosphere should
be more or less moist.

,
'^

FonciNo riT. " '^^

It should have at this period a permanent bottom heat of 80",^

Atmospheric moisture, let us assume, being also secured, pre-

parations must be made for obtaining a due succession cff early

spring flowers. If not already done, introduce a few favourite

plants adapted for forcing, such as Moss, Provence, and Crim-
son Perpetual Boses, hardy Azaleas, and similar plants. Hybrid
Perpetual Roses will do better in a more moderate tempera-
ture.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OP THE LAST WEEK.
Our. work has been just the same as that recorded in prei-"

vious weeks' notices, and to a great extent regulated by the
weather. On Thursday night and Friday morning we had a

sharp frost, which would have been of more use to us but for

the holiday time. There is nothing lost through a holiday,

and it ought ever to be prized in proportion to its certainty of

occurrence, as then men can make their arrangements before-

hand. To the young, especially, the looking forward to a day
that they can do as they like in, and given to them for that
purpose by their employers, does wonders in prompting to

activity and industry. When Christmas-day, New Year'3-day,

or any other day is thus given, men should be very careful not
to exceed the limits of the time arranged upon, as, if that is

done often, it is apt to sour the kindest hearted employers.

When we have sympathy between the employer and the em-
ployed, we ought to have generosity on the one hand and faith-

fulness on the other.

We put a sprinkling of litter, laurel boughs, and similar

materials over many plants on Thursday evening and Friday
morning, as the wind, barometer, and thermometer seemed to

indicate something of the cold weather that has been experi-

enced in the north. Visions even of malletting good fresh ice

passed over our heads, for after such a summer and the free

use of ice, our reserves are lower than usual ; but at midday
the wind changed to the warm south, and a rapidly falling

barometer seemed to tell us that the rains were not yet oyer.*"f

tlTCITEN GABDEN.
The chief work was looking after crops in heat, as Rhubarb,

Sea-kale, i-c, sweeping the beds of Mushrooms, which we fre-

quently do when we use a covering of hay over the bed, as

otherwise the spawn would sometimes be tempted to run ovei'

the surface of the bed inftead of at once throwing up Mush-
rooms. There is less of this tendency when there is no cover-

ing on the beds, and when a house is well heated this ia often

the best plan. We find, however, that a little covering does
much to equalise the temperature and keep a moist atmosphere
over the bed. In the case of Cauliflowers, Lettuces, Endive,
Radishes, and other crops under protection, care was taken to

prevent damping by plenty of air. Successions of Dwatf
Kidney Beans were potted, chiefly that they might be easily
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Potted young Caoumber plants, and sowedmoved afterwards.

more seed.

FBniT QAKDEN.
Cleaned ont a vinery, washed the glass and woodwork, white-

washed the walls, shelves, &a., in order that we might fill it

for the time chiefly with bedding stuff from cold frames and
pita. Put more Strawberry pots in frames, as detailed lately,

and moved the first of those placed in a frame to a pit where
they could have the benefit of a hot-water pipe. These were
placed on shelves supported on pots, so as to form a temporary
stage of the same slope as the sashes, the pots being about

15 inches from the glass. We have merely sprinkled a little

fresh moss on the boards for the pota to stand upon, which
retains a little moisture at the bottoms, but prevents that

accumulation which often takes place when saiicers are used.

These pots are set too thickly for remaining ; but as the plants

need more room they can be carefully moved with the roots

protruding in the moss, taking moss and all. lu using such
moss, especially when fresh gathered, and after such a mild
season as this, experience makes us careful to avoid the pre-

sence of small slugs and snails, which would soon grow larger

in the heat, and be difficult to exterminate. To ensure their

absence we put the moss in a barrel, sprinkle each layer with
quicklime, and then fill up with hot water. Allow this to

stand covered up for a night, and it will be rare if one of the

slimy family escape. Pruning, Sea., as before.

ORNAMENTAL DEPAKTMENT.
Proceeded with out-door work, as levelling, turfing, digging,

and ridging, at favourable opportunities. Pruned the hardier

Eoses, and even did the same as respects the more tender ones
against a wall, as the wall was becoming shabby, and we wished
to hide deficiencies by a good scrubbing and limewashiog. Thia
is good in itself, and a suitable preparation for anti-corrosion

paint of whatever colour. We have not at this season done
the work as we would have done it in March or April;
but the following makes an excellent durable lohitewasli:—
Make the quicklime pass through water in a sieve, as if you
were going to make lime putty, or the last smooth coat in

plastering a room, and when tolerably well settled add about
one-third of cement to the limewash, and then water to thin it

sufficiently. For a light wash use Portland cement, for a

darker wash use the dark Roman cement. This generally

stands the weather well, and if laid on bricks that are new, or

well cleaned, you can hardly colour your hand in drawing it

over the wall after the colouring has become dry.

Old walls are apt to become unsightly from nail holes, and
these help on the decay of the wall. Whitewash, or any
colour that may be approved of, hides most of these draw-
backs, and is a security against insects. Had we a new wall

we would never allow a nail hole in it. We would have a wire

trellis, or studs, with a hole in each, or even metal nails

driven in securely at regular distances, and left as permanent
holders, and shoots could be tied to them. Such nails, heated

well in an old shovel or pan, and then placed in oil and allowed

to dry before being used, will last for years before they begin

to rust and decay.

Painting and not Painting.—" G." tells us, that he had
frame sashes new a few years ago, they looked well, and have
always been kept well painted, but they are becoming so rotten

that they can scarcely be moved. There is not a doubt that

the sashes had been made of green wood. The paintiug kept
moisture out, but it likewise kept the moisture in, and as that

could not have an outlet, it fermented and produced a dry rot.

We some time ago were asked to look at some slats of oak
gates, not made above half a dozen years, that were as rotten

as touchwood. The owner would have them paiuted, though
the oak was green. The tradesman was not at all to blame.
Such gates ought to have stood at least a twelvemonth before

being painted. We are sure they would have done good
service, so far as wear was concerned, for from ten to twenty
years if they had never been touched with a paint brush. Some-
thing would be gained were the impression general, that paint

is a preservative only when used over dry, well-seasoned

timber. When used over that which is fresh and green, how-
ever well the work may look, it just acts as a source of pre-

mature decay. With the prejudice in favour of paint as a pre-

servative in all circumstances, we should be afraid to say how
long we have known sashes in constant use last, and be as

fresh as on the day they were made, although they never were
painted at all. In wet weather, however, they were very heavy
to move. We have known not a few barns that had their sides

made of green feather-edged boards, which would have lasted

many years if let alone, or if painted or tarred a twelvemonth
or eighteen months after being fastened in their places, but they
very soon became rotten, because tarred or painted as soon as
they were put up. Paint dry well-s-jasoned wood, and yoa
preserve it

;
paint green unseasoned timber, and you take the

most effectual means to cause it to decay prematurely.

On the signs of frost we will protect the more tender Hoses
against a wall with evergreen boughs placed in front of them,
and a little litter over the collar of the roots. In such posi-

tions the most tender Teas seldom require more attention. In
cold places, in beds, the plant that gives least trouble is to take
the plants up in November carefully, pack the roots in soil iu
a shed, and plant out again in the middle of March. A little

fern or long Utter over them where they stand, if on their own
roots, will often enable them to throw up fine flowering shoots,

though what is fully exposed may be much injured. Against
a frame such Rosea will in general be safe with only a little

protection in the most severe weather, as the wood is in general
harder. Prom a wall we have thus had Roses almost as early
as it the plants had been in a cold house under glass.

One of the structures, however, which we should like to have
would be a wood and glass house, with beds tor Tea-scented
Roses, and the tender kinds. We should be satisfied with one
of the roughest description, with a fixed roof of large squares,
and ventilation at the top, and at the bottom in front, depend-
ing on hand appliances for wateriug and syringing, and a close

still atmosphere for keeping the frost from doing injury. The
exclusion of high winds and rains would secure fiue blossoms,
well formed, and without ilaws ; but if we could realise many a
day dream, it would be to have the roof, wliether lean-to or
span, moveable in narrow sashes, each pivot-huug at the centre
of the ends, and then these sashes, standing nearly vertically

in summer, would admit raina when these were desirable. To
render the whole complete, wo would have 4-inoh hot-water
pipes under each bed and a pipe round the house, to give a mild
dry heat when necessary, and the bottom and top heat inde-
pendent of each other. The whole cost would be a mere
bagatelle to many of our enthusiastic Rise cultivators, and the
pleasure derived would be more than a tenfold reward. As
stated above, however, even a simple unhealed structure would
yield a great amount of pleasure.

Bedding Plants.—Where there are no means but cold pits
and frames, the late weather has been very trying, and though
ours have kept very well, the greatest care would not prevent a
few damped leaves, and therefore we felt anxious to remove
the most tender to a vinery or other place, where they could
have plenty of air and a little dry heat in such wet dripping
weather. As frequently stated, it takes a large amount of
damp to injure Calceolarias, but it is different with Pelar-
goniums, Verbenas, &e. They stand well iu cold pita pro-
tected, when there are sunny days in which you can give abun-
dance of air, and care is taken not to use a drop of water
except when absolutely necessary. In such moist weather as
we have had lately, and however much air might be given by
tilting the sashes, there would be a tendency iu many leaves to
show signs of damping, and if not removed at once the damp-
ing would soon spread. The greatest evil is that in such
weather the time must be chosen with cire for removing the
affected leaves, as the falling of a slight shower over the plants
would be sure before long to increase the evil. In such a season,
when the sashes can so seldom be taken completely off for fear
of rain, the plants, just like our Calceolarias, grow too freely,

and therefore become more tender and full of juices than we
like them to be, and consequently will be more liable to suffer

from frost, or from being covered tip long, than plants more
fretly expoaed to a colder but drier atmosphere.
On these accounts, all combined, but chiefly because it is of

importance to the welfare of plants to be able to clean them and
attend to them in all weathers, we earnestly advise those who
cootemplate having a cold pit, to make it just so large that
they can walk inside of it, clean plants and pots, top-dress,
stir the surface, and change the positions of plants even in the
most unpleasant days. Two feet more in width will give room
for a narrow pathway, and both wood and glass are now, cheap,
and that room may be compensated for by the plants standing
more closely, or even beneath the stage and platform, or if

the path is sunk, on a broad shelf over it. There is no com-
parison of the enjoyment to be realised from such a place,

when contrasted with a mere cold pit. A sm»ll stove would
render all covering-up, except in the coldest weaiher, unneces-
sary. Many a little house might thus be attached to a sitting-

room and kept all comfortable by means of a coke or gas stove,
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with merely a pipe-outlet into the open air. It is well to com-

mence witli a frame or cold pit, but the little house is the great

object to aim at.—R. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—Jan iary 0.

Business is very quiet here, and tnero is nothing to call fur any par-

ticnlar notice.

FRUIT,
B. d. B. d

Apples HbIotc 1 6 to 2
Apricots doz.
Oherries lb.

Cbestnats bnRb. 10 18
Oarrants }^ eie vo

BUck do.
FIgB doz.
Filbertfl lb.

Coba lb.

Gooeeben-ies ..qnart
Grapes, Uothoa8e..lb. 8
Lemons 100 4

Melons each
Nectarines doz.
OranRea 100 2
PencheB doz.
Pears (desHort) ..doz. 2
Pine Apples lb. 3
Plums H eieve
Qninoes doz. 9
Raspberries lb.

Strawberries., per lb.

Walnuts buBh. 10

do per 100 1

d. B. d
0to6

1 6

19

2 6

Articholfof) doK. 8
Asparapns 100 10
Beans, Kidney per bd. 2
Beet, Bed duz. 2
Broccoli bundle 1
Bros. SprontB ^ sieve 2
Cabbage doz. 1
Gapsicams 100
Carrots bunch 4
CaoUflower doz. 3
Celery bundle 1 6
encumbers each 9
Endive duz. 2
Fennel bunch 8
GarUc lb. 8
Herbs bunch 8
Horseradish . . bundle 8

VEGETABLES,
d. 8. d
0to6 Leekfl bnnch

Lettuce .... per score
Mushrooms .... pottle

S i Mustd.& Cress, punnet

I

Onions per bushel

I

Parsley per sieve
Parsnips doz.

8. d. B. d
4 too 6

4

2

I

Peas per quart
8 ' Potatoes bushel

Kidney do.
Radishes doz. bunches
Rhubarb bundle
Sea-kale basket
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes..., per doz.
Turnips bunc^

2
1

6

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
Richard Dean, 8, Denmark Villas, Ealing, London, W.

—

Catalo(mc of VegHahU, Farm, and Flower Seeds.—Ike Useful
Garden Ahnanaek for 1869.

James Carter & Co.. 237, 238, and 261, High Holborn, Lon-
don, W.C.

—

Carter's Vadc Mecum for 1869. With numerous
Engravings.

TO CORRESPONDENTS-
••• We request that no one will write privately to the depart-

mental writers of the "Journal of Horticulture, Cottage
Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they
are subjected to uujustifiable trouble and expense. Ail

communications should therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture^ <^c., 171, Iflcet

Street, London, E.G^
We also request that correspondents will not mis np on the

same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those on
Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them an-
swered promptly and conveniently, but write them on
separate communications. Also never to send more than
two or three questions at once,

N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until nest

Palms for a Coxservatory (A. B.).—Small plants of the foUowinc
would suit you—viz., Sea^orthia elegaua, Chamftrops humilis, Furtunei,
and palmetto, Phoenis dactylifera, Latania bor-bunica, Thriuax yarviflura,
Corypha australis, Rhapis flabelliformis, Jubieii spectabilis, Brahea
dulcis, and Sabal Adansonii. You will find some useful cultural notes
in No. 385, page 115 of our last volume. You have not heat enough to
ensure rapid growth. Apply to any of the leading nurserymen who
advertise in our columns; if they have not the species in stock they
can procure them for 3'ou.

Rhubarb for Winter (S. P.).—We do not know what materials you
have for furnishing heat, but if you have a closet near a fireplace you
may have plenty of Rhubarb by placing roots in boxes, filling in between
the roots with moist soil, and then placing tho boxes in the closet. This
is the simplest and cheapest mode of forcing Rhubarb for winter use.
You may place chimney puts, old baskets, or boxes over the crowns of
plants in the open ground, and put on hot stable manure somewhat
higher than the tops of the pots or bosoH, and for 18 inches or 2 feet all
found, and then cover with loose long litter to keep off snow and rain.

CoROHn.LA GLAtJCA Lo3::.a ITS Leaves (li. S, &'.).—It is very common
lor this plant to lose most of its leaves after being taken into tho green-
house in autumn. We consider the cause to be the closer and warmer
atmoBpbere by which the plant is excited into growth, and the old
leaves are consequently tbrown off, as in the caeo of most evergreens
when making new growths. The remedy is to house the plants sooner,
and give them a lisht and airy situation. We think plants intended for
blooming in winter ought not to be placed out of doors at any time, but
be kept constantly under gla^s, affording them as much light and ventila-

tion as CUM posHihly bo given, and Ibtn the wood i« thoroughly ripened,
and the plants escape the evils resulting from a change from out of
doors to in-d'iors—a change which is in most cascH followed by a loss of
foliage, and often by tbe flower bnds falling, as with Caniellias.

Rhododendrons not Flowering (Agnt^s).—Yours is a case of plants
not flowering owing to their having been taken up whilst in " full beauty,"
and they are " beautiful tho first year," hut not coutinuously. Wo think
you expect too much; every plant removed is to a certam extent de-
jirived of roots, ond is conscfiuently enfeebled, time being necessary to
restore the balance between the roots and foliage; besides, your plants
are forced, and will need a year at least to recover from the loss con-
seqnont on tboir being excited into growth at an unnatural season.
The plants should bo kept in the greenhouse until tbeir growth be com-
plete, abundantly supplied with moisture, and plenty of nir given. After
frosts are past the pots sliould bo pluugt^d to tho rims in coal ashes out
of doors in an open situation, but sheltorcd from high winds and powerful
sun. This will prevent the sides of thu pots becoming heated, and the
roots from being injured. The Hurf;ice of tho soil in tho pots should bo
covered with about an inch thick of cow dung, plenty of water must bo
given iu hot dry weather, and tho plants may be syringed overhead every
evening. If they are in small pots for the size of the heads, and the
pots aro full of roots, or the ball very closely matted, you may shift them
into a larger size, but avoid large shifts, and aee that perfect drainage ia

provided. The best time to repot is when the plants are shedding their

flowers, and for jilants not iu pots, tho best time tu take them up aud pot
is in Sfptember. The soil, wo think, will ho suitable. Plants for forcing

are bcBt kept in a cold pit or frame in winter, affording an abundance of

air whenever the weather is mild, with slight protection in severe
weather, tbe routs being secured by plunging the pots to the rim in coal
ashes.

Anastatica niERocHONTicA CULTURE (D. H. .S.).~Thi3, the Rose of
Jericho or Resurrection plant, is a greenhouse annual, though it will

succeed as a half-hardy one in the southern counties. The seed should
he sown iu March in a hotbed, affording a mild bottom heat of 70'^, and a
top heat of from &jr to 7U-. The compost most suitable is two-thirJs
very saudy fibrous loam with one-third leaf mould or fibrous peat, and a
free admixture of sharp sand ; the soil must be suudy and open, and good
drainage must be ensured. FiU the pots about three parts full of compost,
and then to within half an inch of the rim with fiuo sandy soil, using the
roughest at the bottom, and making the surface smooth. Scatter the
seeds rather thinly over the surface, and cover them with very fine sandy
soil to a depth equal to tho diameter of the seeds. Give a gentle water-
ing, and place in the hotbed, keeping the soil moist but not very wet,
and when the plants appear place them near the glass, and afford an
abundance of air. When large enough to handle, the seedlings may be
potted off singly in small pots, or two or three in a put, and again re-

turned to the hotbed until they recover from the potting, then remove
them to a shelf in the greenhouse. Careful watering is necessary; no
water should be given as long as the soil is moist. This plant should
have a light and airy position, for it is a native of the dry wastes of

Egypt, Palestine, Barbary, and Arabia. It is a dwarf bushy plant, about
6 inches in height, with whitish flowers, and when the seed is sown in
March flowers are produced in July and August, and sometimes in Juno.
It should be pulled up by the roots whilst in flower, or before it seeds and
withers, and should be hung up by the roots iu a dry room until drj-. It

may then be kept in a dry room for years, and when the root is placed in

a gia^s of water the whole plant will expand, tho buds of flowers swelling
and appearing as if the plant had been but recently taken from the
giound. When it has been long kept tho whole plant must be immersed
in water. We do not know where seed may be obtained.

WooDLiCE IN CucuMEER PiT {The TTorm).—They like a dry retreat, and
from that fact, as often stated, may bo derived a lesson as to how to
destroy them. If your bed is very much infested water it well, except a
few inches in width at back and front, and cover that dry part with a
little dry- hay. Provide yourself with boiling water and a small-rosed
watering pot, and gently turn over tbe hay iu the morning, and sprinkle
the woodlice with the water as you proceed. If that is not practicable,
take a number of the smallest pots, place a piece of boiled potato in the
bottom, add a httlo dry hay or moss over it, lay the pots on their sides,
and take the pieces out in the morning.

Vines for Vinery {Inquirer).—Your vinery is in two divisions—no
doubt one intended for an early, and the other for a late vinery—and
appears properly arranged, having the border partly inside and partly
outside. Three rows of 4 inch hot-water pipes along the front and both
ends will be sufficient for the early house, but we would have preferred
four rows instead of three. Two rows of 4-inch piping will be tuflicient

for the late house. Tho boiler would be beRt at the back where the
division between the two houses occurs, so that tbe hot water may soon
pass into the house, and that with as little heating of piping outbide the
house as p>stible. The Vines we advise for tho early house are three
Black HambuTghs, one Euckland Sweetwater, and two Foster's White
Seedhng. If you wish for more black Grapes than white, substitute one
Champion Hamburgh for one of Foster's White Seedling. In the late

house, where you appear to have six, we would have one Lady Downe's,
one Muscat of Alexandria, one Calabrian Raisin, one Morocco, and
two Mrs. Pince's Black Muscat. We do not approve of your having
Vines on the hack wall, but they will for a time do tolerably well. You
may have West's St. Peter's in tho late, but not iu the early house.
Black Hamburgh would be more suitable.

Dwarf Peas and Beaks {Amateur),—V^c think it is a great mistake to
grow none but the kinds that do not require sticking. Tom Thumb or
Beck's Gem Pea is the best for the first crop, and it may be succeeded by
Little Gem (Maclean), and Bishop's Long-podded, which are the only
kinds that iu our experience are worth the trouble and the ground they
occupy. We trust some ready means of giving support to Peas will shortly
be invented, and then we shall hear no more of the very dwarf kinds of

Peas, which are at best poor croppers. Beck's Dwarf Green Gem, and
the Royal Dwarf Fan or Cluster, are both good dwarf sorts of Bean.
One quart of Peas will sow a row or drill 40 yards long, so that for

10 yards half a pint will be required. Of Broad Beans a pint will sow a row
of fi'om 8 to 10 yards. The distance between the rows should be equal
to the height of the Peas ; and the seeds should be covered with from
\\ to 2 inches of fine soil. Allow 1 foot 3 inches between the rows of

Beans.—G. A.

Selection of Vines {H. Booth).—Vot your early bouse wc would
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choose one Dutch Sweetwater, cue Bockland Sweetwater, one Royal

Muscadine, one White FrontiKnan, one Golden Champion, one Muscat
Hamburgh, two Trentbam Bbick, and four Black Hamburgbs. For the

late house—two Muscat of Alexandria, two Bowood Muscat, one Groa

Guillaume, two Lady Downe's, two Trebbiano, ono Weat'a St. Peter's,

one Morocco, and one Mrs. Pince's Black Muscat.

M09CAT OF Alexandhia Vine in a Pot (Novice).—We would plant

the Vine in the inside border at once, taking the ball out of the pot,

breaking the ball carefully so as to disentangle the roots, and spread

them out carefully 8 inches or so from the surface. We would supply

with water at 120-, mulch the surface to keep the heat in, cut back the

rod to within 2 or S feet of the ground, and as soon as the buds swell

remove them all except the two nearest the point. As these push, shortsn

one and allow the other to gi-ow. By allowing your strong cane, with

Hue buds near the point, to remain at nearly its present length, you

might have some bunches nest season, but most likely these would tell

on the Vine injuriously afterwards.

Vines for Vinery and in Pots (Experimenter).—Yotit two small

Golden Champion Vines we would plant now. provided you can keep the

p-ound warm and rather dry afterwards; if not, defyr it until March.

See advice to another correspondent. Prune back the Vine, so as to

have the necessary height inside the house, and after cutting rub off

the buds beneath the cut. except one or two to take the whole of the

vigour of the Vine. The Vines in 12-inch pots, which you wish to fruit

next summer, should not be repotted now, but you can top-dross the soil

in the pots, and may also widen the hole in the bottom, and set the pots

in a border, or on another pot filled with good soil. Those you are to

plant in a vinery may be cut down at the necessary height, and you can

take what shoots from them you consider necessary.

Boiler (Miss If.).—Have the saddlc-boilcr of cast iron, it is more
durable than wrought iron.

Culture of Ginger {J. X.).—Grow Ginger much as you would do ono
of the Cannas. A shallow box, about 6 inches deep, we should approve

of, placing the roots about 3 inches beneath the surface, and givint,' a

rough sweettop-dressiug when the shoots were 6 inches in height. Plenty

of heat and moisture are necessary when the plant is growing, and the

water must be lessened as the leaves exhibit signs of decay. The roots

make a very excellent preserve, and are best kept in a dry dormant state

in the box, and much cooler, until fresh planted about February. We
cannot say where you can find roots for planting ; most likely our prin-

cipal nurserymen could supply you. A late friend of ours used to grow
it largely for presei-ving, but we cannot recollect of one who does so now.

We have tasted the preserved Ginger, and it seemed to us an almost un-

approftched luxury, but wo do not know the details of placing in syrup, Ac.

Glazing a Greenhouse with 3-iNcn Laps (Nel8on).~'We know no
remedy except reglaziug. We do not thiuU, however, that you will have

a greater chance of breakage if your laps are rather close. You object

to puttying the laps, but ere long" the dust, (fee, will accumulate, and will

thus makeaS-inch dark place at every lap. One-eighth of an inch is a

general lap. Ere long we shall have sheet-glazing and no lap. Have we
read your writing aright ? Even a 1-inch lap wo should consider quite

out of the way.

Various (J<ifm) —The bit of plant is, we presume, the Veronica spe-

ciosa variegata. It is easily cultivated in peat and loam, and will need a

cool greenhouse from October to April. The piece marked B is an
Azalea, as far as we can judge of the Variegata section, and is troubled,

we fear, with thripa. for which you must smoke and syringe. C looks

lilie the leaf of a Maranta, but a scrap of leaf will not enable us to

name plants. D, the CameUia leaf, is blotched and burned either by

soars in the glass, by drip from rusty iron, or from condensed moisture
and a powerful sun. You need not thin the buds if they have room to
expand. Weak manure water will help them.

Width of Fruit Wall Coping (A Subirriber}.—A\l copings to walls
that project more than 3 or 4 inches are injurious in summer. We have
little faith in copings alone as a protection against frost in spring, unless
from 15 to 18 inches wide, and these should be removed when all danger
from frost is over. Iron brackets, with screws to fasten the wooden
copings to, answer well, and the copiags will last many years if put away
when not needed.

Flus-heating a Greenhouse (County Cork).—For a house 20 by
12, by 12, a flue 9 inches wide, outside measure, and formed at the sides
with two bricks on edge, and covered with a 9-iQch tile, would do. If

you use 9-inch earthenware tiles instead of brick, use brick for 2 yards
from the furnace. The bars of the furnace should be from 18 to
20 inches below the bottom of the flue. We should like the flue round,
as you propose. A furnace 2i feet long would be ample ; the half of that
length in the middle would do for the bars. As your house is small it

might be as well to use all brick, but the earthenware pipes answer well
enough when it is not required to make them very hot, so as to incur the
risk of cracking them.

Csbysanthemcjis this Season (A Lady in Cheshire).—Tho Chrysan-
themums generally have lasted in bloom a sliort-^r time than usual.
Such dull wet weather is provocative of mildew. The chief preventives
are plenty of free air, good drainage, and enough of water.

Liliobi aubatum (W. a. O.).—We would top-dress the soil in the pot
of LUium with rich compost, and not repot for another year. If your
Gesnera is fibrous-rooted it wants similar treatment.

Peziza coccinea.—*' J. E., Tivifford" wishes for some information
about the pretty scarlet fungus, *' Peziza coccinoi,"' which grows on dead
sticks. Sticks with the fungus growing on them have been put in pots,

and kept damp and in a shady place all the summer, in hopes of its

appearing in great beauty next winter, but with bad saccesa. Any in-

formation will oblige.

Notice of Discharge {D. M.).—If you were paid your wages weekly
you could not legally claim more than a wi^ek's notice. You would be
liable to legal penalties if you cut down trees which you bail planted. An
employer refusing to give a character has an aspect so damaging that
you had better state the fact to your previous employer, perhaps ho will

again write what he said of you. Leave your place quietly, and^ stifle all

suggestions of resentment.

Various (X.X.X.).~li is quite impossible for us to answer such a
multitude of questions. For twenty postage stamps sent with your
address you can have the " Garden Manual " free by post fr^jm our office.

It contains the information you need about Onions, Laeks, Gooseberries,
&r. Rivers' " Miniature Fruit Garden," Pearson ' On the Orchard House,"
" Plans of Flower Gardens," &c., can all be had from our oai:e,and ooq*
tain most of what you require.

Names of Plants (Anxious).—Youx Fern i3 Adiantum cuneatnm.or
Wedge-leaved Maiden-hair. (W. Moornian,).—We cannot i'dentify plants
merely by their leaves. (A Young Bfjinner}.—Phal.X'QOpsis 8chilleriaaa.

Your plant must be very beautiful, but in number of flowers has been
surpassed. (/. S. 8 , NantuHch}.—The P in sounded. Your Fern is Phy-
matodes Billardieri. (N. E. .4.).—Pteris tretnul;v. /•/. H. r.).~l, Cym-
bidium sineose ; 2, Maxillaria, apparently allied to M. picta. (.H. B.).—
Seeds of a Baubinta, the species not c jrtiia. S iw in a stove. (Anna
Harrison).— A garden variety of Bouvardia, wj belieye B. delicata.
[J. Lister).—Sedum carneum variegatum of gardens.

METEOROLOGICAIi OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the week ending January 5th.

DiTB.
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to go into deep questions of science or political economy, but

we mnst add, that if half we read of tho difficulty of feeding

the increasing population of Europe le true—frum tlio fact

the mouths increase while acres remain tho same—then those

who have hitherto pooh-poohed poultry, and have treated the

whole subject as a " cock and hen question," may look upon
it aa a valuable adjunct.

The subject of breeds has been ventilated, and an amateur
may now go to an experienced dealer, and, having stated his

Tequiroments and conveniences, may be told at once the breed

he requires. Birmingham, the originator of great shows, tried

a notable experiment last year, by dividing classes in such a

way that an exhibition should not only be the trial ground of

amateurs but the resort of purchasers. Such can purchase
anything they require. There are classes for single cocks,

adults and birds of the year ; of hens or pullets exhibited

separately. It has been, like everything that enterprising

Council undertakes, a complete success. Should entries

increase at this popular place, as they have done lately, either

they must be discouraged, or more space must be allotted to

poultry. All lovers of the pursuit will be glad to find the

County Palatine again before the public. Many who can
recollect the perfect exliibitions held in Liverpool some years

since, were rejoiced to hear of the great gathering in December,
which has been lately noticed in our columns. Manchester
had again an excellent show, and it has now become one of the

Christmas institutions of the place. In the north and north-

western parts of England shows are frequent, often very suc-

cessful, and almost always self-supporting. We are sorry we
cannot say as much for the south and west of England ; they
make but little progress there. There is one cheering feature

—

poultry has become one of the elements of an agricultural

meeting.
Dorkings have maintained their ground in 186S. We have

again to chronicle an increase of weight. lbs. formed the
limit for a cock some years since, then cocks of 10 lbs. were
heard of and seen, and now we have them over 12 lbs. Hens
weighing 8 lbs. are common.

Cochin-Cbinas have been distinguished for size and beauty
throughout the year, and there has been a great increase in the
numbers of the Grouse and Partridge-coloured birds of this

breed.
Spanish have decidedly improved, but even now they are

not what they were some years ago. In many otherwise
grand specimens of the breed, the smooth white face is want-
ing, and is but poorly compensated by an uneven, rough,
cauliflower face.

Brahmas now form one of the principal classes at all large

shows. Their purity is only questioned by some of those who
will not be convinced ; their points are recognised and ad-

mitted, and numbers of their admirers can testify to their

merits in filling up the list of qualities that constitute a really

nsetul fowl. Two years since a new class was introduced for

Light birds of this breed, and it is already numerously filled.

La one or two instances where an extra prize has been offered
for birds irrespective of colour, the Light have succeeded in
eclipsing the dark.

We never know what to say of the Game. They are nearly
perfect. The Black and Brown-breasted Beds have the call of
all others. The Duckwiugs are not fancied as they were.
The White, Piles, and Blacks are disappearing. There has
been much discussion about trimming these birds. The
advocates and objectors will have time to bring forward their

reasons and arguments. Call them as we may, they are
fighting birds, and most people hke to see them in fighting

trim.

Polands are decidedly looking up. The quality of those
shown of late has been perfect, and they have also increased in
numbers. It would be a pity to lose such beautiful birds.

Hamburghs remain about stationary. We think they were
bred more carefully some years since, when some of the points
were in discussion. A little opposition is, perhaps, as good
for poultry as for other things. We can speak very highly of

the Golden-spangled and Pencilled. The Silver-spangled
have been good, but the Silver-pencilled have barely held their
position. There has been an acLievemontin forming the classes

for Black Hamburghs. They have been but a short time in
existence, and they are not only very numerous but they are
beautiful.

The success that attends the introduction of new elapses is a
most convincing proof of the increasing interest that is taken in

the pursuit. The French breeds are an instance of it—Creve-

Cteurs and Hondans are among the popular favourites, and
furnish their quota to a large show. La Fldshe have fallen in

public estimation. The former two will rank with tho Spanish
among the non-sitters. They not only lay many og^^, but the

eggs are large. In the day when eggs are sold by weight they
will be appreciated and sought for.

The " Variety class " has produced nothing very new, except

a pair of birds with a hard name at Birmingham. Wo are

sorry to note a decline in our old pets, the Sebright Bantams,
but they are losing ground in numbers, and hardly hold their

own in quality. Game Bantams make amends, and now form
one of the largest and most attractive classes at all shows. It

is no wonder. They are bred perfectly, and are models o£

beauty. The Blacks and Whites hardly hold their ground.

At Birmingham we again saw some Cochin Bantams which
we admired as much as ever.

Geese go on increasing, but the honours at many large shows
have been awarded to the White as the best, where colour has
been optional. Where will they stop ? Geese of 30 lbs.

weight. The Toulouse hold their own as the heaviest birds,

if an average be taken, of any of the tribe.

Another change within the last few years—the Rouen Ducks
are now not only more numerous, but they are heavier than
the Aylesburys ; a drake weighs 10 lbs., formerly an average-

Goose only weighed 9 lbs. The beautiful and delicious Labra
dor, or Buenos Ayrean Ducks are shown numerously. They
are all that can be desired—small, symmetrical, and brilliant

in metallic lustre.

One more word about weight and we have done. Cock
Turkeys of 30 lbs., hens of 17 lbs., are no longer marvels. They
weer commonly met with in 18(58.

We have a sad duty to perform in alluding to the loss of one

of our oldest and ablest .Judges ; one who assisted at the com-
mencement of the pursuit, and whose worth was entirely

known only to those who knew him thoroughly—we mean the

Rev. Kobert PuUeine. Universally and deservedly respected,

his death has caused a gap that cannot be easily filled.

We draw to a close. It is a great blessing that we are so

wisely and happily constituted that we can always look to the

future with hope. Where clouds and darkness have prevailed,

we may look for brighter days and times. Where all has been
clear and placid, we can look for a continuance. The year

18C8 has been marked by no poultry convulsions. There have
been no absorbing questions. There is now and then a slight

difference ; some amateur, " ill at ease," ventilates a
grievance ; but it is done quietly, and generally publicity

decides the question. We congratulate our correspondents on
the tone of their letters. We thank all who assist us in any
way in our pursuit, and we assure them it is no mere empty
form, no mere repetition of unmeaning words, when to all we
right heartily wish

A Happy New Teak.

MISDOINGS AT POULTRY SHOWS.
I DO not keep poultry of any kind, and therefore can have no

self-interest in the following observations. I have read what
has been said by " Nemo " and others on the subject of unde-
sirable practices, which is a less offensive term than fraudulent

practices, and more hkely to gain friends to the good cause
" Nemo " has taken in hand. Moreover, if prizes have been
given for years by societies on the adjudication of first-rate

judges (there being no rule to guide them), I cannot see how
the practices can be called fraudulent, though they are unde-
sirable. Also, I cannot perceive why trimming the faces of

Spanish fowls, and dubbing Game cocks and Game Bantams"
should be permitted, while plucking vulture-hocks is thought

so heinous. Is it not desirable to forbid all mutilations and
additions whatsoever? People will understand this; and I

think if the word fraudulent were withdrawn, and a year's

grace allowed, that in the year 1870 reasonable men would con«

sent to such a rule. It is plain that tbo charge of fraud by
connivance must reach the judges as well as the exhibitors

;

for one cannot suppose that first-rate judges did not perceive

these things. As many have dubbed their cocks, allow a year's

grace, and in 1870 use all your influence to stop all mutilations

and additions. The last time that I helped to judge the roses

at Kensington, I disqualified three boxes, and wrote my name
at full length under the disagreeable word "disqualified." I

did not look at the names. I found in one box three of Cloth

of Gold tied up with bast for a single trass ! As soon as I was
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opposite the box I suspected the device at onoe, and tucked

them out with a loDg stick.

Now. if poultry societies will establish good souud rules, and
select judges of eminence, character, and nerve, who do not

care one farthing whom they please or whom they offend,

poultry showing, which by a first-rate judge (of this county

^he acted at Birmingham, I believe, last year), is said to be

worse than horseracing, will become as honourable and credit-

able as it is now said to be the contrary. I give the name of

the judge privately to the Editors. I would not allow the

lemoval of a single feather. Every man may say, "I only re-

moved a soiled feather." I presume that with good judges a

soiled feather would not disqualify a bird otherwise deserving

a prize. I suggest that such excellent and fair judges as Mr.
Hewitt and Mr. Teebay should be consulted, and their co-

operation asked. If Birmingham and Manchester would set

the example, societies in other places would soon follow suit.

Mutilations and additions are unfair towards the unsuspecting

purchasers. Twisted, lopping, or spriggy combs may be here-

ditary and transmissible to the offspring. Hence, though
Game cocks look best with dubbed combs, it may be, by re-

moval of malformed combs, a great injury to purchasers whose
interests should be protected. Go the whole hog ! Insist upon
the birds of all classes being shown without mutilation or

addition of foreign substances, and we may hope that the term
" worse than horseracing " will be no longer applied to poultry

exhibitions, which are most useful and delightful. —W. F.

Eadclyffe.

[We fully appreciate the spirit in which this communication
is penned, but we see no reason for qualifying the epithet

"fraudulent" when applied to the act of trimming or dyeing
birds in direct defiance of the published rules of an exhibition,

suoh trimming and dyeing being for the express purpose of

deceiving judges and purchasers, and thus obtaining, or intend-

ing to obtain, money which would not be obtained if the judges

and purchasers were not so deceived.

—

Eds.]

FRAUDS AT POULTRY SHOWS.
Will you be so good as to add my name to the protest

against trimming fowls so spiritedly taken up by our friend
" Nemo," who deserves the most hearty thanks of all honest
exhibitors ?

There is one point that has not yet been mooted as to our
exhibitions that I for one should much like to see carried out

—

viz., that every bird exhibited shall either have been bred by
the exhibitor or have been in his possession at least six months,
or else that the breeder's name be mentioned in the catalogues,

as is done at cattle shows. What credit is it to a man to gain
a prize or eommendation with a bird he has just bought?
Whereas, if he had bred it he would have far more satisfaction

in the prize ; also, those who might purchase eggs of him
for setting would know that they were purchasing eggs of a

man who had bred some good birds, and not, as I fear is some-
times the case, of one who keeps a lot of roughs, and a show-
pen bought of some one else to give his own a name.

—

Philip
Ceowley, Culverton House, Alto7i.

[We have received the following additional signatures for

the protest:

—

W. A. Burnell, Winkburn Hall, Southwell.
GeorginaBurrell, Stoke Park, Ipswich.
*0. E. Gresswcll, Hanworth Eectory, Hounslow.
G. S. Cruwys (the Kev.), Cruwys Morohard Court, Tiverton.
Francis James, Peckham Eye.
Matthew Leno, Dunstable.
Henry P. Leech, Woolpit, Bury St. Edmunds.]

OAKHAM POULTRY SHOW.
In spite of the opinions Mr. Fowler has quoted, I think that

the management was not so perfect as it will no doubt be here-
after. I sent my birds to the Show on the understanding

—

which, if I mistake not, I gathered from the prize list—that
they would be lodged in the Riding School, whereas, "An
Exhieitok" tells us that they were placed ia a cold tent, or,

rather, as your own correspondent calls it, " a spacious mar-
quee." This, possibly, could not be helped, and may not be a
breach of good faith, but I submit that on another point an
alteration would be an improvement. Although my residence
ia within 100 miles of Oakham, and close to a railway station,

I was obliged to send my birds away at mid-day on Monday,

yet did not receive them again until Saturday. In fact, they
were absent almost as long as if they had been to Birmingham
instead of Oakham. The birds were, doubtless, well cared for

while at the Show ; but so protracted an absence from home
is as unnecessary as it is injurious. I would suggest that on
a future occasion, if the Show be held, as this year, on a
Wednesday and Thursday, the pens should not be required at
Oakham until 12 o'clock on Tuesday. The birds could then
travel on Monday night, and arrive fresh on Tuesday. The
judges, entering on their duties at noon on Tuesday, and con-
tinuing next day until 10 or 11 o'clock, would have ample time
to do their work properly. Finally, the birds should be dis-

patched homewards the moment the Show is closed, and
not be allowed to linger when delay may bring disease or
death.—E. M. B. A.

TURKEYS' PENS AT EXHIBITIONS.
Some time since I read in your Journal remonstrances from

unjustly imprisoned Turkeys at two poultry shows. In the
first instance the appeal was successfully made to the Bath
and West of England Society, and when I visited their show
at Salisbury I had the gratification of seeing these noble birds

displaying their plumage in extensive pens. In the other
case the Society ceased to exist, and, therefore, had not the
opportunity of following so good an example.

At the Bristol Sbow now going on, I regret to observe a
revival of niggardly accommodation, the less pardonable in
these days of increased Turkey magnitude. Upon the floor is

a long, narrow row of dismal cells, through which it is almost
impossible to see the inmates, and these, if they survive their

five days' incarceration, are not likely to come out of it un-
scathed.

Whilst writing upon the subject of Turkeys, I would suggest,

that as these birds are judged chiefly by weight, it would be
more satisfactory to exhibitors if the weights were affixed to

the pens, especially as in instances like the present other
points are hidden from view !

—

The Tukkey's Advocate.

BRISTOL AND CLIFTON POULTRY SHOW.
"VVe are vcrj- glad that the Committee, by their boldiie.ss and liberal

schedule, have at leugth pat this Sbow nest to Birmingham, liaTing

exceeded Manchester by tweuty-two pens ! We rejoice the more
because tbey lost heavily by each previous Exhibition. In numbers
the pens were—of Dortings, 111 ; Spanish, y9 ; French fowls, 56

;

Polish, 2-1; Cochins, 164 ; Brahmas, 110; Hamburghs, 109 ; Game,
MB; Game Bantams, 80; other Bantams, 65 ; *' Other varieties," 49 ;

Bucks, 43 ; Turkeys, 16 ; Goese, 7.

In Brahmas the hen class was much better than at Birmingham.
Cocks and cockerels were rather poor on the whole; but the pullet

class was surjiassingly superior. There was hardly a bad pair. The first-

prize birds at Birmingham were here only highly commended, and the

cup Liverpool hens not even mentioned. Ia iJorhings, Mr. Douglas's

pen was excellent, though it was only highly commended. The birds

were worth their price of £25, Some of the best birds were passed

over, apparently because tampered with notably. We are told, but

wait for further information, of trimmed hocks, and several very

good Buff Cochin-Chinas, which were plucked at the tails. Also, that

several excellent Game birds seemed to be passed over on account of

the hackle being pulled out. We hope to publish further detaUa next

week.

Dorkings (Coloured).— CocfccrfiL—First and Cup, H. Linj^wood. Bark-
ing, Needham Market. Second, J. Martin, Clainet^, Worcester. Third, J.

Elyar, Osmanthorpe Hall, Newark. Hi^fhly Commended. Mrs. Arkwright

;

J. Martin ; O. E. Cresswell, Hanworth ; L. Fatten. HlUmore, near Taun-
ton ; T. Rogers, St. Helen's ; Rev. G. Hustler, StilUcgfleet Vicarage, York.
Commended, R. W. Beachey, Kingskerswell ; J. S. Lowndes, Hartwell,

Aylesbury. Pullets.—First and Commended, R. W. Beachey. Second, H,
Lingwood. Third, L. Patton. Highly Commended, Hon. H. W. Fitzwilliam,

M.F., Wentworth Woodhouse ; J. Douglas, Clumber ; Mrs. A. C. Thynne,
Penstowe, Stratton ; Mrs. M. Seamons, Hartwell. Aylesbury; Mrs. Ark-
wright, Etwall Hall, Derby; Lieut.-Col. Lane, Bracknell; L. Patton ; H.
E. Brown ; Miss J. Milward, Newton St. Loe.
Dorkings {Coloured).— CocA:.—First, L. Patton. Second and Third, J.

Martin. Highly Commended, Dr. Campbell; Mrs. Arkwright. Com-
mended, Hon. H. W. Fitzwilliam, M.P. Hens —First and Cop, J. Fox, St.

Bees. Second, Dr. Campbell. Third, Lieut,-Col. Lane. Highly Com-
mended, C. Cork, New Shoreham. Commended, Hon. H. W, Fitzwilliam,

M.P. ; J. Douglas.
Dorkings (Silver-Grey). —Coc/ccrrL—First, Lieut.-Col. Lane. Second,

J. S. Lowndes. Tiiiii.1, O. E. Cresswell. Pullets.—First, D. Hardie,

Sorbie. Second, J. Blead, Bilstou Road, Wolverhampton. Third, J,

Elgar.
i)ORKiNG3 (Silver-Grey). — Cock.—First, J. Shorthose, Newcastle-on-

Tyne. Second, R. Smalley, Lancaster. Third, Miss Hales, Canterbury.
Hevs.—First, J. Longlaud, Greudon. Second, Rev. J. F. Newton, lui-by-

in-CIeveland. Third, D. Hardte.
Cochins (Cinnamon and Buff).—CocA-^r^Z.—First, Cup, and Second, W,

A. Taylor, Manchebtcr. Third, H. Lingwood. Very Highly Commended,
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W. A. Bamcll, Sonthw«ll, Notts. Highly Oommondcd, H. Mftpplobcck*

Moseley, Birnuni.'hnm ; J.CattoU ; U.ChttBe, Balsall Huiitli, Hirmiughum
;

D. Yoiing, Lc:imiiii^t.jn. PiilU- tn —Vir&t anil Cup, H. Mitpplebuck. Sim-

eon d, F. W. Kust, Hu3tin«8. Third, Mrs. Bnrrell, Stoko Paik, IpHwlrli.

Highly Commouded, Hon. Mr6. SuRden, Willie; W. A. Tnylor ; Mrs.
Christie, Glyudebourae, llastiugs. Commendod. llisa J. Milward; O.
H. Proctor, Durham.
Cochins (Ciimnmun and Buff). — Corfc.—First. H. Mapplebcck. Se-

cond and Tliird, W. A. Tnylor. HiRhly Commonded, H. Mapplnbock ; C.

Hidgwick, Uyddk'Bdeu Ilail, Kfi^bley ; J. H. Duwh. Mosoloy Hall, Bir-

minRhani. i/cn.*.—First, W. A. IJiiruelL Second and Third, H. Mapplebcck.
Highly Commonded, W. A. Taylor.

Cochins (Brown and PartvidRo). — CocfcrTv^. — First, W. A. Taylor,

Second, G. Cbamley, Preston. Third, E. Tudman, Whitchurch, Salop.

Commended, H. Story, Loekin^'tou Hall, Derby. PulU-h.— i-'iisi, J. K.
Fowler, Aylesbury. Second, W. A. Taylor. Third, G. Cbarnley.

Cochins (Brown and PartridRo).

—

Cock.—Fii-st, E. Tudman. Second,

T. Stretch. Third, A. O. Worthinffton, Newton Park, Burt.m-on-Treut.

Highly Commended, H. Lnno, llristol. Commended, C. J. Lambert,
Kingswood, Bri^^tnl. Urns,—First, W. A. Taylor. Second, T. M. Dorry,
Gedney. Third, E. Tudman. Commended, J. Stephens, Walsall.

Cochins (White). — Cockerel.—First and Third, Mrs. A. Williamson,
Queeniboroutjb Hall, Leicester. Second, J. Bhorthoae. Highly Com-
mended, J. Gardiner, Bristol ; W. A. Taylor; G. Shrimptou. Leightou
Buzzard. PuUct^i.—FiTei, Mrs. A. Williamson. Second, G. Shrimptou.
Third, A. O. Wortbiugton. Highly Commended, IX. Chase.
Cochins (\Vhito).—6'ocA;.—First, R. Smalley. Second, W. A. Taylor.

Third, Rev. F. Taylor, Lon^towu. Hi^jhlv Commended, Mrs. A. Williamson;
F. W. Zurhorst, Dublin. Commeudod, R. Chase. Hens.—First, K. Smalley.
Second, Rev. F. Taylor. Third, A. O. WorthinRton. Highly Commended,
Capt. D. Lone, GrcatBarr Hall, Birmingham. Commended, G. Slirimpton

;

K. Chase.

Brauhas (Dark).

—

Cockerel.—First, J. Douglas. Second, Mrs. Hart<
Alderwasiey. Third, E. Leech, Rochdale. Highly Commended, H-
Dowsett, Pleshey, Chelmsford; J. Smith, Keighley : Lieut. -Col. Lane.'
Rev. J. Bowen, Talgarth ; Hon. Miss Douglas Pennant ; Mrp. Hurt. Com-
mended, K. Jopp, Aberdeen. Ptdlets.— l^'irst and Cnp, Rev. J. Bowen.
Second and Third, Mrs. Hurt. Highly Commended. Lieut.-Col. Lane; E.
Leech ; K. Jopp ; L. Wright, Kingsdown, Bristol ; J. btuart, Tliistlebank,

Helensburgh; W. Hargreaves, Bacup ; Mrs. Hurt; H. Lingwood, Martle-
sham ; Rev. E. Alder, Et»vaU Vicarage ; H. Stephenson, jun., Lympsham
Rectory. Commended, W. Sims, Stroud ; Mrs. N. Grenville.

Beahxias (Darkj.— Cock.—First and Cup, Mrs. Burrell. Second, Hon.
Miss Douglas Pennant, Penrhyn Castle, Bangor. Third, E. Leach.
Highly Commended, Mrs. Allsopp, Hiudlip Hall, Worcester ; Mrs. Hurt.
HfTtj—First, E. Leech. Second, K. Jopp. Third, H. Lingwood, Martle.
sham. Highly Commended, M. Leno, Dunstable. Commended, A. O
Worthington.
Bbahuas (L'ffht).— Cockerel.—First, H. Dowsett. Second, F. Crook-

Forest Hill. Third. W. W hiteley, Sheffield. Highly Commended, H. Lacy,
Hebden Bridge. PvlU-t^.— Vir&i, H. Lacy. Second, J. Pares, Postford.
Third, W. Whiteley. Highly Commended, L. H. Ricketfs, Banwell.
Bbahmas (Light).

—

Cock.—First, Id. Lacy. Second, H. Dowsett. Third,
J. Pares. Hc/is.— First, F. Crook. Second, U . Lacy. Third, H. M.
Maynard, Holmewood, Ryde, Isle of Wight. Highly Commendedand Com-
mended, H. Dowsett.

Spanish.—Cocierf I.—First and Cup, Miss Hyde, Bedminstcr. Second,
H. Beldon, Goitst-'ck. Third, H. Lane, Bristol. Highly Commended, E.
Jones, Clifton ; Mrs. Parsley, Kingedown, Bristol ; W. R. Bull, Newport
Pagnell ; H. Lane. Commended, T. Bamfield, Brandon Hill, Bristol ; Mrs.
Parsley; R.Barro; H.Stephenson. Pul^c/-'*.—First, Miss Hyde. Second,
E. Jones. Third, W. A. Taylor. Highly Commended, Miss Hyde; E.
Jones; J. Clews, Walsall; T. Bamfield; Mrs. Parsley; J. R. Rodbard,
Aldwick Court, Wrington ; H. Lane; J. Thresh, Bradford; P.H.Jones,
Falham.

Spanish.—Cocfc.—First, Mrs. Hyde, Bedminster. Second, J. R. Rodhard,
Third, E. Jones. Highly Commended, E. Jones : H. Lane. Commended,
J.' Barry, Totterdown Bristol; H. Lane. Hens.—First and Cup, Mrs.
Hyde, t^econd, Hon. Miss D. Pennant. Tliird, H. Beldon. Highly Com-
mended, L. H. Ricketts.
French,— Cockerel or Cocfc.—First, Hon. H. W. Fitzwilliam, M.P (La

Fleche). Second, W, Blinkhorn (Creve-Coeur). Third, C. Homfray, jun..
Glen Usk, Caerleon (Crevc-Cceur). Highly Commended, Hon. H. W.
Fitzwilliam, M.P (Creve-Coiur ; H. Beldon (Houdanj; F. W. Zurh..rst
(Creve-Cceur) ; F. Brewer, Lostwithiel (Houdan); J. K. Fowler (French);
Mrs. Wilkin, Eootlo Hill (Creve-Coiur and Houdan). Pullets or Hciis.—
First, Mrs. Wilkin (Creve-CfDur). Second, Hon. H. W. Fitzwilliam, M.P.
(La Fleche). Third, H. M. Maynard (Houdan). Highly Commended, W.
Blinkhorn (Creve-Co&ur) ; Col. Stuart Wortley, Grove End Road, London
(Creve-Coeur); J. K. Fowler (Creve-Coeur). Commended, W. R. Park,
Melrose (Creve-Coeur) ; J. C. Cooper, Cooper Hill, Limerick (La FK^che)

;

J. B. Masefield, Ledbury (Houdan); Mrs. Wilkin i Creve-Cceur).
Hambueghs (Gold-spangled).

—

Cockerel or Cock.—First, N.Mnrlor. Se-
cond, H. Beldon. Third, E. Brierley. Highly Commended, J. Walker,
Haya Park, Knaresborough ; W. A. Hyde, Ashton-under-Lyne. Com-
mended, N. Barter, PIvmouth. Pullets or Hcjis —First and Cup, W. A.
Hyde. Second, H. Beldon. Third, J. Walker. Highly Commended, F.
Greenwood, Rochdalo.
Hamborghs (Silver-spangled).

—

Cockerel or Code.—First, Cup, and Se-
cond, H. Beldon. Tliird, W. A. Taylor. Highly Commended, J. Smith,
Openshaw ; J. Fielding, Xewchurch, Manchester. Commended, F. Pittis,
jun., Newport, Isle of Wight. PuUct-t or Hens.—Ffist, W. A. Taylor. Se-
cond, H. Beldon. Third, H. Pickles, jun., Earby, Skipton. Highly Com-
mended, J. Fielding.
Hambfrghs (Gold-pencilled).— Cocfc<?rfi or Cock.—First, W. R. Park.

Second, T. Wrigley, jun., Tonge. Third. H. Pickles, jun. Highlv Com-
mended, J. Walker; H. Beldon; J. Smith; F. Pittis, jun ; Duke of
Sutherland, Trentham. Commended, F. Pittis, jun. PulleU or HcnJi.—
First, Duko of Sutherland. Second, U, Beldon. Third, W. R. Park.
Highly Commended, F. Perrio, Bristol.
Hambueohs (Silver-pencilled,.— Cocicrei or Cocfc.—First, H. Beldon.

Second, F. Pittis, jun. Third. Duke of Sutherland. HighlyCnmniended,
J.Walker; W. Bearstow, FoarncliiT, Einglev; W.Wilson, Rushbed, near
Eawtenstall. Piif/cf-^orHtdf.-First, W.M.Mann, KendaL Second, Duke
of Sutherland. Third, F. Pittis, jun.
Game (Black-breasted and other B.ed5).—Cockerel or Cocfc.—First, J.

Fletcher. Second, R. HaU, Cambridge. Third, 8. Mathew, Stowmorket.
Highly Commended, W. H. Stagg, Nitlioravon; J. Martin; S. Mathow;
l"ev. G. S. Cruwys, Tiverton. Coiuiin'uili d, J. Fletclier ; J. Douglas; W.
Rnyes, Beverley. Pullet or H/^.~Fir^^t und Cup, T. West, St, Ann's,
Kccleston. Second, G. E. Peach, Shifluiil, Salop. Third, J. Bownesa,
Newchurch. Manchester. Highly Cimiuiuudod, J. Fletohcr ; W. JohnHon,
Stauley; W. H. Stagg ; Rev. II. flelyar, Pcudurncr Ructory; U. Waller,
Calne; J. Forsyth, Wolverhampton ; J. W. Jones.

Gamu (Duckwings and other Greys and BhiG^).—Cockerel or Cock.—
FirstandCup, W. Boycs. Second, S. Mathow. Third, J. Fletcher. Highly
Coniinondcd, J. Douglns ; H. Loc. Oonimeiided, M. A. Forde, Fisherton,
iJelamare; Rov. F. Watson, Kelvedun. Pullet or Hch.— First, G. S.
S;iinfibury, Devizes. Second, J. Fletcher. Third, H. C. AW. J. MaHoa,
Drighlington.
Game (Any other variety).—CocA^rci or Cock.—First, J. Fletcher (Pile).

Second, Rev. G. S. Crnwys. Third, R. Bobbins, Kenilworth (Black). Com-
mended. R. Robbins (Black). Pullet or H*?rt.—First, T. Whittingham,
Nantwich (Pile). Second, R. Bobbins (Black). Third, J. Fletcher (Pile)

Polish (Any variety).

—

Cockerel or Cock.—Fint, Mrs. E. Pmcter. Hull"
Second, H. Beldon. Third, G. E. Adkius, Lightwooda, Birmingham*
(Silver). Highly Commended, J. Smitli (Silver-crested) ; P. I'nsworth,
Lowtou, Newton-le-Willows ; T. P. Edwards, Lyudhurst; C. W. Wash-
bourne, Gloucester (Silver) ; T. Dean, Keighley. Commended, H. Beldon ;

P. Unsworth ; D. Mutton, Brighiou. Pullett or JJ^'n?.-Firtt iindCup, G.E
Adkins. Second, H. Beldon. Third, T. P. Edwards. Highly Commended,
P. Unaworth. ; Mrs. E. Procter. Commended, D. Mutton,
Any other Distinct Variety.— Cockerel or Cock.—First, J. Smith

(Black Hamburgh). Second, R. Loft. Woodmansey (Sultan). Third,
Mrs. Lucas, Cleeve (White Dorking). Highly Commended, O.E. CresBweU
(White Dorking) ; Rev. W. Serjeantsou, Act<m Burnell (lilack Hamburgh)

;

Mason & Walker, Denton (Black Hamburgh). Commended, Mrs. E. E.
Llewellyn, Court Colman (Sultan); J. Hinlou, Hinton, Bath fMalay)

;

J.C.Isaac, Stapleton (Minorca); H. J. Godfrey, Hammersmith (Black
Cochins); J. C. Cooper (Sultan); J. Choyce, Binwall Grange, Atherstone
(White Dorking) ; S. Butterfield, Keighley (Black Hamburgh). Pullets

or Hfns.— First, C. Sidgwick (Black Hamburgh). Second, J. W. Brown,
Bristol (Black Minorca). Third, J. M. Kilvert, Ludlow (Black Hamburgh).
Highly Commended, J. C. Isaac (Minorca). Commended, H. J. Godfrey
(Black CochinJ; J. Smith (Black Hamburgh); Mason & Walker (Black
Hamburgh).
Game Bantams (Black-breasted and other Reds).—First, E. Payne,

Cardiff. Second, J. J. Cousins, Chapel AUerton. Third, J. W. Morris,
Rochdale.
Gasie Bantams (Any other variety).—First and Cup, J. Crosland,

jun., Wakefield. Second, W. S. Forrest, Greenhithe (Duckwing). Third,
J. J. Cousins.
Bantams (Gold and Silver Sebrights).—First and Third, Rev. G. S.

Cruwys. Second, Rev. G. F. Hodson, North Petherton. Highly Com-
mended, M. Leno ; H. Draycott, Humberstone ; Rev. G. F. Hodgson.
Bantams (Black, Clean-ltgged).—First. S.&B. Ashton, Moltram. Se-

cond, E. Cambridge, BrisloL Third, H. M. Maynard. Highly Com-
mended, H. Mapplebeck; T. C. Han'ison, Hull; H. M. Maynard; H.
Pickles, jun. Commended. E. Cambridge ; M. Ridgway, Dewsbury ; H. B,
Riley; Tonkin & Tuckey, Bristol.

Bantams (White, Clenn-Iegged).—.First, H. Beldon. Second, W, A.
Taylor. Third, Rev. F. Tearle, Gazeley Vicarage, Newmarket. Highly
Commended, E. Pritchard, Tettenhall. Commended, Rev, F. Tearle.
Bantams (Any other distinct variety).—First, H. Draycott. Second,

Mrs. A. Woodcock, Rearsby, Leicester (White Japanese}. Third, A.
Aldridge, Clifton iFeather-legged).
Game Bantams (Any variety).— Cocfc.—First and Cup, J.R.Robinson,

Simderland. Second, J. W. Kellaway, Merston Cottage, Isle of Wight.
Third, W. Boucher, Netting Hill ilihick RedJ. Highly Commended, G.
Shrimptou, Leighton Buzzard (Black Red).
Bantams (Any variety except Game).— C'ocAr.—First and Cup, T. Davies,

Newport, Mon. Second, lonkin & Tuckey, Bristol (Black). Third, E>
Cambridge. Highly Commended, A. Aldridge (White-booted). Com-
mended, H. Beldon.
Ducks (White Aylesbury).—First and Cnp, Mrs. M. Seamons. Second,

J. K. Fowler. Highly Commended, Mrs. M. Seamons ; W. Foulds.
Ducks (Rouen).—First, L. Patton. Second, J. K. Fowler. Highly

Commended, G. Hanks, Malmcsbury. Commended, L. Patton ; J. Fox.
Docks (Black East Indinn).—First, Rev. W. Serjeantson. Second,

Highly Commended, and Commended, W. E. George, Stoke Bishop,
Bristol.

Ducks (Any other variety).—First and Second, C. N. Baker frilandaria
and Carolina). Highly Commended, Zoological Society, Clifton (Carolina)

;

T. C. Harrison. Commended, H Slapplebeck; Zoological Society (Mau-
darinl ; J. Jennens, Handworth (Wild) ; C. Homfray, jun. (Mandarin).
Geese (Any variety).—First. J. K. Fowler. Second, Mrs. M. Seamons.

Highly Commended. A. Sperrin, Bitton, Bristol.

Turkeys.—First. L. Patton (Cambridge). Second, J. Jennens. Third,
E. Leech. Highly Commended, J.N. Beasley, Brampton; Miss J. Milward;
L. Patton.

PIGEONS.
Carriers (Any colour).-First, J. C. Ord, Pimlico. Second, F. T. Wilt*

shire. Highly Commended, G. S. Hockey, Durdham Down; E. Walker,
Leicester (Dun); H. M. Maynard (Black!; F. Crossley. 1011717.—First
and Cup, F. T. Wiltshire, West Croydon. Second, "H. M. Maynard
(Black). Highly Commended, A. Jones, Stapleton (Dun) ; F. Crussley,
Elland. Commended, C. Cork, New Shoreham (Black); H. M. Maynard
(Black) ; G. Chamley.
Pouters (Any colour).—First and Cup, F. Crossley (Blue). Second, F.

J. Leach, Middlesborough. Commended, F. J. Leach; C. Bulpin; P. H.
Jones.
TuMELT^RS (Almond).—First and Second, F. T. Wiltshire. Highly

Commended, J. Fielding, jun., Rochdale. Commended. F. J. Leach.
Tumblers (Any other variety).—First, F. Crossley. SecondfC. Bolpiu,

Bridgwater.
Runts (Any colour).—First and Second, T. D. Green, Saffron Waldeu.

Highly Coii mended. H. Yardlcy, Birmingham. Commended, J. Baily,
jun.. Mount Street, London.
Jacobins (Any colour).—First, P. H. Jones. Second, F. J. Leach.

Highly Commended, J. W. Edge, Birmingham. Commended, F. J,
Leach.
Fantaii-s (Any colour). — First and Very Highly Commended, H.
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Yardley. Second, C. Balpin. Highly Commended, H. Draycott (White)

;

H. M. Maynard (White) ; W. H. Tomlinson. Newark.
THTjarpETERs (Any colour).—First, F. Sale, Derby. Second and Com-

mended, C. Bulpin.
Owls (Any colour).—First and HiRhly Commended, P. H. Jones. Se-

cond and Very Highly Commended, J. Fielding, jun.
NoN3.—First, P. H. JoneB. Second, C. Bulpin.
TcKBiTS (Any colour).—Firflt and Cup, F. gale. Second, C. Balpin.

Highly Commended, J. Fielding, jun. Commended, F. J. Leach ; H.
Yardley ; P. H. Jones.
Barbs (Any colour).—First and Second, F. T. Wiltshire. Highly Com-

mended, G. Charnley. Commended, J. H. Ivimy.
Dragoons {.4ny colour).—First, C. Bulpin, Second, D. Young (White).

Highly Commended, H. M. Maynard (Blue).
Aht other Distinct Variety.—First, H. Draycott (Toys'. Second, H.

Yardley. Highly Commended, H. Draycott (Toys) ; J. Baily, jun. (Arch-
angels). Commended. H. Yardley; J. Percivall, Peckham (Ice) ; W. S.
Loder, Bathvrick (Frillbacks and Russian).

Judges.—Poultry: Mr. E. Hewitt, Birmingham, HnJ Mr. E.
Teebay, Fnlwood, Preston. Pigeons: T.J. Cottle, Esq., Cheltenham.

CANONBIE POULTRY SHOW.
Jo3T across the English border, fifteen miles from Carlisle by the

Waverley route of railway, and midway between Longtown and
Langholm, where the the valley of the Liddle runs into the woody and
lovely Eskdale, lies the rural and picturesque parish of Canonbie.
On an elevated ground, overlooking some of the finest scenery in the
south of Scotland stands the spacious and handsome class-rooms of
the parish school. Here, on the 21th and 25th of December, was
held the Canonbie Society's second annual Show of Poultry, Pigeons,
and Cage Birds, and a better exhibition of first-class birds has seldom,
if ever, been seen in a country district. The quality of the Dorhiic/s
especially was much praised' by all who know the points of these
beantiful birds. The fonr different classes of Ilamhurglis added
largely, by the beautiful plumage of the birds, to the effect of the
Show, whilst the pen of Cochins which took the first prize proved
to be the finest we have seen at any eshibition of poultry this season.
The entries of Pigeons were numerous, and the birds of unexception-
able quality. The Canaries, especially in the Scotch Fancy classes,
were well represented. The comfortable and well-adapted pens, their
neat appearance, and effective arrangement met with hearty approba-
tion from the numerous visitors.

Game (Any coIourj.-Coci.—First and Third, J. Brongh, Carlisle. Se-
cond, H. M. Julian, Hull.
DoRKlMos (Silver).—First, — Reed, Moat. Second, W. H: Church, Sark

Tower. Highly Commended, A. Warwick, Outer Woodhead. Chickens.—
First, — Reed. Second, D. Bardie, SorUe. Highly Commended, —
Doughty, Burnfoot ; W. H. Church ; A. Warwick ; W. Urquhart, Lang-
holm.
Dorkings [Dark).—First and Highly Commended, — Reed. Second,

Miss Maxwell, Priorslynn. C/ticfcpiw.—First, D. Hardie. Second — Reed.
Highly Commended, D. Hardie ; Miss Maxwell; W. Davidson, Potholm;
Miss Malcolm.
Spanish.—First, W. Paterson. Second. — Reed. Commended, E.

Grieve, ChaplehiU. Chickens.—Tw&l, H. Wilkinson, Earby, Skipton.
Second, W. Paterson. Highly Commended, J. Telford, Skippers ; Miss
J. Nelson.
Game (Black or Brown Red).—First, J. Brough. Second, A. Hyslop.

Newton. Highly Commended, r. Graham, Rowanburn. CfticA^'ns.—First,
J. Brough. Second, R. Irving, Langholm. Highly Commended, W.
Hogg, Rowanburn. Commended, J. Connell, Marsh House.
Cochin-China (Any colour).— I'irst, Miss J. Nelson. Second, Bowman

and Fe.'iron.

Hambdrghs (Golden-spangled).—First, W. Smith. Second, R. Tyson,
Longtown. Highly Commended, W. Irving, Evertown ; T. Musgxave.
Hamburghs (Golden-pencUled).—First, E. Grieve. Second, R. Irving.

Commended, R. Goodman.
Hamburghs (Silver-spangled).—Fiist, W. Bowe. Second, J. M'Adam,

Priorslynn.
Hamburghs (Silver-pencilled). — First, W. H. Church. Second, J.

Musgrave.
Any other Varietv.—First, — Beattie, Rink, Selkirk (Brahma Pootra).

Second, Miss Fenwick, North House (Brahma Pootra).
Bantams (Black-breasted or Brown Red).—First, Bowman & Fearon,

Whitehaven. Second, D. Hardie. Highly Commended, J. Wallace,
Eavenswood ; H. Nicholson, Holbom Hill ; G. M'Millan, Jedburgh.
Bantams (Duckwings, Piles, Brown Reds).—First, Bowman & Fearon.

Second, J. Wallace, Bolton. Commended, W. Scott, Jedburgh ; J. Lunn,
Jedburgh.
TuBKET3.—Pou!(s.—First, — Reed. Second, D. Hardie.
Geese. — First, D. Hardie. Second, Miss Church. Highly Com-

mended, — Reed.
Docks (Aylesbnryi.—First, D. Hardie. Second, — Lattimer, Forge-

braehead. Highly Commended, A. Warwick.
Ducks (Rouen).—First, A. Grieve, Albierigg. Second and Highly Com-

mended, D. Hardie.
Ducks (Any other variety).-First, D. Hardie (Brown Call). Second,

C. Davidson, Claygate.
Selling Class.—First, — Beed (Dorkings). Second, — Doughty

(Ronen Ducks). Third, — Wilkinson (Spanish).
Local Sweepstakes.-First, Mrs. Thomson. Second, T. Graham, Ro-

wanburn.
Ducks (A^y variety).—First, J. Common, Hardingside. Second, J.

Davidson, Grindstonehead. Third, R. Lattimer.
Any Variety (Cottagers* Classes).—First, R. Lattimer. Second, T.

M'Glasson, Orchard (Silver Dorkings). Third, C. Little (Spanish).

PIGEONS.
Croppers.—First, Messrs. Towerson. Egremont. Second, G. R. Sibson.

lEUghly Commended, G. E. Sibson ; R. Irving, Langholm.

Tumblers.—First, J. Pringle, Ncwcastle-on-Tyne. Second, F. Graham,
Birkenhead. Highly Commended, G. R. Sibson ; Mesers. Towerson ; J.
Sibson, Carlisle ; K. Irving ; .7. Campbell ; F. Graham.
Jacobins.—First, Messrs. Towerson. Second, J. Sibson. Higiily Com-

mended, Messrs. Towerson; J. Sibson.
Fantails.-First, F. Graham. Second, J. Pringle. Highly Com-

mended, .T. Sibson.
Carriers.—First, F. Graham. Second, Messrs. Towerson. Coaunended,

J. Sibson ; J. Campbell.
Barbs.—First, J. Cunningham, Langholm. Second, J. Campbell.

Commended, J. Sibson.
Nuns.—First, J. Sibson. Second, J. Campbell.
Turbits.—First, Messrs. Towerson. Second, J. Sibson. .

Any other Variety.—First and Second, F. Graham (Owls). Highly
Commeuded, Messrs. Towerson ; J. Sibson (Owls).
Selling Class (Any variety).—First, Messrs. Towerson. Second, J.

Sibson. Third, Tbwnytes it Graham (Trumpeters). Highly Commended,
Messrs. Towerson ; J. Sibson (Magpies, Pouters, and Tumblers).

CANARIES.
Scotch Fancy (Yellow).—Cocfc.—First, Miss Martin, Canonbie. Se-

A. Johnstone, Bowholm. Hen.—First, R. Carr, Carlisle. Second, R.
Graham.
Scotch Fancy (Buff).—Cocfc.—First, J. Chambers, Longtown. Second,

A. Johnstone. Hens.—First. A. Johnstone. Second, Miss Martin.
Fancy Flecks (Buff).— JEffn. — First, Withheld. Second, B. Murray,

Bowholm.
Goldfinch Mules (Marked).—Coci.—First and Second, R. Graham

(Buff and Yellow).
Common (Yellow or Buff).—CocA.— Second, R. Graham (Yellow). Hen,

—First, R. Graham (Yellow). Second, J. Davidson, jun. (Yellow).

Common Flecks (Yellow or Buff).

—

Cock.—Fii-st, J. Cunningham, Lang-
holm. Second, R. VVylie, Parkhead. Hfn.—First, R. Wylie. Second, H.

Graham.

Judges.—Mr. Dixon, North Part, Clayton, Bradford, and Mr.
Darling, Hawick.

LANGHOLM POULTRY SHOW.
The seventh annual Show of the Eskdale Poultry Society took

place in the large hall of the Temperance Hotel at Langholm, Decem-
ber 31st and January 1st. There were upwards of three hundred

entries of Ponltiy, Pigeons, and Cage Birds, and the following awards

were made :

—

Game Cock (Any colour). — First, E. Avkroyd, Bradford. Second,

H. M. Julian, Whitefriars Gate, Hull. Third, J. H. Wilson, St. Bees.
Highly Commended, J. Nicholson, jun., Carlisle.

Dorkings (Mlveri.—First, T. Jackson. Bush, Ewes. Second, D. Hardie,

Sorbie. C/iictens.-First, D. Hardie, Second, W. Urquhart, Langholm.
Dorkings (Dark).—First, D. Hardie. Second, J. White, Northallerton.

Chickens.—Yivst, J. White. Second, D. Hardie. Highly Commended,
T. L. Jackson, Bush.
Spanish.-First, J. Thresh, Bradford. Second and Highly Commended,

W. Paterson, Langholm. Chickens.— F'itbI and Highly Commended, W.
Paterson. Second, J. Thresh. Commended, M. Tmabull, Melrose Mills.

Game (Black or Brown Red).—First, W. Tail, Heatherlee, Selkirk. Se-

cond, J. H. Wilson. Highly Commended, J. Brough ; D. Hardie ; W.
Crosthwaite, Stanwix, Carlisle. C/iictcKs.-First, D. Hardie. Second, J.

Brough. Highly Commended, D. Hardie ;
E. Aykroyd.

Cochin-China (Any colour).—First, Bowman & Fearon, Whitehaven.
Second, W. R. Park, Melrose.
Brahma Pootra (Any colour).—First, G. Dixon, jun.. Whitehaven. Sa-

cond, A. Sherriff, Selkirk. Highly Commended, C. Turner, Chester.

Hambdrghs (Golden-spangled).—First, S. & R. Ashton, Che^Mre. Se-

cond, R. Dickson, Selkirk. Commended, W. Swire, Keighley, Yorkshire.

Hamburghs (Golden-pencilled).—First, W. Bowe, Carlisle. Second,

E. Grieve, Canonbie.
Hamburghs (Silver-spangled).—First, W. Bowe. Second and Com-

mended, D. Hardie.
Hamburghs (Silver-pencilled).—First, J. Piatt, Dean, Bolton. Second,

T. Hanson, Keighley. „ , _
Ant other Variety.—First, W. E. Park (Creve-CcBnr). Second, K.

Oliver, Langholm. „ , „. . ^ ..

Game Bantams (Black-breasted or Brown Red).—First, Bowman and
Fearon. Second, D. Hardie. Highly Commended, J. Archibald ; J.

CroBland, Wakefield.
. , „ , .,

Bantams (Duckwings, Piles, and Brown Reds).-First, J. Crossland.

Second, Bowman & P'earon. , m t
TuKKEYS.—Prize, D. Hardie. Poults.-TiiBt, D. Hardie. Second, T. L.

Jackson.
, ., . . , ,

,

Geese.—First, D. Hardie. Second, Mrs. Birkett, Ainstable.

Ducks (Aylesbury) —First, D. Hardie. Second, Bowman & Fearon.

Highly Commended, Mrs. Birkett. Ainstable.

Ducks (Rouen).-First, D. Hardie. Second, — Grieve, Albierigg.

Any other Variety.—First, S. & E. Ashton (CaroUna). Second, D.

Hardie (Grey Call). Highly Commended, J. Logan, Lanark »Pintails);

— Davidson, Claygate (Muscovy).
, , „. .

Cottageks' Class—Any Variety (Town of Langholm only).—I'irst,

R. Irving, Langholm (Silvcr-spanRled). Second, A. Ballantyne (Spanish).

Third, J. Reid, Langholm (Goldeu-spangled).
. ~. . . t

Cottagers' Class—Any Variety (for Eskdale).—First and Third, J

Telford, Skippers (Spanish). Second, Mrs. Harvey (Dorkings). Highly

Commended, Mrs. Armstrong, Kirton (Dorkings). Commended, Misa

Graham, Bentpath (Dorkings).
, „ , ., > o

Selling Class (Open).—First, — Crosthwate (Black Red Game), be-

cond Miss Bell, Billholm (Game Bantams). Third, — Archibald, Eatls-

town (Japanese Bantams). Higblv Commended, T.L. Jackson (Dorkings);

D. Hardie (Dorkings); Miss Paterson (White Geese); J. Piatt, Bolton

(Silver-pencilled).
* PIGEONS.
Croppers.—First and Highly Commended, J. Ewart, Edinburgh. Se-

cond, J. Hawlcv, Bingley. „. ... „ ,. ,

Tomulers I Almond).—First, J. Hawley. Second, J. Fieldmg, Koehdale.

Tumblers (Any other variety).—First, J. Fielding. Second, J. Hawley.
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Highly ComnieDdod« J. Ilawley; J. CampbeU, Langholm; J. Bell, New-
ca8tIe-on-Tyu<^.
Jacobins.— FirHt and Socoiid, J. Uawlcy.
FaNTAj1,9.—First, W. U. Park. Second, J. llawley. Highly C'om-

memded, J. £. Sponco, Kdinborgh.
CARRIERS.—Firat, J. Hawloy. Second, J. A W. Toworson, Egremout.

Highly Commended, U. Yardley, Birmingbam.
Barbs.—First, J. llawley. Second, H. Yardley. Highly Commended,

J. FioldiDf?.

Nuns.—First, J. CampboU. Second, R. Paterson, Molrose.
TuRBiTH.— FirRt, R. Patorson. Second, W. R. Park. Highly Com-

mended, H. Yardley.
Any other Variety.—First, J. Fielding; Second, J. Sharp. Highly

Commended, H. Yardley.
Sellinq CLAsg.—First, J. Sharp (Black-breasts). Second, W. Markland,

Boltoa (Black Carriers). Highly Commended, J. Hawley ; Miss Bell,

Billhohn (Turbits) ; J. Sharp (Blue Fantails); J.Campbell.

CANARIES.
Scotch Fancy (Yellow).— Cocfc.—First. H. Donald, Galashiels. Second,

G. Laidlaw, Galashiels. Hen.—First, VV. Tinline, Second, T. Wilson,
Hawick. Highly Commended, T. Scott. Galaahiela.
Scotch Fancy fBufifl— C'ocA;.—First, II. Donald. Second, W. Tinline:

Highly Commended, R. Carr, Carlisle. Hen.—First, T. Darling, Hawick.
Second, J. Hardie. Highly Commended, T. Scott ; W. Tinline.
Fancy Flecked (Yellow).- Cocft.— First, T. Darling. Second, T. Wilson.

Highly Commended, J. Hardie. /r'?i.—Second, T. Darling.
Fancy Flecked (Buff).— C'oct.—First, T. Wilson. Second, W. Tinline.

H«n.—First, T. Darling. Second, G. Laidlaw. Highly Commended, J.
C^eghorn.
Goldfinch Mules (Marked).—Cocfr.—First, A. Graham, Rowanborn.

Second, T. Wilson.
Common (Yellow or Buff).—Copfc.—First, A. Graham. Second, Miss

M. M. Rome, Langholm. Hen.—First, J. M'Vittie, Langholm. Second,
W. Corrie, Langholm.
Common Flecks (Yellow or BnffJ.- Cbcfc.—First, T. Wilson. Second,

J. M'Vittie. ifcrtA'.—First, A. Graham. Second, J. Anderson.

Judges.—PouUri/ and Pigeons: Mr. Henry Beldon, Goitstock,
Bingley ; Canaries : Mr. Thompson, Hawick.

Any othkr Distinct Brked.—First, J. Sharp (Uagplea). Second, A

«

Wardrop, ivilmarinMik (TruiiipotorHl.

TuRiiiTS. -First mid Srcnu.l, .J. Waddell.
Barbs.—First, G. J. Hart. Second, U. I^ennon.

Owls.-First, T. Douglas, Thornhill. Second, MisB Enott.

CANARIES.
ScoTOiT Fancy fYellow).~Co(:'fc«.— First, J. Graham, Kilmarnock. Se-

cond, J. Little, Dumfries. Third, J. Laushlaml, Kilmarnock. Hent.—
First, J. Thorpe, Dumtrioa. Second, J. Littlt\ Third, .1. Lauchltind.
Scotch Fancy (Bnff).—Cocfcs.—First and Second, J. Thorpe, Dumfries.

Third, J. Little. Hens.—First and specittl piizo for the best Canary in

the Show, J. T'lorpe. Second, J. Little. Third, J. Wilson, Ncwubbey.
Piebald (Yellow). — CocAts.—First, J. Thorpe. Second, J. Knocker,

Drnmpark. Third, D. Gibson, Lochraaben. i/<'7w.—First, R. Ed^ar, Max-
welltown. Second, J. Graham, Kilmarnock. Third, R. Grieve, Dumfries.
Piebald (Buff).— CocAts.—First, R. Bryden, Lochmaben. Second, A.

Hope. Dumfries. Third, J. Little, ifens.—First, J. Knocker. Second
and Third, J. Law, Lockerbio.
Goldfinch Moler (Yellow or Buff).—First, J. Law, Lockerbie. So-

cond, W. M'Donald, Newabboy. Third, J. Coupland, Dumfries.
Goldfinches.-First, W. Eaglesham, Castle Douglas. Second, A,

Martin, Castle Douglas, Third, It. Seaton, Ncwabbey.

Judges.—Poultry: Mr. H. Beldon, Bingley, Yorkshire; and Mr.
Barclay, Paisley. Pigeons: Mr. J. Armstrong, Carlisle; Mr. H,
Beldon. Canaries: Mr. G. Grant; and Mr. A. Mitchell, Paisley.

DUMFRIES AND MAXWELLTOWN
ORNITHOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S SHOW.

This was held in the Mechanics' Hall, Dumfries, on December
31st, and Jannary 1st, and proved a very successful exhibition. The
following is a list of the awards :

—

Gaus (Black Reds, Blacks, and other Reda and Blues).—First, J.
WaddeU, Acrebead. Second, J. Brougb, Carlisle. Highly Commended,
J; Harding, Dumfries. Commended, J. M'Credie, Tbomhill. Chickens.—
First and Second, T. Maxwtll, Maiwelltown. Highly Commended, J.
Harding.
Gaug (Duckwings, Whites, and other Greys).—First, T. Maxwell. Se-

cond, J. Brough. Highly Commended, T. Maxwell ; J. WaddeU. Chickens.
—First and Second, J. Davidson, Longtown.
DOEKDJOS.—First. N. Wilson, Bridge of Urr. Second, G. F. Lyons,

Eirkmichael. Highly Commended, W. F. H. Arnndell, Barjag Tower.
Chickens,—First, A. .^ikirving, Croys. Second, J. Thomson, Blaiket,
Crocketford. Highly Commended, ]^iss A. Johnstone Douglas, Lockerbie
House.
Spanish (Black).—First, Miss .J. Nelson, Ecclefechan. Second, J.

Thomson, Cocklicks. Chickens.—First, Mrs. Johnstone, Conhuith. Se-
cond, Miss J. Nelson.
Cochin-China (Any colour).—First, Lady .7. Johnstone Douglas. Se-

cond, Miss J. Nelson. Chickens.—First. Lady J. Johnstone Douglas. Se-
cond, J. B. Storey, jun, Milnhead, Dumfries.
Brahma Pootbas.—First, Mrs. Waugb, Lochmaben. Second, J. Pearson,

Castle Douglas. Highly Commended, Mrs. Gladstone, Capenoch, Thorn-
hill. CViiffccj(!.—First, Mrs. Wangh. Second, MissM. Gardiner, Murrayton.
Hamdcrghs (GolJcn-spangled).—First, W. Carrie, Maxwelltown. Se-

cond, E. J. Jones, Whitehaven.
Hambdrohs (Golden-pencilied).—First, J. Armstrong, Longtown, Se-

cond, R. Burrow, Lougtown.
Hambdrghs (Silver-spangled).—First, S. M'Bean, Castle Douglas. Se-

cond, G. Dobsou. Longtown.
Hambttrghs (Sdver-pcncilled).—First, J. Musgrave. Second, R. Service,

Maxwelltown.
Ahy other Variety. — First, Miss Knott, Essex Park (Houdan).

Second, Miss H. Gardiner, Murravton (CrOve-Coeurs).
Bantaus (Golden and Silver-laced). — First, Miss M. Johnstone,

Halleaths. Second, T. Douglas, Thornhill.
Baktams (Black).—First, Master W. Milligan, Millbank. Second, J.

Keer, Dumfries.
Bantams (White).—First, J. Hutchison, Townhead, Mouswald. Se-

cond, J. B. Storey, jun., Milnhead.
Oahe (Black Reds, and other Reds).—First, J. Shars, Canal Cottage,

Johnstone. Second, J. Waddell, Acrehead. Highly Commended, T.
M'Call, Irongray.
Game (Duckwings and other Greys).—First. J. WaddeU. Second, J.

Thomson, Maxwelltown.
DnOKS (Aylesbury).-First and Second, G. F. Lyons. Highly Com-

mended, Miss .\. Johnstone Douglas ; Mrs. Henderson, Mochrum. Com-
mended, Mrs Bell, Fardiug Well, Dunscore.
Docks (Rouen).-First, J. Thomson. Second, E. J. Jones, White-

haven. Highly Commended, Miss A. Johnstone Douglas ; J. Thomson.

PIGEONS.
TOMBLEES.—First, G. White, Paisley. Second, R. Lennon, Eastfuli

Cottage.
CAREIER3.—First, G. J. Dart, Acrehead. Second, A. Wordrop, Kilmar-

nock.
Podtees.- First, J. Waddell. Second, G. White, Paisley.
Jacobins.—First, J. Waddell. Second, J. Sharp, Johnstone.
Fantails.—First and Second, T. Douglas.

ALSTON POULTRY SHOW.
This Show was hold in the Town Hall, Alston, on Thursday, the

21th of December. The following is the prize list:

—

Game (Black-breasted and other Reds).—First, W. Walton, Cocklaka.
Second, J.Stephenson, Nenthead Commended, T. Brown ; W. Liverick,

Nenthead. Chickens.—Viist, J. Walton, AnnatwaUs. Second, W. Snow-
den, Kellah. Commended, J. Stephenson.
GAtrE (Any other variety).—First and Second, T. Brown. Chickens.—

First, W. Walton. Second, T. Brown.
Dorkings (White).—First, J. Hilton, Blagill. Second, J. Lowe, Alston.

Dorkings (Grey).—First, Miss Wigham, HargiU House. Second, Wal-
ton & Rutherford, Green Ends.
Spanish.—First, J. J. Kindred, Bayles. Second, R. G. Pears, Penrith.

Chickens.—Firat, Lady Maclean. Second, R. G. Pears.

Hambdrghs (Golden-pencilled).—First, C. Pattiuson, Hayring. Second,
W. Teasdale, Whitfield.
Hambdrghs (Golden-spangled).—First, W. Ritson, Ayle. Second, T.

Greenop, Kenwick.
Hambdrghs (Silver-pencilled).—First, R. G. Pears. Second, Walton

and Little, Alston.
Hamboeghs (SUver-spangled).—First and Second, Walton & Ruthei'

ford.

Cochins.-Prize, H. S. James, Clarghyll HaU. Chickens.—First, H. S.

Gill. Second, G. Peart, Alston.
Polish.—First and Second, J. Chaplow, Parkbead.
Game Bantams.— First and Second, F. Clementson, Alston.

Bantams (Any other variety).—First, Mrs. Ord, Wiiitfleld HaU. Second,
F. Clementson.
Docks (Aylesbury).—First, J. J. Kindred, Bayles. Second, W. Lowry,

Featherston.
Docks (Rouen).—First, E. G. Pears. Second, Mrs. Ord.
CANAHiE8.—B<'!i;ian.—First, R. Walton, Park. Second, J. Chaplow.

Yellow and Buff.—First, R.Walton. Second, W. Kenleyside. Yellow and
Buff-marked.-First, R. Walton. Second, J. Uymers. Goldfinch Mule.—
First and Second, J. Thompson, Nenthead.
Rabbits.—First, Master Crawhall, Alston. Second, Master H. S.

James, Clarghyll Hall.

Pigeons.—First and Second, C. E. Saunders, Nunwick Hall.

SUNDERLAND POULTRY CLUB SHOW.
This was held in the Central Hall, .John Street, Sunderland, on the

1st and '2nd inst. There wore fifty entries in the Selling Class not in-

serted in the catalogue. Ifany good birds were shown, and altogether

the Exhibition was excellent for a club show ; it is in contemplation to

get up a first-class show for next year. The Show was well arranged

by the able Secretary, Mr. Toft, and the room was well adapted to the

purpose.

Game (Black and other Rods).—First and Second, J. French, Sunder-
land. Third, — Hawkins, Seaham. Commended, T. Clark, Hondon ;

—
Robinson, Sunderland.
Game (Duckwing and other Grey).—First, Second, and Highly Com-

mended, T. Clark. Third, — Kav, bcptford.
Game.—C/iic/tfTw.-First and Second, J. French. Third, Highly Com-

mended, and Commended, — Rogers, Hendon.
Game (.\ny other variety).—Prize, J. French. Commended, — Laing,

Sunderland.
Hamborohs (Gold and Silver-spangled). — First, Thu-d, and Highly

Commended, — Monro. Hetton-le-hole. Second, — Willis, Fatfield.

Hambdrghs (Gold and Silver-pencilled).— First, Second, and Third, —
Moore. Commended, — Shields, Herrington.
Polish.-First, Third, Highly Commended, and Commended, J. Clark,

Sunderland. Second, — Moore.
.Spanish. — First and Highly Commended, — Hawkins. Second, —

Bell, Sunderland. Third, — Whittaker, Sunderland. Commended, —
Vaux, Sunderland.
Cochins.-First, — BeU. Second, — Trewhitt. Third, — Robinson.
Dorkings.—First, — Hawkins. Second, — Vaux. Third, Stobart,

Cocken Hall. Highly Commended, — Hymers, Birtley. Commended,
— Hvmers, Birtley; — Stobart.
Brahmas.-First, — Soord, Sunderland. Second and Third, — Willis.

Commended, — Crament, Sunderland.
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Cbosbbeed.—First, — Toft, Snnderland. Second and Third, — E;mer8
Birtley. '

Gamb (Any vnrieiy). — Cocl-ercls. —TirEt, — Hawkins. Second, T-
Clark. Third, — Kngors. Pullets.—First, Second, and Third, J. Clark-
Commended, —Black, High Pallion. Coct.—First, — Black. Second, J-
French, Third, T. Clark. Hiebly Commended, — Kay. Hois.—First.— Kay. Second, J. French. Third,— Black,
Any Vaeiexy except Game,—Coci.—First, — Stobart, Second, —

Crament, Third. — Hawkins, Hens.—First and Second, — Bell, Third,— Holmes, Monkwearmonth, Fourth, — Crament, Hiftblv Commended,— Hawkins ; — Stobart ; — Trewhitt. Commended, — Soord,
DrcKS (Roiieni,—First, — Stobart. Second, — Hawkins. Third,—

Soord, H.Rhly Commended, — Moore,
DcoKS (Ayl'esburyl,—First, — Soord, Second and Third, — Moore,

HiRhly Commended, C. Briggs, Commended — Rogers,
GoiNEA Fowls,—Firit, — Black, Second, — Service. Third, C,

Briggs,
Any otheh Variety.—First and Second, — Wilcox; Third, — Black,
Game Bantams (Black and other Heds),-First, — Bnrdes, Sunderland

Second, J, Clsrk,
Game (Duckwings and other Greys).—First, — Wilson, Spennymoor,

Sscond, J, Clark,
Game (Piles and Whites).—First, C, Briggs, Second, — Toft,
Game— Oockcrel.—First, Second, and Third, T, Clark, Highly Com-

mended, — Bnrdes ; — Weighill, Deptford, Commended. C, Briggs,
Pullets —First, T. Clark. Second and Third, — Holmes. Monkweaim-.uth
Single Game Cock.—First, — Bnrdess, Sunderland. Second, — Toft

Third, J. Clark, ijtji,-First, T. Clark. Second, — Bnrdes, Third and
Highly Cnmnionded, J, Clark, Commended— Toft,
Bantams (Sebrights),—First, — Toft, Second, — Shields. Third, —

Hymers,
Bantams (Eose-combs),—Second, J, Clark,
Single Cock (Any variety except Game),—Second, C, Briggs.
TuEKEYS.— Second, C, Briggs,
Ornamental Fowls,—First, — Black (White Peruvian Ducks), Se-

cond, J, Clark (Pheasants).
Rabbits,-First, Second, Third, and Highly Commended, — Hohuos

Commended,- Service, Sunderland.

Judge,—Mr, E, Hntton, Padsey.

IVaDDLESBROUGII CANARY SHOW,
The Miildlesbrough and North Kiding of Yorlshiro Oraithological

Association, held its first nnnna! Exhibition of Canaries and other
cage birds, in the Town Hall, Middlesbrough, on the 1st inst. During
the day there was a large attendance of visitors, and all were of
opiiiion that considering the short time taken to organise the Exhi-
bition (one month), it was a most decided success, both in regard to
the number of the entries and the quality of the specimens shown.
Some of the prize birds were very superior, and, taken as a whole,
the Show was one of the very best ever held in the neighbourhood. The
Association has received such substantial support, that when thej
issne their schedule for the next Show they intend making the prizes
of about double the value of those offered at the Show just held,

Belgian (Clear Yellow),—First and Very Highly Commended, W
Needier, Hull, Second and Highly Commended, R," Robinson, Middles
brough. Third, G. Tomlinson, Stockton, Commended, J, Douglass
Stanhope, Durham,
Belgian (Clear Buff),—First, E, Robinson. Second and Third, W,

Needier, Very Highly Commended, G, Tomlinson, Highly Commended,
W. Bulmer, Commended, R. Hawman, Middlesbrough,
Norwich (Cle.ir Jonque),—First, G. Moore, Northampton, Second, J,

Wynn, Third, C, Matthews, Harrog.ate, Very Highly Commended, J,
Douglas, Highly Commended, J, N. Harrison, Belper. Commended, A,
Millwaters, Harrogate,
Norwich (Buff),—First, J. Wvnn, Second, J, N, Harrison, Third, R.

Simpson, Whitby, Very Highly Commended, G, Moore. Highly Com-
memded, R, Hawman, Commended, J, Douf^lass,
Norwich (Variegated Jonque),—First, J, Douglass, Second, G, Moore,

Third, W, Bulmer, Stockton-on-Tees, Very Highly Commended, R,
Hawman, Highly Commended, J. Armes, Commended, J. Wynn,
Norwich (Variegated Buff),—First, J, Wynn, Second, R, Hawman.

Third, G. Moore, Very Highly Commended, J. Douglass,
Dark or Grey-crested.—First, J. Wynn, Second and Highly Com-

mended, J, Baines, York, Third, G. Moore, Very Highly Commended,
J, Stainsby, Sunderland, Commended, J, Stephens,
Clear-crested, — First. E. Barker, Whitby. Second, G, Moore,

Third, W, Bulmer, Very Highly Commended, J, Garbutt, Broughton,
Lizard (Golden-spangled).—First, R. Hawman. Second and Highly

Commended. J, Taylor, Middlesbrough, Very Highly Commended, J.
Baines, Commended, -J. Greenfield, Stocliton.
Lizard (Silver-spangledj.—First, J. N. Harrison. Second, T, Stansfleld,

Stockton. Third and Highly Commended, R. Hawman. Very Highly
Commended, Master F. J, Leach. Commended, W. Burniston.Middles-
brough,
Jonqde Cinnamon,—First, R. Hawman, Second, J, Stainsby, Third,

G, Moore. Highly Commended. J. Wynn;
Bdff Cinnamon.—First, W. Bulmer. Second, J. Baines, Third, J,

Wynn, Very Highly Commended, J. Stainsby; J. Douglass; Com-
mended, G. Moore,
Yorkshire (Clear Y'cllow),—First, J, Stephens. Second. E, Simpson,

Third, J. Douglass, Highly Commended, W, Winter; H, Garbutt, Com-
mended, R, Young, Harlsey, Northallerton,
Yorkshire (Clear Buffi,— First, J, Armes. Second E. Simpson. Third,

R. Harker, l-tokesley. Very Highly Commended, J, Stephens, Middles-
brough, Highly Commended, J, Speck, Middlesbrough, Commended,
J, Bennett, North Ormesby,
Yorkshire (Variegated Yellow),— First, J, Stephens. Second, J.

Douglass. Third, T, Whitelock, Very Highly Commended, G, Taylor,
Highly Commended, J, Fryer, Stockton, Commended, E, Barker,
Stokesley,
Yorkshire (Variegated Buff),—First, R. Hawman. Second, C. Burnis-

ton, Middlesbrough. Third, G, W. Weathcrell, Broughton. Very Highly
Commended, J, Stephens, Highly Commended, T, Armstrong, Broughton.
CoPPY-cnEBTED.— First, J, Garbutt, Second, M, Burton, Middles-

brough, Third, W. Cotton, Middlesbrough, Highly Commended, W.
Bulmer,
Clear Green.— First, J, N, Harrison, Second and Third. J. Douglass.

Very Highly Commended, R. Taylor. Highly Commended, T. Tennis-
wood.
Any other Variety.—First, W. Bulmer. Second, R. Hawman. Third,

J. Fryer. Highly Commended, G. Tomlinson.
Any Variety.-First, R, Hawman, Second, E, Buttery. Third, J.

Garbntt, Very Highly Commended, T, Miles, North Aoklara, Highly
Commended, J. Armes, Middlesbrough, Commended, H. Garbutt.
Goldfinch Mule (Buff variegated).—First, R. Hawman. Second, E.

Simpson, Third and Highly Commended, J, Robinson, Middlesbrough.
Very Highly Commended, F, Golden, Stockton, Commended, J, S.
Spetch, Hull,
Goldfinch Mfle,—First, W, Nichol, North Acklam; Second, T,

Walker, Third, Z. Howe, Middlesbrough, Very Highly Commended, J,
Robinson, Highly Commended, H, Garbutt, Commended, J. Wynn.
Goldfinch,—First and Very Highly Commended, J, Fairclough, Se-

cond, J, Garbutt, Third, G, Garbutt, Highly Commended, Z, Howe.
Commended, J. Taylor.
Linnet (Brown),—First, E. Taylor. Second and Third, W. Bumistou.

Very Highly Commended, R, Robinson, Highly Commended, W. Bulmer ;

J, Speck,
British Birds (Any other variety),—First and Very Highly Com-

mended, C, Bumistou, Second, T, Smith, Third, T, Man. Highly
Commended, J, Maxwell, Middlesbrough. Commended, J. Yates.

Mr, J, Calvert, of York, oBiciated as Judge.

GUILDFORD POULTRY SHOW.
We published the list of the awards at this prospei-ing Show, and

we now proceed to make such remarks as the different classes seemed
to call for.

This is one of the many shows that are held at this time in c(m-
junction with those of fat stock, roots, and agricultural implements.
The connection seems natural, and, so far as we have been able to

observe, the union is a happy one. Conviction and confidence are
both plants of slow growth, and it has taken many years for these to

pain a hold of the minds of those who should have been the first to see

that in poultry-keeping there was profit for all, but more for thena

than for anyone else, because they had half the means and appliances
gratis. But poultry shows are taking root. Proof : Formerly a small
space in the Kifle Hall was suificient for the poultry, but this year it

had outgrown its place, and attained to the dignity of a separate

locality. It was held in the Green Market, and filled it thoroughly.

Surrey some years since was the home of the iJorliny fowl, as the
name implies, but the good people of the county seemed careless oi'

the distinction, or of the many hundreds of thousands of pounds so

produced, and the majority of the Surrey fowls now come from Sussex.

We may here observe that the contempt of that which is found "with

little trouble applies to poultry as fully and as truly as it does to

climate or the fertility of the earth. Thus the Surrey fowls have gone
to Sussex, the Norfolk Turkeys to Cambridge, and the Aylesbury
Ducks are spreading to Oxfordshire, difference of soil and absence of

natural advantages being counterbalanced by extreme care and pains-

taking. To resume : At this Show Surrey vindicated her claim to be

the home of the Dorking fowl. The class was excellent and numerous.
The prize Grey and White birds were as good as we have ever seen,

and might have figured successfully at Birmingham or Liveii)Ool, It

is difficult at small shows, but we always think White and Coloured

Dorkings should have separate classes. There were here most excel-

lent specimens of the Cuckoos.

The Spanish were far above the average. Some of the best birds

were sadly out of condition. Bnthmas showed well. The hens in the

prize pens were as good as we ever saw. In some of the unsucceesftil,

instead of being white they were almost blue from the shade of under
black feathers, or from mixture of coloured with the white. This is

now becoming an important class, and great competition makes care

and judgment necessary in selecting competing pens. There were very

meritorious Dark birds, but not equal to the Light, There were excel-

lent Ouvic fowls, and a greater number of Black pens than we are in

the habit of seeing even at larger shows. They cannot, however,

compete with the Black or Brown Keds with any hope of success.

Cochins are always badly represented in Surrey, and the Guildford

Show was no exception. They were poor in numbers and quality.

Bantams showed well in their class, but the Black Red Game were

superior to any others. The Duckwings were good, but the Sebrights

inditferent. Other varieties of fowls were well represented, especially

the French breeds. The Cn'vc-Ca'urs auA I/ouduns -were veiy good-

These breeds are making way, but La Flicke are deservedly dis-

couraged. There was an excellent show of Aylesbury and Kouen
Puds : both in numbers and quality the former were the heavier.

The lurkeys were very good,

Mr, Baily acted as Judge,

Kational Peeisteeonic Society's Show.—This takes place at

the Crystal Palace on the 12th inet,, and probably will be the

best Pigeon Show ever seen, comprising upwards of eight hun-
dred buds of all varieties from the best breeders and fanciers in
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all parts of the kinRdom—Manchester, Yorkeliire, Plymoutli,

Lincolnshire, Kent, Hampshire, Isle of Wight, London, &c.

MANCHESTER POULTRY SnOW.
It is now ciRht ycnrs since tlicsc annnal cxLibitions at Belle Vno

Gardens were iirst 'inslitnted )jy the spirited jirorrietors, the Messrs.

Jennison. and althoiiRh at tirst many persons foretold that non-suo

cess wonUl as certainly be their fate as it had been in the jase of all

similar attempts at Manchestir, the result has been quite the reverse

of these anticipations. It would be difficult to point out any of our

poultry meetings more popular than thoso annually hold at the Man-

chester Zoolof^ical Gardens. No doubt one of the principal causes of

success has been the uUTaryinR determination of the Messrs. .lenuisnu

to keep good faith with the public at all hazards, and without allowing

the slijihtost breach of rules. All payments are made with a punctu-

ality the more to be appreciated when contrasted with the arrange-

ments of many other committees. Again, the proprietors of Belle

Vue never hand over to subordinate.s any supervision of their Show,

but keep it all in their own hands, whilst each person employed dili-

gently fulfils the duties specially allotted him. From this wise division

of labour everything is not only done well but with promptitude, and

the greatest advantages result, for the enl of many shows is entirely

avoided—viz., the shifting of particular duties from one member of a

committee to another, till not nnfreijoeatly the arrangements are not

carried out at all, or at best but very inefficiently. Difficulties are

inevitable where poultry committees neglect to adopt a well-matured

plan of operations, and those gentlemen who have so frequently ex-

perienced the troubles that are constantly occurring at poultry shows,

would act wisely to imitate closely the plans adopted by Messrs.

Jennison, and like them enforce to the very letter the rules laid down,
without the slightest distinction to purse or person.

This year's Show was singularly well filled, more than one thousand
pens of poultry competing, and we can with confidence say, the almost
nniform quality of the birds exhibited was infinitely superior to that

found at the generality of shows. The Dorlcinij classes were such as

are very rarely equalled, and many of the birds were in the highest

possible condition, never having been previously exhibited. Spanish
fowls were good, but the cock classes were not, perhaps, quite so

perfect as have been seen at former shows, many noted exhibitors re-

taining their best specimens for the Bristol Show. The pullets and
hens, however, were remarkably good. All the Coehijis were of

superior quality, and the first-jTrize Buff pullets were gems. The
Brahma.'i were large and wonderfully improved, and no doubt the

Light-feathered are fast pushing into public favour, most strenuous
efforts being now made by breeders of this variety of fowls to insure

their popularity. All varieties of PnJi^h fowls were shown in great

perfection, and we feel perfectly assured that these useful and orna-

mental breeds will again become, on their own merits, as popular as

they were twelve or fifteen years back, when, from the paucity of

entries, many committees positively expunged them from their prize

schedules rather than give them the continued support they so well

deserved. The Game classes abounded in the best of birds, and we
heard a noted breeder of these fowls state, after the opening of the

Show, " There were six or seven Brown Reds in one class that no man
living could tell which was best, except as to condition." After the

most careful inspection this proved to be the case to a far greater

extent than we anticipated. Messrs. Challoner and Wood exhilated

Game fowls in the most unexceptionable condition. The Oti/nr

Jltintinrts were excellent, Mr. Crosland showing a splendid specimen.
Of iVater Fmrffi^ whether the useful or the strictly ornamental, the
show was excellent. Messrs. Jennison exhibited among Ornamental
Water Fowl some of the most beautiful breeds of the rarest descrip-

tion, which caused this portion of the Show to be singularly attractive.

French fowls were numerous, and in quality were great improvements
on those formerly exhibited.

Pitjeonfi were a most important and succeEsfnl portion of the Exhi-
bition, and a class expressly for Doves was worthy of the general ad-
miration it received. At the conclusion of the Show the birds were
speedily forwarded homewards in excellent health and condition. The
Show was throughout remarkably well attended.

We published a Ust of the awards last week.

second for birds above one year old. In Class 1, Carriers, Mr. Hallam

carried off all three prizes. In Class 'J, Pouters, Mr. Stewart gained

the first and sec(md jjrizcs. In Class :i, Almonds, Mr. Hallam took

all three prizes. Class 4, Mottles and Rosewings.—In this Mr. Careless

took the first and second prizes. Class .'; was for Trumpeters : here

Mr. Taylor obtained all three prizes. Classti, Jacobiues.—Mr. AUsop

was iirst and second. Class 7, Fantails.—Mr. Stewart was awarded

the first and second prizes. In Class s, Barbs, Mr. Hallam was first

and third, Mr. Allsop second. Class 'J, Dragoons.—In this Mr. AUsop

was first, and Mr. Ludlow second. Class 10, Antwerps.—In the

opinion of nearly all the exhibitors, including the prizetakers, this

was not correctly judged. Mr. T. Marlow was first, Mr. Lndlow

second, Mr. J. Bradley third. This was a splendid class of birds, with

remarkable colour and carriage. In Class 11, "Any other variety,''

Mr. Noye was first with a beautiful specimen of the Satinette breed,

which was also honoured with the extra prize offered by the President

of the Society for the best young bird in the show. The same exhi-

bitor took the second prize ivith a Brunette of the most deUcate plumage.

In the second division there were nineteen entries. In Class 1,

Carrier cocks, Mr. Taylor was first, Mr. Hallam second. Class 2,

Carrier hens.—Mr. Hallam was first, Mr. Ludlow second, and Mr.

Allsop third. In Class 3, Pouter cocks, Mr. Stewart gained the first

prize with a very superior bird, which I believe to be the same speci-

men styled the
'" King of the Blues." To this bird was also awarded

an extra prize offered by Mr. Noye for the lest specimen among the

single birds. Mr. Stewart also carried off the second and third prizes.

Class 1 was for Pouter hens, and in this Mr. Stewart again took all

three prizes. Class 5, Almond and Short-faced Tumblers.—In this

Mr. Hallam was first. In Class C, Fantails, Mr. Stewart was first.

Class 7, Mottles and Rosewings.—Mr. Careless took all three prizes.

Class 8, Saddles.—In this Mr. Careless again carried off all three

prizes. Class 9, Badges.—Mr. Gordon took the three prizes. Class 10,

Jacobines.—Mr. Stewart was first, Mr. Allsop second. In Class 11,

Barbs, Mr. Allsop obtained all three prizes. In Class 12, Dragoons,

Blue, Mr. Ludlow was first and second. Class 13 was for Dragoons,

any other colour, Mr. Allsop being first, Mr. Ludlow second. Class 14,

Antwerps, Blue and Dun.—In this Mr. Marlow was first and second

;

he also obtuiued the extra prize offered by Mr. Lndlow for the best

pair of Antwerps. Mr. Bradley was third, and Mr. Noye extra third.

In Class 15, Antwerps, Blue Chequered and Dun Chequered, Mr.

Bradley was first, Mr. Noye second. Class lis " Any other variety in

pairs."—In this Mr. Noye was first with a beautifully pencilled pair

of Satinettes perfect in every point ; Mr. Stewart being second with

Satin Fairies, Mr. Taylor third. Class 17, Antwerp cocks.—Mr.

Bradley was first and third, Mr. Allsop second. This was an excellent

and strong class, bnt, as I have remarked, badly judged, the best birds

being overlooked ; they were exhibited Ijy Mr. Mailow and Mr. Ludlow.

Class 18, " Any other variety. " single birds.—Mr. Noye again, with

an irresistible Satinette, tooli the first prize and the second with a Bru-

nette ; Mr. Allsop was third with a Biirb. In Class 19, Long-mnffed

Tumblers, Mr. Careless was first and second.

On the whole the Show, numbering about 165 pens, was a great

credit to the members of this Society, and afforded much enjoyment

to the large number of visitors, who were admitted free by presenting

a special card, or their own cards.

BIRMINGHiVM COLUMBARIAN SOCIETY S

FOURTH SHOW.
{From a Currespondent.)

This Show was held on the 31st of December at the Odd Fellows
Hall, Birmingham. Three of the classes in the catalogue—namely.
Pouters, Antwerps, and " Any other variety," were represented by
specimens of very great merit. In the last two I may suy, without
exception, that no public show has yet proved such a treat. The mem-
bers, being thorough fanciers and not gain-seekers, do not desire to

send their specimens to public shows of a duration which imperils the
safety of the bu'ds in many ways.
The catalogue comprised two divisions, the first being set apart for

yoimg single birds bred by the exhibitor during the year, and the

THE LIMIT OF BEE PASTURAGE.
I DISSENT entirely from the views of Jasper Hazen, as pre-

sented in an article copied from the " Bee Journal." My
views are founded not on theory alone, hut on actual experi-

ment, years in succession. Mr. Hazen will do well to try his

new hives more than two years before he asserts that all that

is required " to secure 150ij lbs. of surplus, is to put bees into

twelve of his hives." To any experienced beekeeper this

assertion has "axe-grinding" printed too legibly upon it!

"SVe all know that bees enough may be put into any large hive

or bee palace to secure a great amount of honey for one season,

but after that, when the offspring of only one queen is to be

depended on, the extra size of the hive is an injury rather than

a benefit. I knew an instance where four swarms of bees were

put into a small room fitted up in an attic, and the first season

550 lbs. were taken from the room and abundance left for

wiuter use. The next season CO lbs. were taken. Two seasons

followed when the bees merely lived, no new comb being bnilt,

and the winter following the bees died. If at the end of the

first season the conclusion had been drawn that this was the

way to secure great yields of surplus, how great would have

been the mistake

!

I have made many experiments with various forms and sizes

of hives, and am fully persuaded that the right size and shape

are from 2200 square inches in a form not far from square. If

hives are made larger than this, not 1 inch more room is

occupied for brood, and yet they will swarm just as soon if

allowed to do it. I have placed under twenty Lingstroth

hives other hives well filled with comb in May, thus giving

them 4400 inches, and though the colonies thus treated were
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very BtronK, not an egg was deposited in the lower combs.
Keither did the double hive act as a preventive of swarming,
for hives so treated were ready for swarming just about the
same time as single ones. No number of boxes on the top will
prevent swarming, as many know who have seen bees migrate
from hives in which they had six, eight, and even sixteen
Jboxes filled partially with honey.

Again, before bee-keepers can " measure the limits of their
fields in order to limit the number of their colonies," as Mr.
Hazen proposes, there must be some definite arrangement
made vrith the "clerk of the weather," to have all seasons
nniform

; then we can have a solid basis on which to form our
calculations.

Last season (18G7), was very poor, and if I had " formed my
basis " about July 10th I should have said forty or fifty colo-
nies were my limit ; but at the same date this year 150 were
nniformly storing in boxes, and I have no doubt five hundred
would be if I had them in good condition. My advice to bee-
keepers is to study less the capacity of their fields, and more
Low to have every colony strong and in good working order
from April to October, especially how to have them strong in
spring, for I unhesitatingly lay down two propositions and
challenge proof that they are not true.

1st. Hives containing from 2000 to 2400 inches are as large
as any one queen will keep stocked with bees.

2nd. No section of the West was ever overstocked with ffood
strong colonies in hives of this size.

Let us hear from some one who had not too many hives half
filled, but too many good strong colonies in May !

Here is a colony storing honey in eight boxes ; another by
its side with sixteen, half fall ; another, still, is barely support-
ing itself and rearing a little brood ! What makes the difference ?

Is the weak one suffering from scanty pasturage ? or shall we
put it into one of Mr. Hazen's hives and secure " lots of sur-
plus ? " Do we not all see that while the first two colonies
send out early and late myriads of workers, the third has but
a handful of bees to gather its supplies ? If the harvest of
honey continues long enough it may be strong in a month or
two, but too late for this season. In order to prove that bees
have reached the " limit of their field," we must show hives all

strong in numbers and all failing to gather supplies.—E. S. T.
(in Prairie Farmer.)

FEEDING BEES—PROTECTING HIVES.
Some of my hives being very light I was anxious to supply

them with food according to your directions in the " Gar-
deners' Almanack " for 1808, where (in the month of Fe-
bruary), you give the quantities of lump sugar and water to be
supplied by means of an inverted bottle. I had the food made
according to your directions, but found it ran out of the bottle
though I tied double muslin over the mouth, whereas you
only spoke of cap-net. I then tried a greater proportion of
sugar, which had only the effect of candying the food, for the
part that still remained uncandied ran out of the bottle as
quickly as before. Please say what I should do, as I fear my
bees are in want of food.

I find it very difficult to protect my straw hives that are on
stands, during this very wet weather. I have covered them
with straw covers, and then put an inverted milk-pan over
them, but still find them wet or damp. Say if I ought to do
more to cover them.—L. Eiall.

[We can only surmise that your bottle-mouth is too wide, as
we use coarse net of an eighth of an inch mesh, and prefer it

to any finer fabric. Test the bottle with pure water, and if,

when tied over with cap-net and inverted, its contents do not
after the first rush remain perfectly suspended there is some-
thing wrong, which must be remedied without having recourse
either to the substitution of muslin for cap-net, or to thicken-
ing the fluid by the addition of sugar. Your straw covers
should at all events be rendered water-tight, a task which any
ordinary thatoher will find no difficulty in accomplishing.

]

WAXEN SHEETS.
" A LiNARKSHiitE Bee-keeper's" last letter in vindication

of the impressed sheet system as against the plain, resolves
itself into two assertions : 1st, That plain sheets are good for

nothing, and that in my observations which proved the
contrary, I have been deceived in some mysterious way only

known to himself. To this I can only reply: Try it, bee-
keepers; try the sheets side by side as I did, and let us know
the result. 2nd, He asserts that wax sheets weigh sixteen to
the pound instead of, as I say, thirty, the words oy which I
qualified thestatement, " when trimmed for Woodbury frames,"
being omitted. In reply to this, I may refer to the note which
you have appended to his letter, to the effect that Neighbour's
sheets weigh twenty-three to the pound

;
you might have added,

"in their rough state." Now, when these sheets have their
corners rounded off till they become nearly semicircular, as is

advisable for several reasons which I need not enter upon, and
when the unstamped margin is removed, they will be found to

run even more than thirty to the pound. If the price of wax
has risen lately, the expense of the sheets wOl of course be
proportionately increased. I have not had occasion to buy any
for some time, but I have not heard of any of my neighbours
obtaining more than 2s. a-pound this season.
To sum up the controversy in a few words. Impressed

sheets are an excellent invention, but plain are quite aa good
and vastly cheaper.

—

Apicola.

AMERICAN SCRAPS.
When the wind is east and Turkeys gobble,
It is no time a borse to bobble

;

But let him range to catch the breeze

—

Shoold be be troubled with the heaves.

An OS with broad homa and short glossy hair,
Ib good for the team, the market, or fair.

One white foot is bad, and two are too iiiaii;^.

That horse is best that does not have any.

A farmer without hogs,
But an army of dogs,
Will have more puppies than pork;

For the swill will be lost,

To the husbandman's cost.

Dogs good for nothing to work.

The Blackest farmer, strange to say,

Is known for being out of hay.

When chickens roost above the mow.
It spoils the hay for horse or cow.

Pork and Beans make muscles Btrong-
Something farmera seek

;

It is a dish to uiako life long.

When cooked but once a-weck.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Cochin-China Fowxs (A Novice).~Cock3 will crow at night without

being disturbed. There is a superstition that they always crow at mid-
night to remind people to watch and pray. Cochin pullets, being mode-
rately but well fed, should lay at six months old at the latest.

La Fleche and CRivE-CtEDRs AS Latees (TV. 7F.).—La Fleche lay

rather a larger egg than the Creve-Cceur, but they are not healthy or

hardy fowls. We know hardly any one who once kept them and still does
so. They are well and dead in a day, and therefore although they lay

larger eggs than the Creve-Coeurs, the latter at the end of the year will be
found the better layers.

DisQDAxiFnNO Birds (TF. H.).—Wc are of opinion that the Committee
in all cases can withhold prizes, though awarded by the Judges, if it is

found that the birds were disqualified, as they were in the case you
mention.

Ducks' Eggs (J. Cricfc).—Whether the eggs laid after a fortnight's

separation from the drake will prove fertile is uncertain. Why you
should put a Rouen drake with Aylesbury Ducks after killing the pre-

vious drake because he was not a true Aylesbury, seems incomprehen-
sible.

POULTRY MARIiET.—January 6.

It has been almost impossible to give any report of the market of late.

The supply has been a continual glut, the heat of the weather has made
sales almost impossible, and there has been constant grumbling on all

sides. Nothing sold but a few very choice lots, and they realised prices

that made the average appear unsatisfactory.

B. d B. d
Largo Fowls 3 G to 4
Smaller do 3
Chickens 2
Geese 7
Ducks 2
Pigeons
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annny Bouth do not object to unfold their beauties in the

chillier atmosphere and less genial soil of a Buckinghamshire
garden.—H. HinpoR Crewe, TJte Rectory, Drayton-Beaucliamp.

TTINTER MANAGEIMENT OF PELARGONIUMS-
Having in my last article on Variegated and Zonal Pelar-

goniums, page 355 of previous volume, promised to add a few

further remarks on the winter management of Pelargoniums,

I now fulfil my promise.
I begin by stating what I think will hardly be controverted,

that when the summer display in a flower garden is made to

depend chiefly, or, as in some places, entirely, on bedding

plants, the great object we have to achieve is to make those

plants flower as early as possible, and continue in bloom as

long as possible. Now, amongst bedding plants it will be, I

think, readily admitted by all that Pelargoniums of the Zonal
section (including under that head all Pelargoniums that are

used for bedding purposes), occupy the premier rank, are more
universally used, more easily managed, and, taking one season

with another, are the most enduring of all our bedding plants.

I use the word enduring advisedly in a twofold sense—namely,

that of not only lasting longer, but also of bearing worse treat-

ment, and, I am sorry to add, have to undergo worse usage at

the hands of the gardening fraternity, than any other plants,

unless I except a few of the choicer Variegated and Tricolor

section, which at present are looked upon rather as pets, and,

moreover, rebel against the ordinary treatment which the poor

Tom Thumbs, Stellas, &c., have to suffer, by pining away and
becoming less by degrees, and beautifully less, or, perhaps, I

ought to say dismally less. What I complain of is, that too

many gardeners recommend as a system for bedding Pelargo-

niums during the winter what is at the best but a makeshift

plan—viz., putting them as cuttings into pans or boxes at only

1 inch apart, stuffing them close together into a cold frame
from which frost is barely excluded, allowing them no water,

and consequently no growth, for fear of damp, and when they
have straggled through the winter in this way many of them
are not even potted-off when the longer days of spring have
come, but are turned straight out of the pans or boxes In which
they were wintered, into the flower garden. What is the result ?

For the first month or six weeks there are no blooms—it is a

mere struggle for existence ; if a dry and hot summer like our

last comes, many of them die altogether ; if a wet one, they

are more likely to live, but are longer in coming into bloom.
Then, again, with this system, no sooner does August come
than the work of destruction has to recommence, at least as

far as the Variegated Pelargoniums are concerned, in taking

cuttings ; and a little later all the commoner sorts also have to

be cut over, so that no sooner are the beds covered, and, per-

haps, for the first time in good bloom, than the ruthless knife

has to begin its work, for unless the cuttings are taken early

and struck in the pans and boxes before they are put into pits

and frames, very few will survive the winter.

The system I would advocate is certainly not bo cheap a

plan, but I do not believe in very cheap makeshifts ; they are

never in the end satisfactory ; but it has its advantage in

making a bedded-out garden gay as soon as ever the plants are

put out, and in keeping up the display longer.

To begin with, I would never take any cuttings till it were

time to take up the old plants altogether. These old plants

ought to be well cut-in, and then potted-off separately into

5 or 6-inoh pots, according to size, and put into hotbeds, or

frames heated with hot water or flues, till they make fresh

roots and young shoots. The tops that are cut off are used

for cuttings, putting six into a 4-inch pot, and placing them on
shelves in a warm greenhouse or vinery as near the light as

possible, proper attention being paid to their being watered

and syringed when required. If the house faces south, so as

to catch the sun, and a proper temperature is kept up in dull

days, few of the cuttings will fail to strike. These cuttings

should be kept constantly growing, and their tops pinched-in if

they are inclined to draw up, and as soon as the new year is

turned they are ready for pottiug-off. They should not have

less than 4-inch pots. When potted they ought to be placed

on stages in a warm greenhouse, still as near the light as

possible, the temperature of the house not being allowed to

fall below 40° at night. Care should be taken to keep them
constantly watered, and pinched-in to make the plants bushy,

but they must not be pinched back after April has begun.

With this treatment their blooming shoots will be formed, and

many of them will be in good flower, by the middle of May.
Many persons will think these plants would be more tender, but
1 have found them stand frost in May as well as, if not better

than those turned out of pits, and as their roots will be in a
healthy growing state, they at once take hold of the ground and
require no watering after they are put out. I never harden-off

Pelargonium plants that are turned out of houses. When
there is plenty of sun and air they do not really require much
hardening, for the direct rays of the sun and cold winds injrure

plants that have been turned out of cutting pans far more
than they do plants out of single pots, even though those in

the pans may have been turned out to harden. Too often

hardening-off means merely drying up the plants and killing

the young roots, and in bedding-out we must remember that

the roots are the important part to look to more than the tops.

The older plants, which were taken up, may, when they have
made fresh roots and young wood, gradually have more air

and a colder treatment, and then be kept either in late vineries

or pits, provided there is the means of heating the pits either

with hot-water pipes or flues ; but the great secret of success

is never to let the young roots die again from want of water.

Warmth, with water, is better than cold without it ; in fact,

more plants, especially Verbenas, Calceolarias, and Lobelias,

suffer during winter from want of water at the roots than from
any other source. I remember, two years ago, at a friend's

house, seeing some large plants of Calceolaria Aurea flori-

bunda, on some shelves in a vinery, close to the glass where
the san came on the roots, and the gardener told me in a me-
lancholy voice, that he was afraid he was going to lose them
all, as they kept damping-off. Sure enough they were droop-

ing, and their leaves flagging, but the soil as dry as duet. I

asked him why he did not water them, and he said that he did

not like watering them in winter, for he thought it would make
them damp off more. I recommended him to stand some in a
tub of water all night and then see whether they would damp-
off, and he was surprised to see them fresh and green in the

morning.
It is the same again with Verbenas, only if once they are

allowed to become dry they are more difficult to bring round,

as if the roots once dry so much as to lose their young spon-

gioles, watering afterwards is too late, and the plant gradually

dies away, unless it is put into a warm moist heat without

much water at the roots. I have often seen Verbenas killed

in winter in this way from want of regular watering ; and the

gardener, perhaps, will say, " It cannot be from want of water,

for see how wet the pot is, it must have damped-off ;" whereas

the true reason is, as soon as the spongioles of the roots are

killed the roots can take no water till fresh spongioles are

formed, and every time the plant is watered it becomes worse.

This, which is a great evil with Calceolarias and Verbenas,

and many other plants, especially Cinerarias, is also an evil,

though, perhaps, a minor one in the ease of Pelargoniums,

because they are better able to live without roots and to make
fresh spongioles ; but it ought to be borne in mind, that when-
ever a plant of Pelargonium during the winter becomes dust

dry, its young fibrous roots are killed, and the plan of watering

only occasionally, when the surface of the soil is dusty, is

radically wrong, because the roots are constantly being killed

and formed again. I have turned plants out of pots at bedding-

out time from a top shelf in the conservatory where it was
difficult to water them, and where they were consequently

neglected, and they had not a bit more root, or more hold of

the soil than when they were put in in October.

The plan I advocate of warmth and moisture in order to

enable gardeners to have plants more forward at tedding-ont

time, and to prevent the necessity of cutting them to pieces

in August and September, cannot, of course, be adopted with-

out proportionate expense, and the houses must be light and

airy. Eut here I would say a word to owners of large esta-

blishments. Why, when the pleasure of a flower garden so

much depends on its summer beauty, why not have a certain

number of houses especially devoted to the culture of bedding

plants ? The same houses will come in most usefully, after

the bedding-out is finished, for many other purposes, as for

Vines in pots, or specimen plants for the greenhouse and

conservatory, and preparing plants for their winter decoration.

Many noblemen and gentlemen reduce their gardeners to make-

shifts for their bedding plants, and grudge fuel and expense,

but do not mind what expense they are put to for succession

vineries, Peach houses, pineries, &c. Others, again, will spend

money on ornamental-foliaged plants in stoves, or Orchids, or

tender plants, that live in so hot an atmosphere that no ladies
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can stay for many minutes in it to admire tliem, and yet

grndRe expense on the denizens of the flower garden, of which
nearly all ladies are enthusiastic admirers.

A few words more and I hiive done. One fjood plant is worth

a dozen bad ones. Too many Rardoners fail from counting-up

their bedding plants by the thousands, and think it a lino

boast if they fan say they have bedded out 1(1,000 Pelar-

goniums. Much better effect can be produced by the judicious

management of a few good plants, than by treble the number
of inferior. The last summer—that of 1808—should be a

Jesson to all gardeners. I never saw a single bad or weakly

plant do any good, and, on the other hand, wherever the Pelar-

goniums and other plants were turned out in good health, I

never saw them do better. This should, consequently, be always

borne in mind bv all gardeners, that quality is better than

quantity.—C. P. Peach,

GRAPES AT NUNEIIA:\r PAKK.
Having here a large collection of the different varieties of

Grapes, and growing some of them under very different cir-

cumstances, I think some of your readers may derive a little

advantage from my relating my experience and the diiJerent

temperatures the Vines are grown in.

The Trentham Black I have growing in a Muscat house, and
nothing can be more satisfactory ; it is also growing in a Black

Hamburgh house, and is there giving equal satisfaction, setting

very freely. Here I must remark that the temperature in a

Black Hamburgh house in the afternoons often rises with sun
heat to 95° ; but fire heat is very little used when sufficient

sun heat can be obtained, the fire heat never exceeding 70°,

and being very seldom so high. In the after part of the day the

house is copiously supplied with water, as for years I have
given up the old-fashioned plan of keeping the house as dry as

dust for three weeks or a month when the Vines are in flower.

I never use a syringe at any season after the Vines have broken,

and yet I have no difficulty in keeping down red spider. The
third and last place in which I have Trentham Black is in the

front of a Peach house, and I was induced to put it in such a

situation from reading in this Journal how well it did in a
ground vinery ; but however well it did in the ground vinery,

it is a complete failure with me, as but few berries set.

The Muscat Hamburgh I grow, and generally grow well,

along with Muscats and other Grapes that require a high tem-
perature. I even grow it along with Black Hamburghs, by
looking carefully after the bunches when in flower, going over

them every day with the hand, and giving them a good shaking
;

but no such attention is required when they are grown along

with Muscats and Barbarossa [Gros Guillaume]. In my
opinion this Grape cannot be surpassed for flavour ; but it has
one great fault—-namely, that it requires cutting witliin a month
after it is ripe, otherwise it becomes dried up, and is no credit

to the gardener when sent to table, though losing none of its

richness.

With regard to the Black Hamburgh, every one knows what
to do with it. The Alicante and Lady Downe's require the
same treatment as the Muscats. Lady Downe's is a very shy
breaker if not well handled in the autumn ; but if the wood
was well ripened in the previous year there will be no lack of

bunches, as they are shown very freely.

The Buckland Sweetwater is really a first-class Grape when
well managed, growing well either with Hamburghs or Muscats,

but setting more freely when grown along with the former than
with the latter, the temperature being too high, and causing

the flowers to become black and drop.

Many more of the older varieties are grown here, but much
the same treatment is adopted for them as for those previously

mentioned. The newer kinds are growing well with me, but
having no experience of their qualities I leave them till some
future occasion, when they shall have their good or bad qualities

recorded.

I have seen lately many inquiries about planting Vines after

thfey have been fruited in pots. I will, therefore, record my
experience on this subject. For my own part, if I had strong

fruited pot Vines I should always do so, because I should then
know what to do with them.

Three years ago last autumn I planted out four Vines in the
front of two Peach houses, each of these being 63 feet long.

The Vines were trained with one rod to the right and another
to the left, and by the end of the following summer they had
extended the whole length of the houses, making a little more

than .SO feet of growth, andbear'n' eight bunches each. In
the following year, 18(;7, they each br.>ught to perfection twenty-

four bunches, and last year forty each. The sort is Dutch
Sweetwater.

In the year after the Vinos were planted I had to supply a
gentleman with six Vines for a new vinery ; and as he had fre-

quently had an opportunity of seeing how well the Vines that

I planted out of doors were doing, nothing would satisfy him
hut old pot Vines for planting. Much against my will, he
planted five Vines out of pots, and one strong Vino fit for

planting, being only one year old. The result has been as

follows : The pot Vines made from .S to .5 feet of growth, the

young Vine about 23 feet, and then it was stopped, and at the

present time it will take two years before the others will haye
as good canes.

I have no doubt many, when they read this, will ask, 'What
was the cause of all this difference ? The answer is plain.

The one grower had the experience, and the other had to be
told what to do, which is next to impossible ; a doctor might
just as well prescribe for a patient whom he had seen taken ill,

but had not seen for months afterwards.

I intended to have stated my experience on the extension

system, but must leave that for a future number.

—

James
Stewart, Nuneham Park.

AURICULAS AT KENSINGTON.
I HAVE only just received the schedule of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society, and as a lover of the Auricula I naturally glanced
at it to see what had been done for this favourite flower : and
I venture to say that never since Auriculas were first shown
has so preposterous an arrangement been made. I last year
wrote about the time fixed, and this year an improvement has
certainly been made by offering prizes at both the spring

Shows ; but who, in the name of Flora, could have been the
suggester of the notion of dividing the classes as they are divided

here?—nine Auriculas edged, and nine Auriculas selfa and
fancies ; to say nothing of the stinted way in which the prizes

are offered. While prizes are accorded for Hyacinths, Crocuses,

Tulips, Roses, Azaleas, &o., to both nurserymen and ama-
teurs, here, in the case of a plant certainly requiring as much
skill as any of them, no such division is made. But what are

fancy Auriculas ? It is the first time I have ever heard of such
a term. I suppose Alpine Auriculas are meant, but I believe

nothing can be more useless than the attempt to change names
which have a hold on the floral public. Some wiseacre pro-

posed something of the kind with Dahlias, but we never hear
now of any but the old-fashioned term. I do not know how
many names have been proposed for the variegated Pelargo-

niums, but ninety-nine out of a hundred still speak of the Gold
Tricolors, Silver Tricolors, and Bicolors. But this is not what
I have to complain of. I think, in the first place, that the

beauty of a stand of Auriculas will be spoiled by the selfs being
excluded, as they always tend to brighten it up so much, and
that a stand of Alpines and self stage flowers will be a most
muddly-lookLug concern. Secondly, I know many growers,

such as my old friend Mr. Lightbody, of Falkirk, who would
not allow an Alpine near their place, because the pollen so

much more readily fertilises that it almost destroys the hope
of obtaining pure stage varieties, and thus many growers will

be able only to contend in one class.

This may be said to be a "growl;" but I feel that these

things ought to be exposed. Why the Council could not have
allowed things to have remained as last year, only offering

prizes at a reasonable day, I cannot understand. And here let

me protest against the way one is treated in these matters.

Last year, when I wrote on the absurdity of offering prizes on
the 9th of May, I was told by a worthy who signed himself
" Acricula," but who never grew an Auricula in his life, that

the " animus " of my paper was clearly to be seen ;
inferring

that because I had been scurvily treated by the Council some
years ago, that I was only actuated by a feeling of hostility,

and, when I wrote a short reply to it, the only point in my
reply was cut out. I do not think this is fair ; but it will not
deter me from exposing what I think wrong and injurious to the
cause I have at heart—the welfare of horticulture.—D., Deal.

Eaely Vegetables froji Cornwall.—The growers of early

vegetables in Cornwall had great success in the past year. Up-
wards of 3600 tons of Broccoli were sent out of the county,

against 1500 tons in 1867, and 3200 tons in 1866. The con-
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aignments of Potatoes were also unusually large, and the croP

was the best and most forward that has been known for nearly

a quarter of a century.

A SIMPLE MODE OF GRO^VING MUSHROOMS.
So much has lately been written about growing Mushrooms,

and so many methods of cultivation advocated, that I am in-

duced to give you a few notes on the matter. My experience
aa a Maehroom-cultivator extends over a period of twenty years.
During this period I have grown them in many different ways,
iQ many fashionable as well as unfashionable houses and sheds,
and in the open air, during summer and winter, in different

parts of the country, and for various purposes—for the supply
of ducal tables, and for sale in Covent Garden Market—and
I can truly say, without desiring to boast of my own success,
that there is no vegetable so simple or easy of cultivation as
the Mushroom.
The method which I adopt generally for winter supply, and

that which I have found the simplest, may be briefly stated
thus. I procure two cartloads of good fresh stable manure,
and shake out the longest of the straw. I am not, however,
very particular about this. Tiien it is turned over in the open
air once or twice to get rid of the rank steam. When this is

gone the dung is taken into one of the sheds at the back of the
houses, and about four barrowfuls of ordinary fresh soil mixed
with it. The bed is then made up on the floor of the shed to a
d^pth of about 12 inches, pressed rather firmly, and spawned
when at a temperature of between 75° and 80°. A covering of
about 1 inch of good strong loam in a rather rough state is

then added, and beaten level with the spade. By using heavy
loam as a covering, the Mushrooms produced are of a much more
solid character than where light sifted soil is used ; they are,
consequently, more valuable, commanding a far higher price in
the market. The whole is then covered up with at least 9 inches
of straw or long litter.

I never use any fire heat, as I consider that a piece of useless
extravagance. Better Mushrooms can be grown without fire

heat than with it, and a continuous supply kept up throughout
the coldest winters. Then, if it is so—and that it is so I

should be very pleased to show anyone who may favour me
with a call—why should our employers be put to so much
expense in erecting and heating grand dungeons for this dainty,
which can be so easily cultivated without their aid ? I have
several beds in bearing now that have been made in the manner
described. To-day (December 16th), I have picked a punnetful
from a square foot. I could pick many such—in fact, the beds
are a perfect sheet of white all over. Seeing that they are so
easily cultivated, who would be, who need be, without their
dish of Mushrooms ?—E. G., Stamford.

CHRYSANTHEMUM GEM.
Allow me to correct a mistake which occurs in the list of

hardy bedding plants given by me in the Journal of December
Slst, at page 405. " Calceolaria Gem," which I wrote by mis-
take, should be Chrysanthemum Gem, the Calceolaria of that
name being, unfortunately, cot so accommodating in its habits
as to stand out all winter under ordinary circumstances. A
similar but slightly more robust variety of Chrysanthemum
than Gem is grown in some parts of the country under the
name of Ruby, and if either of them could be improved in
colour they would be most useful for supplying large quantities
of cut flowers late in the season.

—

Ayrshike Gardener.

SOLANUM CAPSICASTRUM CULTURE.
I AM not aware what the question of " J. Mason," respecting

Solanum capaicastrum, may have been, but I see the answer
is, "It requires more heat than the greenhouse—say, 50° to
55°." Now, as I have grown the plant several years, perhaps
I may be allowed to differ from the Editors. I say that I
believe it to be quite hardy, it having here, in the open ground,
stood 10° of frost without the youngest shoots even flagging.
When well grown, as it is at Bicton, it is a highly ornamental
plant, either for the conservatory or for table decoration.
To grow it well the seeds should be sown early in a little

heat, and when the plants are about 1; inch high they should
be potted-off into GO-pots, and plunged in a warm bed ; as
soon as these are filled with roots they should be shifted into
pots of a larger size, and when the weather will permit should

be planted out in a bed of good soil in the kitchen garden, or
elsewhere. About the end of September or beginning of October,
the best-shaped plants should be potted in 6-inch pots, trimmed
into good shape, and kept in a close frame for about a fortnight
till they are well established, and then taken to the conserva-
tory. The rest of the plants may remain in the beds, and if,

as I conceive them to be, quite hardy, may be moved in the
spring to the front of the shrubbery borders where, towards
autumn, they will be covered with their beautiful scarlet-orange
berries, and add greatly to the beauty of the garden.—A. F.,

Dorchester.

BESS POOL APPLE.
I SAW in the Gardeners' Chronicle an account of some BeSB

Pool Apples recently shown at Kensington, and which were the
produce of « grafted tree

—

i.e., of an old tree regrafted. The
improved size and colour of these Apples were made the subject

of a leading article, and were said to be well worth the notice

of the Scientific Committee. It is to be hoped there are
some practical men on the Committee, in which case I think
the discussion will be a short one. It is also stated that the
Bess Pool after it once comes into bearing rarely fails to yield

a good crop. My grandfather and father, particularly the latter,

were great lovers of fruit trees, and planted largely, and we had
at one time 120 acres of orchards. Some of the land proving
unfit to grow fruit, the trees were cut down, and I have now
74 acres. Before the duty was taken off foreign fruit, a late-

keeping handsome Apple like the Bess Pool would, when fruit

was scarce, bring a great price—as much as Gs. a-peck. Now I

am selling beautiful fruit of the same kind at Is.

My father became so in love with the Bess Pool that he
planted it largely. He used to tell how a girl named Bess Pool
found in a wood the seedling tree full of ripe fruit ; how, show-
ing the Apples in her father's house—he kept a village inn

—

the tree became known, and my grandfather procured grafts.

He would then show the seven first-planted trees of the kind
in one of our nurseries, tell how London had been to see them
and given an account of them in his " Gardener's Magazine,"
make his visitors try to clasp round their boles, and measure
the space covered by their branches. He would then boast

how, one season, when Apples were very scarce, the fruit of

these trees was sold at 7.<. fid. a-peck, and made £70, or an
average of £10 a-tree.

So far from thinking the Bess Pool a regular bearer, I believe

it to be a very uncertain one, and anything but a profitable

one to plant.

The seven trees above mentioned, though the finest trees I

ever saw, I cut down twenty years ago, and have been regraft-

ing Bess Pools almost every year in large numbers, still there

were enough left to produce last season from two to three

thousand pecks. In this part of the country we count onr
Apple crops by pecks, as a Frenchman talks of his fortune by
francs. It sounds better, you see ; at any rate, a bushel of

Apples is rarely mentioned. Those who notice that when
other kinds of Apples are in full bloom, the Bess Pool shows
little more signs of growth than in the depth of winter, might
imagine that it would generally escape the spring frosts, and
so be a particularly certain bearer ; but let them look at the

small flowers, and short slender footstalks standing closely

packed together. Such blooms, if honeydew or aphis attack

them, remain as if glued together till the whole bunch falls to

the ground, and in the same way a caterpillar will eat every

bloom in a cluster. Large flowers, strong and long footstalks

widely divergent, these are with me always taken as signs of

a pood regular bearer.

Ever since I can remember, no one expected a Besa Pool to

bear much till it was at least twenty years old; no doubt age

has rendered it more precocious to some degree, still it grows

too fast when young to bear much. I have trees of this kind

to the top of which a ladder of fifty staves will not reach, and of

a diameter in proportion, and to show the land suits them,

they are in perfect health and growing freely ; and yet trees of

the Duchess of Oldenburgh and King of the Pippins, not a

quarter the size, growing in the same orchard, will on the

average of years produce more money, though the fruit be sold

at a less price.

Having grafted many hundreds of large trees, I find it is the

rule, not the exception, that the fruit is larger, higher-coloured,

and earlier ripe on regrafted trees than on those of the same
kind with old heads. Is this to be wondered at ? Is it not

what one ought to expect with a young head on an old root ?
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The fruit gets more Run and more sap, and must be improved,

unless the tree worked ia too old to bear the operation, or was
unliealtby when grafted.—J. E. Peabson, CluliieU.

THE MERITS AND DEFECTS OF TRENTHAM
BLACK GRAPE.

I HAVE fruited Trentbam Blaek Grape four seasons, both in

pots and planted-out in the vinery, trained to the rafters in the

usual way.
For the latter purpose it is well adapted, and is quite dis-

tinct from any other black Grape with which I am acquainted.

Its fruit will hang on the Vines as long as that of the Black
Hamburgh ; I cut the last bunch on the 3rd of the present month,
and it was quite ripe on the iOth of August, but most of the

bunches were used in December, and at Christmas very few
decayed berries had been cut from them—certainly not more
than were cut from the Hamburgh.
The berries always colour of a jet black, and, compared with

the Hamburgh, they are much more juicy than that variety—so
much so, that on laying a large bunch down on a dessert-plate

numbers of the berries burst, owing to this and the very thin

skin. I have found the berries have a tendency to crack at

the insertion of the stalk when they are at the point of colour-

ing, and an amateur, who is also a successful Muscat-grower,
told me he had discarded it on that account alone. I have not
lost a berry in that way for the last two seasons.

I admit plenty of air, and maintain a dry atmosphere by
keeping the hot-water pipes warm during the whole period of

colouring. The Lady Downe's in the same house seems to

require the same treatment, as the bunches of that variety now
hanging are very fine. It requires the same treatment as
Lady Downe's in setting—viz., a rather high and dry tempera-
ture, yet not too diy, as I damp the house twice a-day, but no
water is allowed in evaporating-troughs, or to fall on the hot-
water pipes.

As a pot Vine I find it a very shy bearer, I have had it on one
or two occasions tolerably good, but it is so uncertain that I

have discarded it for that purpose altogether. I think it will

be a good stock for grafting weakly-growing sorts upon, at least

I intend to test its merits for that purpose during the ensuing
season. I have the hope that Eoyal Ascot will be a better
Grape, as it does not seem to require so much care to ripen it,

or to preserve it afterwards.—J. Douglas.

PLANTING THE THAMES EMBANKMENT.
On the evening of the last day of the past year, the first of

the line of trees wa.^ planted that is to ornament the Thames
Embankment between Westminster Bridge and the Temple.
This line consists entirely of Planes (Platanus acerifolia), and
the trees, being of good size, already produce a marked effect.

They are from 12 to 1.5 feet high, with stout, clean stems, and
heads, which, when the leaves are on, wUl even during the
first summer furnish a line of " greenery " pleasing to the eye
of Londoners. The work has been entrusted to Mr. Alex.
McKenzie, the skilful designer and Superintendent of the
Alexandra Park, and the common sense which prompted him
to choose the Plane, in the face of many suggestions he re-

ceived from those who fancied they knew something about the
subject, will meet with general approval. There is no tree for

large towns at all to equal the Plane. Those who are ac-

customed to traverse London have evidence of this every day
;

and if an example were needed of the rapidity of its growth in

one of the most crowded of localities, and the most circum-
scribed of spaces, we could not furnish a better instance than
that magnificent specimen now growing in Stationers' Hall
Court, a region known only to the pure cockney and the " Row
boys." That tree was planted by the present Mr. Greenhill,
of the Stationers' Company, when he was a lad, and is little

more than forty years old. Everybody should see that tree.

A VINE FAILURE.
A Black Champion Vine was planted in the centre of a row

of thirteen, with their roots inside, and all were planted at the
same time. While the others have done well, have strong
wood, and have borne good fruit plentifully for two years, that
Black Champion continued in a weak sickly state, did not
make the least growth, and produced only a few leaves. Think-

ing that there was something at the roots that prevented growth,

I carefully removed the soil, but I found nothing to cause sus-

picion beyond this, that I found the roots were the same as

when I put them in, which certainly cleared up the mystery off

to the cane not growing, but the cause of the roots not grow-

ing I could not make out. I found the soil in good condition.

There were no water spouts near to make the ground at all

saturated. I afterwards planted a Black Hamburgh, in tho

hope of filling up the vacancy, and used a fresh compost for its

roots ; but to my great surprise and disappointment, this Vina
is going just the same road as the Black Champion.—H. W. T.

rWill any of our readers help to explain the seeming ano-

maly ? One Vine out of thirteen refusing to grow would not
have puzzled us so much, as there are many circnmstanceg

that tend to impair the vital energies of plants just as there are

among animals, and for which no valid reason can be assigned ;

but it is strange that a second Vine should share the same
fate in similar conditions. There must surely be something

singular about the position.]

PLANTS IN FLOWER IN DECEMBER.
ACKLAM HALL, MIDDLESBEOUGH-OS-TEES.

Enclosed is a list of a few plants in flower during the month
of December. For the last few days we have had winter in

earnest here. On the 31st of December the thermometer
stood at 10°.

Dec. 5. Rhododendron hirsntum. Dae. 10.

.laaminum nudiflornm
Mule Pink
Mathiola annua
Hesperis matronalis
Asperula odorata
Bellis perennia
Veronica syriaca
Primroaes, Double Lilac, „ 16.

and Crimson
Gazania splendens
Sedum dentatum
Viola tricolor

Pyrethrum partbenium
Viola odorata
German Wallflowers „ 19.

Pblos aetacea
Omplialodes verna

„ 10. Erica camea
Daphne laureola
Arabia alhida
Arctotis breviscapa
Erica ramentacea
Pentstemou Shepherdii
Potentilla alba
Chryaanthemums
Linaria purpurea

—M. H., Aclclam Hall, MiddlesbrougJi-on-Teeg.

Viola latea
Pentatemon coccineum
Phloxes
Gilia tricolor
Gypsophila elegans
Fuchsia coccinea
Lonicera periclynaenam
Rose Fab\-ier
Antirrhinums
Veronica apicata
Hepatica triloba
lies aquifolium
Lupinua albo-coccineaB
Eelleborua niger
Marigold
Calceolaria Ruby Bicolor
Campanulas
Polyanthus
Rose Monthly China
„ Crimaon China

Schizoatylia coccinea
Ceraatium Bieberateinf
Centranthus ruber
Malope grandiflora
Nigella hispanica
Calandrinia umbellat.T

Anchusa sempervirena

RAINFALL IN DECEMBER AT THE HENDRE,
MONMOUTH.

It wiU be seen from the following table that there were only

five days on which rain did not fall, and that the total fall was
nearly 7 inches.

Dee.
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has enabled me to obtain a considerable amount of practical
knowledge, and to witness a great many changes.
The air in the city of London was tolerably healthy, but as,

in addition to dwelling houses, high factory chimneys and
steam funnels made their appearance, and began to puff out their

smoke day and night, the plants under my care began to show
signs of decay, and in a few years withered and ultimately
died. This state of things continued till an Act of Parliament
suppressed the smoke nuisance. Previously to this I tried all

kinds of plants which I thought were hardy and would stand
against it, but I found that they failed, although fresh earth,
manures, and all appliances, such as deep digging, patent and
exciting manures, washing the foliage night and morning with
water, hoseing, and syringing were resorted to. At last I found
the Chrysanthemum bid deliance to the smoke and bloomed
tolerably well. I then set boldly to work and obtained all the
varieties of it I could, and filled the borders with it, and up to

this time it has proved the best town flower under cultivation
;

in my opinion it is a very pleasing and useful addition to con-
servatories and for border culture, also tor winter exhibition.
The Temple Gardens are thrown open to the public when

these flowers are in bloom, in November, and are visited by
thousands of admirers, both rich and poor. I believe that
these Chrysanthemums are now grown in every town in
England, and keep up their position as second to no other
hardy out-of-door plant, except the queen of flowers, the Rose,
which, I may state, flourished and bloomed freely in these
gardens thirty-six years ago, but it is very indifferent now, as I

caH only obtain a few straggling blooms of Maiden's Blush,
Rose de Meaux, and the old Provence.
For the benefit of your amateur readers, I will at some

future time give my treatment, and the names of the most
hardy of the large-flowering and Pompon Chrysanthemums,
and of the bulbs which I cultivate very extensively ; also, of the
annuals and bedding plants (I grow four crops a- year in the
beds), as well as a list of the shrubs and trees that do best in

the London smoke.

—

Samuel Bboome, Temple Gardens,

THE LEEDS PROFESSIONAL GARDENERS'
FRIENDLY BENEFIT SOCIETY.

The doings of this Society cannot be too widely known, nor
the benefits which it is conferring on its members too ex-

tensively diffused amongst the gardening community. I hope
ere long to see the praiseworthy example set by the gardeners
of Leeds followed by every gardener in Great Britain, and not
only in Great Britain, but in every part of the globe where a

love for horticulture exists. I look forward to this as an
effective means of promoting horticultural knowledge, and not
only that, but the dawning of a better day, when the practical

gardener shall flourish in the sunshine of greater prosperity,

when his position as an educated man shall entitle him to

more respect from the hands of those by whom he is employed.
Let us consider what the gardener's position is, the duties he

baa to perform, and the degree of education required to make
him eligible for undertaking the care of a moderate horticul-

tural establishment. First, he must be pretty well up in writing,

and all the collateral branches in connection with it ; he must
also have a knowledge of Latin, must have a knowledge of

chemistry, and a score of sister arts and sciences. He must
likewise be a man of unblemished character. The varied duties

he has to perform occupy the whole of his time ; his brain
must be always at work, night and day, for the slightest defect

of attention would often spoil the labour of a whole year ; and
for all this care, thought, study, and watchfulness, what is the
remuneration ? If he is man without family he may receive

from £55 to £70, or £80 a-year, and in a few cases even
£100, with a house and fuel, hut the latter two amounts of pay
are of extremely rare occurrence. Too much care and too little

recompense often make the mind sour ; then the reign of care-

lessness commences, and, I regret to say, the habit of drunken-
ness is indulged in to wear away the time which hangs so

heavily and drags its slow course along. The employer becomes
disgusted ; the man who might, if more consideration and
more encouragement had been given him in the first place,

have become one of the brightest ornaments of his profession,

is discharged from his employment, and rapidly sinks, rarely

again to rise.

How different is the position of the artisan, the mechanic,
the tradesman, of whatever grade, from that of the gardener !

There is no necessity for a first-class education to fit a man

for a carpenter or a bricklayer. Theirs is a simple, matter-
of-lact, everyday life ; they banish all care and thought from
one o'clock on the Saturday till 7 a.m. on the following Mon-
day, and yet the remuneration which they receive is in most
cases double that of the gardenei's. On a Saturday afternoon the
fire is raked out from under the mighty engine, which becomes
still and motionless, and gives those who control it a season of

rest and healthful recreation for forty-two hours. But the
gardener must still keep plodding on ; the objects he has under
his care have life, and require help in some form. Too much
heat or too much cold will spoil their beauty, or a want of a
little fresh air may injure their proper development, so the
horticulturist must be constantly watching. He may, certainly,

sometimes delegate this duty to his assistant, but even then
the fear lest his instructions should be forgotten prevents that

absolute relaxation so beneficial to the health of both mind
and body.
An institution like that founded at Leeds two years ago will

in a great measure provide the means of relief to many minds
burdened with care, and toil, and disappointment ; and not
only that, it will be the means of improving the minds of its

members, for here these can meet, and socially impart to each
other their successes or misfortunes, and receive either con-

gratulation or assistance as the case may require. A simple
hint given in due season on any particular subject may be the

turning-point which will lead to success instead of disappoint-

ment.
Then, at the meetings essays on various subjects connected

with horticulture are read. 'This stimulates the minds of the

younger members to prepare and school their energies, in order

that they may compete with their elder brethren for a share

of the approbation of the Society ; thus preventing their minds
being led astray by evil influences, too often and too tempt-
ingly placed in their way.
The Society has a very judicious code of laws for its guid-

ance both as regards help in cases of sickness or death, and to

properly regulate the business of the Society. It appears to

have made a very happy selection of ofiicers, and to be at the

present time in a very flourishing state ; for, to use the words
of the able Secretary, " during the past year the income of

the Society has been nearly three times its expenditure. At
the present time there is in the hands of the Society's banker
the sum of £104 10.5. Wd." This testifies to the energy of the

founders, and of those who have steadily promoted, by their

attention and care, the devtlopment of an institution which is

likely to confer so many benefits not only on the members
themselves, but on their employers. The latter will assuredly

derive great advantages from the Society, for it cannot fail to

be a means of cultivating a better taste, and of causing care

and watchfulness to be exercised in consequence of the endea-

vours of the members to excel each other.

It is, therefore, my earnest hope that I may live to see the

day when societies like that at Leeds will be established in

every town and village in the three kingdoms, and that all

lovers of horticulture will see the advantage of assisting by every

means in their power, and will enable their gardeners to pro-

vide a more respectable and comfortable position for themselves

and families, by giving them wages more proportionate to their

requirements and abilities.

I was not aware, when I gave a report in these pages of the

meeting at Liverpool a few weeks ago, that such a treat as that

which I enjoyed on the evening of the 1st of January was in

store for me. It appears, however, that the sentiments I uttered

on the advisability of instituting a Society at Liverpool were

in unison with the feelings of the gardeners who constitute the

Leeds Society, and they, in consequence, through their Presi-

dent, gave me an invitation to meet them at their annual dinner,

an account of which will be found appended. If, by advocating

the propagation and extension of this Society in other towns,

I have in any way assisted its development, my journey to

Leeds will not have been in vain. It will also add one of the

greatest pleasures to a life devoted to the practice and interests

of horticulture.

In conclusion, I earnestly hope the matter will be energe-

tically taken up, and that the powerful influence of The Jocr-

NAt of Horticultuke may be the means of advancing an

object so desirable for the good of so large and intelligent a

body of men as the practical gardeners of Great Britain.

—

J. Wills, F.B.H.S.

The second annual dinner of this prosperous and nsefnl Society

(" The Leeds Professional Gardeners' Friendly Benefit Society '), was

held at the Templar Inn, North Street. Mr. E. Featherstone
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prcaideil, and the vice-chair was occnpiedby Mr. J. Wiso. The Secre-
tary, Mr. W. Sanloy, then read the report, which was as follows :

—

" Yonr Committee present the second annual report, with the
gratification of knowing? that the Society is in a prosperons condition.
The balance sheet shows that the funds of the Society have steadily
increased since it was first established. This year its income has been
nearly three times its ex7)enditnre—namely, total income, .iHl lo.s. Int.

:

expenditure, .fJK lU. 3il. ; which is a saving for the year Ibllf* of

£53 Is. ^'L ; and when added to the savinj^ for the year 18G7

—

£51 9i'. 7(/.—makes a total placed to the credit of the Society of
£104 IO5. 10^/. During the year 2 members, through not paying
their contributions, have got out of compliance. In the same period
honorary and 12 onlinary members have been enrolled, now making

a total of Hi honorai-y and 101 ordinary members. Your Committee
trust tliat no efforts on its part have been wanting to make the Society
as woi-thy as its promoters intended it to be, and that it is able to
accomplish the priniai^ object of a benefit society. Those who have
had the privilege of attending its monthly meetings can testify to the
great pleasure and instruction they have derived therefrom. Ilule 31,
which allows members the privilege of bringing any extraordinary
specimens of flowers, fruits, &c., before the meetings, has been weil
responded to, and has been the means of iliffusing much useful
information. To render these meetings additionally interesting and
instructive, it was thought advisable to invite members to contribute
and read short papers or essays on subjects connected with our
profession. This, wo are happy to say, has realised our mostsangnine
expectations. The following members, who have kindly acceded to
our request by contributing the papers enumerated, deserve our best
thanks. Februai-y 4th.—IVIr. Baynes gave the opening address to a
very large attendance of members. March 3rd.—Mr. Featherstone
read a very interesting paper on ' Boilers and Heating Principles."
April 7th.—Mr. Dean gave an account of the International Hoi-ti-

coltoral Exhibition held at Ghent, with remarks on Camellias,
Azaleas, and other plants cultivated in Belgium. May oth.—Mr.
Batger road a paper on ' The Rise and Progress of Gardening.' .July
7th.—Mr. Wise read a paper on 'The Gardener and the Garden.'
September 1st.—Mr. Boston read a paper on ' The Hot Season, and
its Effects upon Fruit and Flowers.' October 6th.—Mr. Rushforth
read a paper on ' The Propagation and Growth of the Hyacinth and
other Bulbs.' "

^
In the course of the evening the toast of success to the Society was

given by Mr. Dean, and responded to by Mr. Baines. The Chairman
also gave the health of the " Practical Horticulturists of Great
Britain." Mr. John Wills, of Ashburnham Nursery, Chelsea, replied,

and spoke upon the position that gardeners occupied, and the place
which

^
they were entitled to hold, from their intelligence, their

assiduity to their' duties, and their habits of sobriety.

—

{Yorkshire
Post.) _J

' ^

NEW BOOK.
Refugium Botavicum ; or Figures and Descriptions froin Living

Specimens of Little-known or New Plants of Botanical
Interest. Edited by W. Wilson Saundees, F.E.S., F.L.S.
London : John Van Voorst.

The title of this work is a quiet, good-humourod rebuke to

the taste of the age, which permits and admires only those
plants that are gaudy in colour and flaunting in foliage, while
gems of exquisite beauty, such as are here taken under the
protectiug care of Mr. Wilson Saunders, are almost entirely
disregarded. There was a time when plants of the same class as
those for which Mr. Saunders has now provided a home were the
admiration, not of the botanist alone, but of all lovers of plants.
They were commonly met with in all good gardens, and they
were the subjects for the pencils of the most accomplished of
our botanical and floral artists. In the earlier volumes of the
" Botanical Magazine," in the " Cabinet " of Loddiges, and
in the works of Sweet, these modest, unadorned beauties were
thought worthy of a place, and received the admiration of

everyone. Now-a-days they have to find a " Ilefuge ;" and it is

well that we have among us one who, having the taste and the
means, has also the liberality to provide a refuge for these
despised and neglected outcasts of horticulture, for it is at the
horticulturist's and not the botanist's door the reproach must
lie.

Two parts of this beautiful work have appeared, and each
contains twenty-four plates of royal Svo. size, drawn on stone
by Fitch, whose soul as well as pencil is evident on the face of

them. The detailed and intelligible, even to the uninitiated,
English descriptions of the plants already published are by
Mr. J. G. Baker, of the Kew Herbarium ; and the services of

Dr. Keichenbach, of Hamburg, whom Mr. Saunders has also
secured as a coadjutor, wDl, we presume, be engaged when
Orchids form the subject of illustration. Mr. Saunders him-
self, besides being editor of the work, appends to each descrip-
tion a cultural paragraph, indicating the treatment that each

plant requires, the soil in which it best succeeds, and the
source from which it baa been derived.

We most sincerely thank Mr. Wilson Saunders for having
so disinterestedly undertaken this useful work; and we cannot
but believe that all true lovers of flowers, who find in them
other beauties and delights than those which merely please the
eye, will be influenced by Mr. Saunders's example, and not
only cultivate, but study through the means of this book, a
class of plants of which very few in the present day have any
knowledge.

POMOLOGICAL GLEANINGS.
" I MAT mention," writes " ABCHAMEAnD," "that if to the

Rev. George Kemp our thanks are specially dite for the stimulus
that has been given to the oi'es-air cultivation of the Grate
by his very liberal offer of prizes during the past season, wa
have still further to thank that gentleman, who, as may be
seen by the schedule of the Royal Horticultural Society for

18C9, which is now before me, again offers the same liberal

prizes to be contested for. These are to be awarded by the
Fruit Committee at the meeting at Sauth Kensington on Octo-
ber 19th. The conditions stated are, ' For the best dish of
Grapes, consisting of six bunches of any variety grown in the
open air against, a wall, without any protection whatever. First
prize £3, second prize £2.' Let us hope for a genial season
and a spirited competition,"

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GAEDEN.

Proceed with digging, trenching, &o., wherever there is

vacant ground. If some of the ground should require digging
a second time previous to cropping, so much the better ; it

will amply repa,y the labour. Cover Celery with dry litter to

protect it from frost. Attend to the keeping-up a supply of
Sea-kale, Bltnliarb, and Asparagus according to the demand
and convenience, by introducing quantities of the roots into
heat at intervals of about a fortnight. Also keep up a supply of
Dwarf Kidney Beans by making frequent sowings under favour-
able circumstances. These are generally grown in pots placed
in vineries or plant houses, but their liability to the attacks of
red spider renders them dangerous inmates of such structures,

and where it can possibly bo done, they should be planted in
lines in the bed of a pit devoted to their culture.

FRUIT GARDEN.
All fruit-tree planting not done in the autumn should be

proceeded with during mild intervals. Wherever the subsoil
is bad it should be entirely removed, and a platform of brick-
bats, rubble, or cinder ashes rammed hard at about 1 foot
below the ground level. On this place, if possible, a little

rough turf in a fresh state, and be sure to mix some fresh
maiden soil with the compost—sound and tenacious loams for
Apple and Pear trees, sound yet mellow loam for Peach trees,

Apricots, &c., and free upland soil for the Plum, Cherry, Vine,
and Fig. Continue naihng and training fruit trees, and lose no
time, when the weather permits, of advancing these matters.
Where such work is completed, we would advise a syringingwith
the laundry soapsuds, saturating every crevice in the wall. This
is an old plan, and a very cheap and good one.

FLOWER GARDEN.
During the favourable weather we are now experiencing, any

alterations out of doors that require to be made may be pushed
forward with vigour. Shrubberies may also be thinned where
this involves only the cutting-out of overgrown plants, or
lopping deciduous trees ; but where evergreens, generally, require
pruning, that is best done in March ; for although, when the
winter proves mild, such work may be safely performed at any
time, it is never well to depend upon this. When the hands
cannot be profitably employed at out-door work, prepare a
good stock of pegs. Dahlia stakes, tallies, brooms, &o., and
store them away in an orderly manner so as to be ready for

use when wanted. Now that there is no frost, look over beds
planted with bulbs, and where necessary stir the surface, so as
to keep the soil open and friable, and give it a fresh appear-
ance. Trap mice, which are often very destructive to bulbous
plants. Look well to Dahlias and Hollyhocks ; the latter when
planted skilfully produce an excellent effect, and, therefore,

especial attention should be paid to having a good supply of

them. See that half-hardy plants and tree Roses of tender
habit are protected. A wicker screen, and even spruce fix boughs
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stuck round them, meeting at top, and covered with fern, are

very good protections. They Bometimes suffer as much, how-
ever, from close covering as from frost. Frosty winds are,

perhaps, more prejudicial than anything.

GKEENnOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
In reference to the use of artificial heat for these structures,

too much stress cannot he laid on the moderation necessary.

As has been often well observed, the fire king is sometimes a

greater enemy than the ice king. Try to insure sufficient at-

mospheric moisture without diip. To accomplish this there

should be a moderate but permanent amount of moisture, sup-

plied either on floors or in contact with the return pipe, es-

pecially during the day. Watering should now be conducted
with great care. Keep newly-potted plants close, and when
the weather is favourable syringe a little, so as to maintain a

healthy condition ; but until the growth of the plants shall have
indicated that they have taken to the fresh soil, apply water
very sparingly at the roots. Luculias in pots should be en-

couraged in order to flower them before those planted in the
conservatory border, for it is desirable to prolong the bloom-
ing season. When Camellias, Epacrises, Heaths, and other

winter-blooming plants form the principal inmates of this

house, 40° will be sufficiently high, and with a dry atmosphere
.the temperature may safely be allowed to sink a few degrees

on cold nights ; but in cases where the hardier kinds of winter-

Howering stove plants are brought in while in bloom, 45°

should be considered the proper mean temperature at night.

Let whatever water may be required be given early in the day,

so as to allow advantage to be taken of sunshine whenever it

may occur, in order to give air for the purpose of drying the
foliage. Many entertain an opinion that little attention is

subjects that have come under oar attention, and to which we
have not more particularly alluded lately.

Hardy Roots, as Potatoes, where a little protection can be
given, Jerusalem Artichokes, Globe Artichokes, Sea-kale, Khu-
barb. Horseradish, &c., may all be planted now whenever the
ground is sufliciently dry. Globe Artuhokes should have a
wisp of litter fastened round them and over them. Even
where there is a plantation it is advisable to plant a few pieces
or a row every season, as the period of production is thus pro-

longed. In some families the demand for these rough-looking
things is incessant. Our main stock having suffered a little

from the excessive dryness of the past summer, is now as

green as at midsummer, and therefore will need to be well

protected when frost comes. This plant has proved itself

hardy in many places, but we have known cases where it has
stood well for five winters, and been completely destroyed in
the next winter. It is best, therefore, to err on the safe side.

'Jerusalem Artlchohes are also in great demand in some families.

We shall not have enough, and we have frequently known the
time when a basket would have lasted a season. Many con-
sider the soup made from them a great luxury. We have
never known them to be injured by frost, though in severe

weather, and when the tubers are near the surface, a little

litter, or even their own stems laid over the ground, would do
no harm. We are often surprised that this plant is not more
used for pheasant covers. When the birds become used to

them they feed on the tubers freely, digging them up for them-
selves. Potatoes after having been sprung may be planted at

the foot of walls and fences with all exposures, except the north,

and when up a little protection may be easily given to them.
They can thus be had early by those who cannot afford glass

sashes for them. We have had them thus almost as early as
needed to properly supply plants with water at this season, and , , v r,i. i n j i . j -u ™ i„ r « «*
they only look over their stock at intervals of several days. I

^'^^° ^« ^^^^ ^ =^^8^' hotbed, protected with mats, &c., at

would, however, caution young gardeners against this mistake,
and advise them to examine each plant at least every alternate

day, deferring the application of water until it is really re-

quired, and then giving a liberal soaking. Attend daily to the
removal of dead leaves, and directly any of the flowering

specimens become shabby remove them to some out-of-the-

way place, taking care that they receive proper treatment as

regards temperature and other conditions, and supply their

places with others in full beauty. Soil, crocks, charcoal,

and whatever else may be necessary for potting, should be had
in readiness for use when wanted. If the soil in any pot
is sodden with water it should be turned out of the pot, the
drainage examined, and no more water be given until it be-

comes dry. If a plant droops, and the soil on the surface

appears damp, by turning the ball out of the pot it will be seen
whether the whole or only a portion of the soil is wet, as

sometimes, if light soil is used and plants are fresh-potted, the
soil when it dries shrinks from the side of the pot, and then
water, when supplied, runs down and moistens the outside with-
out penetrating the ball.

riTS AND FRAMES.
In mild weather like the present let as much air as possible

be given to all structures in which half-hardy plants are kept.

Too little water can hardly [be given to plants in these struc-

tures, and when it becomes necessary to afford any let it be
done in the morning of a fine day, freely admitting air after-

wards, in order to dry up all superfluous moisture before even-
ing. Auriculas must now be looked over. Pot Tuberoses, and
when fine give air to Mignonette and Stocks. Neapolitan
Violets in frames may be forwarded by shutting up early in the
afternoon ; those in pots, by keeping them in a temperature of
55°. To insure their perfect safety from frost it is necessary,
however flattering the appearance of the evening may be,

always to cover up at night, as the experience of our change-
able climate has taught us that the regular attention of a few
minutes to such matters will insure us from a woeful surprise
some frosty morning.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
Odr chief work has been a continuation of that adverted to

lately—viz., levelling, turfing, pruning, cleaning walls, and
priming orchard-house trees, not so much as yet absolutely
necessary, as because the washing-down walls, washing trees,

&c., furnished good and timely employment in wet days, of
which we have had several, along with a high barometer. In-
stead of a repetition of these matters, we shall allude to a few

night.

Herbaceous Plants.—The rage for the massive and the gay
has been making sad havoc among many of our old favourites,

and yet what can be more interesting than borders of the old-

fashioned plants, giving us something in bloom all the season ?

We look now in vain for the perennial Asters and Solidagos

—

the purples, blues, whites, and yellows that gave such a charm
to the late autumn months. Several times, after having col-

lected a few, we have been forced, from want of room and the
demand for other plants, to allow them to nearly disappear.

From the Christmas Eose, early bulbs, Heartsease, Daisies,

&c , down to the SoUdagos, there was always something to ad-

mire. True, like most other plants, they are apt to degenerate
when left to themselves, but they amply repay the trouble of

taking up those inclined to spread, dividing them or cutting

them in, and giving some rich compost to their roots when
digging. When herbaceous plants are to be shown to the best

advantage, they must have this kind treatment every season.
If even lifted every season, and they thus become used to it,

the soil pulverised about them, and a little enriched when
necessary, they wiU never seem to suffer the least injury from
the removal, and will bloom the more freely in proportion to

the growth they make. Even carefully digging among them,
and cutting-in those inchned to overgrow their space, will be
attended with much benefit. As regards those which throw
out offshoots, or otherwise spread freely, when they are thus
cut in it is advisable to leave a part of the fresh growth outside
to bloom, and take away or destroy the older or central part.

There are many plants which it would be of little use to dig

down, unless a deep trench were kept at hand, and, as in a large

piece of ground the wheeling-away would be a serious item of

labour, it is no bad plan when such pieces are not wanted else-

where, to shake the soil well from the roots and make a burn-
ing heap' at hand, so that the burntj produce may again be
thrown over the ground.

In all cases where there is a choice collection the plants

should be well marked, and the tally should lean over the roots

in a particular way, so that the workman may know where to

look for them. If something like this plan be not followed

valuable plants wUl certainly be dug down, unless the same
man, and he an enthusiastic lover of these plants, do the
digging year after year. It would be better to pay an ordinary
workman or labourer to keep away, than allow him to dig

carelessly in a choice herbaceous border. An enthusiast in

Musk had the finest border we ever saw. A clever jobbing
gardener trenched it up or dug it deeply, and the Musk is

looked for in vain. Let alone or top-dressed, there would have
been almost enough to supply the metropolitan markets with
pots of Musk.
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The growing only a few showy plants in great numhers has

the tendency to lessen the attention to matters of detail that

was absolutely necessary in our younger days. Were more

attention paid to the old-fasbioned florists' flowers, such as the

Auricula, Polyanthus, Pink, and Carnation, &c., as well as the

rougher Dahlias and China Asters, there would be more con-

centration of effort upon many little matters that are apt now

to be neglected. Little things in the present day are apt to be

overlooked ; but it should never be forgotten that the man who
cannot bend his mind to make much of trifles would act wisely

in directing his efforts to something else than gardening. It

is just the trifles that make or mar.

Shrubs and SlimbOcrie.-!.—With the exception of stray flowers

on the Corchorus, some Honeysuckles, a few Eoses, and some
opening blooms on the Pyrus japonica, the shrubs in bloom

now are chiefly three—namely, the Laurustinus, the Chimo-
nanthus fragrans, and the Jasminum nudiflorum. In many
places where the Laurustinus was cut down to the ground in

the winter of 18C0-C1, and where there was enough of patient

philosophy to wait, the shrubs are now in excellent condition.

Nothing has surprised us more than the dispatch with which
nurserymen, after losing their thousands and hundreds of thou-

sands of plants in that eventful year, had a young saleable

stock. Few evergreens will outshine the Laurustinus in winter,

and we like it as much before the blooms open as afterwards.

Unfortunately, we have never seen the ChinwnanthuH fi agraits

do well except against a wall ; and the best mode of securing

abundance of its purple-creamy rich-scented flowers, is to train

and prune it so that there shall be plenty of twigs all over it

every summer, ranging from 4 to 1'2 inches in length. These,

if well exposed to the sun, will now be covered with opening

and opened buds ; and when we do not choose to cut these

shoots, a few flowers gathered from them and strewed among
other flowers in vases, &3., will give the whole place a rich per-

fume. This must not be overdone, or the scent will be too

strong, rendering the aroma even from Violets almost imper-
ceptible.

The third plant, the Jasininum nudijlorum, has been for the

last two months a mass of golden blossom; The flowers stand

best, perhaps, when the plant is placed against a wall or fence,

but commonly, and especially in mild weather like this, it

succeeds very well in the open ground either as a bush, or

a standard. Grown to some 7 or 8 feet in height and then
allowed to form a large head, it would make a beautiful pen-

dulous shrub. It is easily propagated ; in fact, if the wood is

allowed to rest on the ground it will soon root and form
separate plants. We have always had something to prevent

our securing a good stock of it, as it could be used for many
purposes. Almost every green twig it forms in summer will

be clothed with yellow blooms all through the winter. A suc-

cession of frost and wet injures the bloom, and therefore some
large plants would be worthy of a place under protection, where
there would be light and yet no wet. Would that it had the
scent of Jasminum revolutum, but it is scentless.

As a mark of gratitude to Mr. Robson for his excellent papars
on Winter Gardening, we would mention this plant as worthy
of his notice. We are afraid it would do little good trans-

planted, but plants might be kept in pots and plunged, either

as little standards, or low bush plants to cover a bed. Many
of oui common shrubs generally grown as bushes, would have
a different aspect when grown as small trees, as standards with
clean single stems. The papers on this subject are very timely
and well worthy of careful reading and practical appreciation.

Shrubs will ever be most effective, individually considered,

when thus grown, and as single specimens on lawns, .to., will

always look better than a mere bush. A single-stemmed plant
may feather to the ground.

Shrubberies as a whole should be treated according to what
is required from them. When used solely for shelter, or to

conceal something that it is not desirable to see, or merely to

secure privacy in the inside of the shrubbery, the chief point
is to plant rather thickly at first, and then to prune and thin
out so that there shall be living branches and foliage right

down to the ground. In the earlier years of such a shrubbery,
forking over the ground will hasten the free growth of the
shrubs. When these begin to meet all forking and digging will

be unnecessary, and will do harm instead of good. The leaves

that fall, if the wood is thick enough at the sides to prevent
them blowing out, had better remain and rot-down as a surface-

dressing.

Shelter and concealment are often required along with fine

specimens of evergreens, as A.butus, Philiyrea, Sweet Bay

Hollies, Cypresses, Arbor-Vit:c3, &c. In such a case all the

favourite plants should be placed far enough apart, say 20 or

30 feet, and the other spaces filled up with Laurels, Lilacs,

&s. The great advantage of tho fiUing-up plan is, that from

the mutual shelter given all the best plants will grow much
more rapidly than if they stood there at first alone and thinly.

The great matter not to be lost sight of, is to thin and prune in

time, so that all the trees or shrubs destined to remain shall

have full opportunity of light and air to feather doww to the

ground. Even a good Holly tree with a clean stem is inferior,

as an object of interest, to a noble pyramid with its healthy

living base sweeping the ground.

In all ornamental idantinrj we are in danger of committing

two errors—we plant our principal and most particular plants

too thickly, and then we forget to thin the less valuable ones in

time. When we plant specimens only a few inches in height, it

seems to be difficult for us to carry our mental vision forward tor

twenty-five or thirty years, or more. We have been cutting-out

to a considerable extent in our small place, and we heartily

wish that we had given more than doable the space to many
tr'jes. Most of the Pinus trioe which we wish to be thoroughly

ornamental, ought to have at least from 30 to 50 feet to expand
themselves in. Often two fine plants of these are spoiled

because both are so good that we cannot make up our mind to

sacrifice one.

It is not BO much the thick planting at first that is the evil,

it is the neglect of the thinning in time. The thick planting

is often jast another name for quick growth. Even if we
wished a wood of Larch to grow up quickly, we would plant

the trees 4 or 5 feet apart instead of 10 or 20 feet, and then

the first thinnings would not only be useful for 0-feet rails, but

whilst they stood they would make the great bulk of the trees

grow faster. Single specimens of trees or shrubs on an exposed

lawn are always very striking ; but if we were called upon to

cover a lawn very much exposed as soon as possible, and as

taste would approve of, with fine specimens, we would not

plant the specimen alone, but in the centre of a small clump,

the outside formed of quick-growing hardy plants, to be gradu-

ally removed, so that the main plant should not be injured.

This plan, of course, would involve more first expense and

more ultimate labour, but in a bare place we should obtain

fine specimens sooner, and the lawn at first would look more
furnished. We have known places thus planted by first-rate

artists, and their designs completely frustrated, because of the

unwillingness to touch what such great men had planted. No
such danger will occur, when in ornamental grounds what ara

intended to be specimens are planted at first far enough apart

to reach their full size without being encroached upon, but in

all exposed places such specimens will grow slowly. They
will in general grow very symmetrically, and will need but little

looking-after. We have noticed specimens, however, so treated

that in fifteen years were not so large as others nursed up in

seven or eight years. The great evil is, the nurses are too

often allowed to remain too long. As a general rule, where

rapid telling growth is the object, the old planting axiom holds

good, " Plant thickly, thin quickly."

When shrubberies are intended to be ornamental in them-

selves, regular lines, whether straight or curved, should be

avoided next the eye of the observer. The more the line is

broken by bold outjutting specimens and ingoing recesses, pro-

ducing great variety of outline, and the grass or moss going np
into all the bends and sinuosities, without a mark of a spade

or fork to break the spell of the picturesque with its variety of

Ught and shade, the more pleasing and delightful will such

shrubberies be. A straight-lined or curved regular-lined shrub-

bery is, however, more in character when, for various purposes,

it is resolved to'have a border for flowers in front of it. As a

general rule, all such borders will detract from the picturesque

beauty of the shrubbery, because giving it more of the garden-

esque and the artistic character by the mere regularity of its

outUne ; but the front of the shrubbery, whether always ever-

green, or at least a mass of green in summer, will greatly

enhance the beauty of the flowers in the border, not only by

the contrast of the green background, but also by this back-

ground throwing back the rays of light over the colours in the

flowers. We have done away with such borders in front of

Laurels, &e., but we are well aware we have thus lost a great

element of attraction. Even when roughly ribboned they were

very effective. We noticed last year a narrow ribbon border

at The Hyde, but the deep green background of Laurels gave

it a charm it would not have otherwise possessed. Some_ of

our older readers may recollect our describing the striking
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ribbon borders in the kitchen garden at Loughcrew in Ireland,
but the fine green hedges at their back did much to make up
their attractivenesB. Even the long winding borders at En-
ville, more lately noticed, would have been robbed of much of

their beauty had they been vvithout the fine background of

Hollies and Laurels. We have anxiously desired for some
time to notice the gorgeous flower garden at Woburn Abbey,
last summer, perhaps for its size, the most perfect and striking
development of the grouping system we ever witnessed ; but
even there the rich ribbon borders that were felt to be such a
relief after being dazzled by the more blazing parterres, owed
much of their witchery and loveliness to the charms of the
contrasting green drapery behind them.
The conclusions at which we would wish others to arrive as

well as ourselves are these :—When a shrubbery is full grown
and to be looked at as an element of beauty in itself, it should
be irregular and picturesque in outline, with the grass or moss
finding its way into every recess. Secondly, when the shrubbery
is inteuded to add grace and beauty to the rows or beds of

flowers in front of it, the outline of the shrubbery may be
regular to suit the regular lines of flowers. Both plans may
be carried out separately, consistently with regard to the most
refined taste ; but it should never be forgotten, that in the latter

case the shrubbery or background lends an interest to the
flowers, at the expense of robbing itself in turn of so much
separate interest. In summer it becomes a secondary object,

in winter its very regularity deprives it so far of picturesque
beauty. As an element for increasing the interest of a ribbon
border there can be no doubt of its value, or if there is, our
readers must settle it for themselves, by deciding under what
circumstances they have themselves derived the greatest iJlea-

sure.—R. E.

COVENT GARDEN MiUlKET.—January 1:3.

Vert dull trade, and supplies more than sufBcient for the demand.

B. d. B.

Apples J^ sieve 1 6 to 2
Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush. 10 IR
Currants }-^ sieve

Black do.
Figs doz.
Filberts lb.

Cobs lb.

Gooseberries .. quart
Grapes, Hothouse, .lb. G
Lemons 100 4

Melons each 2
Nectarines doz.
Oranpea 100 2
Peaches doz.
Pears (dessert) ..doz. 2
Pine Apples lb. 3
Plnms 3"i sieve
Quinces doz.
RflspberrifS lb,

Strawberries., per lb.

Walnuts bush. 10
do per 100 1

d. B. d

0to6

6

6
5

1

16
2 6

VEGETABLES.

Artichokes doz.
Asparagus ino
Beans, Kidney per hd.
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brns. Sprouts ^-i sieve
Cabbape doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Canli flower doz.
Celen- bundle
Cucumbers each
Endive doz.
Fennel buncli
Garlic lb.
Herbs bunch
Horseradish ., bundle

8. d. 8. d
8 0to6
7 10

5

Leeks bunch
Lettuce .... per score
Mushrooms .... pottle
Mustd.& Cress, punnet
Onions . . , .per bushel
Parsley per sieve
Parsnips doz.
Peas perquart
Potatoes bushel 4

Kidney do. 4
Radishes doz. bunches 1
Rhubarb bundle
Sea-kale basket 2
Shallots lb.

Spinach busbel 2
Tomatoes, . . . per doz. 1
Turnips bunch

d. 8. d
4 too 6

4

3 3
7
4

9 1

6

7

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
B. S. Williams, Victoria and Paradise Nursery, Upper Hollo-

way, London, N.

—

Descriptive Catalofiue of Flower, Vegetable,
and Agricultural Seed&j t£-c., for 1869.

—

List of Bulbous and
other Boots.

W. Paul, 'WaUham Cross, London, N.

—

Select List of Vege-
table, Flower, and Farm Seed.-i, Gladioli, &c.
R. H. Poynter, Castle Green and St. John's Nurseries,

Taunton.

—

Catalogue of Garden and Farm Seeds^ and Nursery
Stock.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until nest

week.

Books (D. 7I/.1.—There is but one horticultural dictionary, " The Cottapre
Gardenprs'." It can be had from this office free bv post if you enclose
7s. "Id. in stamps with your address. (J. B.).—Mr. W. Paul's "book, " The
KoBe Garden," can be obtained through any bookseller.

Wire Baskets TOR a Conservatory (I». JT.).—Anyof the wireworkers
or wholesale florists who advertise in our columns could supply you.

Eggs of Insects (J. D., Ilford).—The eggs like a broad band of Rmall
bends round the branch of your Peach tree were laid by a Lackey Moth,
Clisiocampa neustria. The motu only flies at night; the caterpillars
congregate together, forming a nest, and feed on the leaves of the tree.

Erecting an Ice House (C. H. M.).—You must have overlooked our
answer, for we remember replying, and referring you to our number pub-
lished February 7th, 18fi7, for the plan and description of an ice stack;
and to the number published November 36th, 1S67, for the plan and
description of an ice house.

Vines Unfruitful—Reconstructing a Tinery (A Constant Header),
—Very likely the wact of success with the Vines maybe owing to tho
number of plants kept in the house, and at all times ; but if tbe Vines
have done no good for seven years, and even for a long tiuie previously,
it shows that the roots havo also something the matter with them. The
lights, if so good, would be equally serviceable for a new house, and if tbe
wall is not high enough for the length of lights, yoi might have the
house wider and a hipped roof at back to join the ridge board for your
present lights. For a vinery to be forced, we wouid prefer the roof to
have one slope, and the garden wall to be raised. You could then havo
Peach trees against the back wnll. but to do them justice your Vines
should be at least .^j feet apart, and kept to one stem, spur-pruned. You
will do no good with Peaches if you have stages in the house for plants,

so as to keep the light from them. A flue round each end and along the
front of the house would bo ample. In such circumstances we would
not think of lifting the old Vines, better plant young ones. Plant inside.

Arches may be 3 feet wide. Pillars may be used, and a wall plate laid on
them.

Planting Flower Beds (D. B. C).—In your plan the clumps 6 are too
large for the other beds. Wc prefer oval to diamond-shaped beds. The
planting will do very well. In ,/i(7. 1 we would centre with Porilla and
edge with Lobelia next tho Cineraria, and then in 3, S, we would edge the
Variegated Pelargoniums, if white prevails in the leaf, with Ircsine
Herbstiikept low. Of 4, 4, and 5, 5, we would plant two with Amplexicaulis
Calceolaria, and two with Aurea floribunda, as proposed. 7, 7, Cloth of

Gold does not in general do well in bright sunshine. 9, 9, would be beau-
tiful, if you are warm ennygh for Culeus. Gnaphalium lanatum will do
well from seed, and so will the Cineraria, a small packet giving a mul-
titude of seedlings; but we prefer plants from cuttings to seedlings, as
the latter are always rather green during the first season, and not 80
white as plants from cuttings.

Plants DAMPiNa-oFF (.\'mrt«).—We think the " Cottage Gardeners' Dic-
tionary," which you can have from our office free by post for 7s. 2d., will

suit you, as it gives concise but full particulars of the culture of the
plants you"liame. See "Doings of Last Week," page lii, as to damping
among plants. You need have no difficulty if you can give plehty of air,

and a little dry heat from a flue or hot-water pipe. Clear the damped
leaves away, stir up the surface soil of the pots, wash the pots if at all

greasy outside, give no more watering than will prevent flagging, and in
these dull days put on a rather brisk fire for two or three hours, and give
air top and bottom. It is difficult to keep " damping " from cold frames
and pits in such woatbcr, and especially if the watering is not as care-

fully performed as if tho water were the best champagne—without spilling

a drop. Even in cold pits damp may be prevented with this care, fre-

quent picking, and moving the plants. Moving plants, if set in tbe
same house, turning them round, &c., will do them good ; and if in this

weather they can be sot so far apart as not to touch each other, all the
better.

CucuarBERS Mildewed {W. H.).— Vse more dry heat and more air, but
not so much of the latter as to distress the plants. Dust the worst-
mildewed leaves with flowers of sulphur, and use sulphur freely on the
walls, &c. Cucumbers would need little syringing in such dull weather.
It would be better to give less heat, so that the heat should be propor-
tioned to the sunshine.

Amaryllises (/n7uirer).—The best notes on their culture are by the
late Mr. Beaton in vol. ix. of "The Cottage Gardener," our first series.

The Rev. Mr. Herbert published a botanical work on Amaryllids.

Names of Contributors {J. TTcsiu'Dod).—We cannot state what yon
require.

Evergreen for Screen (Sj(TiTiy).—The best of all is the common Yew,
and though plants of good size are expensive, yet they are certain to

please, and we think in your case are necessary, as you must have a sub-
ject that will bear any amount of trimming, and there is none equal to

the Yew in that respect. The American Arbor-vita; is of a brownish hue,
and perhaps inferior to tbe Asiatic Arbor-vitse, which is of a better

green and of denser habit. Both, however, form good screens, and bear
cutting well ; but they have a peculiar brown aspect, that in a design
such as yours appears to he, is anything but desirable, for the outlines

should be distinct and decided in colour. A shrub of the latter descrip-

tion is the Colchian Laurel, of a shining bright green colour, of pyra-

midal close habit, very hardy, and which bears cutting well. It is much
superior to the commou Laurel, and we think a screen or hedge of it will

answer your purpose well. Plants of good size may be had at a mode-
rate price, for which consult our advertising columns.

Pruning Roses ildcm).—The best time to prune Roses of the Hybrid
Perpetual class is during mild weather in February, or if the weather be

then severe, pruning may be deferred until the beginning of March ; but

we prefer, weather permitting, to prune Roses from the middle to the

end of February, never pruning when the shoots are frozen.

Custard Apple Fruiting {A Surrey Subscriber).—We do not anticipate

your plants from seed sown last March will produce fruit for five or six

years yet ; but we are not prepared with any reliable data, and shall be
glad of any information on the subject. It was fruited at Earl Powis's,

Walcot Hail, Shropshire, in 18ii3. Directions for culture are in the num-
bers of our Journal published May 14th and August 27th, 1868.

Sowing Grass Seeds on a Lawn (G. T. £.).—The best time to sow
lawn grass seeds is early in April, when there is a prospect of rain soon
falling. The plnces to be sown should be well scratched with an iroa

rake, especially those which are bare, and on these it would be well to

scatter a little" fine soil if you do not wish to go to the expense of top-

dressing the whole lawn with old rotten manure, mixed with an equal

quantity of soil. If, however, a top-di-essing be determined on, apply it
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in March, and early in April well scratch the surface with an iron rako,
and then sow tbo bare phicoa with the foUowiuf» :—Festuca ttuuifolia.
4 lbs.

J
Festuca dimusculji, 4 Uis. ; Poa nemomlis. -Jibs. ; Cynosurus cris-

tatus, 4 lbs ; Trifnliuni ropens. 4 Ibe. ; nnil Trifolinm minn^-, fi lbs., iu

mixture for one iici-o. The bare places should have considerably more
seed sown over thom than the other p'lrts of tUo lawn. After sowing;
Civo a good rolliu;^', and neither mow nor roll for si;: weeks; then teep
the grass mown and well rolled.

DivromG Aubrietia and Aradis {S. U.).—Yon may divide them now
in mild weather, bnt the operation is best done after flowering, and early
in autumn or at the end of summer.
Protecting Hyacinths in Borders (Tdrm).—You may give a top-

dressing of leaf mould or cocoa-nut refuse about an inch thick, placiut;
it all over the surface and close to the folioge and Epikes. but not over
them, and in severe weather put a little dry straw over the pLmts, remov-
ing it whenever the weather is mild. During the present mild weather
such protection is not only unnecessary, but positively iejurious, as it

makes the foliage tender and blanches it.

Wintering Verbenas in the Open Ground (Idem).—Verbenas can-
not be wintered safely in the open gi'ound by a covering of cocoa-nut
fibre refuse or any other covering. The old plants, even if preserved, are
not to be compared to young plants, either for growth or blooming.

Taking up Gladiolus Bolbs (Jdt-ni),—In stiff, heavy soils the bulbs
are best taken up when the foliace begins to decay, keeping them in a
cool, dry place, and replanting in March ; but in light, well-drained soil,

and mth a mulching of lunf mould or cocoa nut iibre refuse the bulbs
nro best left in the soil, taking them up only when, from the increase of
roots by oflfsets, they become too close ; and this should be done early in
March, replanting the same day, and making a proper division of the
large blooming bulbs and the offsets. The latter should be planted in a
bed by themselves to gain strength.

Compost for LiLtunr auratcsi (Nott inffhamnisia).—Two parts of tnrfy
loam, one part sandy fibrous peat, and one part old dry cow dung, well-
rotted mnnure, or leaf mould, with a free admixture of sharp sand.
Good drainage should be provided, and the pot three parts filled with
soil ; then put in the bulbs, covering their crowns to the depth of about
an inch. They may then bu placed in a cold frame, and the pot plunged
to the rim in coal ashes, or it may be placed in a cool, airy part of the
greenhouse, affording it a position near the glass when the stems appear

;

when they are a few inches above the rim of the pot, the soil should be
lop-dressed with the same compost as that used for potting, bringing it

nearly level with the rim of the pot. The plant should have a plentiful
supply of water when gi-owing, increasing the quantity as flowering ap-
proaches. A ligbt. airy position in a greenhouse is suitable, or a cold frame
will answer for growing the plant for a time, placing the pot out of doors
after May in a position sheltered from winds, and removing it to the
greenhouse for flowering. The flowers will also open well out of doors if

the cliraato is good. After flowering the plants should have no more
water than enough to keep the soil moist and prevent premature decay of
the leaves and stems. These, when yellow and dead, m'ly be cut ofi" and
the bulbs repotted, keeping them moist during the winter, but not very
wet, in a structure from which frost is excluded, or plunge the pots to the
rim in coal ashes in a cold frame, afl'ording protection dui'ing severe
weather.

Watering Mesemehyanthemoms (An Amat<:ur).~yeTj little water is

required by this tribe of plants at present, an<l to winter them safely
only a little should bo given occasionally to keep the foliage or stems
irom flagging or shrivelling. Occasional waterings will therefore he
necessary, especially as the plant is in a room where there is a fire.

Guard against making the soil very wet ; keep it dry rather than wet.

Fungus on Lawn {H.E. 5.).—Probably an application of salt wonia
destroy the mycelium of the fungus ; it may bo applied at the rate of six
bushels per acre, but we are not quite certain whether it would in that
quantity injme the grass, which is afiectcd by salt injuriously moro
readily than many other plants; but to have any efl'ect on tho fungus
less salt must not be applied per acre. Perhaps it would he well in the
first place to give tbo lawn a good soaking with lime water, made by
mixing 12 lbs. of lime in thirty gallons of water; stir well, and when tho
liquid has stood for two days give the lawn a thorough soaking, making
holes, if necessary, to allow of its entering tho soil. You may in a few
days follow with a good watering of salt WHter, half a pound being dis-
solved in three gallons of water and applied to the parts of the lawn
attacked by the fungus. In such parts make small holes about 3 inches
apart and 6 inches deep, and fill them with the lime and salt water.

Native Vines of India (J. L., Bath).-~More than thirty years ago
Col. Sykes introduced into this country, through the Horticultural So-
ciety, several varieties of Grapes from tho Beccan, India, including the
Hubehep, having a very singularly-shaped cylindrical purple berry, with
firm, sweetish flesh. All of the varieties have been fruited at Chiswick,
but none of them were appreciated for their flavour, being too fleshy and
wanting richness. Only one of the varieties is now grown at Chiswick

—

viz., the Ahbee, a very beautiful blush-coloured sort, but of poor flavour.
The Hubshee is, however, still in the country, as we recollect its being
exhibited a year or two ago. Perhaps Home of our correspondents will
inform *' J. L." in our columns of its whereabouts. This class of Grapes
is more commonly known in England under the designation of " Finger
Grapes."

Muscat Grapes (Idevi.).—The Fruit Committee of the Royal Horti-
cultural Society, five or six years ago, on a comparative trial of all tho
difi'erent named varieties of Muscat Grapes at Chiswick, arrived at the
conclusion that there were onlv two really distinct varieties—viz., the
Canon Hall, which is very distinct, and has no synouymes; and the
Muscat of Alexandria, which has a multitude of synonymes. The Bowood
and Passe Muscats seemed just to set their fruit a shade better than the
others, but all are of tho same earliness, so that it matters little which
named variety be used. This does not, of course, include the small,
round Muscat Grapes of the French. Tottenham Park Muscat is tho
true White Muscat of Alexandria.

Artificial Manure for Parsnips (B. B.),—Three hundredweight of
guano and 10 cwt. of superphosphate of lime per acre, spread on the
surface and turned down to tho bottom of the trench, according to tho
Jersey mode of deep ploughing for Parsnip culture.

Bones for Manure (H. T.].—Put the bones into a cask in layers
alternately with caustic potash. This will enable you to crush them
easily and improve tho feitihsing quality.
Fruit of Monstera deliciosa {M.F.].—li may be added to the dessert

as a variety, but there are pointed crystals in the pulp which are very
disagreeable in the month. The fruit ripens in about twelve months,
and must be quite ripe before eaten. To enable it to be so, it is a good
plan to tie it to the nearest leafstalk. We should merely place the fruit
on fern leaves in the dish to aiTange in the dessert. Its flavom* is some-
what like that of tho Pine Apple.
Names of Plants (E. M. B. (7.).—We think it is Cupressus torulosa,

Bhotan or Twisted Cypress. (P. P.i.—Lapageria rosea and Cyperus al-
teruifolius variegatus. (W. G.).—Chimpnanthus fragrans gi-andiflorus.
(3/rtr//),—Esostemma longiflorum. {J. F. C, Chapeltoicn).—\. Galega
officinalis; 2, By cuttings of the young terminal shoots. (TT'. ^.).—
Lastrea Filix-mas. (TT. jB.).—1, Adiantnm affine; 2, Adiantum capiUus-
Veneris : 3, Adiantum cuneatnm ; 4, Nephrodium (?i ; 5, Pteris sulcata;
6, Nephrodium decursivo-pinnatumC?) ; 7, Asplenium fontanum; 8,Asple-
nium adiantum-uigrum ; y, Ardisia crenulata {K. crispa).

meteorological observations in the Suburbs of London for the week ending January 12th.

Date.
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follow and support them, if they will allow us. We do not wish
to act rashly, to oppose them, or to obtrude ourselves offensively

upon tbem in any way ; only as the last resort would we act for

ourselves, our sole wish being to put competition upon a fair

and honourable footing. Notwithstanding, I still request that

any who are willing, in case of necessity, to act with me will

kindly send me their names, as any suspicion of personality is

most of all to be avoided, which can best be done by associating

various parties in any action that may be necessary.
Mr. Eadclyfie's remarks appear to call for a few special

observations. His desire is manifestly to smooth matters for

a better state of things, but I do not think his suggestions
practicable. With regard to "withdrawing the word fraudulent,

and giving a year's grace "—who is to do it ? The decision
does not rest with me ; I wish it did. I would give any
"grace"—wait any reasonable time—were the thing then to

cease ; but I am only one individual, of no name or influence,

I cannot say what shall be done. Then, as to terming these
things " undesirable," they will be what they are, whatever we
may call them, and Mr. Radcljffe himself quotes a judge who
Bays they make showing " as bad as horseracing !"

Then, again, with regard to consulting Messrs. Hewitt and
Teebay, Mr. Radclyffe has scarcely a right to assume I have
not done so. In fact I have written to both gentlemen, with
what result I ought not, perhaps, to state. I appealed publicly

to Mr. Hewitt in the very first letter I wrote on the subject in

these columns. Such appeals, however, rarely lead to any-
thing, and this opens a large field for difference of opinion.
Judges seem to think it inconsistent with their dignity to

express their opinions and intentions on any subject whatever.
However appealed to, they remain mute. This may be right,

but I think, myself, that it would be more consistent with the
real dignity of their position, and greatly benefit the fancy, did
more frankness prevail, and did they give us, as authority to

be followed, their deliberate judgment on any points of general
interest from time to time brought forward. We should know
what to do, and what to think. And since Mr. Eadclyffe has
named them specially, I, in this public manner, again respect-

fully and earnestly ask Messrs. Hewitt and Teebay to give ns,

in these columns, their opinion on the question of trimming,
and to state in general terms what they are prepared to do in

the case. It they think "a year's grace" best before active

steps be taken, I am quite content, provided steps ht' taken
then. Or if they think all trimming should be recognised and
allowed—that the evil cannot be checked, and should therefore

be admitted, and trimming allowed to all—even then I am
content, for I only want all to be on the same footing. In the
best interests of the fancy I ask them to speak, and am willing

to bow to their decision, if they will only let us know what that

decision is.

But, meanwhile, it is not quite as Mr. Badclyffe supposes.
Trimming is not recognised, even by its perpetrators. In
Spanish and Game it is—no one ever objects to a Spanish pen
for being trimmed, or to a Game cock for being dubbed ; but
at the Birmingham Show of 1807 a poultry-man, who had won a
first prize for his own employer with birds whose hocks were
trimmed, but so artfully (I think the feathers left must have
been dressed with curling-irons, so artistically were they
arranged) as almost to defy detection, objected, in my hearing, to

another first-prize bird on the ground that he was trimmed !

If he thought the practice recognised, why was this ? Now I

simply want to have one thing or the other plainly understood,
and I think I may with no want of charity say, that any com-
mittees which in their next schedules shall omit to insert a
" trimming clause," will pretty plainly indicate on which side
their sympathies lie.

There are some other matters that need ventilating, but this

seems to me the most pressing at present. Moreover, after

thinking much over these matters, I have come to the conclu-
sion that the fancy generally requires some much more perma-
nent and definite organisation than it now has. It is now
a recognised pursuit, and the competent breeder is capable of

rendering essential service to his country. When all " mania "

has vanished, and still first-class breeding birds can be con-
tinuously sold for £20 each, it must surely be granted that

there are very important interests involved. Mr. Crowley's
suggestion of adding breeders' names to catalogues shows the
growing feeling there is of this, and in some way it will have
to be met. The " Poultry Club '" was another proof, and, I

think, chiefly failed because its scope and aim were too narrow.
Much of its action was avowedly against one particular judge

;

it began, in fact, by attempting to commit murder, and it was,

therefore, little wonder that it should end by committing
suicide. But still the want remains. It is a question whether
in some cases the "no appeal" from judges' decisions works
well, and whether some central autboritativo body, which
should be acknowledged as ultimate referee in disputed points,

would not be an advantage—something which might be what
the .Jockey Club is to horseracing, or the Marylebone Club is to

cricketing—something which should combine our best breeders
together, and should associate them and our best judges them-
selves into a responsible and final tribunal. The question is a
large one, and may be profitably studied, but I do not wish to

obtrude my own ideas regarding it. I will only say that I

think any scheme will fail which does not take as its basis the
meeting at the great Birmingham Show, and regard the real

interests of all as identical, and not conflicting.

But I am far away from trimming, and close (lest they over-

look it), with the repeated request that our two most eminent
judges will give us their j udgment upon the practice, even if only
asked by

—

Nemo.
P.S.—In regard to dubbing Game, this matter cannot be

confounded with trimming, and a change can never be effected

by such arguments as those of Mr. Eadclyffe or " Y. B. A. Z."
Those who wish it should offer prizes at Birmingham for an
undubbed Game class, or induce the Council to do so. I believe

it would pay, for I can count some half-dozen people who would
show Game, but for having to dub them. Once practically

started in this way, the question of dubbing would by degrees

settle itself one way or the other.

[We have been requested to add the following names to the

protest against trimming :—
Herbert Dowsett, Pleshey. Chelmsford.
W. Lawson, Eaglesfield, Yarm.
Loftus H. Eicketts, Banwell, Somerset.]

In my opinion some of the letters on trimming which have
recently appeared in your columns go a little too far—no one
can be more anxious to punish any attempt at deception than
myself, tut if we are to carry out these suggestions strictly,

I do not see where we shall stop. I am very glad to say that

at present the exhibitor who can show his birds in the best

condition will always stand the best chance of a prize ; and in

the case of Spanish and Game a certain amount of trimming

—

as the shaving or plucking of the small hair-like feathers on
the face, and the cutting off the ridge of small feathers from the

sides of the comb of a Game cock—has always been considered

allowable. As to the question of dubbing, I am quite sure that

no one who can fairly be called a Game fancier has ever

advocated its discontinuance ; to me half the pleasure of ex-

hibiting Game fowls is not only to have a good bird, but to be

able to show him in the very best possible condition—artificial,

of course, and therefore just as objectionable to those who
cannot show their birds with this advantage, and who are, I

suspect, the chief promoters of this new regulation, as the

trimming I have mentioned. What I would do is this—sup-

press as severely as possible all attempts at fraud or deception,

such as splicing feathers, blackleading Silver Hamburghs'
hackles, pulling vulture hocks, &c., and efficiently show up
such cases by affixing a notice to the pen of the cause for which

it is disqualified, and request your reporter to publish the

name of the offender, but let birds shown in first-rate condition

have a letter chance than others equally good, but not con-

ditioned, and allow the present recognised trimming of Spanish

and Game. If we are to carry out the new regulation in its

entirety, we must send our birds to exhibitions straight off their

walks in whatever state they happen to be at the time.

I am not a large exhibitor, but know that my views on this

matter will be confirmed by all our leading exhibitors of Game,
and hope that some of them will assist to ventilate the question.

If our friends really want a grievance, let them see to the en-

forcement of the rule excluding diseased birds from exhibitions.

I never go to a poultry show without seeing roupy birds.

—

Brown Red.

THE BIRMINGHAM RESOLUTIONS-
REGULATIONS OF POULTRY EXHIBITIONS.
I SHOULD be glad to sign the above, which have appeared

in your advertising columns, if the framers would give any

satisfactory reason why professional dealers are to be ex-

cluded from the office of judge. I suppose that amateur dealers

may be open to the same objection, whatever it maybe. Again,
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sapposing that all dealers are exolnded from judging, I wish
the framers of Rosolution 5 would Btate the advantages of pub-
liahing the names cif the judges before shows are held.

I rarely exhibit, and I am disposed to give my attention more
particularly to poultry as a means of general food ; but I am
very fond of fancy poultry and of poultry shows. I should, there-

fore, be glad to iio anything that would tend to bring about an
improvement in the system of exhibiting, and I would sign

these resolutions it I c^eirly saw their drift.

It is very important that all oflicials connected with poultry

shows should avoid exhibiting, either directly or indirectly

—

that is, either by their wives or children, in the show where
they officiate ; and that no person should accompany the judge,

1)0 the latter dealer or otherwise, but a paid servant not being

a ponltry-man belonging to any exhibitor at that show ; and,

moreover, that the book supplied to the judge be simply a list

of numbers, not corresponding with the label numbers—as is

in some cases now done—arranged under the headings of the

different classes. It is also a great point that in minor shows
the empty baskets should not be placed, as is often the case,

under the pens.

—

Gijoroe Manning.

The spirited manner in which " Nemo" and other fanciers

have taken i;p the question of the glaring malpractices at re-

cent shows, deserves the especial thanks of all honest exhi-

bitors, and I trust the matter will not be allowed to drop until

it is remedied by the judges disqualifying all pens when detected

to have been tampered with.

I fully coincide with the excellent rules of the Rev. G. Eay-
nor, and the sooner committees take into consideration these

and other practical suggestions which have lately appeared in

your Journal the better.

There is another matter which I consider very important to

exhibitors, and that is. What is to be the correct guide in

selecting birds for exhibiting ? The " Standard of Excellence "

was published in 18fi-S by the Poultry Club, with the intention,

I believe, that it should be the standard authority ; but it is

evidently ignored by the judges, as lately I have frequently
seen prizes given to birds totally differing from those defined

by the rules laid down in that work. It would be more satis-

factory if some recognised rules were laid down for the guidance
of exhibitors ; and it would be very desirable if committees,
where possible, would publish the names of the judges in their
schedules.

—

An Amateok.

FANCY TAILORING.
It is quite right to cut one's coat according to the cloth, bat

it is not at all necessary to use scissors and needles, or any
other such manipulation, to bring the natural plumage of birds

up to an artificial standard.

" The hireling artiet plants his paltry desk.
And inakee defjraded Nature picturesque."

But what shall be said of the poultry-fancier who takes Nature
itself and clips and cuts it, and ties and pins it up to an arbi-

trary standard of excellence, in order that he may put a silver

cup on his sideboard, or a few shillings in his pocket ? Of
course individuals who indulge in this occupation are tailors

in every sense of the word, and it would take a very heavy
nine of these to make one tolerably decent man. Do not let

us use the word " fraudulent ;" that is properly applied to

plucky scoundrels who for some great gain risk their liberties.

These fancy tailors, for a paltry gain, risk nothing, because
they have nothing to risk.

*' Same women have no characters at all,"

and I suppose this may be held to be true of both sexes.

Mr. Eadclyffa objects to the expression, " fraudulent prac-

tices." We will not call these undesirable practices so. They
shall be named fancy tailoring. So much for poultry tailors.

I agree with Mr. Kadcljffe that in a poultry show all birds
should be shown without mutilation or the addition to them of

foreign substances. If Game birds are to be shown trimmed,
let there be sporting shows for the purpose. I am not insen-
sible to the beauties of a trimmed Game cock, but the trim-
ming of these birds as seen at poultry shows is, after all, a
sham, and is not the trimming used for the pit, where it

originated.

I particularly object to the words in the protest which has
been published—" or the removal of an occasional damaged
feather," because this exception opens the door to every kind
of abuse. With the suggestion that these words should be ex-

punged, and with the asterisk which applies to the trimming
of Spanish fowls, I will ask you to add my signature to the
protest.

Fancy poultry-rearing and showing are very pleasant amuse-
ments, and have been made very useful in the food question.

Gentlemen who wish to make such exhibitions sporting events

should hold shows of their own. Poultry-showing has natur-

ally nothing of this kind about it. It is true it has become a

sporting matter ; but anything may be made so by those who
care nothing for the thing itself—two drops of rain on a window
pane, for instance. I distinguish between sportsmen and sport-

ng men.

—

Georcie Mannino, Springfield, Essex.

GOLDEN POLANDS.
In your comments on the Birmingham Show, in the number

for December 10th, you say that Golden Polands seem to be

disappearing, and unless they increase in number and quality

they must soon give way to their Silver brethren. This may
be true, but I, for one, should very much regret the day when
the Golden Poland ceased to appear at our shows. I consider

the Golden Poland, when first-class, about the handsomest
fowl in existence. No doubt good specimens are rare, but is

there not a cause, and a sufScient cause for this? I think

there is. The Golden Poland is more difficult to breed perfect

than the Silver, and from this cause first-class Silvers have

been more plentiful than equally good Golden ones. At our

poultry shows one class has been generally considered suffi-

cient for all the varieties of Polands, if they have not been quite

ignored. Having only one class, and the Silvers having the

start, and, consequently, winning the prizes, the Golden have

been neglected, and are now the reverse of plentiful. I hold,

however, that they only need a little encouragement to bring

them to a first-class position. The Liverpool Commitee very

generously offered prizes equal in amount to those offered for

the Silver and White-crested Black Polands. This Committee,

the Birmingham, and the Bath and West of England Commit-
tees, are the only ones, so far as my memory serves me, which

give separate classes for the different colours of Polands, so

that they do not meet with over-much encouragement.

The Golden Poland is a great favourite of mine, and has

been ever since I first saw a specimen of the breed, and I

should be sorry to see it more neglected than it is now, as it

does not deserve such treatment.—G. W. Boothby.

BREEDING GAME FOWLS.
In breeding Game fowls great care should be taken that no

Game hens or pullets are ever allowed to run with or near any

farmyard cocks, or any other than Game cocks, as if they mix
with "such they will sometimes throw back to the cocks in breed-

ing, after along separation from them, and though such is not

generallv supposed to be the case, it certainly sometimes takes

place. Game cocks and stags may be kept on the same walks

as hens of any breed (rather small hens the best), but Game
hens and pullets must never mix with any cocks, or stags, but

Game, on any account whatever, as it is very likely to injure

the purity of breed in their progeny.

In breeding, it is often said that two-thirds of the influence

over the progeny comes from the hen, and only one-third from

the cock. I have found it in general as follows :—That the

cock has two-thirds of the influence over the male progeny, and

the hen two-thirds of the influence over the female progeny,

the cock having only one-third influence over his female

progeny, and the hen only one-third influence over her male

progeny. The best chickens, however, of both sexes will take

most after the cock, if cock and hens are equal in strength of

blood and of constitution, and in goodness; the weakest and

worst chickens will in like manner take most after the hen aa a

rule. Many breeders, however, will differ from my experience

as to this I daresay, as I have heard some assert the contrary,

but not the majority of those I have compared notes with. Most,

however, agree that the cock influences the fighting properties

the most, unless the hens bred from are of gamer blood than

the cock is. I always like to see the cock influence the progeny

as much as possible, as this shows more vigour in general in

the brood, especially when with a large proportion of cock

chickens. The cock influencing the progeny most shows he is a

good brood cock ; and if he does not, he may be called an in-

ferior brood cock.

Crossing different colours together I could never recommend
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as the proper way to improve is to cross with better shades of

the same colour. In breeding and crossing colours of different

sorts together, I have noticed that when most of the progeny
take after the cock, the cross has " hit right," to speak tech-

nically, and, on the contrary, when few or the fewest chickens

take after the cock, and more or most after the hens, the cross

has usually been unsuccessful. If a first-rate cross, all or most
of the cock chickens will take after the cock, and when they
do not, I always think the cross inferior, unless the cock is of

weaker blood and colour, and not so good as the hens, which
would alone, perhaps, make the cross a bad one.

In crossing colours all know, or should know, that dark
colours will always prevail, as, for instance, the dark original

colours, such as the Brown Eeds and Black-breasted Beds, must
prevail in all crosses.

The selection of a first-rate brood cock is, I think, the main
point in crossing and in all breeding of Game fowls, as no good
stock can be expected except from a really good brood cock. A
first-rate brood cock in crossing colours will always make the

hens " throw to his colour," and when this is the case the
progeny is always vigorous and healthy, and this, together
with having plenty of cock chickens, is one of the best signs

of having a good brood cock. Chickens that do not take after

the male parent at all, are not so good as a general rule.

A cock makes a good brood cock from rising two years old

until four years old : a cock five years old is too old in general,

unless an extraordinarily good bird, and stags are certainly

inferior for breeding from in my opinion, and in that of many
other good breeders of Game fowls, though many like them for

it. Pullets are in like manner too weak to make good brood
fowls, and their eggs are also too small. Some assert that
pullets will produce more cock chickens than hens will, but I
think most decidedly not. As to the age of brood hens it is

not material if they are strong healthy birds, but both cocks
and hens are well known to be in their prime at two years old,

and therefore, in crossing, this is the best age to breed from ;

but in breeding in-and-in, old cocks to two-year-old hens, and
young cocks (not stags) to old hens, will be best, avoiding,

if cousin blood can be had, breeding from father and daughter,
mother and son, and brother and sisters, as this is breeding too
near, and is unnatural.

Many bad chickens have been bred from excellent brood
fowls, owing to not paying attention to not sitting the eggs
laid after the hens become broody, which eggs never produce
good chickens, nor does the first egg of a clutch, as it is in

general too small. The same brood fowls may thus have pro-

duced both very good and also bad chickens from this cause.

Hatching too late, as in August or September, or later, may
also produce an inferior brood or broods of Game chickens. I

have never hatched later than the middle of July, and never
earlier than the end of the first three weeks in March. April
and May are the proper months to hatch Game fowls in, and
most other poultry as well, for stock, as most breeders well

know.
When very small Game fowls were required for making

Game Bantams with, such were usually hatched in September
or thereabouts, and in breeding Bantams small they should
not be hatched earlier than July, or later still, but cold weather
must be avoided in such cases, if very late birds. It is also

known that early spring-hatched birds will run longer in leg

and in thigh, with less proportionate flesh than the late-

hatched birds, which are shorter in leg and thigh, and also

more fleshy, though with less bone than early-hatched birds.

For these reasons the shortest-legged birds should be bred
earliest, and the longest-legged should be bred the latest.

No hen should have more than twelve chickens to take care

of at the most, otherwise she will not do justice to them, and
in cold weather eight or nine, or, as some say, only six, are

quite enough if choice chickens.

Some object to buckwheat, or " brank," as food, but I think
it very good ; but for young Game chickens small wheat and
dry stale bread-crumbs, with insects and small worms, do best,

without anything else, except good pure water in a shallow pan,
and this often changed.

If breeding from old or oldish hens they will seldom lay

before February, even if placed together with the brood cock at

Christmas, and this is early enough to have eggs for hatching
;

but if breeding from two-year-old hens, these may lay before

their eggs are required for sitting, and their first clutches of

eggs will be their best eggs. In any case the brood fowls
should not be put together until Christmas, and some do not
put them together until February, for fear of the hens laying

their first clutches of eggs too early for sitting. I think it is

better, if convenient, to keep brood cocks from any hens, except
during the breeding season, and the best brood hens from
any cock during the same period, as from midsummer till

Christmas for instance.

—

Newmakket.

BRISTOL AND CLIFTON POULTRY SHOW—
TRIMMING.

This was tlio third show of the Society, and we are glad to say it

was a complete success, as the entries amounted to 1300 pens, and
the quality of the bii-ds exhiUted has never been excelled, and but
rarely equalled. This is still more satisfactoi-y when it is remembered
that the Committee have, in establishing their Show, had many draw-
backs and dilHcnltJes to contend with. At one of Iheiv very first

attempts to establish this now successful meeting, on the opening
day a severe snowstorm, the snow covering the ground to 9 inches in
depth, absolutely " snowed them up," so that the attendance of visitors

was meagi'e in the extreme, and had the Committee not pursued the
dauntless course they have done, so perfect an exhibition as that which
has just closed could never have been attained ; hut the Bristol and
Clifton Committee is composed almost entirely of breeders and exhi-

bitors of fancy poulti-j', and the most remote thought of falling back
was by them never entertained. The consequence was one of the most
extraordinary exhibitions that has ever taken place in the locality.

The Drill Hall is decidedly one of the best-arranj^ed buildinjjs we have
seen for such a show, being spacious, well ventilated, and with abun-
dance of light from the whole length of the roof. The arrangement of

the pens themselves was perfect, with one little exception ; and to this,

with every goodwill, we wish to du-ect the especial attention of the
acting Committee, as it really needs an alteration. I''irst, then, the
pens allotted to the Tui'keys were too small ; and if at the same time
these noble specimens of poultry could be placed in a better light,

that, too, would be a great advantage. The worst oversight, however,

arose from placing the Extra variety Duck class, and the class for

Buenos Ayrean Ducks, in the veiy darkest and least conspicuous part

of the Exhibition, even under the other pens, on the floor of the room
itself. Now, to every one conversant with poultry exhibitions of the
present day, it is well known that the Mandarins, the Carolinas, and
a whole host of other varieties of ornamental water fowl constitute one
of the most attractive portions of a large exhibition. They are, in

fact, the especial pets of the ladies, on account of their resplendent

plumage ; and no doubt the managers of every show, when they know
they have a good entiy, cannot do better than give them as prominent
a position as they can. It is almost needless to say that Buenos
Ayrean Ducks, and, we may add. Black Hamburghs, lose all their

beauty of appearance if they do not enjoy a full amount of light.

The Grey Dorkuxj^ were excellent in all classes, and we were pleased
to note that scarcely one with a deformed foot could he seen ; as this

defect has of late been more common than in years hack, the improve-
ment is the more worthy of mention. The whole of the Coik/ns were
such as are but rarely seen, and perhaps the competition for the silver

cup for single cocks of this variety has never been surpassed. The
two principal birds in this competition belonged respectively to Messrs.
Mapplebeck and Taylor, the extraordinary regularity of colour in the
latter gentleman's bird deciding the balance in his favour. The
Cochins throughout were, as we say, good and well shown ; and there

were a few pens of very good BraJiiiias, but certainly the Light-feathered

were the least meritorious. Of SjianisJty even Bristol itself may justly

he proud. Never before were so many and such perfect specimens
brought together ; and Mr. Hyde has good reason to pride himself,

both on his recent success in exhibiting, and again as to his parent
stock for the closely approaching breeding season. Hamhurijhs were
best in the classes for Spangled, thougli the Blacks were also first-rate.

Game fowls mustered strongly, and a few pens of excellent specimens
of this breed were passed by as being excessively trimmed in both the

front hackle and saddle feathers. The Game Bantams were superior,

the Duclnvings especially so. The Ducks, forming very large classes,

were extraordinarily good, and this was also the case with the Geese

and Tifrkei/s, an unusual weight being attained in most instances.

The FeeniJi fowls brought numerous entries, the Houdans and Creve-
Cceurs being shown well and in great force.

The weather being favourable for pedestrians, there was no defici-

ency in the attendance of visitors, and it may truly be said this has
proved the best of the Bristol Shows.

The old saying, that " fools rush in where angels fear to tread,"

should he, perhaps, a warning to a tjTO not to commit to paper the

thoughts which come surging up as he recalls his visit to the Clifton

Poultry Show, nor would he run the risk were it likely that other fanciers

would devote their leisure moments to the service of the Journal and
the amusement of your readers. The free lance of " Y. B. A. Z." is,

for the present, laid at rest ; the winning ways and genial smiles of

the " Wiltshire Rector " have not, as I have reason to know,
cast their wonted chann over the regions of the Eifle Hall. Under
such circumstances, therefore, you may be glad of a contribution from
"E. M. B. A."

Fii'st, I must note the extraordinary pluck and perseverance of the

Bristol folks, who, in spite of ill luck two years running—last year, I
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am told, there was a deficit of ilflO, determined to exceed their former

efforts, and were rewarded, I am glad to say, with triumidiiiut success.

No less than tweutv-two silver cups, ranging in value from ten to three

pniineas, were offered for comiictitinn, aud the prize list in other respects

was equally liberal. 10:10 entries of poultry, and 1 S7 of Pigeons, proved

that exhibitors were prepared to respond to such an invitation, the

result being a show such as the west of England has never seen before,

and probably equal to any that has ever been held out of Birmingham.

The Kitle Hall is admirably adapted for a show, while the arrangements

generally seemed good. I heard, indeed, of an unfortnnato exhibitor,

who missed a bird from one of his pens, and on inqniring. ascertained

that it was still in the basket ; such accidents, however, will happen in

the best regnlated assemblies, and I can only wish him better luck next

time. On another occasion, the Committee may think it advisable to

increase the number of the judges. Two seemed scarcely suHicient for

more than a thousand pens of poultry, particularly when the best birds

in the kingdom were brought into competition for prizes of no oi-dinary

value.

Entering the Show with a Hamburgh breeder, I proceeded at once

to his favourite classes. " Just look at the trimming !
" he exclaimed;

"there is scarcely a bird in these classes whose comb is not trimmed."

Inspecting the birds rather more closely than usnal, I could not but

agree with him that something had been done to make rough combs
smooth. A razor, apparently, had in some instances been dra^vn across,

to cut off uneven points and to remove irregularities. So universal

did this appear, that I could not but admire the chivalry of *' Ne:\io
"

and his faithful few, who hope to check, if not suppress, the practice.

In the course of conversation I found that my friend who hates the

habit had adopted it himself, but would gladly relinquish it. Would
it not be better, I suggested, to acknowledge it as allowable than enter

upon what I fear will be an unavailing crusade ? For my own part,

after seeing and hearing all I did at Bristol, I am inclined to doubt

the wisdom of this new movement. You will never persuade the great

majority of exhibitors to send their hii'ds wholly untrimmed to shows,

when a little trimming will greatly improve them. If trimming is

allowed in all cases, as, remember, it is already in some, it will then

be neither morally wrong nor in any way dishonest. The best birds,

plus trimming, will then win just as they do now ; the only difference

being that all will be put ux^on the same footing, and one man wUl not

bo regarded as a rogue whilst another can claim to be still a gentleman.

Some such rule as this seems necessary for the protection of those

who love the fancy yet bate dishonesty.

These remarks will, I fear, ronse the ire of some of your readers ; if

30, let them remember that I am not advocating or defending such

practices as inserting false tails, colouring Canaries, or removing spurs

which are outside the leg. With others I rejoiced to find that the Judge
had passed over a magnificent Dorking cock (which, if I mistake not,

has won high honours this season), because his spurs had been removed.
" But is not this great inconsistency ?" exclaims an opponent of trim-

ming ;
" you allow exhibitors to trim combs, yet object to the removal

of spurs." The difference, I must admit, is not one of kind, but only

of degree
; yet after all, the difference is important, one of the points

in a Dorking cock is that his spurs shall not gi-ow outside his leg, so

that a good judge carefully examines this feature, and should at once
disqualify any bird from which the spurs have been taken away. You
may as well cut oft" a Hamburgh's comb as remove a Dorking's spurs.

It seems to me, then, simply impossible to prevent trimming altogether.

If you wholly forbid it, honest men will have no chance, for judges can-

not always discover when trimming has taken place ; but allow it in a
moderate degree, you take away the moral turpitude otherwise attach-

ing to it, while, on the other hand, if the practice is carried to an
excess, it can readily he discovered, and so be checked by the judges.

It was a pleasure to find that my Hamburgh friend, although an
unsuccessful exhibitor, was quite satisfied with the awards, although
he did not think the Golden-spangled liamlnirah^ first-rate in point
of quality. To my mind many of the birds seemed too small. I am
aware that in birds of feather, weight and size are supposed to be of

no importance, but as a utilitarian, I cannot but think they would be
more serviceable if larger in size. Their ultimate destination, after

all, must be the boiling pot ; if so, surely size should be considered.

A yard of fine Golden-spangled Hamburghs is to my taste a grand
sight, and quite as interesting as one made up of smaller birds.

Passing to the Fraich fowls, we thought that one of the first-prize

pullets was ruptured, but this may have been a mistake. The SiHtnish

were, as a matter of course at Bristol, of the primest quality. Miss
Hyde's first-prize and cup cockerel was at once claimed at £1.5 lo5.

Proceeding to the Dorkinijs^ I could not but be struck with the
Coloured class, which comprised birds from almost all the best

breeders in the kingdom. Mr. Fox's first and cup birds were quite
deserving the position assigned them, being unexceptionahle in every
point. I cannot say that I much admii-ed the first-prize pullets, they
seemed to me knock-L-need and narrow-breasted ; one of the pullets,

too, had almost a cnp comb, but their colour—for Dorkings are in some
degree, as I think, birds of colour and condition—was perfect. Mr.
Patten's entries were all excellent in colour and size, but the toes
of his hens, which were not so successful as his other birds, were set

too high up the legs. The glorious uncertainty of poulti-y-showing
was never better illustrated than in the Coloured cockerel class, where
a fourth-pi-ize Birmingham bird was not even noticed. Mr. Ling-
wood's fii-st-prize and cup cockerel was a grand bii'd, although his feet

wera not quite perfect. Mr. Cresswell was fortunate in obtaining a

high commendation for a bird, with a wattle swollen to more than

treble the usual size. In the Silver-Groj-s the competition was far

less close. The first-prize hens were, if I mistake not, the same as

have won wherever exhibited this year ; their size is wonderful, but

they looked overshown. Mr. Shorthose'e first-prize cock is one of the

finest birds I ever saw, notwithstanding a few white spots on his breast,

and slightly gouty feet.

The Rouen Ducks on this occasion succumbej to the Aylesbury, the

first-prize cup pen of the latter weighing 17^ lbs., whilst the former,

first and second prize, weighed Iti! lbs. and i:i\ lbs. respectively. In
the class for Gnsc, the three pens which were noticed weighed 53,

18!, and 41} lbs. The closest run, however, was with the Turkeys,

the three prize pens of which weighed, 45, 4-13 and 44 lbs. each.

Before the Exhibition closed the sales amounted to more than £200,

the Light Brahmas, especially, going off quickly. A local paper states

that Mr. Hyde's first- prize pullets were sold at £15, and that Mr. Cross-

ley's two pens of Carrier Pigeons were claimed at £20 a-pen.

—

E. M. B. A.

ABERDEEN POULTEY SHOW.
The Northern Poultry Club's third annual Exhibition was held ia

the Artillery Gymnasium, Aberdeen, on the 7th and 8th inst. It was

a splendid show of poultry, and a fine one of Pir/ran.^^ not a bad bird

heing exhibited among the latter. We hope to give a fuller report

next week.

GkilE.—Cock.—YiTst and Second, J. Anderson, Meigle. Third, W.
Bowe, Carlisle. Highly Commended, J. H. Wilson, St. Bees. Ben!.—
First and Second. J. Anderson. Third, R. MacGregor, Perth. Highly
Commended, F. M'Crae, Aberdeen ; W. Bowe. Ch ickens.—First, Cup, and
Second, C. Jamieson. Third, J. Erough, Carlisle. Highly Commended,
J. Anderson ; W. Bowe. Commended, J. Scott, Broughty Ferry.

Spakish.— CocJ,-.— First, Master A. Redpatb, Edinburgh. Second,

W. Meff, Ruthrieston, Aberdeen. Third, Bowman & Foaron, Whitehaven.

Highly Commended, S. Mitchell, Aberdeen. iTcnj.—First, Master A.

Redpath. Second, W. Meff. Third, A. Gibb, Panmure Feus, Broughty

Ferry. Highly Commended, S. Mitchell ; J . Hav, Aberdeen. Chickens,

—First and Cup, Master A. Redpath. Second and Third, W. Meff. Highly
Commended, A. Copland, Kintore ; Mrs. F. M'Crae. Aberdeen.
Dorkings (Silver-Grey!.—CocJ:.—First, W. Meff. Second, A. Bowie,

jun., Carnoustie. Third, .1. Catto, Aberdeen. Highly Commended, J.

Robertson, Dyee : W. Meff. Commended, J. Simpson, Brigton, Dnrris.

Hens.—First, Cup, and Second, W. Meff. Third, A. Bowie, jun. Highly
Commended, A. F. WilUamson, Caskiebon Mains, Blackbm-n. Chickens.

—First and Thu-d, A. F. Williamson. Second, W. Meff.

DoRKiNOS (Anv other colour).—Coct.—First, J. Gordon, Manar, In-

verurie. Second, J. Anderson. Third, Mrs. F. M'Crae, Aberdeen. Highly
Commended, H. Pickles, jun., Earby, Skipton ; Gunson & Jefferson,

Whitehaven. Commended, W. Mefi'. Hens.—First, J. Anderson. Second,

Miss H. R. Lind, Ladiesford, Fraserburgh. Third, J. Clark, Fochabers
Station. Highly Commended, J. Anderson ; H. Pickles, jun. ; J. Gordon;
A. Bowie, jun. Commended, D. Gellatly, Meigle. Chickens.—Vast, J.

Anderson. Second, J. Clark. Third, J. Shorthose, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
CocHrx-CHiNA (Anv colour).—Coci. — First, J. Stuart, Helensburgh-

Second, G. Mun-av, Aberdeen. Third, J. H. Dawes, Birmingham. Highly

Commended, G. Murray Aberdeen ; B. C. Urquhart, Meldrum andBythe,
Oldmeldrum ; W. Meff. Hois.—First, Second, and Highly Commended,
G. Murray. Third, Mrs. Osw.ald, Kirkcaldy. Commended, Gunson and
Jefferson, Whitehaven. CMckcm.—Yiiat aiid Cup, G. Murray. Second,

J. Stuart. Thistlebank, Helensburgh. Third, J. M. Dawes, Birmingham.
Highlv Commended, Mrs. Stronacb, Aberdeen.
Brahma Pootra. — Cocts.—I'irst, B. C. Urquhart, Oldmeldrum. Se-

cond, J. A. Dempster, Stirling. Third, K. .Jopp, Aberdeen. Highly
Commended, J. Anderson ; K. Jopp. Commended, G. Dixon, jun.,West-

shand, Whitehaven. Hens.—First and Cup, J. Anderson. Second, J. A,

Dempster. Third. K. Jopp. Highly Commended, W. Meff; K. Jopp.

Commended, F. W. Gray, Aberdeen. Cfticfceas.— First, Second, and
Third, K. Jopp.

, _. , -
French (Houdans, Creve-Cceurs, and La Flechel.

—

Cock.—First, J.

Allen. Kilbimie. Second, W. R. Park, Melrose. Third, R. O. Farqnharson,

Haughton. Highlv Commended, B. C. Urquhart; R. O. Farquharson.

Hens.-First, W. 'R. Park. Second. Mrs. A. G. Pirie, Aberdeen. Third

and Highly Commended, B. C. Urquhart.
,

Hambdrghs (Golden or Silver-pencilled).— Cocfc. — First, G. Lamg,
Perslev, Aberdeen. Second, J. D. Skene, Aberdeen. Third, G. Campbell.

TiUinamolt, New Pitsligo. Highly Commended, A. Pratt. Kirkcaldy.

Commended, R. M'Gregor, Kinnoul. Hens.—First, J. Baird, Cambroe.
Second, J. Hay, jun. Third, A. Pratt.

HA3IBUEGHS (Gold-spanglcd).—Cof-'.-.—First, D. P. Eeoch, Stewarton.

Second, Mrs. Brown, .\bercairnev. Third, J. CampbeU, Bonnykelly, New
Byth. £re7M—First, P. Campbell, Oldwhat. Second, J. F. Loversidge,

Newark. Third, Mrs. Brown.
Hahecrghs I Silver-spangled).—Cocl-.-First and Cup, J. M'.Vndrew,

sen., Carnoustie. Second, H. Pickles. Third, J. Sharp, Johnstone.

He«8.—First, J. M. CampbeU. Second, J. Wilson, jun. Third, ,W. K,

Park.
Any other 'VARrETY.-First, J. Gordon. Second, G. W. Bootnby,

Louth. Third, D. Gellatly.

Game Bantams.—Cocfc.—First, G. Dowie, Nethcrton, Morpeth, se-

cond, R. Brownlie, Kirkcaldy. Third. J. Scott, Jedburgh. Hcjis.—First,

Cup, and Second, A. Dewar, Skene. Third, Bowman & Fearon. Highly

Commended. Mrs. F. M'Crae.
Bantams (.4ny other varietv).—First and Third. Mrs. K. Frew, Sm-

clairton, Kirkcaldy. Second, T. Watson, Bridae ot Earn.

DCCKS (Aylesbury).-First. A. Haggart. Leslie. Second. J. Anderson.

Third, A. Cowio, Ellon. Highly Commended, J. Thom, Culsh, New Deer.

DrcKs (Anv other variety).—First and Secnnd, J. Anderson. Third,

Gunson & Jefferson. Highly Commended. A. Farqnhar. Elrick.

ToRKEvs.-First, Miss Booth. Second, Mrs. Garland, Caimton. Third,

Mrs. Stronacb. Commended, B. C. Urquhart.
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Geese.— First, E. C. Urqnhart. Second, W. Hendry, Aberdeen. Third,
Mrs. Garland.
Selling Class.—First, J. Souter, Camonstie. Second, G. Murray.

Third, Mrs. Farquharaon. HighlyCommeuded, J. Clark.
Swi:epstake8 for Bantams, and Bantam Cock.—First, W. Hay. Se-

cond and Third, J. Anderson.
PIGEON*!.

Cup for the greatest number of prizes, J. Grant, Edluburph.
Pouters (White).— C'ocfc.— First, D. Stewart. Second, J. Huie, Glaegow.

Third, Very Highly Commended, and Highly Commended, J. Grant.
Hen.—First, J. Huie. Second and Third, J. Grant. Hiphly Commended
and Commended, \V. Meff. Young.—First, and Mr. Meff"s prize for best
pen of Poolers, D. Stewart, Perth.. Second, W. Aleff. Third, J, Jlorrison,
WoodbilJ, Moruinpside.
Pouters (Bine Piedl.— i'oHnf?.—First, J. Grant. Second, W. Meff.
Pouters (Black Pied).— i'oftH^.-First, J. Sharp. Second, W. Meff.
Pouters {Any other Markings).

—

Cuck.—First, Second, and Highly
Commended, J. Grant. Third. J. Huie. Hen.—First and Very Highly
Commended, J. Grant. Second, F. M'Crae, Aberdeen. Third, A. Wright.
Highly Commended, J. Huie. Yoimo.—First, J. Porteous, Edinburgh.
Second, Mrs. T. M'Crae. Third, A. Wright.
Pouters (Blue and Red).

—

Cock.—First, J. Hnie. Second, J. Grant.
Third and Highly Commended, W. Meft". Very Highly Commended, J.
Grant. Sf re.— First and Commended, J. Huie. Second, W. Meff. Third,
Very Highly Commended, and Highly Commended, J. Grant.
Carriers {Any colour). — Cock. — First, F. M'Crae. Second, Mrs

M'Crae. Hen.—Prize, Mrs. F. M'Crae.
Tumblers fSbort-faced).—First, and Cup presented by W. Meff. Esq.,

for best pair of Pigeons in any class, J. Huie. Second. J. Huie. Third, j[
M'Don.<dd. Very Highly Commended, J. Grant. Highly Commended
J. E. Spence, Edinburgh, *

Fantails (Any colour).- First, J. Grant. Second, W. R.Park. Third,
W. E. Smith, Broughty Ferry. Very Highly Commended, J. Morrison,
Aberdeen. Highly Commended, J. Sharp. Commended. W. E. Smith.
Jacobins (Any colour).—First, J. Huie. Second, J. Grant. Third, J,

Sharp. Very Highly Commended, J. Spence. Commended. W. Meff.
BARBB(Any colour).— First, W. Hendry. Second, J. Sharp.
Trumpeters (Any colour).—First, F. M'Crae. Second, Highly Com-

mended, and Commended. W. Meff. Third, J. Grant.
TuRBiTS.— First, W. R. Park. Second, T. Martin, Edinburgh. Third,

J. Sharp. Commended, H. Morrow, Gateshead.
OwLS.-First, T. Spence. Second, J. Grant. Third, C. B. Fisher.

Commended, J. Sharp.
DRACooNs.—First, C. B. Fisher. Second, J. Sharp. Commended, W.

Scott, Woodeud, Stoneywood.
Balds, Beajids, or Common Tumblers ((Any colour).—First, H.Morrow

(Balds). Second, J. E. Spence. Third, J. Sharp.
Nuns or Magpies {Any colour).-First, W. R. Park (Nuns). Second, H.

Morrow, Durham (Magines). Third, J. Sharp (Magpies).
Any other Breed.— First, J. Hole (Lace Fantails). Second and Third,

J. Grant (Lahorea and Ice Pigeons). Very Highly Commended, J.
Sharp. Commended, W. Scott (Starling).

Judges.—Poultry : Mr. R. Teebay, Fulwood, Preston; Mr. A.
Paterson, Airdrie. Pigeons: Mr. G. J, Maclean, Edinburgh.

FIFE AND KINROSS ORNITHOLOGICAL
SOCIETY'S SHOW.

The following is the list of the awards made at this Show, held at
Kirkcaldy on the 4th and 5th inst :

—

Game (Any variety).

—

Cock.—First, R. Stewart, Kelty. Second , H
GoodalJ, Kirkcaldy. Third, W. Meldrum, Forfar. Highly Commended
T. MauJe, jun., Thornton. Commended, J. Blair, Blairingone, Dollar.
Game (Reds).—First, J. Stark, SpringhiU, Crossgates. Second, A

Drummond, Glasgow. Third J. Penmau, Dysart. Chickens.—First, R.
Stewart. Second. W. Tait, Heatherlie, Selidrk. Third, W. Meldrum.
HighlyCommeuded, J. Lyall, Links; A. Drummond. Commended, H.
GoodaU.
Game (Greys and others). — First, S. Young, Newtown. Second, R..

Farmer, Links. Third, H. GoodaU. Highly Commended, J. Blair,
•C/t(ofrfns.— First, H. GoodalJ. Second, R. Blaik, Raitb. Third, L.
Chiffelle, Kirkcaldy.
Dorkings (Any variety).

—

Cock.—First, A. Drummond. Second, and
Third, T.Raines, Bridge Haugh. Stirling. Highly Commended, Hon Mrs.
Montgomery, Cupar; H. Pickles, jun., Earby. Commended, T. Y. Craig,
<5allatown. Hem.—First, Third, and Commended, T. Raine*-. Second. A.
Haggart, Leslie. Highly Commended, Hon. Mrs. Montgomery ; H. Pickles,
^on. ; G. Spalding, Kinginnie, Dundee.

Cochins.— Cock,—First, Mrs. Oswald, Dunnikier. Second W.Beverley,
Kirkcaldy. Third, W. R. Park, Abbotsmeadow, Melrose, ife/ts.—First,
Second, and Third, Mrs. Oswald.
Brahmas—Coc/c.—First, J. A. Dempster, Stirling. Second, T. Raines.

Third, D. Normand, Kennoway. Highly Commended, D. Annan, Torr of
Moonzie, Cupar. Commended, R. Browulie ; J. Meldrum. Hens.—First, J.
Meldrum. Second, R. Brownlie. TlDird, D. Annan. Highly Commended,
T. Raines ; Rev. P. H. Moneypenny, Pittenweem.
Spanish.— Cock.—First, Master A. Redpath, Edinburgh. Second, R.

Somerville, Edinburgh, Third, J. Craigie, jun,, Fordel. Hen^.—Fir^t
and Third, Master A. Rcdp.ath. Second and Highly Commended, R.
Somerville. Commended, Mrs. Gocdall.
Hamburghs (Spangled).

—

Cock.—First, J. M'Andrew, Carnoustie. Se-
cond, H. Pickles, jun. Third, D. bkeoch, Stewarton. Highly Com-
mended, R. Stewart; R. Dickson. Commended, J. H.Herriot, Kirkcaldy.
Hens.—First, J. M'Andrew. Second, Mrs. Keddie, Cowdenbeath. Third,
R. Dickson. Highly Commended, B. Stewart.
Hamburghs {Pencilled).—Cocfc.—First, W. R. Park. Second, R. Thom-

son, Kirkcaldy. Third, H. Pickles, jun. Highly Commended, J. Souter,
Carnoustie; J. M'Andrew; J. Watson, St. Clairtown ; A, Pratt. Cora-
mended, A. Pratt. Hen«—First and Second, A.Pratt. Third, W.R. Park.
Highly Commended, H. Pickles, jun.
Bantams (Any variety).—Cocfc.—First, J. Mitchell, Perth. Second, A.

llillB, Loaxibead. Third, A. Drummond. Highly Commended, W.

Brownlie ; A. Mills ; G. Spalding. Commended, J. Robertson, Eanit-
island.
Game Bantams (Reds).—First, T. Raines. Second, W. Mabon, Jed-

burgh. Third. Miss G. Brownlie. Kirkcaldy. Highly. Commended, T.
Raines ; W. Meldrum : G. Spalding. Commended, A. Drummond.
Game Bantams (Greys).—First, Miss Brownlie. Second, J. Leslie,

Boglilly. Third, Mrs. Henderson, Plash Mill. Highly Commended, J.
Robertson.
Bantams (Any other variety).—First and Third, Mrs. K. Frew, St.

Clairtown. Second, A, Mills. Commended, J. Rutherford, Nocknamine,
Auchtermuchty.
Any other "Breed.—First, W. R. Park. Second and Third, G. W.

Boothby, Louth. Highly Commended, A. Small, Glasgow.
Selling Class (Any variety). — First, R. Somer\-ille. Second L.

M'Donald. Keitherdurdie, Errol. Third, J. Rutherford. Highly Com-
mended, Mrs. Brown, Abercairney ; D. Normand, Kennoway. Com-
mended, Mrs. GoodaU.

PIGEONS.
TuMLLEBS (Almond).—First, J. E. Spence, Edinburgh. Second, J.

Bruce, Dunfermline. Third, J. Walker, Kirkcaldy.
Tumblers (Anv other varietv).—First, A. Drummond. Second, J.

Bruce. Third, J. E. Spence.
Fantails.—First, J. E. Spence. Second. A. Smith, Brouphty Ferry.

Third, W. R. Park. Highly Commended, A. Smitb ; J. F. Loversidge,
Newark-on-Trent.
Pouters.- First. J. Bruce. Second and Third, J. M'Gill, Elie. Highly

Commended, J. M'Gill ; A. Drummond.
Any other Variety. — First, J. Spence. Second and Third, A.

Drummond. Highly Commended, J. Bruce ; W. R. Park.

CANARIES.
Scotch Fancy (Yellow).— CocAs.—First, G. Binnie, Newtown, Perth-

Second, D. Sheldrick, Galashiels. Third, D. Duncan, Carron. Hem.—
First, G. Spence, Dysart. Second, W. Bonthron, Kirkcaldy. Third, D.
Duncan.
Scotch Fancy (Buff^.—Coritg.—First and Second, D. Duncan. Third, G

Binnie. Hfri-s.— First, D. Kilgour, CrosHgates. Second, W. Bonthron.
Third, D. Sleight, Falkii-k.

Belgian (Yellow).- Cocks.—T'vcai, 3. Kemp, Galashiels. Second, D.
Whyte,Leith. Third. .\. Sime, Dundee. Hcnt.—First, J. Kemp. Second,
A. Sime. Third. T. W. Worke. Edinburgh.
Belgians (Buff).— CocAj?.—First, R. Forsyth, Edinburgh. Second, J.

Elliot, Cowdenbeath. Third, A. Sime. Hc/w.—First, A. Sime. Second,
D. Mitchell, Edinburgh. Third. S. Crawshaw, London.
Flecked (Yellow).—CocArs.-First, W. Hannav, Granton. Second, D,

Sleight. Third, J. Kemp. Hrns.—Fii'st, W. Bonthron. Second, J,

MulUon?, Perth. Third. D. Sheldrick.
Flecked (Buff).— Cocfc.— First, J. Hope, Galashiels. Second, C. Milne,

•Arbroath. Third. J. Kemp. Hfn«.—First, G. Greig, Edinburgh. - Second,
W. Hannan. Third, D. Mitchell.
Goldfinch Mules (Yellow).—First, J. Robertson, Aberdour. Second,

and Third, W, Kirk, Dunfermline.
Goldfinch Mules (Buff).—First. J. Robertson. Second, A. Flemisg,

Dysart. Third, W. Kirk.

Judges.—Pvultnj : Mr. R. Teebay, Fulwood, Preston. CanarUs

:

Mr. RobertBOD, Burntisland ; Sir. Mitchell, Perth ; and Mr. A. Hope,
Kirkcaldy.

THE SHEFFIELD ORIGINAL FANCY RABBIT
SHOW.

The members held their fourteenth half-yearly Show on December
28th, when the Rabbits of Mr. W. Allison and Sir. F. Platts were the
most successful competitors, as will be seen by the following list of

prizes :

—

For Length of Ears.—First, W. Allison, 223 ^^ 51 inches. Second, F.
Platts, 21^, width 5} inches. Third, W. Allison, 22^ by 5 inches.
Black AND White.—First, ^V. Allison, 22^ by l^ inches. Second, F

Platts, 21i by Scinches.
Grey and White.—First, — Moore, 18J by 4J inches. Second, —

Woolley, 18:^ by 4 inches.
Tortoiseshell.—First, — Strayton, 21 by 5 inchts. Second, F. Platte,

183 by 4^ inches.
Self-colour.— First, — Platts, 21^ by 5^ inches. Second, W. Allison,

2\i by 4^ inches.
For Weight.—First, W. Allison, 8 lbs. 7 ozs. Second, C. Marshall, 6 lbs.

4 ozs.

Fob Yellow and White.—First, W. Platts, I'^i by 4^ inches. Second,
J. Leigh, 19^ by 4^.

The above are in the young class. The following are in the old class.

^ LL Properties.— Silver Medal, W. Allison (Black Doe), 23 by DJ inches.
Weight.—Extra Prize, — Frith (Doe), 15 lbs. 6 ozs. Second, — Vause,

14 lbs. 14 ozs.

Messrs. Maugham, Frith and Moore were the Judges. The champion
Rabbit, the property of Mr. William Allison, was very much admired.

SUNDERLAND ORNITHOLOGICAL SHOW.
The third Exhibition of the North of England Ornithological

Association was held in the Central Hall. Sunderland, on the Gth, 7tb,

and 8th inst. The following awards were made :

—

CANARIES.
Norwich (Clear Yellow).—First and Second, E. Bemrose, Derby. Third,

H. Vine, East Cowes. Very Highly Commended, Moore & Wynn, North-
ampton. Higbly Commended, W. Walter ; E. Bemrose ; J. Bexson, Derby.
Commended, G. E. N. Hawlinson, Gloucester.
Norwich (Clear Buff .—First, Moore & Wynn. Second, J. Bexson.

Third, G. Cummings, Gloucester. Very Highly Commended, R. Mackley,
I^orwicb. Highly Commended, £, Bemrose \ R. Mackley.
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Norwich (Evenly Marked Yellow). —First, J. Boxsoa. Second, E.
Bemroso. Third, J. Hiixtor.

Nonwicn (Evenly Mftrked Huff).—FirBt, Moore & Wj-nn. Second, K. P.

Yeld, Sunderland. Tliird, U. Uawmnn, Middlesborougb. Highly Com-
mended, R. Hei'l, SedKebill.

NoRvvu-ii (Ticked and Unevenly ^larked Yellow).—First, W. Walker.
Second, R. Muckley. Third, E. Berarone. Very Hif^hly Commended,
C. H. Angas, Sunderland, ilit^hly Commended, Q. E. N. RawliuBou ; W.
Walker. Commended, Moore & \Vynn.
Norwich (licked and Unevenly Marked Buffi.—First and Very Highly

Commended, K. BeniroBo. Second, K. Mackley. Third, J. Bexson.
liishly Commended, 8. Tomes, Northampton. Commended, J. Bexson.

NoR'.vicH (Yellow, with Green, Grey or Yellow Crest).—First. J. Butter,
Sunderland. Second nnd Commended, S. Tomes. Third, W. Walker.
Very Highly Commended, Moore & Wynn. Highly Commended, J.

Stainsby, Sunderland.
NoR'.vicii (Buff, with Green, Grey, or Buff Crest).—First and Third, J.

Young, Monkwearmouth. Second, E. Mills, Hunderland. Very Highly
Commended, W. Walker. Highly Commended, Moore & Wynn. Com-
mended, S. Tomes.
Norwich (Evenly Marked Crested Yellow).—First, R. Mackley. Se-

cond, J. Hurrell, Sunderland. Third, J. Baxter, Newcastle.
Norwich (Evenly Marked Crested Buff).—First, G. Shiel, Sunderland.

Second, J. Baines, "York. Third, J. Bexson.
Norwich (Ticked and Unevenly Marked Crested Yellow).—First, J.

Beiaon. Second, W. Walker. Third, W. A. Blakston, Sunderland. Very
Highly Commended and Commended, Moore & Wynn. Highly Com-
mended, S. Bunting.
Norwich i Ticked and Unevenly Marked Crested BniD.—First, Second,

and Third, J. Butter. Highly Commended, W. A. Blakston. Commended,
Moore & Wynn ; W. Walker.
Belgian (Clear Yellow).—First, Second, and Third, J. Rutter. Very

Higlily Commended, W. Tinlin, Galashiels. Highly Commended, H.
Bulmer, jun., Stockton. Commended, J. Baxter.
Belgian (Clear Buff).—First and Third, J. Rutter. Second, E. Bern-

rose. Highly Commended, W. Buhner. Commended, J. Rutter.
Belgian {Evenly Marked Yellow).—First, E. Bemrose. Second, J. Rutter.

Third, K. Mackley.
Belgian (Evenly Marked Buff).—First, J. Rutter. Second, E. Bemrose.

Third, K. Mackley.
Belgian (Ticked and Unevenly Marked Yellow).—First, Second, and

Third, J. Rutt^-r. Very Highly Commended, J. Baxter; J. Rutter.
Belgian (Ticked and Unevenly Marked Bufft.—First and Second, J.

Ratter. Third, J. Baxter. Highly Commended, J. Rutter ; J. Bexson.
Glasgow Don, or Scotch Fancy (Clear Yellow].—First, Highly Com-

mended, and Commended, J. Greenlees, Sunderland. Second and Very
Highly Commended, G. Nicholson, Newcastle. Third, J. Soulsby, New-
castle.

Glasgow Don, OR Scotch Fancy (Clear Bnff).—First, W. Alexander,
Edinburgh. Second, J. Soulsby. Third, J. Greenlees. Very Highly
Commended, G. Nicholson. Highly Commended, W. Brigham. Belford.
Glasgow Don, or Scotch Fancy (Yellow Flecked).—First, W. Alex-

ander. Second, J. Rutter. Third, J. Walker, Durham.
Glasgow Don, or Scotch Fancy (Flecked Buff).—First and Tliird, J.

Cleghorn, Galashiels. Second, J. Greenlees.
Yellow Cinnamon.—First, S. Tomes. Second, R. Hawman. Third,

.T. Smart. Very Highly Commended, H. Vine. Highly Commended,
Moore & Wynn. Commended, E. Bemrose.
Buff Cinnamon.—First and Second, H. Vine. Third, Very Highly

<3ommended, and Commended, Moore & Wynn. Highly Commended,
W. Bulmer, jun.
Marked Y'ellow Cinnamon.—First and Second, S. Hall, Sunderland.

Third, Moore * Wynn.
Marked Bdfp Cinnamon.— i^irst and Second, J. Baxter. Third, J.

Hurrell. Very Highly Commended, J. Hurrell.
Lizard (Golden-spangled .—First, H. Ashton, Polefield Hall, Prestwich.

Second, G. Tuckwood. Third and Very Highly Commended, E. Bemrose.
Highly Commended, W. Walter, Winchester; J. Taylor, Middlesborougb.
Commended, H. Ashton ; H. J. Leach, Middlesborougb.
LI7ARD ;8ilver-spangled).—First, E. Bemrose. Second and Commended,

H. Ashton. Third, G. Tuckwood, Nottingham. Very Highly Commended,
J.N. Harrison. Highly Commended, K. Hawman, Middlesborougb.
Green.— First, L. Bilcliffe, Newcastle. Second, J. Smart, Newcastle.

Third. J. Young. Very Highly Commended, E. Stansfield, Bradford.
Highly Commended and Commended, IVl. Stelling, Williugton.
Any other Variety.—First and Second, H. Ashton (Crested Belgian).

Third, Mrs. Johnstoue, Brampton (Crested Belgians). Very Highly Com-
mended, W. Cotton, Middiesborough (Buff Norwich Coppy). Highly
Commended, Moore & Wynn (Crested Belgian). Commended, Mrs. Johnson
(Crestfd Belgians).
Goldfinch Mule (Clean Buff).—First, Second, and Very Highly Com-

mended, J. Young. Third, H. Ashton.
Goldfinch Mule (Evenly .Marked Yellow).—First, Third, and Very

Highly Commended, H. Ashton. Second, J. Young.
Goldfinch Mule (Evenly Marked Buff).—First and Third, J. Young.

Seconif. H. Ashton. Very Highly Commended, L. Bilcliff.

Goldfinch Mule (Ticked and Unevenly Marked Yellow).—First, H,
Ashton. Second, G. Shiel, Sunderland. Third, E. Stanslield.
Goldfiucr Mole ( ricked and Unevenly Marked Buffi.—First and Third,

n. Ashton. Second. G. Shiel. Very Highly Commended, H. A.shton ; &.
Bunting, Derby. Highly Commended, J. Young.
Goldfinch Mule iDarki.— First, J. Yonng. Second, T. Dobson, New-

castle. Third, J. Gray, Whitbv.
Linnet Mule —First, .1. Baxter. Second, Third, and Very Highly

Commended, H. Ashton. Highly Commended, Auonymons.
Mules (Any other Variety).—First and Second, H. Ashton (BuUflnch

and Goldfinch. GreenSnch and Goldttnch). Third, E. StansHeld (Pied
Black and White Goldfinch and Canary Mule).

Goldfinch.—Prize, J. Rntter. Very Highly Commended, G. Mills
;

Moore & Wynn. Highly Commended, W. Barwell, Northampton; W.
Walter, Winchester. Commended, \V. Petrie, Felling, Gateshead.
Linnet.— Prize, S. Burning. Very Highly Commended, J. Gibson,

Ryhope; W. L. Chipmau, Northampton. Highly Commended, M.
Stelling. Commended, W. Petrie.
Any other Variety of British Bird.—Prize, J. Gibson (Starling).

Very Highly Commended, E. Bemrose; H. P. Yeld, Sunderland (Bramblo-
flnch). Highly Commended, W. Barwell, Northampton (Black BuU-
tinch).

Collection of Birds.—First, W. Walter. Second and Third. J. Young.
Foreign Bird (Any variety).-Prize, .1. Gibson (Grass Parakeets).

Very Highly Commended, W. Wolter (Madagasoar Bishop and Rose-
breasted Cockatoo). Highly Commended, Miss A. Shiel (Saffron Finch
and Diamond Sparrow).
Six Norwich in one Cage (Irrespective of colours).—First, Moore and

Wynn (Yellow). Second, W. Walter (Yellow).
Six Cinnamons.—First, W. Walter. Second, J. Young.
Six Lizards.-First, H. Ashton. Second, J. Young.
Six Mules.—First, H. Ashton. Second, No name given.

JiDdES.—Mr. T. AUenby, Durham ; Mr. O. Bamoaby, Derby and
Mr. T. Clark. Sunderland.

The Nationai, Pebisteronic Society's Eshiisition waB held
at the Crystal Palace on the 12th. Most of the varieties were
well representeiJ. The Short-faced were especially excellent.
We purpose publishing a fuller report next week.

ANTWERP PIGEONS.
I HAVE read with much pleasure the notes by the " Wiltshire

Rector " in " our Journal." I noticed especially his com-
plaint about there being " no prize for Antwerps." Glasgow

—

I might almost say Scotland—is far behind in this fancy.
Surely if a class can be formed for, and prizes given to these
birds at English shows, the same can be done in Scotland. I
believe there are not many in and around Glasgow who know
anything of such a breed, and fewer know the points to breed
for. As "our .Journal" is fast making way here among
amateurs, I think you might well devote a corner of it to
describing the Antwerps.

—

An Amateur.

[The Antwerps are described, and a woodcut of one inserted^
in Brent's " Pigeon Book," which can be had from our office

if you enclose twenty postage stamps with your address.
]

JUDGING AND CLASSIFICATION OF RABBITS.
I think it is now time that exhibitors of Babbits should

know into whose hands they fall when sending their stock to
the various shows, and not be liable to suffer by the mistakes
we hear of, and more especially of late. I am glad " 0^^E of
THE Fancy " took up the subject in this periodical.

I think it only fair that the names of judges should be
printed upon each list of prizes offered, so that it may be
known if the " right man is in the right place," and not, pro-
bably, a judge selected from the town in which the show is held,
as was the case at one large show at which I had seme stock,

and the result was not the most satisfactory to many.
I am, perhaps, one of the largest amateur breeders and ex-

hibitors of all known varieties of Rabbits in the country, and
I have been the winner of many prizes

;
yet I must confess

that my Rabbits have made their last appearance at many
shows I could name, simply because of the inability of the
appointed judges to determine the real points of excellence in
the different varieties. A man may be a very excellent judge
of Pigeons or poultry, but totally ignorant of Rabbits, yet it

frequently happens that he undertakes to pronounce the prize-

winners of the whole three portions of the show. An instance
in point was at a large show in the north, of which the cata-

logue of prizes contained classes for Lop-eared, Himalayan,
Angora, SilverGrey, and " Any other variety." Now, could
it be thought possible that the first prize in the class last

named was given to an Angora, because its owner had entered
it in the wrong class, and was, consequently, disqualified from
any prize, whilst good specimens of Dutch and Patagonians
remained unnoticed, the second prize being given to a Belgian
Hare Rabbit ? I hope committees will see the advantage of

having at least five classes, for if there be that number owners
will send, as the comparison of one animal with another of its

own kind is the only honest way for competition.

—

Himalayan.

RABBIT-.TUDGING AT LEEDS SHOW.
Havino in your Journal of the Slst of December read an

article respecting the Rabbits at Leeds Show, 1 think in justice

to myself as judge, I must write a line or two in reply. With
respect to the Yellow and White Rabbit, to which " One of the
Fancy " refers, it formerly was his property, and he then con-

sidered it a very fair specimen, though now iu his estimation

it seems worthless. As regards the Blac'i and Whits, it is a
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good Eabbit, but short in the ears, measuriug only about
20 inches, but it weighs nearly 17 lbs., and is very fairly

marked ; and when Eabbita are judged for all properties we
look at something else besides length of ears. Your correspon-

dent nest takes the Self-coloured, and says the first prize was
given to a young Blue doe, 21 inches in length, bred by the
exhibitor, a poor Rabbit in all properties. Now, he never had
hold of the Eabbit, so cannot know much about it. In the first

place, it measures 1 inch longer than he says, and I, who have
handled it.,consider it good in all properties for a young Eabbit,

and, which is very praiseworthy, it was bred by the exhibitor,

a working man, instead of by one of those gentlemen who give

any price for a Rabbit for the sake of gaining a prize. I have
been a large breeder and exhibitor, and have been a judge for

some years.

—

The Rabbit Judge at Leeds Snow.

[We have omitted much that accompanied the above, attribut-

ing motives to the correspondent who objected to the judging

—

motives that have no title to consideration in the search after

truth. We cannot insert any more communications on the
subject.

—

Eds.]

APIARIAN NOTES.
HoNET Season.—1 868 has been hardly an average year in

this part of Somersetshire, although if our hives had only been
in good condition early in May, when the apple blossom, &c.,

was out, I am persuaded that we should have had a very good
early honey harvest. As it was, my own hives were nearly
pauperised owing to the bad season of 18ft7 and poor spring of

1868, and in consequence the bees were not sufficiently nume-
rous to spare workers to gather-in the honey. Still, I was for-

tunate enough to obtain a few pounds of very rich honey by
the middle of May. By that time all my stronger stocks were
in excellent condition, well enriched, and ready to take advant-
age of the gifts of spring and summer. Then came the con-
tinued drought, and the gradual drying-up of the sources of

supply, so that by the 9th of July the honey harvest was over.
The result of my operations finds me the richer by about 1 cwt.

of good honey taken from eight hives, no one hive giving me
more than 22 lbs.

SwAEHiNG.—I had only one natural swarm, which issued in
the act of my trying to prevent it ; but I have heard of a con-
siderable number about me, most of which, however, were lost

to their owners. The bees not being hurried in their operations
by rapid atmospheric changes, seem to have planned their

movements in almost every case long beforehand, and to have
carried out their arrangements accordingly. As a rule, eoH-
tinuous fine weather is adverse to the swarming of bees, for,

being out every day uninterruptedly for long periods, the hives
are not inconveniently crowded, and the necessity of relief

from the plethora of population is not felt. My swarms, save
the one above-mentioned, were all artificially formed, chiefly by
driving, but in several cases by making use of supers in which
the queen had been breeding. The earlier swarms have done
well, so far as their own prospects for the winter are concerned.
The later ones are very poor. A very fine one of May 30th,
with a prolific young queen, has only partially filled its bos,
and has very little honey stored-up.

Italianising Hives.—I have continued my endeavours to
Itahanise my apiary, but not yet with full success, owing to

the diflieulty of eradicating the hybrid taint. Black drones
are found in all directions around me, and seem to be ever on
the watch, baflJing my endeavours to overreach them. Is the
English drone more vigorous than the alien ? or do drones
prefer to seek their brides at a distance from home, and
strangers rather than cousins ? Earnest bee-keepers, however,
will now have every opportunity of success in the establish-
ment of the Italian bee, by following the Koehler process, as
detailed at page 141 of the last volume of The Jouenax of
HoETicuLTDRE. Even " before testing it," we are " satisfied as
to the efficiency of this process."

Aetificial and Natueal Swaemisg.—Simple and efficient

as cannot fail to be the lately revealed secret of Mr. Koehler, I

am disposed to value still more highly his " second communi-
cation," which is certainly very " agreeable to me." I am
surprised it should have attracted so little notice, apparently,
among the readers of " our Journal," for here is a veritable
" royal road " to success in bee-keeping. If I mistake not, it

will open a new chapter in the art. I beg the special attention
of all practical apiarians to this interesting mode of manage-
ment, and trust it will receive at the hands of not a few among
us a fair trial nest summer. Mr. Koehler has far from ex-

hausted the advantages of his new method. In addition to
those he has enumerated, is the obvious saving of swarms, for

there need be but one risk in a moderate-sized apiary—viz.,

that of the first swarm's escape. Again, by this process every
swarm will be a prime swarm, thus increasing the profit of the
apiary a hundredfold. Many other advantages of this system
of swarm-management might be enumerated.—B. & W.

BEES ON OLD CHRISTMAS EVE.
Mt neighbours and I, after reading your correspondent's

assertion that bees hum at twelve o'clock on Old Christmas
Eve, determined to see whether it were true or not, and accord-
ingly watched by our respective hives on the nights of the 5th
and Gth ; but as far as our experience goes, it is all "hum," for

everything was perfectly quiet on both occasions, and all I got
was a cold. Bees often hum for a minute or so on a winter's

evening, I do not know why.

—

Charles Alfred Dunn.

[Bees would make the same mistake that we do if they cele-

brated the Nativity in January, for there is little doubt that it

occurred in April. However, we celebrate the event, and
whether in the right month or not is of Uttle consequence.

Since writing the above, we have received another note from
Mr. Wilson. He and some friends listened at hives on Christ-

mas Eve. Some hummed, and others did not ; and, we believe,

the same occurs every night in the winter.

—

Eds.]

OUR LETTER BOX.
Hamburgh Pullet's Diseased Liter [J. liohimon).—Werecognise the

disease perfectly. It is very commoa among old tens, and is often ac-
companied by great swelling of the liver. We have seldom seen it in
pullets Rabbits are very subject to it, but with them it is the cause of
great increase of size in the liver. It is a decided complaint of the liver,

and where it is not fatal it induces dropsy. We always in these cases
shut the birds up, depriving tbem of water entirely, except a little in
the morning and a little in the evening. .'SVe feed them moderately
giving much bran in their food, and supplying them every day with fresh
earth.

DncEWTNG Game Bantams (Black Baniain).—There are Silver Dnck-
winga, but not Silver-Grey. The dilTerence between the two Duckwings is,

the Silvers have white hackles and saddles instead of yellow ; they have
no chestnut patch on the wing, and the pullets should have no robin
breast.

Lice on Chickens (H. T.).—The following is extracted from our
"Poultry-keeper's Manual."—"These vermin in poultry are efTectually
destroyed by thoroughly dusting flowers of sulphur down to the roots of
the feathers twice or thrice, with the interval of a day between each two
dustings. The best course of procedure, however, when yon detect lice

in your chickens, is to give them immediate relief by putting a little

sweet oil with the finger on the poll of the head and under each wing.
Then let them have a dust bath. Thoroughly dry coal ashes are best for

this bath, and mix a pound of flowers of sulphur with the ashes."

Crossing Short-faced with Air Tcmelees (Coj:).—The cross you
mention would produce good birds ; but if your Short-faced are very high-
bred you will need, perhaps, to make a second cross with the Air Tum-
blers. Such crossing is verj- interesting, and for your purpose very de-
sirable. \oa will obtain well-shaped and pretty-feathered pets, and also
good Tumblers.

Goldfinch Mule-breeding (TF. Hay).—"I have ever fonnd that
breeding Mules in cages is a better plan than breeding them in a
room, for the Goldfinches are of so mischievous a nature that they are
not to be trusted with nests or eggs. My plan is to have partition
cages with slides, so that you may run in the Goldfinch to the hen re-

quired. By this plan I can work three or four hens. I never think of
pairing the Goldfinch with a Canary hen in the same way as I would a
pair of Canaries. I put the hens up for Mule-breeding early in May, sup-
plying them with boxes or baskets according to fancy, with the requisite
builfling materials. The tiens, when they commence building, naturally
enough require a mate or Goldfinch being put to them, and this I do
every morning while the nests are being constructed, but I never leave
the Goldtinches in long, to give tbem the opportunity of either destroying
the nests or eggs. Your not having any young birds from the eggs is

not the result of breeding in a cage, but of the Goldfinches not having
been in proper condition. I never use a yearling Goldfinch, but a two-
year-old bird, and I will guarantee if the hen call for a mate, and
such an aged finch is in proper condition, that he wUl have success. In
my promised remarks on Mule-breeding and Mules, I shall enter more
fully into particulars on the subject, and I have DO doubt they will be of

service.—G. J. Babnesbt, Derhyy

POULTRY MARICET.—.January 1.3.

A DAT or two of dry weather have iufased a little life into the trade
It was necessary, and will, we hope, last till the depression that has
weighed it down for the last six weeks shall have disappeared.
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The foregoing was written before the late dry summer set
in, atkl it is cot unlikely the parasitical growth on the trees
refetred to in the beginning of this communication may have
considerably abated, for whatever may have been the advan-
tages or otherwise of the hot dry summer, it has certainly not
been productive of the Lichen complained of; on the contrary,
I imagine such vegetation to have been less plentiful than it
was in the previous year, although nothing had been done to
oradicato it. It is not improbable that the greater prevalence of
liiohen during the last few years may have been a consequence
of oar not having had for some time one of those extremely
iiot eeasons which, no doubt, correct abuses and restore the
proper balance in nature. It is rather by such changes in the
atmosphere as we had last July, that I hope to see this evil
abated, than by any apphoation which can be used on a' large
asale

; at the same time, if wo can destroy the parasite by using
some cheap destructive substance in places "where it can be
reached we ought to do so, and as lime seems to be the least
likely to do harm to other things, I have advised it.

Possibly some other substance—soot, for instance, or a
oliemioal salt, may be found as efficacious as lime, or a wash
to be thrown on by an engine might answer. I have often
thonght of weak salt and water, but I am unwilling to recom-
mend it, as I am not certain that the remedy m:gUt not be
worse than the disease. Although I have on a small scale tried
it without finding any evil arising from it, I would rather that
some less dangerous mixture were used, as it is not the portion
that falls on the branches of the tree that I fear harm from,
but that which reaches the ground, and I am not sure that
the latter will do any harm unless the ground is already very
atifi and damp, in which case it would, I think, increase the
evil, while iu soils of a contrary description it may be an
advaitage.
Should the Lichen I suppose to be an Evernia increase

instead of diminishing, as I have expressed a hope it would
alter tlie past hot season, the subject may again be discussed
ia those pages. Meanwhile, let those who are the greatest
suflerecs and have the means of trying any of the remedies
mentioned, do so, and report the result, or that attending the
use o! any other means of destruction that may be cheap, easily
applicible on a large scale, and effective. Such has been the
alarm caused by the inroads of Lichens on trees, that any
mode of arresting their progress, or destroying them, would be
a national be-on.— J. Eoeson.

BEDDING PELAJIGONIUMS.
It may be thought that the merits and demerits of bedding

Pelargoniums have by this time been sufficiently discussed ; but
if a comparison of the notes on this subject be made, it will be
found, that although all may agree as to the excellence of
certain leading and well-known sorts, yet each one is certain to

advance the claims to notice of some other kinds of which
mention has not been previously made. If for a moment it be
considered how unceasingly varieties are on the increase, it

would appear to be almost impossible for any one person to be
thoroughly acquainted with the merits of all the kinds sent
out ; for almost every florist of any standing has hie own par-
ticular batch of choice novelties, to each of which is attached a
fancy price, ranging from two or three shillings to as many
guineas. It therefore becomes a somewhat costl.y affair for
anyone who, wishing to keep pace with the times, is tempted
by glowing descriptions to invest more largely in novelties
than he would otherwise have done. I think it not at alUikely
that there will be any cessation of this overwhelming increase
of varieties, for in this instance it is not altogether a case of

supply and demand. A new variety possessing sterling qua-
lities, and offering some new and decided shade of colour, is

always certain to command a warm welcome and a ready
market; but the great bulk of new kinds being prob.ibly the
results of the labours of those who make cross-breeding an
amusement, and are delighted with their success in producing
fair-shaped flowers and passable trusses, such varieties are
pushed into the market without sufficient trial or comparison
with good standard kinds, causing much disappointment to the
parehaaer.

In looking through Dr. Hogg's excellent " Gardeners' Year-
Book " for 18o9, I noticed the startling number of 138 new
varieties, under the heading of " Zonal and Bedding Pelargo-
niums,'* and the thought occurred to me. How many of these
new kinds will be in existence five or six years hence ? But

very few, I imagine, for the weeding process must be unceas-
ingly carried on, and, therefore, we cannot have too many notes
from those who have collections large enough to make their
comparison of sort with sort of value.

It may not be unprofitable if I endeavour here to point out
a few of the most desirable qualities in a bedding Pelargonium.
First, then, the habit of growth is of the greatest importance.
Of course, it will depend very much upon the position which a
plant is intended to occupy whether a more or less vigorous
growth is desirable; and here I refer strictly to the plant's
normal condition, because almost every plant can be forced
out of its natural growth by the constant application of sti-

mulants. I should say, then, that the habit of growth which
is likely to prove most generally useful, would be that of a
plant having sturdy close-jointed wood, of a moderately vigor-

ous character, and with branches so disposed as to produce a
spreading yet globular outline. Many of the choicest Nosegay
varieties are very faulty in this respect. Next, as regards
foliage, there exists a variety of opinions, some liking a plain
green leaf with no marking, as iu the case of Christine and
Lady Eokeby, while others prefer a leaf having a well-defined
zone, such as we have iu Adonis and Empress of the French.
Both kinds of foliage are good, but I am incUned to give the
preference to those kinds which, having a sufficient mass of

blossom to produce a fine effect when seen from a distance,
have also an additional charm in their beautiful leaf-markings,
which are only discovered on a nearer approach. That this is

likely to be the more common opinion of the two I am inclined
to think, because in order to enjoy a well-wrought combination
of colours it is best to keep at a certain distance from the beds,
so that the general effect may be fully realised. I hardly know
whether the first delighted gaze at the whole, or the after-stroll

among the beds, with the interesting discussion of the many
intricacies of foliage and blossom, is the more enjoyable. As
to flowers, that kind is the most useful which has them of a
decided shade of colour, produces them abundantly in large,

bold, compact trusses, borne on stout stems, not too lopg, but
yet of sufficient length to carry the trusses well above the
foliage. The petals, in addition to a broad, handsome outline,

should possess substance enough to withstand, in some measure,
the effects of wet.

Doubtless, many varieties which are unsuitable for bedding
purposes prove most useful for the conservatory and vestibule.

This applies more particularly to the Gold and Silver Tricolors,

numbers of which form charming pot plants, and are perfect

gems under glass. These, together with many of the new va-
rieties of Coleus, concerning which I am glad to see at last a
favourable notice, will form a feature in the conservatory as
novel as it is beautiful and effective.

That Italia Unita is a slow grower everybody knows, and yet
it is far too beautiful to be discarded. It is well adapted for

small beds ; and if strong plants two or three years old are

planted very closely, it forms a pretty bed, and its rich leaf-

tints will always render it attractive, though most likely these
very markings may cause it to be excluded from any regular

design ; still it and other choice varieties of a similar character

may serve to fill and render interesting many odd beds and
borders which would otherwise have to be planted with less

meritorious kinds.
I noticed a fine Nosegay variety named Fire King, at the

June Show at South Kensington, exhibited by Mr. Turner. Its

large trusses, large even for one of its class, were of a deep rich

crimson scarlet, and if it prove a good bedder it is likely to be
extensively grown.

I was much interested by the remarks of " Q. E.," in page
4.S7, more especially in ihe description of Pearl and Miss
Kingsbury, which appear to be desirable varieties. I cannot
agree with " Q. E." in his remarks concerning Le Grand, for

with me it is a splendid variety, producing a rich mass of im-
mense trusses, and having a fine broad petal, which is un-
equalled in its class. Possibly a difference of climate or soil

may be the cause of its inferiority with " Q. E.," as I observe

that Christine Nosegay, which with me has been very beautiful,

is also condemned.
I find that iu writing of pink varieties in a former article on

this subject I failed to convey my meaning clearly. What I

meant to say was, that the cut flowers of Helen Lindsay were
still unsurpassed for decorative purposes, which was my only

reason for including it in my list, as I have never regarded it

as possessing the qualities requisite for a good bedder. I en-

tirely agree with " Q. E." as to the superiority of Maid of

Kent, which I have now grown for two seasons. It has a very
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compact, sturdy habit, and produces an abundance of deep

pink trusses. It also bore the heat of last summer admirably.

—

Edward LucKnuBST, Kijerlon House Gariltn<;, Kent.

CULTURE OF ASPLENIUM SEPTENTRIONALE,
ASIUKNIUM AI.TEnNIl'OI.llIM, ANll ALI.OSOnUS CrtlSPUS.

RuFERKiNii to your correspondent Mr. .John Bryan's remarks
(see page 501), I find that he wishes to know how he can suc-

ceed in growing Asplenium septentrionale, as with him it lives

for one season and then dies. Tho only way that I have found
to grow this little gem successfully, and its lovely sister Asple-

nium alternifolinm, is to divide them every season, and treat

them like an annual, as they both form several little crowns,

which may be divided singly or two or three in a clump, and
repotted. The soil I use is peat, with a good addition of silver

sand, and plenty of drainage. By this mode of treatment I

have grown the above with fronds cjuite 4 inches in length in

32-pots, both in and out of doors.

I have found Allosorns crispus do best when grown in a cool

greenhouse. The compost I use for this is old mortar rubbish,

peat, and loam, a smill quantity, with plenty of drainage. This
Fern also does best when young; it can be easily raised from
spores, and bears dividing with impunity.

I am rather surprised to hear that Mr. Bryan has never seen
any Ferns growing wild in his neighbourhood. I have seen
beautiful plants of Asplenium ruta-muraria growing on the
walls surrounding Audley End by the windmill hill. I trust

Mr. Bryan will have no difficulty in finding them, as I have
seen and admired them when passing along the road to Saffron
Walden.

—

Geoeoe Willeks, Cambridge.

MARECHAL NIEL ROSE.
Abodt two years since much was said for and against this

new Rose. We were told by some (those who, perhaps, had the
true sort), that it was a vigorous grower and a profuse bloomer

;

others said it lacked all those essentials, that it was a bad
grower, and would not bloom, except under glass. One gentle-

man informed us that he had been awarded several prizes for

that variety, and the plants from which the blooms were taken
all grew out of doors. Not having a plant at that time in my
possession, and never having seen a bloom, I went to the Man-
chester Show in 1807, expecting to find it there. I was sur-

prised to find but one solitary bloom in the Show, and that

not fully expanded. In March of the same year I paid a visit

to Porkington Hall, near Oswestry, the seat of Mrs. Ormsby
Gore; I there saw a plant of Mareehal Niel, which had been
recently planted at the foot of an iron pillar in the conserva-
tory. I paid another visit in May, 1808, and then saw the
Maruchal in " all his glory," and I would add, with " blushing
honours thick upon him." It was bearing seventeen magni-
ficent blooms of immense size and substance ;

good as Gloire
de Dijon may be, it appeared like a pigmy by the side of the
Mareehal, and the fragrance was such that the conservatory,
which is large and lofty, together with the adjacent rooms, were
pervaded with the delightful odour. The foliage, too, was thick
and glossy, several of the loaves measured 5J inches long and
3S inches wide.

I was told by Mr. Edwards, the obliging head gardener, that
the plant had in the previous year made a shoot 20 feet long,

and which, after reaching the top of the pillar, 10 feet high,
was bent over, and touched the floor. At the Bath Show one
gentleman exhibited 114 blooms.

If the (rue Marfichal Niel is so beautiful, how much it is to
regretted that a good name should be sullied by our having had
a worthless Rose palmed off upon us for the true variety.

Some say the spurious sort is the result of an accident ; but I

rather think some of our foreign brethren think there are so
many " to be gulled," that they may do a little in that way. I

hope as the standard of excellence is better understood by the
Rose-loving pubHc, that our continental friends will discover
that John Bull will only buy what is really good.—S-u-oriA.

PACKING FRUIT, FLOWERS, AND VEGETABLES.
It is always a source of gratification to me when I receive

" our Journal ;" however tired I may be with my day's work,
I soon forget my weariness as I read. I have just perused
the article at page 6 on packing fruit, flowers, and vegetables,

and as I have sent a considerable quantity of fruit by rai), and
to long distances, very successfally, I will describe the method
that I usually adopt.

In sending Grapes to market, it is of great importanoe that
they should arrive at their destination with the bloom unin-
jured, and as fresh as possible. Some years ago I had charge
of a largo garden in the south of .Scotland, and I grew a great
many more Grapes and other fruits than were required for (he
consumption of the family. I sent them to the Glasgow and
London markets, London being twelve hours' ride from onr
place. I packed my Grapes in large square boxes, somewhat
after the shape of teachests, a half-hundredweight at a time,
sometimes not so much. When the family was in town I nsed
to pack vegetables and flowers in square hampers, and place 12
or 20 lbs. of Grapes in a small box. I used to wrap fine tisane-

paper carefully round each bunch of Grapes ; I generally put
on the paper double. I placed a thin layer of bran over the
bottom of the box, then stood the Grapes, placing them bnnch
after bunch on the end, setting them upright, and filling firmly

between every bnnch with bran, layer after layer. After the
top layer of Grapes was put in, I made the box quite full of

bran, so that any shaking or jolting of the train might not
injure them. Sometimes I sent a man to collect a quantity of

moss, and had it dried, and then chopped up very finely. The
chopped dried moss answered as well as bran. I sent off up-
wards of a hundred dozen of Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots,

and Figs ; these I packed just the same as the Grapes, only the
boxes were made shallower so as to hold about three rows of

fruit. I had letters both from my master in London and from
the markets, telling me how well they were packed. I hope
this communication may lead others to state their experience.
—P. P. L.

OUT-OF-DOOR GRAPE CULTURE—MTNE
MANUFACTURE.

I FEEL bound in honour to defend the Esperione Grape. I
have been merely waiting to cool down ere I arose in antago-
nism to " ARCUAJiBiUD," who wrote well and truly in his articJe

entitled "Out-of-door Grapes," at page 415, excepting as
regards his depreciatory remarks on the Espiran, as we must
for the future call it, for, truly, it is a Grape of hope ! Poor
Beaton ! I wish he were alive to aid me with his enthnsiasm
mixed up with so much good practice, for I feel a man ought
to be a very Bayard to cross lances with " Aechameaud." I
think he should know good old Donald Beaton became con-
vinced that the Grape he grew was not the Espiran. I believe
I may lay some claim to his conversion, and also for resuscitat-

ing this old and famous Grape, which was fast falling into
oblivion. There is no mistake about Beaton's eventual opinion.
When he found that he was off the scent, and was trying to
compare the practice of others with some experiments of his
own in out-of-tloor Grape-growing during the autumn of 18.57,

I happened to have an Espiran Vine against the wall of this
house, and each phase that he desired to see under my own
experimental observation ; so I cut off those branches bodily
with their bunches attached, just as they grew and ripened,
packed and wadded them, placed them carefully in a large
tub, and sent them oft to Snrbiton, to become food for history,
and to be judged and tasted at Willis's Rooms, where the Oom-
mittee of the Royal Horticultural Society then held their meet-
ing. The upshot was, my practice agreed with Beaton's, bat onr
Grapes differed ; mine was the Espiran and his the Franken-
thal. Our letters are too long for publication in this paper,
but I will quote his postscript to the next article he wrote after
the Show :—"I hereby tender my public and most hearty thanks
to Mr. Fenn, the author [I sent my written theory and practice
as well], of the following very praclieal views on the cultivafon
of out-door Grapes, and for the trouble and expense of sending
me samples of beautiful and most delicious Grapes from all

the modes of pruning described below, which tell their own
tale, leaving me no more to say than that the Grapes might
pass anywhere as hothouse Grapes."

In a letter bearing date December, 1867, onr veteran in-
structor, Mr. Rivers, wrote me—" If yon have any cnttingB of
the Esperione Vine to spare, I should be glad of them. What
a valuable Grape it is !" I sent a faggot of cuttings to Saw-
bridgeworth. In fact, I have been presenting eyes and cuttings
of this Grape to persons in all parts of the country for the last
seventeen years, and it would greatly assist the determination
of its character if those to whom I have presented this Grape
would write to you stating their opinions. It is planted largely
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in this neighbourhood (WoodBtocIs) ; and Mr. James Mon-is, of

this town, grows it remarkably fine under glass without arti-

ficial heat, and if he go on at the rate he has done of late, he
will turn his entire garden into an orchard house ! To be sure

he is a glazier. He says, that " in Oxford, after purchasers
have once tasted the Espiran, they prefer it to the Black Ham-
burgh," and that is why I could not send " Aiichamiiaud " some
of Mr. Morris's specimens. Had " Ap-chambadd " written a
week earlier, I would have converted him to a certainty.

As a red-wine Grape, grown against open walls in old Eng-
land, we have no sort to compare with the Espiran, and that

is how I have chiefly recommended it to be grown; neverthe-
less. I gained first-class certificates at the Royal Horticultural
Society's shows at South Kensington in the autumn of 18(36

for the Espiran, both as an out-door Grape and as ripened
under glass without artificial heat, and I can appeal to many
gentlemen who tasted it at the Horticultural Club dinner on
the 20th of last October, to speak of its quality as a Grape
ripened against open walls.

1 think the combat is sufficiently advanced for " One Fond
OF Vine Cultdre " {I'iiU page 405), to allow further grace to his

Espiran, and not to uproot it yet. Without considering it any
" condescension," I intend again to give the system I adopt in

pruning out-door Vines, though I certainly shall not aspire to

become " a second Iloare " whilst doing so, nor can I lay claim,

like H. S. Watson (page 460), to " tive-and-twenty years' stand-
ing," but it is longer than I think it wisdom for me to refer

back to since I also was complimented by you for out-of-door
Grapes, as well as the juice from them.
Let me add my hope to that of the Editors—that Mr. Watson

will re-write his successful mode of culture, and let it appear
in these pages side by side with mine, for I have not one par-

ticle of interest or prejudice, my only desire being that a right
conclusion may be arrived at.

Then from Mr. McKelvie (page 407), a fund of farther advice
will I hope be yet forthcoming ; but let me beg of him to strike

the Ciotat or Parsley-leaved Vine from his catalogue. It is

an inferior Muscadine, a good bearer I grant, and its leaves

are curious. The Royal Muscadine is also a great bearer, sets

its berries well, and they have a far superior flavour to the
former. I consider the latter to be the very best hardy out-of-

door white Grape that we grow.

Mr. McKelvie says truly, " there must be much confusion
still existing about the Espiran Grape." At page 501, No. 247,

I defended the Espiran from the attack of " A Surueon." I

there described how it was by the merest chance I became
possessed of the Grape. I was just about to ask your per-

mission for a reprint of the circumstances, when the postman
arrived with " our Journal " for the week, and in it another
capital paper from " AncnAMrAiTD," which altered my mind,
and caused me to furnish you with something new.

—

Upwaeds
AND Onwards.

(To be continued.]

RESULT OF THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL
SOCDETY'S EX.VMINATION OF GARDENERS.

December 8th, 1868.

21. Barnes (Chiswick Student)
J. McArdle, ditto
Joseph Mersum, ditto
W. D. Dickson, Royal Gardens, Kow
Bobert luglis, ditto

JR. J. Lynch, ditto
James McGrepor, ditto

Hobert Mearns, ditto
Eobert Wright, ditto
Samuel Futrell, Royal Horticul-
tural Society, Chiswick

J, French, Royal Botanic Society,
Regent's Park

"Walter Johnstone. Eridge Castle
Gardens, Tunbridge Wells

George PajTie, Fairlawn, Acton
Green

Fruit and Veget-
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bash tracks only, over ranges sometimea rising 1000 feet, and
when attaining the Bummit deacending again the same.

After leaving Melbourne we made an excellent passage in the

out steamer outside the Heads, and after two-days steaming along

the coast we lauded at Port Albert, being the nearest point by
which we could reach the part of the country we desired to reach.

We left Port Albert by a road which at once attracted our

notice from the manner in which it is made. From the whole

of the country having been inundated by the sea, no stone or

materials are available for road-making in this district ; and
the roads are formed by first placing a good thick layer of Tea
tree (Melaleuca), then placing a couple of feet of burned clay

upon it, and finally covering with a layer of the surrounding

sand. This during the wet weather makes a tolerably good

road, we were informed ; but at this period a strong, hot, north

wind was blowing, and we saw a large portion of a new piece of

road blowing away in clouds, and the Tea tree forming the

base lying in all directions. After three miles of this sand,

the walking upon which can be better imagined than described,

we arrived at Tarraville, a Government township beautifully

situated upon an alluvial flat, where, we were told, we must
diverge and take the bush. We here laid in a stock of pro-

visions. Many of the houses are of bricks, and have neat

gardens. I noticed the whole east side of a house covered with

Tacsonia manicata ; I was attracted out of my way to it by the

blooms, the whole side of the house being one mass of flower.

This plant does not succeed out of doors at Ballarat.

At six miles on the Lale road we diverged at a Government
clearing, one chain wide and seven miles long, as straight as an
arrow. Here we passed through five miles of splendid timber.

White Gum, perfectly straight, .5 feet through at 4 feet high,

and 70 feet to a branch. Here was Bruden's Creek, though a

creek only in name, there being no water in it, although in

winter to all appearance a stream of some magnitude. We
made a fire and had dinner, having travelled sixteen miles.

From this point the ground commences to be hilly. Stringy

Bark ranges with Gam flats. The divisions of the growth of

the two kinds of timber was so distinctly marked, that at the

various points at which we crossed we could look along the

line, the white bark of the Gum trees affording a distinctive

line to the vision as far as we could see upon either side, the

line running very nearly north. At twenty-seven miles we
camped for the night, having found an excellent spring, the

first from Tarraville ; and after a sleep as sound as ever had in

London city we breakfasted and packed up, and walked till

noon over a varying eoantry of sand hills and Stringy Bark
ranges. On the sand hills were some of the finest-foliaged

Banksias I had ever seen ; the scrub as usual Epacrises, Cor-

reas, Dillwyuias—nothing particularly attractive. At twelve

miles we imagined, or could imagine, we were entering Knole
Park in Kent, the scenery was so truly English ; the trees,

although not good either as timber or specimens, were so well

distributed, the country so undulating, and the grass so much
like home ; and the illusion was completed by a flock of about
a thousand sheep in the distance. Here we suddenly came
upon a creek, the water as pure and limpid as possible, the

vegetation so magnificent that both of us at once said we must
stop here. Although this was in 18Gi, and I have not seen the

spot since, and have been through most of the western half of

Victoria, I have not seen any place that arrested my attention

so much, and so stamped itself upon my memory. From the

shepherd we found we were upon Baylis Creek, and that at a

short distance was the Station Baylis. This truly, we thought,

must be a happy place, with such scenery, such grass, and
climate. The stream was running at the rate of a mill stream,

and the banks were undulating. The margins, even into the

water, were studded with tree Ferns 12 feet high and 20 feet

across, various aquatics, and amongst the rushes were wild

ducks, native companions, and a pelican or two. After gazing

with delight we took off our shoes and bathed our feet, now
sore, and camped here for two hours, leaving the spot with
regret. We here filled our billies with water, as we fortunately

had taken the precaution always to carry them full on leaving

a camp, and started. Having delayed so long at Baylis Creek
night overtook us, and we lost our track ; but alter some hours'

walking, being directed by the bleating of some cattle, we made
Eosedale (forty-seven miles), a Government township. This

we did not intend to see at all, but as it was it turned out for

the better.

Piosedale, one of the capitals of Gipps Land, consists of two
hotels, and about two dozen houses. Apparently one person

of each trade is there. The Eosedale Hotel is a very fine

building, the stables, I was informed by the landlady, had
cost £000 in building. We availed ourselves of the hotel for

the night, and on the following morning we replenished our

stock of provisions, and started again upon the road, or, as we
say here, on the bush track.

At this point we learnt from old settlers that some excellent

scenery and splendid country was to be found by travelling;

through Stringer's Creeks, and by a new digging about forty

miles north of this. We accordingly took a sketch of our road

from the description of a bushman, and started for Gabie Town.

It being a misty day, and no sun, although travelling by com-

pass, we overshot the track we were directed to make, and after

walking about five miles through the scrub we came upon an

open plain ; in the distance about two miles off, we saw a

station, and on going to it discovered it to be the Eidge Mr.

McLeod. The day advancing, we took instructions to regain

our route, and having returned three miles, found the track.

Here wo saw 1400 head of cattle just arrived from New England,

having been driven a distance of 1100 miles, the journey having

occupied six months, and they were in excellent condition.

For several miles the country was very swampy, with coarse

Sedges, and scrubby Box, and Gum, with ducks and other

water fowls.

—

James Duncan, Victoria.

[We hope to hear again from this correspondent, and he will

be recognised by many of our readers as being formerly of

Messrs. Eollisson's, of Tooting ; then foreman at Dalkeith

with Mr. Mcintosh, 1819 ; then foreman at Thomson's nursery,

Hammersmith ; and lastly at Lord Overstone's, West Wiokham
Park, in 1852.]

(To bo continued.)

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

January IOtii.

Fruit CoirarrTEE.—G. F. Wilson, Esq., F.E.S., in the chair.

Mr. Tegs, of Clumber, and Mr. Wells, of Holme Lacy Gardens, sent

dishes of^Apploa for competition ; the former Bess Pool, and the latter

Kibston Pippin, Scarlet Nonpareil, and limdiUck's Nonpareil. Mr.

Wells also sent a dish of very handsome Bernamotte Esperen. Sey-

mour Teulou, Esq., Tenchley Park, LimpsficlJ, Surrey, sent a dish

of handsome Oranjes, which were sweet bnt dry. Mr. Sampson, of

Yeovil, sent a seedling Apple of firm texture, good flavour, and very

juicy. It is a small conical Apple, yellowish, and russety, with a

lirownish tinge on one side. Mr. Edwards, of Easbing, near Godalm-

iug, sent tubers of Potatoes that were dug in September, 1867, and

had since been kept out of the ground, aud produced a number of

smaller tubers from their buds. Mr. Sampson, of Yeovil, sent speci-

mens of Telegraph and Victory of Bath Cucumbers. James Bateman,

Esq., exhibited tubers of Oxahs crenata obtained in Paris, where they

are offered tor sale as a pclile Iripimr. Messrs. E. G. Henderson and'

Son exhibited a dish of Pear-shaped Gourds, of the size and shape of

handsome Winter Nelis. of a rich lemon colour, and of great beauty.

It was awarded a first-class certificate. Mr. Earley, of Digswell, sent

samples of a very fine triple-curled Parislev, selected by himself, and

known as Earley's Selected. Messrs. Reynolds& Co., of Compton Street,

sent a Strawberry-supporter iuvented by the Rev. G. E. MaunseU, of

Kettering. It is made of galvanised wire, and consists of a simple

ring about 8 inches in diameter, supported in the ground by three per-

pendicnlar pieces of wire about 7 inches long.

Floral CmniiTTEE.—This meeting was well attended, and a very

good collection of plants was exhibited. Mr. C. Allen, gardener to

Capt. Clegg, exhibited two large boxes of cut Camellias ;
the flowers

were hardlv expanded. Among them were some handsome -varieties.

A special certificate was awarded. Mr. Williams, HoUoway, received

a second-class certificate for Lycaste Schilleriana, a singular flower,

with olive-greeu wings and a white centre. He also received a special

certificate for his collection of plants, in which were several specimens

of the Solanum capsicastrum, Aralia peltata, Chammrops humiUs var.,

the old and almost-forgotten Orchid Bonatea speciosa, and several

others. Mr. Helmore, gardener to H. Scrntton, Esq., sent a coUectionr

of double white Primula sinensis, nothmg new, bat very neat and oom-

imct plants. Mr. Wiggms, gardener to W. Beck, Esq., Isleworth,'

received a special certificate for a coUection of Cyclamens; also a

special for some fine specimens of Primula sinensis. Mr. Downmg,

gardener to Lord Loudesborough, sent a fine spechnen of Oncidinni

nebulosum with two long spikes of flowers—a second-class cerfaficate

was awarded it—and of Lycaste Skinneri, a very deep rose-colouie4

variety. . .

Messrs. Cutbush, of Highgate, brought twenty-five fine specimens of

Hyacinths, which were awarded a special certificate. Mr. Thompson,

of'the South Kensington Musenm, sent a very neat collection of British

t'ems, which were a groat acquisition-a spechJ certificate was given

for them. Mr. Baxter, gardener to C. Reiser, Esq., Broxbounie,

exhibited a box of some of the finest cut Camellias ever seen. One

variety, named Kelvmgtonia, was particularly handsome—a white and

red flower with extra large outer petals, one of the best Camellias m
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Cnllivation. A first-class certificate was given it. There is some doubt
about the name, but the flower was not recognised by any of the
members present. The plant came from Guernsey into the possession
of its present owner. A special certificate was jtfiven the collection.

Mr. Woodward sent Cattlcya Garbrandiana. which was simply a
variety of C. Trianjui. Messrs. Veitch sent several varieties of Phor-
minm, one of which, P. Cookiannm variegalum, it was requested
should be sent again, the plants being too yonng to determine their
merits. Asplenium sp. from Monte Video, to be named by Mr. Moore,
was awarded a first-class certificate. Messrs. Carter sent a pretty
collection of plants with variegated foliage, also some cut specimens
of new Coleus. A very well-grown plant of PhaIa?nopsis Scbilleriana,
from the same firm, was awarded a special certificate, and a special
certificate was given the collection. Mr. Forsyth, gardener to Baron
Rothschild, Gunnersbury, received a special certificate for a fine speci-

men of Phal{Enopsis Scbilleriana.

Mr. Sampson. Yeovil, sent cut specimens of the Glastonbury Thorn,
"with the flower buds folly formed, though not expanded. He also sent
some flowers of hybrid Pelargoniums, which were very pretty ; Echi-
natnm and Miniatum were the parents. Mr. Green, gardener to
W. W. Saunders, Esq., was awarded a first-class certificate for Agave
Bissiriana hystrix ; he also exhibited some spiltes of a very beautiful
scarlet Salvia, the specific name of which was not known. Messrs.
E. G. Henderson contributed cut specimens of Oestrum elegans in
frrnt and flower, the former the same colour as the flowers, very hand-
some for decorative purposes. A box of cut specimens of Camellias
was sent from the gardens at Osborne. These flowers were grown in
the open air without any protection, and were very fine both as to
colour and size. For these a special certificate was awarded Mr.
Toward. Mr. Gibson, of Battersea Park, exhibited four fine speci-
mens of Senecio Ghiesbrechtii, very handsome both in foliage and
the immense heads of sweet-scented yellow flowers.

ScLENTiFic Co.MMiTTEE.—W. Wilson Saundcrs, Esq., F.R.S., in
the chair. The greater portion of the time was occupied by an exami-
nation of fruit-tree stocks sent by Mr. Rivers, Mr. Scott, of Crewkeme,
and Mr. Meston. The collection of Mr. Rivers consisted of the fol-

lowing :

—

Group 1.—Apples on the Nonesuch English Paradiso stock, with
two stocks one year old. The trees are one and two years old, with
the exception of the dwarf bushes, which are two and three years old.

This stock was raised by Mr. Rivers from the Nonesuch Apple some
thirty odd years ago.

Gronp 2.—Apples on the Broad-leaved English Paradise stock, with
two stocks one year old. This stock was raised also from seed the
same season as the above, its parentage unknown. Both these stocks
are remarkable for their rooting freely at the surface, and giving a
robust growth with great fertility.

Group 3.—Apples on French Doucin stocks, one and two years old,
the best variety received from France. This kind does not root so
freely near the surface in this climate as the English Paradise stock.

Two stocks were sent with the trees.

Group 4.—Apples on the French Paradise stock, one and two years
old, with two stocks one year old. The trees on this stock are very
fertile, but are apt to canker in the stiff cold loams of Sawbridgeworth.
Two Peach trees, Bellegarde and Grosse Mignonne, budded on a

kind of White Magnum Bonum Plum. The French Peaches were
formerly budded on the White Pear Plum and the Brompton Plum
stocks. In France at the present day they are budded on the Black
Damask and Myrobalan Plum stocks with no gi-eat success, as the
stocks do net swell freely. The stock now swells with the scion, and
seems likely to supersede all other kinds of Plum stocks for French
Peaches.

Stocls.—One Burr Knot, a surface-rooting Apple, forming a very
good stock for garden Apple trees.

Two pigmy Paradise stocks one year old, and two miniature Paradise
stocks one year old. These were sent to show the tendency of our old
kinds of Apples to produce from seed surface -rooting dwarf trees,

as several other varieties of like habits have been raised at Sawbridge-
worth from seed.

One lateral single cordon Apple tree on the Paradise stock, five

years old.

One vertical cordon Apple tree on the same kind of stock, and of the
same age.

One lateral single cordon Apple tree on the French Paradise stock,

five years old, an imported tree from France.
The three last-mentioned trees had been growing side by side in a

stiff, cold, clayey soil.

The opinion of the Committee in regard to the value of Mr' Rivers's

two stocks as dwarfing agents was, that in respect of perfection of union,
free surface-rooting properties, and the influence they exerted in

developing, even in the first year, a profusion of bloom buds, they were
excellent stockp,

Mr. Scott, of Crewkeme, sent examples of French Paradise, and
of the English Paradise stocks, as supplied by the Surrey nurseiT-
man ; and on comparison it appeared that the French Paradise of

Mr. Scott and that grown by Mr. Rivers under that name were not
Mentical. At all events there is a very marked difference in the
TJgour of the trees, and in the mode of rooting ; those of Mr. Scott
throwing-up an abundance of suckers, which those of Mr. Rivers do
not. The Englisli Paradise stock sent by Mr. Scott is a much smaller

,

and less vigorous-growing plant, and exhibits symptoms of canker ija

consequence of having suffered from frost, a peculiarity we never bfore
knew the English Paradise stock subject to. Mr. Scott also exhibited
maiden trees of fine healthy growth, grafted on the French Paradise.
Mr. Meston showed examples of trees worked on the French

Paradise, imported from France, exliibitingall the vigour of those sent
by Mr. Scott on the same stock, and of those shown by Mr. Rivers on
the Nonesuch English Paradise, and the Broad-leaved English Para-
dise. A double horizontal cordon, also imported from France, was
sent by Mr. Meston, the cordons of which corresponded in length and
vigour to a single horizontal cordon sent by Mr. Rivers, and which
was also gi-afted on the French Paradise, which was likewise an imported
tree, but had not the robust growth of one of Mr. Rivers's single cordons
grown on the English Paradise.

The exhibition was altogether a most interesting one ; but it was
impossible to arrive at the characters which essentially distinguish
the different varieties of stocks by what was furnished on an ex-
amination of the collection. It was, therefore, unanimously resolved
that the collections exhibited be sent to the garden at Chiswick, and
there cultivated, with the view of observing the subsequent effects pro-
duced by the different stocks, and of growing the stocks themselves,
EO that an opportunity may be afforded of studying them, not only as
regards their horticultural value, but also as to their botanical
characters. We hope, therefore, by the treatment they will receive at
Chiswick, we may, ere long, be enabled to determine the differences
now existing, and to see by the flowers and their fruits what these
really are.

Gexeral Meeting.—J. Bateman, Esq., F.R.S., in the chair. A
list of donations of plants and seeds having been read, and a vote of
thanks to the donors unanimously passed. His Serene Highness
Prince Teck, His Highness Hassan Pacha, Viscount Milton, M.P.,
Lord Alfred Churchill, and several others were elected Fellows. After
the Committee awards had been reported, the Rev. M. J. Berkeley
observed that there were not any flowering plants calling for special

remark except Orchids, which Mr. Bateman would notice, and he
would, therefore, at once direct attention to the beautiful Pear-shaped
Gouid which had been exhibited by Messrs. E. G. Henderson. This,
he said, was one of a little group belonging to Cncurbita pepo, and
called Coloffuintes by the French. Any one interested in the subject
of Gourds would find the best information in a paper by M. Naudin,
in the fifth volume of the fourth series of the " Ajmales des Sciences
Naturelles.' After mention had been made of a new Thistle, probably
a hybrid, Mr. Berkeley produced some Peach shoots which had been
sent to him by a gentleman at Eastbourne, and of which not only
the tips but the middle had died off in a seemingly inexplicable
manner. Mr. Berkeley, however, considered that this result was at-

tributable to the exceptional weather of last year, in which there was
a sudden change from excessive drought to excessive moisture. A
seedling Pelargonium from Southampton then came under notice, on
account of its producing from the stem a web of a curious snbstan^,
exactly like that found in drains, and the fibres of which appeared to>

be adventitious rootlets. A portion of the root of a Telegraph Cucum-
ber which had been propagated by cuttings, was also exhibited to the
meeting. This was covered all over with tubercles, which resembled a
minute species of Truffle, found in the west of England. These
tubercles on being cut open and placed under a microscope exhibited
a number of beautiful cells, among which were cysts containing a
minute vibrio. The only means of arresting the evil which Mr.
Berkeley could recommend, was burning the roots.

Mr. Bateman before touching on the Orchids, directed attention to
the beautiful cut Camellias from Osborne, and the photographs of the
plants on which they were grown. He remembered that many years
ago there was a controversy as to whether the Camellia is hardy or

not, and he believed Dr. Lindiey settled that it is hardy, but unless it

receive heat it will not flower. The gardens at Osborne were only on&
of the many instances of the wisdom of the late Prince Consort, and
one of his good deeds to horticulture was their establishmeut.

Mr. Bateman, passing on to the tubers of Oxalis crenata exhibited

before the Fruit Committee, said that in the shop of M. Chevet, in

the Palais Royal, at Paris, which contained a more miscellaneous col-

lection even than Covent Garden, he had seen a number of tubers

which he recognised as old friends of thirty years ago. On revisiting

the shop some time afterwards he had found that from being fine

tubers *2 inches long, they had subsided into such as those before the

meeting. On inquiring what they were, he was told they were Oxalis,

and that they had been grown out of doors in the neighbourhood of

Paris. Those who studied the horticultural periodicals several years

ago, would remember seeing paragraphs on the Oxalis crenata as a
rival to the Potato, but like the Arracacha, Dioscorea batatas, and
others which had been proposed, little more was heard of it. He him-
self had grown it out of doors and it had only produced tubers as large

as peas by the time frost came, but his two original plants had been

kept in a warm vinery, and they had afforded him tubers as large as

those exhibited. They were cooked, and he had a very lively and
pleasant recollection of them ; nothing could be lighter, being more
like soiifjicts than anything else, and he had no doubt they were very

wholesome. Though Oxalis crenata could not be successfully grown
out of doors, at least in most parts of the country, it might be tried

in orchard houses, and if it succeeded there it would be an important

addition to our slender and never-increasing stock of vegetables ; for
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tUoaj4li the variotieB of t'uese aro being coatinually multiplicJ, aJdi-

tious to tbo kinds of regetablea grown are seldom, if tver, made.

Whilst Bpeakin" of M. Chevet's shop, he might mention the magnifi-

cent display of Truffles there. It was considered by tjom-mrts that

the past nad been a good Traifle year. To enjoy a Truffle it must bo

eaten fresh—not more than a week after having been taken from tlio

gi'onnd. When at Cannes ho had been at a Trutlle hunt, and had jiut

a tuber in his pocket ; he smeit it every morning fora week, and found

that the scent remained for just that time. Those who wished to know
vhat Truffles really are must have them direct from PiU'is, and cat

them fresh.

Mr. Batemau in proceeding to notice the Orchids shown, called

Attention to au ingenious Orchid basket, the invention of a Mr. Briggs,

of Chester. This, he said, if it would endure well and contained no

injurious ingredient, would he very desirable, the design being taken

from brunches of trees, and lieing in very pure taste. With regard to the

Orchids before the meeting, the first he would notice was that most use-

ful of all the Phalrpnop?»e3, Phahenopsis SchiUeriaaa. Of this. Baron
Bothschild's gardener had sent a specimen with between fifty and
sixty flowers expanded and unexjianded. Mr. Williams, however, had
counted onco as many as a hundred flowers on a single plant. He
was glad to see Barou Kothschild enlisted among the Orchid-growers.

There wore also fine examples of the same Orchid from Messrs. Carter.

Among novelties they had Odoutoglossum cristatnm, not, however, of

very great beauty, and Lycastc Sehillerian:i. of which the same might

be said. An Oncidium from Lord Londesborough's gardener, though
not of great interest, was also noticed on account of that nobleman
haWug taken up the cultivation of Orchids. With reference to Bonatea
speciosa, he would mention that it would succeed with cool dry treatment

in the Mexican hou«e, where it is exceedingly useful.

The Kev. M. J. Berkeley said that as Mr. Bateman had mentioned

his name in connection with Truffles, he would remark that we have in

this country many species of TmiHe, but not Tuber melanospormum,
which is sold in Paris, the only native one to be seen in our markets
being T. mstivum. As regards preserving Truffles, the Perigord Truffle

would retain a good deal of its aroma in oil, but nothing could be worse

than dried TrnfHes.
The Chairman then announced that the Annual General Meeting

would be held on Februarv 9th.

GARDENING IN THE WEST.—No. 4.

I PROCEED to describe the arrangement for growing plants

SQCoessfully and conveniently in rooms heated by furnaces

beneath them, or stoves within them. It must, in the first

place, be stated that the coal generally used for these stoves or

furnaces is that called anthracite, or stone coal, in Pennsyl-

vania, a sort which seems to have been naturally coked under
immense pressure in the bowels of the earth, and which burns
with little or no flame, but gives off an intense and long-con-

tinuing heat. The improved gas-consuming and sslf-regu-

lating stoves recjuire feeding but once a-day, and emit no
deleterious fumes, requiring very little draught to carry all off,

and almost no amount of care. This anthracite coal is the

glory of eastern Pennsylvania, as iron is of the centre, and as

bituminous coal and petroleum are of the western part of that

well-endowed state.

The plants are arranged within 6he space enclosed between
an external window open to the cast or south—and of which
either the upper sash can be let down, or a covering roof raised

up for ventilation when necessary—and an internal one, which
opens likes a French window for easy access to the plants.

Heat is supplied by causing the warm air of the room to cir-

culate through the enclosure, and this circulation is secured by
providing two openings, one over and one under the inner
window. As the air becomes cooled by contact with the outer
window it flows into the room through the lower opening, thus
making way for the entrance of the warm air from near the
ceiling of the room through the upper opening. The necessary

moisture is supplied to the air as it enters in an equally simple
and effective manner ; the upper opening being made wider
than the lower one (as much as 8 or 12 inches deep, according

to the capacity of the enclosure), a long narrow trough of zinc

is placed so as to rest safely along the bottom of the opening,
but in such a manner as to be easily removable when necessary.

This is supplied with water, into which a little curtain of open
worsted material suspended from the top of the opening dips,

so that all the air that enters must pass through its interstices,

of course imbibing on its way through a good supply of the
moisture which is continually ascending the curtain by capil-

lary attraction. Only a portion of this moisture is carried back
into the room ; much of it is condensed on the outer glass,

where, during cold nights, it forms a thick coat of beautiful and
protective frostwork, emulating the beauty of the foliage in

elegance and variety of pattern, and almost as useful as an

ordinary shutter in repelling cold. As this coat of ice is dis-

solved by the beams of the morning sun, the drip is caught in

a zinc pan, which also receives any overflow from watering.

In another arrangement embodying the same principles, the

inner window and the plant stage are attached together, and
aro supported on one side by castors to carry the whole
smoothly and evenly over the floor, when it is desired to open
the case either for access or display; the other eide being
loos-ejy hinged at top and bottom. Where two windows, as a
south and an oast one, are at suitable distances and both thus
stocked with plants, when the stages are wheeled out towards
each other across the intervening angle of the room, the plants

on these make, along with those remaining in the windows,
quite a display.

The taste of American plant-lovers seems to favour bright-

ness and contrast of colour with symmetry of form. Hence
plants that require full light, and such as aro symmetrically

erect or neatly climbing or wantonly trailing, are more ap-

proved than the quiet little denizens of Wardian cases, however
neat.

We must next look at things out of doors with our dry-air

spectacles, and then go on to the consideration of temperatures
more violent than our ow n.

—

Pennsylvania.

Me. Edward Parke Fr.inci3.—We regret to announce the
death of this well-knovm nurseryman, which took place on the

11th inst. at his residence at Hertford, in which town he had
carried on business for nearly forty years.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

If hot dung is suffioieutly worked let a seed bed be made
forthwith for Cucumbers and Melons ; a two-light frame answers
well for the purpose. Cover the dung inside with 6 inches of

old and clean-riddled tau, or cocoa-nut fibre refuse, and plunge
the seed pots near the glass, taking care, if the bottom heat
exceeds 90°, to keep it subdued. Endeavour to have a spare

frame or pit for early Potatoes ; a bottom heat of 70", that will

last for a month, will be ample, and the sooner it dies away
after that the better ; too long a continuiuce of bottom heat
will draw the haulm. If a frame can be spared sow Horn
Carrots and frame Eadislws in alternate rows 3 inches apart

;

a very slight bottom heat of 65" will accelerate them much.
Proceed with successional Asparagzis : the early beds if kept
well lined will do again, or they will make excellent beds for

Potatoes, or early Carrots and liadishES. Provide siccessionB

of Kidney Beanx and Strawberries as soon as room can be
spared for them. Kemember that Strawberries are bast started

in pits or frames with a bottom heat of 70° and an abundant
supply of air, and may afterwards be removed to the hothouse
shelves if necessary.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Fruit trees and bushes may be pruned at once if their prun-

ing has not already been completed. However, where birds

are troublesome this work may be left till March. Trees on
houses, walls, &a., when pruned, should have enough of wood
taken out to prevent crowding. Cut out old diseased branches,

and replace them with young ones. Keep the whole tree regular

over the space to be covered. Bushes, when pruned, shonld
have their branches kept as upright as possible, cutting out all

cross shoots, and taking care to avoid crowding. Cutting out
a few old branches every season and replacing them witk
young ones, keeps the plant healthy and vigorous. Protect
newly planted trees with litter over their roots, and secure
them against wind.

FLOWER GARDEN.
This will now be desolate unless soma means have been de-

vised to supply the place of the summer flower.s
;
perhaps there

is no better plan than to keep a supply of small evergreens in
pots, which might be done with but little trouble, and these
may be plunged in the beds when the flowers are removed.
They ought in all cases to be kept together in masses of one
kind of plants, as being far preferable, in point of taste, to an
indiscriminate mixture. No plant is better adapted for this

purpose than the Dwarf British Furze (TJlex nana), which
flowers so generally throughout the winter. Other plants
adapted for the same purpose are—Aucuba japonica, IJuxns
sempervirens suffruticosa (Dwarf Box tree) ; Hex aquifoUum
(Holly), green and variegated varieties ; Phillyrea, several
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species ; Erioa, the hartly species ; Berberis aquifolium, Ledum
or Leiophyllum tbymifoliuin, and L. palustris ; Vinca major
(Periwiuklc) ; Piinos glaber (Winterberrj) ; Daphne pontica

;

I). coUina, D. gnidiiim, and D. eneorum ; Cupressus and Juni-

perus, several species ; and Kuscus aculeatus (Butcher's Broom).

A selection made from plants similar to these, and arranged

so as to combine a pleasing variety with harmony of effect,

would supply all that could be desired.

OREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
Most operations here should still be performed as early in

the morning as possible, in order that the atmosphere and
floors may be in an enjoyable state later in the day. Orange
trees in tubs are liable to be affected by soot fungus, which
should be thoroughly cleared off at all seasons, but more especi-

ally now ; let the leaves be washed clean with soap and water

and a sponge. Decaying leaves or unsightly plants must be

kept constantly removed, and their places supplied with fresh

material from the forcing pit. In addition to small plants,

such as Chinese Primulas, Rhododendrons and Camellias will

now be making a good display. Stores of hybrid Roses in cool

pits intended for growing in pots for a late display, may now
be potted off singly, using one half loam, the other half leaf

soil, manure, and charcoal dust. If a warm and moist heat

can be obtained, introduce some Fuchsias intended for speci-

mens and for propagation. Keep a mild atmosphere in the
mixed greenhouse, and beware of too much night heat. Avoid
the application of stimulants; maintain, if possible, all pre-

vious growth, but do not encourage any addition to it till the
proper season arrives. An average temperature of 45° will

be sufficiently elevated.

STOTB.
At this season the inmates of our stoves and greenhouses

seem as links to connect the floral season of the past with that

of the future. There is not, perhaps, a single feature in the
caltivation of plants during the winter in which the amateur
is more likely to err, and by reason of which a greater amount
of injury is occasioned, than in the application of water, either

as a liquid or in vapour ; if applied directly to the soil in great

quantities, the roots, being at this time inactive, are certain to

sustain more or less injury, and if it is applied in excess to the

atmosphere in the form of vapour, the exhalations from the
leaves of plants will be checked, and in either case the plants

will materially suffer. It is diihcult to give precise rules for

the performance of operations such as supplying moisture; as

a general principle, however, with reference to plants in pots,

no more water ought to be given at the roots than is suftioient

to sustain the energies of the plant ; and scarcely any more
should be supplied to the atmosphere than arises from the

evaporation-troughs on the hot-water pipes, none should be
applied by the syringe. Examine carefully trellis plants in

pots; those which have received considerable rest and are re-

quired to flower in good time should now be pruned, disrooted

if necessary, and started on a mild bottom heat. Some of the

Passion-flowers, and such plants as Ipoma?a ficifolia, I. Learii,

Pergularia odoratissima, <tc., answer well treated in this way.

PITS AND FRAMES.
Plants in frames intended for bedding-out in the summer

require especial attention to guard against both damp and frost.

Such plants should be fully exposed to the air at all times
when it can be admitted to them without risk, and they should

be kept as dry as possible, never watering them except when
absolutely necessary, nor taking oft the sashes in damp weather.

Coverings sufficient to exclude frost should be duly applied,

and should be elevated a few inches from the glass so as to

enclose air beneath them, which will act as a non-conductor of

heat.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST ^VEEK.
OwiNo to the still prevalent wet weather the work has been

for the most part a continuation of that of previous weeks.

We will, therefore, make some remarks suggested by our own
observation and experience, and the inquiries of various corre-

spondents, as to the evils and the way to obviate the incon-

veniences of stagnant water.
Stapnant Water.—Water is ever an advantage when it can

be kept in its proper place and made to subserve a definite pur-

pose. Water in tanks, reservoirs, and ponds is, therefore, valu-

able as a makeshift, but as a sanitary agent for plants and
men it is not to be compared with that taken from the purling

brook or the rapid-flowing river. The greater the decline of

the stream, and the consequent more rapid flow, the purer anci

the healthier—other things being equal—will the water be, as
it will absorb and contain more of the vital air. Last summer
we were glad to obtain water in any shape ; but some time
before our ponds failed it tried some of the men very much,
as they used it for watering. All such reservoirs when ex-
posed, however ted, are sure to contain organic matter in the
shape of tree leaves swept into them, and these with leaves
undergoing a process of decomposition, will less or more make
the water ffctid and unpleasant. However useful these reser-
voirs are, it should not be forgotten that if left solely to them-
selves they in course of time may become the fruitful source
of malaria and low fever to the neighbourhood.
Even ground very retentive of water in the neighbourhood

of our dwellings becomes injurious and unpleasant, though
not in an equal degree to that which is the result of the large
festering pond. These ponds of mixed water, as well as yards
for stock, so often close to farm houses, would be more inju-
rious than they are but for the fact that the residents spend
so much of their time in the open air. Having the ground free

from stagnant water near our residences, and in our gardens
and pleasure grounds, becomes, therefore, a matter of import-
ance. Into the large subject of draining we do not propose to
enter at present, but we merely wish to give a few hints which
may be useful to the holders of small gardens which have no
connection with any main system of drainage.
Our first remark is, that there are many soils which, from

their character and the absorbent and open character of the
subsoil, need no drainage, and the expense of draining them
would only be thrown away. We are not aware that tha
greatest rainfall in any part of the country would be injurious
to the soil ; nay, quite the reverse if the rains freely percolated
through it and did not remain stagnant at or near the surface.

One inquirer A, has drained his garden 3 feet deep, and with
a fall of 1 foot in 30 feet ; soil sandy loam, with clay for sub-
soil ; and yet, except after the heaviest rains, no water comes
from the drains, and even then very little. He is advised to
drain the adjacent meadow, though it seldom seems overmoist.
We should say. Let well alone. Most likely the under clay in
his garden is mingled with strata of gravel or open marl, and
in such a case the superfluous water will disappear without
troubling itself to find its way to the drains. Before going to
the expense of draining the meadow we would dig holes in it

2 and 3 feet deep. If water stood in the 2-feet holes, and rather
deeply in them, we would drain. If hardly any stood in 3-feet

holes we should not think of draining. Subsoils are often
deceiving. Shafts driven into gravel, sand, or chalk will gene-
rally take off much superfluous moisture. Even clay with
marl in it is far from being so impervious as clay alone. The
breaking of such a subsoil and leaving it—cracking as it were
the pan which held the water confined near the surface—will

often do much to male the surface soon dry. Even that break-
ing of the subsoil will cause drains when made to work more
freely. Of course we will allow for exceptions ; but as a
general rule, so far as carrying off stagnant moisture is con-
cerned when water will not stand in test holes, we should be
careless of draining, further than disposing of a superfluity of
surface water.

B " drained his garden and field some years ago, subsoil
clay. The drains ran well at first, but do not run now ; he
used semicircular tiles without bottoms. What had better be
done, as the meadow even is quite sloppy ?" We fear that th»
drains must be taken np and relaid. The want of soles for

the drains is probably the chief cause of failure. The super-
incumbent weight has sunk the tiles in the clay, and the water-
course is thus choked up. A floor of slips should always be
laid, and the tiles laid on so as to cross the joints. For want
of this precaution, and to save a little in the first instance, we
have known large tracts of drained land little better of the
drainage in the course of five or six years. Cylindrical tiles,

now so commonly used, from 2 inches and onwards in bore, are
safer :in this respect, as less likely to sink irregularly. AH
such drains are better if made in the wedge shape, say 2 feet

wide at top, and 5 inches wide at the depth of 30 or 36 inches,
A few stones, or even spray and branches, over the pipes keep a
larger space open and lessen the weight. When turf can be
had, as in a meadow, it is well to cut a thick wedge, grass side

downwards, and ram it firmly in the opening, leaving a space
of inches or so over the tiles. We have known ground
drained in this way alone without either tiles or stones, and
the water run for many years. A strong earth-arch was thus
formed over the narrow opening at the bottom. It would be
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true policy, however, to use the tiles. It is often very ilifllcult

to open these old drains. The work is often more diilicult to

do than makinr; fresh ones, and as B placed his drains iiO feet

apart, and as tiles are now cheap, wo would lie inclined to drain

the intermediate spaces, and let the old drains alone.

Drains are often stopped up by roots of trees taking pos-

session of them. Circular, or semicircular tiles, or pipes,

require merely to be placed end to end. There is no necessity

for having other holes in them. Even at the ends where they

join it is well to have a piece of tile, stone, &c., placed over

them to prevent fine soil entering ; but wherever water can

percolate, the fine roots of plants and trees will also find their

way ; therefore, drains should be laid at a distance from trees.

We have taken up pipes filled with sach a solid mass of Ash,

]:^lm, and Toplar rootlets, that no water could pass, and yet

these trees were 50 or GO feet from the drains. For draining a

small extent of ground the common spade and pick answer
very well, though when thus made you must have a wide
bottom; but for extensive draining operations, and where there

is much depth, it will in every way be beet to have the pro-

per tools and make the drain in the wedge-shape, with the

apex downwards. When for particular purposes, as convey-

ing sewage, bricks are used, we would either use the barrel

shape or make the drains square. We have known square

brick drains, inches wide and 5 inches deep, carry oft great

quantities of sewage with hardly any sediment for a great

number of years ; but just in proportion to the soap water and
fatty matter from dishes being thrown down, so there is the

greater necessity for having a good-sized cesspool just beyond
the water stink-trap, which could be often cleaned out, as that

would very much tend to keep the drains clean and in good
working order. Nothing so soon furs-up iron pipes, and even
round earthenware pipes, as dish-washing and soap water.

C, and he is not the only one we know, is equally un-
fortunate, having pitched his pretty home on ground at a low
level. He never thought of drainage. As good luck would
have it, he has nothing under the ground level, even his cellar

is on the ground level ; but as the nearest outlet he can have,

the bottom of a ditch by the side of a road, some 200 yards
distant, is only 3 inches below the surface of the intervening
ground, he has the greatest trouble even with the necessary
sewage, as whenever water accumulates in the ditch, the sewage
flows back, and forces itself above ground, and then when in

addition there are heavy rains, his little lawn is no better than
a stagnant morass. He is becoming alarmed for the conse-

quences to himself and his household, and fears he must part at

a great loss with what was obtained with much toil, sweetened
with many a vision, now fully realised but for the difficulty of

this stagnant water deteriorating the otherwise healthy air

about him. Well, the case is a bad one, but not, we think, with-

out remedy. Make the water move, and to a great extent you
rob it of the powers to injure which it would have when stag-

nant. For the sewage near the termination of the drains sink
a hole or well as deep as you can go—say 30 or 40 feet, without
finding water, more shallow if water should break in, and there
let the sewage go in the first place. Very likely, if no water
come in until you go down a good depth, you will be little more
troubled for years, as if there are any open strata, as gravel or
chalk, the water will find a way for itself. In the worst result,

the well getting full, why then an iron pump plied for a few
hours would send the water into the ditch, and keep the house
sewage from returning, and in this case, if the well held the
sewage, you might find that anything but useless for the kitchen-
garden crops, &c., in summer. If the extent of ground is large,

we should prefer another well for receiving by shallow drains
the superabundant water, and even then, if there were no
porous strata to take the water away, the use of a pump would
take o£f the superabundant supply, and keep the moisture from
being stagnant. We cannot, however, just now call to mind
the number of cases known to us, where the sinking of a dumb
well 30 or 40 feet deep, owing to the open strata the well
passed through, was quite sufficient, without the use of a pump
for keeping low-lying places quite healthy and comfortable.
Even the use of a pump under such circumstances would be a
trifling drawback when compared with the loss attendant on
disposing of a country residence.

Stagnant water and its evils are by no means confined to the
gardens and the outsides of residences, even of the wealthy.
We need not here allude to what were facts, if they are not facts
now—that some of the finest drawing-rooms, &c., in London
were piled over what were nothing better than cesspools be-
neath the kitchen and scullery floors. Too often even in

country houses we have stagnant water producing its pes-

tiferous eltects, even amid the most engaging and pleasing

appearances.
I'liuili (Dili FliJwer.-< in Rooms.—The rage for cut flowers, and

even flowers in vases in rooms, is often doing an evil work.

The beautiful, however pleasing, will never make amends for

the want of thought and consideration. We have looked with

pity at this season at Hyacinths and other bulbs struggling for

existence on the tops of mantelshelfs and other secluded corners

where no direct light could reach them. It is strange how
people, in other respects very intelligent, are so slow to realise

the simple fact, that direct light is more necessary to plants

than even to men. In such places the plants cannot be other-

wise than unhealthy, and if in glasses the water soon becomes
putrid. In a window, or fully exposed to light, the water

remains longer sweet, as the healthy growth exercises a purify-

ing influence. A little charcoal or camphor in the water causes

it to keep sweet longer ; but there is no sure cure against

putridity, except frequent changing of the water, applying it at

a temperature the same, or at the lowest as high as the general

temperature of the room. We have frequently seen Hyacinths
BO profusely scattered in glasses in a room as to render the

atmosphere next to unbearable, not so much from the aroma
from the flowers as from the odour of the putrid water in the

glasses. There is this advantage from having plants in pots

in rooms, that so long as the drainage is good there is no an-

noyance from stagnant water, and the more especially il water

is not allowed to stand long in the saucers.

Cut flowers are another fruitful source, though little thought

of, of malaria in rooms. Very soon the bottom of the stalk

begins to decay, and from that moment the stagnant water

begins to exercise the influence of a pestiferous morass. Chang-
ing the water at least every day, is the chief means of prevent-

ing the unseen annoyance. Putting a little charcoal in the

water will do good, and to keep the flowers long they should be
taken out, and a small piece nipped off the stalk, so that a
fresh piece will bo presented to the water. A lady, a friend of

ours, used to keep flowers fresh by this means for four, and even
in some oases for six weeks, whilst her neighbour could not
keep the same flowers for a week. This unseen evil, from great

quantities of cut flowers, arises from the fact, that the person

who puts them into vessels of water never thinks more about

them until the flowers decay. We have no hesitation in stating,

that a dozen such vessels of cut flowers in a room left uncared
for, would be suQioient to bring on low fever. Often in our own
experience, when such vessels have been sent to be emptied
and refilled, we have had to ask others less annoyable by ill

scents to perform for us the emptying process. AH admirers

of cut flowers may soon satisfy themselves of the truth of this

statement. As a less evil, when the regular attendance could

not well be given, we used pure sand saturated with water, in-

stead of water alone ; but that, too, though keeping sweet
longer, would become ere long oppressively foitid if there were
no outlet for the moisture.
We have said that plants in pots will be free from these

objections so long as water does not remain long in the pots

and in the saucers. The eorth acts a purifier, and the water
has no chance of becoming putrid. To our eye, however, there

is hardly anything more out of place than common garden pots

in finely furnished rooms, or on staircases, &c. Hence we have
recommended that all pots so used should be concealed in

vases, boxes, itc, of an ornamental and artistic character, bo

as to be in harmony with the general furnishing of the apart-

ment. Either when single pots are thus placed in small vases,

or a number [of pots are put into a larger vase, and covered
with fine green moss, an effect is produced that could never
be approached by single plants in pots, however numerous.
Just now, for instance, think of an elegant vase, whatever its

composition—say 2 feet in diameter, in front of a window,
centred with Hyacinths, banded with Tulips, and edged with
Crocus, and judge if any combination of scattered pots would
equal it in effect. In advocating such combinations in

rooms, and thus rendering cut flowers less necessary, there is

one thing, however, we have nearly forgotten to allude to pro-

minently, and that is either to water so carefully as to have
no surplus water, or to have means by drainage and a de-

vice for catching the water below, by tap or otherwise, for

removing the superfluous water, which otherwise would be
stagnant. Wherever this stagnant water thus exists to any
extent the plants would suffer little in comparison with the
human residents of the room. A little while ago we put a

Fern growing in a pot into a china vase, with nothing but a
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little clean moss beneath the pot, and a little moss over it.

The plant was watered with clean soft water for a fortnight.
On changing the plant at that time, the smell from the little

water accumulated amongst the moss was unbearable. A lady
had a vase made of zinc, painted elegantly, and rejoiced in
the combinations she was able thus to effect, by means of
small flowering-pots, the pots concealed by moss. In a few
months, however, she could not make out how the room,
notwithstanding the odour of the flowers, had a scent as
if there had been the opening of a drain, ^he vase when fresh
done up told too well the cause. A small pipe with tap was
fixed close to the bottom of the vase, and about half an hour
after watering the water that had found its way through the
pots was run off, and there was no more trouble with bad
smells. We hope that in future more importance will be given
to the avoiding of stagnant water, inside as well as outside of
our residences.—B. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—January 20.
A VERY limited number of buyers have attended during the past week,

busmess beiEK my dull. There is no new feature to report either in the
home or the foreign trade. The unports from abroad are much in excess
of the demand.

FRUIT.

s. d. _ ^
Apples i; sieve 1 G to 2
Apricots doz. o
Cherries lb. o
Chestnuts bush. 10
Currants i

, sieve
Black do.

Figs doz.
Filberts lb. 9
^ Cobs ...lb. 1
Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes, Hothouse., lb. 6
Iicmous 100 4

s.
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Asters—DovENNK t>v Comice Peah (Fl'>ri>it).—Tho Gorman or QnillcJ

and thfl Tassollod or Fron<;h are the cinfisoa Renerally exhibited. They
are to bo hud of diftorimt eolourB, but not in namod varictioa. Doyenuf

da Comice Poar Buccends well as a pyramid in the BouLh of England.

Potted Peach Thkes in ttik Oi-kn (Iround {E. S., C7(( i.ica).—You
may plunge the pots in cnnl ashes in a dry warm (Situation during tlie

winter, placing litter over the surface of the pots in severe weather to

protect the roots. The trees should be moved in-doors by the time the

buds show colour, nnd on^ht not to be taken out ajjain until the fruit is

ripo and tho leiivca have be;.;iin to fall, the wood being well ripened.

You may, however, place them out of doors after the fruit is -well set and
danger from frost past, keeping them out until the middle or end of

August, when they ylinuld be placed in-doors or close to a south wall,

where they would prnb;il)ly ripen their fruit ; Imt unlcas your situation

is warm you will not tind the fruit so juicy aud highly flavoured as those

from trees trained against a south wall or under glass.

Stopping Vine Leaders (Idem).—We understand your question to re-

fer to Vines that are partly up the rafters, and furnished with side shoots

or spurs a portion of the distance. The leading shoot or main rod should
not be stopped until it has reached to within 1 foot of the top of tho rafter.

The shoots from tho spurs ought to he stopped one joint above the fruit

;

if there be no fruit, stop them above the sixth leaf.

Select Roses (Idem).—In your light soil we would have them dwarfs
nn the Manotti stock, and manure them well with cow dunu and bono
dust, giving a good handful of the bone dust at planting. Plant Jules
Margottin, Lord Macaulay, Senateur Vaisse, John Hopper, Due de
Rohan, and Charles Lefeb\TC. If you wish for more free bloomers, then
Madame Eug'-ne Vcrdier. Louis XIV., Grant des Batailles, Comte dc
Bobrinski, Souvenir de Lady Eardly, and Red Rover.

Early-FLOweuino Gladioli (Idem).—We fear yon will find few good
blooming in June, but the following are ia general early bloomers, and
will probably answer your purpose :—Ad'He Souchet, Don Juan, Goliath.

Rembrandt, Mrs. Coudere, Nemesis, Rubens, Premices do Monli'ouge.

Madame Victor Verdier. Madame Snuchet, Gandavensis, Edith, .and

Comte de Momy. To bloom early they should be planted from the
middle of February to the middle of March if the weather is suitable.

Corontlla glauca (E a. G ).—Its usual time of flowering is at this

season I January), though it will sometimes, according to temperature
and state of growth, flower earlier. We have had it in bloom from Decem-
ber to March. As your plant is bare and straggling it should bo well cut
in ; keep it rather dry, but not so much as to affect the foliage, for from
a fortnight to three weeks, and then cut it to the form required. Keep it

rather dry until it begins to grow, then afford moisture, and pot when the
young shoots are about an inch long.

CoLEUSES FOR GREENHOUSE CULTURE {Idcvi).—We Consider C. Mar-
shalli, C. BerUeleyi, C. Murrayi. C. Bausei, C. Wilsoni, and C. Scotti the
best of the hybrids for greenhouse culture. The best time to purchase
them is in May, unless for some time after you receive them you can give

them a gentle heat, as that of a frame over a hotbed, then obtain them
n April.

Vine Border Forming—Vines for Greenhouse (C. TT.).—We think
your border, if made up to the height of the side lights, will be too deep ;

but you do not say what the depth will be from the level of tho pathway,
which will, of coarse, be the level to which the border is to be raised,

though it may be raised 6 or 9 inches above that to allow for settling. If

you have a depth of 3 feet above the brickbats or drainage to the level of

the pathway, that will be sufficient for the depth of the border. We
would over the 15- inch drainage place a layer of turf, grass side down-
wards, and then put in the materials for the border, mixing all well
together, bones as well as the other ingredients, and lay the compost
regularly, but without treading it, and raise it 6 or 9 inches above tho
intended level. The border should be mado at once, and the Vines
planted early in March, shaking all the soil from the roots, and spreading
these out carefully, and covering them regularly with about 3 inches of
fine not very rich soil. The Vines should be procured forthwith, and cut
back, 80 that they will reach to the height of the front lights. If you
have plants in the greenhouse the Vines should not be nearer each other
than 4 feet, planting the two next tho ends IS inches from the endt-.
That will give you seven Vines, which we would have three Black Ham-
burgh, one Lady Downe's if your house is heated, if not, one Trentham
Black, two Foster's Seedling, and one Calabrian Raisin, or, if not heated,
one Buckland Sweetwater.

Lawn Bf.owniko in Suhjier iJ. I.).— The lawn should be well
scratched with an iron rake, and have a little fine soil spread over it in
April, and you may then sow over it Suckling Clover (Trifolium minus),
rather thickly, or at the rate of 12 lbs. per acre. After sowing give
another light scratching with an iron rake, and roll well. It should be
done in April when the ground is dry, but with an early prospect of rain

Antirrhinums (Idr.m) .—The old plants if kept the second year should
have the old flower stems cut away, leaving none but the young growing
parts. It should be done when tho plants are making fresh growths.
Young plants are preferable to old; therefore, fresh cuttings should be
put in every year. Cuttings made this summer will make fine plants for
flowering nest year.

Centaurea ragusina from Seed {/(Zem).—If seed is sown now in a
hotbed and the seedlings grown in heat, these will make fine plants by
the beginning of June. The plants come true from seed, but are not so
silvery ia foliage as those from cuttings.

Seeds Home-saved (Jdrmi.—The seeds you have saved, if the plants
were well grown and of a good strain, the seeds being taken from the
best only, will produce plants equal to the parents, but we have known
them to be superior, and at other times somewhat inferior. Home-saved
seeds (except of particular sorts and when there is a good strain), are in
general less satisfactory than those purchased from persons who make
seed-saving and gelling a business.

Grass Edging not Cutting Clean (J'ifm).—Your grass edgings do
not cut clean because the soil is not sufficiently matted with fibres of
the grass, or, perhaps, it is hght and crumbling. We do nut recognise
the seeds you have sent us, and not knowing from what part of India
you had them, we are unable to advise.

Clerodendron Ealfodrit to Flotver in June (A Bcxlcy Header).—
The plant should receive the needful pruning eai-ly next mouth, aud

about tho middle of tho month should bo placed in a somewhat higher
temperature and rall\or moist atmosphere, and when it has pushed fresh
fiho(;tH a few inches long pot it, and place in a mild hotbed if convenient,
keeping it moist and shadod for a few days until tho plants recover from
the potting, being careful not to ovorwater, hut to keep the soil no more
than moist until the mots are working freely in the fresh floil. Keep it

iu a brisk heat of from GO'^ to f rr-' at night, and 75' by day, with a rise of
from 10'^ to ir>^ from sun heat. Tlio plant should bo encouraged with a
mni.st atmosphere, and should have plenty of room and unobsitructcd
light, placing it as near the glass as practicable. Water should bo given
Icsrt plentifully from the middle to the end of April, hy which time we
iuiiigine a good growth will have been made ; and then by keeping it dry,
but not so as to cause the plant to flag, it is likely a check will bo given
that will throw it into bloom, which you will soon see by tho formation
of tho buds, and the plant can; be retarded or forwarded, so as to flower
at the tune required.

LAPAGERtA rosea PROPAGATING [H. D.].—The readiest and best mode
of propagating this fine climber is by seed sown early in March in a
brisk bottom heat of 75^, and a top heat of from 6J^ to 80-. It may also
bo increased by suckers taken off when the plant is beginning to grow.
Layers may be made when the shoots are sufficiently long, cutting a slit

upwards below a joint, and layering that part into the soil or a pot filled

with soih

Compost for Coleuses {Jrfem).—The whole succeed in a compost of
two parts turfy lonm, sandy rather than strong, and one part each of leaf
mould or old cow dung, and fibrous sandy peat, with a free admixture of
sharp sand.

Aerides Stems [IdcTti).—W e admit that it is common to see thein with
but one &tem or shoot, but the great desideratum is to obtain them dwarf,
and the greater the number of stems the larger are the plants, and, of
course, the more valuable for every purpose— exhibition or ornament.

Transplanting Strawberries (^ Constant Subsciiber).—We would
not remove the plants until the beginning of March, and then we would
preserve good balls of soil, planting them firmly, and giving a sufBcient
watering to settle the earth about the roots.

Repotting Liliums {Licm).—They are best repotted every year. It
should he done as soon as the stems decay, but in potting do not disturb
the roots more than can be helped.

Double Primulas (Flora).—All the double Primulas have been ob-
tained from seed, or arc sports from the single varieties. A good double
variety does not produce seed ; the best double flowers are propagated by
cuttings or divisiors. There are many very good doubles that are in-
creased in that way, and there are semi-double varieties, both pink and
white, that are tolerably constant from seed, which they, of course,
produce. It is likely the partially double flowers which jou have will

seed, and the seedlings will not unlikely produce double flowers, but
quite as likely single ones. The seeds of the semi-double varieties are
sold by the seedsmen, and this will show to you that the semi-doubles
are general. We do not consider the double any improvement on the
single, as they are niether so sweet nor so free in gi'owth and flowering.

Oleander Infested with Scale {E. C).—The insect on your plant is

the Oleander scale. Washing with vinegar and tobacco water is of no
practical use in promoting its destruction. Wash the plant with a solu-
tion of Clarke's Iuse(^t-destroying Compound, S ozs. to the gallon, apply-
ing it to the under side of the leaves with a soft piiint brush, brushing it

well in, and washing every shoot or stem. Every part must be dressed
with the solution, and in two or three days wash the plant thoroughly
with a sponge, usiug the solution as before. No further dressing will bo
required except on the re-appearance of the scale, which is a pest the
plant is not long tree from.

Potted Narcissuses Rooting Outside {An Amateur).—The plants
being required for house decoration, you have no alternative but to
remove the roots that extend through the pots' drainage holes, which
ought to be done at once, before Ithe plants are too far advanced for
bloom. It will not do them any material harm.
Coleus Verschaffelti from Seed (Idem).—We think that this

Coleus could be successfully raised from seed, but the difficulty is to pro-
cure the seed. It should be sown in a hotbed early in March, and
treated the same as a tender annual.

Select Tricolor Pelargoniums (Idevi).—Juucy Grieve, Miss Burdett
Couttp, Howarth Ashton, Florence, Lizzie, Sophia Dumaresque, Italia
tinita, aud L'Empereur, presuming you have Mrs. Pollock and Lady
Culhim. Your mode of culture would be first-rate to furnish plenty of
tine leaves, which appear to be your object.

List of Kitchen Garden Seeds (Rouen).—We propose in an early
number to furnish a list of the best varieties of vegetables, in the hope
that it will be of use to others of our readers.

Procuring Seeds {M. G.).—You may procure Henderson's Conqneror
Celery and Winningstadt Cabbage through any of the principal seeds-
men. We cannot depart from our rule not to recommend dealers.

Conifer;e for Exposed Situation (/'^'wi.—The best of all is the
Piuus austriaca, and we would principally plant Scotch Fir and Larch^
that in, presuming you require them for shelter, and in such positions it

is of little use planting unless the trees are close together—not further
apart than 4 feet, so as to shelter and protect each other. Without pro-
tecting belts of the above, isolated plants or small groups ore of little

value, and never thrive. A few of the hardiest are—Abies excelsa,
A. Douglasii ; Cedrus atlantica (argentea) ; Jimiperus communis. J. hiber-
niea, J. suecica, J. virginiana ; Picea nobilis, P. grandis, P. Nordman-
niana ; Pinus austriaca, P. Benthamiana, P. cembr'a. P. excelsa, P. Jef-
frey!, I*, laricio ; Taxus adpressa, T. baccata, T. fastigiata ; Thujopsis
borealjs; Thuja gigantea, T. Lobbi, T. occidentalis, T. plicata, T. War-
reana ;. and Wellingtonia gigantea.

Protecting Fruit Trees (Amateur).—Your mode of protection will
not answer, but is, nevertheless, good as far as it goes. It is far more
important to cover the trees than to protect them at the sides. The side,
protection is, however, necessary, and you should have it, as you propose
the height of the trees, and it need not reach the ground by a foot*
Tifitiny will answer well, but you must have it over the trees, so as to
protect them from descending dews and frosts. The sides may be per-
manent, but the top should be moveable, and only placed over the trees
in case of frost, taking it off by day and putting it on at night. The
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side protection may remain until dancer to the blosaora and fruit be past,
then remove all. The plan of protecting the front wall and border will

answer well, only the protection must be removed whenever the air ia

not frosty, putting it on at ni^'lit and removing it in the morniDg. The
material if left on day and night is apt to make the growths tender; and
the fruit often falls when such opaque protecting niftterials are used and
kept constantly over the tree?. These likewise full a prey to insects,
and have not so healthy an appearance as those only having the protect-
ing material over them on frosty nights and days.

Pear Grafted on the Whitethorn (J. Hoyle).—The Poar will
succeed and bear fruit when on the Whitothorn stock, but the latter

does not grow sufficipntly fast to keep pace with the scion, nor does it

supply a sufficiency of sap.
Names of Fhcits (irj.— 1, Stnrmor Pippin; 2, Court of Wick; 3, Golden

Pippin.
Names of Plants (G. WitUamx),—Arbutus andrachne ; out of season,

bat owing to the mildness of tho weather not specially remarkable.
[J. S. S.).— Proves to be Phymatodes pustulata.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the week ending January 12th.

Date.
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radical cnre of trimming in all its branches, none will rejoice

at the event more tliau I shall, who have again anJ again seen

it reproduced phdoix-like from its own ashes, when I had
vainly conceived its utter annihilation wag secured.—Edward
Hewitt, Sjuirhlircok, hinningham.

[We rejoice that Mr. Hewitt has thus spoken out—not that

ye needed any index to his " sayings and doings," in oppo-

sition to fraudulent exhibiting.

Now, what would effectually prevent such attempts at decep-

tion ' We think the following rule in an exhibition schedule

would:—"The Judges will disqualify any pen the birds in

which they perceive are trimmed or dyed, or in any other way
artificially altered. The prizes awarded will not be paid until

the exhibition has closed ; and if in the meantime any pen is

proved to the satisfaction of the Committee to be trimmed,
dyed, or otherwise artificially altered, they will place a card

upon the pen, pointing out the cause of disqualification, and
withhold the prize if any has been awarded to it." Such a

rule would give time for defeated exhibitors to examine the

prize pens, and such exhibitors are excellent detectives.

—

Eds ]

BLACK HAMBURGHS.
There are often inquiries in ' our Journal " as to the most

profitable sort of fowls to keep ; and I sometimes wonder that

in your editorial replies you never say a word in recommenda-
tion of the very valuable but too little known Elack Hamburghs.
I cannot imagine a more profitable breed. They are very
hardy, and as layers they are unequalled, for not only do they
lay as many eggs as any of the other varieties of Hamburghs,
but their eggs are much larger. Indeed, my Black Hamburghs
lay larger eggs than the Dorkings and Cochins, which I keep for

sitting. For the table they are all that can be wished—of good
size and of most excellent quality. As regards exhibition, also,

they are satisfactory, especially for beginners ; for their points
are easily learnt, and I think they breed truer than most
varieties. There is no question as to their beauty ; the contrast
of the bright red comb, the pure white earlobe, and the lustrous
green of the plumage is so striliing that no one can help admir-
ing them.

I am glad to see that separate classes for them are springing
op at all the larger shows ; they are always well tilled, and must
be remunerative to the committees. They are steadily winning
their way into favour, indeed they only require to be better
known to become one of the most popular varieties of fancy
poultry.

—

Black Cock.

THE VULTURE HOCK IN BRAHMAS.
From the time of the commencement of the discussion respect-

ing the vulture hock in Brahmas I have always intended to
say a few words about it, but idleness and other impediments
have prevented my doing so until the present time.

I do not BO very much object to a vulture hock in a Cochin,
as the opinion of some of the judges has made it the fashion to
do, for some of the best and purest-coloured imported Cochins
I have known have worn that now-unfashionable appendage in
conjunction with size, delicacy, shape, and other Cochin merits.
In IJrahmas, however, I object to a vulture hock altogether, as
I should suspect with it a cross with the White Coihin. I am
sure no one has bred Brahmas with greater purity than I have
done, and in all the years that I have bred them Cmore than
fifteen), I have never seen a vulture hock in a single chicken.
It would be interesting to Brahma-amateurs to know whether
ihis unquestionable fault appears most in the Light or in the
Dark Brahmas.—E. Watts, The Ferns, Jersey.

THE PERISTEROXIC AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE.
Societies for the improvement and exhibition of fancy

Pigeons are no modern things ; like the fancy itself they are

not mere things of yesterday. They arose, I imagine, in this

way : After a book had been published which had been received
by fanciers as a text book and an authority, as was Moore's,
A.D. 1731, owners and fanciers of Pigeons would delight, first

to endeavour to bring their birds np to the prescribed standard,
and then would like to showthem to others who could appre-
ciate them. Thus friends would show their birds to friends ;

then an assembly of birds would be shown to an assembly of

friends. In Jloore's day the celebrated Almond and his Short-

faced brethren were not so very mnch beyond the better-shaped

ordinary English Tumblers, but he was a gentleman destined

to rise in the world, and by the year 17154 a standard of his

properties was acknowledged and printed separately, and a

Society, called the Columbarian Society, was instituted ; but I

fancy no other variety of Pigeon was then deemed wurthy of

exhibition. London was the cradle of the Almond Tumbler

;

in London he rose, improved, and was perfected. Little room
ho needs. A tender little fellow, he wants no lofty (lights in

mid-air; no, they would do him harm; but cosset him and
treat him like a greenhouse plant, and have him near you,

and then you can appreciate his form and feather.

The Columbarian Sjciety lived on, and the Almond was
improved by it. All through the last century it existed and
nourished. In old Johnsonian times it held its meeting at ''The
Globe," in Fleet Street. There be-wigged,short-breeeheJ, shoe-

buckled, collarless-coated gentlemen showed their birds ; then
came a generation of pig-tailed and top-booted fanciers ; then

a high-coat-colliired, metal-buttoned race, with huge bunches
of seals at their fobs, and awfully high neckcloths. The owners

did not always improve in their appearance, but as a rule the

birds did. At length (it was a pity), the old Columbarian
Society died, but two successors arose—the Philoperisteron

and another Columbarian. The two lived for some years, and
their members, like sensible people, who know that union is

strength, last year determined to combine the two under the

title of the " National Perijteronic Society ;" and it was to see

this Society's first annual Show that I went to the Crystal

Palace on the 12th inst.

Pantomimic pleasures, beloved of children, are reigning, as

all the world knows, just now at Sydenham : so hundreds of

dear little children were on their way to the Palace of Delight
— knickerbockered little men and flowing-haired little maids,

smiling little chatterers; missie not to-day "in a pet," nor

master "in one of his awful passions," as nurse calls them;
on the contrary, there they were in the railway carriage, chat-

tering happily, and quite unreservedly before their fellow tra-

vellers, telling us what they had seen, and where they had
been. One little lady told me of her home delights—dolls with

frizzled hair, and dolls' houses with wonderful kitchen arrange-

ments. Blessed little sunbeams of children that sunless

January day, attracting all eyes and ears until Standard and
Times were dropped, and the buoyant chatterers carried even

old fogies—wretched old bachelors, I fear—into their world, and
the old wicked wizened faces shone again with innocent smiles.

But the chidreu, all of us children together, led into the child's

world by the tiny 's talk, reach that big doU's house, the Crystal

Palace. Passing on by courts, and stalls, and theatre, and
orchestra, I reach the tropical department, and a turn to the

right brings me to the Pigeons. Never could birds be shown
to greater advantage—light all round, of course, in the Palace

of glass. Large hanging baskets of trailing plants softened the

light, and the gentle drip, drip, and splash of the fountain near,

fell on the ear pleasingly.

Now, good readers, I want you to see this Show by means of

my pen-and-ink sketch, and then go and see its successor next

year, for it is to be annual. Dismiss from yonr minds all

preconceived ideas ; do not think of this as an ordinary show.

First, no competition for prizes, therefore not a mere pair of

birds in each pen, but in many pens a goodly number, from

one dozen to even two. There were about a hundred pens—

a

dozen additional ones this day—mahogany-framed, with light

npright wire bars, light and spacious, on tables hung with

green baize, and even green baize floors to the pens. Green

tells as well for birds as for pictures. The number of birds

was about 800.

First, on the left, I find Carriers, exhibited by Messrs. May-
nard, Everett, Hedley, Square, Ord, and Wingtield. Some of

these birds are the property of gentlemen wlu do not exhibit

for prizes : hence, uninjured by long journeys, they looked

beautifully fresh.

Turning at the end of the Carriers to the right, I come to the

Short-faced Tumbler row. What Glasgow was in Pouters, this

Show was in Short-faces. Their exhibitors were Messrs. Wing-

field, Ilossiter, Ford, Jones, Esqnilnnt, Jayne. Merck, and

Esden. These birds foiuied tlie cream of the whole. Fancy,

as in Mr. Ford's pen, a stud of twenty-two Almonds of every

gradation of feather ; alike in variety as Pigeons, yet differing

in variety of feather. By (his plan of many birds in a pen a

mass of feathered beauty was seen, which at no other show is

to be seen. The Mottled were also excellent. No words can

do justice to the Short-faced Tumblers when you consider the
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number and qnality. I felt glad indeed that London still held
to the beautiful AlmouJ.

Bi-ards, Balds, some of the latter showed in their plumage
a feather here and there, which revealed the Almond cross.

The Pouters were not numerous, but there were some good
birds shown by Messrs. Heath, Volckman, Grefham, Jones, and
Tegetmeier. Some of the White Pouters struck me as very
excellent. There were also pigmy Pouters shown by Mr.
Tegetmeier.
The show of Barbs was good and niimerons, they belonged

to Messrs. Hedley, Jones, Dart, Maynard, Edwards, &c. Some
of these birds, as Mr. Hedley'g, showed that great judgment
had been used in their breeding and matching.

I was pleased to see that a hint of mine, some time since
given in these pages, was carried out at this Show. Thus, Mr.
Hudson, the exhibitor of whole pensful of Antn-erps, had
placed cards on the pens stating the distances flown by the
birds within, and calling special attention to certain birds and
their deeds. The distances flown varied from 100 to 300, 399,
730, and even reaching to 735 miles. Singular to say, the
public, the ignorant (as to Pigeons) public, were more caught and
interested by these cards relating to Pigeon wing-prowess than
anything else. Crowds were around reading and wondering

—

crowds who on seeing the Barbs said, " Poor things ! what sore
eyes they have ! " By the way, one little lady, there for the
pantomime, said of the Carriers, " They have dipped their

heads in bread poultices, I see."

There were pens full of Rollers, and Long-faced Be(ir(?s, also
of Dragoons. I must pause to praise the lovely colour of some
of Mr. Jones Percivall's Bines. I like colour, and I think all

fanciers should regard it much in every class of birds. The
Jacobins were very beautiful. Those shown by Mr. Jones and
Mr. Rojds were very lovely.

Where can I find a blot ? Nowhere. Pens, and birds, and
arrangements were excellent. Many things besides the beauty
of the birds made this Show specially pleasant. Thus, we had
the public there in crowds to see, admire, learn, and, perhaps,
imitate. Then there being no prizes, so no sharp contests, no
bitterness, no regrets, and no fear of letters of complaint to

follow. Each exhibitor showed the pick of his stud, and in
goodly numbers. Such a show of Short-faced Tumblers I

never before saw, indicating that modern Londoners, like their

forefathers, cultivate and enjoy the fairy queen of Pigeons, the
elegant little Almond.

I beg in conclusion to thank the President of the Peristeronic
Society, Mr. Eequilant, and its Honorary Secretary, Mr. P. H.
Jones, for their kindly attentions, and I hope their new Society
may flourish as it well deserves.

—

Wiltshire Kectok.

NEWARK POULTRY ASSOCIATIONS SHOW.
The Show, held on the lith inst., was a very great snccess. The

qnality of the birds was much better than in tho.se exhibited last year.

The Pigecns for quality were not surpassed even by those at Birming-
ham. Ten silver cups, besides money prizes, were awarded.

Spanish.—First and Cnp, J. F. Dixon, Cotffrave. Second, J. Adkins,
Jan., Wall-all. Third, Eurchand Boulter, hheffield. HiRlily Commended,
C. H. Smith, Radcliffe Lodge, near Nottingham; J. Laming, Cowbnrn,
Spalding. Commended, Hon. Miss Douglas Pennant, Penrhyn Castle,
Bangor. (Cnp given to a very fair pen of birds. Mr. Lamlng's pen, perhaps,
ought to have stood in a better position. Cock in the second-prize pen
wry-tailed).
DoEKiNGS.—Cup, Dnlte of Newcastle, Clumber. Second, H. B. Ling-

wood, Needham Market. Third, D. C. Campbell, Brentwood. Highly
Commended, F. Parlett, Great Baddow; H.Warner, Loughborough; G.
Clarke, Long Sutton ; J. Hornsby, Grantham. (A good class).

Cochins (Cinnamon and Bun).—First, J, Ciittell, Birmingham. Second,
H. Mapplebeck, Moseley, Birmingham. Thli'd, Mrs. Woodcock, Leicester.
Highly Commended, D. Young, Leamington; W. Sandy, Badcliffe-on-
Trent. Commended, G. Adrian, jnn., Lincoln. (A very good class).

Cochins (Any other variety).—First, T. *^tretch, Ormskirk. Second. R.
Chase, Balsall Heath, Birmingham. Third, S. S. Mossop, Long Sutton.
Commended, T. Derry, Gedney; J. Staley, North Collinghani ; W. F.
Checkley & Co., Moulton. (A fine pair of Partridge first, and a grand
pair of Whites second.)
Beahmas.—First and Third, Mrs, Hurt, Alderwasley, Derby. Second,

Duke of Newcastle. Highly Commended, Hon. Miss Douglas Pennant

;

W. O. Quibell, Newark. (Small class, but very good).
Gasie (Black-breasted and other Reds).— First, Cup, and Third, C.

Chaloner, Worksop. Second. R. Swift, Southwell. Highly Commended,
H. Sftvile, Ruflford Abbey, Ollerton. (First prize a splendid bird, a fine

specimen of Game. A very good class.)

Game (Dnckwings).—First, Duke of Newcastle. Second, C. Chaloner.
Third, W. J. Cope,, Bamesley, Highly Commended, G. Hcnfrey, Maple-
beck, Newark. (First prize Duckwing Game, an excellent coloured bird ; a
very good class ; the third prize went to a very good upstanding bird,
which will be seen again in the prize lists.)

Game (Any other variety).—First, R. Swift. Second, W. Smith, Eot-
tesford. Third, C. Chaloner. Highly Commended, J. D. Hustwayte,

Nottingham; Miss A. Crawford, Famsfield. [First prize. Pile Game, a
good bird.)

Hamdurghs (Gold-spangledl.—First, J. Walker, Knare?borough. Se-
cond, J. Laming, Spalding. Third, G. J. Taylor, Hnddersfield. Highly
Commended, S. & R. Ashton, Mottrain ; T. May, Wolverhampton; G.J.
Taylor.
Hambcrghs (Silver-spangled).—First, J. Laming. Second, J. Walker.

Third, J. Fielding, Newchurch.
Hamdurghs (Gold-pencilled).—First and Cup, J. Walker. Second,

Burch & Boulter. Third, W. K. Tickner. Ipswich. Highly Commended,
W. R. Park, Melrose. (The cup for the best pen in the Hamburgh classes
went to a good pen of Gold-pencilled. All Mr. Pickles's birds were too
late for competition, or would have stood in a good place )

Hambuhghs ( Silver-penrilled).—First, J. Walker. Second, W. R. Park.
Third, T. & E. Comber. Highly Commended, G. Clarke, Long Suttoa.
HorDANs.—First and Third, W, O. Quibell, Newark. Second, Mrs.

Wilkin, Holborn Hill, Cumberland. (Mr. Quibell's celebrated birds stood
first),

Crkve-Ccefes.-First, Mrs. J. Cross, Brigg. Second, Hon. H. W. Fitz-
william. Wentworth Woodhouse. Third, C. H. Smith, Radclifle. (Small
class, but good.)
Any Distinct Variety.—First and Second, G. W. Boothby, Louth

(Gold and Silver Poland). Third, T. Pvobertshaw, jun., Hlingworth
(Andalusian). (First to a good pen of Gold Rolands.)
Game Banta^is (Black-breasted and other Reds).—First and Cup. R.

Swift. Second. J. R. Robinson, Sunderland. Third, W. E. Jeffries,

Ipswich. Highly Commended, Rev, G. Raynor, Tonbridge ; E. Toder,
Little Carlton ; T. Wootton, Mapperley, Nottingham; J. Staley, CoUing-
ham ; Miss Crawford ; E. S. Skeels. Commended, J. J. Cou&ins, Chapel
Allerton. (Game Bantams a splendid class. First, we think quite en-
titled to its position, owing to the first-rate hen, through the cock in the
second-prize pen was admitted by the Judge to be one of the finest birds
ever seen, but the hen was bad.)
Game Bantams (Any other colour'.—First and Cup. A. Parson, Colwick.

Second, J. Crosland, jun., Wakefield. Third, J. D. Hustwayte, Nottingham.
Highly Commended, Mason tS; Charlesworth, Chesterfield ; C. Chaloner;
Miss A. Crawford. (A good class.)

Bantams (White, Clean-legged).-First, S. & R. Ashton. Second, Rev.
F. Tearle, Newmarket. Third, J. Laming. Highly Commended, H. L.
Bradshaw, Wakerley, Stamford; J. Staley, Collinghnm.
B.iNTAMS (Black, Clean-Ieggedi.—First, S. S. Mossop. Second, G.

Clarke, Long Sutton. Third, S. & R. Ashton. Highly Commended, A.
Storrar, Peterborough; J. W. Morris, Rochdale. Commended, J. H.
Bradwell, Southwell; J. Staley. (Black Bantams remarkably good, par-
ticularly Mr. Pickles's hen, which came too late.)

Bantams (Any other variety).—First, M. Leno, Dunstable. Second.
Mrs. Woodcock (White Japanese). Third, H. Draycott, Humberstone.
Highly Commended, H. Draycott; J. Staley (Gold-laced). Commended,
J. Walker. Knaresborough ; H. Savile (Japanese Silkies); G.,^. Crewe.
Etwall. (The first-prize Sebrights good. Small class.)

Selling Class.—First, M. Brown (Black Spanish). Second, R, Swift

(Game). Third, J. Walker (Hamburghs). Highly Commended, H. Eyre,
Newark ; G. Clarke ; W. A. BumeD, Southwell ; H. Savile ; Miss J. Mil-

ward, Newton St. Loe, Bristol; F. Sales, Crowle ; F. Eddison, North
Laiths. (Exceedingly good.)
Ducks (Aylesbury).—Prize, F. Eddison. Highly Commended, H. Savile.

Ducks (Rouen).—First. R. Swift. Second, J. F. Dixon, Cotgrave, Not-
tingham. Highly Commended, J. H. Bradwell, Southwell. (Good.)
Geese.-First, Rev. G. Hustler, Stillingfleet Vicarage, York. Second,

R. Swift.
TrRKEVS.—Cocfe.—First and Third, W, Sanday. Second, R, Swift.

(First prize 30 lbs. Third prize, eight and half months old, 24 lbs. Hen-^.

-First and Third, W. Sanday. Second, G. R. Pearson, Witham Common.
(Good.)
Single Gamf, Cocks (Any variety).—First, Duke of Newcastle. Second,

G. Henfrey. Third. C. Chaloner. Highly Commended, W. Smith, jun..

Easthorpe. (Small class but good, particularly the first-prize bird.)

Single Game Bantam Cocks (Any variety).—First, G. Donbledav,
Upton. Second, J. M. Otter, Newark. Third, E. Toder, Little Carlton.
Highly Commended, A. Parsons, Colwick Rectory. Commended, R.
Swift. (Moderate class.)

PIGEONS.
Carriees.-CocA-.—First, G. Chamley. Preston. Second, F. J. Leach,

Middlesborough. Highly Commended, E. Walker; W. R. & H. O. Blec-
kinsop ; F. Crossley, Elian d, near Halifax; F. J. Leach; J. C. Ord-
Plmlico. Commended, J. C. Ord. (The first prize was awarded to a
splendid riun ; the eecond to an equally good Black). Hens.—First and
Second, J. Crossley. Highly Commended, E. Walker; H. Headley.
Leicester; W. R. & H. O. Blenkinsop ; G. Chamley. (Mr. Crossley took
first and second prizes with two very fine specimens, especially the former,
which is one of the finest hens ever seen.^

PoCTEE.—Cocfc.— First, E. Crossley. Second, E. Leech. Highly Com-
mended, J. Sharp, Johnstone. Commended, C. Bulpin, Bridgewater;
F. J. Leach. (Good class). Her:.—First, C. Bulpin. Second, F. Crossley
(Good class.)

Tumblers (Almond).—First, F. J. Leach. Second, J. Fielding, jun.,

Newchurch. Commended, F. J. Leach. (Good.)
Tumblees (Mottled).—First, J. Fielding. Second, F. J. Leach. (Very

good Black first ; Common Long Reds second.)
Beards.-First, J. Fielding, jun. Second and Extra Second, W. H. C.

Gates, Besthoriie. Highly Commended, J. Thompson, Bingley ; C.

Bulpin. Commended. F. J. Leach. (Very good class, first-prize magni-
ficent in head and beak, deficient in colour; second and extra second,
very good.)
Tumblers (Any other variety).—First, J. Fielding, jun. Second, F.

Crossley. Highly Commended, F. J. Leach, Commended, Mrs. J. Cross,

Brigg ; H. Draycott.
Bares.—First, F. Crossley. Second, J. H. Ivimy, Lingfield. Highly

Commended, W. H. C. Gates ; G. Charcley, Preston. (First wonderful-
beaded bird, but in very bad condition. The cock shown by Mr. Cham-
ley a fine old bird.)

Bare (Any colour).— CocA:.—First, G. Chamley. Second, H. Allsop,

Birmingham. Highly Commended, W. H. C. Gates. Commended, H.
Headley, Leicester; Miss M. Hales, Canterbury. (Second-prize broken-
eyed. Mr. Gates sent a remarkable young bird with a perfect eye. Good
class.)
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Jacobins.—First, T. ,4 C. Newbitt, Ei)Wortb. Second, F. J. Lcacli.

HiRhly Commeuded, J. Thompson. (FU'St prize hon spluudid. Class gono-

rally coarse.)
OwL9.—First, Cup, and Second, J. Fioldinc?. Comniondod, J. H.

Robinson, Winliburn ; T. Esglestonc, Halifax ; Mias M. Hales ; F. Cross-

ley. {Mr. Fieldiuf^ first and second with his old birds. Mr. Crossley's

Hi(;hly Commt-udod liirds very tine but out of condition.)
Tbumi'Eteus (White).—J'irst and Second, W. H. C. Oatcs. Highly

Commended, C. Bulpin. (The best two hens ever seen. Mr. Bulpin's out

of condition.)
Tbdmpetep.s (Any other colour).—First, W. H. C. Oatcs. Second. C.

Bulpiu. (Bad class, except first-prize birds.)

Fantails.—First and Cup, T. & C. Newbitt. Second. C. Bulpin. Highly
Commended, T. & C. Newbitt; F. J. Leach; U. Yardley; J. Sharpe,
Johnstone ; J. Staley. Commended, W. K. Parli ; J. Waliier, Newark ; T.
Martin, Edinburf^h ; C. Bulpin. (Best class of Fantails ever seen.

Many very fine birds were so out of condition as to exclude them from
prizes.)

ToRBiTS.—First and Cup, J. Fielding, jun. Second, C. Bulpin. Com-
mended, H. Mapplebeclt, Moseley, near Birmingham. (First-prize very
pretty small Blues. Second, good Reds. Many bii-ds were passed over for

beiUff marlied on the wing. A splendid class").

Any other Distinct Variety.—First. H. Yardley. Second, S. Wyllie,
East Mousley (Austrian Pouters). Highly Commended, Duke of New-
castle (Archangels) ; Miss M. Hales (Spanish Runts) ; H. Draycott, Hum-
borstone (Toy). Commended, H. Headley ; F. Sale, Derby (l^illliacks).

(A fair class. The third-prize Blue Archangels very pretty, but deficient
ill bar.)

CANARIES.
Belgian.—First, E. Bemrose, Derby. Second and Highly Commended,

W. Clark, Nottingham.
Lizard.—First, E. Bemrose. Second, W. Clark.
Masked.-First and Highly Commended, W. Clark. Second, E. Bem-

rose.
Any other Variett.—First, E. Bemrose. Second, W. Clarke. Highly

Commended, E. Bemrose ; E. S. Smith.
Enoush Song Bird (.iuv variety).-First, F. Duke, Newai-k. Second,

E. Bemrose. Commended, E. S. Smith (Goldfinch Mule).

(The Canaries, though not numerous, were of excellent quality and
Ijreed, and were judged by Mr. G. J. Barnesby, of Derby.)

Jddoes.—W. B. Tegetmeier, Esq., London ; J. Dixon, Esq., North
Park, Clayton, Bradford ; and — Martin, Esq., Church Cottage,
Claines, Worcester.

HANLEY POULTRY SHOW.
This was held on the 12th, 13th, and lith inst. Subjoined is the

prize list :

—

DoKKiNGS (.Coloured, except Silvor-Grey).—Ci)c/(.—First and Extra, Dr-
D. C. Campbell, Brentwood. Second, Mrs. F. S. Arkwright, Etwall, Derby
T\iird, Mrs. M. Seamons, Hartwell, Aylesbury. Highly Commended, N-
G. Russell, Ludlow ; C. Mon-ison, Holmleigb, Grassendale ; J. H. Roper,
Barham, Ipswich ; J. Martin, Claines, Worcester; L. Patton, Hillmore.
Taunton. Commended, H.Lingwood. Hpn^.—Fir;^t and Extra. Mrs. F. S.
Arkwright. Second, Dr. D. C. Campbell, Third, L. Patton. Highly Com-
mended, Mrs. F. S. Arkwright. Commeuded, Mrs. M. Seamons.
Dorkings (Any other variety).—Prize, Mrs. F. S. Arkwright. Hens.—

Prize, J. Mead, Wolverhampton.
Spanish.— Cofi-.-First. J. Martin, Claines. Second, H. Beldon, Goit-

stock. Third, Hon. MissDouglas Pennant, Bangor. Highlv Commended,
J. Mansell, Longton. CocA. re!.-First, E. Fell, Burslem. Second, H.
Beldon. Third, W. Wooley, Bunbm-y. Highly Commeuded, F. Cooper,
Hanley; F. i E. Comber, Warrington'. Hfns.—First, H. Beldon. Second,
W. Wooley Third. Hon. Miss Douglas Pennant. Highly Commended,
F. Cooper ; J. Stephens, Walsall.
Cochin-China (Cinnamon and Buff|.— roct. — First, Extra, and Se-

cond, H. Mapplcbeck, Moseley, near Birmingham. Third R. White,
Sheffield. Commended, Mrs. A. Woodcock, Reargby, Leicester. Hens.—
First, H. Beldon. Second and Highly Commended, H. Mapplebeck.
Third, J. Sichel, Timperley.
Cochin-Chixa (Brown and Partridge-feathered). — Cod: — First. R.

White. Second, E. Tudman. Third. R. B. Wood. Highly Commended,
H. Storey, Derby; J. Burnett ; A. O. Worthington, Newton Park. Burton.
Bens. — First and Extra, T.- M. Derrv, Gedney. Second, J. Stephens.
Third, E. Tudman. Whitchurch.
Brahma Pootra (Dark).—Coct —First and Extra, J. H. Pickles, South-

port. Second, W. E. Etches, Whitchurch. Third, L. Poynton, Knypersley.
Highly Commended, Hon. MissDouglas Penn.aut; J. Heath, Nuntwich

;W. Dring, Faversham ; C. L. Morris, Warrington ; J. H Pickles. Com-
mended, A. O. Worthington. Burton ; Hon. Miss Douglas Pennant, nem.
—First and Extra, A. O. Worthington. Second, J. Heath. Third, E.
Leech, Rochdale. Highly Commended, Hon. Miss Douglas Pennant

;

Eev. E. Alder, Etwall, Derby ; J. H. Pickles. Commended, W. D. Etches.
Whitchurch.
Bbahma Pootka (Light!.—CocS-.—First, A. O. Worthington. Second

and Third, J. Pares, Postford. Hens.—First, H. Dowsett, Pleshey, Chelms-
ford. Second, A. O. Worthington. Third, E. Leech. Commended, J.
Pares.
Polish (Any variety).—Cocfc.—First, H. Beldon. Second, J. Heath.

Third, P. Unsworth. Highly Commended, T. Dean, Keiahley; P. Uns-
worth. Hf/is.—First, H. Beldon. Second, P. Unsworth. Thinl, J.Heatb.
CEKVE-C<EUR.—Cocfc.—First, Col. Stuart Wortlev, London. Second. H.

Beldon. £fi»s.—First. Col. Stuart Wortley. Second, R. E. Wood, Uttoxeter
HocDAN.—Cocfc.— First and Second," J. Drewry, Drakelow, Burton.

Third, L. Biney. Manchester. Hens.—First, C. L. Morris. Second, C.
Morris. Third, Col. Stuart Wortley.
La Flkchje.—Coci.—Fii-st, Hon. C. W. FitzwilUam, Wentworth Wood-

house. Second, Col. Stuart Wortley. Hc?is.—First, Col. Stuart Wortley.
Second, Hon. C. W. FitzwilUam.
Game (Black-breasted Red).—Coct.—First and Extra, Duke of Suther-

land Trentham. Second, J. Fltt -her, Stoueclough. Manchester. Tljird,
L. Biney. Commended, W. Bowes, Beverley. Cockerels.—Fiiat, Dake of
Sutherland. Second, J. Fletcher. Third, J. Piatt, Wiusford. Highly

Commended, Mrs. F. S. Arkwriglit. Henji —First and Extra, J. Fletcher.

Second, E. Bell, Burton. Tliird, O. Baguall, Draycott. Highly Com-
mended, Mrs. Arkwright ; J. Forsyth, Wolvt-rbainpton.
Game (Brown and other Rod»).— Coclfc.— Fir.st, J. Fletcher. Second and

Third, Withheld. CocA-creJ.—First and Extra. .T. Fletcher. Second, T.

Burgess, Burleydam. Third, Diike of Sutlierliind. Commended, A. B.

Dyaa, Madcley. Hcn«.— First, T. Dyson, Halifax. Second, B. J. Anis,

Mansfield. Third, Duke of Sutherland. Couimcndcd, T. Burgess.

Game (Duckwiogs and other Greys and Blues. — Coefc.— First, J.

Critchloe, Oswestry. Second, W. Boyes. Third, Duke of Sutherland.

Highlv Commended, E. Udall, Stoke. CocAcr.I.—First, E. Bell. Burton.

Secon'd, Duke of Sutherland. Third, W. Dunning, Newport, Salop.

Highly Commended, G. Wostcnholm, Sheffield. Hen —First, Duke of,

Sutherland. Second, W. Boyes. Third, W. H.Mitchell, Moseley.

Game (Any other varietv).— Coc/i.-First, B. J. Anis. Second, Capt.W
G. Webb, Tamwortb. Highlv Commended. H. Avins, Tunstall. Hens.—
First, J. Fletcher. Second, G. Luut, Anderley, Market Drayton.

Hamburgh (Black).— Coc*:.—First, J. Smith, Manchester. Second,

Duke of Sutherland. Third, Mason & Walker, Denton. Highly Com-
mended, J. M. Kilvert, Ludlow; Rev. W. Sergeantson, Acton Burnell.

Commended, J. M. Kilvert. Heas.-First, Duke of Sutherland. SeCJnd,
E. Brough, Leek. Third, J. N. Kilvert. Highly Commended, Mason and
Walker.
HAMBURong (Goldcn-spangled).—Coi-;,-.—First and Extra, H. Beldon.

Second, T. Boulton, Haudford. Third, T. Blakeman, TettenhaU. Highly

Commended, T. Dean, Kcighlev ; N. Marlor, Denton ; W. Green, Keighley.

Heiu.—First, W. A. Hyde, Hurst, Ashton. Second, T. Blakeman. Third,

H. Beldon. Highly Commended, T. Dean, Keighley.

HAJiBCRGns (Silver-spangled).—CocA-.-First, 11. Beldon. Second, Duke
of Sutherland. Third, J. Smith, Manchester. Highly Commended, H.
Beldon ; Duke of Sutherland. Hen,!.—First, Third, and Extra, Duke of

Sutherland. Second, H. Beldon. Highly Commended, G. F. Whitehouse,
King's Heath, Birmingham ; J. Smith ; W. Tatton, Leek.

Hameueghs (Golden-pencilled).— CocA-.-Fir.st, H. Beldon. Second, J.

Smith. Third and Highly Commended. Duke of Sutherland. Hens.—
First, H. Beldon. Second, W. Pitts, Fearncliffe. Third, Duke of Suther-

land.
HAMBtTEGHS (Silver-pencilled).— CocA-.-First and Second, B. Beldon.

Third, Dnko of Sutherland. Highly Commended, Mason & Walker ; Duke
of Sutherland ; J. Piatt, Bolton ; W. Pitts. Hen J.—First and Second, Duke
of Sutherland. Third, H. Beldon.
Game Bantams (Black-breasted Red).— CocA-.—First, Extra, and Third,

N. Cook, Chowbent. Second, J. W. Morris, Rochdale Hens.—First and
Extra. J. H. Home, Denton. Second, H. Ashton, Prestwich. Third, Rev.

E. S. Tiddemau. Brentwood.
Gajie Bantams (Any other variety).- CncA-. — First, J. H. Howe,

Denton. Second, W. Grifiiths, Nantwich. Third, J. Palmer. Hens.—
First, H. Ashton. Second, J. H. Howe. Third, L. Biney.

Bantams (Any variety, not Game).-First .and Extra, 8. H. Stott, Roch-
dale. Second, H. Beldon. Third, S. & R. Ashton. Highly Commended,
R. B. Riley, Halifax. Commended, Mrs. F. S. Arkwright ; T. C. Harrison,

HuU; Mrs. A. Woodcock; R. B. Riley.

Docks ( Rouen).—Diic/cs.—First, J. White. Second, J. H. Lasbrey, Uttox-

eter. Third, G. Baguall. Highlv Commended, T. Burgess. DmAe.—First
and Extra Prize, T. Burgess. Second, G. Bagnall. Draycott. Third, L.

Patton, HUlmore, near Taunton. Highly Commended, J. White, Whitley,

Netherton ; J. Wright, Melton Mowbray. Commended, J. J. Stott.

Docks (White Avlesburv).—J)iicA-s.—First, Extra Prize, and Third, Mrs.
M. Seamons, Hart'well, Avlesburv. Second, Mrs. M. Hornby. Winsford.

Brafce.—First and Third! Mrs. M. Seamons. Second, Mrs. M. Hornby.
Highly Commended, Miss Pattison, Maldon.
Docks (Any othervarietv).—i>iieA-3.—First, G. Barlow, Chester. Second,

H. Beldon (CaroUnas). Third, S. Burn, Whitbv (Black East Indian). Highly
Commended, T. C. Harrison ; H. Mapplebeck. 7>r<i(re.—First, S. Bum,
Whitley. Second, A. & J. Trickett, Waterfoot, near Manchester. Third,

Rev. W. Serjeantson.
Geese (White).—Geese.—First, S. H. Stott. Second, Mrs. M. Seamons.

Gander.-First, S. H. Stott. Second, Mrs. M. Seamons. Third, H. Meir,

Tunstall.
Geese (Grey and Mottled).—Gcesc-First, G. Bagnall. Second, J. Lycett.

Third, Mr.s. M. Seamons. Gamier.—First, Mrs. M. Seamons. Second,

E. Leech. Third, C. T. Dean, Congleton. Highly Commended, S. H.
Stott.

Tdrkeys.—Coc*:.—First and Third, F. E. Richardson, Broomshall. Se-

cond, Mrs. Wagg, Broomshall. Hens.—Prize, F. E. Richardson.

Selling Class.-First, J. Walton, Knypersley. Second, J. Mansell,

Longton. Third, H. Beldon, Goitstock, Binglev. Highly Commended,
G. Hood, Burslem; J. Walton; R. B. Wood; J. Morrison; F. Cooper,

Hanley; E. Alder; T. Boulton, Hanford ; T. Cliff, Hanley; E. Fell, Bur-
slem ; G. & C. Furness, Accrington; J. Sichel; T. Beech; J. Palmer; N.

Cook ; Duke of Sutherland ; P. Unsworth ; Rev. G. Crewe. Etwall, Derby

;

J. Stephens ; Capt. D. Lane; E. Shaw. Commended, Rev. E. S. Tidde-
mau ; C. Sidgwick, Keighley ; F. Cooper, Uanley.
Extra Prize to the Exhibitor gaining the greatest number of Prizes in

poultry, H. Beldon.

PIGEONS.
ToirBLERs (Almond).—First, J. Fielding, jun. Second, F. G. Leach,

Middlesborough.
Tumblers (Any other variety).—First, .T. Hawley, Bingiey. Second,

J. Griel, Nantwich. Highly Commended, J. Fielding, jun.

Carriers.-First and Extra Prize, J. C. H..ilt, Lawton, Stoke. Second,
and Extra Second, J. Hawley. Highly Commended, F. J. Leach; H.
Yardley ; G. Sturgess, Leicester; W. W^ooUoy, Eunbury.
Pouters.—First and Extra, J. Hawley. Second, H. Brown, Wakeley.

Highly Commended, J. Hawley.
Balds.—First and Second. J. Fielding, jun.
Beards.—First, T. Newell, Ashton. Second, J. Fielding, jnn.

Runts.—First and Second, H. Yardley.
Jacobins.—First and Second, J. Hawley.
Fantails. — First, J. Hawley. Second, H. Y.ardley. Highly Com-

mended. H. Yardlev; J. Hawley.
Trdmpetehs.— F"irst and Extra Priz,?, J. Hawley. Second, J. Frith,

jun., Dewsbury. Highly Commended, J. Hawley; J. Frith, jun. Com-
mended, W. Gamon, Chester.
Owls.—First and Highly Commended, J. Fielding, jun. Second, T,

Newall.
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Highly Commended,

Highly Com-

NuNS.—First and Second, W. Croft, Killinghall,

W. Banks, Runcorn.
TuRBiTs.—Firat, H. Yardley. Second, J, Hawley.

mended, T. Robson, Penkridt^e.
Barbs.— First iind Extra, J. Frith, jun. Second, H.Ynrdley.
Dragoons.— First and Extrn. A. Boote, Crewe. Second, H. Yardlpy,

Highly Commended, J. J. Bradley; W. Gamer, Chester; G. C. Holt;
J. Hawley.
Magpies.—First. F. Sales, Derby. Second, J. Hawley. Highly Com-

mended, H. Yardley.
Antwerps.—First, R. Weston. Second, H. Yardley. Highly Com-

mended, J. J. Bradley.
Archangels.—First and Second, H. Yardley.
Any other Variety.—First and Extra, W. Banks. Second, F. Sale.

Highly Commended, J. Mason, Boronehbridge, York; H. Yardley.

Extra Prize to the Exhibitor gaining the greatest number of prizes, J.

Hawley.

CANARIES, &c.
Belgian f Clear Yellow).—First and Second, W. Warren, Jlacclesfield.

Extra and Very Highly Commended, T. Carringtou, Derby. Very Highly
Commended. J. Austin, Leek.
Belgian (Clear Buflf).—First and Very Highly Commended, W. Warren.

Second and Extra, T. CarrinKton.
Belgian (Crested, to be judged for best Crest, Irrespective of Colours).

—First and Very Highly Commended, W. Warren. Second, H. Ashton,
Prestwich.
Norwich (Clear Yellow). —First. Extra, and Second, T. Carrington.

Very Highly Commended, Moore & Wynne, Northampton.
Norwich (Clear Buff).—First and Extra, T. Carrington. Second, Moore

and Wynne.
Norwich (Variegated). — First and Extra, T. Carrington. Second,

Moore & Wynne. Very Highly Commended, T. Carrington ; Moore and
Wynne.
Lizard (Jonque).—First and Second, W. Warren. Extra and Very

Highly Commended, H. Ashton. Very Highly Commended, T. Carrington.
Lizard (Grey).—First and Extra, H. Ashton. Second, W. Warren.

Very Highly Commended, W. Warren ; T. Carrington ; S. Bunting, Derby.
Highly Commended, T. Carrington.
Pied Mule (Yellow).—First, Extra, and Second, H. Ashton. Very

Highly Commended, T. Carrington.
Pied Mule (Buff).— First and Extra, H. Ashton. Second, T. Carring-

ton. Very Highly Commended, H. Ashton; S. Bunting.
Goldfinch.— First and Extra, H. Ashton. Second, S. Bunting. Very

Highly Commended, Moore & Wynn. Highly Commended, T. Carrington.
Mule {Yellow, bred in the Potteries).—Prize, T. Lowndes, Shelton,
Linnet (Brown, moulted in the house).—First and Extra, W. Penning-

ton, Seiton. Second, J. Ward, Degsfields, Longton. Very Highly Com-
mended, S. Bunting. Highly Commended, G. Broad, Burslem,

Extra Prize to the Exhibitor paining the greatest number of prizes for

Belgian and Norwich Canaries, T. Carrincton.
Extra Prize to the Exhibitor gaining the greatest number of prizes in

remaining classes, H. Ashton.

RABBITS.
Heaviest.-First, G. Jones. Birmingham. Second, A. H, Easten, Hull.

Highly Commended, J. Hill, Newtown, Fenton.
Lop-Eared.—First, W. Allison, Sheffield. Second, G. Jones. Highly

Commended, Mrs. F. S. Arkwright, Etwall Hall, Derby ; A. H. Easten.
Silver-Grey.—First, J. T. sykes, Rochdale. Second, W. B. Etches.

HigWy Commended, H. Yardley.
rA3fY Variety.— First, W. Ward. Nantwich. Second, T. Schofield. jun.,

Castlem^re, Rochdale. Highly Commended, G. F. Whitehouse, King's
Heath, Birmingham.

Judges.—Game and Game Bantums : R«v. T. O'Grady, Hognaston
Vicarage, Ashbourne ; Rev. G. F. Hodson, North Pethert^n ; and
Mr. Edward Frith, Chatsworth. Piifions: Mr. Bulpin, Riverside,

Bridgewater. Binls : Mr. G. F. Barnesby, Derby.

NORTHERN POULTRY AND PIGEON CLUBS
SHOW AT ABERDEEN.

Thib Society held its third annual Exhibition and competition

of poultry and Pigeons on the 7tli and 8th inst., in the Artillery

Gymnasium. The area of this building is atlmirably adapted for

Buch exhibitions, and although of great size—120 feet by 50—it was

not too large for the purpose. The poultry pens were of ample size

and well constructed, forming five long lines, with passages between ;

and across the upper end of the hall, which is slightly elevated, were

arranged the Pigeon pens, of the same shape as those used at Glas-

gow. On entering this bnilding the eye as well as the ear was at

once arrested by the large collection of specimens brought together,

all in evident health and fine plumage. The entries for poultry

amounted to 441, and the exhibitors were both numerous and widely

spread.

The catalogue opens with Game birds. We have seen, as a whole,

a better class of this bird at Aberdeen. Still, many of those exhi-

bited were very fine, and the prize cocks and hens, shown by Mr.

Anderson, of Ruthven House, Meigle, were well deserving of the posi-

tion in which they were placed by the Judges. There were several very

fine cockerels and pullets. The first prize and cup were awarded to

the proper pen, but there was a pen shown in this class by Mr. Howe,

of Carlisle, which particularly took our fancy.

Spani-ih fowls were a very superior class. The first prizes and cup

were carried off by a well-known breeder—Mr. Redpath, Edinburgh,

and the second prizes were awarded to Mr. Meff, Aberdoen, for first-

class birds.

Dorkliujs were a fine class, but as a whole hardly equal to what we

have seen further south, although decidedly improved since last

show.

The class of this Show was the Cochin- ft nw. It was truly mag-
nificent ; and a finer array of these birds we have seldom seen. Great
size and perfection of feather were the rule. Some of the Whites
were splendid, and the judgment admirable. We overheard a country-

man, while through his spectacles taking a back view of a majestic

White cock of this class, say, "If I had seen that beast before me on
the road, I would have thought it was a goat."

Hainharfjhs, as a class, were fine, though some of them were not so

decidedly marked as we have seen. The Pencilled were certainly

better than the Spangled. This was a large class—ninety pens, and
had a very imposing appearance.

There were twenty-nine pens of Bralnna Pootras, among them
many very fine birds. The first-prize cock and first-prize and cnp
pair of hens were well deserving of their position. Cockerels and
pullets were excellent. All the prizes in this class were carried off by
Keith Jopp, Esq., the respected President of the Society.

First T^rize^ Any ofJier varietj/, was taken by James GorHon, Esq.,

of Manar, with a very beautiful and gracefully-formed pair of Black
Hamburghs.

Gauir. Bantams attracted great attention. This was a beautiful

class, many of the birds evidently pets at home. We have seen

smaller birds of this class, but never more elegantly formed, or

having more the appearance of possessing the pluck of the Game fowl.

DucJof were verj- large and beautiful; I'nrJ^fi/s rather small but fine.

We never visited a show of poultry where the birds were in hotter

order, evident high health, cleanness, and perfect feather without

exception.

Pigeons.—We were p]ea.sed—somewhat surprised, to find snch a
fine show of the more tender birds—Pigeons, so far north as the
" granite city," and many of the finest birds the property of exhibitors

resident there. Among the classes of young I'outer.i competing for

the silver medals there were many very fine birds—fine not only in

shape, but in markings. We must, however, differ from the Judge in

some of his awards in these classes. Those in the White class stood

in their proper places, but the first and second prizes in the Blues

ought to have been reversed, Mr. Meff, of Aberdeen, being clearly

entitled to first prize. Of the Black Pied Mr. Meff'a pen, 445, ought

to have been first, though not noticed, the first prize, shown by Mr.

Sharp, Johnstone, being bad Blacks—a blue black. Then in " Any
other colour " Mr. Sharp was entitled to first, showing a splendid pair

of Reds, whereas it was awarded to Mr. Porteous, Edinburgh, for

a pair of Chequers, certainly handsome birdfe, but small. White cocks

were very fine ; Mr. Stewart, Perth, took first with the bird that stood

in the same position at Glasgow. In Blue or Red cocks there were

several first-class birds, Mr. Huie was first with a Blue of great

length of feather and limb. Amongst others in this class there was

one particularly worthy of notice, shown by Mr. Grant, Edinburgh.

It was a Red. not so good in colour, but having all the characteristics

of a perfect Pouter. We were surprised it was not claimed. There

was little choice in the class for White hens, which were all fine. Mr.

Huie was first with a very handsome but small bird. Mr. Grant was

second with a well-bred bird. The class of Bine or Red hens contained

some splendid birds, very large and well-marked ; but the bib, one of

the finest points in markings on Pouters, was not so general as in the

other classes. The colours and markings in the class of hens of any

other marking were various, and we must again differ from the Judge.

The third prize, awarded to a very handsome Yellow hen shown by

Mr. Wright, Edinburgh, was clearly an error. This bird should have

stood first, and the second prize ought to have been given to the highly

or very highly commended birds, the one a Mealy, the other a Yellow

Mealy, both handsome and nearly equal. The second-prize bird ought

not to have been noticed.

In CarrUrs the entries were small, and the birds only second-rate.

Short-faced TnmJilers were a splendid class. Several of the birds

were close to the standard in point of feather, and in head and beak

would have kept their place in our largest shorts. Fontaih formed a

large class, and the specimens, as a rule, were of no ordinary charac-

ter. Some of the finest birds we have ever seen were present. We
know the dilficulty of judging this class of birds, and were not sur-

prised at the slips' thiit we think were made. On careful examination

we think Mr. Smith, liroughty Ferry, ought to have been awarded the

first prize, and Mr. Morrison, Aberdeen, the second. Many of the

best birds were ill-matched, and others so close in points that a line

could with difficulty be drawn between them. Jacobins were very good,

not a bad bird being shown. Bin-hs were good ; but as all the birds

seemed young, they did not offer that marked display which as a class

they generally make in our shows. Trumpeters were a capital class.

We think Mr. Grant, of Edinburgh, should have taken second instead

of third prize ; and Mr. Meff third instead of highly commended.

Thongh not the largest, this was one of the best classes in the Show.

2 urhits were a good class ; some of the birds showed rather too much of

the shell crown. The 0/''?,>(were fair. The first-prize birds were deci-

dedly the best ; tbev were neat, pretty birds. Of Dro'joons there were

several beautiful Blues. The first-prize birds were very handsome.

The catalogue closes with Ainj other hnrd. A pair of very fine Lace

Fantails stood first, and a pair of Lahores {not a common bird), second.

Ice Pigeons were tliird. A very pretty variety was formed by this

class.

We cannot bat pronounce this Show a great success, the only want

apparent was the lack of visitors. This will mend in time. We wish
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our nortliem friends all prosperity, and feel convinced that a Socioty

composed of gentlemen who Lave carried out their plans so thoronf»hly

will, ero long, render this Show one of the most attractive.

THE WIIiD TURKEY DOMESTICATED.
I WAS Burprised t* find stated by Mr. Tegetmeier, in one of bis

oompilatioDB, "that though thousands of wild Turkeys have

been hatched under barndoor fowls, they have invariably strayed

ofi the following spring to their wild kindred in the forests,

with whom they have remained, and all attempts to retain the

wild Turkey as a barnyard fowl have completely failed." Now,
if this error, for error it most unquestionably is, has not been

be'fora refuted in your columns, perhaps you may deem the

following notes on the matter worth publishing. The facts are

all the other way, eo much so that at the principal poultry

shows in Canada prizes are regularly offered for the best

specimens of domesticated wild Turkeys. I myself have now
in my possession a flock of these beautiful birds ; and though

the old patriarch thereof, a splendid fellow, answering exactly

to the description of the male wild Turkey given on the same
page of Mr. Tegetmeier's book, has often strayed away, and once
remained away for two nights, he always concludes it is best to

come back to his wives and children, and especially to his food.

He was hatched from an egg laid in the woods by the wild

birds.

I have raised, and now own, both the pure wild Turkeys
and the half-breds, but greatly prefer the former as being
infinitely the handsomer, the larger, and much the hardier. I

did not lose a chick last year by disease of any kind. Instead

of being stupid like the common Turkey, which is so stnpid that

the French here always say, " hi-te comme une din<le,",&a stupid
as a Turkey, the wild Turkeys are wonderfully intelligent.

One mode, however, in which they showed their intelligence to

me was rather unprofitable. I gave to.one of the hens a sitting

of Light Brahma eggs, she sat upon them faithfully ; but when
the first unfortunate chick made its appearance, recognising it

was none of hers, she straightway carried it out of the nest and
put it to death, afld so with the second and third ; then,

apparently despairing of the rest, she destroyed her nest and
left it in disgust. A common Turkey sitting near her raised

with the greatest complacency a brood of Aylesbury Ducks.
That it would be difficult to begin the domestication of these

birds in places situated near the haunts of the wild ones I

have no doubt ; but that it can be done in other localities, and
has been done in many places in Canada, is certain.

—

Fbedebice
W. Andrews, ijuehec.

NOTES ON GOLDFINCH MULES AND MULE
BREEDING.

I MENTIONED in your number of December 24th that I ex-
hibited in the north of England and took prizes with Goldfinch
Mules. Those birds assisted in winning for me the silver cup
at the noted Southampton Show, which took place in the month
of November last. I believe the fact of gaining a cup at a
show with Mules alone, is unprecedented. Although the best

of ray Jonque Mules is a first-class one in every respect, still

my recollection and fancy are firmly fixed on a famous departed
veteran Jonque Mule, which gained for me a dozen first and
second-class honours in England and Scotland during the
time it WRS in my possession. The bird not only did good
service for me, but travelled several thousands of miles, at

one time being in the front rank at Southampton, then again
carrying away high honours at the Northampton, Crystal
Palace, and Glasgow Sbows. Three years in succession the
bird was shown at the latter place ; the second time, to my
great surprise, it came home without even a commendation.
Nothing daunted, I was determined, owing to having received
a communication from Carlisle, to wipe off the disgrace hang-
ing to my Mule, and exhibit the bird there again. I entered
the Mule with an even-marked Mealy beauty, and had the
satisfaction of carrying off the first prize in each class, and
receiving with the prize money a couple of well-executed gilt

Morocco trophies of the Mule contest at Glasgow. I have not
since had an opportunity of showing there, owing, I believe,
to the exhibition for cage birds having been discontinued.
On each of the Morocco honours I have named above is a

representation of a Scotch fancy bird, or Don, evidently the

bird of Scotland, and exhibited in many shows in the north of

England. Under these circumstances 1 certainly do not agree

with the remarks of Mr. Howarth Ashton, that the " Scotch

Don " is a " mongrel." Let it be whatever it may (and of all

kinds, I must admit it takes my attention the least), it is

quite evident there are numerous enthusiastic fanciers in the

north who delight in breeding birds of this description as

much as I or others do in Mules, Norwich, Lizards, London
Fancies, Belgians, or other kinds. Were we all alike in our
tastes, exhibitions would not be what they are. With respect

to classes for London Fancy and Crested Belgians (two first-

class breeds), being omitted from the Sunderland schedule, I

have no doubt it was owing to the likelihood of there being but

few entries, and I think it is politic to study more particularly

the classes most likely to return something towards paying the

expenses of a show.
Resuming my remarks about Mules, I must say that the last

time the Jonque Mule alluded to above was shown by me, was
at a Derby All-England exhibition, and after carrying off first

honours he was purchased, with a splendid clear Mealy Mule
belonging to Mr. Bemrose, Derby, by Major H. Ashton, of

Manchester. This bird also took a first prize at the same
Show, and was the finest specimen of the kind I ever witnessed.

Perfection of feather and beautiful colour predominated in

each case. Such birds are not to be seen every day, but I must
admit that four finer Jonque Goldfinch Mules could not possibly

be together in company than were at the last Crystal Palace

Bird Show. The task of judging them was one not very easily

accomplished. Myself, with the two gentlemen who officiated

with me, after a considerable amount of comparing and casting

up the different points, at length decided. It was the nicest

possible balance with them, and even when the first award in

the class was made, such was the closeness of the competition,

that an extra second prize was given. Mules, such as I have
referred to, are of great value, and are an honour not only to

those exhibiting, but a credit to those who are at the vast

trouble of carrying out the shows, secretaries more especially.

Goldfinch Mule-breeding, like the breeding of Canaries, re-

quires much attention, but more so in some respects than in

breeding Canaries, owing to the mischievous habits of Master

Goldy, who is ever ready for destroying or pulling to pieces the

nest, or diving his sharp beak into an egg. As a general rule

it is so, but of course there are exceptions, for he, like the

Canary cock, will often assist to carry building materials for

the hen's nest, and will also feed and help to rear the young
ones.

The Goldfinch is an exceedingly merry bird, and it is in the

"merry month of May" that I commence Mule-breeding,

having previously prepared my Goldfinches with extra feeding.

I have many instances noted down of Mules having been bred

before the time I have named. I have known Mules to be

bred in February, but it was owing to the birds having been

kept in a room where there were fire and gas. Birds so kept

will breed earlier than when away from all artificial heat ; but

the season is very short under the circumstances, and they

fall into moult much earlier, and stop breeding at the time
when one ought to be doing the best with them. Fire and gas

I do not at aU recommend, but would sooner keep my birds

away from them, and wait until the natural period of genial

weather setting in.

During the spring I supply my Goldfinches with canary,

hemp, flax, groats, biscuit and egg mixed, and also dandelion

fresh from the field or garden. This food with grit, or, as we
call it here, Trent sand, and now and then a bath, will keep

Goldfinches in good condition, which may be proved by the

birds getting well into voice, and giving, after the usual chee-

wee-yer, the peculiar twist with their open-spread tails.

I never attempt to breed with a young or yearling Goldfinch,

it being, I consider, a waste of time. I prefer a two-year-old

bird—a white-legged one (as such are called by many), which

colour the legs become from black or dark brown during the time

the birds is kept in a room from a yearling and passing through

the moult. I care not whether or not it be a " three-by-six,"

as termed by some of the London dealers. It may, perhaps,

be information to some to learn that this is a Goldfinch with

three feathers on each side of the tail, bearirg the usual

white patches or marks on their lower portion, with the sis

centre feathers black. All cock Goldfinches are not so marked,

most of them having but two feathers on each side marked
with white, and eight feathers dark in the middle of the

tail. It is immaterial to me whether it be a cheverel finch

or not, although there is a great cry out for such by many. A
" cheverel " is known by the mark on the throat, some birds

only being slightly specked, whilst others have a large distinct
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white throat entirely separatinR the red round the head of the

bird. There is no proof that a cheverel finch will breed good

pied Mules rather than other finches. This I have proved. I

have bred pied Mules from both kinds—viz. , cheverels and those

perfectly marked. I mean by birds perfectly marked, those

without the white speck or throat mark. In judging Goldfinches

I would give the preference to a perfect bird, one not marked
on the throat. And again, in choosing a Goldfinch for breed-

ing purposes, it matters not whether the bird be a large speci-

men or one of a moderate size. One of the best Mules I ever

bred was from a small finch. I have had varied success from
either.—G. J. Barnesey, Derhy.

(To be continued.)

CROSS-BREEDING BEES.
I FOLLOWED the directions given by Mr. Woodbury in unitiDg

the Ligurian queen to my stock of black bees on the 3rd of

last November. I confess that I had some fears as regards her
safe arrival, for it was then becoming very cold, as well as with
regard to the operation of changing the queens at such a late

period, but when I opened the box I was delighted to find her
in fine condition. I put her on her new throne about ten
o'clock next morning, and about four in the afternoon the bees
were all settled, so that I was able to place the hive in its house
again all safe and sound. On New Year's-day I was looking at

them, and to my agreeable surprise saw two or three beautiful
little yellow-jackets marching about the combs. Looking again
on the fith of January I found their numbers increased ; there
were then several of them to be seen moving about the hive
with the other bees. My stock was very strong and heavy.

I have two other black stocks standing near that above re-

ferred to, and I purpose immediately after the Ligurians have
swarmed to place the old Ligurian stock in the place of one of

the black stocks, again after the second swarm to remove it to

the site of the other black stock, to take the surplus bees from
each of them, and then to remove the two black stocks to

another garden; but I should bejthankful for some advice, as

I should like to keep the Ligurians pure.
I read in the Journal a few weeks since of a correspondent

coming to the conclusion, through his experience with Ligu-
rians, that hybrids are by far the most profitable as regards
honey, quite as prolific as the Ligurians, and much hardier.
If such is the case it would not be worth keeping them pure.
I should be glad of your opinion on this matter also.—H. E.

[We have never found that the hybrid, or rather mongrel,
race, produced by the interbreeding of the black and Ligurian
varieties of the honey bee, possesses any advantage over the
pure Italian, and therefore much prefer the latter. We are
glad to find that you purpose adopting Mr. Kohler's mode of

propagating Ligurians, described in page 141 of our last

volume. We should advise you to follow his instructions im-
plicitly, and hope that you will communicate the result.]

BEES IN SOUTH LANCASHIRE.
The season of 18G8 has been one of the most extraordinary

for bees. It commenced with very early pollen-gathering, and
the bees made headway in breeding very fast. In May I do
not think any season ever surpassed it for the quantity of
honey that was gathered ; but, alas ! June and July came with
their scorching hot days, no dew at night, and no swarms. I

bagan the year with fourteen stocks, all well and strong, and
I had only two swarms—one the last day of May, and the
other on the 14th of June. I took thirteen of my stocks to
the moors, where they did well. They came home full of

honey, and filled several bell-glasses, as well as bringing their
hives up to great weights ; but had it not been for the rains
we had about the middle of August, we should have had but a
poor stock of honey to adorn the sideboard.

I have often expressed a wish in " our Journal" that bee-
keepers generally would give descriptions of their year's expe-
rience, as it would be read with pleasure by others. I should
like to hear opinions respecting the non-swarming this season.
It is said that a dry season is best for honey, and a damp one
for swarms. The latter may be true, but the dry season of this
year is an exception as far as honey-gathering is concerned,
except in damp localities. I know that not far from here
(Denton), some of my friends' bees have done well, being in
damp localities near the river Mersey.

I read with pleasure the account of the meeting of German
bee-masters held at Darmstadt in September last, and should

be glad to see the same kind of meeting carried out in England ;

it would be the means of doing much good, and of encouraging

bee-keeping.

What a benefit it would be to the working classes if they

could have their half a dozen hives of bees, and after taking

their honey in July convey them to the heather ! I have often

robbed two or three hives in July, taking '20 lbs. of honey from
each, and then carried them to the moors, getting them back

from the 15th to the 20th of October. Hundreds at the pre-

sent day destroy their bees for the honey, knowing no better

plan. I kept bees two or three years previous to seeing " our

Journal," in 18G0. When I did see it I perceived at once that

I could make myself more at home with my little pets. If at

our poultry shows, &c., there could be a prize for bee hives,

the working classes would then be able to see the different

kinds of hives in use, and so do away with the brimstone pit,

which must be repugnant to the feelings of any bee-keeper.

A SoUTH-L.lNCASniRE Bee-keepek.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Hens not Laying [H. N.).—Change of place will often check a hen's

laying. You had better write to any one who sells on " the usual terms,"
and ask what is meant.
Bantams.—Messrs. S. & "R. Ashton inform'usthat they won the cup with

their Black Bantams at Bristol, for Bautams, any variety except Game.
Keepino Eggs for Hatching {Leinon liu^},—lt the eggs afe to be put

under hens shortly, it is imimportant how they are kept, or in what
position. If it is desired to keep them for some time, they should be
kept on their sides and turned every dny.
White Dorking Characteristics iE. H. P.).—White Dorking fowls

must have five toes. They are not Dorkini^s without them. The combs
and wattles should be red. Brahmas must be feather-legged down to the
toes, but anything like a cre^t or top-knot, or tuft on the head, would
at once prove the possessors impure.
PoOLTRY Rewarded for Weight iT. H.V—It is generally pretty well

known that certain classes are principalh' iudged by weight, because it

is the chief point in the breeds that compose the classes. It is more im-
portant than any other in Ducks and Geese. Admitting there is no
defect of plumage in any competitors, then weight must decide among
them. The beautiful Black Duck is, on the other hand, appreciated in
proportion to its diminutive size ; colour being equal in all competitors,
the smallest are successful.
Cochin-Chinas in Conitned Space {Little Cock Wat.).—'In such a

run, 'Zl feet by 9 feet, and a roost 8 by 10, you may keep a cock and five

hens very well. They will do everything well, but it is too small to rear
chickens. You must feed on barleyraeal, ground oats, whole barley,
Indian corn, all for a change, one only at a time. The help in the way of

food will be kitchen and table scraps, in lieu of, not in addition to, the
above. The necessai-ies for health wiU be road grit, fresh mould, a little

bricklayers' rubbish, all put in heaps : sods of growing grass, and green
food, especially lettuce. The cost of keeping fowls in this state should
not exceed 3f/. per head, but with good management they will cost some-
what less.

Roughness on Cochin- Chinas' Legs (F. D. 1.).—Your fowls are suffer-

ing from a disease of comparatively recent appearance. It is only within
the last two years it has been much known ; it was attributed to the
action of snow at that time, but il cannot be the case now. We have
not heard of a case before. Last year and the year before we had it both
in young and old. It was communicated from one to the other, but did
not become general. In many cases it induced paralysis and ended in
death. It was dithcnlt to treat, and the only success we had was achieved
by freiiueut dressings with salad oil.

Sunderland Sho'.v {R, Hairmau),—There is only one sentence in your
letter that we can insert. "I have yet to learn that a Lizard Canary with
a green shade on its plumage is better than one with an orange shade
(for as far as I know the higher the colour, the deeper is the black), sup-
posing them to be equal in other respects." Complaints about erroneous
j udgments should be sent to committees ; if published they cause needless
dissatisfaction to winners and losers.
Detecting Sex of Fantails {Spottal Boh),—The. hen is known by

her thinner neck, finer head, and general delicacv of appearance. The
Fantail Pigeon is one of the very few in which the hens are prettier than
the cocks.
Pigeons Diseased (Fido).—Tell us more explicitly"the disease of your

young Pigeons. Is the lump hai'd ? Is the smell offensive ? and is it in
the mouth or throat, &c. ?

Wing-disease in Pigeons ( ).—We advise yon to apply a weak
solution of tincture of iodine, " iodine paint.'' The chemist you pur-
chase it of will tell you how frequently to us;e it, as that depends upon
its strength. In very bad cases there is no cure.
Canary Losing its Voice {T. S.).—We know of no cure.
Food for a Mix,ch Cow in Winter [Inquirer].—Your case of a cow

not giving much milk at this season is not an unusual one, and we
hardly know what food to advise being given her to increase the quantity
without in some degree deteriorating the quality. Brewers' grains, and
bran and other mashes increase the quantity, but the quality is ooor.

Oil cake, however, enriches it, and we have the present winter been giving
both to our herd of about a dozen. Mangold and swedes are often found
fault with by those who are particular about the quality of their milk and
butter, and we think ought never to be given to milch cows till the begin-
ning of March, when much of the rankness is gone. We have, however,
for many years had complaints of milk being rank-tasted early in the
autumn, from the cows eating the new-fallen leaves of forest trees, which
we cannot keep them from. Some pastures also produce a sort of wild
onion (Ramsons), which, if paitnken of by the cows, gives a peculiar bad
flavour to the milk, and we need hardly say the Cibbage tribe is bad

;

Where the cows had a good pasture to roam in, and plenty of good
bay, we have often found the richest milk produced in winter by that
alone. We do not think, however, that a moderate quantity of grain

—

hay once a-day, and oil cake once, can impart any improper flavour.
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is the Tangierine : the tree has small leaves, and seldom attains
a height of more than 7 feet, even in North Africa. Its most
valuable quality is its early ripening, so that in October, just

as the late Peachc-s and other soft fruits are over, this luscious
Httle fruit is ready for the dessert ; and when freshly gathered
no fruit can be more gratifying or delightful, as its aroma is so
delicious, and its juice so abundant, in this respect oiJering a
pleasing contrast to those imported from Lisbon in November
and December, the flesh of which is generally shrunk from the
rind instead of being ready to burst, as is the case with those
plucked from the tree. They should, in common with all

Iiome-grown Oranges, be placed on the table with some leaves
adhering to their stalks, thus showing that they had not made
a voyage.
Among full-sized Oranges the Maltese Blood takes the first

rank ; when quite fresh from the tree it differs much from those
imported, although the voyage as now made by steamers is of
short duration. I was not so fully aware of this till early in
January, 18C0, when I was able to compare some fine imported
fruit with some gathered from my trees. I found the former,
although rich and juicy, yet flat in flavour compared with those
freshly gathered ; they lacked the crispne.«3 and aroma, which
sere most agreeable in the latter. The great advantage in
planting this sort is its tendency to bear fine fruit while the
trees are young

; they are indeed so prolific that trees of only
2 feet in height have here borne nice crops of fruit.

Some varieties, quite equal to the foregoing in quality, but
vrithout the red flesh so peculiar to these " IJIood Oranges,"
liave been imported from the Azores, the paradise of Orange
trees. One of the most desirable sorts is called simply the
St. Michael's Orange. This kind has a rind varying in thick-
ness, is very juicy, and bears abundantly, even while the trees
are young. In the Orange house those will ripen towards the
end of December ; and throughout January and February, in
common .with the Maltese Blood Oranges, are in great per-
fection.

No one but an amateur of gardening can imagine the pure,
qaiet pleasure of taking a morning walk in the Orange house
curing the above-mentioned dreary months, and plucking from
the trees Oranges fully ripe. I have had much experience in
the culture, and, I may add, in the eating of fruit; but I can
say, with a firm conviction, that I have never enjoyed any kind
of fruit BO much as I have Oranges of my own plucking in
winter.

In addition to the three leading varieties I have mentioned,
there are several kinds which will, doubtless, prove interesting
and valuable. It is not to be expected that so much variation
in flavour, as in the Pear, for instance, can be met with in
Oranges. I believe, however, that when our Orange palates
are educated, we shall find many delicate distinctions in the
flavour of Oranges. As far as 1 have gone I have found the
Mandarin Orange larger and more flat in shape than the Tan-
gierine, and not so good as that sort. The Embiguo, the Egg,
the Silver Orange, the Eotelha, the White Orange, and some
others, all varieties from the Azores, are of various degrees of
e"scellence, and are all worthy of a place in an English Orange
garden.
The following descriptive list of the dessert Oranges may be

Bseful to the amateur :—Botelha and Duloissima, both thin-
linded and very rich. Egg, very large, rind thick, remarkably
juicy,-but not rich ; a great bearer. Embiguo, or Navel Orange,
very large, with a curious depressed calyx, remarkably rich
acd juicy. Exquisite, a thin-rinded, rich, and juicy fruit.

Maltese Blood, large, oval, with a dark red pulp, exceedingly
rich

; good and distinct ; fruit from the same tree vary in colour
from deep red to the usual pale yellow colour, with faint streaks
of red. St. Michael's, several varieties under this name vary in
size and thickDess of rind ; they are all good. Silver Orange,
colour of rind pale yellow, flesh pale, rind very thin, flavour
piquant and delicious. Sustain, large, and remarkable for its

rich sweet juice. St. Michael's Tangierine, a very distinct
variety, differs from the common sort in beiog deeper in colour,
smaller, and more rich in flavour ; a charming little Orange.
Tangierine, often incorrectly called the Mandarin, now a well-
feown sort, varying in shape from fruit much compressed with
rind rough and thick, to oval with a smooth rind. Variegated
Orange, this has a broad margin of white round its leaves, and
forms a very ornamental tree ; its fruit are oval, of medium
s'ze, with a pale yellow lind stiiped with green, very juicy, and
remarkably brisk and piquant in flavour. White Orange,' large,
rind pale yellow, flesh very pale, flavour rich and good.

There are many various forms of the genus Citrus, which, it

a large Orange garden, may be cultivated, and prove of interest

to the cultivator, but I have thought it proper to confine my-
self, in conformity with the heading of this paper, to the kinds
of Oranges proper for our desserts. It may, however, be not
thought out of place if I mention that the Lemon, more par-
ticularly the Imperial Lemon, is well worthy of a place in the
Orange garden, as are also the Bijou Lemon, small, thin-rinded,
and remarkably juicy, and the Small Lime, which is a con-
centration of acidity.

The insects which infest Orange trees are two varieties of

scale, and also the green aphis. The former are easily destroyed
by methylated spirits of wine, applied with a painter's brush,
and the latter by quassia water, 4 ozs. of quassia chips boiled

ten minutes in a gallon of water. This is also an excellent pre-

ventive to scale, if the trees are syringed with it once a-week

;

it should be allowed to settle, and be perfectly clear. If the
leaves become black or dirty, they should be sponged with
warm water.

With regard to pruning fruit-bearing Orange trees, very little

is required. The shoots that are vigorous, and diverge from
the round heads of the trees, should be shortened in summer
by pinching them to half their length ; and in winter, if the
heads of the trees are too much crowded with small shoots,

they should be thinned with a sharp knife.

Oranges as cultivated in the Orange houses in France and
England are, as is well known, generally dry and uneatable;
this is owing to the trees, from having no artificial heat, blos-

soming in May and June. They often set their fruit freely,

which swells towards the autumn, and ripens the following

season late in autumn or winter. To this long-continuance on
the trees is owing that dry mass of pulp so often found under
a beautiful plump rind.

In these few remarks, I hope to be excused any lack of full

and proper directions to carry cut my conceptions. It is at

all times difficult to tell people how to cultivate even a Cabbage ;

for unless full directions are given as to which end should go

into the ground, it is just possible that a tyro in gardening
would plant it head downwards. Soil is in the higher branches
of horticulture : it is only an outline that can be given in print,

the picture must be filled in by observation and study. Ten
minutes' showing will do more than ten hours' reading; still

without the preparation of reading, the mind will not take

in what is shown.—T. Ei^-eks.

GBAFTING EPIPHYLLUMS.
The usual way of grafing this plant on Percskia aculeata in

this country, where immense numbers are grown for sale, is by
cutting a slit either on the side or at the extremity of the stock,

just under a leaf, inserting one of the joints of the Epiphyllum,

from which the epidermis ha« previouslj' been shaven off, and
tying with coarse wool. An experienced and handy workman
p'crforms the operation expeditiously, and with but a small per-

centage of failures, but then he must have a very largo number
of plants to choose his grafts from, and plenty of stocks of the

required diameter, as any under that of a common lead pencil

are quite useless for this kind of grafting.

For the amateur' or gardener requiringliut a few grafts, and
without experience in the above-described method, the following

is much to be preferred. It is so easy that any one may suc-

ceed, and has, moreover, the advantage of not absolutely re-

quiring stocks of so great a diameter.

Having obtained stocks of no matter what age and diameter,

so long as they possess, at the height at which it is wished to

place the graft, suflicient fibrous texture to allow of their being

cut in the shape of elongated wedges, the operator chooses a

branch of five, six, or any number of joints, having at its base

a joint which is rather thick and fleshy, as the joints usually

are in such cases. This branch is to be cut across horizontally

near its lower joint ; the blade of a penknife is then to be plunged

vertically into the centre of the cut to about the depth of an
iuch, thus preparing a hole for the wedge-shaped end of the

stock, which must be inserted as far' as the wedge extends. The
only dehcato part of the operation is to avoid splitting the

branch when putting in the penknife, and afterwards in inserting

the wedge ; this is easily done with a httle care. The stock is

then to be tied to a stake a little longer than itself, and the

branch tied to the upper end of the stake to prevent its droop-

ing. This graft requires no ligatures, the elasticity of the

tissues of the branch suffices to keep the cuts in juxtaposition.

la a shaded greenhouse, if grafting is done in May, or in a
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j-hadcJ Stovo if ilono eiirlier, the graft will otrike in a fow (lay«i.

T have sometimes grafted on a stock without roots, and struek
both cutting and graft at the same time.

The Pereskia aeulcata is by no means a fast grower ; if nol
giown in a stovo it requires at Ir-.ist three years to become as

tliick as a common lead pencil, and in cither case is very Ion;;

and unsightly, sometimes G feet and more, so tiat ;i method ot

utilising it for stocks when much younger is a great boon to flie

groirer. Besides llic advantages above enumerated, this kind of

i?r;,fting when well done saves much time, as we may work a

branch of such size as it would have taken a year or more to

grow, had only a single joint been grafted as usual. 1 have
even succeeded in striking as a graft the accidentally-broken- oil'

head of a plant fully a foot in diameter.

Next in importance to striking the graft comes the desideratum
of an ofKeient support. The heads of Epipliyllun^ soon become
top-hcavj', and mere s-takes no\er accompli.'h the pvirpose of

keeping them straight and steady. I have imagined and long
used the following support, (vhieh not only affords perfect

steadiness, but is also simple and cheap, and shows oft' the plant

to the best advantage. A diagram woiild explain it at once ; but
t will endeavour to do so in writing. First, 1 place my i)lants

ill small deal or oaken cases. I then bend an unanucaled wire
of the thickness of a lead pencil into the shape of an inverted

U, thus— n, but square at the top, the two branches rather

longer than the plant, which should be about 2 fi-ct. T then
bore two holes perpendicularly into the thickness of two opposite

sides of the ease, and drive into thim the two branches of the

n in a perfectly perpendicular position. I then make by solder-

ing a wire hoop, say of about 2 feet in diameter, with two wires

crossing each other at right angles, soldered together at their

junction, and also at their extremities to the hoop, which then
presents the aspect of a wheel with four spokes. This wheel is

soldered horizontally to the square end of the inverted iipiight

U. The whole forms a circular horizontal framework at the

height of the graft, perfectly firm and steady, and on this the
branches of the Epiphyllum lie stretched with their ends droop-
ing all round it. A support of this kind painted green is so

light that it is almost invisible, and anyone having once seen
the beauty of a plant trained on on?, will never again make use
of the unsightly and inefficient stake.

Epiphyllums can be grafted on any species of Cacti ; but the

great advantage of the Pereskia aculeata over all others is that
'

it requires but very little heat in winter to keep it in a state of

vegetation. All the fleshj- Cacti, including the fleshy PerLskia',

such as P. subulata, P. spathulata, and P. Poeppigii, require a

stove to keep them vegetating at the period that Epiphyllums
bloom, say from November to JIarch, and so do P. Bleo,

P. grandifolia, P. zinniioflora, &c., and even with all the heat
you can give them, to water thera at the time that the Epiphyl-
lums require it the most involves considerable risk, and tliey are

almost sure to rot at their base. In fact, as applied to plants
for sale, they may all be considered quite useless as stocks.

For those who would wish to try the slit gi-aft (grefl'e en fente),

I will mention, as a caution, that the gi'aft must be chosen
among such joints as are neither too thick nor too thin. If too
thick they keep the split ends of the stock so far apart at the
bifarcation, that they often dry up and die. If too thin they
have not substance enough left, for the joint being always more
or less wider than the diameter of the stocks, often fully an inch
—to enable the graft to be tied on, cither a triangular nick
must be cut away on each side of it, or a hole made on each
side to allow of the wool clasping the stock ; so that what with
the shaving-off the epidermis on each surfiice of the joint, and
nicking its edges, there remains but a very small amount of

jjulpy living matter at the place of tying, and if the operator

draw the wool only a little too tight, he crushes this pu'p, de-

prives it of its few living cells, and it dries up.

—

Frederick
Palmer, Versailles.

MoNSTERi DELiciosA.—In the grand collection of plants at ,

Dangstein, for which this place is celebrated, may generally be
seen in fruit one of those strange species of Arads called Jlon-

stera deliciosa (or Philodendron pertusum, as it is now named),
the great leaves of which are exceedingly ornamental, being
slashed full of holes, and their edges fringed by the broad
ligament-like pieces formed out of the uniform deep cuts to-

wards the centre or midrib. The singularity of the fruit, too,

is enough to make it equally attractive. It is oblong, about
12 or 14 inches long, rather curved, a deep sage green, marked
all over the surface by hexagonal meshes. These meshes.

which are flosliy and easily separated from a soft, vinous, very
fragrant pulp which lies beneath them, arc the heads of so
many ovaries

;
and so pricking are these to the tongue if it

comes in contact with them that the person feels uncomfort-
able for hours afterwards. For a little foolish amusement, I
have before now tempted persons unaoiinainted with the fruit to
taste the under side of the covering, when they have declared that
they should never forget it—not pain exactly, hut uneasiness.
When these heads are removed, the lower part of the ovaries,
which is the part eaten, can be easily detached from the some-
what woody axis over which they stand in the closest possible
order. I believe the plant is a native of the West Indies, and
the fruit may be classed among the most delicious. At Dang-
steiu it is cultivated in a house along with the graceful
Banana and some other tropical fruits.—Geoboe Newltn (in
Science Oossip).

'I'lIE CARDOON.
It is not a matter of much surprise when we find that

amidst_ the horticultural bustle of the day some good and
useful inhabitant of our gardens has been neglected so long as
to become, comparatively speaking, almost lost

;
yet I venture

to say such is the case with the Cardoou, as I have proved that
not more than 2 per cent, of gentlemen'.'? gardeners grow it,

aud_ those who do are not very particular in bringing it to per-
fection. Now, why is it so? It we judge by the writers of
" Work for the 'Week," or " Doings of the Last Week," who
very seldom, if ever, allude to the Cardoon, we might arrive at
the conclusion that it is not worth cultivating. That the
Cardoon is not exactly so I can prove, not only from its being
so much in request here, but visitors who have tasted it have
inquired what vegetable it was, how to grow it, and v.here to
procure it.

To the best of my knowledge the Cardoou has been in this
country upwards of two hundred years, and at one time it was
rather extensively cultivated : but I believe the French have
always been the greatest admirers of it, and they use it exten-
sively for stewing, and for soups and salads. They profess to
possess a much better sort than we have, but I can hardly
think so, otherwise it would have found its way here before
now. The only variety which I have grown is the Spanish
Cardoon, which, when blanched, is very white and tender.
The culture of the Cardoon is so similar to that of Celery

that it is unnecessary to enter into all the details here, but I
may state that the plant requires a wider and deeper trench,
plenty of manure, and abundance of water when growing.
Under liberal treatment it attains i and even (J feet in height,
and its graceful form and silvery pinnatifid foliage has a very
ornamental effect. Loudon, in his " Encyclopa?dia of Garden-
ing," advises a light, deep, sandy soil not very rich ; but I

have found the Cardoon do better in one that is rather close
and very rich. It must be grown rapidly to make it tender.
I usually place the seeds in the trench, 18 inches apart, on the
top of the mannre. put three seeds in each hole, and when the
seedlings are 1 inches high, I take away all but the strongest,
and they will grow rapidly. The seed should be put iu in
April. The plants may either be earthed-up as they grow, or
not until a month before they are required tor use. I prefer
the latter mode of proceeding, on account of the greater con-
venience which it affords of applying manure water to the
roots.

—

Thomas Eecoed, Lillesdm, Hawkhurst.

EPIPHYLLUIM TRUNCATUM CULTURE.
This Epiphyllum is very seldom seen in the possession of

the amateur or humble cultivator, who without glass endea-
vours to grow a few plants for his window or little back gar-
den, yet it is one of the many I have tried to grow, and I will

in as brief a manner as possible state my mode of obtaining
success.

In the first place, the smallest piece will grow, as "J. 'W."
states. Such a piece as is broken off sometimes by accident,
placed in a small pot, soon takes root. I have at the present
time a small plant in a (iO-sized pot, which has produced six
flowers, and it has not had any artificial heat from first to last.

It was struck iu a (iO-pot as above described, kept during the
winter in the window of the sitting-room of the cottage, and
placed near a Vine at the foot of a wall facing south, after all

danger of frost was over. It remained there throughout tho
summer, and in autumn was removed to its former quartern,
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where it prodused six flowers, and at Christmas was our little

pet for the festive season.
I was induced to make the trial from seeing plants of this

Epiphyllum in the window of a farmhouse in Romney Marsh,
where they have been grown for some years without being ever
removed, except for domestic purposes, and during severe frost.

The largest plant was in an ornamental pot between a 32 and
R 24, which was raised to prevent its touching the window sill.

The flowers on this plant numbered upwards of two hundred
(actually counted), and it was a most beautiful object, of which
the owners were not a little proud.

I thank " J. W." for one thing, and that is, as to watering
during summer. I believe I was remiss in not placing a saucer
under the pot ; at the same time I do not understand "J. W.,"
as to "keeping cool and dry in winter." Surely the plant
must not be kept dry when in full bloom.—W. J. B.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
TuE Annual General Meeting will be held on Tuesday, the

0;h of February, at three o'clock precisely, and the chair will

bo taken by the President, or one of the Council of the Society.

The Council, in accordance with the charter and bye-laws,
recommend for removal the following three members :—Lord
H. Gordon Lennox, M.P., Mr. B. T. Brandreth Gibbs, and Mr.
Sigismund Eusker ; and they recommend for election in their

places the following Fellows—viz., H.S.H. the Prince Teck,
Lord Londesborougb, and the Eev. Joshua Dix.
The Council recommend the following as officers for the

ensuing year—viz. :—His Grace the Dake of Bucoleuch, K.G.,
Tresident; Mr. John Ciuttou, Treasurer; Lieut. -Col. Scott,

B.E., Secretary ; Mr. James Nicholson, Mr. John Gibson, and
Mr. Robert Hudson, F.R.S., Auditors; Mr. Henry Cole, C.B.,

Mr. John Glutton, and Lieut.-Col. Scott, E.E., Expenses Com-
mittee-men.

A FEW GOOD KITCHEN VEGETABLES.
The various trade catalogues, which come "thicker and

faster,'' are, generally speaking, carefully compiled, and convey
a great amount of useful information and seasonable advice

;

jot however sound this advice may be, and however honestly
it may be given, it in many instances fails to be decisively con-
viucing, and often affords cases of appeal to the higher tribunal
of disinterested practical experience. For instance : A trades-
man amateur comes with a bundle of trade lists in his hand,
and solicits my opinion as to which is the best early Pea or
the best Cauliflower to grow, as in one catalogue he finds an
article honoured with black type, and with a good character
appended, while the same article, or perhaps, more strictly

speaking, the same name, is in another catalogue simply given
in the orilinary way, and the character withheld, as if "it had
done something amiss. I am p.ware that these distinctive
features have little or no influence on many, yet, on the other
hand, I am equally well aware that they have a certain ef!eet

on others
;
and when on comparison cultivators find the honours

BO differently accorded, a certain degree of perplexity of mind
is the result, and the case is forthwith taken to the " higher
court."

A few decisions, then, direct from the said court will, I ap-
pieheud, be eminently useful. My list will be very short, and
will consist of old or new varieties which I have grown and find
good. I will give the character of my soil, also the name
of the firm that furnished the respective seeds, and thus make
the information as full as possible, so as to prevent as far as
1 can further inquiry or explanation. Let others do the same,
and the uninitiated cannot fail to have something reliable.

My soil is light in texture. It is a black vegetable mould on
a substratum of limestone. It has been devoted to the growth
of vegetables for many years.

I will commence by enumerating a few varieties of Peas
which answer well on such soU. The kind which I must put
down as the best early is Dicksous' First and Best. The seed
of this was procured direct from the raisers at Chester, and
was therefore genuine. There is no doubt of this being a most
valuable Pea ; it is early, prolific, and robust in constitution.
First Crop, synonyme Eingleader, was certainly two or three
days the earlier, but all other good points were in favour of the
Chester Pea. In another garden, on rather strong soil, I in-
spected the two varieties side by side, and First Crop there
sustained its celebrity. In this comparison I should say that
First Crop was obtained from Messrs. Carter, and Ringleader

from Messrs. Sutton, and all received treatment in every re-
spect exactly alike. For a light soil, then, my advice is. Sow
First and Best. In stronger soil First Crop may be equally
prolific, and it is by a few days the earliest of the early wrinkled
varieties. I find Maclean's Epicurean an excellent variety.
It is a few days later than Advancer, but in all other respects
it was with me the superior Pea. I pronounced it in all points
excellent. Champion of England on this soil never fails

; but
for a second early, very good, and cheap Pea let me pay a tribute
to the merits of Princess Eoyal—nothing gives me a better
return than this very useful sort. As late kinds I suppose
Hairs' Dwarf Mammoth and Ne Plus Ultra are good anywhere
—at all events they are fine on this soil. Carter's strain of
the former Pea I find remarkably pure and good. The other
stocks were from the same firm, also from Messrs. Sutton, and
were equally true and fine.

Peas, from their general importance, have received a moie
lengthy notice than I shall accord to other vegetables. I must
say a word in favour of Turner's Inomparable Dwarf White
Ci'lcri/, and I would ask cultivators not to condemn this variety
until they have sent a dozen stamps to Slough. This is the
only reliable way that I know of to obtain it pure. I grow no
other sort, for the simple reason that hitherto I have found
none answer my purpose so well ; and my purpose is to produce
a great quantity of the first quali'y from a small extent of

ground.
I will now name a vegetable of a value which I consider

entitles it to a place in every garden. It is AsjMiagvs Kale
(Carter's strain). It is more hardy than Brussels Sprouts, and
in flavour is most delicate and delicious. If, as " D., Deal,"
would say, one could fancy it had just a " whiff " of its more
aristocratic namesake it would be none the less enjoyable.

This is certainly a very valuable vegetable, and quite distinct

from all other winter greens. In addition to these remarks I

will give a sort of collective testimony in its favour. Three
years ago I distributed my surplus plants amongst the tenants
and tradesmen ; and so well did they like it that they treated
their neighbours with an occasional "boiling," and ev«ry year
I am now literally inundated with applications for " them light-

coloured greens." Applications are even now being made for

plants for fear of being too late. To those who have not already
grown it my advice is. Procure it true, and give it a trial.

The few following vegetables which I will name were sent
me for trial last spring by the firm last named. I have not yet
given in my report. Beet.—After growing most of the popular
kinds of this root I find Carter's Perfection Salad supeiior to

most, and equal to the best, equally good in shape, colour, and
flavour, and in my opinion as a salad Beet it would satisfy any
one. Dwarf Mammoth CauUfou-er is a variety of sterling

merit. It withstood the tropical heat of last summer better

than three other varieties grown by its side, and up to the

present time continues to produce compact and serviceable

heads. Peabodi/ Pea. was of no use last summer on my hot
and light soil. Of Giant White and Giant Bath Cos Lettuce,

the former is a splendid summer Lettuce ; the latter is also a
fine kind, but I do not like it so well as its more compact pro-

totype the true old black-seeded Bath Cos. This has been
perpetuated here for private use for thirty years. Those, how-
ever, who prefer a large kind have it to perfection in the Giant
variety above named.

I will not extend my list, but will leave room for other culti-

vators who may be so disposed to name anything which they
have proved to be specially recommendable. I have known
the time when such information would have been much valued
by myself, and I assume that there are many now in the
position which I once was, and to whom such experiences will

be particularly seasonable. On another occasion I will notice

a few of last year's novelties in flower seeds.

I must add what a splendid late Broccoli is Cattell's Eclipse.

I saw it exhibited in June last in size and quality truly grand,

and it was grown by our excellent occasional pomological cor-

respondent " C. C. E." ; but of " C. C. E." and his fruit

garden more anon.— J. W.

Potatoes in the United KiNonoM.—The total number of

acres in England, Scotland, Wales, the Channel Islands, and
Ireland, planted with Potatoes in 1867 was 1,500,624 ; and in

1868 there were 1,584,213 acres.

The Maidenhair Fern.—Many years ago I was laughed at

for saying I had seen this Fern growing out of my reach in the
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l3lo of Portl.Hi.J. I am, therefore, well pleased to taaUe the

foUowiu^' extract from a letter just received ;—" It may, perlmris,

iulereat you ti) hear that Adiantum oapillua-Voneri.s has lululy

been found iu tho lale of Portland."—G.

CUCUMDER CULTURE —Xo. ;.

PnuNiNO AND Tkaining.—The tirst pruning or stopping

should be performed when the plant has pushed so as to have

two joints or leaves in addition to the seed loaves, the growing

point being taisen out immediately above the second joint.

This stopping will cause the production of two or more shoots,

which in their turn should have the growing point pinched out

as soon as it can be done without injury to the leaf to which

tho shoot is stopped, which will be the case when the growing

point u clear of the leaf. The point of the shoot must he re-

moved with the end of a sharp knife, and not by the finger

and thumij, which, like scissors, more or less bruise the shoot,

and the wound does not heal so well as that from a clean cut.

The second stopping should take place when the shoots resulting

from the first stopping have made three joints or leaves. These

stoppings will cause the production of a sufficient number of

shoots to cover the bed or fill the frame, and are what I con-

.sider proper, though when the seed is new it may be well to

stop the plants more closely, t iking out the points of the

plants when they have made one rough leaf, and repeatedly

.stopping every shoot at the first leaf afterwards up to the fourth

joint, and thea allowing the shoots to make four joints, when
their points ara to be pinched out. By either of the above

modes of stopping or preparing tho plants, a sufficient number
of shoots wiUb? produced from near the root, which is desir-

able, so that there may not be any waste of space, and by

stopping we call into activity parts that otherwise must remain

dormant, and the plants come sooner into bearing than if left

to their own free growth.

Of tho shoots resulting from the stopping above described,

six or eight cf the strongest must he selected and trained over

the surface of the bad directly towards the sides of the frame,

allowing a distance of 12 inches between each. If two plants

are placed in each hill or light, then three or four shoots only

will be required from each plant, or tho number of shoots re-

quired to fill the frame, ll! inches being allowed between the

shoots, which I v/iU, for the sake of distinction, term prin-

cipal shoots. In thecase of one plant under each light, the shoots

must be eqa%l[y disposed towards the back and front of the

frame, making choice of shoots, if possible, of corresponding

vigour. These principal shoots will push laterals, or secondary

shoots, which will serve to fill the frame and bear fruit. The
principal shoois wUl also answer for the latter purpose, show-

ing fruit very often at the second or third joint; but iu that

case take out the points of the shoots two or three joints above

the fruit, and if one of the principal shoots is stopped, take

out the points of all the principal shoots, so that there may
be an equal length of extension iu all, as well as a correspond-

ing production of lateral or secondary shoots. Of the shoots

pushing after the stopping, select the strongest, and train it in

as a cjntiuuatirn of the principal shoot; but if no fruit show
on the principal shoots, allow them to grow until within

G Inches of the sides of the frame, then take out their points,

and the result will be a number of laterals, which will show
fruit abundantly at the second or third joint.

The laterals must not be allowed to grow too thickly, but be

kept regularly trained, and at such distances along the prin-

cipal shoots that each will receive a due amount of light.

They are too few when there are hare places, and too numerous
when they cross, or the leaves have not room to develope them-
selves fully ; the shoots must not cross or become entangled, and
the foliage must not be crowded. The plants are then healthier

and produce finer fruit, therefore so thin the laterals (always

leaving a sufficient number to bear fruit), that the frame will

be sufficiently filled, and yet that all the foliage may receive

proper exposure to light ; and in thinning, remove the weakest

at an early stage of their growth, for it is a waste of the ener-

gies of the plant and a drain on its resources to allow the

shoots to become confused and entangled, and then to e£fect a

clearance all at once by pruning away large quantities of shoots

and foliage at one time. This is often a cause of immediate
evil and disease, for it is impossible to remove a large number
of shoots without causing more or less bleeding from the
vounda, whilst the removal of large quantities of foliage

causes the stems or shoots, and especially the old principal

shoots, to be so gorged with crude sap, that they not only be-

come ruptured or ulcerated, but tho fruit also is affected by

the same malady; a glutinous substance CKuding and rendering

the fruit very hard and unwholesome, and the parts so affected

do not swell equally with the rest, giving a very unsightly

appearance to the fruit.

Foresight will need to be exercised to keep the shoots in

order, and to secure au abundance of fruit in succession. This

will be effected by securing growing as well as bearing shoots.

The laterals should be stopped one joint above the fruit, but

if there be little space the point may be taken out at the joint

where the fruit is situated ; but if it be desired to have growth

from the joint to whiel! the shoot is stopped, then it is well to

stop at the joint next beyond the fruit, and in a short time it

will be seen whether or not a shoot will push from the same

joint as the fruit, which being the case, it is easy to cut away

the part of the shoot above it. I would in all cases, except

when the shoots are very much crowded, advise the stopping

of the laterals one joint beyond the fruit, and leave the shoot

with two joints, until it can be seen whether or not a shoot will

push from the same joint as the fruit, and if one does so, re-

move that which is above, if not, allow both to remain. All

laterals not showing fruit at the second or third joint should,

if there is room, be stopped at the second or third joint; but

if there is not room for the proper exposure of the leaves to

the light, then cut away all or part of the unfruitful laterals,

always preserving some that are well disposed, in order that

they may succeed those that have borne fruit. Tho latter,

when they are worn out and have the stems long and bare,

should be cut back as near to the stem of the plant as practic-

able, training a young shoot advantageously situated in the

place of each, and stopping it so as to produce laterals, if it do not

show fruit at the fourth joint, immediately above that joint;

and by this removal of the principal shoots which have fruited,

or the cutting-out of the unfruitful laterals, space will be gained

for the training-in of fresh young shoots, which are needful to

secure an abundance of fruit in euccossion.

The removal of unfruitful laterals and worn-out shoots

should not at any time be general, but partial and continuous,

so that a succession of young bearing shoots and fruit may be

secured, for if the shoots are left after bearing until the frame

is very closely filled, and these have all produced fruit, it

follows that there will be a general cutting-out or back and

thinning, and some time must elapse before the plants can be

furnished with young besriug shoots, and the succession of

fruit will not be maintained. The pruning, stopping, and

thinning must, therefore, be frequently attended to, the plants

being gone over once or twice every week for the purpose
;
and

by attending to the above directions they will not suffer from a

sudden and great deprivation of foliage at one time, and in

consequence will be able to bear fruit abundantly and in suc-

cession, and will be less liable to disease.

After the bed has been made some time its surface will often

become close from the frequency of the watering. It is very

conducive to the health and fruitfulnesa of the plants to occa-

sionally remove the surface of the soU to the extent of about an

inch, scraping it off without injuring the roots more than is

unavoidable ; the soil being scratched or pointed over with a

wedge-like piece of wood, and the surface being removed, fresh

soil should be spread in its place to the depth of about IV inch,

layering any long weak shoots into the soil, and covering them

with it at a joint. Secure the shoot by a peg, and fresh roots

will push from the shoot to the extent of the part layered m
the soil, and it will grow with the vigour of a young plant. Tlus

top-dressing may be done twice or thrice in the course of the

summer, and the shoots being layered into the soil, and the

pruning carefully attended to, so as to keep up a succession of

young shoots, the plants will continue healthy, and bear fine

fruit in succession throughout the summer. Each time the

top-dressing is repeated the frame should have a thin mat

thrown over the lights from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., on bright days, for

a period of three or four days, and the plants should be kept

rather close and moist, so as to secure the quick-spreading of

the roots in the fresh soil, and the early recovery of the plants.

In this treatment the plants evidently delight, as it is in-

variably attended with an increased degree of vigour in them,

and of size and quality of fruit. It is not necessary to top-dresa

or layer the shoots until the plants have been cnt back or

thinned out after they have filled the frame, fruited, and be-

come weak, and then it may be done at intervals of a month or

six weeks.
. . „ • u »

Keepiko the FnuiT Straioht.—The fruxt, especially in Hot,
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dry weather, are enbject to become crooked. The best means of

keeping them straight are glass tubes that are made for the

purpose ; but they are costly and liable to breakage, therefore

three pieces of wood may be nailed together, having a piece or

strip for the bottom 3 inches wide, and to the sides of this

strips 2J inches wide may be nailed, so as to form sides, the

whole having the appearance of a box without ends or lid.

These are sometimes lined with strips of glass, but I do not
consider such necessary, though the fruit is said to grow more
freely in those lined, which effect, however, I consider has no
existence except in the imagination. The boxes will need to

be of- different lengths according to the length of the fiuit of

different kinds ; a number can be made very easily, and they
are very useful, and answer every purpose of keeping the fruit

straight, quite as well as the glass tabes.

Aetificial Fertilisation.—It was a very common opinion
at one time that to effect the setting of the female flowers,

and secure the swelling of the fruit, the former should be fer-

tilised. This opinion hrs been some time exploded, fertili-

sation of the female flowers not being necessary, except when
seed is required. Fertilisation of the female flowers ought not
to be practised when the fruit is grown for use, as the fruits con-
taining seed are not nearly so free in swelling, and they swell
irregularly, and seeds are a great blemish in a Cucumber for

table. Though the fruit for use is best unfertilised, for seed
the female flowers should be fertilised with pollen, for the Cu-
cumber produces male and female flowers on the same plant.

The female flowers are borne at the end of the embryo fruit, and
consist of petals and stigma, having all the organs of fructi-

fication, except the stamens, the male consisting of petals
and stamens only ; and it is the yellow dust or powder on the
latter that must be placed on the stigmas of the female flowers.

It should be done when the flowers are fully expanded, and
during the early part of the day.
After-management of the Bed.—The frame will frequently

sink after the dung begins to rot, and it becomes so deeply im-
bedded that the plants are too near the glass, owing to the
dnng beneath the soil of the bed not decaying in a correspond-
ing degree. The plants' foliage should never be allowed to
touch the glass, as it will be liable to scorch ; therefore, so
raise the frame by placing bricks on flat under the comers,
that there will be about 1 foot space from the soil to the glass,

and it is well if it do not exceed 15 inches. In raising the frame
see that any cracks made in the soil are filled up, closing any
interstice between it and the woodwork of the frame, and press
it down rather firmly, so that in watering the water may not
run off without wetting other portions of the bed. The linings
around the frame, after the latter is raised, should be made good
to the sides of the frame with dung or litter.—G. Aubet.

WINTER M.VNAGEMENT OF PELARGONIUJIS.
The remarks of Mr. Peach on the winter management of

Pelargoniums may be said to illustrate two extremes in the
vrintering of a class of plants, the right method of doing which
is very simple.

The system of management quoted by your correspondent as
j

being that recommended by many gardeners is one which, I
venture to assert, no good gardener would either recommend
or follow himself if he could possibly avoid it. That hundreds
of gardeners do keep the most of their stock of Pelargoniums
in cutting-pans is doubtless right, but that many are kept in
the same pans till required for the beds can hardly be so cor-
rect ; for even it there is no space under glass, nor any pots
to be had, yet, with a little management, a good start may be
given to the plants long before they are wanted for the beds.
In support of this assertion I may instance a plan I have suc-
cessfully followed in such an emergency, which, although it

may not possess much merit or the score of originality, yet, as
being an excellent makeshift, may be worthy of note.
The plants are shaken out of the cutting-pans early in March,

and planted thinly in a rich free soil on a warm border, and
protected by means of a rough kind of frame made of some
9-inch boards, nailed together to form the sides, over which
thatched hurdles are put at night and during cold windy days.
Plants so treated make a quick strong growth—so strong, in
fact, that they are not unfrequently larger and better plants by
the bedding season than those which have passed the winter in
separate pots. I do not, of course, pretend to infer that crowd-
ing a number of plants together in cutting pans is by any
means the best method of wintering them—far from it ; but

when a gardener must keep a stock of many thousands of plants
through the winter, unless he is better provided with spare
glass houses than most of the fraternity, he will gladly avail
himself of any practical contrivance which may offer.

With regard to tie other system which is so strongly recom-
mended by Mr. Peach, it seems to me to be a matter of regret
that the treatment of a class of plants, whose proper manage-
ment is simphcity itself, should be made to appear so difficult

and expensive as to dishearten vast numbers of the readers of
" our Journal," who have no such resources as your corre-
spondent appears to possess. Again, as to the " work of de-
struction " in taking cuttings, he must be a poor gardener
indeed who is unable to fake a cutting or two off each plant
without materially affecting its appearance. In the case of
new or scarce varieties, of which it may be desirable to increase
the stock as largely as possible, Mr. Peach's plan may be appli-

cable, as then every catting to be had would be utilised ; but
so far as regards the general stock I for one must prefer an
earlier, more easy, and more certain method of propagation

;

I also do not think it is at all likely that many employers
will be inclined to put themselves to the expense of erecting
houses specially for bedding plants while these can be wintered
so easily, and so well too, in such places as vineries at rest,

orchard houses, and, in fact, in any cool house that has a spare
shelf or two.

And now a few words on checking damp amongst Pelargo-
niums in cold pits. I have lately tried several experiment?,
such as sprinkling charcoal dust over the surface of the soil

and amongst the plants, which doubtless does some good ; but
the most effectual remedy is to scatter over the damp foliage

enough dry silver sand to absorb the moisture, which evapo-
rates more quickly from the sand than it would othei^wise have
done. When the sand appears to have become quite dry again
it is dusted off the foliage with a soft hair brush, and this

process is repeated as often as it is necessary witla the best
results.

—

Edwaicd Luckhuest, Egerton House Gardens, Kent.

GARDENING IN TOWNS.
My first operation to commence the year is with bulbs. As

the borders and beds are all filled with Chrysanthemums up to
December, I am compelled to put in nearly all the bulbs tem-
porarily under some trees. In the first week in October I fork
up the soil and spread 6 inches of loam and leaf mould, one-
half of each, well mixed together, all over the piece of ground.
When the surface is levelled I put in the Hyacinths, Tulips,
and Narcissuses 4 inches apart, and the Snowdrops and Crocutes
3 inches apart. They are then covered over with rotten leaf

mould or cocoa-nut fibre.

In December, when the Chrysanthemum bloom is over, I
take up the bulbs, lay them in temporarily, and fork up the
beds, mixing with the soil a little rotten durg and fresh loam.
I then level the beds, and with a hand-fork carefully lift the
bulbs from their temporary quarters, place them on a hand-
barrow, and take them to the prepared blooming beds, being
careful not to break off more roots than can possibly be avoided.

The Hyacinths and Narcissuses are planted from 6 to 8 inches
apart, each variety by itself, so that those in each bed are all

of one height and bloom at the same time. The Crocuses and
Snowdrops I plant round the outside, so that when their bloom-
ing is over the foliage forms a green edging for the other bulbs.
The Tulips I plant 4 inches apart in the same compost, but
with a slight sprinkling of sand on the surface to keep away
worms.
When the bulbs are placed on the beds the whole are covered

to the depth of 3 inches with light loam, then with '2 inches of

cocoa-nut fibre. If they could be oil grown in .5-inch pots and
plunged they would bloom much better when turned out of

the pots, but this I am not able to do ; still, in the way I treat

them they bloomed well last year, there not being one shabby
flower out of some hundreds. If very sharp frost sets in I

stick in and bend over some long hazel sticks, and throw mats
over the top.

The following are the varieties I find best for border culture

—

Hyacinths.— Wiiite.— Grand Vainqueur, Anna Paulowna,
Grandeur .4 Merveille, Bichardson, Grande Vedette, and Hannah
Moore. Blue.—Baron Yon Tuyll, Charles Dickens, Belle Afri-

caine, Orondates, William I., and L'Ami dn Caur. lied.—
Robert Steiger, Amy, Charlemagne. Pink.—Belle Coiinne,
Norma, L'Ami du Cceur, and Jenny Lind.

Tulips.— )(7ii(t".— La Candeur, Pottebakker, Eojal Standard.
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Ycllou-.—Yellow Princo. Scurht.—Rex Rubrorum, Waterloo.

Scarlet and Yellov.—Tonrneaol.— Samuel Buoome, Temjile

Gardens.

OUT-OF-DOOR GPiAPE CULTURE—WINE
MANUFACTURE.

(Continued frontpage 44.)

Did it ever occur to " Ar.cnAMDAUD," tocoiisiilertlie amount
cf space unoccupied upon cottages, barns, and other buildings,

against wliich Vines could be planted, and made to bear enor-

mous crops of Grapes, merely by common attention given to

tlicir training? I have no hesitation in saying, that our ugly

caked English walling, so beautified and economised, would in

a gieat measure compensate iu productiveness for the soil at

present lost for cultural purposes from being taken up by
railroads.

I planted the Espiran and Royal Maacadine Vines against

the walls of this house, to grow Grapes tor wine-making, about
the period that the first number of The Cottage Gardener was
issued (1848). For years I was chaffed and pooh-poohed for

my pains, but I have changed all that through never allowing
an opportunity to escape of adverting in these pages to out-of-

door Grape-culture, and to the subject of home-made wine, and
by never failing to exhibit results at our chief exhibitions of

horticultural produce. From the walls of this house, aye, even
aspiring to the chimneys, I gathered .jOO lbs. of beautiful Grapes
last October, and purchased 40 lbs. besides from my man, who
gi'ew them upon the walls of his cottage. The whole has pro-

duced us T'l gallons of wine, which proves everything that I

could desire, and yet to grow Grapes here may be termed
" raising them under difficulties." The situation of this house
is high and bleak, and we are exposed to violent south-westerly
gales, which sweep piercingly over a melancholy lake. The
Vines are also, in a great measure, shaded by trees, which
merely leave an opening sufficient to admit the concentrated
force of the blast. I merely mention this in passing, in order
to prove that our climate can be depended upon for Grape cul-

ture very far north, where there is a good aspect on houses or
garden walls, and the Grapes will produce a beverage far

superior to those unwholesome compounds too commonly sold

as wines.

I do not think it well to complicate my subject by recom-
mending too many sorts of Grapes. The very best hardy white
Grape for any aspect, from south-east-by-south to north- west,

is the Boyal Muscadine. Due south it will ripen its Grapes in

nine seasons out of ten, and always on all the above aspects
sufficiently to make a good sparkling wine.
The Espiran ranks second with me as a red-wine Grape. It

hangs late before it begins to colour, but when it does begin to

do so it makes up for time, and it produces a rich sparkling, or
still wine of the true vinous flavour, according to fancy. On
good southern aspects, as a dark Grape, the old Black Ham-
burgh would be most generally suitable for eating-purposes,
and it makes an excellent wine as well, though not equal in
piquancy to that from the Espiran. It is also more tender in
its constitution.

In following out this subject, I intend to confine myself to

the spirit of " AncnAMBAUD's " articles, and to keep within
the scope of the million, and I hope to show from beginning to

end that the affair is a simple and economical process, for,

excepting making the borders—the next subject I shall write
about, as it must be seen to directly—and planting, training,
and pruning the Vines above " arm's reach," the time of a
working man need not be trespassed upon, as most other
matters could be easily managed by his wife.

—

Upwards and
Onwards.

[To be continaed.)

Now that ont-door Grape-culture is being discussed, a few
words which I shall offer on the subject will, perhaps, not be
out of place.

The locality to which I refer is in North Lancashire, and in
a direct line about five miles from the sea ; there, from a wall
about 18U feet in length, I have had a fair crop of Black Ham-
burgh Grapes, the berries of good size, well ripened, and of
fine colour and flavour, and as regards the last two qualities,
in my opinion surpassing many of the hothouse Grapes grown
at the present day.

I think I am not mistaken in Black Prince, and if I am not
• SO, it is very different from what " Abchambaud " saya of it.

Its bunches were very fair in size, and very black; but al-
though the skin of the berries is rather tough or leathery, it is
far from third-rate ; in fact, I think a connoisseur would ba
quite satisfied of its being nothing short of second-rate.
Another point I wish to mention has reference to a system

which is not in common use. What is it possible to do with
flued walls, or hollow walls with flues to run through them, bnm-
ing up the cinders which are cast out from the mansion ? By
this means one would be able to assist the ripening of the fruit
and of the wood, which latter, in my opinion, is the main point,
for unless the wood is well matured, we cannot expect success.
The first outlay in building the wall will be a little greater than
for an ordinary wall, but the expense of constructing the fur-
nace would be very small—little more than the doors and fire-
bars, with brickwork, being required, and the work could all
be done by an ordinary bricklayer. The Grapes above referred
to are from a wall of this description, and this may have
altered the quality of Black Prince.

I quite agree with " Archambaud," that it is to be regretted
open-air Vines are so much neglected, for I fully believe Grapes
will pay for all the care anyone may take of them, and should
they ever fail to be good enough for the dessert, then the wine
they make would be far before most home-made wine, and the
cost no more.
We are about to add a vinery for earlier work, but the wall

Vines will be expected still to do duty. I shall, if it be thought
interesting, report the result of my success next year in grow-
ing Grapes with heated walls.—H. B.

PORTRAITS OF PLANTS, FLOWERS, AND
FRUITS.

Brassia Lawrenciana var. longissima (Lawrence's Long-
sepalled Brassia). Nat. ord., Orchidaceje. Linn., Gynandria
Monandria.—Native of Costa Rica. Flowers orange, pnrple-
blotched, fragrant.— (L'of. Mari, t. 5748.)
Ibeeidella eotcndifolia (Kound-leaved Iberidella). Nat.

ord., Crucifera^ Linn., Tetradynamia Siliculosa.—Native of
Carinthian Alps, at elevations from GOOO to 9000 feet. A beau-
tiful rock plant ; flowers lilac— (Zii,/. (. 5749.)

Tacsonia eriantha (Woolly-flowered Tacsonia). Nat. o d.,
Passiflone. Linn., Pentandria Trigynia. — Native of the
Ecuador Andes, at elevations of from 11,000 to 13,000 feet. A
graceful greenhouse or conservatory climber. Flowers Ulac,
flushed with yellow.

—

{Ibid. t. 5750.)
Stai'Elia iiYSTEix (Bristly-flowcred Stapelia). Nat. ord.,

Asolepiadea'. Linn , Gynandria Pentandria.—Native of South-
eastern Africa. Flowers pale yellow, dotted with purple.

—

{Ibid. t. 5751.)

Thibaudia acuminata (Sharp-leaved Thibaudia). Nat. ord.,
Ericacca;. Linn., Pentandria Mouogynia. — Native of Co-
lumbian Andes, at elevations from 8000 to 10,000 feet. In-
troduced by Messrs. Veitch. Flowers scarlet, yellow-tipped.
Fruit fragrant and eatable.

—

{Ibid. t. 5752.)
CohTiiis—Queen ]'icluria.~"No family of plants has, in

modern times, so speedily acquired notoriety as that of the
Coleus. It is not so long since that our gardens could boast
only a few weedy species, of which the most important was the
" Nettle Geranium " of cottage windows. Tht-n came C. Binmei,
the red-stained leaves of which first drew attention to the
family as ornamental- foliaged plants; this being followed by
C. Verschaffaltii, the still brighter colours of which have been
turned to so good an account in conjunction with the silvery
Centaureas for summer bedding purposes ; and this, again,
being succeeded by the almost black-leaved form of C. seutel-
larioides known as nigricans, the purple-veined C. Gibsoni,
and the green-edged C. Veitchii.
"The foregoing, with one or two trifling sports, were all that

we possessed up to the beginning of the present year, when a
set of a dozen novel hybrids, raised in the Chiswick Garden of
the Koyal Horticultural Society by Mr. Bause, on their appear-
ance in public created quite a furore, and realised, when
offered for sale at Stevens' Auction Rooms, the large sum of
£393. These included frilled-leaved, plane-leaved, and reticn-
lately-marked forms, represented respectively by C. Bausei,
C. Saundersii, and C. Scottii; but the ground colour was green,
with markings of a deep chocolate purple. What the value of
these new sorts as bedding plants may be has not yet been
fairly determined, but they are certainly very beautiful objects,
if only suitable to be grown as pot plants for conservatory
decoration.
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" During the past summer C. Telfordi, a yellow-leaved sport

from 0. Blumei, was announced. This, from the contrast

between its yellowish margin and chestnut-red centre, proved

to 1)6 a -very pretty in-door plant ; and taken in coBJunclion

with the appearance of golden-leaved forms of so many other

popular subjects, gave rise to a desire for golden-leaved

Coleuses, which Mr. Bause was not long in satisfying; for in

the past autumn, en crossing some of his former seedlings with

C. Blumei itself, he succeeded in producing a batch of most
brilliant-coloured vraieties, far excelling all that had been pre-

viously known, and of which the beautiful plant we now figure

is one. These new varieties are of indescribably rich tints of

bronzy crimson, with a peculiarly lustrous glow which gives

the effect of shot silk—the shot colour being in some cases of

a brighter crimson, and in others of a magenta purple, while the

margin is of a decided greenish yellow, differing in width in the

different kinds, and forming a bead like edging. That which
has been named Qaeen Victoria, and which has papsed into the

hands of the Messrs. Lee, of Hammersmith, is the brightest in

colour of the whole series ; while in the same style, but differ-

ing in tint as well as in breadth, either of blotch or margin,
are others named Princess Ecyal, Princess of Wales, Duke of

Edinburgh, and Her Majesty.
" The same hatch of seedlings yielded in Albert Victor an

equally desirable acquisition, having tricolor foliage. This is

of a very bold habit of growth, the golden margin broader than
in most of the other serfs, and the bronzy red centre stained

with large blotches of a deeper purplish red. Prince of Wales
resembles it in the blotching, but has scarcely any yellow at the
edge. To these have to be added some forms of the 0. Gibsoni
race, obtained at the same time, and equally in advance of all

previous varieties of that type ; they are of a yellowish green,

more or less veined and blotched, but the colour is a bright
purplish red, instead of the heavy, almost black, purple of the
older forms. These latter have been named Piinoe Arthur
and Princess Beatrice.

"We have certainly acquired in these golden varieties cf

Coleus some of the most beautiful-leaved plants of which our
gardens can boast. Whether they will be available for the out-

door garden remains to be seen. The question will, however,
soon be set at rest, as they will be distributed in quantity, in time
for the next summer's planting ; and from their vigorous
growth they may be expected to succeed at least as well as those
previously grown.''

—

(Florist and Pcmologist, 3 s., ii., 1.)

GARDENING IN THE WEST.—No. o.

Planting is not the only process cf the gardener's art that

is deeply affected by the influence alluded to in previous
papers ; others, and among them grafting and budding, are
changed in practice quite essentially. It becomes necessary to

cut scions of almost all kinds before Christmas, for it left

until spring it is common to find the young wood of Cherries,

Plums, Apricots, &c., quite discoloured, like the flesh of a
bruised Apple. Twigs thus injured will expand leaves in the
spring if not detached from the parent tree, and a layer of

new wood will coat over the " bruised heart," but such twigs
cannot be depended upon for use as scions.

Sometimes, after very early and severe frosts, a deformed
amorphous opening of the buds in the spring shows the stage

at which the internal development had been arrested. I re-

member two seasons— one in 1865, when the thermometer
sunk to 12° on the 11th of November, and one many years pre-

viously, when the cold was yet more severe, and a late, pro-
tracted growth was less prepared to meet it. In the spring very
few buds opened on the annual shoots, save the terminal buds,
which opened in all cases, and the blossom buds of Cherry
trees exhibited a grotesque unfolding of mingled bracts and
leaves, and occasionally a portion of a cluster of blossoms, or

perhaps an imperfect single blossom after a long delay in

coming forward, like a late riser, unkempt, nngartered, and
down at the heel. These were lessons disclosing something of

the inner life of plants, proving how much goes on silently

within the buds, unseen to the external observer, like the
hidden shifting of scenes between the two great spectacles of

Autumn and of Spring.
Of course the occurrence of such seasons is very disastrons

to Peach trees, Apricot trees, and other tender woods. On
cutting off a branch of five or six years' growth, the character

of each of these seasons is exhibited very obviously by the
great variations in colour and texture apparent in the different

annual layers. Injnries of this sort, continually repealed and
aggravated by the effects of that denudation of vast districts

of their damp-retaining, sheltering forests, to which allusion

has been made, have so enfeebled the constitution of the Peach
tree in America, that it is in a continuous rapid decline. Yet
the Peneh is the favourite above all fruits, especially grateful

in the hot, dry American autumn, the most piquant, enjoyable,

and wholesome, the most innocent, and hitherto the cheapest
of all luxuries. In seasons of scarcity the most extravagant
prices are paid to the fortunate owners of well-situated and
productive Peach orchards ; hut they can never be had in

such perfection, or so fully enjoyed, as when they are grown at

home and fully ripened : hence the gardener is wanted abroad
to teach people how to procure crops, which they can yet do at

a fraction of the expense that is given to the cultuie in Europe.
But to return to the subject of grafting. In placing th«

scions they are made short, in order to have lut little surface
exposed to the withering winds, and, for greater security, one
bad is left close to the stock and under the wrapping, and this

often grows when others are parched. The wrapping, too, is not
made of clay, which would crack, and which is unpleasant and
inconvenient to use. Instead of it shreds of thin, worn cotton
cloth rolled en a little stick and soaked in soft grafting-wax
melted, are used for whip-grafting ; they are easily and quickly
applied in a single spiral lap, they seal the wound securely,

and the equipment is so simple, and the process so easy, ex-

peditious, neat, and successful, here as well as there, that it is

a wonder to find it so little used. The top of a tree or shrub
can speedily be changed in this way with no greater violence
to it than that of the annual shortening-in.

The scions are carelnlly taken from the ripest external
shoots with firm thick wood and well-varnished baik, and when
put oa early a thin film of the wax is often drawn over them,
or a light paper cone ;s slipped over them as a protection from
March winds. This paper protection reminds me of a simple
contrivance which I have seen used very successfully to protect

newly-planted seedlings, cuttings, &c., from parching. Five
or six old hoops or willow rods are bent over a little bed of the
plants, and over all a newspaper is spread, its margin being
pressed a little into the soil to keep it in place. It remains
until, perhaps, washed down to the soil by heavy rains, and
there it serves as a useful mulching. A sifting of mould will

hide its staring Uttery look.

Buds are so quickly placed in safe shelter under the bark
and in the cambium of the stock, that there is little need of

variation of process. Yet for some reason, probably because
of its saving of one or two movements, it is almost universal
in the States to allow the wood to remain in the shield of the
bud, and to use buds of the ripest wood to be found, such buds
being found lo resist decay better than the greener ones, which
must necessarily be used when the wood is taken out. They
are also more easily preserved, and as the U.S. post-office

regulations allow scions, plants, and seeds to be sent as articles

of traffic or otherwise at very low rates, the mails are loaded
with packages in oiled paper, oiled cloth, and tin cases ; many
houses doing extensive business in sending out plants, roots,

(Src, wholly by mail. The new and excellent sorts of Potatoes
originated by the late Rev, C. Goodrich have been very widely
diffused in that way, to the great advantage of every recipient,

and of the country at large.

The favourable effect of dry, clear air on the ripening and
flavour of fruits has been alluded to. It is made conducive to

their preservation too. In September the yards of almost
every dwelling in the country are garnished with drying boards
or tables, or with chest-like portable driers, which untold to the
sun and close up tightly in wet weather—tightly, excepting a-

draught below to keep a little stove going inside, and openings
above for the escaping moisture to pass off freely, for the ope-
ration should be completed within twenty or thirty hours, and
without a high temperature, so as to produce but little change
of colour and flavour. Vast quantities of dried Apples, Peacher,
&e., are kept for sale at the groceries, as Currants, Eaisins, and
Normandy Pippins are here.

On account of the greater certainty of crops of the email
fruits, such as Strawberries, Raspberries, Blackberries, Grapes,
&c., which either grow near the earth or can easily be laid near
it during winter, their culture is continually increasing, supe-
rior varieties are coming forward, and the amounts grown and
acreage planted for city consumption are immense. But they
are very imperfect substitutes for the larger fruits ; and it may
be said again that there is a grand open field of nsefolnesi,

honour, and profit for the skilful gardener who knows " what's
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the mnttor" and how to rifibt it, when trees refuse to yield

their accustomed tribute. Severe climates seem to briug out

the gardener's powers, and in Canada and the States there

may bo as great triumphs effected over natural obstacles, as

Scotland can now so proudly show.
Among the mountains, valleys, and on the western plains,

where the air is driest, no moss is found on trees, excepting a

little on the base of the north side only, and this often serves

as a most useful guide to wanderersi n the woods ; nor are

Apples, Sea., discoloured by extraneous licben-like blemishes

on the surface, excepting in humid sheltered spots. Near the

lakes, and especially near the gieat cataracts, there is constant

moisture, and Peaches or other delicate trees and shrubs
flourish there better than they do among the AUeghanies, three

hundred miles further south. At Itocheeter, on the southern

shore of Lake Ontario, there are a score or more of great nur-

sery establiehmentp, some of them occupying several hundred
acres individually. It is the distinguishing business of the

city. They are protected not only by the vicinity of the lake,

and by having their north-westeis tempered by the vapour of

the great falls of Niagara, but also by the falls of the Genesee
within the city, from which vapour is continually diffused.

Farther north, in Canada, the humefaotion of the air is se-

cured in summer by the proximity of lukes in (ill directions,

and the winters, althougb dry, are unbroken. 8now increases

with the increase of atmospheric moisture. It lies constantly,

and thus, althougb the cold is intense, plants in the ground
are securely landed in the lap of spring.

—

Pennsylvania.

POMOLOGICAL GLEANINGS.
It is not the charming little Tangierine Orange alone that is

to usurp the place in Okange ccltciie. Mr. Rivershas sent us
specimens of the true St. Michael's, lar^e and beautiful, and
perfectly ripened. A Malta Blood Orarge which was among
the rest, for excellence of flavour and a peculiarly ethereal

aroma never met with in imported Oranges, was the very per-
fection fruit. " Do not skin tbem, but pare them with a silver

fruit knife," said Mr. Rivers in a note accompanying the fruit.

The fact is, the fruit are so succulent they are positively brittle

with juice, and cannot be " skinned."

The Gooseberry ArrLE.—But few people know the ex-
cellent qualities of this Apple, as it does not succeed well unless
on chalk. The finest and most perfect fruit I have ever seen are
from trees on the chalk cliffs opposite St. Catherine's, Guildford,
the staple of the garden so shallow, not 15 inches deep, that one
wonders how the trees can grow and bear so well. From these
trees the fruit is of a pale straw colour, and their shape much
like the White Calville (Calville Blanche), or, perhaps, more
resembling the Keswick Codlin, but with less prominent ribs.

A few days since I tested the Gooseberry Apple with the White
Calville, in their cooking qualities ; one would never believe the
great difl'erence in the flavour of two Apples, so much alike in
appearance. The former was brisk in flavour, with a delightful
acidity, and its flesh quite tender. The latter, equally tender
in its flesh, was so mild and sweet as to make one at once
reject it. It is equally mild and sweet when eaten uncooked,
having, in fact, no flavour

;
yet large specimens of this kind of

Apple are imported and bought by "a discerning public," at
'is. Gd. each, and this reminds me of imported Newtown
Pippins, which are often sold at a high price, yet are perfectly
insipid. The last hot summer suited this Apple marvellously
well, the fruit from trees grafted on English Paradise stocks
being remarkably clean and bright, as they were in 18('i.5. No
Apple keeps longer sound in spring, it is always mild and
sweetish, not bad but never good—that is, never with any
aroma

;
yet this sort has been praised to the skies by the im-

porters. It is just possible that in America, when freshly
gathered, it may be quite worthy of all that has been said
about it there, but its goodness seems to evaporate on the
voyage. I have just tasted a fine yellow fruit of this sort,

and also one of the White Calville. The flesh of both is

tender and juicy, but comparatively flat, lacking the briskness
of the Nonpareil race, and also that of our Pitmaeton Ilussets,

and the English Apples.—T. B.

The Foricnke Pear.—I send you a specimen of this
Pear, which is remarkable for its long keeping, and, when quite
ripe, its agreeable briskness of flavour. It was raised in Belgium
early in the present century, by Mr. Parmentier, then well-
known by pomologists. He thought it a most fortunate gain,
hence its name. Lii c many late Pears, it is much influenced

by site and soil. Here it rarely ripens, but in the garden of

my son at Harlow, tho tree budded on the Quince stock and

trained against a south wall, it never fails to ripen and prove

of excellent quality, generally keeping sound till April. The
soil is a light garden mould resting on gravel.—T. P..

Mr. James Backhouse.—Died on the 20lh inst., at his resi-

dence, Holdgate House, near York, in the 7.5th year of his age,

James Backhouse, senior partner of the firm of James Back-
house and Son, nurserymen and seedsmen, York. This is the

bald auuouncemsnt we have received of the death of Mr. James
Backhouse, who, during a long life, stood high as one of the lead-

ing nurserymen of this country. It was not, however, through

his connection with trade only that Mr. Backhouse was known.
As a, philanthropist and as a Christian gentleman his name
will long be remembered, not only in the Society of which he
was a prominent member, but wherever the deeds of good and
benevolent men are recorded. We hope to be able scon to give

a more detailed sketch of this excellent man.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
FRUIT AND KITCHEN OAKDEN.

As the season has proved so mild it will be difficult to wheel

manure over the ground where necessary, and few operations

injure soils for gardening purposes more than wheeling in

moist weather. As soon as the ground is fit, therefore, let

this work for all spring crops be forwarded as much as possible.

Where dung will have to lie on the surface till March, it

should be soiled over immediately, or drying winds will steal

away its properties. As soon as the blossom buds of Apricots

can be distinguished, the trees should be pruned and nailing

completed. 'The eggs of the caterpillar which so much infests

them in the leaf should be hunted for and destroyed ; they are

deposited on the branches in circular groups of about the size

of a Parsnip seed, and look somewhat like one pasted on. The
trees must have protection forthwith. Take eaie to secure

bundles of the main twigs of Apple prunings, give them a tie

at each end, and throw them in some dry place. They are

very useful during the summer. Let Peaches and Nectarines

be pruned and nailed. As soon as nailed well wash the trees

and walls with soapsuds, and when dry take a bowl of sulphur

mixture—viz., sulphur blended with soft-soap water until as

thick as paint or nearly so, and draw a strip with the brush
between every two shoots. This is a good preventive of red

spider. Watch Gooseberry buds. Country people in some
places tie feathers over the bushes to keep birds away. Spring

ISioccoli now coming ou, such as Orange's or Knight's, should

be protected. Push a handful of soft hay amongst the leaves.

Plant out August-sown Onions for early bulbs. Try to fit up a

few warm slopes with hoop-and-mat coverings to receive early

Potatoes, &c. Hoe and clean all winter Sjjoiach and other

standing crops. Put down scrapers where necessary, and top-

dress alleys or back walks with spare cinder ashes, which make
excellent and dry walks. Cncuinbrrs, look to your early frame ;

if the dung is sufiiciently worked buUd the bed forthwith. Plaee

brushwood a foot deep at bottom, and introduce more about

three-parts of the way upwards, if you can; it v.:il facilitate

the action of the back and front linings. Use -veil-wrought

dung for the outsides of the bed, and fill up tbf interior with
older and weaker material, such as half-spent leaves, &c.

flower GARDEN.
Grass lawns will now be benefited by a thorough rolling, as

will also gravel walks. Examine all belts, remove deciduous

trees where they injure the best evergreens, and plant Hollies

or trees of a perennial character in the blanks. If not already

done, stake newly-planted trees carefully, the harm resulting

from not staking is in some places very great this season.

Procure Kose stocks, and plant them in lines on highly ma-
nured ground in the kitchen or reserve garden. Owing to the

mild weather we have hitherto bad, most cnt-door plants will

be more susceptible than usual of frosts and cutting winds.

Many collections of Tulips are now so forward that unless

protected in some way serious consequences may result to

the embryo blooms. Kanunculns beds may be thrown up in

ridges of about 4 inches high, leaving the lower part of the

bed undisturbed ; advantage can then be taken of a fine day
for planting should the weather prove tiskle about the 14lh of

February, as when suffered to lie in this state the surface soil

becomes sooner dry, and by simply raking level is immediately
ready for the roots.
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GREENHOUSE ANB CONSKBVATOEY.
The expediency of night coveringg for the roofs of glass

honses has been frequently pointed out and generally ad-
mitted. It is very economical as regards the amount of fuel,

more especially in old houses with badly-fitting glass. Under
such circumstances a trial is only required to prove its utility.

Maintain a mild agreeable atmosphere in show houses, ami see
that all plants are clean and in good health. If any become
infested with insects remove them immediately, for no course
of culture will sneeeed without thorough cleanliness. Cine-
rarias, which are cramped in their pots, should have a shift,

as well as Chinese Primroses for spring-tiowering. Introduce
into the conservatory forcing-pit bulbs, Eoses, Pinks, Lilacs,

and plants of that description in succession. Let every at-

tention be paid to providing a succession of bloom with which to
keep this house gay, and avoid as far as possible using much
firing, which is expensive, and is very injurious to most plants.
Be careful not to let plants in bloom sutler from the want of
water, giving weak clear manure water to Camellias, Salvias,
itc, and use every means to preserve the beauty of specimens in
bloom as long as possible. In greenhouses damp and mildew
are the great enemies to be guarded against, and these must
be sharply looked after, especially in the case of plants that
have not ripened their growth and are in a rather soft state.
If the former is troublesome it must be remedied by free ven-
tilation in mild days, using a little fire heat at the same time

;

of mildew, a dry well-ventilated atmosphere is the best pre-
ventive, but the plants should be frequently examined, apply-
ing sulphur on the first appearance of the enemy. Very little

water will be required here at present, but the phints should
be carefully looked over about twice a-week, so as to make sure
that nothing is allowed to suffer from the want of it. If not
already done let all plants be tied with the least possible delay,
for it is diflicult to lie a plant so that it will not look some-
what stiff and unnatural, and the sooner all this description of
work is done the better specimens will look when in bloom
later in the season.

STOVE

.

Begin to repot Orchids, taking them exactly in the order in
which they bud. Be sure that jour material is scalded or half-
charred, to destroy insects. Keep the plants well elevated, and
use plenty of charcoal in lumps of considerable size, fastening
the whole at last so that the plant cannot be loosened by
agitation. Sphagnum or other moss pegged on the top makes
a good finish, and is to be recommended in houses which
are unavoidably deficient in atmospheric moisture. Svringe
plants on blocks occasionally. Select some of the best "young
plants of Euphorbia, Eondeletia, Lrunsfelsia, Jatropha pan"
duriefolia, &c., and place them on bottom heat. Cut back
Poinsettia pulcherrima, Eranthemum bicolor, E. pulchellum,
and Justicia coccinea. Shake out and repot in good open fibrous
loam, half decayed, with some sand, the tubers of Gloriosa
fiuperba, and place them on bottom heat. No water should be
applied to the tubers until they have commenced their growth.
This is a very beautiful and very curious plant when well culti-
vated. Let the temperature be 60 by night, and (Jo' by day,
rising to 70° on sunny afternoons.

riTS AND FRAMES.
Provide a quantity of turfy loam, fibrous heath soil, crocks

of various sizes, sand, rubble, and pieces of charcoal, and see
that every empty flower pot is well-washed, dried and in readi-
ness, flower stakes of all sizes neatly made and painted, and
everything ready to begin operations in the potting-shed.

—

W. Reane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST VTEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

A EATHEEsharp frost on Friday night and frost all day on
Saturday, with a clouded sky and a stationary barometer, 'lead
ns to think we may have cold at last, and perhaps ice by the
begmning of the week, say on the 2.5th and 2r,th. If this
month pass without enough of frost for ice, there is less
chance of a good supply afterwards, though several times we
have collected a good quantity in the beginning of March. We
presume in the north there has been no lack of this great
essential in many families ; but within thirty miles of London
•we have as yet had none worth going after. As now and then
we may have a season without ice, it is always important to
have a house large enough to tide over the most of two years
in an emergency, as, though huge blocks of ice can be had from
abroad, and cheap enough at first, the long carriage by rail and

cart make it expensive in the end. These blocks, if surrounded
by woollen cloth and sawdust, will keep a long time without
melting.

Expecting frost, therefore, the chief work in the kitchen
garden has been protecting, such as packing round Globe Arti-

chokes with litter
;
placing small mounds of burnt earth and

ashes over the crowns of Sea-kale, which also so far protect
them from the nibbling of mice, rats, and rabbits ; scattering
litter lightly over Celery beds, Endive, Lettuce, &c. ; laying
laurel boughs over Lettuces at the bases of walls ; and
placing laurel branches over good beds of Coleworts, which the
mild weather had made tender. Put some litter over hand-
lights with Cauliflowers under them, and protected in the same
way those under old sashes and still yielding their produce.
As a matter of precaution, and having no wish to use the pick
if it could be avoided, took up some Horseradish, Jerusalem
Artichokes, Sea-kale, and Ehubarb roots, to be kept covered up
in a shed until wanted. Took up also the last of the Parsnips,
fine fresh roots, to enable us to trench the ground. Parsnips,
we think, are most pleasant for food when taken fresh out of
the ground, as when kept some time, though fresh and good,
tlieir saccharine properties are increased by the gradual loss

of moisture. Vermin, moreover, had begun to operate on the
crowns, as they did rather too freely on our Beetroot before it

was housed.
Planted some frames with Potatoes that had been started

several inches in the Mushroom house, and find that we must
look after rats that have already found their way to them. The
slight hotbed of leaves has, no doubt, encouraged the rats to

nestle in the warmth. They seldom condescend to eat the
Potato, except when crisp and young; but they would soon
make a bed like a ploughed field if let alone for a short time.
On a similar slight hotbed sowed Horn Carrots in rows, and
Eadishes between the rows. This we find better than sowing
both broadcast. If the Carrots are 8 or 10 inches apart, row
from row, they may stand thickly in the row and be thinned in
drawing, and the drawing of the Eadishes will give them room.

iliislirooms.—When a regular supply is wanted it is well to

have a bed in a close, shut-up house, heated or unhealed ; but,
as slated by a correspondent, they may be had in open sheds
or in the open air all the winter, only the more the place is

exposed the more care will there be needed in covering, so that
the bed shall neither be too cold nor too hot. A heavy cover-
ing, if it become damp in foggy weather, would so heat as to

injure what would otherwise have been a good bed. An open
shed protected from rain will, therefore, be better than the
open air. From one bed in the shed we still have frequent
gatherings, and every fresh piece we make in the Mushroom
house helps to keep it warm with but little other artificial

heat. Though we have had rather large beds, ridged like a
span roof, that bore for long periods, yet for constant supply
we prefer shallow beds frequently made. AYe have put in
another piece in the Mushroom house, using up all the shortish
dung that we had collected for some time in an open shed.
A correspondent tells us that his bed shows plentifully, but

the Mushrooms seem to have no more substance than wafers,
and wants to know how to grow them fleshy. Perhaps the
atmosphere of the place is too hot and too dry. Most likely

the bed, below the soil, is too dry. In the first place, reduce the
temperature, and syringe the walla and paths if in a house.
In the second place, make small holes all over the bed, and
water with dung water at 80' or tlO", made from sheep dung, deer
dung, cow dung, or horse dung, that has been dried a little

before being put into very hot water, allowing the water to cool
down to the above temperature. A peck of such half-dried
manure would do for eight gallons, or two garden-potsful of
water. The best way to secure fleshy Mushrooms is not to
have the manure too dry, and after spawning and finding the
heat suitable, to plaster the surface over with half an inch of
cow dung that has been kept in a heap for a month or two, and
let that dry a little before adding the soil. We gave up that
custom, which we once practised largely, because we had so
many complaints that the Mushrooms would not cook, the
hearts remaining raw when the outsides were done. Fleshiness
may thus be overdone.

Cucnmhers.—Having borne too freely about and before Christ-
mas, just as we expected a part of those in the pit began to
look badly, and we had them removed. The very dull weather
was most unfavourable to them in a pit—much more so than it

would have been where a steeper roof would have caught what
little sun there was. A part will yet do some service, and
plants have been potted-ofi' to take the place ere long of those
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remoTed. Potted also some seedling Cacumbers under a

frame, with a bed formed of fresh dunf? and a layer of tree

leaves. We find young Caeumber and Melon plants do beEt

at an early stage in such manure heat.

KUlni'u Beans.—Top-dressed those coming in with old Mueh-
room-bed dung, &c., and sowed for succession. The difQculty

now is to find a foot of spare room under glass, and to obtain a

little space we must often change and move plants—a very

desirable practice but for the time and labour it takes.

rUriT GARDEN.
Proceeded with pvuiiing as we could find an opportunity.

Had the orchard-house walls whitewashed with limewash, the

white glare taken off with some blue-blacking, and some cement
added to the whitewash. When cement is added, the wall

should be damp when the wash is applied. This will be the

case it the wall be well washed down previously. The trees,

washing, tying, &c., must be lelt for a wet or stormy day, and
also the fresh-surfaeing of the soil in the case of trees in pots.

We shall fix a rim of tuif 3 inclies or more above the pot ; and
this season we shall use for the purpose thin turf, doubled so as

to have the grassy part in the centre, which therefore will give

little trouble, as the ridge of the double part will form the

new rim.

Slrawberiics set first on the top of a mild hotbed in a frame,

not plunged, are now showing bloom strongly in a pit where
fire heat can be given. From the same beds two rows of Straw-

berry plants have been placed in the Peach house, now started,

the bottom still filled thickly with bedding plants. The frames
were again filled with Strawberry pots, to be gently excited in

the same way. Beginners will notice what we said previously

about not plunging such pots in a bed. We think we thus

gain in lime when we do not take the plants to a forcing

house at once. As a rule, we have never been able to treat the

forced Strawberry otherwise than as a subsidiary crop ; but

though good results are thus obtained, we would advise all who
wish everything to have justice, and to see everything in the

right place, to have a regular Strawberry house, such as de-

signed by Mr. Ingram, or lately if not now at work at Enville.

The Strawberry will never have its rich Uavour if the plants

be shaded or crowded beneath other things. In the frosty

mornings wheeled rotten manure to go between the rows of

Strawberries out of doors, and also to mulch the surface near
dwarf fruit trees. Both for them and Strawberries we have
great faith in this surface-dressing. In fact, from the time of

planting the Strawberry in moderately stirred and enriched

soil, we never wish to see the soil in which it grows stirred,

even with a fork, above an inch or so in depth until the plants

themselves are dug down.
OKNAMENTAL DEPAUTMEXT.

The out-door work was chiefly a continuation of that pre-

viously described—pruning, turfing, levelling, and in the frosty

mornings wheeling, and especially making mounds of fresh

soil where some of the Pine tribe are to be planted as speci-

mens. Except a few that prefer the fen and semi-morass, the

great bulk of this tribe decidedly prefer being planted on a

mound, and this, no doubt, because most of them flourish

naturally on hilly and mountain slopes, where, at least, the

roots near the collar will never encounter stsgnant water.

Kept on pruning and nearly cutting down large Laurels, not

because it was the best time to do it, but because there was

a better opportunity for dting it than in the spring. This

cutting-in rather freely is almost essential in many places

if a healthy vigorous appearance is to be presented, as if left

alone for many years the heads become thin and scrubby-look-

ing, and can only be kept in healthy luxuriance by a rather free

use of the bill, the knife, and the saw. Daubed all the large

cuts with dark paint to keep wet out, and this will prevent

nearly all d.anger. In general they break freely enough in

spring. Cut-in also some Ivy fences and arches freely on the

same principle. They will be green enough in summer.
Pruned Hoses, &c., against a wall for the summer season,

having more time now, and the Roses and shrubs had been

left rather rough, and the wall wanted a thorough cleaning.

To keep the plants secure, a little litter was fastened over

the soil near the stems, and some laurel boughs fastened

against the Roses, itc, which we have f.enerally found suffi-

cient even for the more tender of the Tea kinds.

Until the 2ith, Scarlet Pelargoniums, Cassia corymbosa.

Salvias, &c., had stood in a corridor, fronted with glass, roofed

with zinc, and unhealed. We cleared this all out, as some of

the plants were too large to lose, and removed several of the best

to one end, lofty, and with a glass roof, as well as glass in front

abntting against the mancion. Here at one end we had placed

a small iron stove, the inside lined as far as the fireplace with

thin firebrick, and have no doubt it will enable us to keep the

place safe, though we now see that a larger stove would be

better. It is not what a stove may do that ought to be the

question, but what it will do with the greatest ease and security

for the plants, with the lowest effectual heat in the ttove. An
extra row of pipes in a house used for hot water, will often

make all the difference between the easy healthy, and uneasy

unhealthy heating of a house. To secure healthy heating from

hot water, the water should not be within some 30" or 40° of

the boiling point. Ou the same principle, lOs., 20.-.-., or SOs,

more for a larger stove would often be a great economy in at-

tendance and consumption of fuel, and a milder heat over a

larger-surfaced stove, would be more healthy than a greater

heat over a smaller surface. In this place set a number of

Hyacinths and Crocuses opening their blooms, in boxes and
vases, and even edged some boxes with Snowdrops taken from a

warm sheltered place out of doors. We feel sure that Ca-

mellias and Oranges, Pelargoniums, Epacrises, and Cinerarias

will be secure for the winter. We hope the whole place will

some day have a couple of hot-water pipes, but then the stove

will be anything but lost. We would have no objection to

having two or three of them in our stores.

Fresh-regulated conservatory. The clearing away a few lights

of Cucumbers enabled us to make a hotbed for cuttings, bulbs,

and fresh-potted plants ; and potting, clearing, watering, and

looking after Eoses and shrubs in heat formed the chief work

in this department, along with taking plenty of soil under

cover and putting it in warm places.—E. F.

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
Hooper & Co., Central Avenue, Covent Garden Market,

Loudon, V!.G.— General CaUihiyue fur 1SC9.

Barr & Sugden, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, London,

W.C.

—

Descrii>tivc Hiring Catalogue of Floieer and Kitchen

Garden Seeds. ^]'lth Appendix.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—Januakv 27

.

We have an excellent as^oitment of vegetables for the seaEon, includ-

iag Green Peas, Artichokes, and new Potatoes from Algiers; also

AsrarsguB and Lettuces from Pari', three days a-week. The supply of

fruit is ample for the trade, and of Grapes especially ; these consisting oJ

HamhurghB, Alicante, Lady Downe's, and Gros Guillaume.

s.

Apples ^- sieve 1

Apricots doz.

Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush. 10
Cun-ants i. sieve

Black do.

Figs doz.
Filberts lb.

Cobs lb. 1

Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes,HothouBe..lb. 6

Lemons 100 4

FKUIT.
s. dd

6to2

16

1

1 6

8
8

Melons each 2
Nectarines doz.

Oranges 100 2

Peaches doz.

Pears (dessert) . . doz. 2
Pine Apples lb. 4

Plums ^:i sieve
Quinces doz.
Raspberries lb.

Strawberries lb.

Walnuts bush. 10

do 100 1

d. s. d
0to5

6

6
6

1 6

la
2 G

VEGETABLES.

Artichokes doz.
Asparagus Itio

Beans, Kidnoy . . hd.
Beet, Red doz.

Broccoli bundle
Erus. Sprouts i- sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers .... each
Endive doz.

Fonuel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish ..bundle

d. s.

0to6

4

6

3
8
3

Leeks bunch
d. s.

4 too
8 0,. Lettuce score 2

3 j
Mushrooms pottle 2

3
I

Mustd.&Cress,punnct
2 ,

Onions bushel 5

i
Parsley sieve 3

2 1 Parsnips doz.

1
Peas quart

8
6
3
2

5

Potatoes bushel 4
Kidney do. 4

Radishes doz.bunches 1

Rhubarb bundle
Sea-kale basket 2

Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel 2

Tomatoes doz. 1

Turnips bunch

3
7

a
6
7

3
2

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
AnoEESs {Definite).—Yy'e Cannot state the address of any of our corre-

spondents.

Pelaegonidm (.•(. B.).—The white leaves, probably, will not be perma-

nent, and the plant short-lived. It is impossible to form an opinion

about it from seeing a single leaf.

Mushroom Spawn (T. i.'.—It may be tbtainedof any of the leading

seedsmen who advertise in this .Journal.

Decayed Damson Teee (Spoldi ii<j).—1he interior of the trunk being

decayed, !s quite snfacient explanation of the hole yon describe. Decay
spreads from the centre to the exterior, the decayed part harbours insects,

and the small insect-eating birds resorting thither soon make a cavity.
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Roses for Bobdehs (Scotus) —" Two narrow bovdera, each 60 feet in
length, will take forty Rosea nt 1 yard apart. I name twenty Roses,
vhicL you should buy in duplicate, as the same Roses will do for both
borders. You ask for ' free prrowers, free bloomers, hardy, with bright
colours, and as showy and effectivo as possible.' The shade during a
part of the day will not atop the blooming of any of them. The follow-
ing ar*j a charming group. Plant them as I put them :—1, Gloire de
Dijan; 2, Seuateur Vai^se ; 3, Anna Alexicff; 4, >I luriee Eernardin ;

5, JJuc de Cazes; 6, Charles Lefebvre ; 7, Marguerite de St. Araand ;

8, Madame Boutin ; 9, Baronne Prevost ; 10, Pierre Nuttiny ; 11, Madame
Victor Verdier ; 12, Madame Clemeneo Joif^ucaux ; 13. Acbille Gonod, or
Madame Boutin; 14, "William Griffltha; 15. Mareehai Vaillant; 16, Julc3
Margottlu ; 17, Souvenir de Dr. Jamain ; 18, Baronne de Maynird ; 19,

Prince Camille de Rohan ; 20, Jobn Hopper. Do not cut down your
Ulanetti Roses to two or three eyes, unless their wood is bad. As a
general rule, if they grow well, shorten the wood one-third all over the
tree. Prune them as Hybrid Cliina Roses. Prune no Rose at planting
time. Cover the point of union with about 2 inchoB of soil.—W, F.
Radclyffe."

Flower Beds (W. G. Walcr.^).—V^e never undertake planting flower
beds, no one can do so without seeing the place. We criticise proi>o3ed
pQanting?, and noint out what are errors as to contrasts, &c.

Large Canes of Vines (C. C.).—We received the four cuttings of
"different canes of Vines 25 feet loug, growing in a house that was phiuted
in the middle ofApril, 18t>8. They qU have shown fruit abuudantly on the
laterals ; but the fruit was taken ofl' as soon as perceived, excepting one
bunch, and that was cut on the IGth of January, wbenpr-.ming the Vines."
They are the stoutest, best-ripened canes from Vines so recently planted
that we ever measured—they were fully IJ inch in circumference.

Delay of our Journal (J. M. Dublin).—The delay in delivering this
Jouroal is the fault of your bookseller. You could have it by post from
our office on the day of publication.

Vines from Eves {T. J. .U.).—You will find the procegg of Vine-raising
from eyes fully treated of in former numbers of tbe Journal, and in the
"Vine Manual," which maybe had post free from our oflice for 2^. QJ.
Vines from cuttings are not so good as from eyes, though those from
cuttings answer tolerably well ; but Vines from eyes are by the host cul-
tivators prefen'od to those from cither cuttings or layers. The Vines you
have should be cut back to two eyes, and be fresh-potted at once, placed
in a brisk heat, top and bottom, and have every growth-encouragement
as stated at length in the work above named. The Vine eves or cuttings
put in during January will, with good treatment, be of a size fit for fruit-
ing in twelve months.

Cucumber for Greenhouse {J. M.).—A Cucumber for every purpose
is Telegraph. To do well in a greenhouse the atmosphere must be close
and moist.

BosEs FROM Seed (Tdcm).~A Rose variety seldom produces its like
from the heps or seed. The seedlings are, "in general, inferior to the
parent, many worthless. It is not advisable to soak the sesds before
sowing, and we do not think soaking them in hot water will cause them
io germinate sooner. Only some of the seeds germinate in the first year,
but tbe majority of them not until the second season.

Forming a Croquet Ground {A Comtaiit Reader).—!! yoa send foiir
postage stamps with your address, and order No. 228 of tliis Journal,
you will there find full directions for making a croquet ground.
Cacti IT. D. C.).—There are two cases filled with Cacti, and all named,

in the Conservatory of the Royal Horticultural Society at South Kensing-
ton. They were given by Dr. Waggett. There is also a collection at the
Royal Botanic Garden, Kew. In Loudon's "Encyclopicdia of Plants,"
there are woodcuts of many, which would aid you to identify those you
have.

Draining a Kitchen Garden (C. C.}.—You do not clearly state
whether the pipes are cylindrical, but we presume tbey are ; if so,
merely place them end to end. You may put your 3-iach-long pipes
over tbe joint, or a few stones, or anything vou can obtain. We think
most of what you want will be found in " Doings of the Last Week," in
last week's number, page 48.

Orchard House (ir. A. Dtiri/).—Grow Peach and Pear trees pyramidally
and in pots. Inarching is a mode of grafting, the scion not being sepa-
rated from its pai-ent until after it has united to the stock. We fear you
must cut down the Vines that ;only break at the top, but we could not
advise positively without seeing them. We cannot suggest the amount
of rent, for we know nothing about the premises, &c., and if we did we
could not undertake to be valuers.

iMPRoviNa Sandy Soil {T. N., Stafford).—To make it more retentive
of moisture, and render it more fertile, your only course is to put on as
much clay and limy rubbish as will render it more loamy. Marl would
also improve the staple.

Cockscomb and Balsam Groivtng (Lwe and Learn).—It ia hard to
distinguish the plants that will give the best-formed "combs" whilst
tJiey are young, bnt it is well to grow them in .small pots, and keep them
in comparatively gmall pots until the "combs " show, and then discard
those th.'it are dispostd to run up tall, and have small ''combs,"
encouraging tbe others with plenty of water, a moist atuinspbHre, and
keeping them dwarf by a position near the glass, and a moderate amount
of air. They are best grown in a hotbed or pit, keeping them near tbe
glass. They may be grown in a stove on a slielf near the glass. A com-
post of two parts turfy loam and one part old cow dung will grow the
Cockscomb well, the loam being neither heavy nor light, but the more
fibrous the better. To have them in good condition at the end of Aumist,
the seed should be sown by the middle of March. Thev will require to
be well supplied with weak liquid manure after the conibs are formed.
lisijams to bloom at the end of August should be sown in the lafct week in
Mayor frstweek in June in a gentle heat, and grown in a frame or
pit—a b'ght, moderately airy greenhouse will do. A compost of two parts
turfy loam fiom rotted turves, sandy rather than heavy, one part old cow
dung or weil-rotteJ hotbed manure, and one part leaf mould, with a free
admixture of sharp sand suits them.

Black Paint for Vikf.rt (I. L.).—Black paint if composed of lamp
black and linseed oil with " dryers," wilt not affect the Vines or plants
in any way ; but why paint them black? Stone colour is by many pre-
ferred, and it answers admirably, both for appearance and durability.

Ardisia chenulita Culture {A. M. F.).—The Ardisia blooms from
the growing parts of the wood, and therefore will not baar stopping
without sacrificing the flj.vers of the current year, and, ousequently,
berries by which the flowers are succ9edi?i, and which are the principal
object for which the plant is so largely grown for winter decoration. It

will not grow in a room, but requires a cool stove.

Weedy Lawn (M. A'.).—We advise you to leave the lawn, if tolerably
even in surface, as it i», but to remove from it between now and March,
in mild weather, all the dairies and other large-leaved weeds, grubbing
them up with an old knife. A number of women or boys would, with
soma one to dirt-ct them, do much work of this kind in a few days, and it

would be far less costly and much more s ttisfactory than di/ging-up the
lawn and rcsowing with grass seeds. In March we would give the lawn
a pood dressing of very t-hort rotten manure mixed with an equal
quantity of soil, and rake it well with an iron rake. Early in Api-il sow
over it 4 lbs. each of Festuca duriuscnLi, Cynosurus cristatus, and Tri-

folium repens, 2 lbs. of Poa nemor ilia, and 8 lbs. of Trifoliura minus, in
mixture for cue acre. RoU well after sowing, scratching lightly with an
iron rake, and allow the grass to grow without mowing until the middle of

May, then mow and roll well, continuing to do so throughout the season,

OiiANGE TnEEs Infested with Scale (TT. O ).—The "honeydew " on
your Orange trees is caused by the Orange sci'le. It may be destroyed
by syringiug the plants so as to wet them thoroughly in every part with a
solution, 2 0Z3. to tha gxUon, of Clarke's lusect-destro^iug Compound.
It should be applied at a temperature of 120-.

Clematis Sef.d (Idan).~~The seed should be sown now in rich light

soil, and placed in a bouse where there is a gentle beat, or in a hotbed,
Jccepiug the pots there until the plants ore well up, then hardening
these ofi"; and when large enough to handle pot oiT, and plnc^ them in a
cold frame, keeping them close and shaded for a few days until esta-

blished, and giving abundance of li'.:ht and air afterwards, with plenty of

room. The seedlings would do well in a cool airy greenhouse.

Clarke's Compound (/J'TjO. — There i^ not tha*. we are aware any
preventive of mildew by extsrnal appliestions made some time previous

to tbe attacks of the parasite; but they act as a check to its advances,
and the compound is ns good a checlc to tbe attacks of mildew as sul-

phur, and both are complete cures for it, but the compound is much more
easy of application and less unsightly. It should not be washed off. It

is not injurious to the Vines or the foUage of plants.

Rhododendrons in Pots after Flowering (.4;7n''?).—Your receiving

the plants in pois is not evidence that they had oeen in them for any
length of time, and we incline to the opinion that they wero taken up
from the open ground a short time only before you had them, and potted,

say in the autumn or wiutpr. Flowering at the end of May or beginning

of June, they should after flowering bo placed out of doors, and in a
position where th-sy will bo shaded from the sun's rays from ten in the

morning until four in the afternoon, but though shade is desirable, it

muat not be from overhanghag trees. K'3pp them well watered, aud the

pots protected, or rather the roots, by plunging the pots.

Hare's foot Fern Trf.atment in a Room iC. C. F).—It may be grown
in a sitting-room in a va.;e or pot, but should be covered with a glass

shade, and it is well if thn sihade have a few holes in the top. The pot

should bo well drained, aud tbe plant put in in a sandy fibrous pe:it, and
a little sandv loam, care bsing taken not to overpot, but give it a little

room to grow. The soil should at all times be kept raois', but avoid

making it very wet whilst the Fern i;^ not growing ; when it is making
fresh growth copious waterings are necessary. Place it near a window,
shading from bright sun, if its rays come powerlully through tha window,
from nine in the morning until five in the afternonu. Its proper name is

DavalUa canarionsis, and it is propagated by dividing the root-stems or

rhizomes, taking them oft" with a portion of roots-

Burned Clav for Garden Walks {T. K.).—We have no experience

in the burning of clay for g irden walks. We shall be obliged by any one
sending us information.

Plants for Quarry (7*. J. TT''.).—After placing soil in the holes, or

niches, and on the ledges, you may plant in the situation not shaded,

Alyssum sasatile, Antennaria hyperborea ; Arabis alpina, A. albida ; Au-
brietia rteltoidea. Campanula garganica, Cerastium tomentosum. Conyol*

vuluB mauritanieus Draba aizoides, Ibcris sempervircns, Linaria alpina,

Lotus corniculatus flore-pleno, Saxifraga cymbalaria, S. aizoon, A. ai-

zoides, S. juniperina, R, hvpnoides, S. oppositifolia, S. palmata ; Sedum
acre, S. angUcuu), S. Forsterianmu, S. turgidum, and S. kamtschaticum.
Gordon's " Pinetum," is the work on the Fir tribe.

Trees and Shrubs (TT^ O'^.).—We know of no work devoted to these

for ornaaiental puri)33ea. "The Cottage Gardeners' Dictionary" con-

tains them all, and has uotes on oraamentil planting.

Heating by a Stove [A. D,).—The cheapest of all stoves are the sns-

pension stoves, bo commonlv in use. These consist of a pedestal, and a

top of cast u*on, and the real stove is a tube of plate iron, with a covered

opening for fuel, and another for ashes. The chief advantage of this

stove is. that when tbe plate-iron tube is wora out a fresh one can be

placed between the more durable top and bottom. The great disad-

vantage of this stove is that the fire is in contact with tha iron, and

the hotter the iron becomes the more is the air burned that comes in

contact with it, and that air is then very injurious to plants and all

human beings that breathe it. When only a little heat is required, and

the fire is kept from burning brightly, so as not to make the iron red hot,

or nearly so, these stoves are useful. The best stoves o! all for plant

houses are on Arnott's principle, with the firebox so placed in the centre

as to leave nn open space between it and the iron sides of the stove.

Such stoves, well regulated, send out verj- little heat through the chim-

ney ; the stove fromtop to bottom retains heat a long time, and yet the

iron'nevei becomes oflensively or dangerously hot. Brick stoves, intro-

duced by Messrs. Rivers and Line, are in this respect so far better than

iron, that the brick does not become so hot, aud retains the heat longer.

What we admire the iron stoves for is that they take up little room, and

after doing their work for the season can be removed and kept safely

until another season. Of course they might remain unhghted if tho

owner did not care about their appearance. How flues in connection

with such stoves are to be formed, we need not at present enter upon,

because the very object of the stoves is to do away with all flues, stoke-

holes, 4c., and these iron stoves will never answer for flues liko a com-

mon furnace. In fact, no iron stove will draw well if there is much
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horiiiiiulal, or noaily horizonlfll pipe from tho htovc before it Roes up-
right. Now, »11 our coiTcspoiiilent would biivo to do is eimply this— fix

on n phice, sny about tbo middle of the houso, for bis stovo, have nn
olbow-piece of plate iron to fit on tbe Ktovo, Bay 1 foot horixontal ami
1 foot perpendicular. Ouiwsite tbo last, in the ronf, take out a L-quaro

of glass, uud put iu a s<iuiire of iron or zinc, with a liolo in tho middle to

let a pipe go into that perpendicular part of tho »'l.>ow and beyond the
roof for about 18 inches, and on that end in tho o\)on air place a cowl,

which is SI aorally connected with a foot or bo oI piping. It must bo
remembered that tho druiKht and tbe consumption of fuel will be in

propi-rtiun to the air admitted, and just ia proporti()n to that air ad-

mitted by tbo ashpit ventilator will be the escaji -of (be heat through
the pipe into tho open air. VVlienovor tho stovo i : hot enouKh, tho yreat

object then is to keep beat in the stove withou Isoudiny much up tbe

pipe, by just leaving enough of an openinp to keep up a alow combustion.
It ia thus very easy to havo tbe stove quite warm, and tho pipe 4 or 5 foot

from the stove very little heated. Coke should be tised.

Heatino a GnEENHOUSK (A 7?fj7iH7i*-r).—Such a hipped-roofed house
as yours sr.ould be arranged according to what is wanted from it. One
enabling ycu to have bottom boat without dung might have a will 3 feet

high, and SA feet high outside measure from tbo front wall. This would
enable you'to have a chamber with two pipes beneath, the top of the
chamber being 18 or UO inches from the floor ; or you may have brickbats

and clinkers round tho pipes, and then fine gravel and sand, or ashes, to

plunge in. See an article iu pigo 2S3 ef our last volume on failures in

obtaining bottom boat. Then the back part of your house we would, after

the pathway, devote to a sloping stage, or a level sparred table, or even
another pit. If you contemplate growing large Vines in pots, and good-
sized Tangierine Orange trees, we would have a 5-feet-wide pit at tbo
back, nn<l a sparred platform in front. You would need two pipes for the
bed, and three for the atmosphere of tho house. The Egg-plant will do
well it you keep it clean and free from insects. It does best raised in
boat.

Pbdking Vines (J. Fiel/iin(t).— We would cut-in each of tbe inside
branches to one or two buds,'and tbe main leader to rather more than a

third of its length from tho bottom, and on that leader leave nothing but
the main buds. Though this main shoot or leader be strong, tho above
plan will be more profitable in future than leaving too much length now.

Propagating Bed (Idcvi).—As to your wooden tank for bottom heat,

4^ foet wido, 7 inches deep, with two pipes passing through it, we would
say, first, that it is often a disadvantage to have to heat n tank 7 inches i

deep. We would prefer tbe water to be not more than 4^ inches deep,
and the slates 1 inch or so above the witer. If your propagating pots go
near the heating medium as respects their bottom, it matters little what
yon plunge in—sand, fine ashes, tan, cocoa-nut refuse, Ac; but whatever I

you use, if there bo much between tbe slates and tbe pots, and that
J

become dry, it will act less or more as a nonconductor of heat upwards. '

A very good bottom beat would be from 75- to 85', and a top heat of from i

60Mo70\ The bottom boat in such a bed is best secni-ed by having
over the bed small boxes with glass on the top, and then tho atmosphere
of the bousa in general may bo much cooler. The two pipes iu the tank
will not be enough for tbe 9-feet-wide house, unless your in-opagating is

confined to the late spring months, and even then yon would require to

have upright pipes, one end resting on the sbte to let beat into the
ntmo-sphere of tbe bouse. You may, however, have sepfirate pipes for

top heat, and then this would not be necessary. See an article at page
283 of our last volume.

PoiNSETTiA PCLCHERROiA PROPAGATION {Ea.^fftoj/rn'').—It is propagated
from cuttings and eyes, which should now bo inserted in pots three-
fourths filled with sandy pent and a little loam, and then to tbe rim with

|

silver sand. Two joints will be sufficient for a cutting, and insert it in I

file pDt so that the upper eye only will bo clear of the sand. The eyas
,

may be struck like those of Vines. The cuttings as well as tho eyes
should be taken from tbo ripened wood, and tbe pot should be plunged i

in a hotbed of 75'^, and be covered with a bell-glass. Do you mean Hedy-
j

<:bium?
Gratting Quince Stocks (T. B.) —It is much too early to graft. The

stocks, from the unusual mildness of the winter, may be growing, but it

is likely we shall yet have a period of cold weather, when the grafts
would not, presuming them to be placed now, take kindly, and would
probably perish. The grafting would be better defen'ed until the middle
of March, and tbe scions will take all tbe better of the stocks being
slightly advanced in gi'owth.

Peas Eaten by Birds (.1 Cotntarif Bcadrr).—Y'on may safely dust the
plants with slaked lime, which will not injure the plants you name in I

the least, nor tho Peas, but will keep off slugs and other predatory ver-

min. It should be sprinkled over the leaves of the plants whilst thty
are wot, and should be repeated as often as it is washed off.

I

GlNERAltlAS Blisd (A CnuKtant Rf'<i^f*T).—Tbe Cinerariiis, wo think,

are not as you suppose biiud, but will yet flo.vor. The chief cau^e of

blindness is excessive leaf-formation, caused by too liberal potting and
too rich soil. For early (lowering tbo plants should be kept in compara-
tively small pots, as they llower best when tiio pots are filled with roots.

Tno plants intended for late bloom will no doubt flower well, at least

they Mill be more certain to do so than those now in a blooming state.

Fl.UM Trees Wanting Side Branches (J. 3/.).—From tho sketch wo
concludo yourtrcesnro boriy-ontal-lralned, which !» IhQ worst p-issible

form f .r th'j Plum. Wo Ihink yonr only means of fl ling tbevacant spice
wi 1 bo truniog-'u a shont from the base < f the branch next bolow tbe
vacant space. If a shojt come diroctly from the stem ly all moans en-

courage it. The d floioncy cf bile branches is the reanlt of u' g ecting

(0 head or shorten tbe Uading tbcot.

Protei'tino Plom Trees from Frost (Old SnhKriher, Devon).—Vie
think yonr mode of i rot^-ctiou woold answer well, but it mast ho no con-

trived as t ' be c ipable of removal in days which are not frosty. Tiffany

is the moht suitable of the materials you n9m9. The framework made of

slatfrs' laths an i civored with tffaoy will be excellent for tho protection

of tbe trees again-t tbo wall?, patting it U3 when frosts occur, and
removing it by dav. unlnas f o,t prevails For the pyramid trees wo
would recommenl slaters' laths fixed round them firmly in the ground,

and of (Uch a loogth that thov will be higher th.an tho trees. Secure tbe

lathi at tho tops with taiTod siring, drawing them rather closely together,

but not so as to press on tho branches; an I ovtr this framework we
would havo tiffany covers malo so as to enclose each tree, and sewed
together, so as to te eai-ily put en at night an i taken olf by day. This
moile of protection would not be one-half so costly as forming a sort of

tiflany house as shown in your sk.tcb. To such, however, wo have no
objection, except that, so far as we can perceive, it would havo to remain
all the time tbe trees are in flower, and until danger from frost be past.

Tarred netting, unless it have very small meshes—say half an inch—will
not be sofficient protection, though it is better than none.

Old Plants of Scarlet Riinsers (.-f Camiant Reader).—Yarn Scarlet

Runners of last year will not be of any use for tliis year, as they wore left

in tho ground ; but if they had been taken up and the roots pressrvcS in

sand in a place from which lro?t was excluded, they would probably, if

planted early in May, have yielded a good crop Preserved in this way,
however, they are not equal in continuance of bearing to plants from
seed, though they aflbrl an earlier crop.

Cutting Down Passion-Flowers (.f»m(c«r).-Tbe leggy Passion-

Flower may be cut down to the hare stem, and to tbe height you require,

and it will push from the part below ; at least, we have cut down several

plants, and they always pushed ne-.v shoots freely.

Grafting Broom i/.frm).—We think what you take for a Spartinm
or Broom, is one of the Cvtisuses. for none of the Brooms that we know
is propagated by gi-aliirig, and we do not think them likely to be so

dwarfed by grafting as to give such a close head as you describe. The
Cytisnses are closely allied to tho Spartiums or Brooms. The best stock

is the Laburnum ; put the graft on the side of the stem, and not on the

side branches, at the height required. This grafting is best done when
the stock is beginning to grow, and before the buds have burst.

Wheat-destroying Insects (,T,. R.).—You have sent us two difl'erent

kinds of insects, which are stated to have recently eaten off a largo part

of a field of Wheal. One is tho black caterpillar of one of the middle-

sized Eove Beetles (Staphylinua sp.).which are generally regarded as

feeding upon other insects. The other is the gi-ey caterpillar of one of

tho surface moths, most probably Noctna didyma,the common Rustic

Molb. Tbe latter are only half-grown, and unless checked will continno

to do injury to the remaining portion of tbe crop. A careful examination

of the plants should be made, and those which are drooping from a recent

attack of tho caterpilUr.^ should bo pulled up, anl the c atenn'lars (which

will be found about the roots), cirefuUy destroyed. Wo know no other

remedy iu the present state of the insect. Doubtless tbe long, dry, hot

summer of last year enabled the female moths of this and other injm-ious

species to deposit their eggs in great profusion, and more than ordinary

vigilance will be required in tbo ensuing spring.—W.
Najies of Plants (C. C.).— 1, Selaginella Kranssiana (S. hortensis 01

gardens) ; 2, Pteria serrolata; S, Davallia pyxidata ; 4, Adiantum cunea-

tum. (D. S.I.—Doodia candata. (IV. SmUIi, O.U-ca).—a, .Pteris erotica

albo-linoata ; B, Polypodium phvmstodes; o, Adiantum formosnm;

D, Platvlonia falcata. "i J'. Bri/na'.—Vallota purpurea. The three genera

ynu name are chiefly distinguished by characters b.ised on the insertion

of the stamens, the length of the perianth-tube, the regularity of tho

perianth segments, &c. Vallota and Hippeasttum have both been

separated bv such characters from the genns Amaryllis, in which they

'r included. (J. turi-;.—.Uhyriam FiUx-feemini var. ; Adi.were formerly
autum jotbiopicura. (IV. JB.) -1, Uypnum proliferum ; 2, H. rutabulum.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in tlie Suburbs of Lon(Jon for the fortniglit ending January 2Gtli.

Wed... 13
Thnrs. 14
Fri..

Sat.... 16
Sun. . . 17
Men.. . 13
Tuos. . 19
Wed.. 20
Thurs. 21
Fri. .. 22
S.at. . . 23
Sun... 24
Hon.. 25
Tues. . 26

Mean

barometer.

Max.

29.937
29.K01

29,872
80.126
30.165
30.307
30.400
30.311

30.124

a >.247

31.145
80.045

£9.997

29.783

33.091

Min.

29.879
29.579
29.520
30.054
30.039
30.291

30.388
80.197
30.084
."50.2-24

29 976
80 015
29 aw
29.745

THERUOliETER.

Max. Min. . I ft. dp. ' 2 ft. dp.

991 43.5}

45
44
4.1

46
48
45
45
42
41
41
41)

39
38
39

42.79

44
44
44
44
45
44
44
43
42
41
41
41
39
89

42.43 —

W'ind.
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VARIETIES OF GAME AND OTHER FOWLS.
I THANK " H. E. W." for his comments on Game fowls (?ee

pages 4(;7-4G0), and think most admirers of poultry will admit
that there is great sameness and lack of variety at shows. I

trust that the hint may have some attention from committees
and secretaries of poultry shows. I have often thought how
interesting it would be to see all the varieties of Game fowls,
and no doubt the public would greatly appreciate such a col-

lection if it could be brought together.

I some years since kept a beautiful strain of Black Eeds,
which had top-knots, yellow legs, and the most gaudy plumage.
Birds of this variety were always plucky for the pit, and won
many a battle ; they generally weighed from 4 to 41 lbs., and
were always admired on account of their beautiful style and
courage. Another and much heavier variety was much sought
after for the pit in the north of England. I have known birds
of this variety weigh as much as 8 lbs. They always gained
the ascendancy of birds of the other sort owing to their weight
and strength, especially the hens, for these had spurs. In
colour these Game fowls were Black Beds with yellow legs, and
were spangled or spotted with white regularly all over ; the
cock's breast the same. I never thought this breed so hand-
some as the former, but it was quite as good for the pit.

I think if committees would give more prizes for "Any
other variety of Game" these strains would soon make their
appearance, and form quite a new feature at shows. I do not
advise giving large prizes at first, but to afford a little encourage-
ment to such an amount for each extra variety as would save
its entry money.

I will now notice the " Any other variety " chss of fowls,
which is very interesting from containing anything new. Look
back a few years, and see what a number of additional varieties
have gained attention, and caused many to keep fowls. My
object is to encourage collection as much as selection, and to
bring into notice both new and old varieties. How seldom do
we seethe Eumpless fowl, also Frizzled and Silky fowls, as well
as the much-abused but the noble, fine, and good Malays, which
are worthy of more attention. I have found them good hardy
birds, which will eat almost anything ; they bear confinement
well, are good mothers, and not such bad layers as some writers
say, though making plenty of noise in laying, which is not at
all times agreeable. They are good table fowls when young,
but rather leggy. There is likewise this to recommend the
Malay—viz., that it is a distinct race of poultry, and these
fowls are peculiar, so different in their walk from "other kinds,
that they always receive a share of attention at poultry shows.
I am almost afraid this variety will be lost, unless the com-
mittees give more prizes in the "Any other variety" class;
and I believe Birmingham is the only show that has a class for
Malays, and this I hope to see continued.

I trust more attention will be given to extra stock not named
in schedules, and then I am sure many beautiful and curious
varieties will be brought into notice, and fanciers will have
opportunities of examining what they now seldom see.—B. H.D.

fowls. I also like to see the thighs of a ruddy appearance, and
not of that ashy tint we eo often see.

_
Piles will never, perhaps, take a leading position as exhibition

birds, although they are a beautiful fowl when bred with care.
Some breeders object to them from a want of success in keep-
ing them up to the desired excellence, perhaps requiring more
care and perseverance than they can well devote to them

;

indeed, if not carefully crossed they are soon apt to run long
and loose-fealhered, and fall off in colour and other requisites.
In the hands of an experienced and ardent fancier they can be
brought to be both handsome and attractive. I visited a yard
a week or two ago where a good number were kept, and amongst
them I observed some which were as handsome as any Black-
breasted Bed I ever saw—the red and white were so well dis-

tributed, the bar of the wing so clear and distinct, and not
mingled with red ; the breast a ciearay white, lightly streaked
with red ;

the tail perfectly white ; the legs and beak yellow ;

and short and close-feathered. Some of the Piles which I

have seen recently have been high-coloured birds, but these
were well and evenly balanced, neither colour predominating.

I fully hope to see at the exhibitions of 18ti9 committees
offering greater inducements to breeders of both Duckw-ings
and of Piles than have recently been accorded at some of our
leading shows, otherwise these beautiful birds will gradually
lose ground until they become things of the past. At the la'.e

Manchester Show the first prize for Black Bed cockerels was
£10, and for Piles £2, and I think the first prize was £3 for

Duckwings.

—

Yobkshiee.

BIRMINGHAM POULTRY SHOW.
• 1866.
Total Receipts £931 lOs. .

.

Total Admiseions 41,844

1800. 1H67. 18fi8.

i-648 'Js i979 . . £1,037
21,511 .... 43,540 .. 44,588

The number of working-class tickets issued at the 1868 show
was 19,182, and the sum produced by the sale of them, £479 lU.
The aggregate of the poultry sales, as will be seen from the fol-

lowing return, was not quite so large as in several recent years :

£ s. -;.

1865 269 pens 996 17 6
1866 406

,
1,4 8 10

1867 S13 1,108 14 6
1868 274 982 1

TRIMMING.

GAME FOWLS.
The Black-breasted Birchin Duckwings with yellow legs are

well worthy of notice, and the hens are very attracti ve-lcoking
This cross has been obtained from the Wheat-coloured, or what
in some parts of Lancashire are termed the Straw-coloured,
Black-breasted Beds, a race of birds which is very " game,"
breeds true to colour, and might with credit find a place at our
exhibitions. I remtmber having had seme a few years ago,
the cock birds being wondeifully good in colour; the breast,

thighs, and vent were particularly free from red or light-co-

loured feathers. They are best kept to their respective colours
;

when crossed with the Partridge-feathered birds, the pullets will

invariably take after both kinds, thus spoiling the beautiful
markings of the Partridge kind. Some judges and exhibitors
are partial to a high-coloured breast in the Grey Duckwiug hen.
This, I think, is a mistake, as it evidently displays a strong
recurrence to previous crosses with the Black-breasted Bed.
The paler-breasted hens are more closely allied to the true Duck-
wing, are of better colour, and of a more silvery hue on the back
and thighs. The Partridge-coloured Black-breasted Bed hen
should have a clean brick-coloured breast, and be the same to

the vent, as deicibed by sJme of the old writers upon Game

I WAS pleased to see the name of Mr. Hewitt to an article

upon the above subject in last week's Journal ; but was sur-

prised to find that he does not touch comb-trimming, which
must be as bad as plucking out feathers—even worse, because
of the punishment inflicted on the bird. I am quite willing to

believe that in many of the large shows, the strain on the

judges is so great, that time would not permit them to ex-

amine the plumage of the birds, to ascertain if they had been
trimmed ; but to detect a trimmed comb requires no additional

time. Any judge as soon as he looks at a Hamburgh can tell

whether his comb has been trimmed, and that the judges mostly
award prizes to Hamburghs with trimmed combs is a fact

borne out by most exhibitors. I give the words of one very
successful Hamburgh exhibitor at our large shows. I bought
a Silver-pencilled cock of him lately. "When he sent the bird he
wished me to give him my candid opinion upon it. In my
answer I told him the comb had been most fearfully trimmed,
and I hoped the day would soon arrive when that would be of

no avail. He acknowledged the trimming, and went on to say,
" he is better for exhibition ; some judges will have trimmed
birds, Mr. to wit." He further states, " I exhibited a

a good pen of Golden-spangled Hamburghs at "W Show. I

was surprised they were not noticed. I drew the judge's at-

tention to them, and asked if he would kindly tell me their

faults. He did so. I afterwards sent them to a larger show
trimmed. They competed against the same birds, and were
winners. The same judges awarded prizes at both shows.''

Surely this is not trying to stop trimming. But the unpleasant
duty of disqualifying trimmed birds must not be thrown upon
the judges entirely. Committees must assist and support them
in such a thankless task. I think the regulation suggested by
the Editors would meet the case. I should like to see it printed

in every schedule, and strictly carried out at every poultry

show ; then honest exhibitors would have a chance, at present

they have but a poor one.—L. Ween, Lowestoft.

I, FOR one, do not trim. I did once, certainly, many years

ago, trim a couple of Brahma pullets, and was so disgusted with
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myflolt that I killed them. I did once etand with scissors in

my hand, intending to nip oft' some horns in a Polish cockerel,

but am glad to say 1 resisted that temptation ; but leRaliae all

this, and many others as well as I will lose our scruples, and,

perhaps, may become great adepts in the art.

"Nemo" in his remarks about Spanish and Game, says,
" No one ever objects to a Spanish pen for bcin;,' trimmed."
Well, there is a very fair sprinkling of asterisks in the prote.st,

and I can recollect before our friend " Nemo " joined the fancy

a pen of Spanish at one of the large shows, Liverpool, I think,

being disqualified on this account, and the di.<-qualification ap-

pearing in the prize list. Is it or is it not the fact, that certain

strains of Game and Spanish have very few feathers naturally

at the base of the comb, and that this is considered a point of

beauty? If I am right in this belief, then is it fair that

Spanish or Game should be artifioially brought up to this

natural standard ? These are almost the very words I wrote
some years ago in reference to Game, i^ the pages of " our
Journal.'' Then trimming was almost confined to Game. 'Where
are its limits now ? I would do away with the dubbing, be-

cause I think it leads to the other. I am delighted to find I

nm not singular, Mr. Radcljft'e and Mr. Manning evidently

agreeing with me. I confess that I read "Brown Eed's "

remarks in a.'tonishment. In the first plnce, he throws out the
insinuation th%t we protest because " we cannot show our
birds with thi^ advantage." But I would tell " Biiowk Ked "

that " practice makes perfect," and the more one goes on in a

path of deception—I use the word advisedly—the easier does the
practice become. I do not call simple dubbing a deception,

but I object to it, because in a competition the dubbed bird may
possibly have an advantage unpossessed by other breeds, as a
faulty comb may have been removed. I may misunderstand
"Brown Red," but I further read his remarks as meaning
that the whole pith of condition lies in dubbing!- Now, it

strikes me I have seen some Game worse in condition, because
they had been dubbed, not, in fact, having recovered the ope-
ration, yet taking a silver cup in a very large competition.
One word more to our friend " Beows Red." " Nemo," and

those who act with him, are not going to be choked off the
trimming grievance by an invitation to tackle the introduction
of diseased specimens. We will leave that for " BitowN Eed,"
and we will help him. The matter of trimming is far more im-
portant at present, and, moreover, seems to be in a fair way to

have some decision made—that is what we want.
I turn now to my old friend " E. M. B. A." I had hoped

to have gone with him to Bristol, and as I must notice his re-

marks on this topic, my " free lance " shall at least have the
button of courtesy on its point. " E. M. E. A." is inclined
" to doubt the wisdom of this new movement," but he goes on
to Dorkings, of which breed he is a great admirer, and a not
unsuccessful exhibitor, and he comments on the removal of
the Dorking spur. He says, "This is an important point in a
Dorking cock." But as judging goes now, it is equally important
that a Hamburgh comb should be even ; equally important that
a Brahma or Cochin should not be vulture-hocked ; equally
important that a Polish cock should not have horns ; equally
important that a Spanish cock's face should be white. I do
not see how we are, as I said in my lost communication, to
draw the line of legitimate trimming ; it must be all or none

;

it must be all legalised, or all abolished. There can be no half
measures. Certain points are important in certain breeds, and,
of course, these very points in each breed will be the points for
fraudulent practices, "fancy tailoring," or whatever other
name we may choose to bestow. 'Were the point unimportant
there would be no attempt at alteration ; it is the fact that
it is the very point on which the judge's verdict will depend
that makes the "trimming" exhibitor pay special attention
to its getting-up. I recollect well on one occasion sending two
pens of Dark Brahmas to a show, where, I candidly say, I ex-
pected to take first and second prizes. The judge's verdict was
first, and the other nowhere. The first-prize cock was a very good
bird, not sufficiently hocked to please me. The unnoticed pen
contained a very good cock indeed, and one of the best hens, if

not the best, I ever bred, a constant prizetakor, a bird that
Mr. Boyle's man wanted continually to purchase. The judge
happened to be a friend of mine, and on my remarking to him
that I did not admire his judging, that the unnoticed pen was
a long way the better of the two, he replied that he personally
quite agreed with me, it was much the better, but the birds
were rather too hocked for the present fashion, and he passed
them over wholly on that account. Here, then, was a case
exactly in point. I feel confident that the removal of three, or

at most four feathers from each hock would have made them
up to the required fashion. These very feathers were every
whit as important in this case as the Dorking spur of the cock
referred to by my friend " E. M. li. A." I humbly put it to

my old friend, that the logical deduction from his remarks on
this said spui- is, that all forms of altering the shape of a bird,

either by taking off or putting on, are unfair.— '\'. B. A. Z.

KENDAL POULTEY SHOW.
The Committee of the Kcnilal Show laboured thiB year nnder

considerable diillcultj. as there is not any pnt)lic bnililin*^ available
for the pnrposfis of a very extensive poultry exhihitioii. AVith prudent
foresight about twenty-eight classes were withdrawn from the schedule.^

of previous years ; Pigeons, Geese, and Turkeys being totally struck
out. Notwithstanding this drawback, the entries of this year amounted
to no less than ll>'2 pens. The difliculty of obtaining a suitable build-

ing will soon he obviated altogether, and the temporary occupation of

scarcely-completed mills will be a thing of the past ; for it is in con-
templation to erect a building that will he useful for poultry shows,
public concerts, and similar pui-poses. It would ho unjust to com-
plain of the arrangements of the Show in llie new Town Hall, just
closed, as no one with a prize schedule so purposely contracted could
possibly anticipate this year so liberal an eutry. Yet such there was,
the cousequence being, that simply to obtain room all the pens were
so restricted in size as to detract most materially from the effect of

the Show.
Game fowls were veiy good throughout, thongh many specimens of

these and the Guruc Baniaws were evidently so much overshown that,

without special care, but little can possibly be expected from them
in the coming breeding season. Of Uanihur'jhi, the Spangled were
undoubtedly the best of the classes, and necessarily these gaudy-
feathered birds, from the limited size of the pens, showed to the
greatest advantage, being far the most conspicuous to the casual
observer, Durlinf/s were really excellent, as they generally prove to

be in this district, though so far north for the generally-supposed

successful exhibition of this breed. The Cnrliiii^ were unusually good,

but the pens were far too small for their comfortable accommodation.
The same may he said of both the Spfmish and Unthnas. Of the

latter variety, we were sorry to see many with diseased legs, an ail-

ment which is highly infectious. The class for " Any other dis-

tinct variety," and the Selling classes, were well filled with specimens
of good value, and no doubt many pens in these classes would
change hands. lu domesticated DmkSj the Eouens were as classes

by far the most numerous, hut iu a very limited entry of Ayleshuiys
the latter proved easily successful for the silver eui^. The local classes

were exceedingly well tilled, and the enti-y for the plato prize for eggs

caused a very large and first-rate competition.

The ponlti-y management was good, but we regret to say that the

weather was very unfavourable ; still, on the whole, this meeting ful-

filled the expectations of its projectors.

G.\ME CWhites and Piles).— 1, C. «'. Brierlcj. MidiUeton. 2, .J. Fletcher
Stoneclough. 8, J. Brough, Carlisle, he, J. WiIkin.son, Lyth ; J. Mashiter
Ulverstone.
GAiTE (Black-breasted and other Piedsl.—1, Gr.iham & P.obinson, High-

gate, Kendal. 2, C. 'W. Brierley. 3, J. Gelderd, Kendal, he. W. Boyes.
Beverley ; E.Aliroyd, Bradford; W. J. Cope, Barnsley. Chickens,—land
Cup, C. \V. Brierley. 2, J. Erougb. 0, J. Hodgson, "Whittington. /ic, J.

Fletcher : T. Burgess, Burleydam. c, W. Boyes ; T. Mason, Green Ayre.
GA3IE (Any other varietyl.—1, "W. Boyes. 2, W. J. Cope. 3, J. Bradley,

jun.,KenJal. Ben?.—1, C. W. Brierley. 2 and 8, J. Barrow, jun. ftc, J.

K. Robinson, Sunderland ; T. 'West, Eccleston, near St. Helen's ; T. Sud-
dick, Bradford ; J.Masbiter. c, J. Hodgson.
Hambcrghs (Silver-spangled).—1 and Cup. H.Beldon, Goitstock. 2, J.

Walker, Knaresborough. 3, J. Fielding, Newchurch. he. H. Pickles,
jun, Earby, Skipton.
Hambceghb (Golden-spangled).—1, H. Beldon. 2, H. Pickles, jun

3, N. Marlor, Deuton. he, J. Walker, ICnarcsborougb ; R. Dickson, Selkirk
Hamburghs (Silver-pencilled).—1, W. Moore, Manu. 2, H. Beldon"

3, T. Hanson, Keighley. ^•, H. Smith, Keigbley ; H. Pickles, jun.
Hambubghs (Golden-pencilled).—1, H. Pickles, jun. 2, H. Beldon.

3, .J. Walker, lie, W. R. Park, Melrose ; D. Brougliton, Baruoldswick.
r, S. Smith, Northowram.

DoRKiN-(iS (Coloured, any variety).—land Cup, W. Huttlidgc, Kendal.
2. R. D. Holt, Orrest Head, 3. Miss Malcolm. Milnholm. Chlei;ens.—\, W.
W. Ruttlidge. 2, R.Hoartley, Carlisle. 3, D. Gellatly, Mciglo. he, T. Ullock,
"Windermere ; J. Stout, Kirkby Lonsdale.
Cochix-China (Cinnamon and Bulf).—1 and Cup, J. Mashiter. 2, G. H.

Procter. Durham. 3, J. H. Dawes, Birmingham, /(c, G.Calvert, Durham;
H. Mapplebeck, Moseley, Birmingham.
CocHiN-CnixA (Brown and Partridge-feathered).—1, T. Stretch, Orms-

kirk. 2, E. Tudmau. Whitchurch. 3, J. Stephens, Walsall.
CoCHiN-CmXA (White).—1 and 2, R. Smalley. Lancaster. 3. S. Ash-

burner, Dalton-in-Furness. he, S. 6herwen, W"hitehaven ; J. SchoUick,
Ulverstone.
Sr.ANisH (Black).—1 and Cup, H. Beldon. 2, T.cS E. Comber, Myddle-

tou Hall. 3, G. C. Wilson, he, S. Robson, Brotherton ; Hon. Miss
Douglas Pennant, Penrhyn Castle, Bangor j J. Leeming, Broughton.
c. Bowman & Fearon, Whitehaven.
Braoma PooTRAS.-1 and Cup, E. Leech, Rochdale. 2, Mrs. Bun-el),

Ipswich. S, Hon. Miss Douglas Pennant, he, C. Layland ; C. W. Brierley.

c, R. Smalley.
Asv OTHER Distinct Variety not Mentioned Except Bantams.—1,H

Beldon (Golden Polands;. 2, P. Unsworth, Kewton-le-Willows (Black

Polnnds). 3, C. Homfray, Caerleon (Houdans). he, C. Bower, Bolton-le-
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Sands; F. Wilson, Kendal; C. Uomlrav. c, Lady A. Kcnlis, Underley
HaU ; G. Carter, Bedale.
Selling Class. — 1, P. Unsworth (Silver-spangleil Polnnds). 2, T.

Hutchinson, Kendal (Goldon-spau^'led Hamburghs). 3. W. R. Park
(Creve-CtEur). he, R. Sinkinsnn, Kendal ; T. Mason ; P. Unsworth ; Rev.
G. Hustler, Stillinyfleet Vicarage, York ; J. Cope, bnrnsley. c, Miss Mal-
colm; Mrs. Tiylor, Kendal; J. Geldord, Kendal; D. Eroughton ; J.
Stephens.
Single Cocks,— Game. — 1 and Cup, C. W. Brierley. 2, W. Boyes.

3, J. Beetham. 4, J. Bowness. he, J. Ban-ow, jun, ; R. Payne. Cockerel —
1, T. Mason. 2, W. Boyes. 3, F. Sales, Crowle. 4. .J. Mashiter. he, J.
Hodgson, Whittington ; J. Turner, Radcliffe. Game Bantam.—1 and
Cup, J. R. Robinson. 2, W. & H. Buckley, Accringlon. 8, J. Gelderd,
Collin Croft, Kendal. 4, G. Maples, jun., Wavertrec. c. It. Youll, Sun-
derland ; J. Crosland, jun., Wakefield ; J. Eauthmell, Farleton, Burton.
GiME (Elack-brea-.ted and other Reds).—l.Vy'.S H. Buckler, AccringtoD.

2 and 8, J. Crosland, jun. 4, J. Parlett, Huntingdon, e, W. Dale, Weston-
super-Mare.
Gajte Bant.ajis (And other Tariety).—Cup, J. Cro5sland, jnn. 2, T.

Sharpies, Rawtenstall. B, Ormrod& Bellingham, Euruley. 4, W. Redhead,
Kendal.
Bantams (Any otlier Taricty, except G.irae).—1, S. H. Stott, Rochdale.

2, J. & R. Ashton. a, T. C. Harrison. 4, W. Hodgson, Darlington, he, H.
Pickles, JUQ ; W. R. Pnrk (Japanese) ; W. J. Cope, c, Tonkin & Tackcy,
Bristol; J. R. Jessop, Hull ; T. Burgess, Brighouse.
Ducks (Aylesbury).—Cup, D. Hardie, Sorbie. 2, T. Soord, Sunderland.

3 and 4, C. Roper, Kirkbv Lonsdale.
Ducks (Rouen).— 1, b. Haidie. 2, R. RawUnson. Kendal. S, R. A.

Willison, Underbarrow. 4, S. H. Stott. he, W. Taylor, Kendal ; J. Hodgson
;

W. Willison, Kendal, c, A. Su;ut, Staveley.
Docks (Any other varifty).-!, T. C. Hanison (Mandarins). 2, A. & J.

Trickett, Waterfoot (Bahama). 8, S. & R. Ashton (Carolinas). 4, S. Bum,
Whitby (Black), he, S. Burn (Mandarins) ; C. Hom(r.iy (Mandarins).

LOCAL CLASSES.
GAlie.—Chiekem.—l, Graham & Robinson. 2, J. Gelderd. 3, G. Hall,

Kendal. 4, J. Birrow, jun. Pullet.—Silver Plate, E. Wells, Kendal. 2, D.
Harrison, Kendal. 3, J. Barrow, jun. /ttr, Graham & Robinson ; J. Barrow,
jtm ; J. Gelderd.
HAMEtiRGus (Any vsriety).— C.'irc/,riis.— 1 and 2, — Moore. S and 4, T.

Suart, Stavolcv.
Spanish iBl'ackl.-Cfticfccna.—Silver Plate and ,•!, J, Goth, Woodside.

2, J. P. Han ison, Kendal, c, Graham & Robinson, Kendal ; G. C. Wilson,
Dallam Tower, Kendal.
Dorkings (Any variety).—C/u'clciis.-l, E. Armitage. 2, R. D. Holt.

3, T. Ulloek, Windermere, he, Mrs. E. Wilson.
B.ANTAMs (Any variety).— C/itelciw.-Silver Plate, R. Medcalf. Kendal.

2, W. Caton, Kirkbv Lonsdale. 3, G. Heywood, Kendal, /ic, W. Redhead.
c, J. Wmskill, Cowan Head ; G. Hull, Kendal.
Ducks (Any variety).— Silver Plate and 4, J. J. Woller, Kendal. 2, B.

Shepherd, Kirkby Lonsdale. 3, T. Taylor, Kendal, he, C. Garnett, Kendal.
Any other VAKiETY.-C/iictcn-j.—Silver Plato, G. Hall, Kendal. 2, A.

Fulton, Sedgwick. S, J. .1. Waller, Kendal.
E.^;TnA Stock.—c, W. Vi'. Rullidgc. Kendal ; J. J. Waller, Kendal.

Mr. Eilward Hewitt, of Sparlbiook, Birmingham, and Wr. E.
Teebay, of Fulwood, Preston, were the Judges.

antv;erp pigeons.
How eatiefactory it ia to have a name at tbe conclusion of

our letters ; we know wlio writes, and whom we address. Surely
our " fancies," those advocated in " our Journal," are of such
a nature—so worthy of pursuit and of bo good a tendency—that
writers need not feel ashamed to append their names to their
notes. It is pleasant to know those— at all events, the names
of those—joined to ns by that mystic cord which runs from
heart to heart of every real lover of Nature whichever depart-
ment he may particularly enjoy, or whatever station in life he
may occupy. Can "An Ajiateur" be a lady? the thought
has just flashed through my mind. In case my question be
answered in the affirmative, I shall insist no further, and say
no more of " mystic cords."
But what of Antwerps ? I fear " AMiTErn " has mistaken

"Wiltshire Rector's" remark on this bird in his report of

the Glasgow Show. There appears to me no " complaint," but
a mere remark that there was " no prize for Antwerps;" and if

I recollect rightly, the same writer in a former paper distinctly
said Antwerps were possessed of " no points ;" and I quite
agree with him. We Scotch fanciers may, perhaps, be a little

slow in our progress, but certainly we will not admit that we
know nothing of the breed of Antwerps. Unfortunately for
that bird (and it may also be said, for those who fancy il), we
as a body know it to be only cross-bred, and having an in-

stinctive dislike to anything lacking the " genuine ring," we
cannot accept the Antwerp as a fancy bird worthy of cultiva-
tion. I have now several of this class of birds direct from head-
quarters, and have kept them for years ; they make excellent
nurses for Pouters and Carriers, and give a Ufe to the place
where they fly, but except in plumage I see nothing in them.
Those who can see the features of the Pigeon—yes, the features,
as the eastern shepherds see tbe features of their sheep—will

agree with me that the Antwerp is crossed from so many breeds
that the origin of one bird may be widely different from that of
another : therefore there can be no points on which to hang
judgment. Tbe fanciers in Scotland who fly Pigeons, breed

Tumblers only, and these are second to none. I fear the
Antwerp is not hkely to make headway in this country. But do
not let it be supposed I despise this bird, or the fancy for it.

I like the bird, and like to see it; tbe texture of the plumage
is very tine, and the power of wing displayed during its long
and protracted flights is to me very interesting.

—

James Huie.

DOE KABBIT DEVOURING HER YOUNG.
Does your correspondent, who oomplainB of his doe eating

her young, keep her plentifully supplied with water or milk
before and after kindling? I have known cases where does
have given up this habit on being supplied with clean and
fresh water, and never been addicted ta it afterwards.—L. B.

THE SCOTCH FANCY CANARY.
Mb. Barnesby says :—" Scotch fancy bird, or Don, the bird of

Scotland, and exhibited in many shows in the north of England.
Under these circumstances I certainly do not agree with the
remarks of Mr. Howarlh Ashton, that the Scotch Don h a

mongrel." Under what circumstances ? The fact of this bird

being a favourite in Scotland, and shown at many exhibitions

in the north of England, does not disprove the fact that it is a

mongrel. It is a mongrel, and any large Scotch fancy breeder

will tell you that he crosses it very often with the Belgian to

obtain size. Norwich, Lizards, and London Fancies are pure-

bred birds. I willingly admit that the Scotch fancy is a great

favourite in Scotland, and hope it may be long so there; and
when I said the Don was a mongrel, I, of course, meant it was
a cross-bred bird, and so it is.

—

Howakth Ashton.

FOUL BROOD.
OPINIONS AS TO ITS ORIGIN.

In July, 18(j3, Mr. Woodbury, in an article entitled " A Dwind-
ling Apiary," detailed in the pages of this Journal his first ex-

periences of foul brood. This was followed by two others on
the same subject. Ou the ith and 18th of August were iuserted

articles from myself, in which I endeavoured to show how foul

brood, according to my experience, might be originated ; and
in applying the results of ihat expeiience to Mr. Woodbury's
case and practice as an experimental apiarian, I believed and
concluded that the evils of which he complained were brought

about by certain doings and manipulations in conueclion there-

with. Hence arose the lung and keen controversy which fol-

lowed betwixt Mr. Woodbury and myself, which drew forth the

views and elicited the opinions of not a few of the apiarian

contributors to this Journal ; but notwithstanding my utmost
efforts both by argument and evidence I failed, I confess, to

convince my opponents of the soundness of my principles, and,

when the controversy closed, I was contented to retire with the

consolation only of this mixim, " Maijna est Veritas ct pree-

lahhit."

But what were the views I then entertained? I held that in

all artiflcialising and experimental processes there is the

utmost danger to be apprehended unless we carry them out in

strict accordance with the natural instincts and habits of the

bee; so that in driving or transferring bees, making artificial

swarms, transposing or shifting hives, bees, or combs, we mast
take care that ihe brood in all stages may not through too long

exposure be chilled and die, or, by reason of an inadequate

number of bees, may nut be allowed to perish by neglect and
want of the necessary warmth. I believe if this did occur—if

decayed and abortive brood once found a place in any hive—if

the numerous larva; and chrysalids became corrupted in their

cells, the bees not seeking to remove them if they could, then is

laid the foundation of future evils which it is scarcely possible to

over-estimate. To such and similar causes I attributed foul

brood. I believed it originated by the young larva; and other

embryos bting in the first instance exposed to chill and neglect,

or other adverse extraneous influences, whereby they become
abortive and die, and ultimately through the operation of

natural laws decay and degenerate into putrescent matter called

foul brood.

Such were my views in 18C3-64, and although I have not

i-ince further obtruded my opinions upon this subject, I have

not been an inattentive reader of the copious mass of foul-

brood literature, foreign and domestic, which has from time to

time appeared in these pages ; and in again taking up my pen
after an interval of five years, it may not be unreasonable to

ask the indulgence of the Editors while I trespass a little upon
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tbelr space, ia examining some of the opinions advanced since

18(>.t, and in endeavouring to ascertain what progress has been
made towards a solution of this great foul-brood mystery.

With the exception of the Scottish author Bonner, very

little reference seems to be made to foul brood by any British

writer. As a practical beekeeper of great sagacity and ex-

perience Bonner stands deservedly high in general estimation.

His observant eye failed not to take notice of the evil effects of

decayed brood, which somelioies found a place in thinly in-

hibited hives, and vphioh he was inclined to ascribe to " cold

or some other accident." Any personal acquaintance which
Dr. Dunbar had c)f foul brood must, I think, have been of a

triding nature ; and I cannot see, notwithstanding the contrary

opinion expressed, tlut any reference whatever is made to it in

his remarks on dysentery in the " Naturalist's Library " in

1S.")2 ; for he distinctly says, " After long experience and atten-

tive observation, we are satisfied that this insect is subject only

to one malady—namely, dysentery." Of Dr. Bevan and Huish
I believe their knowledge of it was almost entirely derived from
continental authors ; and the probability is that each of these

apiarian writers treated foul brood as lightly as did the late

Colonel H. W. Newman, of Cheltenham, when in these pages
he adopted the words of our immortal bard

—

" He laughs at scars vfUo nevftr foU a wound."

Of foreign authors referred to by Mr. Woodbury, how different

their experience ! and yet it is a circumstance worthy of being
noticed, that with the exception of Schiracb, little reference is

made to foul brood by old authors. In other countries as well

as in this, virulent foul brood seems, comparatively speaking, a

malady of recent years. On any other supposition it seems to me
perfectly unaccountable that all our best apiarian writers should
have made little or no allusion to such devastating ravages as

are now experienced.

Of American authors, it ii strange that while Mr. Quinby
says that he lost a hundred colonies in one year from foul brood,

the Eev. L. L. Lingstroth states that the malady never made
its appearance in his apiaries. Though Mr. Quinby could offer

no solution of its origin, he believes it is contagions, and that

the viriif is contained in the honey.
The distinguished Lusatian observer, Scliiracb, considered

that foul brood may arise either from " the bees giving the
brood unsuitable food, or from the queen depositing her eggs

in a reversed position, so that the young bees, being unable to

extricate themselves from their prison, die and putrefy. Some-
times also cold killa the young brood, and occasions putre-

faction, but it is then, properly speaking, an accident and not a

disease."

In Germany foul brood has been more severely disastrous

than in any othercountry. Thecelebrated Dzierzou lost in 1848
no less than five hundred colonies from its ravages. He says,
" This disease is of two kinds, one mild and curable, the other

pestilential and incurable; both are infectious. The curable

type manifests itself in this manner, most die in the unsealed
stage. In the virulent the larv.i" generally survive until they are

sealed and have begun to change into nymphs. The curable

type may in time degenerate into the incurable." I am not

aware that Dzierson has attempted any solution as to its

origin, though he states it is readily introduced by infected

honey from diseased stocks, and that it is contagious and in-

fectious.

The Baron von Berlepsch, another most distinguished Ger-

man apiarian, says of fonl brood—" This disease varies con-

siderably in its character, assuming either a contagious or a non-
contagious form. Sometimes it is of so manageable a character

as to be easily removed ; and not unfrequently it spontaneously

disappears." Ha states it may be communicated in a great

variety of ways—such as by the bees, honey, comb, and pollen

of foul-broody stocks, by the miasma of the surrounding atmo-
sphere, itc. Berlepsch, however, does not know how it origi-

nates. " The question," he says, "is still involved in the greatest

obscurity, and the opinions of bee-keepers differ extremely. I

believe that foul brood, as it presents various phenomena and
assumes various forms or grades, so it may arise from various

causes." In adverting briefly to the views entertained of it by
the most prominent writers on apiculture, he says, " It is

believed by some that if brood which has died from any cause,

is not removed by the bees it will become putrid, and produce

a contagious disease—that is, non-contagious foul brood may
under certain circumstances become contagious; tli^ I con-

ceive is only too likely." The Biron then gives a ease where
the bees of a Live had been suffocated while tracsported home,

and about eight days after, when the larvie mast have been as
thoroughly chilled as could be, "a swarm was put in it, and
thereupon the non-contagious foul brood immediately assumed
the contagious form."
Now let us briefly restate the views of some of the writers

in this Journal with regard to the origin of foul brood.
Mr. S. Bevan Fox, for whom as a thorough practical and ex-

perienced apiarian I entertain a high opinion, yet emphatically
pronounced that " foul brood can have no affinity with chilled
and abortive brood," and yet Mr. Fox, by what process of ratio-

cination is not discoverable, does nevertheless hint that very
possibly foul brood may " under certain peculiar mysterious cir-

cumstances originate in chilled brood." I am sure, therefore,

Mr. Fox will agree with me in this, that with the bare possibility

of such a result occurring, the practice to which he alludes of

sometimes introducing chilled and dead brood into hives, is

one which cannot be too strongly condemned. Mr. Fox, however,
in an article (March 2l9t, 18iJ7j, says positively that foul brood
" was originated (in one of his hives) from excessive internal

heat, and undue excitement consequent on the confinement
and removal of the bees duriug a period of great heat and of

great activity in working." This view is alluded to also by
"A Renfrewshire Bee-keeper," who reported previously a
similar case, and to which I shall advert afterwards.

During the long discussion on foul brood it was my principal

object and aim to ascertain its origin, indeed my whole efforts

were to establish this point. On the other side no solution

was then attempted. It was pronounced as an epidemic, a
pestilence of whose origin all was mystery.

" B. Sc W.," the highly accomplished author of " The
English Bee-keeper," thought it might originate by the con-
tinued use of deleterious artificial food (a view which is enter-

tained by several apiarians of note, as in the case of feeding
with fermenting honey) inducing weakness in the bees, or

occasioning an injurious smell tending to the same result.

"A LAXARK.sniBK Bee-keepbk " in IBGIi attributed abortive
brood in his apiary to the use of straw hives, which being warmer
in winter than wooden ones, he condemns, inducing the queen at

times to oviposit unseasmably and to " spread her brood more
than the bees are able to attend to it the weather turns colder."

This I take to be, that under such circumstances the super-
flaouB brood becomes chilled and dies, and the result is foul

brood. In a subsequent communication in January, 1867, he
says, " My experience with foul brood leads me to believe that

instead of cold havioj, anything to do with it, it is quite the
reverse, and that it is warm weather which propagates it."

And, lastly, in his communication in December, 18G8, in advert-

ing to Dr. Preuss's fungoid theory, to be afterwards noticed, he
says, " I entirely concur with the views expressed by Dr. Prenss
on foul brood."—J. Lowe.

(To be continued.)

WEIGHT OF BEES TO SIZE OF HIVES.
We publish the foUowiog queries beat by a correspondent,

with Mr. Pettigrew'8 replies.

1st, What number of bees does it lake to make a pound ''

[I once weif^lied 1 lb. of dead bees, and counted them. If I remem-
ber aright they numbered 5700 ; but the nambors will vary considerably,

ftccording to the quantity of honey in their bags at the time of weigh-
ing.]

2nd, What size of skep will hold 100,000 bees, and how much honey
will keep them till swarming time?

[100,000 bees will fill a very large hive in hot weather, and will

creep into rather small compass in cold weather. In moderately fine

weather at the swarming season, I should think that a hive 21 inches
wide, and 12 im^hes deep, will hold 100,000 boos. A swarm weighing
K Ihs. of bees alone—say about 50,t)(X> bees, is a large one. When
describing the grandeur of 100,000 bees gushing from the hive in the
act of swarming, the mistake of HK),000 instead of r>0,0(K) was made,
and I am glad to have this opportunity of correcting it.

Yonr correspondent must be excused for asking " how much honey
will keep the bees till swarming time?" If he can find out by a Ions
and laborious series of searchinj^ investigations the exact amount of

commissariat stores necessary to keep a large healtliy hive in a state

of prosperity in summer, he will be able to tell a story of the industry
of honey bees quite astonishing. Ouly thiuk of the necessary waste
by wear and tear of 50,000 creatures full of activity during th? day !

Who can measure or weigh it ? Again, ouly thiuk of the quantity
of material necessary to rear the great sheets of brood thiit are formed
in a hive during the sprinp; months. I may help your correspondent a
little by telling him that 1 lb. weight of moisture, or sweat, or vapour,
escapes from a strong, full hive every ni.t^ht after snnet iu worm
weather. In the quiet cold months of winter bees do no*: eat much.
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In ordinary winters a good liire of bees from September to Marcb will
consnme abont 15 lbs., and from Marcli to swarming the consumption
IS enormous..]

3rd, How can bees be kept in their hives dming snow without in-
jm-ing them ?

^

[In straw hives bees are not injured by having the entrances closed
with anything while snow is on the ground.]

4th, What number of bees may be expected as a first swai-m from
so large, a stock hive, and in what mouth ?

[This questiou has been already answered in part. The time of
farming depends greatly on the weather, partly on latitude, and partly
on the pasturage of the neighbourhood where the bee-keeper lives.
Under good management, in ordinary seasons and circumstances all
hives of bees should be ready to swarm in May, the earlier they swarm
the better. In late localities, and where the brimstone rag is used,
swarming does not generally commence till June. During the last
four years—at least in three out of the four years— fir.st swarms have
been far too heavy for keeping as stocks. Many of them have been in
weight upwards of 100 lbs. each, few below 80 lbs. each. It is the
smaller hives—those that are least in weight, that are "cucrally
selected for stocks. In September the bees of the larger hives are
driven out and united to the smaller ones, say 15 or lA inches wide
and 12 inches deep, weighing -10 lbs. or .10 lbs. Such liives cannot be
surpassed for excellence, for they are prepared for all Iveathers, and
tor heavy work early in spring. Such hives are not easily obtained.
Mow^can anyone obtain possession of three such liivos,?

'

Simply by
purchasing sLx, putting all the bees into three of them, and taking the
honey^from the other three. When a hive tolerably fall of honey and
bees IS marked for keeping and receiving an additional swarm in
aiitumu, it is necessary to enlarge it for a mouth or two by au eke,
thus making room for all. Eaily in winter or in spring the eke is re-
moved.- -i. Pkttigeew, Brighton Gmr, MowhaUf.']

OUR LETTER BOX.
JSrOXICE!

N'OTWiTHf,'TA>'Di.NT, oiir oft-repeated request that no private
letters te sent to any of our departmental writers.

: we regi'ct to hear that the commmiications some of them
;^

receive, and particularly • Wiltshiiie RF.(?Ton," have
become so numerous, and the expense and trouble in-
curred in replying to them are so oreat. that we must beg
'of oui- readers to be mure considerate. All the gentle"

'men connected with this J<iurnal have vocations of their
own which demand their attention, and it is not fair that
they should be subjected to a .=~< "al private coiTespou-
dence with the public Kenerallj-" simply because tliey
give utterance to their views through tlie pages of this
•Joui'naJ.

We therefore give this notice, that no letters written pri-
vately to any of the departmental writers iwill be answered,
and those only will receive any attention wliich pass
through the oifice in the ordinary way.:
Peepahing a Game Cock for E.xiirDiTioN (r. J>.).—For a few davs,say ten, before a Game cock is exhibited, it is well to confine him. His

very improveil and improving condition makes him pusnaciouB, and hesometimes gets into trouble. Just at such a time a swelled face or abroken sickle become lUsadvantages. You may feed on white peas, meat,ground oats, and raw yolk of egg, a little at a time and oHen.
Chaiiacteeistics op Silvek-pencilled Haoturshs (A Suhvnhcr).—A black licjik would be a disqualification. Pullets should have clear

hackles, wel tpenciUed bodies and tails; no mossings ; smart tisht combs,
1 Ij,''™'''?'

",Dd. t"™ing up slightly behind; bli,^ legs. The cocks
Eliouid liave dark sickles and coverts, edged with silver. The cock's bodycolour IS white. In both, the ear-lobe should be small, round, and ol
startling wblteness,

=0™°.°? ^^Vv';*^^."'"'^?
''''^"- "''"«««:<•'),-Your 'fowls have access to

It^Jr ,-
' ^^T«= "»e taste to the eggs. Eggs maybe made to taste

01 man, garlic, omon, or anything else by feeding the hens upon them.

^^^j^'^-H
™ A,StraiEss Small Space (Phnorn!s).-Vfe' c'annot hold ont

^?lSnf i?^ iVS'^f?^!'
CWckens want sunshine,, and will not thrive

jm;vitV M''•"-''l"?^r"
'^° ™7TveU. Two fucE Uoadans as youa escribe should weigh 15 lbs. ;, ; ,,i!

'

_
DoRKMe Fowls (B.H.FX-We advise you to keep- Dorkings. The

best birds we have of that breed are reared on the SijSBe.'t, clays and inl^ancabbire. la such a place as you describe they mil do weU. They
il'fi ^/ '" '?,'' table, they fatten more easily than any other, they
are good foragers, they are good layers and mothers, tuey,are not great
cateis. There IS no objection to an iron trough. The water should be

fa;tV;!°" ,•., ' '9. most injurious for them to drini stagnant andrain water, yet they will prefer it to all other.

nS-WmMf/J-^- ^",- ?• ^•»-T'?^™<^I' being with other, hens, as 'well as

aiJ^'^ , X'V^L^^'"^ "" "ifluonce over the chickens produced fromine eggs of the latter. '

L'^^''^'^^
PooLTRY 8H0W.-We are informed that the C5:tra pri.'ie given

'a?,. Ro.r-=7/'"'
'^™' awarded to Mr. P. Sale's JJagpies, Ind not to

T^.' ??°i?
' Bragoons; and that in Archangels Mr. P. Sale was first, and

r„rfI»J„;7''^rn™"''''"'<'
"°t as was stated last week, Mr. Yardley first

K.frrSP''-
^^'^"^^ ""''^ "^ "'<'='' °f *!« °'fi'=i'^l P"^e list, not ours.National Psristero nic Societt's E.^mEjTioN.-We thank several

gentlemen for their notes upon this excellent show of Pigeons, but we
think those of " Wiltshire Rector," which we published last week,
embody all that need bo said.
Liverpool Pocltry Snow Ure^j-Ziitrtor).—You must sue the railway

company, and prove that the cockerel was delivered with the pullets.
Oldham Poultuy Show.—" The Committee of the Oldham Show pro-

;

pose to pay me 7s. 6d. in pound upon the premiims I gained there.!
Please inform me whether thcv are liable for the full amount of the
premiums they offered.—C. Siegwick, RiidiUtsdi n Hnll. Keiuhley.'
[We consider that the Committee are liable for the full amount of the

prizes they olfercd, and by offering a composition they have acknowledged
their liability.] r

Pigeon Portraits {W. C.),—Write to Mr. ^\oI6tenholme, 3,EU2;abeth
Cottages, Archw.ay Road, Higbgate.
Pigeons Diseased (Kdo) —Your Pigeont have the oH, nud. to young

birds especially, very fatal disease called caDk^-r. Eomove the lamp with
a knife or thin piece of wood, and apply the solid point of luuar caustic.
Keep your loft very clean, and not too m.any birds in it ; change their
food, and, if possible, let them fly, sepiirating the healthy from the dis-
eased birds.

Canary Losing its Feathers (C. G.).—Try a little linseed in place of
the hemp, with a little hard-boiled egg once or twice a-week.
Breebing Goldeinch Moles (E. C.).—" There will bono ditacnlty ia

breeding Goldfinch and Canary Mules from the Golilflnch ben that laid
last year without having a mate, if the Canary is introduced about the
middle of May. Much depends upon the part of country where vou
reside as to the time when the hen is likely to go to nest, as .there is a
difference of a week or two in different temperatures ; but about the
middle of May will bo a good time. Supply the birds with an ordinary
nest box and material (moss and soft doe hair), and the hen will con-
struct her nest and go through the whole process of incubation, and pro-
duce, in all probability, dark Goldfinch Mules. I say dark ones, as in the
only similar case which has come under my notice the young ones were
.aU dark. The hen I refer to was the property of G. Shiel, Esf]., of Sun-
derland, and a more attentive mother I never saw. She had several
nests in the season, but I believe brought up one lot only. Tbo Moles
were rather longer than those bred in the usual way, and much more
like the Canary about the head. I should endeavour, if possible, to get
her off hemp seed. She may do well on it for a while, but it is apt to dis-
agree with Goldttnches if too freely supplied. However, there are difler-
ences of opinion on thi^ point. At any rate, mix canary seed and
summer rape with the hemp, and gradually increase the one and decrease
the other.-W. A. Elakston."
GoLDl-iNCH Yiole:;t in His Cage (A Taulcf-hearted Laihi).—" I am

afraid you have been imposed on by some unscrupulous dealer ; but
there is a great difference in the character of Goldfinches. Some seem
to submit to captivity, as if they had accepted it as a necessity, taking
possession of their cage as though they had known all about it from
their Infancy, going to their seed-box and water in a business-like,
methodical, matter-of-fact fashion, and sitting quietly on the perch with
a kind of stoical indilTerence to chanpo of circumstances, which it is
amusing to witness. Others seldim rest, except at long intervals ; but
nearly an soon lose that wild, frantic fluttering about the cage, that hope-
less struggle for liberty which they make on being first captured. By
newly caught,' we understand fresh from the nets, or very recently

caught, and the bird in question is most likely one of this description,
and will, in all probability, soon quiet down and become resigned to its
condition. But ' newly caught ' is also sometimes used in distinction
to a bird moulted in the house, not a moulted grey-pate or nestling, but
a year-old bird which has been kept in confinement and there moulted.
The one iseasily distinguished from the other, as the 'flourish' round the
beak loses its brilliancy and assumes a brownish tinge, and the leas
change from black to almost white in the house-moulted bird, whUe the
wild, fresh-caught specimen has black legs and a brilliant crimson blaze
round the beak. There is no fear of its companions molesting it it set
free, nor do I think they would even if by any freemasonry it could con-

,Wy to them the sad stoiy of its captiv.ty.—W. .i. Elakston."
Bbeecing from Year old Canaries.—'" C. A. j: answers his own

query as far as regards the pi-actioabiiity of breeding from young birds,
inasmuch as he has already done so. I had above twenty pairs 'up'
hist season, and I think I had only three old cocks among them, and
must certainly say, tor tnc author quoted to lay down for the guidance
of breeders, that the cock ought to he ' two years old' and the hen a
' httle older,' is nonsense. If the cook be two yeai-s old and the hen a
httle older,' she must he three years old at the least, cilculating as birds'
ages are calculated. By all means breed from young birds. Their
instincts .and physical capabilities speak for themselves. As an abstract
question as to whether the progeny of young or old birds is most Ukely
to inherit the parents' good qualities, I can only say, as a matter of ex-
perience (and hearsay shouM never enter a practical treatise), that I
never noticed any ilifference in my own.—W. A. Elakston."

Tin: Stewarton Hive (J. Bi'nonl —"It is 14 inches wide by 6 deep;
honey and body or breeding boxes (the latter 4 indies deep), being ahke
fm-nished with seven fixed bars Ji inch Iroad, and the latter having a
ftrui cross-stick for the support of the combs, as Ayrshire bee-keepers
generally transport their stocks from earlier to later white clover districts,
and complete the season by giving them a trip across the Frith of Clyde
to the heath-clad hills of the island of Arran; three body and two honey
boxes being reckoned a set for the recepion of a single colony. Ey way
of improvement I have all my hives made in Stewarton increased in
depth to 7 inches, in conformity with my square hives, and have in-
creased the number of bars to eight, the six central ones being 11, re-
taining the Ij-inch ones merely for the broadside honeycombs. These
are all moveable and retained in their places by half-inch brass snuf s, and
are in addition provided with the Woodbury rib, while tbe greater num-
ber of my boxes have frames attached to the bars, in which case the rib
IS better omitted, and, of course, have no cross-sticks. You had better
write to Mr. Eaglesham, Stewarton, Ayrshire, for a set of boxes-printe 1
instructions usually accompany as to management; or you could oid^r
merely one body and one honey box as a pattern ; but you will find no
carpenter in your district can compete with Stewartoh-makers' prices.
The 6-inch box with cross-sticks will suit best. The Stewarton hive offers
such facilities for supering and nadiring, that under judicions manage-
ment swarms never emerge save in rare exceptional cases, which I have
yet to meet with. By restricting the accommodatiop, swarms come away
as readily as from any other hive.—A RENFRE-.vsniRE Bee-keeper."
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WEEKLY CALENDAR.

Ddj Doy

Week.

Tu
F
S
Sdn
M
To
w

FEBRUARY 4-10, 186!l.

Meeting of Royal &nd LioDoan Sooieties.

Rnynl HorticaU.unil Society, Promenade.
(^UINQUAGESIMA SUNDAY.
Meeting of Itoyal GeogrBphical Society.

Royal Ilorticultunii Society, Annunl
[(Jenoral Meeting, 3 I'.M.

Averfl«o Tomporiituro jL^t 8nn
noor Londen. .„

'""' RioeB.

Doy.
44.9
45.B

46.4

40.9
4f).6

45.:i

44.7

Nleht.
82.9

33.7
82.8

82.8

BUB
81.5

29.8

Mean
88.9
sg.R

89.C

89.8
88.9

S8.J

87.2

Days,
2U
2U
21
28
22
17
10

iW at 7

San
Seta.

m. h.

.02 af 4

64 4

Moon
IUbcs.

Moon
Seta.

m. h,
27 all
88 2

m. b
22alll
50 11
after.

34

18 1

9 2
4 3

Moon'a
Ane.

DUVB.
28
24
25
2«
27
28
29

Clnek
before
Bun.

14 13
14 17
14 21

14 25
14 27
14 29
14 29

"oY
Year

36
8«
.S7

88
89
40
41

From observations taken near London during the last forty-two years, the average day temporatore of the week is 45.0 ; and its night

lemporatnro 32.3". The greatest heat was 65 ', on the 10th, 1831 ; and the lowest cold 10', on the 5th, 1830. The greatest fall of rain was

0.67 inch.

ROSES ON THEIR OWN ROOTS.

F all thp methods of cultivating the Rose per-

haps none has been more generally adopted

than that of budding on Briar stems to form
standards. This mode of culture may be very

suitable for some soils, but it is. neverthe-

less, a most stitf and ungraceful one, to wliich

we cannot iind any similarity in nature—

a

safe guide in all such matters. In my opinion,

no form can be more elegant in outline, or

more pleasing to the eye, than a pyramidal

or cone-shaped bush, no matter whether it be a dwarf plant

.3 or 4 feet high, or a lofty pillar of 10 or 12 feet, provided

its height be adapted to its position. To obtain such plants,

I know of no better or safer plan for cultivators generally

than to have them on their own roots. I know that Ma-
nettihas its advocates in some of the most eminent rosarians,

yet if a tolerably good loamy soil can be had, and a fair

supply of manure and liquid stimulants atforded, no one

need fear the result when planting Roses on their own
roots, or despair of success, even if it is eventually intended

to exhibit blooms at the " National " or elsewhere : for

Roses gi'own in this way. if rightly managed, are quite

equal in size, number, and beauty to those which may be
produced on any other system, and are quite iitted to com-
pete even with those grown on the redoubtable Manetti.

The advantages of growing Roses on their own roots are

obvious. If the winter is so severe as to kill the plants

down to the mulching or snow line, which, it is true, does not

often happen—yet if such should be the case, the plants are

quite certain to break into strong growth in the spring, and
to produce some good blooms in summer. Or, if the plants

should throw up suckers (and if the requisite high culture is

afforded, some suckers are certain to make their appear-

ance), these, instead of being a pest, are most usefiil ; for

by pinching the tops off the suckers at any suitable height,

side shoots are formed, which are very serviceable in fill-

ing up any vacancy, or in making the plant more bushy.

Then, again, no method can compare with this for obtaining

a well- shaped plant, with fine robust wood, in a short space

of time, as a period of two years from the time of making
the cutting is all that is required to produce handsome
pyramidal plants of from :} to 4 feet high, and from 2 to

S feet in diameter at the base. The only forcing which
the plants have, if it can be called forcing at all, causes

that quick, strong growth of the roots and branches which
is to be obtained by a judicious use of guano water, or any
other stimulating liquid manure ; fen- no matter how gross

may be the growth of the plants, all may be kept well in

hand by judicious and timely pinching ; in fact, if the

plants grow as vigorously as they ought to do, they will

require pinching and training almost weekly, especially in

the second year.

Here I would advert to an error in Rose-culture which
I have frequently noticed in the pages of this .Journal

—

namely, the wonderful growth of shoots 8 or 10 feet in

length which some highly cultivated Rose trees are said

to produce in one season. Now, if such shoots are in-

No. 410.—Vol. XVI., New Series.

tended to be pegged down, to fiprm a bed or to cover a
bank, they would, of course, be most useful : but if they
are the offspring of dwarf bushes or standards, then I

venture to think it is so much vigour wasted, which, if the

shoots had been stopped in time, would have given many
strong, healthy, dwarf shoots, instead of a giant one, and
which would have gone far towards the formation of a
handsome bush. Moreover, should this pinching cause a
superfluity of shoots, they can not only be cut off in the

pruning season, but they wiU also offer a much better

choice of wood to the knife and judgment of the pruner.

Even in the case of old-established plants, the gross shoots

might advantageously be made to attbrd some fine autumn
blooms, rather than be allowed to ran to waste. Such
rampant shoots must also cause the rosery to present a
rough and untidy appearance.

At no better time can Rose cuttings be made than di-

rectly after the first or summer bloom is past. Stout firm

wood of the current year's growth, and which has carried a
truss of bloom, should be selected for cuttings, which, when
made, should not be longer than (J or 7 inches, including

2 inches to be inserted in the soil. This length will admit
of two, and in close-jointed wood of three eyes, with a por-

tion of each leaf on the upper part of the cutting. A small

porti(jn of the old, or last year's wood, must be left at the

base of the cutting to form what is termed a heel, as in /iij. 1.

Fig.l. Fig. 2.

which represents part of a finished cutting ready for in-

serting in the soil, A;/. 2 showing the branch from wliich

the cutting was taken. This heel is quickly coated over

by the callosity, which soon begins to form, and from which
the roots readily start.

In ordinary seasons the cuttings wUl have made^roots
enough to bear removal in March ; but I may mention as

a result of the extraordinary mildness of the present winter,

that I have now a boxful of well-rooted cuttings with shoots

an inch long, which were put in last August, and have
had air constantly day and night. I do not think any tiling

will be gained by such an early growth, as it will be

unsafe to plant-out the struck cuttings tiU all danger from

No. 1M2.—Vol. XLI., Old Sekieb.
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severe froat be past. No artificial beat is required to cause

the cuttings to strilse root. A sheltered spot in the open

garden is selected, and to one part of common garden soil

I add one part of well-rotted dung, and two parts of good,

white, sharp sand. The soil is settled firmly with the back of

a spade, and a hand-light, or small box and light, is placed on

the soil, in which the cuttings are closely and firmly inserted.

The small portable boxes which I employ are most useful for

the above and many other purposes ; they measure 2 feet 1 inch,

by 2 feet 4 inches ; the front board is C inches deep, and the

back board 'J inches, which gives just sufficient slope to the

light to carry off rain. The light is fastened to the back board

by hinges. One of these boxes will contain thirteen rows of

cuttings, twelve in a row.

Air is constantly given the cuttings throughout the winter,

excepting in severe frosts, when a slight but ample protection

ia afforded by means of a little dry litter scattered loosely over

the box.

About the third week in March, the cuttings, or, as they must
3aow be called, the young plants, are removed to a well-trenched

border, into which a layer of rotten dung, pounded charcoal,

and sand has been well worked, the soil being, if possible, a

good sandy loam. A distance of 18 inches from plant to plant

will afford ample space for the first year's growth. The soil is

settled firmly round each plant, and a stout galvanised iron

wire is stretched along each row, and strained tightly on two
Btout stakes, placed at either end. To this wire each plant is

fastened as soon as it has made growth enough to require a

little support. The wire is preferable to stakes, as it is more
quickly put up, has a very neat appearance, gives ample support

to the plants, and prevents any injury to the roots, which are

always to some extent in danger when stakes are used. Once
a-week a watering of weak liquid manure is given, and it is

increased in strength and quantity as the plants advance in

size ; a mulching of rotten dung is applied, in addition, to the

whole of the border in June.

No attempt ia made to train the plants during the first sum-
mer, but close pinching is practised from the beginning, so

that a close busby base is formed before the plant is allowed to

attain much height. This is of the greatest importance, for if

it is neglected at first, hardly any after-cnlture will be effectual

as a remedy. To varieties of a loose straggling habit of growth,

two leading shoots are left, so that a compact bushy plant may
more surely and quickly be formed. The pinching is discon-

tinued as autumn approaches, by which time neat little bushes

of about 18 inches in height, and as much in diameter at the

base, will have been formed.

Early in November the plants are removed to their perma-
nent position, and I need hardly say that the soil must be
carefully prepared to insure success. It should be well drained,

trenched deeply, and plenty of rich dung and some charcoal

ought to be well incorporated with it. The distance to be

allowed between the bushes will depend very much on their

position and intended height. If they are to be from 4 to 5 feet

Ligh, 5 or G feet apart will answer very well, but if it is intended

to take them much higher, there must be a proportionate in-

creaae of distance. A stake is now given to each plant, not

only to keep it steady and so enable it to make roots at once,

but for training it to in the following summer ; and as the

stake is driven into its place before any young roots have

started, all injury to the roots is avoided. A slight mulching
of rather long dung is given. Plants thus treated will make
during the winter months many roots, which will be very con-

ducive to a robust growth in the following season. A liberal

dose of guano water is applied two or three times during the

autumn. A slight pruning of the stronger shoots is necessary,

and all weak shoots aie cut clean out.

In the next or second summer the training commences. The
young plants, though small, are full of vigour, and start quickly

into growth as the spring advances
;
pinching at one, two, or

three eyes must begin at once, and as the bushes attain suffi-

cient size, the lower shoots are tied to a hoop of galvanised iron

wire, which is fastened to a circle of about 2 feet in diameter

formed by slight stakes. The tops of the stakes also serve

to tie the upper branches to ; for as all the shoots naturally

have an upward tendency, some are brought down to the wire

hoops, and thus the pyramid has a substantial base, above

which the branches rise tier upon tier, narrowing upwards to

the apex.
Surely a plant like that just described must be far more

sightly than a mop-shaped standard, or the miserable straggling

bush, so frequently met with, and that is condemned to the

annual removal of excessively strong shoots on the production
of which its vigour has been wasted. Such a plant can never
be looked upon with that thorough admiration which a finely-

shaped pyramid, laden with charming blossoms, must ever
command. It is certain that all real lovers of the Eose must
possess a refined taste, and therefore why should the eye be
so constantly offended by an unsightly bush, which, with a
little more care, might have been made to assume a graceful
outline ?

I suppose it will be quite obvious that no flowers are allowed
to be on the plants for the first two years, with the exception,
perhaps, of a few late autumn blooms produced in the second
season. And here it is, in my opinion, that in most cases an
error is committed. Why should a Bose not have time to
mature its growth before a crop of flowers is demanded from
it ? If we plant a fruit tree, do we not wait till it has attained
sufficient size and vigour before it is allowed to produce fruit?

and is not this law of Nature just as applicable in one case as
the other ? I am quite certain that all who have the courage
to pick-off the llower buds during the first and second years,
are abundanty rewarded by the additional splendour of the
plant in its tnir J, or blooming season.

—

Edward LnoKHtJBST,
Eijcrton House Gardens, Kent.

FLOWERS OF THE PAST SEASON.—No. 2.

SHOW PELAKGONIUMS.

The work that has been done by the hybridiser of late years
in regard to the Pelargonium is something marvellous. Every
section has its novelties, and both foliage and flowers hava
received touches of an enchanter's wand, making transforma-
tions as wonderful as any that harlequin's wand effects in
Christmas pantomime. In some classes, such as the Show
varieties, the progress, owing to the perfection already attained,

has not been so great as in some other sections—indeed it

seems to be almost impossible to excel the varieties already in
cultivation ; yet last year we had some very decided improve-
ments in this section, as this season there are in Fancies.

I had to move all my plants last April to my present resi-

dence, and hence they were not in such good condition as I
could have wished ; however, on examination of them compared
with Mr. Turner's, I have made the following notes :

—

Archduke.—A painted flower, with white centre. Not a great

advance.
Autocrat.—A pink flower, with dark spot in uppei petals;

white eye. Good.
Captain John.—Lilac rose flower, painted ; dark maroon top

petals.

Empress.—A well-shaped rose-coloured flower, with white
eye ; very stout in petal.

Empercir.—A very pleasing flower, with a peculiar shade of

salmon pink, with maroon spot. One of the best flowers ef

the year.

Example.—Eich crimson-rose flower
; good habit ; white

centre. Very free in blooming, and altogether excellent.

Fervacque.'i.—Delicate rose, tinted.

Fire/lij.—Small flower, but very bright. While not an exhi-

bition plant, yet very useful in the greenhouse.

Grandee.—lilottled rose ; black top petals, rosy margin. Good.
Heirloom.—Bright orange pink, with shaded blotch. Good

habit, and free bloomer.

Hermit.—Light rose-coloured flower, maroon spot, white
centre. A first-class flower.

AVfjjsnAc.—Deep rose, painted, with dark maroon top petals,

Kiiiij of Trumps.—A pretty flower ; orange rose colour, ma-
roon spot.

Legacy.—Eosy lilac, tinted lower petals.

Magician.—Purple flower, in the way of Diadem, white eye.

Miss Han'ey.—A painted flower
;
pretty enough, but no more.

Needle Gun.—Very bright in colour, with intensely dark

upper petals.

Patrimonii.—Eosy pink, with white centre.

Prince Consort.—Bright cerise, with a slight orange shade,

A good flower.

Prince of Orange.—Dark flower, with rich deep crimson lower

petals.

liohin. Hood.—A fine-shaped flower, rosy lilac in colour, and

a free bloomer.

Pioh Poij.—A very fine purple flower, with very dark top

petals, white eye. A first-class flower.

Soeur dc ciiaritc.—B.ich painted orange-rpse flower, \fitll
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maroon top petals. A very tine flower, though somewhat later

in bloomiug than the other varieties.

Siinbeam.—A useful free-blooming variety.

Victor.—Avery tine flower; rosy lower petals, tinted with
orange and red ; rich maroon top petals. J^xcellent habit, and
good shape.

tl'oman in Wliitc.—.\ white flower, buS no great advance un
previons kinds in the same strain.

Of the whole selection, then, I consider Captain John, Em-
peror, Example, Heirloom, Hermit, Kob Uoy, Saur de Uharit6,

and Victor to be the best ; and I would place after them Auto-
crat, Knipress, Needle Gun, Prince Consort, and Ilobin Hood.
The others I would consider as third-rate flowers, but many of

them most useful on a stage.—1)., DtaU

NOTES ON A FEW FERNS.
In your Journal of January ^Ist I observe some recommend-

ations as to the mode of growing Asplonium septentrionale. I

am sure the method recommended would not answer here.

We have a very good collection, particularly of English Ferns,

and a good many line exotic ones. We have three plants of

AspleniuQi septeutrionale ; one has been hero about nine years,

another was brought here in IHfit, another less than two years

since. Two out of the three look very well. They are potted

in sand, or sand and old mortar, and peat, between small

pieces of freestone. Till this year they have been kept in the

greenhouse ; they have since been in a cold frame, and I can-

not say that it answers quite so well. Some years ago the first

of these plants was kept during the winter in the dining-room,
looking to the north, in a flowor stand. Through that season
it had only one green frond, but recovered, and has since been
doing well.

We put our plants out ia their pots in the fernery in the

summer, and they grow vigorously; but we live in a Fern
country. One side of the great Cader Idris, a mountain near
here, is almost covered with AUosorus crispus. The only Fern
with which we have had any great difficulty is Poljstichum
lonchitis, but we have now one strongly-established plant in

the open rockwork, and another in a cold frame. Woodsia
ilvensis does well out of doors, with a bell-glass over it in

winter. It is planted in the soil of the out-of-door fernery.

Asplenium lanceolatum is a native of this country, but when
in cultivation, even here, it does much better in the cold frame
or greenhouse than when left out. Hymenophyllum Wilsoni
succeeds under a bell-glass, the plant having a block of sand-

stone, or a garden saucer inverted, laid under it, with a little

peat soil immediately under the Fern. Every two or three

days it is sprinkled with water. We are about three miles

from the sea, which is west of this place.—N. E. Owen, Gar-
dener to W. W. E. Wijnnc, Esq., Pcriarth, Mcriniictli,

P.S.—Mareohal Niel Rose has grown vigorously in the kitchen
garden as a standard this year. It was covered with buds, even
to December, but they did not come out well. The plant has
now been removed to a south-west wall, and I have no doubt
next year will be a mass of well-blown flowers.

THE CHOCOLATE PLANT.
Dr. Mooke, Director of the Botanic Gardens, Glasnevin, ex-

hibited a fine plant of the Theobroma cacao, or Chocolate Plant,

in fruit. He stated that it was the first time he had known
this rare and interesting plant to bear fruit under cultivation

in any place in Ireland, or probably in Great Britain. It be-

longs to the natural order Byttneriaoeie, which comprises some
plants which have rather showy flowers, but those of the Theo-
broma were the reverse, being small and inconspicuous, so

much so that they might easily be passed over by a casual

observer without being noticed. Ue stated, further, that they
grew from the bare parts of the stem of the plant, unaccom-
panied by leaves.

The plant flowers at Glasnevin every year, but had never
before borne fruit. He noticed the latter forming about two
months ago, and supposed it might be about two-thirds grown,
judging from a fruit of the same species of plant he held in his
hand from Demerara. That exhibited was rather more than
6 inches long, and was attached to the stem of the plant near
its base.

In a statistical point of view he mentioned that the seeds,

when grown, became our cocoa of the shops ; when reduced to

paste, sweetened with sugar, and scented with vanilla, our

chocolate, of which between a million and a half and two
raillions of pounds are consumed annually in the United King-
dom, and much more in Spain, compared with the number of

inliabitante.— (/m'.i/i Enrmem' (imrtte).

IVING DOWN YOUNG VINE LATERALS.
I WKNT to see an old friend who was tying down the yoODg

laterals of his Vines last spring, and these being remarkably
vigorous he broko many oil during the operation ; hut I soon
relieved him of his anxiety on that account, by showing him a
method which I have practised successfully for some yeare.

As he was a gardener of some years' experience, I had a some-
what hard task to persuade him to adopt it, but he did, and
the results wero satisfactory. As there are others to whom
the knowledge of it may bo of assistance, I will here state

what it is. I simply take the lateral by a joint in my left

hand between the thumb and forefinger, and twist it as I

should a weft, only of course no more than is necessary to

make it sufficiently pliable to come down to where it is wanted.
I sometimes twist between the first and second joints, and then
between the second ond third joints, if very stubborn, so as to

get the future bunch where I want it, and always with the best

results, aud the fruit is always quite equal to that on shoots

which do not require such treatment to bring them into sub-

jection.—W. GniLDEESFIELD.

TONGUEING THE MANETTI STOCK.
As the Manelti-stooked Rose, after planting, should as quickly

as possible throw out its own roots from the collar of the

bud, I recommend to my Rose brethren a very simple and sure

method of making it do so, by tongueiug—that is, paring up
the smallest strip of bark, about an eighth of an inch wide,

on both sides of the collar or point of union with the stock.

Plant this tougued part 1 inch or more under the soil, and
mulch the surface. The operation of tongueing does not take

more than a minute to perform, aud induces the certain and
rapid production of rootlets from the most desirable point, as

in some cold, stiff soils, and with many thick-barked Hybrid
Perpetual and Moss Roses, the operation of rooting is often

slow and uncertain.

I have not tried tongueing with the Briar stock when there

is a deficiency of roots in the right place ; but I think it would
be likely to answer. Established plants on the Manetti or

Celine stock may be easily operated on by removing a little of

the soil from around their stems.

—

Henky Cukiis, Devon
lioscrij, Torquai/.

METEOROLOGICAL NOTES, 1B68.

AUDI.KY END, SAFFRON WAI.DEN.
Rain-gauge 5 inches in diameter, and 1 foot above the ground.

Ground thermometers plunged in light garden soil, and that

at G inches deep read, at 9 a.m. ; that at 12 inches deep, at

9 P.M. Position, 140 feet above the sea level.
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fit to go to table wbole, straight and good as oould be, and
J grown without the slighteat bottom heat during any age or
r stage of growth. Now, if there is anything novel in perfect

I sncoeas without bottom heat, and with a very low temperature
e(rangiQg from 55° to 75" during sunny days), my experience
may be worth recording. My opinion is that the constitution
of Carter's Champion Cucumber, for cultivation in a low
temperature with no bottom heat, and in a dark dull winter,
combined with the excellent quality of the fruit, entitles it to
be better known. I have grown it nearly 2 feet long in sum-
mer. It will be my main frame variety this summer, being
quite long enough for regular use, and of a flavour that cannot
be surpassed.—Lee Eogers, Gardener to Rowland Hunt, Esq.,
J/^ibmrth UaU, Leicester.

) 8!ii; iii.y:-

'£MANLEY HALL, STRETFORD, MANCHESTER.
THE RESIDENCE OP 3AM MENDBI,, ESQ.

\i , {Continued from page 7.)

Tub Orchid houses, which are under the management of
Mr. W. Milford, are very well adapted for the cultivation of
these beautiful plants, and here, as well as in Mr. Fetch's de-
partment, great changes for the better have taken place. The
general impression has hitherto been, that when once Orchids
are in a sickly state it takes a long time to bring them again
into a healthy condition. Many of the plants when I saw them
two years ago were in a wretched state, but they are now in
perfect health and growing vigorously.
The East India house, the first I entered, is span-roofed,

b65 feet long by '20 wide, with the ends due north and south, and
ris in two divisions. It has a 'J-feet wide central stage on which
the largest specimens are placed, those of less size being ar-

ranged on the side shelves ; these are 24 feet wide, and formed
of slate slabs covered with white Derbyshire spar, and the
ground beneath the stages is also covered with the same
material. The walk round the house is 3 feet wide. The
house had originally a double roof, but here, as at several
other places, this has been found unnecessary. The first re-

markable plant that met my view was Dendrobium Falooneri,
suspended over the path. The plant is growing in a shallow
basket not more than <j or 8 inches square, and about 2 inches
deep, and has five shoots, which are trained over the path in
front of the door ; the longest is about 4 feet G inches in
length, and, like the others, is clothed with eighteen lateral

branches, all of which are very strong. The plant is nearly
9 feet across from point to point, and will, no doubt, produce a
large number of flowers. Opposite the door is a group of

Nepenthes, the most conspicuous of which, a specimen of

N. Eafflesiaua, had sixteen pitchers in various stages of develop-
ment, and some of these would hold more than a pint of water.
The leaves from which the beautifully mottled pitchers are
suspended are more than 2 feet long. On the centre stage
there is a luxuriant collection of Aerides, and among them the
following:—A. Lobbi ; a splendid A. Farmeri, 18 inches high
and having fourteen fine leaves, a rare and beautiful variety

;

A. Mendeli, very much like A. LarpentiP, the only plant of the
kind in the country ; and A. Huttoni, a beautiful species sent
home by Mr. Button, and lately distributed by Messrs. Veitch
and Sons. It was bearing a pretty spike of lilac and mauve
flowers, which Mr. Milford informed me had been open for

upwards of two months. There were many fine Calanthes,
such as C. vestita Tarneri, C. 'Veitchii snperba, and C. vestita

lutea, of which the yellow-eyed variety had seventeen spikes of

bloom, some of them 5 feet long and with very large flowers.

Of Oypripediums there is a very fine collection. On a plant
of 0. Lowii I noticed fourteen flower spikes, and it had seven

'4eading growths. Others consisted of G. Stonei, C. Hookeroe,
''0. Peareei, 0. Sehlimii, 0. cordatum with about twelve leading
growths, C. cordatum giganteum, and 0. lievigatnm, found
growing by Mr. J. G. Veitch by the side of Vanda Batemanni.
I also noticed the pretty 0. concolor, one plant of which had
eight spikes. Its yellow and spotted flowers contrast well with
the beautiful foliage, which is nearly as handsome as the most

cibeautiful of the Anaectochili.
•' One of the most promising of the fine collection of Dendro-
biums was a fine plant not quite so large as that before alluded
to, and to all appearance a different variety, as it is much
more sturdy in its growth, and more like D. nodatum. Of
D. formosum, one of the best of the numerous family of Den-
drobes, there were two flue specimens having eight or ten lead-

ing growths, also a fine plant in full flower. 'Where there is

a stock of this charming Orchid, by ripening-oll plants at

different times a succession of its beautiful fiowers may be
maintained at different periods of the year. Of other species

I noticed D. primulinum, D. chrysotoxum, and D. albo-san-

gnineum ; and among Oncidiums fine plants of O. ampliatum
majus, 0. Barkerii, 0. crispum, 0. Lanceanum, 0. papilio, and
0. phalffinopsis.

Of the beautiful Phalajnopses there were some of the finest

specimens to be seen in the country, one being a very fine

variety of P. amabilis, with five spikes of flowers, in which
the various shades of yellow, crimson, and pink on the inside,

surrounded by the snow-white petals, were exceedingly beau-

tiful. There were also fine plants of the P. Lowii, P. grandi-

flora, and P. Liiddemanniana, the last with two spikes, each
nearly 4 feet long. The most remarkable, however, of this

family were two or three plants of P. Schilleriana, with flower

spikes upwards of 4 feet long, and having nine lateral branches,

and some of the leaves measured 15 inches by 54

.

Of Saccolabiums, Mr. Mendel has an excellent collection, the

moat notable being S. ampuUaceum, the varieties of S. gutta-

tum, S. procmorsum, S. Holfordii, S. ourvifolium, S. violaceum,

and S. giganteum. The Vandas were also well grown and in

great variety ; amongst these were V. Batemanni, V. gigautea,

V. Lowii, and a good plant of the true V. insignis, lately intro-

duced by Mr. Veitch.

The Cattleya family is well represented ; these are princi-

pally grown in the southern division of the house, which is

kept a little cooler than the other portion, and comprise large

masses of C. superbii, C. orispa, both the summer and winter-

flowering varieties of C. labiata, C. Aclandias, and a fine plant

of C. crispa superba, which Mr. Milford considers equal in

beauty to Mr. Dominy'a fine new hybrid, C. exoniensis. He
thinks that C. crispa superba is one of the parents of exoni-

ensis, Lalia purpurata not having the delightful scent of

C. crispa superba. The latter has a seed pod on it nearly ripe,

from which Mr. Milford hopes to raise some fine and highly-

scented varieties. Of the beautiful and scarce Cattleya Dowi-
ana there are several plants, as well as of C. Eldorado, one of

the finest varieties ; also a large stock of the summer-flowering
variety of C. labiata, from the late Mr. Turner's collection.

Of "the beautiful and useful Cojlogyne criatata there are

several fine specimens, two of which, from the celebrated

collection of Mr. B. S. 'jates, measure 4 feet across, and are

in perfect health.

Amongst cool Orchids I noticed fine specimens of Cycnoches
barbatum, a very rare plant ; Dendrochilum glumaceum, An-
guloa Clowesii, Barkeria spectabilis, Cymbidium giganteum,

with fine spikes of bloom on it ; 0. eburneum, one of the finest

of cool Orchids ; Disa graudiflora ; and several of the beautiful

Pleionea covered with flowers. On one plant of Pleione ma-
crantha I counted twenty-four flowers, and P. maculata was
equally fine. There were, too, several plants of P. lagenaria ;

in one pot of this there were twenty-four bulbs, on which I

counted sixty-four blooms. Pleione WaUichiana is a very dis-

tinct and beautiful species; some of its late-flowering bulbs

measured 7 inches in circumference, and were the finest I have

ever seen. In a group several plants of each species were com-
pletely covered with bloom, and looked extremely beautiful.

There were also large plants of many varieties of the beautiful

Lycastes and Miltouias; and the Odontoglossums are nume-
rously represented, comprising 0. Uro-Skinneri with three

flowering spikes nearly 4 feet in length, 0. Insleayii with four

good spikes, 0. grande, 0. hastilabium, 0. luteum, 0. macn-
latnm showing eight spikes, O. nebulosum, 0. Pescatorei,

0. Roasii, and 0. phalasnopaia, the last-named having several

fine spikes of flowers, and about twenty young growths. In

the same house were fine plants of Masdevallia Veitchiana,

Warscewiozella discolor, with its pretty Iris-like flowers ; Tri-

chopilia suavia, T. tortilis, T. superba, T. crispa, and others.

In the East Indian division I noticed several kinds of the

pretty Anfeotochilus, and more particularly the A. Dawsonianns,

lately introduced by the Messrs. Low, which I consider the best

of all, being of much stronger growth, more easily propagated,

not requiring ao much care in ita cultivation, and having all

the beautiful markings of the more delicate species and varieties.

The next house I entered was filled with a fine collection of

cool and temperate Orchids. This house is 55 feet long by
10 feet wide, and in its arrangement is similar to that previously

described. Opposite the door is a beautiful mass of foliage and

flowers, formed of the following plants, which were very taste-

fully arranged, and which produced a very striking effect :

—

Gesnera refulgens with its beautiful crimson velvet leaves,
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Uegonia Pearcei with itB fine jellow flowers peeping np uraongflt

the Gesuera leaves, the new hybrid Oalanthe Veitohii, Odonto-

giossum graniie, Oncidium Bsrkeri with two tine spikes of itu

brown and bright golden Uowers, and a Vanda ca'rulea with a

fine spike of ite pretty mauve and sky blue flowers. This is a

charming Orchid, and one of the most useful, as it continues

a very long time in flower. The group was surmounted by

a plant of Calanthe vestita, 7 feet across, and with sixteen

spikes, some of them nearly ^> feet long, and covered with

pretty white flowers ; many of the spikes had lateral breaks

near the base, which were also clothed with bloom—a very un-

asual occurrence. The etTect produced by this mass of Ca-

lanthe spreading gracefully above and between the bright

foliage of the Ueenera and the other flowers, can be better

imagined than described. In the same house there are noble

specimens of L:olia maialis and L. autumnalis, the latter con-

sisting of upwards of one hundred strong bulbs on a long

block of wood, and having eight fine flower spikes, some of

which exceeded .3 feet in length ; also OdontoglosBum Ehren-
bergii

;
plants of the curious Diona>a muscipula ; Anguloa

Clowesii, with its large shining bulbs ; Lycastes, Sobralias,

Zygopetalums, Odoutogloasum 151untii, 0. Alexandr;i>, O. pul-

chellum, and quantities of tha pretty Oncidium ornitho-

ihynchum, in 60 and 4S-8i2ed pots, literally covered with

flowers. Nothing could be more beautiful than this little gem
for drawing-room decoration, as it lasts so long in full beauty,

and when accompanied with Ferns and other plants it has a

very pretty effect. These houses contain many other plants

of great merit, all of which are in excellent condition.

On leaving the well-kept Orchid houses, which contain so

many plants sent home by Skinner, Bowman, Pearce, and
Hatton, it was sad to reflect that in less than two years the

lives of BO many men should have been sacrificed in exploring

fresh fields for the purpose of adding to the gratification of

those who take an interest in this particular class of plants,

and who little know what trials and difliculties have to be en-

countered. Such men cannot have any thought of gain when
they go out in search of new plants ; they can only be led to

do so from the love they have for them, and from an uncon-
trollable anxiety to see them iu their natural state,—J. Wills,
F.B.H.S.

(To be coatiuaed.)

OUT-OF-DOOR GRAPE CULTURE—WINE
MANUFACTURE.

{Continued from page 05.)

If I can avoid it, I never disturb a bad subsoil when pre-

paring to plant Vines, or any other fruit tree ; beyond 2 feet

deep one need not go. If the surface soil is only 1 foot deep,

procure a sufficient quantity of the compost which I shall

presently describe, and let it be raised above the natural level

of the soil to the desired thickness. It is far better to do this

than to work up a poor or wet subsoil in order to obtain depth.

The higher the roots are, and the more efiioient the means
adopted to prevent them entering the above descriptions of

subsoils the better ; and one of the modes most generally avail-

able for preventing the latter result, is to place a layer of stones

so thickly and compactly over the subsoil that the roots may
be induced to take a horizontal direction as soon as they come
in contact with it. The stones must be graduated from large

to small in placing them, in order to act as sure drainage to the

Vines.
As I profess to be still writing for beginners, I feel the ne-

cessity of familiarising the mind to the work. There must
be a sufficient staple and fertility in the soil to carry the tree

through a succession of years with health and fruitful vigour
;

and as a general description of soil in which to plant out-door

Grapes, I think there are few parts of the country which could

not present the following—I will not include the top spit from
a pasture, or broken bones, as these would be generally diffi-

cult for a cottager to procure—one-third of turfy matter from
the roadside, road-scrapinge, and ditch-scourings ; one-third of

the natural soil of the garden ; and one-third of charred wood,
old mortar, plaster, and brick-rubbish from the size of a hen's

egg downwards. The last observation as to size is also ap-

plicable to turfy matter. Do not let the compost be too fine,

and if possible place a layer of the turf over the surface of the
drainage, grass-side downwards, and ram it so firmly that the
finer particles of soil will not pass into the drainage and choke
it np.

>Si dliw i.

The garden under my care is between two and three hundred
years old, and twenty-two years ago I broke it up and Re-

planted it. PArt of my proceedings was as follows :—The first

work done, as turf from a pasture was not to be obtained, was

to dig off the top spit from the lawn and place it in a heap, and
the next thing teas to uproot poUard-Uke Apricot trees, Brown
Beurru Pear, and other trees no longer capable of bearing fruit,

and that were growing against the south-south-east front of

the house, which good old Bishop Fell built. As before Btftted,

this Oxfordshire stone dwelling is subjected almost continually

to peculiarly cold currents of air, and boisterous winds b6at

upon it. Vinos' were thought of. ostensibly for their foliage,

and were never expected to ripen fruit on so uncongenial a

spot. In planting them, however, I adopted the method I

thought most suitable, in order to coax them to do so, and the

result is known. The Vines first planted did not prove true to

name, but things came right at last.

I excavated the site the Vines wore to occupy to the depth of

2 feet (J inches along the side of the house, and to a width of

8 feet, allowing the bottom of the border, as I proceeded, to

slope gently front the wall, and then formed a longitudinal

drain at its lowest point, 6 inches deep, increasing to 1 foot

deep, and emptying itself into a dumb well .'< feet deeper, and
4 feet in diameter, with sides built round with rough stone to

prevent the soil falling in. This dry tank and the drain lead-

ing to it were then filled with stones, as also the bottom of the

border—a plastic clay—to the depth of 6 inches, so that the

smallest stones catne uppermost ; all were then forced firmly

together with a heavy rammer, and completely covered with a

layer of turf reversed, and that also was rammed firmly. I

had not been idle beforehand in collecting material to fill up
with. I charred the woodwork of an old summer-house, and

every bushel of old mortar aud brick rubbish that I could

obtain duly found its way here. Bones were procured and

broken with a road-stone hammer. I place my bone-tub in

the coal house, of which, being constantly visited, rats fight

shy. What old worn-out boots and shoea I could scrape to-

gether were chopped up upon a wooden block. In short, my
Vine border Was made to consist of two parts chopped turf

from the lawn, two parts the top spit from the kitchen garden,

one part charred rubbish, one part mortar and brick rubbish,

half a part broken bones, and the chopped boots. The border

was filled up With the mixture about 1 foot higher than the

ground level, to allow for settling down, and so it remained

during the winter.

I must here mention, that I have at two separate times

widened the original border of 8 feet to 20 feet, the materials

used in doing SO being as nearly as possible in the same
proportions as those previously used, and the new bottom of the

border sloping ttt tlie drain.—Upwards and Onwakds.
""•'"-

(To be contiaaed.)

SHOOTS OiF FRUIT TREES DEFICIENT IN BUDS.
I ENCLOSE! you a last-year's shoot ofi one of my Peach trees in

my orchard liiouse. You will observe that there is not a single

bud of any kind at the axils of many of the leaves, and not a

single wood bud on the whole branch. This is the case over

the whole tree, not this year only, but every year it is the same

with this particular tree, most of the shoots having no bud at

all, either wood or bloom, except a terminal one. I shaU feel

obliged if your, correspondents could give me any reason for

this. The tree is treated exactly the same as all the rest of

my trees, all of which, as a rule, bear very well. The tree has

been quite free from aphis and red spider, except a little of t|he

latter, which I am certain will not account for the peculiarity.

Again, my Noblesse Peach trees have rarely a wood bud upon

them, except the terminal bud, my Eivera's Orange Nectarine

the same; the latter blooms most profusely, but never sets

more than four or five fruit, all the rest dropping off when
about the size of a pea. No triple buds are produced on either

of these trees. I have, in consequence, long straggling shoots

with no possibility of keeping them within bounds, except,by
cutting downto the pot periodically.—A Constant Reader.

rWe cannot account for the Peach tree making no wood
buds, except on the supposition that it is too weak, and a freer

cutting-in and allowing fewer shoots might effect a remedy.

You must, however, have had some wood buds, or the tree

would hav.^ 'ied years ago. Noblesse Peach trees often make
few wood buds, except the terminal one and a cluster of small

ones near the base of the shoot. A good plan for giving these
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email buds a fair start is to stop the fresh terminal shoot when
it has made two or three joints, and as those near the base
grow, thin them out to one or two shoots. When standards
thns show almost budless shoots, as respects wood buds, the
latter are often encouraged to break near the bottom when the
thoot is bent a little.

In the case of the Orange Nectarine that so resembles the
NoblessePeachin this particular, we would recommend the same
plan and richer feeding in summer, by manure water ; and as
the Nectarine flowers so freely, and the young fruit drop when
of the size of peas, we would advise you strongly to cut away
from one-half to two-thirds of the bloom buds as they open,
leaving those that are best placed.]

NEW BOOK.
Les Fruits a cultit-er: Leur descrqitlon, Leiir culture. Par

M. Ferdinand Jamin. Paris : Victor Masson et fils.

This is a thoroughly practical book written by a thoroughly
practical man, and is, therefore, a safe guide to the culture of
fruit trees in gardens. M. F. Jamin, himself a very extensive
fruit-tree nurseryman near Paris, has, in addition to his own
experience, every opportunity of becoming acquainted with and
of studying the advantages and disadvantages of the various
modes of culture which from time to time arise in the neigh-
bourhood of that fruit-loving city.

In the work before us M. Jamin treats of every operation con-
nected with the cultivation of all the kinds of hardy fruits, from
the preparation of the soil and planting, through all the pro-
cesses of pruning and training, to the stage when fruit is pro-
duced. We are then furnithed with descriptions and observa-
tions upon the best varieties of each kind of fruit. The subject
of dwarfing stocks for the Apple, which is at present creating a
little excitement among us, is thus spoken of by M. Jamin in
reference to the Doncin and the French Paradise (Pommier de
Paradis) :

—

" Their origin is nnknovm to ns, bnt we strongly snspect that they
came to bs from the north, for both appear constituted to live under
nnfavonrable climates ; never have wo seen their roots suffer in
contact with frost. Between these two varieties there exists a dif-
ference of vigour. The Doucin furnishes subjects of medium-sized
growth, and is emplojed in preference for the pyramid, espalier, and
waU-tree forms. It is also to this plant it is necessary to have re-
course, when the soil is dry and burning, for cordons and goblets. The
Paradise is less vigorous than the Doucin ; it is the smallest form of
Apple tree, and pives trees perfectly dwarf. We do not advise the
attempt to cultivate it if the soil is too sandy or caleareous and de-
stjtnte of freshness; notwithstanding all your good intentions your
tronble will be lost. In strouR soils, on the contrary, where clay
predominates it succeeds wonderfully."

We commend this useful treatise to the attention of all fruit-
cultivators.

THE LATE .TAMES BACKHOUSE.
{From a CorreRpon^eni.)

Last week in these pages was recorded the decease of James
Backhodse, of York, senior partner of the firm of James Back-
house & Son, nurserymen and seedsmen, at his residence,
Holgate House, near that city, on the 20th ult., in the 75th
year of his age. James Backhouse's name was well known
to a large circle, both in this and other lands, as a botanist and
horticulturist. He was from his youth an ardent lover of
nature, and a quick observer. As early as 1810 and 1811, when
only sixteen or seventeen years of age, his botanical tastes were
stimulated by the rich flora of Teesdale. a region then little

known, but now, largely owing to James Backhouse's persever-
ing researches, recognised as almost unequalled in this land in
the wealth and beauty of its floral treasures. Mainly, it is

believed, through the interesting discoveries made in that district,
James Backhouse became introduced to the leading botanists
of the day—the late Sir James Edward Smith, and Sir.W. J.

Hooker, and this acquaintance soon increased to a lifelong
personal friendship.

Many and varied were the excursions in which for more than
fifty years he was engau'ed in connection with his favourite
pursuit, and his name will be associated with the discovery of
not a few of the rarities of the British flora, the latest of these
being Viola arennria on the mountains of Teesdale, and the
Killarney Fern, Trichomanes radicans, in Wales, in 18C3. So
lately as 1865, when within a few weeks of his seventy-first
birthday, James Backhouse undertook a walk of eleven hours

upon the Welsh mountains, involving nearly 5000 feet of climb -

ing; and though his steps were feeble, his energy and his
interest in the wild scenery and alpine vegetation were keen
as ever. In ISKi he commenced business in York, as a nursery-
man, in partnership with his elder brother, who died in 1846,
which occupation he followed, as far as health and other cir-
cumstances permitted, to the close of his life.

From his birth James Backhouse was a member of the
Society of Friends, and as a minister of the Gospel in that
Society he set out in 1831 on a long missionary journey to the
Australian Colonies, the Mauritius, and Southern Africa. His
labours as a Christian missionary were not confined to sect or
station

; and from all classes of every denomination in those
regions he met with the greatest kindness and assistance in
the prosecution of his object. In the same capacity, with the
sanction and support of the Society to which he belonged,
James Backhouse subsequently made extended missionary
journeys in Norway, penetrating far within the Arctic Circle,
into Lapland and Finmark.
His life was an eminently happy one. To help and benefit

those around him, and to turn their attention to their eternal
interests and the necessity of preparing for the life to come, as
inseparable from true happiness in this life, was his constant
aim and endeavour. His end was peaceful and truly " blessed."

NOTES FROM SOUTH AUSTRALIA.
(Continued from page 45.)

A FTER travelling about five miles we entered a tract of country
presenting a singular appearance, every tree being dead, di-

vested cf its bark, and standing a whitened skeleton, without
any scrub or undergrowth beneath. After passing through
about five miles of this we came upon some beautiful undu-
lating country—the grass 3 feet high—here commenced Stringy
Bark, indicating the commencement of the rangy country.
Large flocks of kangaroos bounded away as we approached, and
as we entered the timber large flocks of pigeons moved off, to
settle only again on the next tree. Here, also, we saw quan-
tities of quail, and for the first time the lyre bird, or native
pheasant. About a mile of this country brought us to Eagle
Hawk Gully, a lovely spot, the scenery most charming. We
stopped at this place and cooked our food, resting two hours,
and rambling around the creek, whose sinuous banks presented
a different view from every point. Here were the first Fern
trees of any considerable size which we had seen since leaving
Baylis Creek : although they were farther apart, they lent such
a tropical appearance to the scene that we left the place with
reluctance. The Melaleucas were the principal vegetation on
the banks, although there are, doubtless, fine plants along this
creek in November (spring). On leaving this spot we travelled

four hours through a similar country, the timber increasing in
size and height as we progressed, and at six in the evening we
reached Gabie Town, or as it is termed Toon Gabble ; this we
were informed is destined to become an important place, as
the last township at which feed can be obtained for cattle.

From this point northwards for several hundred miles, there
are barren ranges inaccessible to wheeled vehicles, and all pro-
visions are taken on pack horses. This Government township
consisted of one iron store, one slab hut, and two bark huts.
This was the nucleus of the important town to be. Here the
timber is so thick that you cannot see for 30 yards in any di-

rection, the Stringy Bark being 100 feet high, and from 5 to

G feet in diameter at the base.

On March 2nd we left Toon Gabble for Stringer's Creek, and
here we commenced to ascend without any other road than the
cattle track, with immense timber lying across it, now climb-
ing 5 or 6 feet on to the trunk of a fallen tree surrounded and
partially hidden by Pteris, till we entered on a track partly

cleared. This, we were told, is a newly- commenced Government
clearing, one chain wide, to Stringer's Creek. We followed

this track till we arrived at The Springs—why so called I cannot
tell, as there was no water except a little at the bottom of an
old hole, which was so thick with mosquitoes and animalcula
that we were compelled to take them and skim the water when
boiling. Usually when the water is deep enough, by a gentle

disturbance of the surface, the animalcula fall to the bottom,
and the water can be dipped out free from the larger creatures.

After dining we started, and at two miles made Flourbag Creek,

one of the most romantic gullies we had yet seen. The banks
are nearly perpendicular to a height of 300 feet, the bed of

the creek, now dry, filled with tree Ferns, some prostrate.
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some at various angles, with immense timber standinR and
lying in all directions, some immense trunka having apparently

been in their present position for ages. Clematis and Tecomii

Latrobii, rambling from tree to sornb, formed an impenetrable

sarfaco, the scent from which was overpowering. Wo hero

first saw Adiautums, Seolopendriums, and Acacias growing out

of the stems of the tree Ferns, at a height of lit) feet from the

ground. The seeds of the Acacia having lodged in the base

of the fronds had germinated, and although we frequently saw
this afterwards, we noticed that as soon as they had attained

some size they died from want of nourishment, but while in

a young state and but 5 or <i feet in height they presented a

singular appearance. We left this creek with reluctance, and
after mounting the opposite bank we entered a new scrub, the

native Musk (Eurybia argophylla), rising to a height of .'iO feet

and filling the atmosphere with its scent, making it quite

oppressive and sickly. Here we saw many lyre birds, bat very

shy, they making off on our approach.
An hour or tivo of walking brought us to the Thompson

Kiver. This is a rapid river 100 feet wide, with banks about

300 feet high and very steep. Hither, just before our arrival,

some miners had managed to bring, after months of toil, a

portable engine, but in endeavouring to take it across the river

by means of bullocks and two G-inch ropes worked by crab-

winches, the momentum acquired in the first hundred feet of

the descent was so great that the ropes snapped, and the

engine and bullocks rolled into the river. How little people at

home know of the energy and enterprise brought to bear in the

remotest parts of this great country ! The clouds lay in the

valley, and from the tops of the hills the view was much the same
as I have seen from Fendowrie, overlooking Brechin in Scotland,

except that we wanted the cultivation. The river, we were in-

formed, rises 40 feet in a few hours, the very hilly nature of the

country gathering the water so rapidly. The timber at this

spot was grand, consisting of large trees generally about
'200 feet high, and principally Stringy Bark. They stand as

thickly as possible, and are consequently straight, and usually
from 4 to 5 feet in diameter. The heat and closeness of the
atmosphere now made walking very oppressive, and suddenly,

without warning, and before we could take down our tent

from our backs and erect it, we were drenched with rain, of

which there was a continuous downpouring, as though we were
ander a waterfall. The trees, although we stood against them as

upright as we could, afforded no shelter, and in ten minutes our-

selves and everything we possessed were literally saturated with
water. After half an hour's exposure to this the rain ceased and
the sun shone. The temperature being about 90", the evapor-
ation and closeness of the atmosphere were almost insupport-

able ; but we walked on, as we could not make a fire, and came
upon a hut, where wo were kindly invited to stop for the night
and dry ourselves and things. We remained here all the next
day examining the country, visiting a reef which had been
struck, and in which a good prospect of gold had been found.
We weie offered shares but declined, and the second day
started for Stringer's Creek, a new " rush," a few miles north-
east.

Immediately after leaving the hut we had to climb an almost
perpendicular range of hills, about 600 feet in height, the
worst we had yet encountered, the banks of the Thompson Eiver
being nothing in comparison. Ontakingarest at the top we were
overtaken by a resident of Stringer's Creek, who offered to show
us a near cut through the bush to Stringer's ; he conducted us
by a small track off the road we were pursuing down a range far

worse than that which we had ascended, for it was impossible
to descend without holding by the sajilings at every step, and
it was equally impossible to stand without holding on. At
intervals we obtained glimpses of the valley beneath us, but no
description would convey an adequate idea of the views we
thus obtained. Looking over trees 200 to 300 feet high, we
saw that the gullies and ranges were literally covered with tree

Ferns. The main valley was a mass of Ferns, their tops pre-

senting a beautiful sight when looked down upon. In height
they varied from 30 to 50 feet, gradually decreasing, as the tri-

butary valleys rose into the hills, to 4 or 5 feet, and having
heads from 18 to 20 feet in diameter. The spurs of the ranges
were clothed with immense timber with an almost impenetrable
undergrowth of saplings. The different views obtained sur-

passed anything we had beheld for boldness and tropical ap-
pearance. Arrived at the bottom a sharp turn in the creek
brought us to Stringer's Creek settlement. Here, amidst all

these difficulties, we discovered already two small portable
engines and about two hundred people. All provisions had to

be brought either on the back or by pack-horses. Bread was
not in the place, and flour very scarce, selling at £() the 2001b.
bag, sugar Is. per lb., and neither tea nor coffee to be had.

Stringer's Creek is a width of about 200 feet of alluvial

ground, with banks rising abruptly for 400 feet on either side,

and too steep to allow of buildings being erected upon them, so

that these had all to be made on the level ground, the con-
sequences of which if a Hood should occur would be very serious.

The miners were building for the winter huts, which were
readily and comfortably made by felling the Fern trees, cutting

olT the heads at the required length, adzing the upper and
lower sides square, and placing the stems one upon another.
Very warm and neat-looking huts were thus formed, and with a
covering of bark to sustain the snow, they would make ex-

cellent winter residences. We stayed two days at this place,

examining the newly-discovered reefs and climbing the ranges,

but except the tree Ferns, Stringy Bark, Acacias, various
small Ferns, and Sassafras, the vegetation was very meagre.
All timber, firewood, bark, or provisions had to be carried on
the back, or drawn to the required place by a rope. We here
made a sketch of the route we proposed to take, and had the
descriptions and bearings laid down, and on the morning of

the third day we started for Donelly's Cicck, after laying in a
stock of sucla provisions as could be obtained.

On we travelled through ever-recurring scenery as described,

always imagining it to be still more beautiful, until, after walk-
ing about four miles, we came to a creek, which for luxuriance
and variety of foliage surpassed anything we had previously

beheld. Tree I'erns were here near the creek as thick as pos-

sible, the sun never penetrating the banks of the creek, not less

than 1000 feet high. A cascade of about 5 feet gave an addi-

tional charm to the scene, the water foaming and tumbling
over. We could not resist the temptation of stopping to explore

this creek ; accordingly we went up it, possibly where no human
being had been before, the Teoomas, Clematises, Eurybias, and
Sussafras being so entwined as almost to be impenetrable.

We were brought to a stop by a tree lying across the gully, and
from its immense size we were induced to measure it. This
monarch of the forest must have lain where we saw it for one
or two hundred years, and had evidently fallen from a bush
fire, as the position of the stump could be traced by rank vege-

tation and decaying charcoal, the creek having apparently
stopped the fire. The portion of the tree crossing the creek
was a mere shell, the interior having all rotted away. The out-
side was still firm for about a foot, and covered with Mosses
and Ferns ; the distance, apparently, from the butt being
100 feet, and the head of the tree extended far up the bank on
the opposite side of the creek, but from the thickness of the
scrub and undergrowth it could not be traced further. Having
collected some seeds from Pittosporum bicolor and acacioides

we returned to where we crossed, dined, and then prepared to

ascend the steep bank—a most arduous task, having to pull

ourselves up yard by yard by the saplings and undergrowth.
Towards night we again arrived at a hut designated The Springs
—why so misnamed we failed to discover, as not a drop of water
was to be had.

—

James Duncan, Victoria.

(To be continued.)

AN OLD FRIEND'S EEMONSTRANCE.
The Journal of Hokticultuke has made me very un-

happy lately. Where I live, in a box on a tool-house shelf, I
hear our under gardener almost every week read out the
answers in the Journal to people inquiring for a remedy for

Oleander scale, aphis, American blight, or other insect or
fungus plague ; some new remedy or other is advised, while I
am now scarcely ever mentioned. I was complaining alond
last week, when a hollow voice came from a rubbish corner and
said—" I am an old, large Gishurst box ; for nine years I have
lain here forgotten, and thought to be empty, 1 am nearly
used up, but have heard much in my long life ; take my advice,

and don't take to heart other preparations being he-praised
and recommended. In my time I have known one after another
come up, be much praised, and then forgotten. You were
brought up on sound chemical principles. Insecticides may
come, and insecticides may go, but you will always hold your
own among the best gai-deners. The worst I have ever heard
said of us was, that we smell rather strong, and this was
usually by those who did not follow the directions to dissolve
forty-eight hours before use. I have longed to give this an-
swer. Wise people do not choose medicine for being nice in
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taste or sweet in smell, bnt for its efBcaey. Our smell is the
surest evidence that onr snlpbnr is in a soluble state, and,
tberefore, more active than in mere meebanical mixture." I

thought there was much reason in what the old box said, but
that still I would send my troubles to the Journal.

—

Giebdrst
COMPODND.

POMOLOGICAL GLEANINGS.
We have received from Rev. C. P. Peach fruit of the Easter

Beueee Pear, grown against a stonewall at Appleton-le-Street,

in tfce North Hiding of Yorkshire. We notice them here be-

cause of the excellence of their flavour and the tenderness of

their flesh, as an indication of what may be done with this

variety in such northerly situations as that mentioned. Mr.
Peach says, " We began to eat them November 8!b, and as it

is now January 2(!th, it is a very long season for Pears off the
same tree. The Pear is grafted on a Quince, and originally

planted against a rough stone wall, which I found would not
do to train to ; so I have let the tree grow wild, and the top is

now 8 feet higher than the low wall. The fruit was borne
nearly equally all over it."

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
Dk. Perceval Wright has succeeded to the Professorship of

Botany in the Dublin University.

J
The Eev. SI. J. Berkeley is appointed Her Majesty's

Commissioner at the Inieknaiional Hobticcltceal Exhi-
bition AT Hamrurg.

We have received the prize schedule and rules of the
Great Fruit and Flower Show of the Caledonian Hokiicdl-
TURAL Society, to be held in Edinburgh on the 8th and 9th of

September next. The prizes are numerous and liberal; and
every variety, form, and colour of fruit imaginable will find a

class wherein it may be exhibited. There are classes for fruits

from foreign countrie.", and special prizes for France and Italy,

Austria and Prussia, Germany, Holland and Belgium, United
States, British North America, Turkey, and Egypt. Such a

schedule will surely be an inducement which will draw together

one of the finest displays of Fruits ever seen in this country.

The following prizes are offered for competition at the

Fruit Committee of the Royal Hortioultdral Society, to be

held on Tuesday the IGth inst., viz.—1, Dessert Apples, single

dish, £1, 15s., 10s. ; 2, Dessert Pears, single dish, £1, loe., 10s.
;

3, Dessert Apples, three dishes, £1 5s., 15s., 10.«. ; 4, Apples,

Bix dishes of the best kept fruits, £1 5s., 15s., 10s.

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S MEETING.
The first meeting of this Society during the present year was held

at Burlington House ou the 4th of January, Mr. W. H. Bates, the

President, being in the chair. Amongst the donations to the library

received since the last meeting were ttie publications of the Linnean,

Royal, and Geneva Societies, and the " Entomologists Annual for

the present year.

Mr. Frederick Bond exhibited a number of specimens of the com-

mon Tortoiseshell Butteifij, which had been reared during the past

summer, and which were uniformly of very small size and darkly

coloured—pecuUarities owing, as was supposed, to the extreme heat

and dryness of the season, which had parched the food-plants of the

caterpillars, and a?celerated the development of the insects, which had
remaiued in the chrysalis state less than a week. He also eshibited

a dark variety of the female of the Purple Emperor Bntterlly. Mr.
E. G. Meek exhibited specimens of Dittnthcecia B&rrettii, taken by

Mr. Gregson in Ireland, and Mr. Boyd a specimen of Crambua my-
elins, captured at Blair Athol, being the second known British specimen.

Mr. T. Smiih exhibited a very iuteresfinp series of the nests and
cells of various Indian species of Bees, Wasps, and other Hymenop
tera, collected by Mr. C. Horoe, and presented by him to the British

Museum. Drawings of many of these productions, and of the insects

by which they were made, were also exliihited by Mr. C. Home, who
was present, and gave some details of the habits of the different

species. Amongst these was a leaf-cutter Bee, which had formed its

cells inside a terra cotta vase, having only a very small aperture

:

there were also the cells of the smallest species of Indian honey Bee.

Apis floralis, the male of which had been regarded as a distinct

species, and named Apia lobata fay Mr. Smith. Mr. Home likewise

exhibited the cocoon of a largo species of Bnprestis (Stemocera

chrysis), of which a number had been found in the earth at the foot

of the tree in which the larva; had fed.

The Secretary exhibited some photographs of Wasps' nests, pre-

sented to the Society by Mr. John Hogg, and supposed to have been

built by Vespa arborea. Smith, and V. britanoica, Leach. These
nests had been descril)cd by Mr. Hogg in a paper read at the last

meetiup of the British Association at Norwich.

Mr. F. Smith read a memoir on the aJhnities of the curious genus
Sibyllina, Wcstwood, which he had at first thought belonged to the

family of the Ants, but which he now regarded as referable to the

Ichueumonid£p. Professor Westwood. in reply, defended its position

as one of the Aculeata.

Mr. A. E. Eaton communicated a note on the structure of the

ovipositor in winged insects, with reference to the recent investigations

of M. Lacaze-Dnthiers and Dr. Packard. Mr. Edward Saunders
read descriptions of some new genera and species of exotic Buprestida-.

Professor Westwood exhibited a species of plant Bug, which be bad
received from Mr. Thwaites, of the Public Gardens at Paradenia, in

Ceylon, iu which island the insect is very injurious to the Rice planta-

tions. It appears to be identical with the Leptocorisa varicomis. Fab. ;

also a small species of Icbneumouid^e, the larva of which is externally

parasitic on the surface of the body of a small spider in Ceylon. He
also read descriptions of some new genera of exotic Coleoptcra, of

which he exhibited drawings and dissections.

GARDENING IN TOWNS.
Last week I sent you an account of my practice in growing

bulbs that bloom tolerably well in the City smoke. With your
permission I will add a few more remarks in continuation of

the subject.

Glamolos.—The Gladiolus is very showy, and the bulbs,

if taken up after they have bloomed and the stems have died

away, will last for years. The bulbs should be dried and stored

in dry cocoa-nut fibre refuse or sand, hut before doing so the

young offset bulbs should be taken off the sides. I plant early

in February, as I have found that if planted in the autumn
they are likely to rot before they commence growing. I dig a

hole in the border about 9 inches deep, and fork up the bottom

to give good drainage ; then with a mixture of one-third rotten

dung and two-thirds loam I fill-in the hole, and with a trowel

open the ground to the depth of 4 inches, and put at the

bottom a little sand. I fill up with sand after the bulb has
been planted, as this assists to drain off the wet and keeps

away the worms. If planted in patches let the bulbs be inches

apart, and in the summer evenings supply them well with

water. Arrange the colours according to taste. The varieties

are very numerous, and any of them will grow in a smoky
atmosphere.
The English and Spanish Irik.—These do remarkably well,

and are very pretty with their distinct stripes. They should

be planted in October, from 4 to 5 inches deep, in sand, anil

will grow in any situation. If fresh earth can be obtained put

a little round them ; but they will do without it, and bloom
freely.

Jonquils.—Like the Iris these bloom very freely, and may
be treated in the same manner. They are rather pretty, have
a very sweet scent, and can be grown in almost any soil.

Polyanthus Narcissus should be treated in the same way as .

the Hyacinth. There are many sorts, and all are hardy, bnt

the colours are few. For spring blooming they are very nseful.

Those I have are showing the bnds already and are 3 inches

high, but I am afraid of the frost.

Lilies.—All the hardy varieties I plant from October to

January. The common Lilinm candidnm does best when
planted early in the autumn, and soon commences to grow.

It requires a little attention when 4 or 6 inches high ; short

sticks should then be placed round the stems for support and
protection against the wind and those pests to gardeners, the

cats. They are very brittle in the stem. Lilinm chalcedonicum
(Tnrk's-cap), L. tigrinum (Tiger), L.martagon, L. anrantiacom

(Early Orange), and L. bnlbiferum (Early Bed), have all

bloomed freely with me. Any mixture of soil will suit them,

but the fresher and richer the better. They should be planted

5 inches deep in common sand, and when digging the borders

be careful not to disturb the roots.

The Japan Lilies.—This beautiful family of Lilies will

bloom very freely in borders if not too much exposed to

draughts. I plant them in November in 5-inch pots. If small

bulbs, put three in a pot ; if large, put only one. The compost
should he three-sixth parts of rotten turf chopped up with a

spade but not sifted, mixed with two-sixths leaf mould or peat,

the remaining sixth being silver sand or good sharp common
sand. Drain the pots well, and plant the bulbs halfway down
the pot ; then keep them in a cold frame without water, and
on fine days give plenty of air. When sure of no more frost

plant them out in the borders, putting a little of the same
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compost as that nued in potting round and below thorn. If

they are drawn np mucli bnry the stem, leaving 'J or 3 inches

above the surface of the gronnd, as they root from tlie stem.

If the weather is dry water them in the evening, and bo parti-

cuhir to protect them by sticks from the winds and the eats.

They will bloom freely and for a long time. When their bloom-

ing is over mark the places where they are planted with a label,

and when taken up treat them in the same manner as the

OladioluB.

—

Samuel Broome, Temple (lanlcns.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Make arrangements for the distribution of crops of vege-

tables with the view of preventing a similar tribe from oc-

onpying the same piece of ground during successive seasons.

Caulijlowers, these mnst be planted out when the weather
becomes warmer ; where the ground will admit of it, it will be

found a good practice in transplanting to throw out shallow

trenches, placing the soil removed on the north side, and
putting the plants in the trenches ; they will thus be sheltered

from the north winds, (-'elenj, forward the plants for an early

supply by pricking out on a slight hotbed, and sow on the same
for a succession. Broecoli, clear oil the dead plants, dig the

ground, and prepare it for other crops. Pea.s and Tleuns, should
the weather permit spade operations, a warm border or plot of

ground may be prepared, and a favourable opportunity chosen
for making a sowing of Early Frame Peas, or other early sorts.

The Mazagan and Dwarf Cluster Beans should receive the
same attention. Bee that those in the ground are not injured.

Sweet Uasi/, sow in heat ; as also Tomatoes, Sweet Marjoram,
(fce. Horseradish, plant, if not done, trench the ground deeply,

and place the manure at the bottom of the trench. JiJiubarb

and Sea-kale for next year's forcing plant immediately in rich

trenched soil, and throw a hillock of old tan, ashes, or sand
round each crown to encourage it during the vicissitudes of

the weather in February and March. Plant Bos edgings where
requisite, and thoroughly drain any portion of the garden which
exhibits the least appearance of stagnant water. Wherever
water is apt to stand on the surface through the puddling pro-

perties of heavy rains, try to improve the texture by a dressing
of sand, ashes, lime rubbish, charcoal dust, &o.

FRUIT GARDEN.
In the orchard let all planting be finished as soon as possible,

and stake and mulch. Remember to drain thoroughly. No-
where is this advice more necessary than in the orchard. Al-

though Apples and Pears like adhesive soils, they will never
prove profitable where water is allowed to accumulate. Examine
all old or overborne trees ; many trees of this character may
soon be renovated by applying manure to the extremities of

their roots, as also by good top-dressings, which should be ap-
plied early in autumn. Pruning and nailing must be continued
unremittingly. Attend to the earliest trees first. Planting,
where an unfavourable situation has compelled its postpone-
ment, should be no longer delayed.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Sweep and thoroughly clean lawns, and give them a double

rolling with a heavy roller to render the turf smooth and solid.

II any alterations still remain unfinished, every available hand
should be concentrated on this work, so as to have it completed
as soon as possible while the weather is favourable for such
work. Last year's seedling Polyanthuses will now begin to

throw np occasional trusses of bloom. Those which have pin
eyes are usually discarded, but I would advise persons who
are fond of artificial fertilisation to save any flowers which
may have first-rate properties, even if they are thus worthless
in a horticultural point of view, by the prolusion of the stigma,

as from the facility with which it may be acted upon a
more successful result is likely to be obtained from them
than from others not so constituted. The bee seldom or never
settles upon the Polyanthus, and from the position of the

anthers and stigma in a perfect thrum-eyed flower, the former
are difiicult to remove without either injuring the latter or
fecundating it with the flower's own pollen, which is not
desirable. I trust my readers will cross a pin-eyed flower of

perfect lace and form (hundreds of which have been thrown
away), with such flowers as Buck's George IV., or Pearson's
Alexander, and communicate the results of their experiments,
for it is by no means probable that all the progeny will be pin-

eyed. Cover Auriculas at night with mats, and as the plants

are now beginning to grow, a little more water may be given

than common, taking naro not to water over the plants. Tulips

are lapidly appearing above the ground
;
protect them as much

as possible overhead, allowing a free circulation of air. Car-

nations and Picotees will soon be ready to remove, harden
them as much as possible, and give these also a little more
water, but not over the foliage.

OREENHOOSE AND C0NS?;RVAT0R7.

The proper application of soils is no unimportant part of

the gardener's practice. Rules can scarcely be offered to em-
brace every circumstance relating to a just application of soils,

and the advice I would give is, to collect at the present season

a sufficient store of the various sorts of soil. Loam, peit, and
vegetable mould should be stacked a year at least in the com-
post-yard before being used for potting. I have seen plants

greatly injured by being potted in fresh-cut soil. Posh on
Azaleas with a warm moist atmosphere ; for decorative pur-

poses at this period of the year few plants are more nsefol.

Epacrises are also valuable plants for winter, and by starting

them into growth early, and having their wood well ripened,

they may be had in full blossom in November. Of AmaryUids
and Dielytra spectabilis there should likewise be a good supply

;

both may be had in bloom early in the season, and under good

treatment they last long in beauty. Continue to repot such

hardwooded greenhouse plants as require it, so as to aSord

them every chance to make vigorous growth.

FORCING PIT.

In this pit keep the bottom heat up to 80°, and allow the

atmospheric heat to rise to 80° likewise for a couple of hours

on sunny afternoons, with occasionally a slight syringing at

such periods. It the pit has a hot-water pipe or flue in it,

great pains must be taken to secure moisture in the air, with-

out plenty of which many plants must prove failures. If there

are two pipes, a flow and return, as is generally the case, the

bottom pipe should rest in a cemented trough deep enough, to

enable the water to cover the pipe when necessary, and from
(> to inches wide. Water, less or more, should at all times

be kept in the trough, at least after this period. pi-

pits AND FRAMES.' •''^"

A calculation should be immediately made as to how far tnb

plants in these structures will go towards supplying the masses

in the pleasure ground ; damp and frost will have, doubtless,

reduced the number of some kinds. Strong plants, or pots

of " stores " which became well-established in autnmn, and
which consist of Verbenas, Fuchsias, Petunias, Heliotropes,

Salvias, Calceolarias, &o.. should be removed forthwith to some
of the houses or pits at work, to enjoy, if possible, a moderate
bottom heat, watering them with liquid manure. These will

quickly furnish an abundance of early cuttings, which should be

slipped oft and propagated at once. Water sparingly here at

present, not using any if the plants continue healthy without

it.—W. Kease.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

The frost continued long enough to enable us to do much
wheeling, with the very least of cleaning-np afterwards, but it

disappeared too soon to enable us to proceed with mnch that

was contemplated. With mild weather since and some heavy
downponrings, the ground has become far too wet for general

work, though not too wet for transplanting trees and shrubs.

Sloppy and uncomfortable though working on the surface now
is, we have been surprised to find that with us the heavy rains

have not penetrated so far into the ground as we expected. In
making holes for planting, and trenches for draining and
laying pipes, we often found the soil 2 feet from the surface

almost as dry as it was last midsummer. We were indulging

in the hope that if the next s'.immer should be dry and warm
we should not be badly oiJ for water, as what had so liberally

fallen this winter would partly find its way upw.ards again when
the heat was applied to the surface, but we are now lees san-

guine on this point. We recently saw a trench made in a fiat

meadow where there was no drainage to take ofi" the heavy
rains that fell upon it, and IG inches from the surface the soil

was crumbling and dry. No doubt it was greatly dried last

summer before the rains came in the autumn. If this state of

the under soil should prove at all general, there will be some,

like ourselves, who may have to regvet that more means were
not adopted to save up part of the water that fell so freely on
the surface. We could have filled three times oar space of re-

servoirs if we had had them.
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Frost and Ice.—We ahonld be glad if anyone would fully
explain some of the peculiarities of the late froat, which at
5 feet from the ground on the morning of the 26th was 10°

below the freezing point, and with a wind which for five days
had scarcely moved from south to slightly south-east, and that
morning to the south-west, somewhat premonitory of the change
which so Boon came. The warm quarter of the wind was not
so singular as that in this neighbourhood, for the four or five
days of the frost's continuance, the sky was so overcast, foggy,
and cloudy that we scarcely saw the sun by day, or the stars
by night. The frost, then, which for a couple"of days or so
was rather sharp, could have been little influenced by the free
radiation of heat from the earth, as the dense clouds would,
lite a thick interposing blaaket, have arrested that radiation

;

and so far and so singularly was this the ease, that though roads
and soil were hard, so that we could scarcely drive a spade into
previously-turned-up ridges on the 25th, grass and even wood-
work, i-c, were quite free from the deposition of hoar frost

—

80 green, in fact, did the grass look, that we could not believe
there was any frost in the morning, until our feet sounded on
the hard-frozen paths. We presume many would tell us that
this was a black wind frost, and, of course, we are well aware
that changes from heat to cold, as well as other changes, extend
to_ great distances in the atmosphere, and that these changes
will manifest themselves in places where there will be little
perceptible in the localities to account for them. If we would,
we cannot isolate ourselves ; we must be bound up and in-
fluenced by the world of matter and mind in which we live.
The frosts and snows of the north tell upon our atmosphere
iarther south. We knew that there had been severe cold in
the north, and expected to be influenced by it ; but we scarcely
expected such sharp frost for a short time with the warm
south wind driving the cold back from us, and all the ordinary
processes of cooling by free radiation almost entirely inter-
cepted. True, the soil was wet on the surface, and, therefore,
more easily frozen than when dry, but if there had been free
radiation the moisture on grass, &o., would have been frozen
first, and we should have had hoar frost instead of its almost
complete absence. To young gardeners the matter is impor-
tant, as much of success in working depends on seeing clearly
the rationale of performing our simplest operations. When
the stars and moon shine unclouded in a winter's night, and
more especially if the wind blows from the north or the east,
we look sharper to our houses and our protecting material, as
in such cases there is a free radiation of heat from the earth
and all that stands upon it, and therefore the surface, and the
dampest surface, will be the coldest. But if we had not
studied our own sensations, noticed the freezing ground, and
taken the trouble to look at our thermometers (a very simple
precaution, but which, like all simple precautions, is frequently
neglected), we might have depended on the thick clouds, or the
dense fog, as sufficient protection for our tender plants from any
attacks of frost, until we were rudely awakened by the demon-
strated results in the morning.
Turned over ridged-up soO whilst the frost lasted, and when

we could we turned over ground previously ridged-up, not be-
cause we like turning down frozen soil deeply, but the merely
turning the ridges over did not placethe soil beyond the reach
of the next thaw, and because of all sweeteners and pulverisers
we think that a sharp frost is the best and cheapest.

Influence of Frost un SnaiU and Slugs, die. — How often
have we heard it said, " Wo'n't this settle the slugs, snails,
grubs, and all these pests?" Now, it is unpleasant to disturb
such a belief, but we fear that facts and proofs do not bear out
such a desirable result. These annoying visitors may be
caught napping at or near the surface of the soil, and be frozen
in a sudden frost. Our own observation would lead us to con-
clude that their instinctive knowledge makes them more weather-
wise than even shepherds and meteorologists. We have seen
them in a mild afternoon, but we never discovered their frozen
bodies in a sudden sharp frost, either on the surface or a little

below it. On fields of young Wheat we have seen myriads of
the sUmy fraternity destroying the young plants, and we have
seen their ravages lessened by liming, sooting, and trapping,
and by heavy rolling when the surface was dry, so as to crush
them ; but we never saw one alive or dead in sharp frost, even
though it came very suddenly. Perhaps the greatest difficulty
we ever had with frost was in the last days of 1860 and the
first days of 1861, when the thermometer ranged about zero

;

and that which makes us recollect it so well was owing to the
giving way of a boiler, and our consequently having to stand
on a lofty glass roof the most of the bitter night, whilst others

swept a light fall of snow, and carried it up in baskets to throw
over the roof to prevent the air becoming so cold within. With
a good fall of snow, or even with plenty on the ground to
shovel and carry up, it would have been but a trifling affair.

Ever since, we have kept a little rough hay in reserve every
winter, as in an emergency that would lie much better than
straw or long litter, and canvas, mats, &c., cannot always be
had. Well, with but little snow to protect the earth, and the
frost so severe as to kill Laurels and many of the most
approved species of the Pine tribe, that had shown them-
selves hardy in previous winters, it is a fact, so far as we are
concerned, that of all summers, the summer of 1861 was that
in which we were the most troubled with snails and slugs.

Since then we have depended more on catching and killing them
than upon winter's frost.

FRUIT GAEDEN.
If the stems of fruit trees become covered with 7noss and

lichen, the scraping these o£f with a little of the scaly bark, and
then washing the trees over with quickhme wash, will help them
to renew their youth. Even the limewashing itself will do them
good. In old gardens, where the walls are mossy as well as
the trees, a good washing with strong lime water or wash would
be advantageous ; but the best, if the wall is sound, is to wash
or syringe with salt water in November, as all the saline matter
will be gone long before spring, and the most of the mossy
growth will be gone with it. If the old walls, whether of stone
or brick, are decaying and mouldering away, it will scarcely be
safe to use the salt water, as that, whilst it remains saline, will

hasten the decay and cause stone and brick to crumble away
faster. On hard flagstones we have used salt and potash for

cleaning them with good effect and without doing any harm,
but on soft stone a month or two would elapse before the effects

would be gone. Stone, except the hardest, would soon be eaten
away with saline applications.

Birds, owing to the mild weather, have not been so trouble-
some as usual with fruit trees and bushes, but they must be
looked to as the buds begin to swell. For bushes nothing that
we have tried is better than drawing them close together like

a faggot, and then syringing them over with limewash. An
old syringe will enable a man to whiten a great many very
quickly.

In-door? in the orchard houses, not finding time to repot, we
have carefully taken away a couple of inches or so of the sur-
face soil and top-dressed, placing, as stated last week, a rim of

turf 3 or 4 inches above the rim of the pot. Zinc rims are
better for this purpose for amateurs who do their own work.
Though we should have preferred shifting a number of our
fruit trees, it is doubtful how long a tree may be kept healthy
in the same pot with the help of this top-dressing, and manure-
waterings when growth has freely set in. The pots, being
partly plunged, had previously all been raised, so as to break
any roots that had run through—a very simple and effectual

mode of root-pruning—and some handfuls of good rich soil

were placed in the bottom of the hole before the pot was re-

placed. We have some rather large Tom Thumb Pelargoniums
that, though increasing hardly anything in size, seem as yet
to bloom better and better every year ; and these plants must
have now been about twenty years in the same pots, and have
never been taken out of them.

Transplanting Trees.—The high winds that have come and
may yet be expected, render it very desirable that all fresh-

planted trees should bo well secured by firming the surface,

staking, &c. When a fresh-planted tree is driven about, so as

to leave a hole near the collar, the roots are apt to suffer much
in consequence. A little extra care in this respect, and laying

out and packing the roots in layers, are anything but time and
labour lost. This additional care is more necessary when rather

large trees are transplanted, and the work should be finished

as it proceeds, leaving nothing to be done on a future day.

We recollect a case in point. A number of fine trees were
to be moved, and the order of the day was that all were to be
moved, and placed in their fresh positions in one day, so as to

have the roots covered, and the work finished afterwards. To
get this done, men who knew nothing of the work had to be
pressed into the service. The work, however, was done, and
gave satisfaction to those more especially concerned. More
time and delay in doing the work were urged, but without
effect. Done properly, we should have been disappointed if one
In twenty such trees had failed. Done as they were, we should
have been surprised if the half of them had lived. Unfortu-
nately that same night a severe frost set in, and the thorough
replacing of the soil over the roots could not be accomplished
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ior a week. Aa it was, harJly a sixth part survived tlie follow-

ing summer. It rotiiiires some experience to accept tlie simple

fact, that the roots of hardy trees are ptreatly injured when
exposed to frost, or even to dryinR winds. The trees referred to,

and for the purpose contemplated, were worth a large sum of

money, and tliat wiis almost entirely sacriticud to obtain a first

economy in time and labour.

When much transplanting is to be done it is well to have

one good man at least at the takiuR-up, so as to do justice to

the roots, and one man who knows or can be taught the spread-

ing-ont and packing the roots in layers. The trees should

be taken up no faster than thoy can be plunted, and the plant-

ing and staking of one tree should be finirfbed before the next

is proceeded with. The thorough finishing, so as to make
a sort of basin round each tree, is the only thing that can with

propriety be left to a future occasion.

When rather birgo trees como from a considerable distance

the roots should be mulched, and kept from the air, and espe-

cially a frosty air. Some time ago we saw fine young trees

folly 20 feet in height passing along the highway on a waggon,
the trees tied down with ropes, and the roots showing signs of

frequent transplanting in their nursery quarters, but exposed

back and front of the waggon to a frosty wind. Properly treated

there was no apparent reason why such trees should not

have lived through the first summer, and gone freely on in

vigorous growth in the second summer. Curiosity led ns to

inquire into the future condition of these trees, and we were
not surprised to learn that the first .July after planting found
scarcely one in ten alive. We shall not have mentioned this

fact in vain if the senders-out and the purchasers of trees see

the importance of protecting the roots. Some time ago we
walked through a nursery in a keen frosty morning, and noticed
some scores of fine trees of Chestnut, Lime, and Poplar, averag-

ing about 20 feet in height, with fine roots, carefully taken up,

but with these roots freely exposed to the dry air then, and the
severe frost of the previous week. Now these trees we could

not trace ; but intended as they were to produce an effect at

once, it would not have surprised us if two-thirds of them had
died the first summer.
A little sun would do great good in all places where heat is

used, and especially in Peach houses, where the bloom, as

in ours, is just opening. This house we keep about .'50° at

night, rather under than over, and allow a good rise during the
day, with sunshine if it comes, and a little air given early.

Drew a feather and a dry hand over Strawberries in bloom.
Sowed Melon seed in the Cucumber frame, where the Cucum-
bers in our quickly-put-together bed are doing well, the fresh-

ness of the dung used being neutralised by the foot of hot
leaves that cover it. The temperature, with covering-up at

night, averages 65'; in dull days it is scarcely so high during
the day, but in sunshine it mounts to 70° and upwards, and
before that we give a little air.

Scarcely a morning passes that we do not trap rats or mice,
and yet we dare not sow a Melon seed without putting a square
of glass over the pot, and a weight on the glass to prevent
even the mice moving it aside.

ORNAMENTAL DEPARTJIENT.
Two things we will just allude to. First, in connection with

giving air to all plant houses, in fine days make sure that the
plants are not dry, but avoid spilling an extra drop of water.
The air of the houses, unless where a high temperature is used,
will be quite damp enough in this mild weather without slop-

ping water about. In dry, frosty weather it might be neces-

sary to damp the stages and paths a little.

Secondly, as to hnlbx of all kinds that stand almost any treat-

ment. Let your friends see that you know something of vege-

table development by giving them the lightest place in your
rooms. When these can be obtained early there is no difficulty

in having them early in bloom. The great point is to have
the pot filled with roots befgre the flower stems begin to rise.

We have had Hyacinths moderately early, though we did not

get the bulbs until the dark days, by giving the pots heat and
beeping the tops of the Hyacinths cool until the pots were filled

with roots. After that, when fine healthy growth is required,

nothing is better for forwarding for rooms and greenhouses

than a dung-bed frame, such as a Cnoumber box, partly plung-

ing the pot, and raising it on the surface as soon as the first

florets expand, as preparatory to moving it where the atmo-

sphere will be drier. Before Christmas, and a little afterwards,

some strong flower stems seem unwilling to rise, and there

would not be room for the florets to expand, as they would do

when the stem rises •! or 4 inches before the florets expand,

as after that the stem rises freely to give room for each floret

to show itself. To counteract this dumpy tendency we have

found nothing better than a funnel of thm paper placed over

the bulb, which, by the enclosed heat, prompts the stem to rise

freely. When glasses are preferred in rooms it is no bad plan

to grow in pots, and when a few florets have expanded to turn

the plant out of the pot, and in a pail of water at 80" wash

away carefully the soil from the roots, then set the roots care-

fully in the glass, and give fresh heated water every second

day. I-'or children to watch the processes of root-making, clear

glasses are best ; for the good of the bulbs and as looking better,

we prefer glasses tinted purple or dark green.—E. F.

TRADE CATALOCxUES RECEIVED.
F. i- A. Dickson & Sons, lOG, Kastgate Street, and Upton

Nurseries, Cheater.—Cataloriue of Veyetuhle and mower Seeds.

S. Dixon & Co., 48A, Moorgate Street, London, I'^.C—Select

Lift of Vegetable and Flower Seeds.

Stuart & Mein, Kelso.—General Catalogue of Vegetalle and

Flower Seeds.

London and Continental Seed Company, OS, Welbeck Street,

Cavendish Square, London, W.—Catalogue of Seeds for the

Farm and the Garden.—Catalogue of Seeds for the Flower

Garden.
E. G. Henderson & Son, Wellington Road, St. John's Wood,

London, li.'W.—Catalogue of Flower, Vegetable, and Agricul-

tural Seeds. , -n- l

Thomas Bunyard & Sons, Maidstone and Ashford, Kent.—

Descriptive Catalogue of Vegetable, Flower, and Agricultural

Seeds.

• COVENT GARDEN MARKET—Feerdahy :i.

We have ample supplies of both home-grown »nd foreien produce, and

there is no alteratiou from last week that is worthy o( notice.

Apples Vi sieve 1

Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush. 10
Currants .... }^ sieve

Black do,

Fics doz.
Filberts lb.

Cobs lb. 1

Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes, Hothouse. -lb. 6
Lemons 100 4

d. s.

6 to 2

2

Melons each
Nectnrines doz.

Orances 100
Peaches doz.

Pears (dessert) . . doz.

Pine Apples lb.

Plums ?i sieve

Quinces doz.

Raspberries lb.

Strawberries lb.

Walnuts busb. 10

do 100 1

s. d. s. d
2 to 5

8

1 6

16
Z R

VEGETABLES.

Artichokes doz.
Asparagus 100
Beans, Kidney . . hd.
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brus. Sprouts fii sieve

Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
CaiTots bunch
Cauliflower doz.

Celery. bundle
Cucumbers .... each
Endive doz.

Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish ..bundle

d. s.

0to6 Leeks bunch
Lettuce score 2

Mushrooms. ... pottle 1

Mustd.& Cresa,puunet
Onions bushel 6

Parsley sieve S

2 1 Parsnips doz.

Peas quart
8 Potatoes bushel 4

4 Kidney do. 4

2 Radishes doz.bunches 1

4 Rhubarb bundle
Sea-kale basket 2
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel 2
Tomatoes doz. 1

5 Turnips bunch

d. s.

4 too

8
4
1

9
6
7

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
»,• We request that no one will write privately to the depart-

mental writers of the " Journal of Horticulture, Cottage

Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they

are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

communications should therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, rf'c, 171, Fleet

Street, London, F..C.

We also request that correspondents will not mix up on the

same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those on

Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them an-

swered promptly and conveniently, but write them on

separate communications. Also never to send more than

two or three questions at once.

K.B. Many questions must remain unanswered until next

week.

Books {Constant Ecarfer).—"The Floral Magazine " contains coloured

portraits of new flowers, but nothing about Iheii culture. " The Flonst
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and Pomologist " contains one coloured portrait and miscellaneons cul-

tural infornaation. {J. P., Coventry).—Peareon on " Orcbard Houses." and
** Cottage GardenerB' Dictionnry." You can have them free by post from
onr office if you enclose 85. 8'^ with your address.

Sbeds (JameSt L''om-inster].—We cannot recommend tradesmen. Write
to any ol the principal seedsmen who advertise in our Journal.

ANTi-coRROsrvE PAiNT (PjTixo).—We hear that it is to be depended
upon. If we asked the questions you put there would be some replies not
to be relied upon.

GaAss UNDER Filbert Trees (ff. H.).—Sow the Sweet-scented Vernal
GrasB, Anthosanthum odoratum.

Pears FOR West Wall in a Cold Sitcation (V., Lisburn'^.—Ab yon
require the fruit to be ripe at the beginning of the year,—Beurre de
Ranee, Josephine de Maliuea, Knight's Monarch, Bergamotte Esperen,
and Prince Albert.

Stephanotis floribcnda Culture (T{jnoramus).—The soil should be
kept dry in winter, but not so dry as to affect the foliage, which must not
be allowed to shrivel. It should have a light and airy situation, and a
temperature of 55^ from fire heat at night, and of 60" to 65" by day.

IxoEA cocciKEA CoMPOST (Jdem).—It succeeds admirably in a compost
of three parts sandy fibrous peat and one part turfy loam, with the addi-
tion of about one-sisth part of the whole of charcoal, in pieces from the
size of a pea up to that of a hazel nut, and a like quantity of silver sand.
All these should be well incorporated. The peat and loam ought to be
torn in pieces with the hand and made rather fine, but not sifted. Good
drainage should be provided^

Cyclamen Nabhng (Tdevi).—We could name for you the different
species of Cyclamens, but not varieties of C. persicum, which are too
namerous. Flowers and leaves are necessary to be sent for identification.

Pbunino Stan'Dard Roses [S. Snmption).—The proper time to prune
Btsndard Hybrid Perpetual Roses is from the middle of February to the
first week in Slarch; but the sooner it ?s done after the middle of Feb-
ruary the better, if the weather is suitable. On no account prune them
when the shoots are froEeu, nor during frosty weather.

Rhododendrons in Limestone Soil (T. Z.). — Rhododendrons wil^
not succeed in limestone soil. Tour only plan will be to take out the soil

18 inches deep, or better 2 feet, and replace it with proper peat soil.

This being done, we think they would snccced admirably if manured
well with cow dung, which should be given as a top-dressing when they

1

are commencing to form fresh tjrowths, placing it about an inch thick,
|

and supplementing it with a good watering. We think it unnecessary to
1

plnnge the j>ots, or to have them in pots. We would plant them out, 1

taking care, by proper drainage, to prevent water lodging in the subsoil. I

MusA Cavendishii in Conservatory (J. 5.).—The Musa Cavendisbii 1

would not succeed in a conservatory having a temperature in winter of
I

40^ from fire heat. To grow it well the temperature should not be less than
j

from 50^ to 55 ' at night at this season. Wo sbould not advise its being ,

grown in a conservatory so cool as yours appears to be, and which is much
too cold for this haudaome-foliaged aud desirable fruit-bearing plant. It
requires a stove.

Evergreen Tree for Shelter to Orchard (Firs).—You could not
]

have any better tree tlmu the Austrian Pine, which is a rapid grower, and '

better in every way than the Norway Spruce. We would plant alternate I

lines of Austrian Pine and Hemlock Spruce, placing on the outside a
line of Engliph Tew and common Holly, then the Austrian Pine in the
nest line, aud have the third line Hemlock Spruce and Corsican Pine.
«very alternate plant being Hemlock Spruce ; then the Austrian Pine, and
the Corsican Pine and Hemlock Spruce as before, and so on to the back.
This will ultimately give you better shelter, and be more diversified.

IxoBA coccinea Leaves Scorched (H. Z>.).—The leaf sent us appears
to have been destroyed by water being allowed to stand upon it, which
would be the cnse when grown In a propagating pit, from the condensed
moisture. Afford a drier atmosphere, and give the plant the benefit of
bottom heat

OtDENXANDrA Beppiana (M^m).—It 13 ft stovc cvergreen, propagated
in April by half-ripened cuttings, in sand, under a glass, with bottom
heat. Equal parts sandy loam and peat suit it.

Cyclamen persicum Cokms not Growing (LongmyndA—We would
place the pots iu the greenhouse of your friend, on a shelf near the
glass, keeping the soil moist but not very wet, and there let them remain
until the beginning of June, and then place them outside in a warm
situation, but fhaded from the midday sun (10 a.m. to 3 p.m.), plunging
the pots to tte i-im in coal ashes. The foliage, if any, should not be
allowed to flag from want of water when placed out of doors, nor when
the foliage begins to decay ought the soil to be allowed to become very
dry. It id likely, however, your corms will not begin to grow until next
autumn.
Melon Culture (A Young ^ef/mH^r).—Trentham Hybrid and Golden

Ball are good Melons, but we prefer Malvern Hall and Beechwood. the
,

former a scarlet and the latter a green-fleshed. One plant will be suffi-

cient to put under each light, or two plants for a pit 6 feet by 4 feet. The
pits win, no doubt, answer very well for Melons. Tou will find full par-
ticulars as to Melon cultivation in former volumes.

EprPHTLLTTM TRrTNCATrrM—Errata.—" Had I said. 'keep cool and dry
after bloomiiiff in winter,' I should have, perhaps, been more intelligible.
* Winter' would aeem to be an indefinite term, yet I had plants which
had bloomed and were being kept cool and dry on the 25th ult., when the
thermometer registered 17" of frost, and 1 call that winter. In the paper
which I contributed last week. 'First Crop' Pea is made to appear as a
wrinkled variety. In the fifth line from the top of the second column, on
page 62, the period which appears after the word ' varieties,' should have
been placed in the preceding line after the word ' earhest.'—J. W."

Sba-eale Beet (P.).—We do not know the variety you name. We pre-
sume that it is one of the forms of the common White Beet; the leaf-

stalks are the parts boiled and eaten. We never tasted any as tender as
Sea-kale.

FcNGca (J. G ).—It is the coimnon Mushroom, AgarJcus campestris,
and, consequently, eatable.

Roses (E. ir.).—The party yon name does not part with them upon any
tonus*

Manure Water for Azaleas (Julia).—It ia not usual to give Azaleas
liquid manure, and we do not advise it ; though weak guano water, 1 oz.
to the gallon of water, or better, 1 peck of cow dung to thirty gallons of
water, might occasionally be used.

Tree-transplantino Machine (An Old Svhscriber).—There is a great
diversity of opinion on the subject, and each has his particular favoorite.
We consider Mr, Barron's a very good tree-lifter.

Annuals for Blooming in Frames in Autumn {A Subscriber).—
Clintonia elegans, Lobelia erinos Miss Murphy and L. erinus speciosa,
Marigold (French), Miniature brown and yellow; Mesembryanthemum
glabrum, M. tricolor, and M. tricolor album ; Phlox Druramondi varieties,
Portulnca Thellusoni ; and to these may be added the dwarf Asters and
dwarf German Ten-Week Stocks. There are few that would do well at
the time you name—from September to November, aud to bloom them
then they ought not to be sown until May.

Showy Large-flowering Chrysanthemums (Idem).— Christine,
Golden Christine, Mrs, George Bundle, Alma, Dr. Sharpe, and Prince ol
Wales ; and of the Japanese varieties The Daimio, Red Dragon, and The
Wizard, are very showy.

Winter Aconite in Pots not Flowering (^A-6ar).—The plants' not
flowering this year is due to their being taken np and potted last year,
which removal would deprive them of roots, and their being in-doors for

a time only i.^ unfavourable to their maturing the growth properly. The
best plan is to take up good clumps every year from the open ground,
pot them, and after fiowering replant them in the open ground ; in a
year or two they will recover and flower freely again.

Compost for Cacti and Kalosanthes (A. B.)—The Cactus tribe suc-
ceed in a compost of two-thii*ds sandy fibrous loam, and one-third lime
rubbish or broken soft bricks, charcoal in pieces from the size of a pea
up to that of a hazel nut, and silver sand, equal parts of each. To that
may be added for the strong-growing Forts, one-fourth old cow dung. For
the Kalosanthes two parts tirfy loam in pieces not larger than a hazel
nut, torn in pieces with the hand, one part leaf mould or old cow dung,
and one part charcoal in pieces from the size of a pea up to that of a
hazel nut, broken bricks or pots, and silver sand in equal proportions, the
whole being well mixed together. The pots should be well drained.

Genetvllis tulipifera Straggling (/d^m).—Tour best plan would
be before it begins to grow to cut it rather closely in, and yet leave suffi-

cient rather young growths to insure a good supply of fresh shoots, aad
these you may stop during the summer so as to pruduce a compact and
hand:^ome plant.

Establishing a Rookery {An Old Subscriber).—We have known rooks
induced to build by taking nests from the trees in an old rookery, and
putting them in the forks of the top branches of the trees iu which it is

desired the rooks should build. Another Rood plan is to take a few nests

I

when the young rooks are about half-fledged, taking nests as well as

i

young, and put tbum in th'* trees. Make them secure against winds. The
. old rooks will follow and feed thtir young iu moat instances, but we have
known cases of abandonment. A third plan is to bring up a few young
ones by hand, and let them loose after they are able to provide for them-
selves.

] Potting Achimenes and Gloxinias (B. ff.).—Achimones should be
fresh patted before they are started, placing them rather thickly in seed

I pauH, and when they come up .and are about au inch high, take them up
j
carefully and trnnefer to the blooming pots or pans. Gloxinias should

I be shaken out of the soil and placed in pots about twice the diameter of

the bulbs, being careful not to overwater, but yet keep the soil moist
until the plants begin to grow. When the pots are full of roots shift into

the blooming pots. In reply to your other query, we may state that glue
is employed by bookbinders.

Plant for South Wall (J. Smith).—Escallonia macranthn, E. monto-
vidensis aud Btrberidopsis coralhna are fine evergreens for a south
aspect. Bridgesia spicata is also good, and few are finer than Wistaria
sinensis. Any of the above will suit you. They can be obtained through
any of the nurserymen who advertise in our columns, but we cannot
name any one in particular.

Burnt Clay for Walks (C. C.)—Thanks for vour notes. Tou say
' it must be well burnt j '' please to detail your mode of burning.

Forcing in a Vinery (James Douglas).—A grapery started on the 1st

of February will yield ripe Hamburghs in the end of June and the
beginning of July. Begin at 45-, raise the temperature in a week to 50"",

and increase it gradually to 60'^ in three weeks, not exceeding that until

the buds break. Kidney Beans put iu such a house at the same time will

be in gathering about the beginniug of April, as they will make little

progiess until the heat rises to about 60^. Strawberries put in at the

same time will come in from the middle to the end of April, earlier if

there is much sun and the pots are crammed with roots. 'W e presome
the Iresine' will succeed sown in February or March, like Perilla, though
we have not so tried it much—in fact, have depended on cuttings. It is

well not to plant until June.

Plants in Office Window (J. P.).—So far from a pan of water injar-

ing your health if allowed to evaporate in the air of your oflice. it will be
sanitary. Tour plants would thrive all the better if enclosed in glass,

which is often done by a kind of glazed case with a door in it, the window
glass forming its front.

Rafteps for Greenhouse (Avrntmr, Slie^fld).—'We presume you
mean by 12-inch glass, 12 inches wide from one rafter sash-bar to another.

In that case the rafters would require to be 3k inches deep, and Ih inch
wide. This would be quite sufficient if you run an iron rod or bar from
end to end of the roof, and fastened it to the middle of the 15-feet-long

rafter. In a 60-(eet length there should be four or five columns to support

this bar. We think the bar itself is good for keeping the rafters securely

in their places, so as to prevent all bulging. Ventilate at the sides and
apei.

Planting an Orchard House (T. Z.).~lf you wish for great variety,

feel a pleasure in attending much to the trees your^^elf, and do not grudge
the greater labour in watering, Ac, then have a part at least of your trees

in pots. If you want large crops with less labour, and trees on the

whole as interesting, plant them to cover a trellis in the usual way. You
may indulge both plans at first, if you plant young trees intended to bo

permanent, as it will take some time before they fill the house. If the

I
house is a le&n-to, a good plan is to cover the back wall and have a trellis
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oriruea in rots in front. Iq a span-roofed houso, with troca pluiitod on

eiioh sldo, a find promemxde may bo m/ido by luiviun ii imtli down tho

•oontro. Such ii walk will be more ahady and pleasant in Bumiuor than
you could well have by trees In pota.

CoLCUiAN Lavukl {S. W. A'.).—It ia only a variety ol tho common

Laurel, or, na written in botanicnl volumoB, Ceraflus lanrociraBaH, var.

culchica. It wna introduced into Ent^hiud from UelKiuni in IHU.

Namkh of Pr.ANTsi (C. Af.)-—Wo cannot undertake to identify plftntfl by
tboir leavoH only. (Mr. Gough, Clonnirl).—Oncidlum criapum. {It. II.).—

I, Aypleoium adiautum-uigrmu ; 'J, Ceterach olllcluarum.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of Londoa for the week ending February 2nd.
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of a single feather, (ben I would at once sign the protest acd abide by

it ; bat in these fimes of almost universal exhibition it is unfortu-

nately not so, and daily experience only serves to satisfy me the more
that, aa a rule, a man will win if he can. Mr. Hewitt very properly

asks, " Where the line is to be drawn ?" No line can be drawn ; and
it ia with this conviction that I would urge the advisability of letting

matters remain as heretofore, merely condemning all cases of palpable

ti-imming by omitting them from the prize list. Tlie proposed system

—

to aid which your suggestion, Messrs. Editors, is doubtless a good one,

though there would, I fear, be no end to the objections—will simply
serve to place protesters at a disadvantage with their competitors.

Trusting that you will insert these few lines from an old subscriber,

I adopt for the present Mr. Manning's amusing epithet, and remain

—

A Fancy Tailor.

[We have one or two more communications upon tbis subject, for

wbicb we hope to find space next week. Presenting a memorial to the

committees of the principal poultry shows, requesting them to adopt a
rule such as wo suggested, is the ri^'bt course to pursue, and those

committees will fail in duty if they do not thus aid in putting an end
as much as possible to fraudulent exhibiting. One of the worst aspects

of the correspondence upon the subject, is the fact that men wbo have
thus acted fraudulently confess and defend the practice, thongh the

only basis of defence is that an exhibitor may deceive when it is for

his advantage. This evinces a moral obliquity we deeply regret. But
•we shall not examine in detail the apologies and defences tbat have
been offered, for tbis general obsei-vation applies to each and every

case of trimming or dyeing—it was done knowingly to dc 8 re. If a
prize was won, the owner of the best untrimmed or undyed pen was
wronged out of the prize ; and if the trimmed or dyed birds were sold,

their owner cheated the purchaser.

—

Eds.]
We have been requested to add the following names to the protest

—

C. Havers, The Beacons, Ingatestone.

Kev. S. C. Hamerton, Wai-wick.

W. S. Forest, Eagle Cliff, Greenbithe, Kent.
E. Douglas Pennant. Penrhyn Castle, Bangor.
K. Raise, Caleb Gains, J. Siddon, J, Piatt, J. Dean, J. Grimer,

and A. Dean, residing in Cheshire.

DELAY IN FORWARDING CATALOGUES, &c.

I BENT eight pens of poultry to Bristol Show, and seven
stamps for a catalogue. The Show was held on the 2nd, 4th,

and 5th of January. I did not receive a catalogue until the

6th, and only received sis pens of birds back. How could I

know whether the other two pens were not lost on the journey
back, or what had become of them, as I did not receive any
letter to say they were claimed until the 11th ?

I also sent two pens to Hanley Show, and seven stamps for a
catalogue. The Show was held on January the 12th, 13th, and
14th. I did not receive a catalogue until the 15th, and on the

16th one pen of fowls. What had become of the other pen,

I did not know, until to-day (January 20th), when I received a

letter to say it was claimed. I want to know if committees of

shows think that this is courteous treatment, or a likely mode
of getting entries for the next year? When anyone sends

poultry to a show, he likes to know as soon as he can what the

birds have done, and, if they do not all come back, what has be-

come of them, especially if they are good ; for one pen of mine
claimed at Bristol won the first prize and was sold for £5 5s.,

and the other for £4 4s. ; and the one at Hanley won the first

prize and was sold for £5 5.s. The Committee take 10 percent.

on all birds claimed, and I think might just write one line to

say when birds are claimed.—Herbert Dowsett, Plesheijj

Chelm.\ford.

WHITEHAVEN POULTRY SHOW.
This Show was held in the Riding School, Whitehaven, on the 2Gth,

27tb, and 28th ult. There were nearly 900 entries of Poultry, Pigeons,

Canaries, and Rabbits. Subjoined is the prize list :

—

Cochins {Cinnamon and Bufi").—1 and Cap, H. Mapplebeck, Moseloy,
Birmingham. 2, W. A. Taylor, Manchester, he, T. H. Readman, Whitby

;

Gunson & Jefferson, "Whitehaven. Chickens.—1, T. Fenwick, Netherton.
2,W. A. Taylor, he, C. \V. Brierley, Middleton ; H. Mapplebeck ; J. H.
Dawes, BirminRham ; Bowman & Fearon, Whitehaven.
John Poole, Ulverston, disqualified, hen's flight-feathers drawn out.

Cochins (Brown or Partridge).—!, T. Stretch, Oimskirk. 2, H. Crosslev,
Broomfield, Halifax, he, C. \V. Brierley ; W. A. Taylor. Chiefieiis.~l, W.
A. Taylor. 2, G. Charnley, Preston, he, T. Stretch; J. K. Fowler, Ayles-
bury.
Cochins (White).—1 and 2, R. Pmalley, Lancaster, he, W. Cook, Hale

;

W. F. Dixon, Whitehaven, c, T. Asbbumer, Dalton-m-Furness.
Cochins (Any variL'ty}.—Pi^ne^.— 1, H. Mapplebeck. 2, J. K. Fowler.

he, H. G. Procter, Durbam ; R. Smalley.
BRAHMi PooTRA (Any Variety ).—l and Cup, Mrs. Bnrrcll, Ipswlch. 2,J.

C. Cooper. Limerick, t'hiekerts.— 1 and 2, C. Laj laud, Warrington, he. Miss
Aglionby, Coniston; W. H. Bruntuu, Whitehaven ; G. Dixon, Jan., White-
haven, c, W. Bargreaves, Bacup. Pulhts. — 1, Hon. Mips Douglas
Pennant, Penrhyn Castle, Bangor. 2, J. K. Fowler.

Dorkings f Silver-Grey).—1 and 2, R. Smalley. he, T. L. Jackson,
Langholm; G. F. Lynn, Kirkmicbael, Dumfries; J. Shortbose, Now-
castle-nn-Tyue ; W. W. Ruttlidffe. e, R. D. Holt, Orrest Head, Windermere.
Dorkings (Any other varietv).—1, Cup, and he, Gunson & Jefferson.

2, J. White. Whitby, Netherton, Wakefield. Cliickens.—l, J. Stirling,

Bridckirk. 2, J. Wallcer, KnareBbrough. he. J. Stirling ; D. Bardie, c, W.
Fox, St. Bees. Pullcta.—l, J. Shorthose. 2, D. Bardie, Sorbie. he, T.
Rogers, St. Helen's ; R. D. Holt ; J. White ; Hon. H. W. Fitzwilliam,
Wentworth Woodhouse. c, Mrs. M. Seamons. Aylesbury.
Spanish.— 1, H. Beldon, Goitstock. 2. J. R. Rodbard, Wrington. he, Hon.

Miss Douglas Pennant. Chickenft.—1, Cup, and vhc, H. Beldon. 2, H.
Wilkinson, he, J. Smith, Keigbley ; W. Patterson, Langholm; W^ R.
Bull. Newport Pagnell ; J. H. Wilson. PulleU.—l, T. & E. Comber,
Middleton Hall, near Warrington. . 2, J. Thresh, Bradford, /ic, T. J.

Harrison ; Miss B. Redpath, Edinbnrgb.
French Fowls (Any varietv). — 1 and Cup, W. R. Park, Melrose.

2. Hon. C. W. Fit/.william. Extra 2, Mrs. Wilkin (Houdans). /tc, Mrs.
Wilkin, Bootle Rectory (Crt-ve-Coeur) ; L. Einey, Manchester ; H. Beldon ;

Col. Stuart Wortloy, London; C. Homfray, Caerleon; Mrs. Wilkin; J. K.
Fowler.
Game (Any variety).—! and Cup, J. H; Wilson. St. Bees. 2, J. Fletcher,

Stoneclougb. S.L.Biney. /tc. J. H. Wilson ; H. M.Julian, Hull. Cockerel.
—1, Cup, and 2, J. Hodgson, Whittington. 3, J. Erough, Cnrlisle. he^ J.
Fletcher ; H. H. Julian; D. Hardie ; G. Brown, Alyth ; J. H. Wilson ; J.
Waddel!.
Game (Black-breasted and other Reds).—1 and Cup, J. Fletcher. 2, S.

Matthews, Stowmarket. he, G. R. Smith ; J. Fletcher; J. Brough.
Game (Any other varietv).— 1, H. M. Julian. 2, J. Fletcher (Piles).

he, J. Waddell. c, W. A.' Fenwick, Kirkby-Lonsdale. Pullct.~l, J.

Hodgson. 2, J. Fletcher, he, L. Biney ; W. Boulton, Dalton-in-Fumess ;

L. Casson. Ulverston ; J. H. Wilson.
Hamburghs (Golden-spangled).—1, J. Walker. 2, N. Marlor, Denton.

vhc, J. Walker; H. Beldon ; T. Suart, Staveley. Kendal.
W. A. Hyde, Prospect Cottage, Hurst,dis''ji(ai(;ted, pins being put through

the cock's eomb.
Hamburghs (Silver-spangled).-1 and Cnp, H. Beldon. 2, 3. Walker,

he, H. Pickles, jun., Earby, Skipton ; J. Fielding, c, W. A. Taylor; H.
Beldon.
HAirBURGHS (Golden-pencilled)^! and 2, J. Walker, he, H. Beldon;

W. Clayton, Keighley ; W. R. Park, c, F. Johnson, Brampton ; S. Smith,
Northowram,
Hamburghs (Silver-pencilled\~l and 2, H. Beldon. he, J Walker.
Hambubghs (Any variety).— Pu/(t-(«.—l. H. Beldon. 2. E. G. Jones.
Any other Distinct Variety (Except Bantams).—!,M. Nicholls, Peol,

Isle of Man. 2. H. Beldon. /ic, W.G.Holt (Cuckoo Cochins) ; H. Beldon;
J. C. Cooper ; P. Unsworth ; J. Hird (Japanese) ; J. K. Fowler (Niggers).
Selling Class (Any variety).—!, Bowman & Fearon (Spanish). 2, H.

Beldon. 3and4,R. Smalley (White Cochin and Dorkings). Ac, J. Walker;
Bowman & Fearon; O. E. Cresswell, Hanwnrth : D. ('.Campbell, M.D.,
Brentwood; G. Dixon, jun. ; H. Beldon ; P. Unsworth ; H. B^ Lindsay;
Gunson & Jefferson ; J. R. Robinson ; W. Boulton ; D. Hardie ; J. Sharpies

;

W. Anderson ; J. H. Wilson, c, D. Hardie ; J. H. Dawes.
Game Bantams (Any variety). — Cock. — 1 and Cup, J. B. Robinson.

2, W. Butcher, Netting !1U1, London. Extra 2, J. W. Morris, Rochdale.
he. Bowman & Fearon ; G. Maples : J. Waddell.
Game Bantams (Any variety).—1,L. Biney. 2, G. Hall, Kendal, he, J.

R. Robinson, e, J. W. Morris.
Bantams (Anv other variety).—1, T. C. Harrison, Hull. 2, H. Stott,

Extra 2, H. Pickles, Jun. he, ti. H. Stott ; T. Burgess ; R. Yowll ; J. H.
Dawes ; A. K. Briggs.
Ducks (Aylesbury).—! and Cap, Mrs. M. Seamons. 2, J. K. Fowler.

he, D. Hiirtiie.

TucES (Kouen).—I.A.Dickinson. Distington. 2. J. Fox, St. Bees, he, J,

White ; D. Hardie. e, J. J. Waller ; Gunson A: Jefferson ; T. Robinson.
Ducks (Black East Indian).—!, S. Burn, Whitby. 2, Rev. W. sergeant-

son, Acton Burnell Rectory, Shrewsbury, he, M. A. Hayne ; Rev. W.
Sergeantson.
Ducks (Any other variety).—!, T. C. Harrison. 2, C. N. Baker. Chelsea.

he, R. Beattie ; T. C. Harrison ; C. W. Brierley ; S. Burn, c, A. K. Briggs.
Geese (Any variety).—!, S. H. Stott. 2, Mrs. J. Birkett, Workington.

he, Rev. G. Hustler.
Turkeys (Any variety).-1, J. Fox. 2, J. Cowman, Whitehaven. ?tc,J.

J. Harrison ; C. Fisher, Diatington Hall,

Rabbits (Lop-cared, any variety).-1, A. H. Easten, Hnll. 2, Bowman
and Fearon. he, J. R. Jessop, Hull ; C. Crossley ; A. U. Easten ; C. King

;

G. Jones ; A. Crossley ; Bowman & Fearon. Jni/ other Variety.—1, A. H.
Easten. 2, J. Bell, Cleator Moor, he. Master E. Braithwaite: E. E. M.
Royds.

WEST CUMBERLAND CLASSES.
Dorkings (Any variety).

—

Cock.—Cup, Gunson & Jefferson. 2, A.
Thompson, The Cross, he, Gunson »S: Jefferson ; J. Postlethwaite. Heng,
—1, J. H. Wilson. 2, Miss Speddiug, Whitehaven, he, J. Postlethwaite;
J. Stirling ; Gunson & Jefferson.

Dorkings (Silver-Greyi.—l and Cap, J. Cowman. 2and 7ic,Miss Borth-
wick. Fhmby. c, J. H. Wilson.
Cochins (Any variety).—Cocfc.—Cnp and 2, Bowman & Fearon. h^, J,

H. Wilson ; Miss Spedding. Hens.—I, J. H. Wilson. 2, S. Sberwen.
he. Bowman & Fearon.
Brahmas (Any variety).— Cocfc.—Cup, G. Dixon, jun. 2, G. Turner, Ellen

Grove, Wigton. he, W. Cook; Master W. Bowman, Ben^.—l, G. Dixon,
jun. 2, Master W. Bowman, he, G. Tamer; W. H. Telford; G.Dixon,
jun.
Spanish (Any variety).—Oocfc.—Cup, J. H. Wilson. 2, Bowman and

Fearon; ?tc, Bowman »&; Fearon ; S. Moore; J. H. Wilson. Hcas.-1, J.

H. Wilson. 2 and c. Bowman & Fearon. he, Gunson & Jefferson.

Game (Any variety}.-CocA.—Cup, J. H. Wilson. 2, Bowman & Fearon,

he, H. Birkett. Cockerel.—1 and Cup, A. Briggs. 2, Sergt. W. Robinson.
Whitehaven, he, T. Charters, jun; Gnnson & Jefferson. Hens.—1, J.

Wilson. 2, Gunson & Jefferson, he, A. Briggs.
Hamburghs (Any variety). — Cock. — Cup, S. Moore, Abbey Town.

2, Bowman & Fearon. he. Bowman & Fearon; A. Briggs. Hens,—
1, Bowman &. Fearon. 2, Miss Wilson, High Walton, he, A. Briggs ; J.

Cowman.
Bantams (Any variety). — Cock. — Cap, and he. Bowman & Fearon.

2, H. J. Nicholson, Holborn Hill, Cumberland, c, W. Robinson T. Smith
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jan ; J. H. Wilson. Hens.—l, Bowman & Fearon. 2, Gunson A JeflerdOD,

Whitehaven.
Docks (Any viu-iety).—Cup, J. Stirling. 2, Bowman & Foaron. he, A.

Dickinson ; S. Shcnven ; MiaH Spodding.
Ddoks {Aylosburv).—Cup, MrH. J.lUrkett. 2 and he. Bowman & Fearon.

c, J. Postk'tiiwaito ;"

J. Duua ; Mrs. J. Birkett; W. F. Dixon.

PIGEONS.
CARnrEiiR (Any colour).—!, R Fulton, Doptford. 2, J. Ilawley, Bingley.

Ac, F. J. Li-ech, MiddleHboroURh ; \V. Uarvoy, Shufflcld; R. Fulton.
c, F. J. Leach ; E. Horner, llarowooil.

Pouters (Any colour).—1, Cup, and 2, H. Fulton, /tc, W. Harvey; E.
Horner.
TUM0LER3 (Almond).—!. R. Fulton. 2, J. Hawley. /nr, J. Fielding, jon.

Roclidule ; C. Cowburn, Leeds, c, F. J. Leaoh.
TuMBLEKs (Any other variety).—!, J. Hawloy. 2, R, FuUon. he, J. A.

Navlor, Berwick-on-Elmot; J. Thompson, Bingley; J. Fielding; R.
Fulton.
Jacobins (Any colour).—1. J. Thompson. 2, Mrs. S. Vi^nr, Xlxbridgo.

/ic. J. Wuddell, Acrehead, Dunilries. c, R. Fulton; J. & W. Towersou,
Effremont.
TRUitfPETEnfi {Any colonr).—! and 2, E. Horner.
Barbs.—1, E. Horner. 2, G. Charnley, Preston, he, G, Charnley,

e, R. Fulton.
TuBBiTS (Anycnlour).—1, F. J. Leach, 2, C. Crossley, Halifax, he, T.

Newall, Ashton-on-Lyme ; F. Sale, Derby; E. Horner; H. Yardloy, Bir-
mingham ; J. Waddeil.
Owls (Any colour).—!, J, Fielding. 2, T. Newall. he, J. N. Harrison,

Belpor ; H. Yardloy ; J. & W. Towerson.
Fantails (Any colour).-1. K. Yardley. 2, E. Horner, he, F, J. Leach ;

J. E. Spence, Cramond; H, Yardley.
Dragoons (Any colour).—1, W. Harvey. 2, E. Horner, he, J. Walker,

Wliitehaven ; J. Thompson ; 11. Murrav, Gateshead.
Carriers (Any variety).—Cap, J. -tW. Towerson. 2, S. Sherwen, White-

haven. /(C, J. & W. Towerson. c, J. Weeks.
Fantails (Any variety).—Medal, J. Key, Whitehaven. 2, S. Sherwen.
Any other Distinct Variety.—1, F. Sale. 2, H. Yardley. he, J.

Weeks, Bootle (Runts) ; R. Smalley (Suahians) ; H. Yardley ; J. Thomp-
son; E. Horner.
Selling Class (Any variety).—!, J. Thompson. 2, H. Yardley. Extra 2,

J. Hawley. /ic. H. Murray; F. Key, Beverley; E. Horner; R. Smalley;
Onnson & Jefferson.

Canaries.—Bf7|7J(irt (Yellow).—1 and 2. T. Woodend, Gill, Ulverstone.
/tc, Sergt.-Major J. Paxton. c, S. Sherwen; R. Hall. Belgian (Buff).—
!, T. Woodend. 2, J. Choyce, Whitehaven, he, J. Thompson, c, R.
Hawman; J. Thompson. Mules (Yellow).

—

1 nnd 2, W. Robinson, Work-
ington, c, T. Woodend. Mules (Buff).—!, R. Hawman. 2, J. Thompson.
Piebald (Y'ellow or Buff).— 1, R. Hawman. 2, Miss E. Hardy, Harrington.
he, T. Woodend. c, F. Johnston. Lizards (Gold or Silver-spangled).

—

1 and 2, R. Haivman. he, J. N. Harrison.

Judges.—Poultry: E. Hewitt, Esq., Sparkbrook, Birmingham,
and K. Teebay, Esq., Fulwooil, Preston. Pirpions : Mr. H. Beldon,
Croitstock, Bingley. Ganarirs : Mr. W. Lyon, and Mr. J. Walker, of

Whitehaven. (Illness prevented Mr. Hewitt acting as Judge.)

CRE^VE POULTRY SHOW.
This took place on the 26tliand 27tli o£ January, and notwithstanding

the Whitehaven Show being held on the same days, proved very siiceess-

W, there being upwards of SOD entries. The Darling, Cochin-China,
and Game classes were very good. We shall give the Pigeon awards
next week.

DoHKlNGS (Colouredl.— I, W. Harvev. 2 and 3, P. S. Arkwrigbt.
Dorkings fAny variety.—1, W. H. King.- 2, J. Stott (Silver-Grey).

3, GonntesE of Aylesford "(Cuckoo Dorkingl.
Spanish.—1, R. Hulse. 2, J. Stevens. 8, .T. Mensell.
Cochin-China (Cinnamon and BuiT).— I, C. W. Brierley. 2, J. Sichel.

8, W. A. Taylor.
Cochik-China (Brown and Partridge).—1 and 2, E. Todman. 3, C. W.

Brierley.
CocHlN-CnrNA (White).—1, R. Chase, Balaall Heath. 2, F. Haworth.

3, R. Brown, he, H. Hobson.
Brahma Pootra (Dark).— 1, Hon. Miss Douglas Pennant. 2, C. W.

Brierley. 3. J.Heatb, Nantwicb.
Brahma Pootra (Light).— 1, H. Dowsett, Pleshey, Chelmsford. 2, J.

Lomax. 3, D. Causer.
Polish (Any variety).-1, W. Harvey. 2, J. Smith, Hull. 8, J. Laming.
French Fowls (Any variety).—!, E. B. Wood, Dttoxeter (Houdans).

2, L. Biney. Manchester (Houdans). S. J. Sichel.
Game (Black-breasted Reds).—1, C. Chaloner. 2, E. Aykroyd. 3, C. W.

Brierley. Chickcia.—\, J. Stubbs. 2, C. W. Brierley. 8, J. Halsall,
Ince.
Game (Brown and other Reds, except Black-breastedl.—1, C. W. Brierley.

2, T. Wbittingbam. 3, J. Eowncss. aiickem.—\, T. Whittiugbam. 2, S.
Matthews, Stowmfirket. 3, W. Miller.
Game (Duckwings and other Grevs and Blues).-1, C. Chaloner,

Whitwell, Cbesterfleld. 2. T. Jones. 8. E. Aykroyd, Bradford, he, 3.
Halsall.- C)u"cl-c!i3.—1, Dnke of Satherland, Trentbam. 2, S. Matthews.
8, J. Halsall.
Game (Any other variety).—1, E. Smft, Southwell (Piles). 2, C. W.

Brierley (Piles). 3, S. Matthews (Piles). Hens.—1, T. Wbittingbam
(Brown Eeds). 2, Mrs. E, S. Bellyse (Brown Eeds). S.G.Bamall.
Game Bantams (Elnck-brensted). — 1, G. Noble, Stainclifie, Batley.

2, C. W. Brierley. 3. W. Griffiths.

Game Bantams (.\ny other variety).—1, J. Crosland, Wakefield (Duck-
wing). 2, A Parsons 8. Mrs. S. Pearson (Duckwings).
Bantams (Anv variety except Game).—1, Mrs. E. S. Bellyse (Sebright).

2, S. &E.Asbton. Mottrnm (Black). 3 S. H. Stott (Japanese).
HAMBnHGHS(Golden.spangled).—1, T.Bonlton. 2, W, MoMellon. 3,T.

Blakeman.
Hambdeghs (Silvcr-spangledl.-1, Duke of Sutherland. 2, H. Pickles,

Earby. S, Mrs. Flynn, he, Duke of Sutherland.

UAHDDBOns I Golden-pencilled).— 1, W. H. Park, Melrose. 2, J. Smith,
8, r)ul<o of Hulberlanil.
Hamhdrohs (Silver-pencilled).— 1, H. Pickles. 2, J. Laming. 3, Duko

of ->utl]erbmd.
Any Distinct Variety not Named.— 1, Mason & Walker (Black Ham-

burgbs). 2, Eov. A. O. Brooke, Uuvton .\I. Towns. 8, K. Lnft (Sultans).
DncKs (Kouen).—1 and 2, T. Buriis. 8, O, Baguall. he, J.J.Waller;

T. Burgess.
Ducks (Aylesbury).—1, Mrs, M. Boamons, Aylesbury. 2 and 8, Mrs. M.

Hornby.
Ducks (Any other variety),— 1, C. N. Baker, Chelsea (Mandarin).

2, C, W. Brlcriov. 3, G. Barbour (Carolina).
Geesk (Wbito"). -1, Mrs. M. Soamons. 2, S, H. Stott. 8, Rev. G. Host-

ler, Stilliligfleet Vicarage, York.
Gkese (Mottled).—1,S. H. Stott. 2 and 8. C. F. Dean
Turkeys.— 1 and 2, J. E. Uicbardson. li, T. Wbittingbara.
Selling Clash.~1, Mrs. A. Willtinson (Cochins). 2, F. Cooper (Spanish).

3, Itev. W. Sergcautson.
SINGLE COCKS.

Dorkings (Any variety).—1, J. Martin. 2, F. S, Arkwright, EtwallHall,
Derby. 8, E. Eyder. he, L. Potton.
Cochin-China (Any variety).—!, H. Mapplebeck, Mosoley, Birmingham.

2, E. Tudman, Whitchurch, Salop. 8, E. Chase, Balsall Heath.
Brahma Pootra (.\uy variety).—1, J. H. Pickles. 2, Sirs. Barritt.

Game (Any colour).—Cup, C. Chaloner. 2, W. Miller. 3, E. Aykroyd.
Cockerels—Cai\ C. W. Brierley, Middleton. 2, A. Haalam, 3, E. C.
Gilbert, he, T. Burgess ; J. Stulibs.

SONG BIRDS.
Canaribs.—Clear Yellow.—1, H. Sumner. 2, R. Green, he, H. Sumner:

Clear Buff.—l. H. Sumner. 2, E. Green, he, H. Sumner.-Crested.-1,H,
Asbton. 2, H. Sumner, he, J. Banks.— Vaiiegatcd.—X and 2, E. Green:
he., J. E. Saul.—Mttie.—1 aud 2, H. Asbton. he, T. Carriugton. c, —
Thompson ; — Williamson.
Bullfinch.—1, D. Poole. 2, S. Williamson, he, D. Poole.
Linnet.—1, S. WUliamson. 2, E. Billington. Uc, S. Williamson;

J. Ward.
Lark.—1, S. Williamson. 2, T. Carrington.

Rabbits.—Hearieat.—^, G. Jones. 2, K. H. Fasten.

—

hop-eared,—1, A.H,
Fasten. 2, F. S. Arkwright. vhc, C. King; — Binns; J. Robinson.
he, G. Jones, e, O. Spencer.

—

Silver-Grey.—1, C. Rayson. 2, J. Sykes.
he, J. R Jessop; — Binns; W.B. Etches.—.4ny variety.—1 and 2, C, Ray*
son (Angora, Himalayan), he, G. Jones ; W. B. Etches (Angora).

Judges.—Foultrii

:

—Mr. .John Douglas, Clumber; and Rev. E. S.

Hodson, North Petiierton. Pigeons

:

—Mr. Bidpath, Eusholme.

CORK AND SOUTH OF IRELAND POULTRY
SHOW.

This Show was held January 27th and 28th in the Athenienm,

Cork. There were upwards of iJOO entries of Poultry, Pigeons, and
Song Birds. In the poultry department the Game, Uondan, and
Turkey classes were very good, and of Pigeons the Yellow Barbs and
Ked and Yellow Jacobins. The following is a list of the awards :

—

Spanish.—1, J. C. Cooper, Limerick. 2, G. A. Stephens, Dnblin:
Chickens.—1, G. A. Stephens. 2, J, C. Cooper, e, R, P. Williams, Clon-
tarf.

Dorkings (Grey).—1, H. L. Tivy, Limerick. 2, Mrs. Haye, Queenstown.
vhc, J. C. Cooper. Chiekem.—l, 3. C. Cooper. 2, T. O'Grady, Bandon.
Dorkings (Any colour except Grey).—!, R. P. Williams. 2, J. C:

Cooper, he, R. P'erry, Cork (White).
Cochins (Buff).—1, J. C. Cooper. 2, J. K. Milner, Blackrock. he, Mrs.

Hay.
Cochins (Any colour except Buff).—!, W. H. Perrin, Chantilly, Co.

Dublin (Partridge). 2. H. L. Tivv (White), e, Mrs. E. H. Gubbins, Hil-
town, Kilmallock (Partridge) ; C. F. Staunton, Clondalkin (Partridge).

Brahma Pootra.—1 and 2, J. C. Cooper, he, Mrs. S. A. King, Wliite-

gate (Light), e. Rev. T. Townsend, Aghada, Whitegate; Mrs. E. H. Gub-
bins ; W. H. Perrin ; G. A. Stephens ; W. H. Bennett, Ballinacurra,
Midleton.
Crkve-Ciedrb or La FlSche.-1, J. C. Cooper (La Flecbel. 2, Mrs.

E. H. Gubbins (CrOve-Ccem-). he, G. A. Stephens iLa Fleche) ; J. C.
Cooper (Creve-Cojur). c, Mrs. E. H. Gubbins (Crive-Coaur) ; Mrs. Webb,
Knocktoran (La Fleche).
tlouDANs.-1, J. C. Cooper. 2 and c, Mrs. Hay. vhc, F. W. Pim,

Harold's Cross, Dublin.
Polish (Crested).-1, F. W. Pim (Silver). 2, E. P. Williams (Crested

and Gold-spangled), he. Miss Perry, Cork (Wbitel. c, P. W. Pim (Silver).

Hamburghs (Gold or Silver).—! and he, T. O'Grady (Silver-pencilled).

2, Hon. Mrs. H. B. Bernard, Coolmaine, Bnudon (Silver-spangled), he, T.
O'Grady (Silver-pencilled).

Game (Reds).- 1 an! 3, T. H. Markham, Mansfield, Kinsale (Black
Red), vhc, G. A. Perrin (Brown Bed).
Game (Any colour except Eeds). — 1 and 2, T. H. Markham (Piles).

e, N. W. Roche, Clonokilty (Pile) ; J. Hosford (Red Dun).
Game Bantams.- 1, T. O'Grady (Red). 2, V,'. D. AUeyn, Clonakilty.

/ic. N. W. Roche (Pile), e, J. Jefferies, Cork (Duckwing) ; N. W. Roche
(Duckwing).
Bantams (Any variety except Game).—1, Hon. V. E. Ecche, Trabolyand

(Silver Sebright). 2, A. W. Shaw, Limerick (Black), he, W. H. Bennett
(Gold Sebright) : Hon. Sirs. H. B. Bernard (Sebright), c, Mrs. Staunton,
Clondalkin (Eumpless).
Tdrkevs.-1 and 2, J. C. Cooper, c, R. Briscoe, Fcrmoy. Poulls.—

1, J. C. Cooper. 2, Countess of Bandon. Castle Bernard, Bandon. he, R.
Briscoe, c, J. C. Cooper; S. D. O'Grady, Agbamarta, Carrigaline; J. T.
Wakebam, Cork.
Geese (White).-1, J. C. Cooper. 2, F. Beamish, Cork.
Geese (Coloured).-1, E. P. Williams. 2. .1. C. Cooper (Grey).

Ducks (Wliite).—1, E. P. Williams (Ayjesbui-y). •.', Mrs. E. Smith,
Clonakilty (Pcrnvian). he, 3. C. Cooper (Aylesbm-y). c, F. W. Pim

;

Countess of Bandon (Aylesbury).
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Docks (Coloured).— 1, R. P. WUliams (Rouen). 2, Mrs. E. Smith.
Commended, J. C. Cooper (Ronen).

PIGEONS.
PooTEBS (Black or Blae Pied).—1 and. 2 J. H. Perrott, Cori.
Pouters (Red, Yellow, or Mealy, PiedJ.—l and 2 J H. Perrott. c, J.

Lloyd, Cork.
PooTEKs (Any other colour) 1 and 2, H. Perrot (WMte). e, J.

JefferieB (White).
CiBRiKRS (Black).—!, J. Jefferies. 2, G. A. Wherland. BlacUrock, Cork.
CRRRIEE9 (Any other colour .—1, J. Jefferies (Duns). 2, G. A. Whorland

(Duns).
Tdhblers (AJmond).—1. J. Perrott. 2, J. Jefferies.
Tdmblees (Any other Short-faced).— 1, H. L. Tivy (Kites). 2, L. P.

Ryder, Cork (Reds).
BiBBs (Black).—1, .T. H. Perrott. 2, J. DowlinR, jun., Blactoock, Cork

Jic. e. A. Wherland ; J. a. Perrott. c, G. A. Wherland.
BiEBS (Any other colour).- 1 and he. G. A. Wherland (Yellow). 2, J.

H. Perrott Yellow). ,-, 'JliBH Perry (Yellow); J. H. Perrott (Red).
Jacobins (Red or Yellow).—!. L. P. Ryder (Yellow). 2, J. Parry.

ft6*, J. H. Perrott (Red) ; c. Masters BiennerhasKetl, Rockfield, Kilpeacon

Jacobins (Any other colour).—1, T. O'Grady (While). 2, J. H. Perrott
(Black).
FANTAns (White).—1, Masters Blennerhassott. 2, J. Pike, Besborough.

c, J. Jefferies.

Fahiails (Any other colour).-!, Masters Blennerhassctt (Blue), c, J.
Pike (Blue), c, Masters Blenncrhassett (Blacks) ; J. Pike (Blue).
Tedmpetbrh (Mottled).—! and 2, J. H. Perrott.
Tkompeiem (Any other colour).-!. Masters Blennerhassett. 2, J.

Pike (White), c, J. H. Perrott (Black).
Owls.—1, J. H. Perrott (White). 2, H. L. Tivy (Blue), he, h. P. Ryder,

(Blue) c;Z,. V. Ryder (Blue); J. Pike (Blacki ; J. H. Perrott (Blue).
TtiEB;iT3.—1, J. Dowlinc jun. (Bine). 2, h. P. Ryder (Blue Point-

beaded). «, H.J,. Tivy,(Bod shell-crowned); J. Dowling, jun. (Blue and
Yellow).
^tiNS.-p. Masters Blennerhassett.
Magpteb.—1 aj^i 2, Masters Blennerhassett (Yellow and Blue).
ToMBLKRS (Common).—!, J. Perry (Boldpates). 2, J. H. Perrott.
Any other Vabjetv.— 1, J. Lloyd (Silver Runts) ; 2, Masters Blenner-

hassett (Blue BrnnswjckB).
Special Prizo presented l)y J. B. B lennerhaseett, Esq., for the best pair

of Carriers.~-G, A, Whorland.
Silver Medal, presented by the Secretary of the North British Col um'-

barian Society, for the most perfect Pied Poiltor in coloOT and mark-
top; not less meftStiremerit than IfiA inches iA' feaiher, And'6it inches in
limb.—J. H. Perratt. rfcj, H. L. Tivy (Yellow).

;

.' " >,

> • SOKG BIRDS. ui.Ky;-; .:j; :.:n: ,:-.

' CASAHrBa'(T«U«w,;with Crest).—1, Hon. U.iBii Soohs.- 2,!Hi'Bi Bond,
Cork.

, < , vr -

Canaries fTellow, without Crest).—! and 2, P. Hodder^ Blackfock.
Canaries (Ajiy other colour).-1, A. 'Veitch, Cork. 2. T. Babington,

Cork.
Goldfinch MiTi.Bii.—l and 2, F. Hodder. c. W. P, Harris, Blackrock,

Cork; W.B.D'Conncll, Cork.
,

Linnet Moi.Rs.—l, F. llodder. 2.'W. E. O'Hea. '
'•'

'
-

Goldfinches.—!, P. Hodder. 2 and c, P. Keating, Cork.
,
BULLFtNCHBH.^-L. MrH. Perry. 2, F. Hodder.
Skylarks.-1 and 2, J. Lennie, Cork, he, E. Barrett, Cork
Linnets.—!, P. Keating. 2, J. Dowling. jun.
Thrushes.-1, J. Jefferies. 2, J. Kennealy, Cork

' JxsTia^i.-^ Pmiltnj arul Piijeo-ns: P. H. Jones, Esq.. Falham,
London ; /SjrtJ/£iWjf: 'A. Parker, Ksq., Cork.

As the Antwerp Pigeon is fast growing into favour among
those who admire the various varieties of this beautiful bird, a
short notice of it may not be uninteresting.

The Antwerp is a prolific breeder and tender nurse, and has
that most fascinating of all properties in the Pigeon tribe, love

of home, developed to a most extraordinary degree. I have
known a pair of old birds, although treated with great eare, and
bred from for two seasons in succession at the place to which
they were sent, return to their old home, a distance of some
miles, the first time they were allowed to get on the wing

;

indeed, a well-bred bird of this kind never seems to settle away
from the loft in which it is reared.

The Antwerps are eMellent flyers, if exercised regularly once
a-day, going up in the air as high as Tumblers; but instead of

continuing to circle round home they will range off for an hour
or more, when they may be seen returning like specks in the
clouds, and at once make their pitch upon the building to which
they belong. They are very hardy, and in my opinion as hand-
some as any of the Pigeon tribe. Nothing can be prettier

than a pen of carefuUy-bred and evenly-coloured birds of this

class.

Their points are as clearly defined as those of any other
variety, and I oat^lot understand why there should not be a

C'asB for them at every show. The pure Antwerp should be
compact, hard-feathered, and of medium size ; colour blue,

blue cheq uer, dun, or dun chequer ; but after breeding them
for many years I prefer the blue to any other colour, both for

beauty and for stoutness. The head should be neatly formed,
full, and well topped ; the ey« bright and clear colour imma-

terial), slightly warted ; the beak short, strong, broad at the
base, with neatly set-on wattle ; the breast and shoulders wide
in proportion to the rest of the body ; the flight feathers long,
reaching to the end of the tail, which should be narrow and
compact ; and altogether the bird should have the appearance
of being possessed of great powers of flight.—B. F. C.

MANAGEMENT OF SUPERS.
In page 4.S4 of your last volume a correspondent asked Why

his bees would not take to supers—I forget the exact terms of

his question—and whether his hives were full enough to war-
rant supers at all. You cannot always make bees do what yon
wish. Perhaps they knew (they always seem to do so), that it

would be a dry summer, and so not an over-abundant one.
To attract them into supers, if bars or frames are used, one
comb with brood and the bees on it is pretty sure to bring
them up, as they like to store honey near brood. The brood-
comb may be afterwards removed. They may bring pollen too.

In a glass this plan, of course, fails, and the best thing is a
long bit of comb hanging down to the communication. This,

of conrse, is not so safe as the other.—H. B.

FOUL BROOD.
OPINIONS AS TO ITS ORIGIN.

^t^ vai HI i):Tfc . {Continued from page la.)

"A BEnraEWSHiBE Bee-eeepek," the great advocate in these
pages of the non-swarming or combination of-swarms system,
and whose glowing description of the mighty results attained
thereby by our little favourites in the shape of monster honey-
supers, so delights all of us, though in the case of many, I fear,

whose camps are pitched in a comparatively desert land to the
" Canaan " ia which he dwells, such results are totally beyond
their reach—"A Renfrewshire Bee-keeper," when reviewing,

the subject of foul brood in February, 1867, and wfith re-

ference to the opinions entertained by me, says, " My ex-

perience forces on me the conviction, that overheating rather

than any amount of experimenting and chill induces this most
mysterious malady," and mentions a case which occurred in

Tiis own apiary in confirmation of this opinion. In narrating

the story of his "honey-judge" visitor, which seems to have
led to the formation of the "overheating" theory, he pre-

supposes the astonishment which I should feel on this theory

being announced. Now, it so happens that I hail this theory

as one virtually quite in accordance with my own. Extremes,
it is said, do often meet. So here, diverse anterior causes may-
produce results quite uniform and identical. Supposing " A
Renfrewshire Bee-keeper" to accompany me through some
lone mountain pass. We there discover the remains of what
was once a hving organism. No one can tell the cause of death,

but already we see, through the operation of natural laws,

symptoms of decay and corruption. Already the mouldering
carcase has become the food of those occult orders of existences

which live and revel on death, and the whole atmosphere around
is tainted and vitiated by the putrescent miasma. What
matters it whether that once-living form was deprived of life

by frost or fire, by cold or heat—whether by an electric flash of

heaven's hot artillery, or by an agency of an opposite character,

are not the results the same, with all the attendant evils we
now witness ? So with the chilled or overheated dead larvas

in the hives, are not the ultimate characteristics the same ?

And what may be predicated of the one, may we not also pre-

dicate of the other?
Then, lastly, we have the fungoid theory of Dr. Prenss, of

Dirschau, contained in a very interesting paper translated

from the German " Bee Journal," and inserted in this Journal
in October last by Mr. Woodbury, to whom we must again
express our obligations. By submitting a particle of the foul-

brood matter under a microscope having a magnifying power
of (JOO diameters. Dr. Preuss was enabled to disover " a thou-
sand dust-like shaped bodies, which ore known to the mi-
croscopist as fungi, which belong to the species Cryptococcus
(Kutzing). He says this fungus is closely allied to the fer-

mentive fungus, and that fungi, especially the microscopic
kinds, " change and transform one into the other, according

to the different substances upon which they alight." Hence
he believes that the fermentive fungus which is very much
diffused throughout nature, " may, when it comes in contact

' with, or when as food it enters the body of the bee larva,
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change itself iinder peculiar conditions of temperature and
moisture into Cryptococoua alvearis (as he terms it), foul-brood

fungus." He further says the fungus first attaches itself to the

larva, but in trifling quantity. It lives on, until, when in the

nymphoid state, it is killed by the " fungus multiplying pro-

digiously in geometrical progression, which also continues to

increase after the death and at the expense of the chrysalis,

which it ultimately changes entirely into itself."

The theory of Dr. Preusa, who, besides being a scientific mi-
oroscopist, is an experienced apiarian, has attached to it the
weighty name of the distinguished entomologist M. Leuckart,
who, it appears, attributes, with Dr. Preuss, the worst kind of

foul brood to the presence of microscopic fungus.
It is but right here to remark, that the fungoid theory is not

a new one to the readers of this Journal, and whatever credit

Dr. Preuss may be entitled to in respect to the views which he
has associated with it, yet the theory itself has been so far

anticipated by " G. F. 13., Spaldinei," who in a very interesting

article under date of September Ist, 1803, came to the con-
clusion, after having subjected portions of foul-brood combs to

microscopic examination, that whatever might be the anterior

cause, "the disease itself is the result of the action and pre-

sence of fungi.
'

I may also recall the fact, that in an article of my own of

the 12th of January, 1864, when narrating the results of a
microscopic examination of foul brood which an eminent pro-

fessional gentleman undertook at my request and in my pre-

sence, I stated, that though he failed to detect, after the most
painstaking investigation, life of any kind in the putrescent
matter submitted to him, yet he discovered in some fermenting
honey innumerable fungi, beautifully interspersed throughout,
dotting the whole area of vision with numberless globular-

looking bodies corresponding to the fungi usually found in all

fermented liquors.

Without pronouncing any decided opinion, however, npon
Dr. Preuss's fungoid theory, I would only say that it looks
highly feasible, and so far as my experience of the origin of

foul brood is concerned, is quite reconcileable therewith.
As I have already stated, the point to which I principally

directed my attention hitherto in the discussion of foul brood,
was, How it originated. Now, it is very satisfactory to see, not
only from the observations before quoted of Baron von Ber-
lepsch, but now more particularly from those of Dr. Preuss,
that the opinions I then propounded as to the anterior cause of

foul brood, and which were at that time so strenuously op-
posed by almost all the apiarian writers in this Journal, have
the high sanction of Dr. Preuss in his fungoid theory. His
views are so nearly identical in some points with those I ex-

pressed in 18C3 4, that I may be pardoned quoting a sentence
or two. He says, " A particularly favourable soil (for the fer-

mentive fungu.s), is found in dead and mouldering larvae or
chrysalids ; and for this reason, if brood which has died from
cold or other causes be permitted to remain in the hive, it

may occasion virulent foul brood, without feeding with dele-

terious honey or such like." And again, " The removal of a
hive, by which too many bees are lost, and those remaining are
unable to foster the brood, may promote foul brood." And
again, " The multiplication of stocks by artificial means, by
which, when the proportion of bees to the brood is too small,
the latter may readily be chilled to death, is more favourable
to the outbreak of foul brood than natural swarming. We are,

therefore, very careful that dead brood, especially such as is

sealed over, should be removed as soon as possible from the
hive, and buried deep underground, since the fungus, which
may be already on it, readily grows luxuriantly in the open
air."

lu the hiahly valuable remarks of your esteemed corre-

spondent, " E. S.," on Dr. Preuss's fungoid theory, with much
of which I entirely agree, I am also pleased to notice that his
views as to the origin of fonl brood seem now to be almost
identical with my own. In 18(')4 he stated, that though at first

inclined to believe with me, that foul brood might originate in
" chiU," yet from certain experiments then related by him, he
was constrained to say that—" 1st, Foul brood is a real disease,

and not caused by the brood getting chilled ; and, 2nd, It is

infections." In 1SG3, after an experience of two summers of

this peat, "R. S." expressed himself still more decidedly in
support of these views. Notwithstanding all this, however,
" R. S." has, ever since the commencement of the controversy,
with a commendable zeal worked earnestly and perseveringly,
by observation and experiment to discover, if possible, the
truth, aud we ha\e now the results of these summed up ia the

following sentences, which I quote from the article above re-

ferred to (November I2th, 1808), " A putrescent body is, no
doubt, a fitting nidus for [fungusj sporules ; and I do think
that sealed-up larva\ dying from whatever cause, and continn-
ing nnremoved, have much to do with the introduction of the
foul-brood peat into our hives. It is in these putrescent bodies
I believe the germ of disease is to be found." And again,
"I have made several direct experiments with combs from
which I had extracted putrid brood, which had been allowed to

die of cold, and I have no hesitation in saying that healthy
hives were tainted by their introduction." It is but right to
state, that appended to these views ia the following caveat :—
" Notwithstanding all I have said, it is still possible that I

may have been making use of previously-infected combs, in
spite of the most painstaking examination."
In endeavouring, then, to arrive at the sentiments of apiarian

writers as to the origin of foul brood, we find a growing belief

that to the existence of decayed, abortive, and dead larva; in
the cells, killed by cold or heat (a matter, I think, of imma-
terial consequence), we may often, at least, trace the origin of
foul brood. Bonner, though unable to satisfy himself, yet
supposed it might be owing to extreme cold. Huish could not
class " abortive brood " amongst the " actual diseases of bees,"
yet regarded it as the " cause of the death of a number of bees,

if not the ruin of many hives, as it engenders a corrupted air

in the hive, which ia highly injurious to the bees." Baron
von Berlepsch says of chill, " nothing ia more likely " to ori-

ginate foul brood ; while Dr. Preuss especially, aa we have
already seen from his valuable paper, is most decided in his

opinions on this head. And then we have the opinions of

Mr. S. Bevan Fox and " AKenfuewshibe Beb-kebi'Eb" (will

the latter, especially, forgive me for classing him in this

friendly category?), and, lastly, the opinions of my esteemed
friend, "R. S.," the discoverer of Koehler's secret, referred to

by " M. J.," May 2ist, 1808, all more or less favouring the
views that the presence of dead larvae in any hive may give

rise to evils which, if not timeously removed, may eventually
terminate in extinction and ruin.

Now, in conclusion, let ns assume it as a fact that fungi are
found in foul brood, as Dr. Preuss asserts, and that dead and
mouldering larva or chrysalids which have died of cold or

other causes, and permitted to remain in the hive unremoved,
ofiera "particularly favourable soil " for the introduction of

fungi; then, assuredly, we can see that foul brood originating
from this cause cannot be said to originate in disease at all, as
I all along contended, but from accident. Moreover, it it be
admitted as a scientific fact that fungus ia simply an effect

and not a cause of disease, then it is evident fungus cannot,
even in the moat virulent forms of foul brood, be its anterior

cause. But while it may be admitted further, that dead and
mouldering larva; do originate the foul-brood fungus, which
when once introduced proves so disastrous in its effects, how
are we to account for its introduction into other hives where
these anterior causes had no place ? Now, foul brood, though
not originating in disease, properly so called, yet once produced,
it may, by the putrescent miaama generated by it, so affect

healthy larvfE subjected to its influence, as to create disease,

the fungi finding in these affected or diseased larv.i) a fitting

soil, as well as in the case of dead larvas, for their growth and
propagation. Dr. Preuss himself, I think, acknowledgea this

view when he saya, " I should define the difierence made by
Dzierzon between non-contagious and virulent foul brood as
consisting in this—that noncontagious foul brood means the
death of the larva from other causes, and virulent foul brood
the death of the larva from foul-brood fungus."
The same view, I think, may apply to the supposition of foul

brood being introduced independently of infection or the death
of the larva; from chill or neglect, such as by feeding with fer-

menting honey. Here, also, the larvie may become affected

and diseased by the deleterious food given them inducing the
fungi to make a aettlement in a soil equally suitable, it may be,

aa in the other caae, and, consequently, leading to the same fatal

results.

I do not intend to do more than simply throw out these few
remarks with reference to Dr. Prenas's very interesting paper

;

for though I can myself see, according to the views I have here
indicated, how kis propositions may be reconciled and a con-

sistent theory established both as to the origin and propagation

of foul brood, yet I confess from my inexperience of its more
aggravated forms, I may not be coueidered competent to pro-

nounce authoritatively aa to its various phases and modes of

BotioD, regarding which I notice a conaiderable divergence oi
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opinioti, even among its most unfortunate sufferera. With its

milder type, however, I have been long familiar, and every year

when engaged in experimenting and artificialising processes of

a certain character, have always samples of it in my apiary.

—

J. Lowe.

SUPERPOSING.
I MET with a superposing case last week worth telling you.

To keep together the population of a strong queenless hybrid
stock in a set of Stewarton boses unusually well found in stores,

I procured from a cottager a stock of black bees whose straw

hive was about one-third combed, and for store as light as a

feather, their lives not worth a couple of days' purchase, being

already in that weak lethargic state past feeding and preceding

dissolution. To attempt uniting them to the strong colony in

their then famished condition, I knew from previous experience

was certain destruction. The plan I hit upon was this : I first

opened and covered with perforated zinc a circular feeding space

in the centre of the strong stock, and on the top of the stock

put three rather massive pieces of honeycomb, over which I

set the straw hive, closing its entrance and wrapping it well

up. The strong heat rising from the Stewarton colony gradu-

ally resuscitated a few of the black bees, which crawled down
to sip the honey, and they, being supplied, carried up and
strengthened other workers to follow, till at dusk the weaklings'

busy hum at work was delightful to hear. So, administering

a little smoke to both stocks, I drew the slides of the Stew-

arton, whose brisk battalions went up at once and cheerfully

fraternised over the unlooked-for New Year's banquet with their

new-found allies. I looked for nothing else than that both

parties would join in adding what honey remained to the ample
store below, and so left them. Judge my surprise the other

day, on raising the cover top of the united colony, and taking

off a bit of cloth from the central apertiue in the cottagers'

hive, in case any odd bee might be parading its combs before

removing it, to find, as I certainly looked for under the circum-

stances, the few combs in the one side entirely vacated ; but, on
the other hand, the abominable musty skep, more than twenty
years old, was full of glittering Italians and their sable allies as

closely as they could pack; from it I shall take care to forcibly

expel the latter the first day my favourites are on the wing.

—

A Kenfrewshiee Bee-keepeb.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Cochin Chwa Pdxlets (M. £.).—Yoa have had six ejrjis from five

pullets every week in January. We do not think you have cause to com-
plain; but we are sure the birds are overfed. We are opposed to allow-

ancing or weighing food for chickens. It is neither vulgar nor out of

place to say a Jowl is sometimes crop-sick and only so-so. At such a

time abstinence is beneficial. In your own case you would not declare

yon would fast, but still have your meals put before you; yet that is the

way you treat your f otvIs. Do not weigh nor measure
;
give as much as

they can eat up clean and rendily, and no more. We have no doubt your
fowls are too fat internally. Lessen the food a little, and you will increase

(he number of eggs. Let no food lie about.

Japanese Bantasis (Ercs/iam).—The real Japanese Bantams are re-

markable for very short legs, and as they carry their wings drooping,

like a Sebright Bantam, their legs are invisible. Their tails are carried

squirrel fashion, curling over the back till they nearly reach the head.

They are yellow-legged, and not heavily feathered. Soraeare quite white
;

some have black tails and flights. For choice, the latter are preferred.

The cock has a large comb, which is not upright. The Co«hin Bantams
are not Japanese.

Time Occupied in Poultry-keeping (M. Hill}.—^o one could assign

the time required for the employments you name. Df> what you consider

your duty, and as no complaints are made, be not over-anxious about the

future.

White Dorkings {M. H.).—Having feathered legs is certain evidence

that they are cross-bred. In fact, with such legs tbey are not White
Dorkings, but a mixture probably with White Cochin-Chlnas.

Polish Fowls Plucked by Others (Lover of Poultry).—You must
separate your birds till the topknots are quite grown. It is only while

they are growing and there are bare spots that they are tempted to peck

each other. Having begun, they will not leave off while the top-knots

are growing. It facilitates the growth of the feathers oa bare spots if

they are rubbed with oil or sulphur ointment.

Basin for Ducks (What you do, do ir<;H).—Your basin will do perfectly

vpell. Ducks do not want much water. A great advantage in such a

contrivance is that you can always have the water clean. We advise the

Aylesbury Duck, but it is a non-sitter. You will have to put the eggs

under hens. Any covered place will do for the Ducks to roost. They do

not want a large one, and require only a little straw. They are not much
given to lay in any particular spot (we speak of the Aylesburys), they

drop their eggs about ; but it you can induce them to take to a spot, it is

generally a corner fenced off by a low rail, as they are not clever in climb-

ing. You can feed oa oats mixed with bran, and it is more ecoaomica^

to give their food in water, when they eat it all, than it is to throw it on
the ground, when much is lost.

For Eoos only (S. A\).—Where fowls are wanted for eggs only a cock
is unnecessary. We do not think you will purchase the best nest eggs
for less than 3rf. Years ago we gave that for some, and we use them
still. We bought some chalk eggs, and they were eaten or worn out in a
few months.

Face of Spanish Cock (Inquirer).—It is more than probable the hens
peck the cock's face; the effect of this would be to turn it brown. If

only the outer white skin be rubbed, it turns brown ilircctly. The white
face is only a " sac," covering the usual skin and flesh underneath. Rub
the part with some emollient healing ointment, and separate the cock
from the hens.

Cr£te-C(EURS (Fairersham).—We believe you may rest quite satisfied

with jour birds. The passions of birds are influeaced by seasons and
weather. Early in the year and in unkind weather a cock will attend
only to three or four hens, and that so seldom that it will be rarely wit-
nessed. At this time it generally takes place the first thing in the morn-
ing, the time when they are not much seen. The same bird later in the
year will run satisfactorily with twelve hens, and ocular proof may be
had of it at any time. We often receive seven or eight complaints at a
time on this subject. We have several now, and Lope this answer will

satisfy them all. One, however, is anxious for what he calls " very fall

particulars." W^e will do all we can. FowJa wore originally birds of

season, and part of it remains in them ; instunce—that pullets only lay
in the winter ; they lay when they attain a certain age, but when they
become hens, which is ever afterwards, they lay in season only. As this

seldom occurs till the end of February or beginning of March, the cock
is not required till then. This may, and we believe does, account in

some measure for the apparent indifference of the cock in the winter.

Diseased Fowls at an EsHtBiTioN {Northumlrian).~We fully abide
by the opinion we gave. If birds are proved to be diseased, and the
Committee have not paid the prize, they would be fully justified in
withholding it. In your case, you say the birds proved not to be diseased

,

^nd the Committee conssequently paid you the prize, so no space need
be occupied in considering the case.

Sexes in Pigeons, &c. (Jf/.).—The cock may be known from the hen
by his thicker neck and fuller face. The hen is more delicately shai>ed
in the head, and has a less bold look. The cock coos more frequently,
and longer and louder than the hen. turning often half round. When
once Pigeons are paired they can be kept in the same house with others
with perfect safety. The best practical book oa Pigeons with which we
are acquainted is "The Pigeon Book," by B. P. Breut, to be had free
from our ofl&ce for twenty stamps.

Pigeons from the Coasts of the Mediterranean (Ignoramus).—
Barbs, African Owls, Runts, and we have seen good White Trumpeters
from Egypt.

R-A-BBiTS (A YcuTiff Inquir€r).~-We cannot advise yon which variety to

keep, as we do not know what object you have in keeping them. If for

kitchen purposes, we recommend the Belgian or Hare Rabbit. If yoa
enclose seven postage stamps with your address, and order " The Rabbit
Book "'to be sent to you, you will have it by post, free of charge. In it

are drawing and descriptions of the different varieties.

Bees Dying (Sap^r).—The bees afforded no clue to the nature of the
disease with which the hive is afflicted. If it is dropsy we know of no
cure except that discovered by Mr. W^oodbury, and described by him in
page 534 of our ninth volume. If it is dysentery, the feeding necessary
to save the stock from starvation is likely to be of service if not resorted

to too soon. As, however, we have had but little experience of this latter

disease, we shall feel obliged by the advice of any of our correspondents
who, not having been so fortunate, may be better qualified than ourselves

to offer it.

Berkshire Hive (A You.no Bee-keeper).—We have no more information

than that we printed in our last volume.

Grey African Parrot {C. A. G.).—The cause of your Parrot being so

thin is its not having sufficient nourishment. Give it hemp and canary
seed mixed, nuts, apple, celery, tic, and occasionally soaked Indian com,
biscuit dipped in tea, coffee, or beer; soaked bread, the water being

drained off, and a little miik poured on the bread nnd squeezed ; also

give it a couple of small chilies daily, and if it will take water try a tea-

spoonful of rum in it. The sweUing on the wing is caused either by
weakness or bv having struck the wing when falling, most probably by
the latter. If the bird will allow you, take a piece of sponge and bathe
theswelling with warm water once or twice daily, and the swelling will,

no doubt, disappear. It is difficult to adt-ise without seeing the bird ; but

if the swelling appears to have matter in it, we would suggest that it be

lanced. The beak peeUng at the point is not unusual, and the age has no
connection with it. It wUl come all right.

MczZLE {A. F. ?;.).—Muzzles for dogs of all sizes are sold in London.
They are straps buckling round the jaws and neck of the dog.

Gold Fish Dying (A., of Hounslow).—The entire absence of sunshine
sufficiently accounts for the mortahty. Gold fish require abundance of

Ught, and more warmtk than our common native fish.

POULTRY MARKET.—February 3.

We have still to chronicle an unexampled depression of trade. The
supply is not great, and choice goods are even scarce, but the demand ia

so small that prices do not rise.

Large Fowls 3
Smaller do *^

Chickens 1

Geese 7
Ducks 2
PigeoDd

d
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are best leaded into the coping of tbe wall, and to theee the

boards are to be eeciired with broad-beaded iron pins. The
boards should be placed on the uprer side of the brackets,

which, if the wall coping is not sufficiently sti-onp, must be

driven into tbe wall, and the boards placed upon them. It is

well, however, to have tbe coping boards hinged, and where

there are good stone copings the brackets, by having a joint,

will answer both purposes; but in most cases the boards may
be hinged, hooks being leaded into the coping, and strap-hinges

employed the same as for cross-bar doors. The boards when
hinged can be folded up when the weather is mild, and let

down when cold, and after May should be removed altogether.

Whether hinged or not they should not be used until the

blossom shows colour, and they ought to be removed when
danger from frosts is past. These copings should incline to,

and not fall from, the wall.

Coping boards alone are not sufficient protection from spring

frosts ; other protection must be given, and the best material is

thin canvas. Woollen netting is also good, and so is tiffany.

The material, whatever it be, should be prevented from brush-

ing against the blossom by means of poles, and is best kept

at from !) inches to a foot from the trees. If there are wood
copings, it may be fixed to them ; if not, the material must
be fixed immediately under the coping, and may fold or roll

np and down. There will not be any necessity for the covering

until the blossoms are so far expanded as to i-how colour ; but

when the season is very mild, and the blossom buds are swell-

ing at a very early period, it may be well to employ the cover-

ing to keep off the sun's heat. In that case the coping boards

must not be employed, but ought to be folded up day and night,

and the material should be suspended from the brackets ; it

being thus about 1 foot from the wall, the sun will be kept

from heating the wall, and there can be no accumulation of

heat, as that will escape at top and bottom. The material need
not reach nearer the ground than 1 foot. A judicious employ-
ment of the protecting material in this way will keep the

blossoms from undue excitement or will retard them, and they

will, perhaps, escape, or be better able to endure inclement

weather very often sneceeding a mild period occurring at an
early season.

If the weather be mild and the sun so powerful in February,

and sometimes in January, as to cause the swelling of the buds
and their premature expansion, the covering or protection

should be let down or placed over the trees by day, and drawn
up or removed at night; whilst to protect the blossoms from
frost in March and April, and the young fruit and tender

foliage in April and May, the material ought to be placed over

the trees before 6 p.5r., and should be removed by 8.30 a.m. or

earlier, according to the state of the weather, it being in no
case removed as long as the temperature is below 35°. Even
in the day, if frost prevail, the covering should not be with-

drawn, nor on foggy, cold days ; but whenever the weather is

mild no covering will be needed night nor day, and, as a rule,

the less protected the trees the less susceptible they will be of

cold ; at the same time protection must be given when neces-

sary, the material being always in readiness for placing over

the trees, to ensure the fatety of the blossom and fruit from
frost. The coping boards should be left on day and night

after the blossoms show colour, unless it be desirable to

retard them ; but when the bloom is expanded no good results

from retarding, therefore allow the coping boards to remain down
after that period until their final removal at the end of May.
Wateeing, Svbingino, and Manuring.—For the successful

cultivation of the Peach, the trees must be in a proper condi-

tion as regards moisture at the roots. A want of moisture in

the soil is a frequent cause of red spider, and of the fruit being

small and not arriving at perfection. To guard against a defi-

ciency of moisture in the soil, it should be examined before

the flowers expand, and if not moist give a good watering; if

the water does not enter the soil freely, as will be the case

when the surface is hard and tbe border slopes considerably,

the soil may be forked into ridges, filling and refilling the

hollows with water until the border is thoroughly moistened to

the bottom, and when the top has dried the surface ought to

be levelled. After the fruit is set and commencing to swell,

water will be required ; the border should, therefore, be fre-

quently examined from that time until the fruit commences to

ripen, and if the soil is dry water must be given in sufficient

quantity to reach the lowest roots. The last watering may be

applied when the fruit commences ripening. Liquid manure
may be applied, but not in driblets ; a good soaking should be

given after thinning the fruit, or when it is well get, another

when it ie half grown, and a third when it begins to swell for

ripening—that is, early in May, the middle of June, and the end
of July or beginning of August, are good times for the applica-

tion of manure water, good soakings only being given. Do
not wait till the leaves droop and lose their deep green hue
before applying water, for it is vain to expect the yellow-tinged
foliage to assume its former freshness—the water must be
given before that state occurs.

The trees having been properly attended to with water at

the roots, the necessity for syringing will be lessened ; still, it

is very beneficial, and I may say essential. It should begin
before the flowers expand, and only cease after the fruit begins
to ripen. Before the flowers expand syringing should apply not
only to the trees, but to the whole wall, and should be prac-

tised at least once before the flowers open, but better twice,

and one of these syringings should be with some anti-aphis
solution. Clarke's compound, at the rate of 1} oz. to the
gallon of water, is excellent for this purpose. The nights at

this early period being cold, the syringing should be prac-

tised early in the morning, before the sun has attained mach
power. Whilst the trees are in blossom syringing must be
discontinued, but resume it when the fruit is set and begins
to srtell, operating in the morning only, except in warm
periods, until danger from frost is past ; then the syringing

should be in the afternoon, and not before i r.M. By keep-
ing the soil moist and syringing frequently in dry weather
(it will not be required in moist weather), we secure a good
growth and healthy foliage ; on these depend well-grown trees

and large fruit.

With regard to manure, mulching from the stems of the trees,

outwards as far as the roots extend, with fresh cow dung as free

of straw as possible, and put on an inch deep in February,
will be very beneficial, by preventing evaporation and enrich-

ing the soil. In April a little fresh loam may be placed over

the manure, or lightly forked in if the roots allow, and then
trodden firm, and if it can be had strew soot over the border,

BO as to render it quite black.

Fkuit EirEsiNG AND Gatheking.—In some localities it is a

practice to cut off the leaves, or shorten them, so as to expose

the fruit to the sun. This, in my opinion, is more injurious

to the future well-being of the trees, than beneficial to the

present crop. The foliage, when this is necessary, is too plenti-

ful, either from the shoots being too close or from neglecting

to stop and disbud. In cold localities, and cold late seasons,

however, the leaves may be turned aside so that they may not

unduly shade the fruit. It attains a better colour and flavour

when this is done, which is all I recommend, for if the crop

will not ripen without the tree being deprived of foliage, the

climate is too cold, and the fruit will never be otherwise than

mealy and worthless, or it would ripen quite as well with as

without the leaves, and I have proved better.

Various instruments have been invented for gathering the

fruit, but tbe best means is the hand. Tbe fruit should be
taken in the hollow of the hand, and the soft parts of the

fingers will embrace the part of the fruit next the wall. It

will, if ripe, part from the tree easily with scarcely any
pressure, and the little there is being equally divided no part

will be bruised. A ripe fruit is easily known by the part next

the wall, or that which is shaded, being green in an unripe

fruit, but when lipe it becomes of a yellowish tinge. Peaches

are best gathered in the forenoon, but may be gathered in the

heat of day without loss of flavour. An old way of gathering

Peaches was to have a net with half or three-quarter-inch mesh
fixed near the ground, one edge being fastened to the wall and
the other to stakes driven in the ground so near the wall that

the net would be slack, and form a sort of furrow or bag. The
fruit in this case fell into the net of its own accord when ripe,

and from the net being slack it was caught without being

injured, and though birds would soon spoil fruits finding their

way to the ground, they never touched those hanging in the net.

The fruit will fall as soon as it is ripe unless held between two

shoots, and such fruit is vastly superior to that gathered by
hand. A ripe Peach requires very careful handling, being

easily bruised.—G. Abbey.

CULTURE OF THE TRUFFLE.
The following "notes of M. Chatin's discourse at yesterday's

Feb. .5), meeting of the " Sociele Imperiale d'Acclimatation,"

will probably interest the readers of The Journal of Horti-

CULTORE.
M. Chatin, who has long been Btudying the subject, and just
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returned from a Bcientiflo journey tbrougbout France for that

particular purpose, told us that the TruHle is by no means
confined to any particular localities in France, althouRli certain

districts, such as I'erigord, have Innp eince acquired a great

lame for its production. The TrnlTle is to be found here and
there in by far the greater number of the " departements " as

lar north as Paris, which is about its most northern limit ; and,

as a general rule, " icltcrevcr the Vine icill grow it iiill ijrow

aho." The only sine qua nnn of its existence is a calcareous

soil ; the more so a soil is the more suitable it is to the Truflle,

and rice vcrsii : in siliceous, argillaceous, or other soils con-

taining no limestone, the Truffle is never found, and will not

grow. Throughout those districts where the Truffle is culti-

vated, either the Evergreen Oak or the Pubescent Oak (Quercus

oerris), is made use of. In the northern zone, where the

Evergreen Oak will not live, the Pubescent Oak is that used.

The acorns are sown in rows about a yard asunder, each row
from 10 to 13 feet apart. At the end of the third year the Truffles

begin to appear, and such Oaks as are without them are the

first chosen for thinning-out. A great essential in the culti-

vation of the Truffle being plenty of light and air at the roots

of and around the Oaks, according as the trees grow these

must be thinned out. A circular space, destitute of grass, and
exhibiting a peculiar dryness and friability of soil, is the sure

sign of a Truffle bed ; this circle widens as the tree grows and
its roots are protruded further from the trunk ; so that the

Truffles, which with the quite young tree may actually be found

tinder the stem, will on the old one be several yards from the

trunk. The Truffles follow and are co-existent with the radicles

and spongioles—in other words, with the extremities of the

roots ; and if the tree be close to others on any of its sides,

they will always be found on the open side—that most exposed
to the air. Notwithstanding this, from his own experience and
from the opinions of all the best Truffle-growers, and in fact

from the universal opinion of all countryfolk acquainted with

the subject, M. Chatin has come to the conclusion that all

theories of the Truffle being either a parasite on the Oak roots,

or the work of a fly on the roots of this tree, are wholly falla-

cious. As a rule, the Truffle is never in contact with the roots

—as an exception a rootlet may be found embedded in one,

but it has no physiological part with it, and is merely enclosed
accidentally in the growing tubercle, as a straw, a stone, or any
other extraneous body might be ; and he here mentioned the

case cited in Pliny of a Enman emperor, who broke one of his

teeth, while eating a TrnOle, against a coin embedded in it.

M. Chatin calls the Truffle a Mushroom, having all the com-
ponent parts of a true plant, and also bearing seed ; but he
positively declares that the Truffle never has been propagated

by planting either pieces of or whole Truffles ; that these will

never increase in size, and never produce others ; that the

only way to cause Truffles to grow where they never grew
before, is to sow the acorns of an Oak having had Truffles

growing at its base. How the Truffle is propagated through
the acorn he did not pretend to say, but such was the fact.

This is the mode of culture followed by hundreds who make a
handsome living by it, and by which poor bad land, hitherto
yielding barely 30 francs, by sowing here and there a little

barley, now regularly yields 80Uf. and more of Truffles annually.

M. Chatin confined himself entirely to Truffles in France, but
it is to be presumed that the same rule as to cUmate and soil

would hold good as regards any other country.

—

Frederick
Paimer, Versailles.

Strawberries I pack in the same way as Peaches, but without
divisions in the trays, and I wrap each fruit in a Strawberry
leaf. For Pines I have boxes made with two divisions to hold
throe fruit.—J. C. il.

PACKING FRUIT.
SIy system of packing Grapes in large quantities is to secure

a strong hamper, well-line the inside with paper, puttiag a

coat of moss at the bottom, and cover with thin tissue paper.

I then pack the Grapes in firmly without paper, cover the first

layer with paper, gently press down dry moss, and run some
Bticks over the top through the hamper. Let the sticks be
inserted so that the bottom layer cannot move ; then proceed
with another layer. Grapes thus packed have been sent from
one of the midland counties to the London fruiterers without
a complaint. Packing the bunches closely together does not
deface the bloom so much as wrapping in paper.
For packing Peaches, I had a box made with trays to lift out

;

one tray would hold two dozen Peaches, and there were par-

titions to divide each Peach from the rest. The fruit was
wrapped in silver paper, and packed round with wadding. The
wadding will last a long time. I never had a complaint of a
single fruit being damaged.

THE ROYAL HORTICUIVrURAL SOCIETY'S
ANNU.VL GENERAL Ml^ETING.

Another horticultural year has past, and a new one begun

—

begun, we trust, in circumstances of not less hope, but a great
dual more cheering, than have characterised its two predecessors.
The great calamities that paralysed the commercial prosperity
of the country, and brought ruin and penury to many a house-
hold, necessarily affected the interests of all things horticul-

tural, as well as every other that partakes more of a luxury
than a necessity. AH commercial horticulturists can testify to

this fact, and what alTected them, and nllected kindred institu-

tions to a far greater extent, has made its impreesion on the
Eoyal Horticultural Society.

It is gratifying, however, to know that the extent to which
this has operated has been in a great measure of a trivial

character, when we consider the alarming deficits in the re-

venue to which the Society was not so long ago obliged to sub-
mit, and which filled the stoutest-hearted Fellow with alarm.
By the statements of the balance-fheet, which we publish in
a subsequent page, it appears that the balance against the
Society is £1171) 5s. lOd., from which is to be deducted £945
of good assets in the form of subscriptions and garden produce
not paid, leaving the deficit on the year £231 5s. 10</., a very
modest sum certainly when all the circumstances are con-
sidered.

Betnrning prosperity has already net in, and it may be
reasonably expected that it will reach all horticultural interests*

We hear from nurserymen on all hands that " they never
were so busy." If, then, the change has already begun, we
cannot doubt but that the Society will this year recover what
it has already lost, and add a great deal more.
In the Council that has been elected we have a reasonable

guarantee that the prestige of the Society is not on the wane,
and that its affairs will be administered with that prudence
and judgment which alone can insure success. The election

ofiPrince Teck, and His Serene Highness's consent to serve not
only as a member of Council, but as a Vice-President, are evi-

dence not only of the interest that ho takes in the Society's
welfare, but also of a continuance of the warm attachment his
Koyal Consort has always manifested towards everything tend-
ing to its prosperity. We cannot doubt but that the new bond
will secure even more frequent visits of Her Eoyal Highness to
the shows and meetings of the Society, to which her cheerful
presence contributes so much. Lord Londesborough is one
more addition that will give strength. His Lordship's well-
known devotion to horticulture, and especially to Orchid culture,

recommends him as a very fit member of such a body ; and
in Mr. Dix the Society has the satisfaction of hailing the
return of one of its most tried friends.

The only subjects that came up for discussion on Tuesday
were some remarks made by Mr. Godson on the general
management of the Society. Be did not make any special

allusion, nor objected to anything in particular, but merely
counselled caution. Mr. Godson stood as signalman, exhibit-
ing the green light. Happily the days are gone when green
lights are needed ; but Mr. Godson did good service at a
time when a red and not a green light was the signal. Dr.
Masters made some observations on the infrequency and irre-

gularity with which the Journal appeared, a subject which
many of the FeUows regret. But looking at the cost attend-
ing the production of previous Journals, the few who really
read them, and the facilities and rapidity with which the
Society's proceedings are reported in this and other public
papers, the Society may be pardoned for exercising, during a
period of great depression, a prudent economy in this matter.
We shall be delighted to see the time arrive when the Council
will see their way to resume the regular and frequent publica-
tions of a Journal which shall be worthy of the Society ; but
rather than have a fitful organ which no one ever knows when
it may be expected, or when it may be defunct, better have
none at all, and be satisfied with things as they are. The
Council might have, it is true, kept up a Journal during the
past year. There was abundance of matter of great horti-

cultural interest wherewith to fill it ; but the production of it

^ would have added a good £300 to the year's deficit. There is
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nothing but the bare annual inoome now to draw upon. If

any Fellow can devise means for increasing that, even by the
amount of the cost of the Journal, we have so much con-
fidence in the Council that we believe their first endeavour
would be to produce it.

The Annual General Meeting was held on the 9th inst. in the
Coaueil-room at South Kensington, James Bateman, Esq., F.R.S., in
the chair. There was a very scanty attendance of the Fellows.
The Chairman said that he had to express his regret that in conse-

quence of the absence of their noble President, the Duke of Bucclench,
who was unable to attend owing to his absence in Scotland, he {Mr.
Batemau), had been asked to preside. He observed that the gathering
;waB not very large, and he supposed, therefore, that the businftss was
,iiot very important, so that there would be but very little for him as
X^hairmau to do, but that Uttle he would strive to perform to the best
of his ability [hear, hear]. The first duty he had to perform was to

Lave the advertisement convening the meeting read by the Assistant
Secretary.

Mr. BiCHARDS (the Assistant Secretary), then read the advertise-
ment convening the meeting, and the minutes of last Annual General
Meeting, which were approved and signed by the Chairman.

The Chaieiian then said that be presumed they could not do better
-than follow the precedents of former years in the appointment of
scrutineers to take the voting papers for the Council and the officers-

While the scrutineers, Mr. Robert Fortune and Mr. W. Beattie Booth,
were ascertaining the result of the votes of the Fellows, the Assistant
Secretary would proceed to read the Report.
Mr. Richards then read the Annual Report, which is appended.
The Report of the Auditors was then read.

Mr. E. S. Dalk begged to move that the Report be received and
adopted.
The CHAiRiiAS presumed that some gentleman in the body of the

room would second the motion.
Dr. Masters said that before the resolution was put he wished to

ask a question as to one of the matters referred to in the Report.
That to which he referred was the fifth paragraph, which ran thus :

—

*'The Council are now making arrangements by which reports of the
experiments conducted at Chiswick, and of the transactions at the
various Committees, can be obtained by the Fellows without the delay
which the present form of the publications of the Society has hitherto
necessitated." That had been a great question, and it was quite
proper that at last there should be some regulation as to the more
systematic pubUcation of the Journal. Now, he (Dr. Masters) con-
sidered that there were two classes of the Fellows of the Society who
were interested in its operations—those who took a direct interest in
it, and those whom he must call, and who were a totally distinct class,

the dilettante, and who, though they took a less direct interest, were
still a most important section of the subscribers. To neither did the
present mode of publication of the Journal commend itself, its inter-

vals were uncertain, and at much wider periods than they ought to be.

He {Dr. Masters) did not intend, and he was sure the Fellows of the
• Society had not a word to say against the general items, of its intelli-

gence, its tone, or its Editor ; but the complaint was that they got it

at no regular times, and it was with pleasure that he saw the Council
had taken the matter in hand, and he should be glad, indeed, to hear
that there was a probability of the Council being able to carry out
some plan of supplying more regular and frequent information. He
had no doubt he should be told, as he had been told before, that it

was a question of expense, and the Council would raise the cry of von
possiimus. But they ought to consider how the present mode affected

•the Society. They must look at it in a business point of view, and
everybody knew that in private life they were obliged to make an ont-

ay on which they got no direct return—to use a trite though somewhat
•vulgar phrase, they must " throw a spra to catch a herring," and he
Dr. Masters) felt sure that if the Society were to do so in the more
regular and frequent pubUcation of their Proceedings, it would benefit

the coffers of the Society. He begged to ask what the arrangements
were which the Council contemplated or were making with regard to

the more systematic and regular publication of their reports as sug-
gested in the paragraph of the Report to which he (Dr. Masters) had
referred [hear, hear].

Mr. W. M'lLSON Sattnders could only assure the meeting that the
Council felt with Dr. Masters that the publication of the Proceedings
of the Society had not been what it ought to have been, but he (Mr.
Saunders) could not say what it was going to be. But what he could
say in reply to Dr. Masters, was to tell him and the Fellows what they
wanted, and would try to do, and were trj-ing to do. He could only
say that the Publication Committee had met that day, and were trying

to carry out some plan such as he (Mr. Saunders) would sketch out.

At present there were, generally on the Tuesday, during five or six

months of the year, meetings of which the proceedings should be
reported weekly, but for the rest of the year it was thought that a
monthly report would snifice. It was, therefore, proposed that the
business which was brought forward at the Scientific Committees, the
Floral and Fruit Committees, should be immediately after the meet-
ings prepared, so that it might be edited by Mr. Berkeley and brought
into such a foi-m as to bo ready for distribution to the members of

the Society on the next Tuesday after the business had taken place.

The result of that arrangement would be that thronghout the summer

the Fellowa would have about every Tuesday the record of the busi-

ness of their Committees—the Scientific Committee, the Fruit Com-
mittee, and the Floral Committee [hear, hear]. There would be, of

course, a number of papers read, and a great deal of valuable informa-
tion given, and the Council hoped that the plan which they should
propose would have the desired effect that it would be adopted by the
Society, for they (the Council) should not wish to propose more than
they hoped the general body of the Fellows would agree to. They
had a gentleman before them who had taken a very great interest in

the matter, and had given them the benefit of his experience in such
matters. The Council beheved it could be carried out. They would be
glad to effect the ijublication of the Proceedings as he (Mr. Saunders)
had suggested, but they were hampered by want of means, which,
however, it was hoped would be forthcoming, and he only expressed
the view of the Council, in conjunction with his own, that the plan
proposed would be satisfactory to the Members of the Society [cheers j.

Mr. R. Plualbk beggfid to second the motion that the Report be
adopted.

Mr. S. H. Godson was not sure that he understood the Chairman
correctly when he stated that the meeting was not so important as

many previous ones bad been, but be (Mr. Godson), thought that the

Annual Meeting was the moat important one of the year. The speaker,

who was hardly audible, was then understood to refer to the large

balance of £1179 against the Society, and to express his fear that they

would be worse off than ever, and, like their predecessors, have a hope-

less deficit. He thought the Report ought to have had something in

it more satisfactoiy, and those who had incurred the expenditure were
responsible for the Report. He had gone through the Report as well

as he could, and the accounts, which they had all had an opportunity

of doing, and he thought the reason of that balance should have been
stated. It was tnie he found an item of " Subscriptions unpaid, 1868,

£1000, valued at £500," but the deficiency he thought showed a great

laxity on the part of the Society, and proved that they were in the

same position, or fast drifting towards it, as they were in 1855, when
they were overwhelmed with debt, and it seemed to him that the

question really was whether they should not put their shoulders to the

wheel, and by some means turn that deficit into a balance in their

favour. He was sure it would be very gratifying to the Fellows of the

Society to see such a wholesome state of things brought about, and
the Council must be equally pleased when they come to consider the

matter. It was true, as he (Mr. Godson) had heard it said since he
had been in the room, that it was not so bad as it might be, but he

thought it need not be so bad as it is [a laugh]. He thought the

accounts were not kept in a satisfactory way, and it was all very well

to have a gentleman to draw upon ; but if he, the Treasurer, had been

there he would have told the meeting how much there was in the bank,

how much they owed the bank, and the amount of unpaid liabilities.

That was what ought to be shown on the face of the accounts, and he

(Mr. Godson), knew that when he was last there the whole thing was so

incomprehensible to him that he forbore from coming to the meeting.

He hoped, and had no doubt, that some gentleman there would, as of

old, give him a lecture, but he thought in a case of that kind the

Council should at the outset of the Report, while they said that "The
action of the Society during the past year has been gradually settling

into the course which greater knowledge and experience have shown it

advisable to follow,' have shown how they meant to meet the diffi-

culties of not haying funds, and call upon ihe Fellows to put their

shoulders to the wheel and come forward as they had done on previous

occasions. He must further be allowed to say, that he did not con-

sider it the most respectful thing that could have been done to invite

a member of the Royal Family to become one of the CouncQ when
the Society was in such a bad state, but rather when they were in a
flourishing condition and could carry out the objects of the Society

with more satisfaction and vigour. In saying what he had he would

only remark, that the Annual Meeting was the only time when the

general body of the members had any opportunity of saying anything ;

and he hoped that the Council would earnestly consider the present

position of the Society, and do something to remedy the existing con-

dition of things,

Lieut.-Col. Scott begged to remark, that when Mr. Godson found

fault with the Couucil he should, in his complaint, remember that

when they talked of the accounts as Mr. Godson phrased it, it should

be remembered that " the action of the Society ' referred to the scien-

tific portion of its operations. The Council had not referred in any

way to the monetary position of the Society, or said that they were in

a flourishing state ; but they had not been unmindful of the general

body of the Fellows as Mr. Godson would wish to lead the meeting to

believe, for it was put faii'ly and frankly before the meeting in the

Report that " the Council have, however, refrained from diminishing

the amount of prizes offered, from a desire uot to lessen one of the

favourite enjoyments of the Fellows; for although the Society still

suffers from the effects of the commercial calamities of 1866, the

Council regard this depression as temporary, the actual decrease in

the number of Fellowa being only eight." [hear, hear.] What more

did Mr. Godson want ? The Council had been referred by him to the

state of the Society and its funds, and they (the Council), said clearly

that they were suffering from the effects of the monetary depression of

I8ti() ; and when he blamed them for not getting in the subscriptions,

he (Col. Scott), could tell them of one Society where they were £3000

in arrear, while in their own (the Royal Horticultural Society), they
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hail only a deficit aniountiDg to i'lOOO. And if Mr. (iodaon in a
spirit of fairness had lookud at the receipt side of tho accoont, ho
would SCO that thu amount of annual subsi'iiptiona was £701)1) and
rather more, while in former years, if he referred to tho statement of

accoants, he would find it had been rather over £8000
[
hear, hear ].

That fully acronntod for tho deficit of £1000; and ho (the speaker!,

could only point uut to the meeting that if the Society had been as

Inchy last yar as tbey had been in previous years, they would be out
of debt, a Btato of things which most certainly did not exist when Mr,
Godson waB on tho Council [hear]. But even if tho Council had not

stated tho actual condition of thinpg, were tliey to be ao blamed an

tlioy had been V It might well ho that the Council did not wish to tell

tho public that tho Society was altogether in snch a bad state, when in

reality it was not so bad as Mr. Godson seemed to desire to make out.

But ho (tho siieaktr). malutained that tlic Council had stated the

facts truly

—

"" that tiltlion^'h the Society still sniTors from tho effects of

the coramercinl calamities of iSGti," yet that they only regarded that
*' depression as tempnrai-j-." That tho Council had stated iu theii*

Report, and what could they do more '.' [hear, liear].

Mr. GoDsox wished to say one word in explanation. When ho
sent in his resignation as a member of the Council, there was tho

sum of £10,000, which went like chaff before the wind.
Mr. KiNTs'EAU called the attention of the Council to tho difference

of pi'ivileges which the two-guinea snbBcribors enjoyed as compared
with tho four-guinea subscribers, the latter having two transferable

tickets, whilst the former had one ticket not transferable. He thought
that if the two-guinea tickets were made transferable, considerable

benefit would accrue to the Society. He knew a great many who
would subscribe, and would bring in others if the privileges were ex-

tended. He hoped the Council would give the matter their best con-

sideration.

Mr. G. F. WiLSOX, F.R.S., said in reply to the gentleman who
had just spoken, that the subject had been several times before the
Conucil, and they had given it their very best and most careful con-

sideration. As far as the Council could ascertain there was no doubt
that any alteration of the existing rules as to the privileges would
cause the loss of a gi-eat many four-guinea flubseribers, who would pay
the two guineas only if the privileges were made so nearly equal, and
that loss of subscribers the Society could not at present afford.

Mr. KiN'NEAR could only say that he knew they lost a great many
two-guinea subscribers they would otherwise have.

The Chaiemax said, that before he put the resolution which had
been moved by Mr. Dale and seconded by Mi*. Plambc, "That the

Report be received and adopted," he wished to make cue or two
remarks. '^^'hen at the opening of the meeting he (the Chairman)
said, that the meeting was not so important, it was judging from
the paucity of the attendance, which was generally veiy much greater

or less according to the amount of importance attached to the subjects

which were likely to be discussed by the members. If the Society

was supposed to be in diiliculty, or in hot watei-, or schism existed,

then there was sure to be a very large attendance [cheers and hear,

Tiear]. He (Mr. Batemau), was not awai'e when he took the chaii-

that their friend Mr. Godson was present, and they had been favoured

with similar remarks from him which they were accustomed to have
when he came amongst them before. He had renewed on that oc-

casion the annual strictures which were certainly at times most ex-

ceedingly painful, but at the same time very useful. Many of them
undoubtedly had given a form to the views of the Council, and led

them into a direction which they would not otherwise have gone into.

The meeting over which he (Mr. Bateman), now had the honour of

presiding would be able to form some estimate of the sort of difficulties

which the Council had to contend with. On the one side their fiiend

Dr. Masters found fault with their Journal, and desired to have
that done which would involve a verj- large additional cost, because
one of their chief difficulties arose from the opposition their Journal
experienced in the skill with which Dr. Masters conducted his paper.

They could not pretend to have the intelligence flashed from every
quarter of the globe from agents scattered through the length and
breadth of the land. If the Society were to strive for such information
they would have indeed to dispense their funds with a liberal hand.
On the other hand, they had Mr. Godson rebuking them for a too lavish

expenditure. All that the Society could do was to steer an even, an
independent, and a prudent course. All that he (the Chairman) could
say, and he was entitled to say, was that the Society had made steady
progress, and it was only the money question which was the gi-eat

difficulty. The Council had not been unmindful of the interests of

the Fellows, and as he (tho ChaiimanI believed, the members had not
withheld their confidence from them. That such was the fact would
he found in the circumstance that the three additional members of

Council recommended by the Council, as proposed to be added, had
been elected unanimously by the General Meeting [hear, hear]. The
Chairman then referred to the honour conferred on the Society by
having the name of his Serene Highness the Prince Teck enrolled in

their Council, and if his Serene Highness had only half the love for

flowers which the illustrious lady whom he had been fortunate enough
to win for his wife had always shown, and the same interest in the
Royal Horticultural Society, it would be a glad day for them when
liis Serene Highness had been made one of their Council. He (the

Chairman) must also refer to the election of Lord Londesborough,
and could not avoid mentioning a small circumstance which he had

obsorvod recorded in a newspaper. Having taken up JieU's Life., be

there saw Lord LoudoRhorough referred to, and they referred to the

growing taste tiio noble lord had exhibited for tiowors and gardening

regretting and fearing that one who had Ijecu fio zealous a sportspjftn

would soon take moru interest in his Orchids than his horses [hear].

However much that miglit grieve Jhll's Lif< and tho sporting frater-

nity, the Horticultural Society would have reason to rejoice [hear,

hear]. The Chairman then put the question, and the Ileport waa
received and adopted unanimously.
The Chairman next announced tho result of tho voting to be, that

the fdllowiug were chosen to fill the ordinary vacancies in tho Council

(iu the room of Right Hon. Lord Henry (iordon Lennox, M.P., Mr,
B. T. Brandreth Gibbs, and Mr. Sigiemund Kucker, F.L.S.) :—H.S.H.
The Prince Teck, Lord Londesborough, and the Rev. Joshua Dix.

The ballot for officers resulted in the, election of the following

gentlemen :—President, His Grace the Duke of Buceleuch, K.G. ;

Treasurer, Mr. John Glutton; Secretary, Tiicut.-Col. Scott, R.K. ;

Expenses Committee-men, Mr. John Glutton, Lieut. -Col. Scott, R.E.,

and Mr. Henry Cole, C.B. ; Auditors. Mr. James Nicholson, Mr.
John Gibson, and Mr. Robert Hudson, F.K.S.
The Chairman thon announced that the next meeting would be one

of the usual Tuesday meetings, and held on Tuesday next, the 16th

instant.

Mr. Wilson said that before the meeting separated he wished to be

allowed to state to those Fellows who were interested in fruit-growing,

especially in pots, that an orchard house had been erected at Chiswick,

and it was not generally known that access co-ild be had, by one of the

new lines of railway Irom Kensington, to a station within ten minutes'

walk of the gardens.

Mr. Edgar Bowhikg, M.P., then proposed a vote of thanks to the

Chairman, and congratulated the Council on tho position of the

Society.

Mr. J. B. Redm.\n seconded the vote, which was unanimously
carried.

The Cii.aRMAN in returning thanks expressed his gratification at the

kindness and appreciative feeling of the meeting.

Report OF the Council to the General Meeting.

1. The action of the Society during the past year has been gradn-

ally settling into the course which greater knowledge and experience

have shown it advisable to follow. Like their predecessors, the present

Council have felt that there were two prominent objects whicli it was
essential that they should keep steadily iu view. 1, The advancement

of the science of horticulture; and 2, The improvement of the

practical gardener.
*2. For the improvement of the gardener, they have, as the Fellowa

are aware, established a course of practical tcachiag at Chiswick,

where, iu addition to the ordinary and higher branches of gardening,

the students or pupils are instructed in the elements of drawing, land,

surveying, and chemistry. In conjunction with the Society of Arts,

the Council have also instituted examinations for gardeners in botany

and horticulture, of the results of which they are happy to be able to

report favourably. The certificates gained at these examinations are

highly prized, and are eagerly contested for by gardeners from the

best establishments in the country, including the Royal Gardens at

ICew ; and it is gratifying to the Council to observe that the students

iu the garden at Chiswick have generally taken a creditable position

in these examinations.
3. The advancement of horticultural science, although stillmore-

important, is a less tangible object. The best means which exist for

the purpose, and are available to tho Society, seem to bo the encour-

agement of free intercommunication of ideas between men interested

iu horticulture or in kindred subjects. Hitherto the efforts of the

Society in this direction have been chiefly limited to facilitating such

communication between those who are specially devoted to horticul-

ture. Fellows know that with this object the Fruit and Floral Com-
mittees have been established, Chiswick Directors, and a Botanical

Adviser appointed, and the Tuesday meetings with lecturettea held ;

and by these means a great amount of scientific horticultural work ia

done, and much useful information disseminated. It appeared to the

Council that a committee of a more mixed character might possibly

be of service to the other committees, and to horticulturists generally

—by eliciting information and suggestions from men who, with &
common love of plants, were yet more specially devoted to some oth,er

branch of science which had either a direct or indirect bearing on

horticulture. \Yith this view they organised a Committee consisting

of men of science generally, and "they have to report with satisfaction

that many men of the highest scientific eminence attend its meetings.

The Society has thus now, in addition to the special Horticultural

Committees and Staff, a Scientific Committee, in which systematic

botany, vegetable physiology, agriculture, chemistry, geology, meteor-

ology, and entomology are ably represented. ...

4. This Scientific Committee sits on the same days as the Fruit anJ

Floral Committees; and, besides giving advice or opinions upon sub-

jects referred to it by them, it has discussed a number of important

questions, and suggested experiments for the elucidation of various

difficulties experienced by practical men. These experiments are now
in course of being carrie'd out at Chiswick, and it is anticipated that

the Fellows wUl find interest in obaerving their progress. They relate
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to the effect of certain manures on different grasses or vegetables,

Bnder various conditions—the inflnence of the stock on the scion,

and the nattire and degree of this inflnence in different stocks—the

effect of pruning upon the growth of forest trees—the influence of

coloured glass upon flowers and plants grown under it—various points

in hybridisation—the cause and cure of the black spot in Orcliids, and
a number of other matters of a similar nature.

5. The Council are now making arrangements by which reports of

the experiments conducted at Cbiswlck, and of the transactions at the
various Committees, can be obtained by the Fellows without the delay

which the present form of the publications of the Society has hitherto

necessitated.

6. The other well-established means for the advancement of horti-

culture continue their efficient working. The Fellows are familiar
with the labours of the Fruit and Floral Committees. These, during

the past year, have in no degree fallen short in importance and in-

terest of those of previous years. For some details regarding their

operations the Council refer to their Reports in the Appendix.
7. In addition to the twenty minor Shows on Tuesdays, five prin-

cipal Shows have been held at Kensington during the past year ; and
the Council think that they can discern the beneficial influence of the
Society's operations in the improvement of the cultivation of more
than one class of plants. Those who remember (for example) the

meagre response to the Society's first efforts to encourage the growth
of Roses in pots in 1862, must have seen that great progress has been
made in the treatment of that favourite flower ; and the Council ven-
ture to think that this and some other improvements are mainly due
to the well-directed encouragement given by the Society.

8. The experiment of a country Show, wbich had been tried with
such good results the previous year at Bury St. Edmunds, was suc-

cessfully repeated last year at Leicester. A beneficial impulse has
been given by these Shows to hoiticulture in those districts, without
risking or encroaching on the Society's means. Manchester has been
selected for this yeai-. Requests have been made from several other
places that the Society will hold an exhibition in them, but at present
the Council do not see their way to accede to these wishes, thinking it

more prudent to hold one country Show only in the year, and that in

connection with the Royal Agricultural Society. With regard to these
country Shows, it is perhaps right to remind the Fellows that, in

adopting them, the Council carefully guard against imperilling the
means of the Society. In every case they make it a preliminary •^iiie

qua non tbat the locality which desires its presence shall protect the
Society from the chance of loss, by providing a guarantee for such a
sum as the Council think sufficient for the purpose. This has been
done by the Manchester horticulturists, as at Bury St. Edmunds and
Leicester, and in addition (as was also done at these places), special

prizes to a considerable amount have been subscribed for by them.
9. The increasing frequency and amount of donations of special

prizes by private individuals or associations in supplement of the prizes

offered by the Society, is a feature in its progress which seems to call

for particular notice and thanks. A list is appended of the donations
of special prizes, since the opening of the Garden at South Kensington
to the end of last year, and the Council are sure that the Fellows will

see with pleasure tbat the exhibitors themselves are now contributing

to the prizes offered for competition.
10. The Rhododendron Show of last year is deserving of record,

not only from its extraordinary beauty and exuberance of bloom under
the unusual heat of the season (although attended with the disadvan-
tage of a curtailment of its duration from the same cause), but from
the alteration and remodelling of the ground under the tent. The
changes there appear to have been generally approved.

11. A subject having an important bearing on Horticulture—viz.,

the injuiy done by insects to vegetation, has been under the considera-
tion of the Council, and they have taken some steps towards making a
collection relating to it, for which it is scarcely necessary to say that

their connection with so many horticulturists should give them unusual
advantages. It would, probably, have been attempted before now but
for the want of any fitting place in which to display the collection when
made. The assistance of the authorities of the South Kensington
Museum has relieved them from this difficulty. On communicating
their wishes to them, that department met them half way, and under-
took to house, display, and take care of, any collection that the Society
might make. The Council would, therefore, beg such of the Fellows
as have the pow^r, to aid them in making this collection as complete
as possible. Although apparently minute and trivial, it is in point of

fact a subject of national importance. The labours of the State Ento-
mologist at New York are rejioited in American documents to have
saved the State thousands of dollars ; and it is undoubted that here
also much good may be done by encouraging similar observations and
5nG[nijies.

12. Another Incidental matter which has been brought under the

notice of the Council is, the adulteration of seeds. This, both to

horticulturist and agriculturist, is a serious matter. They accordingly

appointed a sub-committee of theii* number for the investigation of this

subject, and it has devoted considerable time and attention to it. They
have embodied the results of their inquiries in two Reports, which
will be found in the Society's Journal. The Council believe that these

inquiries have aheady been productive of good.

13. From previous reports the Fellows are aware that the shows
have ceaBed to be a source of revenue, the expenditure on them consider-

ably exceeding the receipts. The Council have, however, refrained
from diminishing the amount of prizes offered, from a desire not to
lessen one of the favourite eujoyu ents of the Fellows ; for although
the Society still suffers from the eff'ects of the commercial calamities
of 18GG, the Council regard this depression as temporary, the actual
decrease in the number of Fellows being only eight.

14. The Royal Albert Hall of Arts and Sciences is rapidly ad-
vancing to completion. When finished, there will be a direct com-
munication from the Gardens through the Conservatory to the Hall,
affording to Fellows of the Society, who are also seat-holders, a quiet
and private access to the attractions which will from time to time be
offered in the new building,

15. The Council have learnt with satisfaction that Her Majesty's
Commissioners for ISol are now considering a plan, embracing the
completion of the Gardens, for Annual International Exhibitions of

objects of Industry and Fine Art, to be placed in the so-called east and
west annexes.

Report to the Counxil from the Chiswick Board of Directors,

1. The Directors report that—besides the work performed by the
Fruit Committee at its ordinary meetings held at South Kensington

—

several experiments have been conducted at Chiswick under its imme-
diate supervision. All the new Pt;as that were introduced last season
were sown, and compared with tbe previously existing varieties ; a col-

lection of thirty sorts of Runner Beans was also sown and proved ; and
a test of the various kinds of Lettuce, as to theii- utility in standing the
winter in the open aii'. Reports upon all of these subjects have been
prepared.

2. Among Fruits, Figs and Strawberries have received special atten-

tion. The house which was transferred from South Kensington for
the accommodation of the former, has proved in every way well adapted
for the purpose, and has enabled the Committee to investigate the rich

collection whicJi the Society now possesses in a way for which there
was no previous provision. Several new and valuable varieties of Figs
have thus been ascertained, and are now in the course of distribntion

to the Fellows ; and it may be gi-atifying to tbe Council to know that,

by the assistance thus afforded, a gi-eat impulse has been given to Fig
culture in this couub-y, which is eWdeuced by the unusually numerous
applications which have been made for cuttings.

3. An immense coHectiou of Strawberries now exists in the Garden,
and during the past season manj new varieties have fruited, and have
been compared with the others, their various qualities and merits
ascertained, and a Report has been prepared.
Arrangements have this season been made for carrying out experi-

ments on the influence of the stock on the scion, and vice t-traa, , which
it is hoped maj' lead to important results by the investigation of the
affinities of vegetable tissues. These experiments will not be confined

to the scions and stocks at present in ordinary use, but will embrace
subjects the union of which with each other has never before been
attempted.

4. The cultivation of Oranges has recently received some attention,

and promises to become general in all gardens where glass houses

exist. The success which has already attended those who have made
the experiment of growing Oranges, not for ornament as formerly, but
for the dessert, has been so great, that the Board of Directors would
recommend to the Council to institute a system of Orange culture at

Chiswick. There are at present no less than three houses devoted

exclusively to stove plants, one of which might be spared for this

purpose, and thereby enable the Society to exhibit to the Fellows, and
horticulturists generally, the pleasure and profit to he derived from this

hitherto-neglected branch of fruit culture.

5. The new Orchard House, to the erection of which the Council

gave their sanction last year, is now completed, and will speedily be
furnished with complete collections of Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots,

and Cherries. These three kinds of fruits are what the Directors have
thought proper to select for the first investigation ; and for this end,

as complete collections as possible of these have been obtained. Mr.
Rivers, of Sawbridgeworth, has offered a large number of his fruiting

Peaches and Nectarines, most of which are newly-raised seedlings of

his own, on terms so liberal as to amount almost to a gift. The Rev.

W. Kingsley, of South Kilvington, has most liberally presented a large

collection of carefully hybridised seedlings of Peaches and Nectarines,

which have not yet fruited, but from which there is every reasonto

expect varieties of great excellence, when the care and judgment with

which the hybridisation was conducted is considered. Mr. Pearson, of

Chilwell, near Nottingham, has also intimated his intention to send

some of the handsome orchard-house trees for which his establishment

is noted.

6. From the Pomological Department the distributions have been

very numerous, 1700 packets of fruit-tree cuttings, of Apples, Pears,

Vines, Figs, &c., and 75,000 packets of vegetable seeds, having been

distributed among the Fellows in the past season.

7. The Directors are making the most eaniest exertions in carrying

out the recommendations of the Scientitic Committee, on the result of

which they hope to be able to report another season.

S. The usual attention has been given to the supply of plants both

for out-door and in-door decoration at South Kensington ; to the dis-

tribution amongst the Fellows of plants, seeds, and cuttings ; and to

the growth, for the use of the Floral Committee, of plants and seeds

(or trial.
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0. Tlio iinmbcr of floweiinf,' and other plants wliieli have thus been

supplied iliuia« tho past yatxr to tbo Gnnlcn ut South KtiiisiuL;toii

amounts to r>;j,00(L In adilition to theao, tliure has also beeuroavud at

Chiswiok a tino storlt of Rtovo and proenhouBo foliaf^o and tiow^)riu^'

plants, whifii provo evreedmt'ly tiseful both for tbo purpose of oon-

servatory decoration and for supplementing the display at the Tuesday
and other meetiuj^s, when requirwd.

10. The distribution of plants, seeds, &c., which have been made to

Fellows, and to Societies in union, absorb a considerable proportion of

the grant fur Chiswick. la the present instance 5572 plants, which
have been iillottod by ballot, have been sent out durin;^ the season, in

addition to liHlO pai-kets of cuttings and 75,000 pachets of flower seeds.

11. Tho trial plants have consisted mainly of Pelargoniums,

Fuchsias, and Petunias, with some annuals. Of these the collections

which have been subjected to pot cultnra were very successfully tested,

taldug the extraordinary character of tho past summer into account.

The hot, dry weather, however, on the other hand, was very nufavonr-

ablo to tho much larger out-door stock, notwithstanding which, in this

department, some very satisfactory results have been obtained, a

separate Report of which has been prepared.
12. In carryint^ on tho trials of new varieties of popular flowers, the

collcctionB nf which, grown for contrast, continue to prove of much
interest and value to persons residing in distant parts of the country,

and who havo but few opportunities of seeing tho novelties annually

produced, the Directors hope to receive, a9 hitherto, the hearty support

of the raisers and distributors of novel varieties. They wonld take this

occasion to point out how desirable it is that well-established plants

should be furnished early in the season, so that the CKperiments may
not fail, as tliey too often do, from the weakly condition of the materials

with which the Garden Superintt-ndent is supplied.

13. Last year occasion was taken to ask the assistance of Fellows
residing in the country in making np a collection of the most interest-

ing, but greatly neglected, class of hardy herbaceous plants. Contri-

tributions were,, in conseiiuence, received from W. W. Saunders, Esq..

Messrs. Backhouse & Son, Mr. W. Masters, Mr. Ware, The Royal
Gardens. Kew, and from some other sources, so that a collection of

upwards of 400 species and varieties has been made. Fewer of tthe

old-fashioned ornamental species, which it was thought might still

exist in gardens in remote parts of the country, have been received

than was expected ; but the Diret-tors are not without hope that more
of these may yet be obtained. Among other specialities, a complete
collection of Liliums has been projected, and the Directors are glad to

be able to report that 102 kinds, including species and varieties, have
already been secured. Any further contributions to cithfer of the fore-

going collections would be ^^'''-'lly received.

14. Under the head of improvements, the Directors have to report
the erection of a new spacious propagating pit. and the alteration and
more convenient arrangement of some of the other structures used for

stove plants. Besides these, the old curvilinear iron stove has been
rendered very much more useful for cultural purposes, by having a
glass division fixed in the centre.

15. Very satisfactory progress has been made in the raising of new
plants by cross-breediLg. The Directors, last year, had to report that

fiome Golden Caladiums had been obtained, the first that were known
to exist. These have proved to he very ornamental plants for spring

and autumn growth, and will probably be distributed in the ensuing
season. The Coleuses mentioned last year have also occupied a
prominent position, and it is a source of satisfaction to add that a set

of Golden Coleuses, much more beautiful than the first series, has since

been obtained. Other hybrid acquisitions of the year are a new spotted
Dieffenbaehia (a hybrid between D. picta and D. Weii-ii), a very fine

Golden B'uchsia, and several choice variegated Zonal and gold and
bronze Zonal Pelargoniums.

Statement of Accounts from 1st January to 31st December, 1883.

BECEIPT3.
£ s. d. £ 8. d.

To Life Compositions 64) 10
„ Admission Fees 252

„ *Anuual Subscriptions l^Wii 12 4
„ rGarden Pruduce and Chai'tjes 933 3 5

„ Daily Admissions and Promenades ... 405 6 9
„ Rent of Space in Arcades 226 13

„ Exhibitions and Fetes 1,250 5

„ Exhibition at Leicestf-r 1,763 1 3
„ Advertisements in Journal 50 6
„ Soecial Prizes 75 12 6

„ Mir celaneous 47 19 2
„ Chiswick Miscellaneous 37 14
„ Water 50

12,845 2 5
Balance 1,179 5 10

•Assets, 1867 £'im
Ditto paid oil', 1868 105

£195

Snbscriptions unpaid, 186S .. £1,000
Valued at 500

£500
+Garden Produce, due but un-

paid £250

14,025 8 3

BXPBNDITUHE.
£ 8. d. S, 8. <l.

By I^nlance from 1867 378 11
Hij Chuwick Garden Expenses—viz. :—

Kent, Hutea, and Taxeo BU 11 4
Labour I,ttl9 9 8
Implements, Manure, Cuke, &c 2H 15 6
Uo[j)urH 7;i 15 2
TroeH, Plants, and Shrubs 9 8 9
Miscellaneous 85 10

2,294 1 3
B\) Expenses of Management—viz,

:

—
Siihirios 487 18 4
Printing, Almanacs, and Stationery 4 17 9
Journal 61 13 J

Fruit and Floral Committoo 44 4 4
Foruit^'U Importations 23 11 6
Kxamiuaiiou of Gardeners 23 5
Posiawea 63
Disiritiution of ticeda, Plants, and Cuttings 80 3 4
Kcjidiug-ltoom 23 6 7
Gas 82 4 3
Horticultural Directors 416 10
Wages 242 18
Collection of Insects noxious to Vegetable

Life 15
Miscellaneous 65 11 10

. 1,582 1
By Exprnees of Exhibitions— viz.

:

—
Adveriising an 1 Posting 82 8
Prizes aud Medals 966 1 6
Kan .18 438 13
Police 18 15 8
Labour, Judges' Fees, Luncheons, and

Sundries 274 G
1,779 17 8

Expenses of Permanent Exhibition 51 10 4

By Expenses of Leicester Exhibition :—
<Teneral Expenses, Advertising, &c ISi 15 8
Labour, Judges' Fees, Luncheons, Tents,

&c 651) 12 10
IJiinds 138 10
Prizes 677 17
Hiilf-Profits to Guarantors 105 12 10

1,657 8 4
Bit Ken!ii'ngto7i Garden Expenses—viz.

:

—
Latour 895 11 2
Kent, Kates, and Insurance 923 5 4
Engineer 15 5 8
Repairs 423 8 5
Water 20 8 6
Implements, Manure, Coals, and Coke .. 73 5
Gravel
Trees, Plants, Seeds, &c 53 18 2
Superiutendent'd Salary 20o U
Miscellaneous 54 19 4

2,660 1 7
Conversazioni 147 18 10
Bv Special Prizes 75 12 6
Ev Interest on Debentures 1,935 7 11

By Liabilities of 1867 paid ofl' 3u0 10 5
By Liabilities on Current Account I,lli6 7 10
H. M. Commissioners for Exhibilion of 1851 11 8

£ 14.025 8 3

30th January, 18r,0
"*

Audited and found correct,
Jas. Nicholson,
R. Hudson, [Auditors.
J. GiBaON,

POMOLOGICAL GLEANINGS.
The Cherkt Pluji.—We observed in full blossom on

February 4th, in the Eoyal Horticultural Gardens, Chiswick,

a large tree, about 30 feet high, of this pretty and interesting

little Plum literally a sheet of white. What a charming con-
trast it makes with all other deciduous trees, which are as yet
scarcely on the move. A prettier object fur the decoration of

lawns and shrubberies for early spring can scarcely be desired
than this early-flowering Plum. The blossoms of our fruit

trees are at all times objects of beauty, but when produced
thus early, and so far in advance of all others, they are ex-

tremely pleasing. It is to be regretted, however, for the sake
of the pretty fruit, that tho tree should flower so early, as
there is but little hope of the fruit escaping injury during
the long spring which is yet before them, uwiug to this cause
the fruit is but rarely seen. This season the tree is in flower
earlier than usual.

TGNGUEING THE MANETTI STOCK.
I HAVE for several years adopted the plan recommended by

Mr. Curtis, of tongueing ilie Manetti Eose at the time of
planting, and can contirm his statement. Such Eoses not
only emit roots, but if taken up after the second summer, will

give plenty of strong " stuff" to furnish plants on own roots.
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I have some hnndreds by this method, and only this week took

up a fine plant of MrE. Rivers, which gave me three such own-
root plants, and still left me a good

—

Manetti.

\VINTERING PELARGONIUMS.
Mk. Luckhtjest has in some measure misinterpreted my

remarks. No doubt, as I think I said in my last, a Pelargo-

nium is about the easiest plant of any to winter, and the most
accommodating ; but my object in advocating a warmer and a

more generous treatment than the plants usually obtain is to

insure their being in bloom, or well-set with bloom, when they

are finally bedded-out. The plan which Mr. Luckhurst recom-

mends of planting-out in beds with flinch boards at the sides,

and covered at nights with thatched hurdles, may do very well

in Kent, but in Yorkshire the hurdles would have too often to

he on the whole day through, and the plants grown in the dark

;

moreover, when the plants are lifted at bedding time, all the

roots are broken, although undoubtedly it is a much better plan

than keeping them in cutting pans ; but at the best it is again

hut a makeshift.
It Mr. Luckhurst had as many requests as I have for cuttings

of Pelargoniums, especially the newer varieties, he would find

that taking cuttings in August would very materially interfere

vpith the beauty of a flower garden. If one merely bedded and
propagated the older varieties there would be less difficulty in

the way of early propagation.

Those who have orchard houses and vineries at rest can, no
doubt, manage very well to winter Pelargoniums without extra

plant houses, but what I do find fault with gardeners for is,

that having cool vineries and orchard houses, they still prefer

to winter Pelargoniums in damp and cold pits ; and only lately

a friend, who, from his own experience, is equally with myself
an advocate for keeping Pelargoniums growing during the winter,

told me in a letter, that because he had fires in his plant house
during the damp weather in November and December, some
neighbouriug gardeners said ha would make his Pelargoniums
too tender to live through the winter.

Mr. Luckhurst's plan with silver sand is, no doubt, a good
one. Another very good plan not generally known is to put
some lumps of quicklime in pots or pans about the frames,

and remove them when it is slacked, which it will be by absorb-

ing the moisture from the air.—C. P. Peach.

heat of the drawing-room. One always hails a really new and
good addition to our gardens, but a winter-flowering plant to

me always has a double claim.—J. Bust, Bridge Castle.

GESNERA (N.^SGELIA) EXONIENSIS.
This is truly a gem. It is not often we see such beautiful

foliage and flowers combined. It is one of the finest plants

I know of for table decoration, as the rich, dark, velvety hue
of the leaves, and the bright colour of the flowers, contrast

admirably with a white tablecloth ; under the chandelier as it

stands amongst the glittering silver and glass, it is, indeed,

perfection. For the decoration of the conservatory or stove it

is also most valuable.

I have a specimen about 2 feet through, with upwards of a

dozen spikes of magnificent flowers. It is as fresh and beautiful

now, in February, as it was at Christmas. The flowers are of

an intense orange scarlet, with a yellow throat. The leaf is of

a very dark velvety texture, studded all over with minute red

hairs, almost like plush.

I remember some years ago when I first saw Gesnera Suttoni

how much I admired it. This year I have had several other

varieties growing side by side ; they have done flowering for

Bome time, but G. exoniensis is as fresh as ever.

When I received my plant several of the leaves were some-

what damaged with the journey. I took three of these off, and

cut the stalk of the leaf about half an inch from the base. I

next took three small pans and half filled them with crocks,

on these put about 2 inches of peat, and filled up with silver

sand. I then placed the leaves on the sand and pegged them
down. From these I have now more than a dozen nice young
plants, and by next winter they will be strongly established.

I mention this merely to show how easily it can be increased.

I am growing mine in our stove, side by side with Dale-

champia Eoezliana rosea, in full bloom ; and hanging over it,

on one of the supports of the stove, is Thunlergia Harrisi,

producing masses of bloom, its lovely blue flowers contrasting

most pleasingly.—F. P. L.

I Esow of no plant its equal for winter dinner-table de-

coration, and it has also the great merit of standing the dry

BIRMINGHAM POTATO SHOW.
The Council of the Bii-mingbam Cattle and Poultry Show have at

all times manifested a desire to adopt as perfect a system of classifica-

tion as possible in tlieir prize lists ; and a further aud useful step in
this direction was taken last year, when separate classes were for the
first time opened for named varieties of Potatoes. The question as to

the best plan of exhibiting Potatoes has uudersone considerable dis-

cussion in some of our horticultural journals without producing any
general agreement ; but a course has been adopted at Birmingham
which will hereafter, we feel satisfied, be almost universally followed.

It had become evident that the simple old divisions of " Konnd " and
" Kidney " sorts were most unsatisfactory, as must, indeed, be every

attempt to classify Potatoes under particular forms ; while, with the

number of well-known varieties in cultivation, the advantages of jlassi

fication by name are obvious.

The entries numbered sixty-six, of which sixtj'-three were sent; and,,

bearing in mind the drought of the past summer aud autumn, the

collection was an exceedingly good one ; aud a few remarks on the dif-

ferent varieties for which prizes were offered, now that the planting

season is approaching, may be useful to some of our readers.

There were eleven classes for named Potatoes as follows :—Ashleaf
Ividney, Eivers's Eojal Aableaf Kidney, Gloucestershire Kidney,
Daiutree's First Early, King of Potatoes, Wheelers' Milky "White,

Flukes, Dalmahoy, Eed Kegent, Paterson's Victoria, Skerry Blue,

and an extra class for any other named varieties. Of course, in pre-

paring a Ust of this kind there will always be some difference of

opiuion as to the sorts which should be selected ; but the Birmingham
list, we think, included the bejt kinds in cultivation at the present

time, and most of which have been extensively gi'own for many years.

The first, the Early Ashleaf, is not now so often seen as it was ten

or fifteen years ago ; but it is most desirable that its cultivation should

be kept up, as there is nothing superior, if equal, to it in quaUty, when
well grown. There could be no hesitation aboirt Eivers's Eoyal Ash-

I

leaf, which is a favourite in nearly all parts of the country. It is a
great cropper, and succeeds well ou all descriptions of soil. The
same may be said of the Gloucestershire Ixidney, which was, we be-

heve, sent out sixteen or eighteen years ago, and the demand for

which is increasing every year. This Potato does well on strong soil,

which is not the case with all our early varieties. Daiutree's First

Early is a round Potato, something hke the old Fox's Seedling, but

larger. It is a good cropper, the tubers vei-y regular in size, of excel-

lent quality, and very useful to follow the kidneys. We have fre-

quently advised cottagers to gi*ow this Potato for use before the later

kinds are in a fit state for cooking. The King of Potatoes has been
very extensively and successfully grown, but it has not been coming
so true as we should hke to see it during the last few years ; and we
object to sorts which produce rouuds and kidneys from the same root-

When first sent out the produce was very regular, aud, with some care

in the choice of seed, it may agaiu become so.

The next on the list is Wheelers' Milky White, first introduced by
Messrs. Wheeler tt Son, of Gloucester, three or four years ago, and
the most valuable addition which has been made to our second earUes.

The Milky White is of the finest possible quaUty, really miUry white

in appearance, crops well ou light or on strong soils, and remains in

perfection up to Christmas, or even later if carefully stored. Of the

Fluke we need say but little, as it is so well known and appreciated.

We may, however, mention that the true Fluke is not a large Potato,

but very uniform in size. There were two or three lots of the Queen
of Flukes sent to Bingley Hall, which were not passed over by the

judges, as the prizes were offered in general terms ; but another year

it may be fairly required tfiat none but the original Fluke shall be

admitted to the class.

The Dalmahoy is not so well k-nown in England as it deserves to be.

It was raised at Dalmahoy, in Scotland, about, we believe, twelve

years a^o, and has, we understand, to a considerable extent displaced

the White Eegent, ou which it is a great improvement, in that part of

the kingdom. The Dalmahoy is a late white round Potato, the slim

being rather tough, of excellent quality, and a large cropper, the

tubers being uniform in size. The Dalmahoy is more vigorous in.

growth than the White Eegent, and has been found to be productive

in districts where the latter has proved a comparative failure. We
beheve that a large portion of the Potatoes now sent from Scotland to

the London and other markets under the name of Eegeuts are in reaUty

Dalmahoys. The Eed Eegeuts in many cases proved a sad failure in

the past year, and particularly in this neighbourhood ; so mnch so,,

indeed, that we do not expect to see them extensively gi-own agaia for

some time to come, especially as there are many other late varieties

of much greater value. This Potato is also losing its original fine

form. We have seen, at the Sparkenhoe Club and other shows, speci-

mens as round as a cricket ball.

As Milk-y White for a second early, so Paterson's '\'ictoria for a late

crop is one of the most admirable additions to our Potatoes. It was
sent out a few years ago by Messrs. Paterson, of Dundee, Mr. Pater-

son, sen., as many of our readers are aware, having given much atten-
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tiou to the cultivation of Potatoes for many years. The Victoria is an
aiumlant cropper, of llm very hi^hiiHt quality, and lioopn well uutil

the uew supply coiiil.-, louud. It should ho ^rowu iu every gardeu
where there ia room lor lute Potatoes; while it is just the soit which

was wanted for held cultivation, where most iuferior varieties have hoon

too long tolerated, as those whu dwell or dine in towns well huow. lit

fact, the Victoria in already tiudiiig its way into penenil cultivation in

our Bouthern counties, and will he most extensively planted iu other

parts of the country duriu;^ the present season.

The last named on the list is the Skerry Blue, not a bamlsorac, but

a very useful nort, and piirtimlarly for f-rowiiifj on a larj^e scale. It

keeps well, boils white, and has been freqnontly reported upon ns ro-

eisting the disease hetter tbau any other Potato. There arc some
other valuable varieties in cultivation besides tlione we have enumerated,

some of them of lonj; standiui;. amongst whicii wo maymention Myatt's

Ashleaf Kidney and ^Vellington, whiirh is useful as a second early.

The Miscellaneous Class at the late Khow for otlier named sorts

was an interesting collection, twenty-three lots being entered. Tlie

Judges had two first and two second prizes at their disposal in this

division. One of the first prizes went to Messrs. Sutton S: Sons'

iJerkshiro Hero, a kiduey Potato which will, we have no doubt, be-

conio a general favourite. It appears to be of vigorous habit, (for wo
have not grown it, being, like many others, too late in applying for

seed last year); its quality ani productiveness are highly spoken of

;

and the two samples sent were remarkably true to the engraving in

Snttons' " Amateur's tJuide." The other first prize was given for a

round white seedlini,'. shown by Mr. J. K. Fowler, of the Prebcudal

Farms, Aylesbury, about wbiih wo should be glad to have further

informaticn. We should judge it to be a second early, of good quality,

while in appearance it is all that could be desired. One of the

second prizes went to Mr. George Dunkley, Kingstborpe, Northampton,
for Johnson's Seedling Kidney, which was also very promising. The
other second prize was given to a lot named " Shackel's Conqueror,'

very good, but improperly named ; they were like the Wellington, but

rounder in shape than we ever saw any specimens of that sort.

The question—Can we have Potatoes iu fine condition all the year
round ? has often been asked, and, we think, it may bo answered in

the afiirmativo if proper care is used in the selection of varieties and
in cultivation. To ensure this result some one or more of the kidney
Potatoes we have named should be chosen for the first crop ; and we
have always thought that more kidneys might be grown with advantage
than is generally the case, such as Eivers'a and Gloucestershire,

which, are large croppers, and keep well for some considerable time.

We say nothiug about which sorts arc the earliest, as the- race for veiy

early Potatoes is simply a race for an irdiijestion ; most of the earliea are

much more wholesome and much hetter in quality if gathered when
perfectly ripe and kept for a couple of months before cooking. Daiu-
tree's First Early would follow the kidneys ; and, as we have said, in

the Milky White we have all that could be dcsii-ed for a second crop.

With regard to late Potatoes, there is now no difficulty whatever in

making a satisfactory selection, Paterson's Victoria, Dalmahoy, the

Fluke, Skerry Blue, and some of the other blue varieties, affordiag

ample means of doing so. The Victoria and the Fluke are, perhaps,
the most reliable, the latter, if of a good strain, improving ia con-

dition the longer it ia kept.

—

{Midland Counties Herald.)

SELECT KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS.
In naming what I consider the best varieties of kitchen

garden seeds, I am guided solely by my own experience, and I

have endeavoured to enumerate as few sorts as possible ; but
though I would gladly have named but one variety of each
description of vegetable, I fiud it better to grow two or even
more of some, as, fiom the difference in the seasons, there is a
great difference iu the produce. In some seasons an old

variety never known to fail will be surpassed by one, the pro-

duce of which is not always good. I grow two or more varie-

ties which I have proved, and if in one I have less than the
standard of excelleijce, it is generally found in the other ; but

in the following list I have not named any but those which are

good. Those marked * I consider the best, and to be relied on
;

those marked \ are best suited for small gardens.

Peas.—First Early.—*Dicksou'a First and Best and Uin{,leader

(Sutton's), for the first crop, being the earliest of all. Daniel
O'Rourke (Sangster's No. 1) and Esses Rival are very good for sow-

ing at the same time, and, coming in a few days after the two first-

named, make a good succession. -tTom Thumb, the best very dwarf
early Pea for small gardens and forcing.

Early or Sramd Crops.—These succeed the first-early Peas, and
should be sown at the same time as the last sowing of such. +Ad-
vancer (wrinkled Marrow). tLittle Gem (wiinkled Marrovv), fBishop's

New Long-podded, »Phzetaker, * Champion of England (wrinkled

Marrow, also good for third crops), andKarly Favourite.

MainajidLate Crops.—*fHairs' Dwarf Mammoth (Lord Raglan).
-vYorkshire Hero, very like Veiteh's Perfection, but dwarfer ; Veitch .;

Perfection, British Cjueen, and *Ne plus Ultra, the hardiest and per-

haps the best Pea in cultivation.

Xo pterent an interval occurring between the second and main crop.^,

I usually BOW, when the latt of the second-early Peas are sown, a like

quantity of Scimitar Improved and Victoria Marrow, the first ol

these being a fine cropper.

Bno.VD Bkans.— ^Beck's Gem, 'Early Long-pod for first and second

sowing. If very early Beans are wanted, Early Mazagan. Mackie's

Monarch and 'Taylor'a Improved Windsor for main crops; and tRoyal
Dwarf Cluster or Fan.
Kidney Bk.\ns.—*Cantorbury, Cliineao or Robin's Egg for first

sowing. •Cream-coloured, 'Silver-coloured, or Dark Dun (best

cropper), and Ncwington Wonder if a sort le required for cooking

with the pods whole. Ji'innurs.—Scarlet, the best and most prolific.

Bkkt.—Dwarf Purple-top (Cattell'sj, and •Pino Aiqde Short-top.

Whyte'a Black, if a sort be wanted for bulk, it being of good colour,

hut rather coarse.

BoitEcoLE.—Asparagus Kale, •Cottagers' Kale (very hardy), and
*Dwarf Curled. Melville's Treble-curled Variegated Garnishing.

BuuHSKLS Si'iiuuTH.-—•Scrj'mgcrs and Rosoberry.

Bkoc'colt.—*Waleheren, best for summer and autumn. Grange's

Autumn White for succeeding Caulillower. Suowa Winter White
and Osborn's New Winter White for December, January, and Febru-

ary cutting. Penzance (Mitchcnson's), *DUcock's Bride, and *Frog-

moro J*rotecting for Fehruai7, March, and April cutting. Eclipse

(CatteU'fl), *Ellet8on's Mammoth, and *Melvillo'R White May for

April and May. Snow's Nonpareil is, perhaps, the best late Broccoli,

being vei-y hardy.

C-vnB.VGE.—'Catteirs Early Dwarf Barnes best for sowing for first

crop, not running when sown by the middle of July. Enfield Market
for second crop, and *Nonsuch ( Dickson's) for summer ; also Shilling's

Queen and Large York if summer Cahbages arc required- iAtkins's

Matchless and *+Little Pixie, pBloodRed, and Mammoth Red, thelast

two for pickling.

Savoy.—*Drumhead for autumn use ;
Dwarf Green Curled for

winter, it being very hardy, and *fEarly Dwarf TJlm, fine for early

autumn use.

CouvE TRONcnuDA.—This excellent vegetable is but little grown.

It forms an excellent substitute for Sea-kale, but requires to bo sown
in heat and brought forward.

CAUTiU'-LowKit.—*Frogmore Forcing, Early London, best for August
and first spring sowings ; Asiatic and Stadtholder for summer and
autumn. The W^alcheren Broccoli or Caulitiower is, perhaps, the

hardiest for sowing to stand the winter, and is good for summer, but

very liable to run to seed in drj', hot weather.

Caeuot.—*Improved Altrincham and Long Red Surrey aro the

best for the general crop ; Improved French Horn for early crops.

Cardoon.—Smooth Solid.

Celery.—* + Ineomparable Dwarf White, the best late white.

+Matchles3 Red (Williams's). *-*-Manchester Champion Solid Red,

a good late sort, keeping well up to April. *Champion White Solid.

(Dickson's), early, and perhaps the best white for exhibition.

Cress.—*Curled, best for general use.

Cucumber.—»Telegraph, perhaps the best Cucumber in cultivation;

Lord Kenyon's Favourite, good either for summer or winter ; and
*Newton Hero, Beeston's Prolific, and Dale's Conqueror are also good.

Bedfordshire Ridge, Long Prickly, best for Gherkins.

Chicory.—Improved Large, for blanching and use as Endive for

salads.

Endi\t3.—Batavian, best for first crops, but liable to rot. *+SmalI

Green Curled, the best cnrled early. Large Green Curled, the best

for winter on account of its not being liable to rot like many of the

others.

Leek.—Large Musselburgh and *Henry's Ayton Castle Giant.

Lettuce.—*Bath (Brown) Cos. best for spring use. being very

hardy. Ivery's Nonsuch, *Paris White, and Wheeler's Imperial for

winter or summer use. Drumhead. *Neapolitan. and *+Tom Thumb.
Hardy Green for winter. The last four are Cabbage varieties.

T0.M.4.T0.—PoweU's Eaily and Oraugefield Dwarf Prolific.

Mustard.—White.
Melon.—Beechwood and Conqueror of Europe, both green-fleshed.

*Malvern Hall and Willss Oulton Park Hybrid, both scarlet-fleshed.

Onion.—*Whito Spanish or Portugal. Reading White, best whites.

Brown Spanish or Portugal, 'James's Keeping, and Deptford, *Blood

Red and Strasburg. The last are the longest keepers, but strong-

fiavoured ; *Tripoli Itahau for autumn sowing, and the Nocera for

pickling.

Parsley.—Myatfs Garaishing.
Pausnip.—*Hollow-crowued.
Radibu.—«Early Scarlet Short -top, host for general crop. French

Breakfast and *Wood's Frame for frame culture. *Red and 'White
Turnip for summer and autujim. Black Spanish, best for autumn
sowings.

Spinach.—*Round, best for summer ; *PricLly for winter. The
New Zealand Spinach is good, not being liable to sufifer from drought,

but it requires to be sown in heat and transplanted.

Turnip.—'Melbourne Early White and Snowball, both white, for

early use; »Mousetail, Orange Jelly. j;ood yellow; Chirk Castle

Black Stone, *Altrincham Yellow, and' 'White Stone for late rowings.

Veokt.vble Marrow.—'Custard and 'Long White.

I have omitted all the perennials, as Sea- kale, &c., and some
annuals that are not generally cultivated, but I give them below.

Corn Salad.—Italian seed is best.
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Chervil.—Curled-leaved Parsnip for autamn sowincj. The leaves

^e used for garnishing, and the roots for cookinj^ like Parsnips.

Capsiohm.—Small Ked and Yellow Chilies ; Long Bed and Yellow

TjUpsicnm.
" Egg-plant.—White, Blacli, Pnrple, Scarlet, and Spotted.

Gourds.—LnrRe Orange and Mammoth, hoth very large.

IcE-PL.\NT.—(MesembryantUemum crystallinum). for garnishing.

Kohl Rari.—I never could see the value of this, but the White
Transparent and Purple Transparent are best for table.

Curled Mallow.—Fine for garnishing, and an excellent substitute

for Vine leaves.

Orach.—New Giant (Lee's) and Yellow, good substitute for Spinach,

and by some preferred to it.

Rampio:^.—The leaves are sometimes used as salad, occasionally

boiled as Spinach, but it is chiefly grown for its roots, which are used

like Radishes.

R.APHANUs CADDATUS.—Edible-poddcd Radish—requires to be sown
in heat.

Herbs.—Sweet Basil, Borage, Sweet Marjoram, Summer Savon-,

and Tobacco for fumigation.

,—G. Abbey.

PROPAGATING AND WINTERING VERBENAS.
It may be interesting to some ot your readers to know our

method of propagating and keeping through the winter these

very useful bedding plants, in place of the old-fashioned way
of keej iiig in a store-pau a hundred or so, which by the spring

are decrepit and generally covered with mildew.
About the middle of July we have boxes 1 foot in depth, fill

them three-parts full of light soil ; then, covering the surface

with eilver sand, we put in the cuttings, choosing only clean

healthy wood. We cover the tops of the boxes with glass,

damp the cullinga slightly over as they require it, place them
under a uoith wall, and when rooted pot the plants off, three in

a 6-inch pot. in some rich loam mixed with a little manure and
a sprinkling of bone dust.

When rooted we give the plants as much air as possible, and
keep them through the winter near the glass in a cool house
or pit, with a temperature of 40°. Under this treatment we
have abundance of good healthy cuttings in the spring.

—

E. WiLio^, Propagator, Chatswortit,

CAMELLIAS OUT OF DOORS.
Noticing in your report of the proceedings of the Eoyal

Horticultural Society on the 19' h of January some remarks

on the Camellia, it struck me that it would be interesting to

your readers to know that Camellias are cultivated here in

large numbers, and produce better blooms in the open air than

,>,pider glass. At Mainland, the seat of M. Gibout, Esq., Ca-

. mellias may be seen 12 or 14 feet high and quite as much
through, literally covered with thousands ot flowers and buds

in all stages of development. Alba plena, Imbricata rubra,

Mathotiana rubra and alba, Saccoi vera, Donkelaarii, Jenny
Lind, Laudrethi, Reine des Fleurs, Marie Morren, Caryophyl-

loides, Henri I'avre, Lady Hume's Blush, &c., are all first-rate

i,£.yarieties, and are cultivated in the island in the open air.

,., Nothing can surpass, not to say equal, the appearance of

jlM. Gibout's grounds in winter and early in spring. Whilst

.. most gardens are devoid of flowers, his Camellias are gorgeous

'..masses of bloom varying from the purest white to the deepest

jv'crimsou. Why the Camellia is not more generally cultivated

,88 an ornamental shrub in the south of England, is to me a

j, mystery. All that is done here to insure succees is to plant

• in peat or leaf mould, with the addition of well-rotted cow

idvmg, about two barrowsful to each plant : and in four or five

... years the plants are capable of producing six or seven dozen

blooms. Irrespective of their flowers, the plants are most
ornamental from the deep lustrous green of their foliage and

the symmetiieal outline ihey generally assume, if not choked

up by other tlivubs. I notice they grow more luxuriantly if

shaded by lofty trees ; in fact, I have about a dozen plants

under a north wall which never see the sun, and which are

pictures of health and luxuriance ; though only three years

planted and only five from the graft, they are literally covered

with buds. One plant of Liudrethi and one of Saccoi vera have
each upwards of a hundred buds, which will not open in this situa-

tion till March. These plants have never been protected from

frost, and have received no other attention than an occasional

watering in long-continued drought.

I have been led to write these few remarks from reading that

Dr. Lindley settled that the Camellia was hardy, but would

not flower unless it received heat. Now, I would like to know

where mine under a north wall receive their heat from, for I

have not had a false flower on thera, though a large propor-

tion of the blooms is annually spoiled by rain or frost. Shonld
a list of the varieties grown here in the open air be deemed
instructive, I shall gladly furnish you with one, but I think all

are equally hardy.

—

Turf Bank, Jersey.

STOPPING VINES.
Ix establishing a house ot Vines, ij-feet fruiting canes

planted, and cut down to 4 feet, at 4 feet apart, would you
grow the termiual buds (the rods) to their intended extent in

one season (the coming one), or stop at—say G feet of new
growth, thus obtaining Ij feet of wood to ripen and fruit next

season, and grow the terminal buds (rods) again another

6 feet and stop, ripen again, &c., in the following season, and
so on, until the extent of rods were completed? My object in

6-feet-growth stoppings is to concentrate the yearly vigour of

the Vines in the rods, and obtain good stems and bottom bnds,

and to expend the surplus sap in a bunch of fruit on each 4.feet

Vine this year, and from two to four bunches on each 10-feetVine
next year, and so on progressively as the rods extend 6 feet

each season, are stopped, and ripen each yearly growth, until

finally stopped at some 25 feet. All laterals I would stop at

tour leaves near the base up to G feet of rod, at three leaves for

the next 6 feet, and two leaves afterwards, for spurs, at 9 inches

to 1 toot asunder, and rub off all intermediate bnds or lateral

shoots. The object is pyramidal flat training, and bottom
wood and buds, the rods being grown perpendicularly teet up
front glass before reaching the roof training point, and which
G feet I propose to fruit as in hop poles or pot Vines.

—

Eeadek.

[Your proposed plan of stopping the main stems of the

Vines when they have ma.1e a C feet growth, and then allowing

a fresh leader to go on, and stopping laterals, is excellent for

concentrating strength nearer the base of the Vine, and is of

importance in all cases where such matured strength is to be
concentrated in reduced space ; but it is of less importance in

the ease of young Vines, where plenty of room can be given

to them, and the free growth of the leader does not prevent

laterals coming from the nodes at which the lower buds are

situated. The stopping makes the matter surer, and provided

merely the terminal bud is nipped out, little check is given,

and an impetus is afforded to the production of plenty of

laterals on the lower part of the stem.]

RABBITS GNAWING TREES.
I SEE many of your readers have been troubled with rabbits

barking their trees, and, I am sorry to say, I have suffered from
the same cause. Various measures have been recommended
to remedy the evil, some of them both troublesome and expen-

sive. The plan I have adopted is simple and effectual, and
consists in painting the stems within their reach with Stock-

holm tar. Those treated thus last winter have never been
touched since.—J. B. J.

VEITCHS IJIPEOVED EARLY ASHLEAF
KIDNEY POTATO.

As this is the season for selecting seed Potatoes, I should
like to make a few remarks respecting this very good and early

variety.

In the first place, I started a few in the Cucumber house, and
afterwards planted them on February 10th in pits with bottom
heat, and I dug up the first dish of tubers on March 20th, they
being very good, though produced in so short a time. On AprU
14th I planted in the open ground, they were soon up and earthed,

and I dug the crop up on July 8th ; the tubers were thoroughly

ripe, large, and had a beautiful clear skin. I sent a sample to

the Editors for inspection, and their remarks may be seen in

the Journal of July IGth, page 48.

Thinking I could obtain a second crop, I again planted on
July 10th, after scorching the seed Potatoes in the sun for

the two days. They were some time coming up, owing to the

dryness of the weather, so I gave the rows a little water. The
Potatoes came up, were earthed up, and grew until October

18th, when the sharp frost pnt an end to their growth. I dug
up the crop on October 20th, and the tubers were a very fair

sample of middle size, but ot course not ripe. I also sent a

sample of these to the Editors, whose remarks may be seen
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in the Journal for October 2ath, poge 321, where, by mis-

take, thty are referred to under the name of the Walnut-leaved

Kidney, bat they were the second crop of Veitch's Improved

Early AsUleuf planted on July lOth. Thoy were grown in a

light sandy loam on a subsoil of gravel. The first crop was all

that oonUl bo desired for a gentleman's table.

Next to the variety just named, I like Myatt's Improved

Prolific Ashleat, which is a good cropper, a good Potato for the

table, and succeeds Veitch's well. Itivers's llaval Ashleaf

Kidney is also a first-class Potato, very similar to Myatt's. It

yields a good crop, boils floury, and is also second to Veitch's.

I think if gardeners were to grow these three varieties they

would have three of the best early Kidneys, and by growing

Fluke Kidneys for a late crop they would then liave four of the

very best Kidney Potatoes that could bo found in any seeds-

man's catalogue.—J. R. P., Tilbwstow Lodge, Godstone.

PLANTS IN FLOWER DURING JANUARY.
Jan. 5. Arabis albida

ItboUodeudron dauricum
Miitbiiilrt an"ua
Caieurtulii ofticinalis

Hepalicii triloba, varieties

MuJe Pink
Diimtbus caryopbyllQS
Omphiilodes verna
Galauibus nivalis

plic.ttus

Hellebiirus ffetidus

nit'iT

Er.Tntiiis hyemalis
Cbeiriintbus frnticulosus
Rin.e, Crimson Cbinn
Veronica syiiaca
Primrose, dunDle Lilac and

Orimfon
Polyautbus, various
Erica carnea
Phlox stoionifera

setacea

„ 16. Bellis perennis, varieties

-M. H., Acklam Hall, Middlesbrourjh on-Tees.

,11.

Jan. 16. Ilex aquifoUum
Eose, old Moiitbly Cbina
Pulmonaria officinalis

Forsytbia viridissima
Daphne mezereum

laureoia

„ 21. Viburnum tinus
.\ndromeda polifolia

Chimonanthus fragrans
Erica arborea

ramulosa
„ 28. TIam.imelis virginica

Hedera helix
Una
t'lex euroraja
Viburnum lucidum
Cerastinm tomcntosum
Taius baccata
Geuni rivaie
Viola odorata

lutea
Doroniciim cauca-icTun

NOTES FROM SOUTH AUSTRALIA.
{Concluded J'rom parjc 83.)

Next morning wo diverged to Donelly's Creek, and spent

two days examining the various reefs and alluvial diggings.

The country was one mass of scrub and saplings, without any
attractiiins except as to mining. We started for Mount Useful,

but as rain came on we camped and waited a day, during

which time we had to remain in the tent, and the great alti-

tude we had attained made the nights very cold. About the

middle of the second day it cleared up, and we again made a

start. Still the same climbing through a very barren series of

ranges, not a particle of soil, and the granite and sandstone

standing up in huge blocks of many tons in weight, yet the

scrub thick, and Stringy Bark and Box large ; the country, too,

was very difficult for travelling. Arrived at the foot of Mount
Useful we siopped at a hut and examined the scenery. We
could not resist the temptation of going to the top of the

Mount, and after an hour's climbing we reached the summit.
The first glance amply repaid us tor the extra labour, for while

we were down upon the track the surrounding scrub obscured

the view except at intervals, but we were now far above every-

thing, and Could see in every direction as far as the eye could

reach. Here, at an elevation of 3000 feet above the level of

the sea, we sat and gazed upon the vast expanse of mountains
and valleys, chain afier chain stretching as far as the eye could

follow them, and with various spurs running out. As we
looked down upon them they had all the appearance of the sea

in a storm ; this was the more impressed upon us from the

fact that north and south, as far as we could see in a westerly

direction, the trees without a single exception were dead, stand-

ing whitened skeletons throughout the hills and valleys. The
whitened trunks and heads of the trees were brought out

boldly by the deep green foliage of the green underscriib sap-

lings. I could obtain no satisfactory reply to my inquiries as

to the cause of the universal death of the timber, the most
probable being the great fire that passed through the country

on what is termed Black Thursday, 1850. We noticed some
excellent varieties of Xeranthemum, the largest we ever saw,

and gathered their seeds, also those of a scarlet-leaved Eurybia,

of which we had previously seen individual plants, but could

not find any seed.

Having made our way down the Mount and come to the hut

where we had left our provisions and swags, wo found two pigs

had eaten and destroyed the whole of the former. Believing

this had been connived at by the proprietors to compel UB to

purchase more, after a passage of words we tiavoUed on de-

termined not to capitulate to them, although compelled to heat

a retreat. By hard walking wo succeeded in reaching Black-

wall, a place only in name bearing any rjeemble to tlie Black-

wall. Arriving at the commencement of a very steep descent

just at dark, we determined to camp, and, making a good fire,

went supperless to bed. Waking at daybreak, about 4 a.m.,

we went outside to see what sort of a country we wero in ; before

us lay a basin of about two miles in diameter, with a beautiM
river running along the bottom, and having the banks clothed

with timber to the water. The opposite bank being level with

us plainly indicated what we had to do before wo could break-

fast. Accordingly we packed np and started down the hill, six

miles to the bottom ; the feet placed sideways to prevent our

going too fast, every step threatening to send us headlong

down, and I believe once down a person could not stop but

would roll to the bottom. This was Aberfeldie, and at the

bottom, which wo readied at H a.m., we found a store and

—

what a relief ! a small garden with a few vegetables. Here we
replenished our stock of provisions, breakfasted, and took a

ramble down the creek, but were disappointed, all being barren

rocks, with nothing but Eucalyptus scrub.

We now had the opposite bank, six miles, to go up ; filling

our biUeys with water we commenced the ascent, the sun

striking powerfully, and the temperature being about 90'. Vfe

dragged on our weary journey, and after many a rest arrived

about three in the afternoon at the summit quite anxious for

dinner and a siesta. We put up the tent, had dinner, and tried

to sleep, but the flies and mosquitoes—those enemies of all

travellers in the bush—prevented it, and we smoked, but that

did not drive them away ; so we prepared for another start.

The vegetation here consisted of one interminable scrub of

Acacia and Eucalyptuses, with hungry, barren sandstone crop-

ping up.

We travelled all day through apparently trackless ranges,

making places named by travellers. Bed Jacket, Blue Jacket,

and Violet Town, arriving at the last-named on the second day

after leaving Aberfeldie. Finding the range so steep, and
being very much fatigued with our heavy swags, we camped,

and, after fixing the tent, rambled up and down the creek, but

found nothing of consequence except a fine variety of Panax
with very large foliage ; of this we secured seeds, though

scarcely ripe. We spent the afternoon in looking through the

diggings and rambling about, and next morning resumed our

journey. The scenery for fifty miles was much the same and
limited to the immediate steep banks of the creeks, or the

pathways of the dense scrnb through which we passed, and
this sameness continued until we reached Wood's Point, then

famous from the immense quantity of gold being daily obtainecA.

We found this place full of bustle and excitement ; hundreds

of miner^ were daily pouring in from all quarters, the two or

three rapidly-erected hotels were full day and night, and the

place in continual uproar. The whole of the tents and houses

were gathered in the creek or its immediate bank, as at

Stringer's Creek, and great was the activity of all. Everything

had likewise to be carried on the back—shingles for roofing,

timber from the sawpits, all had to be carried at per hundred

feet by men. We spent a week thoroughly investigating the

various reefs and alluvial workings, and in rambling up and
down the creek gathering seeds of the various species of Pit-

tosporums and shrubs in wliich it abounded. We saw beautiful

patches of Diiuella longifolia perfectly blue, with their bunches

of bright blue berries ; we gathered some of these, but as

regards the major part of the shrubs we were too late for the

flowering, and too early for ripe seed. After spending a fort-

night here and examining the country in every direction for

several miles we started for Melbourne, distant in a direct line

about one hundred miles.

The return journey for the first thirty miles is a frightful

part of the route—up steep rugged hills and down again.

Mount Strickland, being all small granite boulders, was very

bad for the feet ; Vinegar Hill and Mount Arnold were very

steep and long, though having the advantage of plenty af

water at intervals of a few miles. At Mount Strickland was a

most beautiful spring ; the water icy cold, gushing out of the

rock into a naturally-formed basin covered with Fern trees, and

with overhanging Sassafras trees excluding the light. The
great heat in these gullies, and the moisture dripping from the
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bfees owing to the condensed evaporation, together with the

unearthly stillness vfhich reigned, created a peculiar feeling.

The trees in these creeks, from the heat and moisture, are

covered for 30 feet in height with moss, and on placing the

hand npon the stem it sinks in a foot to the tree, giving a

cold, clammy, disagreeable sensation.

Daring this day's journey we crossed the Acheron and Watt's

rivers, and a fine creek called Hungry Creek and Paradise

Plains. We here passed through some magnificent timbered

country; the trees all from 200 to 300 feet high without

branches, and growing at such regular intervals that one was

almost led to think they had been planted by the hand of man.

For twenty miles the timber was all of the same appearance,

none or very little underscrub, and the trees all of about one

age. We met several gangs of pack horses taking up stores.

These came down the hills at a rapid pace, the leaders having

a bell en, at the sound of which anything or person must im-

mediately clear from the track if possible, as there is no turn-

ing in it. The way the horses are taught this fatigueing work

is as follows :—The unbroken colts are driven into a yard and

thrown, a pack-saddle is placed upon them and loaded, an ex-

perienced horse with a bell on is started in front, and away

they tear as if mad, up hill and down hill, till from sheer

exhaustion they drop into the easy and steady pace required.

Sometimes in their madness they step out of the track in a

atecp place, roll down 300 or 400 feet, and are dashed to pieces.

At New Chum we arrived just in time to catch a coach for

Melbourne, where we arrived about midnight, after having

had six weeks of the moat interesting travelling we had ever

experienced.

I fear the subsequent notes on hortionltnre will not be very

interesting to you, everything with us being so young, but we
are laying the foundation of magnificence, for all our streets

are being planted, some with Pinus insignia, some with Euca-

lyptus globulus, or the Blue Gum of Tasmania ; and in places,

according to the taste of the citizens when done by themselves,

generally the Wellingtonia, Deodar, or Araucaria imbricata is

employed. This part of the colony appears to be adapted to

the trees mentioned, as they make a vigorous growth and are

not affected by our frosts in winter.

We have every prospect of a good crop of all kinds of fruits

this season ; the Cherry, Pear, and Apple trees, now (October),

in full blossom, are, to speak familiarly, a perfect sheet of

bloom, and Gooseberries are as thick as they can hang. We
are subject, however, to heavy hailstorms in November, and

these may devastate whole orchards and gardens. Last year

onr Pears, although set well, especially two trees of Van Mons
Iifion Leclerc, and William's Bon Chretien which should have

had 4 bushels each, bore not one ; we congratulated ourselves

that we had escaped the storm, but as soon as the Pears begin

to swell and attain weight they fell off, and on examination we

found that the hailstones had struck the stalk and bruised it,

and as the Pear increased in weight it broke the stalk oS at the

bruise.

Strawberries are very difficult to manage in this country, not

seeming to set well. Several years ago I had a number of

varieties from England, and but b single plant of the whole

was alive on arrival ; this was Trollope's Victoria, and we took

every care of it, increasing it as much as possible, and it has

proved to be the only certain setting Strawberry we have yet

had. I have this season forwarded upwards of 30,000 plants to

various persons in the trade, the produce of that single runner.

The loss of the others was occasioned by packing the balls of

other plants with them. I have invariably found my losses

have been occasioned by balls of growing plants being packed

with dormant plants or seeds, or even with the balls of dor-

mant plants, as Vines, in which there is a large quantity of

moisture. For instance : two mails ago I received from an

English nurseryman a box of Conifer seeds with a dozen Pent-

stemons, and although packed in charcoal, the moisture from

the earth of the Pentstemons had damped ihf ,^yhole and de-

stroyed them.

—

James Duncan, Victoriano so sioobai t
'f"fti> rf.iiTfn tesLs

;^'^,r^;THE POETABLE ORCHAED.;'^^^
^i;;

SccH is the name given by my friend, Dr. Hogg, to my
rollection of fruit trees, grown in pots in the open air, and at

his request I shall try and describe at length the method of cul-

tivation I pursue; but as it has been entirely derived from

following out my most valued and esteemed instructor's hints

and directions, given both practically viini voce, and in his clear

though conoisB books—" The Orchard House" and " The Mini-

ature Fruit Garden," Mr. Rivers must have all the credit of pro-

ducing for me in the cold north fruit that equals that grown in

more genial climates, and also of all that is original in my mode
of culture. And as I have been often ask'd to describe the
ways loading to the resuls seen here, and also as at times in

Thb Jiivknal or Hokticulti'iir there are notices of wants
that could not exist were "portablo orchards" common, I do
not think I shall cither be wasting time or be guilty of plagi-

arism in placing before the public n few articles upon the subject,

always promising that the two books of Mr. Rivers are sup-

posed to be in tho hands of my readers.

The advantages of tho treatment about to he described are

twofold ; first, in obtaining fniit of the highest quality without

glass in exposed, or cold, or damp climates ; and, secondly, in

having the power of removing the trees at any time—a matter

of no small importance to tenants at will, or for life, like myself
and brother parsons. I may also add that the experiment has
been tried here on a sulHciently large scale to enable me to speak

of tho results with reasonable confidence ; no hasty inductions

from small-sealo experiments are of value in tho eyes of either

philosopher or practical gardener, and as 1 have hot walls, hot

borders, and good heated and unhealed houses, I can fairly judge
of the results of growing trees in pots without any protection

whatever; at the same lime I should advise the use of cheap
protectors when the orchard i^ a small one, but when the trees

are reckoned hy the thousand the use of protectors is out of the

question for men of moderate means.
'I'hc general desoiiption of the system is very simplo, as it

consists of growing the trees in pots perforated all over to enable

the roots to spread outside freely when the pots are plunged in

the ground, and then in piling them like cannon balls from
October to April, merely coping the pile with planks or sods to

throw tho wet off, for the great enemy to successful fruit grow-
ing in this coimtry is cold with wet; well-ripened wood takes

no harm from any amount of frost provided it bo dry, and I

beUevo nearly the same may be said of the roots. Another
cause of the success of tho method is the power of retarding the

blossoming season ; for tho trees become so perfectly dormant
from ahseniw of water at tho roots, that very little growth is

visible till the pots are plimged, and watered if need be; but
then tho growth is rapid, and realises the description of Siberian

springs. As in many other things, new ideas iu gardening often

occur to several minds much about the same time—and whether
in such oases as this one poraon or another hits upon the notion

first is of very littlo consequence—I had not heard of the plan

of using perforated pots for plunging in the ground, and at first

I used snmo Urchid pots, but I iound my old friend, Mr. Rivers,

had anticipated me, and was using them in large quantities, but
only of small sixes, and was not pre pared to find my trees so

large, 10 feet high heing no uncommon size here.

1 trust before long to get the cottagers of our district to take

up this method of cultivation, a.s a recreation that will at any
rate repay tho time and labour spent upon it, and I cannot but
think that anytliing which brings pastor and flock into direct

intercourse, without the official harrier to seeing what each reaUy
is, will prove of great scrvito'. to both; such high cultivation

requires the bitter-informed mind to direct, but the carrying out

of details is simple and within the power of any peasant. The
man, »f all others, of my acquaintance who was most respected

by his llock, and who effected the greatest improvement amongst
a wild set of niouniaineera, was a most scientific farmer, and he
carried on a set of agricultural experiments simply for tho small

farmers who loimeil the great bu'k of his parishioners ; but then

he had a private fortune, and, above all, thoroughly knew his

subject, ami was easily able to convince his agricultural neigh-

bours that ho was very much better informed than they were.

Had he tried farming in the way that most parsons would
have to begin, ho woulJ luxvo been prettj' sure to have gained

their contempt ; and so in all worldly pursuits, the parson must
either at onco pay little attention to them, or else take care to

be so far ahead of the general public as to be of decided use to

those around him. Now, fruit culture is just one of those

things that an educated man can learn easily and well, and at

a very trifling cost, either of time or money, and in country

p.irishcs it is surc^ to be a matter of interest, and I should be
glad to sec the clergy generally better informed regarding it. 1

can see many other classes to whom such knowledge would be a

real benefit, and therefore I hope what I am about to write will

not be worthless, though it is the teaching of an amateur, and I

have in general a very poor opinion of all amateur work.

The first thing to. be prccared is the fruit tree, and the next

the pot iu whuh it is to bo grown. When I first came here I
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procured a few Pear trees from a nursoryman in a large business

within a day's rtach, because I know that the trees from Mr.
Riv(T.s woiild take a long timo on the road, and tho weather was
excessively cold. These trees arc now largo, capable of bearini^

largo crops, and have been most carefully trained ; and to give

Ihem the best chance of success, I did not allow them to bear a

single fruit for five or six years after planting, and they became
just the sort of trees one sees figured as specimens, but when the

fruit was allowed to mature not one was the sort I had ordered,

and most ot them were quite worthless. Few things in a small

way are more annoying than this, and had I not yearly planted

largo numbers from the Sawbridgeworth nurseries, I should now
have been badly off indeed. When one is on the rapid downhill

course, the loss of five to seven years in any one subject is serious,

and keenly felt ; so I say to all, Be sure to get your trees from a

man who will be certain to send what you want, or tell you he
has not the sorts ordered. Again, the early treatment of the trees

is so important, that even if a higher price were charged for

them it would be money well spent; but I do not find that fho

price is at all a measure of the quality of the " stuff" sent out

by nurserymen, and there can bo no doubt of the goodness of
the rule, to go to the highest-class firms for all such purchases.

Tho curious in fruit trees, like myself, will find in almost eveiy
extensive garden or country nursery many varieties new to him,
and therefore desirable ; but beyond the mrts, the growth of the
young trees is most important. I am soiTy to say nurserymen
do not take as much pains as they ought with young trees, and
early neglect makes it nearly impossible to get a well-formed
mature tree. In the case of those who can afford to look for-

ward for many years, "maiden trees"

—

i.e., those grafted in

the preceding soason, are the best, as then the whole training

must be done after the purchase ; but a couple of shillings mates
a difference of as many years in the age of the tree, and when
the tree has been properly brought up the extra price is well
bestowed. Now, remember, it is not the .>it;c of the tree that is

the proof of its good education, but the form and condition of
its branches and roots, and I feel constantly a professional in-

clination to " improve upon " the bundles of fruit trees brought
into the markets of country towns to suit the ignorance of
worthy country folk—all rank growth and club roots. At pre-
sent I must assume that those who are seeking for information
on tho subject in these pages do not know what a well-grown
tree is, and so I can at the present stage say no more than. Trust
a good man to furnish you with the tree you want. Before we
have ended our discourse I hope my studious friends will know
something about the reasons for asserting that one tree is pro-
perly trained and another not. As the trees for the portable
orchard will eventually become much larger than potted orchard-
house trees, those already established in pots are safe, but by no
means the best, for the purpose.

It may be as well in this place to speak of the proper season
lor potting young trees; further on I shall have occasion to
speak about the time for shifting from a smaller-sized pot to a
larger. Where the trees are growing close at hand the potting
should be done before the leaves have fallen and after they show
nigns of changing colour, and for some weeks after potting the pots
should bo plunged in the ground, or better still in a manure or
bark heap, with a little heat in it ; the frees will then make some
fresh roots before the winter. Water should not be given for a
week or ten days after potting, and not then unless the weather
is very dry ; sun and wind should be kept from them, and then
the soil in the pots will be damp enough to preserve the requ'site
moisture for so short a time. The potting compost should be
firm enough to retain the impression of the fingers when a lump
of it is squeezed in the hand, and yet dry enough to crumble
easily. W hen the soil is wet the trees do not seem to fiag; but
this fact 'is due to the wounded roots taking up the moisture,
just like cut flowers in a glass of water, and no healing takes
place. Stip, therefore, the exhaustion by shading from sun and
wind, and do net saturate the soil with water. But when tribes

i,T>me from a distance, and to a cold climate, I am persuaded
that it is better to allow the severity of the winter to be past
liefore they are taken out of the ground. Lasl spring Mr.
Hivers's remarks about the moving of Pear trees on the Quince
v»ere most strikingly exemplified here. Some trees from France
came to me in the middle of April, having been out of the
ground evidently some time, and several having their blossom
buds opening ; these trees actually set their fruit and brought it

to maturity, though we had no rain for months, and it was im-
possible to do more than give them a watering about three times
in the course of the season. All my experience tends the same
way, and 1 believe late in February to be the best time for

potting, and in a severe season later Blill. If the trees look
pan^hcd on urriv.il, liig a trench, lay them in it, and cover
them nil over with the soil f(ir a few days, and they will looK
plump and fresh when taken out bofcre the end of a wei.k.

We may now consider tho pots. 1 myself commonly use
fiiur sizes— 9, 11, Hi, and 10 inches wide, and tho same in depth,
inside measure ; but excepting for experimental purposes, 1

should recommend only the two largest sizes. Tho pots are
made different in foriri, accordingly as they are intended for

plants to be shifted from or to n-main in for the rest of their
lives. It is easily seen that to shift a large plant from one pot
to another, unless by breaking the pot, is not an easy matter;
.-io to help this process the shifting pots arc made with very
sloping sides, the bottoms being little more than half the breadth,

of the tops, but those for permanent growth arc nearly cylin'

drieal. By letting the soil get tolerably dry, and then gently
rolling tho pot, the ball will be taken out without difficulty;

using care to draw the pot off tlie roots, and not attempting to
pull the tree out of tho pot by dragging it by the neck. AH
these pots are made with tiers of holes all round them, but with
only one at the bottom, though I always have threo or four

small ones run through the sides from the inside of the bottom
to insure the free escape of water, tho object being to prevent
the roots going into the soil dovmwards, and to encourage the
lateral spread of fibrous rootlets. Tho holes in the sides vary
in those I have from l-J inch to 2 inches diameter, a<«ording
to the size of the pot, and it is better to have them more nume-
rous towards the top ; hut this is not of consequence provided
there are plenty of them, and yet not bo many as to endanger
the safety of the pot. .baaaaijaqis.
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The accompanying figure indicates vyhat I mean. I found

no diflicuUy in getting the pots made by the first manufactturcr
I applied to ; but 1 think he is a very good workman, and quipk
in taking up an idea. His ware is first-rate, and if anyone
within easy reach of llipon desire to obtain them, he cannpt.cjo

better than get them from Mr. Smit4,(«if<rttjbtletho[pe,nea(r t4^
city.—\V. KlNOSLBV. .,.;, 5tif U^UE:, -.
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I'HE MEZEREON—A WINTER FL<:)WER BED.
What a charming plant the Mezereon is in the dull dark

months of January and February, and afterwards as tho days
advance, until we have the sunshine of spring. I have often

wondered why this fine old plant has been so long in the shade;
for, generally speaking, we have now to look for it in eome
spot, cared for by a father's darling, near a humble dwelling,

where it well repays the tiny bands that have spared no pains
to induce the old favourite Mezereon to display its beautiftU

blooms, to say nothing of exhaling its delicate perfume.
There are many kinds of Daphnes, bnt my present intention

is to bring into more prominent notice what is called our native

Mezereon, which is perfectly hardy and of easy culture. I am
anxious to induce more of our craft to give plants of it a place

in some shady nook or elsewhere, for they are not very par-

tioulftr as to soil or situation. They are very accommodating
for culture either in pots or borders, and will well repay any
care bestowed upon them by their cheerful colour at this season,

whether in-doors or out.

We hear much about winter decoration and spring gardening,

and it is right we should ; but I hope we shall hear more about
our much-neglected native from those who are so well able

to give sound information on that subject. It deserves to be
bronght in for a share of the honour conferred upon other

worthy oconpants of the winter and spring garden.

I know that any one might make up a very beautiful bed for

this season's decoration with what are termed " very common
things." --J

A good-sized bed made up in the following manner is no
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despicable object at this season—of course it will require some
time to get the plants prepared.

For the centre of the bed plant a distinctly silver-edged Holly

;

plant round it Rhododendron dauricum, nest it Jasminum nu-

difiornta, then Rhododendron variegatum, next the deepest-

coloared Mezereon, then Viburnum tinus, next the lighter-

coloured Mezereon, then Arbutus unedo, and then the white

Mezereon, finishiug witli Erica carnea. If the plants are in

pots they can be easily plunged, or, if grown otherwise, they

can be removed to the reserve ground. The various-coloured

Mezereons make a fine bed by themselves.

Bat to return to the Mezereon. It is not uncommon to see

its lovely blooms peering through the pure white snow. When
so seen it is a charming sight, compared by some to a nymph ;

hence the name Daphne, who in the midst of winter seeks

admiration in her summer robes Its flowers appear in

January and February, and one of its chief recommendations

is that they continue long in perfection. In all their various

colours the flowers are very beautiful in the early spring, and

so is the autumn-blooming variety. It is said by some the

plants will attain the height of 5 or G feet, and may be fre-

quently met with near Andover in Hampshire, and Laxfield in

Suffolk, but I have not had the good fortune to see them in

their native habitats.

The Mezereons are of easy culture, and may be increased by
division, grafting, or seed. The seed at times will not vegetate

until the second season, sometimes causing those not acquainted

with this habit to think it is not going to make its appearance,

and so it is destroyed ; but patience is required. When the

seedlings have remained a season in the seed bed they may
be treated as the operator may think best for the purpose

they are intended for. They are good subjects for pot culture

for in-door decoration, where flowers are in great demand in

winter.

Good loam with a little fibrous peat, a little leaf mould, and
a sprinkling of charcoal and coarse sand, as well as good drain-

age, are essential to the successful pot culture of these plants.

Plunged in a shady situation during summer, and attended to

with water as they require, they will bear gentle forcing, and
amply repay any care bestowed upon them.—il. 3l., Ackliim

Hall, MiddlcshroUfjh-on-'Tecs.

GARDENING IN THE WEST.—No. 0.

Fbom what has been said of the severe atmospheric aridity

which the gardener must frequently encounter in the " Land
of the West," it is clear that many items of common practice

hare are quite impracticable there. I will refer to some of

these cases.

In England it is common to see trees and plants exposed for

sale in the markets with the roots quite bare, and often so

continued night and day even in the winter months, and
with apparently but httle apprehension of their being injured.

Even evergreens are sometimes exposed in this way. The
digging-up of trees, packing, shipping, and planting go on
through all the winter months with but little check. All this

is very diSerent in the States. There no roots of any kind can
be safely trusted to the uncertainties of the weather and the

rail, over a night after November 15th until near the end of

March. Indeed, the ground is sealed up during most of that

period, buried in trackless snow, or stony with impenetrable

ice, or both. Of course, a vast deal of out-door work accumu-
lates, and crowds into the five or six weeks between the setting-

in of mild weather about March 2l8t and the unfolding of buds
and blossoms about May 10th. Daring this brief season the

ground is generally wet and soft, and always cold. Often there

are night frosts, which wring the moisture, as it were, out of

the Boil, and leave a cold slippery slush on the surface during
the next day.

There is, however, a time in the lovely Indian summer of

October, when the air and the soil are balmy as if wafted from
Paradise ; and thus we do have glimpses of Paradise, in one
way or another, everywheie ou earth, if only in youthful love

—

" That tne sweet plant wLich, pitenus Heaven agi-eeing,

Man brought with him through Edeu's closing gate."'

A time—I begin again—to plant, and I will speak of it pre-

sently ; but while we have our feet in the chill mire of Ameri-
can May I will say out my say about it first. This is our only

time to remove aad plant out trees with thin bark, tender roots,

or leafy (evergreen) trees with thin open bark ; as the Peach
will shrivel before spring if planted in the autumn, so that if

the roots survive to supply sap, the stems cannot convey it.

Fleshy tender roots, as of Tulip trees. Magnolias, Gleditsohias,

&o., decay under the long stagnation, even if frost does not
reach them. Evergreens planted ia autumn in open unshel-
tered places, are sure to huve their leaves burned off by the
combined attacks of the wiuter winds, the March snn, and the
torpor of the ice-cased roots. They are usually planted in

May, after all planting of deciduous trees is over. It must
be remembered that the sun in the middle States has 11^

higher altitude than in England, and that the sky obscures it

less.

So the gardener has pretty strong motives for taking time
by the forelock ; and in that sweet October time to which I

have referred, full six months before the chill season just

alluded to, he goes earnestly to work to relieve the pressure of

the spring. Everything that will endure covering up with soil,

all deciduous cuttings, are made and put in, or should be
made and put in, as soon as natural ripening or the effects of

early frosts have taken off the foliage. All trees and shrubs
capable of enduiing the wiuter are planted so early in the dry
warm soil that new roots often form. Of course, close packing
and moulding-up of the ground is necessary to keep all dry
and warm. This is rendered essential, because, if the earth is

left loose and becomes charged with water, " heaving-out " is

sure to occur. Stakes, posts, and taper fusiform roots, if not
entirely covered svith soil, are drawn out and laid over on the

surface of the soil, as if done by hand. The powerful March
sun strips off the protective mantle of snow, and, by thawing
the soil daily which has been " heaved " by the expanding
influence of the previous night's frost, allows it to subside ; bat
the plant, unless held down to the unfrozen substratum of soil

by good strong side roots, goes up with the soil, but has not
gravity enough to come down again with it. The preventives

of this evil are good drainage and early compacting the soil

before winter, with the complete covering-over of all cuttings

or seedlings liable from their forms to be lifted out. Soils on
which it is apt to occur are best avoided.

It should be added in regard to evergreens, that when they
are to be removed but a short distance it is often practicable

to remove them in the latter part of August, about the time at

which occur the fall rains, that end the droughts of summer.
The same season serves for the division and eetting-out of

herbaceous perennials, and for sowing Wheat and Rye, planting

Strawberry beds, &c., all of which plants must have time to

root well and grasp the soil firmly before winter, in order to

retain their hold till spring.

Very few indeed of the broad-leaved evergreens which shelter

English homes so charmingly in wiuter, can endure the Ameri-
can climate at all in the open air, although many Firs are finer

than here. The Laurels, Hollies, Aucubas, Bay, and Laurus-
tinus fail entirely and are never seen. Even the Ivies, Yews,
Box, Mahonias, Lavender, and Rosemary perish, excepting in

moist sheltered places, and where well protected from the winds

of winter and the sun of spring. Many of the tenants of the

coldest driest hills in Great Britain, and the humble tenants of

dry hedgebanks, perish as of consumption when their lungs

—

their leaves—are exposed to American air. Such are Heaths,

Primroses, and European Gooseberries and Grapes. It would
be interesting to hear a microscopist's report on the difference

of leaf-structure between American and EngUsh species of the

same genus. In mountain gaps where streams of water supply
moisture to the air, and overarching trees and rocks yield

shade, and where the mineral soil is simple argil and sand.

Rhododendrons, Kalmias, trailing Yews, and dwarfer evergreens

hold court in splendour under the shade of luxuriant Firs and
Hemlock Spruces, such as are not to be seen here but in cari-

cature, and are there rare sights treasured in Nature's recesses

in the wilderness, and enjoyed by " campers-out " in the hunt-

ing season in the lovely Indian summer time.

—

Pennsylyanu.

LICHENS ON FRUIT AND OTHER TREES.
The rapid increase of Lichens on trees has been fairly

pointed out by one of your correspondents. Having lived in

countries where they are found in far greater abundance than

in England, perhaps a few remarks upon the subject may not

be uninteresting.

I question very much if there is any country in which so

much Lichen is met with as in New Zealand. No one who
has been in the bush can ever forget the picturesque appearance

produced by the hanging Lichens, and the pendulous fronds of
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Asplcninm fl.icciclam and HjmenoplivUnm puIuUorrimum on

tbe boughs of so many of the trees. Vegetation is luxuiiiint in

the bnsh, water most plentiful. Many chaiming varieties of

Hymenophjllum, snch as crispatum, deuiissura, multifidum,

and lovely speuies of Mosses—for example, Uypnum margi-

natum, Omalia pnlohella and falcifolia, i-u., with countless

varieties of .JungermanDias literally olothe the ground; and in

these damp and dark bushes we lind the much-coveted Todea

snperba and hymenophylloides, growing to the height of

3 feet, as plentifully as the Albjriom FiUx-foemina does with

us here.

Now, it certainly cannot be a dry atmosphere which causes

Lichens to thrive so marvellously in these places, for the bushes

are particularly moist ; and I can scarcely fall in with your

correspondent's views respecting the sea air laden with saline

matter being very unfavourable to the growth of Ijicliens. For

instance, anyone acquainted with Auckland will be familiar

with the Domain, which is onlya few hundred yards from the

sea. At one of the entrances to the gardens is an orchard,

and all the fruit trees are completely clothed with Lichens,

Usnea barbata being very conspicuous. On the road to One-

hunga, at the base of the extinct volcano Mount Wellington,

huge blocks of scorirelie scattered in all directions covered very

thickly with Lichens, especially with Stereocaulon ramulosum.

This part is exposed to the sea breezes from both east and west

eoasts.

One may judge how favourable the climate of New Zealand

is to the growth of Lichens and Mosses from the fact that I

collected in a short time ninety species of the former and a

hundred of the latter. I also found eighty species of Perns.

I am inclined to think, from all I have seen, that dampness ia

conducive to the growth of Lichens, and that sea air is not

destruotive to this class of plants or Mosses.

—

Eangitiba.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
We arc desired by the representatives of the Horlioultnral

Society of Russia, to request those gentlemen who propose to

exhibit at the forthcoming Inteesational Hoeticcltural Ex-

hibition at St. Peiersdorg, and also those who intend taking

part in the Botanical Congress, to forward their names, and
a statement of what they intend to exhibit, without delay to

one or other of the following gentlemen : — Dr. Masters,

Gardeners' Chronicle Office ; Dr. Hogg, of The .Jodrnal of

Hokticdluj-re ; or Mr. H. J. Veitch, King's Boad, Chelsea.

The arrangements to be made depend materially on the

number of exhibitors and visitors. The English railway com-

panies decline to make any concession, but it is expected that

the Belgian railway companies will make liberal arrangements

of which British exhibitors may avail themselves. The Horti-

cultural Society of Russia states that railway transit is the

only reliable method of transport, as the sea carriage is uncer-

tain, on account of the bloek-ice from Lake Ladoga, which,

even till the middle of May, often bars the Bay of St. Petersburg.

At the border stations (Wirballen and Gianize) of the two prin-

cipal railway routes to Russia, representatives of the Society will

attend, to see that all objects for exhibition are immediately
transmitted, and also to advise and assist gentlemen proceed-

ing to the Exhibition and Congress. All objects addressed to

the " Internationale Ausstlelung von Gegenstiinden des Gar-

tenbaues in St. Petersburg," will be forwarded to the place of

exhibition without being opened on the border. Objects

entered for exhibition will be received after the 2nd of May.
All plants intended for exhibition must be in St. Petersburg

by the 14th of May, because the Prize Committee assembles on

the 16tb, the day before the opening. Plants arriving in bud
will be carried to a special house to bring them into flower for

the Show. All foreign guests will be received at the railway

stations in St. Petersburg by members of the " Commission
for the Reception of Guests," by whom all necessary information

respecting lodgings, &c., will be communicated. Any of the

foreign visitors who may wish to secure apartments beforehand

can either address themselves to the " Commission der Inter-

nationalen Ausstellung von Gegenstanden des Gartenbaues in

St. Petersburg," or place themselves in communication with

one of the representatives of the Society. We may add that

the average price of lodgings in St. Petersburg is from MJ francs

per day for bed room, attendance, and coffee ; and that the

Commission for the reception of guests will take measures to

ensure proper attention to the wishes of visitors. All exhibitors,

and members of the Prize Committee and Congress, will re-

ceive personal cards entitling themselves and their effects to

the reduction in fares that will bo conceded in iheir behalf.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
kitchen oarden.

The operations recommended in former calendars, if not

already pei formed, should be proceeded with at once. Trench

and otherwise prepare ground for plantations of Rhuharh and
Sea-kale; transplant Lettuces that have stood the winter in

beds
;
plant the principal crop of Ash-leaved or other early

Potatoes; and make fresh plantations of Sorrel—the French

Sorrel is much the best. Fork up or otherwise loosen the sur-

face of the ground amongst all growing crops, to admit the

air and otherwise sweeten and pulverise the soil, and besides

these advantages the crops look belter than when the crust of

the earth in which they stand has all the appearance of a high-

way. The chief rule to be observed with all annual vegetables,

is never to have two crops of the same class directly following

each other. Though excellent plans of rotation may be laid

down, yet the perind that will elapse before the ground is again

occupied by a similar crop will depend upon the wants of the

establishment and the quantity of ground at the disposal of

the gardener. Those who require to have several crops on the

ground at the same time, will find that Celery is a good pre-

paration for Carrots, Turnips, Parsnips, Onions, and early

Cauliflowers, or for Peas with Potatoes and Winter Greens, or

Broccoli, between the rows. Autumn-sown Ouions may be

succeeded by Spinach or Lettuce, and early Cauliflowers by

autumn Onions. Spring-sown Onions will be advantageously

succeeded by Cabbages in beds, with Scarlet Runners between;

and if the Cabbages stand all summer and the following winter,

the ground in the spring will come in along with the Broccoli

ground for Celery, Potatoes, and Peas, the early Potatoes being

planted in the trenches, and the Peas sown on the ridges.

FRUIT GAEDEN.

Proceed with pruning and nailing when not too cold for these

operations. If any planting still remains to he done, let it be

performed as soon as the ground is in a fit state for that pur-

pose. Do not, as is sometimes done, over- manure, it is a great

mistake to encourage the production of gross, long-jointed

wood in any stage of the existence of a fruit tree. Wood of

this description never becomes thoroughly ripened, and in the

case of stone fruits, gum, canker, and premature death, are

sometimes the result ; while of Pears anything deserving the

name of a crop is never obtained till the gross habit induced

by planting in over-rich soil has been overcome. Ground in-

tended for fruit trees should first be drained effioiently, and
then trenched to the depth of 2 feet ; and if the natural soil is

found to be too poor for the health and growth of the trees, a

sufficient quantity of fresh turfy loam should be added, but

rich, stimulating manures should not be used, for they are soon

exhausted, and the trees are left to depend upon the natural

soil for their support, and when treated in this way never give

satisfaction.

FLOWER GARDEN.

Bourbon, Tea-scented, and other tender Boses, may now, as

the weather is favourable, be pruned, and the beds manured
and lightly forked. Roses, however, do not dislike a rather

firm soil, and care should be taken not to injure their roots by

forking or digging too much. The best manure for them is

well-rotted cow dung, which should be applied after carefully

loosening the soil, and an inch or two of fresh mould sprinkled

over it will obviate any unpleasant appearance it might other-

wise present if kept near the surface. As before observed, see

that all planting is completed forthwith. Improve as much ag

possible all outlines. Plant fresh masses or groups when ne-

cessary, and introduce specimen plants where fitting opportu-

nities offer. Much mischief is done by planting single speci-

mens in recesses ; these should be carefully preserved, as a

general rule, to give deep shadows, and to throw the prominent

features into bold relief.

GREENHOnSE AND CONSERVATORY.

Camellias done blooming should, if possible, be removed
forthwith to some of the houses at work ; a moist atmosphere,

a temperature averaging C0°, and a canvas shadirig overhead

are the requisites in order to cause them to produce wood
freely and large leaves. The shading must by no means be

neglected. Climbers in the conservatory should have a thorough

dressing about this period, cutting away weak and decayed

wood, and shortening back shoots (to farnich bark Vfood) pre-
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vious to the growing Beasou. Some little increase of tem-
perature may now take place, and that chiefly in the afternoon

by shutting up early. For mixed greenhoases it is somewhat
difficult to give precise directions. Plants of all countries

occasionally obtain a place here, and no special treatment in

regard to temperature can long be indulged in with impunity.
As a principle, therefore, of frequent and somewhat harmless
application, I would advise a rather free increase of heat on
sunny days early in the afternoon for a few hours, sinking
at night to 40' or 45'. Proceed as diligently as possible with
the repotting of such of the hardwooded greenhouse plants as

require it, so as to aiiord them every chance of making a
vigorous start. Be careful, however, before potting, to have
the ball in a moist state, and avoid giving large shifts to weakly
growers. Orange trees in tubs or pots should be carefully ex-

amined, in order to ascertain whether or not their roots are in

a healthy state, and those requiring more room should be
shifted at once. In many instances, however, it may not be
possible to afford large specimens a shift. In that case, remove
as much of the surface soil as can be done without injuring the
roots, and replace it with a mixture of loamy turf, broken bones,
decayed cow dung, and sand ; and see that the balls of the
plants are in a quite healthy condition. Manure water is of

great service to Orange trees, and may be applied freely at all

seasons, particularly when they are starting into growth. This
family of plants—that is to say, the varieties of Orange,
Lemon, Citron, Lime, and Shaddock, is fully deserving of

much more attention in culture.

STOVE.

Some little increase of temperature may also take place here,

and that too in the afternoon, by shutting up early, and using
plenty of moisture, taking care to thoroughly dry the foliage

previously by means of a free circulation of air. For Orchids,

a temperature averaging 65° by day may suffice, allowing it to

range to 70° or 75' on sunny afternoons, by closing the house
early. Look over the fastenings of those on blocks, or in

baskets, and renew the wires where necessary. Fasten a little

fresh material on those not to be shifted, but beware of burjing
the buds on the eve of their vegetating. Apply baits for snails

and cockroaches most assiduously, and attend closely to the
extirpation of scale. Examine, and shift where necessary,

stove plants in general, and cut back some of the kinds after

flowering, to produce cuttings.

PITS AND FEA3IES.

Attend carefully to the stock of bedding plants, and pot off

rooted cuttings as soon as they are fit, encouraging them with
gentle bottom heat and careful management to make quick
growth, for after this season there is no time to be lost with
young stock. Calceolarias if well established may be planted

out next month should the weather be favourable, in a turf pit,

in poor sandy soil, where they can be protected from cold

winds ; but they must be prepared for this by previously in-

uring them to full exposure to sun and air whenever the weather
will permit.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN OAKDEN.

With but one bright sunny day—that of the 6th inst.—the

work in the kitchen -garden has been very little. There has
been no lack of vegetables from the open air this winter.

Cauliflowers from under protection are nearly over, but Broccoli

will soon be coming in plentifully. More as a precaution than
from necessity we have placed some strong Lettuces between
rows of Potatoes in frames, as they will thus be forwarded, and
be cleared out before the Potatoes take up all the room. The
dull weather has caused the Potatoes to push higher than we
care to see them, notwithstanding plenty of air, and to neu-
tralise this so far we picked out the terminal buds of the shoots.

This will cause little or no check, and encourage side shoots
rather than inordinate length of the main stems.
Growing such crops in frames has this advantage over grow-

ing them in pits, that the soil and young Potato shoots can
be kept rather close to the glass at first, thus encouraging
sturdiness of growth, and then as the shoots gradually lengthen
the frame can be raised at the corners. Bricks or blocks of

wood are very good for this purpose. We generally keep some
bricks handy, which do year after year. When this process is

followed it is a good plan to have pieces of board, say 9 inches

wide and 15 or 18 inches long, placed flat on the bed, across

the angles at the coiners of the frame, and these boards will

sustain the bricks or blocks that may be necessary for raising
the frame higher. When this is done the outsides should be
banked up again to the frame to prevent air, &c., entering
there when not wanted.

Planted a large earth pit with Potatoes, which we can pro-
tect with old sashes, straw covers, &c., laid aross, and without
any artificial heat, as these will succeed those in 8-inch pots
and in frames over slight hotbeds, and come in before those
planted close to the bottoms of walls and fences with south, east,

and west aspects. The best-looking store Potatoes are liable

now to be deceptive to purchasers. In several cases that have
come under our observation, though the outside of the tuber
looked all right, the disease manifested itself in the interior

parts. The cutting with the knife was necessary to see the
defects. We noticed a fine sample of Eegents the other day
that showed no appearance of disease until they were cut or
cooked.
Gave abundance of air to Radishes, took up more Sea-kale

and Rhubarb to place in the Mushroom house, sowed Dwarf
Kidney Beans in heat, daubed with flowers of sulphur the
walls of the pit where the plants are yielding, to keep thrips
and red spider at a distance

;
potted young Cucumber plants

iu a dung frame, and cleaned the glass, to enable the plants
to obtain all the light possible in this dull weather. Where
economy is an object, even in hot-water pits, we prefer that
the young plants should become strong in dung heat before
being planted out where the heat is to be given by flues or hot
water. A two-light box will hold a considerable number of
plants, and before being wanted for the Cucumber plants, will

be useful for cuttings and bringing on Hi/acinHis. When
the Cucumber plants are small one light may be devoted to

them, with a division between the two lights, and then more
air may be given to the Hyacinths or cuttings. Before Hya-
cinths are moved to a greenhouse or sitting-room they should
be raised out of the bed for a day or two, and more air given
to them before removal. It is an error to allow these to re-

main until the flowers are all, or nearly all, expanded. Then,
no doubt, the spike will look better, but it will soon begin to

fade. When the place where the bulbs are moved to is warm
enough to continue healthy growth, it is more pleasing to see

fresh florets opening every day, and therefore the plants may
be moved when a few of the lower florets are expanded.
Though not belonging to this department, we may here state

in reference to some remarks on the position of bulbs in

houses, that a lady, we presume, writes to say, " That if I

choose to have blooming Hyacinths even in dark passages, or

in corners of rooms farthest removed from the light of windows,
what is that to anybody ? " What, indeed ! we also reiterate.

Surely in such matters one may follow his or her own taste and
inclination. The healthy influence of plants under such circum-
stances is, however, quite a different affair. We feel assured
all the same that no Hyacinth, and no other plant that natur-

ally rejoices in the light, would ever grow in such positions if

its inclinations were consulted. According to the time that

such bulbs are kept in dark places will they be of little or no
use afterwards for future blooming. This latter fact may well

be kept in mind.
Rotten and tlecai/infi spratj along with tree leaves for hotbeds.

An " Old Friend " tells us " that in clearing out an old place

he has some waggonloads of this material, rotten, half rotten,

acd fresh leaves in about equal proportions, and the half or

rather more consists of twigs and short branches, from the

thickness of a quill to that of the finger—some rotten or partly

rotten, and others fresh, and he wants to know if such mate-
rials would be of any use for a mild lasting hotbed. We fre-

quently in clearing out obtain a few cartloads of similar mate-
rials, and our experience enables us to say that hardly any
decomposing substance could be better for the purpose. The
bits of wood keep the bed from becoming too compact, and the

decomposition, therefore, and the heat thus produced, proceed

more gradually ; so the sticks answer the purpose of faggots in

beds as used by our old gardeners. Let us guard our reader,

however, from one unseen source of danger, and that is the

production of fungus from the half-rotten leaves and partly-

rotten wood. In such cases we like to pile the heap com-
pactly together until it heats somewhat strongly, before spread-

ing it out into a bed and making it up in the regular way. We
have no difficulty in this respect, as we can place some stable

manure either beneath or incorporated with the heap, and
thus, if we obtain a good heat in the heap, the spores, iic, of

the fungus will be destroyed. With these precautions and the

help of a Uttle stable manure or other fermenting substance.
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no material can be better for lasting hotboda. When done

with lor that purpose nothing can be more valnable (or com-

posts and manures. Without Buch a precaution as allowinp;

the heap to heat well at first, there is a (irst and a second

danger. The tirst is, though you may have a genial lasting

heat for whatever you use it, there is no other material that is

BO likely to be stored with the spores and the incipient myce-

lium of fungi. A mild heat will encourage the rapid develop-

ment of these, a strong heat will destroy tliem. A mild heat

will so encourage them to grow, that they will not only spread

through the bed, but will affect the roots of the plants growing

upon it. Thus we have had Cacumbers, Potatoes, Turnips,

&o., injared. The second evil is, that although such lieaps

when they have parted with their heat and become partly de-

composed, are most useful as leaf mould for composts, and

entering as part into all our soils tor pot plants, we have had
heaps which we durst not touch for these purjjoses, so thoroughly

were they pervaded by the spawn of fungi, though almost im-

perceptible without a microscope. Wherever there is a doubt,

soil of this description before being used ought to be well

heated over a furnace, or placed in a barrel of very hot water,

and then dried and exposed to the air before being used.

Some fungi, if their mycelium occupy the soil, seem to do
little injury to crops, but others seem to tolerate no rivals.

We lately mentioned that some Cucumbers that bore heavily

about Christmas seemed all at once to have lost their vigour,

which they generally do when fruited hard before the turn of

the day ; but in taking them out we found another evil, half

an inch or so beneath the surface of the bed aud for a depth of

2 or 3 inches, the bed was a mass of thready spawn, and this,

we have no doubt, was the result of using leaf mould as a

component part of a rich top-dressing. As far as this spawn
extended the roots were unhealthy. We believe that thousands

of fruit trees. Vines, &o., have suffered by au excels of kind-

ness from using leaf mould and half-rotten leaves in the com-
post of the borders. Mildew on the roots becomes then more
dangerous than mildew on the twigs and leaves. Quicklime is

a great enemy to all the fungus tribe that we have come in

contact with; but a strong fiery heat seems to be the most
successful opponent. A mild genial heat, such as the heat

in a Mushroom bed, seems most to promote their extension.

Heaps collected from old shrubberies and woodlands, and con-

sisting of such mixtures as our correspondent alludes to, are

much more liable to fungus than the fresh-fallen leaves of the

present season, though even they and their change into leaf

mould are to be watched. A good heat in a hotbed will make
them safe ftir the crops accelerated and safe afterwards.

In other departments our work has been much as stated last

week. In the fruit garden went on pruning, cleaning walls,

and applying some fermenting material to a Vine border, which,

being covered, will be used for bringing on numbers of bedding
plants, which most likely we will place in little square pieces

of turf, as an ease to our pots, and so far dispensing with

them.
In the pleasure grounds and preserves our chief work has

been planting, transplanting, catting down, pruning Laurels,

&c., and fresh turfing. In some cases, contrary to a rule re-

cently adverted to, the work could not be done without making
work which might have been avoided if performed in more
suitable weather ; but then two other reasons helped to miti-

gate this evil. The fine weather, when it comes, will bring quite

enough to do without any extra work, and at present labour is,

more than desirable, too plentiful and easy to be had in this

neighbourhood. In turfing we have for the tirst time, owing
to the wet, enlisted a new agent to help us, though it may not
be new to others—namely, finely sifted coal ashes, of which we
happened to have a large heap, consisting of what had passed
through a fine sieve, the rest being transferred to the furnaces.

A sprinkling of this on the surface enabled us to get the surface

more easily levelled and made fine than we otherwise could

have done with the wet soil, and the turf was thus better laid.

—B. F.

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
WiUiam Hooper, New Wandsworth, London, S.W.

—

Cata-

logue of Kitchen Garden and Flower Seeds.

W. BioUisson & Sons, Tooting, London.

—

General Seed Cata-

logue, comprising a list of Hub-tropical and Oniamental-fuliaged
Plants.

D. G. McKay, Sudbury, Softolk.

—

Catalogue af iSeket.Vege-
table and Flower Seeds. 'a alijit .i \o o

COVENT G-AKDEN MARIffiT.—Februauv 10.

The generfil doniand has sliKlitly improvoU, I>ut not fcuflicioutly to in-

ilucuct; prices tu any eituut, tlnjro buiug a h''^oU aupply kopl up both ol

humo-growa and foreign produce.

FBDIT.

8. d. 8.

Apples 3 J sieve 1 Gtoli
Aprk-ots doz. U
C'herrioB lb.

CboBtnuts bush. 10 II!

Currants ^. sieve
Black do. U

KiR8 doz.
FUborts lb. 9 1

Cobs 11). 10 1

Gooseberries . . quart
Grape3,Hothoatie. .lb. 6 K
Lomoua lUU 4 8

s. d. 8. d
Melons each '2 to G

Nectarines doz.
Oranges 100 'J

teaches doz.
Pears (dessert) , . doz. 4

' Pino Apples lb. B
i Plums a sieve

(
Quinces doz.

Kaspberries lb.

Strawberries oz.

G IJ

U

Walnuts busb. 10 IB

do 100 10 a ti

VEGETABLES.

Artichokes doz. 8
Asparagus 100 5
Beans, Kidney . . hd. ti

Beet, Red doz. 2
Broccoli bundlo 1

Brus. Sprouts ?- sieve 2
Cabbage doz. 1
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery.. bundle
Cucumbers .... each
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
GarUc lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish ..bundle

a. 8.

0to6
8

4
6
6

8 »•'

Leeks bunch
Lettuce score
Mushrooms. ,. . pottle

' Mustd.ci Cr633,punuet
1 Onions bushel
Parsley sieve

j
Parsnips doz. 9
Peas quart

8 Potatoes bushel 4 6
Kidney do. 4

Radishes doz.bunches 1 G

a. s. f
4 too "

Rhubarb bundle
Sea-kale basket

I Shallots lb.

j
Spinach bushel

I

Tomatoes doz.

1
Turnips bunch

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
•»• We request that no one will write privately to the depart-

mental writers of the " Journal of Horticulture, Cottage

Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they

are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

communications should therefore be addressed sulelg to

The Editors of the .Journal of I[orticnlture,dx., 171, Fleet

Street, London, E.G.
We also request that correspondents wiU not mix up on the

same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those on
Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them an-

swered promptly and conveniently, but write them on
separate communications. Also never to send more than

two or three questions at once.

K.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next

week.

Books (A Subscriber) —You could obtain the book through any book-

seller. We do not know the price. (?^. i;,).—" Fruit Gardenin;? for the

Many." You can have it sent post free from our office, if you enclose five

stamps with your address.

Clcdjieers WdimJaroo).—'Ihej can be grown on a dunghill covered
with soil. Parsley is not poisonous to Rabbits.

Vines (G. IF.).—The Vines will do planted in the floor of the house,

with a 2-feet opening round the stems, if you have secured di-aiuage ; and
though the soil may be good, we would advise at least a portion of fresh

to be incorporated with it.

Stove for Greenhouse (A Five-years Subscnter).—Hays's stove and
fuel cannot now be obtained. We have no faith in any stove where there

is no outlet for the products of combustion, when tender plants are con-

cerned. A small stove, the lireplaco lined with firebrick, would be ample
for your small place, the cost being about Ms. There is quite an unne-
cessary panic about having a small pipe, say S inches in diameter, from
such a stove. Have one with the place for the chimney at one Bide.

.\n angular elbow-piece to lit on, a foot each way, will cost from 3«. to

-&. f'd. ; and the upright plate-iron pipe will cost about Is. per foot. The
pipe sLould go through the roof or wall, and if through the former, a
small cowl on the top will cost about U. 6fl. or 2«., and all can be taken

away when not wanted. The stove is little of au eyesore, and if not

liked it might be concealed. We saw one close to the back wall imder
the stage, and a pipe went through the wall, and a short upright one

outside, that did well. See page 70, and " Doings of the Last Week."
{A. /J.) —Moist heated air certamly will not prevent the emission of car-

bonic acid from any stove. Wo do not know that which you name, but

unless it has a flue or pipe do not admit it into your greeuhouse.

Greenhodse {J. It. Freshjjeld).—Your house would look better if to the

old 16-feet length you added two or three sheets of 4 feet in width, making
the house either 24 or aa feet in length. Except on account of having

the roof all alike, there is no objection to having three sashes of S feet

each, so as to make the house 23 feet in length ; and three Vines would
succeed very well in that space, training one up the centre of each light.

We think the part for flowers alone should bo next the doorway, and it

would be more convenient if you had a doorway at each end. We would
divide the house bv a partition about the middle. You might then have
four Vines in the vinery, aud you might also have some in the flower

part, bearing in mind, howeVL-r, that the flowers would be too mnch
shaded after the Vines were in full leaf. By this means you could force
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the vinery, and the Vines in the greenhouse wonM come in with gi-een-
honse heat a^iout Septembi?r. As you cannot dig down for a furnace-hole,
owing to -water, we would at once do away wilh all your difficulties about
the path, crostinp, &e , by j-lacing the fornacc and boiler outside at the
back Wfll], opposite the propoeed division in the bouse ; and then with a
T-junction fixed on, and a flow and return, and a stopcock for each division,
you could keat each place aei-arately. or both tof-ether. In each case we
would take the pipes across, along tbe front, in-ilo of tbe pathway, along
the farther end, and if you liked along the back to the boiler. The pipes
would thus be all under the singe fur plants. You can have the plan
returned if you enclose a ready-directed and stamped envelope.
BoELEH (.7. Lees).~There is nothing new in your idea of a boiler. It is

just a tubular saddle-back. The simpler boilers are the better. The
more joints the more danger of leaking.

Swellings on Apple-tree Shoots (T.).—Tbfy are the consequences
of tbe punctures inflicted by the Amtrican blight (Aphis lanigora). The
parent aplides are now wintering on the roots of the tree, and will
re*appear in the spring.

Queen Anne's Pocket Melon (A Constant Eeader).~ATiy seedsman
who advertises in our columns could obtain it for you. It is worthless as
a fmit.

Budding Roses (A Novice).—*^ Scrape away the earth, and when the
skin will run bud the Rose in the old wood of the stock, not in the wood
of the current year. If, however, the stock wiU not ran, hud the Ro^e in
the wocd of the current year as low as you c.iu. The Hoses called Noi-
settes take their name from Philip Noisette, who iniroduced them. The
term is applied to cluster-flowered Roses. Some, however, of the family
are Noisette in family but uot in character.—W F. Radcltffe."
Grafting and Pruning Roses (A Subscriber from the First).—''1 do

not practise grafting. I prefer Roses budded, as the wind, when the
union is not intimate, is apt to break the tree down. The time, I think,
is come to prune Roses. If tbe frost should cut ufl'the shoots, other eves
will break to take their place. I do not think we prune our Roses early
enough for theii* good.—W. F. Radcltffe."
Potatoes with Long Sprocts (Sutton Abbott).-*' Unpack your Myatt's

Prolific Potatoes immeliately and carefully from tbe dry coco i-uut dust;
leave one shoot only on each" tuber, and then lay them s'ingly on the floor
of the loft for a week or so, to allow the young shoots to gain sturdi-
ness by becoming slightly greened If there aie at band two or more
dozen flower pots which measure from 10 inches to 7 inches in diameter,
wash them clean, put in drainage, cover it with 2 inches of light rich
soil neither wet nor dry, and place one good-sized Potato, or two if small,
nponit. Be careful not to break or damage the shoots, which must be
keld in an uppight position whilst filling the pot with earth to ^v-itbin half
an inch of the brim. Tbe 12-incheslong shoots must be siven to tbe
deepest flower pots ; and if they can be placed in an orchard house and
be duly wiitered and protected irom frosts, doubtless you would obtain
early Potatoes much sooner than your neighbours unless they forced
their crop. In lieu of flowerpots and the orchard house, you may em-
ploy boxes drained and filled with soil, plant tbe tubers in them, and
place them out of ihe reach of frost in any sunny corner. In this case
plant tbe tubers about a foot apart, and to keep up a succession plant
more in a warm border at the usual distances, but lay the long shoots in
sloping, and do not cover them more than 3 inches deep, leaving an inch
or two of the crowns of the young shoots peeping from the soil. Of
course, ihef e must be protected with mats, &c., as occasion may render
necessary.—UpWAHDs and Onwards."
Gardenia Culture (M.B.).—The Gardenias require a stove tempera-

ture, and should have a light and rather airy situation, keeping them as
near the glass as practicable. A compost of two-thirds sandy fihrous
peat, and one-third light loam from rotted turves, with a free admixture
of silver sand, will grow them well. Good di-ainnge is necessary. Any
potting that may be reiiuire.i should be done as soon as the plants begin
to grow, giving but small shifts, and not potting too often, at- they do not
flower freely unless the pots are full of roots ; indeed, if overpotted they
make too much gi-owth, or the soil becomes saturated when there is a
large mass of it, and it is owing to tbe inactive state of tbe roots that
the buds are so liable to go off. To obviate this, some consider bottom
heat necessarv, and it is very desirable to give the plants bottom beat
when makiua new growths, .ind when they are desired to swell their
buds for blooming, encouragiug them with a moi>t bent, and a plentiful
snpply of water, both when growing, and forming and swelling their
bads. At no time ought they to be watered before the soil requires it,

as nothing is so injurious to them as keeping the soil in a saturated
state, and yet water should be supplied before the foliage flags, and in
sufficient quantity to show itself at the drainage. It is essential to
secure a good g'-owth. and have it well matured by exposure to light and
air and diminishing the supply of water ; also to afford a slight increase
of temperature and mild bottom beat to bring them into bloom.
FiNE-FOLiAGED PLANTS FOR OuT-DOOR Fernert (St Dennis) —The

following may suit you for the summer months only :—Agave americnna
aoreo-variegata, Agapanthns umbellatus variegatns, Aralia Sieboldi vari-
egata, Arundo donax variegata, Bnmbu^a Fortuni variegata, Drac-ena
australis, D. Veitcbii, D. EHnksii, D. Ftricta (fenea variegata). D. draco,
D. terminalis, Cordyline indivi^a, Eurva latifulia variegata, Hydrangea
japonica variegata, Osmanthns ilicifohns aureu'' variecatus. and O. ilici-
folins variegatns, Phormium tenax variegatnm, Rhapisbumilis v^iriegata,
Saxifraga Fortnrti, S. sarmentosa, S. tricolor, Serissa fcet'dn variegata,
Veronica Anderson! variegata, Yucca aloifolia variegata, and Y. filamen-
tosa variegata.

Su^TROPic.'.L Plants for Small Bed (Hem).—Acacia lophantha for
centre, bard round of Canna zebrinr., another band of Phormium tenax,
and a third band of Acanthus latifolius, edged with the Pelargonium you
name. Perhaps the fin. st green-fo iaged Canna is musnefoba

; g gHu'tea
major having gi'een leaves, and grandidora flonbunda having dark foliage,
are also fine.

Ground Vinery (/(fem^—" The Vine Mannal" has a chapter on the
ground vinery, and a drawing of one. It may bo had post free from onr
oflSce for thirty-two stamps.

Roses for a Pillar (Scofu«).—"For a pillar facing westi—JVliite

:

Acidalie or Marguerite Bonnet. Red : Due de C -zes or Charle* Lefebvre.
Acidalie may not open in Scotland. If a small flower is not objected to,
Almee Vibert would do. Aa Pierre Notting does not open well in Scot-

land, and Jules Margottin does not give you satisfaction, supply their
places with Alfred Colomb and Antuiuo Ducher. Madame Charles
Crapelet, fine, but not quite full, would be sure to open. G^utral Jac-
queminot is a good Rose for you, as it is a sure opener, and quickly
reproduces its blooms. Whether tbe Rose or Manetti is planted in
spring or autumn, after it is established, as a rule, reduce it all over one-
third. If the plant is small you mu'-t use your own judgment. General
Jacqueminot would make a good red pillar Rose.—W. F. Radcltffe."
Lawn Mower (T. Redfein).—They all do their work well if properly

managed. We cannot recommend any one in preference to the others.

Cyclamen persicuh (G. Edgerton).—Yonr eeedlings twelve months
old, whether we consider the size and tints of the flowers, their profusion,
or their bold elevation above the handsome foliage, are some of the best
we evtr saw.

Heating a Vinery (A. Bryan).—It your vinery, containing 4680 cubic
feet, is at all lofty, the two 4-inch pipes all round will not be sufficient
for very early forcmg, but would do if beginning from January to
February. To begin in November the piping would require to be in-
creased from one-third to one-half.

Hays"s Patent Stove (R. J. S.),—We do not know where fael for it can
be obtained. Peat charcoal, perhaps, would answer, and it is made some-
where iu the north of England. It ought to be advertised.

Flower-garden Plan (Fn(c(»«l.—Both proposed plans are good, but,
if anything, we prefer No. 2, provided the 4 and 5 beds of Cftlceolariaa
are edged with purple or silver, as low-growing Verbenas of that colour.
The plan then would be unique. (R. W.).—'So. 3 is the central clump;
and as you propose to edge it with Lobelia, all the five clumps would have
dark edgings. Suppose you were to plant thus, with the materials you
have—No. 3, Tom Thumb Pelargonium, band of Bijou ; 2. 2. Cloth of
Gold, edged with Oxalis tropa;oloides ; 1 and 4, Centre of Delphinium
formosum with two or three plants of Ageratum mexicanum, to make
sure of the grey blue until fro6t, then Trentham P^ose Pelargonium, then
Stella, fronted with Ribbon Grass kept low, and then a good band of blue
Lobelia. We would not trouble about raising Cuphea eminens from seed.
You will succeed well with the Lobelia in your dung bed, but had better
sow soon. You may move the Thorn tree now, but you would be more
sure of success next October or November. If you move, take care of the
roots. See last week's " Doings."

Melon Frame iA Subscriber).—Vfc consider 8 feet too vride for a move-
able frame, and would not recommend a greater width than 6 or 7 feet,
and we think 3-feet liiihts quite large enough, though yuu may have
them 3 feet G inches. The frame should be 18 inches deep iu frtut, and
2 feet 3 inches at the back, but the hotbed out»ht to be higher or deeper
at back by 1 foot than in front. The Melon we do not Itnow from the de-
scription given.

RiviNA L.^vis Culture (Id^m).—It is an evergreen undersbrub, and
needs an intermediate house or a stove temperature. The seeds may be
sown now in sandy soil in a brisk bottom beat of 75^, and in a correspond-
ing top beat ; when the seedlings are a few inches high prick or pot them
off singly in small pots, and grow tbem in the stove, taking out the points
of the plants when they are from 3 to 4 inches high. As often as the
pots become full of roots transfer the plai ts to larger pots, and afford a
light airy position in the stove or vinery, stopping tho shoots frequently
so as to produce a close compact plant. In winter keep dry, but hot so
much so as to affect the foliage, and in February shake the plant out of
the soil and place in a smaller pot ; if the plaLt is at all straggling prune
it well in, and encourage gi-owth with a gentle bottom beat and moist at-

mosphere. Shift the plant into its blooming-pot when that into which it

v.'as shifted in February becomes filled with roots, and see that the shoots
are kept in order, but shortening ought not to be practised after May.
The plants have white or pinkish flowers, which are succeeded by orange-
coloured berries, and it is the latter that constitute its chief attraction.

Lawti Weedy and Bare (Thornton Heath).—It is not necessary to
mow the lawn before scratching with an iron rake, and top-dressing ; but
we think it desirable to give the lawn a light raking after sowing the
lawn grass and Clover seeds, and then roll well.

Various (A. Y.).—Anemones require a good, rich, light soil. There are
two seasons for planting, October and the end of January. Those who
plnnted at tbe former season will now have good i)lants with prettyfn-
dented leaves. The plants should now have a top-dressing, if not already
given, of decayed leaves or leaf mould, which need not be more than
about half an inch thick. It will afford some protection to the roots and
foliage. If planting has not been already performed 't must not be
longer delayed. Phint 2 inches deep, and from 7 to 9 inches apart,

pressing lightly and taking care to place t e right side upwards. Ranun-
culuses delight in a deep, rich, heavy, and moist soil, but it must be well

drained. It is now quite late enough to plnnt,butit may yet be done.
The best manure is cow dung, though well-rottej hotbed manure will do,

but for lijht soils cow dung is very desirable. Yucca filawentosa is, in

most situations, quite hardy, and requires a moderately-rich well-drained

soil. We do not know of a process whereby it may be induced to flower.

The Pam/ios Grass should have a compost of two parts loam from turf,

one part leaf mould, and one part weU-rotted manure ; and there should be
no stPgnant water in tbe soil. In summer water freely during dzy weather,
and once or twice a-week with liquid manure.

Holly in Flower (A. Henderson).—It is rather unusual for the Holly
to flower at this season, but similar instances are not rare.

Grass Close to Stems of Evergreens (P. H.)-—Tt is well to allow a
small space of soil around the stems of evergreens on grass for a time
after planting, but the bare spaces do not look pleasing, and after two or
three years the grass should be allowed to grow aroimd the shrubs as
closely as it will.

Pelargoniums to Flower in June (W. Archer).—You will not have
any difliculty with the vigorous plants lately received, as you should now
stop tbem, nnd again at the end of March or early in April, shifting them
into their blooming-pots early in April, and you can retard tbem by
placing them in a cold pit iu May, aud shade from bright sun so as to
keep them cool.

Plants for Wall in Conseevatoet and Stove (S. C. Hincks).—For
the conservatory—Luculia gratissima, Hai ruthiimuus elegans, Cestrum
aurantiacum, Tacsonia Van-Volxemi, Lapageria rosea, and Passiflora

Clowesiana. For stove—Allamauda grandiflora, Cissus discolor, Stepha-
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notiB floribnnda, Hoya carnosa, Passiflora rtaadrangularlB, and Schn-
bertia gniveoleus.

Camklmas Leggy (A. flf. T.)-—The plants should bo well cnt-iu before

thoy bogio to Krow, uikI eucouragod with ii moist atmosphoro and brisk

heat of from BO" to r.O' at ni«bt, fin. I from Gtt" to 7/' by iliiy, aH'ording a

slight Bhado from bri^ibt Bun, the plants being sprinkled ovurhoad morn-
ing and ovoninj^' with wiitor, and whou thoy havo shoots a few inches

loug ropot, shading for a time after potting, and keeping rather close and
moist.

RnoDoDKNDRONS Leggy (Itlnn).~Yon may out down the Rhododon-
drons, and thoy will start from neixr tho pround. It ahoulil ho done early

iu May, or it may bo done immediately after Uoworiug, eutting thorn to

tho form required.

Roses on Walls (Q. <?.).—" Roses suitable for walls never want much
pruninp. Simply thin out weak shoots and cut tho stronger side branehos

to a good eye in riuened wood, and take oft' tho tops of thn leaders simi-

larly. My south frontage is a loug one, and wholly planted with Tea and
Tea-scontod Noisettes, in front of which are placed, on the lawn, these

ManetU-stocked Roses—viK., Charles Lefebvre, Maurico Ilernardin, Due
do Cazes, and Prince Camille do Rohan. Thoy are all very forward. I

took off last week the sheep hurdles which havo been loaning all winter

endways against the wall Roses. Some of tho shoots of such as Ciilino

Forcstior are a foot long, and have Rosijs formed. I shall Ut all remain
till I SGO what the frost (if any), will do, and then cut out damages and
otherwise prune tho trees, leaving on what is not damaged. I have not

yet moved any of tho monnds roaud my Roses. Walt for dry weather
and then do it, as tho ground will work bettor. As soon as March arrives,

if weather permit, cut tho Manetti wood from tho budded stocks. Till

then, if severe weather set in, bed-up with litter, or wtraw. I havo not
yet thinned out any of my Manetti Konos. I, one year, at Husliton, did

not prune till the 1 llh of May. and Hiicc^odud well.—W V. UAnrLYFPE."
NoMENCLATUUK OF I-'erns (PlcridopliUnt).— It U quite true tliat WTiters

on foreign Ferns dilfor much iu thiur nomenclature, but so do other
botanists about other plants, and thoy are still more rwprehensible for

olevating every abnormal frond into a variety. Such mon are great only
in small things. Yot to pubUsu your vituperation would do no good, and
is unjust as regards those who are entitled to the name of " gardener."
Names of Plants (F. /J.).— Jhimonauthus fragrans grandiflorus. It

is propagated by layers early in autumn, and by seeds sown iu gentle
lieat during March. It has also been propagated by cuttings of the yonng
wood of the current year just after it was "set" in July, and furnished
witli loaves, the cutting pot being placed on tlie bod at the cooler end of

a propagating pit. (./. J. H.).—Tho Oak^i arc not Mexican, but other North
American specie''. Tho darker-coloured one i- Querent rubra, and the
lighter Q. coccinca. They may both bo propagat id by graftini? them on
tho common Oak ; but it is needless trouble to do so, as trees are easily

procurable in any good nursery. (Cnttlfrcdiih).— 1, Aspidistra lurida

variegata ; 2, Sanchezia nobilis vai-iegata ; 4, Platycorium alcicorne.

{Eastbourne).—!, Ghorozema varium. (Tcrtia).—!. Asplenium fnrcatum ;

2, Davallia pulchra; 3. D ch:crophyllata ; 4, Slicro^orum irioides

;

5, Polypodium (Phymatodos) normalo. (C. G.).—Vctthoimia viridifolia.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the week ending February 9th.

Date.
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the effect of a damp and confined atmosphere, one of the most
frequent causes of phthisis in the human subject. He had
examined many years since a great many of the animals dying
at the Regent's Park Gardens—a locality that was damp and
foggy—and he came to the conclusion that this state of at-
mosphere had much to do with the production of tubercle, as it
was far less prevalent at the Jardin des Plantes at Paris and
in other collections in dry and airy districts. On going over
the proportion of cases of phthisis to the population of the
623 districts of England and Wales, he found that a moist and
damp atmosphere with a limited circulation of air was a common
cause of phthisis. He did not think that the nature of the soil
had much to do with it if the country was open and had a free
circulation of air.

The President, Dr. Qaain, inquired if Dr. Crisp had seen Dr.
Buchanan's paper.

Dr. Crisp replied that Dr. Buchanan's inferences were drawn
from a part of England only, but his (Dr. Crisp's) included all
the districts. He thought that Dr. Buchanan would be obliged
to modify many of his opinions. Dr. Crisp, in answer to a
gentleman who supported Dr. Buchanan's views, and who said
that in a hilly part of Surrey, all clay, phthisis was very pre-
valent, remarked that in Chelsea, all sand and gravel, the pro-
portions of deaths from phthisis to the population in ten years
was 1 in 28 ; at Hampstead, which was nearly all clay, the pro-
portion was only 1 in Gl. Dr. Crisp had inoculated four healthy
Pigeons from these fowls. They were killed after six weeks,
and no perceptible effect was produced. He had not heard of
any examples where the inoculation of tuberculous matter had
been before practised on birds.

E. M. Webber. Sontbsea ; O. Nicholson, Londport. he, H. AshtoD, Prest
wich. c, W. Walter, Winchester.
Norwich (Clear Buffi.—1 and 2, H. Vine, East Cowes. vhc, H. Apted,

Worthing. )i<-, W. Walter.
Norwich (Evenly Marked Yellow Variepated).—1, O. Nicholson. 2 and

vhc, H. Apted. he, W. Walter ; O. Nichulson.
Norwich (Evenly Marked or Buff Variegated Baff).—1, 2, and vJtc, H.

Apted. ;ir,W. Walter, c, W. B. Hovell.
Belgian (Clear Yellow).—!, E. Smith, Gosport. 2 and tfftc, O. Nichol-

son. /((', W. J. Toon, ICetterinij. r, C. Payne ; R. Bills, Brighton.
Belgian (Clear Buffi.— 1, C. Psvyne. 2, O. Nicholson, he, R.Bills; O.

Nicholson, c. A. E. Smith.
Belgian (Evenly Marked or Yellow Variegated).—1,0. Nicholson. 2,W.

Andrews, Landport.
Belgian (Evenly Marked or Buff Variegated).-1 and 2, O. Nicholson.

Jic, W. Richardson, Landport.
Lizard (Gnlden-spant^led).—1. T. Fairbrass, Canterbury. 2, R. Bills.

vhc. \V. Walter ; O. Nicholson, lie, H. Ashton. c, R. Bills.

Lizard (Silver-spangled).—1, O. Nicholson. 2 and 'ir, K. Bills, r/ic, H.
Asbton. c, T. Fairbrass.
Goldfinch JIdle (Jonque).—1 and 2, H. Ashton. /ic, W. Walter.
Goldfinch Mulk (Mealy).—1 and 2. H. Ashton. /ic and c, W. Walter.
Any other Variety.-1 and he, R. Bills. 2, H. Vine, vhc^ G. EastOD,

Landport.

PORTSMOUTH POULTRY I'SHOW.
As a first show this was one of the best Exhibitions of poultry we

have seen. The arrangements were very good, and the pens in which
the fowls were exhibited more commodious than any we can call to
mind. They were somewhat higher than the generaUty of pens, and
consequently did not interfere with birds of large size, by bruising
combs, &c. It was, we believe, the first time of their being'nsed. As
regards attention to the birds the arrangements were perfect, and the
visitors were well cared for.

Gajie (Black, and other F.eds).—1, W. H. StragB. Netheravon. 2, S.
Matthew, Stowmarket. /ic, S. Matthew; H. Loe, Appuldurcombe. c, H.
Loe.
Game (Any other variety).—! and 2. S. Matthew, he, T. G. Bonhurst,

Landport
; H. Loe. c. Rev. G. L. Blatre, Buriton, PetersBcld ; G. S.

Sainsbury. Devizes.
Cochins (Any variety):—!, .1. R. Rodbnrd, Wrington. 2, G. Shrimpton,

Leighton Buzzard, he, O. Shrimptnn ; G. White, Christchurch ; E. R.
Gray. Cosbam. c, A. & R. Ashbv, Staines ; G. Shrimpton ; F. W. Rust,
Hastings ; J. H. Dawes, Birmingham ; C. H'. Hore, Tnnbridge.
Bkahma Pootra (Dark).—! and 2, Rov. J. Ellis, Bracknell, he. A. and

R. Ashby; W. Dring, Faversham
; H. Dowsett, Pleshey ; W. Sims, Stroud ;H. Loe.

BK.IHMA PooTRA (Light).—!, H. Dowsett. 2, J. Pares, Postford. Guild-
lord, ftr, H.M. Mnynard.Holmewood, Ryde, c, Miss J.Harvey. Sarisburv:
F. Crook. Forest HiU.
Dorkings.-1 and 2, J. Mar' in, Claines, Worcester, he, St. J. Coventry,

Wimborne
; Miss M. Hales, Canterbury ; Viscount Tumour, Shillinirlee,

Petworth
; L. P.itton, Hillmore, Taunton, c, C. Cork, New Shoreham ; A.

Stanford, Eatons, Steyning.
Spanish.—!, J. R. Rodbard. lie, J.R. Rodbard; F. Pittis, iun., Newport,

Isle of Wight
;
P. H. Jones. Fulbam. r, A. & R. Ashby.

Hamburohs (Gold and Silver-pencilled).—!, Cup for best pen shown,
andcF. Pittis, juu, 2, N. Barter, Plvmouth.
Hambchghs (Gold and Silvor-spaiigled).— 1, F. Pittis, inn. 2, J. F.

Loveridge, Newark, he, N. Barter.
French.—1, Rev: N. J. Ridley, Newbury, he, H. M. Maynard. c. Mrs.

L. Paget.
Any other Variety.-1, J. Hinton, Hinton, Bath. 2, T. P. Edwards,

Lyndhurst. he, J. Hinton ; W. Graham, Biickland; Miss M. Hales ; P. H.
Jones, c, R. C. Forster, Fresbford, Bath ; W. Weston, Bramlcy. Guildford :

W. Wildey, Cosham ; F. Pittis.
Game Bantams—! and 2. J. W. Kellowav, Merston, Isle of Wight.

lie, F.Lawrence, Portsea; W. W. Pvne, South Lancing; H. Loe; C. F.
Here, e, E, Payne, Cardiff; T. Wilkins, Fiireham.
Bantams (Any variety, except Game).- 1, 8. A. Wyllie, East Moulsev.

2, H. M. Maynard. he, S. H. Stott, Rochdale, c, Lady S. Tumour, Shilling-
lee.

Selling Class.—;»r, H. Loe (White Cochins) ; Sir W. P. de Bathe,
Chichester (Sebastopol Geese, and Aylcsbnrv Ducks), c. Lady S. Tur-
nour ; Mrs. Christie (Partridge and Buff Cochins) ; J. Howard (Peacocks).

PIGEONS.
Barbs.— I..T.H.Ivimy, East Giinstead. 2 and c, H.M. Maynard. he, J.

H. I-vimy ; H. Yardley, Birmingham.
Carriers.—!, C. ijork. New Shorcham. 2, H. Yardley. he, H. M.

Maynard.
TujrBLERS.-1 and 2, J. H. lyimy. he, U Y.ardley.
Fantafls.— 1, Rev. W. S. Shaw, Bath. 2 and e, H. Yardley. he, 3. F.

Loveridge.
Any other Variety.—1, J. H. Ivimy. 2, H. Yardley. he, H. M.

Maynard; H. Yardley ; W. Smith, e, H. JI. Maynard.

CAGE BIRDS.
NoHwiCH fClear Yellow).—1, C.Payne, Buckland. 2,H.Tine. t'/ic.HIiss

Rabbits —Length of Ear.~-\, F. Brown, Gosport. 2, G. Baynton, South-
sea. /[(-. T. Stimson. Portsmouth. For all Properties.— 1 and 2, H,
Simmonds, Cbilcombe Rectory; /ic, T. Stimson ; E. J. Bennett, Chilwark ;

H. Simmonds. Any other Variety,—1, O. Nicholson, he, J. Howard,
Fareham.

Judges.—Poultr;/, Pigeons, and SaHbita: E. Hewitt, Esq., Spark-
brook, Birmingham. Cage Birds: A. Willmore, Esq., London.

NANTWIOH POULTRY SHOW.
This year's Show has proved a very great success, the weather being

fortunately tine, and the attendance greater than ever. Last year
there was no meeting at Nantwich, as there was not any building

sufficiently capacious to hold so large a collection as was anticipated,

except the Town Hall, which was deemed so insecure as to have since

been tak^'u down and rebuilt in a far better and more commodious
style. The show of this year has been better than any former show
at Nantwich : and the Spmnsh^ Ilarnhinrihs, Game, and ]\'nterfoinls

would hare been a great credit even to the largest exhibition. The
diligence of the Committee to ensure both the weKare of the poultry

and visitors, merits our highest praise.

Spanish.— 1 and Cup for best pen of poultry in Exhibition, W. Wooley,
Bunbury. he, J. Heath, Nantwich. Chickcns.—'i, W, Wooley. 2, R.
Hulse, Winsford. he, W. Woolev : J. Dean. Whnrton.
Game Bantams.—1 and 3, W. Griffiths, Nant%vich. 2. R. Ashley, Nant-

wich. /ic, T. Burgess, c, E. S.Bellyse.Oalifield ; G F. Ward, Wrenbury

;

Bantams (Any other variety).—!, E. S. Bellyse (Sebnghts). hc^ Master
J. Gentry, Nantwich.
Dorkings.—Prize, V. K. Deardon. Prize, T. Burgess (Grey).

Cochins {Cinnamon and BufT).—Prize, J. Button, Bunbury.
CoceiNS (White).— Prize, J. Button.
Cochins (Bviff).—Chickens.—Mm. Sugden's Cup, H. Mapplebeck, Wood-

field, Birmingham. 2, J. Cattle, Birmingham.
Brahma Pootras.—1 and f, J. Heath. 2, W. B. Etches, c, W. Johnson,

Nantwich.
Hamburohs (Pencilled).—Prize, Mrs. Flynn, Hardingswood.
Hamburghs (Spangled).—1, Mrs. Flynn. 2, T. Burgess. c,3. Talbot

Miss F. Men-iUe, Beam Bridge.
Polands.—1 and he, J. Heath.
Game (Any colour).— CocA.-s,~Cup,W. Miller, Wyhunbnrv. 2. J.Wilkin-

son, Norbury. he, R. Ashley; T. Whitlingbam ; G.F.Ward, c. T.
Burgess. Coekereh.—Cup, W. Ruscoe, Rease Heath. 2, R. Ashley. 3, S.

Tapley, Audlem. c, J. Pedley, Nantwich. Hem.~l, E S. Bellyse. 2, T.
Burgess. 3, T. Whittingham. he, T. Hassall, Adderley. c, S. Tapley,
Audlem; R.Ashley.
Game (Brown Reds'.-1, T. Wiiittingham. he, C. Grimes, Middlewich.

Chicke7is.—Cup, G. Hollowood, 1, J. Heath, Ravensmoor. 2, J. Cappur,
Eurland. 8, T. Burgess, he, W. Sowerbutts. c, G. Hollowood.
Game (Black Reds).—1, T. Whittinsbam. 2, R. Ashley, and J. Heath,

c, C. H. Hornby. Chicke7:s.—1, C. H. Hornby. 2, H. Chesworth, jun.,

Burland.
Game (Any other than Black or Brown Reds).—1, R. Ashley, Nantwich.

2, C. Grimes, Middlewich. 3, J. Wilkinson, Norbury.
Swfepstake for Bantams.—1, G. F. Ward (Black Red), he, W.

Griffiths (Buckwing).
Sweepstake for Brahma Cock.—1, J. Heath. 2, W. B. Etches. c,W.

Johnson.
Sweepstake.—Prize, W. Sowerbutts, Nantwich.
Turkeys.- 1, T. WhittinRhara. Batberton. he and c, W. H. Hornby.
Geese.—1, Master W. Bowers, Broad Lane. hc.T. Bargesa, Burleydam.
Bucks (Aylesbury).— 1 and he, M. Hornby, Davenhall.
Bucks (Rouen).—1, T. Burgess, Burleydara. he, J. Dean.
Ducks (Any other variety).— 1 and 2, G. Barbour, Tattenhall (Carolina

and White Peruvian Musk), he, G. Barbour ; W. H. Hornby, Poole Hall
(Call).

Selling^Class.-1, J. Heath (Game). 2, W.B. Etches (Brahmas).

PIGEONS.
Cabriers.—1, H. Prince, Nantwich. 2, W. Woolley, Bunbury. hCt E. J*

Butterworth.
Bragoons.—1, H. Prince. 2, A. Boote, Weston, vhc, W. Cliff; E. J.

Butterworth.
Barbs.— 1, H. Prince. 2, J. Button, Bunbury.
Fantails.—1 and 2, J. Chesters. vhc and he, J. Dntton.
PocTERs.— 1, J. Chesters, 2, W. WooUey. he, J. Cheaters ; A. Boote.
Nuns.—1, J- Chesters. he, J. Dntton.
Jacobins.—1, J. Chesters. 2, J. Button.
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TauMPETKHB.— 1 and 2, J. Dutton. Itc, J. Chestera.

TUHBITS.— 1, J. nntton. 2 niid e, J. OhGStors.
TuMiii-Ens (Almond).—1, J. S. Skidmoro, Nantwioli.
ToMBi.EHs.— 1, J. Ohcstcrs. 2, J. Grice. he, H. Prlnco. c, J. CheBtors

;

J. Gricc.
Owls.— 1 nnd 2, .1. ('hestcra. rtw, H. Prince.
DovEs.--l,.I.S. Skiduiore.
Any other VAniETV.—1, J. S. Skidmoro (Spots). 2, J. Dutton (Labovo).

Sellino Class.—1, J. Chosters (YoUow Turbits).

SONG BIRDS.
CANAJtIss (Yellow).—!, S. Williamson. 2, H. Surannr, Naotwicll.

Canabies (liun").— 1, R. Groon. 2. H. Sumner, Nimtwicb.
Canaries (Any viirioty).—1 and 2, J. Banks, Crewo (Silver-spanglod

Lizard and Huff-crested), vhr, R. Green.
LtMNETS (Drown).- 1, S. WiUiamsou, Nantwich. 2, J. Bullock, Nant-

wich.
GoLDFiNcnES.—1 and 2, S. Williamson.
Skylarks.—1 and 2, S. Williamson.
BoLLfiNcuES.—1 and 2, S. Williamson,

Rabbits.—tons Ears.-1, J. Robinson, N'nutwiob. 3, Master P. P. John,
son, Nantwich. 'Weight.—I, T. Knight, Nnutwich. 2, G.,Smith, Marsfteld.

Mr. ITewilt, of Birmingham, judged the Puidtry ; and Mr. Uodpath,
of Manchester, the riijcnns and Sofif) Birds.

CREWE POULTRY SHOW.
The following is a corrected list of the Pigeon awards made at

this Show, and wliioh reached us too late for imblicatiou with the

rest of the prize list last week :—
ToMBLEns (Almond).— I and 2, J. Fielding, jun., Rochdale. /)<•, A.Boote;

H. Yardley, Birmingham, c, H. Brown.
TuMBLEns (Any other varietv).-!. R. Minnitt, juu. 2, J. Fielding, jun.

he, F. Graham (Mottled and Blue Beards) ; H. Princo (Agates) ; J. W.
£dge, Birmingham, c, J. F. Leach.
Cabriers.—1, G. Wooley. 2, E. Walker. )ic, F. Graham ; G. C. Holt.

Pouters.—1, H. Bro\vn. 2, W. Garaon. ?'/ic, H. Yardlev ; J. F. Loach.
Balds.— 1 and 2, J. W. Edge, he, J. Fielding, juu. c, H. Hughes ; W.

Banks ; J. Goolding.
Jacobins.—l,and 2, J. W.'Edge. r/ic, A.Boote; J. Hawley, Bingley ; J.

F. Leach.
Pantails.—1 and vhe, H. Yardley. 2, J. Hawley.
TRU-itPETERS.—1, J. Hawley. 2. J. Firth, jun., Dewsbury ; he, J. Dutton

;

W. Gamon, Chester, e, T. Robson.
Owls.—1 and 2, J. Fielding, jun. he, T. Newell; F. Graham, c, F.

Graham.
NONs.—1 and 2. W. Croft. I'/io, E. T. Dew. lie, F. Graham ; J. Dutton.

c,T. Newell. P. C. Beadley; G. F. Whitehouse.
TuBBiTS.—1, J. Fielding, jun. 2, T. Robson. vhc, F. Sale ; J. W. Edge,

ftc, W.Banks; R. Siddall.
Barbs.— 1, F. Firth, jun. 2, J. Fielding, jun. vhe, F. Firth, jun ; H.

Yardley. he, H. Yardley ; H. Prince ; F. J. Leach, c J. Fielding, juu.
Dragoons.—1, W. Cliff. 2, J. W. Edge. /i<;,.G. 0. Holt ; H. Yardley.
Maopies.-1, J. F. Leach. 2, C. Baker, he, 3. W. Edge, c, T. C.

Marshall; T. H. Frean.
Antweri's.—1, R. Autberson, Hazel Grove, Stockport. 2, H. Yardley.

The whole class Highly Commended.
Any other Variety.—1, T. Newell (German Toys). 2, H. Y'ardley.

CANKER IN PIGEONS.
I NOTICE in your Numbers 402 and 109, remarks respecting

the canker disease in Pigeons. Should it be the same as we ob-

serve here (Brussels) in the Antwerp breed, I think your corre-

spondents will prevent it if they take care to provide themselves
with a reasonable quantity of old seeds. Change of diet, prin-

cipally at moulting time, and amongst young birds, brings

forth the canker, as very often the seeds are not sufficiently old.

Many fanciers, and I do the same, feed their birds with Indian
com, from September till March, when we are obliged to alter

their regimen in training them for the flying matches, other-

wise maize is one of the best seeds for Pigeons.

I formerly cured my birds by applying caustic, but find that

if they are left alone, the canker, after growing to a certain size,

becomes dry, and ultimately falls off. The birds become thin,

as they can scarcely pick up and swallow their food, but will

Boon recover.

—

Brussels Fancier.

EGGS.
" I DO wonder, Clara, you allow Harry to play with and to

nurse that little Bantam. Are you not afraid it will leave

something in the shape of hoppers with him ? " said Mrs.

Walter to her sister.

"No," replied Farmer Thompson's wife ; "our poultry are

quite clean, at least we think them so. They certainly have
every inducement, and every contrivance we can think of, to

make them comfortable and to keep them in good health, and
as a rule fowls take every advantage you ofler them."

" I cannot bear to see my children handle fowls, or, indeed,

birds of any kind. I am always thinking of
"

" Ignorance would be bUss to yon, then, Mary. I wonder

you do not see ticks when you pull on tboir woollen socks.

What ft world of pleasure you deny yourself, to be sure. Of

course you never eat eggs ?
"

,,j,,|

" Indeed I do." .

" You would not have many if you had your own poultry to

manage."
" None."
" Ah ! I often say that whatever our English soil may be,

English people are not suited by nature for poultry-keeping.

The importation of eggs may well increase at a frightful rate ;

so much good money going out of the country, and very poor

efforts made to lessen it. Our neighbours across the Channel

far exceed us, and there is no reason why they should. Wo
might easily produce thousands of eggs at little or no cost,

often, indeed, at a saving in our yearly expenditure—yes, even

in towns you might do this. But then your town houses are so

neat and tidy, with their little back courts, which you would

hke to call gardens if anything would grow in them ;
and you

are so dainty, or so afraid of a little trouble, that you shudder

at the thought of keeping half a dozen hens to eat up the left

potatoes and overbaked crusts of bread which will accumulate

in the most careful household and under the most watchful

supervision. I often speculate as to what people do with these,

for dogs will seldom eat such scraps."
" I can tell you, Clara ; they are all put into a tub kept for

the purpose, and sold once or twice a-week for pigs."

" That tub would be a nuisance I could not put up with.

I should always be fancying more than I bargained for found

its way in."
" Tiien they would have to be thrown out and wasted ;

fowls

in a town are a great bother, which you, living out in the

country, know nothing of—sure to be an annoyance to one's

neighbour or to one's self."

"Well, if you are so afraid of annoyance, which is often more

imaginary than real, you must give the high price you usually

have to pay for new-laid eggs in the winter, when so few can be

procured."
" But then, Clara, so very few are wanted. All housekeepers

put down, either in salt or lime water during the spring mouths

for winter use ; and it is only for a few weeks at the close

of the year that eggs can be called dear in our northern towns.

I usually pay 2(1. or V^d. each during November, December,

and the early part of January, after that they lower in price

unless the season is very severe. I make it a rule, never to

give more than Is. for six, and there are thousands of well-to-

do people who think it very extravagant to give more than Is. for

twelve eggs."
" They are fortunate not to be compelled to purchase eggs at

a much higher rate. My own opinion is they ought never, not

even in the season of plenty, to be sold for less than Is. for

fourteen. Then, too, in justice to producer and buyer, eggs

ought to be bought and sold by weight. Eight ordinary-sized

eggs, or six Black Spanish, will weigh 1 lb. We buy many
things not half so good at a much higher rate. Wait, Mary,

until you have a long lanky boy with a poor appetite, or a

husband who cannot eat meat to his breakfast, then you will bo

glad to have them at three for Is. The worst of the matter

to me is, there is always a doubt about the newness of bought

eggs. I always break into one with fear and trembling, and can

seldom eat it ; but then, I do not care for an egg that begins to

count its age by days instead of hours."
" Its keeping properties are only indifferent then," replied

her sister. " We townspeople are not so dainty ; we call an

egg good that is not bad."
" Yes, but if you had ever had the pleasure of eating your

own you would not. I know nothing that is sooner spoiled ;

through its porous shell it quickly imbibes the taint of new-

mown hay, fish, cheese, onions, or any other article it may be

placed near. We cannot expect vendors to care for these little

matters, and considering the low rate at which eggs are sold is

it possible?"
, , t u

" Low, do you call it, Clara ? Why, a few years back I could

get twenty-four for Is., sometimes even more."
" You will never do that again, Mary, in England, unless you

live until all the coal is burned out, and the New Zealander

stands, as they say he will do some day, in amazement on London

Bridge, watching the ploughshare go over the once-paved streets.

It is contrary to all reason that the price should be lower.

There are more consumers than producers of eggs, and the cost

to producers is much heavier both in food and the payment of

labour than it was formerly. And then, many who used to

produce for the market retain most of them for home oonsump-
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tion—myself to wit. Why tliould I Bell my eggs, good animal
food, loBing little or nothing in the jirscess of cooking, at 5d. or

6d. a-lb., and then purchase mutton at Sd. or 9rf., or bacon at

lOd. or llrf., or even higher, both theee losing much weight in

preparation ? As soon as the collector oilers only 7s. a-hundred,
a mode of purchase which is a relic of barbarism, I close with
him for the Eeason ; it is only in the flush of spring that I care

to part with any eggs. I assure you, most farmers' wives with
any really economic rule of management do the same."

" And yet yon tell me, Clara, that hundreds might be pro-

duced in our own country at little expense—even at a saving."
" So they might, but not by one person in one place as an

article of trade ; but by many individuals at their own houses,

town or country. There are few households of six persons,

where the scraps, such as parings, outside leaves of vegetables,

loaf-ends, and sundry bits would not in quantity maintain three

fowls ; add other three, invest as much money as your monthly
egg bill in meal and corn ; and if your fowls have been well

chosen, and are well managed too, you will soon find yourself

in possession of more eggs, valuing them at a market rate, than
the cost of your outlay. But if your six fowls do well, do not

dream of doubling the number, thinking to double the number
of eggs. Youwillonly meet with disappointment. Birds require

a wide breathing space, they may not be packed closely like

cottage houses in a town—not with impunity at least."
" Supposing I were to make the venture, how many eggs

would these six hens, or rather let us say five, for I do not

believe in birds going unmated, give me per week or month ?
"

" I should say fifty or sixty the month, which is a low
average. Some birds would lay many more, but you might
chance to have one preferring eating to working ; and wonderful
numbers do not often occur. I had a Cochin which commenced
laying one Christmas-day, and by the beginning of May she had
laid ninety-six eggs, after that she never laid again—her life's

work was over. I kept her many months, thinking she would
be ashamed of all play and no work, and parted with her in the

end."
" I wish they were not such a trouble, I would really try the

experiment, if it were only to ease my conscience ; for I often

feel uneasy at the good bread and milk, and pudding the

children will not eat up."
" Good egg-producing matter you keep as a nuisance, and I

daresay part with for a few coppers."
" Nay, sometimes I give something to have it removed. We

have ample convenience; but then there is the feeding of them."
" Nothing terrible in that when you once begin. Give them

their breakfast of corn, and see that cook mixes up her scraps

with meal in a wooden bowl. If you are not afraid of them,
others will not be long, and you will soon find great pleasure in

the occupation ; and I should not wonder if some day I did not

Bee you handle j'our pets as little Harry does his Bantam."
" I could never do that, Clara."
" I would rather fondle a bird than a dog

; you are fond of

the latter, Mary."
" You always loved fowls, even when you were a girl."

" Yes, ever since I invested my first guinea—threw it away
you all considered—in Silver Hamburghs. I love them still, I

would not be without poultry if my eggs cost more than bought
ones. I shall ever speak a good word for the poor birds, often

badly housed and ill-fed, for anything is considered by some
good enouRh food for poultry—potatoes too bad for pigs, corn

with all the meal, if it ever had any, dried out of it ; and on this

generous diet they are expected to work all the year round.

Yet take care you do not overfeed your birds, for of aU
absurdities it is the most absurd. A fat fowl is of little good

—

healthy and strong they should be for their own pleasure, and
your profit. And there are in the winter few more beautiful

Bights than that of a lot of well-fed, well-cared-f&r fowls, with

their bright silky coats and rosy combs, straying over a green

meadow, and giving a feeling of life and cheerfulness where
all would be still and dead ; and in our country homes, I assure

you, Mary, we make the most we can of every out-door interest

this dull December weather."

—

Maud.

NOTES ON GOLDFINCH MULES AND
MULE-BREEDING.—No. 2.

The Goldfinch, which is held in considerable favour in all

parts of England, and in Scotland likewise, is deserving of

much notice, and is tally entitled to the word proud being ap-

plied to it. In Derbyshire, Leicestershire, Staffordshire, and,

no doubt, other counties, the Goldfinch is termed a " proud

tailor," but generally, during my annual visit to the Stafford-

shire Potteries, there it is styled the " red Linnet," the breeders
and fanciers in that locality thinking much of their Goldfinches,
and the brown Linnets, and often matching and selling them
for considerable sums.

Bechstein says, that to breed Mules it is necessary that the
Goldfinch be reared from the nest. This is entirely unneces-
sary, for Mules can bo bred from Pinches, whether reared from
the nest or not. Some, who evidently know more of the theory
than the practice of Mule-breeding, assert that it is of no use
trying to breed Mules unless you do so with a " cheverel

"

Finch. This is a mere random statement.
The Goldfinch is an especial favourite of mine, and I have

closely observed its habits. One of the best breeding Gold-
finches I have had was a small bird, with a not very fiery

face, sent to me by a Plymouth friend. This bird accidentally

lost one eye, but it did not prevent its breeding, for 1 paired it

with a mealy-crested hen, almost a white one, and had very

great success. I bred many exceedingly handsome Mules ; one
in particular, after winning a first prize, found a home at Calke
Abbey, in Derbyshire, the seat of Sir J. H. Crewe, Bart. The
mother of this Mule never bred a nest of Mules without most
of the young being light or well marked

;
yet, singularly enough,

after losing my one-eyed Goldfinch, I sold the hen to Major
Howarth Ashton, and he having paired another Goldfinch with
her, and bred Mules, the young stock, to quote his expression,

were " as dark as mice." Here is an instance worth noticing,

of the difference between one Goldfinch and another. It is,

and has always been, quite evident to me, that Goldfinches

often " hit it " (so to use the term) better with some hens than
others. I have known many instances of this occurring, but,

of course, by having a good strain of hen Canary there is more
likelihood of light or pied Mules being bred.

There is much difference in Goldfinches, for they vary in

colour, plumage, appearance, and size, and in habits also. The
Goldfinch I am fond of for breeding with, is one that builds at

the top of high trees, the pear tree for instance. In this and
other localities there is a kind termed the " pear-tree " Finch.

The Rev. F. 0. Morris, in his "British Birds," says "that
the Goldfinch builds in orchards and other trees ; " and Yarrell,

in "British Birds," says "the Goldfinch builds a very neat

nest, which is sometimes fixed in an apple tree, or pear tree."

This is the kind of Goldfinch to which I allude, and I have for

several years visited an orchard near Derby, had a nest taken

from the highest branch of a pear tree,, and myself, or with the

assistance of my wife, who is equally fond of birds, reared the

young by hand, feeding them with the yolk of egg and bread,

mixed iuto a pulp. These Goldfiaches have become reconciled

or tame, or at least they never exhibited the wildness and
fluttering habits of other Finches when reared. They have

been so tame, that upon placing my face to the cage side they

would puU at my whiskers, or feed from my mouth. Such
Goldfinches, or those termed •' eheverel " or " chibald," I be-

lieve are more sought after by many for breeding with, but as

they are not to be had at any period, as I remarked in my
previous paper, it is immaterial whether the bird be a " ehe-

verel" or not. Others will breed, so do not be deterred from

Mule-breeding.
Mule-breeding requires much attention and patience, and

even when young Mules are bred many a breeder or fancier is

disappointed with the appearance of the young stock season

after season. I know many who have tried some years, and
have only been rewarded with dark Mules, although the hens

have been of a good strain. To breed them good is a great

diificulty, but still there are some I know who have had good

fortune with them, but they are unwilling to part with the

hens, except at remunerative prices. When good Mules are

obtained, their value is great ; for instance, a clear bird which

it often requires years to obtain, or one well and evenly pen-

cilled about the eyes, with a pair of faultless marked wings,

bearing a rich yellow throughout the bars, with a striking

bronze-like colour on the face. These points in a fine speci-

men, added to close bloomy feather, and prime condition, ac-

companied with size and form, and a pair of bright eyes peer-

ing through a clean snake-looking head, often cause me to

think there is a something more aristocratic and superior in

Mules than many other buds. On really first-rate specimens

the attention becomes rivetted, and the more you look at them
the more you like them. There is, also, one advantage in

having a good Mule or two, for, unlike a Norwich, London
Fancy, or Lizard, they do not deteriorate in appearance after

I
passing through the moult. The prices, too, which they realise
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are considerable, for a pair of tUom last year I know wore sold

for X.'20, and it is not an uncommon occurrence to sell tliem for

large sums.—G. J. Barnsby, Derby.

(To bo coDtiuued.)

FOUL BROOD.
I nEfliiET to see that my friend, Mr. Lowe, in a well-written

and otherwise unobjeetionablo paper on foul brood, refers to

the controversy wbicli five years ago raged between us on the

subject of this disease in such a manner as compels me, in

spite of my reluctance to stir up tho ashes of an old dispute,

briefly to re-state the points then at issue between us, as well

as the manner in which the discussion began and ended.
Towards the end of July and in the early part of August,

1863, throe articles from my pen descriptive of the ravages of

foul brood in my apiary, together with tho means by which I

at first vainly attempted its cure, and the mode by which I

ultimately succeeded in eradicating it, appeared in the pages of
" our Journal." These were promptly met by counter-state-

ments from Mr. Lowe, in which he actually ignored my evi-

dence of what had occurred in my own apiary, would pay no
heed to my declaration that I had introduced the disease by
the unwitting use of infested combs taken from a common
straw hive, but insisted upon it that I had in point of fact

created what I wrongly designated a disease, and had brought
the evil upon myself by meddling and ill-judged manipulations
—whilst at the same time he held my modes of management,
the fancied disease which he said they had produced, and the
means by which I professed to have cured it, as being all

equally illusory and delusive, and worthy only of derision and
contempt.
In support of these views he asserted :

—

First, That chilled brood is not removed by bees, but that
wherever it occurs there it must remain, and that unless re-

moved by the apiarian, it must inevitably become what I had
termed foul brood.

Second, That foul brood is not a disease, is neither in-

fectious nor contagious, and can be at once radically cured by
simply excising those parts of the combs which contain decayed
and abortive brood.

Third, That it is only in the hands of the experimentalist
that foul brood becomes general.
These views were upheld by Mr. Lowe with much ability and

tenacity against myself and most of the leading apiarian contri-

butors to " our Journal " for more than six months, until he was
refuted on every point by such irrefragable evidence, that it

at last became too strong even for him, and finally in the num-
ber for the '2'2ud March, 18l!4, he announced that he was not
in a position to add anything material to what he had said
upon the subject, and admitted that the testimony of his ad-
versaries was calculated to produce a strong impression and to
stimulate inquiry and investigation.

It is with the utmost reluctance that I have entered upon
these particulars; but it must be remembered that it ia

nownearly live years since the controversy closed, and that a new
generation of readers has sprung up in the meantime, to
whom the facts of the case are necessarily unknown, whilst
they are by no means fresh in the recollection of old ones.
All these, therefore, who have perused Mr. Lowe's recent
article would probably receive the erroneous impression that he,
when advocating the truth in respect of foul brood, had been
overborne by popular clamour, and that, outnumbered but in
no respect refuted, he could still under his unmerited defeat
fairly console himself with the maxim, " Ulagna est Veritas, ct

prctvalebit."

After very carefully perusing and reperusing Mr. Lowe's last

paper, I confess to being unable to comprehend exactly what
are his present views on the subject of foul brood. If he con-
ceives that he advocated only the truth in 1863 and 1864, then
he.must believe that what he at that time advanced as true is

equally true now, and in that case I shall at once decline to re-
open the controversy. It, on the other hand, he is disposed
carefully to investigate the subject of the origin of foul brood,
and seek earnestly for the truth wherever it may be found, he
has my warmest wishes for his success, and is welcome to my
best assistance in attaining it.

First, then, with regard to his idea that "virulent foul brood
seems, comparatively speaking, a malady of recent years." I
may remark that the Ahb6 della Rocca describes an epidemical
disease which from 1777 to 1780, attacked the hives in the
island of Syros, in the Archipelago, and was very near an.

nihilating all the bees. This disease he attributed entirely to

infected combs, or to the brood being placed in tho cells in an
inverted manner. Aristotle also, after giving a perfectly ac-

curate description of tho ravages of the wax moth, speaks of a
disease which produces a certain kind of laziness among tha

bees, and is attended by a disgusting smell of the hives. As
these symptoms are not manifested until tho malady has nearly

run its course and approaches a fatal termination, it appears

that virulent foul brood was common more than two thousand
years ago

!

Any one who can refer to tho numbar of " our Journal,"

issued on the 17th November, 1803, may see that I therein

stated that an instance had been brought under my notice by
a valued correspondent in the North, which countenanced the

suspicion that an overwhelming quantity of chilled brood

might, under exceptional circumstances, degenerate into actual

foul brood, just as an ordinary cold in the human subject may
occasionally, although rarely, be developed into malignant

fever. This, then, is the course which I think inquiry should

take : Does chilled brood from a perfectly licaltlii/ stock ever

degenerate into foul brood, and if so, under what conditions

and circumstances '? I myself believe that if the brood of a hive

which is labouring under what I may term the chronic form
of foul brood be chilled, the disease is likely to assume in-

creased intensity, and may pass at once into tho active and
virulent stage, and this I fancy was the case in the instance re-

lated by the Baron von Berlepsch ; but 1 have myself never yet

met with a .case in which chilled brood, if perfectly healthy,

has passed into that stage of infectious decomposition which
we now call foul brood. In support of this statement, I will

briefly refer to two additional instances which have come under

my own direct observation since the conclusion of the foul-

brood controversy.

The first came under my notice during the summer of 1865,

and was referred to by me in the number of " our Journal

"

issued on the 20th of June in that year. An apiarian friend

added brood too rapidly to a nucleus or small artificial swarm,
the consequence was, that much of it became chilled, and when
I saw it appeared in various stages of decomposition. At my
especial request my friend kindly consented to permit matters

to remain as they were, with the view of ascertaining whether
foul brood would or would not be the result. I found afterwards

that all the chilled brood was ultimately removed by the bees,

and that no permanent ill effects followed.

The second case occurred in my own apiary. On the 12th of

June, 1866, I sent a stock of Ligurians to Mr. Pettitt, of Dover,

the combs of which fell during their transit by railway. Al-

though I begged him to return the bees at once, I did not get

them back until eleven daijs afterwards, when they were accom-
panied by their brood combs packed in a separate lio.v '. Of
course, all were hopelessly and irremediably chilled ; but worker
combs were at that time too scarce with me to be lightly thrown
aside, so I forthwith hitched them up to bars, and put them
into a couple of my strongest stocks, the bees of which speedily

repaired and cleared out the cells, and they were forthwith

bred in without any evil result whatever.
Of over-heating I have met with but one instance, which

happened so long ago as July, 1859, when I was weak enough
to exhibit a couple of observatory hives at one of our local

flower shows. The committee insisted on the bees being con-

fined, which resulted in serious injury to one stock, and the

entire destruction of the other, through the softening and
falling of the combs, which became literally scalding hot.

Putting these fallen combs into another stock, I had the morti-

fication of finding all the young bees turned out of the hive as

fast as they were hatched, owing to their wings being shrivelled

np by the excessive heat to Vfhich they had been exposed. Still

this was the extent of the injury, and no symptoms of foul brood

appeared.
These, then, being the results of my own experience with

both chilled and over-heated brood when previously in a per-

fectly healthy condition, I may, perhaps, be excused for asking

for more convincing evidence than has yet been laid before me,
before I can hold it as proved that either of these causes is

sufficient to develope that fearful malady which we denominate

foul brood, except in cases where infection has previously ex-

isted.—A Devonshire Bee-kebpeb.

In order to assist those who are willing to investigate scientifi-

cally the nature of foul brood, I here submit for their guidance

the following particulars which may materially assist them :

—

First, I may mention that when I recommended baking in an
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oven, I did so thinking that more people would have ovens than
stoves. Also I beg to say that whatever heat Dr. Preuss
recommends, I consider it sufficient to expose the hives and
combs for some days to a dry heat of from 100** to I'JC ; at
least I think, although I am not positive, that the heat I used
did not exceed this, I may, however, be in error respecting the
actual cause of cure, as there were other agents present capable
of destroying life—viz., the fames of sulphur and charcoal. The
hives being placed right above the stove were in such a position
as to catch both, and it is possible that these might have some-
thing to do witli the destruction of the fungi, although I am
inclined to believe that the penetrating dry heat, carrying off
every particle of moisture that remained in the hive, was the
real cure. I have merely thrown out these hints for those who
may think fit to try the experiment, as I believe that from the
means I now use to prevent foul brood, I shall never again
have the chance of beholding it amongst my own bees. I shall
be glad if those who doubt the correctness of my theory and the
efficacy of my mode of treatment will explain why this disease
should have vanished from the apiary of—A Lakarkshire Bee-
KEEPEB.

HONEY HARVEST IN ESSEX—HIVES.
On referring to my note-book, I find that in this part of the

country, North Esses, the past season has been on the whole a
good one, both as regards swarms and honey. I commenced
the year with twelve stocks, and on my return from the Con-
tinent in May capped my straw hives and supered the boxes.
Swarming commenced on May 18th. followed by swarms on the
26th, 27th, 28th, 29th, 31st; June Dth, 10th, and 11th. Some
of the latter swarms I united.
On the 30th of May I took off a super from a Stewarton hive,

18i lbs. of beautiful virgin honey ; on Jane 15th, a cap of
Silbs. ; June 30th, ll^bs. ; June, 30th, 8} lbs. ; July 6th,
13i-lbs. (box)

; July 13th, Gibs. With one exception all these
were small straw caps. I have not destroyed any bees, but have
left all my stocks well supplied with an abundant store for the
winter, no doubt in many cases beyond what the tenants re-
quire, but in this I shall reap the benefit by earlier swarms in
the spring.

I quite coincide with '* A Renfrewshire Bee-eeeper" in
his encomiums on the Stewarton hive, though I have not yet
attained the "judicious management" of preventing swarm-
ing

; yet there can be no question about the Stewarton being a
good hive, and however picturesque and pastoral straw hives
may be, like thatched cottages they must in time give way to
improved modern appliances.
In the Stewarton hive there is one drawback which I am

trying to obviate, that is the difficulty of drawing the slides as
they are now made. So soon as you admit the bees into their
chamber, they make all chinks as tight as possible with wax,
and it is extremely difficult to draw the slides. I am having
some boxes made with double tops, so that the slides may run
between, and thus prevent the bees waxing up the grooves. The
Woodbury rib I have not tried, and am doubtful whether there
is any gain in struggling to make one's bees work straight
combs. So long as they fill the box with good honey, it matters
little how the comb is built. Bees delight in varying the build
of their combs, and stoutly contest being forced to make them
of one uniform pattern.—B. E,

[Straight combs are essential in all kinds of moveable comb
hives, and it is a mistake to suppose that they are in any way
obnoxious to the bees.]

Early Pollen-gathering.—On Friday last (February 5th),

I noticed the bees very busy carrying pollen into three of my
hives. I consider this very early for this locality, being nearly
a fortnight sooner than I have ever seen it before.

—

Johx
GaIiE, Mount Pleast, Alton, Hants.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Hewitt Testimonial (P.).—We very much regret to find from your

letter, that although it is uiue months Biuce the presentation of the above,
one pertjou who was entrusted with moneys has not yet remitted them
to the proper quarter. If this is not done at once, and you will com-
mnnicate his name, we shall certainly feel it our duty to pnblish the
name and particulars.

BaAHMA Pootras (H. TT.).—Six Brabmas will do in a very small space,
and will do well as regards laying. Large space is only requirel for
breeding, rearing chickens, and so on. If you cannot give more space
you may Itt-cp thorn in a place 19 feet long by 8 wide. If you have not
go much room they will do in less. It must always be borne in mind that

the condition of keeping birds in health in a very small place is that yoa
shall, as nearly as may be, provide them with that which they would lind
if they were at liberty. They must have grass, grit and lime, old ceilings,
&c. If they can have lettuce, so much the better. Their eggs must be
collected soon after they are laid, or they will peck them.
Rabbits (Idem) —You may keep as many does as you like if you allow

two nests for each doe ; but you will breed as many again if you keep
them separate. " The Rabtit Book " is published at our office, and you
can have it by post if you enclose seven postage stamps with your address.

Erect Feathers (H. T F.).—We imagine the hens peck each other;
they are in the habit of doing so. It is very difficult to cure them of the
habit, whicli is very disfiguring. We find a good supply of green food,
especially lettuce, the best treatment, coupled with the avoidance of
stimulants. One hen is generally the chief ofl'euder, and when detected
she should be removed.

Broodiness in Winter (Broodij Hf?!).—Almost any of the sitting
breeds will become broody in October and November if they are early
pullets. A well-managed yard should be an-anged by it'i owner now for
the rest of the year. Dorkings hatched in fUarch, and Cochins hatched
in May, lay in the winter, and are broody in December and January. If

you want to sit hens earlier than that, keep earlier pullets ; but recollect
you must now make your arrangements for vest winter. Unless you do,
it will be useless writing to ask "Mr. Editor" what you should do to
get " broody hens.'' It is only while they are pullets that any calculation
can be arrived at as to laying or sitting. When they have become hens,
they adhere to fixed seasons.

GoLDEN-sPANGLED Hamburghs C*^- I-(mmcr).—You may keep any fowls
without a grass run, if you will supply them with what they would get if

they had one. They must be supplied with road grit, with waste lime and
mortar, and with large sods of gro\ving grass cut with plenty of mould.
Some kitchen scraps given occasionally are a great help.

Eggs III-flavoured (T. 71.).—The taste of the eggs is caused by some-
thing that is eaten by the pullets. You can try an experiment. Take
the offender, give her castor oil for a day or two, feed her by hand, and
when she lays taste her egss. Try another, if you have a weakness for

eggs « la Proveiii-ale ; feed a hen on garlic for a week, and you will be
delighted with the result. Any flavour may bo communicated through food.

Desirable Fowls {Fido).—We recommend yoa to keep coloureci

Dorkings.

Silver-pencilled HAaiEunGH Disordered {A. M. Z«.).—It arises from
severe cold, which, neglected, will become roup. Give Baily's pills, feed on
bread and ale, nnd givL- a pill of cimphor the size of a pea every day. A
week's di-y weather will often cure these complaints.

Age of Rabbits (0</Hwiffaroo).—There are no certain signs whereby to
determine age after they have become adults, until they are very old,

when the teeth show it.

Barbs and Owls Mn OW J"oiir»a/tsO-—Your Barbs are not necessarily
cross-bred because tliey have turned crowns, as Barbs with this pecu-
liarity existed above a hundred years ago They are also quite right in
having long tiils and flights. W'e object to Barbs being Tumbler-shaped.
We scarcely think, however, that the parents of your birds took any prizes
except at small shows, or where there happened to be no smooth-headed
birds for competition, as the best birds shown are smooth-headed, and
judges iuvariablj' give the prizes to them. Crocus-coloured eyes are not
so much Jikod as pear-coloured. We think you will not gain a prize with
your birds unless you breed them extraordinarily good in every other
property bo that the judges would be led to overluok the tiu'n crown. In
regard to yiur black Owls having white tails and turn crowns, they are

most probably imported birds, or bred from such. In this breed also, the
smooth head is preferred. The black Owls with white tails and turn
crowns may be considered a pretty variety, bat we fear you would gain
no prizes with them ; but you need not consider them as cross-bred if

other properties be good.

Almond and Saddle-rack Fantails (5(.Edn»(«rf3).—That it is possible

to breed Almond Fantails appears from the fact, that in the rare and
valuable " Treatise on Domestic Pigeons," published in 1765, the author
states under the article headed " The Broad-tailed Shaker," *' I have seen
an Almond of this sort, which was purchased by a certain nobleman."
To attain your object we would recommend tlio following plan :—Pair a
yellow hen with a black cock, their offspring again with yellows, nntil yon
reduce the black to less in colour than the yollow. At the same time
pair a yellow hen with a white, and their offspring to yellow again, until

yon pet most yellow and only a splashed tnil and flight. After a few gene-
rations cross those bred from yellow and black with those bred from
yellow and white, and you might obtain Almonds. By all means let _us

know the result of your expeiiment. Saddleback Fantails are white with
dark colour on the shoulders like Turbits. Mr Huia, of Ronan Cottage,
Crossbill, Glasgow, has some fine specimens of this variety.

Polish Fowls (Idem),—Wc fear all yom- Polish fowls are puUcts, by
what you mention.
Moving a Hive (Edwin. Walford).—We should move the hive from a

lower to a higher shelf when the bees are in full work, moving them
little by little until the hive attains the desired elevation.
Transferring Bees from Straw Hives {T. B. H.).—If your wooden

hives are furnished with frames your stocks may be transferred to them
about May. or as soon as they become populous, in the manner described
in page 319 of our twelfth volume. If, on the other hand, they are
destitute of these conveniences, we should advise you stocking them
with swarms from your straw hives. Write to T. Woodbury, Esq., Mount
Radford, Exeter, for information respecting Ligurian queens.

POULTRY market.—February 10.

The time of year is telling upon the market. The supply is becoming
smaller, and the quality is influenced by the mild weather. There is

not, however, the ghost of a trade,

Large Fowls
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enjoyment, a good amount of honest but coaBtantly-diminishing

ignorance is jast the thing to whet oar appetites, and give

pi<laancy to our researches. I have often thought, and that

not in the spirit of the fox in the fable, that it must be rather

wearisome than otherwise for an accomplished botanist to pass

on by moor, and field, and wood, and among all their plant-

treasures to see no face he does not know, for he knows them
(lU, and all about them : he has conquered them all daring

inany a pleasant summer campaign, and we might fancy him
feeling a touch of Alexander's sorrow at having nothing more
to conquer. Fortunately this cause of grief is reserved for only

a very few.

—

Aykshihe Gakdener.

;j:, a plea for annuals.
f-l-.toiNUALS now occupy, as garden decorative plants, a com-
pMatively inferior position. They are subordinate in estimation
to many of their floral compeers, yet they are " stars of earth "

^-stars, it may be, not of the first or second, but of the fifth or
sixth magnitude, but their beauty could not be dispensed with.

I am aware that to the modern style of geometric and artistic

gardens, annuals, as a rule, are not adapted ; they neither give
the continuous mass of colour nor the rigid and strictly de-
nned outline which is found in other summer-flowering plants,
'but these are not sufficient reasons for their being banished
altogether. A space in the gardens of most proprietors can be
affordeJ for these chaste and graceful (lowers. In mixed beds
and borders they are most at home, and give a charm which
only annuals can impart ; in suburban plots they are most ap-
propriate and always show to advantage, and this quiet style of
garden embellishment without, is suggestive of, and leads to
quiet comfort within.

No annuals, according to my taste, are seen to better advan-
tage than those sown in autumn, and which are in their gayest
attire on the very eve of summer. Although there are annuals
in plenty sufficiently hardy to withstand our ordinary winters,
the choice is very limited of those which bloom sufficiently

early to be removed, without destroying their beauty, in time
for the planting of our ordinary bedding plants. Now, how-
ever, that the taste for adapting for the decoration of our gar-

' dens plants indigenous to more tropical countries, is becoming
' diffused, more time will be given for many annuals to develope
'their beauty, inasmuch as sub-tropical plants cannot, in ex-
posed gardens, be put out with safety for a month after Pelar-
goniums, Calceolarias, &c. Vacant beds and borders in winter

' look dead enough, but bare black soil in April and May appears
"far more dismally barren by contrast with the unfolding beauties

' of nature, which are then seen on every side.
' It would be unseasonable, perhaps, to dwell longer just now
on autumn-sown annuals ; but even now there is just lime to

secure a crop of flowers on beds and borders which in exposed
' 'gardens it is proposed to furnish with sub-tropical plants for

' «nmmer and autumn decoration. I may for a moment digress
' 'and say how suitable and effective are Anemones and Eannn-
;'' culuses, which can be bought so cheaply in quantity. I just

''name these as suggestive of other suitable bulbous plants,
' and pass on to the simpler, cheaper, but not less effective

' ' annuals, which, if sown at once, at the very first opportunity
'' of the soil being in workable condition, will bloom and make

enjoyable space that is to be occupied by tender stove subjects,

] • and that might otherwise be for two months blank and bare.
Nemophilas of the discoidalis, insiguis, and maculata varieties

'' will, if sown now and guarded from slugs, make a charming
" late spring display, either in separate lines or beds, or iu

''mixture; in themselves they possess a sufficient variety of
' -colours to make a border very attractive and interesting. Vir-
ginian Stocks, the two colours, pink and white, make especially
beautiful lines and lively beds, and come quickly into bloom.
Veronica glauca and syriaca, blue and white, very quickly come
into beauty, and are compact, profuse-flowering, and effective.

There are other early-blooming annuals nearly if not quite as
early as these. Seed of all those mentioned is remarkably
cheap. For early-blooming, sow thickly and grow thickly,
when, in a month or six weeks, flowers may be had well worth
the money expended in seed.

But not solely as mere "fill-gaps," annuals are to be grown.
In mixed borders and other suitable places no class of plants
will better repay generous treatment. To insure their proper
and natural development they must be cared for, and, above
all, thinned-out well and in good time ; but bow seldom they
receive this attention. The careless manner in which they are

in many instances sown and left to themselves to struggle out
their existence, has more than anything else contributed to

their disrepute. Better, far better, let them alone than treat

them thus. Annuals in their nature are transient, but if thinned-
out properly and early enough the duration of their period of

beauty is thrice that of those which are sown and left to them-
selves, and which receive the reproaches of growers who might
with more justice reproach themselves for having primarily
contributed to such a state of things.

Annuals if required in patches in mixed beds and borders
can be sown where intended to bloom, but I have always found
this plan entail much trouble in protecting them from the

ravages of slugs. The preferable plan is, on a perfectly hard
bottom, to place a few inches of rough leaf mould and well-

decayed manure, and on this an inch or two of sifted soil to

sow the seed in. Sow in drills, and when the young plants

have become strong remove them in patches in dull weather.

By this mode of raising them they are under the eye and com-
mand in their infant state, when they are chiefly susceptible

of injury, and almost every kind will remove with but little

check, and will bloom, if not all the season, at any rate quite

long enough to make room for the rapidly advancing growth of

their associates.

It will be unnecessary to enumerate a general list, but I will

describe a few of last year's novelties, all of which are quoted
cheap enough in this year's catalogues :—Tropieolum Lilli

Schmidt, compact in habit, profuse in blooming, and good in

colour, flourished well in the hot weather of last summer.
Tropffiolum pyramidale, gay, but not so distinct in habit as

its name would imply. Tropocolum cajruleum roseum, very

distinct and effective, but not so vigorous as the preceding
;
poor

soil which is suitable to most of this class is not so necessary

for this variety. Clarkia pulchella marginata, chaste, lively,

and well worth growing. Clarkia integripetala carnea, dwarf,

distinct, and effective. Escbscholtzia crocea striata, pretty

when close to the eye, but for general effect no improvement on
the older varieties. Nemophila discoidalis nigra, the flowers

when opening are like black velvet, bnd on this account it is

curious and will be grown by many, but it does not throw its

flowers sufficiently above its foUage. Viscaria cardinalis and
Viscaria elegans piota, two charming varieties of this beautifal

family, which should be included in even the smallest col-

lections. Whitlavia gloxinioides, elegant and pleasing ; a de-

cided advance on the older varieties. Whitlavias should be

sown where thay are intended to bloom, as they cannot be

removed so safely as most annuals, neither are they to be de-

pended on for autumn sowing, as is sometimes recommended

;

they do not survive the winter well.—J. W.

THE VERBENA.
Need I ask, what object in a flower garden can possibly be

more attractive or interesting than a mixed bed of Verbenas ?

In such a bed we have endless variety of form and colour, a

freshness and beauty of appearance, and a wealth of floral

loveliness, equalled by hardly any other denizen of the par-

terre.

The only drawback in connection with the culture of this

(with me) favourite class of plants, is that they are hardly

lasting enough to be included in a strictly geometrical garden,

where the occurrence of any blank would seriously affect the

appearance of the whole design. It is in this respect, and only

in this, that such kinds as venosa, pulchella, and Melindres

splendens are at all superior, for in a comparison of form and
colour those kinds which arc known under the popular desig-

nation of " florists' flowers," will certainly bear away the palm.

I have frequently thought if a few independent beds (by this

term", I mean beds that are not included in the principal

pattern of the garden), could be introduced so as to aSoid space

for such gems as Verbenas, Portulacas, and the like, they

would not only add very much to the interest of the garden,

but would also tend materially to relieve the monotony of the

never-ending Pelargonium.

No two Verbenas can be better adapted for bedding purposes

than Crimson King and Purple King, and they are both too

excellent and too well known to need one word to recommend
them, although probably Crimson King is too young a monarch
to have achieved such world-wide renown as its venerable

brother king. And this biings to mind how short-lived mcst
Verbenas are ; but very lew varieties possess sufficient merit

to cause them to be cared for alter a year or two's trial. How
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very far back in the history of Verbenas does the mention of

snch famous old sorts as Robinson's Defiance, Woodcock's
Magnificent, and Barker's St. Margaret, seem to take one.

Of the few kinds which have withstood the test of years,

Oiant des liataiUu3 still takes high rank, its tine truss and
rich dark colour rendering it a valuable variety both for bed-

ding and exhibition. General Simpson, too, is another sort

whose line form is rarely approached by any now variety ; and
a8 a rich dark kind for massing, I know none bettor than Mrs.
Archer Clive, which has been in cultivation fourteen or fifteen

years. Victory and King of the Verbenas are both excellent

old sorts, with large distinct eyes.

Amongst newer kinds, Cooling's Annie offers itself to notice

as the queen of striped Verbenas, the regularity and brilliancy

of its markings causing it to surpass all other varieties in its

section. More delicate than this, but hardly less lovely, is

Princess of Wales. Another distinct striped kind is Madame
Hermann Stenger, but it is a very uncertain variety, some-
times being very prettily striped, and at other times it is with-
out any markings whatever.

Warrior may be mentioned as decidedly the best pink Ver-
bena I have grown. It has a robust habit, a fine truss, and its

colour is very deep and lasting—a rare quality in pink Ver-
benas, as hardly any of them will bear much hot sunshine

;

for instance. Perry's Exquisite, as regards size of truss, shape
of flowers, and delicacy of colouring, leaves nothing to be de-

sired, but if it is fully exposed to the burning rays of the sum-
mer's sun its beauty quickly fades. Madame Lefevro is a good
kind, and from its close, erect habit, is well adapted for bed-
ding, but it is likely to be superseded by Perry's James Bir-

beck, of last year.

Of scarlet shades there are many good kinds, some of which
are too much alike to be called varieties. Lord Leigh, Mazeppa,
Firefly, and Lady Victoria Scott, a dwarf kind, are all distinct

and good ; La Grande Boale de Neige is a good white kind,
either for exhibition or bedding ; Mauve Queen, Startler,

Diamond, Meteor, a fine scarlet, William Dean, and Nemesis,
are all excellent varieties, of various shades of colour.

From new kinds, which I have only grown for one season,
I may select Shirley Hibberd, James Day, J. 0. Ward, and
Thomas Harris. Several other new kinds I am uncertain
about, but hope to report upon them after a farther trial.—

^

Edward Ldckhdbst, Er/crton House Oardem, Kent.

stone. This is well adapted for growing many tropical plants

during the summer months if the soil does not in depth ex-

ceed 8 or 10 inches. He places large moveable frames over any
part of the ground, and has Peas and other early spring crppB
up and fit for use in a very short time.—A. T. ..,.,t

THE DUTCH PRIZES FOR HYACINTHS.
It strikes me that somewhere or other there has been a great

blunder in the distribution of these prizes in the Royal Horti-
cultural Society's list ; for if, as I conceive, the object of the
givers was not all disinterested, but that they hoped to en-
courage the growth of the bulb here, and so to react on them-
selves, I think this object will be defeated. By making the
prizes open these are virtually thrown into the hands of two or
three growers for sale, for we all know the vast difference

between the collections staged by one or two of our principal
growers and the best exhibited by amateurs ; while if the prizes

had been divided so as to have given amateurs a chance by
themselves, it might have led more to try their chances in the
tournament. Now I think it would not be dilficult to allocate

the prizes beforehand.—D., Deal.

CULTURE OF GINGER.
The Ginger plant is grown in tropical countries in the open

fields, in hot, dry, limey land, not in any way rich. It might
be grown in England in any hothouse or Pine house in ob-

long earthenware pans 2 feet long by 1 foot wide, (i or 8 inches

deep, and 1 inch thick, with three holes in each side for drain-

age. These pans could be placed on the top of the hot-water
pipes without doing the pipes any harm. One box of roots

should be retained every year to plant-out in the following

eeason ; the rest should be made use of whilst young.
As soon as taken up the roots should be peeled, then put

into stoneware jars, after which hot syrup, made of good sweet
brown sugar, should be poured on the roots until the jars are

quite full. I cannot say how the syrup is made, nor do I think

it is ever made so well in England as it is in the West Indies,

where the Ginger is always made use of when in a young state
;

whereas the Chinese is too old, stringy, and hot.

I may here mention the heated ground that C. Wykeham
Martin, Esq., M.P., has adopted at Leeds Castle, near Maid-

PEACH CULTIVATION.—No. •iJ

, 1 i ji

Eksovatino Old Trees.—Old trees very often become Tveflk

in wood, deficient in bearing wood, though plentifully furniRhpd

with a number of weak short shoots, aud exhibit a prepppdcjr-

ance of old worn-out branches. This is a very common con-

dition of Peach trees as seen in garden.s. It very often resultB

from cropping the border excessively, in consequence of which

the roots doBcend, or if they rise they are cut off by the spade in

digging. The digging is not confined to that part of the border

which is at a distance from the stem, but the part nearest, the

wall and the stem of the tree is employed for various purpoeea,

and is dug or otherwise disturbed, so that the most essential

portions of the roots—the fibres—are cut off. Now, as fine

fruitful trees are desired, this practice must be abandoned.

Another cause of the bad condition of Peach trees generally is

laying-in too much wood, and cutting out none or but little of

the old wood, so that there is often more than double the

quantity of bare old wood than is needed, and it deprives the

young shoots of nourishment, as all the old wood must be

supplied before the sap finds its way into the young wood.

Overbearing and the want of manurin-?, watering, and keeping

free from insects likewise contribute to the premature decay oi

the Peach tree.

There are other causes of the decay of Peach trees, such as

the borders being deep, badly drained, and improperly con-

stituted ; the wood is then long and sappy, never or seldom,

ripening well, and fine perfectly-ripened fruit is an exception.

Sometimes the growths are long aud weak, and are certain to

die back every winter ; and there are other cases of debility,

the results of improper treatment, one of the most general

being that the growths arc weak and fall a prey to mildew.

These cases might be added to considerably, and even then

there would be others attributable to peculiarities of soil and
various circumstances.

Before attempting anything with Peach trees in the condition

above referred to, the border must first be examined and put

in a proper state. If the border is irremediably bad a new
border must be made, but in this it will be a question whether

it would not be desirable also to plant young trees in place of

the old ones. If the trees are old, and the branches very thick

and bare, with no prospect of speedily replacing them, I should

prefer young trees; indeed, I would recommend such for, all

new borders, as they will in a short time cover a large extent

of wall, aud their produce will be finer than that of old.\(^m-

out trees.

The best and only means of renovating old trees when the

border does not require to be renewed, is to take out a.senii-

circular trench about 'i feet from the stem, making it About

2 feet in width, and as deep as the roots extend. This should

be done early in November, or from that time to the middle of

December. All roots thicker than a straw should be out. off

close to where the soil is left undisturbed, or 3 feet from the

stem. If, from the appearance of the roots, it is evident that

they have gone down by the wall, remove the loose soil from

them or down to them, and work under the ball at such a depth

from the surface as will allow of your keeping under the bulk

of the roots found at 3 feet from the stem. Move only a portion

of the roots at a time, out oil all that go down, and before

undermining another part place slates or some material that

will prevent the roots descending ; then replace the .old soil

with fresh, and in this manner proceed with the whole, filling

the trench up again with fresh soil, using no part of the old,

and placing fresh soil over the roots. If the roots are deep,

and will be covered to a greater depth than 3 inches, lift the

tree altogether, preserving all the soil practicable, and after

using means to prevent the roots going downwards, snch as

slates, old flags, or concrete, place sufficient soil in the hole to

raise the tree, so that when it is planted the upper fibres wiU

not be covered more than 3 inches, for it is well to have the

tree slightly raised above the surrounding level. The soil

most suitable for filling up the trench and placing over the

roots, or if the tree is lifted for planting, is the top 2 or 3 inches

of a pasture, turf included, where the natural soil is a rich,

rather strong yellow loam. This must be chopped up, and to it
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Bhonld be added one-fourth of rotten manure, cow dung being
best. The soil when used should be made firm by treading,

and fine weather ought to be chosen, for if wet it will be apt to

become little better than mud. Mulch from the stem to a
little beyond the outside of the trench with 3 inches thick of

short littery manure. This will serve the tree for about two
years, when another trench may be taken out, and another
width of fresh compost added. The trench previously taken
out and refilled with fresh soil ought not to be disturbed. In
this way the border may be entirely renewed, and the trees will

gain vigour accordingly, though it will not be necessary to pro-
ceed beyond the second trench if the soil of the border is good,
and liberally manured.
The .trees will have been uunailed or untied before fastening

up permanently, which need not be performed until the buds
begin to sweU in spring ; but do it before they are far advanced,
cutting out any of the oldest branches that are deficient in
young wood, preserving as much of the latter as possible, yet
do not leave more branches than will be needed to cover the
wall at 1 foot apart, and let the bearing wood on them be from
9 inches to a foot apart. If there is an old naked branch, and
a youug shoot well disposed for succeeding it, by all means cut
off the old branch, and train the young in its place, always pre-
ferring young to old wood. A sufficient number of shoots
should be left for bearing, and they should be shortened one-
third more than had there been no root-pruning or lifting of
the tree.

With due regard to watering and syringing, the trees treated
in the manner described will bear as well as if their roots had
not been interfered with, and will make good growths. I have
repeatedly tried the above plan, and in no instance failed to
secure better growth, shorter-jointed, stronger bearing wood
well set with buds, and finer fruit. The Peach, or rather the
Plum upon which it is worked, is apt to produce fibres near the
stem ; indeed, in old trees, they are never absent, and by en-
couraging these we obtain, as it were, a new set of roots in
place of the old fibreless ones which are of as little value for food-
collecting as the old bare branches are for fruit. When the
tree is little else than bare branches, and is but scantily fur-
nished with bearing wood, make sure that the roots are as bare
of fibres as the branches are of young shoots, and to have one
it is necessary to have the other.—G. Abbey.

KOSE CUTTINGS.
I HAVE just read Mr. Luckhurst's very timely and valuable

suggestions about Eose cuttings. It was not till last year that
I tried propagating hoses by cuttings, and during the summer
and autumn I inserted some hundreds, but did not succeed
in rooting 20 per cent, (except China Roses, which will strike

almost at any time), until September, when I placed them in a
little bottom heat. In this batch were some of the best Hybrid
Perpetuals, including Alfred Colomb and Comtesse de Cha-
brillant, which rooted readily, but I have not been able to
induce Pierre Netting to emit roots as yet.

I think one cause of my non-success during the summer
was, that my frames were facing the south, and I found that
the least sunshine withered the cuttings at once. Another
cause was, perhaps, that it requires some experience to choose
the wood when ripe for cuttings. Doubtless, the cuttings de-
scribed by Mr. Luckhurst are those suitable for striking in a
cold frame, but in bottom heat I have struck many taken from
strong shoots cut into lengths with three or four eyes to each.

I was disappointed that Mr. Luckhurst said nothing of

spring propagation, but I trust he is reserving that for another
occasion. I am assured that as soon as the buds start cuttings
wiU strike most readily. I should be very glad to know from
any of your correspondents if this is correct, and whether the
prunings may not be used for the purpose, as the buds are
starting so early this year.—B. Ksott.

Eaely Wild Floweks.—I have this morning (Februai-y 9th),

received from Mr. Draper, Seaham Hall Gardens, near Sunder-
land, a fully-developed flower of Lychnis sylvestris (Eed Cam-
pion or Wood Lychnis), which he gathered the day before.
Mr. Draper says, "I have this day explored the woods here,
and found the Wood Lychnis about a foot high in perfect

bloom—such a sight at this season of the year. I believe that
there is no record of such an early flowering of the Lychnis
in these northern parts."

The other day while walking with a friend along the banks

of the Tyne, about ten or twelve miles above Newcastle, we
marked a Primrose in bloom. It was on a sloping bank facing
about S.S.W. For the last fortnight or more a Primrose,
which I transferred from the fields last spring to a border facing
east beneath my study window, has been well out in flower.

We are generally later in this exposed seaside place than our
more favoured neighbours farther inland. The thrushes have
been singing gloriously for two or three weeks past.—E. F.
Wheelek, Wliitleij Vicaraije, Nortlatmbeiiand.

THE CLASSIFICATION OF PELARGONIUMS.
The following letter from the other side of the world gives

me the opportunity of saying a few words in reply on the pre-

sent classification of Pelargoniums—a subject fraught with no
little difficulty, and very puzzling indeed to outsiders.

" I shall esteem it a great favour if you will kindly answer
the following questions. In this part of the globe it is a diffi-

cult matter to obtain information on floriculture, there being
no recognised authority to whom we can refer knotty or dis-

puted points. 1, What classes should Pelargoniums be divided
into for a catalogue ? 2, What is the definition of Fancy Pe-
largonium ? 3, What is a Spotted and what is a French variety ?

4, Is there any difference between a Spotted and a French
variety? if so, what is the difference? 5, What recent work
on the Pelargonium can you recommend ? 6, Is Glenny's work
on the properties of flowers a recognised authority ?—J. F.
Pascoe, Adelaide."

As florists' flowers are in themselves matters of purely arbi-

trary taste, though, as I believe, a taste founded on correct

principles, it is not to be wondered at that the classes into

which they are divided should be arbitrary also. What can be
more absurd than to make a Dahha with a white ground and a
purple edge a Show Dahlia, and another with the colours reversed—i.e., a pmple ground and a white edge, a Fancy ? Yes, there
is one thing more absurd still, and that is the attempt to alter

it. These things have become well established in the horti-

cultural mind, they are perfectly well understood, and an
interloper in either class would very soon be detected ; and,

therefore, when a correspondent wishes me to define what a
Fancy Pelargonium is, I can only reply that definitions are

always very dilhcult, and that the safest reply is, it is a Fancy
Pelargonium.
There are (leaving on one side the Zonal section), three

classes into which Pelargoniums are and may be divided for a
catalogue—viz., Show, Fancy, and French varieties. Formerly
there was a fourth class, Spotted, but that has now been
merged in the first.

The Show Pelargonium, or Large-flowered, as it had better

be called—for the Fancy section is equally available for the

purpose of exhibition—is well known, but, as I have said, not
easy to define. The ground colour varies from white to deep

crimson, and the petals may be either spotted or painted

—

that is, streaked with faint lines, or nearly altogether covered

with a deep blotch of dark maroon or black ; the foliage is

ample, and the individual leaves large. The Fancy section is

composed of plants varying very much from the foregoing both

in the character of the foliage and in the flower ; the foliage is

smaller and neater, and the plant more compact in habit,

requiring, too, somewhat more heat, and being more impatient

of damp ; the flowers are also smaller and rounder, produced in

trusses more numerous and more filled. The French varieties

are very different from either ; they lay claim to no regularity

of outline, are sometimes even frilled, as in Dr. Andry, and
with very odd combinations of colour, very showy and effective

for bouquets or on a stage, as they are very free-flowering.

Glenny's work is far the best on the properties of florists'

flowers, and is the universally recognised authority. There

was, I believe, a brochure by Mr. Charles Turner, of Slough,

published some years ago on the culture of Pelargoniums, but

I know of no recent work on the subject.—D., Deal.

BURNING CLAY FOR GARDEN WALKS.
As you wish me to give an account of my mode of burning

clay for garden walks, I will endeavour to do so as briefly as I

can.

In the first place select the ground for the fire as near the

clay as possible, and then make a good fire of wood and coal

of about 3 or 4 feef through. When about three-fourths burnt

put on your clay from the bottom upwards all round—one
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good spit or spadeful then add more small coal over, so that,

the clay may assume a thoroughly red glow to begin with. If

that result ho not attained all your eitorts will be futile. A") you
perceive that the lira makes head you may add the clay to

almost any quantity with no great expense of coal, for one
load of coal will sulKce to form lifty loads of well-burnt clay.

Take every care to keep the fire as fully in the centre of the

mass as possible. Should windy weather prevail use straw

hnrdles to ward off the wind from the exposed side, or it will

blow the fire all to one side, or, perhaps, extinguish it.—C. C.

THE PORTABLE ORCHARD.
(Contlmicd frumj'afft' 107.)

SiTPOSixo, then, that you have a Pear tree fit for pottingi

and the pot to put it in, the next step is to plant the tree therein,

and though carelessness may not do as much mischief as in

the case of ordinary pots, yet extra care will produce extra
groirth.

First, then, see how much of the roots you can by coiling get

inside the pots, and cut away no more than necessary to let the

-tree down to the neck at the rim, or an inch or two above it. The
neck of the tree is that part of the stem which swells to give

out the roots, and in the case of Pears grafted on the Quince, it

ought to be no more than 3 inches below the junction of the

graft with the stock. Having trimmed the roots, cutting oil'

with a sharp knife all broken ends, and making the cuts as
" square" as possible to the root and just beyond an eye, put a

layer of broken pots, tiles, or bricks at the bottom of the pot,

and on the top of this layer another of some fibrous material,

such as cocoa-nut fibre refuse or the top-paring of a pasture.

Next, put the tree into its place, and introduce amongst the
roots bones broken up into manageable pieces, old shoes cut into

pieces, or any parings of hoofs from the shoeing-smith's shop

;

then fiU in, and by small quantities at a time, with a compost
formed of stiff loam, pasture parings, old manure, and old lime

mbbish in about equal parts, and with a stout stick about aa

thick as a rake handle at one end, and twice as thick at the
other, ram the soil firmly in between the roots, fairing good
care, however, not to bruise them. As the pot becomes fiUed

the rammer may be used more vigorously, and at last the

pot must be rammed quite full, fir we need not leave any space
for watering, as the pot is finally to be plunged overhead in the
ground.

In all cases the compost should be mixed and turned over
some time before being used, but so much depends upon the soil

of each district, that there is little use in giving advice about
the proportions of any compost ; in a chalky soil little or no
lime need be added, and in very heavy soil sand or road scrap-

ings, with vegetable fibre, vrill improve the compost much ; but
in the c^se of light vegetable moulds deficient in aluminous
matter, it is hard to say what can be done. I rather think we
must look for the remedy in another direction. A lady is at

present trying to overcome this very difficulty in North Wales,
where the climate is all that can be desired for Pear trees, but
the soil is peat, and the subsoil syenite. The most vigorous
weed of the district is the Mountain Ash, consequently I sent

her a variety of Pear scions to graft upon it. All, I hear, are
growing, though I purposely sent some that would not grow
upon the Quince. The results will be most important in more
respects than this one of suiting stock to soil, for we know as

yet very little of the eft'ect of the stock upon the fruit, and 1

may say, in passing, that experiments in this direction are just
the right kind for amateurs to make. Nurserymen do not grow
trees for fruiting themselves, antl the number of combinations
that can be fonned out of throe or four varieties of stocks, and
a score only of varieties of scions, single and double grafted, is

so large (1600), that few men who know what amoimt of
patience would be needed for fairly working it out, would have
the courage to undertake the complete solution of the question

from grafting to fruiting, yet each result so obtained is a step
in our knowledge.

After the trees have been potted early in autumn, and plunged
as before directed for a sufficient length of time to enable them
to take hold of the earth inside, and before the cold heavy rains

drench the ground (which is commonly the case early in Novem-
ber), they should be stored for the winter along with those

which have been grown on this system during the preceding sum-
mer. This storing may as well be described at once, as it is the

same for all. In the first place a trench, or double trench, as

the case may bo, is dug in any convenient place, and the earth

thrown out is made the foimdation for the lowest tier of the pots

which arc to lie on their sides for the winter ; and unless this

lowest tier is raisrd above the ground, the eliances are that

iiiuch mischief will follow every fall of snow.
Wliere space is an object it is well to put up a two-course

wall of the pots, leaving the stems of the trees to stick out

horizontally on bolii sides ; but wliere a wall can be found fit

for piling them against, 1 tliink it is better to Iceop to a single

<-oinac, and a nortli wall is the best for the puiTiosc, aa it helps

to retard the trees. The first layer ought to Ijo firmly packed
closely together, and with soil Ijctwcen the pots to keep them firm

and prevent the access of cold winds to the roots, and it will ba
very necessary to take care that the end pots are scoured from
rolling out by driving a stake in, or liaving some such security.

It will also be easily seen that the next course cannot be' put up
from the front, as the projecting stems are in the way, and in

all cases the best plan is to complete the pile up to the highest

course as soon as possible by Laying only so much of the founda-

tion course as is wanted. A four-course pile will require four

pots to he laid for the foundation, a five-course will require five,

and these piles will be quite as high as can be made with ad-

vantage.

Each course is levelled and filled up as the work goes on.

If I could obtain cocoa-nut fibre refuse in sufficient quantity I
would use nothing else for filling up the interstices ; as it is, I
generally use for the purpose the compost heap, which thus gets

a turning.

After the whole pile is completed it requires a sloping cover

of sods, or a rough thatching to throw the rain off. A thin facing

of straw in front of the pots is needed to prevent the freezing of

the soil, which would bo apt to take place in severe weather,

the expansion of the water in becoming ice forcing out the soil

near the surface, and unless this were covered, rain beating

against it would be sure to leave moisture enough to allow of

such mischief It may be said, AVhy not store the trees in a
room ? My answer is. The branches are all the better for the ex-

posure, provided the roots are dry ; if they were under cover

they would start too early. Covering all is quite right when
there are means of keeping up the temperature and raising it

steadily as the blossoms expand ; but that requires glass, and
we are now trying what can be done without it. Figs, I think,

may be successfully treated in this way, at least in the warmer
parts of England, for last year I kept some in a wooden out-

house till the end of May, and they did not cast the small Figs
formed in the preceding autumn, but ripened them well.

—
"W.

KiNGSI-EY.
(To bo continued.)

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
February IOth.

Frttit CoMjnTTEE.—G. F. Wilson, Esq., F.K.S., in the ch ail*. The
exhibition of fruit this day was one of the finest we have ever seen at

this season, two long tables beinj^ covered with numerous varieties,

which for beauty could not be suii)assed.

At this meeting various prizes were offered ; but before examining
the collections sent in competition the Committee took those which
were sent merely for exhibition. Mr, Kivers, of Sawbridgeworth, sent

a rich collection of twenty-two sorts of Apples splendidly kejit, and
good specimens of the sorts, among which were Baddow Pippin, Mau-
nington's Pearmain, Calville Blanche, Yellow Belletleur, Gooseberry,
Boston Russet, Baldwin, and others too numerous to mention. To
these a special certificate was awarded. Mr. Gooding, gardener to

Sir John Neeld, Grittleton, sent well-grown fruit of the Malta Blood
Orange, large and handsome, but they were acid. Mr. Charles Allen,

gardener to Capt. B. Clegg, Withiugtou Hall, sent a small bunch of

Chasselas Napoleon. This was rather an interesting exhibition, as
there are two varieties grown under that name, one an interior variety ;

but this was the true sort, and is a large white oval Grape, as large as
a Muscat of Alexandria. Mr. l)avis, of Barnet, sent a basket o£

10 lbs. of Lady Downe's Grapes, vei"y fine indeed in size of bunch, and
colour. They were awarded a special certificate. Mr. Miles, gardener
to Lord Carrington, sent fruit of a Solauum which had been received

from a gentleman under the name of Solanos gnisados. It is an oval
fruit, the size of that of Passifiora cxrulea or kermesina, and of a bright

orange colour. Mr. Gilbert, gardener to the Marquis of Exeter, Burgh-
ley, seu^ baskets of Mushrooms of very hirge size, '* the buttons " being
as large as a good-sized orange. They elicited the admiration of the
Committee. He also sent a winter salad, consisting of Celerj-, Chicory,
Lettuce of three kinds. Onions, Kadish, Mustard and Cress, Tarragon,
Parsley, and Beet; likewise some forced Asparagus, Sea-kale, and
Cucumber. To ihe whole collection a special certificate was awarded.
Mr. Ilenry Vallance, Farnham Royal, Bucks, sent dishes of good
specimens of Winter Greening or French Crab, also a specimen of the

same two years old. Mr. A. Hoasack, the Gardens, Alderley, sent
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frmt of a seedling Apple, which did not meet with the approval of the
Committee.
The Committee then proceeded to the examination o£ the competi-

tion for prizes. The first class taken was for the best single dish of

jPearg. Mr. Beach, gardener to C. J. Herries, Esq., sent Easter
Beorrc, which, though good, were flat. Mr. Earley,.of Digswell, sent
'Gloa Mori,-eau. which were fine specimens, bnt rather astringent. Mr.
Pari, Grove Hall, Retford, sent two dishes of Benrrt- de Ranee, both
©icellent, and Knight"s Monarch, also excellent. Mr. Miles, gardener
to Lord Carrington, sent also a dish of Benrr<- de Kance, which was
Jiatringent. Mr. Sorley, gardener to Mrs. Zwilcheubart, Aigborth,
Ijiverpool. sent Benrre de Ranee, also excellent. Mr. Gardiner, of

Eatington Park, sent Kn ghts Monarch. Mr. Wells, Holme Lacey,
sent Ne Pins Menris, which were not ripe ; and Mr. Parsons, of Wel-
wyn, sent Ne Plus Menris. The first prize was awarded to Mr. Sorley,
the second to Mr. Parsons, and the third to Mr. Gardiner.

In the class for dessert Apples, single dish, there were no less than
twenty-seven exhibitions. The first prize was awarded to the Ribston
Pippin of Mr. Saul, Stourton Park; the second to the Braddick's
Nonpareil of Mr. Wells, of Holme Lacy Gardens, Hereford ; and the
third to the Cox's Orange Pippin of Mr. Whiting, of The Deepdene.
In the class of three dishes of dessert Apples there were twenty-eight
eshibitore. The first prize was awarded to the dishes of Mickleham
Pearmain, Cox's Orange Pippin, and Ashmead'a Kernel, exhibited by
Mr. Whiting. The second prize was awarded to Mr. Cox, of Eedleaf.
The third prize was awarded to Mr. Saul, of Stourton Park.

In the class for kitchen Apples, in which there were fifteen exhi-
bitors, Mr. Lynn, of Hedsor, obtained the first prize : Mr. Ford, of

Leonardslee, was second ; and Mr. Cox, of Redleaf, third.

Messrs. Staart & Mein. of Kelso, received a special certificate for a
fine collection of Variegated Kale.

Floral Cosimtttee.—Pvcv. J. Dix in the chair. Mr. Boyce, Clap-
diam Nursery, sent three large and well-grown plants of double
Primnla sinensis. A special certificate was awarded. Messrs. Smith,
of Dnlwich, also exhibited a collection of single and double Primulas,
for which a special certificate was given. Mr. Wiggins, gardener to
W. Beck. Esq., IsUeworth, exhibited some verj fine specimens of
Cyclamens, which were awarded a special certificate. There were
among them many very distinct flowers, the high colour of some being
most attractive, and the stripes and spots of others were very bean-
tifnl. Mr. Wiggins also sent a large collection of Primulas, which
received a special certificate.

Mr, Bull sent several specimens ; among them Phormium Cookii
variegatum, received a first-class certificate. This plant was entirely

' distinct from the Phorminm Cookii exhibited by Messrs. Veitch, and the
-decision of the proper names and species was left to the Rev. M. J.
-Berkeley. Camellia La Maestosa, a beautifully formed red and white
:flower, very handsome, received a first-class certifii-ate. Camellia
Bonomiana, Theresa Negri, and Quercifolia were passed. A collection
of Orchids and other plants was awarded a special certificate.

Mr. T. Charles, gardener to R. Bamett, Esq., sent Cattleya Alicia,
one of the many varieties which now exist. Messrs. Veitch sent
Dendrobiam Devonianum rhodoneurum, D. lasioglossum—first-class

certificate ; D. crassinode—first-class certificate ; I), macrophyllum
_
Hattoni, D. moniliforme or japonicnm, Cattleya Fpecies from Choco,
Epidendrum sp ; Cypr-ipedinm Harrisiannm, a hybrid of great promise,

"raised by the indefatigable Mr. Dominy between C. barbatum and
-C. viUosum. A first-olass certificate was awarded it. Messrs. Veitch
had likewise Phorminm tenax, P. tenai variegatum. P. Cookii, and
P. Cookii variegatum, and the two latter plants seemed distinct from
-the others shown under the same names. Messrs. Veitch exhibited a
group of spring greenhouse flowers. Hyacinths, Narcissus, tl'c, and
-among them a double Pmnus, also Spiriea Thunbergii, both hardy
Slants, and very useful for forcing. A special certificate was awarded.
fr. Parsons, Acton Green, sent plants of Clematis indivisa lobata,

^ very useful for this earlv season.
'y Mr. B. S. Williams, ^olloway, sent a collection of Cyclamens and
'"15olannms. together with other plants, and a specinl certificate was
•'awarded. He also exhibited a fine strain of Primula sinensis of an
:"-int«nse bright colour, the finest variety yet raised. A first-class cer-

tificate was awarded it. Messrs. Lee, Hammersmith, sent two double
Primulas, white and pinkish rose, and a special certificate ^vaa

awarded. Messrs. Windebank, Southampton, sent a collection of

,

seedling Primula sinensis; two of them with double flowers—viz.,

, Miss Kingsbury, a white-striped variety, and SnowSake, pure white,
received first-class certificates.

Messrs. E. G. Henderson sent a collection of plants, including Tri-
chopilias and other Orchids, and a special certificate was given. Mr.
"Green, gardener to W. W. Sanuders, P-sq., received a special certifi-

cate for a hybrid Sonchns, the plants being most eleeant and useful
ior table decoration. Sonchns laciniatus and S. gumraifer were the
parent plants. Mr. Fairbaim, Syon House, sent a fine specimen of
Dendrobinm speciosnm, for which a special certificate was awarded.
Messrs. Downie. Laird, *.t Laing exhibited Coleus Baroness Rothschild,
one of the Chiswick seedlings, and it received a first-class certificate.

^ Mr. W. Paul sent a ncT white Primula ; the footstalks of the leaves

^ ^
^and flower stems were red. an unusual occnn*ence with white flowers.

' It was requested that this plant should be sent again, as it was out of
' «oadition.
-'' This waa a most snocDssfol exhibition, and the attendance of the

Fellows unusually nnmerous. The cat Camellias from Mr. W. Fanl,
Messrs. Veitch, and others, were much admired, and some of them
distributed among the ladies after the meeting.

SciENTn'ic Committee.—W. Wilson Saunders, Esq., F.R.S., in the
chair. Mr. Berkeley, referring to the disease in the Telegraph Cn-
cumber which was before the last meeting, stated that he had discovered
numerous vibrios in cells amongst the cellular tissue of the plant, and
that it was his opinion their presence had produced the disease.

A report was read from Mr. Barron on the condition of Apple trees

grafted on various stocks now growing in the garden at Chiswick.
These trees were grafted about the year 1824. The appearance now
presented shows that after so long a period there is little or no differ-

ence in size and vigour between those grafted on the Crab and the
Doncin ; and those on the English Paradise and the French Paradise
are smaller trees, but do not differ in stature materially from each
other, but those grafted on the French Paradise canker, while the
others do not.

An imported bulb of the Hyacinth Robert Steiger was sent by the
gardener to G. Simpson, Esq. The normal colour of this variety ia a
fine carmine, but in this case the flowers were a bright green, the
colour of the foliage. The shape and consistence of each flower had
undergone a change ; the tubes were more elongated, upright, and
thinner—altogether abnoi-mal, but the anthers had retained their

usual crimson colour. Mr. W. W. Saunders observed that many Hya-
cinths had a green point to the petals, showing their tendency to

assume a green coloor.

A plant of Abutilon Thompsonii, grafted on a green stock, was sent
by Messrs. E. G. Henderson, of Wellington Road, showing the varie-

gation extending to shoots of the stock, both above and below the
graft, so that both plants had become equally variegated. It was
arranged that the experiment should be repeated at Chiswick, to see

if the like result would be obtained.

Mr. Saunders exhibited several leaves, all of which had been taken
from one plant of Cyclamen europoeum. The character of almost
every leaf was different ; some were rounded, others reniform, while

others again exhibited the usual angular or Ivy-leaf form. The
colours varied also, some having the white centre, and the rest alto-

gether green.

Professor Westwood reported the results of his examination of the

bulbs from some imported Orchids which had been submitted to him
for investigation at the former meeting. The spaces between the

leaves of the buds he found occupied by parts of two distinct Hyme-
nopterons insects. Enrytoma was the name of one, which deposits its

eggs in the bodies of other insects ; the name of the other he had not

determined, and he stated that an American naturalist had found all

the species of Enrytoma to be parasitical, except one which he found

on the Wheat.
Dr. Masters made some observations on a branch of Mistletoe, which

had both male and female flowers. It was decided to be a real growth

and not a graft ; the leaves of the male portion of the branch were

much broader than those on the female.

A paper was communicated from Mr. Henry Taylor, of Bedale,

Yorkshire, on grafting Potatoes on their roots. He grows Potatoes

for the market, and gave the results of his grafting on twelve different

sorts. He does this by removing all the eyes of the Potato, and insert-

ing the eyes of the other kind. The Committee recommended the

experiment to be repeated at Chiswick.

Geiceral Meeting.—W. Wilson Saunders, Esq., F.R.S., in the

chair. A list of donations of plants, &c., having been read, and a
vote of thanks passed to the givers, nineteen new Fellows were elected.

The awards of the Committees were next announced, the Rev. J. Dix
at the same time calling attention to the enamel used for faces of

watches and clocks as a material for plant labels.

Mr. Saunders asked the Chairman of the Fruit Committee if it had
been ascertained how the fine fruit exhibited had been preserved in

such high condition to this period of the season.

Mr, Wilson replied that had not been done on this occasion, bat

last year they had found the best mode of keeping fruit had been open
on boards. The subject, however, woold be brought forward at the

next meeting of the Committee.
The Rev. M. J. Berkeley, in his observations on the subjects ex-

hibited, remarked that Hoteia japonica and Spiraa Thunbergii are

perfectly hardy, and very decorative in spring. He also produced two

flowering branehlets of Pmnus myrobalana and Pyrus sinensis, add-

ing that nothing could be more beautiful than the trees of these now in

blossom at Chiswick. Cypripedium Harrisiannm. one of Mr. Dominy's
hybrids, was then noticed as being exactly intermediate between its

parents C. barbatum and C. villosum, and not only extremely interest-

ing on that account, bnt also extremely beautiful. With respect to

the different kinds of Phorminm shown, he could not say whether they

were distinct species or not, bnt he would examine them, and report;

the result to the next meeting.

Mr. Berkeley next adverted to Pelai^oninm fulgidum, brought by
Major Trevor Clarke, and which was interesting as one of the parents

of our present race of bedding Pelargoniums ; also to some beautiful

plants of Pelargonium triste, flavum, filipendulifolium, etc., in hang-

ing baskets, Mr. Berkeley remarking that he had seen a collection of

little-grown species, such as the above, many years ago, bat of late
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llicv Imil been utterly iioglocteil, and were only to be fonnd in " The
UcfiiRe" ["Rofusinm Kot»nicnm," sec imyo '2!!], and a most Talu!\hlc)

refuge it was. With reference to a plant of the wild CiibbaRe, which

Major Clarke had hvouRht from Wales, Mr. Berkeley said he had

some years a^;o setds of one from Abergele, but he never got the

slightest Tarintion, aiul all the plants raised were of the Kale tribe

rather than like Cabbage. The large and excellent Mushrooms from

Mr. Gilbert, gardener to the Marquis of Exeter, were next spoken of

in terms of high commendation, and as being perfectly free from the

parasite with which so mauy of the Mushrooms exhibited are found

to ho affected. Tho Solani'uu from Lord Carrington's gardener was

referred to as having a subacid fruit, which would probably he about

as asoful as tho Cape Gooseberry ; likewise the grafted Abntilon,

green-tlowered Hyacinth, and tlie disease in Cucumber roots, subjects

which are all fully noticed in the report of the proceedings of the

Scientific Committee. The diseased IVach shoots brought to tho pre-

vious meeting from Lord Winchelseas garden had been shown, it

was said, to two of the higliest anthoritics in fruit culture, and
they both agreed that the cause of the evil was probably the excep-

tional weather last year and this ; but Mr. Berkeley stated he had

been informed that the shoots were every year the same. He then

quoted a notice of a pamphlet on canker, by Mr. John Pearson, of

Bewdley, whoso notion was that the buds of the half-ripened wood are

affected by tho alternations of wet and cold weather, with heat and

droaght, during the summer, and this Mr. Pearson had attempted to

prove by causing a stream of water to pass over denuded buds with

intervals of rest, the result ;being canker or gam ; and the remedy
recommended was to protect the trees, especially when young, with

screens. In mauy cases, however, Mr. Berkeley added, the evil pro-

ceeds from the bud itself. In connection with some diseased Vine
roots, which were to have been at the meeting, some remarks were

made as to the danger of using uudecomposed vegetable matter near

the roots of plants, as such substances might be the means of placing

the roots in contact with the mycelium of fungi. In the case of the

Vines in question a top-dressing had been applied when it was found

that the roots were in an nnsntisfactory condition, and healthy roots

had been produced above the diseased ones, but if the soil in which
tho latter are placed be not removed the Vines mast die. Mr. Ber-

keley concluded by pointing out Moriea speciosa, than which, he said,

there were few more beautiful objects.

Mr. Wilson Saunders remarked, in reference to the Phormiums,
that though it may be doubtful whether one, two, or three species

exist, still with him there was a Phorminm, or New Zealand Flax,

growing out of doors in a warm position in front of a conservatory, and
which only required to be matted-up in the winter, while there was
another, shorter, thicker, and red-edged, which was much more tender.

Passing to the neglected species of Pelargoniums previously referred

to, Mr. Saunders said that they should be grown in a basket with a little

moss, and their delicate leaves, at first erect, then gradually assume a

drooping position. They were deliciously sweet-smelling. During
the last thirty years he had brought together a collection of two hun-
dred species, and he kindly offered plants to any Fellow present who
was determined to undertake the cultivation of such neglected species.

He thought that we were running out our Pelargoniums, and ought to

*' try back," especially as among the two hundred species there was a

great variety of colour. As regards the wild Cabbage, it was common
on most parts of the coast, but the Dover variety was rather different

from the one that was shown, the leaves being more glaucous, thicker,

and not lobed so much. It might, however, be questioned whether
they were both the wild Cabbage, or the common Cabbage run wild.

He would caution anyone sowing the wild Cabbage seeds, except at a
distance from the cultivated varieties of the Cabbage tribe, otherwise
much mischief might result. The only other subject he wished to

notice was the hybrid Sonchus, between S. laciniatns and S. gummifer,
and which formed .a most beautiful object for dinner-table decoration,

the foliage being semi-transparent, so much so that one could almost
see the light through them, but it was not so with Ferns, beautiful as

they are for the same purpose. The plant could be struck readily

from cuttings, and could thus be kept true.

Mr. Berkeley said his only object in bringing the wild Cabbage
before the meeting was to state he had grown it five years from seed
without variation.

Major R. Trevor Clarke remarked that Mr. Saunders had said the

present race of Pelargoniums was being worn out, and he himself
(Major Clarke) had once had a try at '' harking back " in the chase.

He had used the old P. fulgidum and fertilised some of the best scarlet

varieties with it. He was convinced that anyone who undertook this

kind of work must exert a vast amount of patience, for it took gene-

,^ ration after generation to obtain a good result. With him the finest

and richest colours (and he had some very rich), came after the first

generation, but it was then necessary to breed-in, and he had found
after a certain number of generations the hybrids had an awkward
habit of becoming sterile. Major Clarke concluded by drawing atten-

tion to a branch of a remarkable variegated Holly, which reproduces
itself in a variegated state from seed.

The Chairman (ten announced that the next meeting would be held

^ on the 2nd of March.

'' Mistletoe Cclterb.—I am oonetantly seeing accounts of un-
'Buooessfal attempts to grow the Mistletoe. Four years ago I

planted some berries, and have now about a dozen nice plants.

If your readers will adopt my plan, I think tlioy will have, no
diflioulty in growing it. I squeeze the berry on to the nsder

side of a smonth-akinned bough of Apple, Thorn, or any of tha

trees on which it generally grows, and bind it there with tlie

mucus that surrouada the aeed. In a low days the seed y?rll

adhere to the bough as firmly as if it were glued. The follow-

ing summer it will send out a email shoot, which will curve over

to the bark, and press into it, cauainf; the bough to swell

slightly. I think it is a mistake to out the bark, as it causes

it to open, leaving nothing for the seed to root into. I generally

tie a piece of white tape a few inches from it, to keep birds

away, and mark wh<5re tho seed is planted. My seeds planted

at Christmas, 18()7, are all growing, and those planted this

Christmas are now quite firm on the bough.—S. C. HiNcap.

—

(Science Gossip.) ,„,„j

>ii'r.

EPIPHYLLUM TRUNCATUM CULTURE. •'
',•

Tnis is generally classed as an evergreen stove shrub ; \>xtt

our plants do not receive stove treatment ; in fact, it is just the

plant to be safely recommended to the amateur with a vinery

or greenhouse, and a Cucumber pit. For nine months in tlio

year it will do well in the greenhouse, and during the other three

months it wants a close moist heat, such as that afforded by a

vinery at work, a Cucumber frame, or even a warm greenhouse.

It may be grown as a dwarf on its own roots, as a standard

grafted on a stem of the desired height, or in a pyramidal

form ; but it is as a pyramidal plant that it is seen to the best

advantage. Imagine a close, well-grown specimen 3 feet in

height, as much in diameter at the base, and tapering gradu-

ally from the bottom upwards till it ends in a single branch at

the top, the bottom branches drooping gracefully over ^nd
nearly hiding the sides of the pot, and judge how effective it

must be.

To form pyramidal plants I have used as a stock with satis-

factory results, Cereus speoiosiesimus, commonly called Cactus

speciosissimus. In spring, as soon as the Epiphyllums begia

to show signs of growth, select a stock of the desired height,

remove all the spines, by cutting a slice from each of the four

corners of the stock from the bottom upwards, tlius preventing

the stock from making any shoots afterwards ; choose scions or

grafts of different sizes, from 1 inch to G inches in length, and
cut the ends of the scions on both sides wedge-shaped. Begin

to form the pyramid by making a downward slanting cut across

the corner of the stock, commencing at the bottom, press in the

scion, and secure it in its place with a small piece of Cuba bast

or string. Proceed thus spirally round the stock, using shorter

scions by degrees till you reach the top, and put the last graft

upright in the centre of the stock.

After grafting, if there is a Cucumber frame at work place

the plant in it, syringe it three or four times daily, and shade

it from strong sun until the grafts begin to grow. When the

plant has made its season's growth remove it to the greenhouse

or conservatory. It there is not a Cucumber pit available, set

the plant in tlie most close and shady place in the greenhouse,

vinery, or conservatory, and syringe as before described.

To show that the Epiphyllum grows as fast, if not con6ld6r-

ably faster, and blooms as freely when worked on the Cereua

stock, as when on its own roots, I may just mention tha? a

pyramidal plant grafted here in the spring of 18C8, though the

scions used were very short, the largest being not more than

2 or 3 inches in length, was, on December 2ith, 2 feet in height,

and 1 foot in diameter at the top of the pot. It had eighteen

flowers, and would have produced at least three dozen if I had

not pulled them off.

With regard to soil, almost every cultivator has a favourite

compost. That which I now use consists of about equal parts

of fibrous loam, leaf mould, silver sand, rotten manure, and
lumps of charcoal, about the size of a filbert. I drain the pots

well, and cover the drainage with scalded sphagnum.
At all times keep the leaves of the plants free from dust,

soot, or any other impurities. I have never seen the plants

much infested with insects of any kind. Here we are troubled

with a nuisance worse than even the mealy bug—the smoky,

sulphurous atmosphere, for we are situated within five mimites'

walk of the centre of a town of eighteen or twenty thousand

inhabitants, and surrounded with a host of tall mill chimnfiys,

which are continually pouring forth their thick and black sinoke,

and almost making darkness at midday. To meet this evil^we

ply the syringe freely, and frequently sponge the plants with

soft soap and water.
" Thus treated they seem to bid defiance
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to the thickest Emoke—no mean recommendation, especially

to those who reside in or near some of our manufacturing

towns.—J. Mitchell, Baciip, Lancashire.

STRUCTURES FOR MUSHROOM CULTURE.
In No. 407 of this Journal, "E. G." says, "I never use

any fire heat, as I consider that a piece of useless extravagance.

Better Mushrooms can be grown without lire heat than with

it." I admit that equally good Mushrooms can be grown with-

out fire heat, but not better. Heat there must be, and even
" E. G." must have a shed, therefore the question at issue is.

Shall we for growing Mushrooms have a shed or " grand
dungeon " heated by fire, or have Mushrooms growing in a

shed, the heating materials being straw or long Utter. " B. G."
does not tell us whether the shed is used for any other purpose,

such as stokeholes ; if for no other purpose, then I must call it

a Mushroom shed nnheated. If only one bed is made on the

floor, the shed must be very long for the continuous supply of

a family, and a large heap of covering material will be required

for maintaining even in an ordinary winter a temperature of

Irom 50° to C0°, besides the loss of time involved in covering

and uncovering when the Mushrooms are required for use, and
no small loss, owing to the covering materials, however care-

fully removed, breaking them. If the shed is used for tools, or

similar purposes, the Mushrooms will be liable to many
accidents. If it is at the back of an early vinery, or other

heated house, and the furnace doors open within the shed, I

must call it a heated shed, and it may not require 9 inches of

covering to maintain the desired temperature. I can hardly
suppose that " E. G." advised his employer to build a shed
merely for the protection of the back wall of the houses. A
shed, however, must be built, even for one bed on the floor,

then why not build a shed for the special purpose, and fit it up
with shelves so as to have at least three beds on each side,

which will produce sis times the amount that beds on the
same length of shed floor will do ? and if no advantage can be
taken of a flow or return-pipe in connection with the houses,

heat it by a flue or other convenient means, and the cost of

fuel for heating such a place would soon be equalled in providing
material for a long bed in a cold shed during a sharp frost.

I will say nothing of the convenience of being able at a glance

to look over the beds and see if all is going right, or of the

interest and pleasure that many employers take in seeing

them ; but every one of far less experience than twenty years,

who has grown Mushrooms in a covered bed, knows the diffi-

culty of preventing the spawn from running among the cover-

ing to the injury of the future crops. I have also known in-

stances of the covering material imparting an unpleasant
flavour to the crop of Muthrooms. With every respect then
for " E. G.," I would remind him of the adage, "A place for

everything, and for everything a place," and the place for

growing Mushrooms is in a shed with fire heat at command,
whether called " a grand dungeon," or simply a Mushroom
shed. Any lady or gentleman who is fond of Mushrooms will

never regret the cost of a structure suitable for their growth.

—

G. Beckeit, Shanballey, Clogheen, Ireland.

THE RAINFALL IN 18C8,

AT EIBSTOS-HALL GAEDEN'S, WETIIEKBY, YOIiKSHIKE.

Days on Days on
Inches. which rain Inches. which rain

feU. fell.

Jannsry 2.07 12 Angnst 8.04 10- - " -..„.,
gFebrnary .. 1.38 11

Marcb 2.10

April 1.49

Hay 1.13

Jnne 0.42

July 0.40

14
6
9
S
1

An^st
September.
October
Noyember .

.

December .,

Total.

8.04
2.72

2.77

1.74

6.85

26.11

14
10
25

The greatest fall of rain was on September 26th, 0.98 inch.

—Thos. Jo^'ES, Gardener,

NEW BOOK.
^aildon's Natnre-Printed Ferns, prepared according to the new
Patented Process li/ Hesey C. Baildon. The descriptions btj

Thomas MooKE, F.'L.S. London : Lovell Eeeve. Fol.

A SPECIMEN of the work of which the above is the title is

now before us, and introduces to our notice a new mode of

nature-printing, which in the details of the process appears to

he of a simpler description than that practised by the late

Mr. Henry Bradbury, and having for its object the same
results. As to how far Mr. Baildon has succeeded in attaining
his end, there will be more than one opinion. The general
outline and character of the plants illustrated in the " speci-

men " are perfect, and the colouring is good. In both respects
the work is not in any way inferior to those issued by Mr.
Bradbury, but, on the contrary, in some respects better ; the
want of venation in the pinnse of the fronds leaves, however,
an appearance of deadness in figures that but for this deficiency
would be really litelike. In that beautifully-executed specimen
of Adiantum trapeziforme on Plate II. this defect is very appa-
rent. In Platyloma rotundifolium and Scolopendrium vulgare
lobatum. on Plate I., it is also very noticeable; but in those
like Nephrolepis tuberosa and Asplenium Veitchianum, where
the pinnic are smaller, the representation is perfect. To meet
the absence of venation in the large nature-printed plates, Mr.
Baildon has supplied at the top of each description large wood-
outs of pinn.'E or sections of fronds, in which the venation and
fructification are carefully and minutely represented ; and as
these are done by Mr. Fitch, their accuracy and execution are
guaranteed, and so far for all purposes of instruction everything
is supplied ; but we should like Mr. Baildon to try if he can-
not throw a little more Ufe into those species with large pinnse.

The letterpress is done by Mr. Moore. What more can we
say ? This is a subject he has made his own, and the care
with which he executes all he undertakes is a guarantee that

in this case the reputation of the work will not suffer in his
hands.

It will make a splendid and very useful book, and when
issued to the public we trust it will meet with that suppoit
which its merit deserves.

rOMOLOGICAL GLEANINGS.
Lord BcnonLEY Apple.—" B. G.," referring to this fine

Apple, writes that it would perhaps be of interest to our readers
to know something of its history, and states that "in the fine

old kitchen gardens at Burghley Park, Stamford, in which is

to be found one of the best collections of Apples in the country,

about thirty-five years ago it first bore fruit, being then quite

a young seedling tree, growing in one of the warmest corners

of the garden, but it was never much noticed. Mr. Mcintosh,
who was then gardener, ordered it to be removed, making the

remark to an old trusty servant who is still employed in the

gardens, ' I would put it in the corner of the waste ground,'

which was accordingly done. For twenty-five years it there

grew, flourished, and bore abundance of fruit, which, however,

was never gathered, but allowed to fall and rot on the ground,

until Mr. Matheson, the late very skilful gardener at Burghley,

observed it, admired it, and brought it before the notice of the

public." Thus we have to thank Mr. Matheson specially for

introducing this really excellent winter dessert Apple. We
have no doubt, as " E. G." states, that there exist in a like

manner many other seedling Apples which only require to be
known in order to be appreciated, and we hope to see them in

course of time.

Okd's Apple.—For the present season there are but

few dessert Apples that can vie with this for freshness, juici-

ness, and richness. Some fruit which we have fasted to-day

are as plump, as juicy, and as refreshing as if they had jost

been gathered from the tree. In appearance it is what might

be called ugly ; the colour green, with a dull red on the exposed

side, and profusely covered with large ferruginous specks, which

give it a very uninviting aspect. It is an old Apple, having

been raised at Fiilham about a hundred years ago, and sent

out by Mr. Lee, of Hammersmith. It is just a little tender,

and requires a warm season and a good situation to ripen it

well, so as to bring out the fall, rich, brisk, fresh flavour.

It is worthy of more extended cultivation flian is generally

accorded to it.

THE MANGO IN AUSTRiUliLi.

At a meeting of the Queensland Acclimatisation Society

held in Brisbane on the IGlh of November, 18C8, the following

paper was read by one of the Vice-Presidents of the Society,

Mr. Lewis A. Bernays.
" The circumstance of the Mango fruiting for the first time

at Bowen Park may make interesting to members of the Accli-

matisation Society a few memoranda upon the habits, uses,

and value of this world-renowned eastern tree.

" The fruit of the Mango is held in high estimation in the
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East; its form i3 that of a large dmpe, somewhat flattened,

otherwise not unlike in appearance to, though differing in

colour from, the fniit of the Kgg plant. The flavour resembles
a combination of that of the Apricot and of a fine Pear, bnt it

is rarely unaccompanied by a nliglit taste of turpentine. The
£ruit varies much in quality, according to the variety, as well

as to the climate in which it is grown ; it is fleshy, and more
or less fibrous—the better descriptions being extremely rich in

pulp and juice. It is considered to be a wholesome fruit

when the system is used to it, but requires cautious use by
those who are unaccustomed to it. The varieties differ in the
form of the leaf, and in the sizo, shape, and flavour of the fruit.

There is also considerable difference in the colour of the ripe

fruit, which varies from green to yellow, and in some cases

has a reddish tinge. The finer the kind the less there is of

fibre and more of pulp and juice, but complete maturity is

an important condition, as in that state only has the flavour of

turpentine disappeared, and that only in complete degree in

the best varieties. Although few of us have eaten the fresh

fruit, the Mango is fimiliar to many as an ingredient of great

excellence in Indian pickles, preserves, and chutneys. For the
former of these purposes the fruit is used in a partially unripe
state, but for the two latter at a more advanced stage of

matnrity. The seed, which consists of a hard stone, germinates
freely in moist heat. The gum which exudes from the bark,

and also the leaves, are used medicinally, both internally and
externally, for their astringent qualities, after suitable pre-

paration. A decoction from the seed is also said to have
Taluable anthelmintic properties. The root contains a bitter

aromatic, employed against diarrh<ii, &c. The young leaves are

used as a pectoral, and the old leaves for cleansing the teeth.
" The Mango is grown in the East and West Indies, Java,

Ceylon, Mauritius, and in other hot and moist climates, the

best being said to he grown in Bombay. It is also common in

Madeira, where, however, it is stated not to produce abundantly
until the tree is ten years old. Our own experience seems to

indicate that if the tree can obtain a certain degree and
duration of heat, a moist climate is not essential to its healthy
growth, or the maturing of the fruit. Neither does it appear
to he very particular about soil. A tree fruited in the Botanic
Gardens under the care of Mr. Walter Hill four years ago,

while this year in the same place there are several trees show-
ing fruit. In that locality the soil is a rich and deep scrub soil.

In Bowen Park, on the other hand, the soil is sandy and poor,

and the only care which has been taken has been to mulch the
surface freely for retention of moisture and protection from the
sun. We have trees planted in various localities in the Park,

nnder different aspects, but they all look healthy and vigorous.

The two trees which are fruiting are in their fifth year, and
came into the Society's possession, among other plants in a

case from the Mauritius, presented by Sir Henry Barkly."—
(Brisbane Courier.)

PORTRAITS OF PLANTS,
FRUITS.

FLOWERS, AND

CcELOGYKE (Pleione) Eeicheneachiana (Dr. Eeichenbach's
Pleione). Nat. ord., Orchidacea;. Linn., Gynandria Mouau-
dria.—Native of mountains in Arracan. Flowers pale rose, lip

purple-streaked.

—

{Bot. ^la;/., t. 57.J3.)

Delostoma dentaia (Toothed-leaved Delostoma). Nat. ord.,

Bignoniaceffi. Linn., Didyuamia Angiospermia.—Native of

Gualesca, near Cuenca, in Ecuador. Flowers white, slightly

rose-tinted.— (J^i'tf., t. 5754.)

Camptopus Mannii (West African Camptopus). Nat. ord.,

Eubiacea;. Tribe Psyohotriea\ LtHii., PentandriaMonogynia.
—Native of Fernando Po. A singular stove shrub, with deep
green, red-ribbed leaves, crimson bracts, and crimson peduncles,
the latter a foot long, curving downward, and bearing a scarlet

and white ball of flowers.

—

{Ibid., t. 5755.)
ONCiDinM XANTHODON (Goldeu-toothed Oncidium). Nat. ord.,

Orchidaceae. Linn., Gynandria Mouandria.—Native of the
Cordilleras of Ecuador. Imported by Messrs. Backhouse, of

York. Flowers chocolate brown, with golden, crisped, creuate
edges.—(ftiVZ., t. 5756.)

CoB^EA PENDULiFLOitA (Pendulous-flowered Cobjea). Nat. ord.,

Polemoniaceje. Li'/m., Peutandria Monogynia.—Native, at (iOOO

feet elevations, of the Caraccas Mountains. It is a slender
glabrous climber. Corolla green, its lobes 3 or 4 inches long

;

filaments of stamens purple, anthers golden ; style 6 inches
long, green.— (Z6ui., t. 5757.)

Cyclamen atiiicanum (Algerian Cyclamen). Nat. ord., Pri-
mulace.'E. Linn., Pentandria Monogynia.—The largest of the
genus. Flowers white, purple at the base. Appears to be only
a form of C. noapolitanum.

—

{Ibid., t. 5758.)

Ai.i.AMANDA xoiiii.is.
—" Of the species of AUamanda, which

rank amongst the most gorgeous of stove oUmbers, this is cer-

tainly one of the finest—the noblest of all those yet known ia
respect to its individual flowers, and so far as experience has
gone, the equal of the very best of its congeners in respect to
prolificacy of blossom. It was introduced by Jtr. W. Bull, o£

Chelsea, from the Kio Branco, in Brazil, and flowered for the
first time in this country in the autumn of 1^07. The flowers

are of a pure bright yellow, rather deeper tinted in the throat,

but without streaks or any other markings ; they measure from
•1 to 5 inches across, and have a decided aromatic magnolia-
like perfume ; they are, moreover, of a full circular outline,

quite different from that of the other cultivated species, with
the exception of A. grandiflora, from which the plant differs in
its scandent habit of growth. Those features, together vrith

the membranous hairy leaves, the pubescent calyx, and pu-
bescent exterior surface of the coroUa, and, moreover, the dis-

similar shape of the latter, mark it as distinct."

—

[Florist and
Pomoloijist, 3 s., ii., 25.)

GARDENING IN TOWNS.
As a rule. Hyacinths flower best in pots when one bulb only

is grown in each pot. The most useful size of pot is one
5 inches in diameter and the same ia depth, or what is com-
monly termed a 43-sized pot. The compost should consist of
good rich loam, one-third decayed leaf mould, and a little

rotten dung mixed well together, with a little sand. In potting,
after covering the drainage hole with a piece of broken pot,
and this again with other pieces, or cinders from which the
ashes have been sifted, fill the pot sufficiently with soil to
receive the bulb, and place the latter with its top an inch below
the rim of the pot. This done, place the compost round the
bulb to within an inch of the rim, so as to allow for watering.
October is the best time for planting.

Put the bulbs in a cellar or out of doors as may be conve-
nient, and cover them with leaf mould, cocoa-nut fibre refuse,

or soil, to a depth of 2 inches above the bottom of tho pot. If

they are in a cellar, and the soil becomes dry, give them a little

water. When they have grown 2 inches bring them to the
light, and place them where they are intended to bloom.
Attend to watering when the soil looks dry ; if they are in a
very warm room they will require water every day.

If you have the convenience of a small frame, and wish to
bring the Hyacinths into bloom about Christmas, make up a
little hotbed, and when the heat is about the same as that of
new milk put on the top some light soil, leaf mould, or cocoa-
nut fibre. Plunge the pots, and keep them close, except where
there is much steam, in which case insert a small wedge below
the sash to let out the steam. When the bulbs have pushed
from 3 to 4 inches take out the pots, wash them, and put them
in the window. By this treatment you will have an early
bloom.

In selecting the bulbs see that they are sound at the top and
bottom, and weigh them in your hand ; if they do not feel

heavy do not buy them, hut choose those which weigh most.
The single varieties are the most certain to bloom freely,

and they produce better spikes than the double sorts if grown
in glasses. To grow Hyacinths in these, put the bulbs in the
glasses in September, fill the latter with water, and place them
in a cupboard or some other dark place. Let the base of the
bulbs just touch the water, and look at them occasionally to
see if the water has evaporated to such an extent as not to
touch the bulb, and if it has, fill up occasionally. If the water
become dirty, carefully pour it out and fill up again. Soft
water is the best to employ if you can obtain it. When the
bulbs have pushed sufficiently to show the leaves, remove the
glasses to the window where you wish to place the Hyacinths
but do not put them on the mantel-shelf, as the heat of the
fire will soon spoil them. Take them from tho windows at
night if the weather is frosty. If they become drawn up too
much take a thin copper wire, twist it round under the rim of
the glass, beud it over the top, and fasten the stem to it after
cutting the wire to the heiglit you require. This will pre-
vent the bulb from falling out of tho glass, and will keep the
spike upright.

The following varieties are certain to bloom freely both in
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pots and glasses—Lord Wellington, rose; Mrs. Beecher Stowe,

red ; Gigantea, blush ; Madame Van der Hoop, white ; Mont
Blanc, -white ; Tubiflora, white ; Argns, blush ; Baron Von
Hnmboldt, violet ; Couronne de Celle, blue ; Prince of Water-

loo, white ; Laurens Koster, purple.

Tulips may be planted in the same kind of soil as the Hya-
cinths, but put three in a pot, and do not allow them to draw

np too high before bringing them to the light.—Samuel Become,
Temple Gardens,

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDBN.

Gardening operations may now be proceeded with in every

department should the present mild weather continue and the

ground not become too wet. Asjiaragus, make new beds with

two-year-old plants, and till up old beds. Bmns, plant out

Mazagan from boxes and pots ; sow Longpods. Cahhage, plant

out, and earth-up those already planted. Cauliflowers, plant

out from frames or hand-glaspes ; the latter must have but

three plants left under each. CeUnj, make a sowing on a warm
border. Cucumbers, give air to the frames as frequently as

possible, taking care not to let the heat decline. Sow for suc-

cession crops. Leeks, sow for the principal crop. Onioiis,

BOW main crops in drills or broadcast ; weed and thin out those

sown in the autumn. Fot Herhs should now be sown, or plant-

ations made from cuttings. Potatoen, plant early sorts in a

warm situation ; for earlier crops a few may be planted in

Jjoxes in heat, and transplanted to the open ground when they

have vegetated. Those grown in frames should have air given

freely. Sanoi/s, sow for early crops.

FRUIT GARDEN.
The weather, should it continue mild, will so far advance

the wall trees, that unceasing application in nailing, pruning,

&c., will be rendered imperative. The necessity of affording

protection to early-blooming and trained fruit trees will shortly

occupy attention. The method most commonly adopted is

Ihat of tacking fir boughs over the blossom ; but when time,

Irouble, and the waste of material are taken into consideration,

it is questionable whether in the end it is not an expensive

plan. The Trench method, which is simply a narrow straw

mat resting on rods that are commonly fixed in a slanting

position under the coping of the wall, is both effectual and in-

expensive. Wooden moveable copings are effective but cum-
ibrous. I imagine glass might be employed advantageously

merely as a coping. Canvas or thick woollen netting fixed to

rollers and worked on rafters falling at a sharp angle from the

top of the wall, although an expensive, is an assured and effec-

tual plan of protection, the adoption of which can be recom-

mended from experience. Clear away dead leaves from Straw-

ierry plants, and remove superfluous runners from the Alpine

Strawberry ; all should not be removed, as the runners bear

tetter generally than the old seedling plants.

IXOWER GARDEN.
Proceed with Eose-pruning. The late mild weather has

already advanced the buds of many sorts ; an exception, how-
ever, may be made of Eoses recently moved. Plant and layer

Ehododendrons. Trained Magnolias should be secured to the

wall, and Pomegranates and tender shrubs uncovered. Coni-

lers may be planted out or removed. Edgings required for

flower beds, such as Box, Thrift, or Daisies, should be at once

iplanted, and Box edgings must be out. Plant Pinks, Pansies.

and Carnations. Progress should be made with the laying of

lurf, and all planting and pruning completed for the present.

Mild showers occasionally would be of service to Auriculas,

and when grown in wooden frames a brick placed under each

corner whilst the weather is open, would contribute to their

health and well-doing. Some people top-dress their plants

with rich and stimulating soil at this period. I do not advo-

cate adding anything stronger than thoroughly decomposed
cow manure, mixed with an equal bulk of decayed leaves ; this

will grow them well without running any risk of poisoning the

plants. Eanunculuses may now be planted whenever the soil

is sufficiently dry, planting them in rows about 6 inches apart,

4 inches from root to root, and covering with 3 inches of soil.

In consequence of the mildness of the winter Chrysanthemums
are growing very rapidly, rather too much so. To make them
more hardy, so as to withstand the severe weather which may
be expected before next May, and which will check their growth,

yon should now begin to dig up the roots, divide them into

three or four parts, and replant after well digging the borders.

If the plants have grown C inches long, plant their new growth

3 inches below the surface, or according as they are drawn up

;

this will give them strength and health, and render them more
hardy. If this be not done, the frost and cold easterly winds

will damage the leading shoots, and cause the plants to break

at the sides, which will throw them back for three weeks in

the autumn, when they should be blooming. Take off' the

strongest side shoots for potting, put them singly into CU-sized

pots in light loam and a little sand, place them in a cold frame,

and they will make fine plants fur conservatories and green-

houses. If a quantity of bloom is required, when they have
made 7 inches' growth take out the crown to keep them short,

and this will cause the laterals to break earlier, and the plant

will be much stronger.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSEEVATORT.

On the removal of a portion of the Camellias, as recom-

mended last week, some room will be made for gay plants from
the forcing pit or houses at work. In large establishments

New Holland plants, liiricas, &c., will, of course, be taken from
their proper stations to keep up a display. Where a gay small

greenhouse is kept, with but little other glass to assist, much
of what is termed flower-forcing has to be carried on in this

structure. The flower-forcing pit, if there is one, will, of

course, be regularly examined, and anything coming into blos-

som may be removed to make room for successional plants.

Poinsettias which have done flowering should be removed to a

warm growing temperature to make new wood, of which cut-

tings may be made. Euphorbia jacquiniff-flora, too, may be
transferred to a warm house, but not pruned. In the cool

house Pelargoniums should be duly attended to as regards

staking and tying out the branches, so as to induce them to

form handsome specimens. They will bear repotting the mo-
ment blossom buds are formed in the terminal points. Water
moderately after shifting until the pot is tolerably well filled

with roots. Tender annuals, as Balsams, Cockscombs, &c.,

may now be sown ; they succeed best in a frame on a gentle

bottom heat, furnished by means of fermenting materials.

ST0\'E.

Orchids generally will, doubtless, now be preparing to push

;

fire heat should be kept sufficiently lively in the early part of

the day to allow of a free circulation of air. Every leaf should

be dry for an hour or so about midday, after that air may be
gradually withdrawn and atmospheric moisture renewed. This
treatment will suit the majority of stove plants as well as Or-

chids. Than Achimenes, few plants are more useful or attrac

tive, therefore every garden of any importance should possess

a good quantily of them ; the dwarf bushy habit, brilliant

flowers, and the length of time they continue in bloom, render

them worthy of every care. They all like a stove heat, but

they may also be grown without such convenience, for most of

the Achimenes, and even several Gloxinias, will attain a high
degree of perfection in a Cucumber frame. Achimenes look

best when grown in masses. This is done by taking four plants

out of small pots and planting them in a larger one, or in a

pan a foot or so in diameter, with 2 or 3 inches of potsherds
at the bottom to secure perfect drainage. The top as well as

the bottom heat now should be raised to about 80', keeping
up a moist atmosphere, syviuging frequently, and giving air at

every favourable opportunity.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
The 12th inst. was one of the wettest and most boisterous

days of which we have any recollection. It was just one of

those days when, whatever may be the press of out-door work,
we hke to find something that may be done comfortably under
shelter, and in which there could be no hesitation as to whether
it would or would not be as well to turn out for a little. When
drenching showers occur along with intervals of sunshine, it

is often advisable, if fairly set to work in-doors, to make up
your mind to remain there, otherwise, in such broken weather,
there is apt to be much time wasted in coming and going.

Gardeners as a rule must not ba afraid of a drizzle ; on the
other hand, some experience enables us to state that work done
out of doors in heavy rain is not only very expensive, as it is

rarely well done, but generally entails extra labour afterwards ;

whilst the men frequently soaked, insensibly to themselves be-

come less energetic when a fine day does come, frequent
soakings are among the best means of driving everything Uke
enthusiasm out of a man ; and without this enthusiasm the

best workman is apt to dwindle down into a mere look-at-the-

clock man. Though the day was so wet, we turned out for a
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short time, that in some new and projeoted work we might have
the advantage of t)ie teachings of the

Wall')- Level.—Tlie finest eye is easily deceived as to levels.

A friend lately acked ns how lunch the ground fell to the
farther end from us of some hundred yards, whilst in reality

the ground declined .*!() inches to where we stood. Much as we
would have liked to have saved the water which ran to waste,

it ia essential that from walks, roads, and lawns, surplus water
should freely and quickly pass, and if arrangements can he
made afterwards for using all such overflow, so much the hotter.

The heavy rains of Friday saved us much trouble ahout level-

ling in this respect, giving us at once the level for our work,
and the exact position for cesspools and drains. Many a walk
and road, etc., might have been made with less expense, and
have been more suitable for the assigned object, it, instead of

trusting to the eye, we had noticed how water stood and moved
in heavy continuous rains. The levelling-down of a high place

even would often render draining unnecessary, where there is

no objection to seeing the water pas') freely along the surface
to a proper outlet. As stated the other week, the water until

lately had passed along the surface more freely than it had
passed down through the soil.

As we could do little work in the kitchen garden or in the

pleasure grounds, except fresh work, it may be as well to ad-

vert to some odds and ends that occupied our attention, as

merely mentioning them may be useful.

lleat'utij Pipes in a trench beneath a grated floor. In orna-
mental houses this plan is frequently adopted, as thus there is

no trouble with doorways however numerous, and the heating
pipes are kept from general view. This is so far an advantage,
as in the pipes generally used there is httle of the beautiful
or the artistic. The disadvantage of the plan is that the heat
is not so quickly diffused over the house—a disadvantage of

some importance where only temporary fires in frost, &c., are
required, as a portion of the heat is absorbed by what con-
stitutes the sides of the cavity or trench. Wben fires are

almost constantly used this heat would accumulate, but then
it, too, would ultimately find its way to the atmosphere of the
house. Were we heating a house in this manner again, say by
pipes in a trench round the house under a grated pathway, we
would have open drains across from cavity to cavity, which
would cause the heated air to rise more freely, whilst the space
between the cavities for pipes would also be favourably in-

fluenced. Whatever the general disadvantage as to the free

radiation of heat, the placing the pipes in a walled-in cavity is

sometimes an advantage in an emergency, as happened with us
this winter in the only frosty weather we had. The pipes,

instead of being round, are deep and narrow, say about

2i inches wide outside measure, and 11 inches deep, and in-

stead of being placed flat they are fixed in an upright position.

From long use many of the sockets of the joints gave way,
and the water ran out almost as fast as we put it in. It was
of no use talking about a great outlay under the circumstances

;

but the walls at the sides of the trench came to our aid, for

with some slates beneath the joints, and bits of bricks and
tiles at the sides, we soon made the joints secure by encasing
them in Portland cement, which we believe will last as long as
the pipes. When a pipe threatens to leak we must repeat the
easily applied remedy.

Iron-filing Joints.—The above-mentioned pipes would have
been more sound if more constantly heated. Boilers as well
as pipes wear out soonest when only used temporarily, or

for a few months in the year. These pipes have done good
service for many years, but they would have worn much better

but for a simple circnmstanoe. Tbe joints were filled with
rough yam as a bedding, and iron filings and ammonia in the
usual way ; but they had not only been filled very tightly, but
very full, so as to make a neat slope outside the flange, and
the expansion cracked numbers of the sockets. We once ob-
served a house where there was scarcely a sound joint from
this cause. Some other houses were heated in nearly the
same way at the same time, and we believe not a single joint

has cracked. In this latter case the joints were left unfilled for

a quarter of an inch or more. Where there is no great pres-

sure other plans may be adopted. The plan above referred to

does not leave such a nice-looking finish as bevelling off the
outside of the flange ; but our experience and observation
prove it to be the most serviceable of the two.

Small air pipes for hot-water pipes. Something was gained
in heating when the pipes were placed, not level, but on a rise

j

however slight from the end next the boiler. This necessitated i

an opening there to let out the air, as a body of air pressed
[

tightly by a column of water becomes as impassable and impe-

netrable as a partition of granite. When the late Mr. Weeks,

sen., gave such an impetus to heating by hot water—makini;

one boiler heat many places on different levels, he used a small

tap, or merely a wooden peg fixed firmly in a small hole at the

highest point, by moving which the air escaped. We forget

now whether it was to him, to the present Mr. Weeks, Mr.

Gray, Mr. Ormson, or to some one elso wo are indebted for th6

far bimplor, better, and ever-acting plan for preventing all

accumulations of oir—namely, the fiaing a small pipe, as a gas

)iipe, at the highest point of the hot- water pipes, with the open

end at a higher level than the feeding cistern, and, if deemed
advisable, outside the house or pit so heated. These pipes are

generally of the same soft material as is generally used for

bringing the gas to the gas-burners in rooms. For this purpose

nothing could answer better when all tbe pipe is comeatable

and aboveground so as to be seen ; and hardly any other pre-

caution is necessary, except turning tbe open end of the pipe

downwards, to prevent the entrance of dust, and keeping some
kinds of bees and flies from making their nests in such open-

ings. In all cases of bottom heat, however, where there is a

bed of any sort above the bottom pipes, and an air pipe ia

needed, it would be advisable to have a pipe of strong iron

rising as high, at any rate, as to be above the surface of the

bed, whether the bed is fixed or of moveable fermenting mate-

rial. In two ranges of pits thus bottom-heated, the pipes for

a few days were losing water—so much so as to stop the ciron-

lation, unless water was added every few hours. We satisfied

ourselves that the boiler was all right. The air pipes were
cursorily examined and supposed to be right, and we were in

dread that we might have lo empty tbe pits to find the leakage.

When digging down to a bottom-heating pipe we found the

soft-metal air pipe corroded, and the water oozing from it,

which was a pleasant discovery, as a. firm wooden peg made it

all right in the meantime, until we fix a stronger pipe. Even
this soft pipe has lasted some years ; but we would prefer

stronger material when such a pipe is to be covered up. We
had tried this air pipe by suckmg, &o., and tliought it v?as

sound, and but for cleariug the pit out and reaching the highest

point of the bottom-heating pipes, we should not have found

out how so easily to apply a remedy to the evil. We once knew
a place pulled to pieces, when quite as simple a matter as this

looked to would have saved all the labour and annoyance.
Many a hot-water apparatus acts imperfectly because air accu-

mulates at the highest point. When pipes are not on a level,

the tendency to air thus accumulating will be in proportion to

the warm water drawn off from the pipes and boiler, as the

addition of cold water carries air with it and before it. A very

small hole would allow the air to escape.

Priipaijatinrj hij Cuttings.—This has oooupied a portion ol

our time, as cuttings rooted now will soon become strong plants.

For all plants that frost would injure, and which, therefore,

are kept under protection, the cuttings wiU succeed best now,
witli less or more of the assistance of a hotbed, so as to yield a

bottom heat of from 75' to 8.5', and a top heat of from 55° to

cy or 70'. The end of this month and the middle of March
will generally be early enough for window gardeners to com-
mence propagating their Verbenas, Pelargoniums, Fuchsias,

&o. We are well aware that some of the beautiful plant cases

advertised are very suitable for the purpose contemplated, as

well as forming an elegant piece of furniture. In the largest oi

these Ferns, &c., can be grown as well in a sitting-room almost
as in a plant stove, as the plants receive a considerable amount
of hght, and are protected by the case from the dry air of the

room, especially when rendered still more unwholesome by the
blaze of numerous Ughts, whether candles, lamps, or gas. We
approve of these cases being heated by lamp, gas burner, or

otherwise, but many for whom we write cannot well go to the
expense of such cases, and yet are very anxious to enjoy all

the pleasure of increasing the number of their pets, and
doing everything for them themselves. To them the useful is

more appropriate than the beautiful in design. For them
nothing is more suitable than a stout wooden box, either with
feet to stand upon or to be set on a table close to the window,
the box to be deep enough to permit of :;.( inches at the bottom
being made waterproof, a plate of iron, zinc, or tin fixed across

u inches from the bottom, and to permit of small pots or pang
being placed inside, and some 4 or 5 inches left above them
for an atmosphere. A small funnel at one end, and a tap or

plug at the other, will permit of warm water being poured in,

and cold water withdrawn, and after fairly setting the Uttle

case going, it will rarely be necessary to remove more than
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half of the cold water if boiling water is added. Bnt a little

practice will soon enable a tjro to regulate the heat to a nicety.
The little tank or cistern for the water being all surrounded by
wood, the heat will remain a long time uniform, if it do not
escape too freely from the iron plate which covers it; and
nothing is better for equalising the heat and setting the cutting
pots in than clean-washed sand, to the depth of a few inches
in proportion to that of the pots, as there is no necessity
for setting these in the sand to their full depth. If desired, a
small pipe may rise above the sand to let out warm vapour,
but as being simpler, we should prefer to obtain that by keep-
ing the sand moist when wanted. The cover for this case we
would have of glass in one sheet. The simplest plan would be
to have a sheet of stout glass without a frame, with a few pins
in the wood to keep it in its place. The next simplest would
be to have the glass in a wooden frame, so as to be moved with
ease, and so that you could turn the square under-side upper-
most whenever desirable, so as to avoid thus easily all trouble
from the droppings of condensed moisture. A cloth covering
would be advisable over the glass in cold nights. The size of
these boxes may be just what is most suitable, but from 13 to
24 inches square would be very useful, and rather than have a
large one we would recommend two—one heated as above ; one
either slightly heated, or a mere glass-covered box, in which the
cuttings should be placed when struck, and gradually hardened-
off to the general temperature of the room.

For such small cases, small square boxes of zinc are best
for cuttings, say 3 inches square, and 2} to 3 inches deep.
For such a purpose zinc is better than earthenware, as every
plant we have tried likes it; but small common pDts do very
well, but without rims, as even the little spaces between the
pots will be useful for setting a small fresh-potted plant. Now,
for inserting the cuttings there is no quicker mode of propa-
gating most things than placing them in shallow vessels, as
saucers, in pure sand alone, and keeping that sand moist and
warm. The only objection to the mode is that the cuttings
when rooted will not thrive long in the sand alone, but must
be moved as soon as well rooted, and they thus often experi-
ence a check similar to that received by cuttings struck and
plants grown in water. To suit most of our readers who would
use these cases, we would recommend a compost of about equal
parts of fresh gritty loam, sand, and sweet leaf mould for a
layer at the bottom of a suitably-drained vessel, and then a
layer of sand on the surface, which kept damp prevents the
base of the cutting from being dried up, whilst any excess of
dampwill be parted with freely. The great advantage of this
plan is, that when the cuttings are rooted tbey will thrive in
the compost and wait patiently a longer time until you harden
them, and find it convenient to repot them singly, or two or
three round the sides of a pot.

In taking the cuttings a little judgment is necessary. We
all know how in such things as Calceolarias, Verbenas, &c., it

is possible to make two plants of every joint, provided there
is a bud on each side, and this plan may be followed when
there is the desire to make the most of any one plant, and
after some experience has been gained. In general practice,
however, it is best to have at least two joints for a cutting, one
to be cut across at, and the leaves removed, to go into the sur-
face sand, and one to stand above with the leaves full or a
little curtailed, according to the means at command for check-
ing perspiration from the cutting. Whenever it can be done
the cuttings will always succeed best if short and slipped off

as side shoots from the older stem. The little bit firmer at
the base is a great security against damping. When the
vessels used are more than from 2 J to 3 inches in depth, from
a third to more at the bottom should be filled with drainage,
the finest next the top. We like fresh moss for drainage, but
not for cuttings, as the roots become interlaced in it, and are
apt to be broken when many cuttings are struck in one vessel.
In all small eases we recommend the use of little pots or

vessels, with the cuttings inserted all roimd close to the sides
of the vessel, instead of larger vessels with the cuttings all over.
The cuttings will thus thrive and strike, partly, no doubt, as
stated in the " Science and Practice of Gardening," because
there air will have better access to them without drying them

;

but chiefly, we believe, because the sides of the vessel act as a
resisting medium to the swelling of the base of the cutting, and
thus roots are sooner protruded.
We must conclude at present with a few words to the inex-

perienced. Bear in mind that success in such a mode of pro-
pagation greatly depends on never, or as little as possible,
aUowing the cutting to feel that it has been parted from its

mother plant. Keep it growing under an extra stimulus, and
all will be well. Never, therefore, let a cutting wither or flag

before inserting it. After watering with warm water put it in
its place as soon as possible. Give it then water enough to
keep it moist. Never shade during the day, unless when the
sun would cause the leaves to flag. If the slight dewing of the
foliage would arrest that, prefer the dewing to shading. Shade,
however, with a thin cloth or paper rather than allow the
foliage to droop, but remove the shade instantly when not
wanted. The less shade, if the cuttings stand without it, the
sooner will they root, and be robust and strong. The more
heat and the more shade, the more will the tops be encouraged
to lengthen weakly, even if the rooting proceeds slowly. The
apparent growth in such circumstances is like the drawing-out
of a wire, making it longer with the same weight of material.

The less quick extension by the other mode will be accompanied
by quicker rooting and robust growth. In such a case as sup-
posed no air will be needed for a couple of days or so ; but
after that a very little should be given at night and taken away
in the morning, as the confined atmosphere will arrest perspi-

ration during the day. When the cuttings are growing a little

air will be wanted as they can stand it, and then when well

rooted they should gradually have it freely in the same place,

or be removed to another place to harden to the temperature of

the room.—E. F.

CO\TiNT GARDEN MARKET.—February IT.

We had a little revival of trade in the early part of last week ; but all

has affiiin relapsed iato dullno.ss, and we have only to notice that a large
quantity of produce sent to Saturday's market remains unsold. Good
sound Potatoes have slightly advanced.

FRUIT.

s. a.
Apples }^^ sieve 1 6 i

Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush. 10
Currants v; sieve

Black '.'... do.
FiRS doz.
Filberts lb. 9

Cobs lb. 1
Gooseberries ..quart
Grapes,Hothouse.. lb. 6
Lemons lUO 4

s.
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had. A few persons (among thorn Mr. Wigfiins, of Isleworth)^ aro on-
deftvonriin? lo rniae now oueB, and flijnros of two of his soedlincs apponrod
in the " Floral Mitf?a/.ine " last year. *' Good Gracious " wo know uotliiuf?

of now, nor did wo think a ffreat doal of it when poor Beaton waH so

onraptorod with it. Tbo beat growers do not core to part with thoir boat
eeed.

GRAFTmo Vines (R. M. IT., Sheffield).—TIioto is no advantage in graft-

ing Mrs. Pince's IJlack Ifamhurgh on the Black Lombardy, except obtain-
ing a good variety in place of ono that is later and rciiiiires a higher
temperature. It is impossible to foretell the effect on tbo fruit oi graft-

ing ft Vino. We shall bo obliged by a report of yonr experiments and tho
results.

CHEDDAn Pink (T. J. IF.).—We do not know where you can obtain
seeds of this fDiauthua ca;3ius). Messrs. Backhouse, of York, wo know
have plants of it.

Ross's Early I^otatoes (A Lover of Pofatoen).—Wo cannot tell where
yon can obtain thorn . Any dealer who has a stock of tho most ai>proved

varieties would find it compensatory to advertise them and their prices.

Putty (J. D.).—As it may be bought for about 10s, per cwt., it i^ not
worth tho time required for making and spoiling. Wo cannot enter into
details of paint-makiug.

Deals—ToRP Edging (A. S.).—Tho red deal is tho wood of Finns
sylvestris, or Scotch Fir. Tbo white doali? the wood of Abies excelsa, or
Norway Spruce. There is no special height for a tiurf verge j it looks
best if sloping to a feather-odge next the gravel.

Thorn Dying (C. Elliii).~'li is impossible to say without more in-

formation why the Thorn died. It is quite certain that budding tho
double varieties upon it did not kill it, for it is the common and success-
ful mode of propagating thera. Judging from the roots wo should say
that tho soil is too dry. The Syringa (we presume yon mean a Phila-
delphns), having at one time produced fragrant flowers, but now scentless
flowers, is curions, if true. There is one species which never has fragrant
flowers, Philadelphus inodorus.

CAiTELLiAa (J. 7v.).—We cannot say who grows thom most extensively.
Any of the leading nurserymen who advertise in our columns could
supply what you need.

Allotment FARsriNO (C. E, Prichard),—If yon enclose fivo postage
Stamps with your address, and order " Allotment Farming for the Many,"
WO will send you a little work on the subject.

Salt and Lime as a Manure (J. W. C.).—Salt has not the slightest
power to fix the ammonia in farmyard manure ; nor is it of any more use
to mix it with the manure than to apply them separately to the land. If

the lime is put on to destroy slugs lot it remain on tho surface ; if to im-
prove the staple, plough it in. If you enclose five postaiie stamps with
your address, and order " Manures." you will have a little book sent by
post which will afford you much information.

Evergreen Trees for Shelter to Orchard (Deodar).—Tho belt
should not be less than six rows deep, the first row Holly and Yew al-

ternately, the next row Pinus nustriaea and Hemlock Spruce, the third
row the same as tho first, and so on to tbo back. The rows should be
4 feet apart, and allow the same distance from plant to plant in tbo rows,
planting them in quincunx order. If the situation is much exposed you
should have double the numl)er of Pinus austriaca, having the first or
outside line Yew and Holly, the second line Austrian Pine, the third
Austrian Pine, alternately with Hemlock Spruce, the fourth Austrian
Pine, the fifth Austrian Pine and Hemlock Spruce, and the sixth Austrian
Pine and Yew, all 4 feet apart.

BtTLBS Grown in Pots and Glasses (F. i.)—The bulbs grown in
pots and glasses this year will not be suitable for the same pur^joso next
year, hut if planted out in tho flower borders they will do tolerably well,

and are very useful nud depirable in such positions. They may be planted
in the border when danger from frost is past.

Heath and Epaoris Treatment {Anxious to Learn).—Heaths require
a Somewhat more airy and drier atmosphere than Epacrises, and they aro
loss accommodating than the latter, which may be grown tolerably well
in a mixed collection of greenhouse plants ; they are likewise more easily
kept in order, and bear cutting well, which Heaths do not. Epacrises
should bo cut down after Howering, but Heaths should nnt, and beyond
these differences Heaths and Epacrises succeed well together, and there
is no material difference between the two as regards soil, temperature, or
general treatment.

Iron versus Wood for Training Apple Trees (Idem).—We do not
think either objectionable, only wood is not so neat and durable as gal-
vanised iron wire. Wood is somewhat cheaper as regards first cost, but
dearer in the end. Apple trees succeed well trained to either wood or
iron, but the latter should be galvanised or well painted.

Celery, Tomatoes, and Lobelias in a Greenhouse (H. Sandoicn).
—You may raise plants in a gi'eenhouse, sowing the seeds early in March,
and placing them in the warmest jiart of the house until the seedlings
appear, and then in a position near the glass so that they may not be
drawn-up weakly. You may set the seed-pans on the flue if it be never
more than warm, but they must be placed near the glass as soon as tho
plants are up. otherwise tbo latter will be drawn-up and worthless. Admit
air moderately. The temperature need not exceed 50° at night, and may
be from 10 to 15^ higher in the day, and higher with sun and abundance
of air.

Watering Strawberries tn Pots (Wem).—The plants should be kept
well supplied with water, and manure water given at every alternate
watering, but it must not be strong, 1 a?., of guano to the fiaUon of water
is quite strong enough, and the drainings of the dunghill should be
diluted with six times the volume of water.

Veronica Seed Sowing (/(/cm).—You do not state what the variety is.

If one of the half-hardy or greenhouse kinds, it should be sown in March
in a hotbed, or in the greenhouse : whilst the hardy kinds may be sown
out of doors in the first week in April.

Potting Lycopodiums (Idem).—The best time to reiiot them is in the
middle of March, keeping them close and moist until they have recovered,

Passiploras not Flowering {W. O.).—We think your Passifloras will
flower this year, if yon now thin-out the shoots, and shorten those which
aro well ripened to within a few joints of their base, leaving a sufficient
number of Bhoots fur the extension of the plants. Their not flowering is,

perhaps, owing to their having too much border-room. They flower boat
when the roots are contined. Keep them dry in winter. The pruning
should bo performed much in tho same manner as Vino pruning, some
of tho shoots being cnt-in as spurs, and others left as rtnin, shortening
the latter bo as to remove the unripe wood, and loaving them of various
lengths. PasBiflora Impt-ratrico Eugiiiio succeods in a conservatory
where tho temperature is not often lower tlmn r>0 at night, though it

may full to 40^ at night in severe periods. It will bo likely to meet your
roquiroraonts.

Lapageria rosea Hardiness (W. 0.\~Vic have before hoard of tho
Lapageria getting frozen, and succeeding afterwards, but we are not
furnitihed with any further data to warrant the conclusion that it is hardy.
Wo should be obliged for information on tbo subject.

EuCHAnis amazonica (A SuhscriJier of Mnvy Ye.nrn Standing).—Tho
ftdiage is, no doubt, decaying from tho cold and damp of the greenhouse,
which is much too cold for it. It ought to have a light airy position in
tho stove, or a houso having a temporaturo of not less than JJD' at night,
not giving moro water than enough to keep the folingo frum flagging.
Tbo plant ought to bo kept under rather than overpottod, and we would
not divide it. Our correspondent has a very fine plant, but cannot get it

to flower. Will any of our correspondents favour us with a successfal
mode of treatment to insure flowering?

Hyacinths with Two and Three Spikes {Idem).—It is not imusual
for Hyacinths to throw up two spikes, and especially the largo bulbs.
No doubt the late hot dry season would be favourable to the maturation
of the growth, and to that, iu a measure, the throwing-up of double spikes
may bo attributed. It is more than usually common tliis stjaeon. The
only way to escape double spikes is to select medium-sized bulbs, firmi
close, and heavy for their size, avoiding those that are large, not finUt
have the scales open or loose, and aro light.

Glazing {C. B. Cf.).—There need bo no difiiculty as to water-tightness,
in glazing without laps, placing glass edge to edge in one plane, provided
the glass is nicely cut ; but unless you infringe on the principle of a
patent, there will be a danger of the glass breaking by expansion and
contraction, unless you have means for that being done at the ends, and
firm puttying will hardly allow of that. The cracking and breaking is
the only drawback in such circumstances, imless prevented by some auch
simple means as Beard's Patent.

Strawberry Culture (7?. IT.).—If you enclose fivo postage stamps
with your address, and order " Fruit Gardening for the Many," you will
have it sent post free from this oflico. It contains what you require ; and
you will see what Mr. Radclyffe says in oui- Journal next week.

Taking up Crocuses and Snowdrops {P. Q.).—When Crocuses and
Snowdrops are used as edgings, they will be little in the way of bedding
plants, as the leaves will soon ripen and be removed, whilst the bulbs
or corms may remain. When very bulky wo have tied the leaves in
little bundles until they became yeUow. When beds are filled, and these
beds are to be fresh stirred and planted with bedding plants, the best
plan is to take up the bulbs with balls and plant them in a bed or turf-
pit, watering, shading a little for a few days, and then exposing them to
the sun and light until they are ripe. We have frequently allowed them
to remain in such a bed until the autumn, and raised and planted them
again in patches. If you prefer takingup the bulbs and keeping them
dry you may do so. Snowdrops are less likely to sufl'er from being moved
from the beds than Crocuses. We have seen Crocuses do well as edgings
and in the corners of beds for many years, merely removing the foliage
when ripe and withered. We would not give them manure water after
taking them up and replanting them.

Wove Covering for Plant House {Yorkshire Su'b8cri.h€r).—'We have
never had faith enough in tifl'any, linen, or cotton, to roof with it a plant
house to be used in winter ; but for spring and summer such coverings are
very useful. We have tried tiffany, but unless tightly stretched it lets
the water through, and, as you say, the colour soon becomes dark and
disagreeable. We have tried linen for covering earth-pits, &c., but it is
apt to become brittle, more brittle than cotton. What we would prefer
would be a medium texture of unbleached cotton, as that wears well
and soon becomes white enough from exposure. For a permanent roof
we would have it stretched tightly ; and in tacking with tape, &c., we would
run a brush with boiled oil and a little beeswax over the tape, or just a
little white paint. For the covering, as a whole, provided light is to
be admitted, we would rather use no preparation whatever. We have
soaked and painted with various highly-recommended mixtures for
ensm-ing lasting .wear, but, on the whole, we have found the cloth
that had no preparation lasted as long as that which was prepared. We
fear that for a house at all lofty, such a covering would only last a short
time if left on all the year, and frequent renewals become expensive. If
used as sashes in the spring and summer months, and carefully dried
before being put away, it will last three or four times longer. The talk
that was made about calico houses was when glass was from fom* to six
times as expensive as it is now. Very tnlerablc glass in large squares can
now be bad from IhL per foot, and when a fixed roof is used, the wood, in
the shape of light rafters only, doesjnot cost much. Taking the above al-
together, we would advise you to make the most of your old cloth, and
invest in a cheap orchard house. We shall be glad if others more con-
versant with calico houses will state the results of their experience with
them. Some of our enthusiastic Tulip and Hyacinth growers out of doors,
may be able to give information as to how long a caUco-covered house
will last.

Filbert Trees by the Side of a Stream (A Subscriber).—Although
it would have been better had your trees been on a dry stony bank
facing the south, yet as it is not so, we do not despair of your succeeding,
if the soil is not too stiff, as the sides of a stream arc not necessarily wet,
but if they are so, we hardly think you will succeed. If the soil is stiff

give it a good dressing of lime, burnt clay, or anything likely to loosen
the texture, and bo sure that all superfluous water is well drained away.
The mere fact of a site being once or twice overflowed with water, which
some plots by tho sides of streams are liable to, is not so detrimental ai?

stagnant water remaining lodged in tho soil all the season, the former
drains away with tho subsidence of the flood, and the soil of such lev-sl

tracts is usually porous and good, favouring the growth of many plants,
although not so well adapted to the P'ilbert as a dry stony bank.

Hyacinths in Glasses after Flo'wehtng (5. A. A'.).—The leaves and
roots ought not to be cut ofi" after the blooming is over, but the plants
should be planted out in rich rather light soil iu a warm situation, and
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&o that the bnlbg will be entirely covered with soil, bnt not deeper than a
conple of inches. The biUbs will not be suitable for growing again in

water, but are very pretty for borders.

Fern Fronds Browned (AnrioM).—We think the fronds of your
Adiantam are browned in consequence of water condensing on them,
but it is usual for them to be iu such a condition at the present season.

The browning may have been caused by a chill, the fronds being wet at

the time. The fresh growths will soon restore the plant to its former
appearance.

Repotting Tree Carnations (O W. D.).—It would be well to repot
tbe plants now, disrootius them or removing as much of the old soil as

possible, and replacing them in the same size of pot as before. Keep
them in a frame or cool greenhouse, and rather close and shaded for a
few days until they are re-establisbei, then afford an abundance of air

and light. When the rotts reach the sides of the pots, shift the plants
into pots a pize larger, or from 6-inch into 8-inch, and from 7-inch into

9-inch pots. You may pldut them out if you wish for smaller plant?,

otherwise old plants bloom more freely than yoimg ones. The cuttings

Struck last autumn should be repotted and encouraged, picking off any
flower stems if tbey appear, and the plants will be excellent for flowering
next winter and spring.

India-rubber Plant Losing its Foliage (Zdem).—The loss of foliage

IB no doubt owing to the plant hiTving been kept in a room. Keep it in the
greenhouse, rather dry, until it begins to grow, then give the warmest
position, and encourflge it with a moist atmosphere. If you can accom-
modate it with a mild bottom heat of from TO'' to 75'^ do so, plongicg the
pot to the rim.

Select Half-habdt Sub-tropical Plants (Litcs).—Acanthus lati-

folius; Arundo donax versicolor; Cannes—Annei, orange, discolor flori-

bunda, gigantea umjor, grandiflora floribnnda, metallica, musipfolia, Vi ars-

cewiczioides grandiflora, and zebrina ; Ferdinanda emincns, Melianthus
major, Polynniia prandis, Solanum marginatum, Wigandin caracasana,
Pbormium tcnax and its yarie^^ated varitty, Musa ensete, Zea japonica
Variegata, Cineraria platanifolia. Andropogon bombycinus, and dcacia
lophantha. We purpose shortly to give a descriptive list of the sub-tro-
pical and omamental-foliaged plants that may be raised from seed. The
plants may be procured through any of the principal nurserymen adver-
tising in our columns'. There is not any small manual on sub-tropical
gardening.

Evergreen Honey.=icckle Flowering (Ce/;a).—It is unusual for this
to flower now, but we have known similar instances. The flowering is a
result of last year's great heat and dryness, and the mildness of the
winter.

Shoots of Pbukus sinensis Dying off (O. G.).—We are unable to
account for the sudden withering of the shoots that are about to flower.
It is probably due to gum or canker, but we could not say unless we saw
a specimen.

Citron Culture ildnn).—The shoots ought not to be stopped, unless
they have a teudency to grow struggling, when they may be stopped to
Induce compact growth ; but thi? must be done sparingly, as all the Citron
family produce their flowers and fruit from the upper eyes of last year's
growth. The host time to prune them is now, or before they begin to
grow, cutting out the very weak shoots and such as cross each other, so
as to form an open but compact head, and better foliage and fruit. They
do not fruit and flower better when grown in small pots, though for deco-
rative purposes such may be desirable. In the latter ca<e they should be
repotted every year in February, or before they begin to grow, removing
as much of tlie old soil as can be done without injurins the roots. Pro-
vide good drninage, repot in the same size of pots, and plunge these in a
hotbed or give a Flight increase of heat, also a moist atmosphere, so as
to encourage speedy root action. To support the foliage and fruit, manure
water iind a top-dressing of cow dung must be liberally furnished. The
plants would be all the better of not being allowed to flower or fruit;
they would grow more, and make more handsome plants in a shorter
time than if they were dwarfed by fruiting.

Temperature of Conservatory (figoder).—Azaleas and Camellias
will endure a temperature of 10" below freezing without injury, but the
plants must be planted out or the pots protected from frost as you pro-
pose, for their roots soS'er if frozen, and the foliage will also anflfer unless
the atmosphere is dryland the plants accnstomed to cold from a free
admission of air for some time previous. Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, and
Gloxinias will not endure frost ; the temperature must be kept from
falling below 35'^. and it need not exceed 40' from Are heat for tbe first

two; but for the Glojunift a temperature of -45^ is desirable, as it is

properly a store plant, though succeeding in a moderate temperature if

kept dry.

pROPAGATrNO PiT {A Monthly Subacriber).—Of the turf and brick pits
we Bhould prefer the latter, and it should be filled with the horse dong
and tree loRves well mixed together, thrown into a heap to heat about a
fortniyht before being put in the pit, and the heap turned over after it

has lain a week ; then put the materials into the pit, beating and tread-
ing them down firmly until level with the top of the pit, allowing just
room for the lights. In a week the heat will be strong enough, and you
may then level the surface, and if the dung and leaves have sunk, add
more, so as to bring the bed to within 6 inches of the glass, and 6 inches
may be of old tan, sawdust, or other material for plunging the pots in.
The heating material will sink to allow room for the cuttings. We do
not think you will suffer from damp; but if you do, admit a little air at
the back of the pit by tilting the lights.

Pruning the Banksian Rose {Idem).—In pruning remove the old
and long bare shoots, train in the best of tbe young shoots, shorten them
a little but not much, and keep them moderately thin. This Rose, how-
ever, should not be hard-pruned; regulation would be a better term
than pruning.

Apple and Pear-tp.ee Shoots (Llevf).—The proper distances of the
principal shoots or branches are 1 foot, not more, nor less than 9 inches,
but the nearer 1 foot the better.

IjILium AURATtJM SEED SowTNG (A. ^.).—The Seed should be sown
early in March in a pot or pan well drained and filled to within about

I half an inch of the rim with a compost of two parts fibrous loam, and
one part sandy fibrous peat, with about one-sixth of silver sand inter-
mixed. Scatter the feeds rather thinly over the surface, and cover with
fine soil equal in tuickness to that of the seed. Give a gentle watering
and place the pot in a hotbed, where there is a bottom heat of 70"', or,

failing a hotbed, place it in a house with a gentle heat. When the seed-
lings are well up harden them off and remove them to the greenhouse,
placing them in an airy situation well exposed to the light, and keeping
them well supplied with water. In autumn they may be potted off.

The blooming plant ought to have been repotted in October; but as this
has been neglected the drainage of the pot should be looked to, the old
soil removed as far as practicable without injury to the roots, and freah
soil added.

Manure Water for Orange Trees (Idem).—Yon may water the
Orange trees now showing for bloom and bearing green fruit, with guano
water at every alternate watering, 1 oz. of guano being dissolved in a
gallon of rain water, and strained before use.

Sowing Grass Seeds (Idem).—It is too early to sow Grass seeds,
though it may be done, but they are beat sown at the beginning of
April, when the ground is dry, rolling well afterwards, and if rain fall

soon afterwards all the better—indeed, they should be sown when tbere
is a prospect of rain soon falling.

Starting Orchids in Tubs {A Gardener, BroomfieldU— Mr. Joy's
Vines are started about the beginning of the new year.

Tricolor, &c.. Pelargonium Seedlings not Showtng Variegatioh
THE First Year (C. C.i.—Many of these will very likely throw out varie-

gated shoots during the present year. You cannot do better than plant
them out, and when any show signs of variegation pinch the green por-
tions away, so that the variegated portion may predominate. Vallota
purpurea is worth about 30s. per hundred, such bulbs as jou describe.

Cherry Plum (C. H.).—It is the Prunus myrobalana.

Peach-tree Culture {Rev. H. N. O.).—We cannot answer about the
republication. On tbe diseases will appear in due course.
Pruning Wall Roses {H. E., Ealiufj).—'^' The season has been abnor-

mally mild, and wall Roses are remarkably forward. Leave them as they
are for the present, and in due time cut out all the wood that is damaged,
and thin-out useless wood. Querists should say whether their Roses are
on tbe Briar or on the Manetti stock.—W. F. Radclyffe."
Pbunino Roses {Anerley.,and Buz),—" If the Roses are on Briar stocks

as standards, I would prune at once. If frost cut off any young shoot
the side eyes will break. When they have started, stop one and let the
other grow. Leave the most vigorous-looking shoot.—W. F. Radclyffe."

Names of Plants {Rost&ini—M. H.).—We cannot name plants from
leaves only. {Sarah CMrfc).—Clematit flammula. (JSe?Jcparde).—l. Daphne
mezereum ; 2, Notholaena chrysophylla (often known as Cincinalis
flavens). (BTsftopsfofcc).—Your Epidendrum appears to be E. Hanburii,
Lindl. {Sophia}.—Dendrobium nobite. Be so good as to send another
specimen of the Fuchsia. ( W. A,).—ApparentlyJEupatorium glandulosum.

METEOROIiOGICAIi OBSERVATIONS in (he Suburbs of London f'q^ tiie-T^^eek Gilding Wruary 16fch.

DiTE.
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I went to roost, whiob I admit, from the natnre of my duties,

was very late. If Rentlomen will not take the trouble to write

their names and addresseB so as to be sufficiently legible for an

extra clerk, a stranf^er to the names, to copy them correctly,

such gentlemen must take the consequences.

As regards reporting birds claimed, I confess there is room

for improvement, and I for one will do my best to improve;

and to enable mo to carry out this resolve, I will ask exhibitors

to support me by not writing long frivolous letters of two or

three pages which could be expressed in a few words, but to

write clearly, briefly, to the point, and then half the Secretary's

time would be saved, the press of work would be much lighter,

and his real duties better attended to.—W. Koui'., Sirrci-n-ij of

DrisUil Show.

PENRITH POULTRY SHOW.
ALTiiofnn it wns the first meeting n( the kind that had ever taken

place at IVnrith, that btld on the 1 Uh and 12th iust. was of nnnsual

oxcellfuce, and mure than five hundred pens of excellent qnality were

exhihited. Tha attendance of visitors, from the attractions of the Show

and the fineness of the weather, was very pood.

The Oiiinc classes throughout were especially good, the Brown Reds

beiiiq, perhaps, the most praiseworthy classes. JIamhurijhs, as might

be expei'ted, were firstrnte, and the competition in many of these

classes was remarkably close. Doriinr/x were generally good, and

some remarkably so. In Cociiu,s, tho Bnffs and \yhites were the

most snccessfnlly shown. The Block Spamsh was one of the best

represented classes in the whole Show. Tho Selling class alone con-

tained forty-one pens, and among them were many bargains, the limited

price being 30.s. The show of Piricons was peculiarly good, and as to

TtirW7/s and Gecfif, none could wish better.

Game (Whites and Piles).—! and 3, J. Brough, Carlisle. 2, H. Thomp-
son, Maiden Hill.

Game (Black-brensted and other Reds).—1, L. Binoy, Manchester. 2, C.

W. Brierlev. Jlidflletou. P., Joseph Brough, Carlisle, ftc, J. Gelderd,

Kendal ; H'M. Julian, Hulh Graham & Robinson, Kendal; J.H.Wilson,
St. Bees, c, J. Brousib. Oiicfccnj.—l, H. M. Julian. 2, J. Brouah. 8. J.

H. Wilson, hr, P. Hodgson. Lazonhy ; G. Belt, Wiytou ; C. W. Brierley.

c, Joseph Brough.
Game (.\ny other varictv).—!, H. M. Julian. 2, W. Bearpark, Ainderby

Steeple. 3, W. Watson. Cocklake. Itc, W. Dalton & J. Rontledge, Faugh,
near Great Corby, Carlisle ; C. W. Brierley.

Hamburqus (Silver-spanglcrt).-1 and 2, H. BeMon, Goitstock. 3. H.
Pickles, jun., Earby. Ik, a. Moore, Abbey Town; J. Nicholson, jun.,

Carlisle.

Hambprohs (Golden-spauglcd).—1 and 8. H. Beldon. 2, J. Walker,
Elnaresborough. he, W. Bearpark. c, Mrs, Rne, Forest HilL

^ Hambcrohs (Silver-pencilled|.—l & 2, H. Beldon. ;^, H. Pickles, jon.

7ic, W. Moore, Manu.
HAimuRGBs iGolden-pencilled).—1, J. Walker. 2 and 3, H. Beldon.

he, H. Pickles, jnn.
DoaKi.N(3s (Silver-GrcT).—1, J. Shotthose, Newcaatle-on-Tyne. 2, R.

Smalley, Lancaster. 3, J. Gaddes, Carlisle.

DoRKrxns (Coloured).—!, Gunson & Jefferson, Whitehaven. 2, J.

White, Warlaby. 8, W. W. Ruttliilge, Storth End, Kendal, he. R. Reed,

Moat. Chickeiu..— I, J. Shortbose. 2, J. Wilson. :!, E. Armitnge, Kendal.

he, W. W. RuttUdeo ; J. Shorlbose. c, G. Andley, Wetheral Abbey, Cum-
berland ; J, Fox, St. Bees.
Pen 841 (Gunson & Jefl'erson, Whitehaven), " disqualified, old birds."

CocniN-CHiNA (Cinnamon and Buff).— 1, J. Shorthose. 2, C. W. Brierley.

3, Mrs. Welkin, Boolle. he. Bowman & Feoron ; G. H. Proctor, Durham.
«, J. H. Dawes, Birmingham.
Cochix-China (BroWTj and PartridRe-feathered).—1, — Pease, DarlinR-

ton. 2, C. W. Brierley. 3, J. Stephens, Walsall, he, E. A. AgUonby,
Hawkshead.
Cochi.s'-Chiva (White).—!, R. Smalley. 2, Gunson & Jefferson. 3, J.

,H. Wilson. ?(c. Bowman & Fearon.
Spanish (Black).—! and 2, H. Beldon. 3, J. Stephens, he, H. Wilkin-

son, Earby; R. Reed, Moat; J. P. Harrison, Kendal, e, R. Bradley,

Lowther.
Brahma Pootras —1, E. Leech, Rochdale. 2, C. Layland, Warrington.

3, J. bborthose. he, C. W. Brierley. r, T. W. Dickinson.
Any other Variety except Bantams.— 1, Mason & Walker, Denton.

.2, Mrs. Welkin. 8, H. Beldon. he, C. Bower. Bnlton-Ie-Sands ; Mrs.

I

Welkin ; C. Walker, Borongbbridge ; F. Wilson, Kendal ; H. Beldon.
Belling Class.—1, J. H. Wilson. 2. Gunson & Jefferson. 3, J.Broneh

- <Black-Red Game). )k, Gunson & Jefferson ; H. Beldon. c, J. Nicholson,

jun., Carlisle ; R. Smalley ; J. J. Waller, Kendal.

] Single Cocks.—Gamf.—l, Bowman & Fearon. 2, J. BrouKh. 8, J.

BeU, jun.. Penrith. Coekerels.—l, J. Bronj-h. 2, C. W. Brierley. 3, J.

! Barrow, Kendal, he, H. Thompson. Oame Jtantaint.—1, L. Biney.

I 2, Bowman & Fearon. 8, J. Gelderd.
•! Game Bantams (Black-breasted and other Reds).—!, W. Barnes,

J

Blsnnerbasset. 2, W. Hodgson, Darlington. .S, J. H. Robinson, Sunder-
land. hc,T. F. Fenwick, Kirk'jy Lonsdale; Bowman & Fearon; E. A.

] Aglionby, Hawkshead; J. Wallas, Eaton, e, C. K. Saunders, Penrith ; G.

'Carter, Bedale.
i Game Bantams (Any other variety).—!, W. Hodgson. 2, J. Hull,

1 Eirkby Stephen. 3, Ormrod & Billingham, Burnley.
Bantams (Any other variety except Game). — !, S. »& R. Ashton,

Mottram. 2, S. H. Stott, Rochdale. 3, J. R. Robinson, Sunderland, c, R.

'•C. MoBRrave. Eden Hall (Sebright Bantam) ; T. C. Harrison, Hull.

Ducks (Aylesbury).—1, Mrs. J, Birkett, Ainstable. 2, A. Fulton, Miln-

thorpe. 3, J. Davidson, Penrith.
DoCKsJKouen).— 1. J. J. Waller. 2, Gunson & Jefl'erson. 3, E. Curties,

'Penrith, he, T. Taylor, Kendiil. 0, R. Rowlinson, Kendal.

t: DncK3(Any olher v.ariety).—1 and 2, T. C. Harrison. 3 and he, C. Yi.

, Brierley. c, W. H. Parkin, jun., Raven Cragg (Wild).

LOCAL CLASHES.
Game (Any variety).—CWcArn-i.—l, J. liarrow. 2, J. BrouRh. 8, J.

Nelson, c, J. Gaddes, Carlisle ; Grnbuui & Robinson.

SPAvrsH (Mack).— CIn'ctcna.— 1, Bowman & Fearon. 2, i M. Maclean,

Ln/.onbv Hall. 3, W. O. Parkinson, Kendal, c, I. WUson, Pemltb.

DoiiKiNUs (Any variety).— C7iic*8n».—1,R. C. Musgravo. 2, Gunson and

Jefferson. 3, J. Nicholson, lUrbythore. , „ „ „, „.,-., „
Any oruEtt Vabiety—Cliickcnu.—l and 3, S. Shorwcn, Wlutohavon,

a, Mrs. Welkin, Bootle, Cumberland.
Pen 844 (Bowman & Fearon, Whitehaven) " trimmed out.

Ducks (Any variety).—!, R. Boattie. 2, W. J. Dixoo, Whitehaven.

3, Bowman Sc Fearon. _ ,. ..,,,->> -d

Oeesk— 1, Mrs. J. Blrkctt. 2, E. Kawlinson, Kendal. Jic, Mrs. Kao;

C. W. Wilson, Oxenholmo. „. , j „
Tdrkevs.—1 and 2, J. Fox. he, C. W. Wilson, c, W . Richardson ; It.

Thompson, Inglewood Bank ; H. N. Fraser, Hay Close.

PIGEONS.
Carriers.-!, J. Thompson, Bingley. 2, J. & W. Towcrson, F.gremoat.

;ic, J. Sibson, Carlisle ; 8. Shorwcn ; F. J. Leach, Middlesbocough.

PocTERS.—1, F. J. Loach. 2, J. dc W. Towerson. he, Thompson and

Saunders ; H. Beldon.
„ „ j

Rdnts.—1, H.Yardley, Birmingbam. 2, Thompson & Saunders

Jacobins.—!, 2, and he, Thompson &. Saunders, c, H. Beldon
; *. J.

Fantails.—1, Thompson & Saunders. 2, J. Sibson. /ic, Thompson

and Saunders ; F. Graham, Birmingham ; H. Yardlcy; R. Scott, l^cnrlth.

Trumpeters.-1, J. sibson. 2, J. Thompson, he, Thompson tc Saun-

ders. S. Touks, Handsworth.
, , „, ,. o i.„.

Owls.— 1 and 2, F. Graham, Birkenhead, he, Thompson tc Saunders;

F. Graham ; J. & W. Towerson ;
H. Beldon. „ „ , «,.„«

Ndns.—1,F. Gr.aham. 2, B. Paterson. he, R. Paterson, Melrose
;
H.

Beldon ; F. J. Leech. ^ „ , , _,
TuRRiTa —1 J & W. Towerson. 2, Thompson cSt Saunders, he, rnomp-

son & Saunders ; F. Graham ; H. Yardley ; F J. Leach.

Barbs.— 1. H. Yardley. 2, W. Jackson, Bolton, he and c, Thompson

and Saunders. 7(c, R. Scott. „ „ .^ l t>- i \...^a
Tumblers (Almond!.-!, F. J. Leach. 2, F. Graham, Birkenhead.

he, Thompson & Saunders.
, , „ t t i

Beards (Baldpates).-l, F. Graham. 2 and dc, F. J. Loach.

Any other New or Distinct Variety.-! and Extra 2. H. Yardley.

2, Thompson & Saunders, he, Thompson & Saunders; 1. H. Yrean,

Anfleld : J. Thomson, c, F. Graham ; F. J. Leach.
j „ „

Selling Class.-! and 2, T. H. Yrean. lie, Thompson & Saunders ; H.

Yardley; T. H. Yrean ; F.J. Leach, c, Thompson & Saunders; T. H.

Yrean.

JuDGz.—E. Hewitt, Esq., Eden Cottage, Sparkbrook, Birmingham.

ULVERSTON POULTRY SHOW.
This was held in the Temperance Hall, Ulverslon, on the 10th and

llth inst. There were upwards of 350 entries of Poultry and Canaries.

The following is the prize list :

—

Gasie (Anv colour). - Coek. - 1, Cup, C. W. Brierley, Middleton.

2, Cup, J. h: Wilson, St. Bees. 3, W. Johnstone, Idle
f,

and ;.c, J.

Fletcher, Stoneclougb. e, T. Robinson, Olverston. Punels. — I, W.

Boulton, Parkhouse. 2, E. Swainson. 3,L.CaS50n. ftc, J. H. Wilson ;
J.

Wilson, Whitehaven ; T. Mason ; J. Poole. , -p, , tt.

Game (Black-breasted Reds). — Coeke.re.U. — l, Cup, J. Poole, Ulver-

ston. 2, J. Fletcher. 3, C. W. Brierley. he, W. Myers, Ulverston
;
J. H.

Game (Brown-breasted Reds).—Coc/(prf!«.—1, J. Hodgson, 'Whittington.

2. J. H. Wilson. 8. C. W. Brierley. Jic, J.Hodgson, Ulverston ; L.Casson,

Ulverston ; T. Masnn. Green Ayre, Lancaster ; J. Fletcher ; e, E. Swain-

son, Nibthwaite ; J. Poole. „ «, t^ . , o t tt
Game (Black-breasted and other Red).—Cup, C. W. Bnerley. 2, J.H.

Wilson. 3, J. Fletcher, ftc, J. Poole; J. Fletcher.
t,.,,...

Game (Duckwings and other Greys and Blues).—!, H^. Julian, White-

friargate, Hull. 2, C. W. Brierley. 3, L. Casson. e, W. A. J. Fenwick,

Kirkby Lonsdale ; J. Poole. „ t t-, ^ i, o w
Game (Anv other variety).-!, C. W. Brierley. 2, J. Fletcher. 8i-T.

West, St. Ann's, Eccleston. r, J. Poole. „,„.,„., „ rsr ir
Spanish (Black).—!, H. Beldon, Goitstock. 2, J. H. Wilson. 3, W. E.

F. Pickard, Thomer. he. Bowman & Fearon, Whitehaven.

Dorkings (.\nv colonrj.-l. J. Harvey, Sheffield. 2, B. D. Ho t, Orrcst

Head. 3, W. H. King, SanBeld. he, B. Bum, Whitby ; R. SmaUey, Lan-

'^Co'cuin-China (Cinnamon and Buff).-1, J. H. Dawes, Birmingbam.

2, J. Poole. 3, C. W. Brierley. he. Miss AgUonby, Hawkshead. e, J.

"cocHiN-CnrNA (Brown and Partridge).-!, Cup, for best pen of Brahmas

or Cochins. T. Stretch, Ormskirk. 2, T. Stretch. 3, J. Hodgson, Llvarston.

Cocbis-China (White).—! and 2, R. SmaUey. 3, T. Ashbnrner, Ruskin-

viUe, Dalton-in-Fumees. ).c, B. Brown, Moseley Grange, Hulme.

Cochin-China (Any variety).— Cfcicfcciu.-l, J. Poole. 2, G. Hall. 6, J.

Coward. Ulverston. „ . . .. j, „ ^ t , ;i

Brahma Pootra (Any colour).-!, C.W. Bnerley. 2 and 8 C. Leyland,

WarrlnRton. he. Miss AgUonby ; J. Poole, c, A. Fultou, Milntborp.

Hamburohs (Golden-penciUed).—1, H. Beldon. 2, H. Pickles, jnn.,

Earby. 3. T. Robinson.
, , . , ir»™K„™i,D

Hambceohs (Silver-pencilled).-!, Cup for best pen of Hamburghs,

H. Beldon. 2, W. M. Mann, l^endal. 3, J. Walker. „ . ,

,

„ „
Hamburghs (Goldon-spanBled). - 1, T. Hanson. KeiRbley. 2, W.

McMeUon, Glossop. 3, H. Beldon. he, J. Walker. Knaresborongb
;
T.

Medway, Newton Abbot. ^ , t^- ,1- „ vt

HAMBiRons (Silver-spangled).-!, H. Beldon. 2, J. Fielding, New-

church, Manchester. 3, H. Pickles, jun. „ , „ , iw„„„„
ANY other Distinct Breed.-!. H. Beldon. 2. J. Harvey. 3, Mason

and WaUier, Denton, '^c. J- <>• MUner, BoUorby ; O. Layland.

Game Bantams (Any colonrL-Coci.-l and 2, W. .t H. Buckley. 3. G
Butcher, Ulverston. lie, H. J. Nicholson, Moorhouse, Cumberland ;

J. K.

Robinson, Sunderland ; J. Blamire, Horton.
. „ .„j i, t

Game BANTAHa.—1, G. Maples, Wavertree. 2, J. Blanure. 8, and /ic, J.

Poole.
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Bantams (Any other variety).—1, S. & R. Ashton, Mottram. 2, S. H.
Stott, RnchdKle. a, T. C. Harrison, Hull, he, W. Brotherton, Leeds.
Ducks (White Aylesbury).— 1 and 2, JI. Sesimons, Aylesbury. 3, Bow-

man & Fearon. he, D. Hardie, Langholm
DncKS (Rouen).—1, T. Robinson. 2, A. Dickinson, Whitehaven. S, D.

Hardie. ?ic, A. Dickinson; S. Satterthwaito, Ulverston.
Docks (Any other variety).—1, C. W. Brierley. 2 and 3, T. C.Harrison.

he, S. Bum ; S. & R. Ashton ; C. Ilomfraye, Glen Uske.
Selling Class,—1, J. H. Wilson. 2, R. Smalley. 3,W. E.Park. !ic,C.

W. Brierley; H. Pickles ; J.Walker; G. HaU, Kendal; E. Ryder, Harry-
town Hall, Woodley ; L. Casson ; J. Bowman ; J, SchoUick, Ulverston ;

T. HonUier; T. Sharpies, Rawtenstall ; T. Robinson; J.D.Nicholson; T.
Ashbnrner.

CANARIES.
Belgian (Yellow). — 1, T. Woodend, Ulverston. 2, J. Williamson,

Ulverston. he, J. Moffat, Ulverston. c, J. Paxton, Ulverston ; W. Bradley,
Ulverston ; J. Boolton, Ulverston.
Belgian (Baff).—1, J. Pa.\tou. 3 and he, J. Boulton. e, J. Paxton; J.

Moffatt.
Mules.—1, B. Minikin, Ulverston. 2, W. Bradley, he, A. Forsyth,

Ulverston, c J. Poole.
"Plebald (Yellow or Bufl}.— 1, J. Boulton. 2 and <•, J. Paxton. he, J.
Williamson.
Lizard (Gold or Silver-spanRlod).-1, T. Cockerton, Ulverston. 2, J.

Moffatt. he, W. Downham, Ulverston. c, W. Bradley.
Common (Yellow).-1, A. Forsyth. 2, M. Hunter, Ulverston. he, J.

Williamson, c, B. Kirkby.
Common (Buff).- 1. B. Kirkby. 2, T. Sanderson, Ulverston. he, J.

Williamson ; c, M. W. Hunter.
Goldfinches.— 1, J. Baxter, Ulverston. 2, T. Robinson, Ulverston.

he, J. Williamson ; T. Sanderson, e, W. Bradley ; T. Higgin, Ulverston.

Judges.—Foultnj: Mr. Teebay, Preston. Canaries: Mr. Benson,
Barrow.

THORNE ORNITHOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S SHOW.
This Show took place in tho Temperance Hall, Thome, on the 9th

inst. The room was rather small for the number of entries, and
though the specimens were well arranged, some were placed at great
disadvantage in respect to light.

Of Pigeons, the Almond Tvmhicrs were of great merit, both as
regards colour and qualities of head. The same may bo said of tho
Pouters, in which class scarcely n bad pair was shown. Both tho
winning pens were Blue Pied, the first-prize pen exhibiting great
length of thigh and feather ; and the second-prize pen was very fine

m style, colour, and condition.

The Fan fails left little room for improvement, and the Jacobins,
Sarhs, and Nuns were generally good.
A magnificent pair of Yellow spike-crown Tnrhits stood first in that

class ; while an equally good pau- of shell-crowu Reds was second.
Carriers were in the " Variety class," and a handsome pair of Blacks
was first. The silver medal for Pigeons was won by the Pouters.
Of liahlnts, the entries were numerous, and tho five classes well

filled. The first prize for the best pair of Lop-eared fell to the lot of

a most beautiful pair of Black and White that was almost perfect in
all points. The medal was also awarded to this pair, though hard
pressed by an excellent Yellow and "White buck belonging to Mr.
Easten, of Hull, the ultimate consideration only being that there
were two animals in one pen and only one in the other. Sir. Allison's

first-prize Black doe was of great merit : and the secoud-prize doe was
a very fine specimen, though suffering from the defect of a broken
shonlderblade. lu the " Variety class " a White-Grey of gi*eat beauty
was first ; and an equally fine Himalayan second.

Among Ca(]C Birds there were some good ordinary Y^orkshire Canaries
which leave great room for improvement ; but the Goldfinches were a
show in themselves, and there were many specimens of fanltless style

and colour, tame as Turtle Doves, with legs and feet white as ivory.

Among Linnets the winners were faultless birds, but the Mule and
marked Canary class, though a large one, had no specimen of more
than ordinaiy merit, not a single evenly-marked bird being shown. In
the *' Variety class," the first prize was awarded to a Thrush of great
beauty and exceedingly tame.

Tumblers (Any variety).—1, C. Cowbum, Calls, Leeds. 2, T. C. and
E. Newbitt. he, H. Yardley, Birmingham ; R.J. Leaoh, Middlesborough

;

Miss E. Gravil, Tborne; J. Mason, Boroughbridge : H. Brown, Walkley
(Almond Tumblers).
PouTEns (Any varietv).—1, C. Cowburn. 2, J. Hawlev, Eingley, York-

shire. !ic, H. Yardley ;'P. J. Leach ; H. Brown, c, H. Brown.
Fantails (Anv variety).—1, J. Hawley. 2, T. C. & E. Nowbitt. vhe, H.

Yardley. he, H. Yardlev ; P. J. Leach ; T. O. & E. Nowbitt.
Jacobins (Any variety).—!, J. Hawley. 2, C. Addv, Epworth. he, H.

Y'ardley ; T. C. & E. Newbitt ; J. Mason, c, C. Cowburn.
Bares (Any variety).—1, F. J. Leach. 2, H. Y^ardley. c, J. Thompson,

Bingley.
NoNs (Any variety).—1. A. A. Van der Meersch, London. 2, J. Mason.

he, F. Key, Beverley, c, F. J. Leach.
TuBBiTS (\ny variety).—1, F. J. Leach. 2, H. Yardley. he, W. Shaw.

c, R. Sidall, Sheffield.
Antwerps or Dragoons (Any variety).—1, H. Yardley (Antwerps).

2, T. C. & E. Newbitt (Antwerps). he, F. J. Leach (Dragoons), c, E.
Norman, Northampton (Blue Antwerps).
Any Variety.- 1, J. F. Leach. 2, T. C. & E. Nowbitt. he, 3. Clark,

Thirsk (Carriers) ; E. Norman (Sions).
Selling Class.— 1, E. Norman. 2, H. Hawley. he, P. Key (Barbs).

e, J. Thompson. .

Rabbits.—--In?/ colour.—1 and Medal, W. Allison, SheiSeld (Black and
White). 2, A. H. Easten, Hull (Lop-eared Fawns), he, B. Wattam,
Thome (Yellow and White). Bucfc (Any colour).—1, A. H. Easten (Yellow
and White). 2, C. King, London (Black and White), he, G. Jones, Bir-

mingham (Black and White) ; J. Lee, Sheffield (Lop-eared). Doe (Any
colour).-1, W. Allison (Black). 2, F. Gravil (Lop-eared), he. 3. E.
Jossop. Hull (Black and White Lop) ; C. King. London (Grey and White,
and Black) ; A. II. Easten, Hull (Black and White Lop) ; F. Roberts
(Yellow). Hcai'icvt.—l, J, Dixon, York (Black and White Lop Uoe). 2, G.
Jones (Fawn Doe), he, W. Tattersall, Thorne (Doe); G. Mangham,
Sheffield (Grey Doe). Amj Variety.—\ and 2, A. H. Easten (Silver-Grey
Doe, and Himalaya Buck), he, G. Jones (Angora).

CANAarES.—YcHoti'.— I, W. Green. 9, C. Gtmnee. he, T. Maynard,
Epworth ; Miss Wagstaff, Thome. Buf.—l, H. Green, Thome. 2 T.
Slaynard. 8, W. Roberts, sen. e, G. Addy. Mule or Marked.—\ and 3, J.
Green, Ufflngton, btamford. 2, T. Maynard. he, 3. Green ; A. Wells,
Hat&eld ; J. Haycroft, Thome.
Goldfinch.—1, T. Purjy. Thome. 2, G. Crackles, Thome. 3, G. Hor-

burgh, Hatfield, he, R. Hessel, Hatfield; T. Maynard; W. Bleasby,
Thome, c, C. Horburg, Brodsworth.
Linnet.—1 and S, A. Woodward. 2, C. Gunnee. he, J. Firth, Thome.
Any Variety.—1, J. Firth. 2, C. Sanderson, Thorne (Lark). 3, J.

Haycroft (Thrush), he, A. Wells, Hatfield (Lesse Red Pool). <r, W.
Bleasby, Thome.

The Judges were Mr. E. Button, Pudsey, Leeds; and Mr. T.
C. Addy, Epworth, Bawtry.

THE CRYSTAL PALACE BIRD SHOW.
Once again we have the pleasure of directing the attention of our

readers to the annnal Show of Canaries and British and Foreign birds
now being held at the Crystal Palace, and which will close to-morrow
(Friday) night.

We have, hitherto, expended so mnch enloginm on these periodical
shows that we are at a loss for words to express our admiration of the
collections now on view. It is without doubt one of the most splendid
and brilliant displays of the land that it has ever been our good fortune
to witness ; words alone will not convey any adequate idea of its magniti-
cence. So beautiful are the various specimens, so exquisite their several
qualities, that any attempt to describe them would be utterly futile. It
is evident that these shows do much to encourage interest and plea-
sant rivalry among those who give their attention to the study of the
ornithological portion of natural history.

We will, however, endeavour to give a slight notion of what we fail

to describe by pointing out a few of the classes most worthy of a
visitor's attention.

We will commence with the CanarieSy the most favoured of all

feathered pets, more eppecially by the " softer sex." The various little

kind attentions, tht loving caresses, and sweet smiles bestowed on these
little songsters often induce one to exclaim mentally, " I wish I were a
bird."

The Norwich, the Belgians, the Spangled Lizard, and the London
Fancy classes are most superb. The Mules also deserve unlimited
praise. Among the British Blnh, tho Bullfinch, the Goldfinch, and
the Blackbird are finely represented both in plumage and in quality.

A very interesting variety of the Bullfinch and an Albino Lark attract
considerable notice, and each deservedly obtained a prize.

The Furtign Jjlnln, generally, are in very beautiful plumage and con-
dition, the Java Sparrows and Virginian Nightingales being particularly
fine. We noticed two very beautiful specimens of Leadbeater Cockatoo
which drew great attention, and which obtained a special prize. There
is also a very extraordinary and beautiful variety of the Bengal Para-
quet, perfectly yellow, which on account of having anived too late

could not obtain a prize, although well deserving one.
Too much praise cannot be accorded to the Superintendent, Mr.

Wilkinson, for the admirable manner in which the arrangements of

the Show are carried out, and for the facilities afforded to the several

judges to perform their duties. Appended is a Hst of the awards :

—

CANARIES.
Norwich (Clear Yellow).—!, W. Havers, Norwich, 2, H. Vine, East

Cowes. 3, J. Judd, Newington Butts. Extra 3, E. Bemrose, Derby.
vhc, E. Bemrose; W. Walter, Winchester ; J. Smith, Borrowash; P.

Flesney, Caledonian Road, London ; J. Bexson, Derby ; T. Irons, North-
ampton, c, W. Walter; J. Smith ; G. Tuckwood, Nottingham ; J, Moore,
Norwich ; P. Flesney ; P. Jackson, Crystal Pahice.
Norwich (Clear Buff).—1, W. Havers, ii, G. Tuckwood. Extra 2, E.

Bemrose. 3, P. Flexney. vhc, Moore & Wyun, Northampton ;
T, Irons;

J. Bexson ; E. Bemrose. /tc. W. Walter; J.Smith; H.Vine; T. Irons ;

J. Bexson. r, J. Judd ; R. Mackley, Norwich j W. Walter ; Moore & Wynn

;

J. Moore ; J. Bexson ; P. Jackson.
Norwich (Even-marked or Variegated Yellow).—1 and 2, Moore and

Wynn. 8, R. J. Troake, Redland, Bristol, vkc, J. Judd; J. Bexson.
he, R. Macldey ; W. Havers, c, H. Apted, Worthing ; J. Bexson.
NoBWiCH (Even-marked or Variegated Buff).—1 and 3, Moore & Wynn,

2, E. Bemrose. vhc, E. Bemrose; R. Mackley ; S. Tomes, Northampton.
he, R. Mackley; W. Walter; J. Bexson. c, J. Judd; ti. Tomes; H.
Apted, Worthing.
Norwich (Ticked, or Unevenly-marked Yellow).—!, E. Bemrose. 2, G.

Tuckwood. vhc. H. Vine ; H. Warren, Norwich ; Moore & Wynn, he, W.
Walter; J.Smith, c, K. Mackley; S. Tomes ; G. Goulter, Cambridge
Road, London.
Norwich (Ticked, or Unevenly-marked Buff).—I, 2, and Extra 3, E.

Bemrose. 3, J. Smith, ji/ic, R. Mackley ; J.Smith; J. Chapman, Nor-
wich, he, W. J. Toon, Kettering ; H. Warren ; Moore & Wynn ; S. Bant-
ing, Derby, c, W. Walter ; H. Apted.
Norwich (Crested Yellow).—1, Moore & Wynn. 9, J. Bexson. vfec,

R. Mackley; Moore & Wynn ; S. Tomes, he, K. Mackley. c, St. John
and Sherwood; S. Tomes.
Norwich (Crested Bull').—!, J. Judd. 2, Moore & Wynn. 3, R. Mackley.

vhc, W. Walter; Moore &Wynn; S. Tomes, he, J.Young, Monkwear-
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mouth; W. .1. Tnon; Moore & Wynn. c, J. Young; W. Walter; W.J.
Toon ; Mooro A WvDli.
B&I.OIAN (Cloar Vollow).—1, J. Bnxtor, Newcnstlo. 2, E. Hnwkinf). vhc,

H. Mackluy : E. lieuiroso. he, W. Ncoillor, Uull. c, E. UawHius ; C.

Can-er, Lauilpurt.
Belgian (Cloar ButV;.—1, 11. Mackloy. 2, E. Ilawkiiis. i>;ir, J. Doel,

StoiK-hoUHO ; E. Hawkins, 'fc, K. HeinroRo ; W. Ncodlor ; J. Dool.

Bklc-.ian (VarioBiited or Ticked Yellow).—1 and 2, E. Uoinroso. 8, K.
Mackley. vfu: aud '(C, .T. Baxter.
Bi:Laii.N ( Varicfjatod or Tiokod BulT).—1 and 2, E. Bomrose. vhc, J.

Bexson ; J. liaxtor. he. It. Mackley.
Bei.i:ias (UroBtod or any other variety).—!, H. Ashtou, Prestwich.

•2, Mrs. JubnsoD, Brauiptnu.
London Fancy (.lonquo).—1, W. Brodrick, Chndleigh. 2, rftp, he, c, J.

Wallor, Fiusbury.
London Fancy (Moalv).—1, T. Mann, Camliarwell. 3, W. Brodrick.

Extra 3, J. Waller, vlic.'j. Waller ; T. Mann, he, J. Waller.
LlXARD (Goldun-spauf^IodJ.—1 and a, G. Tuckwoud. 2, H. Ashton. vhr.

Rev. V. Ward, Canterbury ; T. Fairbrass ; E. Benirose. he, 3. Jodd j W.
Walter, c, F. W. FairbrasK, Canterbury ; E. Bomrose.
Lizard (Silver-spangled).—! and 3. G. Tnckwood. 2, H. Ashton. vhc,

3. Waller; E. Bomrose. he, T. C. Westliold, Old Kent Road, c, T. Fair-
brass.
JoNQUE Cinnamon.— 1, T. Irons. 2, Moore & Wynn. vhe, T. C. West-

field; S. Tomes, he, 11. Vine; Moore & Wynn. c, A.Sutherland; St.

John .t Sherwood, Sunderland.
Bcrr Cinnamon.— 1 and 3, II. Vine. 2, Mooro & Wynn. v/ic, J. Younj;;

Moore & Wynn. he, II. Vino ; T. C. Westliold. c, 3. Waller ; Moore and
Wynn.
Any other Variety.—! and 2, W. Alexander, Edinburgh (Clear Buff

Glasgow Don, and Scotch Fancy Don). Extra 2, W. Barnes, Cannon
Street (German Crested). 3, Moore & Wynn (Crested Cinnamon).
Extra 3, F. I). Lewin, Leo (St. Helena), vhc, W. Alexander (Scotch
Fancy Don) ; J. Jones, Manchester (Yellow Variegated Cinnamon and
Varieffnted Cinnamon), he, Moore & Wynn (Crested Cinnamon); J.

Baxter (Dun Marked), e, S. Tomes (Jonquo Variegated); T. Irons (Varie-
gated Buff Cinnamon) ; P. Jackson.
Goldfinch Mule (Yellow).— 1, H. Ashton. 2, J. Doel.
Goldfinch MnLE ,Bnff).—l, J. Young. 2, H. Ashton. vhc, 3. Yonzig;

J, Doei. c, H. Ashton ; C. Obermnller.
Goldfinch Mule ( VarieRated Yellow).—! and 2, J. Doel. Extra 2, 8, and

Extra ;;, H. Ashton. rhc, J. Young J. Doel. he, E. Stansfluld, Bradford.
3, E. Bemrose ; J. R. Adam ; R. Mackley.
Goldfinch Mcle (Variegated Bull').—! and 3, H. Ashton. 2, J. Young.

Extra o, J. Doel. i-Atf, E. Bemrose ; J. Doel ; J. Young, he, W.Walter.;
J. Doel ; E. Mackley. <•, S. Bunting ; W. Walter ; F. s. Pierce.
Goldfinch Mole (Dark).—1, Moore & Wynn ( Jonque) ; S. Tomes

(Mealy). 2, H. Ashton I Jonque); G. Tuckwood i Mealy), vhc, 3. Baxter;
W. Waller; H. Vine; P. J.ickson. he, 3, Doel (Jonque); Miss Dalton;
W. Walter, c, R. Mackley ; E. Stansfield.
Mcle (Linnet).—! and 2, H. Ashton. vhc, J. Baxter, he, 3. King,

Newcastle, c, JR. F. Troake.
McLES (Anvothervaritty).-! and 2, H. Ashton (Greenfinch and Gold-

finch, Goldfinch and Bullfinch), vhc, E. Stansfield. he, R. Mackley;
J. Bexson ; J Judd. c, S. Tomes.
Nop.wich (Best six in one cage).—!, W. Walter. 2, R. Mackley.

3, Moore Jt Wynn. vhc, J. Judd; Moore & Wynn. he, S. Tomes, c, P.
Jackson.
Belgian (Best six in one cage).—1,2. and r/ic, E.Hawldns, Bear Street,

Leicester Square. 8, J. Baxter, c, C. Carver.
Lizards (Best six Golden-spangled in one cage).—1 and 2, E. Hawkins.

8, J. Judd.
Lizards (Best six Silver-spangled in one cage).—1, Withheld, 2, J.

Jndd. 8, E. Hawldns.
Goldfinch Mules (Best six in one cage).—1 and 3, J. Doel. 2, H.

Ashton. D/ic. W. Walter : R. J. Troake. ^ic. J. Yonng.
Miscellaneous.-Prize, Moore & Wynn (Goldfinch and Greenfinch).

BRITISH BIRDS.
Bcllfinch.—1,'H. Vine, Woolwich. 2, J. Judd. rhc, Mrs. S. Tomes

;

W. Barnes, he, R. F. Kin-,', Norwood ; Mi-s. G. Goulter.
Goldfinch.—1 and t'ic. J. Judd. 2, Moore A- Wvnn. S, H. J. Ims, jun.,

Bloomsbury. hc,W. Smith, Peckham ; J. B. H. Oxley, Bloomsbury ; J.
Eing, King's Cross ; R. Francis, Walworth Road, c, H. Vine.
Linnet.—Prize, S. Bunting, Derby, he, S. Hinds ; P. Jackson, c, S.

Hinds.
Sktlark.—1, J. Jndd. 2, S. Hinds, i/ic, J. Judd ; S. Hinds, he, C.

Obermnller, Great Portland Street, London; S. Hinds ; H. J. Ims, jun.
Woodlaek.—Prize. S. Hinds.
EoBiN.—Prize, S. Hinds, r/ic, H. J. Ims, jun. 7ic, Miss M. A. Eobin-

aon, Sydenham.
Blackbied.—Prize, T. J. Townsend, Upper Norwood, vhe, T.' Row,

Nortlmmpton. he, W. Newman, Norwood, c, S. Rudd, Peckham.
Song Thrush.—Prize. J. Trusson, Norwood, c. S. Budd.
Stabling.—Prize, B. Brett, Norwood, he, G. Mustoe, Nonvood; H. J.

Ims, jun.
Magpie.—Prize, A. Von Glehn, Sydenham.
Any other A'ahiety of British Birds.—!. E. Hawkins (Variegated.

Bullfinch). 2. E. Bemrose i White Skylark). S, Rev. H.Russell, Rotherham
(Pied Linnet), vhe, G. Marwick, Brighton (Cinnamon Sparrow); E
Hawkins (Snow Bunting), c, W. BarweU, Northampton (Black Ballfiuch)_'

BIRDS OF PASSAGE AND MIGRATORY BIRDS.
Blackcap.-Prize, C, Obermnller.
Nightingale.—Prize, C. Obermuller.
Siskin ou Abeedevine.—Prize, R. Mackley. vhc, J. Jndd. he, W. B.

Bailey, Purfleet.

FOREIGN BIRDS.
Cockatoo (Lemon or Orange-crested).—!, K. H. Douglas. 2, M. George,

Upper East Smithfleld. vhc, W. Norton, Shoreditch. he, W. B. Bailey.
CocK-iToo (Leadbeater or Rose-breasted).- 1, Mrs. -istley. 2, W.

Walter, rhc, W. B. Bailey : A. Isaacs, Princess Street, Soho '; A. Lyon,
Bloomsbury Square, he, A. Isacca.
Cockatoo (Any other variety).—Prize, A. Isaacs (Dowron). he, J. Judd

(Nosical).
Gbey PiBEOTs.—1, J, Judd. 2, C.W. Waas, Upper Norwood, vhc, E. '

Upton, Upper Norwood ; T. Middlotou, Brixton, he, C. ThompaoB, Uppot
Norwood,
Gkben obany other Variety of Large Parhoth, Except Grey.—!, T.

Bc.yco, Netting Hill (Australian Parrot). 2. W. B. Bailey (BuU-a-Bnll
Parrot. 8, Rev. A. W.Bookor, Rode, Lawton (Green Amazon Parrot),
c, W. Walter (Green I'arrot) ; J. Rose, Norwich (.Amazon).
Love Birds.—Prize, J. Judd. rAc, E. Hawldns. /ic. VV. B. Bailey.
Au.stralian Grass Paiiakkkts.—Prize, U. Vine, vhc, J. Judd. he, J.

Jones; E. Hawkins, c, A. Isaacs ; P.Jackson.
laNo-NECKED Oil BENGAL Pakakeets.— Pri:ic, W, B. Bailcy. he, G.

Hart, Walworth ; F. Uaveu, Wellington Street. Strand.
Any other Variety of Small Parrots or Parakeets.—!, W. Walter

(Turtiuoisenes). 2, — Ditmas, South Norwood (Mauritius Parakeets).
he, E. Ilemhcr (Australian Roseliea).

liiNG Parrots.—Prize, A. Isaacs.
llosEHiLL Parakeets.—Prize, J. Jndd.
Pennant's Parakeets.—Prize. A. Isaacs, hr, w. Walter.
Cockateals.—Prize, W. B. Bailey, vhe, J. J udd. he, A. Isaacs,
Any ^AiUETY OF LouY.—Prize, J. Judd.
Diamond Sparrows.-Prize, J. Jones, he, V. Jackson.
ConAL-NECKFD SPARROWS.—Prizo, E. Ilawkiiis,
Java Sparrows,—Prize, J. Judd. vhc, E, Hawkins ; W. Waiter.

he, W. B. Bailcy.
Indigo Blue Birds.—Prize, E. Hawkins.
Any Variey of Waxbills.—Prize, E. Hawking, vhe, W. Walter,
Virginia NiGaiNGAins.—Prize and vhc, W. Walter, he, C. Obermuller

W. B. Bailey.
Cardinals.—Prize, E. Hawkins, c. W. B. Bailey,
Any OTHER Variety of Foreign Birds.—I andS, W. Walter (Macaw

Parakeets and White-headed Mannakins). 2, B. Hawkins, vhc, W.
Walter (Madagascar Bird and Pintail Nonpareil); J. Judd (Zebra liirda

and White-headed Mannakins). he, W. B. Bailey (Australian Diamond
and Zebra Finches) ; P. Jackson (Spioo Bird), c, W, B. Bailey (Pope);

SELiaPtK POULTRY SHOW.
The following awards were made at this Show, held on tlie lOtli and

lltli inst. in the Volunteer Hall, Selldrk :

—

Spanish.—1, H. SomerviUe. Edinburgh. 2, D. Waugh, Melrose. 3, W-
Inglia, jun., Selkiik. he, W, Patersou, Langholm; Miss B. Eidpathi
Edinburgli.
DOKKINOS (Colonred).—1, G. H. Plnmmer, Dalkeith. 2, Miss Malcolm,

Milnhohn. 8, J. Paul, Glasgow. he,T. L. Jackson, Bush of Ewes; T.
Raines, Bridgeliaugh ; W. Brown , Selkirk.
CocHiN-CriiNAS.—I, W. E. Park, Abbotsmeadow. 2 and 3, J.H.Dawes,

Birmingham.
Beahma Pooteas.—!, J. A. Dempster, Stirling. 2, P.. Brownlie, Kirk-

caldy. 8, J. Anderson, Melrose, he. Miss E. Shcrrifi; Selkirk ; D.
Murray, Sellurk.
Hameurghs (Golden-pencilled).—1, W. R. Park. 2, D. Normand, Ken-

nowav. 8. W. Scott, c, W. Linton, Selkirk.
Hameurohs (Silver-pencilled).—1, J. Piatt, Dean. 2, W. E. Park. 3, J.

Musgrave, Longtown.
Hamburghs (Golden-spangled).—1, R. Dickson, Selkirk. 2. D. Skeoch,

Stewarton. 3, A. Heatlie, Selkirk, e, J. F. Loversidge, Newark.
Hajieurghs (Silver-spangled).—!, G. Walker, Selkirk. 2, G. Caithness,

Carnoustie. 3, T. Musgrave, c, W. Bowe, Carlisle; J. U. Somner, Jed-
burgh.
Game (Any variety).—!, H. M. Julian, Hull. 2, J. Huirhead, Traneijt

3, W. Crosthwaite, Stannrso, Carlisle ( Black Red), lie, D. Hardie, Sorbie
(Black Red); J. J. M'Gregor, Hill's Wynd, Crieff (Brown Red) ; J. Stark,

Crossgates (Brown Red). Cliiciens.—l, 3. Waddel, Acrchead (Black Red).

2, D. Hardie (Black Red). 8, H. M. Julian, he, W. Bro\vE, Selkirk (Brown
Red) ; W. Tail, Heatherlie, Selkirk (Brown Red) ; W. Crosthwaite (Black
Red), c, W. Lockie, Newton, St. Boswells (Black Red).
Game Bantams (Black or Brown Red). — 1, D. Hardie (Black Eed)t

2, T. Haines (Black Red). Third, W. Mabon, Jedburgh (Brown Red).
Game Bantams (Any other variety).—1, J. Waddel) (Duckwing), 2, Miss

Brownlie (Duckwing). 3, A. Hatelie, Selldrk (Duckwing).
Bantajis (Any varietv except Game).—I, T. C. Harrison, Hull. 2, J. H.

Dawes (Japanes"e>. 3, T. Watson (Bridge of Earn (Golden Sebrights).

he, 3. Archibald, Earlston (Japanese) ; S. & R. Ashton, Mottram (Black)-

A. Mills, Loanhead, Kirkcaldy (Black).
Ducks (White Aylesbury).—1, A. Hoggart, Leslie. 2, D. Hardie. 3, J.

Scott, Newhall. he, G. Dryden, Selkirk; J. S. Fair, Jedburgh, c, G.
Dryden.
IJicKs (Rouen).-!, D. Hardie. 2, J. HaU, Jedburgh. 3, W. Edgar

Dunfdalehaugh. Selkirk.
Cottagers' Class.—!, J. Beattie, Rink (Brahma Pootrasl. 2, D. Wangh,

Melrose (Spanish). 3, D. Murray. Selkirk (Brahma Pootras). he, A.
Y'oung, Earlston (Golden-spangled) ; W. Hart, Gattonside (Brahma
Pootras) ; J. Davidson, Longtown (Duckwingsj ; J. L. Brown, Selkirk

(Cochin-chinas) ; R. Hogg (Brown Red Game) ; W. Rutherford, Selkirk

(Brahma Pootras).
Selling Class.—!, E. Somerville, Edinburgh (Spanish). 2, T, L, Jack-

son. 3, J. Beattie (Brahma Pootras). he. G. M'Millan, Jedburgh (Black

Reds)
I

W. Mabon, Jedburgh (Brown Eeds) ; W. Carruthers, Phillipbum
(Dorkings).
Bantam Cook Sweepstakes.—1, G. M'Millan (Black Eed). 2, J. L,

Brown, SeUiirk (Black Eed Game).

PIGEONS.
Tumblers (Any variety).-!, H. Yardley, Birmingham. 2, J, Pringle,

Newcastle-on-Tyne. he, J. Campbell, Langholm.
Horsemen oe Cakeiees.—! and 3, G, 3. Dart, Acrehead, he, 3. Camp-

bell ; H. Y'ardley,

Fantalls.—!, A. Smith, Brougbty Ferry. 2, H. Yardley.

Pouters,—!, J. Waddell. 2, J, E, Spenoo.'.Ediuburgh, lu;, A, Wright,
Edinburgh,
Jacobins.-1, H. Yardley. 2, J. Waddell. he, E. Patorson, Melrose J.

Spence ; J. Simson, Fauldsbope.
Nuns.—1, E. Paterson. 2, W. Cheyno, Selkirk.

Owxs.—1, E. Paterson. 2, W. E. Park.
TuEBiis.-1, U. Yardley. 2, R. Paterson,
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Any other VAniETY—1, Miss Crosbie. 2, J. Campbell, Lanoboliu
(Magpies), he, H. Ynrdley.

,
Seliing Class.—1, W. R. Park (Fantails), 2, J. WaddelJ (Jacobins).

Jddoe.—James Dickson, Esq., Bradford.

ANTWERP PIGEONS.
In the course of some remarks upon the Antwerp Pigeon

Mr. Huie says that it cannot be accepted aa a "fancy bird
worthy of cultivation," because it is " cross-bred." The ma-
jority of fancy Pigeons now exhibited are the result of cross-
breeding ; and it is by cultivating and developing some pecu-
liarity in shape or markings, produced by mating birds of
different breeds, that new varieties are produced. The points
of Antwerps are as definite as those of any other variety, and
the birds breed very true to colour, shape, and size. I have
bred them many years, and for an experiment have tried several
crosses, but the youDg produced have invariably lost the com-
pact and beautiful shape, so striking to the eye of a fancier in
the true Antwerp.
The first birds of the breed I ever saw were brought to this

country by a dealer in German Canaries. They were mostly
Blue and Blue Chequers, with a few Duns, resembling each
other very closely in size and general appearance, and were
quite different from any of our English birds. The only breed
at all resembling them was the Skinnum, but the birds differed
widely in the shape of the head and in general outline.
The Antwerp may not make headway in Scotland, but it is

fast making headway here, and its many excellent qualities
render it a great pet with those who keep it. As a nurse and
as a homing bird it has no superior; it is also beautifully
feathered, and I have no doubt Antwerps will before long be
one of the strongest classes at our shows, as wherever prizes are
offered the breed is invariably well represented. If being cross-
bred is the only objection that can be raised against it, I do
not see why it should not take the same position as Dragoons
and other established cross-breeds.—B. F. C.

STAINED CANARIES.
Havino for some time past been a reader of your paper, I

have observed that judges, committees, and exhibitors at shows
are getting somewhat at "loggerheads," and I think it is high
time that a better understanding should be come lo between
them. With this view, I send you an Ipswich newspaper,
by which you will see that I was an exhibitor of Canaries at the
last Lowestoft Poultry and Bird Show, and that the Judges
awarded me some few prizes, by which I became entitled to
the cup ; but a protest was afterwards sent in to the Committee.
that my birds were artificially coloured, in consequence of
which protest the awards were taken from me, and given to
^he next exhibitor on the list, who turned oat to be the pro-
teeter.

On hearing this, I sent in a statement to the Committee
that my birds were not artificially coloured, and that I should
expect to have all that had been awarded to me. I received in
reply that the Committee intended to abide by the decision of
the Judges—which, according to the rules of the Society, was
in all cases to be final.

Failing to get redress, I placed the matter in the hands of a
solicitor, who took it into the County Court, where, as you will
see by the paper sent, a jury gave a verdict for the plaintiff.

You will not fail to notice one or two important points in this
case. One is, his Honour stated, that " if the birds were bom'i

fide Canaries, and not artificially coloured, the award of the
Judges must be final ; but if they were afterwards found to be
artificially coloured, it would be contrary to all precedent to
allow such birds to take the prizes."

In conclusion, I may state that the tails of my birds were
found, on being wetted, to give oft a colouring matter ; this I
attributed to the fact that the floor of the house wherein my
birds are kept is always strewn with " crag," and that I never
think of washing my birds before sending them for show.

—

Thomas Fenn, Ipswich.

[The trial referred to was before Mr. Worlledge and a jury in
the County Court held at Lowestoft on the 29th of January,
and the facts being admitted, the sole question was. Were the
birds artificially coloured ?

The following summing-up of the Judge shows the weak
points in the case :

—

His Honour, said if the Judges had awarded to plaintiff prizes

amonnting to £6 lis. 6rf., plaintiff would be entitled to that sum in
the event of the jury finding n verdict for him. It was a grave charge
against the rlnintiff to say that he had obtained the prizes by frand,
for it was nothiiif; more nor less than that. He thonght the jury would
agree with him that there was no evidence from which they conld come
to the conclnsion that the birds were sent colonred from Ipswich.
Then, he must ask, what motive could any man have to colour those
birds while in their transit '.' Indeed, he conld not see what oppor-
tunity anybody could have had of doinn so. That being so, the facts
appeared to him to be—either the birds were sent coloured from
Ipswich, or they were exhibited in their natural condition. He could
not see that there was any third conclusion they could come to. There-
fore it was the more important that they should consider the case
carefully. With reference to the plaintiff, it was a very grave charge
to say that he sent the birds falsely coloured so as to get the prizes by
false pretences. They must also observe in favour of the plaintiff that
he has been in the employment of Messrs. Turner fifteen years, and
not ono single imputation was attempted to be thrown upon him. So
far as everjthing had gone in the Court, the plaintiff stood there as a
thoroughly respectable man. Nevertheless, they must take the evidence
into account. The fraud charged against plaintiff is that he coloured
the birds with some unknown substance. Very often when persons
are charged with poisoning, evidence is given that the person so charged
had had poisonous matter in his possession. The defendants had not
shown that plaintiff' ever had any colouring matter. The theory on
the part of the plaintiff is—and it deserves tlie attention of the jury-
that, for the first two years that lie kejit birds, he lost many of them.
He afterwards kept the bu-ds on crag, which is of a yellowish hue, and,
since then, he has scarcely lost any. That fact was confirmed by
Baker, who had said thithe saw the birds on the craK on the very

morning of the day that they were sent to Lowestoft, They must also

remember there was plaintiff's own oath that he never colonred his

birds with anything artificially, and that the stain which came off must
have been from the crag. Now, when a man of respectability swore
positively to a thinfj, they ought to Rive considerable weight to it, be-

cause the man would not only be guilty of a gross fraud, but he must
come into court to cover that fraud by committing gross perjury after-

wards. The jnry must believe, first, that plaintiff coloured i\iQ birds

fraudulently, and then that he afterwards committed the most wilful

perjury. That was a stigma they ought not to fix upon any man, except

upon very conclusive evidence, "What wag the evidence on the part of

the defendants '? Mr, Green, a competitor, made the protest against

the awards. It certainly had struck him (his Honour) to ask why had
not Mr. Green been called to teU them what it was that led him to

make the protest, and what led him to suppose that those birds were

colonred ? He should like to know why he was not produced, "When

I

a charge of fraud was brought against a man he certainly thought that

the man who founds that charge ought to come forward. The fact of

Mr, Green enterinp; a protest was no proof that plaintiff had colonred

the birds, but the defendants acted upon it. The proper course would
have been to have had the crag-coloured and the saffron-coloured

handkerchiefs, with the colour got off the birds, side by side. The
defendants do now say that the colour was not that of craR which came
off the birds. Unless there was a coniT"'vison made at the time as to

the difference of shade, how can anyoni- Ire certain ? Then it was said

that was not all. There was a gentleman who bought a pair of birds

of the plaintiff, and those birds also betrayed colouring ; the colour

which he wiped off was a bright yellow. But here again they had no
comparison, which could have been made at the time. He (his

Honour) did not suppose that any of the gentlemen who had been

called to speak for the defendants were aware that the birds had been

kept upon crag, and they naturally jumited to the conclusion that the

birds were artificially coloured. Had they known it, they might have
qualified their opinion as to the kind of stains which were produced by
wiping the birds. The two gentlemen who awarded the prizes were

Messrs. Simmons and Clarke, Simmons had been called before them,

but why Mr, Clarke, of Ipswich, who was in court, had not been called

by either party he could not understand, but he must say that he

thonght it was not incumbent upon the plaintiff to call that man
(Clarke), Plaintiff stood upon the awards, and it was for the defen-

dants to displace them. So there were two material witnesses who, if

they had been called, might have thrown some light upon the matter.

He (the Judge) was exceedingly glad that a jury had to decide the

question. If they thought that plaintiff had been guilty of colouring

his birds, and sending them to the show coloured with the view of in-

creasing his chance of success, why then they would find a verdict for

defendants ; but if, on the other hand, they, as reasonable men,

believed that the plaintiff was not gnilty of frand, and they had any
donht that plaintiff stained the birds, he must tell them it was their

bounden duty to find a verdict for the [jlaintiff.

The jury retired about ten minutes, when they gave a verdict for

plamtifffor £6 lis, 6(/,

It is very evident that the jury did not believe the witnesses

who testified that the birds were coloured, and they were quite

justified in their disbelief, for, as the Judge observed, the

colouring was alleged to be by "some unknown substance."

Nothing could have been more easy than to show that it was
saffron or gamboge which was suggested—the very doubt was

I damnifying—but no one suggested even the desirability of
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applying chemical testa. In the ahsence oi such evidence the

jury did right.

One dictum of the Judge fully coincides with what we have

always maintained. " His Honour said if the birds were bond

fiilf Canaries, and not artitioially coloured, the award of the

Judges must be final ; and if they were afterwards found to be

artificially coloured, it would be contrary to all precedent to

allow such birds to take the prizes."

TRANSPORTING BEES.
DouOTLESs many an apiarian is at a loss how to move a weak

hive into a better pasturage, or placed in the same position as

myself, when led to devise the

following box, to bring home a

valuable present, or some well-

selected purchase. A piece of

circular wood is chosen or made
(a), 20 inches round. On the

top of this is nailed another

piece, one quarter of an inch

thick and 2 inches less in cir-

cumference, as h in the accom-
panying diagram ; now, this is

for a bottom. Then procure a box
in which a cheese was brought
from America; somearemuch too

small, but choose one 18 inches

in circumference, then scrape it

well with glass and rub smooth
with coarse sand paper. Now
cut a 2-inch square hole in front,

and nail a small pieco of per-

forated galvanised zinc with small
tacks. Procure an old bag, cut

off the bottom, nail it on the rim
of c at d. Now this, when stuffed

full of straw, keeps the hive put

in quite firm ; if tied round with

a piece of strong string it makes
a very good handle. Directions

for use ;—The day before moving
the hive of bees, about 3 or 4 p.m.

loosen it from the stand and place it on the bottom a. The
next day, about the same time, place on c, and screw two screws
at e and/, then put a little hay or straw at top, and tie tightly

down. I had a hive of bees sent me from Devonshire into

Staffordshire this autumn per rail, without twenty bees being
killed or a comb broken.—A Staffordshire Apiarun.

SUPERPOSING.
" A Devonshire Bee-keeper" having given the readers of

" our Journal" the benefit of the superposing story (page 94),

related to him in a letter on another subject. I may be per-

mitted to add its sequel. But first of all, for the information

of " A. S." and more recent subscribers, I may mention that,

seven or eight years ago, I took occasion to call in question

the accuracy of the editorial reply to a querist that if he united

two colonies at the end of the year, witli free communication
between, the npper would be vacated and the lower become the

stock hive. I held quite the reverse of this opinion, from a

rather extensive experience of such cases, maintaining that the

lower hive would be vacated as the cold weather set in, enabling

the querist to remove it, his sole object in proposing the union.

"A Devonshire Bee-keeper" stepped forward to champion
the descending principle, and was supported by very many of

the southern fraternity, they looking at the upper stock from
a super standpoint ; while I was backed-up by tiJe northerners

on the ascending Bide, viewing the case on strict storifying

principles, till a regular skirmish between north and south
ensued, terminating, if I recollect, in your estimable corre-

spondent, " B. it W.," throwing a little explanatory " oil upon
the waters."

lu the above controversy it was always assumed that the two
hives to be united should bo somewhat alike as to combs and
store ; but in the story inserted by my friend, Mr. Woodbury
(page 94), the upper hive contained so very little comb, and
the inmates being reduced to the famishing point, in such au
extreme case I frankly confess I never supposed but on the
union being effected they would joyfully descend to take pos-

session of the well-found stock below. How very different

the result ! On raising the musty old skep to expel the occu-

pants, what a change in the weight, showing that, true to their

instincts, they had gone up, carrying no inconsiderable portion

of their store, and that comb-building was going on. It was in

vain I tried to drive them ; the day being too chilly for the

operation, they would not budge. What was now to be done?

I procured a deep octagon eke, inverted the little straw skep

within it, setting the Stowarton boxes above, and on making

a scrutiny two or three days afterwards, I found my little fa-

vourites, tiue to the ascending principle, had duly vacated the

lower hive, re-transferring their store along with them, more
than establishing the opinion so strenuously advocated by

—

A Benfrewshire Bee-keeper.

GREAT MEETING OF GERMAN BEE-MASTERS
AT DARMSTADT.

{Concluded from Vol. XV., page 4.53.)

Before the regular proceedings of the second day com-

menced, it was decided that next year's meeting should be

held at Nuremberg, and it was further agreed that Mr. Kohler'g

process for securing a pure breed of Italian or other species oJ

bees was as sure, when properly applied, as is possible in a

matter of the kind. Many attacks have been made upon him
during the past year, some persons claiming priority of inven-

tion, which may or may not be true, as they kept their secret

for the most part to themselves, and the opposition to him was,

as is evident to unprejudiced lookers-on, owing to jealousy,

and was a specimen of meanness happily not often found, and

to which the Germans apply the term, not quite translateable

into English, Niedertrdcliligkeit

.

After the settling of this business a few remarks were made
on the origin of hermaphrodites amongst bees, and several

theories started, but nothing certain produced.

Next in order for the day's discuasion was the question on

some of the advantages of moveable combs, and especially

since the invention of the centrifugal comb-emptying machine.

The discussion mainly turned upon the difficulty of extracting

the thick heather honey. The inventor himself. Major von

Hrnschka, being present, rose and was received with a storm

of applause. He had been for the last four years considering

all kinds of alterations and improvements, and thought that

in the case of heather honey, or crystallised honey, the ma-

chine would do its duty if the combs were first warmed in a

temperature of about 00° Fahrenheit. He thought also that

he might soon have some other hints of the same kind to make
known to bee-keepers.

After a few desultory remarks llie President read the next

question on the programme :
" Which is the best method o£

making artificial swarms ?" The speakers were Dr. PoUmann,

Mr. Hewpel, and Mr. Dzierzon. The opinion seemed to be

that driving and removing the swarm to another stand, at least

a mile or two off, was the best of aU, but only practicable with

straw hives. For wooden hives with moveable combs it was

recommended to remove every comb to a new hive with all the

bees upon them, merely securing the queen aud letting her

return to her old hive fitted up with empty combs, puide combs,

itc. The older bees will all return to the qneen and former

hive, and the swarm will become very strong and prosperous.

Of course the hive which keeps only the young bees must have

water supplied till they fiy out and can fetch it for themselves.

After adjourning for luncheon, the assembly met once more
and discussed thequestion :

" What is the most suitable inter-

nal size for hives, and specially for the honey magazine ?" Von
Klipstein remarked that he had long come to the conclusion

that a form as nearly circular as possible must be the best ;
but

what is best in theory must often be modified in practice.

His remarks refer specially to the brood-room, whicli is practi-

cally much the same as the winter room of the bees. Conse-

quently the brood-room in wooden hives w 1 be bjstwhenas

nearly a cube as possible; with moveable combs one cannot

well get nearer to a sphere, and one might take the space of

12 inches as a good one for the height and breadth of the

frames ; but practically it has been found that the bees then

store too much honey at the sides of the combs, where in a

severe winter they cannot always rench it ; a better plan is

therefore to add somewhat to the height, end to diminish the

width, perhaps, to about 10 inches; the question tbtu remains

as to height under these circumstances. For hives with only

one storey of frames, a greater height than 14 ioi hfs would be

found inconvenient, as it is most important to be able to work
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quickly and easily in the hives. Mr. Dathe formerly nsed
frames 10 inches wide and 15 inches high, but on moving to

Hanover found an inch less each way better. It depended

, mtfch on the locality. For an early harvest smaller sizes are

, sooner ready, and swarm sooner, but not so continnonsly.

;
Several other members spoke, and the result seemed to be that

fox places with rich harvests, a width not exceeding 11 inches,

and for places with continuous though, perhaps, poor honey
harvests, a width not exceeding 9 inches, with height and
l)rea4th in proportion, was considered to be most advantageous.

The next question was concerning the desirability of making
the yearly meetings also places for wholesale dealers to pur-

chase honey. This has naturally no interest for English
readers. After this a question was raised as to the peculiari-

ties of the bee found in some parts of Hanover, wliich, how-
ever, seem to be only owing to treatment and locality, the

insect being identical with the ordinary bee. This we may
, also pass by. The same may be said as to the question whether
''iftilways might not be made more use of by bee-keepers than
'is now done. Possibly in some parts of England, where there

• We large tracts of heather within reach, the same question
i*tmay some day be of interest.

ij •;After this point had been discussed it was found too late to

^.TSnter into any further subjects which were on the programme,
rf,(^d after the distribution of prizes to the various exhibitprs

f,)t}ie dinner followed, and thus ended the fifteenth meeting of

j.perman bee-keepers.

'Ij'k. i

1

^^^ SAGACITY.
:^j.|,jm the middle of. a hot June day, I was standing With the

'Manager of our gasworks, near the large vertical pipes called

condensers, down which a thin stream of water flows con-
' tinuonsly, when my attention was attracted to a continuous

I
'hum, which, from its special character I was convinced arose
'''faom bees. On looking up I saw that hundreds of these indus-

'"teions insects were crowding round the pipes, and on closer

inspection I found that they alighted wherever the stream of

aiwater was thin and not too rapid ; having satisfied their thirst

UiUliey ilewaway and their places were occupied by others. From
.iftbe large area, the numbers which availed themselves of this

(fj^npply of water was very great. They drank only on the side

I
Imposed to the sun. In July these pipes were shielded by tar-

. paulin from the direct rays of the sun, and bees atill were there,
- 'iDut in much less numbers, and again they drank only on tho
^' parts free of shade. Mr. Anderson told me that through the

''^hot weather of May and June, the bees had come in the num-
^^'bers I noticed. The eelection of such a spot appeared themore
'^i singular, as within a short distance there is a large river and a

Sfldtear bubbling brook ; butno water in the thin film which alone

^i'j.the instinct of the bees tells them is fitted for their use. The
: Ijpait of the works referred to is not exposed to clouds of steam

, i4^,p9»l 4ust,-TJ,^. ;B„ ^at/(.

!t(i !(]<. I /111 .... .. !| .1

BWi 'i
• . 1 ,;-Miii. • '

,8 «i ,|. ,OUR,tLEIXER BOX.
,A Blrti.3 OF Ayi-ESBURY Bucks (iJ. P. TT*).—We aro qiiito aware that the
j.,.|iill^ ol" Aylesi'Ury Ducks have been tampered witli. We hnve seen tb^ni

' Ttibbed down so hard with ptimice-stone, that the blood exuded in Rtinill,

almost minute particles; It wa3 overdone, and thoy wore disqualitied.

j^C(j^'e,quite (iifler about the natural colour of the drake's bill ; in well-bred
"^ iSpfcimens it shonld not be a bright yellow, it should be a "flesh colour, or
'***a French white. AVetuow they will thanpe colour, and water will aftoct

ViAUem; thus, the water draining from peat land will make ihem orange,

a 'while if they are turned into meadows when the frost is on the grass, or

i!f Ihey feed in colourless water, ruaning, where ."shallow, over very small
.ft^^a-vei, tlieir bills become paler. "We have a place where the water is

..ji^ftlk, and we cannot keep Aylesbury Ducks witijout taking off half their
T'ali^e owing to the cause wo have stated,

' White CocHTN-CHTKAS—Silver-Geet DoRsrNGP (liecent Subscriber).
'( ti-iln many of the poultry books there are snch spinnings-out of un-

i;j
necessary verbiage, and such barefaced plagiarism, that we have, perhaps,

; erred on the other side, and said too little. White Coctiins should have
^the Same points as in other colours of the same breed. Their plumage
^Iskould bo quite white, and their legs very yellow. They should not be

fulture-hocked. Silver-Grey Dorking cocks wuitt have black breasts and
'xail^. barred wings, white hackle and saddle, uo bufl'or red feathers any-
where. O/n- n-hilf Uathcr in the broast, however small, is a disqualiii-

pation. Tho hen mxist have black and white striped hackle, grey feathers
tvith white shaft, pale salmon breast, bnt the less this colour pervades

^' any other pai-t of the plumage the better it is.

vU 'Balance Sheet of Poultry Account (J. P.).—"We B^e nothing ex-
i*^ t^vagant in your feeding, but we cannot come to a correct estimate

unless wo have the exact number of chickens that were kept at the dif-

ferent periods. You have had hundreds of new-laid eggs at 2d. per
^)^.sdozen, and t-nongh of good Dorking fowls, at 4s. Cd. per couple. You have
:'',.&idded thirteen to yoir stock, all at an expense of four guineas. If you
^'tKftVge yoarself Id. each for new-laid eggs your yard is self-supporting.

Gajie Baxtasi Ereedixg (F. M. IIuJke).—VCe will bear your hint in
mind. There is, however, little in rearing Game Bantams that differs
from other birds. A very important point is to keep them away from tho
lartjer birds. These starve them by eating their food, often kill Ihem by
an unkind blow, at other times by incautiously treading on them. They
require most care during the first fortnight of their lifea ; they alaq
require the best feeding at that time. We always rear|ours ofn a dxy
bank well exposed to the sun, and protected from the larger birds. It i&
necessary to keep them out of grass in wet or damp weather, op wheii
there is white frost, and the hen should be put under a rip wheire a audJ
den shriwer will not cause a pool to be formed. It is notion account ot
any delicacy that this is necessary, but because they aro so small. '

Dorking Hen and Cochin-China Cock (J. E. A/.>.-^She will not
breed true Dorkings till she has been some time separated from bet
Cochin mate. It is a disputed qaestion whether any of the present
laying of eggs would be pure. Gas tar is not injarious to poultry.

,

Hemp and Canaey Seeds for Chickens (Lemon iJu/n.—Hemp and
canary are neither of them good for chickens. The first prevents th©
formation of feathers, the second softens them and causes them to fail.

The birds want meat only occasionally, and it should be coojied. It i9

no longer necessary to feed after dark. .
^

Rice Meal (M. £.).—Rice in any form is the poorest—that is, the
least nutritiona of food; it is merely starch. It may be mixed with
Indian corn meal or barleymeal to render them less fattening, anQ with
them mixed into a crumbly mass with hot water.

Eggs for Hatching {S. A. A'.).—They ought not to be older than
fourteen days. If older they will produce chickens, but these are asnally
weaker than those from fresher eggs. We know of no esperiinents to
test the extreme length of time eggs may be kiep&)an^ ye^prodnce
chickens.

, _

•

,

Devonshire Dorkings (Einffshridrjirjisis).—Your letter is anadvertiae-
meut, and a ver^- long one, too, in praise of your friend's fowl?.

Mistake by Poultry Show Officials (Foi('?(t).^As themistaJtewas
made by the aervant of the committee, we consider the committee are
liable to pay you the £1 7 a. which you have lost in consequence of the
mistake. The secretary knew from the catalocuo that only rue bird
ought to h& in each pen. At the same time we advise you to cimipromiBe
tho claim, for it shonld always be remembered that all the risk and ftll

tho tjroubic are incurred by the imremunerated committee.

. Lice in Spanish Fowls {Tfiro).—Dust under the feathers with flowers

of sulphur, so that it reaches the skin of the fowl. Let the fowls have a
heap of dry ashes under shelter to bnsk in, and nwx with the ashes ^onje
flowers of sulijhur.

Roup in Pigeons (P. H. and TIoupl.—There i's no doubt that thifs

rainy and hence damp winter has greatly increased this disease among
Pigeons, hence so many inquiries a3 to a core for roup- It is of tho
nature of a bad cold; its cause—damp, cold draughts, manure left on
the floor of the loft in wet weather, Ac. Roup cannot occur without a
cause, hence seek out the cause and remoreit. prevention is better than
cure. When birds are affected with this digoase remove them into a

warmer place, feed them extra well, adding hcmpsoed, and givintr a few
peppercorns every other morning. It is kind and also roasonable to

cleanso tho poorbird's mouth and eyes with warm water, using- a very

small piece of sponge. Pigeon fanciers differ as to whether or not roup
is contagious. We recommend separation in order to be on the safe side.

Walworth Pigeon-flYing Clue (Lso).—We do not know oither the
name or address of the secretary.

BupEprosiNG [A. .S.).—You totally misapprehend the gist-of Ihesuper-
po.sing tale, at poge 9^, the sole object being the supply of a queen to the
hybrid stock, heUce the c:xpa!sion. Tho "glittsriog ItaUans ' were
mertly mentioned as a proof of the ascent and amalgamation. _Vou may
not be aware that a considerable proportion of the ofi'.-ipring of a

hybridised queen—that is, a pure Itahan princess impregnated by a black

drone. \ie in brilliancy of colour and marking with the puxe-brod variety.

You will tiud the sequel in another column.

TnAN6 hEisG Bees (.Siujiiti).-Fayuc's Improved Cottage Hive, made
somew I nrger than described in " Bec-kceping for the Many," say
Ifi inch ^- in diameter, by 8 or 9'inohes deep inside, is probably the

cheapest azxd beat for you to.tcansferithe be^3,into icofu j^,cpiumoa pt^w
iiive.

, ..,(.,,,
.

-.,. i ,
.:."..,[

..,,
", ,

. ,(

Bone a>t> Qat-crushing Machines (G.B. P.).—W its to two or three

of the gi-e.at agricultural implement makers, tell th.dm \that ytWirnqaiie,

and ask tb«m to send a list of prices. ' s %,..'
, ^

lNI>i.A.N Corn Meal foe Pigs (A BuhscrihcT).—li you have any small

or waste potatoes, including the parings of those usrd at tabic, you may
boil them and mix the whole with the meal for such pigs as are in a

growing rather than in a fattening state, and as they^advauce towards

the latter gradually withdraw the potatoes, and give more muHl ; as it is

better to Kive harder food towards the last. We have not had any^-
pericnce with turnips, but if the pigs like the food of which tbey con-

stitute a part give it to them, ending as above with meal alone. .
,

.

Drinking Fountain (TT. Srown).— li your contrivance differs from

others already patented, or registered, there would be no obstacle to yonr

patenting or registering it; but we ad%-isG you to do neither, tli0 demand
woiild not repay your outlay.

POULTRY MARIvET.—February 17. '^U'

Our supply is getting short, and it is not impmbablc that we niayhave

high prict-s for a short time, for the best qualities. The mild^ weather

that will bring us early chickons, will also cause Ihe winter poultry to get

hard, because it will he as forward as the season.

.p. d
Large Fowls. ...

Smaller do". ..;....... 2 6
ChickenS' .^;. a. ...... ^
Goglines'..,..v....^.^.... ,7

Du'cklingsi ....\.^r'.;v.i'3

Pigeons 9

s.d

7
?,

10

a. d e. d
,...3' 6 tea
,5.- 0. -0.

Hares.:,.,.vfVMf(" J-5
Rabbits......-..'...-- 1' 4
wnddo,\;V.^iW.^..; oj9

,

^

Grouse .
. -a!K«>.?<-Vi".-**oA^:

3 6 to 4 ^Guinea Fowls.;
S I

Partridges uusj
8
6
G

0'

-i;: 5
*©10
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pincliing—that ie, hj pruning with the thumb and finger;

indeed, if it cannot be done in Bummer, in many instances it

is better not to do it at all, for, as I have already stated, winter

pruning causes greater vigour. There are some instances

where any amount of pinching will not induce fertility ; the

tree may be -weakened by incessant applications, but that is ail

the effect produced. I have seen cases of this sort in very

lioh or damp soil. Boot-pruning may be resorted to, but the

effect is again the same ; the tree is weakened for a time, but

is shortly again as vigorous as ever. With snoh examples, the

only practice to be recommended is to prune not at all ; thin-

out the shoots if necessary, but do not shorten any of them,
allow root and branch to grow, and abundance of tine fmit wiil

be the result.—AiicaAiiBAnr>.

(To bo coDtioaed.)

STRAWBERRY CULTURE AND SELECTION.
^" H. iX. B.," Henley-upon-Thames, wishes to know what I

recommend to be the treatment, from January to January, of

his Strawberry plants well mulched last November. As soon

as weather permits he should carefully remove all weeds with-

out disturbing the superfeial roots. Many, with the view of

letting the sun's heat into the ground, fork their soil and de-

stroy these roots, or many of them ; and hence, though the

plants may set their fruit well and present a good prospect, the

benies do not come to perfection. There may bo two or three

moderate-sized berries on each plant, but those forming the

main crop will be about the size of peas. The large number
of superficial roots is the perfecter of the fruit. I never move
the soil of the Strawberry beds deeply—a mere scuffle is given

to kill weeds—from the time they are planted till the lines are

broken up altogether. If ground is to be stirred deeply at all

during the life of the plantation, it should be done immediately
after the crop has been perfected, as the roots then wholly or

ia part die away, and new roots are emitted from the base of

each plant.

Let us suppose March is in, end the weeds are carefully

extracted. The next thing to do, if the new leaves are well

developed, is to cut out the decayed leaves ; and having done
that, put some clean straw (barley straw is most easily applied),

between the rows, and also between the plants, to keep the
fruit from being dirtied. If slugs abound put down Cabbage
leaves, fresh from time to time, and daily kill the slugs which
conceal themselves under the Cabbage leaves. I practise this

with my Peas.

If hoar frosts set in after the Strawberry plants are in flower,

it is a good plan to hang " scrim " over them on sticks at

night, and to remove it early in the morning. After the

berries are set, if the weather is sultry, too much water cannot
1)6 put on from the lime of the formation of the benies till the

fruit reddens. As soon as this occurs give no more water till

you have had the first picking, then water the plants again

copiously, and so after every picking till the plants have yielded

their whole crop. If runners muke their appearance you must
out them off. If your plants are in high condition, and you
want to make an early plantation—early establishment is a

great point in this climate—you may peg two runners per plant

into a pot, and remove them, us soon as they have rooted,

into a cool place, giving them plenty of water both before and
after removal.

1 presume the ground is already in good order ; still it is a

good plan in winter or spring, supposing the rows to be 2 feet

apart, to put liquid manure or guano, or guano and water, into

the centre space ; but be careful not to put strong fresh liquid

manure, or guano, or strong guano water, near the plants.

When the " tug of war " comes the rootlets will run out into

the centre space, and find a supply to enoble the plant to bring

to perfection a heavy crop. I do not practise this, because my
ground is always in the highest condition before I plant.

Let us suppose, then, that the crop is taken, and the runners
(if you do not want runners keep them cut off—at any rate water

the old plants), pegged and watered. The next thing will be
to plant the new beds, which, to bear well the first year, should
be planted as early as possible in July. The berries are

largest in the first year, but the crop is the largest the second
year, after which the plantation should be destroyed. Planted

in July, the plants will then make from three or five to seven

crowns, according to the sort and due attention. 1 always
plant upon a stale fallow, after the destruction of surface weeds,

and after the ground has settled uaturaUy. At any rate, the

groxind must be trodden down, so as not to sink from the plants

As soon 88 winter comes with severity scatter a little horse
litter, or other mulching, between the plants and over the sur-

face between the rows ; but take care to keep it flat, and do
not let any of it cover the crowns, or lean up against them.
Crowns bleached like Celery will not bear well. The Straw-
berry is very hardy, and if it could speak would sometimes say,
" Save me from my friends." Do not keep sorts that want
coddling in winter and shielding in summer. We have plenty
of excellent sorts that want neither.

I give a list of the sorts here. They are Eivers's Eliza,

Lucas, Mr. Eadcljffe, Dr. Hogg, Cockscomb, Wonderful, Frog-
more Late Pine, Bioton Pine, Boyal Hautbois, old Eed and
White Alpine, Galande, and lied Alpine, the best.

I am surprised, so fond as many people are of Strawberries,

that they do not cultivate largely and more generously the
Alpines, which begin before any other, and keep on till Sep-
tember and October with a little assistance and abundance of

water. They do well in a bed, commonly called a " lazy bed."
1 like them better than any other, as the flavour is fine, and
they never cloy one. I like them when dead ripe pur et simple

;

but they are extra delicious when eaten with sugar and our
rich vale cream, accompanied by a glass of sherry.—^W. F.
EADCLYrFE.

ACCUMULATED HEAT.
Some time ago 1 wrote an article under this heading in " onr

Journal," which I know attracted some attention. I was told

by one of the best architects in the midland counties, that he
not only believed my theory correct, but that as far as he
knew it was oiiginal. I cannot without much trouble refer to

the article in question, but I tiied to prove that where a fine,

kept hot night and day, passed through a space surrounded by
non-conducting materials, this space must become dangerously

hot; then, again, that wood constantly subjected to heat
became in time so altered as to become highly inflammable

;

and, as a consequence, that many mansions where flues were
covered by boarded floors and carpets must be unsafe, and
were, in fact, often bunit down from this cause, months and
years after the flues were first used. After giving several

instances which had come under my own observation, I sug-

gested that the fire in the Crystal Palace was in all probability

caused by accumulated heat.

The more I have thought of this subject the more clearly it

appears to me woiiby of attention. What limit can we place

on the accumulation of heat if constantly produced and unable

to escape as heated air, or by radiation ? Water, if prevented

from forming steam, may be made red hot. If a hot flue be
placed in an almost air-tight passage and surrounded by non-
conductors, how is the heat to escape ? If the fire be kept up
night and day, must the flue not become hotter; and if the

surrounding air cannot freely escape, will it not become equally

hot ? Under such circumstances the " over-heating of flues
"

becomes a necessary consequence, not necessarily the con-

sequence of carel^sssness ; but when the house, the family

pictures, the hundreds of things which belong to home, and
which can never be replaced, are consumed, the poor man who
had charge of the fire is not in an enviable position. Some
one of your numerous readers may say. All this you ventilated

before, why write again on the same subject ? The importance
of the subject would, I think, be a sufficient excuse for re-

iteration, but my object is to carry the theory farther.

When writing the first article the idea struck me that, if the
arguments were worth anything, even a pipe constantly filled

with very hot water or steam might give rise to the danger of

fire, and 1 could see no reason why it should not do bo, but I

durst not write it ; nay, I even anticipated this being raised as

an objection to my theory. I expected some one would say,
" If the theory of heat accumulating to a dangerous extent be
true, then a steam or hot-water pipe might give rise to a fire."

This, of course, would by many be considered as a sufficient

refutation of my argument. I little thought that I should see

proof of the power of both steam and hot-water pipes to pro-

duce fire within one day. I have a large Orange house 100 feet

long and 30 feet wide. To the boiler of this house are attached
1500 feet of 4-inoh pipes, and as 400 feet of these pipes pass
under beds in which Vine eyes are growing, the flow-pipe is

always very hot. This flow-pipe, at about 20 feet from the
boiler, rises through the end of the bed to supply the top heat
of the house, and in doing so passed through a mass of cocoa-

nut refuse in which the Viue ejes were plunged. On Monday
night last (February loth), my foreman, on entering the house
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abont ten o'clock, smelt a emell of burniog, and {oiiocl the

ooooa fibre round the pipe red hot dawn tn the elatee. On
mentioning this to tho foremuii of Mr. Foster's hothouBC

factory, he said, " Jiiat oorae this way, pir," and pliowod mo a

steam-pipe piissin;; from Mr. Foster'a steam cnKine wrapped
with a hayband to keep it warm. The surface of this band
next to tho pipe is iiiiite charred, and no one seeinf! it can

doubt, that if the mass of hay wore thicker it would fire. As
it is in the enKinc-room where tiiere is no danRer if it wore to

fire, I hope it will not be taken off, that those interested may
Bee it. I hear from Mr. Jerram, the engineer of Derby, that Mr.

Boden always says his warohouae, at Nottinfiham, was burnt

down by a hot-water pipe, but it was thought necessary to

account for it by a supposed shortness of water, or, as it was

on the high-pressure principle, by tho super-healing of the

water. I cannot see how there could be a short supply of

water in the boiler whilst there was a drop in the pipes, and
on tlie latter supposition X think an explosion, not a fiie,

would have been the oonso()uenoo.

To those who are nnable to realise the idea of combustion
without the contact of lire, it may be well to allude to the

lact that a certain heat only is necessary to produce com-
bustion. A piece of paper held before a hot fire will burn
though it do not touch the fire. A stack of badly-got hay will

fire ; what is this but a case of accumulated heat ? A moderate
amount of heat generated by fermentation surrounded by a

large mass of non-conduotinp; substance, increases till the

point of ignition is reached. How is it sought to be prevented ?

By providing or cutting a chimney to let out tho heat and thus
prevent its accumulation. I cannot help thinking it would be
.about as safe to live in a coal pit as in some gentlemen's well-

warmed houses. Those who still think it impossible that a

steam or hot-water pipe may cause a fire, will find it diflioult

to believe a river onoe burnt down a wooden house
;
quite as

likely, they may think, as that I shall ever " set the Thames
on fire," but the river Soar once performed this feat. The
Soar in a flood once readied a wooden house in which lay a
quantity of quicklime. The heat generated was. sufiicient to

make some large nails red hot, and these fired the building.-^
J. li. Peabson, Cliihcell, Nottiiiflliam,

THE ALPINE ROSES.
I HAVE observed on more occasions than one the question,

" How am I to grow the Alpine Rose, of which I have been
seat some seed?" But what, then, is the Alpine Eose ? Al-

most every visitor of Switzerland has at one time or other worn
a bunch oi it in his liat, descending to his hotel, after a walk
in some of the higher Alps, with a certain feeling of superiority

over those who had stayed at home ; and some, perhaps, have
never known that this plant, taking the place of our Heath at

that altitude, is what you learned Latin-speaking Editors call

Rhododendron ferrugiueum, or Rhododendron hir.^utum. The
former is that which grows about Chamoui.Y, the latter is

generally found on the Oberland Alps, and both are perfectly

hardy.
Now, as to growing these from seed gathered by oneself, no

doubt most people would feel an interest in the little plants

—

that is, if most people aro at all like myself, for I confess to

have plants, shrubs, and trees, which I delight to visit, re-

calling to me as they do the spot where in days long gone by
either the thing itself grew (a tiny little thing then), or the seed

was gathered. In this species of Rhododendron there is little

if any chance of obtaining varieties by seed, and as it grows
most freely by cuttings or layers, which often blossom the first

year, growing it from seed is hardly worth the trouble. A
box of peaty soil, 20 inches by 10 inches, and C or 7 inches
deep, will contain upwards of fifty cuttings, which, if taken off

now with some old wood, will almost all grow unless treated

too tenderly.

With the large-growing Rhododendrons, however, the case is

very difierent. As a rule they do not grow from cuttings, there-

fore it is well worth growing them from seed ; and if the seed

be gathered from fine named plants in a large collection, there

is every likelihood of having great variety in the seedlings. It

is also a very easy and inexpensive way of obtaining a good
stock where planting is required on a large scale, and the best

kinds are now just as hardy as the commonest. Then there is

an aimually recurring interest each blooming season, as to

what these children will be like, and if some should turn out

the same in flower as their parents, a rare occurrence, I think

the foliage of a seedling is generally superior to that of a graft

and there is no danger, aa in tho graft, of suckers unatteniled

to doing any mischief ; in fact, they are rather advautageoue
than otherwise.

I see advertised in " oar Jonrnal," a sale of two-year-old
seedlings, at a very cheap rate, and for oharity, too ; ai)d as J
know few private collections superior to that from which the
seed was taken, a purchaser of these would save two years'

growth, and by getting a few every year, a constant successioa
of some new kinds might be looked for after the first year o£

blooming. The giver of these, I think, made a mistake in
letting them go out the first and second year too small, and if

I might make a suggestion, it would be that compensation lor

losses in these years might bo encouraging to any of the parties

ordering new sets now.
But all this in favour of seedlings must not be taken to

mean that grafted plants or layers of the best kinds can be
dispensed with ; on the contrary, a few of the best kinds should

be purchased every year from the best nurseries.

Many people, I fear, aro deterred from planting Ehododen-
drons from an idea that peat is absolutely necessary for them;
a trial will show this to be a mistake. With me they grow in al-

most any soil moderately retentive of moisture, where tho sub-
soil is granite ; even in a rabbit sand of decomposed granite,

where the common Brake Fern and Foxglove grow, they do
remarkably well. They are growing vigorously, too, on the

site of an old brick-kiln ; but here, again, seedlings have an
advantage, for if planted out at three or four years old they

generally accommodate themselves to almost any soil. The
mention of rabbits reminds me of one great virtue in the Rho-
dodendron, it is not injured at all by those enemies to all im-
provement; indeed, cows or sheep will not touch the plants

after the first leaf is tasted. Some day I hope to give the

names of a few rabbitproof plants.—Y. ,;;

WINTERING PELARGONIUMS IN YORKSHIRE.
There are many ways of striking Pelargoniums, and of keep-

ing them through the winter, but undonbtediy the best plan to

winter these useful summer favourites is as follows.

Mr. Luckhurst must make allowance for the difference

between the climates of Kent and Yorkshire. I have lived
several years in the latter county, and have had a little experi-
ence in the winter management of this class of plants, and
testify that the sooner one can put the cuttings in, the better is

the chance they have of living through the damp and dull

months. Certainly, for my o%vn part, if there were plenty of

conveniences, I should say winter them in thumb pots and keep
them steadily growing

; yon have thus a better chance with
them, as more air can pass between them than when they are
stored in cntting pans. If any one wishes to see the sort of

plants I mean, a trip to Shipley Kurseries, near Bradford, will

at once convince him that a light airy situation with a cool

dry temperature suits this class cl plants to perfection. It

would be wholly absurd to adopt in Yorkshire Mr. Luckhurst's
direction for covering them over with thatched hurdles. How-
ever well the plan may answer in Kent, it will never do for

any gardener in the north of Yorkshire, as he would find to
his cost before one-half of the winter was over.

I have had stock plants of Pelargoniums in full bloom in s
vinery at rest nearly all through the past winter. Of course
there was a small amount of fire heat to dispel damp and frost

;

then there was air left on night and day. Watering was per-
formed only on fine clear days, but this class of plants wiU do
for weeks without it. The drier they are kept the better they
stand the winter.—John Bowlbt.

TRANSIT OF PLANTS TO ST. PETERSBURG.
YoDR contemporary, the Gardeners' Chronicle, page 191,

gives a mode of transporting plants to St. Petersburg, and I

take the liberty to point out to you a few errors. If it take
ten days from Antwerp to St. Petersburg, it will take twelve
from London via Antwerp at the least, and show plants will

suffer. Also, Messrs. Smyers' dispatch by rail (if need be),

from Revel or Cronstadt is impossible, as there is no railway
from Revel, and Cronstadt is an island— I'ia Oranienbanm
might do—though I am quite sure, with the Emperor's will, a
quick dispatch could be effected if a steamer had to unload at
one of these places. I once myself witnessed (it was before

there existed a railway between St. Petersburg and Moskowa),
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ft'trdin of16? Itgfii carts, eabli 'Cirrying only one large pack-
Bge. Each had three horses, anil they went with almost rail-

way speed. 1 have pointed o«t (Chronicle, page 138), the best
and cheapest way to send show plants to Itnssia vui Hamburg,
with only eix travelling days. I have considerable experience
in the»e things, having had the mnnagement of conveying one
or two shiploads every year to St. Tetersburg, containing plants
pveviously Ordered or sent on speculation.—FniTz Gebhaed,
Continental Traveller for Me/.'^rs. E. C. Jlenderfn,, ,r Son.
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oiArvi.E, Pear, CUerry, and Thun trees will take np harm from
iMiposure to tho open air, always provided tho wood U ripe ; and
proper pruning secures that. The; trees should remaia piled as
long as there is no dautjer of the fruit buds withering, and that
is not till the Ee\'6rity of the winter is over ; April is usually
saon enough here, but the climate of each plate must determine
this point. In ini>st places and sfasona the end of February
will, be, a good time, and we may safely assert that the limits

ffUl he the beginning of February and tho middle of April.

;, When the pots are phinged in the ground tbey should be sunk
*pto the rima, and a good mulching of rotten manure given,
extending beyond the pot for a font or so all round, and if the
weather has left the ground \'ery dry it will be well to water
-^hC'lrecB thoroughly a few days ^iftcr they are plupgtd, but
aifter that, unless the weather is vory dry, they need no more
watering. At the same timo a good soaking once a-week
throughout July, with weak liiiuid manure, will givp increased
vigour; but I fmd the trees vigorous enough in. my soil without
this e.'stra food,, for, the roots gut fresh si<il cveiy season, and if

t^e bed in whifh the pots are plunged is afforded n dressing of
Uroo and manure at the lifting timo in autumn, andthes'U is left

-ia-good ri^igci during the winter, the trees have plenty to feed
~l(pon even when placed very cKsely together. This is, no doubt,
one of the causes of the success of tlie system. Pyramids do
not get the benefit of the fresh soil in this way, even if they
become used to annual removal without feeling the check, far

the soil could not bo exposed to the action of the air during the

(entire winter ; and trees potted in the ordinary way have not
iSuch a large space for tlieir roots to nm in during the siunmor.

;
- Having now given a sketoli of the general method of culti-

vsiting trees that are the property of the cultivator, I shall pro-

ceed to dosoribe in. detail the method of training thom ; and
whali I have to say about training and pruning applies to all

foraas oxt-opting those for -walls. As the ninnber of trees to be
cnltivatod in a portable orchard will in most, cases be small,

and tho trees themselves will become pets, no irregular training

should be permitted. A hundred trees efliild be vory easily kept

in perfect form by bestowing upon them the time too often

'Spent in the public-house; for what is wanted is frequently

• going oyer them branch by branch, though very little is to be
.done tt) each at any one time. However, a hundred is a far

greater number than I should recommend most men to attempt

tlntil, at any rate, they had gained some experience in the

Tjyst^mt-a.Boore .or a, dozen, or feyrcTj^^ill be, enough_^to begin
a#itiljd

; oJaefis edJ trwo, on ladmasoU lo moold eiiJ
dJP Off! fi»wo(ti!» iE'M xi\-

GKAFTING^j,..,, ii-cAVw ^oiwo s,c,!
'.Everyone ought toknow how to graft, and,:a3 I said oetore,

an educated man starta with a,.great advantage over a, labourer,

and perhaps in no part of fruit eiiltlire is tho advantage so great

as in this, for a certain amount of tuiiekness of thought and
'band, as -well ns delicacy,- arc needed, to graft well. Besides,

every now and then a case occurs where a variety can. be pre-

- served in this way, when, if the opportunity is missed, it may
, ie yi'tir.H before that variety can be mot with again. It is an
1 art that all boys ahoidd learn, though, judging by my own. ex-

•pericnce, thoy may at times practise it to anything but the

loenefit of their friends. More than forty yeai'S ago I w:is taken
. hy a gentleman, whom I was visiting, to sea a lady who had an
©special breed of shorthorns, and as her firm was to bo explored,

ilthe disposal of my small person during the absence of the two be-
•ncamo a difficulty, and I overheard some part of their discussion in
» "which terms by no means compUmentary ,

to myself occurred,
«jl!. Where <-an the mischievous iu:chin be put, so that he can do

.'nO-harm i" being typical. At last they agreed to put me into a

f garden with a wall round it till their return ; now I was not a

.'.particularly. miachievous urchin, and resenting very keenly my
wtreatjBBtit, ,1 eoasidejiei ,it, %i»ir. ,cl>.aUoi}ge,to. do my, worst.

Looking round the garden -with malice prepense, 1 saw a young

Vbax tree neatly trained against tho hoiise Andlower than myseli";
I saw also bimdles of withered Crocua leaves neatly tied up in
the flower border, and not having been disarmed of my knife, I
saw my revenge. In a trice I had made a spatula of wood, and
had cut scions from all the Pear trees in the garden. I then set
to work and budded the young Pear tree all over, using the
Crocus grass to tie with, and cutting out eveiy eye that naturally
belonged to tho tree. Scvcial years aftcrwai-ds I visited the place
again, and asked the lady if phc had a Pear tree at the end of
the house by tho drawing-rocm window. Immediately she told
me that it was a most extraordinary tree; it was planted fbr

a Jargonelle, or seme such Pear, but instead of Jargoncllea
every branch bore a different sort of Pear. Many years agaiii

passed over my brad, and this summer an old college friend and
my wife and 1 went to see the old tree. Of course all thirigfs,

cBpccially the walls, seemed small compared with my recollection,

but yet the house and garden were as I remembered them, and
there was still the old tree, but more decayed than myself;
three branches alone remaining, one being Beurre Diel, another
Tlvcdale's St. Germain, and the other a Pear I did not recognise.

Pew persons, I snspcct, have seen so large a tree of their own
-wc rking as this, and still could hope to see fruit on other trees

yet to bo grafted. This anecdote, at any ra'e, will prove that
boys may readily be taught to graft well, and that the apparatus
for the purpose is simple enough.

It is always a difficult matter to explain on paper a mechanical
operation that takes only a few seconds to perform, but I trust

by means of ligures to make the process clear; nevertheless,'!

advise novices to see some gardener at vsork, and then try to do
the ."iamo with any branches of trees that come readiest to hand,
for speed and neatness are nearly everything needed to secure

success. There is wanted about as muih nicety of band in the

operation as is rcq^uired in making a pen, but greater accuracy
of eye. '

. t."

All grafting is performed by fitting one or more buds of _Bto

variety (^tha scion) to another (the stock), which is growing
from an established root, and tliis fitting must be managed 60

that the living layers (the alburnum) of the wood of both are

brought into elose i iLxtapoaition, so that the cambium, or fresh

deposit of living eclls and fibre, may unite. Now, at present We
know vory little about what takes place in the cells of cither, or

how the stock and scion affect each other ; nay, we have so few
1 ecorded results of grafting different varieties on different stocra,

that the field for experiments is quite open in this direction,

and bej'ond Mr. Piivers's published results we have little io

guide us. Therefore I would urge all who arc going to graft

their own trees to make careful notes of what thoy do, for e-ven

failures become valuable when properly recorded, and no Xixit-

seryinan can rhn the risk of snch experiments unless ho really

cares raoro for Science than profit.—W. ICrKasr.ET.

(To be coutiunedj . -,„
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FRUIT PACiaNG.
I consirvKU "J. C. M.'g" mode of packing frnit not a good

one, especially for Grapes. I could never persuade myself to

employ moss to produce eiasticity for fruits, much less fo ntie

baekets to carry them. No packer of frnit to any considerable

extent can say otherwise than that the box, and paper shavings
.—such shavings may be purchased foV £1 8s. per cwt.—are the

cleanest, safest, and best way of sending fruit to any distance

—

from two to four hundred miles. I recommend thin wooden
boxes with a wire binge and fastening ; the boxes to be of dif-

ferent sizes—viz., 6 inches deep for Lady Downe'g, West's 8t.

Peter's, Muscats, and Hamburghs, and an inch deeper for

larger summer fruit ; one layer of bunches to be placed in

each box, and two boxes corded together. The paper shavinga

are all that is required, for nothing is cleaner or ptirer than

these when procured from a first-class source.

NectarinaB may be sent in the Fame way but in mttcb

shallower boxes to suit the diameter of the fruit ; some shavings

placed between each frnit will secure the Nectarines for any

distance. Peaches, no doubt, require a single compartment

for each frnit, and to be enveloped in wadding, but paper is

unnecessary. Strawberries, I find, are best packed in shallow

boxes to hold two layers, clean-cut Kye grass, or any other

gress, provided it is inches long and clean, being laid neatly

as it is cut between each layer. Packing in punnets in grass

and laying in boxes is also a safe way. No leaves are used to

wrap the fruit in. I always prefer shallow boxes to deep ones.

Twb ot three may be corded together, and in this way a con-
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•Oflsion, is les^ Bflvew, pn f;i»f| {^fm^^pn, ^hj^fl, 4 q^^pjiity io.bulk

Tine Apple?, choice ,T;^»Tf|,,Baio^)paST,,*n» *»,9?i'f^^ F*^*t*"'
ipiraljly eiivolopcii in l\\e solt shavings, in boxes made to suit

^gir size. Divi^ious, even, are not necessary.

Poplar or heefh wood is the sweetest to make boxes with,

ifvX failing these use cloal with as little resiq as posaible. I

^nfine basliots, moss, and leaves to veKetables and oiit-Joor

JrnitB as a rul^ ;
but boxes, paper-shavings, and wadding to

in-door fruit; and without these packing material?, in my
eatimatiou, fruit is not cleanly went to its destination. The
paper-shavings, ut the price I have stated, are as soft as the

paper I am writing on, and all pure while. Possibly the

oblpurcil kinds in » mixed state would be mnoh cheaper and

hn.r .f(i;>d«t hoindmj/Tf) t I rk n-inw itm(. ii^i fine latiorf oriixlo^ji

.-ii'.svin riidi JiCM3;TiI>00''R"OAM:El!;MAlB|. "i*' <•'"'", oi'""'
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'^tttE'tiVflliliciit ramari's'of'yoiii' j'ei'^'ey'corre'spoiiienl'on 'the

enltivatiou of the Camellia out of doors (see page lOl), induce

^ne once more to call attention to this subject, and to offer such

notes on it as llie present season has supplied me with, espe-

cially as there aeoms to he some misapprehension with regard

to theh&rdinees of the plant and other matters, which cannot

be too soon explained. At the same time, as seasons like the

present do not occur every year, due allowance must be made
Ipr the advantages which the plant has enjoyed this winter as

compared witli an ordinary one.

The Cimellia was prove.l cipable of enduring the winters of

this country very many years ago. The late Mr. Eobert Os-

bom used to assort that it was hardier than the common Laurel,

and had some phmted against the nojih wall of one of his

bnildings at Falham, and there were few who, through a long

Jife devoted to horticulture, looked more closely into the habits

and characters of shrubs and tfeea than he did. I remember
also some Camellia trees growing against the wall behind one
of the glass structures in the occupation of the late Mr. Joseph
Knight, at Chelsea, sotae years before that establishment
passed into the hands of the Messrs. "Veitoh, and Mr. Knight's

I
ppinion as to the hardiness of the Camellia was the same
as Ji^r. Osbom's. Amongst private growers I believe the late

Mr. 'Wells, of Redleaf, was amongst the first who planted
Camellias out of duois to any extent, and I believe there are

some good examples at that place at the present day, as well as

many other shrubs of questionable hardiness, which that en-
thasiastic patron of gardening was in the habit of trying in

the open air;

,
,

pptemporaneoijs witl> Mr. 'Wtjlla was Mr. Hooker, of Brenoh-
tey, who at thi^t iimewas a nurseryman, and he also fried the
capability of the plant to withstand the many changes our
climate is liable to. I believe his success was second to that of

very few, if any, up to the time of his death in 1858, when his,

grounds, which had ceased to be a nursery some years pre-
viously, were denuded Of many of tbeir treasures, and a large

,
Camellia of the ol4 Double White variety -fell into the hands of

, jay noble employers. It was removed to Linton with as much
..care as conld be, and certainly at the time it would have been
(Jiflicnlt to find a plant of any kind in a more healthy conditio^,
every point having, a cluster of buds upon it; but as the re-

. moval took place early in March, it was thought advisable to
take off a great many of them—between eight and nine thou-
,8and at once—still leaving sufBcient for a crop of bloom. The
outline of the plant was not unlike that of a well-grown Portu-
gal Laurel—bee-hive shaped, and the dark glossy green foliage
was so dense that it was impossible to see into the interior.

This plant, I was told, had been about thirty years out of

doors, and as this was prior to 1858, it will be seen that the
experiment is not one ot recent date. I may, however, add
that the removal injured the plant much, the more so as we
could not furnish it with the same kind of soil it had been grow-
ing in ; and although it has flowered more or less every year, it

, has not yet regained the robust condition it had when we re-

;
jaoved it. The winters have had no effect upon it as a shrub,
although they do exercise an influence in another way detri-

mental to its beauty, as will be shown below.
Being anxious to give the Camellia another trial as an ont-

. door plant, and having some extensive alterations in hand, in
. the spring of 1H05 1 made up a circular bed of 10 or 12 feet
in diameter, and, planted it with a number of Camellias of
different sizes that had previously been in pots. The natural
.character of.tl^ftspjl.woul^ rejoice most kitchen gardeners and

farmers, but from the unsatisfactory condition of the large plant

before referred to, I roughly surmised it was not what they

wanted. 1 therefore removed it, and replaced it with somo
turfy soil from a dry hilly district. This soil was anything but

prepossessing in appearance, and came, in fact, from a place

wlu're the very worst crops of hay might bo looked for that

could be seen for miles round. A plentiful addition of stpno?

from the same place was made, and the plants turned out.

Some of them died the first season, but most of them eBtablish^d

themselves, including several that were not in good health

at the time of planting : indeed, the failures mostly occurred

amongst plants that had been recently imported from Belgium,

and which I have found in other places do not always prosper

under the changed treatment they receive at our hands. Tho
deaths in the bed rendered some little change necessary in the

following season, and ot course any attempts at flowering were

removed in the bud. The growth of 18C6 and 18(>7 being satis-

faotory, a f6w flowers were furnished last spring, but not many.

I was much afraid that the dry, hot weather of the following

summer would have bad a serious effect upon them, as water

was too scarce to afford them any; but they endured it, and

although one or two made a sort of second growth, the others

ripened well and set their buds accordingly. One of these, an

old Double White, than which I am not aware of any better

variety, began to expand its blossoms early in December, and

some as good white Camellias as could be desired were gathered

before Christmas; what, too, is worthy of remark, not one

seemed in the least to suffer from the almost continuous rain

we had at the time. Clear white blooms were furnished by

this plant up to the 20th of January, when we had a suocession

of frosty days and nights, the thermometer falling to 22' on

one occasion. This, of course, destroyed all that was orna-

mental in the floral way ; and although the buds that ware

advancing at the time opened, and expanded their petals,

they were all severely injured by the frost, and stained, dirty-^

looking flowers were the result. These frosts ending on the

27th, and the weather having been since mild, the injured

blooms have by degrees disappeared, and now (February lltb),

I find there are some of as pure a white as can be wished, thus

proving that it is the frost and not the rain that disfigures tbo

llowers of the Camellia. Until the present season I was very

sceptical of this being the case, never having so good an oppor-

tunity of witnessing the plant's tiowering under such conditions

as those in which it has done so this winter, and I hope that

others having out-door Camellias will report their experience

during the past unusually mild season.

The above remarks on out-door Cimellias -would not b« Com-

plete without mentioning some anomalies connected with the

present winter not easily explained. In the bed of plants I

have mentioned, only one plant has expanded its flowers ;
the

others, though not of the same kind, are very backward, while

that which flowered did so before some of the kinds in a con-

servatory. Perhaps the fine weather we had in November had

some influence in catising this result, as the Camellias under

glass might be less benefited than those outside ; but there

was a rather sharp frost in November, the thermometer falling

to 25° on the Cth. This frost, though fatal to bedding Pelar-

goniums and similar plants in many situations, was not suffi-

cient to injure the swelling buds of the Camellia, otherwiie

the bloom of December would have shown the effects ;
but the

long period without frost of any severity that followed the 8th

of November, enabled the plant to go on blooming with really

less cheek than it nsually receives in spring ; I might say e««n

late in spring, for from the 8th of November to the 2l3t of

January the thermometer sunk only on two or three occasions

to 20", so that the flowers that were partly screened by lemea

sustained no injury—indeed, I may say that none of them

received any. However, as stated before, all that were in bloom

in the third week in January, and those in an advanced state,

were spoiled by the frost, but during the last few days some
uninjured bnds have opened, and look as well as in-door ones,

they not having been so far advanotd at the time of the OB

as to be at all injured, or the frost not sufficiently severe at the

time to penetrate them.
With reference to the inquiry how far it is advisable to pliat

this highly ornamental shrub out of doors, a qualified answer

must be given. Every winter is not like the present, probably

not more than one or two in a lifetime are like it, so that the

success experienced this season is not likely to be repeated.

Still the beauty of the plant as an evergreen justifies everyone

who has a favourable situation trying it out of doors, and if it

only partially sucoeeda now and then, a bloom bo. obtained i»

.'(pjl'J !!:>ii'',ai Aim Uairlijg 9lU ilULCT JJIll>l<."Xl
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held in more esteem than those produced nnder glass. A north
XTftH is a good place for the plants, but I do not think they
flower so freely in that position as when in the open ground.
Those we have, though sheltered, are fully exposed to the sun,
and the fohape of a healthy plant will endure it without the least

irowning. Those having a suitable soil and sheltered situation

might try a few plants with advantage out of doors, shading
them at first if they have been coddled nnder glass ; a year or
two must also be allowed to elapse before venturing an opinion
on their not doing well, for the Camellia is a slow-growing
plant, and perhaps more so out of doors than in, especially if

it flowers freely. The ont-door plants, therefore, must not be
too hastily condemned for not keeping pace with the coarser-

growing evergreens ; indeed, I would advocate the Camellia
not being in contact with them at all, but by itself, where its

fine glossy foliage will at all times render it a highly orna-
mental object, much superior in this respect to the most choice
of the Khododendrons, which are, nevertheless, the most suit-

able company for it.

As so much has already been said on the character of the
soil suitable for this plant, 1 need only add that its wellbeing
while in a potted state is due to other causes tiian that of soil

alone.—J. Eobson.

PEACH CULTIVATION.—Js^o. 9.

Insects.—With good management guch as I have recom-
mended, the Peach will rarely be infested with insects ; but
with the most skilful and best of treatment the trees are some-
times attacked by them. The most common of the insects

attacking the Peach are aphides and red spider.

Aphides are, perhaps, the most troublesome, and, increasing

with astonishing rapidity, prompt means must be taken to

check their advance. It is good practice to syringe, before the
flowers expand, not only the trees but the whole wall, with
the tobacco water of the shops diluted with six times its

Tolnme of water, and again after the fruit has set and begun to

swell. More cflectnal applications are Giphurst compound,
Powler's insecticide, and Clarke's insect-destroying compound

;

they may be applied at all seasons, except two— viz., when the
flowers are expanded, and after the fruit has begun to swell for

ripening, without injury to buds, foliage, or fruit. Another
good remedy is to syringe the trees, and dust them with
powdered tobacco ; but no means are so effectual as liquid ap-

plications, for however well powders may be applied they do
not reach every hole and crevice so well as solutions forcibly

syringed upon them.
Had Spider is to be kept under by syringing copiously, and

upon its first appearance give a good syringing, wetting every
leaf, with a solution of soft soap, 2 02s. to the gallon, or one of

the applications named above.
Ants are often very destructive to the ripe fruit. Their nests

rtionid be sought and destroyed, by pouring into them gag

ammoniaoal liquor, and if the base of the wall be sprinkled with
guano in the morning, and a little before dark, vast numbers
will be destroyed, or their ascent will be prevented. These de-

Btrnctive pests may be kept from ascending the wall by drawing
a line of coal tar an inch wide along the base of the wall.

Earirins are not less troublesome than ants. They may be
trapped in pieces of bean stalk, cut into lengths of from 6 to

9 inches, and placed in different parts of the trees, blowing out
those secreted in the stalks every morning into a bottle of

water. Earwig traps arc also good, but none are better than
the old-fashioned pieces of bean stalk.

Of CaterpiUam, the most destructive is that of the Peach
Saw-fly (Tentbredo populi, so called because it is very partial

to Poplar leaves). The eggs of the insect are deposited on the
leaves at the end of April, and in a few days a green grub is

hatched, which feeds on the foliage, and spins a web for its

protection; it continues there until of a full size, and then
passes to the ground, and forms for itself a cocoon, remaining
until the following spring. It is to be destroyed by picking off

the leaves on which the eggs are deposited, and burning them
;

hut if this be not done the caterpillars must be hand-picked or

destroyed by an inpect-destroying compound. The caterpillars

of the Figure-of-8 Moth (Episema ca-ruleocephala) are very
fond of the leaves, and may be destroyed in the same way.
Occasionally the Plum Tortrix (TortrixWa'beriann) attacks the
Peach, hand-picking is the remedy; and the Garden Chafer
(Anisoplia hotticola) sometimes feeds on the flowers and
leaves. It should be taken and destroyed ; but the sparrow is

Bo fond of it, that if that and other birds are preserved, the

trouble of seeking for this destructive insect will hardly "fo
necessary.

The Garden fJ'eevil (Otiorhynchus tenebricosus), a dimi-
nutive black beetle, often does great mischief by devouring
the buds, leaves, and young shoots. It hides all day in the
crevices of the wall, and in the soil round the stem of the tree,

and emerges at night. Hand-picking must be resorted to at

night, by the aid of a lantern. The best remedy, however, is

to remove the soil from the base of the trees and wall, and de-
stroy the larva; which feed on the roots. Salt sprinkled over
the larviB will destroy them, but it must not be left in the
ground close to the roots, otherwise it will injure them, though
a little salt is not injurious but benefioial to Peach trees.

Diseases.—Blistered Leaves are very common on Peach
trees in spring, and result from cold. The circulation of the
sap receives a sudden check, the growth of the midrib is

stopped, and the leaves become swollen masses, through which
the sap does not circulate, or only partially so. It is a question
of prevention rather than of cure. All that can be done is to
pick off the worst leaves, and allow those least affected to remain
until warmer weather, or till fresh foliage is produced ; then
remove every blistered leaf, for if one is left the blotch changeB
from red to brown, and sometimes mildew makes its appear-
ance. The preventive is more effectual protection.

ilildew very frequently attacks some kinds of Peaches, Eoyal
George, for instance. It is more prevalent on trees in poor,

light soils, than on those in a strong loam. The preventives,

in poor soils, are copious waterings and syringinga, and in

wet soils where mildew not only attacks the trees, but the
shoots die back in winter, Hfting and planting nearer the
surface, and taking measures to prevent the roots going down
into a bad soil, and too deep. Dusting with flowers of sulphur
the plants attacked, on the first appeajrance of mildew, will

destroy it, and the dusting must be repeated whenever the
disease reappears.

Gumming is the worst form of disease to which the Peach is

subject. It is a result of planting in too rich soil, and of

allowing a large quantity of wood to be produced and then
suddenly removing it. Some plant in soils so rich that very
long rampant growths are made, and these are cut back at the
winter pruning to so many stumps, whereas a vigorous tree

ought by careful summer training to be so regulated that little

or no winter pruning will be necessary. The only cure is to

take up the trees and replant them in more suitable soil, or, if

the trees are much gummed, to replace them at once.

—

G. Adbey.

DENDEOBIUM SPECIOSUIVI.
As this shy-flowering Orchid is very seldom seen in flower,

I send you an account of one that is in fuU bloom in the stove

at Penllergare. The plant is growing in an 18 -inch pot, and
is 3 feet G inches in diameter. There are twenty-two spikes of

bloom upon it. On the largest spike there are fifty flowers,

and on the smallest twenty-five flowers. It flowers almost
every year, having missed flowering only three years out of

the last twelve. The house in which it grows is kept at a
temperature of from 50° to 55° in winter, and from 60° to 70°

in summer. I give very little water to the plant, but syringe

the pot and roots daily during the hot weather, and admit
plenty of air when the weather allows.

—

John Nunns, Penller-

gare Gardens, Swansea.

NEW BOOK.
Cottage Plans. Dedicated to the Landou-rtcrs of Carmarthen-

shire and Pembrokeshire. By John Fkedeeick VAUGHiU,

Earl of Cawdor. London : W. Eidgway.

This volume might have teen appropriately dedicated to the

landowners of the British islands, for in every county may be

found landed proprietors with disgraceful and degrading cot-

tages on their estates—disgraceful to the owner, and degrading

to the tenant. We commend this volume to the attention of

landed proprietors, for it gives plans and specifications showing

how to erect an excellent cottage for £72 ; so that a rent of

Is. Gd. a-week would be a good return for the outlay. To this

consideration is to be added the superior one, that a comfortable,

decency-securing home, is a fundamental requisite in rescuing

the parents from bad habits, and the children from immorality.

CHIMONANTHnS FBAGKANS AS A BUSB.—In ThE JoUBNAL OP

HoKTicuLTCRE for January 14th, " E. F." says, "We have
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never seen the Chiiuonftnthufl froRrftUB do well except agiiinat

a wall." In Pevoneliire, ft few miles below Torquay, 1 lifivo

seen it as a IiubU doiuR lumarlialily well, aud in tlie winter

flowering beautifully.

—

Alkeki Buujiels.

MARKET GARDENING ABOUT LONDON AND
PAIUS.—No. fi,

OENEIUIi MANAliEMENT Of CHOPS.

Are the French market gardeners superior to the English ?

is ft nueetiou that has beou much debated of lato ; it is cue to

whioh different replies are given accordini,' to the prejndioes,

and, indeed, I may say the ignorance of the persons by whom
the question is put or the answer given ; and it is one to whi.'h

I have endeavoured iu the course of tho.se papers to give a fair

and rational answer. I have, therefore, thought it worth while,

before passing on to consider the much-agitated fruit question,

to say a few words on the different methods of cultivation

pursued by the French and Entjlish market gardener, and
whether—for after all that is the main question—one gets more
ont of the ground than the other. As to the value of trench-

ing, deep digging, and manuring the ground, there is equal

importance assigned to it in both couutrits ; and us iu London,
BO in Paris, the omnibus and cab yards afford the great supplies

of manure whioh are needed alike in both. I do not, however,
think that the Frenchman works his ground so much as the

Englishman, his method of culture necessitating less of this

hard labour than ours, while a large portion of his time is

taken np iu the watering that his warmer and drier climate
renders necessary. Here let me say that much unnecessary
Lard hitting has been made on this very subject of climate ;

it is very true, as I have already said, that the average summer
heat of Paris is not more than 2 iu excess of that of London,
but sea what that does, combined, as it is, with greater sunlight

and dryness. One of the commonest out-of-door crops in the

market gai-dens about Paris is the Cantaloupe Melon ; and
what measure of success should we bo likely to have it we
attempted this in England? Or, again, take Tomatoes. We
cannot grow these in our warmest seasons except near to or

against a south wall, paling, or bank; while about Paris they
require no such adventitious aid. So that, although I do not
claim for the French the enjoyment of a paradisaical climate,

I do maintain that they have one which in many respects, and
most decidedly in that of fruit-growing, gives them an advan-
tage. I do not say that it helps them so much in vegetables

;

indeed, it makes the production of many crops a very laborious
matter, as the watering pot has to be constantly going.

As far as I could see, the great aim of the French market
gardener is always to have a crop on the ground which is mar-
ketable. Well, people may smila and say, " We all desire
that." But what I mean is just this : If you go into a market
garden, say Mr. Myatt's at Deptford, or Mr. Bagley's at Fulham,
you may see whole quarters planted with yonug Cabbages, and
it mast be some weeks before these become marketable ; when
they do, they are rapidly cleared off, aud the ground is then
filled with another crop. So, again, you will see perhaps half
an aore of lladishes

; they are soon marketable, the ground is

cleared, aud immediately another crop is put in—perhaps Let-
tuces, to be worked off iu the same way, and then to be suo-
ceeded by Celery, the ground between each o|)eration being
well worked. Now, the French market gai'deuer does not act
thus. He grows two half crops on the ground, one of which he
is sending to market while the other id coming on ; not iu the
way of mixed crops, as some people will persist still iu doing,
sowing Lettuces with Onions, and thereby spoiling the growth
of the latter, hut in regular lines. Thus, for instance, a bed
i feet wide is marked out by cross-lines ; the lines themselves
are planted, we wiU say, with Ldttuce, and the spaces with
Onions. The Lettuces are coming in for market while the
Onions are growing ; and as soon as the Lettuce is olf Chicory
will be planted in the lines, the Onions will be pulled, aud
another crop planted. Thus whole quarters are not cleared off

at once as with us, aud the ground generally appears cropped
j

but, as I have said, it is after all two half crops instead of one
whole one, and I think it is very questionable whether this
after all does give as good a return to the grower as the English
system.

Watering forms a large item iu the expense of a French
market garden, aud the appliances for it are ^ry cleverly
arranged. There is a large well in each garden, whence the
water is drawn up into a tank, aud from thence distributed in

pipes over the garden. In various parts there are large tubs
sunk in the ground, into which the water flows, and these are
kept full. Early in the afternoon of oncli day when the weather
is dry, the men set to work ; they take off their sabuls, tuck
their trowsers up to their knoen, take two water cans, one in
each hand, and set to work with a will. Now, those clumsy-
looking water cans are apt to excite a smile, and I must own
to having myself laughed at them ; but it was not until I saw
thoin used at Dapont's tliat I found how exactly they are, in
shape ut least, suited for their purpose. Here is a rough sketch
of one. When Fram/ois or Auguste go to the tank they lay
hold of the top of the handle, dip their cans into the water, liU

them, and hurry off to the bed to be watered ; tliey then very
cleverly give the can a sort of lift, let go their hold of the top
of the hHiidle, and seize it lower down ; this, of course, throws
the can downwai'ds, and so they empty it without ever placing
it on the ground, and they water away with both hands at

once. There is great economy of time in this, so that, clumsy
as the article appears, I believe a man could water a piece oJ

ground iu much less time than wo could do.

.**'* :-'

Another point on which the French gardeners seem to me to
lay great stress is the use of frames. I'tiese are not neat, well-
put-together affairs, but simply rough, unplaued boards with a
light. Under these the Melons are placed, and when fear of
frost is over the lights are taken off:. These frames are also
used for forwarding plants of Chicory, Lettuces, &c. ; and some-
times when the Melon fails, whioli it occasionally does. Lettuces
are regularly planted, and owing to the quantity of manure
come on very quickly, and are very crisp and juicy.

There are some market gardeners, for example, Fromert
at Montrouge, who are called " jiriinrnr.<," for they give them-
selves up entirely to forcing both fiuits and vegetables. Their
places are very interesting, but <do not, I think, call for any
separate notice. The Aspiiragus is forced, not, as with us, hy
taking up roots and bringing them into a house or pit, but by
placing frames over the beds with an inclination towards the
south, using large qimntities of stable manure between each
bed, and covering the beds to keep out frost wheu it is severe.

I must say in another paper something on the culture of the
Mushroom, especially those wonderful beds in the subterranean
excavations of Montrouge, aud then I must pass oa to the
qnast'w vexata of fruit culture, of which, as I have no precon-
ceived opinions, I hope to be able to treat impartially, and to

place the matter in a clearer light before those who, not having
seen, may desire to know something of the merits of the case.
—D., Deal.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
His Grace the Duke of Buccleuch, E.G., President of the

Royal Horticultural Socif.ty, hasnamed H.S.H. Prince Teek,
Lieut.-Geueral Hon. C. Grey, Mr. W. Wilson Saunders, F.B.S.,
and Mr. James Bateman, F.Il.S., as Vice-Presidents foe tfie

present year. •
. •

We have received from Mr. Meredith, of The Vineyardf,
Garston, near Liverpool, two photographs of some noble
bunches of Grapes he had the honour of exhibiting before
Her Majesty, the Crown Prince and Princess of Prussia, and
other member of the Fioyal F.-imily at O.sborne. There were in
all twenty-one bunches of Muscats, Alicante, Gros Guillaume and
others. The largest bunches of Gros Guillaume weighed from
8 to 10 lbs., the Alicante 3 J lbs., and Hie Muscats from 3 to 4 lbs.

It was at the expressed wish of Her Majesty that these should
be photographed, and those here referred to are the copies
that were taken. The groups are certainly very fine

.

We regret having to record the death of Mr., Geoboe
ir ,6ar- jjn'j -'-,•: vjrir ;-jj,'j haei-.iXi ii ?.!iii! .n v: oix'y -^
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(Jmbman, sea,, of lie Woking Nqiatry. He died euddenly,

ilxpm suppressed gout, on the 12lh inet. Be was in his eixtj-

•:
, :, o:;.t 'WORK- FOR THE WEEK»e suohnmi eH

"*''.V J." . KITCHEN OARDEK. ' ! ?a,;OX SIJ0103..-

As the'w«fftth6»' has been particularly open 'aiia tWlfl Wp to

this time, all trenohing, rough-diggio!?, gravelling walks, <tc.,

oogbt to be pushed on as fast as possible. Where draining is

necessary, now i^ a good time to proceed with it. While
agriculturists are so much alive to the benefits it confers, it is

strange to hear gardeners lamenting over their pining Peach

and Nectarine trees and bad crops, and making no effort

to strike at the root of the evil. The very worst soil and

situation may be improved by drainage, and wall trees of all

sorts rendered fruitful by artificial borders. Now is a good

time for burning and charring all the prunings of trees and

shrubs. Where ground has been trenched, re-trenohed, and
poisoned with dung, charred earth and wood in good doses

have a wonderful effect in restoring fertility and keeping grubs

and slugs in cheek. Afpanuim:, beds should be soiled or ma-
nured as soon as the ground is dry enough for wheeling. Canli-

fiowers, make a fresh sowing in the frame, and prick out those

"already up. Onions, about the second week in March is an ex-

cellent time to sow the main crop. We all know that drill-

cropping is considered, and justly so, a step in advance of the

old broadcast mode. To every rale, however, there is an ex-

ception, and having tried Onions by both modes, I am perenaded

that the broadcast plan in beds of 42 inches in width, is

superior to all others when the subsequent operations are

properly carried out. One of the prime objects of Onion cul-

tivation ought to be to secure an early harvest (a late and gross

crop is almost sure to be stiff-necljed and keep badly), and this

is ncoomplished by elevated beds, nnmanured, unless the soil is

excessively poor. The land should be trenched and lay in ridges

nnlil early in March, when, beir>g levelled down, it is marked
oot in beds 42 inches wide, with IG-icch alleys. Before the

seed is sown, the beds are raised by soil frona the alleys

9 inches above the ordinary ground level. When the beds

have become very dry imleed the seed is sown, and the ground

iS'trodden twice over until the bed appears as hard as a pravel

walk. A very thin coating of soil is then strewed evenly over

the whole, and finally the roller is passed over the bed. When
the Onions are fairly tip they are weeded at two distinct cpera-

tioUs/not a weed being left at the last one, and they are thinned'

oot at two different periods, leaving theiii finally abont 3 nr

4iiiohe3 apart. Plants thus situated, having n greater depthf;

of soil than usual, acquire a more sturdy habit than thos&

highly manured, whilst the elevation of tiie beds enables the'

heat of a warm July sun to penetrate a considerable depth into

the earth, slightly checking late growth, and, of course, pro-

moting early bulbing^ Potatoes, plant on a warm border.

TRVir oahden.
In the case of trees recently planted it is a good plan to

place a piece of fresh-cut turf over their roots. Decide on the

system of training, and prune accordingly. The height of the

wall and amount of space laterally should be early considera-

tiing. Prune Raspberries, and any Gooseberries and Currants

not previously pruned should be forthwith attended to.

FLOWEE GARDEN.
Sweep and thoroughly clean lawns, and give tliem a double

iCiiliBg with a heavy roller. If any alterations still remain nn-

finished, every available hand should be concentrated on this

work, BO as to have it completed while the weather is favour-

able. Look over beds planted with bulbs, and where neoes-

sarj stir the surface, so as to keep it open and friable. Out-

tings of Hollyhocks should now be slipped oft old plants with

a heel, planted in very sandy soil, and afforded a gentle bottom

heat, keeping the leaves as cool as possible, and they will be

foni)d to root. Carnations and Picotees must now have atten-

tion. For growing purposes nothing is better than two parts

of Bound virgin loam, one part of rotten horse mannre, and

one part sharp river sand; in this, with occasional doses of

weak liquid mannre during the growing season, they succeed

most satisfactorily. Seedhug Pansies in beds should be gone

over carefully, the surface stirred, and a dressing of manure
put on. American plants may be moved. It is often danger-

ous to remove Rhododendrons in the winter, as their delicate

fibrous roots are liable to be killed by severe weather. Where
the natural soil is not favourable for the growth of Ehododen-

droBS, an artifiqial soil may be gradually formed by sweeping

the fallen leavea over their roots, and covering tbem With eanfi

every season.

OnEENHOrSE ASD COXSERVATORf

.

Among other important duties which belong to this earfy

season, that of attending to the mnlliplioation of certain plants

by seeds is not the least imperative or interesting. There ore

many seeds of exotic herbaceous plants that should be eir-

oouraged to geiminate early, that they may receive the foil

be.uetit of the summer, as it assists them to attain a degree of

maturity which enables the latter to withstand the gloom and
severity of an unaccustomed winter. I recommend the sow-

ing of exotic and other seeds generally during the present and
following month. As hybridisation is beginning to be better

understood and generally practised, doubtless additional atten-

tion will be bestowed on the propagation of plants by eeedg.

It is a matter of importance to the anxious grower to flowed

his plants in the first season ; vrith many things it is only by
sowing early that he is enabled to attain this result. Pelargo-

niums should be sown immediately, and kept growing from the

moment they vegetate, to insure blossom in the first year.

As must seeds germinate 'under similar circumstances, a pit

might be appropriated exclusively to the purposed Beyond
regulating the amount of heat and supplying the seed pftnB

with moisture, no extraordinary care is required; lich soil for

seeds is not recommended. The character of the plant should
determine in a measure the selection of soil. The admissioBi

of air on all favouruble occasions will contribute to health

and keep the various iiowering plants in unimpaired beauty
for some weeks. Hyacinths, Tulips, Lilacs, Cytisuses, Aza-
leas, Cinerarias, Deutzius, llhodoras will lend beauty and fra-

grance to the various groups. Kennedya MaiTjatt;i:' is a charm-
ing greenhouse plant, and -valuable for blossoming at this

season.
• PITS AND FBAMES. ' ' ''-' ^-^ -'I'bj

' ''^

If the tubers of Dahlias have not yet been pnt'to'woifk.'Ulppif

mast be looked over, and such as are decayed removed ;
young

plants as soon as firmly rooted should be potted off, again

placed in heat until they are well established, and then removed
to a cold frame to harden them off. Sow seeds of Mignonetlei

Tea-week Stocks, Cockscombs, Balsams, and many other

tender and hilf-hardy annuals. Give air freely to plants sucB

as Verbenas, Scarlet Pelargoniums, &c., in store pits, and care-

fully remove all dead leaves. Neapolitan Violets Must be Bn-'

aovered. on all suitable oooasions.—W. Keane. • ' '

'

'

'

'"

sx, aoa^=.i £ li^^a i..i iiH_ :'"'''\",' a"'i>'>'a^-' ^-.i

awwoJs Jo dgi-ona 3d : ^
"

.-w 6, b£irjo-<8 ed 5"!!

jLii jsiliriiDlEffiNGS OF THE LAST'^\"E'Ek^j'
69id-^

;

gaiJa-i;id sal i-j ^.j kitchen garden. .,(j „j gf,,;,!

'Oi*' &'*'^'dsiyhin the Dutch h^e among growing crops d
Cabbage, Lettuce, and Spinach. Planted more Potatoes, sowed
Peas under protection for transijlan ting, and turned over ground,

intended for Onions, Carrots, i-e. Gave plenty of air to Pota,-,

toes, Kadrshes, Carrots, and other crops in frames ; sowed-,

more Dwarf ICidney Beans
;
potfed-cff young Cucumber and.

Melon plants in a frame; took up some more Rhubarb and
Sea-kale to be placed in the Mushroom house ; and set some;
common pots over crowns of Sea-kale out of doors, placing:

hay inside the pots, so as to leave an open space in the centrs;

fo<- the Kale to rise in. The hay next the sides of the pot,

inside protects alike from burning sun and severe frost. The.
weather has been remarkably mild, but we are not yet out of,,

danger. Everything is so forward that a severe frost will d«,

much injury, and we must provide against conlingeneieg..

Cleaned the surface of Mushroom beds, and earthed down-,

another piece. We find that some rat^.^^^v^^.^^.^gn, pgt, ^^^
hearts of Cauliflower plants.

,,-''j,;'idi8 sirit no JaadVT'
FRCIT GARDEN. -il . ..,-.-,f.-.. 1.^ t m, .,<:^Il»

We find a number of Gooseberry bushes quite dead ; this wa.i

attribute to the dryness of last season. They were all healtbyii

enough last summer. Fruit rooms this winter have wantedi
much looking after. We had heavy crops, and of a fair aize»i

but the swelling must have been too rapid after the rains in j

autumn, andhence, we presume, in many instances the prema-i
ture decay. We had some pyramidal Plum and Cherry treea.v

perfect pictures a few days ago as to fruit buds, but though w©'j

ha"ve scarcely seen any birds, these managed to clear off a good 3

portion one afternoon, there being no workmen about. Wsj
have syringed the trees all over with lime and soot wash—(>

rather too much of the latter, as the whitish appearance deter6:r.

the birds. The Cherries were netted, but scarcely any net willj

keep out a tomtit, and even a bullfiEch ftnd a sparrow will £nd
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Mteii way inside. An soon as a net is saon, (rorlosity lea^B

them to investigate what ia to be found bentiUli it. Wo were

obliged to follow with washing i'ciir trees, bb birds had begun

tuiip open their forward fruitinR buds.

The treea are more forward in the orchard bousea than we

like, and but for having lots of plants not ovsr-havdy inside df

them, we would leave thorn open night and day, and would be

glad of a litlle froat to keep the trees back a little. I( wo have

yerj bright weather, in addition to all the air possible, we will

dull the glass with a little whitened water. Tho trees in the

Peach house are in bloom and setting, and look all the bettor

of the sun wo have had since the 13lh. Given a low tempera-

ture at night—fiom 50° to 55°, a rise of 'J or ;i' dnringthe day,

U dull and wet, and of 10° or 15" if bright and Bunny, and a

Bunuy day or two every week while tho treesarein bloom, other

thiogs being favourable, there need be little donbt as to a

good crop setting. Gave air in tine days freely to Vines break-

ing, the temperature at night being from 55° to 00°, with a

goed rise from sunshine, and air given early. Fifia receive

treatment similar to that given to the I'eaoh trees. When the

Iruit shows, it is often advisable to nip ont the point of the

terminal bud. This checks mere elongation, and iends more
Btieugth into the young fjuit. -' ^. '

'•

OBNAMENTAI. DErAHTlIKNT.

If we do not have a very severe frost, never has a hotter

season been known for planliiig, and on this account we are

busy with plantations, covers, &.o. Wo notice that the earliest-

planted trees are moving at the tope, and on examiaing care-

fully some Spruce, Laurels, and Larch planted io November,

wa hnd they ate pushing out nice healthy white tlbres. This

is not at all surprising when we merely glance at the weekly

meteorological table in "our Journal," and notice the tempe-

rature of the earth at only a foot from the suifdce. That
little table is one of the most valuable contents of the serial.

We used to keep such lists carefully, and such notes are ex-

cellent for giving young men habits of attention and observa-

tion. We have given up the habit of late years, partly from

wiflliing to be free of the labour, and ohitUy because these

weekly tables were prepared with such accuracy.

,We have good hopes of what trees we plant now doing well; but

they run greater risks than those planted in tho autumn when
the ground was considerably warmer than it is now. Of three

seasons—late autumn, midwinter, and late spring, we think

midwinter is likely to be attended with most casualties. Io

the beginning of November and onwards, in such a season as

this, the ground is warm, and there may be enough of showers

expected to keep the top wood well swelled Out; whilst the

fibres are beginning to form to meet the wants of the bursting

bnds in the spring. In March and onwards there is danger, it

i's'tfu'e -but the buds are then soon excited if not actually well

BW'elled, and in favourable circumstances, as these develops,,

they encourage a reciprocal action in the roots. Kven last

B.easbh many thousands of trees that were planted late swelled

and opened their buds, and would have lived had there been a

showery spring, instead of a spring and a Summer so distin-

goifthed for their dryness tliat in making holes iu a field a
fijwdnys ago, Iheground was really dry after all our heavy rains.

In 'midwinter, say from the end of December to the middle of

PeTjrilary in ordinary seasons, freth-planted trees lifted in the

n^tuj way are placed in this unfortunate position, that both
roots and bads remain for a long time in a state of rest \ and.

wheti roots do not soon, when lacerated by raising them, begin

to gVow, they are very apt to go the other way, and begin t<>

rot and mildew. In such a case, when the buds break and u^e

up the stores in the wood, there is no reciprocal action iu the

dead and diseased roots, and the plant dies. >. ,..

Whilst on this subject we must once more advert to two
elements of success. First, After the soil is properly packed
about the roots, let it be made firm, especially at and some
distance from the surface, so that the wind, by moving tho

head of the plant, shall not cause the stem to make a hole

round itself. Secondly, In securing firmness beware of the

error of most yonng planters, planting too deeply. All young
trees, especially of the resinous tribes, should never stand

mnoh deeper than they did before planting. In other words, the

collar of the plant should not be buried. The collar, technically

speaking, is that point whence the roots descend and the stem
asctads. We have known hundreds of hardwooded trees, as

Oaka, mined by too deep planting. This is one reason why so

many trees send a straight bole out of the ground. When the

collar of a plant has fair justice, and other circumstances are

lavoarabie, the stem sboold look like An elegant colamu, with a

swelling pWestal at its base, and there oiti be no two opinions

as to the difference in elegance and in a picturesque point <>f

view. Fastening a young Oak of 'A or 1 feet in height, 3 or

4 inches deeper in the soil than it stood before, will be almost

as injurious as heaping 18 inches of soil round the stem of a

vigorous young tree of 30 or '10 feet in height. We once saw

some nice young Uuks that dwindled away and died, because

in some alterations carting was saved by placing nearly 'i feet

of soil round the stems and over the roots. If the stems had

been left clear the matter would not have been so bad perhaps

;

but even tho heaping the earth over the roots wag very in-

jiuioDS, as depriving these roots of air, and for a confiderable

lime of moisture. Many who will readily believe that the finest

tree will soon succumb if a heap of hot dung is pUced round

the stem, are slower to believe that a mound of common earth

placed round tho ttem will, in the long run, be equally de^

struotive.

rur/i/13.—For thi.-i work there could have been no better

season, and what was first put down looks like an established

lawn. It is always a risk to lay turf late in the spring, as

much more labour is wanted to keep it neat and free from

cracks. Turf, it is true, may be laid at any time, when extra

labour is given. Wa have laid it with success iu burning

weather in the dog days, but then we had it taken up thick,

soaked it in a tub before laying, and, after beating and roll-

ing, strewed some fine earth along the joints, and allowed it to

remain for several weeks before brushing the whole ofi, a plan

that answered the pmpose, but the labour was almost doubled.

FloiinW Flowoie.—But for what may come, Carnations might

now be planted out. It may be as well to wait a little longer,

giving them all the air possible, and keeping them from too

much wet. Where there is a protected place those intended

for pots may be potted. Tulips, Hyacinths, Pinks, and Panaiea

should have the soil firmed against their stems, and the gronnd

between slightly stirred. Those fine old plants, the Auricolag,

are more forward thin usual, and if there is any appearance of

worms in the pots, or want of drainage, the ball should be

carefully examined, replaced in the pot, or in one of a similar

size, and then be top-dressed, which is best done by moving

away carefully a little of the surface soil, and adding a rich

I

compost of fibrous loam and rotten cow dung well sweetened.

For Auriculas, Carnations, <ftc., care should be taken to see

that there is no spawn or mycelium of fungi in the dung, or

even in the soil. If there is, it is advisable to expose the soil

to a high temperature, in a furnace over an oven, or by the

side of a fire, afterwards exposing it well to the air, and adding

a sprinkling of water to make it just moist enough to handle.'

We have placed such dung, &»., in hot water for ten mimiteB

and then dried it, but that takes ftway more of tho nourishing

properties than merely heating the soil and e.xposiiig it to the

uir afterwards, and more time is required after the wetting

:
before the compost is sweet and fit for use. As a general mle

i such care may not be required, but of late years we have been

I

troubled with the mycelium of fungi iu leaf mould, hotbed

manure, cow dung, and sheep's dung, and we know oJ many
cases in which mischief was thus done. For choice planta a

.

little supervision and examination can at least do no harm.
_
..„

For amateurs who do not use a great amount of compost isij

a twelvemonth, where sods can be obtained, and when they-

have a few barrowloads of prunings from the garden, it is no

bad plan to set fire to the heap, and when well alight pack the

sods grass side downwards oTet" the burning heap, foir.dotng to
^

will remove nearly all danger in this respect ; and if such sodBjj

are well aired before use, they will be improved rather ,tl»lj^,

injured for all potting pnrposcs.
JJjj

Windinv Gardeninij.—Where bulbs conld be obtained, plenty^

of Crocuses, Tulips, and Hyacinths will n6w be coming io,^

The window is the place for them, and not tho table or th^'.,

mantelpiece. We do not believe that the Hyacinth gives otrt','

its richest aroma unless in the light, and hovr miserable anil
.

woebegone do the lanky leaves look when they lengthen in^^-]

shady place. Cytisus, Coronilla, &c., will soon be in thei^

,

glory. The beautifnl Fvchsiaa slightly pruned in the autuinn,

and kept in any ont-of-the-way place free from frost, wUl, owing

to the mildness of the weather, be now breaking their buds.

Such plants for windows should not be large, should not be in

pots above 6 inches in diameter, unless, indeed, you wish »

specimen to fill the window, and they will bloom all the mor*.'^

freely when the numerous small side shoots are not t6o much oat

,

back. The best time to reshift such favourites into Iresh soil^"

is when the fresh shoots have broken, and have pushed about'

an inch in length. By the time these ehoots were less than
'
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half an inch in length the plants should have been washed or
well syringed all over, and then removed frsm garret, cellar, or
kitchen, to a place near the window. If the soil is rather dry
when you come to repot, you may shake the most of it away, if

you can do so without hurting tlie roots. If there is danger of
losing any young fibres, and you would rather have the advan-
tage of fresh soil, a good plan is to take the ball in your bands,
wash the earth carefully away in a pail of water, and then
place the roots in another pail of clean water at about 60° for

a few minutes ; this will secure the roots being all supplied
with liquid, a better plan than soaking the soil of a new-
potted plant too much. After such potting the plant should
have light, but not bright sun for a few days, and a sprinkling
of water over the top from a clean hair brush will be better
than too frequent waterings at the roots uniil these are
woiking freely in and occupying the soil. The reason for

pottiug at such time and in such a manner is found in tlje

simple principle that it is never advisable to give a double
check to a plant when you can gain your object by giving only
one check at a time. For instance, it is never deiiirable to
prune-in or cut-down a plant, and repot or transplant it at the
same time. When you have what pruning you deemed neees-
Bary the roots were left in their entirety to make the beginnings
of the fresh shoots, and as soon as these were growing the plaut
would stand better under house treatment the little injury
done to the roots in repotting, as, provided these little shoots
were kept growing, they would act reciprocally on the roots,
which would grow afresh, and in the new soil strengthen the
young shoots.

We may also add that the Fuchsia affords an excellent chance
for gaining experience in propagation, as similar principles
apply to most plants. Pruned and managed as we have sup-
posed the Fuchsias to be, there will be more young shootg than
will be wanted, and when these shoots are from 2 to 3 inches
long they are just in a nice condition to strike root as cuttings.
Slipped off close to the old stem, so as thus to be a little firm
at the base, they will strike placed round the sides of a pot in
a window, especially if shaded a little, or covered with a funnel
of thin paper, when the room is hot and dry, or the Kun bright.
If there is a propagating case, as referred to last week, the
cuttings would root well in a quarter of the time. Wlien there
is no case, one of the best and simplest modes for those with
humbler means is the following : Take a o or G inch pot, put in
the bottom from 1 to 2 inches of drainage

;
place soil and sand

as stated last week, but have the sand for receiving the cuttiugj,
&coording to the size of these cuttings, 2 or more inches below
the rim. Insert the cuttings close to the side, as stated last

week, and place a small square of glass across the mouth of

the pot. These little squares will cost a mere trille at the
glazier's. This at once secures a still atmosphere about your
cuttings, and in the brightest sunshine you will scarcely need
any shade, except a piece of paper. In very cold days yon can
heat your pot a little by pouring hot water into the saucer, as
that will rite no higher than, not so high as the drainage, aud
therefore will only affect the soil, &a., inside by the conducted
heat. In a bright day the pot with its glass square becomes a
little hotbed or pit, and more especially if the pot is turned
round, so that each side in succession may receive the force of

the sun's rays.

A better plan still would be to place the cuttings in a small
pot drained, &o., but filled, and then put that into a larger
one. TLe pot might then be placed lor heat near the fireplace

at times. We knew a hard-working man, whose occupation
was a sedentary one, who was a very successful Cucumber-
grower. Whilst his Cucumber bed was getting ready he sowed
his Cucumbers in-doors, keeping the pot close to the fireplace

until the seedlings appeared. In cold weather he heated the
outside pot by placing it on the hob, and then set the pot,
covered with a square of glass, in the window. When the plants
required pottiug-oft' they were put in warmed soil in small
pots, and these again m an earthenware pot partly filled with
sand and about 15 inches in diameter, covered with a square of

stout glass, which cost, we believe, id. The sand when heated
retained the heat a long time, and thus nice stubby plants were
reared. Air at first was given by merely placing a peg under
the square of glass. These plans will answer when directed by
enthusiasm, but they are not so good as the simple wooden
case. However, simple as they are, we believe they are calcu-
lated to afford pleasure, aud open up new fields of thought aud
inqtiiry to thousands of hard-working men, who must fo.ster

their love of nature in general, aud of gardening in particular,

as they ply their usual occupations in the rooms of towns.

From loom, aud last, and seam, and ledger it would often be a
relief to investigate even in a window the phenomena of vege-

tation, and experience that peculiar pleasure that can only be
realised by those who do everythiug their pet plants require

with their own hands.—it. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—February 24.

TuERE is SO little change here that any alteration is ecareely worth
guotiu?. Pears are almost over for this season, but we have abundance
of Apples, good sorts, however, realising fair prices. Hothouse Grapes
and Piues are quite sufficient for the demand.

PIltllT.

Apples ^j sieve 1
Apricots ! . . doz.
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush. 10
Currants ^^ sieve

Black do.
Figs doz.
Filberts Hi.

Cobs lb. 1
Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes,Hotbouse..lb. 8
Lemons 100 4

AHJchokea ...... doz. 3
Asparagus 100 5
Beans, Kidney . . hd. 1
Beet, Red doz. 2
Broccoli handle 1
Brus. Sprouts }i sieve 3
Cabbage doz. 1

Capsicnme 100
GaiTots bunch
Cauliflower doz. 1
Celery handle 1
Cucumbers .... each 1

Endive doz. 2
Fennel bunch

s.
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nudamapred. Road pcrupiuffs and decayed stable raannre mixed are good
food for Roses.—W. F. Kadclvffe."

Rose Leavf-s Br.AcaiNED (7*. C. O.).— TIu- black stibstanco on tho

leaves sent is a fnnftUB, the result of hnnpydew or tho pccrcrtion caused by
some insect. \\'o jiro unable to say wbat inni'ct it is caused by, but wo
think it is urecn aphid. You will aco from the advortisomouta in tlio

Journal who ar^ tho nianufiictnror3of uiKtorials for fumii^'Uiai:; purposes.

The pastils wo do not oonsidor good orefloctivo. rrop;ired tobacco paper

IB best.

QlOIRE I>E PlJON AS A Ro9R STOCK—TONOUEIN'O ROSTIB ON MANRTTt
Stocks (J. J. 31.).—" Oloiro de Uijon j^ stated by I\Ir. Kivers to bo a pood

stock to bud MartVhal Niel on. Doubtless it would be good stock for any
free-growinp Roso. It is, however, too pood a Rose to sacriflee for such a

purpose, unless it be for MarOchal Niol and other choice Rosea. With
yegard to tongueiug Roses on tho MauotU stock, iu order to make thein

root, I have never found any necessity to do so. If Roses bo buried

2 inches over tho point of union, and protcctcil from scorching summer
beats and severe winter frosts, they will ahnovt always root freely. Mr.
Curtis, as I understood him, outs the bark luu-f and tbcro at the point of

union, about an inch, to form tongues. Tho InnRue thereby, ho says, is

induced to form roots. Here (Okeford, Fitzp.iiue I, ou tho simdy loam, Roses
on tho Manetti stock omit freely theii- own mots.-W. F. Radclyffe."

Plant for East Wall (.-iMiai^ur).—The Aristolocbia sipho is a climber
that would suooeed on an east wall, and Crataiius pyracantha would also

alt you, as it produces fine clusters of rod berries in autumn.

Chorozema in Gheenhouss {Tdcm).—It should havo the lightest and
most airy of situations; shade to it is injurious.

Grafting Camellias {A. B. vff.).—Camellia stocks are grafted. Now
Is a good time to graft; the stock should be placed in a hotbed, and the

scions must be imictivo when thoy are placed on the stocks. Inarching
may be performed at the end of March or begiuuing of April. It is not

necessary to givo them beat.

Cyclamens Leafless (Iilcm\— Your plants maybe leafless in con-
sequence of the loss of the growing part, or owing to the plants or cornis

having been but recently repotted after their importatiou. The soil

should be kept moist, but neither very wot nor dry. In potting, tho
eorms should be entirely covered with soil. A compost of two-thirds
fibrous loam and one-third leaf mould, with a free admixture of silver

sand, will grow them well.

Pruning Roses (Jrfcm).— It is now timo to prune Roses, and pruning
onght not to be delayed. By pruning a p^irt ot ly at a time you will havo
flowers succeeding each other, bu*' to havo a good bloom pruning should
all be done at once. Standards with long shoots may be left rather long,

and trained umbvella-iashion, but tbey look beet when left to assume
their natural habit, regulating the head by pruning, &c. Tbe dwarfs on
the Manetti stock with shoots 3 feet long, we would shortei; to 18 inches,

and cut the side shoots iu to two or three eyes or buds each ; but if you
wish for a dwarf plant you must cut tho ioug shoots back to at least

1 foot from tbe ground,

DracjENA terminalis Flowt.ring (C. McLaren).—It is rather nnusnal
forthis to flower, hut we have kuown similar instances. It is probably
owing to the liberal treatment you have given the i)lant8.

Pits for Wintering Bbdbing Plants (.4 Constant Jieader).—WQ prefer
lor this purpose pita with a span-roof and about 12 feet wide, having a
path along the centre, and stone shelves, though wood will do, on both
sides, leaving about 2 feet 6 inches for n path. This should be so sunk
that shelves could bo placed over it at about 15 inches from tbe glass.

The house, or pit, need not have any side lights, and the side walls need
not be higher above ground than suiiicient to allow for tho spouts. Ven-
tilation should be provided at the apex. You will only rerjuire top lights,

and the end where the dt»or is should be of glasj, level at least with the
point to which the roof-lights come. Tho shelves should be placed about
1 foot below the tops of the wall-plates. For a house of this size you will

need two 4 inch pipes along both sides and one end—that is, a flow and
return. An ordinary pit may be 8 feet wide, and a 4-iuch hot-water pipo
all round will be sufficient to keep o-it frost. Thci*e should be a stiigo

about IB inches from the glass on which to place the'plauts in pots, or
pans. There may he a path in front in order to allow of access to plants
for watering and other puiin»ses.

Tacsonia splendens not Flowering (T/yro).—Tour plant Is probably
not trained sulticiently near tbe glass, and has not suffiLcient heat to
mature the growth ou which the fluwering depends. Secure a good
growth, and train it near the glass—not further from it than 6 inches

—

and give no more water than enough to keep the foliage from flagging.
In winter keep it dry, and merely thin out the shoots where too thick,
shortening those that grow irregularly. Keep tho plant under rather
than over putted.

Lawn Mossy (E. TT.).—The moss is in conseauence of a close surface
and poor soil. It is a good plan to rake well and thus get rid of as much
of the moss as possible, and then top-dress with vevy flue rotten manure
or leaf mould, but mauuro is best. The lauu can hardly be too well
raked, and it ybould bedoue at once, and the tup-dressiug given in March
Let it remain until the beginning of April, and then rake off the rougher
portion and sow with lawn-grass seeds and a large proportion of Suckling
Clover (8 lbs. to the acre). Give a light raking before sowing, and roll

well after sowing.

Cool Orchids (///nornnw).—Half a dozen for a greenhouse are Epi-
dendrum macrocliiluui roseum, Cymbidiuui eburnemn, Lycasto Skinnoii,
Odontoglossum grande, Trichopilia tortilis, and Cfelogync cristata major.
The prices vary much according to tho sizes of the plants- Consult a
nurseryman.

Clematis Bedding iLlem).—The plants aro planted out in ^he bed,
and tbe shoots trained over the surface by means of stakes, but best to a
wire trellis. The plants are not taken up but left in tbe ground, and
have the old dead shuuts cut out in spring before they begin to grow, and
the bed top-dressed with loim, leaf mould, and thoroughly-decayed
manure. Tho shoots are tied down.
Planting a Flower Garden {Kate).~WG think the centre bed too

large for the others, and it would be improved by a centre of Iresino,
followed by belts of the Golden Feverfew, and edged with purple Verbena.
Haviug two circles of eight beds each round tho centre, and each tight
beds planted alike, is a very simple way of doing it, and we have no

doubt it will look well as a ebango. The first eight befls, As you propose
may lie centred with blue LoboHa, and etlgej a foot wide with Cerantiom*
Thi' outsido eight beds will iilHo do well nntrcrt with f^nirlet Verbena
and edged with Niereinberwia, lilao ; but as tlif* editing will f'e Hglit, and
not far from tbe Corastiniu, we would prefer, if tho heights would snit,

having tho Nierembeigia in the centre and scarlet Vorboiias outside. A
centre of wbite-varlogatcd Pelari^oniums, as Alma or BlJou, without
bloom, and tho Verbenas kept below them at the ontflidos, would also

look well.

PnoTECTiNO Wall I'^uit-tree Blossoms (C. D.D.).—In such a wa*
sou as this it wwuld bo well to use pjrotection, iu order to rotard the
Iilou'o. Tio that as it mny, we havo little faith in what you have been
told, that provided tbe most of the bloom is cut o(V a second bloom will

open abundantly. Somotlmrs the beet blosaoma aro cut off, and wesk
buds not expanded escape ; but iu general a frost that will out oil' o^wjd

buds will bo apt to iojuru the weakest also, thnugh not fully open. We
havo but very rarely seen unprotected tn 08 pass through a aevero ordeal

as well as thoao protected.

Bones for Vine Borders (J. I,.).—Wo would advise mixing the un-
boiled bones towai-ds tbo outside of the border, and obtaining an equal
quantity of boiled bones to go nearer tho place wiiere tbe roots will be
at once. If the bones yon have saved are from six. to twelve months old,

tbe boiling is of less consequence. Fresh bonoa nnboiled, used at once
near roots, are airt to be nearly as unwholesome to tho roots as putrid

meat, which can only be useful when mucli decompofled- We would use
several cartloads of old mortar with the compost if tu be had.

Notices to Leave (J. H. S., a Young Gardeni:r}.— 4.3 you are paid
w.ekly, legally you can leave by giving a week's notice, and the head
gardener can part with yon by giving you a eirailar notice. These things
aro, however, seldom doue in such a strict Ugal way. If your maBter
wishes a change, and you conduct yoursoll properly, be would niost

likely give you longer notice ; and if you thought of leaving you would
consult your own interests by giving at least a month's nolice, so as to
cause the moving tu be felt as little "as poBsible, and givo time for choos-

ing a successor. Legality is all very well, but courtesy will do very far

more for young gardeners than mere legal right. Of course, when a
man mifcouducts himself, and does not attend to his duty, he has no right

even to a week's notice.

Meteorological Tarle (Idevi).—Tho difficulty you hav« of nnior-

standing these weekly table-i arises from your not perceiving that tbe
barometer merely gives the weight of the atmoHphore, and the thermo^
meter makes us acquainted with the temperatnre. It would be out of

place to enter on the consideration of the barnmeter; but if you choose
to follow up the matter you will bud the whole disciissed in most oi our
encyclopredias. The mean weight of a column of air at the level of the
sea, at a mean temperature of 50', will be equal to a column of mercury
of about BD inches in hei^'ht. The tube, therefore, for an upright baro-

meter is generally close ou S feet in height. The range of most barometere
is given from 23 to 31 inches. In verj' dry weather, tbe air being free

from vapour, is heavy, aud pressing on the vessel of quicksilver causes
the quickHilver to rise in the tube until it may stand at S0\ inches.

When tbe air is charged with vapour and fogs it is lighter, and presses

less ou the mercury, and therefore the mercui'y falls iu the tube. It is

by noting tbe rising aud falling of the mercurial column in connection
with changes in the temperature, that meteorologists are able in some
measure to forecast the weather. As a simple proof that ft column
of air is heavy in proportion to its boi^bt, the atmosphere is much more
rarilied and light on tho top oE a hill than down iu the valley, and thuB
the barometer has been used for ascertaining the height of accessible

' mountains, as tho mercury will fall about one-tenth of an inch for every

j

103 feet you rise. We presume we need not explain tho action of the
thermometer in showing tbo degree of temperature, as the mercury ia

expanded by heat or contracted by cold. Tbo scale in the best thei*

! niometers is regulated so many degrees below the freezing point of water
' up to tbe boiling point. No young man will do much in gardening unless

I

ho uoto the changes in the theniKtmeter, and regula:e bis daily and
' nighily work accordingly. After some experience it would seem that a

j

great many yotmg men will not give themselves the trouble of noticing
1 tbe out-door thermometer, and that in the plant or the forcing house.
In all such cases, putting on lires is nothing bettor than rule of thumb,
Tbo words maximum aud minimum, when applied to the barometer,
signify the greatest and the least weight of air during the day ; and the
same words applied to tho tbei-moraeter just point out the greatest and
the least beat, or, in other words, tbe highest and tbe lowest temperature
in a day of twenty-four hours. Tbe other columns, showing the tempe-
rature of the earth at different depths, &c., are equally important.

Hot-water Piper Painted with Gas Tar {Amateur).— If, as yon say,

it has thoroughly sunk into the iron, we can offer you no remedy, except
taking away the pipes aud replacing them. If the tar is firm, and yet
merely encrusts the matal, thtii the best course wo can suggest is to take
every i)lant out of tbe house, paint the pipes over with a mixture of

melted grease and soft soap, apply a gentle heat, say water in the pipes
at 180'\ and then in about six hours Vfith a curved knife try aud sorane
every vestige of the grease and tar off. Every particle of the tar left wiU
bo injurious to plants, imd that in proportion to the heat applied. We
have tried the above on a small scale with success.

Aphides on Peach Trees in Blossom (TT. JT.H.).—Yon cannot syringe
whilst tbe trees are in bloom, but you may smoke them several times
with tobacco ; or yon may have a small brush aud wash where you see

the insects with quassia "water, made by boiling a pound of chips in a
gallon of water; you may easily touch the insects without hurting the
blossom. Smoking would be best, but not too much at a time, or yon
may cause the blooms to drop.

Vines Planted Outside (A Jersfjf ,'?u&scr/'?'fr).—The great objection to

the Vines being planted on the north side of the bouse is that the ground
will receive little or no sun. In tbe exceptional cases referred to, we
would allow these Vines to remain and occupy tbo back part of the
house, aud as layered Vines are little to be depended on, we would plant

fresh Vines in tho front outside border, defending tho stems before

entering the house. As tbe border outside is flat, and the wall 6 feet

high, we would raise tbe border next the house 3 feet before planting, so
as to give it a good slope to tbe south.

Angle op Greenhouse Roof (Amateur, 8he_ffield).—For a 15-feet

rafter a good house would be formed by sides of 6 feet, and a ridge 14 feet
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from the floor; bnt wo liiiow uothing of the position rr intontion. In
your case we wonlrt coaorelo the bottoms of the bordcTBiha-Fo tliemmostly
abOTO the onttide lovel, and plant inside the bouse. FJace drains or open
rabble aboTO the concrotu. In ench stiff soil drainioj is particularly
necessary.
Plaktino a Labob Oabden Vase {A. B).— As traileia for snch a

VttBC, DolhiDg is more effectual hx summer for tnnging over the sides
than Lu(ihotpermun), Maurandya, and a few TropiKolimia ot the olegans
breed. Ivit-s, especially the (jjeen kinds, would bo a fine permanent
drooping cJiiing; but Iben, natbat must bo planted inside, it i.< apt to rob
the central plants in summer, and of coarse ycu would require to cut-in
the roots every year. Wo can hnve no objection to your centering tio
Taso with Huniea elegans, and ringa of Pelargonium, Lolclia, or Varie-
^ted Grafs ; but a Hnmca is rntber out of plpce when planted in a voeo
out of doors 7 feet liigb. Oftm a simple plnnt^ng looks best. An edi-ing
of green I-vy, atid nefirly thrcefourths ot a ball ot scarlet, would look
itnposing; so would a centre of scarlet, and rings of white or ycUow
rariegnted Pelaigoniums, with the green edging.

Maiden Peach Tiiees i-ok Okchabd Hol-se (/(j7ior(ir«ii.i>.—Your maiden
Peach trees, if Ihcy shov bloom buds, should lot fruit much this season.
Yoa may leave a few fruit, but as jou intend the trees for pyramids in an
OTchard house, belter cut bsck these side thoots with a few joints of
the stem. The Nectarines being young trees, with some aide shoots
near the top and two or tlreo near the bottom, need give you no trouble,
as the stem between is bristling with wood buds. These buds on the
stem coming stroncly will yield as good, most libeh better, shoots than
the side ones now made, .-ind therefore, according to Btren((th, we would
cut back these sido shoots, leaving them from 'J to 6 inches in length.
This will encourage the shoots from the stem.
Seeps (S. H. Joiin).—Vle did not try to obtain the first seed von men-

tion. That of Solanum capsicastrum ought to be supplied to you by any
IjODdon seedsman.

Peach-thee PncNiKfi AND .SroppiKo (ff. D. B.).—The trees ouglit to
havelmd Ihe shoots fLorfened, ns this is their first season Yoa will
bnd piirticnlnrs ns to trnimug and pruning the Peach, by referring to
Tol. .M ., Kew Scries, [.netH l^l, »i. aeu, Sfi2. 40J, end 4i% also in the
present volume, pi>ge3 !ij imd ISl, the whole snbicct being fully treated
" j°.^ illuslrnted. Tli.i laterals should be stopped when they have
ttnde three leavef

, nod the shoots intended for next year's bearing when
they have grown 12 or 10 inches.

Weepi.sg R-jllows (0. ai.-Salij; babvlonicadoes not socceod, as your
experiincc verifies, in exposed sitnatiuns. It is the finest of all the

iWeeping Willows ni plncea not eiposed to cutting winds, or where i

sheltered by other trees, Tlie Kilmarnock, American, and Huntingdon
Tarietiea are hardier, end would, rn doubt, seri'e your purpose. They arc
weeping, and suitable for llie pofilion vou name ; for planting on islands,
and on the mnroin of laltes said streams, they arc very desirable. The
SUTor and New Weeping Bircli are also good.
East Lothian Stocks (.^Ipl.a).— These ar^ splendid, no doubt the

finest of the Intcrmedifrte Stocks. They aUain a height of l.J foot or
more, under good cultivation, and should bo pbinted I foot apart in good,
light, nch soil. With regard to tho lawn, see tuswer to " E. W.," this day.
PtANTIWO-OtT STErHANOTIS AKB ALlA3r.\I,DA tJ. TT.),—Wc shou'd at

onec plant the above out in the border where they are to remain, and
FO as to allow of (heir beccming established in their new positions with
the present year's growtli. If tho plants are anlall thev may be grown in
pots till strong and of a good size for planting out, otherwise plant out at
once.
Clippino Box (l<lern).~XS y:,a, intend to cut tho Box hard-io, whichmay be necessary, end will for a time at least render tho Box unsightly,

»e should adMsc you to do eohy the middle of April, end the Box will bo
MOTming a good appearance by btddiiig-out lime. If it only requires
trimming and culling in(o form, as the reduction in height and width
*tU not dimiTjifh its greenness, the cutting had lest ba done at the end
of Jane m moist weather.

Mabakta zebbis* auLTDES (Oi-oaian).—It reqnirea a hoase Willi a
tempcratnre of from CO" to 65' at night, and from 70' to 75^ by day. with
k rise from sun heat and air to 80' or 90' in .summer, and in winter to
between 55 and CUP at night, and 65 and 70' bv day. A posiUon near
the glass should be given, but not nearer than 1 foot, and plenty of room
must be afiVjrded sidew.iys. No shade need bo given, except from very
bnght sun, and when the leaves are wet, as the sun falling powerfully on
the leayes whikt wet causes them to blister, curl, and become spotted
and brown, in which stoto they should not be; a moist atmosphere,
though essential, should not be sought bv oelnging the plants with
water overhead, but by BprluUling two or thwo times a-day the floors,
walks, and other surfaces with water, giving a slight sprinkling over-
head in the afternoon, and that only when the plant is growing. A
eompost of tiro parts loam from rotted turves, one part flbroos paat, and
*nc part leaf monld \Till grow it well, the loam and peat being torn in
»ie«i3 wilh the hand, and not made very fine, addiug one-sixth of silver
•and. Good drainage must be given. The plant is an evergreen, but the
Old leaves perish ou Ibe appearance of the new. Tho part of leaf is from
Bomo Aloe, but we ennnot say which without a full-sized leaf and flowers,
VbicQ ore necessary for identification.

Oraftiko Seedliko I.emoh (H.Tn).—Your seedling nngrafted will bo
a very JoDg time betoio it flower and fruit in its present state. It
BlioiJd be crafted, and new is a good time. Place the stock in a hotbed,
ana Beer It close until the graft has taken.

-
^TECTrKG Ptdathiiiai. Peak Thees (.4 Bfm'mier).—The best materiala tiffany. No plan answers bettor than putting in round the trees slaters'

laths l.J inch by half an iocJi. thrusting them into the ground ail round,
at from 1 foot to 1 foot G inches .ipart, and so .bat their tops will reach
above the trees. Draw fhem together at toj, and secure them with
Wnng. Tie laths should be put in so that they do not touch the Pear
Bhoots and blossom. Over this framework the tiffany should le plaraid,
made to fit exactly, and then sewed togother. It will only need to bo
aupped over the framework, and the trees will be secure in their conical
JMChtenps, for tmcli these are ; fhey must not be employed by day except
•when the weather is frosty. They need not reach the ground by 1 foot,
aless the branches are lower, and to keep the tiffany ou the trees on
jnndy nights, pnt a few nails in the laths just below the place to which
Uie tiffany reaches down, and wHb strings in the tiffiiny opposite the
Bails yon may make all seouiB .against wind., d itsM itiM.vj ' Jo>,

IhvorAOATiNG Golden Feather Ptbethbum (F. J.).—Tho side shoots
may be slipped off now, and they strike freely in sandy Boil if placed in a
mild hotbed of about 70 , and a top beat of from 6J° to 60 at uighi. It
is also increased by seed, but the best coloured aud dwarfest plants ai'» •

from cuttings. See also an answer to another correspondent this day.
AoEBATOii FOB BEDDiKa (/rf«in ).—The best dwarf Adcratom is that

called Prince Alfred, a variety of A. ccelestiuum nauum, the latter heme-
also dvarf and good.

Trainino Ivy-EEATED Pedabcootcus (7df»ii).—The varieties you name
are good for bedding, as well as for baskets and pot culture. All tho
training they require is to peg the shoots so as to coven tto surface of tbo
beds.

Select Gbeenhodse Plakts (/.fcm).— Camellias PImbriata, Valte--
varedo, and William Downing ; Azalea Flag of Truce, Etoile de Gand,
Clapliam Beauty, Acaeia longiflora magniflca, Chorozema cordatum
splendens, Correa Brilliant, Oytisus racemosus elcgans, Folygala Dal-
maisiana, and Mouochirtum sericeum mullidorum.
Obakge Ci-LTUBK (.i. A. B.) —The seeds or pips gemiinote the first'

year, but we do not know exactly how long they are in doing so. In a
brisk heat they take about three weeks. Plants may be propagated fronj
cuttings, boat being necessary ; they must be kept close, covering with
a bell-glass and giving bottom heat. The seedlings may' be grafted when
of tho .size of the scions, but best when a little thicker. They are large
enongh to be grafted in the second or third year. They should be graftfed
in March or early in April, before Ihe scions betrin to grow. The training
is c^nlined to stopping the long shoots, and pruuiiig so as to form a com*
pact head, dwarfness being secured by growing the plants in small pots.
The fruit is produced from the wood of last and previous years. Ttia
Lemou will succeed on the Oraugo, and vf-ce varsif,

Dbying Ferns {Fido).~The best way to dry Ferns is between she'etrf

of thick blotting paper, changing them frequently, and finally placing
them in fresh sheets.

Fern SpoSes Soiyraa (Wfin).—Threoparts All a pot or pan with pieces
of pots or crooks, then to within half an inch of the rim with sanay*
fibrous peat twothirds, and one-third fibrous yellow loam j and make leyel
with the rim, and slightly raise in the centre, with some of the compost'
finely broken and sifted. Blake smooth, and give a good waterinffV
brushing the epores from the fronds over the surface whilst the soil is
wet, and cover with a bell-glass, setting it on the soil witliin the rim of
the pot. Place tho pot in a saucer of water, which should always be kept
full, and put It in a liouse where there is a heat of from 60' to 70'.

Keep tho soil moist, bnt as long as the surface remains inoist dbnotwawr.
Sprinkle the water lightly from a fine-rosed wateriug-pot or syringe, Sfid

so as not to dislodge the spores.

Beet foe EDcrao (Florn).—The seed should be sown precisely in tlia

same manner as it is in the kitchen garden—that is, in a drill abont
6 inches from the grass, Box, or other edging, and about an inch deep^
placing the seeds rather thinly in tho drills, aud cover with fine soil)

The seedlings should be thinned out to a distance of 6 inches from plant
to plant, and those pulled may be planted where required, and they will'

be equally good for decorative purposes wilh those not transplanted.

Golden Feather Ftrhthbdm PBOPAOATioNf7d«m'.—Ton may Increase
your stock by taking off the side shoots, parieg the ends smooth, and
removing the leaves halfway up the outting, inserting that portion ia the
soil, which may be sandy loam two-thirds, and one-third leaf mould, with
a free admixture of silver sand. The cuttings should be placed iU' a
hotbed, kept close, moist, and shaded uutibthey have rooted, when tueyi
should be gradually hardened-oil^ and may be planted out in Uay.

Potting PEEAKooNitJ&r and Caloeolabia Cottinos (/d#m).—Thecut-
tings of Pelargoniums should be potted singly in 8-inch small pots before
being placed in tho hotbed, and the Calceolarias also ; but there iS' no
need to place either of them in pots in a hotbed, as they succeed eqaaUy^
well if kept in a house or frame from which frost is excluded ; and bae
Calceolarias do betterwhen not potted, but planted out in good rich soil

in a cold frame, and protected from frost by a oovei'ing of mats.

KosE NOT Flowering [F. L. T.).—The Rose you name is very free-

flowering. We would not prune it beyond removing any straggling shoots,'
and shortening those that are very long. Jf it do not flower, lift in No-,

vemher and replant. '

i..
.

Compost fob Dapitne and Poltoala (Wem).—We presume they aro
greenhouse varieties, bnt you do not say. For the Daphna the soil should!
consist of two-thirds fibrous peat and one-third loam from rotted turves;
with a free admixture of sharp sand ; give' good drainage, and do not
overpot. For Polygala use three parts sandy fibrous peat and one part
turfy loam, with a Iree admixture of sharp sand. The last is propagated
from cuttings of the|half-rip(aied shoots of the currenVyear, putting them
in in sandy soil, placing in a hotbed, and covering ^ith a bell-glass.

PnoTECTiNd Wall Tree Blossoms (H. W. B.).—The material shouid
be close, BO as to exclude frost, for if it admit beeS it will not excluSei
frost. "The trees, therefore, sliould be closely covered op at night, and
the covering removed every fine day when there ia no frost. Use it at

no other time, for the trees must have light and air.

Pelarooni^m Flowers iMrwrroft).—Tbeflowersare bermaphredite

—

that is, male and ft^uiale are present in one. The piatils or female ports

rise from the centre of the flowers, and have hoi-n-liko dfvisloofl, arid

around them are the anthers cai'i>ing the pollen or dust, which it isJieceSr

sary to place with a camel-hair pencil on the points of the boms of the
pistil.

'

, , . ,•;

Camellia akd -\z.\xea Cuttings (/(fend.—The proper time to take
cuttings is at the end of July or beginning of August, or when the shoots
are ripe at their bases. The outting^ may bo from 4 to 6 inches long.

Cnt l>elow a joint, removing the lower ieavos but preserving tho tw.o

upper leaves. The cuttings should be inserted in small pots filled with a
mixture of pent, loam, and sand, with half an inch of silver sand on the

top. Plnoge in a gentle bottom heat of from7ij^ to 76", keep close, sbadedi
and moist, and in about six weeks they will be well rooted. Araleas fti^

propagated in the same way, but the cuttings are taken off earlier,,c^|

when tho bases of the shoots become firm.

Peach Tree Buds Falling [Lhrt> Boss).—Tt results from the hTiaa.

being imperfect, which may be occasioned by a deficiency of light, tbw'

trees being under the shade of 'Vines or other plants, allowing the shoots.'

to grow top closely and overshadow each other, a deficiency pf W%^t

.
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diiriiiR rrowtb, or ilie HUfioks of ro»l ffp!flor or other insobtaj Ml of wBioh
bin'lor tlti^ rip<-niil.*of tho [^n»wth ivud Uiu proparrtUun for noxt flduBott'H

groTflh iiiu* fnilt.

Snnrm ron Hi?i'fiK th Tarm Ct\v.T>r.it (C. K.).—Tht» trco llos dnrw brnt

in confln»''l f iondun Hpftooa, nnd tbat w« reonmmoiK]. All tlio Fenin you
name will «!'> well in th« op#n Kr<>"'"J '^ protected, or in r p^inttkni «i>0l-

terod Imiu dri iu;,' cuttiuR wiml.^ and from tho suh'm rays. Sprinkle lliem

OTdihond evory evening during; hot weatlior. Stouocropa succeed «d-

mirably, and they may bo phiotcd ni>w, or in tww or tbrue wt^i^kw' time.

BROAnHEANS, &0., pmiWoRHTNO Man'b QAttDRN (A Wrtrl-iitff Mtin).—
Two Horts to sow at out* iinif und sncceed eacb other are ICarly Lonj(p6d

and Monarch L^nspod (Mackin'd) ; but wo recommeud the form^rv>nIy for

fts earliuoe'*, and would sow nt twice, ullowinti a, fr>rtujglit between the

periods and Bubatitute JobnHon's WnudcrfuUor thoKarly LonKpod. Two
good Pi<t» lop succoBsion aru—quantity proferrud to quality—Blue Trua-
flion, a feet, or, i( an oniUer bo wimt^d, EsHux Rival, 8 to 4 feet, which
sow early iu Mnrch ; and Hiimitar (bluet, ;> to '.)\ feet. March to Juno
ia its time ol flowing. The liirlvci/ liran ni"st prnductive nnd in greatpat

repute with the mailict pardtuor^ in tho Dark Hnu or Liver-coloured.

For Sknllots you cm hardly dit; in too much will rotlt'd miinnre, mixing
it woU with thn soil. It mu3t be old am rotten. Tho sooner tho Shallote

are pliinted tho better.

Maooots in the Son. of Pots (M* N, A,).—Tho small maggote are no
injury to the plaiitp^ Uiey leod on decaying vc-^oUblo matter. We know
of no mode of fi-eeiuR the pots of them oxcupt Bprinkliu;^ ^Yjth fresh

liojo, antl that would ItUI all it touches. Perhapn watoriutf with Hoot

water mij^ht bo of servioe, putHnj one pock of gof)t iu thirty cailonn o(

water, stirrio^ well, allowiuK the liquid to stand two or threu days, then
fl^irrint; it up and applying it t" the plimta. It ia oi^e of tlie best linuid

roauures known.

lU-TsiNG Tacsonia Van-Volxemi from Seed (/t/('nt).—The seed flhoold

bo sown in a pan cr poL, and plaoel in a hotbed where there is a brisk

heat of '4Ti\ keeping moist nnd neir tho gla^g. Use a compoat of two-

thirds fibrous loam, sandy raf ner t.htin heavy, and from torf torn in pieces
and used rather rough, and one-third fibrous pc:it, with a free admi:;turo

of silver sand. For Fowiui;! the seed the soil must bo fine. When the
scodlincis lUQ largo ouo jgh to uaudlo pot tliom ofT singly in .saVall pots,

and retuni them to the hotbed, keeping thooi there until they have re-

oovercd from the potting, then well harden them ofT and remove thcui to

a part of ihe greenlion.e inhere Ihey can have plctity of light, and a

moderate supply of air. The seedlings will not ilower until tho third

year, and perhaps not then.

Sale of Flow^eus (07 t«; iToTf,;,!.—W hen in London inquire of the
boaqaet-makers in Covcut Garden. They are Urge conaomers.

VkrbE'Sa (TfjnornnI) ^SVo cnnunt toach botany. Botanists, if thoy
adopt the natural systom of ai-ranginw pluntu, put tho Verbena in tho
Nataral Order VerbenaceDp; if they n^opt the Liauaoiu system, they put
tho Verbena iu tho fourteenth class, Didynamia, and fiecoud order, A q-

^Ofipermia.

TRArviNTr Roses as iNVEnTRD Coites (Idpn:).~The only way that we
know of trjiiniag thooi a3 invertiitl con^a ia t<t have wirework of that fonu
and train the shoots to it. Vou may, however, tie down the sh-X'tft,

which would tend to check tho vi?nur of t'ae pUnts, pruning being con-
aned to shortening the nhoots, raorely remoyiu>{ their points.

Passiflora haCbmosa kot FnowEKiNO {A Cov.^fant lifinder).—The ,

flowers fall from the plnnts owirp to not having suflioient support. It
,

jnay be want of vi'ater, fiir, and li^'IU, or an inBuffioieiit amount of heat, .

bat we thinit this can hardly be the oaso, aa the plant is a companion of
:

Allamanda Schottii. Tho boat poailion would be near the glass, training
ikafihoots not more thana foot from it, and pUating in tbu corner of the :

bed as you propose. Ite proper postltoais «n«rtht[; roof, i,The AUamu&da I

sfill do quite well on the uy^e^- iAk nwd ocofiz) to &?.doa i. ^a .-o -l U iUr/r
- [': .',,,_[ J.^jJ.'r-T .(.:.(, ^,^,1 m i

" .L' v'. "'i . ;

' i n ^^ i. l^','J

( ,.[ ^. i„. .,.. . -.,,, ,, '•.! ••'.:'• I '»'/ ?'!!-! I'JOOh'-r'IJ /{"->

O&strxnA ZBnnfNA wot FtowKiuNfi (M*-*?*),-^ Yoof "plants Iiavo not
flowered bocau^e they were nut aulticieutly forward Imlora winter, nnd
nnUftd they |iru started iu good time, are of a good Ki/,p, and iidvanced
ft>r floworing before dull weather begiii;^, thuy ([it not opon thrir tloweis
Well, und then they must have t^ufllcient lieat ami a light airy sitiintfoo.

RnnuARn Fouoino i rrf-'Tn).—Yonr plants havn beiin ton hard fofrcd, and
Ihey are we^k in con:^eqn(1nc^). It Is not iidvi«ablo to fofoe the plantii

oftciier than every alfornato year, though when not forced early, the/'
may bo forced in consocntive yoar.s, if not hard forced or vety lonj^:

gathered from, their produce in the flucceoding year bfting dependant on'
their stored'up vigour. "^

Plants for a OnKKNHOtrsF. (Su6firri6fr).—To answer your qaeptioua
fulJj would occupy aeveral Joumuia for weeks. Your Rroeuhou-'jo 'iA

what wo bhould tecogniHO as n ntove, from the teiuperaturt^, find that Sa

very much too high for the plants you nf»mo. In winter the tcinperatnro
of a groenhiiuso ought not to exceed ^^ from fire heat, better 4r> , and
should not often be below* 4(^^ Tho day tomperaturo will be rogulatqd
by tho wfather, but tho more air given t)ie potter, and tho ther-

mometer slinnfd not fall below 4rA In addltimj* tn tho Fuchai'nH, Pelarr
goninm^of difT-rentscctinnp, IiilinmH.CaroelljaB, Calceolarias, KoBcf, &c'.,

which it Seems you already poBsess, yoti nmy have Azaleas Ping oj

Trace, Iveryana, Rosy Olrcle, nnd Clapham Ueanty ; Acacias armata^
longiflora inignifica, oleifolia elegans, Ohorozema eordatum splendenff,

Citrus jftponioa {Otaheito Orangoj, OurrcaH Brilliant and nmguifici\, Cy-
clamen nfr'tcannm, Atkinsi, pcrsicum in variety; Coronillri glanca»
Oytisns r^iremosus suporhns, Ep!phyllum Rn-^sV-llinnnm, Hydrangea
jnponica, Indigofcra decora, Monochietum enfiifemm, Nnium splendena,
Khododendnm jasminiflorum, Statice brasMcn^folia, Witflonia corym-
bosn, and VaUota purpurea. Of fine-foliaged plants, vsriegaled or other-

wise—Agapanthua variegatus, Uambusa Fortuni variegata, Kchevei4a
metallica, Dracana anstralis. Hydrangea japonica variegata, Fnrfuginm
grande, Phormium tenax variegatura, Sedum, Sicloldi variegatum, Vucca
alvifolia variejjata ; alHoPriraulaq.Ciuerariaa, and herbaceous Calceolaxiaa

from seed, and nnnu'ls such as IJalsams, Ainarautlius bictdor, olegautissi-

mus, mulancholicus ruber, tricolor, Globe Amaranth, BrowalVa elata and
ita white variety, Oelosia pyramidalitt aurea and coccinen,Martynia fra-

grana and lutca, Rhodanthe maculata and atro-sanguiuoji, Thunbergia
alata and ita white variety, and Wailxia corymboea. Cultural directions

for tho la:^,t will i^hortly be given iu the Journal, and for tho treatment of

the plants we recommend you to purchase Keaue'a " In-door Gardening*"
which mny be had free by post from onr office if you enclose twenty
postage Btnmps.

AaEfiic'AN Bliout (T.).—The insects are now wintering beneath tho
soil ab^at the trunk.s of your treeg Try whether pomiug ammoniacal
gas Uquoi- frequently around tho stexns will prevent their coming up. II

they reappear on your trees brush over th^m carhoUc u,cid.

Ants in Conseuvatoby (Httiffyore).—Sprinkio guano over their runs
daily until they depart.

Vines Bdeeding {X. Ti).—You should hav6 pruned your Vines in-

N'ovember. The mild winter had induced the sap to flow earlier than
[ usual, so that the ouda of the sap-vesaela on the cut surfaces of your
recently pruned Vines had not contracted sufliuently to prevent tho

outflow of the sap. Keep the house cool, and apply some of Thomson'*
Bfypt c to the bleeding surfaces.

Nabies op FBniTs(Fr^den'cfci3o/(omfr).—1, GolflenPearmain; 2, York*
shire Greening. .i

NAatES OF Plants {J.W. TT'.).—Wo cannot identify the Conifer unleS»
you send a cone fts well a n spray of the leaves.

.
(W. T. ilfoorc).—We can-

not name plants from leaves only. No, 2 is lllicinm floridannm, or

Florida Aniseed tree. It ia propngatod "by cnttings of the youngrripfene*

shoots in sand under a glass Sn summer, (fl?*. ^.).—Eupatorium ngcratt-

ftjH-am/ (SonWa).—Fuolifliii eplendeni*; '/;'l !,
'

''Ji^'^Ji';,,,
30Ta I

.i^rfff

METEOnOLOarCAL OBSERVATIONS ia t>ie Suburbs of liondon for the week endiQg Peljruary 23rcl.

Date.
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aelusiou and a snara (a resolution indicating retnrning sanity)

—

I say that when, after all this, I found myself the next night
deliberately walking to the railway station and coolly asking
for a second-class return to King's Cross, well knowing I Lad to
travel six hundred miles for no other purpose than to see the
" last Canary show of ths season," I said to myself, " W. A. B.,
yon are mad !

" The officials, however, not suspecting my in-
firmity, handed me my ticket, and on entering a carriage, to
my great delight I found a brother lunatic, one of the very men
who had expressed such sound prudential maxims the night
before, snugly ensconced in a corner, back to the horses, bent on
the same errand, and in a few minutes we were whirling along
at express speed towards our destination, the Crystal Palace.

There were upwards of 1000 entries, nearly 700 of wliich consisted
of Canaries anil Goldfinch Mnles, snfficiently attesting the increasiriR
interest whicli attaches to the breeding and eihibition of these beantiful
sre^imens of the feathered tribe. A3 a whole, the Show was a success,
but I am sure 1 have seen soma classes better represented in previous
years. I noticed that some exhibitors were cotwpictK'tt-s by tluir cdisftKC •

but a glance at the catalogue showed the names of Waltei-, Mackley,
Hawldns, and Judd, whom, without making invidious selections, I
inow to bo good men and true men, whose names are a guarantee for
tie honesty of the specimens they show; while among amateurs,
'Messrp. Bcmrose and Besson representinR the Derby School, and the
firm of Moore S: Wynn with thirty-nine entries doing valiant betlle for
Northampton. Vine from the Isle of Wight, with Ashton, Doel, and
Young—loviiithans among Mules—were in themselves a tower of
strength. All the above exhibited fine studs ; but I have seen Walter
in better form. He has not been fairly " in the hunt " this season.

_
Time was when this last Canary ijbow of the season was without a

rival, and exhibitors kept their best specimens for it ; but other really
ijrst-class shows with liberal prize lists coming on before it, breeders
are induced to exhibit elsewhere, and one by one their best specimens
are claimed, till, by the middle of February, their stnds become so
diminished that thty are obliged to till up their entries with birds much
inferior to many they have lost by sale at bygone shows. Hence this
great winding-up show of the season assumes more the character of a
great market for stock than a gathering of the choicest specimens.
In AVc-iWi birds, Clear Yellow and Clear Buff were numerously

represented. The Ist prize birds ui each class shown by Mr. Havers,
of Norwich were good specimens. The evenly-marked 1st and 5nd
prize birds, and 1st and 3rd in Classes .3 and 4 respectively, exhibited
by Messrs. Moore & Wynn, of Northampton, deserved their position

;

and 172, 2nd prize, Class -1 (Mr. Bemrose, Derby), was a grand bird,
though lame. The ticked and unevenly marked birds were not a
remarkably striking class. Two prizes only were awarded to the
Yellows, while a sjilendid .specimen of the very bird the class is in-
tended for

—

i.e.. birds not absolntely clear, was tmnotieed. I refer to
No. 210 (Ml-. Havers), an exceptionally fine specimen. An equally
strange oversight occurred iu Class -1, where No. 177 (W. Walter. Win-
chester), was vei-y highly commended as an even-marked bird, though
Kotched on one side of the neck, and should not have been iu the class
at all. The Crested Norwich were iu many instances not up to the
mark, the classification being very open, including eveiy description
of Crested Norwich bhd gi-onped under two heads only I think that
the power to award extra prizes should surely have been exercised
here to its fullest extent. Among the Buffs were two of the finest
crested birds in England ; 276, clear body with dark green crest
(J. Young, Monkwearmoutb), and 277 (W. Walter). The former in
particular has a marvellous crest.

The Belgians^ do not seem to ba quite so fashionable as formerly,
Ibnt some fair bu-ds were shown. The Crested Belgian class is, I think,
a mistake

;
there are few, if any birds of this description, as there are

only very few breeders who have made it their study to import the crest
into this variety. The bulk of the specimens shown as such are for
'the most part Manchester and Yorkshire Crested, and I think that in
;Bdjudicating a class avowedly for Crested Belgians, the properties of
ithe Belgian variety (position birds) should materially influence the
iaward. A class for "Any variety of Crested Canary not being
Norwich," would admit all descriptions of crests.

Among the London Fancies, No. 360 (W. Broderick), was a glorions
bird.

The Lizards were a wretched lot, though individual specimens were
good; 390 (G. Tuckwood), Ist prize Golden-spangled was a gem, and
" found " at bis selUng pnco ; and 397 (Howarth Ashton), 2nd prize,
was a beauty also. The same names stood in the same relative
positions with equally good birds in the Silver-spangled class.

The Cinnamons were excellent, the chief honours falling to Messrs.
Moore & Wynn, and to Mr. H. S'ine, Isle of Wight, whose Ist prize
Buff, No. 442, was very high in colour and quahty.
In the " Any otlier VarieUj " class the Judges paid a in^aceful com-

pliment to our friends across the border by giving 1st and 2nd prizes
to two remarkably fine specimens of the Glasgow Don or Scotch Fancy—the first, I think, ever sent so far south. These two birds have
gained highest honours elsewhere, and may be considered as types of
their class, which are mongrels. One glance at their contour will show
that, and Belgian is stamped in their every motion. 4.18, S. Hinds,
wrongly entered, would in its proper place, Class 7, have taken a high
position.

What shall be said about the J/i/Zcj ? Thoy were simply superb ; bnt:
I was grieved to see one or two birds of tuowu merit standing low taj^,

the list purely from want of condition. The Dark Mules were a gogod
class; .''iST |.J. Young) was wrongly placed among the.Tonques, or must
have stood 2nd, if not Ist. Among the Linnet Mules, 6U8 (.1. Baxter),
only wanted soap and water to have placed it first ; and 616, Green-
finch and Goldfinch (Ashton) in the " Any other Variety " class fairly
earned its 1st prize

; not so No. 619 the very highly commended
attached to it. It is a Goldfinch and Canary Mule, and should be in'
Class 25.

The British and Foreign Birds were numcrons and interesting, bnt"
I leave them in other bands. The Canaries and Mules are my-
" fancy." I travelled some hundreds of miles to see them, and though,
when I found myself being carried homewards bv mail express, I began
to wonder whot bud eent me on such an eriaud, 1 believe that next year
I shall do the some. I spent two nights stretched on the seat of a se-
cond-class carriage, with a pair of boots placed crossways for a pUlow,
and a rug for counterpane—not the most comfortable arrangement in
the world ; bnt we in the far north do not see the Crystal Palace every
day, and it is worth all the trouble and inconvenience if it be only to
moot old familiar faces, and sh.ake hands once a-year. I received
much attention from Mr. Wilkinson, the Superintendent, and when by
an ' open Sesame " kind of process ho passed me through a private
door without the precincts of the building to smoke a cigar on the
sunny side with Major Ashton and one or two friends, I wrote him
down in the tablets of my memoi-y as a modtd manager. Vivant Crystal
Pslace, its Bird .Show, and its Superintendent.—W. A. B.

The Judges were Mr. G. J. Bamesby, Derby ; Mr. A. Willmore,
London; Mr. T. Moore, Fareham; and Mr. W. Goodwin, London, for

British and Foreign Birds.

TEOFIT OF POULTRY-KEEriNG.
I KEEP poultry not for the sake of profit bnt for the pleasure

of seeing the fowls run about. The account below shows tlie

result of last year's experience. I had tbirty-nine birds at the
beginning of the year, and forty-eight at its end. The value of

the eggs is taken from the weekly selling prices in the adjacent
town, a seaport in the county of Durham. I sold numbers at

these prices, the lowest being fifteen for Is,, and the highest id.

8-piece. I have taken nothing into account for the manure or

for the feathers of the birds used for the table on the one side,

or for scraps from the house, rent of poultry houses (these

being part of my occupancy), or attendance (the latter is by
one in my establishment, and is a labour of love) on the other.

I bad to buy every ounce of food, and have kept a striot

account of the outlay, but the birds have an unlimited grass

run. I sold a few birds for the spit, and obtained 2.«. M. eBoh
for them. I kept two pairs of Guinea fowls during the year, and
do not tl ink I had forty eggs from them ; the hens seemed to

bo constantly laying, but they laid away in the fields and the

eggs were stolen. 1 ought to have had nearly three hundred,
which would have materially increased my profit. The food

was varied just as I could buy it cheapest, and consisted of

barley, oats, wheat, Indian' corn, buckwheat, boxings, &o.

By-the-hy, I saw several paragraphs in your Journal for and
against buckwheat, my experience is decidedly in favour of it.

I was unfortunate at the beginning of the year and had not a

score of eggs before February, but I was fortunate towards the

end, as I had 417 eggs in November and December, and sold

most of them at 2d. each, and glad the people were to buy them.
Since this year came in I have had on an average seventy-five

eggs a-week.
Now it appears to me that the pleasure of poultry-keeping

can be enhanced by making a profit without having fancy birds

to be sold at fancy prices ; and if more attention were paid by
the humbler classes to the pursuit, it would be an advantage
to them, and tend not only to their pleasure but their profit.

The sum of £6, which I gained in the year, would be a great

assistance in a poor man's household.—A Subsobibeb fob Six-

teen Teaks.
£ s. d.

Thirty-nine birds on 1st

Jan., 1868, at 'ii. Bd. each 4 17 6
Paid for food during the
year ..„ 10 1 8

Value of e^s set 10 1

Profit during the year .... 6 4 9

£21 14

£ s.

Value of eggs (2208) ilnriug
tbe year 11 6 6

Value of birds for table

during tbe year, Ihirty-

five at 28. 6rf. each 4 7 6
Forty-eigbt birds on Slst

Dec, 1868, at 2«. 6ri. each 6

£21 14

Testimoniat. to Mb. Dean Wolstenholme.—On Tuesday
evening, the 23rd inst., in the Freemasons' Tavern, Gr«at

Queen Street, London, Mr. 'Wolstenholme was presented with

a purse containing £50, subscribed by ,the leading Pigeon
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fanciers of EDgland, Soolland, and Ireland. F. Esqailant,

Esq., pi-eaidod on the occasion. We hope to giva a detailed

report next week.

POULTRY CATARRH.
; OwiNa to the long continnance of damp unseasonable weather,

some of my Houdaus became affected with a species of bron-

chitis, which I believe is peculiar to French fowls. The

symptoms are a gurgling noise iu the throat, an ocoasional

cough, and expectoration. After trying various remedies with-

out any very beneficial result, 1 eventually made the following

experiment : Having poured half a dozen drops of Powell's

balsam of aniseed into a teaspoonful of port wine, I ad-

ministered the dose at night to one of my invalids. The next

night but one I repeated the dose, and on the following morn-

ing the bird was perfectly well. One of my neighbours tried

the recipe with equal suooesa.—H. S. Fkasek.

MELROSE POULTRY SHOW.
Tan third Ksbihition of the Waverley Association took place in the

Com Exchange Hall, Melrose, on the 17th and ISth inst. Nearly

200 pens of Poultry, and upwards of 1'2I) pens of Pigeons and Cage

Birds were exhibited. Of Dorkiniis there was a fine show, and all

the other classes were well represented bj birds of excellent quality.

The Pigeons were not unmeroas, hnt very good. The attendance was

not so large as in former years. The following is the prize list :

—

DoBKlNos (Silver).—!, A. Curie, Melrose. 2, J. Paul, Glasgow. 8, D.
Annan, Torr, Cupar-Fifo. he, T. Raines, Stirling; (i. H. Plummer,
Dalkeith ; G. F. Lyon, Kivkmichael. c, .J. Shorthose, Newoastle-on-Tyne.
DoRKlNOS (Greyl.—1, T. Raines. 2, Miss Milne, Otterbnm. 8, T. L.

Jackson, Buah of Ewes, he, D. Hardie, Sorbie.
Spanish.—1, H. Wilkinson, Earby. 2, D. Waugb, Mehose. 3, W. Inglis,

inn., Selkirk, vhc, G. Amos, Melrose.
Coohin-China.—1. T. Fenwick. 2, W. R. Park. 8, J. Shorthose. he, J.

H; Dawes, c, Mrs. BirUett, Broororigg, Aiastable.
Bbahma PooraA.—1, R. Erownleo, Kirkcaldy. 2, T. Raines. 3, J. A.

Dempster.
Game.—1, D. Haidie. 2, J. McGreRor, Crieff. 8, E. Rutherford, Eed-

liugton Station, he, M. Mvcroft, Bedlington ; T. Brough, Carlisle, c, J.

Muirlicad, Siilton.
HAMBDltcus (Golden-pencilled).—!, 3, and !ie, W. R. Park. 2, W. Bowe.
HAarBURr.iis (Oolden-spanKledl.—1, J. T. lioversidge, Newark-on-Ti-ent.

3, A. Heatlie. Selkirk. 3, Mrs. Brown, Abercairney.
Hambubgus (Silver-penciUedj.—! and 2, W. R. Park. 8, J. Musgrave,

Longtown.
Hamburghs (.Silver-spangled).—1, J. Mnsgrave. 2, W. Bows, Carlisle.

8, G. Caithness, Carnoustie,
Any other Vabietv.—1,W.R. Park (Creve-Cceur). 2, J.Panl (Polands).

3, J. H. Dawes (Houdans). /ic, J.H.Dawes (Houdans); J.Elgar (Cuckoo
Dorking) ; W. R. P.ark (Sultans).
Game Bantams.-!. J. R. Robinson. 2, W. Mabon, Jedburgh. 8, D.

Browulie. he, J. Daulop, inn., Berwick-on-Tweed ; D. Hardie.
Bakiams (Any other variety).—!, H. Yardley, Birmingham. 2, T. C.

Han-ison, Hull. 3, J. H. Dawes (Japanese), he. W. B. Graham (Black)

;

T. Watson, Bridge of Earn ; Mrs. R. Freer, Kirkcaldy ; J. Archibald
(Japanese) ; A. Mills. Kirkcaldy (Black) ; 8. * R. Ashton (Black), c, Mrs.
E. Freer (Golden Sebright).
Bantam Cock (Any variety).—l.D.Hardie. 2,J. Brown, Selkirk. 3, W.

Mabon (Brown Red).
Docks (Aylesbury).—! and 8, J. Ssott, Xewhall. 2, A. Haggart, Leslie.

'ic, J. Knos, Melrose; G. Dryden, Selkirk; W. Hood, Jedburgh, c, Mrs.
Scott, Ancrum.
Docks ( Rouen).—! and 2, D. Hardie. 3, Mrs. Scott.
Docks (Any other variety).—! and 2, T. O. Harrison, Hull. B. T. Steven-

son, Bleachfleld, Melrose (African), he, A. Thomson, Mainhill, St. Bos-
walls (Muscovy).
Selling Class.—!, A. Croshie, Abbotsmeadow (Spanish). 2, W. Inglis,

ion. (Spanish). 3, T.L.Jackson. Bush of Ewes, Langholm (SUverDorking).
/tcW.Paterson (Spanish); D.Cheyue (Silver-spangled), c, G. H Plummer.
Cottagers' Class.—1, Mrs. Waugh, Melrose 2, W. Linton, Hume's

Close, Selkirk. 8, J. Musgrave, Longtown. he, W. Hart, Gattonside.
ToRKEYB.-l, T.L.Jackson, Cambridge. 2, J. H.Dawes. 3, J. Meiklam,

Qladswood. he, Mrs. Scott.
Geese.— 1, Mrs. Birkett (Toulouse), a, D. Hardie (Toulouse). 3, T. L.

Jackson (Embden).
PIGEONS.

Fantails.—1, A. Smith, Broughty Fen y. 2, H. Yardley. vhe, J. Spence,
Edinburgh, he, F. Graham.
Footers.—!, J. Fairley, Edinburgh. 2, F. M'Crae, Aberdeen, he, J.

Spence. c, Fl. Yardley.
NONS.-1, W. Cheyne. 2, R. Paterson, Mebrose. ftc, J. Sibson ; J. Camp-

bell, Langholm ; R. Paterson.
Jacobins.—!, J. Spence. 2, H. Yardlev. e, J. Sibson.
TORBITS.—1, W. R. Park. 2, F. Graham, he, R. Paterson ; H. Yardley

;

F. Graham.
Owls (Eng'jsh).—1, R. Paterson. 2, J. Sibson. he, J. Spence; F.

Graham.
ToMbLERS.—!, F. Graham. 2, J. Pringle, Newoastle-on-Tyne. he, J.

Campbell ; H. Yardley ; F. Graham.
Ant OTHER Variety.—!, H. Yardley. 2, A. Crosbio. he, F. M'Crae

(Mottled Trumpeters) ; F. Graham, c, J. Sibson (Trumpeters).
Selling Class,-1 and lie, R. Paterson. 2, J. Campbell, c. A, Crosbie

(Nuns).
CANARIES.

Don (Yellow).—Coci.—l, J. Cleghorn. 2, J. Seth, Melrose, x-he, J.
Hardie. Htn.—l, A. Armstrong. 2, T. Wilson, Hawick, vhe, A. McLean,
Btelrose.

Don (Bnff).—Coefc.—1, T. Hawklnn. 9, J. Cltghorn. vhe, J. Hardiv,

Golnsbiels. Hen.-!, A. Armstrong. 2, J. Hardie. c, W. Boggle.

Don (Yellow Flcckcd).-t'o<;A-.-l, T. Darling. 2. T. Wilson. Ju, J.

Cleghorn. 7f, a.- 1, T. Darling 2. A. Slccl. /ic, J. Cleghorn.

Don (BulTFlecked).— rnr;t.—l.T.WilBon. 2,J.Cloghom. e,A.McLean.

Hm.—l, T. Darling. 2, J. Uiirdie. (ic, .1. Seth.

Caoe Bihus.—1, Miss C. Paterson, Melrose (Goldfluch). 2, T. Wilaou

(Buff Flocked Goldfinch Mule).

Judges.—Mr. E. Tcebay, Folwood, Preston ; Mr. A. Ferf^Bon,

Kelso. ___________
ANrS\'ERP PIGEONS.

I HAVE seen occasionally o desire expressed to know what

really is the conformation of head and other distmguishuig

properties of the true Antwerp Pigeon, and as I have generally

kept this variety I venture to state what I consider constitutes

a good bird of this kind.
, „ , ,„j

I prefer the male birds to be large, muscular, fuU-oheetea;

long broad, and clean in the flight feathers ;
not too long in

the neck • with a very barrel head, and a real Bullfinch beak,

similar to that which a good Barb should have, but twice the

size, not simply in length but depth also, wattled above to

about the same degree, but no wattle round the eye, whicH

ought to be aery red, and not bordering on yeUow or orange

near the pupil, but a good clear pearl—this I consider a great

point also the more prominent and bolting the eye the better.

GeneraUy, the Blues are the proudest and most dashmg

birds but those which look best when clean are the hght-

colou'red ones with dark well-defined bars. I have seen some

of a cream colour, frosted in the hackle, which were handsome

except for exhibition. . ,, v ,

I prefer the hens not so large, longer and finer m the beat,

which is often somewhat dove-shaped, and altogether of a

lighter build than the cocks.

I do not care how wild the birds are, the wilder and more

untameable they are the better homing birds they make.

It is a matter of taste, but in my neighbourhood people gene-

rally match hens of a lighter shade to blue birds, silver for

instance, or barred white ones, which also make them tell better

when flying. To a flving fancier, of all kinds these I believe to

be the most interesting, not moping up near the chimney side

like many others, but continuaUy on the move, flying about m
circles and dashing off every few minutes as if they felt a plea-

sure in showing you what they could do ; in fact they are more

spirited than any other kind with which I am acquainted.

Another great advantPge also is that they are so fond o£

home and s» cunning withal, that when once familiarised with

your locality they are not easily lost ; it would take something

extraordinary to confuse some birds that I know, even if it

were possible to do so. Many of them wUl go twenty or thirty

miles without training. To prevent the tail feathers being

broken while in training owing to the birds being sometimes

carried in the pocket, it is advisable to shorten them from

i inch to 1 inch. It also makes the birds look more compact

when on the wing.—Jen'kins James.

MANAGEMENT OF SUPERS.

In answer to " A. B.," in No. 401, 1 have seen it stated that

when the hive is full of bees, and they begin to fill the mouth

of the hive at night, you may then try a super, but always

commence with a small one. I have one made one-fourtU

the size of the -Woodbury super to hold four of the wood bare

which project through the back and front. Two or three of

the bare are fiu-nished with guide combs, the centre one la

partially filled with honey or syrup. Then on a fine morning,

about nine or ten o'clock, warm the super and place it on the

hive ; if at night the bees have not gone into it, shut it off for

two or three days and then try it again. In this way I have

never failed. . ,•,,.„
Will you inform me whether it is necessary to give the mve

a puff of smoke previous to searching for the queen and other

operations on the hive ?—J. E.

[All depends upon the temper of the bees, it ii not usually

necessary to do eo.J

CrV^IL WAR IN A HTV^E.

Foe several weeks past there has been going on most un-

seemly behaviour in my only little colony—for I have but one

stock. It would appear as if there were two parties fxisling m
the same hive, and the weaker becoming a great annoyance to

the stronger, the latter are ejecting the former. The manner
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of attack 18 of a hnstling character—viz., by sometimes two,
and sometimes three setting on one of the offenders, and these
do not abandon her till she is ejected, after which she soon
dies. How should I act in this case ?—An Anxious One.
[We have little doubt that the unfortunate outcasts are those

described by Huber as " black bees." These anomalous insects
appear to be in the very highest degree objectionable to their
worker sisters who set upon, maltreat, and eject them without
mercy. They are supposed by some to be old and superan-
nuated bees, which have become black through the usual
downy pubescence having been worn and rubbed off their
bodies

;
but this explanation scarcely appears satisfactory, since

if it were correct, " black bees " would occur in every stock in
nearly the same proportion, whereas the fact is that they are
pretty numerous in some colonies, and are not to be perceived
in others. We have, however, never known them sufficiently
Bumerons seriously to affect the prosperity of a colony.]

BEES IN SOUTH CHESHIRE.
" How have they gone on in other shires ?" Here not so

well. February 24th, 18G8, was the day on which they com-
menced gathering pollen, and from that day they improved
very fast. On April 6th I examined all stocks and found them
with four combs, with brood dry and plenty of food, except a
small stock, which was very weak and had scarcely any food.
The next thing noticed in the calendar is, " Started on April

24th the nucleus box, which did very well. The young queen
was hatched out on the 9th or lOih of May, and on the 12th I
saw her take her first flight; a successful" wedding flight was
made on the 14th, and she commenced lajing on the IGth or
17th." The next date of any account is June 18th, a large swarm
from a supered stock. The queen had filled the centre combs of
the super with brood. This is the only natural swarm I have
had, also one artificial and two nucleus boxes built up to stocks
out of five colonies to commence the year, but I had robbed them
to famish the nucleus boxes early in the season.
The honey harvest has not been a very good one, although

better than that of 1807. On referring to the calender I find a
remark on May 30th, " Very fine day ; the bees carry in a large
quantity of pollen, which I think is not a good sign, for they
prefer honey if plentiful and only take to pollen when honey is
scarce." I had one SOlbs. glass super off a cottage hive, the
hive itself a good weight ; the others did not complete their
enpere.—J. R. F.

OUR LETTER BOX.
White Dobhing Unable to Stand {F. TT.).—The fowl is probably

SOfferiDg from cramp, caused by bad or improper food, or perhaps from
picking up the stuff put at the bottom of the pens, for instance, sawdust,
whJCh is olten used. Visitors have much to answer for, and their mis-
taken kindness causes many a loss in a yard. We advise you to purge
Ireely with castor oil, a tablespoonful to the dose, and to repeat the dose
every twelve hours till the bird is relieved. If he seems to suffer from
the purging jou may give him bread and ale, or bread and wine. He
should not be at liberty, as it is essential his legs should be drj' and
waxni. Six claws are a great disadvantage to a Dorking. They are the
Teeolt of an accident, and are not hereditary.

Cochin-China Cock Why-tailed IJ. P.).—You must not breed from
the wry-tailed cock

; he -will transmit his defect certainly, if not to all,
to most of his chickens. We know no defects so sure of transmission as
tump-back and wry-tail. The cause of the hen laying soft eggs is, no
doubt, a temporary derangement of the secretions. We are not favour-
able to pounded oyster shells. It is better to throw down a heap of brick-
layers' rubbish. Being too fat would prevent her from laying at all, or
would cause great difficulty if not danger in doing so ; but it would not
prevent the formation of shell. The latter must, however, be provided
'"r the hen, as unless she can find the ingredients in her haunts, her eggs
mil be shell-less, so far as the hard shell is concerned.
Podltey-yard Arbangements iJ. G.).—You have the conveniences for

keeping poultry pleasantly. Do you intend the birds to run into the
smaU plantation :> You must begin by taking up all the brick flooring.
It is impossible to keep birds healthy on stone, brick, or boards. We
Deheve you are badly off for gravel. Make your floorng of hard clay or
earth well rammed down, and cover with any loose earthy material. The
latter is essential, because it supplies materials for scratching in, and
always affords food which is unseen by and unknown to us. Fill in your
scratching ground with road grit and bricklayers' rubbish

; you may add
Sr»7=J 1' you have it. The mannio heap is very etsential to health and
well-doing. In your plan, however, you show no means by which the
birds can reach it from their roosting house. You have a door in the
house at w, you may make one at the opposite side, allowing a current of
air through the house, and in consequence you would put your perches
across the end of the house E ; they would then be free from draught.
The sitting honso might be at the end of the unused pigstye. It re-
quires little light, but it must have ventilation, and it must close to pre-
vent the inmates from being trespassed upon by the other fowls. If the
proposed house for fowls is like most other cow houses, it is not unven-
tilated. Warped boards and similar contrivances aUow a free pass.nge
lor air ; il, however, it is a townsman's cow bouse, It is probably very
perfect and close. In that case put in windows close to the roof. The

refuse green meat is good for them ; but let that which is not eaten be
taken away. The poultry yard must not become a receptacle for decayed
vegetable matter. The best fowl for general purposes is the Dorking.
It 18 a good layer and sitter, and the best table fowl in the world. The
Brahma Pootra and Cochin are hardier, but by no means so good for the
table. You should choose from these three.

Profit of Poultry (J. P.).—According to your showing in your second
communication, your poultry is not self-supporting. There axe some
items now not quite clear. Twenty-three chickens, one-third of the whole
produce of the yard, are unaccounted for, unless they are the " some that
died or were killed by accident." Then, you ate luxurioui;ly of reaUy
new-laid eggs at the price of "shop" eggs. Y'our great difficulty is the
food, which should be reduced at least one-sixth. Your kitchen and
house scraps should be turned to better account ; and it should be im-
pressed on the poultry-woman that such accessories are instead of, and
not in addition to, the usual meals.

Spanish Fowls (F. If.).—We d.i not know any fowl by the name of
"Italion fowl." Spanish fowls will heir any confinement, but neither
they nor any other fowl will do in a paved yard. The time of year has
not so much to effect, in answering your second question, as the weather
at the time when they are uncovered. In warm weather we have known
them deserted for twelve hours and yet retain their vitalitv. In very
cold weather fonr or five hours or less will make them hopeless. In very
hard frosts the least exposure spoils.
Mandarin Ducks (Anas .—Mandarin Ducks are as hardy as can be.

They bred freely. Thej are always kept pinioned so that they cannot
fly. It is hard to say whether they are useful in a garden. We are sore
they are harmless, but we have heard people say they did good by destroy-
ing insect life.

Deficiency of Egos (E. C. JJ.).—If your hens are hens they have not
been laying yet, but will soon. If you have pullets among them that
were hatched last April and May they are laying now somewhere or other,
although you do not see the eggs. If table "poultry is your object you do
well to exclude Brahmas and Cochins; but if eggs are the desideratom
they would help you, especially in the winter mouths. Egg-producing
may be calculated according to age with tolerable certainty, but more so
with Brahmas and Cochins than any others.
Black Red Bantams' Eggs (Biin(am).—Write to some of the prize-

takers at the poultry exhibitions, and ask them it they will sell eggs, and
the price.

Egg-producing Fowls (A. C.).—You will not have the slightest diffi-

culty in keeping fowls to de all you require of them. Cochins may be
kept in by a fence 2 feet high. Brahmas, although more wandering, do
not care to fly over impediments. We have found the Cri-ve-Cceurs easily
confined. We do not advise Dorkings, Hamburghs, Houdans, or Spanish.
They scorn ail attempts at confinement. By properly arranging the ages
of your fowls, you may have eggs all the year round.
Peckham Poultry Show.—** * Cincinnatass • informs the Editors that

he has been credibly informed that fowls sent to the forthcoming poultry
exhibition at Peckham will not be fed on Peckham Rye."
DoBKiNo Cock Catarehed (K. il. H)—Try the remedy adopted by a

correspondent, who states it in another column to-day.
Age of Pigeons, &c. (Fido).—We do not think that the wing feathers

form any sure guide as to the age of a Pigeon. All Pigeons delight in
salt. We follow this plan :—We m'.x in a pan loam, broken mort^u", and
small gravel, then sprinkle with a handful or two of common salt, and
damp the whole slightly. Our Pigeons are constantly picking it, and are
very hejlthy.
Bullfinch and Goldfinch (5Itx. C.).—*' -4dopt similar means to those

used last season with the Bullfinch hen, and in April put a two-year-old
Goldfinch cock with her before supplying nest materials. Keep at the
bottom ol the cage plenty of moss, so that there may be less likelihood of
the eggs beingbroken when laid. Bullfinch heus often lay their eggs on the
bottom of the cage

; place the eggs f.,r sitting under a Cannry hen, which
you should contrive to have nesting about the same time. If the Canary
hen should begin to sit a week before you require her services for the
Bullfinch's eggs I should make use of her ; I often, when driven by
necessity, let my hens, if good sitters, go on three weeks, or a few days
beyond their usual thirteen days, if by chance I have something I p»-
ticularly wish to have reared. All Canary hens will not allow this

liberty to be taken with them, much depen Is upon tbeir nature and the tem-
perature. Some fcens will not sit a day beyond the usual period, and some
even go off sitting just previous to the chipping. Do not place the Gold-
finch with the Canary whilst sitting. Whilst breeding and laying supply
the Bullfinch hen with pounied oyster shell, chalk, old mortar, and grit

sand, in a box or tio. The ben may regain htr na'ural colour next moult.
I have known many instances of Bullfinches losing their natural varied
colours through having a too-free supply of hemp seed. Hemp seed is-

very fattening, and is good to a certain extent in breeding time and in

winter, for Canaries in particular, but I should recommend you to dis-

continue as much as possible the free use of it to your Bullfinch hen, anif
give as principal food canary seed with flax, and the milder kind of rape
(often termed summer rape seed), with a few groats. A respectable
bird-dealer would be the lest to apply to for a Goldfinch—for instance,

Mr. P. Jackson, Crystal Palace; Mr. J. Judd, Newington Causeway; Mr.
Hawkins, Bear Street. Leicester Square ; or some of the exhibitors at the

late Crystal Palace Show. Inquire for a two or three-year-old Goldfinch

(which age, beyond a yearling, may be told by the light legs), for with
not one out of a dozen yearling Goldfinches will yon be successful. Pay
particular attention to my last remarks, and do not be persuaded beoause
a bird may appear to be a nice bird.—G. J. Barnesby, Z>(?rty."

Indian Jungle Fowl.—An Old Subicrlbt:r wisbes to purchase some
pure Indian Jungle fowls.

Pollen Collecting fA Buc?«Bcc-fccfpfr).—" February the 6th is early

in some years and situations ; but near Exeter the bees have carried

pollen freely at in'ervals throughout the winter.—A Dbvonshirb Bee-
keeper."'
LiGURiAN Queens (Joseph Lalham).—!} the queens are living, there

ought by this time to be plenty of young Ligurians on tho wing during
the middle of every fine day.
Elmshurst.—•*! have a letter bearing tho above address to which 1

am unable to reply, not knowing the post town. Will my correspondent
supply the omission ?—T. W. Woodbuuv, Mount UadJoTd, Ext-ter.**

Wa-xen Sheets [Novice).—" I am not aware that plain wax sheets »jre

made for sale. If " Novice " will turn to the Journal for September 10th,

1868, he will find full directions for making them.—Apicola."
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manner the flavom- eqnala that of Peas, with the peculiar

aroma of all corn products in ailuitiou. Those who habitually

use them in this green etale (so unknown here), find them
mie&ing in norihern oountiies, and lung much for them.
As a nutritive vegetable Maize has very few superiors ; many

of the preparations for invalids are composed of Maize. Hominy,
we all know, is the staple food of the negro, and of the South
American. Many of us have seen the ears of the yellow Corn
drying in the sun on the cottage walls of southern Europe.
The green tops are excelleut food for cattle, and the uses of

the dried husks manifold in tropical regions. America will

always supply us with the common yellow sort for horses and
poultry, but these entirely novel table varieties are for quite a

diSerent purpose. They have now heen tried during one
season, and found to succeed well here. The year being favour-

able, the seeds were sown in the open ground in April ; but it

would be safer to forward them in boxes under glass, and plant
out in May, according to season and locality.—T. C. Beehact.

JOTTINGS ON THE AUCUBA.
How much pleasure is felt by everyone having a garden and

delighting in its general welfare, especially if one tribe of

plants engage particular attention. Such is my own case, and
iny favourite at present is the Auouba. I am in some difficulty

about the management of the male flowers, so I am writing to

"our Journal" fur iostructiou. Having bought some small
jnale plants at Mr. Staudish's first sale, I soon had male blos-

soms, for the variety picta flowered the first year after plant-

ing in the open ground, tut its flowers were not then used,
there being no female blossoms ready for fertilisation. Two
years ago, on the beautiful dwarf green female sent out by
Messrs. Veitoh, blossoms opened in time to be fertilised by the
later blooms of the m.ile, and on a bush of C inches high I had
a dozen berries, which fully ripened. Mext to it is a bush of

Aucuba himalaica, upwards of 2 feet high and in full vigour, on
which I have never yet had a female blossom, nor do I see

much promise of any this year ; indeed, tlris vaiiety is of much
looser growth than the Japanese, and is not Bo effective.

The male picta when growing freely soon loses its variega-
tion, and becomes much more beautiful, as the central white
patch is rarely healthy when in the open ground. As far as I

can judge the newer variety with the white margins sent out
by Yeitch promises to be more effeolive, and to retain its

variegation. From my limited knowledge I think this rule of

variegation will be found almost universal—that plants whose
leaves are variegated at the margin retain that character, while
the central blotches are speedily lost. This is well illustrated

in the golden-blotched. Euonymus; when it grows freely its

colour is lost, whereas the golden-margined variety retains its

variegation permanently, and will prove a truly handsome
shrub.
M Last year, though I thought I had taken great pains to fer-

tilise my Aucuba viridis foemiua, not one berry has rewarded
me for my pains. I should say that rOy garden is seven
minutes' walk from my house, aud I can only steal minutes
to go to my pets at mid-day when the pollen is dry. Last
year the plan I adopted was to prop a cap glass on flower pots
over the male plant to keep o£f the rain, as a flower opened to
cut it oS with scissors, and let it drop into a bottle ; this was
loosely corked, and brought home. With these precautions,
with a camel-htiir pencil 1 fertilised many female blossoms
on bushes in boxes on the lead flats of my house. By this
means I have a dozen berries giving colour to the sombre
old variegated Aucuba; but I ought to Lave had many more
had my proceedings been properly managed. When I see
small bushes grown in pots with dozens of berries, I want
to know the secret of success. Of course men burdened
with other ocoupitiona cannot compete with those whose busi-
ness it is to succeed, but I want to succeed better than I have
done. Must the anthers be gathered before they have burst,
or only when the pollen is about to bo discharged ? I generally
have Contrived io leave a male flower in the female, or attached
to the pistil, there to distribute its pollen grains at its leisure;
for the pollen grains are so fiue you cannot be certain of their
transfer by a dry camel-hair pencil. How long will the pollen
retain its fertilitiog properties ? The male plant is now in
blossom, but there is no sign of female blooms. Can the male
blooms now be removed with arjy chance of future use?
Does the fruit of tho Aucuba require bottom heat to germi-

nate? Two years ago Henderson sent me berries, every-

one of which came up in the propagating house of a friend,

but were overlooked by the gardener during the summer, so
were lost. Last May, when my own berries were fully ripe and
beginning to shrivel, I put them into a pot, which was plunged
in a southern border, and covered with 2 inches of cocoa-nut
fibre refuse. In the autumn 1 moved the pot to a cold frame,
but I have not seen a sign of any young plants : must they be
given up as lost, or may I hope to see them spring up with the
coming spring?

I do not hesitate to ask these questions, as your Journal is

open to minor matters at which old and practised hands will

smile. May I, therefore, ask for instruction how to use my
male blossoms with the greatest prospect of succbss ? and how
to raise seedlings from the berries without the aid of glass or
other artificial culture, if such is to be done.—J. S. B., Bath.

GROWING FRUIT FOR MARKET, AT LITTLE
SUTTON, CHISWICK.

MH. dancer's.

(Contiimcd from page 459, Vol, XV.)

A PEETTiEii sight to the lover of fruits could scarcely be im-
agined than that presented last season by a plantation of a

hundred or more young Apple trees. Planted two j ears ago,

the trees, supplied by Messrs. Rivers, then young maiden
plants worked low on the English Paradise stock, have grown
well, being now from 3 to 4 feet high, sUghtly pyramidal in

form, and nicely branched. L%6t season every tree bore its

crop of from eighteen to twenty-four fine large fruit, and each

fruit a specimen in itself. These trees were pretty when in

flower, and when in fruit handsome, the clusters being so heavy
that the trees were scarcely able to bear the weight. One of

the varieties was Small's Admirable, a large, beautiful, clear-

skinned, and very excellent kitchen Apple lor October and No-
vember use, and a most abundant bearer, excelleut for market.

The other was Cox's Orange Pippin, well known as first-rate

for the dessert, and also a good cropper, tho tree forming na-

turally a handsome pyramid.
Another plantation, consisting chiefly of Pears on the

Quince stock, grown in the same manner, and of a fine pyra-

midal form, was also interesting, although not bearing such a

splendid crop as the Apple trees. Some, however, were well

laden, and the fruit magnificent, being large and of fine quaUty.

Amongst others were the following—Doyennfe du Cornice, large

and most excellent, but only a moderate bearer ; Huyshe's

Victoria, very handsome, and some fruits very fine ; Baroime
de Mello, large and promising ; Mareehal de la Cour, of first-

rate quality, and a good bearer; Beurie d'Amanlis, which
grows so exceedingly strong that it does not bear fruit well in

a young state ; and Louise Bonne of Jersey and Marie Louise,

two well-known and mobt excellent market sorts, being great

bearejs, aud of fine quality. Besides these there are many
others on trial here. These trees are planted about 20 feet

apart each way, the ground being cropped with Cabbages,

Lettuces, &a., so that not a single foot is waMed. This is market

gardening made at once ornamental and profitable—fruit pro-

duced in the second year alter planting with trees three years

from the graft, and that abundantly, the trees themselves

being about the most beautiful objects in existence, bearing

fruit from the very ground upwards. What an advance this is

upon the old orchard practice, with the tall standards, and thin

naked stems, requiring stake supports for many years 1 What
a waste of time that was in comparison with our present mode !

Time was when we planted for our children ; time is, for US to

plant for ourselves. In some respects we have gone a long way
a-head of our forefathers ; in others we may yet learn lessons

from them, and that, too, in fruit culture.

As a profitable market variety there are few Pears to com-

pete with tho old Hessle, or Hiizel as it is sometimes called.

Mr. Dancer cultivates it extensively, sending some thousands

of bushels of the fruit to market, where it is well known, and

sells well, being just the size for the street vendors, who dis-

pose of it rapidly at " three a-pcnny," in August. It is often

dry and tasteless, yet sometimes pleasant. The tree attains a

large size. Williams's Bon Ghietien, or as the maiket folks

call it, "the Williams," is another first-rate fort much cul-

tivated, and very profitable, always bearing enormously. This

Pear is gathered very early by the market growers, and placed

in large masses in the fruit room, where it soon becomes melt-

i'ig, and fit for use long before the possessor of a single tree
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considers it Imlf ripe. The Pears are better flavonreil wlien

gathered thus enrly, nnd their season may be prolonged for at

least Bii weeks by nitburiug them in anccessiou.

Jersey Uratioli is an excellent Pear ; Mr. Dancer has thirty

or forty large treeH. Lust season they were enorraonsly laden.

the brftnohus bending to the very ground with their hfftvy load.

The fi«iit wan large, some weigbing 16 ozs., of good quality,

and covered with a tliiok grey ruseet all over. It ia in gontral

a good croppor, yet I never saw trees so heavily ladi'n as those

wore last season, and witU fruit ao large and line on old standard

trees. It is excellent for market.

Of other sorts grown for market by Mr. Dancer I may
mention Beurn' Base, always a sure croiiper, and an excellent

sort. Marie Louise is in general good, but not always, the fruit

being sometimes very gritty and full of blemishes. It is of ex-

cellent quality, and when good no Pear commands a more ready

sale. Grown on a standard or open pyramid, the fruit is of

far higher quality than that from a wall. Louise Eouno of

Jersey is aUo a favourite market sort, and with Mr. Dancer
the fruits are frequently of enormous size, and really excellent.

Beurr6 de Cipiaumont is an old and favourite sort, a profuse

bearer, and profitable variety for cultivation ; the trees form
naturally nice pyramids, and do not attain a very large size.

Beurr6 Diel is also a good and profitable sort, and a strong

grower. Paradise d'Automne somewhat resembles Beurre
BoBC, but ia not nearly so good. Ne Plus Meuris is also a

capital winter sort, snceoeding well as a standard, bat the fruit

is very ugly. Beurro d'Aremberg is Mr. Dancer's favouiito

amongst all the Pears, and that which he retains for his private

use. It is seldom, however, to be found so rich tnd good as it

is with Mr. Dancer. It is generally too acid, yet here I have
tasted it rich and particularly pleasant, with an agreeable brisk

acidity, which is its great feature. It is not a Pear much cul-

tivated for market. Knight's Monarch and Seckle were once I

largely planted in Mr. Dancer's grounds, but are both quite
j

worthless for market, all the fruit of the former falling off the I

trees before ripening, and that of the latter being too small.

Apples are not cultivated so largely as either Plums or Pears,

yet there are some nobla fruit produced from large old standard

trees of such sorts as Blenheim Pippin ; Northern Greening, a

fine kitchen sort ; Golden Noble, a truly noble Apple in appear-

ance as well as in qualily, bringing a higb price in the market

;

Dumelow's Seedling, better known in Covent Garden as the

Wellington, much esteemed for its fine cooking qualities

;

Hawthornden, a fine early sort, the trees rather liable to

oaiiker, and never attaining a large size ; Keswick Codlin,

which is gathered very early, and sent to market in immense
quantities before the other sorts come in, and which is one of

the best Apples for cooking, and a most abundant bearer

;

Yellow Ingestrie a very beautiful and excellent early small

yellow doi'sert sort, which does exceedingly well with Mr.
Dancer; HoUandbury, a free-bearing, large, and handsome
Sort,but not of much merit; Beauty of Kent; Red Quarrendeu

;

Rymer or Duke of York, a fine late culinary variety ; King of

the Pippins, a very excellent market sort; Small's Admirable,
already noticed ; and Braddick's Nonpareil, a very excellent sort,

fine for dessert use in winter. There are, besides, many others

too numerous to mention, the fruit of which are all of fine

quality, large, clear, and handsome, and nearly all produced on
the large old standard trees, which receive no attention further

than keeping the shoots and branches thin, so that plenty of

air is admitted to all parts of the tree. It is this which makes
fine fruit, and the trees are always in vigorous health through
the manuring and digging of the ground about their roots.

Lastly, but not least, I must notice a fine lot of Cox's Orange
Pippin. When this Apple came first into repute, Mr. Dancer,

who is ever eager to introduce a good variety, and more than
usually fond of experimentalising, had some old trees cut

down and grafted with this sort. These have now formed
large heads, and were last season loaded with most splendid

fruit. The branches were bending to the ground with their

heavy load. The two-year-old shoots from 2 to 3 feet long,

which had been unpruned, were thickly clustered. I counted
{rom one to two djzeu on each, fine and handsome, high in

colour, and rich in flavour. What a splendid Apple this is,

and it is also a profitable one to cultivate.

Of Red Currants, Mr. Dancer is a great cultivator, and much
attention is paid to them. Currants are but small fruit, and
rather looked down upon; there is no crop, however, more
profitable to the market gardener. The quantity of Currants
sold in Covent Garden during the season is enormous, and there

are but few cultivators who grow them to such a large size as

Mr. Dancer, or in such quantities. What an amount of con-
fusion exists with regard to the nomenclature of these fruits !

'

We have scores of names, yet very little distinctive features
amongst them whereby tliey may bo recognised; eome ate
said to be larger than others, some sweeter, some later, some
earlier, some with short bunches, others with long ones ; and
there are all these ditlorent characters, yet in an ordinary field

of an acre or so, professedly all of one sort, all the foims may
be found. I have found them so in a field of two acres lately

taken possession of by Mr. Dancer, vvhilo in his older grounds
tlioy are nearly all alike, uniform in growth, and uniform in the
fruits. Out of all in the two acres already .".lluded to, Mr.
Dancer and myself could only discover two or three bushes (Jf

what may be termed Dancer's utook, which is by fur the finest ol

any I have seen. The plants are of rather dwarf and compact
growth, nevtr rambling much, the It-aves iu the mass having
something of a metallic hue, very distinct, and the fruit is

very large, produced very abundantly, and of a fine bright red.

Plants of this sort only one-half the size produce quite a» much
fruit as large plants of the others. The diflnunce between
the two lots of bushes is remarkable ; the one, with a few ex-

ceptions, growing very strong, with i!io shoots grots, and the
fruits small and scanty; the other of stub!.y growth, and al-

ways enormously loaded
;
yot they are all called Red Dutch,

and have been most likely all propagated from the sumo stock.

If I might conjecture, the one lot has been deteriorated through
selecting all the strongest cuttings for propagaliou, without
paying regard to any other quality; wbilot the other, which I

know is correct, appears to have been perpetuated by selecting

cuttings from marked plants—plants of good habit, and bear-

ing good fruit. Mr. Dancer hopes iu a few years thus to throw >

light on this subject, and I only hope he may, for it is an im-.

poitantoue
Currants in market gardens receive very generous treatment,-;

being planted in good soil, and well manuied. They are gens- .

rally planted at a distance of about 6 feet from each other in

the rows. In pruning only four or five stems are allowed to

each bush, all side shoots being closely cut cfi during the

winter, and at the base of thete the fruits are borne so thickly

that they may be pulled off by the handful. This woik is

principally performed by women, scores of whom are employed
for weeks in gathering the Currant crop.

Having now given a review of the principal subjects cul-

tivated in this establishment, I shall in my next paper treat of

the soil, pruning, &c., as compared with other districts, and
with other practices in regard to fruit culture.

—

Leo.

(To be continued.)

APPLE KEEPING.
My fruit room was built in 17G1 by a great man, for he waa

my great grandfather, so it follows of coursethat he was in one
sense great. It is an arched cellar, 40 feet long, 12 feet wide,

and 75 feet high. It was originally a wine cellar, but for many
years it has been used as a fruit room. In the centre is a
broad pathway, and on each side are shelves, on which the

Apples and Pears are placed on the bare boards. It is venti-

lated by only one aperture, y feet by 2, in the wall at tbe north-

west end just under the crown of the arch. .This aperture,

which has an iron grating, has a shutter with which it is closed

iu very severe weather. This closing is, however, of rare oc-

currence, for the shutter has not been used to any extent either

this or the past winter. The peifcct dryness of the cellar is

owing to its having a range of packing sheds over it, so that

the soil resting on the arcli has liecome iu the course of years

a mass of earth dry as dust. The temperature ot tbe place is

most remarkable for its evenness, ranging fnm the miildle of

October till the middle of March from 45° to 47°, tbe foimer

being the rate from the middle of November till the end of

February, seldom varying half a degree. This low even tem-

perature, with a supply of fresh air without draughts, seems

very favourable to the preservation of Apples and Pears, for

early autumn Apples, such as the Hawthornden and several

others, keep plump and sound till Christmas and even later.

To the feeling my fruit room is agreealdy warm in severe

weather iu winter, and agreeably cjol in hit wtather in summer.

I may add that my unique fi uit room was furmed by scarping

part of a steep wide fosse dug out en i) e ciest of this hill

(Bunks Hill), seemingly as a timpoiarj mean- of ('e fence when,

iu the parliamentary times, some skiimiihing took place in

' this district, the direct road to ISeivmaiket ; ior we have Man-
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field, in whicb, when I was a boy, cannon balls and pieces of

trnmpete used to be fonnd ; and Deadland, in which may still

be seen the outline of a trench in which the dead were buried,
and over whom the corn is, 1 believe, even now of a deeper
green than elsewhere. The former is now covered with trees,

and in trenching the ground one or two skeletons have been
found—one I recollect as having a stout iron dagger lying by
its side.—T. BrvEBS.

ROSE CUTTINGS—ROSES IN POTS.
In bis remarks about Rose cuttings (page 122), Mr. Knott

says, '

' I am assured that as soon as the buds start cuttings will

strike most readily." Surely this waiting till the buds start

must be a mistake. My aim in propagating cutting?, not only
of Eosea but of Vines, and, in fact, of any hordwooded plant,

is to endeavour to obtain roots. before, or as quickly as possible

after, the buds start into growth ; because it is a well-established

fact that all growth made before the roots have started i.'< of a
"spindly" nature, tending only to weaken the yonnt; plant,

while, on the contrary, if a cutting forms roots and shoots at

about the same time and in equal proportions, a healthy and
vigorona plant may bo expected if fair treatment bo given.

Hence the advontage of the method of strikiDg Eose cuttings,

which I have fully explained in No. 410 of this Journal ; for

the cutting, by tiie warmth of the earth, is enabled to form
roots, while its buds are kept in a dormant state by the cooler

temperature of the air to which they are exposed.
As regards spring propagation, although a small percentage

of most kinds of cuttings may grow, yet the most common and
certain method is to take cuttings in March off plants which
have been forced early, and whose wood, having shed its blos-

som, haa attained the requisite ripeness for the purpose.
The pots containing the cuttings are plunged in a mild hotbed.
which is kept closa till the cuttings are well rooted, which will

be in about a mouth, when they are shifted into a cool frame,
and when slightly hardened they may be either potted singly
or planted in a prepared border. Such plants cannot be ex-
pected to equal in vigour those which, having formed roots
during winter under the cool treatment, have been planted out
in the open border in March, and which thus, in addition to a
vigorous constitution unimpaired by any forcing, have a start
of nearly two months over the spring-struck plants. Moreover,
cuttings taken off forced Hoses can never equal in vigour well-
matured cuttings from plants in the open air. After the fore-
going remarks I need hardly say that I have but little faith in
the utility of spring-struck Koses.

Permit me to add a remark on pot Eases. So far as my
experience goes, I am of opinion that no Bose is fit to produce
blossoms worth looking at in a pot until it has been subjected
to a similar treatmfsnt to that described in No. 410. After
being so prepared the plants may be taken np, potted, pruned,
and plunged at once in a mild bottom heat, with their branches
fully exposed to the air day and night unless the weather
become very severe. By the time they are wanted for forcing,

anch plants, with their stout healthy wood and abundance of
roots in full activity, may fairly be calculated upon to afford
the most satisfactory results.

—

Edward Luckhuest, Egcrton
House Gardens, Kinti,

.

SUCCESSION 01' FRUITS IN AN ORCHARD
HOUSE.

I HAVE a house full of Peach trees in pots, the fruit of which
I expect to be ripe in May. How would it do to introduce
then, or a few weeks sooner, a number of Vines in pots for a
crop of Grapes, of course keeping the Tines back as well as
possible until then? Would it do to keep them out of doors
until then ? or, it planted in a border, would it hurt them to

pull them outside the house, which I could manage to do, until
the Pe lobes were nearly ripe ?—L, W.

[The best plan would be to keep the pots out of doors
plunged in litter, and set on the north side of a wall or fence

;

there they will scarcely break much before the middle of April,
and as soon as broken they might go into tho coldest part cf
the house at first. If the Vines are planted inside the canes
oonld be kept outside, but then the roots will bo more excited
by the heat necessary to ripen the Peaches in May. If the
Vines are treated as the Peaches all along, the Grapes would
ripen six weeks or so after tha Peaches. If both Ptachea and
Vines are planted out, and two fall crops are wanted to succeed ^

eiiob other, the Vines should be kept as long as possible fuller

exposed to the air, but with glass above them. This is best

done by having a moveable front, or rather two fronts to the
house—the inner one being used when forcing the Peaches,
and the outer one, with the Vines between the two, when the
Vines are too forward for complete exposure.]

EUCHARIS AMAZONICA NOT FLOWERING.
Several plants of this were perfectly flowered last season

by me. They were moderately potted in rather rich sandy
compost, and kept in a cool house or pit with a very moderate
supply of water and plenty of air until the blnom-spikes began
to be thrown up, then the pots were washed and the plants

placed on a warm shelf in the stove, and well attended to with
the syi-inge until the blooms expanded, which they did in a
fortnight or three weeks after the plants had been taken into

a temperature of 65°, with a rise from sun heat.—B. S. M.

[The South African bulb is probably a Crinum.

—

Eds.]

Having several fine plants of this beautiful Lily, I send you
my mode of treatment. When the plants commence growing I

give them abundance of liquid manure water, not too strong,

until they have doue tlowering, then water is withheld, but
they are not allowed to flag till the growth commences again.

In potting I use nothing but good loam, and the same for

top-dressing. Two plants growing under the above treatment
in 26-inch pots, flower five times a-year, each plant having
from eighteen to twenty spikes, with six or seven flowers on a
spike. They are in a temperature never below 50' at night.

—

J. S., Eockvillc Gardcmt.

Under the treatment I have adopted, I am rewarded with
complete success in flowering it two or three times a-year. I

have a large plant of it 4 feet high, on a stage about 6 feet from
the glass, and fully exposed to tho light. Care is taken not to

wafer it when required to flower ; in fact, it seldom has any
water even when growing. The soil in which it succeeds best,

I find is loam, leaf mould, and a small quantity of sand, well

mixed with one-fourth rotted cow dung. Ovorpotting checks

flowering and causes growth. On the one plant I have had
sixty-five blooms successively last summer; it flowered a second

time in the month of November, and it has again rewarded
me with eleven spikes, five and six large blooms on each spike.
—Edwin NiiWMAN, Edge Hill, lAvcrpool.

I BELIEVE that the chief secret of flowering Eucharis ama-
zonica is to leave it alone, when once potted in, say, an 8-inch

pot. When established there it will not require repotting

oftener than once in two or three years, and will flower freely

enough as soon as it becomes pot-bound ; while, if continually

shifted and disturbed, it will grow largely and never flower. I

saw a beautiful plant last year which had not been shifted for

five years. My own plant does well in a moderate hothouse,

in a temperature suited for Cattleyas and such Dendrobiums as

D. nobile.

—

Duckwing.

COLOUR OF THE BACKS OF ROSE PETALS.
The colour of the reverse of Rose petals is a subject, I

think, of some importance, and one to which more attention

shoull be directed, especially in the selection of new Eoses

from description. How is it that many of our finest-shaped

Boses are dull and unattractive? Simply because certain

forms of the flower exhibit the backs of the petals much more
than others of a flat or rosette character; and the finer the

shape—that is, the more globular and deeper the cup of the

petal, the more its reverse is shown. In nearly all red Boses

this is of a dull purplish tint, which tones down very sensibly

whatever brilliancy of colour the face of the petals may pos-

sess. This is evident when we consider that fully one-third of

the back is exposed in our finest models of shape—cupped,

high-centred, and globular flowers, such as Ltplia, Alfred

Colnmb, Comtesse de Chnbrillant, Pierre Hotting, Prince Henri

de Pays Bas, &o.

Neither the beeutiful old Jules Margottin with its shell-like

petals, nor the brilliarjt Senateur Vaifse, would have held our

hearts so long had they not shown us bright backs as well as

faces.

lu a former notice I ventured to give our continen'al neigh-
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boars a hint oa to our »eqnirements. I row add another—Not

to send us now red lloaes 1c>br bright in the reverse of their

petaU than our old favourite Senateur Vaisse.—Hlnhy (Juuxia,

Devon Hoscnj, 'inrqnay. '
'<

ROYAIi ]r01lTICUr.TURAL SOCIETY.
JMaUCH ;iND.

Fnurr Co^iisrtTTM.—t*.''^. "Wilson,' Esq., F.R.S., in thi) chair.

Mr. Tbomsou, of DaUioiHi.Bent three hauiloomc bnnchcB of a aeedlinj?

Grape, -vfliich has beiu named " Thomsou'.i White Lady Uowno'a,"

bccanse of its being a 8ecdliu[( from I.iitly I>owno's, crossed with Bo-

wood Muscat. Tho parentage of this Grajie ia apparent on examining

tho frnit, for in form of tho bunch and berries, and texture of the

flesh, it is identical or ijf.irly ho. Mr. Thomson in a communication

to the Committoo. states th.at the Vino is. if possible, more vigorous

than that of Lady Dowuo's, oi^ tho Sflioo habit, and may be ((town

alon^ with that varioty in a house with no more than greenhoase

heat to ripen tho fruit. Last year, Mr. Thomson states, he kept tho

Grapes in good condition on the Vine till April, but this season the

unusual heat of February btimulatcd the sap in the Vines so early that

the flavour of the fnrit has in consequence been adversely affected.

The Grape was much admired by the Committee, but from the cause

jnst stated the flavour was deficient, and not at all equal to what a

member of the Committee btatod he had discovered in it at an earlier

period of tho seasou. It ia to bo hoped that Mr. Thomson will show

it earlier next year. There can be no doubt that it will foim u valuable

wlilfe comp.anion irt tho old Lady Downo's.
Messrs. Stuart .^' Meiu, of Kelso, sent a collection of Variegated

Kale in pots, which produced .1 pretty decorative effect on one of the

.side tables.

Messrs. Ban- & Sngdeu submitted a oonimnnication from D. Craw-
ford, Esq., of Oporto, on the mode of culture of the large Portugal

Onions imported to this couutry.

Floral Committek.—The Uev. J. Pix in the chair. The wintry

and stormy morning prevented many exhibitors from bringing their

plants, and although the room was not so well furnished as usual, the

Orchids formed a vei"y interesting feature. Messrs. Veitch contributed

this class of plants largely, and received a special certificate for their

eoUection, also a special certificate for their collection of spring flowers,

among -which were some superb Azaleas, CameUias, Roses, Hyacinths,

Rhododendrons, ttc. A firr.t-cluss certificate was awarded for Phormium
tenax, var. Veitehii. Mr. Berkeley has carefully examined the va-

rieties previously showu, and finds that Cookii and Colensoi are the

same : it is proposed, therefore, to remove the name of Cookii alto-

gether. The distinction between P. tenax and P. Colensoi appears to

be that P. teuax has ita loaves bplit or divided at the points, whilst

those of the other aro not. Mr. Whorratt, gardener to James Bate-

raan, Esq., Knypcraley, seut B]itcimens of cut Orchids. The very

beautiful Bletia Sherrattinua received a first-class certificate ; also

Ipsea speeio3a,with bright yellow flowers. This is a ven- rare species,

and has been only flowered by two Orchid growers. Mr. Forsyth,

gardener to Baron Rofhschild, Onnnersbury, sent two very fine speci-

mens of Bendrobium macvopbyllura, and a special certificate was
awarded them. Mr. Warren, gardener to T. J. Levett, E^q., Bnvton-
on-Treat, brought cut specimens of Epidendrum raacrochiluui album,
which received a special certificate. A small collection of plants was
sent from Chiswick. A collection of Orchids from the garden, South
Kensington, received a special certificate.

Mr. B. S. "Williams, Holloway, sent a small plant of Thriuax nobilis,

too young to display its merits, a^ well as a varietj of Adiantnm capil-

lUB-Veneris, which it was requested should be sent again. Mr. Wil-
liams hkewiso exhibited a very beautiful group of Orchids, which
deservedly received a special cevtificate. Mr. Stone, gardener to J.

Day, Esq., Tottenham, brought Dendrobium Vv'illiam&onii, the plant

too young for a decision to be arrived at as to its merit. Messrs. Lee,

Hammersmith, sent Thuja LoL'ui aureo-varitgata, a very promising
plant, which was awarded a first class eertifleate. Mr. Turner, Slough,
bronght a small plant of Coleua Priueoss Koyal, one of tho Society's

beet seedlings ; also some fine s];ecimens of Ancuba ben-ies produced
in the open air, and which were anusnally large and bright-coloured.

Mr. Ware, Tottenham, sent a basket containing three kinds of Primula
—viz., denticulata, amoiua, and evosa or Forfuni ; also a basket of

spring flowers—among them Orobus vernn^, I>ianthns bybridus stri-

atns, Arobis heterophylla, Iris persiea pumila, (ris reticulata, Hopatica
triloba cE^rulea, and Auemoue hortensis. A special certificate was
awarded for the two collections.

Mr. Bull sent a specimen of Lycasle Skinncri of dwarf habit, and
Ajnorphophailus pinnatus ; tho foliage bad been removed from the

plant, and this gave the dark reddish brown spathe a very singular
appearance. Messrs. Paul & Son. Cheshunt, sent a superb Rose, Duke
of Edinburgh, a finely formed biilliant scarlet flower with fine foliage,

and it was awarded a first-class certificate ; also a cut specimen of a
sport from Camellia Aulica. Messrs. Standish ,i: Co. exhibited a new
Todea which has sprung up in their stove in large quautilies. It was
supposed to have come from Todea pellucida, but is of an entirely

different character. It wirs named T. pellucida compacta. A first-

class certificate was awarded it.

Mr. Wilson, gardener tj W. Marahall. Esq.. sent some very beauti-

ful Orchids, amonf; theta name fine OdontoftloBunm trinmphans

;

two distinct varieties, which received fi^^tcias8 certificates, were

nnmed the one O. triumphans Man.hallii, the other 0. triumpbaus

Wilsoni. Mr. Green, gardener to W. W. Saunders, Esq., brought a

few very interesting plauts--lwo fine specimens of Amaryllis Aekor-

manui pulcberrima, cut specimens of Fuchsia macrantha, an old but

beautiful flower, and two pretty specimens of Iiopezia superba. A '

"'

special certificate was awarded. Mr. .lames Lorimer, gardener to"''

E. Salt, ];»q , Baildon, Leeds, brought n spike of Odoutoglossnm '
Hallii, for which a special certificate was awarded. Mr. Masterton,

of the firm of Maxlcy and Watson, exhibited their Packington plant-

trainer, which is 60 constructed as to bo moveable and fixed on nny-

sizeJ flower pot. There arc more disadvantages than advantages in

its arrangement, and the Committee did not approve of it.

General Meetiko.—J. Bateman, Esq., F.E.S., inthcchair. After
,

the election of fifteen new Fellows, tho Chairmen of tho Fruit aud

Floral Committees reported the awards, and the former stated that in

accordance with the suggestion of Mr. Wilson Saunders at the last
;

'

meeting—that it would be desirable to know how the fruit then ex-
'J

hibited had been preserved—circulars hud been sent to the principal '<<

exhibitors, and from the replies received, the Committee had found

that, as a rale, the frnit had been put on plain boards, and the greatestil .v

care had been used to handle it us little as possible. In one or two

instances sawdust and cork dust had been employed. Mr. Fortune

having then been invited to make some remarks on the Knmquat, said,
j

he would communicate in writing what ho knew about it before the
^.^^

next meeting.

Major R. Trevor Clarke remarked, with regard to the influence of

light on the keeping of fruit, that it is a common notion that darkness

is favourable to its keeping, but ho had observed it kept as well in the

full light ; also that if fruit were frozen it did not rot if kept in the

dark till thawed.
The Kev. M. J. Berkeley in offering some remarks ou tho plants

before the meeting said, in reference to the Solaunm exhibited on the

16th ult., that he had found the word "guisadoa" simply means capable

of being cooked, the fruit being probably of the same culinary merit as

that of the Egg plant. With regard to the different kinds of Phormium,

he believed them .all to belong to one species. From an examination

of specimens he had found Phormium Cookii was tho same as P.

Colensoi. and the former, therefore, would have to be eliminated alto-

gether ; further, the only real difference between P. Colensoi and P.

tenax appeared to be that the leaves of the former were split at the tips,

those of the latter not split; consequently he believed tho kinds -

exhibited to be merely four forms of the same species. Banks and c,.

Solander, who were well acquainted with tho genua, considered that there ,,,

was but a single species of Phormium. A singularly knotted truncheon.
,,

.

from an Elm, seen by Mr. Bateman at Pan, was next referred to, and ..

,

Mr. Berkeley observed that on a former occasion he had bronght a ^_..

specimen from a garden in Rutlandshire, with similar kmots at every
"'

node, and which were attiihutable to the formation of adventitious';,'

buds. A sprig of Cupressns Lawsoniana was next brought forward as '•'

remarkable for its elegance and the beauty of the male infloroaoonce.

It had been snggtsted by some that the branehlet was one of Cupressas. M>

fragrans, but he would state that from a large quantity of the seeds o£ \\

C. Lawsoniana which had been bought at a sale, and sown at Chiswick, ,),;

many of the plants proved the same as C. fragrans, which, therefore, was
,,^i

probably a mere variation from seed, and nut a distinct species. After ,..j,

mention had been made of Anemone blanda as being probably only a,
,

form of A. apennina coming into flower much earUer in the season,
'

Mr. Berkeley, adverting to the Primulas exhibited, said he beUeved tho
;

powderless plant to be the true Primula denticulata, and that powdered'
to be properh named P. erosa or F'ortuni. With regard to the small- '|

flowered but 'elegant Lopezia superba, it bad been suspected to be a-

'

mere foim of the annual, Lopezia ooronata, but it had maintained its

perennial character, and was certainly a very ornamental plant at this

time of year. Mr. Berkeley also mentioned that Spinoa Thuubergi, a

plant of which was shown at the last meeting, could bo worked on aU

sorts of Plum stocks. After brief reference to the Todea and AcUautum

noticed in tho Floral Committee report, Mr. Berkeley stated that the

next number of the Society's Journal would shortly be in the bauds of

the members ; aUo, that it had been determined, notwithstanding tho

very efficient manner in which the proceedings at the Society's Com-,;

mittecs and meetings are reported iil the horticultural press, to bring

out reports of the meetings ia slip, to be afterwards make np in sheets

or half sheets along with original papers, and ultimately collected in a

number of the Joumal. Arrangements would be made by which

Fellows desiring to have the slips as they appeared conld have them' -i

sent by post.
r 11

^
Mr.' Bateman said, when befonnd the unfavourable character- ol the

day had left him fewer plants than usual to comment upon—altliough

the Orchids were ivcU represented—he thought he would faU bact_

upon the Elm stick before referred to, but Mr. Berkeley had ap-
_

propriated it. He would add, however, to what that gent.lcman ha«'

said on the subject, that he saw the tree at Pau, last Christmas-day,

aud it was uniformly covered with knots vaijiug in size according to

the part of the tree, those on the stem being as large as^one s head, on

the major branches as large as a fist, and so ou down to the size ot

peaa. Beijig anxious a tree no curious should not bo confined to the

neighbourhood, he had obfaiued cuttings of it; so the Fellows might
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"be able to grow their own knotted sticks. Major Clarke had snggested
it might be propagated in a similar manner to the Olive, and if so,

every one of the nodes might be made to fjrow. Passing to the

Orchids he would take the worst lirst, that being Oucidium abortivnm,

which makes coutinual aboriivo attempts to flower, jiroduciug nothing
bat filaments, the buds falling off. Mr. "VVilliamg, however, had suc-

ceeded in making it x'rodnce flowers, as seen by the specimen before

the meeting, but the plant was not worth cnltivating. Not so the
beautiful variety of Lyca^te SUinneri alba, which with its bridal colours
of white and gold, well deserved its distinctive name, and he only
wished names would be withheld when varieties were not equally dis-

tinct. Odontoglossum Alexandra:, of which specimens much finer

than those shown were to be found at Mr. Rucker's, and in other

private collections, Mr. Marshall's Odontoglossnms, Mr. Salt's Odon-
toglossum Hallii ; Dendrobium macrophyllum, and the white variety

of Epidendrum macrochilum, from Earon Rothschild's, were then
briefly noticed ; likewise the fine specimen of the new Dendrobium
lasioglossum, from J.Iessre. Veitch, which showed what a treasure it

•would he. From his own gardener came flowers of Dendrobium
luteolum, one of the most desirable of its race, and which remains in

perfection for two or three months, and of Ipsea speciosa, which,
though it had been in the country for nearly thirty years, bad never
flowered with him till last year, and had only flowered in one other gar-
den. He had the bulbs from Kow, where, he was glad to say, owiug to

the liberality of the Government, a new Orchid house had been erected
that would enable Mr. Smith to do justice to this class of plants. Of
Rletia Sherrattiana his (Mr. Bateman's) gardener had also sent a
branch of a spike, proving it, however, to be really the prettiest of all

the Bletias. Mr. Bateman next asked if any of, the Fellows present
had succeeded in grafting the Kumquat (Citrus japonica), as he had
been informed that success is hopeless unless Limonia trifoliata is

nsed as a stock. Mr. Bateman said, as a solemn silence prevailed, he
must infer no one present had succeeded ; but he had learned that
Major Clarke, wbo generally met with success where no one else did,

had sown the pips and bo raised plants. The plant, grown not in a
pot, but turned out in a border, was from 8 to 10 feet high, and
covered with delicious fruit. Mr. Bateman concluded by directing at-

tention to the Packington plant-ti-ainer, which he thought would be
yeiy useful.

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETYS MEETINGS.
The anniversary meeting of this Society was held on January 25th,

when Mr. H. "W. Bates was re-elected President, and the other oflicerB

were re-elected. The President's anniver8ai7 address was read in his
nnavoidable absence by the Secretary, and was ordered to be printed.
The first meeting of the Society during the past month was held

on the 1st ult., the President being in the chaii". After returning
thanks for his re-election, he nominated Messrs. Stainton, Smith, and
A. R. Wallace as the Vice-Presidents for the ensuing year.
Amongst tie entomological works presented to the Society since the

last meeting, were the second volume of the gi-eat Bibliographical
work undertaken by the Royal Society, the eighth volume of M. La-
cordaire's work on the genera of Coleoptera, containing the first half
of the Longicorn Beetles, &c. The President's address delivered at
the anniversary having been printed, was distributed among the
members.
The Secretary read a letter from Mr. Butterfield, of Intlianopolis,

desiring to enter into communication with English Lepidopterists.
Mr. Edward Saunders exhibited a fine specimen of the rare Moth,
Pachetra leucopba'a, taken at Redhill, near Reigate, by Mr. N. E.
Brown. Mr. l*ascoe made some observations on the exotic Coleop-
terous genera, Aprostoma, Mecedanum, and Gempylodep, contending
that tho first of these insects, considered by Professor "VVesfwood as a
Colydian, belonged to the Brenthidre. The Professor reiterated his
Opinion, which he had formed upon a dissection which he had made
in Paris, of M. Gueriu's original type specimen.

Professor Westwood gave an account of the habits of a species of
Aphidip, which ho had already described under the Jiame of Peritymbia
•vjtisaua, and which has subsequently received in Franco the na"me of
Rhiziiphis vastatrix. This insect has only quite recently appeared in
some vineries in this countiy, where it attacks tho young leaves, causing
them to swell into round protuberances, or galls, tho upper side of
which split into fimbriated divisions, beneath which the small female
insect is buried, and where she deposits her eggs. Other specimens,
which can in uo wise be distinguished from those on the leaves, suck
the rootUts beneath the surface of the gi-ound, and cause the death of
the plants, the latter process having occurred to a ruinous extent in
some jiarts of Franco. Mr. F. Small, with reference to this double
habit, mentioned that ho had once found in Bishop's "Wood, Hamp-
stead, a mass of barnacle-like galls upon tho bole of an Oak tree a
foot above the ground, from which a number of wingless Gall tliea

had been produced, which be could not distinguish from the ordinary
Cynips aptera, which he had reared from Currant-like galls on the
rootlets of the same tree.

Mr. Butler exhibited a drawing and read the description of a new
Indian Butterfly, belonging to the genus Hestma, "Westw., named
H. zella, resembling Daiiais juventrt.

Mr. Home exhibited the stings of two Indian Scorpions, which had
teen killed by a rat, at Benares, these animals having" been placed for

observation under a bell-glass. After considerable fencing the rat
suddenly made a spring and bit the stings through the middle, thns
disabling the scorpions, which it then leisurely began to pnll to pieces
and devour.

PACKING FRUIT.
In your Journal of the 23th ult. there is a letter from

"H. K. F., Floors Gardens," on the pacliing of fruit. His
remarks on paper shaviugs may be good, but in many localities

they cannot be obtained even at 28s. per c-,\t. ; therefore I contend
that my plan, with the Grapes wrapped in thin tissue paper,
moss top and bottom, with a division for each bunch, is far

preferable. Peaches, Nectarines, Figs, &c., have a small divi-

sion for each fruit ; and when a little cotton wool or wadding
is used there is uo fear of bruising, as only one tray is used for
each layer of fruit.

There seems to be a great diversity of opinion as to packing
fruit to he conveyed long distances ; but when you take into
consideration that no cord, nails, &!., are required in my cases,

as shown in the woodcut in your advertising columns, 1 think
they meet the objections of many of your correstjondents.

—

W. F. CnAr:o;AN, Llandudno.

THE PORTABLE ORCHARD.
(Continued from page 1'12.)

I WILL begin with Apples, and first say what I know about
the stocks, or "subjects," as they are sometimes caDed. Every-
one knows what the common Crab is, and in soils where it

thrives it is commonly used for hedges, as in this district ; it is

a very good stock for most varieties of Apples, but not for all.

One of the reasons why the Golden Pippin and Pibston Pippin
are scarce, and when seen are generally unhealthy trees, is

because Ihey liave been worked iipon tbe Crab, which docs not

suit either of these varieties. The Crab is of moderate growth,
and where the scion is fron* a very small-wooded variety, or

from a very vigoroxis one, there is not the uniformity of growth
above and below the jimction of the graft to keep the tree in

health ; also in all likclibood there is something in the sap that

disagrees writh the digestion of the scion.

Apple seeds sown, produce what are called "fi'ee stocks," and
from amongst the seedlings all sorts of growths may ho found,

some very feeble, and others most vigorous, and no doubt these

ofler to an experienced man a most useful range, so far as growth
is concerned. A stocl: slightly more vigorous in its habit than

the variety to be grafted on it can easily he selected from a bed

of free stocks ; but we cannot be sure that we have one that

will agree with its scion, or that will not affect the fruit to its^

detriment. These offer the widest field for experiment.

Then there are Paradise stocks; and of these, again, there

are several varieties ia tho market. The true French Paradise

is a very small fine-wooded tree, snd, as might be expected from

its habit of gro^rth, it dwarfs the scion ; but the result is to

make the tree prematurely fi'uitful, and at the same time the

fruit is excellent in qualit)'.

There is a stronger-growing variety called tho English Para-

dise, and a similar one in France called the Douciir, and probably

several varieties of these Paradise stocks will be found under

one name.
Many disputes have been maintained about the success o£

trees worked on the Paradise stock, but it is only within a few-

weeks that careful comparison has been made of the stocks

themselv s, and then it has been found that the disputes were

caused by supposing stocks .sold rmder the same name to he

reallv the Siimo variety. I have had four or five different varie-

ties under the name of Paradise, and have found some excellent;-

and others so delicate that the fu'st severe frost killed them^

Great caution, therefore, is needed in using the Paradise stocks;,

a couple of years' growth before they are grafted will show what
their nature" is better than anything. With all of them, how-
ever, the final result.^—the Apples, are good.

We owe to Mr. Elvers the introduction of two new seedlings

of his own raising, that promise to be imiversally available.

He has named these the Broad-leaved Paradise and Nonesuch

Paradise.

With these stocks is to be classed the old Burr Knot, for liie

the whole of these Paradise Apples it glows freely from cuttings,

and puts out roots from any portion of the stem placed in the

ground ; it oven shows its tendency to mate roots in the air by

forming Imots every here and there on the branches, and if a

branch he cut off, leaving one of these knots at its base, and
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ylaiited, it is sure to grow. This rooting halnt, however, is

moro valuable from Ihc quantity of lnol iibros tliruwn oil' near

the surface of tbc groiinJ than" for the facility of propagating

from cuttings, although this also is a nicst useful property.

Stocks, of whatever hiud, ought to be planted at least a year

before they are worked, thoiigh to preserve a variety of Apple

in order to make use of the scions the next season, the stocks may
be grafted even at the same tiuie tliey aro planted ; but such treat-

ment will rarely produce a good tree. As the stocks are not

costly, and occupy unly a small space, it is always well to plant

a fair number of them ; when they are converted into good soris

they arc easily disposed of, for cottagersi are always thankful for

them. Graft the stocks in the open ground, and defer the pot-

ting till such time as a fcleetion cau be made from the most
vigorous of the young trees. I often ] plant ttic stocks in pots

from the first, and so save some part of the troulile; but begin-

ners must expect failures, and the disappointment is less where
less trouble has been bestowed.
The stocks should be planted in rows at about a foot distance

from each other in the rows; two rows may be put a foot apart,

and then a spuee of .3 feet sh.)uld be left before another row is

planted. The object of leaving the wide space is to enable any-

one to work safely, for if you kneel down with too little space

between the I'ows you will most likely break down a large por-

tion of the row behind you. The planting may be done in

October, Xovcmber, or February, or even as late ao the middle of

Apiil, if you take care to water in dry weather.—W. Kingsley.

(To be coutiuncd.)

THE CHERRY PLUM.
1 THINK the Cherry Plum, or as it is sometimes called the

Eoblet Plum, is worthy of more extensive cultivation. About
eight years since I gave a plant of this to a fiieud, who planted

it against a south-east wall. It grew very fast, bore fruit the

third year, and has eoniiaued to bear well every season since.

Last season it boro five pecks, which the owner sold for £1.

It is very rarely affected by blight, makes a good pyramid, but
the fruit is not quite up to the mark in flavour ; nevertheless

at the time it is ripe—the beginning of May [sic August ?]— it

has nothing to oompeto tiilh, consequently finds a ready sale.

A pyramid in a pot is a most loveiy object in a greenhouse
early in December, and when out of flower it can be removed
to an orchard house to fruit. With this treatment it suc-

ceeds well with me. I have seeu very handsome plants of

this Plum iu pots at the nurseries of Messrs. Lane, Berk-
hampstead.—W. F.

\'ISITS TO GARDENS PUBLIC AND PRIVATE.
M. LIUDEN'S, JAKDIN ZOOLOGlgCE, BRUSSELS.

When one sees the amazing number of novelties that year
by year some of our leading horticulturi/sts at home and abroad
aro enabled by their zeal and euterpriae to bring under our
notice, and when we hear o£ collectors g<iing north, south,

east, and west, wo sometimes think that lovers of new plants
will be like Alexander-, sighing fur some new world to conquer.
They may bauieh sach thoughts, for there are in many quarters

of our globe fields which will still reward with abundant trea-

sures those who seek to dig in them, and perhaps vegetable

wonders far exceeding any we at present have may be ours to

chronicle. For instance : when ouo reads with an entomologist's

zest (for I plead guilty to an early love for that branch of
' natural history), the account of Bates's researches iu the valley

of the Amazon—while I felt v.hat a grand time it must have
been for him, the thought occurred, if the adage is true " that

where there is smoke there must be fire," so it is equally true

that where there are insects there must be plants; and I

wondered into what deep bells did those gorgeous butterflies

dip their proboscis, or on what juicy herbs their larva" fed, and
who would be the botanical eullector who worJd dare the heat,

miasma, and diseases of that seething region? The question
has been long since answered, and one if the most successful

botanist collectors of modern times, M. Wallis, has been in

the service of M. Linden, of Brussels, engaged in exploring
those regions, and on a visit I paid to his world-renowned
gardens in November I had an opportunity of seeing enough
of novelties and rarities to satisfy the most greedy glattou,
while there is promise of still further additions in seed-pans
full to overfl.iwing of raritisa sent home from the Amazon and
other quarters.

Time would not permit mo to linger over these things as I

could have wished, nor to chronicle them hero as they deserve;

but I will just name a few of thoso which moat sti'uck me.
Among fiiio-fuliaged pirnts there was a large nutnber of that

already numerous family Maranta. To the fine kindj already

kuoivu as Veitchii, roseo-picta, illustris, Lindeni, its., are now
to be added M. undulata, princopa, eburnea, and cinerea, very
dwarf, with ashy-grey leaves. Then there wm Spba;rogyne
imperiali) wiih a most beautiful undulated leaf; F.cus deal-

bata having the under side of the leaf covered with a downy
white tissue. Oesnera Eppsii tessellata, every leaf of which
seemed to bo done by a crimpiugmachine ; Drymonia turrialvse,

a Gcsneraceous plant with wonderfully thick leaves; Fittonia

gig.mtea, a large-growing form of Gymnontaohyum Verschaffelti

;

Anthurium trilobum, with moat singularly formed leaves; a
new Cissus, with largo heart-shaped leaves and .'ilvery mark-
ings ; an Echites with loaves like moire antique ; and Cyauo-
phyllum spectandum, with a beautiful light purple back, a fit-

ting companion to (J. magnificum.
Among plants remarkable for their flowers, I noticed a new

Goodjera—splendida, with long panicles of white (lowers like

a Lily ;
Bcrtolonia primulina, a mojt beautiful plant, the

leaves all arranged regularly round the centre of the plant,

from whence issue bouquets of large rosy-coloured flowers

very like those of a Primula, hence its name; it is from the
State of Ecuador, and will, I believe, be a (;reat favonrite wheu
known ; Tillandsia Lindeni, shown at Paris as T. cyanea,
where it excited great attention, having a soathe 16 to 18 inches

iu length, the flowers of a delicate sky blue, and the whole ap-
pearance of the plant very striking. Aristolochiaoordifoliais a
woudei fully large-habited creeper, almost too large for the
eeneral horticultural public, but fine for large conservatories.

Far more generally useful, however, and extremely curious is

the pretty Aristolochia Ducharteri. In this the foliage is much
smaller ; the flowers are not large, but most curiously-marked,
ihfl interior presenting almost the appearance of a printed
calico.

It is not solely in plants already in growth and flower that
M. Linden has his sto.'es of novelty ; seed-pans all over his
houses bristle with stiff and vigorous plants, from seed sent

home by M. Wallis. Among them are some Melnstomads, of

which ho was kind enough to show me sketches, and which will,

1 believe, eclipse anything we have in that family, fine as the

plants that we know are. Some of them had flowers 7 or

8 inches across, with petals as stiff as those of a Ctimellia, and
others produced clusters of richly-coloured flowers of large size.

Of Orchids, too, M. Linden has a rich and varied selection,

probably the richest, a'S far as novelty is concerned, iu Europe,
and to this he is constantly adding. He has now between
forty and fifty new species, and many of there promise well.

They wero not in bloom at tho period of my visit, so that I

can only oay what M. Linden expects.

Tliere are amongst Ferns two species which will, I think,

cause a sensation, even satiated as we u-ight seem to be with
wonderful end bcii.ulitul form=, yot have I rarely seen any
which more attracted me to them than these. They are of the
already rich and rmic'a-valued fumily of Adiantum, to which its

almost latest aduilicn has been that charming A. faileyense.

These two are, however, much larger, while possessing the grace-

ful pendent form that characterises that beautiful Fern. Adian-
tum M;ithusianuin has long, graceful, pendent fronds, the pinnse

of wliich are somewhat heart-shaped, the fructification running
like a cord round tho edge of the lower suifaoe, and the pinnas

being IJ inch iu length, and about 1 inch wide. Still more
beautiful, however, I think is Adiantum epecinsum. This, too,

has a graceful pendent form, but the piunse, which are nearly

2 inches long, are very deeply cut, and almost pre.^ent the

appearance of Oak leaves of the most delicate and fragile

character, and it is certainly oiia of tho most lovely Ferns
that we as yet know.
The stages in one of M. Linden's houses were all covered

with earth, and on inquiring the reason he told mo that it was
sent home from the forests of the Amazon, and that he hoped to

obtain from it some additions to his stores of novelties. It was
in this way he obtained Pteris tricolor and other plants. How
rich must sucli a land be, wheu its suif:ice soil is so largely

stored with riches as to make it worth while to send it home
some thousands of miles in the hope of oblninins something
from it. I should add that thero are also here npwards oi fifty

new Palms, which will tend to make that family more looked

fitter. The taste for them is now heginniog to dei elope itself in

England.
Such aro the hurried notes of my visit, 8n.d I have to thank
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M. Linden for the extreme courtesy and kindness shown to me,
iu allutviiig me to Bee his wonderful collection of novelties, and
in himself giving me 6i\ch iijfoimation as I needed.—1'., Drol.

STOPPING BLEEDING IN VINP^S.

Hating seen your answer to "X. Y." respectinR the bleeding

of Viaee, I send jou my experience of Thomson's Sljptic as a

preventive. I was troubled with the bleeding of a few Muscats
and WeBt's St. Peter's r.ear Iho waim end of the house at prun-
ing time, and I sent for Thomson's Styptic, but I found on
appljiug it that it was of nu use whatever when Vines were
hltediijg in stopping liie bleeding; nor do I think that Mr.
Thomson intended it for that purpose, as his directions eay,

Let the ends dry six hours befoie applying it.

The plan I hdvetiied this winter with complete success is as

follows :—With a red hot iron I burnt the ends of the shoots,

and held the iron there till the cut was quite dry. I then
applied tho beet sealingvcax, pressed it till it was set, and in no
flase did it fail me. I tiied the hot iron, and then put on
Thomson's Styptic, but it was of no use, as the Styptic does
not dry sufBcienily fast. The ends of the Vine shoots must be
dry before applying the wax, which, of course, with anyone
aggiBting can be done immediately.—WiLLEESLf;Y Gaedens.

POMOLOGICAL GLEANINGS.
It will be remembered that Mr. Rivers exhibited nt the meet-

ing of the Fruit Committee, en February Hitb, a large and in-

teresting Collection of AriuiS, which was worthily awarded a

:
special certificate, not only for the great variety, but for the

general excellence of the specimens, many of them at this

season, when Appltss have been found generally to keep badly,

heing quite as fresh, ciisp, and juicy, as any Apple need be. It

may, therefore, be interesting to record which of them have kept

1 the soundest, all having received the same treatment, and may
possibly also prove some guide to those who having only a

,j limited supply, yet desire to have good sound fruits at all

seasons. With this view the following notes and short de-

scription of the fruits have been taken.

1. Cahille Blanche.—Smaller than usual. Skin yellow, with

y a tlush of dull red on one side. Flesh yellowish, sweet, but not

. ao tender as usual. JWore like Calville St. Sauveur.
2. Baddow Pippin or Spring liibstj)n.—Medium-sized. Skin

,
greenifch yellow flushed with crimson, and roughly russeted
near the eye. Flesh greenish white, tough, sweet, but not rich.

Would keep well.

3. Nunpafiil.—Tender, sweet, and excellent ; in good con-
dition.

4. I'atcrnostey.—Large, Keinette-shapcd. Skin clear yellow,
flashed and streaked with bright scarlet, very beautiful. Stalk
long. Eye deeply set, large. Flesh yellowish, firm yet tender,

,. lich, sweet, and excellent. In first-rate condition. Altogether

, a Urst-elass dessert fruit.

5. Guosehcrry.—Large, irregular. Skin clear pale yellow,

with only a liitle russet near the stalk. Flesh nearly white,

,
exceedingly firm, crisp, juicy, and briskly acid. In remarkably

J,,
,^oad condition. A first-class cooking variety,

6. Jtijmer or Caldwell's Keeper.—Fair size, regular. Skin
pale yellow, flushed and streaked with scarlet on the sunny
side. Eye wide open. Flesh firm, juicy, subacid, in excellent

condition. A fine and esteemed culinary variety.

7. Winter Peach.—Large, smooth, regular. Skin pale straw-
coloured, with whitish spots under the skin. Eye large, deeply
set. Flesh pale, very fresh, orisp, and juicy, sweet but not
very rich. lu excellent condition, as fresh as if just gathered.

8. Sturmer Pippin.—Medium-sized, smooth, regular. Skin
gi'eenish yellow, dull red on the exposed side. Flesh greenish,
tender, juicy, slightly acid. Fruit firm, in good condition.

9. ilannington's Pcannain.—Medium-sized, regular. Skin
straw-coloured, considerably suffused with scarlet on the exposed
part. Flesh firm, sweet, but becoming dry and mealy. Past
its season.

10. Allen's Everlasting.—Large, flattened, rough. Eye large,

open. Skin lemon-coloured, bright scarlet on the exposed
side, Eplaiihed and streaked with russet all over tho fruit. Flesh
firm, sweet, rich, and excellent. In fine condition. A first-

class dessert sort.

11. Rcinette de Cuzij.—Large, upright Codlin-shaped. Eye
large, cuuk. Skin of a uniform deep straw colour, with numerous
brownish spots. Flesh firm, juicy, tender, sweet. A splendid
kitchen sort. Fruit in fine condition.

12. Dnmclow's Seedling. — Medium-sized, regular. Skin
straw-coloured, flushed and streaked with crimson. Flesh firm,

juicy, with a fine biisk aildi'y. Exctlltnt culinary sort. Frnit
in excellent condition.

l;-). Jl/c/o;).— Fruit large, regular. Eye smal!. Skin clear,

pale yellow, flushed and streaked with scailet, with a fine
bloom. Very beautiful. Flesh firm, tender, slightly aeid, aad
inclining to mealiness. Hather past its seasoB.

11. lloyal ll-in(:Ui'.—Medium-sized, regular. Skin greenish
yellow, much flushed and streaked with scarlet on the exposed
side. Flesh firm, sweet, but not rich. Bntbtr past its season.

1"). VaUauatcr.—Large. Codlin-shaped. .Skin clear yellow
all over the frnit. Flesh firm, tender, with a little sweetish
flavour, and scmewhat mealy. Fiuit in fine condition. A
good culinary variety.

Itj. Pii.'Jioiit Peaniuiin.—Medium-sized, flattened, regular.
Eye very small. Skin greenish yellow, very smooth, with a
little russet at the stalk. Flesh soft, juicy, with a sugar-and-
water flavour. Out of condition.

17. f'onii'-h Aroiiiiilic.—.\bovo medium-sized, a little ribbed.
SLinprile yellow, scarlet with slight strecks on theexposed sides.

Flesh firm, yet soft, and wanting in flavour. Past its season.
IS Yellow Bcllejleur.—Above the medium size, roundish,

smooth, and regular, with a long slender stalk slightly inserted.
Skin clear yellow, with a very slight tinge of crimson here and
there. Fle.»h firm, yet soft, rather dry, and of very insipid
flavour.

19. I.odies Street.—Large, regular. Sbin pale yellow, slightly

red on the exposed side, with streaks of russet. Flesh whitish,
firm, rather dry, sweet but not rich.

20. li'vodueU'i: Mateliless. — Medium-sized, regular. Skin
smooth, greenish yellow, a little red on one side, and streaked
with russet. Flesh soft, dry, and mealy ; sweetish. Past its

season.
21, l;nldu-in.—Medium-sized, regular Pippin-shaped. Skin

pale straw, deep red on the exposed side. Flesh sweet, soft,

and dry. Past its season.

22. Xeutown Pippin.—Large, regular Pippin-shaped. Sfein

of a uniform greenish yellow, with white speckles beneath, and
a little russet near the stalk. Flesh firm yet tender, some-
what dry and mealy, sweet, but not rich. In fine condition.

28. Pofton IJfW.M'f. —Large, irregular in form. Skin rough,
greenish, dull red on the exposed side, with streaks of russet
all over. Flesh firm, but dry, and flavour passed. Fruit in fine

condition-

Si. Jleinette par K.i:cellenee.—Large, smooth, regular. Sfcin

of a uniform clear pale yellow. Flesh Bolt and mealy, witk a
sweetish aoiil ilavonr. Past its seasoD.

i \<' rv;;" hju i-Tj^i. dhia f,'.

FRUIT OF TACSONIA VAN-VOLXEMI.
I SHOULD be very much obliged by being informed whether

it is a known fact that the beautiful greenhouse climber Tac-
sonia Van-Volxemi produces a delicious frnit. Anuiseryman
last autumn told me be had difSaulty in keeping any of the
fruit, the boys employed being so fond of it. The plant was
oo-vercd with the larjie fruit. My own plant bad borne the
frnit, but they were tnkcn off in a green slate.—M. D.

[.\I. Vau-Volxem told us himself that the fruit was dehcioua.—kvs.i '.'.''".
i'\

WELLLIXGTONIA GIGANTEA CULTURE.
This Conifer deserves more notice than it at present obtains,

especially in the eastern counties of England, where its cul-
tivation is in many instances given up. This is a mistake, as
with proper treatment it will do as well there as elsewhere.
When following my profession as a gardener in that part of
the country, several gentlemen (speaking in reference to three
or four scores of this tree under my cart), have told me with a
mournful shake of the head, that it was all of no use, as tho
trees were sure to die off. I was resolved that if death was to
come to them they should be aided to encounter him.
When first planted, and the planting was done nnder the

superintendence of one of the most eminent horticulturists

of the day, proper pits were dug for them and filled-iu with
manure and loam ; also, tho plants, being in an open park,
were fenced in from cattle. So far so good, but on my taking
charge of them two years after planting, they were not doing
so well as might have been expected. My commencement
nith them was to thoroughly clean them, and mulch with
manure from the cowyard to the depth of about 1 foot. Tilis,
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for the firat yoar, had a beneBcial effect on them, and on

examioiog the roota in the following winter, I found tbey

had taken entire possession of Iho top-dressinK ; the plants

assuming a raoro viyoious look than formcily, though the

leaders did not grow iiuite so fast as I wished. In Iho ensuing

spiing I gave the trees a good drensing of hiUf ilccfiyod leaves,

which in the growing season had the desired cff^'Ct, aa the

average length of the leaders was 18 inclieR, and splendid side

growths were produced. Some of the leaders were aa much as

;iO inches in length. In addition to this, the mulchini^ had

entirely .stopped the growth of the weeds, and the trees were

capable of taking care of themselves, aa in the Eummer of 18(!8

they needed no watering, and were growing beautifully, somo of

them being 8 or 10 feet high with ciirrespoudiug aide growths.

The only care required was au occasional pinchiug-in of the

side growths to keep them regular.—P. Dixon.

DESTROYING WIREWORMS.
In reference to destroying wireworms, " browo manure rape

dust" is reputed by farmers to kill them, and in this district

we are often asked for it to spread on Wheat, Turnip, and

Carrot land. It is generally supposed here that the wirewoims

feed on the rape dust until they burst, or are poisoned.

—

Anthon? \V. Wilson.

An old friend of mine, a practical Sussex farmer, was tor

years very much troubled with wireworms in a certain lield.

He tried lime, soot, and various other things to no purpose,

but at last ho was advised to apply rape cake ploughed in the

land, and it answered admirably. Ue crushed the cake to

about the size of horse bean?, and applied it as stated. It is

eaten by the wireworms most; greedily. My friend tella me he

thinks that the wireworms must have died from repletion, aa

in that field he has not been troubled with thom since.

Kape cake is an excellent manure, and if good in the farm

why not in the vinery ?

—

An Ou) SaaeCRiaEB, Heigalc.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN OARDEN.

ArticJwkfs (Globe), a crop may soon be planted for produoing

a late supply of heads; the young side shoots taken from the

old stools may be placed in lines 4 feet apart, allowing 18 inches

between the plants ; or trenches may be formed 18 inches wide,

and the same in depth, some well-rotted manure dug in, and
the plants put out as above. Asparagus, be sure to salt all

Asparagus and Woa-kale beds ; liitle and often is best. The
time is approaching for planting Aeparagus ; it should not be

put in until 6 or 8 inches high. Broccoli, a sowing of a late

spring sort may soon be made. Cauliflowers, seedling plants

of these, Ca6Jiaf/cs, &c., raised this spring, should be pricked

off when large enough, in order to become siocky for final

transplanting. As the future growth of the Cabbage tri';c de-

penda much on not being drawn when young, some attention

should be paid to this point when the plants are in a seedling

state, for the best after-ouUnre hardly compensates for the

first neglect. Carrob, see to the crop of the Early Horo, slugs

are reported to be devouring it, although liming and sprinkling

over with coarse sand have been practised. rJothing is better,

perhaps, than cinder ashes riddled extremely fine, and the

mere dust taken out; these, sown thickly over the ground,

present such a sharp macadamised kind of surface, that snails

and slugs are at the last point of starvation before they will

venture on them. Potato planting should now be finished as

soon as possible. Potatoes and Onions should on no account

be intermixed, or shaded by other oropa ; there are, however,

many, such as Carrots, Parsnips, Turnips, and all the Cabbage
family, which will not only bear being slightly shaded, but in

warm summers enjoy it. When, therefore, kitchen gardens are

small, mixed cropping ia a point to which eapeciul attention

should be paid. Tuo mixture must, however, bo arranged bo

as not to interfere with earthing up or gathering.

FHDIT GARDEN.
Attend carefully to the protection of blossoms of Apricots,

Peaches, and Nectarines, but remove the covering as frcfjuently

as may be convenient on fine days, so as to fully expose the
trees to sun and air. Have a supply of tobacco water in readi-

ness to attack aphides immediately they make their appearance.
See that all winter and early spring work amongst fruit trees is

brought to a close forthwith.

KLOWKR OAIlilKN,

As soon as the weather shall have become a little more
favourable, a good collection of annuals, both hardy and tender,

should be sown. Tor the latter a .iliglil liolbed is requisite.

The mote choice hardy kinds should bu bowu in patches, and

covered with a garden pot, taking care to itmove it in the day,

when they are coming up, and covering them at night. If

any rough or unimportant borders /! the thrnbbery require to

be made a little gay, and work presees, a mixture might be

made of some of the hardier sorts, such as Collinsias, Clarkias,

Mallows, Larkspurs, t!audytufts, ,??., and strewed at random
over the open part? of the borders after a thorough cleaning.

Dahlias should be increased without delay, liobelias should be

potted and put into a dung bed. Ue.man and Ten-week Stocks

should be sown in fresh soil in a cjld frame, or on a bed that

will soon cool down, and a few early Uermau Asters on a slight

heot. Look well to recently-transplanted trees and shrubs; do

not allow anything to suffer either from wind-waving, or, in the

event of dry weather setting in| from want of water at the roots.

In the case of large plants which require securing against wind,

use throe strong tarred cords for each ; fix them to the plant by
means of a collar made of strong raetallio wire, and thickly

wrapped round with canvas to prevent its icjuting the bark, and
then tie them to strong pieces of oak driven into the ground

at proper distances from the stem of the tree. l''or specimens

in prominent situations, strong galvanised wires should he

employed instead of cords, being neater in appearance ; allhongh

somewhat expensive in the first instance, Ihcy will last a life-

time. See tnat rolling, mowing, X-c, proceed in due course.

Now is the period to lay the foundation of a fine lawn. Let all

fresh turfing be completed forthwith. Early herbaceous plants

overgrown may now be divided ; the exterior portions of the

stools should be reserved, and the interior rejected. Be sure

in planting them again to introduce fresh soil. Cut in all

coarse shrubs before the buds become too much advanced

;

this is a good time to prune Holly beuges. The period has now
arrived when plants for out-door decoiation require attention.

Though prematurely, I'olyapthuses in Eome places are in full

bloom ; seedlings' should now be stvictly fcrntinised, and re-

ference made to the properties that constitute a good flovver.

Protection not only from late spring frosts, but from cutting

winds, will, however, still be necessary in many cases. Many
have potted a portion of their stock of Carnations and_ Pioo-

tees, and there appears this year to be a much greater disposi-

tion to spindle among the layers than usual. Keep seedling

Ranunculuses from frost, and throw mats over beds containing

choice Pansies, the hoops over which ought to be at least a

yard high in the centre.

GEEENHOUSE AND CONJURV.ATOSV.

A thorough revision of plants in the different houses where

plant-growing and forcing are carried ou in a mixed way is

necessary sometimes daring spring, and the present is as good

a time as any, as the shutting-up of late vineries or Peach

houses generally offers facilities for this arrangement, and, of

course, for relieving the other structures. Exhausted forcing

stock should by all means have a pit or frame fitted up espe-

cially for it. It should by no means be allowed to mix with

the general stock. The amateur may carry out this principle

with a small frame. A bed of fermenting material of a mild

character is required, covering it 6 or 8 inches deep with tan,

and preserving the heat by linings, aod by mats at night. A
bottom heat of 8ij

, with frequent syringmgs, and the plants

plunged, will restore them to perfect health, and prepare them
for another campaign. Fuchsias will bo benefited by the ap-

plication of clear liquid manure. Very liberal shi(ts_ will be

necessary at this period, more especially for those intended

for very largo specimens. Cinerarias for late blooming should,

if pot-bound, bo shifted likewise. Let plants in need of water

have immediate attention ; nothing conduces more to the en-

couragement of insects than suffering plants to become checked

through drought. By starting Camellias into growth about

this time, and havlngtheir wood ripened early, thty will be in

full blossom in November, at which season their flowers retain

their beauty much longer than after the sun becomes powerful

in spring. Proceed as diligently as possible with the repotting

of such of the hardwooded greenhouse plants as require if.

Climbers beginning to push should aftor this time be frequently

examined to prevent confused growth. Kennedjas, if crowdec",

should have their shoots thinned. Ipouiwis and Thunbergias

being subject to red spider, should be well syringed, to prevent

that pest gaining ground. Where large numbers of hardy shrubs

are annually forced, either to decorate the drawing-room or the
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ooneervatory, it is net desirable to pot a fresh stock every season,
as a number of deciduous sbrabs, such asEoses, Lilacs, Thorns,
Honeysuckles, to., may by proper treatment be made to bloom
for several successive seasons. Select, therefore, the most
suitable plants when removed from the houses, and give them
some kind of temporary shelter to gradually harden their foIia<;e

;

those cramped for pot room shift into rich turfy loam in larger
pots, and towards the middle of next month plunge them in an
open situation in order that the wood may ripen eaily. Follow
np propagation, and see that cuttings i.f young stock are care-
fully shaded when necessary.^W. Keake.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GABDEN.

The breezy days of the 26ih and 27th enabled ns, as the
ground had become dry on the surface, to do a considerable
amount of work in the kitchen garden, as hoeing, digging,
turning over ridges, sowing Peas and Beans, and planting
Potatoes. It is all ve)y well to do work according to a specified
time, but it is much letter to do it according to circumstances.
All crops will thrive better if sown or put in the ground under
faTOurable circumstances, than when the ground is claggy and
wet. It is better in such cases to wait than to hurry. A week
later in sowingwill be more than compensated fjr in the crop

;

aad even the time of production, when contrasted wiih crops
sown or planted in wet claggy soil, will be eight or ten days
earlier. Scatleied a little burnt earth, ashes, &c., over the sets
of Potatoes to keep enemies from the sets ; and to save the
trouble of wire netting, i-c, covered Peas and Beans with an
incrustation of red lead in powder. For this purpose the Peas
are slightly damped, a little of the powder sprinkled over them,
and the seeds well stirred together with a stick until all are
coloured. Very little lead goes a great way; a pinch or two
would do for a sowing of small seeds. It is as well to have a
pot or saucer for the purpose, and then less will be wanted
each time in succession.
We found seeds treated as aboTe last season, turned up with

bill, nose, and claws, but not taken, and the turningup was
soon let alone. Neither birds nor four-footed depredators seem
to partake of seeds so treated. If the non-paitaking of seeds
thus treated is general, there will be no danger of poisoning
pheasants or domestic poultry, and iu this respect confirmation
IS much desired. We ourselves have no proof that seeds treated
with lead have been eaten, and we have tried nearly all sorts
from Lettuce and Cabbage up to Peas and Beans. In tbis
matter we cannot, however, speak so authoritatively as we
could wish, and, in fact, for some years we almost gave up the
practice, after finding some rows of Peas pretty well turned up,
and without perceiving that the P.'as had been taken, we ytt
found a couple of swelled dead rats iu the vicinity. They most
likely had tsken a little of the lead. As a general fact, the
colour seems to act to some extent as a deterrent. If tbeie is
something that keeps all such intruders away, nnd thr.t with-
out eating, a few pence for red lead would save many a yard of
netting. When seeds are put in the ground as soon as thus
coloured, we have not found the lead at all a hindrance to free
healthy germination. The seed sufifers, however, when kept
long dry and above ground after such colouring. It is well,
therefore, to colour no more than is wanted for a particular
sowing. One caution as to the sower. When we have had
outs or scars on our fingers we have used an old glove for the
hand, or a small scapula for dispersing the seed regolarly.
Even when the bare hands without wound of any kind are
used, they should be washed well immediaiely afterwards, and
care taken that none of the lead is left at the nails, as that in
some cases might be dangerous.
Cucumbers in a frame had quite enough of bottom heat, but

scarcely enough of top heat in such stormy weather ; and as
the frame had sunk more at the back than the front, it was
raised about 6 inches higher, and all danger from steam, &c.,
guarded against. The banking-np the back all that higher,
enabled us to raise the atmospheric temperature. We all Know
that wood is a bad conductor, but stilfit does conduct heat,
though slowly, and once heated parts with it slowly. We
have no doubt that for forcing purposes /ramcs made of iron
sides and ends, juined by rods at the corners, would be cheaper
in the end, aud answer the purpose better than either fnimes
of wood, or pita with brick walls—that is, as long as the sides
were surrounded with heating decomposing mateiiHl, as dung.
The advantage would be from the celeiity with which he.a from
the outside would be conducted and radiated into the inside

atmosphere. For mere protective purposes where no heat was
.to be applied, as in cold frames and pits, the iron, on the same
principle, would be much inferior to a brick pit, aud still more
to a strong frame or wall of wood. The last time we noticed
nioe-Iookiug iron frames and iron fur sashes, the gardener
cornplained that he could hardly keep Lettuces, &c., in them
during the winter. We can easily conceive how in severe frosts,
with the outside of the iron plates unprotected, the au: inside
the frame would soon become almost as cold as that outside.
Something would be gained if for such a mere protective pur-
pose the outsides, at least, were well painted with light-colotured
paint. But merely as a place for protecting plants the iron
fiamo is much inferior to a brick pit, or even to a turf pit with
coping, or a good frame of wood 2 inches thick. Paradoxical
though it may seem, it is no less true, that we have seen frost

penetrating 9-inch walls, that did not find its way through
2 inches of wood.
The above remarks may meet the case of " A Fakmep.," who

can obtain some iron frames if we think they would suit his
purpose. For meie protection, we consider them inferior to

wood. If he means to place thefC iron frames in his yard, so
as to use dung heat for Cucumbers and other crops, then we
would say. Have them by all means, paint the inside of a
darkish rather than of a very light colour, tar well the out-

side, and when dry, keep the fermenting manure packed up to

within 2 or 3 inches of the top, to leave room for a board or

slab to walk upon. We would rather in such cases not enter

on the question of profit and loss, for it is seldom the farmer
can give his attention to the details of gardening ; but we have
not rarely met with huge mounds of dung wasting their sweet-

ness on the air for the most part of a summer, and during that

time they might have been used for forwarding many vegetables

without at all interfering with tbe ultimate value of the manure.
Growing Cucumbers on such mounds would greatly depend as

to profit on the intelligence and attention given.

From what has come under our observation, failures in farm-
yards have not resulted so much fram want of attention, for

provided air is given early, very little is requited, as from
having too much bottom heat in the bed, and tbe extra atmo-
spheric heat passing upwards throirgh the soil instead of being

partly sent inwards through tbe sides of the box. By this

latter mode there is little danger of burning the roots—a very

common source of failure.

FEDIT GARDEN.
As our work here was cLiefly a continuation of matters al-

ready referred to, we shall just notice that no^v is a good time

for preparing the material for renewing the beds of fermenting
matter for

Pine-Apple Planti.—For all such beds, we have met with no-

thing better than a mass of good tree leaves, covered with a thick-

ness of from G to 12 inches of tan, partly sweetened, but still

fresh, before being used. Adding a little fresh by means of a fun-

nel will beep up the heat a long time, and in a fresh bed it is

always advisable not to plunge more than half the pot at first,

leaving a bank round it, which may be levelled down with a

small hoe as the heat declines. No plant suffers more from
rough usage and moving about than the Pine Apijle. A leaf

once cracked or bruised will never recover. Were we entering

again on Pine-growing largely we would not mind growiiag

young plants in dung heat, as ouo of the best modes of keep-

ing them clean and healthy ; but for the main stock we should

prefer planting out aud growing them ia a bed of heated soil, the

pipes for heating mertiy covered with a few inches of clinkers,

brickbats, &c. When desirable v7b could send rich water among
the clinkers. A bed thus well drained and heated would give

the least trouble. Turning huge tau btds in houses used to be

a serious affair. Much of that work, and the necessary de-

spatch attouiling it, would keep people muscular. One of the

chief causes of dissatisfaction when using hot water for bottom

heat is having the heating mediiim too far from the body to be

heated. Another evil is having the roots too near the heat-

ing medium, when that is higher than from 80° to 85°, for a

voiy high temperature is enervating rather than invigorating.

Though bottom heat is a very good thing, it is an easy matter

to have too much of it.

OENAMENTAi DEPAETHENT.
Hand-glasses versus Wooden Boxes.—A correspondent tells

us, " I am much obliged for the idea of the window propagat-

ing box, but you will say I have improved upon it. I had a

little table rather more than 3 feet long by 20 inches wide. I

have taken off the tup, made the drawer watertight with a

vessel of tin, and had a top made of zinc, merely screwed down
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to the Eiilea and ends. Half a dozen small pots 8ot in the

drawer keep the top from bulfiing, and on that I have sot two

hand-ligUta, each 18 inches square, and I am flanRuinu of sue-

cesB." Wo liUe people to trv tUtiv own plans, becanso *ai-y are

more likely to bring tlieir enthusiiism to liear upon them, so

as to make them answer. If some readers are similaily eilu-

ated we would say. Imitate our correspondent, and uho your

hand-lights. To those who have not hand-lights we would « ith

equal frankness say. Ho not think of buying them ; nud in the

first place, supposing that the heating part and the mere frame-

covering are to be in separate pieces, to lift off and on, the

slightest reference to our advertising columns will show that

the price of a hand-light would procure several frames of wood

with one large square of glass as a covering. Then, again,

much more heat will be required for a hand-light, as it will he

losing heat frtely all round; and though for some purposes

there is the advantage of more li;;ht, that is not a very great

commendation when propagation by cuttings is considered, and
is of no great conscquenceat first in the case of small seedlings.

The wooden frame keeps in the heat trauemitted by the ho'

water. In striking cuttings, damp and drip are also to ho

guarded against. Of late we have not done much witli uilEcult

kinds of propagation, but when we did we found the iuoon-

venience of the flat-headed bell-glasses, useful though they

were. The colder air outside caused the moisture to condense

on the glass inside, and that, if left alone, would have dropped

on the tiny cuttings. To prevent this the propagator had fre-

quently to dry tho inside of his bell-glasses by means of a

cloth. To save that labour, or prevent failure from itj neglect,

we had glasses made, such as are now often met with, of a

conical shape, terminating in a point in the knob or liaudle.

Under these glasses the condensed moisture, instead of drop-

ping, trickled down the sides of the glass and went iuto the

sand or soil. Now this would partly take place from the some-

what conical moveable top of a common hand-light, but not

thoroughly, as every bar and junction would ho apt to retain

the condensed vapour in the shape of dew drops inside. If

these bars were at all rusty, the drops falling on the cuttings

would be more unpleasant. Now, ou the inside surf.ico of our

one large square of glass there would often be condensed

moisture, just as there would be inside a hand-light ; hut when-
ever it appeared on the square of glass we would save all

trouble in attempting to dry it by simply reversing it, and
placing the dry side next the cut.tiugs. In all such cases in

frames out of doors, or esses in-doors, this condensation of

vapour will be arrested by covering the glass, and thus prevent-

ing its cooling.

Whilst on the subject of hand-lights, we may slate that for

ourselves, even for out- door protection, we should prefer small

wooden boxes with a top of one or two squares. It may be

different with others where there is a tradesman for evc-rvthing,

but wo have scarcely ever been able to show hand-lights as

they ought to be. The glazing is no great matter when num-
bers of a similar size are to be done ; but it is a long process

when you have to chip out and mend as you can, and somehow
points of shoes and boots, forks, spades, &c., seem to have an
irresistible attraction for the tides of a hand-light. A wooden
box would stand such touches with impunity. If there is

some peculiar charm in the shape of a hand-light, then the

wooden box may also be IS or 21 inches square. Elegant

boxes may thus be made, with ends sloping like the common
garden frame. But to our hard-working amateurs, or cottage

gardeners, who wish some simple contrivance by which they

may obtain early vegetables, and propagate more easily many
plants, we know of nothing more economical and useful than

square wooden boxes, say of IJ-inch deal, and from 7 to

9 inches in widih, with a frame of ono or two squares at the

top, the first, of course, being tho cheapest. Such boxes, for

economy, might ha nailed or pegged together as they come
from the saw, bo well tarred outside, and limewashed or coated

with anti-corrosion paint inside, and would then last many
years. Even if tho glass top were placed level across, the

water would find its way, and though no trouble had been

taken to give a slope to the box, and it was square all round,

the setting of one side 2 or 3 inches higher than the other

would be BufHeieut to cause all damp and rains to pa?s off

freely. As there seems to he a difficulty in obtaining those

large, coniiml, rough-coloured glas-cs used in some mnrket
gardena, and so abundantly ou the C jntinent, wo do not kn >w

of any other contrivances more simple, more suitable, and more
likely to meet the means of our pus-hiug cottage gardeners,

as almost everyone, having obtained the material, can make

them if contented with tho useful rather than the ornamenial.

Even gardeners in large places ha\o to resort to many make-
shifts, or fall tiiv btliindin the race. In a great eslablithment,

where everything appeared to tho \i6w as if there must be

every oonveuiiuce, wo were astonished ou being admitted to

the working departments, to notico such a want of general re-

quifiites, and the constant strain thus ocons-ioued to the mind
of tho manager, not to look at difliculties, but to devise some
simple means for overcoming them.

Pioptigution in Bcd.i of Feniunl'nuj iluUrial.—We advert to-

ihis as thus coming in our way, and becau.'ie it has occupied a
portion of our time. We have lately said onougli ou the

formation of such beds in a simple way, and with the smallest

necessary amount of material. Tho great point is to secure

sweetness, at least on the surface. Everything that LfiH com-
menced growing will now strike all thofastrr from being placed

in a hotbed slightly heated, or tho rever^^e, accoiding to the

character of the plant. Thus what wo said last wetk of the

Fuchsia would apply to plants and cuttings generally ; but

here is a cutting of an Azalea taken from a plant kejjt cool all

the winter. Such a cutting might be injured by placing it at

ODoe in a hotbed. It would bo more likely to succeed if pro-

tected with a bell-j-'hi.ss, and gently excited for two weeks or 60

by a temperature just a few degrees higher, and being set in

a hotbed when the base gave signs of swelling, it would then

soon root. If, however, an Azalea has been forced to bloom
early, and after blooming has been returned to a warm house

to make its wood early, small shoots slipped off as we de-

scribed for the Fuchsia, would soon stiike if placed in a
sweet bottom heat with a bell-glass over them. Pelargoniums,

Verbenas, Caloeolsrias, Tropa'olums, Pentstemons, and the

great bulk of our bedding plants, if growing at all when the

cuttings are taken, will now succeed admirably if set in a bed
with bottom heat beneath them. They will be all the more
robust if attention be paid to two points. First, After a few

days give a little air at night and shut up closely during the

day, especially if fine and bright. The close atmosphere then

lessens transpiration from the cuttings. At night and in dull

days there will be little demand on the cuttirgs in this respect.

Secondly, If the cuttings will stand without shading, give none

;

and shading even in bright days will be little needed if the rays

of light are somewhat diffused before reaching them. Cuttings

at 12 and 15 inches from the glass will stand an exposure to

Bunliyht that would shrivel them up at the distance of 6 inches.

If in a bright sun a slight dewing from the syringe will keep

the cuttings from flagging, prefer that to the shading ; but

shading should be given rather than let the cuttings be dis-

tressed. The difficulty as respects shading is removing it in

time. Placing the cuttings a reasonable distance from the glass

is a great security, and yet the direct, though more diffused,

light prevents the drawing up or weakening of the cuttings.

These observations apply to striking cuttings in a rough way,

so as to strike numbers with a minimum of labour. When
despatch is an object, a warmer and closer atmosphere, as

obtained by bell-glasses, or such propagating glasses as alluded

to, must be used.

B.ose Cuttings.—A correspondent wishes to know how to

mttnage a lot to be taken from plants in the open air, and bo

as to form plants as soon as ))0ssible. We would thus advise:

Take off the cuttings with a heel, as advised for Fuchsias, and

at least 3 inches long if possible, though much smaller will do.

Insert these in sandy soil, with sand ou the surface, round the

sides of the pots, and leave little more than a bud above the

surface. Set these on the surface of a slight hotbed, and give

air, especially at night, and keep close during the dr.y. In

from a fortnight to three weeks plunge the pots in the bed.

Some cuttings might be struck sooner by placing them in heat

at once, but a considerable number would most likely be lost.

If the Kose plants have been forced, the cuttings might at once

go iuto a mild bottom heat.

Such mild sweet hotbeds as we have referred to are just the

places in which to put fresh-grafted Azaleas, Camellias, Oranges,

Daphnes, Correas, &e. The simplest mode, for example side-

grafting, is as good as any, but on these matters wo cannot

enter. Rosea may bo treated in the same way, especially if

the stocks are established in pots, but they will not stand 60

much heat at first as Azaleas and Camellias.—Pi. F.

TRADE CATALOGUE RECEIVED.
F. & A. Dickson & Sons, lOG, Eastgate Street, and Upton

Nurseries, Chester.

—

Catalogue of New and Select Farm Seeds,
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COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—Mahcii 3.

CoNSioNMENTS froiu abfoftd ?re atiain heavy this week, comprisinf?
Irfttuces, Endive, Green Peas, Artichokea, new Potatoes from BlMlta and
the West Indies Orauce-s nre, however, neitht^r so good nor bO plentiful

na they were. Cornish Broccoli is very uoi-d, and the Hupi>ly sD.ple. Of
tdd Potatoes there remains a heavy stock.

B. a.

FRriT.
s. d I

Apples )j sieve 1 G to 3
Apricots dna,
Oherries lb.

Choatnnte boBh. 10 16
Currantg .... Ji sieve n 00

Black do
Pips doz.
Filborta lb.

Cobs lb. 10 16
GooaeberrieB ..qunrt
GrnpeB,HothonKe..lb. 8 12
Tiemons 100 4 8

Melons esch
Nect-)rine3 doz.

Orflnges 100 ri

Peaches doz. O
Pears (dessert) . . doz. 4
Pine Apples lb. G
Plums ij BJeve

Quinces doz-
Raspberries lb.

Strawberries oz. S
Walnnt> busH. 10

do ICO I

s. d. s.

2 0to5

a

12

in

VEGETABLES.

Artichokes doa.
Aspiirag^ns 100
Beans, Kidney .. hd.
Boet.Red d.>z.

Broccoli bnndlo
Brns. Sprouts f^ sipva
Cabbage doa.
Capsicums 100
CaiTots bnnch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery, t bundle
Cucumbers ench
Endiva doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
lTnr>T€radiHh ..bundle

P. d.

3 Oio
5
1
2
1
3
1

4
c

1
1
3

3

e. d
6
8
2
S
•J

S 6
2

10
4
2
'2

SOD

Leeks bunch
Lettuce score
Mushrooms. . .. pottle
Mastd.& CresSjPunnet

a. d. B.

4 too
1

Onions bnshel 8
Parsloy ?ieve S
Parsnips doz.
Peas quart 10
Potatoes bushel 4 6

Kidney do.
Radishes doz.bnnches
Rhubarb bundle
Sea-kile banket
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes doz.
Turnips bunch

1 6
^

10
4
1

e
6

7

1
5

6
S
2

TO CORRESPONDENTS,
•»• We reqiiOBt that no cne will write pri^atoly to the depart-

mental writers of tJie ''Journal of HoitiQulture, Cottaj^e
Gardener, and Country Gentleman." hy so doing they
are subjected to unjnetifialile (rouble and expense. All
communicatinns fbould tlierefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of Oie fhntrml of Horticulture, d-c.y 171, Fleet
Street^ Londmi, E.C,

We also request tbat correspondents will not mix np on the
same sheet qnestions relating to Gardening and those on
Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get tliem an-
swered promptly and conveniently, but write them on
separate communioations. Also never to send more than
two or three questions at once.

N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next
week.

Books (77. Onkey).— yie know of no book speciallv devoted to the
culture of Beetroot for Rusftr-raaking. It does not differ from the cnltare
of Mangold Wnrt7,el,ej'-cept that the plants and rows mav be closer. There
is no modem work njion Hop culture. Every comprehensive work on
agriculture treats on the f ubieot. In the *' Penny Cvclopredia " there arc
quite sufficient directions for the culture of the Beetroot and Hop.
STRAWBERRiESFon aLioitt Soil {0. H., linIhiU, S'l/rrct/)—The varie-

ties likely to succeed oa the fioil you mention are Eclipse.La Constante,
and Frngmore Late Pine. Vou m'ay obviate the deft eta of your soil for
Strawberry produotiou by mulching thicklr between the rows and be-
tween the plants.

Stra^vdebries for r.I/.ritEr (fl. .f: B. TiIa-l-/imith).—For early produce
Koena' Seedling, Sir J. PeKtoDj and Rivera's Eliza. For late produce Dr.
Hogg and Frogmove Lftle Pijie. Plant in rows a foot apart, and the same
distance between the pbyjtsi. Aftt-r the fir^t season remove every second
row.

PniCE OP Gbapf.4 iP. £.).—Like all other saleable productions they
vary in price nocordiug to the eeaeon, supplv. and demand. If yon refer
to onr Covent Gurdou Alftrkf-f. returns vou wil! find there the retail prices
weekly.

Tobacco (J. H. T7).—There is no such species as Nicotiana virginiaun.
N. virginica wns once the name by which N. fmtesceus wns known, and
if that is the plant you mean, its fumigating powers are very weak,
AiJCtTDA Pollen {A »Vufs/:--.i";-> —SbaUo the polltu from the male

flowers on to a pipco of tissue paper; fold it up and keep it in a drv pl»ce
until the female flowers are :iiily opeu, and then apply the pcllen to their
pistils with a einifl's-hnir pencil. Yen mav put the'fcrtilised plant out
of doors immediately if tho woath^r t e dry and fine. The flowers of the
Cherry Plum are not double, ?.nd it may be grown as a hardy standard.

CoooA-NtJT Fibre (S. E ).—Baking it would certainly kill any mycplinm
of fimgi which mmht be in the fibre. We doubt whether flowera of sulphui-
would be as efi'eciive.

Pear-tree Buds Br:oWHEj> (CtHfur^onb—We do not think th:\t they
are either gmb rr bird-injnred, ^ut merely the white opening portions
are browned by night frop.ts ard subsequent sudden exposure to sun-
shine. We rannnt snrmi'ie ribout the Easter Beurre ; if you send us some
apecimens of tho fru'.t wa will again exauiino tlicm.

Rose Phoning (D. T.).—"I have pruned ao Roses ob the Manetti stock
yet. They h.avo full folingo n-S'X buds forme'b I shall let ;;1I nlone awhile,

nu \ after danger of frost is over cut out what is damaged or uijeless, and
leiive the remaiodt'r. I expect a severe March. Briar-- ticked Roses
should bo pruned at once. There are three seaaona when Mauelti- stocked
Roses may be pruned—as soon aa the blooming season is over, in.

February or Miirch, and after all danger from froal is over. I should
let the Ciloire de Dijon on a wall remain as it la, and in duo time, when
danger is over, cut out the weak shoots, shorten some of lhe,branche3 a
little, and leave on what is not injured by frost.—W. F. Radclyffe."

Cut Roses (/In ^nii/cur).—The only holders for caiTving them in the
baud that we know are the usual bouquet tubes. To send to a distance
tbe flowers should bo cut when about half expanded, and.put ijito a box
between layers of damp moss.

UosEB FROM Eves ((7. ii ).—Propagating Roses by eyes is but rarely
reyort(:d to, and is not practicable except where a good boitoln beat can be
had. The be^t time is immediately after the flowers are shed, and beforo
the buda have started ; select goud eyes, and cnt the shoot through im-
mediately below the eye, and then nbout half an inch above it in u
slanting direction U|)ward(i, and from the back of the bhoot towards the
eye. The other cut fhou'.d be in the op(jotite dinction. The leaf ought
not to be removed, and the eyes should be inserted so as to be half an
inch, and not more th:in three-qmrtera of an inch, in tho soil, and with
the leaf above Jt. Tbc pots should bo well drained pnd filled with a com-
post of light lo'im, Bandy pt-at, and sand in equal propdrtions. The
ehoot-1'ke portions thould be placed erect, at about I iuchnpnrt round the
sides of the pot. The eyti should be kept close, shaded, and inoint, but not
very wet. They will have rooted in about threo vrecks, and should then
have air and bo potted-ofl' singly, kept close for a time until well esta-

blished, then hardened oiT. You may strike cuttings out of doors under
a hand-glass, putting them in at the end of September, or immediately
after tho plants have flowered in July.

Prpking and Plantikci Tea-scented Roses (.-tir Irish Subscriber).—
You do not say whethL'-r the plants are to be grown in po^e or planted
out. We presume the latter, in which case they should be kept in a
framo until tho beginning of April, and may then bo planted oiit in rich
rather light toil, enriched with leaf mould or woll-rotted manure. They
should not bo very c!o?>ly pruned: merely shorten the Ing shfots, and
thin ti:em out so as to remove those which are old and weak. If you
wish for dwarf plants they may be more closely pruned, but leaving from
four to six good eyes up"'u encli shoot, &o as to produce flowering shoots
profusely. The plants should have a plentiful supplv of water iiud liquid
raanm'O in diy wenther, and a muUhing of short littery manure. The
long straggling shoots of tbe Duke of Edinburgh Ro^e we would cut back
to three or four eyes each, the weak shoots to one or two eyes, and the
very strong to six.

Scii.LA siBiaicA iTitro].~Jt is the fame aa S. praecox and 8. amcena
rar. eibirica. There is a portrait of it and depcrrpiion in the " Botanical
Magazine,"' t. 1025. Tbe flowers are bine ; it is four- leaved ; scapes half-

rounded, striated, two-flowered, decumbent after flowering.

RocKwoRK (J. W.).—We cannot improve on your proposal to stick
shells, spar, lead ore, &c , into a cement covering the inside. You may
thus make what deBi;n5 you please, but doing only a Small piece at a
lime before the cemeut becomes firm.

'

CANKER—Hartley's Rocgh Plate Glass (A, Y. ^.1.— Canker in
Apple trees is generally produced from the kind being too tender for the
place, and making mure vi^oro'is wood than cau be well ripened. The
remedies are frequent transplanting, or keeping the roots so near the
surface as to prevent rampant growth, and iu the case of cankered parts,
to cl*-ar out all the canker, fill up with a dough of clay and cow dung,
and tie a rag or piece of cloth over it. In using Hartley's rough plate
glass, wc do not thinli it at all sigoiSos which side goes outward; when
fluted on one side we gencraUy place that outside.

Stage fob a Greenhouse {Hampshire Hir!hinn/}tr).~'For a lean-to
house nothing is better than a stage for plants that slopes with the roof.

For large plants the shelves may be 1 foot w ide, and from 12 to 15 inches
apart. For small plants, and to hold a great many, the shelves may be
from 7 to 9 inches in width, and from 6 to 8 inches apart in beit^ht. For
a spau-roof the stage may follow* the roof, one central shelf, and three or
four on each side, for a rather low ror f we prefer a sparred table in the
centre, a shelf all round, and a walk between the table and shelf. Thus,
for a house lU feet wide, you c<mld have a 1-foot shelf, two paths each
of 2i feet in breadth, and a table 4A feet wide; or with one 3-feet path
in the centre, you could have a platform on each eide of 4 feet 3 inches
in width. For mer^-ly ^howing-tff pl;inta, a good way, when there is a
central path, is to have a stage on each aide, tbe highest shelf at the side

of the bouse, and the lowest 1 foot or so nbovo tho path. If in a loan-to
climbers on the back wall are an object, the stage or table should not be
high. You cannnt grow plants and climbers on the^samo spnce. No
plant in a pot should be nearer the back wall than froni 2 to 3 feet.

Cucumber House (A'/7 desperandum).—Your plan for giving bottom
heat to your Cucumbers i? rather complicated, but if yo^ obtain a tem-
pcratm-e of from 75~ ty 8U^, it will no doubt au8«er^ Wo suspect the
covering of the tank becomes hotter than that, and tihnt tho roots run
too near it. If 6o, put some clinkers over it to keep the roots farther

from it. Tho pipes ri?-i ug from the tank fihould be furnished with plug?,

60 as not to admit much steam in dull damp weither, and more when it

is dry and sunny. You may have had too much moisture. Lower tho
atmoapheric temperature. Be satisfied with from G'f to 65^ at night in

the dark dtiys, and a rise from f5^ towards 70 iu the middle of the day
if rather dull, and from C-"^ to 10 more from euot-hine. Do not think of

.anything like BiP from fire heat, espechilly in winter.

Flower Garden (J. JSoydl.—According to the simple plan of planting',

we prefer mode No. 1 to Ko. 2. We have looked over what we have said

at p:<ge 213, last v.,lums, and though wa h^vo no doubt that the four
largo beds of Roses, 8, 6,8, 8, will look ivell. thov will not bo in chi^rac-

ter with the other beds iu autunio. (LeicefiteT).—Your plan uf planting is

simple aud good, but the sis spokes of your two wheels will be much of

a similar sbade, thouj^b relieved t>y tLc edging. We think this is rather

an advimtage wlien contrasted with the colournof tbe larger beda outside.

(
Veronica).—We do not see that ibe system of cro^a-planting can well be
mproved upon, except by substiLuLiog a groy or purple edging instead of

the Mignonette.

Trhes Anointed (lle'gah}.—We hope yoa will be agreeably disap-

pointed as to the trees. The ol and soft soap coald penetrate only a short
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Wiiy tliroa(,'h the outer bark. If fie bark Bccma much hjilc-hoiind, you
uiiKlitrtraw tbo yo'ini ot a ahiirp kuifu hi long shtillow ^ilU^i, doing little

more thnn iK>uoliaiiop (,ho outer biirk— not K'^i"K so (iefi> ns tho wocj.
Home nice ytiuug trees had the btcma paintod with oil iind t;ir, iind wo
(eared the result; but on mwIdDg Hhallnw loiiKitudinal hlit^^, tbo bark
expanded on each fiidc, pivinp free spare for tbo new wood nud b:irk, and
thongh these jiroluburancei w(re anything bnt ornamental for several
years, the trcvBret.»Ic but little appearance of the mouipulation now, and
nro quite healthy.

FRriT Trees Uos&i' (J. M. P.).—It is not too late to duht fruit trees

and bnyhea »vilh quicklime Id free them from moss—indeed, it may ha
done at any seas-ou, o\eept when the trees are in blossom. They shotild

Immediately before applying the lime bo made quite wet by eyrlngln;^, as
the lime tiiou ndhores to the btems and shoots.

Daphne ON'EonnM [Jvl'.fi].- Wc do not think mannro water of any sort'

and such as is given to other plants, would bcnetit this It ia mneh
bencllled, howevtr, by a limestone soil, and especially by the peat over-

lying limestone.

LoMAHiA oiEBA (C. C.).—It wouId succeed admirably on the stem of n
Dicksonia Antarctica, Boil being placed iu the centre of the fltem, which
should be hollowed out eo as to receive it; or a small jitunt may bo
placed on the Diok&oula, aud i<, will root down the stem, that being kept
moist. Tho whito Ki.'unedya is in ulmoat every nuraevyman's catalogue.
Wc do not recognise t'ae naruc of tho plant ty the leaf sent ; flowers as
well as foliage are necessary for identification.

Ztgopetalubi Mackavi Cci.TDHE {Lauisc P.).—The plant, we should
think, needu lOiHittiug aud to bo cncouraiifed by a brisk heat and moist
atmosphei-e, so a> to make a good growth ; this being secured, t!ie growths
tiught to be well matured bj keeping the plant drier and udmitting air

freely; but this ought not to takt- place uutil the pseudo-bulbt! are lull-

sized aud the growth complete. At no time should the plant be kept so
dry as to cause tho bulbs to shrivol. The cool Orchids geoerally rtMiuiro

similar treatment, and those that are pot-bound ought to be repotted.
Yon will End the cootentb of each number of The Joornal oi' Hobti-
CDLTDRE on tho la&t pago but one.

FoRcrNo White Lilacs {ld?v}).—T!he Lilac you see in the shops is the
white Lil:!C, and it is brought into flower at this season by taking up
plants th!>t are well set with flower buds, and, after pottiog, forcing them
in a hothouse. They flower in about six weeks. Tho temperature may
range from 55"^ to 60' at aight, and from 65'- to 70'' by dny, with a rise

from sun heat.

ONCIDrtTM OHISPDU, TfirCHOPILIA SUAVIS, AND CtEtOOVNE CKISTATA
Treatment {0. C I>.).—These are all what are known as cool Orchids,
which succeed admirably in a honse having a temperature of 45" in
winter, and ona of from 55' to 6 ." at night in summer, with a rise from
son heat to 85" orSD"^. In winte.- they ought to be kept dry and cool, bnt
the psou'Io-bulbs should not bo allowed to shrivel. If rbey aro likely to

do so, a gentle sprinkling overhead will keep them plump, \ ut it must
not be so frequently given, nor in snch quantity as to excite gi'owth, or
cause the decay of tha roots ;ind bulbs. In summer, or otter they bef:iu

to grow, the plants should have a plentiful supply of moisture, aud the
baskets be dipped in a vessel of wjiter of the same temperature as that

in which the plants ar^ crowing, so as to thoroughly moisten the material

;

and give wate.- two or tliree times a-weok in additinu to sprinkliof? over-

head twice or thrice a-day, maintaining a moist atmoi^phere by frt^'queu'ly

sprinkling the walls, paths, &c. .^ Tnoderato amount of air should bo
given, with Ehade from bright sni . i hen tho growth is completed more
air should be givr-n and less shade, ,iill continuing the moisture to secure
the fall feeding of the pseudo-bulbt;, and when these are plump aud fine

gradually diecontinuo the watering and nprinkling, so as to cease al-

together by the time dull weather sets in. Keep cool and dry during the
the winter.
Melons (TV. S. TA.—Qrcen-fi.cuhed: Beechwood, Heckfield Hybrid,

Meredith's Hybrid Oa^hmere. Scarlet-jieshcd : Scarlet Gem, Mounsden's

Moreton Hall, nnd f^^nccn Emnm, ticph nearly while, all of good size and
lino flavour. The hiindnitmcst Mrlt-u of all in Qunen Anns'a Fockflt Melon,
btit its appearance is its only rocommendattun, and It is very small. *

PRopAdATiKCi AucniAs [C. S. J?.).—You may put in cuttings of tho rip©

bhoots now. and they will strike root freely ; but If tho ahoots tiVii young
and sappy thny ought not to be put in until tbey iiro firm at the baae,

Thi^ is beFt dune in August. Gralting maybe performed now, the earlier

the bj-tter. or at the end of Au^u^t ov beginning of St^ptemhcr, placing

tlir. plrints in a cold frame, and keeping them clo^e uud uhuded until Ibo. .,

grafts have taken. '

ToKAV KiioNTiGNAN GuAPE (r</«m).—It 18 doubtful whether this is not'
on old vnriety of Grape newly named. Mr. Rlvons describes it in his laitt

fruit catalogue us having berries round, medium-sized, jnioy, with a rich

Muscat flavour ; a great bnaror, and early ; cod vinery or w.-Ul ; and from
what we know of it, wo think it identical with tho White Frontignan, of

which there are two sorts, the one very closely resuinbliug C'haflflolas

Mnpque, aud, like it, subject to urack; whilnt tho other is not so liable lo

crack, but is much given to shank, aod cornea in two or three weeks
curlier. Both are very desirable Grapes.

Evergreens anh Hosks tor SouTn-WEST Aspect (7?. ^.).—The' Ex-
mouUi variety of Magu.ilia grandiflora, if the aituatioa is warm, and
Escr.llonia macrajitha. If the situation is exposed, CratiCgus pyracantha

and Cotoneaster microphvlla. Koses : Climbing Devooiensis and Gloiro

de Pijon, both Tei-seented ; or if you wi-h for one with more colour, Sir

Joseph Paxtou, of the Bourbon class, would probably suit yon.

Mi:lon for Odtdoor Culture {A. P.).—Achai>csnorrichcr is tho

nanu; given to a green-fleshed variety, which may be grpwn with tho

same treatment as is given to ridge Cucumbc-s. Its flavour is nnt bad,

but we cannot recommend ridiio Melons- There is also a red-flcshod

variety, called the American Ridge Melon. Seed may be had through any
secdfcman advertising in our columns.

VARioustF. 7.).—You may grow the (/ifarfDa/trio-s in pots plunged in tho

open ground, using rich so'il for potting, and pots 12 inches in diameter.

Tho tubers ought to be placed in heat at once, so as to have them for-

ward and well Lardened off by pUnting-ont time. Only one plant of

Mrs. Pollock or of Zonal Pclarfloniums, hhaixH be in a pyt; 6-lnch pots

nnswer very well for the tirst, aud H-iuch pots for the latter. Tho boat

blue Lobelia for bedding purposes is tho Crystal I'alace varietyof Lolxjiia

erinus speciosa.

Camellia Jacksoni Flower-buds not ExpANnreo (C. M. Major).^

The probable cause is a defective root-action, just when Ibe buds have

reached the size at which they ought fully to expand. The buds were

highly developed probably early in the season, and were then moved into

a cc-bier place for b'ooming. If so the buds would be kept long in a

dormant state from the check given to the supply of sap ; this ciufies the

outer petals to wither, and now that growth of wood and leaver his com-

mencL'd. the supplv is still defective. Do not hasten the CamelUa so

much next year, and when moved into a cooler place for bloommg, tajo

care that the roots are kept Wiiim, and water with lepid water until tho

flowers have fully opened.

Insect in Feen Case (A'. M. A.) —We do not know of any red insect

that infests Ferns. It will not be necessary to take the plants out and

put them in fresh soil. We think if you were to fumigate the plants

with tobacco smoke, filling the c:ise with smoke, tho insects would be

destroyed or disappenr.

Grub in Turf '2V.).—Without seeing a specimen wo cannot decide its

namo. Probably it is the larva of the Daddy-long-legs. Tlpula oleracea.

A thorough soaking of the cricket grounds with lime and gas ammoniacal

water will destroy them, and should be appUed now.

Names of Plants {M. Pt'{)lor).—^^e cannot name plants from their

eaves only (A. J. C".).~Spirmauuia africaua. {iV. T, C.).—1, Ptsrifl

emii)innata; 2. Pterisleptophylla. (Cflaffiro.—Daphne laurejla.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of Londoa for the week euding March 3nd.

Wed...
Thors.
Fri....

Sat. . .

.

Snn...
Hon.. .

Tues,

.

Mean

BiBOSffETEE.
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shonld be the proper col air in fnture, as tlio Judges would
have it so. At tlip fucceding FliowMr. Jones was Judge again,

the same birdB were exliibited and wnn, the bills being then
the proper colour. If thia lx» not a positive neeegsitatiiic; of

deception I cannot undprstcnd wIihI !.< ; and I ssy the fault lies

with the Jii(! jps. I see no reason why white Dack-i with yellow
billa should ba rejected itfiiu-r thin Avlfibarye. Ilatelylost a
drake larger and beavi' r than any I had from Mr. Fowler, and
I believe there w-i-i no Ayk'jbury liood in him.

_I ho;)9 to see tbi^j quosiioa disciiased, as I cocsider it worse
tiimmint; than tho removal of iacarrect foathers.^E. Palmeb
Williams.

[You are quite entitled to entertain the opinion that an
Aylesbury Duik's bill ui.'iy bo yellow as well as j-iukish, and
if yon can induce ponltry fanciers to agree with you, and to

rescind the characterisHa at present imperati-.Ts, then you will

not again hivo to confess that you qcudeeoended to act decep-
tively. That there was a necessity for your so doing no cue
wiU a':lmii, except tho.sa who argue that to obtain an object
unfair means ava justifiable.—Ens.l

PROFIT OF POULTRY-KEEPING.
I, TOO, keep ponltry for the pleasure of looking at them, for

mine have no run, but depend upon the man to bring them
every little change of food, as well as their daily meals—three
per day. I had nine birds at the beginning of the year and
thirty-six at the end. Tbtiv food was barley, ground oatB, and
a very few scraps from the house. Eggs laid, 845.

£ ». d.

9 BirdB at 3s 1 7 fl

EgRs iKinght 12 8
Keep for yrnr 15 9 7t
Value of oggs set 19 8
Profit 9 13 6i

Vnlae n( eggs (G67) 6
E'j-gs sold
Cbickens killed 14
Ditto aold 2
SGbirdsleft 5

£28 12 £28 12

The only advantage the feeding birds had over the others
was a little more of the same food, and most of them weighed
from 3} to i lbs., but some were nearly lbs. each, and not one
was six months old. I could have made more profit had I been
obliged to sell the produce instead of consuming my birds at
home. The rate I have valued the birds and the eggs at I
could readily have had. Prom eight hens now, this year I am
having on an average forty eggs weekly.—A Subsceibee also.

BARROW POULTRY SHOW.
The second annual Exhibition was laeld on tbe 2tUh and '27ih iust.

There were nearly 30() entries of Ponltry, Pigeons, and Canaries. The
following aw.ards were made :

—

GiKE.—Coci.—Cnp, C. W. Brierley. Middlcton. 2 and rhc, J. H.
Wilson. 8, W. Bnyes, Beverley, he, C. W. Brierley: J.Poole, St. Bees.
Chickens.—1, J. Erough. Carlisle. 2 find r/ir, J. Hodgson, Ulverston.
S, Graham & RobiDson, Kendal, he, J H. Wilson, c, J. Poole.
Game Bantam.—CocA.—l, H. Nicholson, Holborn UUl, Cumberland.

2, J. Poole. 8, G. Noble, Staiucliffe. //c, Bowman & Fei^ron, Whitehaven.
Game (Selling Class).—1,C. W. Brierley. 2,J H.Wilson. 3. W. Boyes.

ai*c, E. Swninson. *c, C. W. Brierley ; E. Swainson ; J.H.Wilson.
Spanish (Black).—!, H. Beldon, GoHstock. 2. T. J. Harrison, Kendal.

vhc, T. Robinson, Ulverston. he, J. Newton, Silsden. c, T. Ciiff.

DoBKlNGs.—1, J. Wbittam, Barrow. 2, J. H. Wilson.
Game (Black-breasted or other Keds).—Cap, C. W. Brierley. 2, Joseph

Brough, Carlisle. 8, W. Boyes. vhc, J. H. Wilson, he, Graham & Robin-
son.
Game (Duckwing, and other Greys and Bines).—!, W. Boyes. 2, C. W.

Brierley. vhc, W. J. Cope, Baj-nesby. he, J. H. Wilson.
Game (Any other variety '.—], C. W. Brierley. 2, J. Brough.
Cochin-china (Cinnamon and Bun).-1, J. Poole. 2, C. W. Brierley.

vhc, J. H. Davies.
Cochin-China (Brown and Partridge).—Cup and 2, T. Stretch, Ormskirk.

c, E. A. Aglionfay, Hawkshead
Cochin-China (White).—! and vhe, E. Smallcy, Lancaster. 2, F.

Haworth, Haslingden. he, T. Ashburner; Bowman & Fearon.
Bhahma Pootba.—1. E. Leech. 2, C. W. Brierley. vhc, C. Leyland.

he, E. A. Aglionby ; E. Storey. Lancaster, c, J. Cowan.
Hambdkghs (Golden-pencilled).—1, U. Beldon. 2, J. Walker, Knares-

borongh. vhc, H. Pickles, jun., Earby. he, T. Cliff. Hornby ; H. Beldon.
Hambckghs (Silver-pencilled).—Cup and hc,S. Beldon. 2, J. Smith,

Openshaw.
HAMBORons (Golden-spangled).—!, T.Deau, Keighley. 2, W. McMellon,

GIossop. he, H. B-ldon.
Hambubohs (Silver-spangled).—1, H. Beldon. 2, T. Cliff; he, H.

Picldes, jun.
Any other Variety.—1, H. Beldon. 2, J. Poole. Ulverston. vhc, J.

Layland, WaiTiogton. he, H. Beldon ; J. Hird, Ulpha.
Game Bantams.—1, G. Noble. 2, G. Maples, Ian., Wavertree. vhc, J.

Poole.
Bantams (Any other variety!.—'. H. Pickles. 2, J. Poole, vhc, H.

Yardley, Birmingham, he, S. H. Stott, Rochdale ; J. Poole.

LOCAL CLASSES.
Game (Black or Brown Red).-!, J. Pools. 2 anj c, W. Boulton Park-

house. Chickens.—!, W. Myers, Ulverston. 2, J. Poole, he, W. Boalton.
e, E. Swainson.
Game (Any other viriety).—1, J. PhiUipsou, Barrow. 2,' L. Gaeson^

Ulverston. iic, J. Poolo.
Game Bant.\ms.—1 nnd he, W. Boulton. 2, A. Wadbam. Fiirness Abbey.
TuHKrYs.- 1, J. Hunt, Barrow. 2 and he, A. Wocdhouse, Barrow.

vhc, 3. Whittaiii.
Ducks (Whito Ayl'-sbnry).—^!, E. Leech. 2, Bowman &. Fearon.
Ddcks (Uonen).— 1. J. Whittara. 2, T. Robinson, he, J. .1. Walker.
Any otheb Variety.—! and 2, O. W. Brierley. vhc, .S. & I;, Ashton,

Jlottram. lie, A. Woudhouse, Barrow ; T. C. Harrison ; A. & J. Trickett,
Waterfoot. i .

PIGEONS. ,
•

,

Carbi oRS.—1, J. Preston, Lancaster. 2, J. & W. Towewon,. Egremont.
7to, W. Picitard, Ulverston ; v/. .tactfsou. liollon-le-Sanufl.
PoDTiiES — I, II. Yardley. 2, J. iS W. Towerson.
Tdmulebs.—1, H. Yardloy. 2, T. Ashburner. he, F. Graham, Birken-

head.
jAconiKs.-1, S. Sherwen. Whitehaven. 2 and he, J. & Vf. Towerson.
Bauds.—1, W. Jackson. 2, H. Yardloy, he. W. Boulton.
Tn.".BiTS.—! and he, F. Graham. 2, -T. & W. T. wersou.
Owi.s.—1 and he, F. Graham. 2, J. * W. Towerson.
FANTAits.—1, n. Yardley 2. F. Grixli-.m. ha, W. H. Ormandy.
Deaooons.- I, H. Y-irdley. 2. F. Grah;\ni. c, l-I. Alisoj), Birmingham.
Any otbeb Variety.—!, F. Graham. 2 and he, H, Yardley..

Canahtes.—Belgian -Yellow).—! and c J. Hunt, Barrow. 2, J. P.TXton^
Ulverston. Jtc, J. Boulton. Belgian (Euffi.—1 and 2. J. Hunt, he, 3.

Pazton. c, J. Boulton. Mules.—1, Mrs. B. Minuiken, Ulverston. 2, J. K.
Hnartson, BaiTOw. he, G. Cousins, Barrow. Piihalrl.—1, J. Boulton.
2. 3. Paxton. Limrd (Gold and Silver-spangled).—1, T. Cockerton,
Ulverston. 2. J. MofTatt, Ulver.iton. Common (Yelloff).—1, J. Moffatt.

2, W. Ormandy, Barrow.
GoLDFixcH.—1, 2, and vhc, 3. Hill, Ean'ow.

Judges.—Poultri/: Mr. K. Teehay, Fulwood, Preston. JHijeoits

:

Mr. J. Barrow, Pendleton ; and Canaries : Mr. A. Benson, Barrow.

KINGS' LYNN POULTRY SHOW.
Although a iirst meeting it has rarely been our lot to attend one

so well conducted, and in a bnildins so well calculated for the purpose

of a show, or with poultry of a higher class competing. The Show
proved, as it deserved to be, a complete success, and the attend-

ance of visitors was beyond expectation. The light was excellent,

and the pens were the well-known ones of Messrs. Tui-ner, of Sheffield.

With so early a spring it is qnite late enough for any poultry exhi-

bition, and many line pens of birds that are now quite overshown

were so completely ruined in constitution, that we fear their produce

of the coming season wiU be of hut Uttle value.

Of pnyjclnffs, many a first-class pen was brought for competition,

but so completely overdone that one cock actually died on the spot,

and two or three others were evidently beyond the possibility of re-

covery. The prize pens were in excellent condition and feather.

Among Cnrkina, Buffs were tbe host colour shown. Partridge being

also good, hut Whites were so indiilerent that wo scarcely ever saw
any so faulty. Of BvaUmas, the Bark-feathered were far better

than the Ijiglit ones. Spiudsh were good, hut coarse faces wore too

general. In Jlamburi/hs many cases of decided roup were noticeable,

but a considerable number of the birds shown were good. French

fowls were excellent, as were most of the Game. The Game Bantams,

as a class, were fearfully out of condition, with the exception of a
very few pens. Getsc were as good as they well could be, and of

Turlx'is we do not remember a better display. Of Aylesbury Duchs
not a few were so much overfed, as to bs quite useless for breeding

purposes ; and among the Ducks of Any other variety, Oarolitoas,

Mandarins, Pintails, and extraordinarily fine Buenos Ayrean Ducks
were exhibited.

The Pigeon classes were a show iu themselves, the Carriers, tbe

Pouters, the Almonds, and Barbs, being among the best of the classes.

It is quite time Pigeou sliows were over for this spason, as numbers of

eggs (of course destroyed) were laid in the pens.

The weather was very favourable, the Committee were very atten-

tive to their duties, and everything passed off well.

DofLKlNGS (Coloured).—Cup, Mrs. Brackenbury. 2, J. Frost, he, W,
Eloomfield ; D. C. Campbell, Brentwood; M. Sean^ons, Avlesbury; J«

Martin, c, G. Bambridge; J. Frost; Rev. T. L. Fellowes; W. Hawe ; H.
Lingwood.
Dorkings (Any other variety).-1, H. Lingwood. 2; W. Woodhouse.
Cochin-Chinas (Cinuamuaand Buff).— Cup, H. Lingwood. 2, Mrs.

Burrell he. Rev. C. Gilbert; J. H. Dawes; H. Lingwood. e, Mrs.
Brackenbury ; Mrs. Mills.

Cochin-Cbinas (White).—1, Withheld. 2, Mrs. Allen.

Cochin-Chinas (Any other colours).—!, J. R. Rodbard. 2, J. K. Fowler;
he, 3. Stephens, c, T. M. Deiry ; W. Hawe.
BEAnM;is (Dark).—1 and 2, Mrs. Burrell.

Bbahmas (Light) —1, L. H Kickets. 2, H. Dowsett.
Spanish.— ), T. C. & E. Newbitt. 2, W. Hawe. J/c, J. Laming: P. H.

Jones, Fulham, c. A, S. Ha*^ ; G. S. Hall ; Mrs. Brackenbury.
HAMEUrGHs (Gold and Silver-pencilled).— 1, W. K. Tickner. 3, fl.

Pickles, jun. e, W. K. Tickner; C. Havers, Ingat. stone; J. Plant.

Hambubohs (Gull and Silver-spangled).— Cup, W. Bearpark. 2, Mrs.
EoiTell. he, J. Laming; J. Barnes; W. Adams; T. Walker, jun.; J.

Plant ; T. C. & E Ncwbitt. c, J. R. Jessop, Hull.
GAME[(EIack.brea!-ted and other Reds).—1, L Bincy, Manchester. 2, S.

Matthew, he, W. Boyes; L. Biney; S. Matthev,-, Stowmarket. e, S.
Matthew; H E. Martin; R. Hall, Cambridge,
Game (Any otlier v;(riety).—Cup, W, Boyes. 2, J. Laming, he, S.

Matthew, c, H. E. Martin
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FBENcn Fowls (Any variuty).-!, Col. Sinart Wortlcy. 2, W. O. Qui-

bell. he, L. BiDi'y ; I. K. Fowler ; W. tinwo. <•, Mr'. Burrell.

I Game Bantam's (Rlnck-hroistod Hodsl.—Cup, norl 2, W. B. Jcllrios,

Ipswicu. hc,V/. Ilawo. c, A. monar; J. Laming; Key. C. H. Orosso,

Cambridge ; L. Bincy.
Qamk Bantams (Auy other variety).—1 and 2, L. Biney. c, E. Sheer-

man, Clielmsfiird.

Bantams (Any viiriety cxcevt Gamo).—1, H. M. Maynard. 2, S. H.
Stott. lie, .1. Ii; Dawes; T. C.Harrison, Hull; Master J. Hurn ; A. Wood-
Cook ; G. Cliirlic; T. Walker, jun. <•, S. S. Mossop ; J. Laming; W. B.

JeffVios ; L. I-tiiiey; Mrs. Bnickfnbury ; Rev. E. Tearlo.
Any oTHF.R Vabikty.—1. J. Lamini;. he, T. Spurr ; L. Biuey. c, S. S.

Mossop ; W. K. Pntriek ; J. W. Kin-^ ; A. S. Kae ; J. T. Asliicv.

Seli.ino Class.- 1, P. W.Story. 2, Mrs. Burrell. hc,C. W. Gibbs;
Rev. F. Tearle ; K Mackley. r, w. N. Hunt.
Turkeys.— CocA-.—l, J. B. Hides. 2, R. Cuter, kc, W. Wright ; O. S.

Hall; J. T. Asiilev; Mrs. Brackenbury ; T. M. Dorry. Hena.—l, Mrs.
Brackenbnry. 2, W. WrlRbt. he, D. Ward.
Ddcks (Aylesbury) —1, J. T. Ashloy. 2, Mrs. Bnrrell. he, Mrs. M,

Seamons ; H. J. Coldimm ; J. K. Fowltr, Aylesbury.
Docks (R(iuen).— I, .J. K. Fowler. 2. H. Pa.vne. Ar, A. S. Kae.
Ducks (Any other variety).— 1, J. T. Ashley. 2, J. IC. Fowler, p/ic, S.

Bum. he, T. C. Harrison ; Mrs. Allen, e. Mrs. Allen.
Oeese.—1, J. K. Fowler. 2, Mrs. Brackenbury. he, W. Looker ; J. T.

Ashley.
PIGEONS.

CARniERS.—1 and 2, R. Fulton. Doptford. ftc, H. Yardley; A, Stonar

;

E. Fulton ; F. J. Leach. Rochdale.
Pouters.—1, J. Hanley. 2, P. H. Jones. Ac, R. Fulton; P. H. Jones,

c, R. Fulton ; K. J. Loach.
Tumblers (Almond).—! and 2,-R. Fulton, he, J. Fielding, jun.;

T. C. & E. Kcwbitt. c, R. Fulton.
Tumblers (Any other variety).—1, R. Fulton. 2, J. Fielding, jun.

he,H. Yard oy; R. Fulton, e, J. Hawley.
Balds oa Beards.— 1, J. Fielding, j un. 2, R. Fulton.
NONS.— 1, P. H. Jor es. 2, F. J. Leach.
Maopies.— 1, T. C. Marshall. 2, T. C. i E. Newbitt. he. F. J. Leach.
TOEBiTs.—l, J. Fielding, jun. 2, P. H. Jones, /ic, H. Snushall ; F. J.

IjeAch. c, Mrs. Woodliouse.
Owls.—1, J. Fielding, jun. 2, P. H. Jones, he, J. H. Ivimy ; H. Green.
Barbs.—1, J. H. Ivimy. 2, H. M. Maynard. he, R. Fulton ; P. H.

Jones, c. G. Morling ; J. Fielding, jun.
Trumpeters.- 1, J. Hawley. 2, E. Sbeerman.
Jacobins.- 1, H. U. Mayuard. 2. R. Fulton, he, J. Hawley; P.. Fulton

;

P.H. Jones c, R. Fulton ; T. C. & E. Ne^vbitt.
Fantails.—1 and 2, T. C. & E. Newbitt. c, W. H. Tomlinson ; J.

Hawley.
KCKTS.—1, J. T. Ashley; 2, H. Yardley.
Anv other Yahietv.— 1, P. H. Jones. 2, J. Hawley.

SONG BIRDS.
Cahabies.—WoTOicl (Yellow).—1, R. Mscklev. 2, H. Thnrlow. e, T.

Watson; O. Smith. Belnian.—l, R. Mackley. 2, Withheld. Lizard (Green).—1, H. Green. 2, J. Thompson. Ltzani (Grey).— 1 and 2. H. Green.
Cmnamon.— l, H. Green. Mottled. — ', R. Mackley. 2, H. Green.
Oranne.—l, H. Thurlow. Mealy.—1, H. Thnrlow. Buff.—l, H. Thurlow.
Goldfinch Mcle.—1, H. Thurlow. 2, R. Mackley. I'/ic, R. Mackley.

C,E. S. Smith.
Linnet Mule (Brown).-1, H. Green, c, J. Gawan.
Parrot (Greeni —1, G. Helsham. 2, H. R. Gamble, e, T. Schweip.
Paerot Grey).—1, J. J. Lowe. 2,T. E. Hutton. c, G. Street.
Paraquets,-1, W. Sharrod. 2, C. Regester.
Love Birds.— 1, J. Franklyn.

Rabbits.—Longest-eared (Pn^-e breed).—1, G. Jones. 2, A. H. Fasten.
vhc, J. A. Nurse. Heavient.—1, J. Dixon. 2, W. Beaty. Jny other
Variety.—I, A. H. Easten. 2, J. H. ChadwicU. vhe, J. Black, he, A. J.
Eiley.
The Rev. Lyon Fellowes, and Messrs. Hewitt and Tegetmeier

were the Judges.

KENT AND SURREY POULTRY SHOW.
This took place at Peckbam, on the 2nd and 3rd inat. Wo mast

defer fnrther details till next week.

Dorkings.—1. J. Ivery 4 Son, Dorking. 2, L, Patton, Hillmore, Taun-
ton. 8, 8. HaiTLS, Mottingbqm. he. Lieut.-Col. H. B. Lane, Bracknell;
M. Leno, Dunstable; J. Frot!., Parham. e, C. Priest, Worthing; F.
Parlett, Great Baddow.
Game.— 1 and 3, S. Matthew, Stowmarkct. 2, P. H. Jones, Fnlhara.

he. Rev. G. S. Cruwys, Cruwys Morchard ; R. Hall, Cambridge ; S.
Matthew, Stowmarket. c. F. Pittis, jun., Newport, Isle ol Wight; Rev.
F. Watson, K-lvedon ; Rev. G. S. Cruwvs.
Spanish.— I. F. Nichols, Camberwell. 2, E. Corke, Maidstone. 8, J.

Stephens, Walsall, he, H. A. Silvester, Gravesend ; P. H. Jones, e, P. H.
JODCS.
Bbaiuia (Dark).—1 and 2, Lieut.-Col. H.B.Lane. 3, C. Priest, vhe.l,.

Wright, King-ilown, Bristol, /ic, C. Priest ; Rev. .J.Ellis, Bracknell, e,F.
Pittis, jun. ; H. J. Cuff; J. Box, Camberwell Road ; H. Dowsett, Pleshev.
Brabma (Lightl.—Cup and 3, H. Dowsett. 2, J. Pares, Postford, Guild-

tord, he, A. O. Wortbingtod, Burton-on-Trent ; J. Pares ; F. Crook, Forest
Hill, c, J. Psres; P. Cr ok.
Cochins.-I, G. Sbrimpton, Leighton Buzzard. 2, T. W. Rust, Hast-

ings. 8, J. K. Fowler. Aylesbury he, G. Sbrimpton; W. F. Checkley,
Uonlton ; J. IT. Dawes, Birmingham; Mrs. Christie, Glyndebourne,
Lewes, e, H. J. Dwelly. Peckbam.
HAMBURcns.— Cu;'. 'P. H. Jones. 2 and 3, F. Pittis, jun. he, W.

Adams, Ipswich, e. W. K. Tickner. Ipswich.
Bantams.— 1, W. Adams. 2, M. Leno. 3, H. M. Mavnnrd, Rvde. rhcVf.

S. Forrest, Greenhithe. he, M. Leno; J. Pi'.rlett'; S. A. 'Wyllic, East
Uonlsey; Rev. G. S. Cruwys; Miss EsquDant, Brixton; P. H. Jones.
«, F. Pittis. jun. ; Rev. E. S. Tiddenian, Brentwood; T W. Anns, Clap-
ham ; W. Boutoher. Notting Hill ; J. H. Dawes ; W. Barford, Avlesl.urv.
French.—1. J. K. Fowler. 2 and S, P. H. Jones, he, W. Barf 'rd

;

— Quibell, Newmarket; W. Dring. Faver^ham. c, H. S. Fraser, lieadley.
Selling Class.—1, P. H. Jones (Silver Polauds). 2, W. Toby, West

Brompton. S, G. Sbrimpton (Black Rod Onme Bantams). Iir:. H. Dowsett,

(Dark Rrnhmas) ; F. Crook (Liubt Urahmas) ; Rev. F. T. Scott, Shepherda-

woll Vicarage, Dovor (Spanish); P. ii. Jones (Spanish); W. Adams
(Black Bantams) ; P. W. Stoi-y, Duventry (Uautamsi ; H. Savillo (Jajianeae

Silkies), e, T. W. Anns (Dark Brabnias) ; W. B. Etches (Dark Brahmas) :

F. Crook (Light Brabmas) ; Mrs. Christie (Partridge Cochins) ; O. Howard
(Spanish) ; W. Dring (Creve-Cojur) ; P. H. Jones (Golden Polandsj.

Cup eor Greatest Number of Pbi/.es.^P. H. Jones.

JcDOES.—Mr. E. Hewitt, and Mr. Tegetmeier.

TESTIMONIAL TO MR. DEAN WOLSTENHOLME.
As noticed in our impression of last week, the presentation ol

this testimonial took place on the evening of the 2i5rd nit., in

the room occupied by the National Peristeronic Sociify, Free-

masons' Tavern, London. The meeting was well attended, and
composed mostly of the members of this Society. England was
thus strongly represented. Scotland was represented by Mr.
Huie. Several of the Rcntlemen brought with them specimena

of Pigeons, including Pouters, Carriers, Short-faced Tumblers,

Jacobins, &c., and these birds were placed in pens which stood

on tables close to the walls of the room.
In the midst of this Exhibition of Pigeons a snpper-table was

spread and amply loaded; and at 8.30 p.m. F. Esquilant, Esq.,

took the chair, Mr. Wolstecholme being seated on his right hand.

After an excellent supper and the usual loyal toasts the Chair-

man proposed " the toast of the evening," the health of Mr.
Wolstenholme, which was responded to with great heartiness.

In the course of the Chairman's remarks, he entered at length

upon the upright and honourable character which Mr. Wolsten-

holme had all along borne, the kindness and gentleness of his

disposition, the good word towards him which was in the mouth
of everyone with whom he was acquainted, his ability as a

judge of Pigeons, and the lasting obligation which fanciers

owe to him (Mr. Wolstenholme), for the beautiful engravings

of fancy Pigeons which he has produced—many of them pour-

traying the standard points with a fullness and truthfulness

which language cannot convey—and the fact of some of those

portraits having been the means of inducing many to enter

upon the Pigeon fancy. The Chairman then addressing Mr.

Wolstenholme presented him with a purse containing fifty

sovereigns, as a national testimonial, and a proof of the high

esteem in which he is held by Pigeon fanciers.

Mr. Wolstenholme, much overcome, returned thanks in a

modest and becoming reply.

It is pleasing to think that the old fancier who has been so

much respected, and who has done so much for the " fancy,"

has had his services publicly acknowledged. The testimonial

has been subscribed to by the leading Pigeon fanciers of Great

Britain and Ireland.

FOUL BROOD—PARTHENOGENESIS.
Fkom the hint thrown out at page 373 of the last volume of

"our Journal" by my friend the " Devonshire Bee-keeper,"

whose authority is so much respected, it may be supposed that

many or all of my hives are tainted with foul brood, but so far

as I am aware there is not one of my stocks in this unfortunate

condition. At the present moment I have a dozen in perfect

health, and so populous as to make them appear far more like

summer than winter hives. In addition to theee I have several

other hives devoted to expeiimental purposes. My apiary could

not have been more prosperous than it was during the whole of

last summer. Indeed I had more bees than I could make use

of, and was glad to give the supernumeraries to any friends

who would accept of them. When I made my autumnal exami-

nation, I was quite sati.'^fied, and an inspection, made Feb. 19th,

confirmed the good opinion I had previously formed.
_

In regard to one of my stocks, I may state that it is now
nearly five years old, some of its combs having come from

Devonshire in May, 1864. During the summer of 1865 it was

situated within 4 yards of a foul-breeding hive, whose down-

ward progress I was watching almost daily. Singularly enough,

this stock escaped infection, notwithstanding its contiguity to

a hive virulently affected by disease. In 1866 it threw two

large swarms. In 1867 it gave me a large super of honey, when
it was left without sufficient food to carry it through the fol-

lowing season ; for on the 11th of April, 1868, when taking a

walk round my apiary, I found the bees apparently lifeless, the

entrance being choked up with dead bee.«. Not Imving elevated

the frames during the previous summer I concluded dta'h might

have been occasioned by some other cause tbsu hunger ;
but I

found on inspection that, every vestige of food lad di-appearcd,

and that there were neither eggs nor brood in any of the cellf

.
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The bees lay in heaps on the floorboard, and hung in motion-
less clnsters between the frames. Fancying that some bees on
the centre comb slightly vibrated their wings, I carried the hiVe
;intoa,wttrm room, and brnshed all the bees adhering to the
Icd^kiba and Ijihg on tjie floorboard into apjiarently pu_e lifeless

jmasB., A cardfiil examinatioh of each comh:f;iiled tp deteot the
(slightest trace of di?ea,EO. I next warmed a little thinisyrnp, and
piurejilitonlljie heap, fixing the whole with a spatnW, an^ after-

[wdids' placed |t before the window through *hieH a| bright enn
ih^pe|nEd fp be sbinibg. The, hot rays, combined with (ie heat
]ofit)rer<jom, revived tbemass, which seemed at first; sight beyond
iieooT( ry. .Asl animatjon returned, the bees licked the sjrup off

]ea«b (|ther, arid id the course of a few hours I was able to return
them to Ibeir dwelling with comparatively ftw deatls. By
judicious feeding the stock prospered, and on the 7th and Ifith

'of'Mly was able to throw off two large swarms. While! write,
lit is one of my best stocks, having brood in all stages, and the
bees may be seen busily carrying in pollen on every favourable
day. As I said, some of its combs have been constantly in use
sin^e May, ISOt ; and for anght I know to the contrary they
may have done service in Devonshire for years previons to their
cdming into my poescssion. Judging from the Experience I
*iive bad, I *ouId say that a hive afflicted with foul brood may
bnl^ive two summers, but will never see the third.

' Although the circumstances under which disease is developed
are tolerably well known, I believe its causation is as yet very
little understood. The origin rfc novo of any epidemic has not
jet been decided upon. Whilst I quite believe what Mr, Wood-
if)firy has stated, regarding the cases of chilled brood that came
i?ii(3fr his notice, I am not sure that they can be regarded as
.ecttling the point in dispute. In the tummer, wlien food is

ahupdant, or when feeding is resorted to, I thinli that chilled
brood even when becoming putrid will ere long be removed by a
^iod Swarm. The great heat that then pervades the hive soon
gives such consistency to decaying material in a semi-liquid
State, as enables it without much difticulty to be removed by the
bees. In this way the putrescent substance may not have had
tiiheto generate the poison of disease—atmospheric influences
at.that season may not have been favourable. The combs re-

ferred to by me as having tainted healtby hives were inserted

tV October, and no unusual activity was created by feeding.

,
(jBefore concluding these remarks, I may mention that every

^Ofllitin my mind as to the truth of the doctrine of partheno-
genesis has been removed. Having lately met with drone-
Jbr^eding queens, I began to think some stimulus might be
Wiitiircdin egg-Iajing, but on the 2Gth of October last, when
iiot a drone existed in the neighbourhood, I had a yfiung queen
titched. She was never seen to leave the hive, and, indeed,
thie weather in November was such as to preclude the possibility
of a wedding flight. I am satisfied in regard to the perpetual
\ir;;inity of this queen, yet she began to lay eggs in January,
And on the 17ih of February young drones were running
afltively over the combs. The drones are all being reared in
i^orter cells.—E. S.

,[1 am very glad to learn that the apiary of my esteemed
correspondent is now in such perfect health, and have no dis-

position whatever to discredit the evidence which he has pro-
oiiced in support of his theory regarding the origin of foul
brood further than that, as he himself stated at the time, it

was still possible that he had been making use of previously-
infected combs ; and being al?o aware that his apiary had not
always been free from thie fatal scourge, I was and am afraid
th»t his experiments can scarcely be admitted as decisive on
the point. Although the fact that not one of the many cases
ol. chilled hialthij brood which have come under my notice has
ever developed into foul brood, proves to demonstration the
fallacy of Mr. Lowe's assertions, I am not unmindful of the
difficulty, nay, almost the impossibility, of proving a negative,
and am, therefore, far from holding it to be conclusive on the
debateabio point whether healthy chilled brood may not under
v^i^ exceptional circumstances degenerate into actual foul
brood. All I'can soy is. that no such case bos ever come under
Wy own observation. My valued friend most truly remarks
that the origin <Je novo of no epidemic has as yet been decided
upon. It is very probable that medical men may entertain
abstract theories as to the first causes of smallpox, measles,
scBilet fever, rinderpest, &c., who yet if a case of either of these
djaeases were actually brought before them, would vmder any
ciicumf-tanoes absolutely refuse to refer it to any cause other
ilpan infection or contagion. And this, in the absence of more
4^pisive evidence than has yet been produced, is still my opinion
\^ith regard to foul brood.

It is also extremely gratifying to me to find that " E. S."
has at leijgth tucceeded in obtaining such conclusive evidence
as entirely to dispel from his mind the last lingering doubt
with rrgard to the truth of parthenogenesis, which may well bo
deemed one of the greatest maivel;', if not the very gteatcst
marvel, which has yet been discovered in insect l.fel—A Devon-
sniP.E BEE-KEEfEB.]' ' ' i

j

'

OUR LETTER BOX.
j

CBABACTimsTics' OF GA3IE FowLS (N'yricr Bvd Nc'ir Sulccriher).^
There are four colours admiseiblo for ibo It^s of Giiuie fowls—^illowj
blue, yellow, nnd white All have their partisiua; the willow are thd
most popular. You are hardly exploit encugb when y.iu spewk of Grey
Game. Arc they Bircbeu Greys? Wo have petn ILem wiiii black legsi
No Game fowls can he diequalified for the colour of the legs, provided an
in the pen are alilie. Thet-e are, nevertheless, preferences and prejadicefl
that f?o for much. White in the ear-lobe is objectionable. A fl^ite tail
feather is only admitted in White or Pile coekB. In the dark classes it is

a dipfiuaiification.

Fowls for CoNFniED SpAce (Bampfon Wick'.—Vcesam\ng, from yonr
mention of u small avi^.iy, that your fowls are to live in confinement,
wo cannot advise DorkinRs. They require a range. Cochins or UrabmaB
will do ; we prefer the latter. Either ^7ill l«y well in a small space, but
cbickeus want elbow-room. A small space w ill not do for rearing chickena.
Any place will do for a hen to tit in, and whore uothijig else offers v^e

advise you to buy as many empty butter-firkins ns you will require, have
tbera sawn across in half, and the bead knocked out, place them on the
cround, put in a little straw on which to put the eggs, and set the hen.
The top may be covered with anything. Nothing is better than a basket-
lid. A 1-yiug-box is ditferent. " Alt that is required is to put a bead
1 inch from the ground, and 12 inches flora the wall. This may be 3 or
4 feet loni-', according to the number of birds or the sizo of the house,
divided at intervals of 10 inches by pieces of tliin deal board, which can
be fn-tened to the Wall. If a little straw is put in these places tho honfe
will lay in tbem. In the summer one cook will serve twelve hens. Ybo
run little ri.-^k now, as they become more attentive as the weather becomes
warmer When your chicKens are hatched wo advise you to put them in
the kitchen garden ; they will do well and find food in the sheltcrei
spots, and they ^\ill do no real harm.
Food for Fowls ( ).—We have many limes written that it is im*

posL-ible fur us to say how moch corn a fowl. Duck, or Pigeon will eat or
should eat. \ pint and a half should satisfy any fowl, but r fowl fed on
clean ccrn only would soon die. Fowls require grit as a means of
digestion, grass as a help to health, insect food for the same purpose, and
they find and eat a hntjdred things we neither aee nor know. Without
these helps life is almost, and health is quite, impossible.

Fowls Overfed {J. P.).— Abernethy told a gouty patient the best
cure for the disorder was to live on 2.t. "n-flay, and earn it. W*e think so
badly rif yonr dietary that we are sure your birds are aoffering neither
from fat nor plethora. We are surprised they lay v.-el],but do not wonder
the eggs are not good. Our fowls do not care for whole oats. Grind your
oats and give them stalled with water. Serve some good heavy barley in
the s.Tme way. Feed alternately with each, and by way of change some*-
times give a little \\hole maize. If they have no grass run, give them
daily sunu- growing sods, cut with plenty of fresh mould on tbem. You
will find their health improve, and your eggs will have nothing objection-
able either in taste or colour. They are not unwholesome.

Spanish and Minorca Fowxs {F.A. i?.).—The only essential difference
is, that the Spanish must have white faces and earlobcs, and the Minorcas
red faces. To breed Spanish you must purchase a cock and hens having
the essential characteristics.

Eeariso Aylesbury Ducra-iNos {J. A'. C. P.).—the ducklings mvat,
be kept out of the water, and out of positive cold, but they want no other
shelter than that afTorded by an outhouse that is free from draughts. An
old pigstye is a good place later in the season, but now we recommend
you a more sheltered place than that is usually. Let the young have a
shallow Vessel with very little water in it, and some oatmeal, with scrape
of bread in it. When they get older put sods of gi-a'^s in it. There is no
great difiference in the eggs, save that thoso of the Aylesburya are very
large. The shape has nothing to do with them, unless a very old theory
be a true one—viz., round eggs are Ducks, and long ones drakes.

Rain Water for Poultry—Black Hasiburghs (W. C).—Rainwater
is said to be bad for fowls, but we do not know wby. for it is pure if not
caught from the roof of a bouse in a smoky district. Filtered and
exposed to the air for some days it won d even bo rendered harmless.
If you get three good birds for the sum you name, they are worth it.

'

If

they ure had ones, the sam asked is too large.

POCLTBV-YARD .\BRANGEMENT3 {J. <7.).—We C8U DOW add that VOR
may start with eighteen or twenty-four fowls, as you inform us they
will have the run of a plantati.jn. They phmild be birds of 1^68. Yon
must trust those of whom you buy them. An\one can tell the difference

between a pullet and an old hen, but it would be impossible to give

marks, signs, or data to guide anyone in hazarding a guess at the age of

a bird between twelve and twenty months.

PoRTS-MouTH POULTRY SHOW (H. S, i^'.l.—We are much obligod ty yom-
notes, and if, on a future occasion, you will favour us with your com-
ments during the week a show is held, we will readily publish them.

Churn (Clijtofi CotiagcK— Try the American churn, sold at the depr'

in Bond Street. You can have it of any size.

Mites in Stored CoaiBS (E. J. C.).—Wo have often used similar

combs and never found that the mites (Acaii), witli which they were in-

fested produced any injurious effects on the bees.

Mange (S/ar).—There is no doubt that your pointer is suffering from
one of the many varied forms ^^hich maQf^e absumes. The hair often

tnlyat first falls off on the dog's joints. Lower his diet, give him. no,
me.'tt, and little meal, but plenty of uiashed potatoes and boiled preens.
Give him four grains of blue pill every morning, nnd a dose of castor oil

afterwaids. Wash the dog once or twice weekly with aott-eoap and water.
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With a pointed bit of blotting paper remove the eecretion
when it appears, and then with the aid of a very email camel-
hair brufih and a strong leus the farina may bo rapidly applied

to the stigma of the female blossom. By adopting these simple
precautions, from sixty to a hundred flowers may be fertilised

with the pollen from five male blooms.
To conclude, occasionally it is desirable to cave the farina of

some particular plant either on account of its too great forward-

nesB or because of its scarcity. This may be done by forming
a little book by binding together two small squares of glass,

Buch as opticians furnish at Is. Cd. per oz. for mounting mi-
croscopical objects; these books may have the name of the

plant written on their backs, and be then folded up in tinfoil.

—A. C.

CULTURE OF THE ORANGE FOR DESSERT.
Was not Mr. Kivers one of Pomona's prophets, when he wrote

that orchard houses would " glisten on highland and lowland,

and gladden many a garden lover with their genial climate and
varied produce?" Ho has lived to see the fulUImeDt of his

inspirations, for ho writes in the early editions of his work,
' The Orchard House "—" Orchard houses are now 'familiar

things,' hundreds are rising up all over the face of the country
;

no garden structures have ever so rapidly advanced in popu-
larity." There was no lack of converts, and there were dis-

believers, myself of the number; and it is well that there are

Such in most cases, for if every innovation were received with-

out doubt, no opposition shown to its advancement, the old

system of things would be upset, and the community ruined.

It is well, I repeat, that there are different opiniona, for it is

by the advocacy of a certain thing on the one hand, and Ihe

contending forces of opposition and criticis-m on the other, that

oonverts are gained or lost, the lukewarm arrive at a conclu-

sion for or against, and the outer woild adopts or rejects, and
'becomes reconciled to the new state of thingc

Now we have another prophet amongst the followers of Po-
mona. Mr. Pearson commences a sanguine and enthusiastic

Ikiticle, page 23, with the statement, " Oranges will be grown
largely in this country for their fruit," and the Kditors lend
"their voice to the furtherance of the object, for they say, " Ere
long we shall find them as commonly grown as Vines and Cu-
cumbers now are ;

" but I fail to notice that any of the parties

»re sanguine enough to state that Oranges will be grown in

this country to pay, hence we find them associated with Vines.

I can, of my own experience, fully endorse all that Mr. Pearson
and the Editors antici;jute of the culture of the Orange for its

fruit, having seen and grown in tr.is country Oranges of good
quality and size, and supplied them for the dessert, where ibey
were in greater request than those of foreign growth, on account
of their aromatic sweetness.

I may state that the trees were grown as standards, having
stems from -1 to 5 feet in height, and that they were of the
Tangierine and Maltese Blood varieties ; but the first of these

-iarnished the better fruit, and continued longer in bearing,

often affording a supply of fruit for six months. Tbere were
also the Myrtle-leaved and the St. Michael's varieties, boih

good, and the back wall was clothed with the Shaddock and
Lemon. The house was a lean-to, 13 feet G inches high at the

back, and C feet high in front, with a stone shell along the front

and ends, on which were the Otaheite and the above-named
Tarieties of Orange in pots.

In every sense the house was an Orange house, only there
were Vines in addition to the Orange trees. The Vine border
was outi-ide, but the Vines were planted inside, at 4 feet apart,

and trained with single rods on the sntir system. There were
twenty Vines, so that the length was about 80 feet, and the
width 20 feet, but the width was diminished by 2 ff et in winter,

for the front lights were brought inwards, and the Vines laid

6ntside along the front to rest. The lights worked in a slide,

and were easily moved, so as to include or exclude the Vines.
This system of moveable front lights is fully explained in
" Sanders on the Vine," and is well worthy of adoption if

a temperature has to be maintained that would be ir.jurious to

Vines kept in a house when they are at rest, as the house is

thus set at liberty for other purposes. In the centre of the
house was a brick pit or bed 9 feet G inches wide internel

measurement, and raised about 2 feet above the paths, its depth
being about 5 feet. The pathway went round the bed, and at

the back was a border for the Lemons and Shaddocks on the
back wall. This border was 4 feet wide, or the full width from
the back wall to the bed, the pathway crossing the border being

of laths. At both ends, and in front, there was a stone sheU
3 feet wide in summer, but 2 feet less in winter, owing to the
lights being brought inwards, the only fault being the narrow-
ness of the front pathway, whose width was reduced to 2 feet

;

and the front shelf was practically of no use when the Vines
were put out, the small trees in pots having to be accommo-
dated with a place on the pit edge.
The house was originally intended for the growth of Vines

in summer, and the preservation of the Orange trees in winter,
as in times not very remote Oranges were grown largely in tubs
for ornamental purposes, being placed out of doors in summer,
and taken in in winter. The central bed, I believe, had been
formerly, on the removal of the Oiange trees, filled with tan and
used for Pine Apples, but the Orange trees in time, from inju-
dicious treatment, had become unhealthy, and well they might,
when roasted in winter and starved in summer; and instead of

being placed in the open air Ihey were kept in-doors, and the
tubs plunged in the tan instead of the Pine Apple plants. The
Orange trees, though half dead, recovered very fast, and it was
thought they would be in fine condition for the terrace in the
following year, but when the time came for their removal
it was found that the tubs were rotten. New tubs were sug-
gested, but not given, and at length the Orange trees were
planted out in the pit in two rows, those with the tallest stems
at the back of the pit, and the short-ttemmed trees in front.

They were planted about 2 feet G inches from the pit edge, and
C or 7 feet apart. Before planting the pit was emptied of the
tan, and the bottom covered with stones and brickbats to the
depth of 2 feet, which left about 3 feet for soil, with which the

pit was filled. It consisted of the turf from a pasture, where
the soil was a sandy loam, taken off about 2 inches thick, and
which had been laid up for twelvemonths in layers, with sheep
and horse droppings. Previous to use the whole was chopped
up, but not veiy finely, and thoroughly mixed with one-fourth

part of river sand. The drainnge was covered with turf, grass

side downwards. The proportion of manure would amount to

about one-fourth of the turfy loam, so that the compost would
be tuify sandy loam one-half, sheep and horse droppings one-

fourth, and sharp sand one-fourth, and when put in the bed
eveiy sixth barrowful was of leaf mould, which had evidently

been overlooked when the compost was prepared. In this

compost the trees were planted ; but the pit had not been
filled sufSciently, as the soil settled below the pit edge, and it

had rather an unsightly appearance. That, however, did not
interfere with the growth ol the trees. They grew well, fruited

well, and supplied many a handful of fragrant flowers, and
large, good-flavoured fruit by hundreds for the dessert.

The treatment of the trees, which was very simple, was as

follows :—In February, whatever pruning was necessary was
done; it consisted of cutting out old and dead wood, and so

thinning the heads as to clear tbtm of the weak wood and
prevent crowding. The trees were then well washed with soft-

soap water, using a sponge, and washing every leaf on both
sides. This was the most dreaded proceeding of all, but never-

theless necessary to keep under the Orange scale, honeydew,
and the black fungus. A similar washing was given in July.

The Vines were also coated with the then infallible paint ol

snlphur, soft soap, tobacco water, and clay, and the front

lights put in the outer groove, so that the Vines were within

the pale of the house. The Orange bed was top-dressed with

about an inch deep of equal parts of old cow dung, sandy loam
from turf, and leaf mould. At the same time the pot trees

were repotted, piuned, and washed. TbeLemcnsand Shaddocks

fared the same as those in the pit, only the trees were more
severely pruned, and were more troublesome to manage on
account of the untying and relying, and the greater difficulty

in washing.

On the 1st of March, the syiinging of the Vines twice a- day

began, the Orange trees were sprinkled oveihead every morn-

ing, and the whole of the walls, paths, &c., were kept moist

by sprinkling with water twice or tliriee a-day according to

the weather. The bed was well watered about twice in March,

three times in April, and every week or ten days afterwards

up to September, when the intervals between the waterings

became more distant, the soil being at all times kept moist,

but never veiy wet after August. As the season advanced the

Vines, Orange trees, and, indeed, the whole house, were

syringed twice a-day—in the moming at 8 SO.and after 5 o'clock

in the afternoon—until the Grapes turned red, when syringing

was, ol course, discontinued as far as the Vines were con-

cerned ; the Orange trees, however, were syringed up to Oo-

tober, but after the Grapes began to ripen, once a-day only,
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and in the morning. Tlio selling of the Grapes was made no

pretext for discontinuing the syringing, and they set well, and

coloured well. Tae Vines were put in tUcir winter quarters in

November, the lights being placed in the inner groove, and the

house became an Orange Iwuse for the winter. The Vines were

pruned between Christmas and Now Yeai's-day, and in severe

weather wore covered with mats.

In Juue the Orange trees had a slight top-dressing of sheep

droppings, and another at the end of August. No manure

water was given. These top-dressings were not ButU„-ient to

cover the surface, but nearly bo, and each was followed by a

good watering. I ought to have stated, that before applying

the top dressing in spring, the bed was lightly pointed over

with a fork, aod any moss ou the turfaco scraped off and

taken away. Tlie temperature in winter from Ojtober to March,

was from 45' to 50°, the Utter being the miximum from tire

heat, air being plentifully admitted whenever the weather was

mild, but the temperature was not reduced below 50° in the

day by air-giving. By the end of March the heat was increased

to 55°, the day temperature not exceeding 65°, without air,

which was at all times plentifully furnished. After April the

temperature was gradually increased, but no fire heat given

after the middle of May, and only to keep the night tem-

perature from falling below 55° in April and May ; tlnjrefore,

the increased temperature was from solar heat. Tbe tem-

perature fell in autumn with tha doclino of solar heat, fires

being put ou in October or November, to maintain the tem-

perature necessary for the ripening of the Oranges—from 45°

to 50°, the atmosphere being ksjjt dry from October to March,

during which time, or for a period ot six months, Oranges may be

said to be in season when cultivated in this country, if aufScieut

heat be afforded to ripen the fruit. Tney were plentiful at

Christmas.
I do not describe the above mode ot cnUivation as worthy of

imitation, hut as affording some proof of the feasibility of profit-

able Orange culture, and the reason why I am a convert to Mr.

Pearson's prophecy, " Oranges will be grown largely in this

country for their fruit," and whiuh accords with the language

employed on many occasions by Mr. Rivers. I do not, how-

ever, see the necessity of associating Vines with Oranges in the

same house. They can bolh, no doubt, be grown tolerably

well together, but much belter separately ; and as to Orange
trees requiring bottom heat in a house beyond which their

roots do not extend, I am doubtful, but think such heat

altogether unnecessary.—G. Abbey.

THE ROSES OF 1868.

" An Ahatecb " wishes for some notes on the Roses of last

autumn, and says that the usual lists have not appeared to

enable him to judge. As I have generally supplied those lists,

I must now merely say that I at last gave up doing so as a

hopeless task. I have ever said that descriptions as given by
the raisers were utterly valueless. Tho raisers saw with eyes

that others did not, and praised their babies a I'oulrance, while

we thonght them less attractive than many in other nurseries
;

and as I had but little opportunity of seeing the Roses "at
home " last year, I have been unwilling to say much.

I fancy among Tea-scented Roses there may be some good

varieties. Guillot fils, who has given us Madame Margottin

and Bouton d'Or, has others, so has Dueher, and I should be

inclined to try them all

—

i.e., Adrienne Christophle, La Tulipe,

Marie Sisley, and Monplaisir, the latter a seedling from Gloire

de Dijon, and bearing, I fancy, a very close alBuity to it. There
is also Margarita, a Noisette, which is said to be of first-rate

merit.

Of Hybril Perpetuals there is, as usual, a goodly array.

Some I have seen, others I have only heard of. I should

try Adolphe Brongniart, Clovis, Henri Ledechaux, Leopold II.,

Madame Creyton, Mudamo Jacquier, Monsieur Journeaux,
Perfection de Lyon, *Souvenir de M. Poiteau, Reine Blanche,

and 'ThyraHammerick. The only two I have seen are marked
thus*. Thyra Hammerick was generally praised by all I met
with in Paris last June, but I was not there until it was too

late to see anything of it. Our o-.vn Duke of Edinburgh (Paul

and Son), is without doubt a good and vigorous-growing Rose,

but some of the Roses we have already will be very difficult to

beat. If a Rose in crimsons is better than Charles Lefebvre.

Madame Victor Verdier, Duchesse de Cajlus, or Alfred Colomb
it must be a " topper ;" if in pinks it beats Comtesse de Cha-
brillant I will do homage to it. In yellows it will be difficult

to wrest the bfiton from Marfichal Kiel's hand. We want, it

is true, whites and bright pinks—such colours as Prudence
Boeson or Miss Ingram (alas ! that she is only a summer
queen), and all Rose- lovers would hail such additions with

pleasure ; but of the vast number of new Roses we must use

.Mrs. Brown's favourite expression, "Rubbish! says I."

—

D., Deal.

HORIZONTAL CORDONS.
Is answer to " P.," of Kant, I should recommend for hiE

" high-bourded fence facing S.E., with galvanised wire strained
against it," diagonal Pear cordons as being very profitable and
quick in bearing. As the fence is high tho cordons may be
single, and such are easiest to form ; hut if tho fence had been
ut only moderate height, double diagonal cordons would have
been preferable. Ijot the lower third of these cordons, in
either case, be move freely developed than tho upper portions;
they are handsomer thus treated, and the unsightly after-

lauguiAing of the ehoots at the base is prevented.
As to tho adviea'.jility of "low (horizontal) cordons of Pear

treeo," they would only be desirable in certain cases, for where
the didgounl form can be used freely it is far more profitsble

than the horizontal. Much has been of late written about
horizontal cordons to small purpose. They can never super-
sede other larger styles of training, but they are useful as sup-
plementary to them, and can never be employed otherwise
with reasonable hopes of success. Used, however, for their

proper purpose—that for which they were destined originally

—viz., as edgings for borders, and even in these only When
they do not interfere with the pruning of the more important
wall trees, they are excellent. Again, in small gardens they
are pleasant to see, and furnish a certain succession of fruit

not oiherwise easily attainable. In larger gardens there should
be space for every style of any pretension, and as edgings for

wide fruit borders they would be well pilaced. In this way
might be secured some good table varieties of fruit, which it

would not, perhaps, bo worth while to grow on a larger scale.

As a means also ot testing side by side new varieties, there can
be no better way. In the present instance it is presumed that

horizontal cordons are intended for some of the above-men-
tioned purposes, tor they are wholly inadequate for entirely

supplying large families, and for market produce are compara-
tively valueless.

Standard diagonal cordons, for obvious reasons, are better

adapted for larger establishments, and are becoming more em-
ployed. I know of some of these cordons on wires which
reach to between 30 and 40 feet, and are pictures of beauty.

When they become better known we shall hear less of hori-

zontals.

Of the Calville Blanche Apple, selected by " P.," of Kent, as

one of a few good sorts, I must here say that in my judgment
it is an Apple con';iderahly overiated, even by the French
themselves, who, in Apple culture, are far behind the English,
as we all know. I have lived long abroad and seen much of

this fruit, and have had it for years growing on the French
Paradise stock ; but though a fair, and agood keeping Apple,

it is not, in my opinion, suitable for our climate, nor a profit-

able market Apple. It is, as Mr. Rivers soys, inferior to many
good English sorts, or at least it does not merit all the praise

bestowed on it.

In selecting a few choice varieties of table Apples for hori-

zontal cordons, I should advise such as from their natural habit

of growth succeed well with the artificial training proposed.

Such varieties as Early Harvest, Cox's Orange Pippin, Brad-
dick's Nonpareil, Maunington's Pearmain, Court-Pendu-Plal,
and Sturmer Pippio, will all do well.

The choice of stocks might be left to the decision of local

judgment ; there would, however, be hardly any place where
the English Paradise would not fulfil every condition of success.

On the whole, I think, double horizontal cordons are more
valuable than the single horizontal cordons. They are, at

least, more handsome, and allow greater scope.—T. C. Bbehaut.

East Lothian Stocks.—The wonderful account published of

these Stocks as autumnal bloomers induced me last year to
send to Edinburgh for some genuine seed. It was sown in a
slightly-warmed orchard house on the 10th of March, and the
plants were in due time trnnsfsrred to the open quarters.

Nothing could have grown belter or looked healthier, but not a
i single bloom made its appearance. Mild as the winter has
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been, the plants foofc very scrabby, and Itey are now just
showing for blocm.—G. S. •

CAMELLIAS IN THE OPEN AIR
The excellent article on oat-otdoor Camellias by Mr. EDb-

aon (page Hi), leaves but little for me to Bay on the eubjeot

;

this little I simply offer as addiUonal teetimouy from a different

looality aa to the possibility of extending to out-of-door culture

one of the most interesting and beautiful of all flowers.

Of the hardiness of the Cimellia there need not be a shadow
of doubt, at least as regards the south of England ; and al-

though this fact has been known to horticulturists for many
years, yet it does not appear to be generally believed, probably
from the circumstance that the plant is almost alivays met
with under the protection of glass structures ; and if here and
there a solitary plant is found iu the open ground, its condition

is not always such as to inspire conEdenoe in the adaptability

the Camellia as a subject for garden decoration. No in-

quiry has been oftener repeated by visitors to my garden than,
How do you protect yonr Gimellias iu winter ?" "How well

they look I" &3., and when assured that the plants have no
protection, an intimation of surprise always follows. I quite

agree, therefore, with Mr. IJubson that tho sooner the impres-
sion of non-hard'nesE is removed .the better.

I have seven plants of different varieties that have now been
five years out of doers ; they have, therefore, during that time
been exposed to nearly all the vicissitudes of weather and ex-

tremes of heat and cold thjit our climate presents. Their
history is simple, but sufficiently conclusive to establish the
claim of the Camellia to receive some further attention and
trial as an oatof-door subject for cultivation. The merits of

the plant as regards flower, foliage, and habit are so woli known,
that the greatest inducemeuts are thus held out to extend tho
range of its uaefuluess, and while confident that it may be
considerably extended, I am far frum advocating an iudisciimi-

nate planting of Camellias in quantity iu any situation, under
our present limited experieuce of it as an out-of-door plant.

Single plants or groups misht be put iu many spots at present
occupied by leas interesting objects, and afford. so much the
greater pleasure to the owuer.
My pUnts were planted in the open ground in a group in

April, 186-1, after they had shed their bloom for that season

;

they were not large, but perfectly healthy and of good form.

They were set in light turfy loam, procured from a neighbour-
ing common, and have uniformly made goo3 growth every
snccessiva year. They were placed in the warmest and most
sheltered spot ia tta garden, under the impression I then had,

which I now find may be much moditied, that they should
have the warmest spot possible. They have also bloomed
freely, and at the present time (February '27 tb), are loaded with
bads, many of which are expanded ; but these are chiefly of

the Double White variety, which has always opened its flowers

earliest. The time of flowering has varied with the season

—

with a severe winter, such as we had two years ago, the bloom
was retarded till the middle of April ; at other times the

dowers have been well opened during March.
. The chief drawbacks to these Camellias have been rain and
wind while in flower, an exness of wet while iu bud, and the

direct raya of the sun upon tho foliage in hot weather. Eain
and wind npon the expanded flowers destroy them iu a day,

successive days of suufhine also shorten their duration, and
too much wet while in bud causes the buds to drop off; very
many did so iu the riiny weather ct last Deceinber and Janu-
ary, bat this does not appear to be altogether a disadvantage,

M they were too numerous, and the bloom, consequently,

would have been inferior. The effect of too much sun on the
foliage is to change its hue to a lighter or even yellowish green,

but the effect is partial ; the lighter kiuds are affected to a
mnoh greater degree than the scarlet or darker- flowered vaiie-

ties, some of which retain the deep glossy green of their leaves

under all ciroumsfances.
,

Prom the time of their being Srst planted out till now, the
plants have received but little treatment at my hands. After
flowering I have generally removed a few handfuls of soil

around the plants, and replaced it with some cool peat earth.

I cannot state positively that this has done any good, but it

hfts certainly done no harm. The spaces between the plants

have been kept free from weeds, and the soil slightly stirred

with a fork when that appeared, needful. One. summer, when
(he vreathar was very dry Bud hot, I watered copiously with

water that had stood in the sun all day. This did no good, or
rather it did harm, for the foliage curled and dropped in abund-
ance, so much, indeed, as to cause some apprehension for ft

time for the safety of the plants. I have never watered since,
and during the drought of last year they braved the ordeal
satisfactorily,

—

Adoli'hu.s H. Klnt.

I UAVE a Camellia jaj>onica, planted during la38 by my
father, in a north-east angle of the house. It has never had
the least protection since it was planted, covers a space of
21 square feet, flowers beautifully onnually, and is generally
in flower at the beginning of the year. It has at the present
time (March 1st), upwards of two thousand blooms out. I
have likewise in the shrubberies two large plants of the Double
White, 10 feet high, covered with blossom. They are quite
pictures, but unless we have a mild winter they do not flower
BO well. We Lave had Laurels and other shrubs killed by
frost, but the Camellias have never been touched by it,

—

Thomas
Sprino, Cofvdroy Park, Sv^sex,

PLANTS IN FLOWKR DURING FBBRUAUY.
Feb 4. Andromeda floribunda.

Ulmua moutana and varie
ties.

Syroplipricarpua vul^ris.
Oydonia japoaica.
Anjygdalus coDiuninis.
Berberia ner^-oan.
Diantbus barlmtus.
Anemone liorteneia.
lllmua Cftinpestris an(

varidiee.
. Draba verna.

\'ibiirLiaui lucidinn.
Arabia nlbida.
MjoBotis paluatria.
Uulbocodium vomum.
I^rica cnrnta. f

K<?rri:L japonica.
L'. Crocus aureua.

vernus.
Bualanua.
Cloth of Gold.

Hyacinths.
Erytbromum dens-ca&is.
Populus tremula.
'3uniperuo cbineaais.
Oalaathug plicatus.
Karcissu.4 'ucoiupajabilis.

psendo-Narcissna.
OmpbaloJes veiiia.

Berberis IBcalii.

Thuja orientalia.

Ulmus suberoaa,
Phlos frondoaa.
Uofee Gloire dc Dijon.

.. ta. Scilla bifjlia.

HolieborcB niger.

—M, H., Achla-yi Hall, MiddlcsirovgHrWl-fcfA'

Feb. 13. Holleborua footidus.

viridia.

Primula acautia.

Daphne me^ereum,
Bibeu sanguinea.
Alnua fjlutiDoea.

,, 16. Hepatica triloba.

Phlox aetacea.
verna.

Aimeuiaca vutgavia.
Potentilla alba.
Corylus avellana.

f :i
. Buxua aempervireus.
Vibuinum tinua.

', •:
1 Salix alba.

, „..:S4i.I>oronicum cauoaaicum.
,, I. -;, Vinca niajor.

minor.
Tritoma uvaria.
Viola odorata.
CarpinUB belalus.
Chimonnnthus fragreina.

AinypdaliH p<rHica,
Triteleia nniflora.

Ulex europroa.

„ 27. Pulmonaria officiualia.

Port^ythia viridiuaima.
Double Daisies.
PopiiluB bal.samifera.

SuK-ilraga cordifolia.

Folyanthua.
Orobus vcrnus.
Gel-man Wallflowers.
Hhododendron dauricam.
Alysauro BSKatile.
I>ieiytra spcctabilis.

I'ROPAGATING VERBENAS.
I iniNK your correspondent Mr. E. Wilson, page 104, uses

rather too decided language in inferring, as he evidently does,

that Verbenas kept in store pans must necessarily be decrepit

and covered with mildew. I, in common with many others,

adopt that plan, and generally find that it answers my purpose
very well. There is nothing new in mj way of carrying it out

;

but for the benefit of your readers who may be inclined, after

Mr. Wilson's condemnation, to give it up, I will relate it ; and
as I have now between two and three dozen pans with quite a

hundred good strong cuttings in each (the best are those of

Purple King, by some considered rather diflicult to winter), I

will take my last season's mode of proceeding as a guide.

In the last week in August wo forked up a bed in a pit in

which Melons had been grown, added a little half-spent litter

and leaves, just sufficient to produce a gentle lasting heat, and

in four or five days, we covered the bed with inches of saw

dust. I had our'paus, which are from 12 to 14 inches across,

well washed and crocked, put over the crocks a loyer of old

mushroom dung, and then filled up with equal parts of good

loam and leaf soil to within 1 inch of the top, placing over aU

a thin layer of silver sand. We of course took the best cuttings

we could find, and pricked them in about an inch apart all

over the pans, which wo then placed in the pit, plunging them

up to the lim. We dumped the cuttings over through a fine

rose morning and evening on bright days, and in about three

weeks they were struck ; not 10 per cent, failed. The rooted
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i;uttings were allowocl to remain in the same place until tlia

middle of October, gradually liarJening them off until, iu line

days, th« lights wore completely pulled off. Wa thon placed

thorn' on fho top sholf of a viuory from which the Grapes had

beoU' bat. Since that time the toiiiperatnro in the hoiiae has

Several times been below freezing—un one occasion as much
as l" below, and the result has been, ah I stated, a quantity of

atronp; healthy plants. I will leave your readers iu f luces

where space is limited to judge which of llic plnns, Mr. Wi'.snn's

or the above, is the better.—H. J. Oh.-tom, Ilm-kirood (la'-J-'iit,

)lantf,

"MANCHESTER—TO THE FRONT.'
When an otticer in the Peninsular war iiiquired during a

battle," Where is the Light Division ?" the reply was, " Where
they always are, iu the front." When we woro asked how iha

Manohesfer men would be with subscriptions for prizes at this

year's Itoyal Horticultural B.'chibitiOD, we replied, " Where
they always are, in the front." Never were we more surprised,

therefore, than to be iuformed that Manchester is far behind

ijury St. Kdmuuds aud licicester iu the amount of prizes

offered. If the local Secretary, Mr. Whitw(jrth, 1>0, King Street,

Mancliester, would publish in the local papers a list of prizes

desirable to be offered, and which were offered at the towns we
have named, we think it would operate as a command—

a

readily obeyed command—" Manchester—to the front."

Wo know that the Itjyal Horticultural Society are desirous

to issue a schedule ol the prizes, but they must hesjtste when
they have only the following hitherto prpmiaecl. What is done
should be done promptly

£ a. d.
Mnnchestor Botanical So-

ciety ....J ...95
*' Journal of Horticulture" 21
*' Gardeaero'ChrouicIe ". . 30
Sir James Watts 10 10 u

I.ndyWatts 10 10
a. MichoUs .: 10 10

vyinds early in spring. If glaps ligbts be aabstituled for <hS
hurdles, {ho plan may be just as useful in the colder climate o^
Yorkshire.

As regards Mr. Peach's allusion to the brenlang of the roots

when the plants are lifted, I may state, that by planting them
in soil rendered somewhat rough by using a good proportion o£

flakes of mauuro or rough loaf mould, and by exercising .an

ordinary ainpunt of oaro iu lifting, good bulls may be had, and;

the roots suffer but sUghtly, certainly not enough to cauael'.

any clieck to the plant, The best aud surest method in thlf.

case 'u bno which 1 tavo already detailed in an article on cola

pits, and that is to take each plant as it is shaken out of the

soil of the cutting pan, enclose its roots iu some rich free aoil^

and envelope the «oil in moss, which is bound firmly togiathei;

v*ith bast, thus foruiiug a compact mossy ball nearly the size of

lone's fist.
' The plants are then placed side beside, and enough',

iof the same soil is scattered amongst them to conceal the mosS

ifrom view.' When the plants are removed to the flower bed^,,

tlie roots are to be seen penetrating the moss on all sides, ana

laying.hold of the toil by which they are surrounded.—Edwa»i>

hvCKav.t'iT, njertpn rrpuse (lardcnii, Katt, .,

1 jl.liM-

Mr. aicliel ID 10

,, W. Bftiues . . . < 5 I>

„ Shaw. S 5

,, Bro mo b 5

,, Dickboa Ti G

,, Krown r> G

,, Matbeson 5 5

MESSRS. CUTBUSH'S SHOW OF SPRING
''"' FLOWERS.
Determined to ha first in the field, Meesra.'Ciltbnsh opened

on Saturday last at the Crystal Palaoo tboir anuual show of

spring-flowering bulbs—a show which will fully Bustiiin their

well-earned reputation as oultivatoi's of these charming flowers.

"The Hyacinth, in particular, which constitutes the great fea-

ture, is most worthily represented iu its various hues of white,

yellow, blush, rose, crimson, light blue, dark blue, and purple

deepening into shades nearly approaching to black. Conspicuous

among the pure white hinds are several splendid spikes ol

Mont Blanc ; and of blush Emmeline, Gigantea, (irandeur ;t.

Merveille, and double Duke of Wellington are Ciiually fine. Of
red shades Macaulay, Von Schiller, Mrs. Beecuer Stowe, Ca-
vaignac, and Amy are most brilliant. The compact spike and
bright crimson bells of the last, though it is not an expensive

kind, prove very effective, especially for early display. Haydn,
mauve, is splendid ; and of blues, Charles Dickens, Grand
Lilas, Orondates, Nimrod, and Uaron Von Tuyll are excellent

wherever they occur iu the four TOfeet rows, of which the

Hyacinth-part of the exhibition consists. Iu front o£ the

Hyacinths are arranged Tulips, mixed with Narcissus, but the

former are not yet sutiiciently advanced to enhance by their gay

colours the general effect. In addition, two stages each 70 feet

in length, separated from the Hyacinths by a central division,

are filled with Camellias, Azaleas, Acaoias, (Jioerarias, Epacrises,

Deutzia?, Cytisus, fruiting Aucubas, and a^ miaoelbineous col-

lection of plants in flower. A neat centre between the two

oblong double stages is formed by a cirolo 12 feet iu diameter,

occupied by a Dicksonia, surrounded by Azaleas and Acao as,

and these again encircled by rings of Narcissus, Coleus Wilsoni,

and Centaureas with Cyclamens placed alternately.

The exhibition will continue open till tLe lUth inst., aud will

doubtless increase in interest as the Tulips and eume other

flowers become more fully developed.

aizEB'OF FLOWER POTS.
",'

What) is the scale of measurement ol flower pota adoptsft!

by correspondents and in your Journal generally? We ar»

much perplexed by'Reemiug to find that a 4B sized pot ii'a

pretty large one. The mannficturers heio make a certaim

amount of clay stand as their unit, and number the potB^

according to the number of pots which they can make out of'

iJ. Thus, if they make thirty-six pots ont of it, they call the

tiiirty-sis pots so made a dozen of 36's. It is evident, there-

fore, that the higher the number the smaller the pot. The-

48-pota with us are mere thumb pots ; the TS's are such aa are!'

generally used by nurserymen for bedding plants for sal6->i'

about 2; or 3 inches across the top of the pot.

I have been pu«zled frequently to follow yonr directions, !»
consequence nf your ecale being, as I fancy, very different'

from ours; and as my knowledge of gardening is almost en-

tirely derived from- your Journal, this is an important matteri.

—Newcold Keotohv. "

[The sizes of pots ought always to be stated in inches, tmi

it is an oversight when we do not alter the figures iu the coili-

mdnicafions which specify only the manufacturers' niimberS;.

I

The following is an explanatory table :

—

toM. ilijici.

afcitot>.

Tliiniblea aro inside
Thuiubs
gixlies (BO'6/ '

Forty-eigbf«(4fi'sl'..,

Tliiitj--twua<3J'8) .,

Twenty fouis {'U'i)

luH.

. 2V
. 8!

Sisteeua (10*9).

.

Twelves (rj'8)..

Eight.5 (8'B) ..'..

Sixoa (6'8| ....

Fo'^ni (4'sj

'ciJiaiiiin!"'
; uttajtr

'^m

11

V

12"

IS
15_

Two9(2'Sl 18

10.

l»ii.

WINTERING PELARGONIUMS.
IiOIr. Bowlby will refer to my notes in pageG-i, be will see that

I advocated nothing so absurd as the wintering of Pelargoniums
under thatched hurdles, even in Kent ; I simply adverted to it

aa an excellent means of proteotioa from late frosts nud cold

The aboT3 are about the sizes in inches, for at each pottevy,'

they rather differ in size, and none of the potB .Bhriat esftoHir;

alike during the burning. 1
i , i. t -IT -..iitj*

CULTURE OF THE Ci\iOEOLARIA.. .
. i.

There are few plants better adap:cd for an effective display

in the greenhoute during the spring months than the herba»

ceouE Calceolaria, and, not being very difficult to cultivate, at

is desirable that it should be more extensively grown.

The named vatieii^s are now seldom seen in cultivation.

Few nurserymen's catalogues pive a list of them, and fewer

still can supply goo'd plants. The principal reason, I have do

doubt, ia that it is not found profitable to cultivate them.

N limbers of the plants are lost after the flowering season is

over; at that season there are many demands on a gardener's

time, and the Calceolarias are placed in some corner, where

they are ni>glected, and soon become a prey to green fly oc

other insect pest. If it is intended to perpetuate any particular

variety, the plants must be attended to as soon as the flower-

ing season is over; the llower stalks are first cut ofi, than

remove the eurfaoo soil from the pots, replacing it with fresh

material, into which tho young shoots can be pegged down, and

they will soon strike roots if the plants are kept in a healthy

condition. Thevonght to be placed in a cold frame at this

time ; and it is as well to have the back of the frame turned to

the south, as the plants will not in this way require so mocU

artificial shading. When plenty of roots are formed the young

plants may be removed and potted separately, or several plant*
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may he placed together in one pot, according to the size of the
specimens required. I have seen named varieties in the hands
of good cnltivatora grown into as fine specimens as cetdlinge

;

they require more care, however, and more easily fail into an
unhealthy state.

The best method for ordinary purposes is to grow seedlings,
as large specimen plants can be obtained from seed in lees than
twelve months. The seed may either be saved at home from
the best varieties, which is the snrest way to secure a good
stock, or by purchasing from a respectable nurseryman. A
good time to sow is in June for early flowering, and in the
beginning of August for late flowering. The seeds are very
small, and a half-crown packet does not contain a large quantity
of them. They must, therefore, be carefully sown. The best
way known to me to do this is to prepare a compost of two
parts loam to one of leaf mould, with a liberal proportion of
silver sand ; then take a clean pot or pan, and put plenty of
crocks in, covering with a little moss to prevent the compost
irem mixing with them. Fill the pot three parts full of the
compost, the portion near the surface being passed through a
£ne sieve, sow the seed thinly on an even surface, and cover it
lightly with silver sand. A little damp moss must be placed
on the surface until the seeds vegetate, when it may be removed.
I generally place the pot in a shady part of the greenhouse.
The young plants will appear above ground in a fortnight or
less, when they must be carefully protected from the direct
lays of the sun, and sheltered from drying winds ; an hour's
sunshine will shrivel up the young plants in July or August.
As soon as the young plants can be handled they ought to

be potted singly in 60-sized pots, using the same compost as
that described above. The best place for the plants is a position
near the glass ; they must still be shaded and sheltered from
wind as before, and kept free from green fly. This is the worst
enemy of the Calceolaria, and the best method to free the
plants from it is to smoke the house with tobacco until the fly
is all destroyed. Some cultivators recommend dipping the
plants in a solution of an insect-destroying compound, but,
whatever system is pursued, the fly must be effectually de-
stroyed, otherwise the plants will do no good.

If the plants are in a healthy state they will soon require
shifting into larger pots. At this time one-sixth part of rotted
cow manure should be added to the compost, using loam of a
iurfy nature. They will require to be shifted twice more after
this, using for the last shift pots of from 8 to 10 inches in
diameter inside measure. In March and April the flower stalks
will be growing upwards, and will require to be neatly staked-
out, using small sticks about 18 inches long, more or leas,
according to the appearance of the plants.—J. Docglas.

GENTIANS.
Among neglected flowers may be included the Gentians,

some of which are natives of our own land, others from far-ofi
countries. To cultivate them all would take up a large space
of ground, supposing they could all be brought together. Some
of them are of robust habit, others are of very diminutive
stature, but all are beautiful. Perhaps a few remarks upon
some of them may not be out of place at this season, as several
of them may be found among the flowers of spring. I think
they ought more frequently to be met with. They are not a
very difiicult race to cultivate, but require care and looking-
after.

Gentiana acaidis is that most frequently met with, and will
iear almost any amount of hard usage. I have seen it used as
an edging to walks instead of Box, and though often trampled
upon and wheeled upon by the careless, yet it might be seen
in the spring presenting its large handsome flowers to the sun.
I remember seeing, some years ago, in the centre of a flower
garden in a very dry situation, a large bed planted with Gen-
tiana acaulis, and in spring it was for a length of time a mass
of bloom ; indeed, it was so prized for its beauty in spring
that it was suffered to remain. Tho impression which it made
upon me will not easily be effaced from my memory. During
dry weather the appearance of the bed was anything but
pleasing, for the plants looked as if dead, but when rain came
they revived, the plant being very tenacious of life. This
Gentian is said to esiat in some of the Welsh counties, but I
have not seen it in its mountain home ; it will grow in almost
any soil or situation, but does not bloom so freely in the shade.

Gentiana alj)i)ia is said to be a variety of G. acaulis ; it is a
loyely flower, but has much smaller blooms and of a lighter

colour. It is an acquisition to our spring flowers, and like the
former does well in most places.

Gentiana pncumonantlic is another native beauty, to be met
with on some of our moist peat moors. Its large pale blue
bell-like flowers peeping out from among the grass and Heather,
are a sight worth seeing. It is best cultivated in a moist peat
border, but it may be grown in pots. Its roots require a
moderately moist soil in which water does not stagnate, and
when planted in the border moss or some other material
should bo placed over the roots to protect them from drought.
If grown in pots they should be plunged over the rims in a
rather shady place. There is a white variety, but it is seldom
met with, though very desirable on account of the variety
which it affords when planted along with the blue-flowered
kind. They are very beautiful.

Gentiana hararica is a charming plant which is a little taller
then Gentiana verna. It is at home among moist turfy peat
mixed with coarse sand or freestone. Its flowers being of sm
intense and very brilliant blue, it deserves extensive cultivation.

Gentiana ciliata is a very desirable plant}, growing 8 or
10 inches high, and flowering in spikes. The flowers are of a
pretty blue and fringed, wh latter circumstance adds con-
siderably to their beauty. 1 grows well in a mixture of
mellow loam and limestone, requires good drainage, and shonld
be kept moderately dry during the winter.

Gentiana lutca is a first-rate herbaceous plant for borders,
growing 2 or 3 feet high, producing whorls of fine yellow
flowers, and large handsome foliage. It is very desirable, but
seldom met with, and being of easy culture is an acquisition
to any collection.

Gentiana nivalis is another little gem. It is of diminutive
habit, growing from 2 to -1 inches high, and has flowers of an
intense sky blue. It delights in a rich fibrous loam, with a
little sandy peat. Being an annual it is of easy culture, and
well repays the little labour bestowed,

Gentiana amarella, another annual and native Gentian, may
be met with in many parts. I have seen acres of ground on
the great magnesian limestone ridge which runs through York-
shire, studded with this plant, and its different colours, when
seen in such masses, have a very fine effect. The colours varying
from dull purple to almost white, a mixed patch in the border
is very pretty. It attains from -1 inches to 1 foot in height,
and is of a pleasing pyramidal habit. It is of easy culture,

succeeding best in a mixture of strong loam and limestone.
Gentiana frigida is another charming plant seldom met with,

its flowers being white ; it is very desirable for borders. It

grows from 4 to 8 inches high, and succeeds well in a mixture
of peat and loam in a moderately dry situation.

Gentiana verna is another star of the train that must not be
omitted ; though one of the least it is one of the most con-
spicuons of the family, and perhaps more interest is attached
to it than to any other Gentian. Who has ever looked on this

beautiful native flower decking our mountain pastures, and not
been struck with admiration ? Those who have not seen it in
Teesdale, studding acres with its lovely flowers, can have no
conception of the impression that it makes on ihe lover of

nature ; and I would refer anyone desiring more information
on the subject to Baines's " Yorkshire Flora," where there is

a most interesting account of the Teesdale flora, which in-

cludes some of our choicest native plants.

Gentiana verna may be successfully cultivated in a peat
border or in pots ; it does not suffer in a slightly shaded situ-

ation, but must not be allowed to want moisture. When it is

planted out, I have found it good practice to place stones or
pieces of slate round the plants in dry weather. It succeeds
well in a compost of hazel loam, sandy peat, pebbles, and
charcoal dust. Good drainage ie esBential. Its lovely flowers

will repay early in summer any labour bestowed upon it.

There are many other interesting Gentians. The dwarfer
kinds are all well adapted for roekwork, the taller ones for the
borders.—M. H., Acklam Hall, Middleshrough-on-Tces.

POMOLOGICAL GLEANINGS.
Australian Apeicots.—In Dilke's " Greater Britain," we

often find him giving his opinion on fruits. In vol. ii., he
writes from Bohure, on his way to the lilurray Eiver—"The
week before my visit, some ri^ie Oats had been cut down to

stubble by the hot wind. On the other hand, the Victorian

Apricots, shrivelled by the hot wind, are so many lumps ol

crystallised nectar, when you pierce their thick outer coats."
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This (le30ription leminJa mo of oioh*rj-home Apricots, whioli >

when tboir sUias are shrivoUeJ, are the most delicious of fruits-

—Pehsica.

IXoiurjN Peaches.—In vol. i. of the samo worl:, ifr.

Dilkogivoa the Morraons' opinion of our Peaches. By tho way,

I think it quite probable that but few of the " brethren

"

ever tasted a Pe.ich in Eiif-laud. Ho says that tho Peaiihes

fathered from stamlard trees from Mormon gardens, were so

mellow, that their flavour would reduce our English gar-

deners to despair. Moreover, his Mn-mon friends said that

our English Peaches ripened against walls wore roasted on one

side and frozen on tho other. Mr. Dilke shouM have tasted

some well-ripened Poaches from an orchard house before ho
wrote about " mellow Peaches."—PEnsicA.

GARDENING IN THE WEST.—No. 7.

A pn.isE of American clim.%te, which appeared to be inexpli-

cable on any previously known meteorological principle, seems
to be explained very cumplotuly by Professor Tyndall's demon-
Btrations of the power of humid air in opposing tho radiation

of heat from the surfaces of our fields and gardens. 1 refer to

tho extreme variations between day and night temperatures

which prevail im the dry pndries aud on the dry elevated valleys

of the Alleghany range of mountains. The plateaus of these

valleys are from 200 to -lOO feet above the levels of the larger

streams, and as much below the summits of the enclosiug

mountain ridges. Killing frosts sometimes occur on them as

late as June and as early as August. Tho June frosts are fatal

to fruit, and crip[)ling to wood growth of all kinds and to

Clover ; and if tljey occur when the heads of Wheat or Rye
have just issued from their sheathe they leave what is, perhaps,

a luxuriant-looking crop of straw, yet with so little grain as

not to be worth harvestiug.
When August frosts occur they are not less disaf trons. In

a single night the beautiful fields of Indian Corn, and of Pump-
kins and Potatoes, and the principal crops of the gardens

—

Tomatoes and Beans (Hitricot.-), are scalded to death, aud re-

main grey and ghastly through the autumn—sad evidence of

the cruel visitation.

Along the streams and near them, where we should naturally

expect greater cold, such very untimely frosts scarcely ever

cccur, aud but seldom on the slopes of the mountains ; doubt-

less beo.iuso the air is charged with aqueous vapour, while over

the dry valleys it is pervious and absorbent, greatly robbing
the unsheltered earth of its precious heat.

These valleys have a floor of limestone, an accient deposit

upon the motamorphic rocks (pre-Silurianj, a mile or there-

abouts in thickness. In some v.'oudrous convulsions this enor-

mous bed has been broken up and tilted in vast cakes of fre-

quently many miles in length, aud often two or threo miles in

breadth. The innumerable slate-leaves of the rock are shaken
and difjointed by tho upheavals and sinkings. Into these

fissures all surface water, and the rills from the mountain sides,

descend and disappear, flowing along between the leaves of

rook, until here and there the accumulation of water bursts

forth in full-grown streams often 20 feet wide, and ou their

banks meadows aud bushy-tree foliage begin to appear.
The soil above these grand natural systems of drainage is a

Strong healthy loam very productive of grain ; and as the ad-

jacent mountains supply wood abundantly, tho valley lands are

almost entirely cleared of trees; and this denuded wind-swept
surface and absence of surface water explain the lack of vapour
in the air above, and the consequent exhaustive radiation of

heat. For a long time those lamls, which are now among the

most valued grain-producing regions in tho States, were passed

by as worthless. The want of springs, and the pinched stui;ted

appearance of the native growth of trees, caused the term
" barrens " to be used as the general name of such districts.

These dry hright-akied districts are probably tho most trying

of all to the gardener who has been accustomed to a humid
sheltering sky and to moderate vicissitudes of temperature;
yet it is in such districts that his aid aud skill are especially

needed. There is a large population grown wealthy by the
success of the few staples which can be grown, and a natural
desire to add to the rather limited lists of trees aud vegetables.

It is but for the gardener to follow up the expedients he Jiuds,

with some additions from the resources of his own experience.
For instance, tho American farmer prefers for his house and

for his barn a site that slopes towards the east or south, and
sheltered from the cruel north and the stormy west. The kitchen

aud living-rooms arc in the basement in front of tho cellars,

and are entered on a level from tho east or south. Tho best
rooms above are also entered on a level from the higher ground
at tlie back and through tho porticocd front door. Similarly
tho ftabk'S and the barns are under tho mows, and entered on
a level from tho low ground of the warm ebolterod tide, and the
thrashing floor overhead is entered from the high ground at the
back. Tills arrangement secures most valuable bhelter for
man and his domestic animals, and tho gardener is beginning
to extend the system, so as to all'ord similar aud suitable nhelter
for domestic plants. Ho finds himuolf obliged to copy the
farmer's copy of tho knowledge of tho rabbit and the beaver,
aud to burrow in tho warm soil for protection against the giants
of the air.

An extension for a plant house into the hill slope at one end
of the house, covered and fronted v.ilh glass, and opening to
the basement room.'?, derives warmth from tho surrounding
soil, aud is easily supplied with a current of warm air from the
kitchen fire. Such constructions have proved very effective

aud economical, and European Grapes, especially, are very
successfully grown in them without special heating arrange-
meuts. Charming winter gardens of this kind v/ould soon
become common in the States, to relieve the long confining
winters, if the gardener could he abroad enough to show the
way. A new delightful world of hall-hardy fruits, shrubs, Vines,
and flowers would thus be revealed to homea that at present
have but little and kuow but little of these loveliest of deco-
rations.

The diUiculty about water freezing in exposed butts and
bursting them, is obviated by a similar burying in the ground.
Egg.shaped pits are plastered against the earth with a coat of

hydraulic cement about half an iuoh thick, and this shell makes
an earth jag or cistern that holds water well—from ten to a
hundred hogsheads in a cistern, with or without a filter bed.
The water is raised by pumps that allow it to drop low enough
to be out of reach of frost ; and when filtered and kept in a
deep and therefore cool cistern, such water collected from the
roofs is the purest, best, most corrective of thirst, and most
healthful for man, animals, or plants.

The bosom of mother earth will affoyd warmth and shelter
to many plants, as Vines, that cannot'be placed under glass.

Thus, Antwerp Easpberries, native Grape Vines, remontant
Roses, many kinds of flowering shrubs, even Peach trees, after

a thorough ripening of the wood in tho bright Indian summer,
are laid down on the surface in December, and covrred with an
inch or so of soil as a security in case of the snow not remaining
overthtm throughout March. Of course all such things must
be grown quite low ; and as to Rosea, it is quite out of the
question to grow them as trees there. The summer sun and
the spring winds combine with the v.inter cold to parch and
destroy their stems.
Many low evergreen plants are protected in a similar manner,

excepting that a covering more pefmeable to air is necessary,
such as branches of Spruce, Fir, or Cedar, or the stalks o£
Indian Corn. Strawberries, Grtens, V/all3owers, &c., are thug
secured. Wheat plants are necessarily left to risk being stripped
of their covering of snow by the March sun and the March
winds, when sun, aud wind, aud frost often play havoc on the
patches that are bare. Farmers seek to add a little protection
to the plants by leaving the surface covered with clods—two
aud three-iiouuders in size aud weight, over tho Wheat fields

at seed time.

The natural blanketing of snow is far superior to any arti-

ficial covering that is practicable on a large scale. While it is

frozen aud dry it is wonderfully efiicient as a barrier against
cold. The earth itself admits the frost to a greater depth than
snow does. At the same time, excepting when it chances some-
times to he covered with an impervious icy crust, snow admits
air so freely that the leaves of planti retain perfect health under
it for month.'?, excepting always during the occasional occurrence
of a crust. A tender child wrapped in fnr or wool may be
safely buried in a dry snowbank, and wandering trappers lie

in it safe aud comfortable while the fiercest Arctic winds are
careering above triumphantly, driving or destroying every living

thing that appears above the suow. Nothing survives but the
resiu-varnished Pines of those drear and awful solitudes, where
there is not even the gushing of smoko from chimney tops, or
the jingle of passin?; sleigh bells, or the shriek of the frozen
snow crunched under the foot<of a rapid passer-by, to indicate
that there is life around.

So full of paradox and of compensation is wayward yet bene-
ficent Nature, that after all what appears to an inexperienced
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or nnaccnstbtned ' eye most' tjoendtirable' and unmanageable,

often proves to be the most enjojable if we apply experience

and preparation to meet tbe case. It is only tbose who permit

themselves to be driven by circumstaiices who suffer. Gar-

deners, more tbun most men, feel the mjily of man's rnle and
lordship over all that lives upon the earth, and no one finds

greater triumph in victories over the trials with which vre are

trained in Ibis our Echool life of probation. The gardener

yields only to the inexorable, no more. Under new skies, if

he set himself to cultivating the subjects that are admitted to

favour by Iho geniu.t loci, be will contrive to find corners for

many an old favourite of other dimes, where it is safely hidden
from Boreas and his crew, whose ways our gardener is not long

jn finding out, nor much longer in discovering how far they

may be obviated, or flanked, or won upon by a masterly defe-

rence and compliance. Thus he will have with him, even
under a sky of brass, some of bis pets from among the little

Daisies, Sweet Violets, gay Calceolaria?, luscious Sweetwaters,

Hamburgh?, and Crown Bobs, to brighten his own looks by the

kindliness of theirs, " So as doth the countenance of a friend."—Pennsvlvania.

GRAFTING STANDARD ROSES.
Last year the season for budding Roses on the Briar for

standards being excessively hot and dry, I hear from several

of my Rose-growing friends that their efforts in that direction

were, in many cases, unsuccessful, owing to the budi intro-

duced being scorched up, and the difficulty of getting the bark

to rise when the buds were ready. I therefore think it well

to make known, or rather to call attention to a plan adopted
here—that of grafting instead of budding for standard Roses
on the Briar.

The Briar stock, is cut over perfectly horizontal, and then a

wide cleft is made completely through the top, abotit one-

qnarter of an inch in width, and about 1 inch in depth. The
seions. cut iu the form of a wedge, are introduced, one on each
side (see accompanying figurt) if tbo stock is thick, or if it is

thin one only is used ; the buds on the scions are turned outwards
(I prefer two buda to each scion), and the scions are then tied-

ioand clay putronnd. They begin

to grow almost directly, and soon
till up the spuce between them in

the stock. When the shoots ha^ve

made three or four eyes they

should be stopped. The eyes then
break, when stopping may be
again resorted to if needful, and
by the autumn the standard will

have a good head, neatly and
(irmly fixed on the stock, and the

Rose, if a Perpetual, will also

produce some fine bloom.
One Rose was tried in this way

during the hot weather of last

Jane, and, instead ol clay, moss
was wi'appod thickly round and kept moist. late in the

antnmn it had a compact though small head, and 1 had the

pleasure of gathering a couple of fair-sized B)se3 from it.

I find the advantages of grafting the Briar over budding to

be these—the standards may be made all exactly of the same
height ; being grafted on the wedge principle tbo scions are not

80 likely to blow out as buds ; they are more vigorous ; they are

neater in their appearance ; they rapidly cover the top of the
stock with their own wood, thereby preventing iuseols from
eating downwards into the pith of the stock, as is often the

case with those budded ; and, finally, you obtain a well-formed
and tolerably large head, nhich flowers the first year.

I do not bring this process forward as anything new, but
only as a gentle reminder to those wliose buds failed last year,

that it is not too late to make their loss good by grafting, and
that by this means they may obtain even better heads on
their stocks by the autumn, than if their buds had taken

Buccessfnlly.

As regards myself, I mean in future to graft most of my
standards, and shall shortly saw off the tops cf some that are too

tall, and rework them at a height oorresoonding more nearly

with that of most of my others, and I have no doubt by the

close of the year they will match well with many of those

budded, and of older growth.
I may add that the growth and form of the beads can be

belter regulated if the plants be not allowed to bloom the fiist

year, and they win w6U repay the eelf-^enial.—^bbisok Wbiii,

vGARDENING IN TOWNS.
I WISH it to be understood that my notes on town gardening

aro confined to places within a mile of the Ueneral Post-ofiice,

for by adding another mile to the radius it would touch the
Parks, whero vegetation is far better, many plants that will

grow and tlourish there scarcely existing in the City. I simply
wish to give my experience cf what can with perseverance be
grown and made Ornamental iu crowded and close localities.

Grass plots are veiy pleasing features where there is room
for them. To form one, in February fork up the soil about
3 inches deep, and level the euiface; then procure some of

Pacej's Rye Grass mixed with a little Poa annua. This
mixture should be sown moderately thickly and trodden in, a
slight covering of finely-sifted mould put on, and a woodeu
rnke parsed over the surface. When diy roll once. The grass

will be up in three weeks, and if properly rolled and mown will

continue green til! October, but it will always die in winter if

the place is very confined. Where there is more air and the
site is open, as in Finsbury Square, the Temple Gardens, the
Tower, and similar places, the grass remains green all winter,

but much attention is necessary in watching the bare places and
sowing them with a mixture cf the Rye Giass and annual Poa.

It is useless to try the fine lawn grasses in large towns ; I

hove tried a great number cf different Poas, but have never
succeeded. Returfing is of no use, as the turf dies off ia winter,

bntif small pieces of grass can be pulled up from the borders and
planted, they will be suie to survive and succeed well. I am
promised a Une collection of Poas with the names ; to these I

shall give a fair trial by sowing them on the Thames Embank-
ment, and if I succeed I will state their names.

I find th'it late mowing is not advisable when a sharp winter
sets in. Town grass suffers very much from frost and snow;
but if it is kept long, the herbage is a good protection to the
roots. Seed sown in February has a better chance of vegetating

than that sown when the March winds set in, as they dry the
surface, and the seed remains doimant till rain falls. The
sparrows, too, are very destructive by eating the seed, which
must, therefore?, be sown thickly.

—

Samuel Broome, 'Trmpir

Gardetm.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KIICHEN OAKDEN.

Those who have fully attended to former directions respect-

ing the manuring, trenching, and pulverisation of the soil, will

now leap the benefit of their past labour ; they will have a

greater depth of soil in proper condition for nourishing the
roots of platts, at the same time the ground may be worked
with much greater ease. This has been, and still is, a most
extraordinary season, and in the event of our being visited with
a sharp frost either this or next mouth the result will be cala-

mitous. Sowings may now be made of all vegetables of the

Caiiagc tribe ; also of BatH, Marjoram, and Summer Saicri/ on
a slight hotbed, or in boxes to be placed iu heat, and trans-

plant in May to a piece of well-prepared soil with a south
aspect. Beet, sow a small quantity for an early crop. Lnreroli,

when the weather permitsj sow Snow's Early sort for autumn
use. Caulijlvwen, wait till the weather becomes more mild
before pulling those out that have been wintered under glass,

but in the meantime harden them well by giving all the air

possible without damaging them by direct exposure to frost.

Celery, look after the forward seed bed. Seedlings in boxes
will soon want pricking-out. The old plan is very good

—

namely, putting some very rotten and mellow dung on a sound
bottom, and the plants being pricked out 3 inches apart will pro-

duce many fi'ores, and may be removed with the trowel iu batls

with a very tiiSing check. Onions, sow the principal crop

without delay. Make also sowings of Carrots and Fargnipf.

Peas, follow up the sowings of these, as also of Broad Beans.

Parsley, sow a little. Potatoes, plant the main crop. Turnips,

BOW the Early Six-weeks sort. Lettuces, Badislies, and similar

vegetables in season but a short time, should be sown fort-

nightly en light soils. Sea-kale, sow seed; the beds for this

should be deeply trenched, and have plenty of rich manure
and ashes, in which the plant delights. Nc:r Zealand Spinach,

sow in gentle heat, and afterwards prick out and transplant.

FBtllT GAEDEN.
The season for disbudding fruit trees is fast approaching.
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Tbo importance of thij operatiou ia generally acUuowledijoJ,

and upon ita proper perfurmauoe maiuly Jepeuds the proiiuo-

tion of a desirublo <juttutily of clenu, beiiUby wood of a nuUalile

kind. Take, for lualauoo, a Binglo brancli of a i'oaoh tree

when it first starts in the upriug ; jf in a healtby, fruit-bcariug

conditiou it will tbrow out, probably, fifty wood aUoots, and,

perbaps, a greater number of blo/suoms, and if tbo whole of

these were left it is probable that two or three of tbo leading

shoots would draw all the nonrishmont to tbemeclvea, and be-

come rank and ovei luxuriant, wbilet the loraaiudcr would be

weak and worthless ; iu like manner tbo Iruil would be small,

ill-flavoured, and a ("roat portion abortive. Henco the necessity

of a systematic course of disbudding, by which 1 mean the

removal of every shoot that ia not re:iaired ; and if this system
of disbuddiug Uo rightly curried out over the whole of the

tree, it will induce that proper eijuilibrium of sap by which
the trees are prevented from growing into over-luxuriant
wood. Every tree iu a good soil ia capable of producing and
bringing to perfection that quantity of wood and number of

fruit which are propurtioual to ita r.ge and the healthy condi-

tion of its roots ; consequently, if by carefully thinning the
fruit and removing supeilluous shoots the lluid ia directed to

all parta of the tioe at ne.uly equal distances, the result will

be that each shoot will have thu power of drawing to itself

that amount ol sap which is necessary to its healthy support.

TLOWEB GARDEN.
Thoae who grow Neapolitan Vioieta should in the next three

or four weeks propagate a st^ck either by means of cuttings or

runners. Young stock ol choice Paosies struck last autumn
should now be planted in the flower-garden beds or borders. If

the soil is iu auy way exhauated, a httla fresh material should
be put in every hole—such as old roHcn loamy turf, mixed
with old leaf soil, a little soot, and a lit'le coarse sand. Too
much manure may enlarge the blooms for awhile, but it soon
makes the plant over-lux;iriaut. Sow Sweet Peas and Migno-
nette. B;iuuncnlaeea are now beginning to make their appear-
ance above ground ; as they advance it will be a necessary
precaution to keep the soil well round the crown ol the plaut

;

when Ihia ia neglected the bloom ia sure to suffer, though, if

the surface of tne bed is composed of sand to the depth of

half an inch, there will not be much danger.

GREENIIODBE AND CONtaiKVATORY.
Now that the new growth has commenced, abundance of air

and light should accompany it, if short-jointed and healtby
wood and foliage are tj be obtained. Careful management ia

necessary in order to allow sbfflciect air to greenhouse plants

with the keen, piercing winds we aro now experiencing, for

with a bright sun air must be supplied in considerable quanti-

ties. Very thin gauzo or hexagonal netting will be found an
excellent material to place before tbo openings for ventilation,
to break the force of the currents of cold air, which would be
lusafe to come in contact with the newiy-made foliage of

plants. Herdvvooded plants with their pota full ol roots, and
which it is not Convenient to repot at present, should be care-

fully attended to with water. The early-started Chinese
Azaleas and the common and Otaheilan Orange will be making
growth, which should be encouraged by frequent syringing and
a genial teuiperature of about CO" by night. Straggling shoots
should be removed, and to obtain perfect flowering specimens
thenow growth should be uniform. Somoof theearliost-bloomed
Camellitis may be added, and occupy a shady part of the house.
Epaciisos are auother useful iMmily f jr winter-flowering, and
Hill staud moderate forcing. Select the early-blooming sec-

tion, and after pruning place them ia a moderately warm tem-
perature, and by damping frequently encourage them to break.

To the above may bo added vunoua plants, which, if required
to bloom at Christmas, should be encouraged to make an early

growth preparatory to an early ripening and rest. I prefer
potting such of the abjve as require shifting, nfter the growth
has become somewhat matured.' Pr;i'ie-in Erica hyemalia and
other winter-tloomiug Heaths as they go out of flower, to be
in order for putting. In mixed greenhonsea a place should be
found for free-blooming Hybrid Peqiotual Roses ; cuttioga of

those struck last season nud wintered in store pots, if potted-

off immediately and sabjecied to high cultivation, will make
neat bushes for next autumn and the ensuing spring. They
should be forwarded in-doors for a month or so until established

in li-inch pots, when they may receive a final shift. Pinch off

all bloom buds during the summer, and keep the plants free

from green fly or other insects. Cuttings of young wood struck

now may be induced tc flo>jev lata this autumn, but, as a

rule, it is beat i<)x^ ti>em tp be oWer before they are eiUowed lo

blossom. ,,,, ,.. !• ., ,

I

,,,.,,. I

Continue pottiflg-cli stock lor out-door aecorfttion, (uio

making cuttiuga ol Verboij.ia, Fuohsiaf, retunias, lUUi.^s,

Pelargoniums, &-'. Shade ne«'yi'olied Stocks, and remember

that in making cutllnga the le.^t should not be first allowed to

Hag, and then an attempt made to restore it by abundance >!

water ; foliage shoi^|d nevc«,b,e allowed to droop.—W. Kr,\M .

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
niTCm:N GABriBN.

The w^e'k was very suitable for proceeding with wort vWch
with us was father far bel.iud. l^iarthod-up Cabbages; traiif-

planted CauliflowerB. sowed Oauhliower seed in a little beat,

and lifted some more Sea- kale aihd Ithubarb. We placed poti

stuffed with hay over Sea-l:ule cut of doors, and Bomo boxc)!

reversed on Rhubarb now advancing, but likely to Buffer from

the harsh March winds.
,

.,

We potted strong Cucumber plants into C and S-inch pots,

as thus wo obtain strong phmts, and can keep a considerable

number in a tv/o4ight box. until liits and Iramta are rea<?y lor

them, for every jnch ol tin's is now important. Though we

have raised numbtrs of line Ci'.cumber plants with hot water,

and even common flue heat, yet when convenient we preter for

this pui'Pose a dung bed nud frame. A few plants ia the

warmest end of a pit Seated by hot water are still bearing

some fruit, and as soon as we hive all the cuttings moveS, we

bhall till eight lights with ttrong planta at once, and put some

in hotbeds under frames about the bame time. In Que e'.-.nnj

weather there will not be much difference between thea)^ bat

if we have a dull cold spring those assisted with the hot water

will come in first. - , V
Cleaned the Mushrpom beils in bearing with a soft hairbrusb,

as uo spawn should ever be allowed to run on the surface-

Watered some parts where rather dry with strong liquid manure,

made from dried cow dung and sheep dung steeped for several

days in water, as that seema to answer better than the hciuid

from Iresher manure. Spawned a Iresh piece, and laid earth

on loosely until we see bow the heat will be.

Prepared lor planting a Ireth piece of Globe Artiohpltes and

•Jerusalem Artichokes ; raked the rough material off Asparagus

rows ; scattered a little salt, and saw that the crowns of those

planta in ridged rows were siifliciently covered, as we fonrm

that tho rains had washed them so as to leave many alraoat

exposed, which would have rendered them liable to be injured

by frost. Wo fear that plantations made last season will want

making-up, as many were Jried up by the powerful Ban when

we had not a drop of w?.ter to give to them. Turned over

ground intended for tuberous roots, and, after fresh turning h.

piece intended for Onions, reluctantly let it alone, to see who's

the beginning ol tho week would do, as the ground was still tc-o

claggy to tread and work kindly.

On examining tbo Celery louud that the latest was stiDWing

some signs of bolting, we had, therefore, the most of it taken

up with bails and placed close together in a bod on a north

border, and well banked-up with dry earth and cinder ashe^,

and a piece of wire-netting put round it to keep some four-

looted intrijders at bay. The ground occupied with the C-elery

was trenched .'ind cross-ridged, so that the fine rotted manure

Irom the beds could be equally distributed, and when well pnlr

verised what is not v;anted lor a second sowing ol Onions will

come in well lor Cauliflowers, Beans, &c. Cleared-off a piece

of late-eown Turnips, placing the tubers in small heaps ins.

cool place, as the tops were buginning to run, and after that if

left alone the Turnips soon become hard and stringy. V> heu

much is to b^ made of a smull piece of ground, it should never

be forgotten that flower-stems are the best of all exhausters.

FRUIT DEr.UllMENT.

We lately stated that some fine Gooseberry bushes had (jied,

and as at this time last year nothing could have looked more

healthy, we can assign no cause, except that from which ali

life suffers, accelerated by the drought ol last summer and

carrying very heavy orops. Since the cold north winds set in,

birds have commenced on the expanded buds and their tmy

leaflets, and to keep them away we syringed with scot and

lime water, the latter rather thin. We have been obliged to

do so with Pears, and as the buds are growing through we

must do it again. It almost makes one a little envious oit

going into large gardens and nurseries close to towns, tc see
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whole qnarters of trees tmtouohea, whilst here if we manage to

save a share of our buds we are more than contented. On some
beautiful dwarf Cherries with all our care, and even resorting

to netting, the tJower buds are so stripped that there will

scarcely be enough for a crop. As yet we have never been
troubled in this respect uuder glass. Apples were untouched
until to-day, whun we noticed some hundreds of buds of the Red
Quarenden shelled out and the remains on the ground. As yet

we find that a wash on the trees, as a deterrent in this respect,

depends very much for its efficacy on the whiteness. The lime-

wash can be of very little use in other respects, as though used
when tolerably fresh it will soon, from exposure, become as

mild as challi, and in that we should think there could be

little offensive to the bill of a bird. When we used cow dung,

soot, &c., more liberally, things not very pleasant we should

say, we do not thirik the wash was so effectual as when more
lime was used. There may, therefore, be something in colour

as a deterrent. Whether there be anything in red lead as a colour

we are not certain, but though during the week we have noticed

half a dozen pheasants close to and on the piece of ground
appropriated, as stated last week, to Beans and Peas, not a

seed has yet been taken, though there has been scratching iu

the neighbourhood. They have not yet scratched so as to find

out the colour, but there miy be some instinct in the very

smell from the lead that tells them to beware. We have pre-

viously had the seeds turned up and left, and are rather

surprised the turning-up has been delayed. As soon as symp-
toms of that appear, we will net to keep all large intruders out.

Apricots, though we have not been able to nail them, opened
their blossoms so fully that, having nothing better at hand, we
covered them thinly with spruce twigs. Unfortunately some
wooden copings, which form an excellent protection when well

secured, were smashed in a terrific gale.

On-hard Houses.—We were fortunate in having the roofs of

these, as respects pnttjing, secured iu the beginning of the

winter, and therefore as yet, even in very high winds, we have
not had a square touched. We hear accounts of disasters from
the wind where large squares had been used, and the puttying

had become loose, or had gone. This is one disadvantage of

using large squares in these cheaply-constructed houses, for if

the wind once finds it way in owing to a few squares slipping

out, there is no calcniating how many may be made the sport

of the tempest. Setting the squares in grooves would, in this

respect; be a great advantage, counterbalanced to a certain ex-

tent by the greater difficulty in having a broken square fully

removed. Whenlarge squaresarensed, audputtiedin the ordi-

nary way, it would be well to have a small brad or sprig at the

sides in the centre of each square, as well as at the lower corners

of each, to prevent lifting as well as sliding. The great security,

however, will ever be keeping the roofs always in thorough
order. Considerable observation and experience enable us to

say that the let-alone policy, as respects glass houses, is sny-

thing but economical, and that the cheapest and the best plan

would be to do glazing whenever it was required, and after

painting properly at first, to give a coat of paint every yesr.

The houses would then always look well, and would rarely re-

quire much work to be done at any one time. So far as to

common roofs. We believe the day will come when we shall

Lave glass roofs on a uniform plane without laps, and when
putty, it not painting, will be altogether dispensed with.

In our earliest orchard house, Peaches, &e., are nearly in full

bloom, and the buds of those in the second are swelling and
opening, notwithstanding all our retarding. The first house
could not be so much exposed, owing to having the ground
pretty well filled with Pelargoniums, He, all the winter, which
we could have covered with soft litter in severe weather. Both
houses have a row of Peas coming on in front. In the latest

house there are Lettuces, planted small iu the beginning of

winter, and growing fast, but they will not be in much before

older plants out of doors. But for the mildness of the winter

these Lettuces would have been more thought of. Introduced a

row of Tom Thumb Peas in pots to the back of the first orchard

house, removing them from a similar place in the Peach house,

where they would have been apt to be drawn with more heat

and shade.

In these houses we were scarcely troubled v,'ith insects last

season, but, as measures of precaution, the trees were several

times syringed during the winter with hot water, as hot as

could be well applied, say 20° or 30° below the boiling point,

but of course colder than that before it got from the syringe to

the wood of the trees. We lately stated how the trees in pots

were top-dressed, and fitted with a rim of thin turf doubled.

the earthy side Outwards, so as to kill the grass of the turf by
keeping it from the air. As another measure of precaution, wo
have just cleaned the floor of one house, scraping off all the
surface soil, getting loose on the top, for about half an inch in

depth. As the roots from the trees on the back wall run through
the soil on which the pots stand, this moving away of the
surface not only is a security against harbouring insects, but it

enables us to see thoroughly the slate of the soil as respects

moisture, and to water only that which is dry. We then just

broke the surface with the points of a fork, say about a quartet

of an inch in depth, and not more for two reasons—first, be-

cause roots are quite close to the surface ; and secondly, because

roots of Peaches, and we believe most fruit trees, do better in

firm than in loose soil. We then covered over with a thin

layer of fine rotten manure, mixed wiih a little lime and soot,

and then, chiefly to secure neatness, finithod with a sprinkling

of fine-riddled loam. This freth, rather open surface, besides

looking neat, enables us to water tthen necessary more regu-

larly, as the water has more time to perculate easily down to

the roots, instead of running off, and sinking in the openest

places.

Whern the surface is hard, as well as the bulk of the soil,

fho surface must be kept regularly damper than suits the

fruit as it approaclics ripening, and especially if the weather

should be dull. Even in the open fields, if we can judge from

our experience in forest-tree planting, up to this time the

quantity of water that has fallen in rains has not made up to

the land for the drought of last summer, where that land was
at all hard on the surface, as then the rain ran off along the

surface instead of descending, as it would have done if the

surface had been loose and open. Iu making holes for trees

in ground covered with rough herbage we found the ground,

notwithstanding the rains, so dry, that it the trees had been

larger we must in common prudence have followed with the

watercait. However much there may be in firm soil for Peaches,

keeping the surface a little open prevents it from cracking, and

allows waterings to penetrate to the rooti more regularly

If any of our amateur readers have allowed their orchard-

house trees to become too dry it would be bad policy to soak

the soil all at once, and most likely cause the buds to drop_ as

much as they would do from overdryuess. If iu pots, give,

say, a piut round the outside, and follow with another in a few

days, and tben in a week or so give a little to the centre of the

bail of the plant. If well established trees are growing against

the wall of a lean-to, and the bulk of the soil, being protected

from rains, has become ratber dry, water the ground with water

from which the chill has been taken off for about 18 inches in

width, and in four or five days follow with another similar

width, and bo on until all the border is moistened. Similar

care is not required afterwards ; but it is often better and more

convenient to water only the half, or so, of tho ^idth of a

border at a time.
OnX.ljrENT.M, pErAKTJIENT.

Forest Trees, Covers, cCc.—Almost finished planting for these

purposes, and feel sanguine that with an ordinaiy summer the

trees will succeed well, and present a great contrast to what

was too generally the case last season. Besides the suitability

of the weather, wo have also great hopes frt m the fact that the

trees will be loss or more protected from four-footed depre-

dators. Where i-.ares and rahhits are numerous, it is a waste

of labour and of money to plant young trees without protection.

We have gone through acres, and have scarcely found a tree

unbarked. One of two things is essential to success—either

such visitors must be brought down and kept down, or they

must be prevented from attacking tho trees'. For the latter

purpose nothing is so good and economical in the end as gal-

vanised wire netting. That 24 inches iu height will be some

security against rabbits if well put up, but less than 3 feet in

height is no security against hares. We used to think that a

good way of fixing'this netting to prevent burrowing was to

sink the netting in the ground 2 or 3 inches or so
;
but a gen-

tleman who is thoroughly conversant with such matters has

proved to demonstration that there is a much better way. The

web of wire is unrolled nlung the ground where it is to stand,

and pulled rather tightly to prevent any puckeiing. A foot

then presses the side of tho web that is to be next the gi-ound,

and a light wooden millet follows so as to make it level, and

the netting is pegged to the ground with wooden pegs, the peg

not coming against tho outside of the web, but at the second or

third crossing of the holes, so that there shall be at least

2 or 3 inches of the netting level on the ground outside of the

pegs. From 3 to 4 feet is a good distance tor the pegs. Then,
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beginning at one end, the netting is raised upright from the

pegs, stretching it regularly, and is fastened by the top to a

Blight stake by driving a small nail, and then bending it to the

take BO as to keep the wire firm. By thin plan there ia a

great seonrity gained by what seems at first the loss of the

2 or 3 inches of uottiiig liiid flat on the ground. At first, when
the wire is seen, the rabbit will lot it alone ; he will rarely

think of going farther back and beginning to burrow. When
enough of grass grows over it to conceal it, it acts better still

;

for if the rabbit attempts to burrow, then he comes (juite up to

the fence, aud, gutting through the grass, he comes in contact

with the wire, aud retreats, feeling disoomfiled. Simple as the

method appears, we have eeeu no other plan to equal it, and it

was one we should never have thought about, as we had lees

studied the habits of the animiils.

For keeping the nettiug upright the little stakes should not be

farther apart thau 9 feet, but even at that distance, and especi-

ally when much farther apart, the netting in timo will bo apt to

bulge and to droop—that i^, its own weight in the latter case

will lengthen the holes of the netting longitudinally, and lessen

their width vertically. This can be easily remedied by walking

along the side of the feacs, placing one foot lengthwise on the

pegged-down part, and raising the nettiug with the hands at

the same time, when it will- be as firm aud straight as when
first fixed.

These details may be useful to some amateurs and cottage

gardeners who have invested in wire netting, and yet find that

rabbits are as troublesome as ever. For small numbers of

trees smearing the stems aud lower branches with a rather thick

mixture of lime, soot, and cow dung will deter the vermin for

a time, and do no harm to the trees. In cottage gardens where
the fences are bad, one of the cheapest securities would be to

Btufi every opening with Thorns or other brushwood and then

Bprinkle all the bottom with coal tar. So long as that retains

its scent hardly a four-footed depredator will care to pass it.

Early-blooming Camellias aud Azileas if now moved to a

forcing house will make their wood and flower buds early, and
will come into bloom early next winter ; the first with no, and
the second with little, farcing. Shrubs forced, if "kept under
protection when done flowering, will also be inclined to flower

early naturally the following season. In a few days wo shall

take Camellias exhausted of flowers to a vinery.

Bedding Phmts.—In most places where results must be at-

tained with economy, scarcity of pots is now general. Cal-

ceolarias may be transplanted where they will stand before being

removed to the flower beds, aud will be better without pots.

Many fibrous-rooted plants will do well treated iu the same
way. Scarlet Pelargoniums succeed well when so treated,

though apt to lose a few leaves on beiug first planted out in

the open air. Still there is a prejudice iu favour of having a

ball of roots to plant with, and various makeshifts in lieu of

pots have been adopted, as taking some earth with the roots,

and wrapping the ball iu moss, &c. Where it can he had, we
have found nothing better thau fibrous turf, such aa may be

obtained from the sides of many a highway.
Being scarce of room, aud having just a slight heat in the

covering of a Vine border, we made a temporary bed by placing

the bole of a tree back aud front, on which to rest some old

sashes, mat frames, Sec, and have there putout some thousands
of Pelargoniums in turf. The turf, the fuller of fibre the

better, is obtained about 2 inches in thickness ; if a little more
all the belter. Placed ou a table with the grass side down-
wards, it ia then cut with a wood-bill into pieces about 3 inches

square. With a sharp knife, a round piece is scooped out of

the centre, going down to witbiu half an inch of the grass. The
young plants are then taken from the cutting-boxes, the roots

put in the opening along with sandy loam and leaf mould,

and placed on the bed, every row being watered with water at

about 90°, so as to give some heat to tie tuif, and after water-

ing some leaf muuld is strewed along each row of these little

turf pieces. Where little or no artificial heat is given, these

plants will waut scarcely any attention until planting time,

except air-giving, and theu every piece of turf will have fine

roots, like a wig, bristling all round it, aud the plants iu such

pieces move and pliut well. When, for encouraging quick

growth, anything like bottom heat from a hotbed is given, the

pieces of turf should be moved as soon as filled with roots,

and Bet on a cool bottom with a little protection at first, as

otherwise the roots would so run into the material of the hotbed

as to cause the plants to feel the removal when finally trans-

planted. The plan is also a first-rate cue for those who fancy

taking up and keeping their bedding plants, as the turf bits

will mostly keep their consistence during the summer, and
make the centre of a fine mass of fibres. Of course, the taxi

is planted along with the roots. When the pieces are thus
placed closely together there is little trouble with the grass ; in

fact, we rarely see a blade. It soon dies when shut out from
light and air.—11. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—Maucu 10.

A SLIGHT improvement mny be noticed in the Rflueral demiind, bat not
sufficient to warrant imy biglier quotiitiuus, tbo iuipurts at foreign floods
and tbo home supply being quite equal to the demands both o( tlio
London trade nnd the Ui>itheru markuts. Largo stockb of old Potatoes
rcuKiin on hand, and tbetradu ia dull.

Apples }i Bievo 1 G
Apricots ddZ.
Cherries lb,

Chestnuts bush. 10
Curriints .... }<> sieve

Black do.
Figs doz.
Filberts Id.

Cobs tb.

GooeeberrieB . . quart
Grapes, Hothouse, .lb.

Lemons 100

Artichokea doz.
Asparagus 100
Beans, Kidney . . hd.
Beet, Red dviz.

Broccoli bundle
Brus. Sprouts J-o sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers .... each
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs buDcli
Horseradish ..bundle

H.
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ersome of each ses. The horriea should not be d/ieil, b]at pown at once
ia a oompoHt of two-thinli^ lontn and one-third leaf riitnild. I'hrj- may be
placed iQ a mild hotbed, bnt rtill j-uccf^ed in a j,TLLahousc. When the
HoedliD^a appear, and ha e -rrowu a little, the male pl«Dt3 ninv bf dis-
tinffuished from tbe female, but onlyby tho.^e cc-aversnutwith 'liom. You
will have to wpit until they are of a u'v.ze fa for flow( rins ftnd prodncinpr
bftiries c-e you will bu able to distiu^niish tho nvilc fium the female
plants. Tho berry-bearing plnnts nre, of courtfe, tho female plants. If
placed near them, the male "ill fertilise tbo femalo naturally, but to make
»aroit is well to do so artifielnlly. With good treatment the plants will
jirodnce berries the tfcond year, bnt they vary considerably in this
respect,. They t^'encrally have berriw3 by tho third year.

Okkamental Bket (G. p.).—Most lihely the present Heason will bring
OQt new variotieg. We have scon a good variety of Nuttiu^'ii l>wavf
Dork that Incited v-ry well- Dell'a Crimson is also good, perhaps of
more npricht growth than tho pre oding. Dicksoa's Improved Black-
leaved ia also said to be go.xl. The requiremonts of Ihfl ilower garden
will probably cause further improvement in thi;-, plant, but you may rely
«Q Ibotio named, when true, being all highly ornamental. We recommend
you :o sow tho seed in fine sandy fioil in the middle oi April, and to
transplant ia luoiat weather in May.
CTTTTrwas OF Sea-kai.e {/(Zchi).—The crowns of cH pUnts pnt in now,

may, under favourable circumatancea, furnish tuloruldy good heads nest
year, but it will be better to allow them one year longer. Any quantity
of plants cnn be obtained by cutting the vuotg into leugtbs of about
a inches ench, and planting them not too deeplv in a bed of tino soli,
from v.hieh they cnn be removed when wanted." Manv growers cut off
the whole head "f the plant every year after they have forced, in oidtr
to form a more compact crown or cluster of hoada, bnt unless the plants
nre iu a heuUhy vigorou9 state they o^-'caeionallv succumb when thQ«
troatod.

Mel<:ij Marrow (I'itial.- We think thfii tho 60ft you BpeaU of is a
variety of tbe old, long, Vegetable Marrow, which some yoiirs ago was
thought to bo superseded by toe CuBtard Marrow, but the latter wa?
fonnd BO improvement. We expect that as a MaiTow it will be most
reli9hf.d when gfltnered young smd coolitd ia the usnal way., During the
last fiommer Vogetflble Marrows were (me of the most useful vegetables
wo had, and floniished better than most othe:- tenants of the kitchen
garden.

^Plaiitctg Potatoes Close to \ Wall (Idem),— Thi'' may be done
with a good chance of snocees, provided they do not interfero with the
treoB and other things planted thf re. Usually Dwarf JiiJucy Beans are
planted in such a position when any porti-m of a south wall ia at liberty,
and they como into bearing before thoee planted in the open ground.
Potatoes are also earlier; but do not risk the well-bein^cf Peach and
other troes for this crop, unless you have special reasons.

Ikse'TT on ViJTE \S. MUiing).~\t ia not the Vine Weevil, but one nearlv
allied to it, Corcnlio piclpes. The warfare vou have adopled Is the only
mode of overroming it—bflnd-pieking at night. If a sheet ia spread at
uight beneath tho Vine, and the rods ore ehaken, many of the Weevils
may he at once secured.

Habdy Rhododkndrons f.5uit0—The following are si:£ «pkndid varie-
tiefl—viz., Mrs. John Glutton, white; AtrosanguiDeuni, dark scarlet;
Joseph Whitworth, purple lake; Lady Eleanor Cathcart, silmon rose;
John Waterer, crimson; and Doliootissimum, white, tinged with pink.
Miciiu-l Waterer, a new variety, is n!=o a splendid crimson ; and if vou
wiah for more variety you would do well to add some of the lilac, blush,
and rose-coloured sorts.

AncuBA JAPONICA ( Subscriber).—It is curious t'jat a communication in
oar Joujmal to-day has answered anticlpatorily allyoor queries.

POISSETTIA FOR Tablit DECORATION (rn^iffrt).—We proEumo that your
plants are old. »nd on that account, from the close pruning necc-ssatv,
thoT grow tall and straggling. You shouM have vnnng plants; from
cuttings or eyes of the ripened wood of last yearput in early this year.
Tho plants should be kept in comparatively small pcl3 and near the
glass, .jjlowing Ihe least possible distance from it for gr wing, and ad-
mitting air freely S' as to have them dwarf and compact, stopping the
Rhoots, but not after May. Six-inch pots are large enough for plants in
the first or second yenr. If larger plants are wanted, tho shoots mav bo
tied down and formed into a sort of glote not exceeding 1 fact in height,
which is, perhap-', the only plan of keeping old plants dv.arf.

JcDAS Tree Propagation ili. S.).—It ia increased by seed sown ift a
ffentle hotbed in spring, and when tho seedlings are strong enough they
ahonld be hardened-off, and pricked-out in a sheltered situation- The
varieties are increased by grafting on the comm'-n Judis Tree {Cercis
aili'iuriBtram) in March, when the sap is beginning to rise in the stocks.

Growing Gloxinias for Greenhouse fT. H. £/".).—Yon may. with the
assiswnce of a hotbed, grow these plan -a for grccnhouso decoration.
They should he plftc«-d in the hot' cd not later than the beginning of
A|»ril, better during this month, be continued tlierc until the close of
May or beginning of June, and then bet-lac^din the lightest and warmest
port of thf^ house, keoping the sashes on that part closer than those else-
^rtierc. The plnnts should bo well supplied with v,-ater when in active
growth and in full foliage. When coming into flc-wer a slight shad.' from
powerful 8UU is deairable.

GY:UNOOIt.\xnriLAncnEANA ANDrEHU^IANA ARC'YROrHTLLA TOK GrEEX-
nonsB (Jdcm).—These caunot bo grown except in a stove, and to grow
them well they require more heat than most Ferris. They would not
sacceed in a sitting-room under a bell-glass, or in a greenhouse.
Painting GaEENHorsE (Jtlrwi) —We have no CiperieLCC of white oxide

oS zinc paint, and caunot say whether it would or would not injure the
plants. You m-iy, howev.r, paint the hon^e with white-lead paint without
injury to the plants, if yon give a little air at night aL.l do not use spirits
of turpentine for mixing the paint, bnt the prepared driejs, v,hioh answer
quite as well as turpentine ; only tho latter, when all the plants are taken
out of the house, is destructive to mealybug and .scale if tlie honst- is
ehnt up closely.

XiYCOPODicMs poR GREENHonsE (/d'';jt\—The kicids named are cijl-

tivatabla in a greenhouse if afforded a warm and rather close moist
position, with shade from bright sun. Selaginella Willdsnovii is a fine
Iiycopod snitrtble for greenhouse cuUurc.
Pzrry Tree Bare of BRANcnss (T. A'.).—Your tree-wc wdtad ntunc

welt in, and cut off the long central branch at iU base, depending on the
lower branches for shoots to tr:n'n In its iilace. Thfyw()uld, no doubt,
iToducA shoots plentifully if the vigour of the tree were thrown into them,
by stopping closely iu summer tUe shoots on the upper part, and allowing
those ou the weak parts to grow. We do not see tho object of ringing
the central branch, unleai it 1)3 to produce shoota lower down, which wo
fear it will fail to rto.

Sea-eale pLANTmo (An OUl 3uhacrib€r).-^V^e pr?9nme your soil ianot
wet ; if it is so, tu.it will accouut for the plants being planted as oin
hillocks, which is a gcod practice on wet soils, and if yours ia so we
would not alter them. If it ia rather dry, no water lodging iu tho subsoil,
fill in the spaces between the rows with rich sandy soil, and nearly level
with the crowns. The ashes, if placed in ridges between the rows of
plants in summer, will be out of the way, but better remove them al-
together whou cleared-off the plants.

. Pruning OnANiiE Trees (W.-tti).-Now is thfi proper time to prune
Orange trees, thinning out the woak, uselorn, and dead wood, and shortoa-
ing straggling sho.ita.

Potatoes for Worhino Man's Oaudek (A VTorkinfr Wnn).— Perhaps
you do not cave for many of the very early Polatoof*, but you will need
some. Myatt's Prolific anil Rivers's Royal Asbleit are excellent for a first

ir'»p; Lap?(toue for second early, Milky \V'hite, and Dalmahov, all of
which would bo off in time for Savoys and Broccoli, and the Celery may
follow the Early Ashleafs. Tho seeds of tho Celery should be sown at
once, immediately under tho wall, and at the drieet part, covering in
frortty nights with any old cai vas or other material that can be had.
\vhen large enough to handle f^e plants sbould be pricked-off into the
dampest part of the border, and the ground should be rich. Miinchoster
Red Solid Celery will suit you. A good white id tncTmparable Dwart
White. You may sow the olhcrs in any part o( the border except the wet
part, find at tho end of the preaent month or beginning of April. Drum-
head Savoy, Dwarf Curled Borecole, Elletspn's 5Iammoth Broccoli, and
Dilcock's Bride are good. The Looka should be sown at once. Masscl-
bur^'h Leek is a Cue sort.

Beoonia Leaves Dying (R. K).—Your plants have too much moisture,
and arc exposed too much to tlie air and cold. Place them in a slightly

shaded position near the glas?:, and keep them moist by frequently sprink-
ling with water tho paths oi* l!onr, wall, and other surfaces, but avoid
wettingthe foliage, aud adiuit air in moderate quantities. The plants
f-hould have a good supply of water, aud a brisk heat of 6'3^ at night, and
of from 70" to 75 ' by day, with a rise from aun heat to 8S^ or bS-*

Oesnera refcloens (Idem).—Its proper lime of rest is after it hftfl

flowered, keeping it dry for at least six weeks, or longer, starting it

agnin in March—that ia, presuming it to have flowered in autumn, but if

at flowered la'cr, then the time of starting must be later in proportion.

Six months will he required from atirting to tho time the plants bloom,

BocciAiNviLLEA NOT Fi.owFRiNO ( Wc?)t).—Your plant has not the
wood sufficiently ripened. Secure a good growth, expose it fully to light

in a dry good heat," and keep tho plant dry at the root, and to such an
extent :i3 to cfiusc* the foliage to flag, and heeji it dry w ben not growing.

MtYENiA EEECiA CuLTDRE (Zdcm).—Thoso plants rost like all others,

and lose all or most of tho loavea. Thoy should be kept rather dry in

winter, and Bhould uow be pruned well iu. When the plants have ehwots

2 or 8 inches long, they ought to be fresh potted, and encouraged wich an
incren&o of heat and moist atiJiosphere. Any rttrag^^ling bhoots should
be shortened, and a light rather airy positioa afforded. The wood should
bf well ripened.

Golden Yfw Gqafting on Ii:I9H Yew (A 8ubseriheT).—The grafting is

performed in the usual way. and that mode known as side grafting is to

be preferred. Tho head of tho stock should not bo entirely removed
until the praCtfi have taken, thoagh they may be cut off to within a few
inches o! the point of union in order to throw the sfip into the graft. It

should be done when the buds on tho stock are beginning to grow, and
are slightly advanced.

Plants^ for Pillaii^ op OnANOBRt (XoHTi-cnsf ^Tor/orfc}.—Hibbertia

volubilis, Konnedya icophylla florlbunlja, K, MarryattaJ, Mimosa pros-

trata. Luculia gratissima, Pluiatago capeasis, Uhynchospermum jaa-

minoides, and Sollya linearis. ^

Cliveden Blue Pansy (M^'7).—This, if sown now, would flower in

autumn, but not very freely, though tUo plants would be fine for nest

year's spring display. Two parts of fibrousloam, one part of turfy sandy
peat, nud cno part of leaf nmnid, with afi-eo admixture of sharp sand,

and good drainage will grow Tacsouia Viin-Volxemi well.

Mulching Fruit Trees [Am^.trnr).—The littery portion of the manure
should be removed now, and the small left, pointing it in neatly with a

fork, bnt not going .-o deep as to injure tiie roots. The mulching
should be repeated in STay and Ju'y, but with hhort manure or rich com-
port onlv. From the Vine hoMler the littery portion of the manure
should be removed in May, aud the short pijinted-in, giving the border a

^'ooddreasing of soot.
: i

•

Planting Iniermedjate Stocks (ta4y Amatf-vr).— T)iej may be
planted out next month ; in tbp moantiihe harden them well off.

pLAHTiNu Layfus OP Carnai IONS ANl* MuLE PiNKS f/*i^m}.—Tfais may
be done now, but best next month, as the ground will then be in better

order. The Uvora may now be detached from the parent plants, acd
planted out early next month. The Pansiea should he planted out at

once. ^ , ,

CoMPoar FOR Clterahias, Calceolauiab, anp Pelargoniums (A

Practical A-"iateur) —Two parl3 loam from rotted turs-es, one part peat,

one part loaf mould or old rotten cow dung, with a free admixture of

silver saud, will grow most greenhou3n plants peif r-ctly. You are wrongly

informed as to the sand oncauraging woro.s; but one-sixth of the

whole ia quite enough to add to any compo itiju of soil, aa most soila

contain a large pi>r-cenlage of sUicious matter.

Raspberries from Cottinos (Wcm).—These may he raised from cut-

tings 10 or I'J inches long, inserted iti the ooil to one-half their length.

October and November are Iho best montbeto plant ficm, but they may
now he inEcrled, though it ia best to do sa Lefjr-.- they have begun to

grow,
Camellias UNHEAj.Tiri' (/f <jVn!fcwan).'-Your plants are n bad health.

Something unfavourable to the acti-m of the roots niu^t be present in the

tubs. Are they well drained, and is tho compost -suitable? Perhaps it
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^^ too rich and tpnacioafl. or io a satorated condition from bod drainngo.

'I'horc is DOtbiU}^ in tht; Iliiwor hynt to acccant for the premuturo ftilling

'if thobl..(tiD3, nreanlt of iuip^ji-fcct roi.t actiuq. If the foUiigc fl.i«fl, tuouyh
water l& s^ivou, tho soil umy bo deOoient iu uiuibturc, and HufBcieot njay

not bo t^ivuu to reiich aud mulatt-n it in overj' part ; or tlie i>Iant:J may bo
ilmoat ontlrcly dL-Htituto of roots, and aro cxiatiug on, tho storod-up
Hsp. Without furthf-r particulars w« cannot aQ\i»c, but uoutd vugKCbt an
iKtminittiou of tho soil and rool9, paying pnrlloular attention tt> tho
draluofre.

-

.
.

Vine Couoku (.•? I.—Wo would advldc vou to uho IUl- clinkers chiefly

t.ir drainn^^e adovo a caucrcted botU'Ui, with drainago iu front bOBidea.

Vou arc ijuite ri^jht in laakinic the bord.r abi>vc tho natural lovoL 01 the
two, havo the insido bordtT tlio higher. Good rich loani, tiuch as can be
aad from a pasture, or tho sides nf many higlnvays, will suit you beat,

tod to ten loads of thi? wo would add three of the lime rubbish, hall a
load of bruised boiled bonea, and little of any other kind of manure.

Patrviva Vines {Viiu-'jttrii, DaTct'y) —It you mean to obtain fruil from
your fresh-planted Vines, eliorten tho C-fect rods but litUc. If yon wish
the Vines to urow well and continue fruitful for year.^, then wo would
ndviao shortouSnj; them fully half their length.

fiEMOvABLE Gbol'nd ViNERif (A ITrt/Kierij!;? Sy'j)\'r.'Ii(.r'i,—We would
nnder S'lnti circumstances mahe tiip ground vineries as simple as possible,

with moveable ends, either of (^laaa or wood. Wo would prefer tho aidoB

beinff of wood at least tl luchea wide, but 1;! inch deep would do. We
would make tho sides separate for package, and connect tbem with screws,
or bolts and nuts, at the ridge when ia use ; 9 feet Ions would be useful for

moving. All the climbers you mention w ould do admira'ily, and fio would
Jaamiuum nu'tiflorum, which would be a ehcet of yellow flowers in
winter. Yon had better have the hardier Loniceras and Clematises.
ViKEEV—A3PABAOU3 iJ. C. L ).—In y^ur circumstances wo would keep

Iho Vines back as much ag possible until the season ie more adv meed.
Vou havo gathered Asparagus exriy {February 'JlJnd). Slo^t likely you will

have less to gather at a later period. We caiinot name plants from leaves
unly.
CucrsTBER AND Mklon Frasies {T, B. C'.).—If yon can command suflQ-

cient heat from your steam pipes there ie nothing Uj prevent the plan
answering, and stone would be better than wood for covering the chamber.
Wood or atone laid across from brick wall to wall, Wonld be rather too

high, and scarcely leave enough of space for soil and air above it. Vou
would require at least from 6 to D inches more, and that would bring it

nearer to tho steam pipes—another advantage for securing heat. In
either case yon must have meaus for letting tho heat up by upr ght pipes,

i'C, communicating with the chamber. Wu have secured plenty of heat
by a flooring of rough strong elaba, net rather open, and the openings
tilled with brickbats rouyhly coated with lime. Much of >our success
will depend on the heat obtained by st<:-.am, and having that h'^at near
enough to tho floor of tho cbaoiher. As you say nothing as to how the
heat is to be o* tainod, we caunot judge in that matter. Steam miy be
very hot in 1 l-ineh pipes, bat it will require to be hot to give yon bottom
and top heat.'

Heatino a GREENHorsE ( ).—Wiiat is called a cannon boiler will

nuswer, 24 inches long, IH inches wide, and 6 inches deep; but it is

so little curved that a. saddle-baek wonld have answered better, or at
least witJi less care in tho management. After tho five is fairly lighted
and boTDiag at all brightly, the economy of heating will greatly depend on

on
the

the proper u8« of the damper. Wo vronid s.ei suoha oiwiUnv boiler

piers of firebriclt 1) inches d_'ep at oach end, and a pier at each aide io I

tniddle, leaving tvo holes at the, aides and ono at tliu farther eud, for the

boat to phiy on all sidea of tho boiler. With a BvdJle-back one or two
layers of firebrick at the bides would be sutH<;ient, according to (he depth
and si '.a of the boiler; and one opening at tho farther end would do, ou
as to bring tLe heat along the sid'-t* and top before reaching the chim-
ney. For such a smill house tho flat boiler v.ill an:,wer, but aaaddlo-back
or a conical one would answer witii less trouble with the damper. Za ,

Btich a boiler as yours, after tho Are is U^'bted and becoming bright, some-
thing like an inch oponiTi.'j in tho damper will do, and very little air muflfc

be admitted by the ashpit door after the fire is burning well. Tho boiler

would do very well iu the [.pace marked at the end of the house. It wiU
act all tho better if you can sink it enough, flo that the top of the boiler

shall to from IH to '.il inches below tho level of tho floir of tho bouse ti>

bo heated. With tho pathway along tho front, and a doorway at each
end, the simplest plan would be to have the pipes nbout fi inches above
the floor, heuoath tho front of tho stage, and ju-"t behind the pathway.
Tho best way to do this would be to connect tho Qow pipe from the top

of the boiler with a socket Joint, to receive three pipes, take these to

tho farther end on a level, and connect them there with a noekel flange

for receiving four pipes. The fourth pipe would be the ontside, and go
back to the bottom of the boiler. If you did not like tho pipes in th.at

position, aud would prelor them to be placed under your bhelf at the
front of the house, ia front of the pathway, you must take a flow .and

retnrn from the boiler under the level of tho pathway until you pass the

doorway, and rising, you might connect three at each end in the mode
referred to above, or bring the return underneath the three flows. Tho
first plan would be simpler even here, if there were room for four pipes
abreabt under the shelf. In either case an air pipe would have to he
Inserted in the pocket at the farther end of the house, or there must be
an open cistern above the level of the pines.

EDv^fiEDSlA MICROPHVLLA W. O'B.).—It is Edw.lrdsia microphylla. Th»
specimen within CO yards of tho sei beach, near Dublin, which has been
grow-ing in the open air f^'r the last ten years without any protection, and
is now about 7 feet high and covered with blonm, we can readily imagine,

both S3 regards foliage and flowers, is a very handsome shrub.

ViKES (O. .^. //.).—We cannot, understand what you mean Ly growing
Vlno3 in cottages as an ornament.
Select Camellias W- J- C, SoKeri.ii.loe).—Double White, Princess

Bacchioehi, Contessa de Hainaut, LavinLa Maggi, Bicolor de la Reine,

and Valtevaredo.
Select A^ALEA3 fMfn) —Htella, Lizzie, Her Hajesty, Flower of the

liay, Madame Miellez, Sir ('.Napier, Ducliesso de Nassau, Etoile de (rand.

President Claoys, Arborea purpurea, Ghelsoni, Holfordi, Criterion, Loui£6
Von Badon, President, and Extranei.
Nasie of Froit {J. /lmf/-rsoa).—Your Pear is Vicar of Winkficld.

Names op Plants (./. H. S.).—Gynmograinma ferruginea. {Inquirtr'\.

—SLsyrinchiuui grandiflorum. (Loiti. tiaTTf^ate) ~-\^ Golden Yew; 4,

Thuja orientaUs ; 6, Juniperua rigida ; -, Uerberis Darwinii; 5, Erica

mediterranea. Nos. 2 and? are too small to be recegnisod by ua. {D. H.).

—1, F.dwardsia microphylla ; 2, Foraythia viridisslma. (J. P., Wan).—
The name of the fungus gathered under the Cedar tree is Peziza Una-
Rioosa, a rare and highly interesting species, only recently known to be

British. If you can send tis two or three more specimens we shall be
obliged.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS ia the Suburbs of Loniloii for tlie week ending March 9th.

Wod...
Thurs.
PrL...
Sat....
Sun.. .

. Mon.. .

:
Tuc3.

.

lur.oyETER.

Max.

30019
30181
29 895
M.S.I)
:iil.l7.S

29.8-4

29.190

29.979

•Win.

29.931
80.089
29.799
30.075
30.059
29.61S

29 410

29 853

THERMOUISTEB.

.

4;i

41
f.l

47

K
41
'A

4fi.l4

21
26
39
21
21
24
33

Earth.

I 11. dp.

44
43
43
41
41
42
42

42.71

i ft. dp.

43
43
42
42
42
42
41

Wind.

N.
N.W.
W.
N.E.
E
S W.
N.

42.14 —

Rain in
inches.

.00

.00

.00

.00

.«)

.00

.00

<ite«BXl,i|^BEJlABXS.

0.00

Fine and frosty ; very fine ; densely overcast.

Overcast ; densely ovorcist ; clear and flue.

Fine, overcast ; cloudy but fine ; boisterous.

Cloudy but fine ; cold wind ;
clear and frosty.

Fine and frosty; very fine and clear; overcast.

Snowing ; snow showers ; overcast, fine.

Foggy; overcast: very dark in afternoon; foggy.

POULTEY, BEE, AND PIGEON CHRONICLE,

FANTAIL PIGEONS.
In a February number of " onr Journal," page Xl>i, I notice

n few remarks on the Almoud Funtail, and reference is made
to the " Treatise on Pigeons " published in 176-"), where one is

mentioned wLich waa bought by a nobleman. I think it well

to mention I have had several, though not quite so rich in

colour as I could have wished, owing to the difficulty at the

period of getting a good deep yellow. Mr. Matthew Wicking,

if I remember rightly, also bred some, and Mr Cottle, of Chel-

tenham. To the latter gentleman I sent tbe last ol my strain,

the rats having killed tho others, and I believe tbat he has

some Almond b'ttntails, or an approach to them, at the present

time.

I cannot say that I was pleased with the appearance of the

birds, nor do I think there is any colour to equal, much less

snrpaes, tho White. I had some very beautifully coloured

Blues which I imported from India, aud of fine and delicate

quality, but they soon died. Moat of the Saddle-back varieties

I

I have seen come from Germany, and they have been coarse,

1 and to my thinking excecilinply ugly. Some years ago there

was a pair of Blacks shown at Birmingham, which as Blacks I

have never seou equalled before nor siuce. In carriage and

size they could hold their own against Eome of the best Whites.

I should like to see a few Powdered Blues of the same coloni

' as Mr. Wioking and my-^elf produced in Owls many years ago.

Perhaps some fancier will try to obtain it. A Fantail of this

• colour would be lovely if good" in other respects, and would well

I repay the trouble taken to produce it.—Haemson Weib, Weir-
'< ki'ili, I'rnichify, Kc'i.

THE PIGEONS OF VENICE.

I
Ol' all the pights of Venice none is more remarkable in its

j
way than the Pigeons.

j

How it came to be a point of pride with the Venetians to

defend these birds and to leave legacies to them, and after-

' ward.^, in a bewildered sort of way, to seek sainUhips for them

I

in the local calendar are matters involved in mystery. But

I

thus much is known resjiectiug them. The Pigeons of VeniOB

I are the itrotiges of the city, ks tho Lions of St. Mark are its
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protectors. They are fed every day at two o'clock. A dinner-
bell iB rung for them ; and they are not allowed to be interfered

with. Any person found ill-treating a Pigeon is arrested. If

it be the first offence, he is fined ; if he he an old offender, he
is sent to prison.

It is believed by the credulous that the Pigeons of Venice
are in some way connected with the prosperity of the city

;

that they fly round it three times every day in honour of the
Trinity; and that their being domicihd in the town is a sign
that it will not be swallowed up by the waves. When it is

high water they perch on the top of the tower. When the
Venetians are at wnr, or when there is any prospect of a change
of dynasty, they gather round the Lion of St. Mark, over the
entrance to the ca'hedral, and consult in a low voice about the
destinies of the city. Doubt these tacts if you like, but not in

Venice. What spider-s were to Robert Bruce, what creoodiles

are to certain wild tiibes in Africa, the Columbines or little

Pigeons are to the Venetians.

The real story of their coming is this. On a certain Palm
Simday, in the middle ages, the priests of St. Mark determined
to give the people a treat. They collected a number of Pigeons,
tied small weij^hts to their wings, and set them flying over
the Piazza, with a view to their falling into the hands of

"needy and deserving persons." iStoncs, sticks, and knives
were thrown at the birds, and many birds were killed ; but
eome escaped, and concealed themselves in the crevices of the
cathedral. One took refuge under the gown of the Virgin Mary
(a statue so called), and another got entangled in the hands of

a clock, and bled to death. The sacredness of the place screened
the survivors from farther harm, and all thoughts of pursuing
them were abandoned. They became the pets of the city, and
after a few years were taken under the protection of the Doge.
By that time they had multiplied to such an extent as to

have become almost as numerous as the sparrows are in
London ; and so great were the love and veneration which
they excited in the breasts of the populace, that no man's
life was considered safe who insulted a Pigeon. Special laws
were made for them, called Pigeon Laws, and Venice ran
the risk at one time of being permanently called Columbia,
or the City of Doves. Finally, a pension was settled upon
them, and a daily dinner-bell was rung for their accommo-
dation.

A onrious part of this affair is that the birds never forget
their dinner hour—never allow their excursions on the Lagunes
to interfere with it. Sometimes the bell ringa too soon, some-
times too late, but the birds are always there at the right time

;

and if the bell-ringing be omitted—as it sometimes has been
by way of experiment—they scream and flap their wings in a
peculiar manner. This may seem incredible, but the story
has been verified over and over again, both for the amusement
of visitors and the satisfaction of the authorities. It is a
pretty sight of a summer's day to watch these birds flying
about the Piazza to the sound of the bells, and finally alight-

ing under the window of the terrace, where their dinner is

thrown out to them in a golden shower of grain. Once npon a
time it was a young lady who performed this office ; now it is

a young man. The change is for the worse.
The Pigeons of Venice are black and white (or grey), with

pink eyes and red feet. A benutiful green collaret surrounds
the throat ; the body is quite white under the wings. Some of

them have white tails, whiter than the snow of the Appenines,
with opal or topaz eyes, which change their tints a thousand
times a-day. It is of birds like these that mention is made in
eastern stories, birds that did duty as postmen, and carried
letters to and fro between ladies and gentlemen. Some say
the Pigeons of St. Mark are so rare a breed that none like

them are to be obtained for love or money out of the sea-

city ; but the vouchers are Venetians. The long and short
of the matter is that the Pigeons of St. Mark are a remnant
of the ancient glories of the city ; a living record of the days
when Venice was the mistress of the seas, the centre of

civilisation, the market-place and tribune of one-half of the
civilised world. To a Venetian these birds are messengers of

peace—tokens of pride and power, which will one day re-assert

themselves.
Some of the Pigeons took part in the revolution of 1849

(flying between the Austrians and the Italians), and were shot
by mistake ; others were cooked for fo(>d, or eaten raw. But
it is the boast of the Venetians that Venice was true to her
Pigeons even in her hour of famine ; that their dinner-bell was
rung regularly; and that their dinner was supplied to them
wittiont stint, when hundreds were in want of the commonest

necessaries of life, and were visited at the same time by fire,

famine, and pestilence.

—

(AH the Year Jtoiou!.)

BREEDING CANARIES.
[Tnn following renders answers to several correspondents.]
" One swallow does not make a summer, neither will one or

two fine days. Better be late, very late, in putting your birds
together, than too early." These words, or others of a similar
import, I made use of last year in my Guide, and I have this
year already received intimation of the evils which result from
neglect of this advice. I confess that after the tedium of a
dreary winter, though enlivened now and then with the excite-

ment of an exhibition—when nest boxes and all the et-coetera

of the breeding-room have been long stored away, and the bnsy
lite of the breeding season has been succeeded by the dull quiet
of the moulting period ; when surplus stock has been disposed
of, and new blood imported; when the " last Canary Show of

the season" is over—the return of spring rousing all animated
nature from its long sleep, refreshed and invigorated with new
energies, has a somewhat similar eflcjot on the breeder as on
the bird. When the latter is seen carrying stuff about its cage,

the former may soon be seen carrying a whitewash brush, and
though upon reflection he thinks it is rather early, still he
consoles himself with, "Where's the harm in having things
put in order?" Prudent housewives will do well to defer the
spring cleaning till after this, and paterfamilias may expect to

be stopped on the stairs, cage in hand, to receive a lecture there
and then on the evils attendant on bird-keeping ; the sand,
bird seed, and dirt on the stair carpets, being strong evidence
for the plaintiff.

Last year I put up my birds in the first week in March, mnoh
earlier than I ever did before, but then I had my handy little

gas stove in operation, and could maintain an equable tem-
perature. This year I have changed my room, having by
means of a small bribe induced materfamilias to give me
another, and as yet I have not fitted up my stove. Till within
the last few days the weather has been very open, but now we
are having frost with a little snow, and I shall defer pairing ae

long as the frost lasts. It may be that the fact of my having a
large twenty-pair cage in hand unwired, has something to do
with it, but I shall wait till towards the end of the month, and
I advise " A Scbsceibek" to do the same.

I have never run a cock with two hens in the same compart-
ment. My plan has always been to introduce him to one of

them (the better of the two for choice), and when she has laid

her nest of eggs, to pass him through to the second. By the

time she has built and is sitting, the first hen will have
chipped, and the cock can be returned to assist in feeding,

leaving the other to attend to her duties alone. A correspon-

dent, however, an eminent breeder, who always takes a good
position at the Palace with his favourite Cinnamons, writes

me to say that he ran a cock with three hens in a large flight

cage with great success ; and one of our best breeders here put
two hens with one cock under similar circumstances, and I have
seen both hens as well as the cock feeding the young in the

same nest, and Brigham Young himself could not have de-

sired a more united happy family. If an opportunity present,

I shall not fail to adopt this plan in the present season, put-

ting them together simultaneously, as the hens will be less dis-

posed to quarrel than if introduced at different times. I do

not know that this method would do with a Linnet, but I Bee

no reason why he should not be a polygamiit, and have a

harem as well as a Canary.
When my hens are breeding, I give canary, summer rape,

and linseed, mixed, and every day a little hard-boiled egg

chopped fine and mixed with crushed heu;pseed or brejid

crumbs, with plenty of green food, groundsel, chickweed, or

lettuce. When breeding, the egg and hempseed must be in-

creased, giving it twice or thrice a-day, but while the hen is

sitting I remove all stimulating food. Some breeders feed high

at this time, on the ground that since the hen eats but little,

that little should be of a nourishing description, and arguing,

with some show of reason, that it is inconsistent with common
sense to systematically feed a hen to an unusual degree of

bodily vigour, and then suddenly remove the stimulating diet

and substitute the plainest food for an interval of thirteen

days during which the bird is sitting, only to replace it as ab-

ruptly. Such sudden changes of food, it is contended, cannot

have a beneficial effect on the constitution. I gradually de-

crease the supply as the hen shows signs of wanting to lay, an4
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one reason why I remove it altogether while she is sitting, is

that ehe may have no inducement to leave her nest, thouj-h I

much question if any amount o{ temporaturp, Rautrouumic or

otherwise, would load her to neglect a duty which the instincts

of her nature prompt her to perform. When neglect does

oocur, Buch aa forsaking eggs, or, worse still, refusing to feed,

rely on it the cause is an unho ilthy state of body, rather than

the result of any temporary locsl cause auperior to the calls of

nature. This will answer "C. A. J.'a" query as to when to

give egg, and when to discontinue it.

With regard to my mill, I use an ordinary coffee mill, which

I find answers well for diy seed, hut hemp, or any seed of a

moist, oily nature, clogs it up. An old half-worn-out mill not

set too fine would do well.

The mating of a dark cock with a mealy hen for one nest, or

for any number of nests, will not affect any subsequent nests

from a different cock. The young cock will be fit for breeding

shortly, he will soon get "fiesh." The cage referred to will

do, it is certainly rather short, but the depth and height in

some degree compensate for that. 18 inches square by 10 or

II deep are a good size.

I make my whitewash of the best whiting. Tthink they call

it Paris whiting, it can be had of any chemist or oil and colour-

man. I mix it to the required consistency with milk, thin

paste, or best of all with glue size, made by boiiins the best

BuBsian glue in water. To produce a pale blue cokiur, add a

pinch of ultramarine well mixed in a litlle water, and to ob-

tain a still prettier and more effective shade add a little rose

pink, mixing till the required tint is obtained. It will, how-
ever, dry out very many shades lighter than the wet colour, but

by colouring a piece of brown paper and drying it at the fire,

the true shade can at once be seen. Lay it well on, and work
wdl into every crevice.—W. A. Blakston.

COLOURING CANARIES.
Having read in the Journal the article upon stained nr

coloured birds, I am induced to write to yon on the sul ; i-;.

Of the parties interested in the question I know nothing wtiat-

ever. For many years I possessed a large collection of diffeient

birds. Canaries amongst others. Upon handling them, some-
times I found my hands stained from yellow to a deep orange
colour, particularly when bathing and cleaning the feet of my
birds. I ascertained that this arose entirely from the bird sand
spread at the bottom of the cages. The colour of the sand, or

fine gravel, varied from light to dark. It seems fair that this

circumstance should be made known in justice to persons
thought guilty of colouring their birds.—M. D.

[This is from a very reliable correspondent.

—

Eds.]

FOUL BROOD-A NEW THEORY AND MODE
OP TREATMENT.

In the last number of the German "Bee Journal" Ifindalong
article by Mr. A. Lambrecht, in which he developes a new
theory with regard to the origin of foul brood, as well ns a
novel method of treating the disease. As the German editor has
deemed the article worth copying in extcnso " by permission "

from the pages of another paper, whilst the writer declares

that he will iu all eases "guarantee a favourable result vihen
the prescribed operations are carrfuUij and scnqmloushj carried
ovt," a brief summary of the theory which he advances, and
the mode of cure which he recommends, may not be without
interest to the apiarian readers of "our Journal."
Mr. Lambrecht declares that " the atmosphere of a hive

afiBicted with foul brood becomes completely infected. The
ammonia and sulphureted hydrogen developed therein from
the decomposing larvte combine to destroy the vitulity of the
bees. Their stores, and especially the pollen, become perma-
nently infected, and are, therefore, peculiarly adapted to sus-
tain the continuous generation of miasmatic corpuscles." He
then goes on to point out that "the larvcc of the bee breathe
atmospheric air, which, if life is to be sustained, must be pure,
and consist of four parts nitrogen and one part oxygen, with a
small portion of catbocie acid and watery vapour ; but if, as
has been shown, the atmosphere of a foul-breeding hive con-
tains in addition a quantity of ammonia and sulphureted
hydrogen, the creatures breathing it inhale certain death." It

does not, however, appear to have occurred to him that if this

be true of the larva?, it should be equally true of the bees, and

espeoially of the queen, which may be said never to quit the

hive, and which, nevertheless, usually remains in perfect

health, even when all the brood combs have become foul and
offensive masses of corruption. After stating the fact that

pollen is the only nitrogenous substance which bees consume
aa food, Mr. Lambrecht declares it to be peculiarly susceptible

of decomposition, and from vari<iU8 premisen which he states

at length, ho finally arrives at the conclusion that there is no
doubt that " foul brood ori/iinatcn from decomposed pollen."

I need not occupy space by attempting to follow the elaborate

and somewhat verbose chain of reasoning by which the fore-

going conclusion is supported, but will pass at once to the

mode of cure which Mr. Lambrecht so highly recommends,
and for the particulars of which I am indebted to the " American
Bee Journal" :

—
" fiarly in the morning of a fine, clear, warm day carry the

foul-broody hive to a moderately warm room, well lighted,

with closed windows. Kemove comb after comb, brushing off

the bees, and cut out all the cells containing pollen or brood.

Fill the vacant spaces thus caused by inserting pieces of worker

comb from healthy stocks, using such, if postiblo, as are sup-

plied with eggs, and fastening them in the usual manner. The
pieces of comb cut out should immediately be burned or

buried, or at least made inaccessible to bees. If the hive have

a moveable bottom board, anoint its lower edges with twenty

or thirty drops of pyroligneous acid. Then set it on three

equidistant triangular strips of wood, so as to elevate it slightly

from the ground, and burn within it a square inch of linen

dipped in melted brimstone, repeating this fumigation at inter-

vals two or three times. Then carry the hive back to its stand,

and open the windows of the room to allow the bees collected

there to pass out and return to their home. The pollen having

been altogether removed from tlio hive, a shallow box or plate

containing oatmeal should be set out for the bees near its

entrance. We recommend oatmeal for this purpose, as it

abounds in nitrogenous element?, and is hence well adapted to

supply the wants of the bees. As an after-cure and stimulant,

furnish them with honey diluted with water and slightly

warmed. The bees will thus more speedily recuperate; the

queen being fed will be encouraged to commence laying earlier

than she otherwise would do, and the population roused to re-

commence their wonted labours.
" When hives have fixed combs it is, of course, necessary to

operate in a somewhat different manner. The readiest mode
is to stupefy the bees, transfer them to an empty hive, cut out

the pollen and brood, and then proceed as above directed.

" It is generally known that the sulphurous acid developed

by burning brimstone (composed of one atom of sulphur and
two atoms of oxygen— SO2), renders innocuous the contagi-

ous or infectious matter generated in confined spaces, and hence

the intelligent reader will understand why we recommend re-

peated fumigations with brimstone.
" The reason why we advise anointing the lower edges of the

hive with pyroligneous acid, is because the creosote it contains

possesses the peculiarity of arresting as well as of preventing

putrefactive fermentation. But as the acid has the strong and
penetratiugodour of creosote, (he quantity applied should be SO

small as not to injure or annoy the bees by superinducing pro-

longed excitement.
" Foul brood most commonly manifests itself in the spring,

and that is the time when the curative operation can be most
conveniently employed. Nevertheless, should the disease occur

in the summer, or later in autumn, the same curative process

should still be employed, aa the colony will thereby certainly

be saved, and the pestilential malady be infallibly arrested and
destroyed.

" We part from the reader with the assurance that it affords

us heartfelt gratification to have been able to devise from ob-

servation and science a process by which a disease known to

be disastrous and hitherto deemed incurable, may certainly be

eradicated at small cost of time or labour."

If fumigation by means of brimstone be really effectual as a

disinfectant, it would appear that there could be no more effi-

cacious mode of banishing foul brood fnun an apiary than by
reverting for a sufficient time to the old system of bee- keeping,

in which swarms alone are kept, and old stocks condemned to

the brimstone pit, the fumes of which might in this way be
expected to answer a double purpose.

I may remark, also, that the efficacy of the process of disin-

fection by the use of snl]ihuric acid, as advised by Dr. Preuss,

would appear to be entirely dependant on the correctness of

the fungoid theory which he has advanced, certain experiments
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having, I believe, been made, which are relied upon as demon-
strative of the fact that the vitality of choleraic and other

forms of morbiiic fangi is most speedily and effectually de-

atroyed by the application of some kind of acid.—A Devon-
SBIRE Bee-keeper.

SUPERING.
I AM exceedingly obliged to your correspondents " H. R."

and '* J. R." for the notice they have taken of my inquiry, and
for the valuable information given on the result of their practice
in superiug. Their remarks will, I think, be of much use to

many bee-keepers who like myself, with the advantages which
situation, good hives, and supers afford, fail to have a good
harvest of honey, but in its place swarms which are not wanted.
The sabject is an important oue with the approach of summer
in view, and I believe that the results of the experience of other
bee-masters woiild lead to a discussion interesting to your
readers, and open up much that is new to many of them.
The plan of commencing with a small super, recommended

by *' J. R.," appears to have the disadvantage of causing the
bees to- be disturbed when substituting a larger, which in a case
of having to remove fallen guide combs I have found to have a
bad effect. It requires, besides, moro time and attention during
the day than many can give. A bar with brood and beep, and
guide comb on either side, as recommended by "H.R.," appears
to be an excellent plan, and so much in keeping with the known
attachment of bees to their young brood that it can hardly fail

to succeed.

Many recommend supering early in the season, others to wait
until much crowding takes place, and if 8uptr3 with glass sides
on the Woodbury plan are used to start with wooden ones, to
substitute for the former when well establitihed. These plans
I have tried on several hivee, but with little success ; but hope
this year to follow the advice of your correspoudents with a
better result.—A. B.

AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE.
"They leave no stiug in the heart of memory,—no stain on the wing

of time.'*—The Hon. :[larsltaU P. Wilder.

Brown Ceres one day with Pomona was meeting
*Neath Autumn's inspiriliug smile,

So giving each other :i siBterly greeting,
They eat down to gossip awhile.

" I hope you're quite well, dear, this eleiiant weather,-'
"How charming the couutry,"' they said,

"Andhowdoyou prosper,"—both speaking together,—
" With regard to your business and trade? "

" Look, where the rude thorn bush and bramble were springing,
With fruitage the Apple tree bends,

The ecytho of the mower at sunrise is ewingiog,
And the song of the reaper ascends.

"Let us walk hand-in-hand, for no obstacle caring,
Till Vines o'er the mountainf5 '-.hall prow;

Its suit of green velvet, the brown heath be wearing,
And deserts with plenty overflow.

" The gold in its mine with escitement and wonder
May 6ammon an emigrant band,

And the chariot of Mars trample on in ita thunder,
But we're the true etrength of the land.

"For OS, no lorn wife in her cottage is grieving,
Earth welcomes us both in her vrimo.

No eiingin the bosom of memory we're leaving,
No etain on the pinion of time.

'

Mrs. LvDiA H. Sjgouenev.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Size of Brood3 {3*. JV.).—A "merrie man withal,** and wc hail yoa

heartily. A ech,jlar too ; Ave MagisUr ! May you never be ennuyi ; we are
sure yon will not hej'orC ennuijexu:. The number of cbickena to be under
a hen depen^B much on th« timo of year when they are hatched. It is
only in the winter we recommend a small number. We begin hatching
eariy and out of season, and experienco has taagbt ns that in long and
dark nightB we rear as many when we hatch eight as when wo hatch
fifteen. Now we begin putting fifteen e^-gs under each hen, ocd often
entrust one with one or two and twenty chickens. Thry then require
attention—more, perhaps, than any amateur can or will give. Wo write
principally lor amateurs, and must be aa careful as possible to avoid
giving any advice that may lead to disappointment. Greaves arc very
stimulating. They will make heus lay, but they induce disease, espe-
cially dropey. The proper way to give them, if given, ia to chop them
email, an-l put them into a paii or pun, pour boiling water on them till
they are covered, und then spread a double sack or matting over the
mouth of it to confine the steam. In an hour they are soft and fit to use.

HATf-HiNG Pea Fowls Eogs (i?. P ).—A large hen will hatch three or
four Pea fowl's eggs, and rear them, receiving aa much help as she would
have for Pheasants or Turkeys. The treatment is identical.

Egg-eating Hen (P/itZornisj.—Thero mu-t be something wrong about
your treatment. Now and then wc hear of a hen catmg the eggq that

have been put under her, but it ia n very rare case. We have had such a
hen, but we broke her nech directly. We believe it ariees from somi^
permanent organic derancjemont, of the stomach. If any should doubt
this, wc can only say that we know, and prove conslantlv, that an internal
injury will not only unsex a b^rd ia plumage, but it will reverse it, and
give the desires and fewthprs of the opporite sex. Believing as we do. W€'
advise you to kill the offmder. Wo can only understand anoiher taking
to it by believing that she learned it of the first. We would not be too
Draconian, but if she ate another she thonld die also. In the meantime
avoid stimulating and adopt cooling food. -uch as lettuce, \c. Hens shut
up, and heated in body, unablo to obtain that which Nature provides
them when ct liberty, eat any fjtranpo and even unnatural thing. It i«
a mistake io rdd any Houdan to the half-bred Brahma and Dorking.
It ia always wrong t-) mix Bitlij.h'and non-sitting brefid- where anvthing
more is required th.on the mere supply of C£gs. We have found tlie beat
preventive for e^fg-jaters is to put hard composition ecas, about which
they peck till they are tired ami their be ks are sore, when thev t;ive up
the practice. Your Bmhrnr's shonld have laid earlier; well-fed pullets of
that breed should certainly lay at seven months old. If bran i? part of
your food, give it up.

Bran as Poultry Food (Jik/-.). -The nutriment in bran is said to he.

very great. Analysis sho^vs this, and some go to the lensth of saying
it is more Dutritive than the Cour of wheat. Brown bread is ( crtainly
fattening, yet we believo very little in bran as poultry food, and fc give
none.

Mortality among Chicrekb [W. B. B.).—If your chickens are well
housed, covered at night, kept dry and from draughts, are on the earth,
and not vexed with wootlon, stone, or brick flooring; fed ear'y and late
on chopped egg and cooked meat, bread and milk, a few crumbs, supplied
with ale to drink, and dust to bi'.sk and roll in, with fresh Growing sods
of grass to eat, they will not die. If they are on artificial flooring, or if

any of the principal of these conditions are omitted, then they live iu
spite of it, if they Kve. (J)'j,bsi.'ri?jt:r).—Read the previous answer. Take
your chickens out of the room—that ia the cause of death—put them in a
bam or a garden, or where you will, feed and treat them as you say yo3
do, and they will do well. On b^ard flooring they cann-it scratch, their
feet are always unnaturally spread onl, the boards are damp, affording
neither food nor warmth, and th j fowls die of cramp and paralysis.

Thin-shelled Eggs (Fido).—\i your hens have free access to lime*
mortar grit, and the materials which ff.) to form egg-shell, then tbcy art
out of health and muBt bo treated. If they have not, then they dimply
want the material, and being supplied with it, the complaint will cease.
The double eggs will hatch t-ometimc3, and produce two chickens. If

you have been feeding tn stimulating food, reduce it, and give green
meat.

Fowls Unnoticed at Pechham (H. S. P.).~ks your birds were com-
mended elsewhere, and hy competent judges, you may safely breed from
them. Ko judge will allow himself to be questioned.

Kent and Surrey Podltry Show.— Spanish: Second and Third, E.'

Corke. Highly Commen led, K. Wright, Holloway.

Early Chickens (r. D.—You havoboen unfortunate. Give your rc-
mainine chickens bread soaked in ale. The following, which we'extra«t
from "The Poultry-keeper'^' Manual," may be sugKcstive for the future :—"For the first f'jrtnight chickens are best kept upon alternate feedings
of Indian meal, bread orambri, and eg;,'g boiled hard, chopped tine, and
mixed with a little crnsho I hempseed. Tho Indian mf-al should be only
so far moistened aa still to remain crumbly. After the first fortnight,
and until large enough to feed with the older fowls, ^'ive them daily, in
addition, a feed or two of eithe: bruised wheat, or bruised grits. From
the very first days of their life continue, without fail, to cive them daily
fre^h green food. Cabb.'^ge and lettuce leaves, and mowings of grass are
best. Remember, abov« all thiuga, that a little food eivpn often— every
two hours is not too frequently—is the chief rule for chicken-rearing."

Chicks Dead in the Shell fSulicriber).—Kz the chirks were perfect,
and no chill could have been incurred, we know ot no probable cause o'
their death, except that th- y wore w^^ah, and had not etrength to break
the shells. This is liable to happen if the eggs were stale.

Whitehaven Poultry Suow (Q. PQ:indsr).—lx yon can pr^vc tha'
your not receiving the labels until too late for you to send your birds was
from a defjult of the Committe?, or of their Secretary, you mifiht recover
your entrance money; bat if the default was one of the General Post,
you could not recover your entrance money.

Age op Canaries, Kc. iE. 8. P.).—The average afje of Canaries is fiv*?.

or six years, but when kept for breeding leas. Your Doves, perhaps, are
not a pair ; if they are, tho hen is barren. A hen tatinn her e gs is pro-
bably from the want of cilcareons mcvttei*. Wo know of no certain cure
but to fatten her for thn table. An effg filled with mastard and cayenne
pepper, and placed ia the nest, might probably cure her of her vicious
propensity ; or an egg boiled hard, ^vith a little of the shell broken and'
given to her quite hot, if she peeked it, would probably cure her.

Detecting a Parrot's Age (H. 2/.).~It is rathsr diflB -ult lo decide
the age of a gi'ey Pan-ot upwards of three or four years old. One about
three or four years old would have the beak slender and black, and not
very ranch hooked. The c aws also would be thinner and fresher-looking
than in an older bird, and the white round the eye? not so plentiful nor
so white. If under two years old there would appear somo dirty-looking
feathers on the shoulders. To ascertain the sex is also very JifficuU.

The cock bird ia larger, and has a larger head than the hen.

POULTRY MARKET.—Makcu H».

We are gradually approaching scarce timss, and the prices rise aecoid-
ingly. We may look for it now, and for (some weeks, till the poultry of
the year make its appearance in forco.

Largo Fowls
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perennial, but if treated as a half-hardy annual, plants may be
had fine the first year.

EiciNns AFiucvNus ALBiDus.—Fine foliage, stems silvery,

veins white. feet. E. brasiliensis viridis.—Fine large green
foliage. Fruit green, (i feet. E. Eelot de Fougores.—Foliage
glaucous, large, and handsome. Fruit dark green. 6 feet.

E. macrocarpus.—Foliage light green, or both stems and leaves
mulberry-coloured. G to 8 feet. E. insignis.—Foliage and
fruit glaucous green. 6 to 8 feet. 'B.. Obermanni.—Leaves
dark, large and fine. feet. E. purpureas cinerescens.—Fo-
liage dark and bold ; fine and tall. 8 to 10 feet. E. sanguineus
tricolor.—Foliage and fruit red. 6 feet. 'K. compactus.—Fo-
liage bright green, very elegant, and of close habit. G feet.

These Castor Oil plants are very ornamental, having large Vine-
like leaves from 2 to 3 feet across, and under good cultivation
they attain a height of 10 or 12 feet. They form handsome
beds. The seeds should be sown not later than the beginning
of March in a brisk bottom heat, and the plants grown in heat,
repotting them as often as they fill their pots with roots, and
hardening them oil' well before planting-out. For soil, use
a compost of two parts turfy loam, one part turfy peat, and
one part leaf mould, with a free admixture of sharp sand, giving
good drainage. Keep the soil moist so as to encourage free
vigorous growth, and aliford a light airy position, so as to have
the plants stiff and well furnitlied. When planted-out they
should have a position well sheltered from wind, as they are
liable to suffer if exposed to strong breezes.

»Zea japon-ica variegata.—An elegant tall-growing plant, the
leaves having a broad stripe of variegation up the middle. It

is very ornamental for the centres of beds. It requires a light
rich soil, should be sown early in heat, and be strong and well
hardened-off before planting-out. C feet.

Zea CnsKo.—This is, perhaps, the finest of all the giant
kinds of Maize, the foliage being green and broad, and the
plant growing very tall. It is ornamental for the centres of
bods or groups and the backs of borders. 10 feet. A sheltered
situation is requisite, otherwise its fine handsome foliage is

liable to be broken and destroyed by the wind.
NicoTiANA oLAUCA.—Leaves glaucous and shining. C fo 8 feet.

N. grandiflora purpurea.—Flowers large, and purplish. 6 to

8 feet. N. maerophylla gigantea.—Tall and elegant; leaves
large. 8 to 10 feet. These, the Tobacco plants, are very hand-
some-foliaged plants, and of free growth. The soil should be
rich, and the plants strong before being planted-out. Supply
them well with water in dry weather.

2. ANNUAL AND HARDY
ANDRoroGON SORGHUM (rubens).—A large-growing Grass, with

reddish stems and foliage. Although hardy it should be sown
in March in gentle heat, and grown in a cool structure in order
to be strong by the middle or end of May. Good rich soil and
a plentiful supply of water in dry weather are necessary.
3 to 4 feet.

Argemone Hcnnemanni.—Foliage glaucous, 10 inches or
more long, having white spines and veins. A light soil is most
suitable. 2 feet.

Ateii'Lex noRTENsis RCDEA.—A vory common old plant, but
more noble and effective than many recent introductions.
Foliage red, inclining to purple. Fine for the centres of beds
and the backs of borders. 5 to C feet. It should be sown,
where it is to remain, in April, in good, rich, light soil.

Beet, Dell's Crimson.—This variety of Beet is, perhaps,
the best dark crimson-foliaged. It should be sown early in
April in drills where it is to remain, and is best in bands or
lines in beds or borders. 1 foot.

Beet, Brazilian.—Leaves largo, bright yellow or crimson,
with white ribs, rendering it less culinary-looking than the
majority of Beet, the beauty of which I cannot see ; this, how-
ever, is showy. To have a good ci^ect the bands or lines ought
not to be less than 2 feet wide, putting in two or three lines

9 inches apart, and thinning-out the plants to that distance
from each other in the lines. Sow early in April.

Carduus benedictus.— This, known also as the Blessed
Thistle, is a fine old very common plant, I believe a perennial,
but it attains a good size the iirst year ; the leaves are
broad, long, with white variegation, and spiny, having a noble
appearance. 3 to 4 feet. It should be sown early in April, in
good, rich, light BoU, and the plants thinned out to 12 or
18 inches apart.

HeLIANTHUS AEGYEOrHYLmS STRIATIFOLIUS FLOEE-PLENO.

—

Foliage glossy, sometimes striped, flowers yellow, 4 feet. It

is a fine variety of Sunflower for borders.

*H. MACROPHYLLus GioANTEus.—Foliage large and somewhat
glaucous, habit pyramidal, and attaining a height of from
12 to 18 feet. Eich light soil ; sow early in April where the
plant is to remain, and thin out. This is a fine plant for the
centre of a bed, relieves the monotonous aspect of carpet
arrangements, and is especially suited for the backs of borders.

•OxALis TROP.EOLoiDEs. — Foliago bronzed crimson, very
much in habit resembfing Suckling Clover, the plant growing
close to the ground, and not exceeding (j inches in height. It

is one of the beat bronze-crimson plants for edging beds and
borders, and for carpeting. A light gravelly soil is the most suit-

able ; in such it becomes quite a weed, and is perennial. It

should be sown in March in sandy soil in a seed pan placed in
gentle heat, and the young plants well-hardened ofi and planted
out in May at from (i to 'J inches apart. It may be sown in
the open ground in April. It is correctly a perennial, but not
hardy except in well-drained soil.

Pennisetum setoSum.—A pretty Grass with fine crimsonish
inflorescence. It may be used as the centre of a small bed, and
should be well supplied with water in dry weather. 2 feet.

»Perilla nankinen.sis. — Foliage bronze-purple. Fine for
the lines of ribbon borders, bands, or centres of beds. Well
known, and deservedly popular. I4 to 2 feet. It should be
sown in a seed pan placed in a gentle heat, pricked off about
an inch apart when large enough to handle, and kept near the
glass, giving plenty of air, so as to have it dwarf and strong for

planting out in May. The seeds should be sown early in April,

and about the middle of the month it may be sown in the open
ground. It endures pinching to any extent, and may be pegged
down, in either way forming one of the finest of edgings.
The above are within the reach of all, at least most of them

are, and they are the more valuable on account of the culture
being limited to the season of growth. They do not crowd on
the glass structures in winter, and they do away with the mo-
notonous and tame effect produced by the majority of our
dwarf bedding plants.—G. Abbey.

(To be continued.)

SELAGINELLAS.
Of the plants grown at the present day none are more worthy

of notice than the Selaginellas, many of them rivalling Ferns
in gracefulness and beauty. The size and perfection they
attain, as we see them at our shows, will testify their merits.

Schiijinella Pmilterii.—To see this is to admire it. From its

description I was led to order it, and I have a large pan of it

growing most beautifully. It is somewhat after the style of

S. dentieulata, in a miniature form. This sort is sure to be-
come a favourite, it is very fast-growing, and particularly neat.
I very recently saw a large specimen, and its appearance was
very chaste indeed.

S. ciTsia nrhon-a is one of the handsomest and most distinct

climbers 1 have ever seen in a Fern house. I have it over one
end of my stove, and running along the rafters, intermixed with
other climbers, such as I'assifloras, Thunbergia Harrisii ; it

forms a most pleasing contrast. It is very free-growing, and
the foliage is of a bright lustrous blue, especially when not
exposed to too strong sunlight.

.S'. hpidoplii/lla makes a very attractive object when grown
under a bell-glass. It is one of the choicest of its class. I

grow mine in a large pan. When shifting the plant some time
ago, I used some large pieces of clmrcoal ; this week I have re-

potted it, and I found its roots clinging so tightly to the charcoal
that I did not disturb them ; I had thus a proof of the value of

charcoal, which I use very extensively in potting. A dozen
plants of this variety under a bell-glass have a very chaste
appearance. It will do without glass, but requires skill and
attention to grow it well.

S. atroviridis is very distinct, very free-growing, and the colour
of the foliage most beautiful.

.S'. densa is very lovely. I grow it in pans, 3 feet in diameter,

using plenty of sandstone for drainage. When the pan is

covered, this moss is most beautiful. When the pan is ready
I plant little tufts all over the surface about 1 inch apart, and
they very quickly meet. A pan here and there about a house
looks very beautiful.

S. denticidata, which is well known, I grow in a vinery. For
use in glass dishes along with the dessert it is perfection, and I

think it makes the fruit look more tempting, having such a
cool and elegant appearance. I also grow it as pyramids. I

will describe my plan. I take a pan 3 feet in diameter for the
bottom, and place in it pans of smaller size, one above the other,
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till the pile is about 2 fret high, and on the top I use small pots,

these I cut. I put HiainaRe nncl soil in encli, niiike a neat

pyramid, plant witli S. de.nticulata, in a very nboit time it will

be perfectly pictn. These pyrnmids have a most beautiful

appearance ; I have in my stove six or eight of thetn, which are

the admiration of all who see them. In cool houses this

Lycopod makes amost beautiful edging. S. denticulata variegata

does best in a cool house. I have not had this variety long

;

but where grown in a group the effect is charming ; it strikes

the eye directly you see it. It is a very free grower.

S. WUhl' no] a, although old, is one of the most beautiful

of Lycopods when grown in a shady part of the house. ]*'or

decorating the dinner-table as well as the conservatory it has

no rival.

,?. Lyidlii is also very beautiful.

Many of the recently introduced species, such as S. Wallichii,

S. filicina, S. conferta, and S. Lobbii rival the choicest Ferns in

beauty, and the numbers of species now in cultivation embrace

a sufficient variety for all the requirements of the l''ern house

or stove.—F. V. L.

MESSRS. VEITCHS FRUIT-TREE NURSERY
AT FULHAM.

It is only a year or two since I saw and admired the grand

old orchards and market gardens of the late Mr. Fitch, of

Fulham, which had become world-famous. I had often read

with wonder of his great fields of Lettuces, Asparagus, &c., and
when I saw them I was not disappointed. Now, however, all

is changed ; all, or nearly all, that I wondered at is swept away,

and a new scene, a new vegetation is over the land. The fine

old Apple and Pear trees are all destroyed, and nothing remains

but some of their trunks, which have been utilised to form
part of a substantial fence which now encloses Messrs. Veitch's

fine new fruit-tree nursery—a nursery bidding fair to take as

great a precedence in that line as the famed establishment at

Chelsea has done in hothouse plants.

It is out of the way somewhat—down a narrow lane, and
near Parson's Green, Fulham, a not particularly aristocratic

neighbourhood, about twenty minutes' walk from the Chelsea

head quarters, with no glittering signboard or coat of arms to

tell the passers-by that the great horticultural firm of Messrs.

Veitch & Sons has there established itself, and is carrying on
fruit-tree culture with a spirit and energy worthy of its time-

honoured and well-earned name. Fruit-tree nurseries are

almost proverbial for their roughness and untidiness ; mud
and weeds from them are almost inseparable

;
yet here is one

tidy almost to a fault, everything is so neat and orderly. The
roadways and pathways are all gravelled and neatly edged with

Bos and other edgings, the trees all so beautifully and so

regularly planted each in compartments by themselves, or

nearly so, the ground so neatly dug. and scarcely a weed to

be seen, that altogether it is quite a pleasure to visit this fine

nursery.
It is not, however, for its neatness alone that I have admired

this nursery ; that, although much to be recommended, is only

as the setting to the jewel, but, if it does not enhance its

intrinsic value, it makes it appear perhaps more valuable than
it really is. Nothing, however, is required to set off the valu-

able and excellent collections of fruit and other trees here
;

they answer for themselves, at least to those who may go to

see them, or who may become purchasers. For those who
have not the same opportunities I write.

The stock, mostly young, of Peach, Apricot, Apple, Pear,

Plum, and Cherry trees, is in very fine condition. Whole
quarters are devoted to one particular sort and one form of

training. All of the trees are annually removed, so that the

roots are ever short and fibrous, and the plants when sent to

their final destination are but little checked ; they may be said

to get used to removal. Under this annual-removal system the

shoots, it may be, are not of so great a size as those produced
from plants that have not been removed, but they are 60 per

cent, better. There is a practice in some nurseries in training

young trees, severely to be condemned, although it may have
the merit of forming handsome-looking trees quickly—that is,

the cutting-down strong maiden plants, and training them
without transplanting ; such trees are little better than rubbish,

they never succeed well when finally planted out. In Peach
and Apricot trees this is especially the case. In selecting

young trees of these it is not strength or vigour that should be

looked for, but cleanness, firmness of wood, uniformity, and
the proper situation of the buds for the future formation of

the tree. A quarter of one-year-trained Peach and Nectarine

trees of Messrs. Veitch's, probably two thousand plants, is

decidedly the finest 1 havo seen for some time. All the trees

wore transplanted in the autumn ; they are so nice and sturdy,

so strong jet not gross, and so beautifully budded, that, to use

a common expression, one could do anything with them.
The Apple, Pear, and Plum quarters are equally excellent,

and the trees on all sorts of stocks, in all forms, shapes, and
sizes. Around the edges of the walks, as a bordering for the

other trees, are great numbers of the at-present-fashionable

cordons, e(iually as good home-grown as any I have seen on
the Continent. Those, therefore, who may wish to procure
these trees in whatever form they desire—cordon oblique, hori-

zontal, vertical—one-armed or two-armed—may here do so to

their heart's consent. A novel form of cultivating the Morello

Cherry, which I have only once seen before, was pointed out to

me—that is, as dwarf Gooseberry bushes, a really admirable

plan. How enormous tho ([uantity of fruit that might be

grown in a small space in this way ! and we all know how well

suited the Morello is to this style of growth.

Another speciality now receiving Messrs. Veitch's attention

is orchard-house trees, and a finer lot than those to be seen

here cannot well be desired. Numbers of them are established

in pots ; some plunged in the soil in a small orchard house

—

fine examples they are, too—others plunged in the open quar-

ters. An excellent mode adopted by the Messrs. Veitch, or

what Mr. lleid, their able manager, calls " preparing the trees,"

is the planting-out in the open ground the young maiden trees,

and there growing them to the size and form desired. They
in this way attain tho desired size sooner, and form much
stronger and finer trees than those that may be grown in pots.

Example—a maiden Peach tree is planted in light but rich

I

soil in November, and pruned as required in February, the

I

side shoots pinched it requisite during the summer; such trees,

if potted in the end of September, will fruit in the following

year. If larger plants are desired they must remain in the

ground another season or two. By this plan the pot cultivation

I
of one season at least is entirely avoided, and Messrs. Veitch's

trees treated in this way are very good indeed— fruitful stocky

;
trees.

I Here also Messrs. Veitch have their vegetable trial beds,

j
deeply interesting in their season. At present, however, there

is little to be seen save a few Cabbages, and the early Peas just

forming a thin green line. Through this portion of the ground
are planted widely apart small pyramidal specimens of all their

J

collection of Pears, etc., for fruiting. purposes.

j

Lastly. Although it is rather out of character with the rest
' of my notes, I must perforce notice the really magnificent col-

lection of variegated Hollies. Always handsome and pleasing

as these plants are, here they are something more ; they are

staked and trained with admirable care and skill, uniform in

form and size, bushy, healthy, and vigorous, each an example
in itself, more perfect by far than our specimen prize Azaleas,

What immense variety there is amongst these plants ! Here,
every sort being planted in lines or masses by itself, the dis-

tinctions are beautifully brought forth, varying in shade from
lightest silver to deepest gold. Of the principal I may mention
Veitch's Best Silver, Silver Queen, Veitch's Best Golden, and
Waterer's Golden. To look at them in the mass—two thou-

sand of them together, evenly ranged as to height from 2 to 4
and G feet, they are to me a prettier sight than the loveliest

ribbon border ever planted.

—

Abchambaud.

NEW ZEALAND SPINACH.
TuEKK have been several statements in your .Journal lately

about New Zealand Spinach, all agreeing that it requires heat
to raise the seed. I can assure you it will do well with less

trouble ; four years ago we raised some in heat and planted it

on a border, and ever since we have not sown any, as it comes
up in hundreds on the same border. All we do is to clear it

away when the frost kills it, and dig the ground when we are

digging the other ground round it. About the middle of May
the plants begin to appear in abundance, and keep np a good
supply for the table until the frost kills them.

—

T. Dickson,
Berkshire.

SELECTION OF STRAWBERRIES.
I HAVE proved the good qualities of the following:—Marguerite,

Sir J. Paxtou, President, Sir C. Napier, Admiral Dundas, and
Filbert Pine. These varieties are well worthy of notice by
Strawberry growers. I have grown single fruits of Marguerite
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of superior flavour, weighing nearly 2 ozs. ; I have also had from
forty to fifty berries, all ripe at once, from a one-year-old plant
of the same.
The above-named have been grown with the same treatment,

and only a short distance from Dr. Hogg, Mr.Kadclyffe, Wonder-
ful, Cockscomb, Sio., which have borne fruit profusely of first-

class flavour, though not quite so prolific as Marguerite. The
sorts named in my list I find answer admirably for forcing as
well as for out-door culture ; but do not find that any of them
require coddling in winter.— J. W., jun.

ROYxVL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Fjrst Si'Rixi:: Snow.—March i;)th.—Successful as the March

Show at Kensington was last year, that of Saturday last was
decidedly the best the Society has ever held at the same season,
for though sometimes there may have been a greater diversity

of subjects, at no season could richer masses of colour, more
'varied hues, have been brought together in the same space.
'Perhaps, too, the display was rendered even more brilliant in
the imagination than it was in reality by the contrast between
within and without—the one all warmth, brightness, and
beauty, the other bleak, gloomy, and bare; for a second winter
has set in, or rather the first winter we have had, and the east

wind blew piercingly, the sky was overcast, and snow fell at

intervals, but not enough to whiten the ground. Notwithstand-
ing, there was a large concourse of visitors, among whom was
Her Koyal Highness the Duchess of Cambridge, who ever
testifies the interest she takes in gardening by her attendance
4lt the London shows.

The exhibition of Hyacinths, for nnmber and magnificence, was
sncU as we have never before witnessed, for although on one or two
former occasions individual collections may have slightly surpassed

i

those shown on Saturday, yet taken a3 a whole they have certainly

not been equalled. The spikes in the grand collections from Mr.
William Paul and Messrs. Cutbnsh were massive and stately, symme-
trical, beautifully coloured, and evenly matched. The contest between
these two competitors for the first place in every class where they met
was extremely close, and carried on vnth var^-ing success, but nowhere
was it keener than for the prizes given by the Dutch bulb-growers for

thirty-six distinct sorts, and for twelve sorts, three of a sort. In the

former Messrs. Cutbush were first with Iicda : Gigantea, Princess
Beatrice, pale pink, Von Schiller, Duke of Wellington, Lady Sale,

deep crimson, Prince of Orange, Florence Nightingale, Ornement de
da Nature, Solfaterre, Macaulay, Howard, Emmeline, and La Jeuue
Anne, pale rose. Blue : Lord Palmerston, very beautiful. Baron Von
'Tuyll, Couronne de Celle, Grand Lilas, Garrick, Charles Dickens,
•Oroudates, Kimosa, Mario, and L'eonidas. M'hi'tc: Paix del'Europe,
Alba snperbissima, Mirandoline, (^ueen of the Netherlands, Princess

Helena, Alba maxima, and Mont Blanc. The others were Haydn,
mauve ; Due de Malakoff, buff, striped with pink ; Ida, yellow,

splendid ; and of dark, nearly black kinds, La Nuit, splendid, Feruck
Khan, and General Havelock. Mr. William Paul was second with
7iVrf—Fabiola, (.iifiantea, Prince Albert Victor, one of the newer kinds,

a splendid crimson, with a fine close spike : Von Schiller, Garibaldi,

Le Prophute, Princess Helena, soft pink, very beautiful ; Vuurbaak,
deep crimson with a shade of scarlet, new in I3(J7 ; Koh-i-Noor. Ma-
caulay, La Joyeuse, and Princess Clothilde. Blue: Garrick, Baron
Von Tuyll, Grand Monarqne, new, in the way of Grand Lilas :

Laurens Koster, Grand Lilas, Sir Lawrence, dark blue ; Couronne de
Celle, remarkably fine, both in bells and spike ; Bloksberg, Charles
Dickens, splendid ; King of the Blues, magnificent ; and Princess

Mary of Cambridge, pale blue, both new kinds. White: Grandeur
a MerveiUe, Tubiflora, blush, stained externally with purple; L'lnno-
cence. Snowball, Alba maxima, and La Grandesse. a splendid new
white. The others were Haydn and Sir Henry Havelock, of the
mauve class ; Ida and Bird of Paradise, large and beautiful yellow

;

Due de Malakoff, buff, striped; and of the very dark kinds General
Havelock and Feruck Khan. It is impossible to speak too highly of

these two collections ; the spikes were large and remarkably perfect

throughout, and it would be superfluous to add to the name of each
variety any comment ; all that could be said would be, that a few were
less remarkable than others.

The third prize went to Mr. G. Davies, of the Green Lane Nursery,
Liverpool, whose collection, though far from equalling those just re-

ferred to, was yet very good, especially his Von Schiller, General
Havelock. Haydn, Madame Van der Hoop. Nimrod, Duke of Welling-
t«u, Gigantea, and some others. Mr. C. Turner, of Slough, was
fourth, with a collection containing many excellent spikes, but not set

up to the best advantage—a circumstance the more remarkable in one
noted for the excellent taste of his arrangements. Messrs. Van
Wavera &: Sons, Hillegom, near Haarlem, exhibited in this class a
collection of Hyacinths in glasses, with such large and well-grown
spikes, that many supposed they had been grown in pots. For tliese

an extra prize was awarded. Good exhibitions also came from Mr.
Hawkins, OaklanJs Nursery, Shepherd's Bush, and Mr. T. Potter,

gariener to B. Noakes, Esq., North Hill, Highgate.

The class for thirty-six Hyacinths, three of a sort, was one in which
only such great growers as Messrs. Cutbush and Mr. William Paul
were expected to enter, for even with the greatest care in selecting and
growing the bulbs, there must be a large number to choose from to

secure three of a kind of such size and so evenly matched. Accord-
ingly the struggle for the first place was confined to the two exhibitors

named, and very close it was ; some said one would be first, some the
other, bnt the .Judges, after careful comparison, decided in favour of

Messrs. Cutbnsh. Their collection consisted of Florence Nightingale,

Gigantea. Due de Malakoff, Grand Lilas. Marie. Baron Von Tnyll,

Feruck Khan, General Havelock, Ida, Macaulay, Snowball, and Queen
of the Netherlands. Mr. William Paul, who was second, had Gigantea.

Fabiola, Garibaldi, Von Schiller, Grand Lilas, Princess Mary of

Cambridge, Garrick, Feruck Khan, Ida, Snowball, with remarkably
large spikes for that variety ; Grandeur ;i Merveille, and La Grandesse,
magnificent, pure white. In these two collections there was scarcely

a shade of difference between the threes of each variety, so equally

were the spikes grown. Garibaldi, Florence Nightingale, Von Schiller,

and Gigantea were especially fine among the red kinds, Grandeur a

Merveille and Snowball among whites, and of other colours Ida and
General Havelock were equally remarkable for excellence. The only

other competitors were Mr. W. Cutbush, of Bamet, and Mr. Hawkins,
of Shepherd's Bush.
Coming now to the Society's classes. Class 1 was for eighteen Hya-

cinths, distinct sorts. In this Mr. William Paul took the first prize

with a splendid set. consisting of Ornement de la Nature, pale rose

with pink stripes ; Von Schiller, pink, striped with crimson, brilliant

in colour, with a large and very close spike ; Fabiola, rose, striped

with deeper rose; Koh-i-Noor, salmon rose ; Vuurbaak, new, crimson

tinned with scarlet ; Charles Dickens, new, single mauve, fine close

spike ; Baron Von Tuyll. Grand Monarqne. Charles Dickens, pale

bine ; (rrand Lilas, remarkable for the size of its spike and bells

;

Ida and Bird of Paradise, yellow, the latter especially fine ; Garrick
;

King of the Blues, well worthy of its name ; Prince Albert ; Sera-

phine ; La Grandesse, with pure white bells of great size and sub-

stance ; and L'Innocence. Messrs. Cutbush, who were second, had
also a splendid eighteen, the kinds being Haydn, Gigantea, very large

and fine ; Due de Malakoff, Grandeur ;i Merveille, Emmehne, Mrs.

Beecher Stowe, Alba maxima, Queen of the Netherlands. Ornement
de la Nature, Marie. Grand Lilas, Ida, Mirandoline. Baron Von Tuyll,

(ieneral Havelock, Florence Nightingale, Charles Dickens, blue, and
Macaulay. The above were so remarkable for the excellence of the

spikes, that it would be mere repetition to remark on each particularly.

Mr. Davies, of Livei-pool, was third with an excellent collection, con-

sisting mostly of kinds already named; and Mr. Turner, Mr. W.
Cutbush, and' Mr. Hawkins, also exhibited in this class. Messrs. Van
Wavern had in this class also a fine exhibition of Hyacinths in

glasses, aud it may be useful to note the names of the kinds. These
were—Mina, white ; Argus, Solfaterre, L'EcIipse, Amphion, Mont
Blanc, Regina Victoria, General Lauriston, beautiful dark violet;

Laurens Koster, Uncle Tom, Madame Marmont, porcelain ; double

Lord Wellington, Charles Dickens, Paarlboot, Mimosa, and Queen
Victoria. The only two not good were Heroine and Prince of Waterloo.

In Class '2, for eighteen red Hyacinths, Messrs. Cutbush took the

first prize for Von Schiller, Duchess of Richmond, Cynthia, double

Duke of Wellington, Milton, Lady Sale, Prince of Orange, Hogarth,

Princess Clothilde, Gigantea, Florence Nightingale, Macaulay, La
Prophi-te, Solfaterre, Mrs. Beecher Stowe, Susannah Maria, Ornement
de la Nature, and Cavaignac, all of which were very fine. Mr. W.
Paul exhibited Von Schiller, Princess Clothilde, Annie Lisle, splendid

bright crimson ; Prince Albert Victor, fine; Reine des Jaeinthes. Noble

par Mcrite, Linna?us, crimson, very close spike ; Princess Helena,

and some others, very remarkable for their excellence.

In the Amateurs' class for six distinct kinds, Mr. Weir, gardener to

Mrs. Hodgson, The Elms, Hampstead. was first ; Mr. Potter, gardener

to B. Noakes, Esq.. Highgate, second; and Mr. Wheeler, gardener to

Sir F. Goldsmid, Bart, Regent's Park, third. A great improvement

was visible in this class over the exhibitions of previous years, and

there were really excellent examples of Charles Dickens, Grand Lilas,

Von Schiller, Gigantea, Mimosa, &c. In the class for the same num-
her grown in windows, the prizes went to B. Noakes, Esq., Miss Wild-

ing, Chesterfield Street, Enston Square, and Mr. Janes. Highgate,

who each exhibited good well-formed spikes, especially the first two.

There was in addition a class for new Hyacinths, notes on which,

as well as some other subjects, will be found further on.

Following the order of the schedule, Narcissi came next, and of

these the best six were from Mr, W. Paul, and consisted of Lord

Canning, yellow, with an orange cup ; Her Majesty, white, with an

range cup
;
Queen of the Yellows, pale yellow, with an orange cup;

Queen of the Netherlands, white, with a yellow cup ; Grand Soleil

d'Or, yellow, with a rich orange cup ; and Gloriosa, white, with a

large yellow cup. Mr. Turner was second with Bazelman Major,

Bathurst, yellow, with an orange cup ; Gloriosa, Medio luteo de

France, white, with a yellow cap ; Grand Monarqne, white, with a

pale yellow cup ; and Belle Princesse, yellow, with a reddish orange

cup. Mr. W. Cutbush, of Bamet, was third.

Tulips were not numerously shown, and were not equal to what have

been seen in previous years, when they formed an important feature

at this show. They appear to be very backward this season—a re-

mark which holds true of many other plants under glass. For six
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kiuda Messrs. Cutbush were first with Hose Applatic, white and pale

rose ; VauderXeer, Colour Cardinal, Proserpiue broken, Keizerskroou,

and Buttercnp, a showy yellow. Mr. W. Cutlush, of liarnet, was

aocond ; Mr. W. I'anl third. Tiie last aauied bad Lu Matelas, sillty

roso, with pain Jtlicato edg«H, vory pleasing:;, and Snperinteiideut,

white, feathtTfd with purple. Mr. Turner, of Slou-^h, also Bcut somo
pretty kinds. Tho only exhibition in the amateurs' class came from

Mr. Steel, of liammi-rsmith, and beiuj» cioelleut was awarded a lirst

prize.

Crocuses, likowiso. wero not nnmorous. and though somo very good

pots were ehown. the collection as a whole was not remarkable for

quality. Albion, Caroline Chisholm, and Mammoth wore the best

whites ; and ot' jmrplo, blue, and striped kinds, Perfection, I'rinco of

Wales, Sir Walter Scott, Princess Alexandra. Nu nlus Ultra, and
Sky4)luo were tho most conspicuous for <(iiaUty. Mr. W. Paul and

Messrs. Cntbush were respectively lirst and ;jeeond in tho nurserymen's

class, and Mr. Steel took a first prize in that lor amiitenrs.

For six pots of lily of the Valley prizes were also offered, but only

three exhibitors camo forward to claim them—namely, Mr. W. Cut-

bash, Mr. W. Paul, and Mr. Wheeler, gardener to Sir F. Croldamid,

who took prizes in tho order in which they are named. Tho pots from

Mr. Wheeler contained smaller masses, but the tlowers were fine.

Of Cyclamens, Mr. Wiggins, gardener ti> W. Beck, Esq., of Isle-

worth, sent a splendid collection of seventy-eight pots, many of them
containing from one hundred to two hundred blooms, throwing all

other exhibitors of these beautiful flowers into the shade. Mr. Ed-
monds, of Hayes Nursery, and Mr. James, of Isleworth, were second

and third respectively. Mr. Buck, of Covent "iarden, sent a pot in

which there were two colours of flowers, the inference being that they

were from the same oorm. Mr. Turner also exhibited a collection in

small pots; and good Primulas were contributed by Mr. Wiggins, Mr.
James, and Mr. Hawkins, who each took prizes. Mr. Wiggins also

sent a few Polyanthuses.

Large miscellaneous collections of plant.^ from Mr. Williams, of

HoUoway, and I\Ir. Bull, of Chelsea, received extra prizes. In that

from the former were numerous Orchids, including the beautiful new
white variety of Lyca'ite Skinneri and Dendi'ochilum glumaceum,
berry-bearing Aucubas, Yucca filameutosa, Agave filifera, Dracaenas,

Cibotinm regale. Authuriums, rare Ferns, and other line-foliaged

plants, together with Heaths and other floweriug plants ; while Mr.
Bull contributed uumerous Palms. Dracienas, lihopala aurea. Yuccas,

his remarkable pair of Agave filifera, which he may well style " match-
leas," though they match so well together. Phormium Colensoi varie-

gatum, Urospatha sjdendens. the beautiful Adiantum farleyense,

Lomaria gibba Belli., and other rare Ferns, as well as Cypripediuma,
Odoutoglossums, and other Orchids, besides Camellias, and a host of

plants of recent introduction, tho whole forming a most interesting

collection. Messrs. Downie, Laii'd, &; Laing. and Mr. Turner, of

Slough, sent some of the new C'oleuaes raised at Chiswick ; and
Messrs. Paul A; Sou a group of Orange trees, dwarf standard Aucubas
in fruit, Amaryllises, and the new double crimson Thorn, also a group
of Eoses, together with some beautiful cut blooms, taking an extra

prize. Mr. W. Paul also contributed a group of Koses ; Mr. Ware,
nurseryman, of Tottenham, baskets of spring-fiowering plants ; and
Mr. Cannell, Bicolor Pelargoniums.

In addition to the other attractions of the Show, there was Mr. W.
Paul's exhibition of spring flowers, which was combined with it, and
which will be noticed separately.

The anticipations that T had formed, that owing to the special

prizes ofifered by the Hutch growers, this would probably be the finest

exhibition of Hyacinths ever seen, and that the competition for these
prizes would be confined to nurserymen, have both proved correct

;

never have I seen such grand collections staged as those put up by Mr.
Wm. Paul, and Messrs. Cutbiish it Son, never was there a keener
contest, and never had anyone cause to be prouder of his laurels than
had Mr. Cutbush in carrying off the two first prizes offered by the

Dntch growers. To gain a first prize in such a case is something, but
to meet with a foeman worthy of one's steel, and yet pluck the laurels

from his brow, i-^ better still ; nor need anyone who showed such collec-

tions as Mr. Paul be af^hamed of hoUliug setond place. In character-

ising the two collections. I should f^ay there was greater finish and
refiiiement in Mr. Cutbush's and perhaps more boldness in Mr. Paul's,

while the foliage in the collection of the former was everything that

could bo wished, Mr. Paul's being rather 'onger. perhaps owing to

stimulants being applied too soon, or to too mnch heat.

I must again repeat my conviction that, for the encouragement of

Hyacinth-growing, it was a mistake to throw the whole sum into

open competition ; it would have set manv to grow who were now
merely lookers-on- to have made some priv.es for amateurs. It is a
matter of congratulation, too, to know that the Dutch growers were
perfectly amazed at the show—indeed, went so far as to say they had
never seen Hyacintlis before. It is the saiac with them as with the

Rose-growers of France—they supply us with i'ne raw material, but in

the manufactured article we beat them hollow, and one and all ex-

pressed themselves delighted at the triumphs of horticultural sldll dis-

played in these and the Cyclamens of Mr. Wiggins and other growers.
There was one very satisfying matter for the '.general lovers of the

Hyacinth, who are often deterred from exhibiting by the large prices

annssed to some of the varieties, and that is. that by far the gi-eatest

nnmber of flowers in the winning stands were low-priced flowers.

Such kinds as (irand Lilas, Charles DicK-ns, Baron Von Tuyll. La
Jeuno Anne, Gigantca, Grandeur u Merveille, Queen of tho Nuther-

landrt. Lady Sale, and others of this same classes, wliich can be

obtained from '.)'/. to Is-, each, and probably much loss when a number
arc bought, figured extensively in i\w various collections. True, there

are some such as Solfaterre, Feruck Khan, Ida, Due du MalakofT, Arc.,

which are expensive, but there is little doubt that for a very moderate
sum good collections that would, if well managed, bo successful can
bo obtained, and ho let us hope to see an increased stimulus given to

Hyacinth-growiug by this move of the Dutchmen, especially if it bo

followed up.

From Hyacinths I pass on to Roses. Messrs. Paul it Son and
Mr. William Paul had collections both of pot Roses and cut blooms,

and very beautiful they were. In pot Hoses Messrs. (leorge Paul had
charming plants of Gloiro do Dijon, Victor Verdier, Souvenir d'un

Ami, Fraui.'ois Lacharme, Madame Furtado, Comtesse de Paris,

Princess Mary of Cambridge {l)eautiful), Mons. Neman (excellent).

Dr. Andry, Madame dc St. Joseph, Mademoiselle Thcrese Levet (very

pretty), Duke of Edinburgh, a splendid Rose with peculiar scarlet

tinge : Horace Vemot (good) ; Ci'-line Forester, Madame Victor Verdier,

and Marie liauraan (beautiful). In cut Roses they had four boxes of

beautiful fresh blooms. Amougsttbe most noticeable were Marguerite

de St. Amaud. Beauty of Walthara, Souvenir d'Klise, Maurice Ber-

nardiu, John Hopper, Louise de Savoie, and Souvenir de M. Portemir,

one of Margotten'a new Rosea of this year, and one which I thought

highly of when I saw it, and in which I wus informed to-day it has

a peculiarly beautiful salmouy tinge in the petals, which is quite novel.

Mr. William Paul's cot Roses were also very beautiful, containing

some of the choicest of the older beauties.

In new Hyacinths there was nothing remarkable. Mr. W. Paul

had a first prize for a collection containing Andromache, red ; Purple

Queen, thin in the spike ; Dante, confused ; double Diebitz Sabal-

kausky. White Swan, and Hector, the best, but none of them seemed

to me improvements of existing kinds.

I have again to express my surprise at the miserable display of

Camellias. There were three boxes of cut blooms displayed, but tho

greater number were the Anemone-tlowered varieties, and there was
not a good imbricated bloom in any of the boxes. There was also one

collection of lanky, bad-coloured plants staged, but altogether it was
quite a reflection on our horticultural skill or enterprize.

Of the Cyclamens it is impossible to speak in too high terms ; Mr.
Wiggins's were grand. He has hit upon a strain of spotted flowers

which are very pretty, and his plants were marvels of growth, while

Mr. Edmonds's collection had some flowers more richly coloured than

any 1 had seen.—D., Deal.

Fruit Committee.— ^l/rtrrA 16M.—G. F. Wilson. Esq., in the

chair. Mr. Calver, gardener to Sir H. Cotterell, Bart., Gamons.
Hereford, sent specimens of the Garnons Apple, which was considered

the same as Fearn's Pippin. He also sent a seedling Apple, which,

though handsome and well kept, was not remarkable for fiiivour. Mr.
Whiting, of Deepdeue, sent a dish of very handsome White Spanish

Onion, perfectly sound and well kept. Mr. Melville, of Dalmeny
Park, sent a collection of Variegated Kale, some of which are hybrids

between the Ragged Jack, the Red Dutch, and the annual Variegated

Kale. The cross between the Red Cabbage was the newest feature,

and the Committee recommended Mr. Melville to continue his exi>eri-

ments in that direction.

Floral ConiiTTEE, Ufarrh ItV//.—Rev. J. Dix in the chair. Thanks
to the very kind supporters of the Tuesday meetings, the Messrs.

Veitch, Mr. Williams, aud others, the exhibition this dny was attrac-

tive. The inclement weather and other causes may have prevented

the usual display at these gatherings, but the Society has much to be

thankful for that it has such staunch supporters in the exhibitors of

interesting collections of plants.

Messrs. Veitch exhibited a large collection of plants, spring-flower-

ing and others, and among them three seedling Amaryllids were

awarded a special certificate. These had fine flowers, but not equal

to those exhibited on previous occasions. Messrs. Veiteh's collection

of plants was awarded a special certificate. It would be too much to

name the specimens, but we must notice the various colonred double-

flowering Peaches. Roses, Narcissus, Azaleas, d'c. Mr. Turner, Slough,

sent a small seedling plant of Azalea La Superbe. Although but one

flower was expanded it received a first-class certificate ; this is one of

the brightest red and shaded varieties yet seen. Mr. Williams, of

HoUoway, sent a collection of Orchids, which merited the special cer-

tificate awarded him.
Messrs. Smith, Dulwich, sent a collection of plants, the greater

portion of which consisted of seedling Cinerarias. Four were selected

for the Committee's opinion. One named Royal Puqde received a

first-class certificate ; this plant is of great merit and very distinct, a

deep purple with verv conspicuous disc. luo, another variety, white,

with a perfect carmine belt, a fine fiat flower, but with doubtful foliage,

received a second-class certificate. Mr. Weston, gardener to D. Mar-

tineau, Kaq., exhibited two seedling Azaleas, Enoch Ardeu and Lucius,

far below the standard of the present day. Messrs. Henderson, Wel-

lington Road, sent very beautiful variegated plants of Spinea, or

Hoteia japonica, an extremely neat and elegant plant, which received

a tisrt-class certificate. A special certificate was awarded for the col-
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lection containing Phormium tenax variegatum and some very fine

varieties of Trichopilia snavis.

Mr. William Paul exhibited his new Hyacinths. It can well be
imagined that a difiiculty would be found in finding something distinct

and new in these flowers. One named Hector, of a li^bt grey colour,

with huge bells, a distinct shade of colour, though too nearly resem-
bling some of the good old varieties, was awarded a first-class certifi-

cate. Dante, a double dark bine ; Andromache, a counterjiart of Yon
Schiller ; and Double Diebitz Saballsansliy, in theii- present appear-
ance were unworthy of distinction. Mr. Woodward, gardener to Mrs.
Terr, Ewell. was awarded a special certificate for a well-cnltivated

plant of Trichopilia suavis. Messrs. Ivery, Dorking, sent two seedling
Azaleas of a bright rose colour. These were Emma Ivery, verj pro-
mising, and it was requested it should be sent again ; and Kosa Iveri',

not equal to the kind first named. Mr. James Atkins sent a plant of
Triteieia with pale blue flowers as a distinct variety, but it seemed to

he the opinion of the authorities it was simply T. uniflora of another
shade of colour. Mr. W. Paul sent two variegated-foliaged Tulips,
which were considered of no importance, this variegation not being
Tiucommon with the Tulip. Mr. Gibson, of Battersea Park, sent a
small collection of succulent plants, which was awarded a second-class
certificate.

General Meetixg.—J. Bateman, Esq., F.R.S., in the chair- After
the election of fifteen new Fellows, and the admission of the Western
(Plymouth) Horticultural Society into union, the Committees' awards
"were announced ; and in doing so, Mr. Wilson remarked that the
conditions under which the large Onions shown had been produced,
were deep trenching, heavy manuring, and February sowing, and that
they had been kept on a diy floor.

Mr. Fortune, having been called upon by the Chairman, read his
paper on the Kumquat, of which the following is an abstract :

—

'' It is now rather more than a quarter of a century since I had the
honour of being sent out to China in the service of the Society. Before
that time (1h4'2), China had been all but a sealed-up country to the
rest of the world. Amongst other jdauts which I discovered and in-
troduced while on the mission was the Citrus japonica, or Kumquat,
the plant whose fruit was exhibited by Mr. Bateman at our last meet-
ing. I found it cultivated over a large tract of country in China, but
it was evidently most at home in the more temperate parts, such as the
islands of the Chusan Archipelago. Here large plantations were met
with on the slopes of the hills, and very beautiful they appeared in
autumn, winter, and spring, covered with their golden- coloured fruit,

and deep green leaves. The fruit is much liked by the natives, who
eat the skin as well as the pulp. Its chief value, however, is when
used as apresen'e. A large quantity is exported annually to Europe
and America, preserved and sent home in nearly the same way as the
lietter-known China ginger. Such shops of those of Fortnum ifc Mason
in Piccadilly have always a supplj. I believe some of the Fellows of
the Society tasted the preserve in this room about two years ago, when
Mr. Bateuiau also exhibited fruit which had ripened in his garden.
In a horticultural point of view, however, in this country, we must look
at the Kumquat as an ornamental plant only, and I think if our
gardeners would set about its cultivation in the right way, they would
find it easy to grow, and that it would amply repay them' by being one
of the most ornamental plants for winter decoration. I believe that a
knowledge of climate and other circumstances relating to a plant's
natural habitat is of the first importance to be successful in its eulti-

Tation in this country. An All-wise Providence has formed the animals
and plants of om- globe for those situations on the earth's surface on
which they have been placed. The Indians, the Malays, and the Chinese
flourish under the rays of a fierce sun, which would prove fatal to the
inhabitants of a more northerly climate. Some plants, as the Fir
tribe, flourish on the mountains, or hill sides, while others, of which
Rice is an example, must be grown in water. The Cocoa Palm is always
found on land near the sea shore. The Banyan tree luxuriates under
a tropical sun. but would perish in a country like ours. Then again
the plants of cool or temperate countries require a cold winter, when
they can shed their leaves, and have a season of rest. The peiiod of
rest required by plants in certain tropical countries, such as Bengal for
example, is not given them by cold, but by heat and the dryness of the
atmosphere, and to give only one example of the natural law, I
may mention a class of plants whose nature it is to be in a climate
which is warm and moist all the year round. The Mangosteen which
has justly been called the ' King of Fruits," the Nutmeg, and many other
productions indigenous to the islands of the Eastern Archipelago, will

only succeed in such a elimate as we find in that part of the world.
It is always summer there, and rain fails in heavy showers almost
every day throughout the year. litre, then, is a wide field for study, in
which practical horticulturists would do well to labour. For what do
we really find if we enter an ordinary hothouse in some of our English
gardens ? We find plants of most of the countries to which I have
alluded, which have been formed for, and which occupy, situations on
the earth's surface so widely dift'ereut, crowded together in one house,
where they are treated much in the same manner as if their nature and
requirements were of a like character. Need we wonder at the result
of such treatment? It is to this unnatural mode of treatment we
attribute the loss of so many valuable Orchids, which we are now re-

introducing at gi-eat exi)ense. I may mention as an illustration of
the subject, a ciixnmstsiuce relating to the cultivation uf the tree Pteonies
in China. This beautiful plant is a native of the more northerly part

of the Chinese Empire, where the winters are extremely cold. Large
quantities of it are brought south to Canton and other large towns
every autumn, where it blooms well the first year, but the first year
only. The winter is too warm for its constitution, and if its cultivation
is further attempted in the new climate, it only dwindles away, and
eventually dies. In practice, the Chinese simply throw the plants to
the rubbish heap when the blooms fade, and order from the north a
fresh consignment every autumn.

" I will just add a few remarks on the cultivation of the Kumquat
in this country. From what I have stated of its native connti^,
you will naturally come to the conclusion that it is a much hardier
I)laut than the common Orange. In the country where the Kumquat
is found in the highest perfection, the common Orange will not
survive the winters. And, on the other hand, the Kumquat when
cultivated in the south of China does not succeed, although the
common Orange is found there in the gi-eatest i)erfeetion. The cold
winters of the north, which kill the Orange, are favourable to the con-
stitution of the Kumquat. Both plants require warm summers, indeed
the northern summer is frequently hotter than the southern one. A
hot summer temjierature ranging from 80' to lOO^fFahr. is necessary
to enable the Kumquat to form its growth and ripen its new wood. In
winter it will bear without injury- from li)' to lo'' of frost, and perhaps
even a lower temperature than this. There ought to be no difficulty
in cultivating the Kumquat in Eu-Iond. If we wish to have it in high
health and vigour, we must k t'l. ii cool and rather diy in winter.
During its season of giowthin summer it ought to have a liberal supply
of water, and a temperature cf from yO" to 100^ and this heat should
be kept up even in autumn, in order that the young wood may be
well ripened."

The Rev. M. J. Berkeley then addressed the meeting, and adverted
in the first jdace to the singular effect of grafting the variegated
Abntilon Thompsoni on the green-leaved A. striatum, the result being,
as .shuwn at a previous meeting, that the stock had thrown out a
variegated shoot. Since then M. Lemoine, of Nancy, had published
an account of a similar occurrence after grafting the same plant on
A. megapotamicum and A. veuosum, variegated shoots being in both
cases thrown out by the stocks. The subject was one of considerable
interest, and it was to be hoped that it would Le further investigated.
With regard to the white-flowered Leucocoi-j'ne alliacea, from Mr.
Atkins, of Painswick, it was so nearly like Triteieia nnidora in struc-
ture, that the two could hardly be said to differ, except in the flowers
of the Triteieia being of a more decided blue. The Triteieia was a
valuable spring-flowering bulb in the open air, to which the only ob-
jection was that the flowers had the smell of garlic. As instances of
the effects of the late warm, dry summer, flowering S2>ecimens from
Mr. Standish of several Conifers not generally known to flower in
this country, were produced. Among these were several species of
Ketinospora, Fitzroya patagonica. Lebocedrus chilensis, and the three
forms of Cupressus Lawsoniana, showing the plant to be montecious
as well as dioecious. Mr. Berkeley, after exhibiting a flower of Nar-
cissus Sibthorpii, a very rare species, of which the plant that bore the
flower was derived from the Cambridge Botanic (iarden, remarked on
the peculiar interest and beauty of the genus, and stated that Mrs.
Lloyd Wynne, of Coed Coch, puq)osed to give a prize, to be competed
for in April, 1870, for the best collection of species of Narcissus.
Mr. Berkeley next remarked on the importance of protecting Peach

and Plum trees not only from frost but heat, illustrating his observa-
tions by sections of wood from Chiswick. It was not an iincommon
practice to protect the roots of such trees with tiles, but it was neces-
sary to protect the trunk as well, especially the part where the bud
joins the stock. Some of the specimens exhibited transverse cracks
extending from the bark to the centre of the stem. It was a well-
known fact that the whole efl'cct of frost may not appear at fii-st, that
the tree may go on for three or four years, the injury be covered
over, and yet ihe tree may eventually die. It was known that the
medullary rays were continued into the bark, but in the transverse
section of a Plum which was taken as an illustration, it was found that
on one side there was the nonual bark, and on the other an abnormal
growth had been formed outside the true bark, and into that the
meuuUary rays did not penetrate. On looking at the specimen
minutely, he observed a slight fissure of the cuticular layer and an
attempt to form fresh bark. This subject was one of great interest,

and he should be extremely obliged if persons finding abnormal growth
would submit them. We had been taught by Virgil's " Georgics.' that
cold often produces the effects of heat, and the moral of all this was,
tliat we should protect our Peach trees more than we have been in
the habit of doing.

Mr. Bateman said, as the Orchid field was not very large he would
take occasion to bring before the meeting a truss of Rhododendron
Falconeri, which he noticed in flower in the western approach, and
though it was not the first time of its flowering in this country, it had
never before exhibited itself in its proper beauty. It was one of the
Sikkim species described by Dr. Hooker, with respect to the hardiness
of which we had been doomed to disappointment, for though passing
our winters well they were in such a huri-y to be off that they were
nijiped in the spring. He had also noticed in the western approach a
youug plant of Rhododendron Xuttallii, so beautifully flowered by
Mr. Williams, of Holloway, some time ago, and it was ])articularly

encouraging to find these Rhododendrons succeeding so wi 11 there, for a
succession of them distinct in habit, foliage, and tint of flower might
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thns be seciireil from Febraary to May. Orobanlhonso trees bail

been fricj tbero withont sufcess, Cbineso rmoniea the Kame, but berc,

in Rbn.b»b'nilroiia, tboro was eveiy onconranemont. Tbo variefjatoil

New Zeabind Vlas. was tlien meutioncil as a plaut iicciiliarly well

adapted for lillinR a niche, and the connec-tiou between plants and ar-

chitectnru was also reniarlied npon. Arc'liitects onsht to no tbron^li a

hortienltnral course, and it was not till tlie time of Ijoudou and Nes-

field, tlmt even landscape Hardeners considered tlie fitness of plants

for particnlar situations. Mr. Hatenian then bricHy noticed the hoauti-

fal faendrobinm.Wordianiim from Lord Londesborou^h's Rardcn, the

richly-coloured Trichopilia snavis from Messrs. Henderson, and the

si)ecimen of the same plant from Mr. Woodward ; also, Lycasto psantca,

with flowers on stalks mudi taller than in any of the genua, exhibited

by Messrs. Veitch. In conclusion, be moved a vote of thanks to Mrs.

Lloyd Wynne, expressiu'.^ at tbo same time a hope that some of the

nnrserynien who had shown that mafiniticent region of Hyacinths on

the previous Saturday, would enter the lists for the pri/.e which she

bad offered.

ME. AVILLIAM TAUL'S SHOW OF SrUING
FLOWERS.

Mr. W. Paul nuites the taste of the artist witli the skill of the cul-

tivator, for uoth-ns cau be more artistic than his arrauperaents,

uothinj: more remarkable than the perfection to which be brinp;3 his

plants. When wc saw Iiis avrauRement of last year, wo thought it

the best that conhl he tleviseil for the place ; when we saw that which

he has adopted this year, we thongbt it yet better ; and when, as we

hope to do, we shall see that of another year, so fertile is ho in

fresh combinations, perhaps we may think it better still. The north-

western conservatoi"y arcade, where his exhibition is held, from much
of the room being taken up at the back, and from the necessity of pre-

serving a snilicient space for the passaj^e of visitors, does not in its

present state afford width enonijh for large masses ; and to overcome
this diihculty Mr. Paul has placed plants of low prowth, such as

Hyacinths, Crocnses. itc, alont^ the front of the arcade, so as to f6rm

a broad and brifi^htlv -coloured band of varj*int» width, the line al-

ternately advaneiut; and retiring, and every so far broken by what

may roughly bo called salient half-octafrous. At intervals plants

of taller i^-rowth, as Acacias. Azaleas, Coronillas, itc, are introduced

so as to take away all appearance of tlatness, and then the height

a^ain gently sinks downwards. At the back of the arcade, or on the

right baud of one entering from the end farthest from the conserva-

tory, are groups of Hyacinths, Koses, and various Jiowering shrubs.

Starting from the end just named, on the right we find a group of

Roses, among which we noticed Madame Hoste, bcautifnl deep pink

;

Exposition de Brie, Aurore Borvale, Madame Alfred d'^ Rougemont. a

free-blooming white Hybrid Perpetual which forces well ; and Horace
Vemet.^ligbt and dark crimson shaded. On the opposite or left-hand

side is a long line of Hyacinths edged with Crocuses, Cyclamens, and
Chinese Primulas ; then a gi'oup of Epaerises, Acacias, itc. Passing

onwards we come to a large raised group of Hyacinths, and opposite

these, as there are very few yellow Hyacinths, yellow-leaved Pelar-

goniums and variegated Euonymuses are massed. Beyond these is a
group of greenhouse Azaleas, Narcissuses, and other plants, and then
a number of showy seedling Cinerarias, followed on the right by a
group of flowering shrubs, noticeable among which were the Prunns
trilobata, loaded with rosy button-like flowers, a most ornamental
spring-flowering plant, and the new double crimson-flowering Thorn,
much deeper in colour than the old pink, and excellent for forcing.

Onwards again, and we find a half-octagon of Hyacinths of mixed
colours, with lines of red, white, and blue varieties of the same flower

leading off right and left. Then comes a mass of Bicolor and Tricolor

Pelargoniums, one of which, Plutarch, is remarkable for its broad
black zone, fine golden edge, and free leafj' habit, more vigorous than
the generality of the Golden Tricolors. It is the result of a cross

between one of Beaton's race and Mrs. Pollock. Louisa Smith, Beauty
of Calderdale, and Ked -\dmiral are conspicuous among the other
kinds, some being grown as dwarf standards. To tone down what
would otherwise be an excess of colour in the adjoining mass of

Hyacinths, the silvery-leaved Centaurea gymnocarpa andKuonymuses
are introduced. Then follow Crocuses and Narcissus, the latter un-

nsually fine this year, and on account of their delicate scent well

worthy of more extensive cultivation. The best of the whites ap-

pears to be Her Majesty, white with a yellow cup, producing large

clusters of dowers, and being of dwai-fer habit than most of the other
kinds ; whilst Newtou occupies the same position with regard to the

yellows. In front of these are Tulips and a row of Crocuses. Other
groups, right and left, consist of Camellias, Acacias. Bicolor and
Tricolor Pelargoniums, Azaleas, Pieouies, Epaerises. &c . with lines

of Hyacinths, Crocuses, and Cyclamens, a mass of Camellias on the

left, and one of Hyacinths, edged with Lachenalias, on the right.

The exhibition of Hyacinths is beyond praise ; nearly every spike is

of the same noble dimensions as in the collections at the Royal Horti-

cnltnral Society's Show, and as that has been fully reported on it

would be superfluous again to enter into details. It may, however, be
useful to give the names of the very best varieties of each colour a^
exhibited here, and these are, of the Itpd class—Von Schiller. Paul's

Garibaldi, Koh-i-Xoor, Macaulay, Fabiola, Solfaterre, Vuurbaak,
Oigantea. Grandeur ;l Mevveille, and Prince Albert Victor. IJliir—
King of the Blues, Lord Palmerston, Charles Dickens, Courouue des

Blens, Van Spcyk, Garricl:, Sir Lawrence, Laurens Kostcr, Baron
Von Tuyll. and Grand Lilas. Jllark—Prince Albert and Feruck
Khan. YrlJow—Ida and Bird of Paradise ; and Due de Malakoff,

buff striped with red. iJnc de Luxembourg has a vei7 long spike, but

the belU are tip]>ed with green. White—La Grandessu, the best;

.Vllia Maxima, and Snowball. Mauve—Haydu, and Sir H. Havelock,

mulberry.
This line Exhibition is worthy of Mr, "W. Paul's talents and re-

sources, and therefore we need scarcely add that it will amply repay
inspection. It will continue open till the iOth inst.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S SPUING SHOW.
This was held on the I'Ub and 17th inst., and though far from

equal in magnitude to the Show at Kensington on the previous

Saturday, wiis, nevortheless, a neat little display. As many of the

subjects had already a^ipeared. uud have been reported on, details re-

specting these maybe omitted here.

In Hyacinths Messrs. Cutbush, of Highgate, took the lead in the
nurserynic;u's class with beautiful examples of Mai^ie, Princess Helena
S.W., Orueraent de la Nature, Queen of the Netherlands, Macaulay,
Garrick, (irand Lilas, CrL-ncral Havidock, especially fine; Florence
Nightingale, Gigantea, Ida, and Howard. Mr. \V. Cutbush was
second in the same class with Charles Dickens, Grand Lilas, Baron
Von Tuyll, and several of the preceding. Among amateurs, Mr.
Potter, gardener to B. Noakes, Esq., of Highgate. was first ; Mr.
Janes, of Highgate, second ; and Mr. F. Steel, of Hammersmith,
third. In one of these collections as many as three of Charles
Dickens were exhibited ; it would be well, therefore, to add to the
schedule that distinct kinds are required, otherwise in the same way
an exhibitor might stage twelve of one sort, which we do not believe

to be the intention of thu words, " twelve Hyacinths," though meeting
the requirements of the schedule to the letter. Mr. Wheeler, gardener
to Sir F. Goldsmid, Bart., and Mr. Weir, gardener to Mrs. Hodgson,
Hampstead, also exhibited in the same class.

For Tulips, of which, as at Kensington, there was bnt a limited

number shown, Mr. Steel, Messrs. Cutbush, and Mr. W. Cutbush, of

Barnet, were the prizetakers.

Of Cyclamens there was an excellent show, contributed by Messrs.

Wiggins, James, and Edmonds, who stood in the prize list in the

order named; and Mr. Wiggins also had a fine collection in the mis-

cellaneous class, for which he received a prize. For Chinese Primulas
he was also first with some of his splendid strain excellently grown;
Messrs. Wheeler, James, and Boyce, being second, third, and fourth.

Of Azaleas there were some really good sixes shown. Messrs. Lane,
of Berkharapstead, were first with well-bloomed plants, remarkably
good for the season, of Reine des Blanches. President Humain, Prin-

cess Alice, white ; and Perfection. Mr. Todman, gardener to R.
Hudson. Esq., Clapham Common, was second with Concinna and
Princess Batbildy, purple ; Criterion, Princess Koyal, rose ; The Bride,

white ; and Duchesse de Nassau, always showy by its splendid colour.

These were also in very good bloom. Mr. Wheeler also sent good plants

covered with flowers. Camellias were by no means remarkable. The
best three plants came from Mr. Wheeler; Mr. Wilkie, Addison Road.
Kensington, being second. For cut blooms the prizes went to Messrs.

Todman, Wheeler, and Wilkie ; Mr. Boyce and ilr. Edmonds were
first and second in the nurserymen's class.

In the class for six line-foliaged and flowering plants Mr. Wheeler
was first with very good specimens of Fandanns javanicus variegatus,

Alocasia metallica, Dicksonia antarctica, Chorozema cordatum, and
Eriostemon intermedium. Mr. Wilkie, who was second, had in his

collection a large specimen of Dendrobium uobile in fine bloom.

Lilies of the Valley and Cinerarias were also exhibited ; and of mis-

cellaneous subjects there was a very good display, constituting, in

fact, the larger part of the exhibition. Messrs. Paul il" Son sent

beautiful Roses in pots, for which they had a first prize, also Oranges,

fruiting Aucubas, &c. ; and Mr. Williams, of Holloway. had a similar

award for a large collection, containing fruiting Aucubas, Palms,
Ferns. Orchids, and a great variety of fiue-foliaged and flowering

plants, the whole forming quite a feature. Mr. W. Cutbush, Barnet,

sent Mignonette and Narcissus, quite perfuming the tent, as well as

some Heaths ; Mr. Turner, Coleus Princess Royal ; Mr. Ware, her-

baceous plants, including Eritillaria imperialis with yellow-striped

leaves; and Messrs. Lane it Sou, Rhododendrons in fine bloom,
Deutzias. and fruiting Aucubas.
Among new plants Mr. Williams had Solanum rigidum with large

yellowish orange berries, his beautiful white Lycaste, PassiUora trifas-

ciata, Aspleniura adiantum nigrum grandiceps, and other plants

recently shown before the Floral Commiitee. Lastly, Messrs. Paul
and Sou had Diervilla cheshuntensis, producing an abundance of red

and purplish rose flowers, and which promises to be a useful decorative

plant at this season.

The Hamdurg In'tekkatioxal Horticcltukal Exhibition.

—A meeting was held at Sniih Kensington on Tuesday last to

form a Gommifctee for the purpose of promoting the objects of

the Hamburgh International Horticultural Exhibition in Eng-
land. There were present Kev. M. J. Berkeley, Mr. Moore,

Dr. Hogg, Messrs. C. Lee. Harry J. Veitch, Thomas Osbom,
George Eyles, &c. Letters were read from Sir Wentworth
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Dilke, Mr. Encker, and Mr. J. Fleming regreUinRthfir inability
to attend. The Rev. M. J. Berkeley was elected Chairman, and
Mr. George Eyies Secretary.

OPENING THE CONES OF THE LEBANON
CEDAR.

Permit ma to direct the attention to all lliose who are in-
terested in arboriculture to the splendid crop of cones which
these trees are now bearing. All Cedars do not bear fruitful
ones, but many contain excellent and numerous seeds.
The cone of the Cedar is remarkably tougb, and will not

discharge its seeds by exposure to heat like ihuse of other Firs.
I have tried various methods of extracting the seeds, and find
the following the most effectual :—Fix the cone in a vice, and
saw off about three-cjuarters of an inch top and bottom ; then
with a mallet and cold chisel divide the cone into quarters,
which must be separated into smaller portions. Place these in
the kitchen screen for say twenty-four hours, and they can then
be separated without much difficulty. If very tough use a pair
of wire nippers to open them. A good coue contains from forty
to sixty seeds.

It is remarkable that though the Cedar is so prolific this year
the Finns austriaca has no cones, but it bore so heavily the two
previous years that I have not only young trees of this species
growing from trees of my own planting, but have sent con-
siderable quantities of seed to friends and some nurserymen.

—

HiGFORD Burr, Aidermaston.

THE PORTABLE ORCHARD.
(Continued from page 161.)

Having, then, a nursery of stocks, procure the scions of tho
sorts you wish to propagate at least a month before the grafting
season. The best time for grafting is usually the first half of
April ; but in early seasons and localities an earlier date is

better. As far as my experience goes I have found it safer to

work as late in the season as possible ; but I must also remind
my readers that I live in a cold climate, and the soil is very
tenacious, so that I have to guard very carefully against all

checks to vegetation. The stock should be on the point of
bursting its leaf buds, but the scion must have them much less

advanced for ordinary out-of-door work. To secure this diiier-

ence of development the scions are cut otf a month at least

before the time of using them, and may he cut off as soon as

the leaves have fallen. They require to he kept from drought
and frost, and the common way of storing them is to tie each
sort in a bundle, and put it two-thirds of its length in the

ground in the open air, under a north wall or other shade from
the sun. This " laying in by the heels " I never practise myself
now, for it gives much trouble in cleaning the scions when they
are required for use. The best way of keeping them is to put
them overhead in cocoa-fibre refuse in flower pots, storing the

pots in a cool cellar or outhouse, and taking care that the fibre

is neither dry nor wet, but only thoroughly damp ; scions so

stored will keep perfectly sound for a very long time, frequently

striking root, and always forming a callosity at the base. Sand
used in the same way answers very well, but it is apt to damage
the knife if any is left when the scion is being shaped ; the cocoa
fibre shakes off, leaving the wood quite clean.

I may also mention what occurred to me three years ago with
regard to some scions, as it may be a useful hint when they
are sent from a distance. A friend sent me some, and they were
left at an inn, and forgotten for three weeks. Being merely
wrapped in a piece of paper they were dried up and brittle.

I thought them quite killed, and wrote to tell ray friend of the

misfortune ; but after writing to him I thought I would try a

plan I learned when a boy for freshening up cut flowers sent

from a distance. This plan is to bum to a cinder about an inch
of the lower ends of the stalks, and then place them instantly in

cold water, leaving the burnt pieces- on, and placing the glass

containing them in the dark for a short time. Violets sent in a

letter will generally revive under this treatment, and Rose buds
will expand as if they were on the tree. My dried scions were
so treated and put into the dark ali night, and to my surprise

the next morning they were quite fresh, and when used every
one of them grew.

In sending scions from a distance, when the quantity is small

I always post them, hut pack them with damp rag, cotton wool,

or cocoa fibre, in a piece of thin sheet gutta percha, such as

can be obtained at any druggist's shop. To send them safely

to great distances, as to America, it is necessary to pack them '

with damp cocoa fibre, or some such material, in tin cases. 1
led sure that if an ordinary biscuit tin were filled up with scions
and cocoa fibre, and soldered up, it would keep ihcm perfectly
fresh for six months.
The scions arc cut from thoroughTy-ripcnod shoots of the

preceding summer ; where it can be done, a piece of the pre-
vious year's wood should be cut off' along with the new, for if

the scion is fitted so that thu junction of \he two-vcars growth
is applied to the stock, a much largor portfon of the living
tissue is brought into contact. Some kinds of trees require the
second year's wood to he tiiken for the scion, .lud although the
fruits we arc dealing with do not, I v\ould rather have a scion
of the second year's wood than a baiUy-ripcnod shoot of the pre-
vious summer. The buds on the scion must be leaf buds, and
tlie plumper they are the better. Avoid .all those succulent
shoots commonly seen on the steins of old orchard trees

;
you

may, of course, have no ( hoice, and to preserve some favourite
variety you may be driven to use flower liud', but the rule is to
choose well-ripened shoots with wcU-dcveloped loaf buds. "\Ve
shall presently havo a full consideration of the distinctions that
mark leaf buds and flower buds ; at present I must take ii fur
granted that you have proper scions.

We now Clime to the tools required ; they are very simple

—

a very sharp knife, some matting or yarn for tying, grafting
wax or clay to cover up the joint, and do not blame me if you
take rheumatism in tlie knees through not following my advice,
to be most cautious in never kneeling on the hare ground

;

always use a piece of waterproof cloth, or a hassock, or you
may get a stiff knee through your imprudence ; a rifleman's
kneeling pad is an excellent protestor.

As the knife must he in first-rate condition for the most deli-

cate part of the operation, it should ne-ccr be used for rough
work, so use another for cutting ott the heads of the stocks and
any other preliminary trimming. Knives for the purpose are
sold by all nurserymen and seedsmen. The common form of
budding knife is that to be kept for delicate work, the hooked
form is the best for cutting stronger branches.
The cot'.on used for the wicks of dip candles is first-rate for

tying, and it can be procured from any candle maker. The
Japanese bast is most excellent when grafting clay is u.sei, be-
cause it rots away in about the time it is necessary" for the liga-

ture to be removed. Some pei-sons use worsted, some a soft

strand of rope yarn ; but I have found the cutton wick and the
Japanese bast, used quite dry, by far the best and pleasamest
materials.

The receipt for the grafting wax or mastic, and the grafting
clay, will be given further on.

^'arious modes of grafting arc adopted for particular purposes.
For our present purpose three only arc needed

—

iiiiip or tunijue

grafting, crown grafting, and sljicid grafting, or budding, as it

is more commonly designated in this country. The first two
are performed early in spring, the other most commonly in
summer.

Ali the books in which I have found a description of grafting
seem to me to be very defective in more than one particular,

and I shall endeavour to make the matter perfectly clear at the
risk of being tedious. A glance at the figures will explain to

any experienced gardener all that is new.
Cut down in the autumn all the stocks that are to be grafted

in the spring, and any branches of larger trees that are to be
grafted afresh, leaving in every case about three eyes beyond
the part where the scion is to be placed, at the same time trim

oft' any laterals that require removing. This cutting-back in

autumn prevents the check that would otherwise be given to the
stock were it cut back after the .sap had begun to move. Then,
as soon as the buils which have been left arc on the point of

opening, choose a day that is calm and warm ; if there has been
rain shortly before all the better. If the season has been very
dry water the stocks well a week before you intend grafting.

Take the scions you are about to use in a basket or box, covering
them over with damp cocoa fibre or sawdust. Begin at one end
of a row of stocks, kneeling down in tlic ;i-feet space with your
back towards the other end of the row. so as to move backwards,
keeping your face towards the work done, and then you will not

break oft' the scions you have already inserted. I'ut a label,

having written on it indelibly the name of the sort of scion you
are about to use, or a number referring to it, on the first stock,

and every time you arc about to use a new variety of scion put
its label on the stock before you graft it. Attend to this advice.

Where the number is considerable you must kee]i a book in

which to register the sorts, according to the rows and numbers
in each row. Now cut oti the top of the stock down to a dis-
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tance of .'i inches from the prmiiKi, or therenhoiits, less rather

than moro. Tlio i-ut should !>• niiuic hy jmttin<^ tlic (Mine o{ tin.'

shiirj) knife just opjiosito to a liud and iirinf;in<; it o\it an I'iglith

of an inch or so aliovo thu bud, niakirf; the cut quite elian and
even, with a very gentle slant, ',1 (////. 1). Next put tlio knife

to a point ahout an inch below the place where it was first ap-

plied, and cut a tliin slip upwanls, 2 ( Ihi. 2). This Kliji sliould

remove the haik and a small portion of the wood, hut it ouKht,
aji far as possible, to he a section of that layer of living tissue

which throws olf a ring of wood on om; side, antl a ring of hirk
on the other; the size of the scion, however, moat lie the prin-

cipal guide as to the thickness of the slice cut ott', aiul it is here

Fig, 1. Fig. 2, Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

that correctness of eye is of so great importance, Xe.xt reverse

the direction of the edge of the knife, and nm it downwards,
beginning at the bottom of the hast cut, and keeping the slip

the same .size, so as to form a flap about an inch long, 3 ( t'lji. 3),

and then, again, if the scion be not very small, make a second
downward cut, 4 {fifl. 4), starting aboiit half an inch from the

top of the stock, and about thrce-qu.arters of an inch long,

Th,;so four cuts are numbered in order in the figures, and the

barbs show the direction in which they are made. With
practice you will make them in about as many seconds. This

is all the preparation needed by the stock.

We now come to the scion. If it has been well kept the base

will be perfectly sound, and most likely will have a large callosity

formed from the wound. If it is one having a
piece of the second year's wood, cut it through

an inch below the junction of the two-years

growth, and cut it through again above the third

bud above the junction, t'onmionly this will

leave you a shoot about 4 or .5 inches long. Now
look out for the lowest of these three buds, a

(tig. 5), and pvitting your knife from an eighth

to a quarter of an inch below it, bring the cut out

at the base at the opposite side, forming the bottom
of the scion into a wedge, 1 ; secondly, make a

will tench you to make this slope always at the same angle

;

it matters very little what the amoimt of slope is, provided it

is mit a violent one. The dejith of this cut must depend upon
the thickness of the etoc k and scion. If the scion is small,

a>ul the stock moderately small, this cut should go nearly half

through the scion ; if the scion is nearly as thick as the stock,

the cut should go just half through ; li\it if the stock is much
larger than the s<'ion, the cut should go more than half through,
just lii'yiindthe pith. Thirdly, reverse the knife, and beginning
half an inch from the base, mako a cut upwards, 3 {/I//. 6), to

meet cut 2. Fourthly, if llie si ion is thick enough, make another
cut upwards, 4 (Jiff. 7), beginning a little below the middle of

the wedge to form the tongue to lit into the opening made in

the stock by its cut No. 4 (Jiii. 4). I.;istly, cut a thin slip from
the opposite side, about an inch long, ending at the base, 5 {tig. 8).

—W. KlXGSLEV.
(To be continaed.)

Fig. 5. Fig. 6. Fig. 7.

cut, beginning at the same point as before, and slanting exactly

the same as the top of the stock, 2 {fig. 6). A little practice

THE AUCUBA .JAPONICA.
H.wiXG seen in the .lournal of March 1th several remarks

and queries as to the management of the Aucuba, I will state

how successful our management o! it has been here.

lu the grounds at this place are many larpe plants of the old

Aucuba jdponico. Last year one small plant of the male
Aucuba was placed on an inverted Sea-kale pot, close to one of

the old plants. It remained there perhaps for a fortnight ; it

was then removed for only a few days to some young plants of

Aucuba, under the trees in the fine old avenue here. The bush
near which the male plant was first placed has now upon it a

prolusion of large brill iint scarlet berries. The plant in the

avenue had only a few, which have been gathered to preserve for

Bowing ; but near thet e smaller bushes (distance perhaps about
100 yardsi, is a hne old plant with a very considerable number
of the fruit upon it. I have no recollection of having placed

the male plant near this large old one at all. If this be so, the

pollen must be carried by bees, and to a considerable distance.

At the time the bush near which the male plant was first placed

was in Hower, the old plant was much covered with a greenish

metallic-looking Hy, which no doubt tended much to facilitate

impregnation. This year the male plant is already in flower;

it was unfortunately placed under a warm wall in the kitchen

garden. The old female plants have a profusion of buds, but

these have not yet opened. I have every reason, however, to

hope that they will be in blossom before the male blossoms are

over.

With regard to the propagation of the Aucuba, I believe from
experience that it is as easily propagated iu the spring as the

common Laurel.

I hope, also, that birds do not very much like the fruit;

several of the berries here have fallen, but they are becoming
over-ripe. Some of thete appear as if they had been attacked

by birds, but they certaiuly are not a favourite food, for almost

touching the Aucuba plant, now brilliant with its scarlet berries,

is a Holly bush, the nightly roost of hosts ol sparrows. If they

had liked the fruit, the Aucuba plant would have been stripped ;

but, certainly, this has been a most unusually mild winter, and
food for the feathered tribe has been plentiful.—X. E. Owen,
Gardiiwr to H'. JC. E. Wi/nnc, Esq., I'eiiiarlli, Toinjii Merionetli.

KAST LOTHIAN STOCKS
I VERT mujh doubt if your correspondent "G. S.," even after

taking the precaution of tending to Edinburgh, has obtained

genuine seed of these Stocks. I had considerable acquaintance

with what are now called F-ast Lothian Stocks, for several years

previous to their acquiring such a.u appellation, or to their

being in the hands of the trade, and my experience of these is

quite in accordance with all that has been stated iu their favour

in The Jourx.\l of HoRTicrLTURK. I am sorry to say, how-

ever, that there is a spurious and worthless variety of the scarlet

in the trade (the scarlet, by the way, being of much older in-

troduction than the purpleacd white), and like your correspon-

dent, I had few flowers upon it. Not so, however, with the

true varieties, the seed of which was of my own saving. The
purple and white varieties sent me from Kdinburgh were per-

fectly true, a.s I grew them side by side with others that I knew
to be genuine.

Last year I sowed the seeds of these Stocks at the end of

February, and planted them in the open borders early in May.

A few plants commenced to bloom at the end of .June ; nearly

all, excepting the scarlet variety before mentioned, were in
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flower a moBth later, and were quite gorgeous during the autumn
months. The locality is a late and damp one.—J. A., Wallhouse
Gardens,

PLANTS IN FLOWER FEB. 11th. TO MARCH 1st.

AT DRAYTON-
Anemone sylvestris

horteQsis
coronaria
pavonina
ramiuculoides

Aubriotia purpurea
purpurea variegata

Arabis albida
blephoropbylla

Alchemitla vulgaris
Bulbocodinm veruum
Berberis aquifolia

Darwinii
Calendula officinalis

Coronilla glauca
Crocus biflorus

aureus
Aucheri (chrysanthns)
eusianus
snlpburens
nivalis (Sieberi)
vemus
versicolor
Sir Walter Scott
Pure white

Cyclamen coum
Cheirantbus cheiri, various
Dondia epipaetis
Dapbnc mezereum
Dorouicum cancasicum
Epimedium grandifloram
Erica bcrbacea
Erantbis byemalis
Erysimum helveticam
Galanthus nivalis

flore-pleno
pi icatus

Helleborus atrorubens
f'ii^tidus

culchicus
Olympic us
nit?er

Hepatica anRulosa
triloba alba
carnlea
rubra
rubra plena

Hyacinthus orieutalis
belgicus

Jaeminiim nndiflornm
Lamium maculatum rubrum
Leucojum vernum
Muscart racemosum

neclectum (?)

botryoides

—H. Harpur Crewe.
ADDITIONAL PLANTS IN FLOWER AT EITTON VICARAGE.

MARCH 3rd.

BEAUCHAMP RECTORY.

Muscari botryoides pallida
moschatum
macrocarpum

Narcissus minor
maximus
luna
pumilus
odorus
pseudo-narcissus

plenissimus
cemuus plenus
biflorus
Tazetta
polyanthus, yellow

Omphaiodes verna
Orobus vermis
Ornitbocalum exscapum
Platystemon califomicum
Primula altaica

auricula
dcnticulata
elatior, various
veris
vulgaris, various

Scilla tibirica
hifolia

bifolia alba
Sisyrinchium fp-andiflorum
Saxifrajja cymbalaria
Triteleia uniflora
Viola odorata

odorata alba
odorata, Early Russian, blue
odorata cjprulea plena
odorata alba plena
Czar
Queen
Giant
neapolitana
tricolor, various

Viburnum tinns
Dcntaria dipitata
Draba aizoides
JIalcomia maritima
Matbiola incana
Trichonema colurannE
Ficaria aurea plena
Erythronium dcns-canig
Vinca minor alba
BelHs perennis (double white)
Iris persica
Erodinm hymenodes
Forsythia viridissiraa
Potentilla alba
Coronilla emcrua

Forsylbia suspensa
Berberis Bealii

dulcis
Anemone apennina
Corcborus japonicus
Lonicera fraffrantissima
Tussilago fraprans
Scopolia camiolica
Pyrus japonica, red and white
Vinca major and minor in vars.
Borapo orientalis
Polmonaria officinalis

officinalis alba
Gorge, double and single
Garrya elliptica

Chinionanthus fraf^ans
Peach, Nectarine, Apricot, Plum
White Banksian Rose
Spiriea priinifolia plena
Iris tuberosa

stylosa
Primula marginata
Cyclamen ibericum, purple and

white
Spider Orchis (Mentone)
Aobrietia gra?ca
Leucocoryne alliacea
Anemone Hudsoninna
Sanguinaria canadensis
Hyoscyamus orientalis

Symphytum, white
Narcissus propinquus

bicolor
aurantius plenus {Butter-and-

Eggst
lacticolor •

cemuus
bifrons
White Polyanthus

Helleborus orientalis
trifolius

dnmetorum
viridis

Ficaria, white
Sasifraga ciliata

oppositifolia
Iberis semperflorens
Eurybia eminens
Akebia qninata
Daphne indica hybrida

Fioniana
Erodium roraanum
Scilla amcenula

bifolia rubra
italica

Ornithogalum nutans
Cheirauthu-i mntabilis
Claytonia virginica
Adonis vernalis
Dianthus chintnsis hybridus

COATING SEEDS WITH RED LEAD.
With reference to tbe advice in " Doings of the Last Week,"

page 16-t, to coat seeds with red lead, I think it right to warn
your readers that plants have been proved to absorb lead into
their tissues when grown in soil containing this metal, and as it

is a poison that aocnmnlates in the system, it is not very safe to
treat seeds of vegetables in the manner described.—A. 0. W.
[We are very much obliged by this communication, and the

more because written by a gentleman largely interested in the
manufacture of lead ; but we think bis fear is groundless, for

red lead, or, as known in chemistry, the red oxide of lead, is

totally insoluble in water or even in acids, and consequently
cannot be absorbed by a plant's roots. This is not the case
with the grey oxide which forms on the surface of lead exposed
to the air. This grey oxide is soluble in water, and then is

capable of being absorbed by the roots of plants.

—

Eds.]

GARDENING IN TOWNS.
Of summer flowers that bloom tolerably well during summer,

though I have tried a great many varieties of Pelargoniums, I

find very few that will bloom. They grow freely in the smoke, but
do not bloom. Of Stella, Christine, Silver Chain, and Trentham
Scarlet I take cuttings off the old plants in September, and put
in 3-incb pots in loam and a little silver sand, and put them in
cold frames, shade them for three weeks in tbe middle of the
day, then take off the glass, and give them a little water, and
keep them out of doors till November, it the frost does not set

in too sharp. I then look to the drainage, and see it is all right,

then house for the winter in a span-roofed house I built myself,
4 feet under ground and 4 feet above, with the old-fashioned
brick flue. I scarcely lose a plant, as I give plenty of air all the
winter, and a little heat at night. I stop them in March, and
pot into 4-inch pots till bedding-out time. By thus treating
them they bioom very well. Tbe compost in borders and beds
is half fresh loam from the country, one fourth rotten dung
mixed with the common border mould well trenched up. The
old roots 1 dig up in October, or tbe end of September, and pot
them in 5-inch pots, with good drainage, and do not cut the green
shoots at all, or they mildew and die. I cut oS nearly all the
leaves, and give very little water through the winter. By this

treatment I generally save three parts of the old plants, and
they do very well for bedding and borders, and bloom freely for

two years. After that time I throw them away. They require
to be planted deep, or they show a long stem. By cutting-in the
old plants in the spring I do not obtain bloom till August; but
if not cut, they begin to bloom a few weeks after planting-oat.

The Ccih^fotarins are excellent town-flowers ; they appear
less sensitive to smoke than any other bedding plant. The
varieties I grow are Aurea floribunda, Kayi, Gaines's Yellow,
Prince of Orange, Sultan, and Sparkler. They all bloom very
freely if attended to, as they are very liable to green fly. As
soon as they show the least signs of this insect I give them a
good syringing with Fowler's Insecticide, and this soon pats
them right. Of course, a few plants will go off during the hot,

dry weather, but I make good the vacant place by having a few
in 5-inch pots. The cuttings I take off', 2 inches long, during
the first week in October, take off the bottom leaves, and dib

them out 2 inches apart in a cold frame, within 6 or 8 inches
from the glass ; the bottom of the frame well drained to keep
out damp. Tbe compost for planting tbe cuttings in isilcam

with one-fourth sand. Keep the cuttings shaded for three

weeks, after giving a good watering to settle the earth round
them. After three weeks give a little air, and so on through
the winter. Keep the frost out of the frame, and if sharp frost

sets in keep tbe covering on night and day. I generally give a

little air in the middle of the day, or the cuttings are apt to

damp-off. In the first week of March I cut out the leading

shoot. This makes the plant break on tbe side, and give more
bloom. I i-'lanfthem out in April without potting, as it saves so

much time, aud I generally find they bloom very well ; of course
they would do better if potted for two months, but I do not do
so, and I grow some thousands by this treatment.

—

Samuel
Bboome, Temple Gardens.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
The Duke of .\rgyll has consented to take the chair at the

next Anniversary Dinner of the (Iakdenehs' Boyal Benevolent
Institution on Wednesday, iSrd June next. Lord Stanley has
promised to preside as Chairman at the Anniversary Dinner to

be held in 1870.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GABDEN.

Asjjaragiis, see that the ground is in readiness for this, also

for Sea-kale and Ehubarb, which should be planted soon.
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These require a deep rich soil, which should be trenched 2 feet

deep, with plenty of rotten manure well incorporated with the

bottom spit; indeed, the ground can hardly be made too rich,

particularly for Asparagus. Tliis, when planted in well-pre-

pared soil, is very productive, yielding a largo number of line,

strong shoots every season ; whereas, if jilauted in poor,

shallow soils, no after-attention in the way of surface-ma-
nuring or watering with manure water, will serve to secure

first-rate heads, and it is so much esteemed in most families,

that the trouble and expense to properly prepare the ground
should not bo complained of, particularly as beds rightly made
last for many years, llivccoli, sow in beds of light rich soil,

in an open situation, for an early crop, and Ciihlniftes, Cuu-
hjluircrs, itc, in succession. Dwarf Kidnni lUans, put in a
small breadth of some early sort, on a warm, dry, sheltered

border, and plant a quantity in small pots, to be raised in a

cold frame and planted out as soon as all danger of frost is

over. Peas and ISeana, see to keeping up a succession, also

plant out winter Lritucr in a rich, warm piece of ground, and
provide a succession of Radishes, and other small salad plants.

Spinach and Turnipn should be sown on a warm rich border,

also Locks, Brussels Sprouts, and .S'ai'oys.

FUUIT Gi3)DEN.

Do not neglect to protect the blossoms of Peach and Apricot
trees, so as to secure a crop if possible. Whatever kind of

covering is used, it should be so arranged as to be easily re-

moved on fine days, and let down again at night, for the
thinnest covering is injurious to the trees, by sheltering insects

and obstructing the light, when allowed to remain all the time
the trees are in blossom. See that recently-transplanted trees

are not suffering from want of water, a circumstance which,
however, will hardly happen except on dry, porous soils, and
in such cases the ground should be mulched with decayed
leaves to preserve it in a uniformly moist state.

FLOWEU GAKDEN.
Look well to recently-transplanted trees and shrubs ; the soil

in which they are planted should be kept moist, but not
saturated, or run together by over-watering, as is sometimes
done. When the.weather shall have become warmer a sprink-
ling overhead with the engine in the evenings of drying days,

will be of more service to large evergreens than over-watering
them at the root. See that everything recently planted,
whether large or small, is well- secured against wind. Take ad-
vantage of the present state of the ground to stir and rake the
surface soil of herbaceous borders, to prevent the growth of

weeds and give a fresh neat appearance ; also plant out young
stock of herbaceous plants, and sow hardy annuals, biennials,

and perennials, where these are in demand. Prune Tea and
other Koses, and attend to the pruning of shrubs requiring it.

See that gravel walks are put in perfect order for the season,
and give turf a good rolling preparatory to mowing. Many
plants, for instance Asters, Phloxes, &c., throw up too many
flowering shoots ; where such is the case thin them out at

once, so as to obtain fine heads of bloom, and increased
strength in the remaining shoots, to enable them to need less

assistance from stakes. Hollyhocks for late blooming may
still be planted, as it is desirable where they are extensively
grown, to plant at two or three times, in order to ensure a suc-
cession of bloom. These showy plants are very suitable for

long lines, parallel with straight walks, walls, &c., where they
produce a fine effect. If the soil of any beds or clumps for

masses requires renewing or enriching by the addition of

animal or vegetable manure, it should be immediately done, in
order that they may be ready to receive plants or seeds. Where
the same or nearly the same plants are grown for a number of

years successively in any of the beds, it is advisable once in

four or five years to remove a large portion of the old mould,
and to fill up again with fresh soil. This practice, however,
for some plants, Zonal Pelargoniums for instance, would be
rather injurious, for the latter generally grow more luxuriantly
than is desirable, even in the poorest soil. Many bedding plants,

however, particularly annuals, take more from the soil than
can be supplied to it in a moderate top-dressing, and where we
find a certain kind of plant exactly suited to a particular
situation, we do not change it every year, but prefer changing
the soil. Perhaps no kind of flower garden is more generally
interesting than one of mixed herbaceous plants, if they are
tastefully arranged as regards height and habit of growth,
colour, and season of flowering, and it is owing to want of at-

tention to these particulars that flower gardening of this de-
scription is so little in repute. The beds are too generally
planted with little regard to system at first, and gaps which

occur afterwards are supplied with little better taste. Aa the
arrangement of the plants cannot be rectified during the season
of growth, the best method of jiroceeding is to move them care-

fully aa they come into flower, and to make notes of their

heights, colours, season, and other particulars. With the
assistance of this information, any cultivator may make a col-

lection of herbaceous plants both beautiful and interesting.

GIIEENIIOUSK AND CONSEllVATOHY.

During the continuance of the cold easterly winds which we
are now experiencing, air must be admitted with caution, open-
ing the ventilators on the sheltered side of the house, and
avoiding as much as possible the passing of cold drying currents
over either plants in bloom or those commencing growth.
See that twiners which are starting into growth are kept free

from insects, as these, if allowed to gain a footing upon the

!
young tender shoots, will soon do a vast amount of mischief.

I

Mandevilla suaveolens is one of the most beautiful and useful
of twiners, but it is subject to the attacks of green fly and
thrips when commencing its growth in a cool house, and
unless these be eradicated they will greatly retard its growth,
and prevent its blooming early. This plant is well worth any
care it may require, for it almost rivals the lovely Stephanotis
itself in beauty, is not much inferior to it in fragrance, and
grows and blooms as freely in the conservatory as the Stepha-
notis does in the stove. It requires, however, to be kept dry
at the roots during winter, and should not be encouraged to

start into growth early in the spring. In a close-roofed con-
servatory it will be one mass of bloom from the middle of July
till November. Attend to the potting of Heaths and other
hardwooded plants as they require it ; this operation may be
performed with propriety at any season, when the roots are
making progress without unnatural excitement, but especially

when the plants are commencing new growth, which, as re-

gards the geueralitj' of hardwooded plants, takes place imme-
diately after their season of flowering. Before potting take
care that the old balls are sufficiently moist, for if potted in a
dry state it will be impossible afterwards to moisten them
without souring and saturating the new soil. As soon as any
plant has done flowering, its future shape should be adjusted,

by removing a portion of the old flowering stems, and unless
seeds are an object, they should never be allowed to ripen on
any plant. In conservatory borders, plants, whether climbers
or otherwise, which have been planted for some time, should
have as much of the old exhausted soil removed as can be
done without materially injuring the roots, and the space
should be refilled with fresh compost ; at the same time any
desirable alterations in arrangement should be made. Let the
main portion of the soil for these plants consist of rough
chopped turfy loam, or peat with an admixture of richer ma-
terials, according to their special requirements.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GAEDEN.

Owing to the rain, sleet, and snow, accompanied though
they were with fine bursts of sunshine, the frosty mornings
have rendered it still unsuitable to sow Onions on our heavy
retentive soil. If it do not become dry enough ere long, we
will do the best we can—namely, draw shallow drills, and cover

with fine-riddled stuff from beneath the potting benches. This
refuse soil, which soon accumulates where there is much pot-

ting, when kept dry is invaluable for many purposes at this

season, as the above, for covering seeds of all kinds out of

doors, making a part for early beds of Potatoes, Carrots, &c.
We use it for early beds of Radishes out of doors, to be slightly

covered with litter as soon as the seedlings appear. But for

having plenty for use from under protection, we would cover
these beds at night, and in all cold days, so as to give every
advantage of sunshine to heat the soil, and then the slight

covering to a certain extent prevents the heat escaping.

Planted a few more Potatoes, but the work was very much a
repetition of what has been alluded to in previous weeKs.

The frosty mornings furnished a good opportunity for turn-

inij over ridgcd-up soil in the kitchen and flower garden, and in

such weather it is impossible to do this too often. The more
thoroughly soil that has anything in it and is at all stiff and
heavy in its character is turned and exposed to the atmosphere
the more friable it will be, and the better will all annual crops
succeed. In very light lands the frequent turning is less ne-
cessary, and in many cases would be icjiuious, as allowing

manurial matters the more freely to escape. As a general rule,

the earth is a paymaster that gives wages of returns in pro-
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portion to the work done. We have seen fields ploughed only
once or twice for Turnips, and the seeds sown a rough way on
uncleaned land, but too often it would have been pretty well as
profitable to have left the fields a bare fallow. The other day
we saw a beautiful field of Turnips, mostly sown after the
change of weather in the last week of August, but the ground
had been stirred, and cleaned, and rolled, and stirred again
ever so often until it resembled a fine Onion bed rather than a
field. What with the mild winter, keeping the meadows growing
right on, and such crops of Turnips, many of our clever farmers
never knew a better season for supplying their stock of live

animals, notwithstanding all the dismal prophesyings of the
last Bummer.

inriT GARDEN.
Went on pruning and nailing in suitable weather, and keep-

ing the buds so far from the birds as recently detailed. Have
a nice heap of rough hay which we saved from the pleasure
grounds last summer, ready to sprinkle over (looseberry bushes
if we should have an extra severe night, which is still very
possible. We can well recollect having 20' below the freezing
point towards the end of March. As yet there has been no
frost to injnre them, though the bushes are becoming rather
green. Sometimes a little protection will make all the dif-

ference between a crop and no crop. In a severe night it

would be desirable to do the same with the forwardest Peas,
but we trust it will be unnecessary, as the smallest sprinkling
of such litter on them, or even laurel boughs, will bring our
neighbours the birds in shoals to see what it is all about. In
our experience they are not so curious about Gooseberries ; in
fact, trouble them but little after the green leaves begin to
appear. The leaves are yet too small to protect the incipient
fruit if frost does come.

ORN'AMENTAl. DEPARTMENT.
Roses are very forward. Those against fences and pruned

long ago have been protected with laurel bDughs. Except the
very hardiest, we have not yet pruned those out of doors in the
open ground. We shall be safer deferring it a little longer, and
then cut a good part of the forward shoots away, as if left the
Roses rarely come so nice from shoots that have been battered
with the cold winds and nipped with the frosts. In large
plants we generally cut back those forward shoots a halt or so
of their length, so as to get early blooms from them ; and
others we cut well back, leaving only a few buds at the base,
and these will come in for succession on the same plant. Tea
Roses planted out should have a little fern or an evergreen
bough over their heads. They are so sweet and beautiful as to
be well worthy of the protection of a wall. We live in hopes
of growing a nice collection in a cool house like an orchard
house ; there they would just be in their element. When
wanted early a hot-water pipe might go round the house, and
if the house was not very large a brick stove would do admirably.
For all such purposes, though an iron stove would do, we would
prefer brick, as the heat is more regular and kindly.

Houses versus Pf(-.—Removed a second batch of Roses in
pots from a pit into a vinery at work. The Roses taken up
from an old rosery, and treated as previously described, potted
and plunged in a mild hotbed out of doors, are now showing
well ; but we have headed this paragraph for the purpose of
again recommending our readers who are halting between the
two opinions, as to having a pit or a small house, to decide if

possible on the latter, even if the expense at first should be a
little more, and it will not be so much more if you have a wall
already in existence against which you can place a lean-to.
Not only will you be able to walk among your plants, and
attend to all their wants under cover, but you will have the
satisfaction, especially if you have less or more of front glass,
to see your plants thrive better in winter and spring than they
will be likely to do in a pit as generally constructed, simply
from haying more air and more light. From the flatness of
the roof in pits a small portion of the direct rays of light reaches
the plant in winter. In a house if the roof be rather flat, if

there is front glass, there will bo more direct light in winter
and early spring, a matter of much consequence as respects
sturdy growth and early blooming. We, therefore, hke to start
Roses, &c., in a pit, but as the buds show they will open faster
and better in a house more roomy and with more light.
The same may be said of early Pelargoniums. They will

bloom sooner and better in a house with more light. The
scarlets of all tints are very well for house and corridor decora-
tion, but they seldom stand well, or carry well as cut flowers.
The florists' Pelargoniums are much more useful in that re-
spect. Alba mnltiflora, Dennis'j Alma, Elanchttleur, &c., are

fine for this purpose in winter, and planted in small fi-inch
pots, and not cut down in the autumn, will be coming now
with but little extra heat. Lately we have not done much in
this way, and would be glad to be assieted to the names of a
few that bloom most freely in winter. Now with respect to
such as these, the temperature, &c., being the same, we find
they bloom much better in a roomy house than in a pit, and
we believe for the reasons specified.
A good deal of the time during the week has been taken up

in fresh-arranging the plants, bedding plants, &c., in the
houses, getting all of the latter chiefly into the cold late
vinery, orchard house, &c A second vinery just breaking
was filled from the first vinery chiefly with these forced Pelar-
goniums, which seldom show their bloom long before it is

taken away, bringing them from the first vinery where the
temperature would be too high for them, as that will average
liO' at night until the bunches begin to open for bloom, when it

will be gradually raised. The first house being properly
cleaned, was filled thinly beneath the Vines with nice plants
of the Scarlet section, which will stand more heat without
being injured: these latter being brought from a pit where
they had a little bottom heat, after being shaken free of their

old soil and repotted. With a little weak manure water, such
plants kept thin will throw up huge trusses. Of course, before

the Vines cover the roof densely, such plants will be moved
to the conservatory, corridors, &c., after being duly hardened,
so as not to feel the change, a little matter that beginners are

apt to forget. Fine plants often suffer greatly from being
taken at once from a warm to a cold place, and would not
have suffered at all if the transition had been gradual, and a

few days intervening before it was completed.—R. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—Maiioh 17.

The arrivals generally have been more limited in ronsequence of the
present seasonable weather, which will have the effect of retarding the
over^Towtb of some crop^, and improve CabbaRes, Broccolis, &c. Good
Apples, both dessert and culinary sorts, are now in fair demand. Pears
are almost over for this season.

FRUIT.

Apples ^j sieve
Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush. 10
Currants ^^ sieve

Black do
FiRS doz.
Filberts lb.

Cobs lb.

Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes,Hothouse, .lb.

Lemons 100

.\rticholies doz.

Asparagus 100
Beans, Kidney .. hd.
Beet, Red dnz.

Broccoli bundle
Brus. Sprouts ^- sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each
Endive doz.

Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish ..bundle

8. d.
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JorlilisinB artificially, we have little doubt that yonr spectanlos will

ena o vou to see clearly enouRh. We kno>v ot too many Inatanres of

the tenmle Ancubas bcine fertilised naturally liy hav.nu '"" "/'""';»

in-owing near them, to have any fear upon the subject \V o w ould plan

t

araaleAucuba on the north «de ot the foTiialcR. so that tho.r shadow

nilRbt retard the blooming of the male, and then leave a" the rest tc. the

bees and flies. Cnlycanlbus pro?cox is a synonym of Cbmionanthus

fraRrans. Calycanthus floridns is the Albpiee plant. The I'runus you

nieotion is bar'dy.

Tan kou Melon Pit iSpmcr-r ITfUji.-The tan onRht to stand in the

pit until the heat has ri«en ; and soil should tlien be placed upon it, put-

tine about a bai-rowfnl under the centre of each hillit ;
and raisina it m

the form ot a cone flattened at the top on which the plants should be

planted, adding more soil to the cones as the roots appear at the sides

and continuing this until the bed is covered uitli from 10 to Uinchos

thick of soil. The best soil for a Melon is a (.tronj; loam, the top Sinclies

of a pasture laid up for siy months, then chopped np, and made tolerably

small, and in placing it iu the pit tread it firm, at tbo same time let it be

moderately dry. Be careful that too much tan la not put in the pit. as

new tan sometimes heats violently. The bottom heat should not ex-

ceed 90'.

EocHAlils AMAZONirA FloWERiSG (S. P.).—Your plant kept cool and

dry over the winter, should, if now placed in heat, flower in Slay or .June,

or the flowering may be earlier or later, according to the condition o[ the

plant. The placing in bottom heat would tend to a more speedy growth,

and is in most cases benelieial.

Treitment of Stove Plants (.4 Siidji-riSer, C.).—The Cyanophyllum

magnificum wi'h the leaves withered ought to be cut down to within one

or at most two joints of the surface of the soil, the nearer the better-and

be placed in a bottom heat of from 75 to 80 , and a top heat of fi-oui lO to

76" by day, with a rise to HT or 90" from sun heat, and of G.'; at night,

maintaining a moist atmosphere by frequently sprinklingthe paths, walls,

and every available surface, but avoid wetting the plants overhead at this

or any stage of their growth. When the plants have pushed shoots a

Jew inches long, pot olT the plants, taking away most of the old soil and

placing each plant in a pot - uiticiently large to hold the roots comfortably,

returning it t,j the hotbed, and lieepiug the frame close, moist, and shaded

Jrom bright sun, until the plant has recovered from the moving, then

erposc to light, and admit air moderately, but avoid cold cnrcnts, water-

ing copiously after the roots are working freely in the fresh soil. Good

drainage should be given. Pot as required. The SphaTogyne latifolia

should be treated in the same way. The Eriocnema marmoratum losing

alius leaves is only what may be expected of an herbaceous plant. Place

it In a hotbed, and'maiutain a moist brisk heat, and when it begins to grow

shake out, and repot. The hotbed in the stove will answer well.

Plunging Materi.il (Kcml.—We do not know of anything bettertban

old spent tan siftel, using that remaining in the sieve. Cocoa nut fibre

refuse is a good material, but it and sawdust have the defect of caking, and

fostering fungus. Silted cinders have none of the above defects, and are

excellent.

Moss ni Flower Pots {f!t. Bridnid].—The canse of the moss on the

surface of the soil ot vour flower pots is a consequence of its surface not

being stirred, the soil being too clese and wet. The remedy is to repot in

more loose soil, and not water oftener than required, and stir the surface

frequently with a wedge-hke piece of wood, removing the moss, adding

fresh soil if necessary.

Anemones Weak (7rfem).—You may stir the ground around and between

the plants, and give a top-dressing of well-decayed stable-manure. Do

not stir the soil so deeply as to injure the roots of the plants. The soil

should he hght or sandy, and well drained.

Peach Blossom Falling (West Cumlfri.md).—The blossom falling,

judging from those sent us, is a result of imperfect formation of the buds

due to a deficiency of support last year ; and the deficiency may have been

want of water at the root, or the trees may have been infested with red

spider ; but the trees being on the back wall of a vinery we should attribute

it to the trees not having ripened their wood, from not having received a

due amount of light and sun beat, it being kept from them by the \ ines.

The position is unsuited for Peach trees It would be more profitably

occupied by fig trees. Woodlice would not cause the falling of the Peach

blossom.

Cineraria Leaves Ccrled (Wrml.—The '.eaves are infested with green

aphis. Fumigate with tobacco, having the foliage dry, and filling the

house quite full, so that a plant cannot be seen from the outside, the

house being shut np closely, and a calm evening selected for the operation.

Keep in a position near the glass, and admit air freely. The plants wlU

flower in due time.

Helleborus NIGER CcLTCRE [A. 1'.).—The best time to plant it is in

September, the plants being then divided, securing to each division two

or three crowns, though one will do, and a fair proportion of root. The

soil should be light and enriched with leaf mould, and deeply trenched.

An open warm situation should be chosen, but the plant is the better of

a slight shade in summer from midday sun. An east or west aspect is

preferable to a southern one.

Melon Ccltdre Lin Amateur).— fca may successfully cultivate

Melons in the pit heated by a flue, but it ought to he so contrived as to

fm-nisb top as well as bottom heat. Over the flue you must place rubble

for drainage, and that should be brought so high that you have from the

"lass 2 feet iu front, and 2 feet 6 inches at back, and over the rubble you

must place the rougher parts of the soil, or better a layer of turf, grass

side downwards, and over that 10 inches in thickness of good, rich,

strong loam, and if the top 3 or 4 inches of a pasture all the better,

chopping it rather tine, and treading or beating firm. The temperature

should be 65 at night at ti^e commencement, and after the plantsare

well established it may fill to 60-, but better 6D' to 65', and 70 to 7d- by

day, with a rise from sun heat of 15' or 20 , air being given in proportion

to the temperature.

Cherry Tree Usfruitfol (A Yonng Suuxcrihr.r').—Vfe are unable to

account for the blossom not setting, but think it due to a want of support

We would in autumn lift the tree and reolant, mulching over the roots

with rich compost and littery manure. In thus way you may encourage

the formation of fibres, and keep them near the surface by top-dressings

of manure or rich compost in March and June.

Potato Seed Sowing [Idem].—The seed should be sown now in a hot.

bed cmiiloving a pot or pan flllcd with light sandy loam, scattonng the

seeds^hei thinly over the surf-.ce, and cover with fine soil, keepiUB

moist but not very wet. When the plants appear keep them near the

^«
"

a d exposTfully to air, protecting from frost, and pardon off weh

nhlolinu out in May in good, rich, light soil in an open situation about

e fool aparl The".% may he sown in the open ground >" « w*™
s Altered tuation about the middle of April, scattering tl-"

"«/f
« rff

"

thinly and cover with lino soil, aflording protection from severe frosts.

Protfctino Frcit Trees (T. d.-Thc temporary coping should in-

cline to the wall and overlap it a little, so as to throw the wet off: but if

lie wa"lconi"K does not slope to the opposite face of the wall, then the

temporan- coping should incline from the wall or downwards, so as to

th?ow off the wet from the trees. The former, however, is the best, as

h^hgW is not ol'structed. The cheapest and best. mode of taxing a

T\ "
* J 1 ^A^A ;.. *iw.Mi hii* wi- rinlil not way bow best to do it unless

w saw rh^'wau'^'coiisuir'a blacksmith, telling iiim what you want The

Cheapest and best temporary copings are wood boards, though roofing

felt will do. but it wll need a wood frame, and tarpau ing will he too

eostlv Wo recommend tiffany of the two articles named by you, and if

as ronoer material he required, unbleached linen f; •'"'1''°
'-^'''''so

which u.DV be had for 4rf. per yard, is excellent and durable, more so

Than mostCaterials. but is Mttle employed.
.
T'"" -"'P -' I;'"" "

,f
?;°„«

the protection to the wall is by moans of rings, there being a light iron

A^I l^ i„ tl,,„t ,,< Ibe coning and the material may, therefore, be

drawn aside Ukec tans. We 'know of no simpler plan; but a better

nlan is to have a ".ilcr fixed immediately under the coping, and the

mateAal tacked to that, which with a cord may be folded or rolled up and
maier a 1.1LKCU I.O I

, experiment furnishes nothing novel.

We hi™ pr^ved"''a''ir you have many' times, and we do not advocate

wood nroiecUngs as a substitute l.ir front coverings. Both are neces-

rarv%Tthef??nt covering is the most necessary, and in your case the

pr ejecting coping was not dispensed with.

Grpb in Tohf (A iJIa:Wi«t!.«).-We answered the same question at

pace 167. . , , ,

noS;i(/i.ilii^l;^^t^e?:u^"--—~^^
i Et'?re'l'rrabfce=Xrbt.ses^^^^^^^
lolling soap water, as th'ey will be found in every joint of wood or etone

Anemones and Ranuncoluses Planted in Februarv U. l-)--Tho

but is usual in June.
. , ,. v ui.

Balsam and Aster Seed Sowing (Jdfml.-The seeds of both should be

n good rich soil, choosing a warm sheltered situation for the Balsams.

APHIS ON PEACH Trees ,Ar,^iou, In,uirer).-U would not do to 8yrin8e

blossoms. , - - . , „ _^

"rr with a fork, not going so deep as to inj ore the roots.

be brought out about three-quarters of an inch above the bud

.T.' -Kf TT\ w<i think nil those VOU name would be liKCly lo

suS^Ifu Qu^-ei'slfni-'^ro'b'ry
y'

u'Jn^y find^ome of them have beea

ntroduced, but it is certain they will all be scarce.

T- .„r. f r JT q 1 —Cftlico will not be suitable as

nrise. Long Prickly is more hardy.
.

rn^^°p,an?ruroutt'good:rich,^Sghu:ii;1irly in'juue.wiU give flowers in

autumn il the weather be favourable.
, , m m \

DESFONTANIA SPINOSA AND LiGCSTRUM JAPONICUM CCLTCRE iJ..M W^

_?he first is best treated as a cool greenhouse ij^^ant but is hards a^d

does well out of doors m an »P«°/''"'J'™'/?^/[°';t being mild, and I
winds. LiPUStrom japon.cum may be orced,^^^^^^

^^ ^^^
plentiful amount of air give», with abundance ol ii|,ui

,

o"

see its merits as a forced plant.
. . .v

LAP.^oERiA ROSEA CoMPosT (Si'J'-Ht.rl.-The best compost is^^^^^^^^^

brown peat full of fine white
^-l;"^'/"".' '„a^eS he dra nage should be

roughly, good dramage bemgrrovided,ind>eu ine i-

^^^^
verf good, for the pUnt

"^I'-^f^^^,'^ J^'^"-^?iZ U^^^^^^ fourth year.

^V^eTe^not^r^fe ?o°lt°teTh:;ricr.5.'a young flowering plant, write to the

nurserymen advertising in our columns.
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the point of growing, and the s.-ime remarks applv to the Azaleas. The
best criterion of a piant requiring pottins is its becomini? pot-bound or
the pot becominK full of roots closely matted together, and soon requiring
of water after a good supply has been given. Youni^ plants should be
potted every year, but older plants need not be potted oftouer than once
in two or three years if the draiaaRe remains perfect, and the plants are
healthy. The plants becoming? weakly and making li tic wood is a sign
of potting being required. The cause of the Camellia buds and blooms
falling prematurely, we coQsider due to imperfect root action, which may
be occasioned by too wet soil, bad draLua','o, i.-nproper soil, or neglecting
to give sufficient water so as to thoroughly moisten ihe whole of the soil,
and from that or some cause the blooms fall owing to want of support.
TREAT.MENT OF BlcotoR PELARGONIUMS (F. C.i.—You had better pot

your seedlings at once ; those that are strong and well-rooted into 5-inch
pots, but the weaker and more delicate plants should have as small a
shift as possible, and be very careful not to give too much water till they
have well got hold of the new soil. Do not cut them back nor pinch out
their tops until you see signs of variegated breaks on their stems ; then
pinch their tops out, and also gradually pinch the green portions of the
leaves away. Plant them out as you propose, and if they break out into
variegation after they are planted out continue pinching away the green
portions until you have pei-petuited and fixed the variegated sport. Next

autumn you will see which are worth saving out of the batch. If there
are any with red and white o*Jpurplo stre-iks running up their stems,
these if saved through the winder will very likelv break out into variega-
tion in the spring or summer o( 1870. Ten good bronze and gold, includ-
ing Tricolors, are the following: -Bronze and rJoW.—1868, Empress Eu-
g.'nie; ISiS, Admiration; 1888, Arthur H. Wills; 1869, Princess Louisa
Victoria

; 1869, Viscountess Castelross ; 18 '9, Beauty of Woolverton. The
abive six are the finest of Mr. Willss set forl8i8-9. Tiicolorj.—Florence
(Wills); Humming Bird; Lizzie (Willsl; Howarth Ashton.
Back Xdubers (lian^joiicn).;— You can have Nos. 1 and 2 of The

JoOHKAL OF Horticdltube, if you enclose eight postage stamps with
j-our address.

Glass for Vinery (E. T!'., Jrrspv).—We like clear glass best for Vines,
but some gardeners prefer the rough.

AciCl.1 Drummondi (B. p.).—We do not think the foliage sent is that
of A, Drummondi.
Names of Plants (Flore plena) —We cannot name plants from leaves

only. (C. S. Flctclier).—lt is certainly not a Mammillaria, and may be
Jiaxillarii densa, but we cannot be certain without seeing a flower.
(C. B. G.).—We cannot identify plants from their leaves only. {Jamr^
Scott).—!, Acacia Drummondi ; 2, Libouia fioribunda.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS ia the Suburbs of London for the week ending March lOth.
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Brahmas were one of the chief attractions of the Show. Hamhurfjhs

of all kinds competed in one geuernl class—a feature which will, no

doabt, be improved upon in fntnre years—the Golden-spangled being

the varietv tiikinp the first prize. The Bantam,^ comprised a marvel-

lous class, and had it been subdivided almost every variety would havo

been well represented. The tirst prize was given to Dnclcwiuf; Game,
the second to a pen of first-rate Gold-laced Sebrights, and the third to

Blacks. Cochins -^f^ro good, the Whites especially; and the Selllnp

Class contained thirty-eight pens, .ind certainly a pood numljpr of

cheap bargains were offered, sales proving numerous. The French
varieties were favoured by an especial class, and they well desen-e it

;

the Cri've-Cours were unusually good. Mr. P. H. Jones, of Kulham,
obtained the silver cup for the winner of the greatest number of prizes ;

and we cannot avoid mentioning that the cups were intrinsically of the

value stated, as it is a pleasing contrast to many instances that have
occurred, in which the real value aud the assumed one havo been
widely diJi'erent.

Mr. James, the Hon. Secretary, strove to insure success for this

meeting, his attention to his duties, though arduous, being of the most
untiring character, and his unvai-ying courtesy to a concerned was
beyond praise. A very good collection sen by thi gentlemen was
not for competition.

THE BIRMINGHAM miLOPERISTERON
SOCIETY.

This was only the second annual meeting of this local Society,

although parties from any part of the kingdom may become exhibitors,

if members of the club. Only about a dozen and a half exhibitors

competed, but as they form many of the most prominent fanciers of

Pigeons, the interest was very great indeed, and the quality of the

Pigeons shown was ven- far beyond the average of such meetings.
The Carrierfi-vtere an extraordinarily strong portion of the exhibition ;

in fact, they have seldom at any Birmingham show been equalled. In
cocks, Blacks took all three prizes, but in the hen class. Duns partook
of the honours. Ponti rs were most commendable, the Whites especially

80 ; in fact, the first-prize hen was a perfect gem, and was very generally

admired, being a bird of excellent quality throughout. In I^fmfailf:,

which as a class was most excellent. Blues were the successful colour
in both instances ; three pens of "White ones and one of Blacks being
highly commended. Almo7u!s were good, the cock in the. second-prize

pen being the best bird of the breed shown, the hen, however, shows too
much white in both tail and flight feathers to mate with so good a
companion. The Short-faced Ttnnhlcrsy the Beards and Balds were a
capital class. Of Jnrohins and Xuns we can say but little, except that
we have frequently seen much better. Turhifs were a first-rate class.

Mr. T. Robson, of Pcnkridge, was very properly *' disqualified," and a
card appended to his birds, for showing two hens as a pair in this

variety. Both Foreign and also English (9Wswere very good. Barhs
were as fully worthy of especially favourable mention. Tn'mpcfers
with a good entry embraced all the colours commonly exhibited.

Draf/oons, Anttcer^'s, Magpies, and the Extra class were well filled.

Besides some dozen pens oi various breeds, Mr Yardley exhibited
three very large cages of Pigeons, each containing fifteen specimens,
they were respectively Barbs, Can-icrs, and Short-faced Tumblers.
None of these birds were for competition ; hut being of very superior
quality, we are informed many changed ownership.
The weather was scarcely favourable for a large attendance, but still

the visitors present expressed great satisfaction.

Mr. Edward Hewitt, and Mr. Yardley, both of Birmingham, officiated

as Arbitrators of all varieties except the Tambler Pigeons for fiying

purposes.

Carriers.—Cocts.—l, G. F. Whitehouse. 2, T. Robson. 3, G. Sturgess
he, F. F. Foster. H,iis.—1 and 2, G. Sturgess. 3, C. Barnes, he, T.
Robson; J. E. Cleveland.
Pouters.—Cocks.—\, 2, and he, G, Sturgess. Herw.—1, Cup» and 2, G.

Sturgess. c, G. F. Whitehouse.
Fastajxs.—1, G. Sturgess. 2. F. Graham, ftc, H. Adams ; F. F. Foster

;

G. Sturgess. c. G. F. Wliit»phouse.
Almonds.—1 and Cup, F. Graham. 2 snd he, H. Adams.
Balds oh Beards.—1, J. W. Edge 2, F. Graham.
Any other Variety (Short-faced).—1, F. Graham. 2, G. Sturgess.

3, J. W. Edge.
_ Jacobins.—1, F. Sale, he, J. W. Edge.
I NcNs.—1, F. Graham, 2, G. F. Whitehouse.
Tcrbits.—1 and 3, F. Sale. 2 and 4, F. Graham, he, J. W. Edge. Dis-

qualified, T. Robson. Two Hens.
Owi-s (Foreign).—1, Cup. and 2, F. Graham.
Owls (EngUsb).—1, J. Watts. 2, F. Sale. 3, F. F. Foster, he, J. W.

Edge.
Barbs.—1, Cup, and 2, F. F. Foster, he, J. W, Edge : F. F. Foster.
Trumpeters.— 1 a.nd 2, T. Robson. 3, F. Sale, c, J. Watts.
Magpies.—1, F. Sale. 2, G. F. Whitehouse. he, T. Robson.
Dragoons (Blue).—1, F. Graham. 2, G F. Whitehouse. he. J. W. Edge.
Dragoons (Yellow).—! and Cup, F. Graham. 2, J. W, Edge, he, F.

Sale ; G. F. Whitehouse.
Dragoons (Anv other colour).—!, F. Sale. 2, J. W. Edge. 3, T. Robson.

ftc, G. F. Whitehouse : J. Watts ; J. F. White.
Antwerps.—1, F. Graham. 2, F. F. Foster, e, F. Sale.
Swallows.—1, J. Watts. 2, G. Sturgess.
Fancy Pigeons (Anv other variety).—1. Cup, and 2, F. Sale. 3, F. F.

Foster, he, G. F. Whitehnuse. r. F. Graham ; J. Watts.
Antwerps.—Co cA-.—1, F. F. Foster. 2, J. E. Cleveland. 3. C. Bameg.

he, J. W. Edge.

Badoes (Black).—!, H. Sproston. he, J. Sanders.
Badges (Blue).—Prize, J. W. Edge.
Saddles Black).—!, F. H. Warden. 2. J. Sanders, he, 3. W. Edge.
Saddles (Blue).—!, J. W. Edge, he, H. E. Y'atea. e, J. Sanders.

Saddles (Anv other colour).—!, J. W. Edge. /le.F. H, Wardeo.
KosEWiNGS AND REDBREASTS.—!, J. Saudors. c, J. W. Edge.

COLOURING CANARIES.
BiRPS do not use sand to wash themselves in, and I feel snro

ninety-nine out of a hundred birds that wash would not go and
roll in the sand until they were dry, and even then only to

dust their feet. SupposiuR they did manage to have such a

sandy bath, they would not look as if they had been artificially

coloured with the view of escaping detection. " 11. D." mast
remember that the birds which have been detected having

colouring on them at the various exhibitions, have almost de-

ceived the most experienced judges, and therefore it is quite

impossible for that colouring to be the means of sand or gravel.

I well remember about two years ago at the Sunderland Show
certain Norwich birds were thought to be coloured from the

very suspicious look about them, and one of the judges, not to

be baffled, applied with his white handkerchief hot water and
soda to them, and not until then did the colour come off, which
it did in abundance. I afterwards saw the handkerchief that

was used, and the colour on it very much resembled " Judson's

Dye," but certainly not sand or gravel. I am sorry to say

Norwich are not the only birds artificially coloured ; Lizards I

know have had different kinds of dark fluids applied to them,

and have also been detected. The Lizards in question were

sent to one of the Crystal Palace Shows by an exhibitor not a

thousand miles from the metropolis. Clear-crested birds have

had their crests dyed, and been shown for Variegated-crested,

these have also been detected. I am only pointing out these

remarks to " II. D.," to show him the impossibility of sand

producing any other colour on birds but that of a muddy hue,

and even then it would not require soda and water to extract

it.—A. G. B., Derby.

NOTES ON GOLDFINCH MULES AND
MULE-BREEDING.—No. :'..

Anyone fond of Goldfinches or Linnets would do well at this

particular period to obtain for them some fresh groundsel or

dandelion, to assist in bringing them forward for the season

fast approaching for Mule-breeding.

To attain success every attention must be paid to the birds,

not only at the time of breeding, but during the winter, for it

is essential that the birds should be well attended to and their

diet at times changed. By this means you are laying the

groundwork for the breeding season by keeping your stock in

good condition.

More than the usual quantity of canary andhempseed rations

should now and then be given. Vary it with a little flax,

millet, groats, maw seed, coarse Scotch oatmeal, an egg passed

through a sieve, with a stale plain bun or a sponge cake, or

even carrot and beetroot may be given. Of this food they will

readily partake. Now and then soak a piece of bread in cold

water, then squeeze out the water, add a few drops of cod-liver

oil, and supply to each partition a piece as large as a nut. All

these things 1 find good, and they keep my birds in condition,

and in a great measure prevent that asthmatical complaint

many are subject to.

Having obtained a Goldfinch cook, say a two or three-year-

old bird, and a hen of some promise—a likely one to throw or

breed Mules clear, or as nearly clear as you would wish

—

you will in May begin, or try, to breed with them. Breeding

in eages I prefer for Mules, owing to the birds being more
under control, especially the Goldfinch, which is at times very

busy at destroying the eggs when he has an opportunity. Of

course this applies more to some Goldfinches than others. I

have had cocks which behaved very well, remaining with the

hens during the whole of the laving, sitting, and the rearing of

the young, and they are excellent feeders when they act kindly

and as a parent should. By breeding in an open room, having

half a dozen hens and a couple of Goldfinches, perhaps one or

both may be mischievous, by either pulling to pieces the whole

of the nests, leaving the eggs only in the box or basket, or by

destroying the eggs. On attending to my birds one day I saw

portions of egg-shells, and knowing by reference to my note-

book that the usual time was not up for chipping, I looked in

four or five nests, and not an egg was to be seen whole. I

knew at once what had happened, and on further search saw
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on the floor partly-formed young chicks, and the slaughterer
was the GoldfiDch.

Breeding in a room is advantageous with Canaries (for the
cock birds are not so wicked, although there are exceptions),

when they are of the came kind— for instance. Lizards or
Norwich ; the birds become stronger, harder in feather, and
after drying from a wash you may hear their wings in flight as
it were crack like a whip. They can also be better supplied
with the requisites for keeping up their condition during the
breeding time. The advantage of the bath, too, is very great

at this particular period, especially whilst the hens are sitting
;

for even though the hen may return to the nest with a damp
breast, it will do more good than harm.
Hens vary very much in disposition. Some will let you

examine their eggs, nests, and young ones as often as you like,

and will even allow you to lift them cfi the nests. Still this

is a bad practice, for there is evident fear about a hen when
you do this, that you are going to rob her of either eggs or

birds. Other hens will not be interfered with. I say the less

meddling the better, as long as all is going on right, having
clean nests, free from the worst of all plagues, the canary bug
or red mite.

In breeding young stock for a future Tear from your muling
hens, or the hens you intend breeding Mules fri»m, be careful

not to commence breeding before the weather has become
somewhat genial, for most probably the hens, through the cold,

may be egg-bound, which is a most distressing complaint, with
but little chance of their recovering from it. With a practical

breeder—one who knows something more than the easy rou-

tine of affairs—the danger or chance of losing egg-bound hens
is not so great as with one who is only beginning to gain ex-

perience in the practice.

When hens are egg-bound, which may be told by the swelled
state of the abdomen, and their distressed and paralysed ap-

pearance, immediate means must be used. Do not break
the egg if possible, although I have found that necessary i

in a very extreme case, but endeavour to get it with nature's I

help from the hen by using a little oil (a drop), on the vent ; I

and if you have not oil at hand, a little lard or butter will i

answer, because the inflamed state of the bird will soon soften

it. Then, as a medicine, give the hen, with the aid of a thin
]

skewer or a piece of quill, a drop of castor oil, applying it as

far down the tongue or throat as possible without hurting the

bird. The assistance of a second person will be desirable, but
be careful the beak is not opened too wide. When you have
done this put the hen in a warm bath, holding for aLiout five

minutes the lower portion of her in water of a blood-heat,

and after that place the hen in some flannel before the fire.

This will cause a gentle glow or perspiration to ensue, give an
|

action to the bird, and enable her soon to lay her egg. If you
only succeed in getting the egg from her life to a certainty

will be preserved, but if the hen is too weak to lay shewiil
;

soon die. In a large sleeping-room of my house I had fixed

in a corner near the window, the sunny side of the room,
some breeding partitions, and in one of these I placed a pair

of Lizards, which went on well until the morning on which I

expected the first egg. On awaking and not seeing the hen
upon the nest, and receiving no reply to the imitating chirp

a fancier soon acquires when keeping Canaries, I passed my
fingers quickly across the wires, and to my surprise the hen
did not rise. I found her in a corner with partly-extended
wings, and to all appearance in the agonies of death. I quickly

took her with me into my bed, and after breathing upon her
about twenty minutes an egg was laid in my hand. A chick was
reared from this identical egg. Five minutes after the laying

of the egg the Lizard was as lively as ever, and refreshed her-
self with a bath.

An unfavourable change in the weather will often cause
much disappointment to the fancier, especially if a dry, search-

ing north-easter should set in. A south wind with a humid
atmosphere is advantageous both for hens laying and for the
chipping of birds.

Give your Goldfinches and hens, whilst breeding, plenty of

green food—lettuce, groundsel, or dandelion.

In my next paper I will treat more upon the kind of hen
for muling with the Goldfinch.—G. J. Barnesby, Derby.

The Swarming Season in Geemant.—The Baroness von
Berlepsch in a letter which 1 have received from her, says,
" There were comparatively but few swarms also in Germany.
This is generally the case if summers are very dry, as in

1842, 1846, and 1865."—A Devonshire Bee-keeper.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Chickens on a Brick Floor ;,'-.'. Lloyih.—You must not put your

chickens on a brick floor. Put tbeui in the garden in a sheltered spot, so
far as wind is concerned, but not hidden from the sun. Let them be
covered up at niRlit with a sacli or matting, or something of the Bort.
Feed them well, and give them only good beer to drink.

Keeping Fowls Profitably iGanifn€T'.i Tf'//V).—We are glad to hail
the beginning of better things. Fowls are not injurious in a kitchen
garden tn the extent you name, and the number of insects and vermin
they.devour would always make compensation if they were. You may
keep from twenty to thirty fowls in your gardeu. and at times more.
For ordinary purposes, such ns eggs and useful poultry, you cannot do
better than accept the eggs offc-red you between Brahma and Dorking.
It is impossible to say what quantity of fuod is reijuired by fowls in a
garden. We can, however, help you to begin your calculation; the ex-
pense of each should not exceed Sd. per week."

Food Kequired for Poultry [C. L. M.).—li is always impossible to
answer such a query as yours. The food ground into meal is more pro-
fitable than when given whole. We hold inferior corn, if that mean
shortness nf weight, to be most extravagant food. It will also be found
better feeding if the food is varied daily, or twice or three times per
week, instead of feeding the whole week on the same. Start fairly on a
Monday morning, weigh or measure all that is given during the week, let
there be no waste by allowing food to lie about, and at the end of the
week calculate the consumption. This will be better iniormation than
any we can give.

Wooden-floored Poultry House {J.K, C. P.).—We have had bitter
experience of wooden flooring. We have, as in duty bound, tried that
as well as other experiments. The result has always been swellings at
the knee joints, paralysis, and death. If it is very inconvenient to re-

move the flooring, you may cover it with road grit and gravel 6 inches
deep. Your perches must be within 24 inches of the gi'ouud.

Food for Chickens {Lrmon B-iff).—Indian meal is not food for
chickens, and beer is, at this time of year.

Golden Poland Hen {A. B.).—The only disadvantage in the white
feathers in the crest of the Poland hen. is the proof it affords that she is

not a young one. If two birds could be shown of equal merit in every
other particular, but one had white feathers in the crest, whereas the
other was entirely coloured, no real judge could hesitate for an instant
between them. The coloured crest mu*4l be preferred ; but it is almost
impossible to And a bird over eighteen months old that has not some
white.

Buff Cochin Cock {Hampton TTicfc).—What fowl do you purpose
making? Do you want spangled Cochins? If so. you will do well to
inquire for some Cuckoo Cocliins with red and yellow feathers, that we
sometimes see at shows. The probability is that a dark Buff" cock would
make the barring heavier. That would be the first step, and it would be
important, as the produce would be pure Cochins. You would have to
induce real spangling from a spangled fowl. This must be selected as
like to a Cochin as possible, and you must be careful to choose the exact
shade of golden or silver, also to avoid topknots, and, if possible, double
combs.

HouDAN Cock's Tail [B. B.I.— Yellow feathers are not desirable in the
Houdau's tail, but they are not blemishes. Red feathers are a disquali-
fication : they are positively forbidden.
Hens Nesting without Laying (Ivanh'jc).—\\e do not believe the bene

go to the nest every day for other purposes than to lay. Y'ou must watch
them still more closely. \*ou must ascertain how long they remain on
the nest. If only the usual time for laying, we believe they lay; if a
much longer period, they merely go there to rest, or for a refuge from
the cold wind. They must have laid more eggs since the b*iginning in
January, and if they had done tbey would be broody. If they were broody
they would remain on instead ol leaving the nest. In our Brahma house,
where we keep a large number, we have a row of laying-boxes. These
are always full in the morning of hens and pullets, but when we drive
them away there are few eggs. During the day they constantly return.
Do your hens cackle when they leave the nest ".' We advise you to watch
them closely, and to drive them from the nest the moment they look
about and make any sound. You will find eggs, we believe.

Pullet Dying after Laying a Soft Egg (A Tiro-i/cars Sulscriber).
From the few facts you mention, we think the pullet died from inflamma-
tion of her egg organs. She was probably too fat. for the food you give is

very nourishing. Ground oats instead of Indian corn, and potatoes
mashed up with the meal, would be better diet, especially in mild and hot
weather.
Antwerp Pigeons.—" H. T. K. ' has pent us an extract from Mr. Brent's

book on Pigeons, but as it is published at our office it is well known to

our readers. Oar correspondent says that unless purchased when very
young, Antwerps are apt to abscond. Older birds will not stay unices
shut up until they have bred once.
Sending Canaries by Railway {J.H.).—They will Btand a twenty-four-

hours journey very well, aud are daily sent to ail parts of England. We
know of some sent to Dublin a short time ago, and they arrived in good
condition. A man who understands his business will pack them care-

fully and send them by night mail. All birds for exhibition travel in

this way. If you want a first-class lird. write to Mr. Hawkins, 6, Bear
Street, Leicester Square ; but, remember that you will have to pay a high
price for a good one. and in no class of birds are there such gradations

of excellence as in the Belgian.
Preserving Eggs.—An old l^ubscriber recommends the following:^

" To half a peck of new lime add four gallons of boiling water, keep it

stirring some time, then cleanse it through a sieve to remove all lumps.
When quite cold add three ounces of cream of tartar and ten ounces of

coarse salt, let it ttaud a fortnight before dropping the eggs in—cover all

up."
Influence of Hen (A. A'.).—The hen sitting on the eggs will have no

influence beyond hatching them.
Parrot not Talking (E. C).—The tongue does not require to be cut.

Frequently repeat to the bird any word you wish it to utter.

Cheap and Good Hive {fi. P.).—Payne's Improved Cottage Hive, made
somewhat larger than described in "Bee-keeping for the Many,** say
16 inches in diameter, by 8 or 9 inches deep—is a cheap and useful hive.

We know of no mode of management which can be relie on to prevent
bees swarming out of common straw hives.
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secure a larger number of leaves, or the organs of digestion,
shall I not very materially add to the vitality and vigour of

the tree at perhaps the most critical period of its existence ?

The results in practice have invariably proved this reasoning
to be sound. The action of a tree is very evenly balanced, and
the roots will increase in proportion to the quantity of foliage.

To return, however, to espaliers. Loudon observes, in his
" Encyclopsdia of Gardening," " that they are chiefly valuable
for their general effect ; for, the borders being usually dug,
their smaller roots are prevented from establishing themselves
close under the surface, and the trees in consequence seldom
bear well." As a practical refutation of this dictum, I will

offer a short notice of the fine espaliers at the Earl of Eomney's,
amongst which some of my earliest gardening days were passed.

These trees were planted by my father about twenty years
ago, and they have been in his hands ever since. They were
"maidens" at the time of planting, and it is probably in a
great measure owing to this that the trees generally are so
healthy, but very few exhibiting any signs of canker ; thus
proving the truth of the remark, that young trees should never
he planted in a poor or shallow soil, for as Emerson, the Ame-
rican essayist, observes in a chapter on Power, " A good tree

that agrees with the soil will grow in spite of blight, or bug, or
pruning, or neglect, by night or day, in all weathers and all

treatments." And here it must be admitted that but few trees

have the advantage of such a soil as that at The Mote—a rich

loam of an average depth of 3 feet, resting on a substatum of

ehattery rock. The trees are planted about 12 feet from the sides
of the walks, and a narrow pathway about 18 inches wide runs
parallel with and close to the front of the trees. The borders
are cropped either with Strawberries or some dwarf-growing
vegetables. The horizontal branches are supported by a line of

stout wooden stakes 4 feet 6 inches high, and a strip of narrow
scantling nailed to the tops of the stakes gives an appearance
of neatness and finish to the whole. The lines of espaliers
running parallel to each other on either side of the road which
passes through the centre of the garden (a distance of 154 yardsl,
form a pleasing and interesting sight, as nearly the whole of the
trees are in perfect health, and are very prolific, in spite of
that supposed hindrance to fruitfulness—the constant digging
and cropping of the soil close to them. The hue of espaliers is

continued round most of the quarters of the garden.
In looking over such an extensive collection of fruit trees

one cannot fail to remark the great differences which exist
between them as regards their habit of growth. Some of the
trees are close and compact, with their neat spurs crowded with
blossom buds, while others are so full of lusty vigour, that
were it not that a continuous lateral extension is permitted,
the sublaterals, or spurs, would probably hardly be so fruitful
as they are in reality. The most diflicult kind in this respect
is the Blenheim Pippin, of which there is here the finest speci-
men as an espalier 1 have ever met with ; its limbs have a
spread of upwards of .50 feet. Another rampant-growing, but
most excellent kind under this or any other method of culture,
isHanwell Souring, a fine specimen of which, extending 30 feet,

produced 4 bushels of fine fruit last season. Dumelow's Seed-
ling, or Wellington, extending 45 feet, is rather rampant, but
produces fruit freely. Bedfordshire Foundling, 45 feet, is a
valuable kind, of great merit, producing heavy crops. Alfris-

ton is another excellent kitchen Apple, and although of strong
growth it is not so rampant as some. The largest tree of it

measures about 36 feet in length. It is a heavy cropper, and
the good-keeping qualities of its large fruit add very much to
its value.

Amongst other trees worthy of note, as being fine specimens,
I may instance a Cheshire Damson of upwards of 40 feet.

This generally carries a heavy crop, and its fruit is much
valued. An Orleans Plum, 36 feet, and a Coe's Late Bed
Plum, are both very fruitful ; the Late Red is much esteemed
,for its lateness. Of other kinds of Apples which may be selected
as forming healthy fruitful trees as espaliers, are Manks
Codlin, very prolific, forming bloom buds quickly; Fearn's
Pippin ; Scarlet Nonpareil, of which there is a pretty specimen,
25 feet long—it is very compact in its habit of growth, and
forms a good espalier ; Margil, which produces bloom buds
freely, and bears heavy crops of fruit of the highest excellence

;

Early Nonpareil; Gloria Mundi, a heavy cropper, and some of
the fruit of last season weighed 23 ounces ; Calville Malingre,
of a particularly close habit, a useful kitchen Apple ; Kirke's
Iiord Nelson; Tower of Glammis ; Eymer; Hoary Morning;
Dutch Mignonne

; Hawthornden ; Winter Hawthornden ; Kes-
^ck Codlin ; Kerry Pippin, a most valuable dessert Apple

;

Gooseberry Pippin; Red Astraohan; Cellini; and Golden
Harvey. A few of these trees are on the English Paradise
stock, but most of them are on the Crab.
As regards the treatment to which the trees are subjected, it

may be useful to state, that no growth beyond three or four
eyes is ever allowed on the spurs, and although this entails a
vast amount of labour in the constant pinching or pruning
continued throughout the growing season, yet an ample reward
is gained in the abundance of blossom buds formed by the
trees under this treatment. Another advantage attendant on
this constant summer pruning, is the perfect exposure of the
fruit to the action of the sun and air. As the fruit is swelling,
it is carefully inspected, and if considered necessary a slight
thinning is given, so as to avoid over-crowding.
By this constant manipulation of the wood during its growth,

the winter-pruning is reduced to a minimum. It principally
consists in shortening or thinning-out any spurs which may
have encroached too much upon their neighbours. When the
trees are quite clear of leaves, they are well dusted on a damp
day with quicklime ; this process is very simple, and serves to
keep the trees free from lichens, it has also a very beneficial
effect upon the bark.

In a future paper I shall offer a few notes on fruit culture in
our Kentish orchards, or, as they are called hereabouts, fruit
" plantations."

—

Edwaed Luckhurst, Egerton House Gardens,
Kent.

CULTUEE OF POINSETTIA PULCHERRIMA.
It may not, perhaps, be altogether unseasonable to offer a

few remarks on this most useful, I may say indispensable,
winter-decorative plant, seeing that the present is about the
time to set to work with the view of forming a stock for next
winter's display. These remarks will apply more particularly
to the large class of plant-growers, whose chief aim is to pro-
duce a useful stock of plants of various heights for home
decoration, and under circumstances not specially adapted to

produce plants of a high standard of excellence. An enthusi-
astic cultivator once told me that he would not give a rush for

plants with heads of a less size than a full-sized soup plate (I

never saw his plants), and he somewhat grandiloquently set up
as the standard size a barrow wheel. 1 regret I did not acquire
his notions of standard height, or he might have given a flower

stake or organ pipe, or something equally striking.

Light and well-heated structures are necessary to grow the
Poinsettia to perfection, but the absence of this kind of plant
house need not altogether exclude this plant from the collection

;

modest in size it may be, yet beautiful and most useful for

many forms of house and room decoration.
The absence of Poinsettias from many gardens is ascribed

to not having heat enough. In scores of cases the plea is just.

It requires heat, but yet will give a good return under a lower
scale of temperature than it is popularly credited with. Any-
one who can command a minimum house temperature of 55°

(an occasional fall of 5° below this is not fatal), from September
to March, need not despair of its cultivation. This, with the
common adjuncts of Cucumber and Melon frames, are the aids

with which I produce an annual supply of plants from 2 inches

to 2 feet in height, in numbers sufficient to give a brilliant

show during the winter months.
My stock plants for propagation numbered two, each about

a foot in height. One of these I cut into pieces of one or
two eyes each, and put tliem in sand and plunged them in a
brisk heat in a Cucumber frame. The other I potted and
placed in the same frame just as it was. The top eyes speedily

broke, and when the shoots were from 2 to 3 inches long they
were taken ofi' with a sharp knife, and put in sand under a hand-
glass, and so on with the rest of the shoots, which broke out
down the stem ; all were taken off, put in the centre of thumb
pots, and struck quickly. The plants were shifted into 5-inch
pots, grown in the same frames, and in June the tops were taken
off and struck in a similar manner. Some of them were again

topped and struck in August. Thus four dozen plants were
obtained, differing in height, every one of which bloomed in

the winter. The number might easily have been increased,

but in proportion to the number of times which the plants are

stopped is the decrease in the size of the bracts. My experience,

then, is that the quickest and safest mode of increasing stock

is to pot the old plants entire and strike from the young wood,
in preference to cutting up the stems into eyes and cuttings

and striking from the old wood, as is often recommended.
A brisk bottom heat of from 90° to 100°, and a top heat of
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80° under a hand-glass, careful shading to prevent flagging,

and uniform moisture, are the essentials to success.

A stock havin;; been obtained, the after-management is easy.

Stopping diminishes in size the discs of bloom, and if not
stopped they attain an ungainly height when started into growth
early in spring. To obviate as far as possible these disad-
vantages, the most simple and effectual plan is not to start

the plants so soon as usual. For instsnce, my plants are in a
dormant state, as dry as dust; were they potted at once they
would require much valuable room to grow them—room which
at this time is much in request for preparing seeds and cuttings
for flower-gardening purposes. IJjrmant then the plants will

remain until I am relieved from this pressure. In the first or
second week in May they will be shaken out and repotted in clean
pots. I put them at once in the pots in which they are to bloom,
but in the first instance lilling the pots not much more than
half full of soil, and top-dressing as required ; the roots come
freely upwards to feed. Every disturbance of the roots causes
certain injury to the foliage. It is on this account that top-
dressing is preferable to shifting and repotting.

By late starting three advantages are gained : first, utilising

useful space at a pressing time ; second, a reduction in length
of stem ; and third, the arrival of warm genial weather end
increased sunlight render the plants less liable to receive any
check by cold draughts, and they break more strongly and grow
naturally more sturdy and short jointed than in the closer

atmosphere which is necessary six weeks or two months earlier

in the season.

I should have said that the plants are cut down to the pot
previous to starting, except when specially required to produce
cuttings for increase of stock.

They are placed in a Cucumber or Melon frame, and allowed
to remain as long as they and everything else have breathing
room. By the time tliey are becoming too crowded the early

crop of Melons are off. The soil is taken out of the frame,
the heating material forked up, and a little fresh mixed with
it to set it heating, a few ashes put in, and the plants
placed thinly in the frame and quite close to the glass. The
frame is slightly raised weekly as the plants advance in height,
keeping them at all times as close to the glass as possible.
Here they remain through the summer until the nights become
too cold. Air is carefully admitted, and watering regularly
attended to. If they once become too dry the foliage is spoiled,

and, on the other hand, if the soil become sour by too much
wet, the same results ensue. Water must always be given in

a tepid state.

The soil used is composed of two-thirds rather light turfy
loam, and one-third peat and well-decayed cow dung, sharpened
with sand and kept open by plenty of broken charcoal. Top-
dressings may be of a richer compost. Good drainage is of

paramount importance, and must not be neglected. When
showing for bloom, very weak and perfectly clear manure water
from soot and sheep dung, will be sufficiently stimulating and
beneficial.

For very dwarf plants, cuttings, as before mentioned, maybe
put in all through the season up to September, and bloomed
in the same small pots. They will be tiny plants, with but
small heads of bloom, but still valuable for cutting from, and
for filling jardinets, hanging baskets, and other modes of
decoration. Last year I started some in June, which did well.

I am not so particular as to time as to seeing clearly before
me circumstances permitting a continuous season of growth
without crowding or check from any cause.—J. W.

STOPPING BLEEDING OF VINES.
I SEND you a simple and effective mode. After pruning, if

there are any signs of bleeding, I take whole Potatoes, into which
I insert the ends of the laterals of the Vines, and allow them
to remain on till all danger of bleeding is past. I am aware
there is nothing new in this method, as I have practised it,

and my father before me, for many years, and have found it

answer well. Being so simple it may be a useful hint to

amateurs.

—

Wirkswokih Hall.

FRUIT PROSPECTS.
After a week of bitter weather of snow and piercing winds,

and on three mornings the thermometer down to 20', I have
this morning (March Kith) made a careful examination of the
fmit blossoms. Peaches and Apricots unprotected are mostly
destroyed

; under CMswick netting partially killed, but abun-

danoe left to insure a orop. Pears are apparently mnch in-
jured, being very forward, but a microscopical examination
nhows the organs of fructification fresh and sound, so that up
to the present time I apprehend no serious injury to this frnit.

Apples, Plums, Cherries, and small fruits, are uninjured, being
not sufficiently advanced. If the weather be favourable, 1869
will bo prolific in fruit in this locality.—J. WnioHT, QardencT
to Hull. A. Leslie Melville, Lincoln,

HOTHOUSE BOIJ.EUS.
TuF, readers of " our Journal " will, many of them, remem-

ber I have long held the opinion that there is not a really good
boiler yet invented for the heating of glass houses, and visiteis
to Chilwell have often known me point out what to me appeared
their defects. It would seem that the makers of boilers have
ignored the fact that Hame is the hottest part of a fire ; that to
heat water with the best effect, heat should bo applied from
below ; that to secure a good draught a sufficient body of air

must bo admitted into the flue ; that to insure a quick circula-
tion the return pipes must bo colder than the flow pipes.
Take the first point. Can it be right that the flame of a

lire intended to heat a large body of water should strike
against a brick wall, as is the case in almost all boilers, or be
made to pass between three or four upright tubes directly into
the flue, as is the case with tubular boilers? Surely heat
might be better employed than in the gradual destruction oi
fire bricks ?

Again, might we not as well toast our kettles before the fire^

in place of putting them on the fire, as expect to get much
effect from the side flues of a saddle boiler '.' When a fine is

taken over a boiler, what possible efl'cct can it have '; With
narrow side flues admitting a small body of air, the chimney
must be close to the fire, and thus much heat is wasted, ^he
saddle boilers are always set with narrow side flues to increase
their heating powers, and the proportion of heat utilised to
that wasted always reminds me of the water ram, where the
minimum of effect is produced by the maximum of power. I
believe if many perrons were to put a thermometer into the
tops of their chimneys, or even to hold their hands over the top
of one, they would be astonished at the loss of heat.

A quick circulation is essential to the economical employ-
ment of water as a carrier of heat. As soon as water is ex-
panded by heat it ought lo rise gradually to the farthest point,
and as gradually descend from that point into the boiler. The
rapidily of the circulation will depend on the heat of the fire,

the amount of boiler surface exposed to its action, and the
difference between the temperature of the flow pipe as it leaves
the boiler, and that of the return pipe as it enters the boiler.

For the return pipes to have to pass through a mass of red-hot
bricks, as is generally the case, must tend to check the circula-
tion of the water. This was, I think, first pointed out by Mr.
McNab, of Edinburgh, and his boiler was intended to remedy
this evil, but it has the very grave defect of requiring five or
six courses of brickwork between the boiler and the fire bars,
being in this respect inferior to a common saddle boiler.

I have at present at work the common saddle boiler, Appleby's
improved saddle boiler with check draught, McNab's boiler,

Stephenson's conical boiler, Thomson's retort boiler, and
Meiklejohn's's X boiler, and none of them is satisfactory to me.
As a proof how defective they are, the x boiler, which I think
with all its faults is the best of the lot, has been more than
doubled in power by a few additions, and I can now absolntely
boil the water in 1500 feet of 4-ineh pipes.

If it be objected, " You say nothing about tubular boilers,"
my answer is, I would not have one for a gift. There is no
doubt if you have one large enough to hold a great amount of fire,

it will heat a great body of water, and so it ought. A boiler
costing from £aO to £G0, and costing as much to fix it, ought
to do something, particularly when fed with coke. I heard the
other day that the Royal Horticultural Society received one as
a present, and had to pay £30 for fixing it. The deep holes
required by these boilers are in many places a most serions
objection. The expensive fuel is another great objection with
those who can get cobble and slack at a low price. The large
number of joints, all liable to give way, render them very un-
safe ; but besides all this, I never could see what were their
advantages, except being large enough to hold an immense
body of fire. There is really very little surface exposed to the
action of the fire, and still less to the flame.

What, then, do we require in a boiler ? That it eball not be
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unnecessarily expensive ; tbat it shaU cost little to fix ; that it

shall burn any fael ; that it shall expose a large upper surface
to the action of the tire ; that nothing but iron, with water
behind it, shall touch the fire ; that it shall require no brick-
work inside or outside above the fire bars, so that the return
pipes shall pass direct into the boiler ; that it shall be made of
oast iron, because wrought iron rusts so quickly, and, as I have
proved, is more quickly destroyed when not at work than when
in constant use. Now, can such a boiler be made ? I think it

can, for I have the model of such a one before me. Mr.
Foster, of Beeston, who has erected all my houses, brought it

tome a few days ago, and said, ''There, now, can you find
fault with that?" and I am bound to say I cannot. It looks
perfect, and when I have an opportunity I will give the Koyal
Horticultural Society's Scientific Committee a chance of pass-
ing their opinion upon it. Knowing the interest I have taken
in the subject, Mr. Foster has left the model with me, and as
lie intends to patent it, will certainly not object to its being
seen afterwards.

Everything that tends to cheapen and improve the building
of glass houses is of importance to many of your readers, and
I shall, I think, have their thanks for bringing to their notice
Foster's boiler.—J. E. Peabson, Chilwell, Notts.

'GRAND INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION OF
GL.VDIOLUS.

I SHOULD like to make known to all lovers of this beautiful

flower that it is in contemplation to hold a grand show of it at

the Crystal Palace in August. The Crystal Palace Company has

given £50 towards the Show; and Messrs. Kelway; Downie,
Laird, & La ng ; Paul & Son ; Bunyard & Son ; and Cutbusb,
amongst growers for sale ; and Messrs. Banks, Sladden, and
others, amongst amateurs, have already signified their intention

of supporting it. There will be a class for foreign growers, some
of whom will contribute, one for growers for sale, and one for

amateurs, also for novelties and seedlings. I shall be glad to

receive any subscriptions either at the office of this Journal,

or at Westwell Vicarage, Ashford, Kent.—D., Deal.

THE CHRYSANTHEMUM AS AN OUT-DOOR
PLANT.

If the claims of a plant to our notice be measured by its

services when other flowers are scarce, the Chrysanthemum
will give place to very few, if any ; for in the dull autumn
mouths, almost up to Christmas, it cheers us with its varied

hues. Each individual floret, too, has been, through the skill

and patience of cultivators, made to conform to a high standard

of excellence, and without diminishing the constitutional vigour

of the plant, as in the case of some other plants tbat have
undergone improvement at the florist's hands. The Chrysan-
themum, on the contrary, seems to be quite as hardy and as

accommodating as of old, when its varieties were few, and the

flower very loose and ill-formed. In one respect, however, it

seems to baffle its cultivators—its period of blooming has been
neither hastened nor retarded, and it does not appear willing

to exhibit its beauties at any other than the allotted time. I

remember, about thirty-five years ago or more, a provincial

horticultural society offering prizes for plants flowering out of

their natural course, and many attempts were made with the
Chrysanthemum to comply with the requirements of the sche-

dule, but no one, as far as I am aware, was successful, although
many other plants were coaxed to flower out of their season.

The autumn being the flowering time of the Chrysanthemum,
its culture has settled down into au endeavour to make it as

showy as possible at that period, with some efforts to prolong

the blooming by raising early and late varieties ; but a longer

duration of its flowering can only be secured by growing plants

nader glass or other protection. Of the management of such
it is not my intention to treat, the cultivation of plants out of

doors being the object of the present article.

At what time the Chrysanthemum was first tried out of doors

I cannot precisely state ; but the first time I saw it so grown
was about forty years ago, when it was blooming beautifully

trained against a south wall, in a situation by no means favour-

able for tender plants. The autumn being fine, and care

having been taken to cover the plant with mats at night, its

flowers contrasted very favourably with those of other plants

starved in pots in the greenhouse. The Chrysanthemum, how-
ever, was not generally planted in the open border.? till some

years afterwards, or, rather, it did not succeed well ; but by
degrees the capability of the plant not only to endure our
winters, but also to withstand the murky atmosphere of large

towns, became known, and it speedily found its way into the
shrubbery borders, open plots in front of villas, and the squares
of our large cities. It appears to succeed better in such places

than in the clear, pure atmosphere of the country, and, with
the Aucuba, it seems to be essential for their decoration. It

must not, however, be supposed to dislike a pure atmosphere

;

only, where that prevails, it is seldom so well treated out of

doors as it is in cities, and in many important gardens it is

disregarded entirely. This is certainly wrong ; for although it

may not succeed well every year, being often cut off by frost,

yet the number of seasons in which it does prosper in the south
of England is such as to justify its more extensive cultivation,

and when it succeeds well the general regret is " that there,

was not more of it."

The cultivation of the Chrysanthemum is very simple, and
as an out-door plant it may be said to take care of itself. The
only point on which an inexperienced person is likely to founder
is the eutting-in the plant in summer. If this be left till too

late, there will be no flowers
; if performed too early, the plant

will grow taller than it ought to do. A little care is also neces-

sary in preserving the plant in winter in stiff damp soils, for

slugs are apt to destroy it ; a covering of coal ashes is a good
protection. Frost, unless very intense, rarely injures it, and
it is not particular as to soil and position ; on the contrary, it

will luxuriate in very unpromising situations, and many a town
front garden is enlivened with the bloom of this plant in autumn,
year after year, althoug'a its growth in spring and summer may
nave been a struggle against the feet of children who have
made it their playground. It deserves, however, better treat-

ment than this : and when generously dealt with, its flowers

are proportionately better.

For out-door display I would give the preference to the

Pompon varieties for neatness of habit, diversity of colour,

and better adaptability to bouquet-making ; but some of the

intermediate class between these and the Large-flowering are

also good, as well as several of the large kinds. The colours

will, of course, depend on the taste of the grower and his re-

quirements ; but, as a general rule, where blooms out of doors

are wanted as late as it is possible to have them, the colour

which seems to be best capable of bidding defiance to the

autumn rain is bright yellow. Chrysanthemums of this colour

appear to withstand the bleaching effects of moisture better

than those of any other, and even slight frosts that tinge the

points of the petals do them less harm, for the yellow is con-

verted into a sort of bronze colour, but the tips of a white or

pink flower which has been exposed to frost show damage from

that cause more conspicuously. A good yellow helps also to

brighten up all around it ; the duU foliage, dark ground, and
even murky atmosphere at the time the plant flowers, require

some lively colour to give cheerfulness. A good white, I admit,

would be as well, perhaps better, but the greater dehcacy of

that colour, and its liability to be injured in the way described,

are great drawbacks ; while all dark colours, as maroon, crim-

son, purple, and rose, fade or bleach into tints very different

from what they ought to be, and, of course, much less beautiful.

These remarks, it will be understood, relate to the kinds re-

commended for very late-flowering. Earlier-flowering varieties

may be of any colour, and if a race of Chrysanthemums flow-

ering still earlier than any we now have could be raised, they

would be most useful for out-door cultivation. As it is, both

early and late varieties may be planted with advantage in places i

where a somewhat mild autumn may be expected, or where

flowers for cutting are wanted. By planting a number of

Chrysanthemums where they can be protected in severe wea-

ther their beauty will be prolonged, and they will repay the

trouble incurred. But even without this advantage, out-door

Chrysauthemuma often flower well enough in the south of

England to entitle them to more extensive cultivation than at

present, and the autumns in which an unusually early frost

destroys all chances of their doing well are so few as not to

weigh against the advantages which the Chrysanthemum offers

in favourable seasons.

The propagation of the Chrysanthemum is so simple that I

need not advert to it here, further than to remark that I would

recommend not turning out too early those plants which have

not been planted out—say in the end of April, as slugs are so

fond of them ; but iilants growing out of doors may be taken

out of the ground, divided, and replanted any time in April,

throwing a little soot or lime over their crowns to keep ma-
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raudors at baj'. Ordinary soil will in moat caBes answer without

manure, but the latter may be added when it is too light or

poor. The only after-atteutiou the plants require for many
months is cutting them down if they should become too tall

and strajjglinj; ; but this should not bo dune later than the first

week in .July, and sooner if the season be early, otherwise the

plant may (lerhapB not tlower at all. ThiDning-out some of

the shoots of old stools, if any such Lave been left, may be ne-

cessary later ; but do not shorten-in those intended to flower,

otherwise a blank may occur. In general, it is advisable to

take up and replant at least once in two years, for if this is not

done the llowers are poor or indifferent.

As regards the position in which the Chrysanthemums are to

he grown everyone must judge for himself; but usually the

back of herbaceous borders, and ground immediately in front

of shrubs, are the places chosen for the purpose. Here we
have some Chrysanthemums at the back of a long ribbon border,

where they are planted ."> feet apart iu a row, with a Dahlia

between e^ery pair, and Pelargoniums and similar plants in

front. Generally both the Dahlias and Pelargoniums, owing

to frost, leave the Chrysanthemums the full and undisputed

occupants of the border eariy in November ; and in mild seasons

they continue more or less gay for several weeks, and in some
seasons flowers not to be despised for bouquets may be gathered

at Christmas. Notwithstanding the extreme heat of the past

summer, the Chrysanthemum was somewhat later in flowering

than usual. Can anyone tell me the reason '.'—J. Eobson.

MAIZE AS A GAllDEN PLANT.
Mr. BREHAnT's letter in your number of the 4th inst., in-

duces me to trouble you with a few lines bearing upon the

subject of the cultivation of Maize as a garden plant.

You may remember that many years ago William Cobhett

attempted to introduce into cnltivation in England, what be-

came popularly known as " Cobbett's corn," the proper name
of which was, as I believe, the Dwarf Canadian. He gives

directions for its cultivation in his " English Gardener," and I

believe he really did cultivate it to a considerable extent at his

farm at Barnes. I remember to have seen a field of several

acres of it growing very luxuriantly at St. Lawrence near this

place, some twenty years ago, but, of course, it did not answer

for farm cultivation because it could be imported cheaper than

it could be grown, but that would not affect the question of

cultivating it as a garden plant.

Curiosity induced me to attempt growing it in a small gar-

den in about the very centre of London. I procured a cob

and sowed the seed. The plants grew well, and bore as well

as could be expected. The cobs were certainly not so large as

the one from which I took the seed, but they ripened so well

that for, perhaps, six or seven years I continued to grow it

from seed of my own saving, but having no use for it except

to make presents of the cobs to my fiiends, I discontinued
growing it. I did not attempt to use it green, but always left

it to ripen. You will see that this was grown under almost
every disadvantage, when I tell you that it grew in a small

garden of about 50 feet by .30, at the back of my house,

on the north side of Chapel Street, Bedford Eow. shaded
on the south by four-storied houses, and on the east by the

flank wall of what was then St. John's Chapel, so that it

never had a gleam of sunshine. If this corn ripened in a

situation so unfavourable, what might reasonably be expected

if it were sown in a well-appointed garden and properly at-

tended to -' I rather think it might be expected to grow finer

than in its native Canada, and I do not know why it should

not be as good to eat green as the finer American sorts.

I sowed a few grains of the " soft corn," sent me from New
York, in my garden here, last year, but I believe it was too

late, and it did not ripen. Perhaps I may have better success

this year. I rather think of obtaining some Dwarf Canadian
and trying that in this climate.

—

John Hoghes, Ventnor.

Mk. Seward Snow, well known as a highly successful exhi-

bitor of fruit and vegetables at the Royal Horticultural and
Botanic Societies' Shows, as well as at the Crystal Palace, died

on the 10th inst. at Wrest Park, Bedfordshire, where he had
been gardener for a long series of years, successively to the

late Earl de (rrey and Countess Cowper. As long ago as 1835
he commenced the re-arrangement of the gardens at that place,

and he has left tbem a pattern of neatness, order, and skill to

his successor in their charge, his nephew, Mr. George Ford.

Mr. Snow was the raiser of several improved varieties of veget-

ables, one of these being the excellent Winter White Broccoli

with which his name is associated. His funeral took place on
Saturday last, and the respect in which ho was held was marked
by the many who attended from far and near.

EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS.
My experience with regard to this much-lauded strain of

Stock is identical with that of " G. S." I purchased my seed

of a noted seedsman in lidinburgh, and sowed it the first

week in March. From white, purple, and scarlet, with the ex-

ception of two spikes on a plant of a white one, I have had no

bloom on about eighty plants, and as I put them in a promi-

nent position, I need not say I was much annoyed. They were

in good soil, had abundance of water during the hot weather,

and everything was done to coax bloom, but without avail.

Will some of your writers who have succeeded with this strain

explain where " G. S." and I have erred in our treatment?

—

Calc'auia.

PORTRAITS OF PLANTS. FLOWERS, AND
FRUITS.

Vanda insionis (Noble Vanda). Nat. ord., Orchidaceffi.

Linn., Gynandria Mouandria.—A magnificent Orchid, native of

the Moluccas, imported by Messrs. Veitch. Flowers bright

brown, with darker blotches, and rose-coloured ]ip.—(Bot. Maij-,

t. 57.50.)

AoLAONEMA Mannii (Mann's Aglaonema). Nat. ord., Aroidea.

Linn., Moncecia Polyandria.—Native of the Victoria Mountains,

one of the Cameroon range in tropical Africa. Spathe creamy

white ; male portion of spadix white ; female portion scarlet.

[Ibid., I. 5760.)

Amomuu sceptkdm (Sceptrate Grain of Paradise). Nat. ord.,

Zingiberaceaj. Linn., Monaudria Monogynia.—A very beautiful

native of the vicinity of Gaboon Kiver, South Africa. Flowers

rosy-purple.

—

(Ibid., t. 5701.)

Cauyota Cumixgh (Cuming's Wine Palm). Nat. ord.,

Palma?. Linn., Monaxia Polyandria.—Native of Singapore.

An elegant little Palm, about 10 feet high..— (Ibid., t. 5762).

K.EMPrERiA Parishh (Parish's KLompferia). Nat. ord., Sci-

tamine.f. Linn., Monaudria Monogynia.—Native of_the Moul-

mein forests. Flowers white and violet.

—

(Ibid., t. 5763.)

Fancy Pelabgoniuhs :—P/uicfss Teck ani Leotard.—" h&at

summer we had occasion to remark on the exceptionally fine

character of the new variety of Fancy Pelargoniums produced

by Mr. C. Turner, of Slough. These novelties were as much
deserving of notice, on account of their diversity of colouring,

as bv reason of their excellent quality. We have to thank Mr.

Turner for the opportunity of introducing to our readers two of

the best and most distinct amongst them. Until within the

last few years, this very elegant and pleasing race of Pelargo-

niums was rather overdone with heavily-coloured flowers, both

light-coloured and bright-coloured varieties being more spar-

ingly met with. Mr. Turner has been for some time working

with much success amongst the latter group, until it has been

brought up to a high state of perfection, both as to size, form,

and brilliancy ; and now he has hit upon a most decided ad-

vance in the light-coloured group.

"Princess Teckis a remarkably pleasing flower, andquite un-

like any other variety of recent date ; its finely -shaped stout-

petaled flowers are white, with slight blotches of rosy carmine

on the lower petals, and a much larger feathery patch of violet-

rose on the upper ones ; it will make a most attractive stage

and exhibition flower. Leotard is a rich, smooth, rosy carmine,

with a blue dash on the upper petals, a clean white throat, and

a narrow, evenlv defined wliitemargin."

—

(Florist and romologist,

3 3. ii. i;).)

NEW BOOK.
.1 History of the Veyetable Kingdom. By W. Khind. London :

Blackie & Son.

Very difiicuU to accomplish, and very rarely successful, is

the efiort to write popularly on any science. The man who is

master of it seldom knows how to detail it takingly, and he

who writes takingly on it is usually superficial, and, therefore,

prone to incorrectness. The work before us has almost, but

not altogether, surmounted the difficulty, and this new edition,

corrected and supplemented, praisewoithily effects the purpose,
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as announced in the preface, "To furnish comprehensive
popular descriptions of those plants which are the most in-

teresting from their usefulness, from their beauty, or from the

peculiarities of their form and habits, and also to give the

physiology, history, and classification of plants in such detail

as may be of utility to the general reader, and may lead to a

systematic study of botanical science." The volume is pro-

fusely illustrated, and the illustrations are beautifully executed.

There are forty-five full-page engravings, many of them
coloured, and about three hundred woodcuts. The interest

and usefulness of the volume are increased by treating of plants

in groups, not groups brought together by their botanical

characters, but by the uses to which they are applied. Thus
there is a chapter on spice plants, another on dye plants,

others on medicinal plants, gum plants, garden plants and
their culture, and so on. We have no space to spare to give

an extract sufficiently lengthy to afford a just estimate of the

book, but we assure our readers that if they desire to attain,

or to excite in another, a knowledge of plants divested of dry
scientific details, this volume will enable them to effect their

purpose. It now has a copious index, and though few unusual
botanical terms are employed, there is a good glossary of them.

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S MEETINGS.
The second February meeting was held on the 15th nit., the Presi-

dent being in the chair, and he nominated Mr. Pascoe as one of the
Vice-Presidents for the ensuing year in the place of Mr. Stainton.

Mr. Butler, of the British Museum, exhibited a hving specimen of

a Grasshopper with long antennae Of this a lar^ swarm had ahghted
upon a vessel at sea near Whidah, West Africa. It was remarkable
for a strong spine on the front of the head and a black face, the
remainder of the body being of a delicate green, which after three
days' exposure to a heavy wind and storm became of a pale brown
colour. The specimen underwent a long fast in the vessel, but has
since devoured some cooked meat.

Professor Westwood exhibited specimens of several parasites belong-
ing to the genera Nycteribia and Strebla, which infest species of bats
in Ceylon. They had been mounted in Canada balsam by Mr. Stani-
forth Green, of Colombo, and formed very beautiful objects for specific

examination.
Mr. Frederick Smith exhibited an extensive series of honey Bees, of

the genus Apis, from various parts of the world, with a view to the

determination of their specific variation and geographical range, and
in the hope of obtaining assistance from the collectors of these insects.

It was especially necessary that individuals of the three kinds of which
each society is composed (males, females or queens, and workers or
abortive females), should be examined, as well in the cells and honey-
comb, as the workers, which so greatly preponderate in number in
each hive, offer but few characters serving to distinguish the different

species from each other. Amongst the species exhibited was an appa-
rently new one from Japan, of which Mr. Smith had only seen a single

queen. It closely resembled the common Apis melUfica, as did also a
species, of which he had obtained individuals of all the sexes from
Mr. Woodbury, who had received them from the Cape of Good Hope.
The cells of this species are, however, one-tenth smaller than those of
oar common honey Bee.

Mr. Di-uce exhibited a portion of a collection of Butterflies formed
in Nicaragua by Mr. Belt, in which there appeared to be ten new
species, also an interesting series of Heliconian Butterflies, which, al-

though at first sight apparently identical, were on examination found
to belong to two distinct sub-famiUes and four different genera.
Mr. Higgins read the description of a new genus of Prionideons

Longieorn Beetles, apparently connecting the Acanthophorites of the
old world with the Derobracbites of the new. The species was charac-
terised under the name of Ommatomenus sericatus, and was captured
near the mouth of the Kiver Niger, West Africa, by Mr. Simpson.

Mr. McLachlan mentioned the grievous loss which British entomo-
logy had sustained in the shipwreck of a vessel containing the whole of
the Rev. Mr. Marshall's collection.

With reference to Mr. Belt's collection of Nicaraguan Butterflies

and Beetles, the President stated that whilst the Butterflies of the
equator were as splendid in their colours as those of any other part of
the world, the Beetles from the same region, for some unexplained
canse, could not vie in brilhancy with closely allied species inhabiting
the countries about 20^ on either side of the equator, as Nicaragua
find Brazil; and Mr. Wallace made the same remark on the Beetles
of Borneo as contrasted with those of Java and Pcnang. A discussion

on the geographical range of species which mimetxcally imitate each
other also took place with reference to Mr. Butler's recently described
species of Hcstina, which he now considered to be a native of one of
the islands of the Indian Archipelago.

Mr. Frederick Bond exhibited specimens of the beautiful Motb
Heliothis annigera from AustraUa, Java, Brazil, and the Isle of Wight.
Mr. McLachlan exhibited Dilar Hornei, a new neuropterons insect

with pectinated antennse, taken in North-western India by Mr. Home.
The la.it-nauied gentleman showed some slabs formed of the inner

bark of the Pinus longifolia, which grows abundantly on the lower

slopes of the mountains of Northern India, as a substitute for cork for

insect-boxes. Mr. Boyd, on behalf of Mr. Davis, exhibited some very

dwarf specimens of the common Tortoiseshell Butterfly, and of the

Emperor, Buff-tip, and Poplar Hawk Moths, all reared during the
unusually hot season of ISHfS.

Dr. Wallace exhibited specimens of the beautiful Saturnia Yama-
mai, Gut-rin, a native of Japan, bred last year in this country from
cocoons of a delicate green colour, the caterpillars of which are equally

beautiful, aud feed upon the common Oak, so that there was every

prospect of the species being utihsed in this country as a silk-producing

insect. He also exhibited Saturnia Peruyi. Gu-'rin. from the far

north of China, which also fetds on the Oak, and forms very large

cocoons. He had also reared Saturnia Pyretorum, Westw., from a
cocoon received by Dr. Hooker from China, as that formed by the

larva which is employed by the Chinese iu the manufacture of silk-

worm gut used by fisherman, the perfect insect of which had not

hitherto been ascertained. The caterpillars of this species feed on
Liquidamhar. He also stated that be had received an order from a
silk-manufacturer for 500 lbs. of cocoons of the Ailanthus Silk Moth,
and should be glad to receive any surplus supply of these cocoons.

The price offered was two francs per lb.

Mr. Jenner Weir exhibited specimens of the larva? of the common
Daddy-longlegs, Tipula oleracea. which were swarming in immense
quantities on the surface of the giouud iu Greenwich Park and on

Blackheath. Mr. Sheppard stated that the grass in Hyde Park had
some years ago been greatly destroyed by the same insects, which had
been checked by the application of soot sprinkled over the gi'ound,

Mr. Bond observed that the same insects were eaten in gi-eat numbers
by pheasants, as many as four hundred of the larvie having been found

in the crop of a single bird of this kind.

A paper .vas read by Mr. Charles Waterhouse, containing descrip-

tions of a new genus, and several new species, of exotic Lucanidffi.

Two vei-y interesting papers, which led to an extended discussion, were

also read, " On Insects and Insectivorous Birds, and especially on the

Relation between Colour and Edibility of Lepidoptera aud their Cater-

pillars," by Mr. J. Jenner Weii- ; and " Remarks upon Certain Cater-

pillars, itc, which are I'npalateable to theu- Enemies," by Mr. A. G.
Butler. The object of both these papers was to endeavour to ascertain

how far the colours and peculiar forms of caterpillars and moths were

useful to them individually, in the great " struggle for existence,' in

protecting them from insectivorous birds and other animals. As a
general rule, Mr. Wtir considered that hairy or spined caterpillars, as

well as such as are gaily colom-ed and which do not conceal themselves,

are rejected by insectivorous birds ; whereas smooth and dull-coloured

larva?, which generally conceal themselves during the day, or which
assimilate in their colours to the plants ou which they subsist, are

greedily devoured. Moths with brilliantly coloured bind wings, such

as the common Yellow Underwiuged Noctua, escape from birds by the

effect of surprise caused by the sudden display of colour, as well as by
the ineffectual attempts of the birds to seize them by the most con-

spicuous but at the same time weakest portion of their structure, which

gives way. Mr. Butler s observations referred to the rejection by
lizards, frogs, aud spiders of vai-ious kinds of caterpillars, especially

those of the common Moths Abraxas giossulariata, Halias vauaria,

and Zygtena filipendula. which, notwithstanding their very conspicuous-

appearance both in the cateii^illar and perfect states, are nevertheless

enabled to maintain a numerical preponderance when compared with

many other less strongly marked species.

At the meeting held on March 1st., H. W. Bates, Esq., the Presi-
dent, was in the chaii'. Amongst the new entomological works pre-
sented to the Society since the last meeting was the first part of the
Transactions ("Boiletino") of the Society of Italian Entomologists
jnst published at Florence.

SETTING GEAPES.
Allow me to advise those of your readers who have a diffi-

culty in getting their Grapes to set, to try the experiment of

leaving the young shoots untied, and, as far as possible, un-

disturbed, until the setting is over, I think they will find that

this will make a considerable difference in the matter. Some
time ago we tied-in the earliest shoots of some pot Vines, as

they were coming in contact with the glass, and in looking

over them a short time afterwards, I noticed that the bunches

on the untied shoots were coming into bloom before those on
the earlier tied-down ones. As earliness was an object, and
for the sake of experiment, we left the remainder of the shoots

free, and these, without exception, set their fruit first and

thickest. Further, we have an old Muscat Vine in our early

Hamburgh house here, and as it is generally in bloom about

midwinter, it seldom sets its fruit thickly. Acting upon the

above hint, however, we this season left the shoots untied

until the fruit was ready for thinning, and it has set much
more thickly than usual, though the weather at the time was
very unfavourable.

I think bad setting at any time is the result of weakness,

and it is probable that the tying-down of the shoots, by check-
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ing the flow of sap, mny weaken the energy of the plant at a

critical period, and prevent fertilisation. I have thought it

worth while, at least, to state the above facta, and would bo
glad to know if any of your correspondents have made similar

observations.—J. Simpson, Wortleij llall.

I

Fig. 9.

THE PORTABLE OllCHARD.
{Continued from page 1!>5.)

Now fit th'! scion on Ibo stock, as in fiy. 9, sUppins; the point

under the flap and tho point of the tongue into tho slit maJo
for it, taking care to bring the two slanting

portions into close contact, and, above all, being

quite sure that the laycr.s of living tissue art'

acciu-atoly joined. This can always bo managed
for one side, and if the cuts on the stock have

been made of the right size, the inner bark

will fit on both sides. The outer bark of tho

stock is generally much thicker than that of

the scion, therefore tho scion will stand a little

within the outer ecmtour of the stock.

You must then bind tho scion and stock

6i-mly together, but not so violently as to bruise

cither of them. You should begin about tho

middle, and first work downwards, and then

wrap the yarn regularly up ; and if you have

put the scion properly on, tho two slanting

pieces at the top will be brought into close eon-

tact by the presence of the band. Many trea-

tises direct this cut to be made sloping the

other way, in order to form a sort of notch at

the top, under an idea of holding the scion on

by it, hut such an under-cut prevents tho sur-

faces being pressed into contact by the tie,

therefore make this cut slope in the way I have
described ; the top of the stock is the most
important point for the union to be perfect.

Finally, apply a coating of grafting wax or

clay ; I prefer the wax. There is a sort manu-
fact\ired in Paris that is used cold, and is

the best I have met with ; but any of the common sorts made
by softening pitch with lard or tallow, &c., and used warm,
are far more convenient than clay, and a dozen grafts can be
covered up with the wax in the time required for claying one.

If, however, yo\i like to refresh your early memories of clay

pies, the application is mide thus:—Take a piece of clay about
as large as a rather small egg, roll it into a round ball in your
hands, then putting it into the palm of tho left, beat it out

into a flat cake with the right. Take this cake and bend it

round the joint, taking care to leave all the buds of the scion

above it, press it firmly all roimd, and point it both upwards
and downwards into a spindle-shaped form. You will find it

necessary to use cinder dust or dry sand to enable yoii to accom-
plish this pastry-making neatly. Of coiu-se in using the grafting

wax only a small quantity is applied with a brush, so as just to

make thejoint air-tight, and there is no fear of smotheiing the

lowest bud, which bud is finally to become your tree. The bud
on the stock below the cut first made is merely for the purpose
of keeping the sap at work on the side opposite to the scion,

and if it pushes it must be stopped by pinching the end off, and
later in the season the shoot must be cut clean off.

Where the stocks are worked close to the ground, to prevent
evaporation, and at the same time to keep frost from the roots,

cover up the ground to the top of the stocks with ashes or

cocoa fibre. If the weather is very dry water well once a-week,
and a little guano added to the water will stimulate the growth
very much. You must remember that the success of the ope-

ration, supposing the joint to have been quickly and coiTcctly

made, depends upon vigorous root-action. Any check to the

growth through cold or drought is dangerous ; in working small

numbers both can be securely guarded against, and very few
failures ought to oocru-. This is the form of whip graft I recom-
mend.
When the stock is very much thicker than the scion, as in the

case of regrafting an old tree, and in the case of very thin

scions, crown graftintj is to be preferred. The forms of crown
grafting are most numerous; a modification of Diibreuil's is the

best I know. He, however, advises the under-cutting I ob-

jected to above ; hut, excepting on this point, the plan I am
about to describe is mainly his. In grafting, speed is all-im-

portant, for if the surfaces are exposed to the air, so as to dry
or change colour, there is little prospect of SHCcese, and it is

Fig. 10;

surprising to sec how very quickly tho sap is dried up in a
warm spring day. On this account I adviso you to practise on
branches of any tree until you can work with ease, always
fr)llowing the same order until you have no occasion to think

about your steps. No work is ever done well when the mecha-
niial parts of it require thought at tho time. I mention this

because, though in crown grafting it is better to begin with the

scion, nevertheless, for the sake of unifonnity, I advise you
always to begin with tho stock.

Cut oil', then, the top of the stock as before, and, secondly,
cut a slit down through the bark for a (»uplc of inches, hegin-
ning a little to the right of tho lowest point of the slanting top

;

thirdly, with the ivory spatula of your knife detach the bark
on the right side of the slit; if the proper season has been hit

the bark rises quite freely.

Next take tho scion, and proceed exactly as before recom-
mended for small-wooded scions as far as the first three cuts,

and then, fourthly [jiij. 10), cut a very thin slice off

the edge which will go against the undisturbed side

of the bark of the stock when the scion is 8lii)))ed

down under the raised portion of the bark ; this

slip must meet the cross cut. I may observe that

by this method the left-hand corner of tho scion

overlaps the top face of the stock in such a way
that the alburnum must come into contact at some
portion of the section, and this diminishes to a great

extent tho chance of bad fitting.

When the scion is pushed down under the bark, so

tliat the raw edge of it is in contact with the side of

the unraised bark, and the slant faces are touching,

it will sometimes, when the bark of the stock is very

thick, be difficult to get the bark bound closely to the

wood, or the right-hand side of the scion. In this

case put a bit of stick outside the bark, so as to press

it into the hollow, and then bind up as before, and

cover with grafting wax or clay.

In the case of large stocks

—

i.e., an inch in dia-

meter or more, it is wise to insert two scions on opposite sides

;

one of these is to form the leader, and the other to be suppressed,

but for the first season after grafting the tree will have a short

supply of leaves to maintain tho roots in health, and a few more

scions give more foliage, and at the same time diminish the risk

of failure in the graft.

As soon as the shoots from the scions are about G or 8 inches

in length, the ligatures require loosening. This must be done

cautiously, for very little will break tho still soft tissue which

iinites the stock atid scion. Bind up again with open turns of

the yarn, and only tightly enough to prevent the scion slipping

;

at the same time put a stick into the ground and tie it to the

stock below the graft, then tie the scion and stock to the stick

at the junction of the graft, and the scion at one or two places

above, so that no wind can move it. When branches of trees

are grafted the scions must be secured similarly, by binding the

stick to the branch firmly by at least two ligatures below the

graft.

These steps are tedious in description, but really require very

little time to execute. I have grafted four hundred stocks in

one morning and the next afternoon, working froni 9 1 1 1 o'clock,

and from 2 to 6 o'clock ; that is at the rate of fifty an hour, and
of these not 2 per cent, missed. Work uniformly, and try to

make tho cuts at one stroke of the knife. At first you must
make several shavings to get the cuts in right form

;
but as soon

as you have learned what they ought to be, cut boldly, and by
hacking up any odds and ends you will soon work expeditiously

and accurately. I do not know whether the goodness of their

Apples depi-nds upon the Americans' method of grafting or not,

but perhaps the "whittling" is only a way of keeping our

cousins' hands in practice for this art ; at any rate, whittle away
till you can cut truly.

As soon as the young shoots have made ten leaves each, pinch

off the ends of all but the lowest. The shoot springing from the

eye which is just above the stock, ought to be made the main
stem of the young tree. liy pinching the ends off the shoots

from all the eyes above it, you make this shoot the leader. You
will find this treatment produce a much stnjnger shoot than
if you allow all to grow freely. In tho case of Apples and
Pears, you may form a very good tree by allowing tho highest

shoot to become the leader, and this is tho way in which most
gardeners proceed ; but in the case of stone fruit you will never

get a good tree from using an upper shoot for the leader. The
old bark of the scion is sure to become indtirated and the upper
shoots feeble, giving the tree no chance of recovering from the
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shock arisinp from an inadequate supply of foliage. This is the
reason why I have insisted so much upon t^ikinf? the utmost
care of an eye close above the stock ; besides, the deposit of

wood from this bottom shoot covers over the head of the stock

in a very short time, leaving no wound, and I feel sure that the
sooner all the wounds are healed over the better for the health
of the tree. Though the same degree of induration does not
take place in the Apple and I'ear as in stone fruit, still you will

find this base shoot by far the best for their leader. During
the first summer nothing more is needed, imless the ligatures

become too tight, when they must be loosened and retied.

—

W. KiNGSLEY.
(To be coDtlnned.)

OUT OF-DOOR GTIAPE CULTURE—WINE
MANUFACTURE.

(Continued from page 81.)

If Vines cannot be planted at the end of October, it is better
to defer doing so until the end of March. The letter period ia

that which I prefer for the open walls, and Vines propagated
from eyes or cuttings should always be chosen in preference to
those from rooted layers. The Vines now under consideration
I raised from short-jointed cuttings. In the last week of March
the border, after having remained with a rough surface during
the winter, was levelled, and holes sufBciently deep and large
were dug for the reception of the roots, which, as the balls
were relieved from the pots, were carefally uncoiled in order to

preserve every fibre possible. Then to stout stakes (I am
supposing a man to be carrying out the operations without an
assistant), previously driven firmly and in rather a slanting
direction into the soil at 0^ feet apart and about 3 inches from
the wall, the Vines are made fast, first winding hay bands round
them to prevent the bark being chafed, and then passing a
piece of tarred cord round the hajband and the stake. In
tying judge the level to which the new soil will have to be raised
so as to occupy the exact distance up the stem of the young
Vine to which the soil surrounded it in the pot. The stem is

kept firmly in its place during the distribution of the roots,
effectually preventing those convulsive twitchings which trees
too frequently undergo in planting, as if their fibres were as
elastic as indianrubber, which they are not. Spread the roots
in layers, if there are enough of them, horizontally in circles,

and cover each layer carefully with fine soil, which, if dry,
must be made to close round the fibres by gently watering from
the spout of a can, or, still better, from the rose of a watering-
pot ; but if we must tread, let us " tread softly," for it is a
Jbarbaroua practice to jump violently upon the tender roots

;

and if Iheir points are made to repose at a slight angle upwards
they will be all the more likely to retain a horizontal position
afterwards, which will be very conducive to the future fruitful-

ness of the Vines.

I planted my Vines, and continue to do so, as above, having
cut each down to four or five eyes about a month previ-

ously. A mulching of decayed leaves was placed over the
surface beneath which their roots extended, a Box edging was
temporarily planted 1 foot from the wall to prevent accidental
injuries from the iron roller and other causes, and a 7-feet-

broad gravel walk covered the remainder of the border. The
additions to the width of the border which I mentioned in my
last paper are planted as a flower border. Waterings in the

suinmer were strictly given to the young Vines. And now
begins the system of training them.

It is difficult for persons not practically conversant with
training to comprehend at once the explanations of a writer.

TigA.—First year's appearance at the November pruning, the dotted
lines showing the places to which the unripe wood is cut down. The
arrow heads show the buds from which laterals are to be produced in the
lollowing year. <i, o, are the trial buds.

s^ibi-c-™ t-.^ S'lji^SRlJl^T.wWf^J*^*-' "'^sc

F((i. 2.—Second year's appearance, and the places occupied by tbo
laterals produced ly the trial buds during the HCcond season.

however simple and straightforward he may endeavour to make
them. I therefore send sketches of the appearance of the
Vines from the first to the fourth year of my method of train-
ing against the walls of the house, which are 40 feet high.
When I recommend the first main branch laid in to be cut
away in the autumn of the fourth season, I do not literally

mean what I recommend, for in practice, supposing as to be

.•^-.y^-

F(j7. 8.—Third year's appearance at the November pmniu g. The laterals,
having produced their fruit, are to be afterwards completely cut oflT to the
mother branches, as shown by the dotted lines.

training a Vine, as shown, to the height of .50 feet, that first

branch would probably be required to do duty above a year
or two longer, and young laterals must be trained from the
outermost branch below, in order to keep the whole surface
covered with bearing wood, which can be obtained from two or
three-year-old canes as freely, or more so, than from those one
year old. It is advisable, however, to cut away the old limbs
as soon as possible, for what goes to support them is so much
taken from younger and more fruitful wood. How frequently
do we see immense old sprawling limbs of Vines unfruitfnlly

occupying space, not arranged according to any system, and
which cannot be dislodged without laying bare the whole front

of the wall, in order to cover it with bearing wood.
From practice and results I can confidently recommend the

above system for either high or low training. It took me more
than twice four years to consider and arrive at it, simple as it

is ; and for some years I annually found myself with too many
crowded branches against the wall, with which I did not know
what to do. I will now explain how this evil is to be guarded
against.

We shall suppose the young canes to be breaking well and
strongly ; select three of the strongest shoots, handle them
carefully, and with nails and shreds secure to the wall the

lowest pair horizontally right and left of the stem ; allow one
shoot to each Vine to grow upright ; and when these upright

shoots have made five joints or so pinch off their heads to pre-

vent their becoming monopolisers of the sap, as they are in-

tended merely for a year or two to encourage root action and
perform for the plant the oflSceof lungs. The horizontal shoots

must be allowed to grow without stopping, and to take an
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npright direction when they have reached the arm's flpan of a

man, measuring from their Btems. If the Vines show fruit the

bunches must all be picked off, for to permit them to ripen

frnit tho first or even second jear is a certain way of destroy-

ing their constitutiou. What laterals fyoung shoots), they

throw out at the axils of their leaves during the summer must

be shortened by degrees in September, and the further growth

of the ends of the branches stopped. About the middle of

October clear the laterals entirely away, and encourage the

ripening of the wood by freely admitting the sun. At the

middle of November the horizontal branches, it they are ma-
tured so far, which can be judged by the brownneas and hard-

ness of the canes, are cut over three or four eyes above the

-3^^' ^^"J';^
- '

"-.---''^^™ ,L.*r>*v»*'*-^^-i^i—=-»-_

Fig* A.—Fourth year's appearance nfterthe November pniuiDE,', showing;
how the first main branches are cat away, as represented by the dotted
lines The arrow heads point out where new oues are immediately to be
trained in their places.

vertical turns ; but if they have not ripened their shoots to

that extent, cut them so as to be as nearlv as possible of uni-

form length. The central branches or luoga, shorten back to

three or four eyes, and thus the first year's yuuHii?'/ and train-

ing is complete. I lay particular stress on the word pruning,
for when this operation is left to he performed in the spring,

there is no tree so likely as the Vine to suffer from what is

termed bleeding—a discbarge of the sap at the incisions made
by the Ijnife ; and it is found sometimes very troublesome to

stop. One of the best methods for staying such bleeding is to

apply a heated iron to the part cut, and then immediately to

rnn melted sealingwax upon it, as mentioned in page 1G2.

Other applications which are employed for the same purpose
are cow dung and clay, (luicklime, whitelead paint, Thomson's
styptic, &c. It is, however, far better to prune at a time when
all these difficulties can be avoided.

There is one chief preventive of mildew, and I wish to

impress it particularly ou the cultivator's attention as being
truly a " stitch in time. " Keep a sharp look-out for the first

appearance of this insinuating pest. It always attacks the
young immature foliage first, and then the halt-grown fruit

about midsummer. Now, the inst;^nt a speck of it is per-

ceived upon the young laterals at the axils of the matured
leaves, or on the young foliage and points of the growing
shoots, pinch the former and the latter entirely away, or cut oli'

at once the points of the growing shoots. This will do away
with the feeding and propagating grounds of the fungus, as it

cannot begin to prey upon the matured foliage—that is safe,

unless the mildew be allowed to go on unchecked. Possibly,

after the thinning-away of the young spray, the green fruit may
not be affected ; but should it become so, procure some finely

powdered flowers of sulphur, tie it up in a piece of louslin,

dust it over and about the bunches, and the Oidium Tuckcri
will be overcome.

—

Upwards and Onwards.
(To be continued.)

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
HoBTicDLTURAL CoNr;BESSES Thicken.—We have received

the programme of one to be held at Copenhagen, from the (ith

to the 10th of .July next, in conjunction with the Universal

Agricultural Congress.

At the Royal Horticultural Society's Provincial
Snow AT Manchester, in July, it is proposed to have some
afternoon meetings, at which papers on gardening may be read,

and discussions held on the subjects that may be brought

under the notice of the meetings. Those who intend to con-

tribute papers are requested to give notice to Mr. Moore,

Botanic Garden, Chelsea, on or before the aOth of June next.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCUEN (iARITEN.

Aspniapiis, in planting it is of the utmost importance to pay

every attention to a proper rotation of crops. When Celery is

grown in what are called Scotch beds, the latter make capital

Asparagus ground. The preparation consists in trenching the

ground much deeper than the rest, and in burying a consider-

able cpiantity of raw vegetable matter in the bottom of the

trench, as refuse vegetables, weed^, or half-rotten leaves, with

which a little manure had been blended for linings in the pre-

vious year. The upper part of the beds has some rotten manure,

of course, for the Celery. In taking up the Celery for use, the

bed is broken up to a great depth, also the alleys, and thrown

into a ridge, which ridge remains tallow until planting time,

when it is merely levelled down. It should bo planted now.

i.'n/ic'o/i, let a sowing of winter and spring sorts be made forth-

with. Cape Broccoli, and Cauliflower for Michaelmas, may,

however, be sown a week or two hence. Potatoes, a full crop

may now be planted. Kidneys with well-protected sprouts, or

any other early kinds, planted now, w.U be a little later than

those planted in February. Planting, however, reriuires a little

care, the sets should be placed in baskets, in single layers on

damp litter, and carefully handled. They should by no means
be planted during either sunshine or wind. Those with sprouts

2 or o inches long, if managed thus, and covered at night until

the second week in May. will closely succeed those in frames.

See that plenty of (Ireen Kale, y.avoys, Brussels Sijrouts, Leeks,

Scorzonera, Salsiifii, lleet, &c., is sown without delay. Continue

successions of Horn Canofs—indeed, sow a bed every month
from January to September.

FRUIT r.ABDEN.

As soon as the weather becomes more congenial to the open-

ing bloom, protecting materials may be gradually removed

from Peach, Nectarine, and Apricot trees, but not in such a

way as to subject the bloom to injury from too sudden exposure.

Where canvas screens on rollers are employed, they should, of

course, be rolled up by day, and let down at night ; but if the

night should become warm, they need not be lowered quite

down, as a little extra air will be more beneficial than other-

wise; tor blossoms of Peach and Apricot trees are not un-

frequently injured by too much coveriug. When Peach and

Nectarine trees are sufficiently advanced, proceed gradually

with disbudding, but remove only a portion of the buds at once,

selecting the strongest first, and going over the trees two or

three times at intervals of about a week. Thus it will be pos-

sible to avoid cheeking the trees to the same extent as when
disbudding is done all at once. I.ook carefully over Apricot

trees, and destroy the caterpillar wherever it is found. It is

sometimes very destructive to the foliage and fruit when neg-

lected for a few days. Figs must soon have their winter pro-

tection removed, and be thinued and tied. If possible, the

bloom of the choicest kinds of Pcavs should have a little pro-

tection ; when the trees are agamat walls, this is easily afforded,

but with espaliers and low standards the difficulty is greater.

For the latter a slight frame sha)ied like an umbrella, and

covered with canvas, might bo fixed over each tree ; of course,

the frame should be larger tha-j IIil- diameter of the tree. For
espaliers, a width or two of canvas should be fixed on a frame

over the line of trees. If this kind of protection be placed

2 feet above the trees, it will keep them safe from any frost

that may now be expected, provided it is not accompanied by
wind.

FLOWXR GARDEN.

Look over all recently transplanted shrubs and trees for the

purpose of ascertaining whether or not they are securely staked,

for if allowed to be rocked by the wind the tender roots are

often broken off, and the plants are consequently deprived of

their only means of obtaining nourishment. Mowing will soon

require attention, therefore have the turf swept, well rolled,

and made thoroughly firm without loss of time, and remember
if mowing is deferred till the grass has become long, it will re-

quire much time and labour to again bring the turf into proper

order. Put walks and edgings in order.

GREEXnOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.

Proceed with staking and tying-up plants which require assist-
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ance of that kind ; but if former directions relative to growing
plants with short-jointed wood have been carried out, stakes
may to a considerable extent be dispensed with, although some
will be necessary to give the plant its desired shape, but on no
account use more than will effect that purpose. Turn all plants
frequently round in order that they may not become one-sided.
The drainage of young hardwooded plants should often be ex-
amined, in order to see that it is effective. At this season
several New Holland plants are, as a matter of course, either in
bloom or approaching that condition ; they will, therefore, re-
quire to be well supplied with water, more especially large
specimens not shifted since last season. Cuttings struck for a
stock of winter-flowering plants will now require potting-off.
As it is not desirable that these should be grown to a large size,
keep them rather short of pot room. A hot-water pit will
answer best for growing these and similar plants. They can
there be brought close to the glass, and by a little attention will
become by the autumn stout and bushy, with well-ripened
wood ; they may then be brought into bloom at pleasure.
Shrubs planted out in beds in the conservatory will require
occasional waterings. Large specimens in tubs or pots must
also have a liberal supply, provided the drainage is effective.
This is the period for the free use of liquid manure, but take
care that it is clear, and not over-strong. Large Orange trees
while growing are fond of it ; when these produce gross wood,
disbud or remove it altogether, and let the lower shoots take
its place ; this will induce fruitfulness by moderating the
growth. Many conservatories are very unfit places for Heaths,
being generally too lofty, and kept too warm. Some of the
winter-flowering varieties, however, are very ornamental, and
should be largely employed in conservatory decoration during
the spring months. As soon as they have flowered, let them
be pruned back, and give them a liberal shift when they start
into growth, using good fibrous peat, and if they are well
attended to during the growing season, they will overcome any
injury they may sustain, through occupying an unsuitable
position while in bloom.

ETOVE.
The greatest care will be necessary to prevent softwooded

stove plants from becoming drawn ; as these wiU now be making
rapid progress they should have a large share of light, shading
only during the middle of a bright day. Some of those potted
early may now require a second shift ; in this, however, be
guided by the purpose for which the plant is grown. Take
every favourable opportunity of fumigating to keep down
insects, and syringe frequently, but in doing this take care not
to injure the young foliage of large-leaved plants. Should
twiners or specimens planted out in beds become infested with
insects, these should be cleaned with Gishurst compound. See
that growing Orchids have abundance of atmospheric moisture
with a liberal circulation of air early in the morning, shutting
np closely at a rather early hour, and take care to be moderate
in the use of Are heat, in order that a pure atmosphere for the
night may be insured. Growing Dendrobiums will now require
liberal supplies of water, and let plants on blocks be frequently
syringed. Most stove plants will succeed in a mixed green-
house, where a medium between the cold greenhouse and the
stove is observed.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST W^EEK.
The very changeable weather has rendered much of our work

of an intermittent character. After a very windy night, which
considerably tried doors and sashes, as well as" fresh-planted
trees, we had a fall of about 2 inches of snow on the morning
of the 20th, with a keen north wind, and still a rapid thaw.
Though the snow was not thick, we managed by rolling to
secure a good quantity in the well of an ice house. ' The thaw
enabled us zo roll the snow into huge firm lumps, which were
placed in a barrow by tilting the barrow sideways to them, and
the lumps were then wheeled at once to the well.' But for a long
covered pa6.=age we would have had a cart, but so long as we
could roll the snow near the well on clean grass, we should
have gained nothing with its help, but rather the reverse.
Such damp snow needed no watering, but was easily beaten
firmly together, and after a few weeks will come out almost as
good as ice. Snow will not roll unless it is soft on the surface,
and does best when the layer is not thick. We collected a
considerable quantity in six or seven hours, and after that the
snow was too thin for us. When snow has been more light
and feathery, we have used a little water to consolidate it under

the rammers. This year, in many parts in the south, imported
ice will have to be resorted to, and^where it is easily obtained
it will be found very economical for merely cooling purposes,
the blocks well covered up lasting so long. For hard freezing,
when the blocks are broken small it is little, if any, better than
our pond ice. Unless we secure ice from pure good water, it

cannot be used as lumps in decanters of water in summer.
The ice formed from snow is hardly so firm as pond ice,
and when rolled close to the surface of a grass pasture is
chiefly useful for keeping jellies, butter, itc, firm, and for cool-
ing wine, as it is not pure enough for other purposes. We have
several times imitated the blocks of Wenham Lake ice by
placing ice from 1* to 2i inches in thickness, in six or seven
layers neatly on each other, watering them before a frosty night,
and leaving them to the frost, when they became a solid block,
and such a block placed in an ice tub, protected with woollen
cloth and sawdust at the bottom and sides, with the surface
exposed, did service for a long time for keeping butter, jellies,

itc, cool and firm. We hope we shall have no opportunity for
repeating the experiment this season.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
We managed to get in one piece of Onions in very good

order, but it will be some days now before we shall be able to
sow more small seeds. The chief work has been hoeing and
earthing- up Cabbages, turning over vacant ground, and prepar-
ing for planting Sea-kale, Asparagus, Artichokes, &c. Planted
out a bed of strong Curumbcr plant/;, and but for the snow and
the north wind would have planted out in a small pit heated
by hot water. This would have been done on the 19th, but the
soil was not quite warm enough to please us ; but had we known
that the 20th would have been so boisterous we would have
carried the plants to the pit and left them unplanted, in their

pots. Much depends on the careful moving these plants, even
to the distance of only 100 yards. A deep basket lined inside,

with a cover over it, is useful at this season, when the plants
are large. We have known the finest healthy plants become
unhealthy, and ere long insect-covered, from a few minutes'
exposure to a cold wind. We would rather wait a little than
run the risk. When amateurs obtain a few Cucumber plants
for their beds they cannot take them home too safely, or too
completely shut in from the weather. If secured in a box, it

is well to let the box be in the bed before unpacking—in fact,

if merely the lid is taken off for a few hours all the better.

We shall never forget seeing eight lights of frames planted in

the middle of March, and with good strong plants brought
from a small two-light box ; and though there was everything
that could be desired as respects heat, water, and soil, the
plants never flourished as they ought to have done. We have
no doubt that moving them in open riddles in a keen frosty

wind, and keeping them out in it longer than was necessary,
was the cause of the disappointment. We have known many
cases where a man would carry home in a box some nice plants
surrounded with soft warm hay, and the box itself enveloped
in a cloth—aU as it should be ; and then he would do all the
unwrapping out of doors close to his bed, doing it carefully so

as not to hurry, examine the plants all over to see if all were
right and free from insects, put them in his bed, and then
wonder why they did not go on so well as their former neighbours
which were exposed to ng such checks. The advice deduced
from such observations would be. Place your box in the bed at

once, unpack it there with a cloth over you to keep out the
cold air, and leave the plants in their pots, otherwise properly

attended to, to recover from the effects of the journey before

finally planting them out. Bear in mind that all plants feel a
sudden transition in temperature, and feel it all the more in

proportion to their tenderness. As the season advances less

care will be necessary ; but it is well to keep the principle- in

mind, even when no artificial heat is given under glass.

FRUIT GARDEN.
The boisterous snowy morning of the 20th induced us to

place some laurel branches over Peach trees on the wall, which
we thought might do this season without any protection. The
wind, aUo, being due north, though there was no frost, led us

to sprinkle a little rough hay over the most forward Gooseberry
bushes, as the following day being Sunday, we could not have
the means of doing it then. We have never any trouble with
such sprinkling. The wind soon scatters it from the bushes

;

but several times we have saved a heavy crop by this method,
when all left exposed lost the young fruit. Very little goes a

long way, and the sprinkling acts in two modes—namely, shel-

tering from frost, and keeping the sun which generally follows

from acting directly on the young fruit. Even on the latter
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account alone, we have had heavy cropa on a north border,

when they were destroyed on an eastern and southern aspect.

The warmth from the sun thawed those on the north border

gradually, wilhout directly shining on them when frosted.

In our /Vh(7 Imuscx we are feeling the effects of the previous

summer. In our orchard house, though the trees in pots are

fair, they are not equal to what they were last season, and we
have taken out and plunged in their pots out of doors some
Plum trees that were loaded with fruit last season, as they

have few fruit buds on them. This was, no doubt, partly

owing to the heavy crops, which were not thinned enough ; but

we have had equally heavy crops year after year before with-

out reshifting, and therefore we think the result is more owing

to our scarcity of water, and the kind of water we were obliged

to use—undiluted sewage from the mansion. Though we shall

have a fair show of blossom buds even on Plum trees, still

they seem to have suffered in this respect more than Peaches

and Cherries, which are fair, though they also were extra

loaded with fruit. Our Vines, which want renewal, and have

wanted it for years, though bearing very heavy crops, do not

seem as if they would show so freely as usual. We have wanted

to have a gradual renewal for a number of years, but every sea-

son has brought its extra work. The chief difficulty hitherto has

been thinning away enough of branches, for though the wood
was not strong, it always cut with the knife as hard as a piece of

oak. This season, though the Grapes ripened and coloured

well, we could see that the Vines were more distressed than

usual, and we find the wood is smaller, and not so firm to the

knife. Most likely we shall have enough, if not so much to cut

away for tarts, tto. ; but for great plenty of fruit we are fonder

of firm hardwooded, than even of ationger growth with a bit of

pith in it. However, we expected the result. In the height of

the excessively dry weather, as most of our Vine roots are out of

doors, and pretty near the surface, the Vines several times

showed their distress after noon in a bright day, even though
we shaded the glass a Uttle with whitened water.

We were afraid all along about the sewage water being too

strong, but we could not dilute it, and were placed, in a fix

—

we must use it or none. We used it, as we thought, care-

fully, depending on the rains that would come, though afraid

all along that the roots would be injured, being so near the

surface— a matter of importance when strong liquids are used.

If ever we should be placed in a similar fix again, rather than
use such strong liquid we would shade more and mulch the

border more, so as to keep the moisture near the surface from

evaporating, whilst the heat at the surface would tend to raise

vapour from greater depths. We do not find any difference in

the wood in Peaches, Cherries, Figs, &c., that were supplied

with similar water, but there is a difference as respects firmness

in the young wood of Vines and Plums that were so treated.

We are the more inclined to think that the extra rich water

acting injuriously on the roots had something materially to do
with it, as from the heat of the summer, if the wood had been a

little smaller, it would also have been harder and firmer under
ordinary circumstances, and if supplied with more suitable

water. The last season here was, as respects necessary mois-

ture, gardening under great difficulties. We mention the matter
prominently for two reasons—first, tq show the importance of

having water for a modern garden without being dependant
merely on showers ; and secondly, for repeating the caution

frequently given, not to use manure-waterings of any kind too

strong. We know of a number of cases in which fruit trees,

and even Roses in pot?, were greatly injured last season by
strong manure-waterings, and mostly in cases like our own,

where such water only could be n?ei, or the plants allowed to

perish from dryness. In the cases referred to we regret we did

not do more with deeper mulching. We believe that in the

case of roots out of doors, the autumn rains would wash away
what otherwise might not be pleasant to the young growing

roots this season ; and we find, therefore, that the young shoots

of Vines are coming perhaps a little stronger than usual, though

taken all in all, not so thickly studded with fruit. We recollect

of one instance in which a house of fine young Vines was done
for by a heavy watering from a cesspool that took all the drain-

age from a large stable. They languished after the undiluted

watering, got wor?e and worse, and died next spring. We were

assured the liquid was so strong, that it ought to have had at

least four times the quantity of pure water mixed with it.

Peach blossom is now bold and full, and beginning to fall

after setting in the earhest orchard house, and coming into full

blow in the second. A few Plum trees are opening their

blossoms, but Cherry trees have as yet shown massive swelling

buds, and have not opened. Figs are Ebowing like small peas

on the sides of the shoots, and in most of these cases the ter-

minal bud has been nipped across, which v.ill arrest mere
elongation, so as to give a help to the young fri.it, and once the

bud thus stopped pushes from its base, it is eusy to select one

or two shoots to be left or stopped accorditg ;o the system of

growth adopted.

Trees in pots have been gradually watered, and also those

against back walls, as previously indicated. Here we have
seen no sign of an insect as yet, but in the Peach house we
have had to emoke lightly once, and have bruthed a few young
shoots that had a little fly on them, with quassia water. If

much artificial heat is not used, we like Peach trees to be in a

rather dry atmosphere when in bloom, though in early forcing,

and when much fire heat was used, we have ventured on a

gossamer dewing of the blooms with good eiEect. For this

purpose we used the nozzle end insteed of the rose end of a

syringe, and so regulated that with the thumb, that the

moisture which escaped was more like fine mif.ty vapour than

what we associate with the heaviness of water. This is beet

done when the day promises to be sunny, and about nine in

the morning. Those who have not learned thus to manage
a syringe should not try the e:;periment, as a stream of water

would wash away the pollen, whilst a gentle application

nourishes and opens the pollen vessels. Be this as it may, we
think that the less of steaming and using evaporating troughs

whilst the trees are in bloom, the better. In very severe

\Teather it is better to lower the temperature within the point

of safety; but after the fruit i:; fairly set ani swelling, if a

temperature of from 55' to CO' is kept up at night, evaporating

pans or troughs set on the heating medium will be an advan-

tage. For this purpose we use soot water and other manures,

and when syringing is resorted to we often use clear soot water.

The evaporating pan is far better and safer than raising vapour

by pouring liquid at once on a heated surface.

In vineries and peacheries it is well to have a little sulphur

on the heating medium, provided the temperature of this is

not higher than from 160' to 170', as the fumes then given off

will be safe, and will help to keep the houses free of red spider.

The most critical time to use sulphur in a vinery is just when
the fruit is setting and shortly afterwards. A little extra heat

then will easily cause the sulphur to blotch tha little berries,

and perhaps the Grape most subject to this infliction is the

Black Hamburgh, the berries of which are very sensitive when
young. At such time, either there should be little sulphur on

the heating medium, or a little air should be given at the apex

of the roof by night as weU as by day.

Proceeded with out-door pruning, naiUng, and planting.

In planting young trees now it is well to defend them a little

with a few evergreen boughs, so as to break for a month or sis

weeks the force of the wind and the .'un's rays, just to keep

the top from transpiring freely, until the roots are working

afresh in their new quarters.

OKXAMENTAL DEPiETMEST.
In planting some specimen trees and shrubs, we have slightly

protected them as above. Wlien so treated at this season we
have found many do as well as when planted early in the

winter or the end" of autumn. The reasons for this were lately

given, or at least an attempt made to assign a reason. Never-

theless, we decidedly prefer the end of October and the begin-

ning of November, and chiefly because the heat then in the

soil prompts to a fresh and immediate action of the roots. In

making this slight screen, care must be taken that the screen

does not touch or Sap against the protected plant, or the re-

medy by bruising and chafing would be as ruinous as the evU

to be avoided. The screen should therefore be fixed at a httle

distance from the plant, or if merely a shght protection to a

small plant is required, three laurel branches fixed at a distance

firmly in the ground, and then the points firmly tied together,

so as to form the point of a rough cone over the terminal shoot

of the young plant, will afford all the protection that will be

necessary.

In reference to what was stated lately as to irotecting trees,

d-e.,froin hares and rabbits, though looking on wire as the best

safeguard, we may mention that about a fortnight ago we had a

number of fine young trees, peculiarly exposed to the depreda-

tions of rabbits, syringed from the nozzle of an old syringe

with a thickish mixture of water, lime, soot, and cow dung
covering the bottom of the stem and twigs to the height of

from 12 to 18 inches, and as yet not a tree has been touched.

Disappointed in this direction, the nibblers turned their atten-

tion to some Laurels, and would have finished them, but the
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mixture seems to have sent them elsewhere from the Laurels.
It is astonishinR how quicklv field mice, when numerous, will
clear off every bit of bark and even of alburnum from a clump
of Laurels. In this neighbourhood these mice are, if anything,
more injurious to young trees than even rabbits, and are worse
to exterminate.
To protect young trees with clean stems of from 2 to 3 feet

in height, we have seen no plan so simple and so effectual as
taking a small handful of straight wheat straw, placing it

round the stem, and fastening it with a band in two or three
places. We notice that where this was done about three years
ago, the band for fastening being merely three or four straws,
the straw is beginning to fall from the stems, which would not
have been the case if small tarred cord had been used. During
that time not a stem has been touched, though those unpro-
tected were well bitten and peeled. A bundle of straw would
protect many young trees, and when neatly done there is

nothing unsightly in the appearance. It would be easy to

daub the straw, but it seemed perfectly effectual for the allotted
purpose when used alone.

The bedding Pelargoniums, X-c, in pieces of turf are doing
BO -well that we have a lot of turf ready to be cut to pieces and
filled the first wet and stormy day, and we have prepared a
bed for them. Potted-off lots of Mrs. Pollock and similar
Pelargoniums for bedding, giving them at first a little bottom
heat after fresh potting. As soon as we have a mild day we
shall move Camellias, &e., whose blooming is nearly over, into
a vinery at work, that they may make their growth and set their
buds early, and thus come into bloom next winter early with-
out any forcing. Most other shrubs, and even bulbs and her-
baceous plants, will, to a certain extent, come into bloom early
if their growth is perfected early.

Forcing gently into lloom, and making hotbeds for propa-
gating, are now matters of importance. It is a good time now
to put in cuttings of Verbenas, and to sow seeds of Lobelia
speciosa, Amaranthus, and Perilla. Cuttings of Lobelia, &c.,
are generally more true than seedlings, but then the seedlings
give less trouble. With a good hotbed strong Lobelia plants
may yet be had from seed before the middle of May. Our
Calceolarias in the pit in which they were struck are a perfect
thicket, and we are a little afraid to move them as yet.
Among a great many plants needing potting, we must at-

tend to

Gloxinias and Caladiums.— We grow fewer of the former
than we used to do, as at all times, even when in bloom, after
starting them, they do best in a close, moist, warm atmosphere.
Like the -ichimenes, they keep vrell in their pots all the winter,
laid on their broadsides to avoid drip, beneath a stage where
the temperature is from 4")° to .jo", and as soon as they begin
to move they should be shaken out of their pots, allowing all

the sou to go away, and be potted in sandy loam three parts,
and one part of peat and rotten cow dung. When potted
firmly a little water may be given, just a little round the tuber,
hut the soil of the pot should be little watered until the earth
is filled with roots. Extra watering at first is verv prejudicial.
Beginners, until used to it, had better use smalfpots at first,

and repot when full of roots. Any place with the requisites
above mentioned, will do where tiie temperature ranges from
55° to 65°. Such plants do remarkably well in a vinery until
a drier atmosphere is wanted, as the Grapes colour and ripen.
We have had them do very fairly in front of a greenhouse and
conservatory, with the front lights kept shut and shaded ; but
even there they were not quite at home. The leaves delight in
more closeness and moisture of atmosphere. Small bits of
charcoal in the soil and drainage are much relished, and after
the pots are full of roat-?, weak manure-wateringg, especially of
the cool kinds, as cow dang, will be much enjoyed.

Caladiurns, though requiring as much, or rather more, heat
when growing, are more accommodating as house or conserva-
tory ornaments when the leaves reach perfection. In a moist
plant stove they do tolerably well if planted out, resting them-
selves and growing on with but little of our superintendence.
When grown in pots they do better for having a season of com-

* plete rest after the leaves fade and decay. The roots left in
the pots, which is the best plan, can hardly be kept safe, even
when the pots are laid on their broadsides, if the temperature
is often below 50°. Any dryish place where this is secured
vrill keep them safe after the soil is pretty dry. In such cir-
cumstances many will now be moving, and all may be repotted.
However done, they do best in a hotbed, as one of leaves covered
with tan. When we have plenty of room we pot them at once
where they are to produce their line foliage. As room at this

season is valuable, however, we often pot them into fresh com-
post, in smallish pots at first, and repot again and again as the
roots come to the sides. The last plan is best for beginners,
or when you must depend on a careless waterer. One great
element of success is not to have the tubers just beginning
growth surrounded with cloggy soil ; the watering must be in
proportion to the growth of the roots, and little or none given
until they are at work. Hence the small pots are safest where
the watering is not done with care and judgment. If the roots

were not well ripened, or if kept too cold and damp, they will «

be apt to rot ; and if there is a rotten or decayed spot it should
be cleanly cut out, and scraped and filled up with charcoal dust
and lime. It at all bad we would lay the tuber in a shady
place, and repeat the dose before potting. We have even
fastened a piece of oiled paper round such parts to keep the
damp out until the scraped wound was cauterised and healed.
Such a sore on the side may thus be got over. If at the top
whence the buds come it would be fatal, just as when the tuber
of a Dahlia is frosted at the crown. If kept well, however, the
Caladiums will generally turn out sound. Sandy loam two
parts, old dried cow dung or leaf mould one part, and heath
soil one part, with some nodules of charcoal, will grow them
well if assisted when in the bed with manure-waterings. It

the loam is rather inclined to be stiff, hall a part of silver sand
will be necessary. After final potting we often sprinkle some
sand on the surface, to be washed down with the waterings.
They rejoice after potting in a bottom heat of from 85° to 90°,

and a top temperature of from 05 to 70°, with a rise from
sunshine, but shaded then. Air in sunny days should be given
early, however little, as the falling of condensed moisture on
the leaves greatly injures them. In fact, syringing them with
anything but the purest water injures their appearance.

Dahlias.—Placed a lot on the floor of the vinery to bring them
on for cuttings and dividing the roots. By placing a good root

in a hotbed in time any quantity of cuttings may be obtained,
which with a point and a joint to cut to will strike freely in a
hotbed. In taking away one or both the leaves at the base of

the cutting be sure you leave the bud untouched. The more
cuttings you take from a plant, the less likely will the last

taken be to bloom extra freely, however well treated. If you
merely divide a tuberous root, so as to leave a piece of tuber to

each shoot, and pot these, and put them in a slight hotbed, or

other warmish place, until rooted, the more likely will they
be to bloom freely and early. If anxious to try experiments
you will find many useless pieces of tuber after such cutting-

up, and if you graft on these young shoots without tubers, and
place them in a hotbed, the shoot will be rather stronger than
if rooting without such help. We have tried this with different

kinds of grafting, but perhaps side grafting and cleft or wedge
grafting did best. Where there is much to do people must be

content with making cuttings of such extra shoots.—R. F.

TRADE CATALOGUES RECER^ED.
William Paul, Paul's Nurseries, Waltham Cross, Loudon, N.—Cataloiiue of New Roses, Pelargoniums, Camellias, Azaleas,

Uolbjhoeks, dx.
John Salter & Son, Versailles Nursery, Hammersmith, Lon-

don, W.

—

Descriptive Catalogue of Clirt/santhemmns, Daldias,

Paonies, <£c.

W. RoUisson & Sons, Tooting, London, S.W.

—

Trade Cata-
logue of New and Choice Snflwooded Plants.

John Morse, The Nurseries, Dursley, Gloucestershire.

—

Catalogue of Cuttings of Dahlias, Chrgsuntheniums, Pelargo-

niums, and Miscellaneous Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

T. S. Ware, Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, London, N.— Catalogue of PerenniaU.
W. Deans, 2, Canongate, Jedburgh. N.B.— Catalogue of

Forest and Ornamental Trees, Sliruhs, Fruit Trees, dc.— Cata-
logue of Seeds, Implements, dx.

Downie, Laird, & Laing, Stanatead Park, Forest Hill, Lon-
don, S.E.. and 17, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

—

De-
scriptive Catalonve of Florists' Fhnvers, dc.

J. A. Bruce cSt Co.. Hamilton, Ontario.

—

Catalogue of Agricul-

tural, Garden, and Flou-er Seeds.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—Mauch 24.

Arrivals of foreign produce have been more limited during the last

few days owing to the boisterous weather which has prevailed. Forced
vegetables are now in excess of the demand, and prices must recede
unless a great improvement take place in the demand Hothouse Grapes
are becoming scarce, but the new ones ard close at hand. Stran berries
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aro qaito saffioicut for all reiiiiiiouicutf- at this particular seaBOD. Thoro
are some Tomatoes from Algier.s.

motx.

Apples . ^^ sieve
Aprioots do/.. U
Oberries lb. u
Chestnuts bush. 10
Carrants ^-j sieve

Black do. U II

Figs doz. «
Filberts lb.

Cobs lb. 1 «
Gooseberries . . quart
Orapes,Hothouao..lb. 15 U
Lemons lUO 4

d. R. d

to -i n
s. d. fl

•2 to !

(I

(I (I

11) U

20 U
8

Melons each
Nectnvines do/,.

Dranses 100
Peaches doz.
Pears (dessert) . . doz.
Pine Apples lb.

Plums ?j sieve
Quinces doz.
Raspberries lb.

Strawberries oz.
Walnuts bush. 10

do 100 1

4 U

1 U

12

13
10

a 6
16
2

VEOETABLES.

Artichokes doz. 3
Asparagus 100 5
Beans. Kidney . . hd. 1

Beet, Bed doz. 2
Broccoli bundle 1
Brus. Sprouts ij sieve 3
Cabbage doz. 1

Capsicums 100
Carrots hunch 6
Cauliflower doz. 3
Celery., bundle 1 6
Cucumbers .... each
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
(iarlic lb.

d. s.

0to6

U 9

S

Herbs bunch
Horseradish ..handle

d
I

I

II

G

lil

Leeks bunch
Lettuce score
Mushrooms .... pottle
Mnstd.& Cress.punnet
Onions bushel
Parsley sieve
Parsnips doz.
Peas quart
Potatoes bushel

Kidney do.
Radishes doz.bunches
Rhubarb bundle
Sea-kale basket
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes doz.
Turnips bnnch

s. d. s. d
4 to 6

10 3
1

2
8
a

9
8

1

3
10
4
1 8

6

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Six RH0D0DEKDB0N3 (5«i(0-—Ttc =i£ we named have all the qualities

you mention.

WrNDow G.ARDENS (J. Walker).—It you enclose ten postage stamps
with your direction, and order " Window Gardening for the Many," it will
be sent you by post from ihis ofiic3.

Camellia iJiivfnis).~Wheu a gardener speaks of a Camellia, he means
the Camellia japonica. The whole genus are natives of China and Japan,

Bddding Roses on Manetti Stocks {A. B.). — There was a wrong
arrangement in the directions \v.^ gave last week. The words " late in
the year" should have been inserted in the last line, and the sentence
then would have been " Late in the year it is better that it should re-
main dormant."

Collection of Roses (W. IT., Norieich).—" I have looked over the
list, it contains nearly all the good Roses. A few I do not know, and
some I should not have recommended. You had better prune them, and
add the following to your collection—viz. :—Marguerite de St. Amand,
Madame Julie Daran, John Keyucs, Madame Masson, Baron Gonella,
Baronne de Ma>Tiard, Mdlle. Emile Boyau, Gloire de Vitry, Souvenir
de Comte Cavour (not full but \ery handsome), Madame Alice Durean,
La France, Madame Rolland i blush), Ouchesse de Caylns, Mari-chal
Taill-ant. Baronne Pelletan de Kinkelin, Charles Verdier (a grand Rose),
Ci'Iine Forestier, and Marecbal Niel. Ti'ti—Sombreuil (a fine Rose in
all respects). Souvenir d'Elise, Ruben?^, Souvenir d'un Ami, Adam, and
EUse Sauvage. I have reinstated Madame Masson, not a very good
grower, as we cannot do without it. It looks like a tumbler of claret.

Gloire de Chatillon is the same Rose.—W. F. Radclyffe."
TaANSPLANTlNa Yew, Arauoaria, and Wellingtonia (An Old Sub-

scriber).—The best time to move the above is as soon after the middle of
September as the growths are complete, the earlier the better ; the next
best time is the end of March or beginning of April, or a short time be-
fore they commence active growth. The Umbrella Pine, or Sciadopitys,
you may obtain of the principal nurserymen advertising in our columns,
but we cannot recommend dealers.

Fruit Trees Unfruitful (R.).—From what you say we should at-

tribute the unfruitful state of the trees to lack of vigour. You can do
nothing now beyond surface-dressing the soil over their roots with the
stable dung, freeing it as much as practicable of the straw, for a distance
of 2 or 3 yards all round the stem. Put it on from 1^ to 2 inches thick,
point it in with a fork, but not so deeply as to injure the roots, and then
blacken the surface with soot. In autumn give another good top-dressing
of manure, let it remain oa the surface during the winter, and point it

in in the spring.

Ceangixg Vines tA. Allan).—^^e would prefer grafting or inarching
the Vines, for then there would he a double chance. Grafting is best
done before the sap moves. We have grafted frequently with the stock
in leaf, and a scion at rest. Inarching is best done on the young wood,
when it is of some substance. For two late Vines we would recommend
the Calabrian Raisin and the Trobbiauo. We quite approve of the pro-

posed treatment of the Vine border, would not add much to the surface
at once, and would have nothing to do with blood or garbage. If your
blood manure is old, dry, and sweet, some of it wouli do no harm.

Hyacfnths and Tulips after Flowering (An OldSttbseriber).—The
plants after flowering should be c.jutinued under glass either in a green-

house or frame, where they can be protected from frost until the foliage

turns yellow, and then water should he withheld, or they may be planted
out of doors in the flower borders after being well hardened ofif. but the

former is much the better plan. The bulbs may remain in the pots in

which they have bloomed, with the soil quite dry, planting them out in

autumn, for the bulbs are not worth growing in pots the second year, but
are fine for borders.

Repotting Orange Trees (Idt:m).—By all means repot the plant now
if it requires it, but the fruit you need not remove ; leave it on, and it

Ts-ill fall in due course. It is rather curious and interesting to have a

plant with ripe fruit, flowers, and young fruit at one time ; this, however,

is common with the Orange.

Strawberries (fi. U. /(.).—Strawberries now taken up with good balls

and potted, will, uo doubt, give fruit if they have good crowns, and aro

furnished with trusses of bloom. Six-inch pots are the most suitable,

but for plants of the large sorts, 7-inch pots are not too largo. The price

of the pots varies considerably in different parts, but they may be had at

from 1.1. Cjd. to •lA.(jd per cast, and of the sizes named you will have of the

former twenty-four, and of the latter eighteen pots to the cast. Each
plant might give you from six t^* twelve good plants, the runners being

layered in small pots plunged in the ground, and the pots containing tho

parent plants should be plunged to the rim in coal ashes and be well

supplied with water in dry weather. The price of Grapes is dependant
on the quality. They are worth about In. Cid. per lb. at the time yoQ
name, but sometimes from their inferiority and over-supply they aro not

worth 6(/.

Grafting Wax (Wcm).—You may form a good grafting wax without

sealing wax. but the receipt in the " Cottage Gardeners' Dictionary," ia

excellent, though a trifle dearer than 1 lb. Burgundy pitch. \ lb. common
pitch, 2ozs. beeswax, and .1 oz. mutton fat, melted, and put on with a

brush while warm.

Scale on Camellias (Camellia).—We are unable to account for tho

scale on the Camellia shoot, but we do not think its being near the

diseased Peach tree had anything to do with it. The scale may be de-

stroyed by dipping or sponging the plant with a solution of Clarke's com-
pound, 3 ozs. to the gallon ; or the plant may be syringed, laying it on its

aide, and turning it round, so as to thoroughly wet every part. Avoid

making the soil wet with the solution, which should be used at a tem-

perature of 1*20 '. Gishurst compound, and Fowler's insecticide, are also

good remedies.

Thrips on Pelargoniums (.47n')(<'iir).—Some of the leaves sent were
eaten up up by thrips. You had better fumigate several times with

tobacco, not very strong, and when the leaves are dry. Syringe at noon
the following day, and smoke again in a day or two. If that do not suit,

sponge with quassia water, or, better still, with weak glue water, just

strong enough that you can feel it sticky between tho fingers when cool.

Planting Asparagus for Forcing (.4. ^!!aa'.—The best way to have
Asparagus planted-out permanently for forcing is to have a bed in a brick

pit from 4 to G feet wide, to be covered with sashes when forced, and
to have hot-water pipes beneath the bed. and a small pipe roimd at the

top. The next best plan, and one which is frequently adopted, is to

have 4-feet beds, with sides of pigeon-holed brickwork, the intervals

between the beds filled with fermenting material, and the bed covered

with sashes, or with asphalt or wooden covers. In the latter case the

heads should bo cut, and set in damp moss for several days in a warm
light place previous to use. The simplest plan is to have a trench round

a bed in the open air, the sides kept up with slabs, and covered in any
simple way. We have had Asparagus early by covering the shoots with

pots. By the first mode, with good treatment, the plants may bear well

every year for some years, the secret of success being olitaining early

grow-th after cutting, and getting that growth ripened early. The usual

mode, however, is to have at least two beds, and to force one early every

alternate year, which keeps the roots longer in a vigorous condition. The
taking-up plan is very simple and eflfective, but it is attended with a great

loss of plants, which can only be excused on account of the better rota-

tion of crops it encourages in the kitchen garden.

Flower Garden Arrangement (Jac/V).—There is nothing very strik-

ing in the plan, but if well planted it would look well, and be more likely

to do so when designed by the parties to be pleased. We can hardly

advise as to the planting, as we do not exactly con'prehend your proposed

plan, but the garden will he better balanced if Nos. 1 and 3 he planted

alike as to their main' features ; 6 and 11 should also pair ; 4 and 10 as

you propose, and .•; and 9 : and you may put purple Verbena in the centre

of Mrs. Pollock, and if the latter is strong, you may plant with the two

mixed, and have the blue edging. We would edge every bed, and that

would enable you to work up your materials. For instance, purple

Verbena would'make a good edging to Cloth of Gold Pelargonium, and
variegated Arabis would make a good ring in front of the Lobelia.

Conservatory. &c.. Arrangement (A'.).— Wc think the range of

houses will look very well, and there will be no difficulty, as you seem to

intend to have a flreiilace for each house. The vinery would be best

if it had a pit along "the centre. This might be heated with pipes if

desirable, and would be very useful for propagating purposes. This pit

might be covered with glass, so that you could have what heat you

wanted in the pit, while by means of air you could keep the vinery as

cool as you might desire. If the conservatory is intended for pots we
would have a narrow platform and walk all romid, and a flat sparred

table in the centre. We presume you mean to heat by hot water.

Plants for a Gas-lighted Corridor (Coniilrionan).—You will do

no good with any plants in your corridor in winter and spring, as long as

it is hghted with g.as in the usual way. You would improve it much by

using argand burners, and then taking a pipe from each burner into the

open air through the roof. In such a smoky place Pelargoniums,

Fuchsias, Myrtles, cicwill do as well as any plants. But having managed

the gas, tho next point is to give a little air at the top, and but little by

the front sashes, and cover the openings either with fine wire shades or

with fine woollen netting, to break the current of air and keep soot out.

But for the gas we would recommend Ferns and even the hardier stove

plants, which, with a little shade, would need little air, and, therefore,

there would be little soot. With the gas burning and no outlet at the

apex of the roof, no plants will thrive.

Boilers (L. J. Flcmiiii;).—There is no boiler we know of that will

combine all the properties desired. With almost any boiler you can keep

the heat (45 ) you want in a greenhouse all night, but it must be, as you

state, by having the house as warm as wanted by nine or ten o'clock at

night, and then just allowing the heat to decline a little until, as you

state, it will be about 45 in the morning ; but that can only be done by

retarded combustion during the nigbt. That retarding is done by bank-

ing-up, and lessening draught by .shutting the ashpit door and the use of

a damper. There will thus be a loss of heat from the fuel, but then

there is the advantage of the mild continuous heat wanted. Were yon

to put on a are at nine o'clock at night, and allow that fire to bum
briskly, you would have more direct heat from the fuel, but much more
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of it would go np the chimney, nud your boiler and pipes would be too
hot for some hours at night, when, taking n.ature fur our guide, they
ought to be tho coolest. We repeat, then, we know no mode by which
a mild continuous heat may be Itept up at night, except by slow com-
bustion in the case of boilers and pipes, as wbeu the fire is out, even
though all the doors are shut, the pipes soon cool. This is one reason
why for single i^mall ereenbouses, where only a mild heat is wanted,
we would have an old-fa^.hioned flue instead of a boiler and hot water.
In such a case of mild heating there is less necessity for slow com-
bustion, as the flue absorbs the beat and retains it longer. Thus a
sharp fire burned out in a flue and all the furnace doors kept shut, would
often answer as well as a more continuous slow-biu-ning fire under a
boiler. In answering your inquiry in the Journal, page 183, the word
" cannon " boiler is used instead of "crown" boiler. We are glad your
inquiries as to the crown boiler lead you to think with us, that of itself it

would require a deal of fuel. Such a boiler would be useful chiefly when
a flue was used from the tame furnace. What you call a cockey boiler,

is a modification of the cannon or retort boiler. Your additiou of

side lugs would be an improvement, but you can gain tbe same object

by hanging the boiler as it were on the fire, so that the fire plays round
all the outside before c-miug through the centre and finding its way to

the chimney. The conical bo'lcrs you describe are also very good, are
easily fed at the top, and are good for keeping in the fire by slow com-
bustion. The conical tubular boilers are also very good, and so are the
simple saddle-backs, and better still the terminal saddle-backs, and they
are very simple, and the fire can bo brought all round them and over
them. After having tried almost all kinds of boiler, or seen them
worked, the result of our observation is, that all the kinds you refer to

are good if well managed, and that in every one of them there can be
no continuous heat and no economy of fuel without slow combustion
from regulated draught.

Insect ON Peach Tree (L. M. C).—It is the red spider, Acarus tellarins.

It is usually induced by the air of the house being too dry. The vapour
of flowers of sulphur are fatal to this insect. As the tree is in a pot

cover it with a sheet, put boiling water into a hot-water plate, sprinkle
flowers of sulphur on the plato, aad place it under the sheet, and leave it

for two or three hours. Repeat tho process if an insect re-appears.

Ladvbirds {F. a.).—Decidedly ladybirds do not injure, much less kill,

any plants ; and tho forester who is destroying them is acting most
erroneously, for bo assured that they are feeding on the aphides which
injure the Pinuses. The ladybirds we have seen very numerous this
spring, even where there were seomingly no insects ; but it is their breed-
ing season, and where they are depositing their eggs there we always
expect that aphides will occur, the ladybirds seeing their embryos.

Slugs—Royal Ascot Vine (J. MacLenzie, M.D.).—\ galvanic ring,
being a hoop of zinc with a copper wire round its upper margin, was
advocated some years since as an enclosure impassable by slugs, but we
never tested its efficacy, and a piece of liorse-hair rope in place of the
copper wire, we arc told, is more efi'ectual as a cheraus tie /rise, and more
enduring. Heaps of fresh brewers' grains allure slugs froiii better things.
The Royal Ascot Vine will ripen its (irapes well in the same temperatures
that ripen those of the Black tJamburgh.

Tortoise in Garden {Africaims).~\ye have known a tortoise live in a
garden for many years, burying itself when winter arrived, but re-
appearing in spring. It does not touch insects, being a vegetarian.
Lettuces, Dandelion, and Sowthistlc are its favourite foods.

Protectikg Peas (A. Rothirham).—The " best " protections from birds
for Peas just above ground are little arches of galvanised small-meshed
wire netting.

Brinjal (M. B.).—Tho fruit so called, and known to you by that name
in Ceylon and to ourselves at Calcutta, is produced by' one of the varie-
ties of Solauum melongena imr. esculentum, and tbe white-fruited variety
of which is commonly known in England as the Egg plant.

Names of Plants (E. F. L.).—One of the varieties of Ageratum mcxi-
canum. {Nemo, J. B., Nil (Icsjterandiim).—We cannot name plants from
their leaver only. (T. J. H.).—a is Acacia holosericea ; b is A. dependens.

METEOROLOGICAL
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visible. And wby should not poultry be reared for the market
with tlie same care as sboep, pigs, or oxen '.' it would pay as well

as any. Formorly, a nobleman or pentloman would not liave

sold tho game off liis estate; now it is common, and no one
would shrink from admitting that it is so. It would seem, then,

that a certain time is required before these plain things can be

received and admitted by the public. Let us hope this time is

arrived for poultry, and that the increasing attention given to it

will not be canfined entirely to exhibitions, but extend to the

less glorious but equally useful task of providing a delicious

article of food, and a luxury which may be indulged in at all

times without imputation of extravagance. Fowls left to them-
selves are fit for table in July or .\ugust ; but with proper and
oaretul managomont they may bo ready for market in April,

May, and June, when they command great prices ; so let us,

therefore, give it a fair shire of our attention, for while we have
been slumbering, or little better, France, Spain, Holland,
Belgium, &e., have been gathering a rich harvest, for there are

annually imported into Great Britain no less than :!80, 100,000
eggs, which, if taken upou a most favourable average, will give

something like 21,210 tons, the value of which is more than a
million of money. Then Ictus take the consumption of poultry
in London alone at five million head per annum, whi;h is quite

within the bounds, it shows there is a great demand. Then
surely thereis ample room for greater enterprise in this particular

branch of live stock, and sufficient stimulus to induce farmers
or their families to give their mind to it, as it may be made a

profitable undertaking.
If you look to the production of eggs alone, one cock of a

strong robust breed may have twenty-four hens, but if you want
eggs that will produce ctrong healthy chickens six hens will be
sufficient for one cock. The farmer who has not the will to

expend money on fancy varieties, will do well to keep to one
breed of poultry, the choice of which to depend upon his require-

ments ; keep pure breeds and as good as can be procured, if for

exhibition, for if anything is worth doing at all, do the best you
can by it. I have this season known chickens six months old
sell at ten and fifteen guineas each ; but as my object to-night

is chiefly to expatiate on the production for the million, I may
tell you the greatest weight of meat is produced by judicious
crossing, and for the heaviest chickens at the smallest cost none
equal the produce from Dorking hens and a two-year-old Light
Brahma cock ; but for quality of the meat, there is no fowl in
my opinion equal to a cross between Dorking hens and a Game
cock.

Many people imagine success in exhibiting poultry can only
be accomplished at great expense, but this is wrong; the
essentials after possession of the birds are knowledge and pains-
taking. If the exhibitor is determined to possess a prize pen,
and breed from it, the chances are he must buy it, and possibly
pay a good price. Further, he must be prepared to find that
even first-class birds do not breed £.11 first-prize chickens, and,
however good the blood, neglect will neutralise it all. There
is no royal road to success, the exhibitor must be content to

learn by degrees. Nothing but practice, close observation, and,
if I may use the word, " study," will lead to success. But as
profitable poultry is required, I tell those who wish to make it

so by means of exhibiting or for market, that all the pains they
take are not too much for success. But one thing is wanting,
the false pride that is above selling eggs or poultry must be
conquered before the balance sheet of poultry kept for marketable
purposes will show the desired results. The business must be
looked after as carefully as any other pursuit which is expected
to be remunerative. In support of the fact of its paying for a
little extra care, let me ask any present the weight of the last

pair of chickens they had killed, and if you do not know, have
the next pair weighed and compare with the following, which I

have met with during the last year at poultry exhibitions where
I have acted as judge—viz., chickens twenty-two weeks old,

IClbs. 14ozs. the pair; twenty weeks old, 16 lbs. 9ozs. ; and
many others of similar weight. These chickens were fed upon
Dear's poultry food, which I have proved a powerful fattening
agent, increasing the number of eggs laid, and hastening the
period of laying. As a preventive of gapes and roup, which
fowls are subject to on cold wet runs, it is unrivalled. If gen-
tlemen who are in the habit of rearing Partridges and Phea-
sants try this meal, they will not like to be without it. I

have given it several years' trial, and therefore speak from
experience.

There may be some present anxious to make a trial of profitable
poultry, and would Hke to determine upon a variety that they
eonld occisionally obtain a few prizes with, and market the

inferior produce ; to snob I should recommend the Dorking ,"

which should embrace the following characteristics, viz. :—Com-
pactness, great depth and length of body, low on the legs, which
should be white, with a slight pink hue between the scales, the

comb, whether rose or single, to be perfect of its kind, and the

(ifth toe well developed, apart from the others. Weight must
always be a great consideration in this breed, which are easily

reared, have a full breast, quick at fattening, good layers,

excellent sitters, attentive mothers, and last, but not least, the
perfect birds fetch good prices at exhibitions. When once yon
have settled upon your stock, turn it to account ; sit all the
early eggs to get forward chickens ; at twelve to twenty weeks
old, select all those with the least visible objection as exhibition

birds, and fatten them for market. This reminds me of a hint

I would give as to killing and packing. The necks of poultry
should be broken, tho birds picked while warm, and the body
placed in a proper position to stiffen. They should be packed in

wicker baskets in rows on stiff wheaten straw, and well covered

with the same, so that it forms a layer between each row. There
is often very much difference in the value of birds arriving at

market simply on account of insufficient care in packing ; every
precaution should be taken that the skin is not broken or

bruised.

I fear I shall be extending this subject to too great a length,

so I will in as few words as possible now explain the manage-
ment of chickens, which usually come out of the shell at the

end of twenty-one days. Bemove the addled eggs and empty
shells, but leave the chickens in the nest for one whole day,

feeding the hen liberally, and supplying her with water in a

safety vessel. I have found the following simple plan answer
admirably—any labourer can prepare it at a trifling cost:—
Take a flower pot 7 inches high, commonly known as a .32 size,

cut a wedge-shaped piece from the rim about 1 inch wide and
li inch deep, which can easily be done with an old saw, then
fix tightly a cork in the bole of the pot and fill it with water,

place thereon a common flower pan or saucer of about 11 inch

larger diameter than the rim of the pot, and reverse them
quickly, which will give a clear water-course of IJ inch round
the saucer, thereby preventing the drowning of chicks, and
the supply will be equal until the flower pot is empty. Give
nothing to the chicks, they only require warmth during the first

twenty-four hours of their lives. I have heard of giving young
chickens a peppercorn or other stimulant, but it is a practice

to be condemned. When they are twenty-four to thirty hours
old, place the hen and chicks under a coop in a dry shed open
to the south, upon a surface of dry sand or ashes, putting a

safety vessel of water within reach through its bars. For the

first fortnight feed alternately upon whole grits, rice boiled

dry, bread crumbs, and meal sufficiently moistened to remain
crumbly ; after the first fortnight they may begin to have a little

wheat or barley, and above all things let them have daily a
fresh supplj' of green food, mowings of grass, cabbage, or

lettuce leaves. The golden rule for chicken-rearing is. Feed little

and often—every two hours. Eemember, no warmth is so bene-

ficial as that endengered by generous but proper feeding, there-

fore feed the hen as you do the chickens, giving her scraps

and crumbs of bread from your table, and in cold wet weather

soak them in ale. Every day when the weather is favourable,

after the chickens are ten days old, place the coop upon a lawn
or piece of grass closely mown, if possible sloping to the sonth,

removing to the shed every night and during rough weather.

All nests should be on the ground.
The subject of profitable poultry has such a wide range that

it appears difficult to end it without craving your indulgence for

a few minutes to introduce the Ducks, Geese, Turkeys, and
Guinea fowls, which latter pair up similar to Pigeons, there-

fore an equal number of each sex must be kept. To obtain a

stock of them some eggs should be hatched in the yard where
they are wished to remain. To buy full-grown birds is almosj

hopeless, for being so strongly attached to the place of their

birth, if sold, they will soon find their way back to it. The
Guinea hen is a good layer, the eggs are rich, but unfortunately

it is fond of roving about and hiding its nest in long grass,

hedgerows, or corn fields. They are most select in the choice

of their society, rarely associating with other fowls. May is

the best month for hatching Guinea fowls' eggs. Incubation

requires twenty-eight to thirty days, they must be fed like other

fowls, and should be used to stated times, as they return to the

yard at those times almost as punctually as the bands of the

clock go round, and if one of the feedings is towards evening

they then roost at home. We sometimes hear of robberies

being committed in poultry yards and pheasantries. Experience
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proves that in large country places a few Guinea fowls perched
on some tall adjacent tree (as is their wont) will give due warn-
ing of the presence of nightly depredators, by their peculiar
cry, long before the dogs on the premises have been aware of

their approach. For such reasons these birds may be advan-
tageously kept as the best of night-guards to the poultry yard,
and at the same time are themselves by no means deficient as
to productiveness.

{To be conticned.)

WATER FOR RABBITS.
Will you tell me about what quantity of water I may give

to Rabbits ? Most people say, Give none, as it will certainly

kill them ; but the rule in my father's house has always been
that no animal nor bird should be kept without water, and
ever since we have kept them we have given them a little every
day—about a saucerful—and they have never been at all the
worse from it ; indeed their excitement when they see the saucer
is quite extraordinary. I am very anxious that they should
have water always kept in their hutch, so that, like other living
creatures, they may drink when they like, but I am afraid to

give them so much without advice.—H. A. J.

[We shall be obliged by some Rabbit-keepers informing us
of their experience on this subject. Wild Rabbits, of course,
have an unlimited supply of water ; and we know of tame
Rabbits kept in large enclosuree who have access to water at

all times. We believe that a doe only eats her young ones
when suffering from thirst.]

HONEY SEASON OF 1868 IN LINCOLNSHIRE.
When the spring of 18fi8 arrived, it found me with seven

stocks of pure Ligurians here at home. Two were in Stewarton
boxes well stored with honey, and forward ; the other five

were in Woodbury hives, the greater part stocks made up from
the bees, brood, and combs of condemned colonies belonging to

my neighbours. These latter stocks, with the exception of one
or two, were soon in good condition, owing to the early spring
weather with which we were favoured.
We come to the 1st of May, on which day drones made their

first appearance in my strongest stocks ; the rest were not so
forward on account of their having but few combs, and were
therefore not expeoted to swarm so early as some did in the
neighbourhood. On the day mentioned I placed supers on my
two Stewartons and a Woodbury stock that had only seven
frames of comb last September, and was at that time fed up to

14 lbs. nett weight. This stock, not showing such good-coloured
bees as the others, although considered pure, was for that
reason supered, leaving the remaining four stocks to swarm.
Work commenced in the two Stewarton snpers at once, and went
on apace; work also commenced eventually in the supered
Woodbury. To my surprise No. 2 (Stewarton). which was
fast filling its super, threw off a swarm on the 2'2nd of May.
The super was finished, every comb sealed and taken off on the
27th, and another placed on. but the honey season coming to an
end as early as the 12th of June, only (1 lbs. were stored in the
latter. The other supers were finished to perfection early in

June, their nett weights being 4h and 34 lbs. The first swarm
after filling a Woodbury hive stored about 4 lbs. in a super.

My total super honey amounted to loS lbs. The queen of the
above first swarm led off a virgin swarm and took to the woods,
leaving a queen which turned out a breeder of mixed-coloured
bees. I had four other natural swarms from the remaining
stocks before the 11th of June.

It will be seen that I left them to their natural ways ; for

certain reasons I made no attempt at artificial swarms until

July, when I made two, both of whif^h have done well and are

showing pure bees. Most of the young queens in the hives that

swarmed naturally are breeders of mixed bees.

My stocks, with the exception of one, have lived through the

winter (if it may be so called), but the consumption of stores in

stocks not over-rich in provisions has been large. Pollen-

gathering commenced on the Mist of January, and has been
carried on at intervals up to the present time {early in March).

So early a gathering of pollen I never before witnessed. Bees

as a rule roucd here swarmed very little last season. I know
of an instance where over one hundred stocks of black bees

were kept in one village, and they had only three or four swarms.
These results apeak well for the Ligurians.—J. B., Bracken
Hill, Brigg.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Fowls Latino Poft Eggs [F. K.).—'We believe rape seed to be injnri-

ous, inaamuch as its properties are fattening and softeniug. It is on a
par with canary seed, and that would have the effect you complain ol.

Hens Sitting where not Wanted (C. iJ.).—You need have no
trouble with your hens if you manage properly. Choose the place you
intend them to sit in, and having done so, shut them in on their eggs.
You are always running a risk when you allow them to sit where they
please. If you are in doubt how to manape, we advise you to buy some
butter tuba and have them sawn in half, knock the bottoms out. and let
each half stand on the ground, put in a little straw, on it put the eggs,
then put in the hen. Having done so, put fome covering that shall admit
nir but confine the hen ; basket, wire, or trelHswork will answer. Pnt
the hen on eggs at night, and she will be content in tho morning. Hens
should not be allowed to sit in the place where others lay. We do not
know what " Dandies " are when the word is used in a gallinRceouB senee.
We expect it is only another name given to birds that are already called
Eakies, Dumpies, Creepies. These birds seem to have a right to all

names that end in " ies." Thev are said to be excellent sitters and
mothers. They are little kept. The best authority about them is the
" oldest inhabitant," and when such persons are consulted they Generally
prelude their opinion by saving " They recollect their grandmother ased
to say she could remember."

Erahmas not Laying (Ivnnhoe)—The heaii of the cock has nothing
about it that is even disadvantageous. The tail feathers are correct.
You have, perhaps, looked askew at the mixture of white; that is in-

separable from age. There is more or less of alteration in colour after
every moult, and with fowls, as with ourselves, the tendency is to grow
lighter. Your fuwls must be too fat. They have every appearance of

health and laying, yet there is no produce ; this is contrary to nature,
and cannot be right. Fowls that are not worn out by age or useless from
disease must lay. Tho vermilion conibs and healthy appearance will

not last long unless they lay. They are sufficiently fat internally to

cause obstruction of the egg-passaaes. If that obstruction become in-

flammation the birds will die. Diminish the food one-half, let it be of a
cooling kind, and provide green moat and fresh earth.

Bantam Cockerel (TV. A.).~Yon do not name the breed of the Ban-
tam. If he were sold to you for a Black Red, he had been " plucked "

when you had him. If no particular breed were mentioned, he is quite
as valuatle as a Brown Red as he would have been as a Black Red.
The brown feathers would not come naturally, nor would any. except
to replace others that had been picked out by accident or design. It is

impossible to give an opinion without knowing the exact terms of the
purchase and sale. If the bird was sold for Black Red, it was repre-

sented to be that which it was not.

Vttltdre-hocked (TT. H.).—The vulture hock is not at nil connected
with the feathering of the shanks and toes ; this feathering is not only
permissible, but characteristic of the Brahma Pootra. The vulture hock
is a term applied when the tbigh-feathers project much beyond the knee-
joint, as they do in the Vulture.

Poultry in Confined Space (Phillis).—You may keep six Brahma
Pootra hens and a cock in the space yon nnme. We do not think fowls
will eat chickweed, it will not harm them if they do eat it.

New Varieties of Pigeons {Co.c).—The Pigeons you name are, we
believe, some of the countless varieties of German Toys. The German
fanciers breed a pair alike in colour, and then send them out with a
pretty name. We saw such a pair recently, and after three weeks white
feathers came among the black, and vice vprsii. Evidently the person
who sold them understood the process of weeding. At the same time,

although to be bought cautiously, still these pretty feathered birds are

very attractive at shows.

Rabbit Management (Nouicf).—Ribbits are subject to many here-

ditary diseases, but more are caused by injudicious feeding. Some
declare for green meat, others avoid it entirely ; experienced people will

gravely tell yon they will die if they are allowed to drink. Dry io->d only

will induce lung disease, green food only kills in another way. Rabbits

that had been warmly kept, if exposed suddenly to a great degree of cold,

would suffer ; but if well fed they would not die. We would not overfeed

anything ; but it is better and more profitable to keep one thing properly

than two indifferently. Your food should be bran, oats, tjreen meat, and
water. You will thtn have only inevitable disease. Put the Grey to a

Black.

Bees in Warm Conservatory (A Shropshire Bee-keeper).—^' I am afraid

I must appeal to others among the apiarian contributors to ' our Journal

'

for information upon this point, never having myself tried the esperi-

rnent of wintering bees in a conservatory, although I should not hesitate

to do so if I had the opportunity.—A Devonshire Bee-keeper.'

SuPERiNG (A Bcr- mi stress).—We do not think supers at aU likely to be

required at present. We shall be glad to receive an account of your

adventures, disappointments, and successes in bee-keeping.

Goldfinches (.l/r,<!. C.I.—" Since recommending where to purchase
Goldfinches fit for breeding with, I may now further state that I had an
exceedingly fine pair of Goldfinches for Mule-breeding from Mr. E. Hutton,

of Pudsey.Leede, who has several other fine Goldfinches (two-ycar-oldp

and cheverels) for disposal.—G. J. Barnesbv, Dcrbif."

POULTRY MARKET.—March 24..

A dimtnishing supply, bu*. still the same absence of demand, Tho
west-end season trade is becoming a thing of the past. There will be a

scarcity of good poultry till the spring goods are fit for market.
B. d 8. a

I

G to 4Large Fowls 3

Smaller do 3 3 6

Chickens 2 6 3
GosUngs 7 8
DuckUngs 3 6 4

Pigeons 10 1

Guinea Fowls 2

Partridges
Hares
Rabbits 1

Wi'.ddo n

Grouse

d
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at the end of September, and winter in a greenhouse. Height
3 to 5 feet.

Phokmicm tenax.—Foliage long, Iris-like. Height 4 to

6 feet. This forms a fine group. It requires a plentiful

supply of water, and may be wintered in a cold pit, protected
from frost. Sow in heat, pot-off the seedlings when large

enough, and forward them in a pit or cool greenhouse. Plant
out in May, and take up in October.

•PoLYiiNiA GEASDis.—Foliage handsomely cut. The plant is

of rapid growth, and well adapted for groups or masses. Height
from 6 to 8 feet.

SoLAxuM EETACEUM.—Folisge bright green, veined with
purple ; tine ; 5 to feet. S. giganteum, leaves large ; flowers
purple, followed by scarlet fruit; (J feet. S. marginatum,
foliage silvery, margined with white; 4 feet. S. laciniatum,
leaves green, finely cut or divided ; 4 to 5 feet. S. macrocar-
pum, leaves large ; (lowers dark blue ; 5 to ti feet. S. pyra-
canthum, leaves covered with orange prickles; flowers purple;
4 feet. S. robustum, leaves large and bronzed, with yellow
spines ; 4 feet.

The above are fine for beds or groups. The seed should be
sown early in April, in light rich loam two parts, and one part
leaf mould, and placed in a hotbed. Pot-off the young plants
when large enough to handle, and when established remove
them to a light and airy position in the greenhouse, repotting
as often as the pots become full of roots. Keep the plants
rather dry during the winter, and encourage them in spring so
as to have them strong and well hardened-off for planting out
early in June. Kich light soil should be used, and a plentiful
sapply of water given in dry weather. Take up the plants
before frost, pot, and winter them in a greenhouse, keeping
dry, and in February prune-in and place in beat, repotting
after they have started afresh, and give a moist heat, so as to
secure good growth before planting-out.
Vekbesina verbascifolia.—Large leaves in profusion, pro-

duced fresh and vigorously late in autumn. 3 to 4 feet.

•WiGANDiA CARACASANA.— Leaves large, and very fine for
groups or masses. Of free robust growth. S to 4 leet.

W. UKENS and W. Vigieei are very closely allied to the pre-

ceding in style and manner of growth, but are of less vigorous
habit.

4. PERENNIAL AND HARDY.
Af.temisia jCDAicA.^Foliage much divided, in colour resem-

bling that of a Centaurea, but not so silvery. The plant is of

graceful, compact habit, and attains a height of from 3 to

4 feet. Sow the seeds in light sandy soil, place in a mild hot-

bed, and prick-off the seedlings when large enough. Con-
tinue them in the hotbed until established, then harden them
o&, plant-out in the open ground in light soil, and remove to

the beds in the spring of the following year. It is pretty for

the centres of beds, for groups, and for lines in ribbon-boider
arrangements.

Ar.uNDo coNspicuA.—In growth and inflorescence very like

the Pampas Grass, but it llowers six weeks earlier. It is de-

sirable for specimens on lawns. Sow in turfy loam and leaf

mould, in April, in a mild hotbed. Pot-off the young plants
singly when large enough to handle, keep them in a frame
until established, then harden them off, and pot as required,

wintering them in a cold frame, with the pots plunged to the
rim in coal ashes, or in a warm sheltered situation out of doors.

Plant-out in April, in good rich soil, where required. Height
from 6 to 8 feet.

Cekastium Biebebsteixi and C. tomentosum, both well-

known silvery-leaved plants. Sow in sandy soil in March,
place in a hotbed, prick off the seedlings about 1 inch apart in

pans, and when established remove them to a cold frame.
Harden-off, and plant-out in May, at from G to !) inches apart,

where required for edgings, or lines in beds or borders. The
seed may be sown out of doors in April, in sandy soil, and the
plants pricked off, and planted-out in autumn or spring. Of
the two G. Biebersteini has the larger and more silvery foliage,

but C. tomentosum is of closer habit.

CisEr.AEiA MAEiTiMA.—Foliage silvery, little inferior to that

of the Centaurea, and well known. Very desirable for beds or

borders, and admitting of a variety of adaptations. Sow in

light soil in March, place in a hotbed of 70', prick-off the seed-

lings iu pans or shallow boxes, continue them in heat until

May, then harden-off and plant out at the end of the month.
Height 2 feet.

Elymus arenaeeus.—Large ornamental Grass. 4 feet.

Gyneeiuji aegexteum (Pampas Grass).—Well known. Fine
for specimens on lawns, centres of groups, or in borders.

Height 6 to 8 feet or more. This and the preceding may ba
raised as described for Arundo conspicua.

Ferula communis.—This, the Giant Fennel, on account of

its finely-cut or divided foliage, and stately growth, is very
ornamental and effective for specimens in borders, or as a
mass. S feet.

Ferula gigaktea.—Superior to the above in stateliness of

growth, and hardiness. Height 11 to 12 feet. Sow in a warm
spot out of doors in sandy soil in May, watering in dry weather,

and pricking-out the young plants about C, inches by a foot

apart, shading for a few days until established. In autumn
protect with a covering or mulching of 3 inches thick of leaf

mould or short litter. Plant-out in March or April. Eich,
light, deep soil is most suitable, but except in warm situations

the plant is not hardy in heavy soil. In exposed situations it

does not prosper. The plant is herbaceous, and should be
covered in autumn with a top-dressing of leaf mould or littery

manure, placing it over the crown, and for some distance

around.
Heeacleum giganteum.—Large cut foliage, of tall, stately

growth. The plant is not suitable for flower gardens, but re-

markably fine for shrubbery borders and in woodland scenery,

also for margins of lakes and on islands, but not where water
remains stagnant. Sow in the open ground in April or May, in

good rich soil, and not very thickly ; when large enough prick

off the young plants about (J inches apart, shading for a time,

and keeping them watered until established, and plant-out in

spring. The seed may be sown at once where the plants are to

remain, digging the ground deeply before sowing. Two, three,

or more plants, may be grouped together, and they have then
a better appearance. Height 8 feet.

Pybeierum Golden Feathee.—Foliage yellow, habit dwarf
and compact, altogether a fine plant for beds or lines in borders.

Height 1 foot. Sow in sandy loam and leaf mould, place in a

gentle heat, and when large enough prick-off about an inch

apart in pans, and continue in heat, keeping the plants near

the glass, and admitting air freely. Harden them off, and
plant-out in May, lor which purpose the seed should be sown
early in March. It may be sown during summer, but not after

August, in a warm, sheltered situation, or in a cold frame

;

the plants should then be pricked-ofi" in sandy soil in a warm
situation, and planted-out in spring.

Rheum Emohi.—Simply a large-leaved Rhubarb, and not

despicable for borders. 2 feet. Sow in a pan placed in a frame,

and when the seedlings have attained some size harden them
off, prick them out in good rich soil out of doors, and plant out

early in spring.

RuDEECKiA Neumanni.—Foliage very like that of a Sun-
flower ; flowers yellow. The foliage is showy, but the plant is

only suitable for borders. 3 feet.

liuDBECKiA srEciosA,—FoUago showy, and the flowers par-

ticularly so, being bright yellow, with a black disc. 3 feet.

Sow in light rich soil in April or May, and prick-off when large

enough, planting-out in the spring of the following year.

Salvia aegentea.—Fohage large and silvery; fine for beds

or borders. 2 f«t.

•S. cHioNANTiiA.—Lcaves lanceolate, glaucous, and woolly;

flowers white. A fine sort for beds or borders. 2 feet.

The preceding two are very desirable plants, and adapted for

centres or other arrangements in beds, and for lines in borders.

Sow in sandy soil in March, place in a hotbed, prick or pot-o3

the young plants singly when large enough to handle, grow
them in heat, harden them off in May, and plant out in the

beginning of June. Except in sandy, well-drained soil, the

plants are scarcely hardy, and they should, therefore, be taken

up in October, potted, and wintered in a cool, light, airy part

of the greenhouse, increasing them by cuttings of the young
firm shoots in spring, as with Cineraria maritima. Light

sandy soil, enriched with leaf mould, is most suitable.

*SvLi]tuM ebueneum.—Leavcs of a dark glossy green, with

white midribs, spiny, and blotched with white. 3 feet. Dis-

tinct and fine ; adapted for groups, or the centres of beds, and
for borders. Sow in gentle heat in March or April, and treat

as for Eheum Emodi. It should have a sheltered situation,

and a rich but well-drained soil.

•Ceambe coEDiioLiA.—Lcavcs large and fine; indeed, it is

one of the finest of herbaceous plants, and quite hardy. 1* to

2 feet. Sow not very thickly in light soil in March or April,

and plant-out in spring. Fine for beds or borders.

Stacdys lanata.—Foliage white and woolly ; fine for plant-

ing in shade, or under trees, where a close carpet is required,
' and desirable for edgings to beds, or hues in borders. 1 foot.
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Sow in sandy soil in April, priok-off when large enough
3 inches apart every way, and plant-out in spring.

*AcANTHrs r,iiTiKoi,u!s.—Leaves bold and fine, dark shining

green, remaining fresh throughont the season. 2 feet.

A. MOLLIS, closely resembling the above, is also line. 2 feet.

These two kinds of Acanthus are ornamental in groups and
borders. Sow in loam and leaf mould, and placo in a gentle

heat. Pot-olT the young plants singly when largo enough to

handle, keep them in a frame until established, then harden

them off, winter in a cold pit, and plant out in spring, in good

rich soil.

I have omitted in its proper place Takieoated Bohecolt:,

which certainly has beautifully variegated foliage of various

shades of colour. Sow the seeds early in April, prick-out the

young plants when largo enough, and plant them out in rich

soil, from 1 foot to 15 inches apart, in the reserve garden. In

autumn, after the beds and borders are cleared of their summer
occupants, plant them in the flower garden, for their beauty

is for autumn, winter, and early spring ; or they may be

planted where they are to remain in .June or .Tuly, and those so

treated certainly make the best plants. If planting is delayed

until autumn, the plants should be taken up with good balls of

earth, and if the weather is dry, watered at planting and after-

wards. Tbo proper place for these plants, in my opinion, is

the kitchen garden.—G. Aeeet.

The Daimin.—Pale pink. Flowers very largo and double.

Wizard.—A curious flower. Loose florets in the form of

tassels ; bright reddish maroon.
These are all worth growing, and together with some of those

about to be sent out this spring, such as James Salter, Dr. Mas-
ters, and Hero of Magdala, will form a collection which will be
especially valuable for their late flowering, as they will prolong
the Chrysanthemum bloom to the end of January, and although
wanting regularity of form, compensate for that by their singu-
larity of character.—D., Deal.

FLOWERS OF THE PAST SEASON.—No. .i.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
I PAID my annual visit to Messrs. Salter & Son's well-known

establishment in November, and I intended to have given some
notes of what I saw, but some one had anticipated me, and I

did not think it well to add a second account ; but as it is now
the best time for making selections of new kinds to add to

collections already in growth, I give here my opinion of the

novelties of last year as grown by myself or seen at Messrs.

Salter's. As now the Japanese have formed a class of them-

selves we must perforce call the older kinds Chhu'se -, and in

accordance with the old rule, si'niores xiriores,! will give the

latter the first place.

CHINESE VAEIETIES.

Baron Beust.—A fine incurved flower of chestnut colour,

with yellow tips on the under surface.

Captiration.—A very beautiful flower ; delicate cream colour,

deeply bordered with carmine. It is not so much an exhibition

flower as a beautiful conservatory plant.

Guernseij Nngrirt.—Clear primrose yellow; very full, large,

and fine habit. It is a variety of first-rate character.

Lady Godh-a.—Light rosy, fawn, bronzed and double.

Lord Derhi/.—Dark purple; florets very broad, and flower

incurved and globular. A splendid variety.

Miss Marechaw:.—Pure white; well incurved, and very glo-

bnlar.

Mrs. Iluflington.—A gem; medium-sized, in the style of

Aimee Feriire, but more deeply marked. Good habit.

Frinciiss Bi-atrict:—Rosy lilac; double, and finely incurved.

A fine exhibition flower.

Princess of Ti'ck.—Pure white ; very large, and finely in-

curved. Fine form, and dwarf habit.

Staffa.^K very neat-looking flower
;
golden yellow.

Volunteer.—Purplish violet, closely incurved.

These are all good ; but Captivation, Mrs. Huflington, Lord
Derby, Princess Beatrice, and Princess of Teck I consider the best.

In Pompons, which seem now very much in the background,

there was nothing remarkable.

JAPANESE VAEIETIES.

Aurantium.—Clear golden yellow ; of large size and very

double. It is very bright and bold-looking.

Leopard.—Indian red, with large yellow spots. A very

curious and Orchid-like flower.

Naita.iali Violet.—Dark rosy violet, golden centre. Very
curious.

Red Drarion.—Reddish chestnut, tipped with yellow, and
semetimes spotted with yellow. The flowers are very double,

and the florets tossed about in the most curious manner.
liohert Fortune.—Oremge ; large and full. A beautiful nar-

row-petaled flower.

Sulphiireum.—Sulphur white, sometimes spotted rose. Flow-

ers large and double.

Tarantula.—A curious spidery-looking flower, with long, nar-

row, single florets.

ALPINE KOSE—DIVERSE BLOOMING OF IMALE
AND FEMALE AUCUBAS.

Torn correspondent " \'.," in his interesting article headed
" Alpine Poses," asks thetjuestion, "What, then, is the Alpine
Rose ?" and answers it by saying that it is what Latin-speaking
editors call Rhododendron ferrngineum or hirsutum. Now,
although these Rhododendrons are often called, both by guides
and by travellers. " Rose des Alpes," yet they are generally,
and ought always to be, accompanied by the prefix " Rhodo-
dendron " Rose des Alpes, to distinguish them from that very
pretty flower, the Rosa alpina or Alpine Rose, to which the
name properly belongs. The Alpine Rose is of a bushy habit,
and belongs to that subdivision of Roses called " Pimpinelli-
foliffi." The flower has five petals of a bright pink colour, and
measures rather more than au inch across; the leaves are ex-

ceedingly small, not half an inch long; wood very slender and
brown in colour. The plant is found in the Vor Alp, the
Vosges Alps, and the Jura. In German the three Alpine Eho-
dodendrons—hirsutum, ferrugineum, and ehamacistus—are
respectively called Gerfranxter, Rostfarbbliittriger, and Drusiger
Alpenbalsam, not Alpenrose.
Does the same difference exist in England this winter that

we have had here in the time of blooming of the male and
the female Aucubas ? This winter the variety pygmiea viridis

mascula was in full bloom when the first hard frosts set in on
the 21st January, and no females of any kind are in bloom yet.

The A. maculata mascula, one of the latest-blooming males,
has begun to blow, and would be in full bloom in a day or
two if the weather moderated a little. Some of the new
introductions of females nre far more forward than the old
variegated kind. In England, where all the new varieties

were introduced and cultivated long before they were here, has
it been found by experience that the time of blooming has in

any way altered since they first began to be cultivated in the
open air ? And is there any tendency towards an equalising

of blooming time between males and females '.' I do not allude

to any seedling hybrids or cross-breds, but to the original

bushes first put out.—F. Palmer, Versailles.

ORCHARD HOUSES.
In the preface to the fourth edition of my little work on the

" Orchard House," I remarked that orchard houses would be
built in at least an equal ratio with the spread of the know-
ledge necessary to insure their success. This was written two
years ago, and what is the result ? The demand for fruit trees

in pots was never so large as it has been this season. I hear
this on all hands. I have not a single Peach or Nectarine tree

fit for sale left in a pot, and have even sold some which had
been marked to be kept for my own fruiting. This does not
look as if orchard houses were not a success. The whole
tendency of modern fruit-growing is towards glass culture. In
this uncertain climate the comfort and pleasure of the gardener,

the certainty, quality, and weight of the crop, can only be in-

sured by glass ; and I believe if a man goes to a great expense
in trying to grow Peaches on open walls he will soon be thought
fit for an asylum,—J. R. Pearson, Chihccll, Notts.

ARUNDO CONSPICUA, OR TOY-TOY GRASS.
Allow me to call the attention of your readers and experi-

mentalists to the New Zealand " Toy-Toy Grass," Arvmdo
conspicua, believing it will prove a valuable plant to cultivate

extensively in this country for cordage and strong hempen
fabrics. lis fibre is nearly as strong as that of the New Zealand
Flax (Phormium tenax), while it is much more prolific, and
seems as if it would gruw anywhere in this country and yield

a heavy crop. The blades are very much stronger than our
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Pampas Grass (Gynerium argenteum), of a darker green, rather
iroader and not quite so erect, from 2 to 4 feet in length.

1 enclose a blade for you to teat its strength.

—

Henbt Cortis,
Devon Eosery, Torquay.

[The specimen sent measured nearly 3 feet in length, and
one of its fibres, which are easily separated, required a powerful
force to break it. The plant is now usually called Calamagrostis
oonspicna.

—

Eds. 1

THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S
EXHIBITION AT JLINCHESTER.

We are rejoiced by seeing that our " Manchester—to the
front " has prevailed. The Committee of Promotion consists
of the Mayor of Manchester, Sir James Watts, Eev. Canon
Gibson, Messrs. D. Keynolds Davies, Sam Mendel, T. Ash-
ton, Edward Nathan, Edward Brooke, Thomas Agnew, jun.,
Charles Durham, H. K. Balstone, W. C. Bird, Horatio Micholls,
W. C. Jones, J. Sichel, John Bylands, John Shaw, Matthew
3rown, Bruce Findlay ; and Mr. Henry Whitworth, 96, King
"Street, Manchester, is the Hon. Secretary. Such a Com-
mittee is a guarantee that the arrangements will be good.
The subscriptions are now as follow, yet much mere ought

to be done. Why do not Liverpool, Preston, Warrington, and
other Lancashire towns offer special prizes as the towns in
Suffolk did ?

£ 8
Royal Horticultural Society.. 25
The Council of the Manch'es-

ter Botanical and Horticul-
tural Society 25

Proprietors of the Gardfners'
Chronicle 21

Proprietors of the Journal 0/
Horticulture 21

Sir James Watts, Knt 10 10
Lady Watts 10 10
Mrs. Mendel 10 10
Thos.Ashton 10 10
Edward Nathan 10 10
Proprietors of the Manchester
Guardian 10 10

Horatio Micholls 10 10
'The Mayor of Manchester (a

silver cup) 10 10

Edward Brooke (a silver cup) 10 10
J. Sichel .,10
W. C. Jones 5 5
John Rylands & Son 5 5
Joseph Broome 5 5
Proprietors of the Manchester

Courier 5 5
Proprietors of the Manchester
Examiner 5

John Shaw 5
C. H. Dickson 5
W. Bftines 5
G. & W. Yates 5
Dicksons & Brown 5
Thomas Agnew & Sons 5
Charles Durham 5
H. K. Balstone 5

COATING SEEDS WITH RED LEAD.
As the possibility of some of your readers being slowly poi-

30nedis a matter of some consequence, I must ask leave to

make a few remarks on your comment on my last communi-
cation. You say that red lead is " totally insoluble in water,

or even in acids." This is only partially true, as red lead is

decomposed by dilute nitric acid, forming insoluble binoxide

and soluble nitrate of lead (Fowne's ' Manual of Chemistry,"

page 336). Now, according to Dr. Medlock (Muspratt's " Dic-

tionary of Chemistry," vol. ii., page 491), the injurious action

of rain water upon lead cisterns, itc, is caused by the oxidation

of the ammonia present in such water into nitric acid ; and if

this is the case, it is evident that the action of rain on the red

lead in the soil would be to slowly decompose and partially

dissolve it. It is also a question whether it would not be par-

lially and gradually converted by the action of the carbonic

acid of the atmosphere into carbonate of lead, which is slightly

soluble in rain water.

An instance of the power of vegetables to absorb lead from
the soil once came under my own observation. A quantity of

waste barks from white-lead stacks was burnt, and a piece of

ground in which Potatoes were grown manured with the ashes,

containing about 10 per cent, of lead. The Potatoes were
analysed by an experienced analytical chemist, and were found

to contain very marked traces of lead. The lead in this case

was probably not in a more soluble form than red lead.

In conclusion, I do not affirm positively that plants grown
from seed covered with red lead will contain lead ; I only say

it is dangerous, and sincerely hope your valued contributor
" E. F." will not eat his own vegetables till he find a more
harmless way of protecting the seeds.—A. 0. W.

[Excuse us for saying that your deductions are all erroneous.

It is true that red oxide of lead is slowly, very slowly, decom-
posed by dilute nitric acid, but the acid must not be very diluted,

and never could be formed in the soil of sufficient strength

to dissolve the red lead. It is quite certain that the carbonic

acid of the atmosphere will not convert the red oxide into a

carbonate, and months elapse before even water highly charged

with carbonic acid has any snch effect. The burnt bark yon
mention probably contained lead in the state of a carbonate,
and that being soluble in water might be absorbed by the roots

of the Potatoes, but the red lead applied to seeds remains on
their skins, and the roots soon are away from it.

We are quite sure that neither " E. F." nor any of our
readers will hesitate about eating vegetables raised from seed
coated with red lead, and we are confirmed in that opinion by
the following letter just received :

—"I was not a little surprised
to read ' A. 0. W.'s ' warning against coating seeds with red
lead, as I have practised the same for some years with success
against the heavy depredations of small birds. I have not
experienced any evil effects from the use of it. I find that if

the birds do pull up a few of the seedlings and find the seed
not palatable they soon desist, and where I had formerly a
scanty seed bed, now I have my full per-centage. I also simi-

larly coat Broad Beans and Peas to prevent the attacks of mice,
and find equally good results. I have opened some seeds to-day,

and examined them, and cannot discern the slightest trace of

colouring nor the taste of lead about them. Therefore your
answer, I should say, is a very wise one, and one that will allay

many doubts on the subject. I shall take a very marked notice

of seeds sown with and without the application.—C. C."]

COBHAM HALL, KENT.
THE SEAT OF THE EARL OF DARNLEY.

It is unfortunate that some of the most remarkable mansions
of our nobility are in positions which we at the present day
regard as ill-chosen and bad, yet we ought not to pass too

hasty a condemnation on these ancient dwellings, for there is

no doubt that the builders had their reasons for so placing

them. Shelter, contiguity to water, or seclusion and security

at a time when lawless deeds were but too common, led many
to prefer a low situation to an elevated one. These consider-

ations, no doubt, justified the selection of sites we often regret,

and some allowance must also be made for the prevailing

ideas of the times. No doubt a future generation will find as just

cause to condemn much that we now do, for nothing is more
changeable and capricious than public taste, and in nothing
has it differed more than in the building of a mansion, villa, or

cottage. Cobham Hall is one of the best examples of the style

of architecture prevailing at the close of the sixteenth century,

being, perhaps, as good a specimen of a Tudor house as can
be met with. The situation is low, the ground rising gently

from it on all sides except the north-east. The structure is of

red brick, presenting a frontage to the south little short of

300 feet long. This length of frontage necessarily involves a
large extent of court within the body of the building, for the

west end is of considerable width, one ot the courts opening-

out in this direction. The carriage entrance is at the north

side, which, however, presents less of architectural interest

than the other sides, and on one of the door heads I observed

the date, 1585, carved in the quaint figuring of that period.

The most remarkable features in the building are the four

octagon towers which flank the corners of the main body of

the mansion ; these towers, rising a proportionate height above

the other buildings, which I may remark are not lofty, are

each surmounted by a cupola, and give an imposing aspect to

the whole. The offices are attached to the east and north-east

of the house, and though many of them harmonise well with

the main body of the mansion, some portions do not, being

apparently from eighty to one hundred years old, and erected

at a time when the art of building had much declined ; never-

theless, as a whole, Cobham Hall in its architectural features is

of considerable interest.

Immediately adjoining the offices, on the eastern side of the

mansion, is that portion of the forcing department ot the gar-

den which contains the Pine pits. Strawberry houses. Melon

and Cucumber houses, and other ranges of structures which

form necessary appendages to a large establishment, and their

position near the stables, where hot dung is obtained, as well as

the firing that may be wanted, is certainly well chosen. The

kitchen garden, which is surrounded by good walls, adjoins this

forcing ground on the east side, consists of about three acres,

and appears to be nearly square. The soil is an excellent one

for vegetables and small fruits. Some useful slips bound the

garden on the east and south sides, and a snug compartment

about 150 feet square, to the south-west of the garden, con-

tains the gardener's cottage and two good vineries, and the

remainder is laid out in a series of flower beds of a simple but
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effective pattern. The beds are bounded by Box edgings and
gravel walks, the latter in no instance being less than 1 feet

wide, so that the beds when planted and in their prime do
not appear crowded, which unfortunately is the case in too

many gardens. One of the vineries is furnished with a single

Vine of the Black Hamburgh, covering an area of upwards of

800 Euperlloial feot, and it could easily be made to cover three

times that extent, as it had been cut away to a considerable

extent to make some alterations. I was told that it invariably
produces excellent crops of good fruit, and with more room it

would be in a fair way to rival the celebrated Vine at Hampton
Court. The border its roots were growing in was sealed-up

under a gravel walk, thus proving that, externally at least, the
Vine's good condition was in no way owing to their present
position ; but, no doubt, its vigour was increased by judicious

treatment. Some plants were grown in this and the adjoining

vinery, but fruit was the main object.

Inside the kitchen garden were three other vineries of more
recent construction, and excellent fruit in various stages of

growth was coming forward. These houses were heated by one
of Ormson's boilers, which are liked very much, and there
was plenty of piping inside. The Pine Apples were mostly
grown planted out in beds in pits, bottom heat being supplied
to the beds by hot-water pipes covered over with rubble, and
nothing could look finer than the Pine Apple plants. The
kinds chiedy grown were Prickly and Smooth-leaved Cayenne,
Jamaica, and Qaeen, with a few Trinidads, and one or two
Envilles, but the lirst-named were the favourites. A Cucumber
house had been in bearing a long time, and Strawberries,
Dwarf Kidney Beans, Melons, &c., were here produced in great

abundance. In the open garden the effects of the winter were
visible in the thinning the squares of Broccoli had received,

but all the spring crops seemed promising, and wall fruits good
for the season. The extent of wall allows of a great number
of trees being planted. One wall is devoted entirely to Morello
Cherries, which looked remarkably well, entirely covering the
wall from top to bottom. Strawberries were allowed more
room than is generally given them, about o feet by 2, and by
their robust appearance the space did not seem too much.
We now come to the most important part of the pleasure

ground and llower garden, which lies on the north side of both
kitchen garden and mansion. The ground in this direction
rises to a considerable elevation, the lower portion being nearest
the mansion and kitchen garden ; in one place where it rises

abruptly there is a fine bank of Roses, while in another a re-

taining wall is substituted, but above this slope is an important
terrace, level for a considerable distance. The opening thus
formed extends a long way east and west, its southern boundary
being the back of the kitchen garden, which is concealed by
a shrubbery belt, while the Piose bank on the same side

mutes it with the mansion. Its northern boundary, I may
add, united with some other shrubbery, partially dressed, still

rising to the north. The .space thus formed by the level

terrace was partially occupied by a geometric set of flower beds,

appropriate to such a site, and studded round with some fine

examples of Pinus and other trees and shrubs, amongst others
being the finest specimen of the Litjuidambar that I have ever
met with, while many other rare trees had good representatives.
A Rose temple, planted many years before such things became
common, was also in good condition, and the noble Oaks which
overhung the northern bouudary of this terrace garden, fronted
as they were by an irregular line of shrubs almost as patri-

archal as themselves, gave sites for summer houses of various
kinds. A Grecian temple with its imposing favade stood pro-
minently forward in one place, while more retiring, as it ought
to be, was a rustic structure, and more secluded still one in

imitation of a cave, the character of the ground and its sur-

roundings affording suitable sites for all these and others with-
out a too great proximity.

Communicating with the terrace garden are walks leading in
various directions round the hill which bounds it to the north,
as well as to the hill top. These beautiful walks, whilst occa-

sionally leading among and beneath shrubs and trees, here
and there open upon some beautiful landscape, whilst seats

invite us to sit down and feast our eyes on the rich but quiet
beauty of the view. The eye can discern in the distance tokens
of the great naval dockyards of Chatham and its sister towns.
On a favourable site of this kind a memorial in the shape of a
summer house had been erected to the honour of the great

landscape gardener, Repton, under whose direction the planting,
or probably the thinning, of the trees on the adjoining heights
had been done ; and it had been carefully and artistically done

too, for I noticed a piece of woodland so treated, that while a

fence secured it, yet the fence itself was carefully concealed by

an irregular outline of trees standing singly outside. Continuing

our walk and obtaining other peeps at near and distant scenery,

wo come to a spot facing the north, whore another summer
house of classic construction forma a feature, also seen from

the distance, and commands an extensive view, which be-

comes still more extensive as we gain the top of the hill,

where the ground is but sparingly planted, and that only with

the choicest trees. Amongst others I noticed some fine spe-

cimens of Welliugtonia, which at the time of my visit promised

to succeed well ; other trees were also good, while adjoining

as well as bordering many of the walks, were those highly

ornamental shrubs which have given this place such a charm

—

the Rhododendrons, whose numbers at Cobham at a time

when they were not to be had by the thousand, as they now
are, will ever remain a memorial of the taste of the noble pre-

decessors of its present owner, who so extensively planted them.

Having described the kitchen garden and ornamental ground

to the north of the mansion, I will now glance at its other

surroundings, and may say that the principal carriage approach

is from the west, where it joins the park, and a short distance

from the west front stands a patriarchal tree, on which there

hangs an interesting legend, the particulars of which I oannotr

at present call to memory; other venerable trees judiciously

interspersed sufticiently clothe the fine undulating park in this

direction, until the eye rests on an extensive area of wooded

upland, to which one of the carriage roads points, and to which

I will presently allude. Before leaving the precincts of the

mansion, however, the lawn immediately to the south of it

must be mentioned. This is several acres in extent, partly

level and partly rising at the southern extremity, where im-

mense groups of Rhododendrons conceal its boundary, while

nearer the mansion is a series of flower beds. Beyond this

dressed ground on almost all sides is the extensive park stretch-

ing in every direction, many of its eminences being clothed

with timber, while views of more distant scenery are obtained

between. A very conspicuous object at the southern extremity

of the park is the mausoleum, an imposing pile of Eastern

design.

Leaving this and retracing our steps by one of the drives

leading through the park to the north-west, we at length coma
to what appears in the distance a large tract of virgin forest,

but a nearer approach reveals the fact that a very liberal ad-

dition indeed had been made to the occupants of this forest by

one of the former proprietors of Cobham ; for immediately on

entering the gate we find the road lined on both sides with a

mass of Rhododendrons of very large size, and as we advance

we perceive the ground almost entirely covered with this shrub,

which, seeding and sowing itself, is reproduced in as great

abundance as Gorse or Furze is in other places. Besides the

carriage road which traverses this extensive wood, other drives

or walks intersect it in various directions, each being bordered

by that never-ending line of Rhododendrons, which, as has been

previously mentioned, are not confined to the edgings of the

drives or walks, but extend through to the next walk or drive,

the open space being no larger than is requisite to vary the

scenery. The number of miles of such drives is, I believe, very

great, and the acres over which these Rhododendrons extend

have been roughly estimated at upwards of 100, and may be

much more. The present noble proprietor of Cobham (the

Earl of Darnley), has for many years been in the habit of kindly

throwing this' extensive tract' of pleasure ground, as it may
properly be called, open to the public on certain days, when
the plants are in bloom, and the sight must be gorgeous. I

believe the boon is gratefully acknowledged by the number who
visit the place at that time, as the rising town of Gravesend is

not far off, and London sightseers also find their way hither

in great numbers. The fine clear air, with eminences fronr

which extensive views can be obtained, give the place a charm

which in spots nearer the seats of industry does not exist. The
trees interfering with the views from these heights have been

carefully removed, so that many parts of the Thames may be

distinctly seen, and other objects of note as well.

It would be an omission in describing a place where the

Rhododendrons seem so truly at home, not to state what is

the soil that supports them. It is a dry peat resting on_

a

brown-coloured stone, the trees which overhang them being in

most cases scrubby Oaks of no great size, and Birch trees, the

latter evidently be'ing more at home, but neither presenting

that robust health which the Rhododendrons do. In the open

places were coming up myriads of Foxgloves, which of them-
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selves present a mass of bloom of no mean cliaraoter, after the
Bhododendrons are over ; but the open plots were few com-
pared with the part covered, and as the timber trees were not
more numerous than useful in the way of giviug shade, the
Ehododendrona may fairly be considered the principal objects
whose growth is encouraged. Although, as regards the Bho-
dodendrons, there is no lack of quantity,' the requirements of
the present age call for variety, so extensive plantations of
the newer kinds have been made ; and I noticed some large
spots of half an acre or more, at a place where the former crops
had been removed, and the land trenched ready for more
choice varieties, which will prolong the blooming season as
well as afford other colours. The principal thing, however,
that strikes a stranger, is the immense number of large old
plants which for miles present themselves, reminding the
looker-on that a well-directed outlay at the time when these
plants were scarce and costly has left an enduring mark on the
place ; and Cobham Hall is not likely to lose any of its fame in
the hands of its present noble proprietor, for all is being done
that can be done to maintain the character of plantations
already existing, while new ones of chosen kinds are being
extensively made, and the area devoted to them enlarged on all

available sides.—A Suesckibek.

EFFECTS OF LINSEED OIL ON VINES.
In No. 404, page 486, of last year's volume, you reply to a

correspondent recommendinglinseed oil for moaly bug on Vines.
In consequence of that, I applied linseed oil to the whole of the
Vines here, which are about five years old, and just in good
bearing. Having the houses painted at the same time, I thus
thought to have made a thorough clearance of the pest. There
is no doubt the oil has made a clearance of the mealy bug, but,
I am sorry to say, of the Vines also. I have had fire heat in
one house for two months, and there is not a sign of a bud push-
ing—in fact, I have examined them, and find the buds are all

dead. I do not think the Vines will break, except at the bottom
of the rods where the oil has not touched the buds. Some are
breaking there, and some are not. Advise me which svould be
the better to do—to cut back the old Vines, or plant young ones
this spring.—P.

[It appears you have oiled the whole of the stems, and
covered the eyes with the oil. No injury results from oiling the
parts of the stem infested with the mealy bug, as we have
repeatedly applied it to fruit trees infested with scale and
American bug, and with success as regards the destruction of
the insects, the trees not being in any case injured. Surely the
oil was not " raw," or it was probably mixed with some other
liquid, as spirits of turpentine. The appearance of the Vines
in the late house sustains our opinion that it is the eyes or buds
that are destroyed, as the wood seems green and fresh, which
would not be the case had the oil destroyed it. We should
allow the old Vines to remain, encouraging a young rod from
each, such being in most cases produced from dormant eyes on
the stems of young Vines as well as those of considerable age.]

EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS.
Allow me to suggest to your numerous readers a caution

in depending upon these much-talked-of flowers. I took the
most effectual means to secure the best seed from the highly-
respectable parties who first praised them in your valuable
Journal. The result is that from three packets of different

coloured varieties I have about nine very inferior plants—the
remaining flowers being single. As in this neighbourhood I

have the honour of being celebrated for superior Stocks, I do
not think the fault Ues in my mode of cultivation.—G. B.,

JON., Llanelly.

WARNING.
I KNOW you are in no way responsible for the advertisers in

your columns, but I cannot refrain from writing to you about

the bad fortune I have had with them—fortunately only in a

very small way. I have answered but few since the time I

began subscribing to your Journal about a year ago, and in

doing so I have been foolish enough to send the stamps before-

hand, thinking it the shortest way, but 1 am now convinced a

very bad way. I sent the stamps for some golden plovers some
months ago, but never heard a word. I had to write a very

sharp letter last spring before I could get cuttings I had paid

iot a fortnight before ; and now I have sent stamps for some

Verbena cuttings, advertised by a London nurseryman, an3
though it is nearly three weeks ago, and 1 have written again,
I have not heard about or received them. In future if even
an advertiser " requests payment from an unknown correspon-
dent," I shall take my chance of being attended to without
sending the money, as it appears I have to stand the same
chance, or a worse one, when I do. If you think I am the
only one who is foolish enough to pay beforehand, you can
take no notice of this. If you think there are others who do
the same, you can give a rap in your answers to correspon-
dents.—J. F. B., York.

[We have had other similar complaints, and one against a
firm we know to be respectable. Such delays often occur in
consequence of the demand exceeding the supply, and when it

does so, in these penny-postage days, we think vendors should
write to intending purchasers who have confided in them.
—Eds.]

NEW BOOK.
Echoes in Plant and Flower Life. By Leo H. Geisdon, &e.

London : ¥. Pitman.

This little volume is enti-ely frothy; the bubbles of the
froth are bright, but they are only bubbles. The entire book
is devoted to telling that in regions wide apart there are
plants having parts similar in form. These Mr. Grindon calls
" Echoes." Why !—the flat nose of a black man on the coast

of Africa, according to such a commentary, is the " Echo " of

a white man's flat nose on the coast of Kent.
Mr. Grindon is an enthusiast, poetical and reverential—that

is, he speaks lovingly of God and His creations. But what
need of this contrast when speaking of flowers ?—what justifi-

cation for saying they afford " miracles as grand in their kind
and in their influence upon our souls, when watched in a reve-

rent spirit, as the miracles long ago wrought in a corner of

Asia ?" If this be not a sneer it much resembles one ; and to
compare the phenomena of plant life with the miracles recorded
in the New Testament is simply absurd.

There is one, and but one, useful passage in the book, and
it is the following mode of copying leaves and their veins :

—

" The Itest and cheapest plan is not the onginal " photogenic," but
that which has been named the " chromotype " process. To practise

this, sheets of white paper are first washed on one side with a solntion

of sulphate of copper, and when diy, with a solution of bichromate of

potash. This gives the surface a pale yellow tint, to preserve which,
and the sensitiveness, the prepared paper mnst be kept in the dark,

say between the pages of a large book. When it is desired to ohtaiii

the image of a leaf with its veins, lay the leaf upon a piece of the pre-

pared paper, keeping the prepared side uppermost, and place npon it a
piece of plate-glass, so that the leaf may be perfectly flattened against

the paper. The better to ensure perfect flattening, it is well that the

leaf intended to he copied should he heavily pressed for half a day or

so, in the way that would be done were it intended for the herharinm.

Next expose the paper, with the leaf and glass upon it, to the sunshine,

and in an hour or two the yellow tint will disappear, except where the

leaf iutei'venes between the snn and the paper. This portion will of

course remain yellow ; and now, on the paper being dipped into a
dishful of solution of nitrate of silver, the outbne of the leaf and every

vein and veinlet improvises itself in vivid and pennanent scarlet ! So
magical and instantaneous is the appearance of the scarlet, that it can
he compared only to the sudden illumination of a dark parlour by

kindliuR a taper and lighting the gas. After being dipped in the

nitrate of silver, the pictures should he dried by being placed between

sheets of blotting paper and well pressed ; and to ensure their retain-

ing their beauty, they should be preserved in some darkened receptacle.

The best leaves to select for the chromotype pictures are those of very

thin and dry texture, and level surface, such as the Beech. Leathery,

juicy, and do^vny leaves are altogether unsuitable.'

THE "WALNUT TREE.
Foe many generations the Walnut has been a favourite tree

with the schoolboy, who makes " a shy " at it with a stick on
going to and returning from his place of daily penance. He
looks with particular interest on this tree, as being one whose
produce he is entitled to partake of in a sort of clandestine

way, and rich is the treat when the fruit attains maturity.

The oft-repeated injunction not to meddle with it, for fear of

staining his hands, is then disregarded, and the hands have to

complete that removal of the shell which tbe foot was unable

to effect, as the tempting prize could not be left behind.

Older people than schoolboys also cast a longing eye upon the

produce of this tree, and now and then an onslaught is made
upon it, and some one " gets into trouble."
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The Walnut is also an interesting tree to the cabinot-maker,

some of the choicciit descriptions of fiirnituro being maJe of

its wood, while the gunstook-maker is still more indebted to

it for supplying him with the best material used in his calling.

Tradition, anecdote, and poetry have also invested the Walnut
with an interest not possessed by other trees, and most people
know that barbarous distich, often quoted in gardening works,

yet seldom or never attempted to be explained, running thus

—

"A woman, n doR, and n Walnut troo,

Tho moro thoy'ro boaten the better they be."

Leaving to others the task of explaining why the two first

mentioned should be improved by beating, I am by no means
certain but that the last is. A severe beating is, in a certain
sense, a rude pruning—small branches and short shoots are

broken oS ; and though I cannot possibly affirm that the tree

bears better in consequence, there is every probability of its

-doing so, or at all events the fruit it does bear may be better

in quality; in fact, it may derive all the benefit which to

another fruit tree may result from more Bcientitio pruning.
The Walnut seems to thrive best in a dry stony soil, and

although it does not attain the same height as our largest Oaks
or Elms, it nevertheless becomes a tree of considerable size,

with a fine spreading top and proportionate limbs. Its hand-
some pinnated foliage is about the last to unfold itself iu the
spring, and the earliest to fall iu the autumn, and after the
leaves have fallen they turn to a darker hue than that of most
other trees, for some of the colouring matter which abounds in

the husk is also, probably, contained in the leaves. Walnut
trees, as a whole, resemble each other as much as most trees,

and make a uniform and agreeable avenue. As regards their
fruit, however, they differ more or less from each other, it

being larger in some than in other.s, and thicker or thinner in
the shell. Walnuts having the thinnest shell, though good at

the time of gathering, do not keep so well as the thicker-
ooated ones.

The Walnut, whether as a useful or ornamental tree, deserves
to be more fre<juently planted than it is, and a few trees on a
dry steep bank will often be found more profitable than most
other crops in such a position, and the tree, too, possesses
^eater beauty than many recent introductiona.^J. Eobson.

THE PORTABLE ORCHARD.
(Cuntinacd from page 210.)

Buddinrj is performed as soon as mature buds are to be found
on the summer shoots. Very dry weather is unfavourable,
because the bark of the stock will not separate freely, and the

evaporation is excessive. Generally in this country we have a
large amount of rain during the latter half of July and begin-

ning g1 August, and this time, therefore, is generally the best

season for budding ; but the operation may be performed with
success as late as September, unless cold comes early. Stone
fruits are most commonly budded because the ordinary method
of grafting will not produce healthy trees. I do not think it

matters which method is used, and so use either, just as I

happen to be able to procure scions and stocks. The only case
where budding will not answer is that of reworking old trees.

We must remember, however, that a tree budded in summer is

no further advanced than one grafted the following spring.

The nwdiis operandi is as follows : Take a young shoot of the
variety to be budded, having mature eyes iu the axils of the

leaves, and cut off the leaves within a quarter of an inch of the

petioles. The object of this is to stop evaporation from the

leaf. Next cut a slice of bark and wood about 1} inch long,

•containing one of the buds about the middle (ji/j. 11). Then,
with the spatula of the budding knife, remove the wood by
inserting the ivory under the bark at the upper end of the slip

containing the bud, and with a jerk force the wood out. You
must accomplish this by bending the wood and not the bark,

for it any damage is done in the separation you will thus insure

the mischief remaining with the wood. If two pieces of paper
are pasted together and you try to separate tliem, the one you
bend is sure to be torn. You cannot avoid bruising the bark
a little where you insert the spatula ; this is the reason for

choosing the upper end of the si.ice, for this end will be cut off

presently. If you have done this nicely you will see the pith

leading to the eye as a green prominence. Some gardeners
assert that unless the eye looks full in this way, the bud will

not grow ; but I cannot say that I believe this, for I have seen
eyes looking quite hollow grow vigorously. If the stock is dry,

then, no doubt, a hollow eye would be unlikely to be filled np

before the bud had perished from want of sap. The slip so
prepared is called the "shield." Fiii. 12 shows the inside of
tho shield, and ;ii/. 13 is a representation of it in Bomi-profile.

Fig.ll. Fig. 12. Fig. 13.

Your next step is to cut a slit about an inch long with a
cross cut at the top, making a long T, as it were, on the stock—the cuts should go just through the bark; then with the
spatula raise the bark on both sides by beginning at the angles
of the T {Jin. 14).

Now insert the shield under the two angles of the flaps of
bark, and slip it down to the bottom of the longitudinal cut.
{Seejiti. 1.',, which represents the bud inserted, but the top of
the shield not cut oS.) If you
find it requires pressure you
may use the edge of the spatula
on the top of the shield, taking
care not to bruise any portion

that will reach so low as the
cross cut.

Having got the shield into its

i place, cut off the upper end of

it by passing the knife again

over the cross cut. It is of con-

sequence that the cross cut of

the shield and stock fit exactly,

BO see that the shield has not

slipped before binding up. If

all is right, bind up firmly with

cotton wick, beginning at the

bottom, being cautious not to

tie the bud so as to prevent its

growing. By using a piece of

cotton about a foot long, and
placing the middle of it against

the stock and crossing back-

wards and forwards, there is no
difficulty in bringing one crossing just at the base of the leaf-

stalk and the next close above the bud, but leaving it clear.

No grafting wax is needed, and nothing more is to be done for

a month or six weeks, when the tie should be loosed and put
on again with open turns, and only tightly enough to keep on.
You will see whether the stock has swelled so as to make the
ligature likely to cut into the bark. As long as there is no
danger of this, the ligature should remain undisturbed.
The stock is nut to be cut back at the time of budding, but

in the autumn it should be cut oft' within two eyes of the in-
serted bud.
When the buds push in the spring the uppermost of the

natural buds starts first, and it must be left to make sis or
eight leaves, and then the end leaf and buds beyond must be
pinched off ; similarly the next natural bud must be stopped
at six or seven leaves. The inserted bud will now grow vigor-
ously, and its shoot must be tied to a stick as in grafting.
About the end of July, if the bud has grown so that its base is

causing a swelling in the stock, cut a deep notch in the stock
just where the bud-shoot comes from it—the object of this is

to enable the shoot to deposit wood in tho notch—and then in
the spring following the top of the stock (or the snag, as it is

called), is cut off by a cut from the side opposite to the notch,
and the next season will see the wound healed ; but if yon
make no notch, and cut the snag off in the autumn, you will
find it no easy matter to get the wound healed, and very ofteu
a considerable portion of the stock opposite the scion will die,

and have to be cut away time after time. I defer cutting off

Fig. 14. Fig. 15.
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the BDagB till the eap is rising in the spring. In all cases cover
over the wounds with grafting wax.
The grafting of all kinds of trees may be performed in a similar

manner to the modes described. There is, however, a sort of

grafting which is between grafting and budding, that is of con-
Biderable service in supplying defective shoots, and which is

commonly used for improving Pear trees. I shall describe it

here, as the subject is now in our minds. It is called the
side graft, because the scion is inserted in the side of a stem
or branch. The scion has only one bud, and that a terminal
bud ; according to the object for which it is inserted, a wood or
a fruit bud is selected. The scion is cut so as to leave about

IJ inch of wood below the bud, the wood is then cut to a fiat

wedge on one side, and a thin slip pared off the lower end on
the opposite side. Fi[). 10 represents a Pear scion

prepared for side-grafting. Then across incision

is made in the stock as in budding, or a simple
ilap of bark (cut down to the wood) is formed,
and the scion is inserted as in budding, and secured
by a ligature, (irafting wax should be used to

Y-^IW cover over the ligature. This side grafting is

generally performed in the spring, at the same
time as ordinary grafting, but it may be done in

' iSM '^6 summer. I have found a small and thin chisel

slipped down the stock so as to raise the bark, a

very handy tool for side grafting. This is, perhaps,
the easiest of all kinds of grafting. I have used

liA^ the Apple for the figures, except in this last case,

where the scion is a fruit bud from the Pear.

Yon will have no difficulty in applying these
directions to the working other trees, beyond know-
ing which are the wood and which the fruit buds,
and I need now only cfi'er a few words about the
stocks for Pears, Cherries, and Plums. Fibrous

Fig. 16. roots near the surface of the ground are those on
which the fruit depends, the large deep roots pro-

duce wood ; for our purpose we must choose stocks having roots

of the former description.
'' The best stock for Pears to be cultivated in a portable
orchard is the Quince. It makes abundance of fine fibrous

roots close to the surface, and by slipping the knife through
the bark, and cutting upwards, so as to make a tongue, roots

are obtained on portions of the stock wanting them, just as in

the Paradise Apple. Care, however, must be exercised in the
selection of the sort of Quince, for there are many varieties of

it. The ordinary sorts grown for fruit are not good stocks, the
best I have seen have come from Angers, and I believe these
are the same sort as the stocks used by Mr. Elvers. I mention
this because I have had the experience of being supplied with
a bad sort, through being tempted to save the cost of carriage of

things whose price is much less than what I have to pay the
railway company for bringing them from London.

Free stocks raised from Pear seeds are useful for forming
large trees, and also for grafting with those varieties which
will not live on the Quince, a rather numerous family.

The common Whitethorn is an excellent stock for several

kinds of Pears. Marie Louise does remarkably well upon it,

and Mr. Elvers has lately given the world the useful infor-

mation that the Passe Colmar family thrive upon it, Josephine
de Malines amongst the number. Many other sorts of Cra-
taegus will, no doubt, answer well for Pear stocks, and a wide
field for experiment is open amongst them.

The Mountain Ash seems to offer a way of overcoming the
difficulty of growing Pears in peat soil. I can give very little

information about it, because I have never eaten a Pear grown
upon it ; but I have tried a wide range of varieties upon it,

and all are growing without any signs of reluctance. I hope
from time to time to be able to communicate to the Journal
my experience on this subject. The Mountain Ash is used, I

beheve, to a considerable extent in America.
For Cherries, the common Wild Cherry and the Cerasus

Mahaleb seem to be all that are needed, the latter having the
dwarfing and rooting properties of the Paradise Apple and
Quince.
Any kind of Plum seems to suit Plums, yet no doubt some

sorts are better than others, but I can offer little information
here. The common Sloe answers remarkably well with me.
Acting on the hint in the " Miniature Fruit Garden," I dug up
several one autumn, and grafted them the following spring,

and very pretty trees have resulted. It is so great a satis-

faction to transform Sloes into Green Gages, that I feel more
pleasore in these trees than in almost any I have worked.

I must now say a few words about double grafting. You will

have noticed that I have mentioned the fact, that some sorts of

I'eare will not thrive on the Quince, or live on it. Yet it is

most desirable to have the Quince root, and this can be effected

by grafting the Quince with a sort that thrives upon it, and
then one or two years afterwards grafting this variety with the
sort that refused to thrive when put directly on the Quince. A
very short piece of the intermediate sort is required to be left.

At the same time I must warn you, that you will not necessarily
obtain Igood fruit by taking any sort that grows vigorously on
the Quince as the intermediate stock. It is very strange how
this small connecting link affects the fruit ; in some cases it

causes a great improvement, but in others just the reverse. I

saw at Sawbridgeworth some Seckle Pears double-worked, the
intermediate being Vicar of Winkfield, and these Seckles were
cle&rly much improved by their treatment. On the other
hand, I grafted a Marie Louise on a Seckle, and the Marie
Louise is uneatable, though beautiful to look at, far hand-
somer than the original from.which the scion was cut, growing
only a few yards off. The character of the wood is to a certain
extent a guide in the selection, but this is, as I have remarked,
just the sort of work for amateurs to follow out. A faithful

record of results, good and bad, is sure to be a work of value.

No artist is justified in trying e.xperiments with new pigments
in his picture ; but if amateurs would use any new colours that

artists wish to have tried, writing on the backs of their canvasses
the names of the paints applied, the results could not fail to be
of value. If the pictures stand, those colours are proved to be
safe ; but if they fade away or turn black, the world suffers no
loss, and artists will know that these colours must never touch
their palettes. In this way amateurs in all subjects may
comfort themselves over their failures.

I will give at the end a list of those Pears which seem to

thrive best on the Quince.
Cherries, again, will not all grow on the Mahaleb stock, and

we must have recourse to double working for the class of

Bigarreaus and Heart Cherries. The Morello and Duke families

grow perfectly on the Mahaleb, so that it is best to bud one of

these the first year, and use the shoot from this bud as the
stock the year following.—W. Kingsley.

{To be continued.)

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
The following prizes are offered for competition at the next

meeting of the Fruit Committee of the Eoy.^l Hop.ticultckal
Society, on the (jth of April—viz. :—White-spined Cucumber,
one brace, of one sort only (open), £1 and 10s. ; Black-spined
Cucumber, one brace, of one sort only (open), £1 and 10*-.

;

smooth Cucumber, one brace, of one sort only (open), £1 and
10,s-. ; six Cucumbers, not confined to one sort (open), £2 and £1.
We understand that the terms as above used will be interpreted
strictly, so that the rather numerous class of white-spined fruit

with black tips can only be exhibited in the fourth class, which
may include all the varieties, or only one.

A KEw part of the JounN.iL of the Eotal Horticdltu-
nAii Society has just been issued under the able editorship of

the Eev. M. J. Berkeley. It contains an admirable paper by
the Editor on various forms of canker, a note on the cultiva-

tion of the Mangrove tree at the gardens of the Eoyal Botanic
Society of London, by Mr. W. Sowerby, and other matter of
an interesting character on horticultural subjects.

The complaint so often made lately of the tardiness with
which the Proceedings of the Society reach the Fellows is

now removed. Every fortnight a sheet will be issued contain-
ing extracts from proceedings, and all Fellows may obtain it

on application at South Kensington.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
kitchen gaeden.

Wheel manure upon quarters where it may be wanted, and
see that there is a good supply prepared for the Celery crop,

for without plenty of old rich manure large crisp Celery can

hardly be obtained. As soon as the weather becomes warm,
plant ont spring-raised CaxiUjloucrs and Lettuces, selecting for

them a sheltered situation and light rich soil. A few branches
of evergreens stuck amongst them after planting, so as to

screen them from the sun, are a great protection, and prevent

their being dried-up until the roots take hold of the ground.

Continue to make sowings of Peas, Beans, and Turnips once in
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three weeks, and of Spinach onoe a-fortnight. Sucoessional

sowings of all saliKh should be made with strict regularity,

and proper attention should be paid to preserving them from,

the ravages of birds and insects. It the crops of Onlom,
Leeks, Farsniiis, Beet, Salsafy, Scorzonera, and Skirret are not

yet sown, no time should be lost, and the latest period for

Bowing the main crop of Carrot!: is at hand. A sowing of Ihvarf

Kidney Ihans may now be made in early lo.^alities ; the early

sowing of this useful vegetable is not unfrtc|uently cut off by
late spring frosts, but when this happens the ground should be

left undisturbed, as shoots will be produced from beneath the

surface. Attend to Veiictahlc Marroiif, Tomatoes, &c., and
endeavour to form strong plants, keeping them near ilie glass,

and freely exposed to air on fine days ; avoid their becoming
drawn by keeping them too close.

FRUIT GAKDEX.
Disbud Peach and Nectarine trees as soon as the young

shoots will admit of it, but do this carefully at lirst, and in a

week or ten days go over them again and again so as to pre-

vent a too sudden check to the flow of the sap, and to afford

the fruit the protection of the leaves, &c., as lon,"^ as it can be

done without injury. Look sharply after green lly, and apply
tobacco water the moment it is perceived. On light sandy soils,

however, it may be kept in check by frequent washings with
the engine. Whatever method is preferred, see that it is ap-

plied before such pests become established. The superfluous

shoots of Apricots must also soon be removed, and the re-

mainder carefully examined in search of a green caterpillar,

which not only injures them but also eats holes in the young
fruit, thereby causing it to gum, grow deformed, and fall off

before it is stoned. Go over Strawberry plantations made late

last autumn, and replant places where the plants have failed.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Those who force Neapolitan Violets should for the next three

weeks or month propagate stock, either by means of cuttings

cr runners. Young stock of choice Pausies of last autumn's
striking should soon be planted out in the flower-garden beds
or borders. If the soil is in any way exhausted, a little fresh
material should be put in every hole, such as old rotten loamy
turf mixed with well-decayed leaf soil, a little soot, and a little

coarse sand. Too much manure may induce larger blooms for

a time, but it soon renders the plants unruly. Sow Sweet
Peas and Mignonette. If the former are required early, soak
them in warm water for several hours previous to sowing.
Shrubberies should now be gone over, pruning incroaehing
branches, and removing all dead and dying limbs. Dead
shrubs, if any, should be removed at once, and replaced by
others from the nursery or reserve garden.

GBEENHODSE AND CONSERVATORY.
Among winter-blooming plants few are more attractive or use-

ful than Gesnera oblongata and Euphorbia jacquiniicflora, both
being profuse bloomers and remaining long in beauty. These
should be extensively grown where winter flowers are valued,
and, therefore, they should be afforded every necessary ac-

commodation and attention at the present season, in order to

secure good specimens for next winter. Attend also to afford-

ing other winter plants sufficient pot room and a growing
temperature, so as to induce free growth and have the wood
well ripened early in autumn. They will flower well through-
out the winter. Chinese Primroses, especially the double
varieties, are also deserving of every attention. Sow seed of

the fringed and semi-double kinds, and encourage the seedlings
with a moist genial atmosphere, shading sUghtly during bright
days. Unless there is a good stock of young plants of the
best double varieties at hand, the flowers should be picked off

the old plants as soon as they show symptoms of weakness,
shaking the exhausted soil from their roots, and repotting in

light fibrous peat well mixed with sand, keeping the plants
well down in the pots, and placing them in a warm shady situ-

ation. This will obviate the difficulty which many experience
in the management and propagation of those showy winter
flowers, for if the plants have not been too much exhausted by
blooming, young roots will be freely emitted from every branch,
and when this happens the plants should be broken up and re-

potted separately, affording them a rather warm and thoroughly
moist atmosphere until they become well established, when
with ordinary care they will grow and form fine specimens.
Fuchsias intended for winter work must also soon receive at-

tention ; when growing freely the atmosphere can hardly be kept
too moist, and they will also be benefited by occasional supplies
of manure water. Young growing specimens of hardwooded

greenhouse plants should likewise bo kept as moist and warm
as can be done without inducing weakly growth. See that

these are properly supplied with water at the roots, and do not
allow them to sustain any check from want of pot room.

STOTK.

Train shoots of climbers as they advance in growth, also

attend to the stopping and training of other plants, and allow

free-growing subjects plenty of room. Achimenes and Gloxinias
filling their pots with roots will enjoy an occasional watering
with weak manure water. Persevere in keeping down insects,

which if allowed will soon multiply with great rapidity. Proceed
with repotting Orchids as they require it. Do not use the
syringe too freely on such as are just started into growth, but
keep the atmosphere thoroughly moist. See that specimens
on blocks or in baskets are not allowed to suffer from want of

water.

PITS AND FR.iMES.

The cold which we are experiencing renders the management
of bedding plants somewhat difficult. It is yet dangerous
without great caution to risk even the hardier kinds from
under the protection of glass. All that can safely be done
until the weather becomes warmer in the way of hardening
stock preparatory to its being planted out, is to give as much
air as circumstances will admit without injuring the plants, and
to place Calceolarias and the strongest Verbenas in turf pits,

where they can be protected. Such plants when removed to

cold pits should be planted out in light soil, which will save

trouble in watering, and be much better for the plants than
keeping them confined in small pots.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST ^^fEEK.

Saturday, March iOth, was a day of snow, and after rather

a mild week, on Saturday, March ^Tth, there was a morning
of severe frost for the season, fully 8' below freezing in a
sheltered spot. Seldom do changes come so suddenly at this

time of the year, as the preceding evening was mild and warm,
and the atmosphere well studded with soft fleecy clouds. The
first thing done in the morning was, in addition to the laurel

twigs against Apricot and Peach trees, to scatter and fasten

among them a little rough hay, as if it remain for two days it

will do no harm, as the wind is cold and northerly, and then
to scatter a little of the same over Gooseberry and Currant
trees, as the Pear, Cherry, and Plum trees did not .seem so for-

ward as to be injured, more especially if there should be little

or no wet with the frost. A little snow fell about 2 a.m., and
afforded some protection. However, covering was made ready,

and even cold frames, etc., received a little more, and no un-
covering in such a keen day was resorted to until after 9 a.m.,

and very little air was given to anything under glass during
the day, as where the heat was applied the flres were let out,

and the heating left to the sun. Many little jobs, as moving
plants from frames and pits, had to be given up, and other

work, as harrowing, fencing. Sec, resorted to, as nothing could

be gained by moving plants from place to place in the open air

in such a cutting atmosphere, iloving and regulating, and
changing plants in houses from one part to another were quite

different affairs, and even the short time that cuttings were
exposed was of little moment, as they could be made in-doors,

demonstrating, as lately alluded to, the superiority of houses to

pits, even if for nothing else than their admitting of work being
done in all weathers.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
We considered ourselves fortunate in having had the largest

of our spring Cucumber plants planted out in the middle of

the week, but as we had in the open air a lot of Sea-kale under
pots, with nothing over the pots, we threw some litter over
them, as we have had the young shoots frozen under such cir-

cumstances before now. i?ine strong Cabbages of the London
Market and Enfield varieties were all the better for the earth-

ing-up they had recently received, as thus the stems were kept
from the frost and cold winds.

What with wet, cold, and frost, we are becoming reconciled

to having as yet sown so few seedi in the kitclicn garden, as

with our heavy soil the seeds are safer in their packets. We
have a lot of Peas in semicircular drain-tiles in the orchard
house, but we would like a change of weather before we plant

them out and stake them. Even seeds sown a fortnight or

three weeks ago have done little more than swell, without send-

ing out their young plumules and rootlets, and they would
be safer than those that had, as it were, chipped their shell
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and were near the Bnrface on the 27th. Many seedlings, per-
fectly hardy at other times, are comparatively tender just as
the cotyledons or seed leaves are formed, though not yet pro-
truded above the soil. Hence many seedlings, from seeds
self-sown in autumn and the beginning of winter, will pass
through severe frosts without suffering, whilst seeds collected
and saved from the same plants and sown in the end of February
or the first fortnight in March, will often fail because their
vitality is assailed by frost and damp just at that germinating
stage when they are very sensitive. Whilst, therefore, it is

all very proper to recommend sowing vegetable seeds in the
end of February and the beginning of March in the southern
counties, and in light, easily pulverised land, we would wish
it to be clearly understood, that farther north and in colder
soil it will often be the wisest policy to defer for a week or a
fortnight, until a fine warm seed bed can be obtained. In our
practice we have sown Onions at the end of February and in
the middle and end of March, and although the first have
sometimes been the best, the last have quite as often come
off victorious. We have often noticed in sowing the same
kind of Pea at the beginning of January, in February, and in
the middle of March, that though often the first sowing will

come in the soonest, we have actually had the last of the three
sowings earliest, and the crops generally more robust and
fertile. Though we wish to have early Carrots, yet in such a
changeable season as this, we shall be satisfied if we have the
seed well in by the middle of April. Parsnips require longer
time, and are more hardy. Even when the seed is chipping
we have never found it injured by frost. It often surprises us
that the Parsnip is so little used, but we presume its very
richness makes it pall on the appetite.

We make these remarks to meet the cases of those who. like

ourselves, have sown little as yet. It is always well to strive

not to be behind other people, but with comparative beginners
there is quite as much danger in sowing too early as in sowing
too late.

FEUIT GAEDEN.
In fine days got on with nailing, regulating, &o., and some of

the work has already been indicated in the way of protection.

We have also alluded to the importance of giving but little

air in such a cold bright day as the 'llth, either to forcing
houses or to plant houses. It would be a rare case in which we
should have given much front air to anything under glass in

such a day. The thrywing in lots of air in such days does
injury to the plants, and wastes the coal heap. Of all heat
there is nothing like sun heat. With only a little air given
early at the highest part of the roof, sun heat will never injure
or draw the plants if it should raise the house from 10° to 15°

above the average night temperature. In the case of tender
and new-potted plants it may be necessary to slightly shade,
or to lessen evaporation by slightly sprinkling the foliage and
damping floors and paths.

For oicliard-huuse trecx in bloom, the 27t.h was a seasonable
day for ripening and scattering the fertilising pollen, but un-
less front ventilators were protected with woollen netting, &c.,

we should not have advised opening them. Ours remained shut
all day. We could have plenty of air, without a strong current,

from openings at the back. It is well to take Nature for our
teacher, but we never could see the necessity for imitating in

our glass houses the currents and gales of wind that are so

often destructive out of doors. With air early given at the
top of a lean-to orchard house, the sun of the 27th would not
make the house too warm. From 10" to 20° rise in tempera-
tui'e would under such circumstances be safer than a greater
rush of cold dry air. Everything that is grown under glass

becomes more delicate, and more easily injured.

In forcing houses, strong fire heat and strong sun heat, and
air to keep down the temperature in proportion, are very try-

ing. In most cases fire heat and sun heat should never meet.
In such a day. with a keen frosty wind, as soon as the sun
begins to tell, the fires should be reduced or put out, and then
less air will be necessary. Small openings at the top will

allow the warmest air to escape, and the cold dry air that
comes in will be warmed and moistened before it reaches the
plants. Very small openings will set tlie whole air in a house
less or more in motion. We have seen early Melons and
Cucumbers next to shrivelled up from opening the sashes in

front in a bright frosty day, when a little air at top would have
kept them safe and comfortable.

ORNAMENTAL DErAP.TjrENT.

Here our work was much the same as in previous weeks

—

potting, propagating, and moving plants, but left much of the

latter nndone owing to the weather. We have spent some time
in shoring up an

Ivy fence, which is rather a pleasing feature, and as part of

our doings, the matter may be interesting to some cf our
readers. Many years ago, in separating a piece of ground from
the pleasure grounds, a brick wall or wooden fence was very
much objected to. Under such circumstances, having a stock

of small poles of Larch and Spruce, 2;V or 3 inches in diameter,
we made a fence with them, from 5 i to (J feet in height, setting

the poles in the ground, and crossing them obliquely, so aa to

leave rather large lozenge openings between them, connecting

the tops of the poles with a wooden rail. We then planted Ivy
and strong-growing Koses, to run through and cover the fence,

and for a number of years the effect was very pleasing. In course

of time the Ivy overpowered and killed most of the Eoses, but
as an evergreen fence few things could be more appropriate

than the rich green Ivy. The original fence of poles has long

been in a rotten state, and the Ivy fence began to bulge and
get out of shape, and merely to keep it up a post used to be put
in here and there. As it was desirable to keep the fence as

an object of interest and beauty, we resolved to have it done
simply and effectually. For this purpose, on the inside of the

fence, so as not to be seen from the pleasure grounds, we had
holes dug 2 feet deep, in which to ram posts, formed of the but-

ends of young Larch trees, ranging from C to H inches in

diameter, the widest end going in the ground. These posts

were fixed from 7 to 8 feet apart, to meet the length of some
iron rods, which were from 14 to l(i feet in length. These rods

were rather more than half an inch in diameter, and had been

used for fencing. The posts, in a straight line, were firmly

fixed, and in height less than the height of the fence. About
a foot from the top of the fence the iron rods were taken

through the strong interlaced Ivy, thus running in line with

the fence, and flat iron rods, cut in pieces about 1.5 inches

long, were turned up at one end, so as to clasp the rods, and at

the other end were bent into a hook, to go into a staple in the

post. The Ivy, with the rod thus pulled straight, was kept

firm with these stout iron braces fixed securely to the post, and

now no storm or tempest will ever move the fence, until the

posts decay, which they will not do for many years. We have

left the fence straight in the meantime, but if that be at all

tiresome to the eye, we can easily break the outline, by allow-

ing the Ivy to grow into curves and bays. Our straight line in

one place is rendered necessary, from having a flat border of

Ivy between the fence and the walk, which looks well as a

change from the grass. Such bordering could often be had

where grass would not grow.

As to the posts, the trees had been cut not this but last

winter, and brought home ; they lay until the heat of the spring

caused the sap to flow, and they were then peeled of their

bark. Posts made of such peeled wood last much longer than

of wood with the bark on ; they would last still longer if, after

being thus seasoned, they were charred or tarred below and

a little above the surface of the ground. As a general rule,

there is only one disadvantage in peeling such young trees, and

leaving them exposed to the sun and drought of summer

—

namely, that the wood will crack, and, therefore, not be so

suitable for cutting up into boards and rails. This can easily

be prevented by piling the trees in heaps, with cross bars to

let the air freely among them, and then covering the top with

wattled hurdles, and a little rough thatching, to keep out sun

and heavy rains. For lasting work there will be no com-

parison between these and those left unbarked to absorb

moisture, and to keep it about the wood. The bark of Larch,

we believe, to be worth from one-half to one-third that ef

Oak, but we rather think that bark taken as above, from trees

felled in winter, would not have the same tanning powers as

that from trees felled after the spring growth had commenced.

We are uncertain as to this, but we are certain if seasoned as

above stated, the peeled trees would wear the best, though for

some rustic work they would not look so well where first ap-

pearances were a great object.—E. F.

TRADE CATALOGUE RECERT^D.
Adam Forsyth, Brunswick Nursery, Stoke Newington. —

Descriptive Catalogiic of ChrysantJicmums, Dahlias, Fuchsias,

Fdaryoniums, and Miscellaneous Bedding Plants.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—Mahch 31.

There is little to report, business being in a great measure suspended

during tlie holidays. Some new hothouse Grapes of good quality have
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como iu, find Boll for 25*. por lb. Kidney Boflns nml Cacurnbers are be-
coiniDf^ n ilruK iu the miirket. The Potato trttdc is dull, iiud stocks of
inftjrior descriptioas heavy.

FRCIT.

8. d.
Applps }.\ sieve 2 to 2
Apricots doz.
Cherrioa lb.

Chestnuts bush. 10
Corrnnta i^ sieve

Black do,
Fills doz.
Filberts lb.

Cobs lb. 1

Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes. Hothouse.. lb. 15
Lemons 100 4

s.
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when mature. For exhibition in June, the plant onght now to be placed
in a house where tbere ia a gentle heat, or in the cool part of the stove, and
growth encouraged : keep it there until a few days before exhibition, then
harden well off, and remove to the greenhouse or conservatory.

Manure Water in Evaporating Tbocghs (D. H. C.).—The troughs
may be filled with the manure water when the Vines are started, but we
think it better to use it rather weak until the loaves attain their full size,
or until the berries are well set, using it stronger after that, and leaving it

off altogether when the Grapes begin to ripen.

Celery Pithy and Hollow (Oakham}.—The great cause of this is a
deficiency of water in dry weather, and sowing early, the plants not
being grown quickly. Do not sow until March. Keep the plants growing
without check, and plant out in June in well-prepared highly-manured
trenches, watering copiously in dn- weather. The evil may also arise from
the ground, or the sort grown. Tlie red sorts are generallymore Eolidand
in everj- way better than the white, though the white kinds are best for
summer and early autumn use, as they are more easily blanched.
Flower Garden Plaxiin'o (Hf-m).—We cannot plant ; we only under-

take the criticism of proposed planting.

Snake Cuccmbee Ccltdbe (R. il.).—The seed should be sown the
same as that of the Cucumber, in pots, potting off the plants when large
enough singly, and transferring to pots of larger size as they require it,

stopping and otherwise treating the plants as ordinary Cucumbers. A hot-
bed answers well for the plants whilst in small pots, but when they become
too tall remove to a stove or house having a moist growing atmosphere of
Irom 60= to 6S' by night, and from 75' to 80= or 90 by day, with sun and
air, affording a light and airy position. We have grown them in 9-inch
pots. A stake should be placed in the pots to train the plants to, and
it need not exceed 3 feet in height. Large pots may be used, but 9-inch-
or 11-inch pots are quite large enough. The soil should be the same as for
the Cnctimber. Remember the fruit is poisonous.
MoNocHiiTCM MCLTirLoBDH PROPAGATION (/lifml.—Take Cuttings of

the half.ripened young wood, and insert them in sandy peat, surfacing
the pot with sand, and cover with a bell-glass ; then place in a hotbed of
70 and keep close, moist, and shaded The cuttings are slow in root-
ing, but will do so in about six weeks. It is rarely that the plant seeds, and
yet it may be raised from seed when procurable.

EoSA centifolia {Suhscrlb''r).—Tb6 proper name is that you have given.
It IS the Provence or Cabbage Rose, called hundred-leaved (centifolia) on
account of the great number of its flower-leaves or petals. It may be had
01 any nurseryman.

Eradicating Horseradish (Hfm).—We do not know of any better
mode of destroying it than by cutting it off as often as itappears, dropping
into the hole some salt each time, but only a pinch between the finger
and thumb, otherwise it may injure other crops amongst which the
Horseradish is growing. The plants should be cut off as often as they
appear throughout the summer, this will weaken and untimately destroy
the roots.

Okeens for Winter Use for Plabbits (Hem).—The rabbit wiU devour
almost anything. Parsley, which may be sown now; Swedish Turnip,
which should be sown at the end of May or beginning of June ; Curled
Greens, which may be sown early in AprU; also Savoy, Cabbage, and
Cottagers' Kale.

Strawberries (Youna Suhicrihi-r).—Yon may obtain the varieties vonname of any nurseryman who advertises in our Journal.
CocoA-NCT Fibre Refuse for Ferns (7j7noramu..).—The fibre from

the mat manufoctory is of no use for potting Ferns, except for placing in
thin layers over the crocks at the bottoms of the pots : but the refuse
which IS hke mahogany sawdust is good for potting, and may be used as
a substitute for, or along with peat and loam. The plants scorched bv
the bursting of a flue will no doubt recover in time, but a few may die,
yet that will not, we think, be general. In winter they should have no
more water than enough to keep them fresh, the soil never being allowed
to become dry. Green fly is injurious to all plants infested with it, and
.1?^ ^i" °,° ,';''«'il'''0°- t umigate the house with tobacco, filling it quite
"i4- ,

-The foliage of the plants must be dry at the time of fumigation,
which 13 best done on a calm evening. Worms are injurious in Fern
pots, htop the holes m the i.ots, and saturate the soil with lime water,
the worms will then be destroyed or come to the surface. An hour will
be sufficiently long for the Ljles in the pots to be stopped, then open
them and allow the water to drain away.
Azaleas Flowering Unevenly (Hem).—It is owing to the buds not

bemg well set, or the growth not being matured. The plants may not have
had snflicient encouragement to make a good growth, and it has not been
sufficiently npened. They should be placed in heat and encouraged
with a moist atmosphere to make a good growth, exposing them well
afterwards to light and air, so as to thoroughly mature the growth and
set the buds.

-o j »

Grubs in Turf (Cricl--'(er)._The amount of ammonia in gas water
diflers too much to enable anyone to specify the quantity of common
water required to dilute it, so as as not to destrov the grass. You may
test it by pouring some on the grass unmixed 'with water, and somemued with various proportions of water, that which does not turn the
grass brown miglit be nscd; but then, we fear, it would be too weak to
kUl the grubs. The most effectual proceeding would be to remove the
turf, cutting it very thin, seek for the grubs, and soak the soil with
the strongest ammoniacal liquor, and then after a few days relay the turf.
Plower-oarden Plan (Str,nliopc).~Vfe cannot plant, 'we can only

cntise proposed planting. * . j

Plan of Gardens (.7. W. La:,rock).---vre think that the place as laid
out will be very interesting, and much more so if you give to each part
a distinctive feature. Thus, if you pl.ant out mounds No. 1 and No. 7
with Hollies about 15 feet apart, you could fill-in with Laurels, Lilacs,
and Spu-;pas ; all these to come away as the Hollies grow ; then the north
side of No. 2 you could plant with a row of Laurels, to be kept cut-in
and nearer the grass verge you could have Laurustinus and evergreen
Berbens of tlie best kinds, which would present a neat appearance in
the winter and spring months. No. 3 mieht have two or three scarlet-
blooming Thorn trees, but the centre chiefly filled with Evergreen Oaks.
with a border round of Laurustinus. No. 4 would do well centered with
Arbutus, a ring round of Daphne laureola, and then low bedding plants

9
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nicU/ Ko. I, page Ifil). ' Seamroyt Clover, Trefoil, worn bf Iriahmen in
their hats, by way of a croso, on St- Partrick's-day, la memory of that
groat saiut '

(' Irish-EngliBh Dictionary,' in v.)"

Cliantiius Dampieri Colture (CTian/'iiM Damp-o/).—Thifl is not in
any sense nn iinuual, but a biennial, if not perennial, flowering in March
and later. The seeds nhould be sown in March or April, singly in 2k or
3-lQch potfi, and placed in a hou^e having a night temperatare of from
50" to 55- in a pubilion near the glass, as on a shelf or the corb-stone of a
pit. Take care not to allow the pots to become very full of roots before
the plants are shifted into pots two sizes larger ; indeed the plants shoald
be snifted as soon as the roots are found coiled round the base of the
soil, and this should be repeated as required throughout the summer and
autumn mouths, which will prevent the plants froui being checked by
the maintenance of a slow but progressive growth throughout the
autumn and winter months, the temperature ranging from 45' to od'^ at
that period. Transfer the plants to a cool and well-ventilated greenhouse as
tho summer advances. lu the case of early-sown seeds, say in March, the
plants may safely bo placed in a hotbed or Cucumber frame, and be partially
plunged. They may be removed in May or June to a warm greenhouse,
and finally placed in a cool, airy honee for blooming. A compost of turfy
yellow loam two-thirds, and the remaining third silver sand, charcoal
broken, and leaf mould lu equal proportions, the whole well raised, will
grow it well, good drainage being given. If the loam is not very fibrous, and
it ought to be, one-third part of sandy fibrous peat should be added and
intermixed. The seedlings have a tendency to elongate the stem above
the soil, and it ought not to be buried, but at each successive shift to
larger pots allow the base of the stem proper to be exposed above the
sarface of the soil. This will keep the plants in most cases from damping
off, by bringing the root organs within the influence of the atmospheric
agencies of light and heat, and Is an essential of healthy growth.

Sowing Gl.^diolus Seed (B. B.).—The seed ought to be sown now in
a seed pan rather thinly, in a compost of two parts sandy loam, one part
sandy peat, and one part of sharp sand ; place in a hotbed or house with
a gentle heat of from dO to 63 or 7U-, admitting air freely when the seed-

' lings are np. In Juno remove to the open ground, water freely in dry
weather, and if very wot weather set in, protect from it, but allow the

;

plants the full benefit of gentle showers. Take up the bulbs in aatama
after the leaves decay, keep them in a cuol dry place during the winter,

and plant out in March in well-prepared beds in a warm situation, allow-

ing 4 inches from bulb to bulb every way. The seed does not generallj

succeed well sown in the open ground, but it may be so sown in April.

GocRDs FOE OcT-Doou CcLTUttE (J. A.).—The best Gourds for eating
are the Ohio Squash and L%rge Yellow ; Mammoth and Large Green are
also good. Garibaldi and Turk's Cap are ornamental sorts, of whose
eating qualities we have no experience, and have no faith in them for

such puri>oses, as our climate is much too cold for their rapid growth
and full maturity, wliich are essentials in the culture of Gourds for

culinary purposes.

Magnolia Unhealthy [L. R.).—The roots we should think had pene-
trated too deeply and into bad soil, the drainage at that depth not being
efficient. We would lift the tree early next autumn—in tho end of Sep-
tember or beginning of October, preserving as large a ball as possible,

and replant. Previous to doing so take out the soil ti feot 6 inches deep,
concrete the bottom, or place slates over it, to keep the roots from pene-
trating straight downwards, put in 6 to inches of rubble for drainage,

and use a compost of two parts loam, one part peat, and one part old cow
dang, well mixed, for planting with.
Beech for Hedge (G, D. B.].—The plants we should permit to grow

at will, as far as regards height, trimming the sides every winter or spring,

so as to keep the side shoots within bounds; and cut off the tops of the
plants when within 1 foot of the height you require the hedge ultimately

to be.

Names of Plants iVentnor).—V>e cannot name plants from leaves only.

Send a sprig when in flower. (J. W. Dicki.—l and 2. Genista canariensis;

3, Genista Spachiana ; 4, Acacia hybrida; 5, Platyloma rotundifolia.

{J. FleminoK— 1, Epacris impressa ; 2, Libonia floribunda. (L. C. A. A,),

—A Melaleuca, near M. h>-pericifolia. {Bellegardej.—XihaiTis unedo.
(G. S}.—Thnja occidentiUs.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the week ending March :iOtb.

Gei^oal Reuabes.

Fine and frostv ; overcast ; cloudy, but fine.

Overcast ; c'oudy and fine : densely clouded at night.

Overcast ; densely overcast ; clear and fine.

Fine ; cloudy, cold wind ; cloudy, but fine.

Overcast, very dull ; foggy, very dark ; densely overcast.

Clear and cold : boisterous and stormy ; clear and fine.

Densely overcast ; cloudy, brisk wind; overcast.

POULTRY. BEE, AND PIGEON CHRONICLE.

VULTTTRE-HOCKED.
Allow me to correct a very general and popular mistake in

your reply to " W. H." in last week's Journal, respecting

vulture-hocked Brahmas. It is stated in reply:—"The vulture

hock is a term applied when the thigh feathers project much
beyond the knee-joint, as they do in the Vulture." I have
invariably, when myself writing on this subject, taken care to

steer far from this too-generally-mistaken notion, for the

feathers of the thigh of the Vulture, as any visitant to a

zoological garden can himself determine, and most naturalists

themselves know, do not extend beyond the junction of the

tibia and the tarsus. It is in the Falcon tribe only that among
birds of prey this peculiarity exists ; and I really feel that,

to make things understood as realities as well as by name,
this misnomer of " vulture-hock" is far more wisely honoured
in the breach than by the observance. I am assured that

everyone, now poultry-breeding is really becoming a science

and matter of prominent importance, will excuse my thus

correcting an error of so general an acceptance, and one calcu-

lated rather to mislead than encourage a desire for poultry

culture.

—

Edward Hewitt, Sjiarkbrook, Birmin^liain.

[It is quite true that most of the Falconida? have what is

popularly called the " vulture hock," but some of them have

not—as Falco bidentatus, F. cajrulescens, &o. It is also true

that some of the Vultures are not " vulture-hocked," but many
of them are. The Bearded Vulture, the Maltese Vulture,

the Pondicherry Vulture, the Egyptian Vulture, Sea., are

examples.

—

Eds.]

I of a hen, but have often met with hens that take a pride in

I "trimming" up a cock, and this is generally done by one

I

particular hen. Watch for the right hen, and at once destroy

!
her, unless she is a valuable one ; if so, see that the fowls have

j

a plentiful supply of green food, and also some sheep's bellies

or paunches boiled with bullock's liver, and chopped fine with

j
a little suet ; a little should be given every day, taking care

I

not to overdo it. Make a strong solution of bitter aloes of

I the thickness of cream, and take two or three wing feathers

and smear or daub it over the parts of the cock that the hens

are in the habit of picking. I have recommended this method

to several fanciers, and have tried it several times myself, and

! have never known it to fail.— S. 'W. Smith.

FOWLS EATING EACH OTHEU'S FEATHERS.
Mt advice to fanciers having fowls that eat each other's

feathers is at once to break the neck of the hen or hens so

doing. I have scarcely ever known a cock pluck the feathers

POULTRY AND THEIR MANAGEMENT.
{Concluded from page 218.)

We now come to the domestic Duck, which was derived from

the wild Duck. Ducks of all kinds should be kept in a house

separate from other poultry, and with a brick floor to admit of

its frequent washing ;
give them plenty of room. They are the

least expensive of any fowl to keep, as they soon find food for

themselves. Boiled roots, with a little barleymeal, are good for

them. When fattening add milk and Dear's food, to which I

before alluded. Eleven eggs are enough for an ordinary-sized

Duck to sit upon. Their eggs do not keep so well as the com-

mon hen's, so thev require to be set as fresh as possible. The

nest should be on"the ground in a damp place. Feed the Dnok

every morning and evening whOst sitting. Boiled but cold

oatmeal porridge is verv good for ducklings until they are ten

davs old ; afterwards barley or poultry meal, oats, and pollard,

with plenty of green food. They are ready for table in eight

to twelve weeks if well fed. Never give hard spring water, but

that from a pond. The Aylesbury Duck is a good layer, and

has been known to produce K'lO eggs within a year, each

weighing fully 3 ozs. They are of the purest white plumage,

pale flesh-coloured bill, and orange-coloured legs. The Kouen,

or Rhine Duck, as the name indicates, is of foreign origin; it
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has a rich plumage ; and that of the wild Duob, in its relative

ses, must be produced. It lays a great number of large eggs,

weighing from 3 to 3J ozs. each, shell thick, of a blue colour;

its flesh is finely flavoured, and on the whole it is a profitable

bird, and rarely strays far from home, but, as a rule, not a good
Bitter.

In Geese weight is an all-important feature ;
considering,

however, that a combination of all points of merit should be
aimed at in every branch of our poultry, I should recommend
uniformity of plumage in this class. Lincoln is a celebrated

county for Geese. One farm has been known to have up-

wards of three thousand Geese at a time, consuming during
the season a hundred quarters of oats. They should be low

on the leg, with the fullest development of breast. The Tou-
louse, originally imported from the Mediterranean. I believe,

by Lord Derby, deservedly stand in the foremost rank ; the

clear orange red of their bills, the peculiar flatness of their

foreheads, constitute distinctive points which readily separate

them from the common specimens of this colour found in our
farmyards. Deep tones of rich brown should be the predomi-
nating colours of the plumage of this bird, white being only
found on the tail-coverts and under part of the body, al.so the
extremities of a few quill feathers. Geese are easily reared,

and breed to old age—twenty to thirty years is not uncommon.
They require plenty of water and grass. Wild Geese are sup-
posed to make the Arctic regions their quarters during summer.
During winter they are frequently shot at the mouths of rivers

and on marshy ground. A breeding stock should consist of a
gander and three Geese. These are enough for an ordinaiy
farmyard, as they will increase tenfold during the season, and
fat Geese at Michaelmas always command a good price. Any-
one having a meadow, with a brook or pondadjacent, would
find a gander with three or four Geese very remunerative.
They are excellent foragers, and may with their young be
turned into the stubble as soon as the corn is carted. They
wiU carefully glean whatever may be there left, and when they
have a good run many may be selected without further trouble

in good condition for the renowned Michaelmas dish. March
is the best month for goslings to be hatched in ; the period of

incubation is from thirty-one to thirty-five days. When twenty-
four hours old place near them a turf of green grass, bread
crtimbs, boiled rice, and pond water in a shallow vessel, that

they can easily get in and out of. In about a fortnight, if

allowed their liberty with their mother, they will pretty well

shift for themselves by being fed now and then as other fowls.

I will now finish with the Turkeys, which may be made to

pay on dry and light soils, but I would not recommend them
for wet, low-lying land. The white are the most delicate. The
Cambridge breed possesses the combined qualities of large

size, speedy fattening, and first-class flavour. The tortoiseshell

character of the plumage of this breed in adults has a pre-

possessing appearance around the homestead. For breeding
purposes, a two-year-old cock should be selected for four hens,
which should not be more than four years old. Size is very
important in these birds. April is the best month for hatching.

The poults require great attention until at least two mouths
old ; feed the same as chickens, with the addition of a little

Bnet, and nettle and onion tops, chopped very fine and mixed
with meal. A situation fully exposed to the sun, but protected
from high winds and wet, is most advantageous. The rearing

of Turkeys is steadily improving, for not long since not more
than ten out of every twenty young Turkeys were expected to

live ; now, generally speaking, fifteen out of each score arrive

at maturity.

In conclusion, I beg to say it will give me great pleasure to

assist to my utmost any project for the improvement of poultry,

either for table or exhibition ; and permit me to remind you
the Suffolk Agricultural Society intend holding their annual
show for 1869 in Ipswich next July ; and the Ipswich Poultry
Society, which is composed of gentlemen that not only give
their time, but money, for the furtherance of improvements
in poultry, intend holding a great poultry exhibition at the
same time, when will be given cups and money prizes amount-
ing to nearly £200, and I venture to solicit all who can to pay it

a visit, and I am sure it will well repay them.

sort of red-dun bird. The cook has a whole single comb, not
lobed or serrated, with only a single wattle under the throat,

instead of double wattles, is reddish, with a blue-grey-dun
breast and tail, and bluish legs. Hen, light brown partridge
colour, with dull dun breast and tail, and bluish legs, and has
neither combs nor wattles. This bird is said with great pro-

bability to be a hybrid between the two first-named sorts, and
is so in my opinion, tliough many consider it distinct from
either.

Gallus .^n'ecs, or Bronzed cock, is of a bronze-yellow colour,

the feathers more oval and plated than in the other breeds.

The eyes and legs are yellow ; the comb as in Gallus furcatus

;

the breast either blackish or of a yellow ginger, or, again, of a

brassy or bronzy-green colour. Hen of a yellowish-greyish

brown. This species is less like a hybrid, though not so com-
mon as the preceding, of which it may be one of the pro-

genitors, though many consider it as also a hybrid, as it

probably is.

Gallus Stani.eti. found on the lower slopes of the Ghauts,
in India, also in Java and Ceylon, is described as a small,

short-legged breed, with much red in the plumage. This is,

however, merely another variety of the Gallus ferrugineus

called by a different name. It is of rather a more rufous

plumage, and the breasts of both cock and hen rather^redder

than in most Jungle fowl.

Firebacks are, strictly speaking. Pheasants, belonging to

Phasianus, and not to Gallus, with fire-coloured backs (Fire-

backed Pheasants). There is, however, a very red-backed breed

of Indian Game fowls, which have also been called Firebacks,

but these birds are rare.

Gallus oiganteus is probably a domesticated sort, not

having been found wild, and is the large Malay of India and
Sumatra. This has been called the fowl of St. Jago, or San-
tiago, in Sumatra. The cock averages from 2 feet 2 inches to

2 feet in height. A specimen of this bird, I hear, was in

the EJinburgh Museum for some time. This sort has a thick

comb slightly raised, and is yellowish or reddish in the cock,

and brown in the hen, the same as in our large Malays. The
size, inferior powers of flight and walking, and its not being

found wild, all militate against this kind being classed as an
original species, it being, in fact, the Malay itself.

In only one wild species, the Gallus ferrugineus, have the

hens any combs or wattles, and, therefore, none of the other

wild sorts can well be considered as the progenitors of any
of our breeds of poultry. In India the yellow and green are

the prevailing colours of legs, and birds with legs of these two
colours will sometimes, when crossed together, produce blue

legs, which are less common in India. The Brown Red and
Blue Dun Game fowls crossed together will often produce in

the cocks a colour much resembling that of the cock of Gallus

Sonnerati. The wild Brown Reds of the Gallus ferrugineusare

mentioned in an old work as of a mixed yellow, and blackish-

brown plumage, dark under the feathers, comb and wattles

yellowish dark purple colour. From the well-known large

proportion of yellow-legged fowls in India, it is plain that there

must have been some original wild yellow-legged breed for their

progenitors, and this breed I consider to have been the yeUow-

legged Gallus ferrugineus major, as the rather smaller darkish-

legged Gallus ferrugineus minor could not have produced so

many yellow-legged native breeds, and so few dark-legged breeds

as exist in India ;—at least, such is not probable.

—

Tketob.

(To be continued.)

EAST INDIAN WILD BREEDS OF POULTRY.
(Continuedfrom paf/e 200.)

Gallus fukcatus, or Forked-tailed cock of India and Java,
is the next most common to the two former sorts, and is a

GIVING WATER TO RABBITS.
In your Journal I see a query respecting giving Rabbits

water. I have kept Rabbits for years, and will give you my
experience. For four or five years I never allowed them to

touch water, but after that, seeing something in a book re-

specting it, I gave them a little, and the old ones seemed to

enjoy it much ; but it had a had effect on the young, giving

most of them the " pot." Lately I turned a large, white, lop-

eared doe Rabbit into a small enclosure, partly roofed-in, with

an unlimited supply of good spring water. At first she drank

very much, but after a time I observed that when she had
made a meal on any dry food, she would drink a very little—to

moisten her throat, I imagine, but that when green food was
provided she never touched the water. The white varieties,

however, are too delicate to be exposed to the weather, for the

wet winter gave her cold, which she never got over, although

housed in a warm hutch as soon as the severe weather com-
menced. It does not answer to leave water in the hutches, but
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if the Babbits Lave space to run about, I am sure it does

them Rood; and my experience Roos to prove that young

Babbits, unless turned into a shed or small enclosure, should

never touch it until they are eight or nine months old. I

always gave my does as much as they could drink.—H. Kelsey.

" H. A. J." may safely give his Babbits an unlimited supply

of water if he feeds them on dry food, such as bran, oats, ,tc.,

but when tbey have fresh green provisions, such as clover,

cabbage leaves, parsley, and other vegetables, less liquid will be

necessary. I always gave the doe Babbits, when tbey had a

young family (and" I, living in the country, had a dairy), an

ample supply of milk. It is an act of downright cruelty to keep

any animal without water. Friends of mine had a guinea pig,

which they were advised by some silly person to keep on dry

food, and, although the poor little creature was well fed, it be-

came as thin as a skeleton, and would have died if liquid had

not been given.

—

Helen E. Watney.

THE BARONESS VON BERLEPSCH.
August Baron von Berlepsch, one of the most distinguished

among the scientific bee-keepers of Germany, married some-

what more than three years ago Lina geboren Welebil. This

lady appears quite as enthusiastic as her husband with regard

to bees, and is, moreover, exceedingly clever, being, I believe,

mistress of several modern languages. Having recently cor-

responded with her, I can speak positirely with regard to

English, which she writes and speaks with remarkable fluency

and precision. It may be remembered that the Baron was
prevented attending the great meeting of German bee-masters

held at Darmstadt in September last, owing to his having been

prostrated by a stroke of paralysis. The following article from

the pen of the Baroness has recently appeared, and gives so

interesting a glimpse of her married life under these adverse

circumstances, that I am induced to submit a translation of it

to the readers of " our Journal."—A Devossuire Bee-keeper.

BEHIND THE SCENES.

The delightful days of Darmstadt are over, and although it

was not permitted us to be present, they are still endeared to

us by many agreeable reminiscences. Behind the scenes, as

it were, we might yet take part in the proceedings, and dehght

in the considerate attention which was so kindly shown us.

Our first visitor was the Marquis Balsamo Crivelli, who went
direct from Coburg to Darmstadt. In him we made the

acquaintance of an enthusiastic bee-friend, and an amiable and
honourable man. I count his brief visit as one of the flowers

among the garland of joys which arose to us out of the meet-
ing at Darmstadt.
As the Bun of the 8th of September rose beaming in the

heavens my heart indeed felt heavy, and it drew me powerfully
towards the south. Hour by hour we followed in imagination

the movements and proceedings of the assembly, and hailed

with joyful emotion the arrival of the telegram which conveyed
to us its greeting and kindly sympathy. It may be permitted
to me to return to all and every one our heartfelt thanks for

the honourable distinction which was thus conferred upon us.

Time passed on, and the meeting at Darmstadt over,

tJounsellor Kolb and his wife were the first who came to us,

and, well pleased and happy, related all the pleasures which
they had experienced. These were old friends, and we chatted

and chatted until my dear husband became quite happy when
we prepared for an excursion to the Callenberg, so that he
might rest after all the friendly excitement. How these bright

hours shine in the camera obscura of the memory ! Merry
gossip, alternated with more serious conversation, soon brought
us to the charming castle and favourite residence of our
Duchess, where a stroll through the rooms was succeeded by a
glance at the private apartment of the great lady, which I can
never recall but with deep emotion. There, on a table placed

in front of the oriel window which commands such a magnifi-

cent view, lay a simple wreath of immortelle^, which touched a

chord within me, whilst unutterable sensations rushed keenly
through my heart, Hke the wailingg of an ^Eolian harp.
Descending from the castle we visited Curzins, the game-

keeper and bee-master, who kindly exhibited his little

menagerie, but pleased me best by calling together the deer,

which ran at large in the park, in order to feed them with
apples. By this time evening had set in—a fragrant and

misty autumnal evening. On one side lay the Castle of Cal-

lenberg, veiled in the twiliRht, and on the other the citadel

gleamed bright in the golden rays of the sotting sun, whilst

before us spread the wide park, traversed by the noble deer

which followed the melancholy " Come ! come !" and fearlessly

approached to receive the proffered dainty.

Gimther also came to Coburg. He is to me a dear familiar

personage, whose single-hearted attachment to my husband has

about it something almost touching. With him appeared my
husband's "dear friend" Vogel,* who visited us both on his

way to Darmstadt and back, but whose visits were so flying

that I scarcely got to know him. He is too staid and grave

to make himself quickly at home, and I regrettingly saw him
depart without having succeeded in picturing him exactly to

myself. The community of feeling which subsists between

him and my husband is, however, well known.
The same day which carried off Vogel, brought Hopf, who

was all fire and flame, not only on account of Kiihier's process,

but because of the Bbiue voyage, which had also contributed

to his excitement, although in quite a different manner.
Verily this llhine voyage must be charming, very, very charming.

Eight days after the departure of Hopf, we were enabled to

greet Hruschka, t with which dear friend ws had corresponded

during a year before we learned to know him personally. Not-

withstanding some differences of opinion, he has become heartily

dear to us, and we often think of him with pleasure. With
him our succession of company came to an end, for alas ! alas !

the visit of our dear editor, Schmid,; which was intended as a

surprise to us, was frustrated by the death of his little daughter.

Whilst yet attending the bee-masters' meeting, a telegram called

him back only to find his child extended upon her bier. One
daughter a bride, the other with wreaths lying in her coffin

—which may be the happier ?

' Having thus mentioned our visitors, and reported what
! occurred behind the scenes, I have still something on my mind.
' It seems to have been stated and believed at Darmstadt, that

my articles may be the productions of my husband. Now the

idea is so ridiculous, that if it were not insulting, it might be

extremely amusing. Poor lords of creation ! Have you never

found a woman, who, without stepping out of her sphere, took

an interest in something more than eggs, butter, and servants?

Do you not know how to distinguish differences of thought and
style? Can you not understand that my manner of writing is

as impossible to my husband as his learned treatises bristling

with quotations would be to me ? Those who are not sensitive

might not feel this, but at any rate a less hasty judgment is to

be commended. I thank (tod that my dear husband's health

is improving, and I trust the time will soon come, when by his

sledge-hammer blows he will demonstrate ad ociilos, that he
has no especial ^)c»c/iaH« for my style of writing.

Whilst penning the foregoing our little dog was brought in,

he had been run over by a stage coach. Four hours later he

was dead. Many bee-friends will remember our pretty Sepp,

which my husband had so long ago, when he was in Gotha.

He was only a dog, but his loss has caused us bitter pain. He
who knows mankind learns to value dogs for their fidelity and

unswerving affection. Let these words be Sepp's monument.

—

Lina, Bakoness von Beklepscii, Cvhurg.

• Introducer of the Ecyptian bee.

+ Inventor ol the centrifagal honoy-extracting machine.

; Andreas Schmid, editor of the German Bee Journal.

OUR LETTER BOX.

Dorking Cock not Associating with Heks (Constant Subscriber).—

Fowls have their fancies, and wUl not always take to new companions.

As a role the aversion is only temporary, and probably will be so m tlus

instance. We dare promise as much if the bird is in health ;
if he is not

he will not be sociable till he is.

Hens Leaving theik Nests.—Eggs too Drt (Calamity).--In sncli

weather as the present, and at this time of year, hens should not be

otf their nests more than a quarter of an hour. In summer it does not

matter it thev are off an hour and a half. All that ia required is that

they should eat, drink, &c. The death of the chickens in the eggs has

nothing to do with the hens being off their nests, the chicken- die from

their eggs being too dry; the inner membrane is as dry and hard as

indiarubber, and the chickens cannot penetrate it to escape from the sheU,

they try till they die. For ten days before the eggs hatch thoy should

be plentifully sprinkled with water eveiy morning. There wiU then be

no difficulty.

Elood in Eggs (L. 7;.\—The cause of that of which yon complain is

inflammation. It is useless to change tho breed, as it is caused by some-

thing which they pick up and eat. It has notbmg to do with staleness.

We have known it caused by lixds drinking water in which servants had
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emptied the poison with which they cleaned boot-tops. The practice was
discontinued, and the eggs became thoroughly good.

Boarded Floors for Poultry [Constant Subscriber).—The condemna-
tion applies equally to a roosting house. When the fowls come down in

the mominff they tind no scratch, and till they leave the house their feet

are always kept in a strained minatural position.

Poultry Management and Food {Black Hamhurgh).~Good oats or
barley meal mixed with milk are good feeding. A small quantity of good
food is preferable to a large quantity of inferior quality. We do not care

much for wheat or sharps. As yo'u say the fowls roost above the cart

hoase, we presume they inhabit a farmyard. If so, there should be roost-

ing places without resorting to a first floor. Let them choose for them-
selves—under the eaves of a barn, in an unused calf pen, or a similar place.

Wooden flooring is very bad, because it has a cold dampness, it admits of

only one position of the foot, and does not allow a scratch. We can give

no opinion about your breeding prize birds if we have no data but the
numbers you keep. We can only say tliey are correct as far as the sexes

are concerned
;
you will shortly have to decrease the number of cocks.

No fowls require trimming, or are allowed to be trimmed, except Game
fowls. We do not hold with or make use of any of the condiments you
name. Red combs are an undoubted sign of condition, and the result of

good food supplied to a healthy body. Good barley and oatmeal, with a

little whole corn at times, some milk, some cooked meat, and it may be
a handful of Indian corn, will promote and maintain condition, will cause
red combs, and, added to cleanliness, contribute not a little to success.
Good management will sometimes bring first-rate produce from moderate
parents; but the result is more probable when the parents possess the
qualities that are desired in the oflspring.

HouDANB {5i7rfr-Gfrf;i/).—Houdans are black and white ; they weigh,
hens about 7 lbs., cocks about 6 lbs., in good condition. They are excel-
lent table fowls, and have white flesh. Baily & Son, of Mount Street, are
the best persons to apply to. We do not think the Poultry Company is

in existence ; it sold ofl" last autumn, and this will account for your
letters remaining unanswered.

EoGS NOT Hatching (Lancashire).—There are three or four reasons
why eggs should fail. They may be chilled, or the hens may sit hollow, .

or the eggs maybe kept too dry. We cannot account for their dying at .

the age you mention. They are fruitful eggs ; everything seems to go
well at first. We must leave the solution to you, and you must discover
why, when five nests are set all absolutely alike, four fail and one suc-
ceeds. No eegs can go on well that are kept tou dry, and to this we
attribute your failure. If your hens had all stolen their nests, they
would have brought off all their chickens. Why '.' Because the hen
would have left her nest every morning while the grass was covered with
dew, and would have searched for food till every feather in her breast was
panning with water. In that state she would have returned to her eggs,
wetting them thoroughly. You must do the same, and we believe you
will succeed.

Keeping Poultry in a Dark Place (J. F. B.).—You can keep
Brahmas or Cochins in the place you describe, but yon cannot rear
chickens there. You must put them on the prass plat. The more you
let your fowls run there the better. Cover the asphaltum as thickly as
you can with sand, or, better still, road grit. It will pay you well by its

value as manure. A dark place is, if anything, better than a light one
for sitting.

Soft Eggs (G. P.).—Your Houdans are probably too fat. Give them
only ground oats and mashed potatoes for a week or two.

Hen okf Eggs for a Night {Jack).—As she had only sat upon them
a few days we do not think her twelve-hours absence will prevent the
eggs hatching.

Dear's Poultry Food (F. S. H.).—We only know it from Mr. Jeflries'

lecture. It was advertised in our last number.

Diseased Pigeons {A. S.).—Wing disease is one of the torments of

Pigeon-fanciers. In mild cases, or rather in an early stage of the disease,

it may be cured by appUcations of tincture of iodine, which will absorb
the contents of the lump. It arises from scrofula, and is, therefore,

hereditary. Attend to the digestion of your birds. "They do not fly

out" explains much, but, being confined, do you give them loam and
salt, also green food, as lettuce, cress, rape seed, all growing, or the
lettuce with a brick laid on its root, for the birds like to pluck at what
is fixed '.' Sometimes they like a feed of boiled potatoes, and to pick up
crumbs of bread. Instead of the food you mention, give only peas for a
time, for bad digestion comes of overfeeding, and wheat, hemp seed, and
Indian corn may not have suited them, and beans are too hot for diseased
birds. " A Foreigner," who is a very experienced fancier, wrote on
wing disease in our columns on the SJth of last July :

—" As soon as I

discover that a bird flies awkwardly I examine the joints of both wings,
and, if 1 perceive any swelling, which is the beginning of the disease, I

pluck out the ten long flight feather?:; of the wing affected, and by the time
they grow again the bird will be perfectly free from disease, and will fly

as usual. If the swelling is ver>' bad, I pluck all the long feathers of the
wing. If, on examination, I find the lump is like a bubble, I press the
liquid out, cutting the skin. Many consider the plucking cruel, and so it

is, but it is the only remedy, and the most certain of success—in fact, it

will never fail." The lameness is another form of the disease. Put some
now clean screws in the bird's water and keep them there. All Pigeons
should by rights have freedom, or, at least, much room for exercise and
great attention to condiments to correct digestion, and should not be
overcrowded.

Canary Breeding (C. A. J.).— "A hen Canary will be ready to go to nest
again in about ten days after deserting a nest of unfertile or addled eggs.
A breeding cage for Belgians does not differ from the ordinary one, but it

should be very roomy, and placed rather above than below the level of
the eye. You can purchase good Belgians for breeding this year of Mr. C.
Hawkins, 6, Bear Street, Leicester Square. I have never bred from birds
having confirmed asthma, but in lb67 I bred from a cock which, having
been very incautiously exposed to draughts early in spring, had caught
a severe cold, from which he never seemed to be entirely free. He was sent
to me when almost at his last gasp to nurse, and on his recovery I pur-
chased him, bred with him with great success all the season, and ulti-

mately took a first prize with him at a very large AJl-England Show.
None of his progeny exhibited any symptoms of asthma. Liaards and

Cinnamons are pure breeds, and are obtained in the usual way by pairing
a Jonque and Mealy bird of either description,—W. A, Blakston."
Pairing A Cock with two Hens (.4 Suhscriber).—*' In reply to this query

I will quote from a letter I have just received from the Cinnamon breeder'
to whom I referred a short time ago. He says ;—' The way I managed
mine was this. I paired the cock with one hen by keeping them in a small
cage together for a few days. When the two appeared mated, I turned
them and two other hens into a flight cage about 6 feet square ; of
course the cock put the hen he had first paired with to neat, and then the
next forward, and so on, I found that, although he did his duty by the
other two, he remained throughout the season most attached to the hen
he had first paired with. My motive for pairing with one first is this : I

find that unless I do so both or all three hens are apt to begin nesting
together, all msh for the same nest-box, and as fast as one builds the
others destroy the nest, and there is speedily a disturbance in the
house.' This is from a thoroughly practical man, and the result of his

mode of proceeding was forty young birds. I should hardly feel disposed
to introduce the second hen if the first is sitting, though you will very soon
see if it annoys her or not. The same treatment will apply in the case
of the Linnet, but such is not the usual method of Mule-breeding. The
Linnet will not be 'fresh ' before May. The hen will most likely have a
nest before then, but the eggs will not be fertile. It is a waste of time
to introduce either a Goldfinch or Linnet early in the season, before they
are in a condition for breeding, and I am sometimes astonished when I

see sensible men do so for no other ostensible reason than the pleasure
of seeing the birds duly paired and in their places. A hen so circum-
stanced will soon lay, and has the miserable satisfaction of sitting on a
nest of barren eggs, which the breeder knows full well are so when she
lays them. I have even known an intelligent man allow two Mules to

pair, and permit the hen to sit out a nest of transparent eggs not larger

than peas, with a hazy idea of something marveUous resulting.—W. A.
Blakston."

Distinguishing the Sex in Larks (Wcm).—MacgiUivray, our most
observant ornithologist, says:—" The females are a Uttle smaller, some-
what more slender, and in a faint degree less deeply coloured ; the
feathers of the head are also less elongated; but the differences are so

slight that I am unable to distinguish a male from a female by any
external character.''

Canaries with Goldfinches (A !>? ?/ Old and Constani Header).—" You
have been misinformed. It is by no means the usual practice in the
North to pair a cock Canary with a hen Goldfinch. It has been done
occasionally as an experiment, but that is all. Breeding Pied Mules
is entirely a matter of chance—pure chance. What may be the nattiral

laws which determine their production are matters far beyond our ken
and any intelligent Mule breeder will admit that at best it is groping in

the dark—a lottery in which it is fabulous odds against your drawing a,

large prize. Some men believe there is a particular class or family of

Canaries which ^vill certainly produce marked Mules when paired with
the Goldfinch'; they call it the ' Marked Mule tribe.' I do not believe in
anything of the kind, nor do I know of any method of breeding by which
such a tendency can be induced. The only true muling hen is one which
has produced a pied or a clean bird, and even then it is very doubtful
whether she will repeat the operation. Much might he written on the
subject, but in the end it resolves itself into the same thing—what is

understood as chance. Reading instruction in the mystery of breeding
Pied Mules reminds me of an article in Delamer's ' Kitchen Garden,'

on growing mushrooms. After an elaborate elucidation of the modus
opi^randi, he says something to this effect—that probably you will have a

fine crop, equally probably none at all! So with Pied Mules. When I

have solved the problem of 'squaring the circle,' I will calculate the
chances of breeding a clean Mule, and publish the mathematical formula.
I might, perhaps, introduce a patent Mule pill and Canary condition-hall

at the same time ;—W. A. Blakston."

Canaries not Pairing (S. J. !<.).—*' Do not separate the birds, and
furnish no more building material till the hen gives true evidences of an
intention to build, which is not shown by her destroying and wasting the
contents of the nest, but by carrjing the stuff into the bos, and sculfling

about in it. Till she fairly begins to build she will only waste the stuff,

and when it becomes soiled the greater portion is rejected. It is a great
mistake to be too lavish in the supply of material, unless waste is no
consideration. A little piece of moss, a small feather or two, will afford

as much amusement as the whole contents of a nest-bag. I have stated

in previous papers that nest-boxes— i'.^., bond fide wooden boxes, are not

common in this district. I do not know anyone who uses them but
myself, neither do I use them exclusively. I generally supply a box and
material for the first nests, but when the season advances, bringing with
it that abomination of abominations, the red bug. I am only too ready to
sacrifice the pleasure derived from observing the building process, in

favour of clean boxes, whether of wood, tin, pottery ware, or wirework, lined

with a fresh clean piece of felt. Let the bloodthirsty parasites come then
as fast as they like ; a clean nest every morning will be found the most
effectual bar to their increase.-W. A. Blakston."

Removing Cock Canary from Nestlings (ilf^ss J.S.).—"Thecockmay
be removed at any time, but it is not prudent to do so imless the hen is

feeding well, and you must notice whether his removal afl'ects the hen
in this respect. At first she will possibly appear restless, hopping about
the cage and giving an unhappy sort of chirp, a wail after her missing
lord ; but the demands of her infant brood will soon overcome this, and
she will very shortly nestle over them, and attend to their wants as

assiduously as if the Divorce Court had not interposed its cruel hand. I

apprehend you have a second mate for the cock
;
you can at any time

replace him along with his first love, to whom he will remain attached

with a constancy worthy of imitation.—W. A. Blakston."

Combs Displaced (A. d'Allemand).—Remedial measures should have
been resorted to at once ; we much fear that they may now be too late, as

the brood is probably destroyed and the combs irreparably damaged by
the bees gnawing away the cells. If, after examination, you should deem
them not too far gone to render success hopeless, you had better obtain a

frame hive, and after brushing the bees off the combs back into their own
empty hive, convey them {the combs) in-doors, and fit them into framep,

and induct the bees into their new dojnicile in the manner described in

pages 88 and 90 of '• The Gardeners' Almanack " for 1869. All artificial

supports may be removed from the combs in a few days, or as soon as they

^ are fixed by the bees.
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before the wall crop ripens, and these I should choose from

among the early Peaches raised by Mr. Rivers, several of which

are said to ripen early in July, though I have not myself yet

fruited them. Let fifteen be of the later liinds, among which
should be found Walburton Admirable, Eaymacker, somewhat
like the preceding ; Stump the World, an American variety,

large and handsome ; Gregory's Late Peach, good ; and Rivers'

Comet, one of the latest worth eating. Its parent the Salwey

(not Salway, as people spell il), which ripens a fortnight later,

is handsome enough for a dish, but its lovely colour is not

seen by candlelight, and I never found it worth eating. It

cannot vie with an October Pear. The Prince of Wales and

Lord Palmerstou are highly spoken of, but I have not yet

tasted them. Among the characteristic kinds, the curiosities,

if one may so call them, of Peach culture, I should not like to

have a house without the fair-skinned Malta, with its noble

flowers, the best Peach for sending by railway to a friend, or

the Grosse Mignonne, the plump darling, one of the choicest of

Peaches, but said to be rather delicate against a wall. Some
of the yellow Peaches, too, should be there—Canary, a very

distinct kind ; Golden Kathripe, early ; and Exquisite, all

handsome fruit ; but these American Peaches, though good,

are by no means equal in flavour to the old English kinds.

The Honey Peach, a Chinese variety, should not be omitted;

then the White Nectarine is doubly vinous in the orchard

house ; Rivers' Orange, with good flavour, is worth growing

for its looks alone, whether it be decked with its eye-like blos-

aoms or hung with golden fruit ; add Pine Apple, recommended
as one of the best ; and last, not least, either in merit or in

size, Victoria, which needs and deserves the warmest corner

one can give it.

You will say, that neither against the wall nor in the house
have I planted an Apricot. Well, I must own that I do not

care for Apricots much ; but if some are wanted for preserving,

plant the Royal against your stable wall, where the hard-beaten

Boil will suit it admirably ; if for eating, then add a brace of

Peach Apricots to the orchard house, and learn how superior

they are, when ripened through and through, to any that have

been grown upon a wall. If you must have more, then grow

one or two short-jointed Kaishas, which do well in this way,

among the Plums, in oblique cordon
And now for the Pears ; but before the kinds are named, let

j
by the spade.

be planted for the kitchen ; of these. Early Prolific (July),

Victoria (August), Autumn Compote (September), Diamond
(September), Autumn Beauty (October), are among the best.

Dessert Plums have already been named. If there is no orchard,
one standard Damson among the Currant bushes will be for-

given.

There ia one fruit remaining which must not be overlooked,
and that is the Apple, and in selecting from the innumerable
varieties that are oti'ered, it must be borne in mind that one
Apple that is sound in March is worth twelve that are ripe in
October. Who would eat an Apple when he can have a Pear?
The merit of the Apple is that it will keep to a season when
all other fruit, even Pears, are gone or worthless. One or two
sweet summer Apples, like the Irish Peach and Devonshire
Quarrenden. may be planted, and a few more autumn and
winter pudding Apples, such as the Blenheim Pippin but let

the main stock be for the spring. And here, again, I shall be
glad of information, premising that Ribston Pippins and
Brandy Apples may be all very well for those who have the
iron digestion of a child, but that to my mind an Apple which
will carry through the exhausting winter months its brisk and
juicy freshness untamed, and remind you of summer fruit in
the dry month of April, is worth all the sugary leather in the
world. Of such Apples, late-keeping, keen, crisp, juicy, and
digestible, I know but few. Dumelow's Seedling is the best

;

the London Pippin and Gooseberry Apple are good ; the
American Apples are light enough, but grown in England lack

flavour. Of these Northern Spy is not bad, but the famous
Newtown is not better than its parent, the London Pippin.

I should be thankful to any one who would recommend some
other Apples of this character.

Apples should be grown in an orchard, where they can. The
pretty pyramids on the Paradise give much more trouble and
no better fruit than standards, which take care of themselves,

and bear ten times the crop ; and as for the horizontal cordons
not long ago so highly recommended in the Times, experience

has taught me that they require endless attention, and yield

little for it. The warmth of a walled garden had better be
reserved for Pears and Plums ; but if Apples must be grown
in it, let them be on large bushes, so that no other crop can be
grown beneath the tree, and its roots may remain undestroyed

it be stated where they shall be grown. An 8 or 9 -feet border,

between the wall and the path, will yield plenty of space for a

row of dwarf trees on the Quince, which, if allowed to run

6 feet high and no more, will oast no shadow in summer on
the ripening wall fruit, and will leave room for one row of

Peas or %^'inter Broccoli between themselves and the wall, at

3 feet distance from the latter ; and if you would have good

Peaches, let that 3 feet be a sacred spot on which the edge of

epade never trenches, beaten as hard as you please by the feet

of fruit-eater and fruit-pruner, but never disturbed, never

dressed with anything but a summer mulching. If it be asked.

Why not plant the Pear trees elsewhere in the garden? I

answer that a 10-feet garden wall will often make the difference

of two or three degree.=: of frost, suiEcitnt to save or ruin the

blossom in spring, to trees that are even feet from it ; and
the choice Pears, almost all natives of a warmer climate, are

sadly exposed to injury from the early development of their

bloom. For the kinds, few people care to taste Pears during

the height of the Peach season. Let WilUams's Bon Chit-tien

(" Ripe Williams " they call them in the London streets), be

the first ; Beurre d'Amanlis and Beurru Superfin follow close

upon this. One of each is sufficient. But October, November,
December are the season for melting Pears. If you have room
for fifty trees, plant two of each of these—Louise Bonne, Beurre

Hardy, Mario Louise, Gansel's Eergamot, Huyshe's Victoria

and l?rince of Wales, Glou Mor<jeau, Doyennfi du Cornice,

Alexandre Lambrc, and Zephirin Gregoire, a most abundant
bearer, if not so aromatic as some others. Of midvrfnter Pears

—Winter Nelis, Benrre d'Aremberg, and Josfiphine de Malines,

I would plant six of each, with one or two of the ttill later kinds,

recommended for the wall.

Plums I would grow the same way as Pears, on bushes or

pyramids 6 feet high. If yon please, let them run along the

other side of the before-mentioned garden walk, and a very

pretty walk it will be with or without a dwarf Tea Bose, or

some choice plant, between each pair of fruit trees. Let the

Plums there alternate with Pears ; for one in three would be a

fair proportion between Plums and Pears. It should be re-

membered, too, that this fruit is more valuable for culinary

purposes than for dessert, and twice the number of trees should

By some arrangement of this kind, the different kinds of fruit

may be made to supplement one another. Pears are not grown
which ripen when there are more Peaches than can be eaten.

The Peach season is prolonged by means of the orchard house
to the end of September. The Pears chosen offer a succession

during what may be termed the four months of the Pear
season. An endeavour is made to prolong this into spring,

and when all other fruits fail, there will stiU be some juicy

Apples left to fall back upon.

In return, let me solicit some of your more experienced cor-

respondents— 1, To name such Apples as I have described.

2, The best late Pears they have proved. 3, To say whether
I am right in the observation, that late spring Pears derive

from walls a mellowness and flavour which earlier kinds do

not.

—

Wyeeide.

NOTES ON SOME OF THE GOLDEN TRICOLOR
PELARGONIUMS.

I DO not pretend at all to review the large number of these

very beautiful plants. Beautiful they all are, and specially

beautiful in the greenhouse ; for although they make, some of

them at least, a good display as bedding plants, yet I question

whether in this they are not eclipsed by some of those Bicolors

which have of late years been raised. However, having had
several of them under my own eye, and seen others, I would

—

it may be for the guidance of some of your readers—record my
opinion of them.

There were originally two distinct types of these Golden

Tricolors ; and we may, I think, from whatever source the varie-

ties have come, still see this distinction prevailing. There is

the flat, smooth, and deeply indented foliage of Sunset, and

the soft, downy, and semi-reflexed foliage of Mrs. Pollock.

Both of these are very pretty, and it would be hard to say

which of them is the more attractive—whether, for example,

Lucy Grieve, which I take to represent the Mrs. Pollock sec-

tion, or Sophia Dumaresque is the more beautiful. Each wilf

have its champions, and so we must leave their several admirers

to sing their praises ; be it mine to hold the even balance, and
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to record simply my opinion, being, in fact, in the position of

the negro—" Ciivmi- and Pompoy very much like, specially

Pompey."
Lucij Gr'u've.—One of the very brightest of the whole class.

It has not proved itself as yet to be very vigorous. I say as yet,

lor I am inclined to think that many of these plants do most
decidedly improve in habit with years. Mrs. Pollock was not
nearly so vigorous when it first came out as it is now, and
Lucy Grieve, I think, improves.

Ladi/ CaUum.—A splendid variety, vigorous and bold. The
colour'is very bright and there is plenty of it. It does not, how-
ever, run in those even zones that we are bound to look for

;

still it is one of the most effective sorts in general cultivation.

Counters of Craven (Perkins).—An improvement on Queen
Victoria of the same raisers. This variety has a peculiar soft-

ness and velvety appearance, which make it very attractive.

r.ouisa Smith (F. & A. Smith).—A fine bold plant, with
perhaps not so much colour as might be wished, but very

vigorous, and good either as a pot plant or bodder.

Soiihia CugacJc (E. G. Henderson & Co.).—A very eflective

variety. Colours of the leaves very bright.

Sophia Duiiiaresquc (E. G. Henderson & Co.).—A plant in

the style of Sunset, and while a great improvement on it, is at

the same time very eflective out of doors.

Star of India (KoUisson).—One of the very best we have.

It is another of the Sunset section. The foliage is very fiat,

and the colours in it very brilliant. It is a very good grower,

and the appearance of the plant is admirable. It is to my
mind far in advance of any in this flat-leaved section.

Miss Watson (^Vatson).—A wonderfully overrated variety.

As yet I have seen nothing in it to merit the praises bestowed
on it. It is poor in growth, and its colours by no means so

bright as those of many others.

L'Empcrciir (F. & A. Smith).—A very pretty-eoloured variety,

and of good habit of growth ; the markings somewhat in the

way of Sophia Dumaresque, which it considerably resembles.

JPrincc of Wah's (F. & A. Smith).—A prettily-coloured plant,

but having in it nothing very remarkable.

Qnccn Victoria (Perkins).—A good grower, and the foliage

pretty, but excelled by the Countess of Craven noticed above.

There are many others in cultivation, I am aware, but these

have come more immediately under my notice, and I therefore

give my notes on them for what they are worth. There are

many coming out—Achievement (Turner), Moonstone (KoUis-

son), Jetty Lacy, Lord Derby, &c. (F. & A. Smith), which will

perhaps drive some of the above out, but they will bo high-

priced for a time.—D., Deal.

SETTING GRAPES.
Mn. Simpson's remarks in the Journal of March 25th are

well worth notice ; but your readers will not, perhaps, under-
stand whether, when he speaks of leaving the young shoots of

Vines untied till after the bloom has set, he means that the
rods should be left tied back

—

i.e., with the points downwards,
as they commonly are before starting, to make the sap rise

more evenly, or whether he refers only to the young shoots
being untied, the rods being placed in their proper bearing
positions. Tight tying might stop the proper flow of sap and
cause a bunch to set badly, but loose tying just to keep a shoot
away from the glass, and the excessive moisture which would
lodge upon the foliage, can hardly, one would imagine, be the

cause.

Mr. Thomson, in his admirable " Treatise on the Vine," says,

page 39, that fire heat at night 75°, and 85° by day, with no
moisture given while they are in bloom, is the whole secret of

setting Muscats ; but if, as Mr. Simpson says, " bad setting

at any time is the result of weakness," the amount of heat is

not the only thing that has to do with it. The probability is,

that while several conditions are essential to make Muscats set

properly, one of them wanting will make the setting go all

wrong.
I have been rather puzzled with three young Muscats of

Alexandria of my own this year. They are planted inside and
trained on the back wall of a lean-to, and this wall is flued and
in parts quite hot to the hand. Now, I notice that wherever
the bunch has touched the hot wall, the berries have uniformly
set well and grown rapidly, while the parts of the bunch that

project from the wall, though only 2 or 3 inches from it, have
set very indifferently. The upper shoulders of all the bunches
are good, but the tips of some and main stalks of others are

more or less faulty. Now, in my case, I attribute this to giving
a little too much water before the Vines came into flower, for,

having been quite dust dry throuch the autumn, I gave them a
good soaking when started in January, and while they were
breaking. This excess of water caused them lo produce an
excess of sap, which exuded, as it often does, in globules all

over the young shoots and bunches. Now, whore the bunches
touched the hot wall I think this excessive sap was dried up,
at all events there was comparatively little to be seen, but the
other parts of the bunch were sparkling with globules, and
this plethoric state, I think, prevented the flowers from setting.
I do not think the temperature of the house was ever too low
or too damp, for all the other Grapes have set to a berry, and I
think the cause! have mentioned must bo the true one, but I
should like a better opinion upon it. I should mention that
the roof of the lean-to is covered with Vines which very much
shade the Muscats on the back wall, but curiously the bunches
near the bottom that are most shaded have set best, and the
finest and most vigorous-looking bunches (from, as I think,
their excess of sap), worst. I think, also, that age has some-
thing to do with it, for the Vines are quite young, only planted
two years, and as with the animal, so with the vegetable world,
very young and plethoric, or, I should say, sappy parents, are
not the sort to have vigorous offspring.

Mr. Simpson concludes his remarks by saying that he would
be glad to know if others have observed that the untied shoots
set earlier and better than the tied ones. I can only say that
I seldom tie mine more than I can help, but I have looked over
them without being able to see any difference. Heat seems to
me the chief cause for one bunch setting earlier than another.
On my flued wall some bunches are nearly half grown, while
others on the same Vine are only just coming into flower.

—

H. NicHOLLs, M.A., F.K.H.S.

I THiNic the remedy prescribed by Mr. Simpson for bad-
setting Grapes is, so far as its influence extends, a very good
one. I have noticed the same thing myself, and I quite agree
with the system, because it is a very natural way of inducing
the Vine to set its own fruit, and if practised upon weakly-
growing Vines it is an excellent way of obtaining increased
strength in the shoots and bunches before passing through the
blooming stage. I am afraid, however, that it would not be
practicable in very many cases, at least not to the extent Mr.
Simpson states, unless the Vines were trained much farther
from the glass than is the case in most vineries, because the
tendency of the shoots to grow erect would bring the tender
foliage in contact with the glass long before the bunches came
into bloom ; there they would be exceedingly liable to irre-

parable injury from burning, and other calamities would follow,

rendering the perfection of the crop very doubtful. I do not
state the above for the purpose of discouraging any one who
may wish to try the experiment ; on the contrary, I state it

solely for the guidance of those who might adopt Mr. Simp-
son's plan without a thought as to consequences.
My Vines are trained 16 inches from the glass, and I allow

the shoots to grow unfettered by tying until the bunches stand
out boldly from the joint ; by that time the foliage is quite as
near the glass as is desirable, and after being stopped the
shoot is pulled down a trifle. This operation is performed at
intervals, taking care that the shoot is not finally tied down to
the wires until after the fruit is swelling-off. By this practice
the bunches bloom and set their fruit at a considerable elevation
from the main rod.

—

Thojias Eecoed, Lillesden, RawhUurst.

TUBULAR BOILERS.
I do not pretend to the varied experience of your correspon-

dent in your paper dated March 25th, on the subject of boilers,

but as he condemns in such a wholesale manner all tubular
boilers, I think it is only fair to point out one that I find in
use both efficient and economical.
One thing in connection with boilers and the heating of

houses is, I think, often lost sight of—viz., the labour and the
attention required, often calling the gardener from his work,
and necessitating night attendance, ko. Now the boiler I am
using I obtained from Mr. Marriott, of St. Neots ; he calls it

his " improved self-regulating tubular boiler." The size I have
cost me £16 10s. It is self-contained, requiring no brickwork,
and I find that it will hold a charge of 15 bushel of coke, and
that this will last twenty hours and heat from 700 to 900 feet of

4-inch pipe, though I am now only using the boiler for about
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400 faet. With ns tho cheapest coal is not less than 18s. per
ton, and if I can heat my houses at a cost of 6d. for twenty
hoars, and at so little cost of time and attention, the system
does not merit the wholesale condemnation I have alluded to.

My gardener seems perfectly satisfied with it, and I therefore
mention it as at least being worthy of consideration.—J. E.
Baktlett.

SUBTROPICAL PLANTS.
(Concluded from par/e 221.)

[TnE following half-hardy Perennials should have preceded
"that which commences the list given last week.]

*AcAcrA LorHANTHA.—Foliage graceful and elegant, growing
erect. It is a greenhouse evergreen shrub. The seeds are slow
of germination, therefore soalc them in water at 120° for about
six hours, then sow in sandy peat soil, and place in a brisk
bottom heat of from 70° to 75' or even 80°. When the plants
are well up keep them near the glass, and give a moderate
amount of air, potting-off singly, and forwarding in the hotbed
until established: then harden them off, and afford a light and
airy position in the greenhouse, shifting them as often as the
pots become full of roots into pots a size larger. Continue this
treatment up to October, keeping the plants well supplied with
water up to that time, but after that, and during the winter,
keep them dry, but the foliage must not be allowed to flag from
want of water. A compost of two parts peat and one part loam,
with a free admixture of sharp sand, will grow them well, good
drainage being provided. In March of the second year the
plants should be encouraged with an increase of heat and mois-
ture to make a vigorous growth, and be fresh-potted as may
be necessary. The compost used may be two parts sandy
fibrous loam from turf, and one part sandy fibrous peat, witii

a free admixture of sharp sand, which is more suitable after

the plants become established. They should be well hardened
oft before being planted out, which they may be early in June.
Take them up again at the end of September or before frost,

and winter them in a greenhouse from which frost is excluded.
They are desirable for the centres of large beds, and for the
back parts of borders. Height feet.

Abutilon Due DE Malakoff.—Foliage large, hairy, with a
crimson hue, very ornamental. Flowers cream-coloured, veined
and striped with crimson. The seeds should be sown and
treated as recommended for Acacia lophautha; but it is not
necessary to steep them, and the soil should be kept dry in
winter and in spring. Cut the plants down to within G inches
of the soil, encouraging growth with a brisk heat, and planting
out in June. Height from 5 to 6 feet.

Aralia papyrifera.—Foliage large and handsome ; growth
free and compact. It requires a good rich soil, and should be
sown early in March in a compost of two parts turfy loam and
one part peat. After sowing place the seeds in a hotbed, and
grow the plants there until they are well established, then
harden off and remove them to the greenhouse, affording a light

and airy position. By the second year the plants will be large
enough to plant out, which may be done in June, choosing
rich well-trenched soil, and supplying well with water in dry
weather. It attains a height of 4 feet, and is fine for groups
and masses. It needs to be taken up before frost, and to be
wintered in a greenhouse.

AuDr.opoGON EOMBYciNus.—Ornamental Grass. Flower-heads
drooping and silvery, having a fine appearance. Sow in light

soil, pot-off, grow on in a frame in summer, and winter in a
greenhouse.
ARnxDo DONAX.—A splendid Grass, attaining a height of

6 feet, and 10 feet in sheltered situations. Its seeds should be
sown in gentle heat, the seedlings potted-off when large enough
to handle, and grown in a pit, iu which the plant may be
wintered, protection being given from frost, and the pots
plunged to the rim in coal ashes. It should have a sheltered
and warm situation.

A. VERsicoLor..—This is very effective, having a broad stripe

along the centre of each leaf. It is best treated as a green-
house plant, planting it out in June, and taking it up in Oc-
tober. The soil should be light, rich, and deep, and a warm
situation given, otherwise it does not succeed well. 4 feet.

*BoCCONIA CORDATA ROIDNDIFOLIA, B. FRUTESCENS, and B. JA-

PONicA.—Large, grey or silvery leaves ; habit robust but com-
pact. These plants very much resemble Lomatia. Fine for

specimens on lawns or in groups. Height 3 to 5 feet. For
treatment, see Aralia.

'Cannas.—C.Annei, orange; glaucous foliage, orange flowers
;

5 feet. *C. Annel superba, dark purple foliage, salmon flow-

ers ; 5 feet. C. discolor floribunda, foliage green, veined purple
;

flowers red and yellow; 5 to 6 feet. C. gigantea major, foliage

green, flowers scarlet ; 6 feet. C. grandiflora floribunda, foliage

dark green with a purple tint, flowers red ; 4 feet. C. hybrids
Warscewiczoides, foliage veined, flowers red; 4 feet. *C. Kre-
lagei discolor, foliage purplish, red flowers ; 4 to5 feet. *C. me-
tallica, foliage bronzed, dark ; flowers crimson ; 4 feet. "C. mu-
Sicfolia, foliage green, large and fine ; flowers red ; 4 to 5 feet.

C. rotundifolia rubra, foliage dark purple, flowers scarlet;

5 to G feet. 'G. Eendatleri, bronzy foliage, orange flowers;

4 to 5 feet. C. Warscewiczii, foliage green, flowers blood red ;

3 feet. C. Warsctwiczoides grandiflora, foliage green, flowers

dark red; 3 feet. »C. zebrina, foliage striped violet purple,

fine ; flowers scarlet ; 5 feet.

The above are stately ornamental-foliaged plants, which
require to be planted in sheltered situations, as the foliage is

large, and tears in all forms when exposed to wind. The seeds

should be sown from February to April, previously soaking
them in water at 125° for ten or twelve hours. For sowing use
a good, rich, sandy soil, and afterwards place in a hotbed of

from 70° to 75°, and when the seedlings have two leaves pot

them off singly in a compost of two parts light turfy loam and
one part fibrous peat or leaf mould, with a free admixture of

sharp sand. Continue the plants in a hotbed, potting as re-

quired, and at the end of May harden well off, and plant out in

June. They should have a bed of deep, rich, light soil, well

drained, and enriched with leaf mould or old rotten manure.
They should be well supplied with water in dry weather, and
the ground in which they are planted may be mulched with

cocoa refuse dust or old rotten manure. In autumn the plants

should be taken up before frost and potted, placing them
in a light airy house ; and when the foliage decays they may
be removed to a cool dry place until February or March, when,
if placed in a hotbed of 70°, they will start into fresh growth ;

being encouraged with a good supply of water and a moist

atmosphere, they will become strong by the middle or end of

May, when they should be well hardened-off, and they should

be planted out at the beginning of June. It is a common
practice to leave the plants in the open ground until cut off

by frost, and then store the roots away as Dahlia tubers are.

This plan answers tolerably well ; but the growth not being

perfected, though the tubers start freely in the following year,

the plants are not equal to those that are taken up, potted, and
placed in a light airy house, where they not unfrequently con-

tinue to expand their blossoms for some time if supplied with

water throughout October ; then gradually discontinue watering,

so as to have the plants thoroughly dried off by the beginning

of December, when they should be kept cool and dry until the

beginning of March. They should then be fresh-potted and
forwarded in a hotbed until of good size, and be hardened

well off and planted out in June. In some warm sheltered

spots, and in sandy gravelly soil where water does not lodge in

the subsoil, the roots may be left in the ground during the

winter, mulching them in October with about 3 inches thick of

half-decayed leaves, and after the stems are cut off by frost

they should be cleared away, and a covering of litter placed

over the beds before severe frosts set in. In March the litter

should be removed, and the bed pointed over with a fork, not

going so deeply as to injure the plants.

Centaubea 'eabylonica.—Foliage large and silvery, hand-

some. Height. 3 to 4 feet. Flowers yellow.

C. CANDiDissniA.— Silvery foliage ; well known. 1 foot.

C. Fenzlii.—Foliage large, glaucous green; flowers pale

yellow. 3 feet.

0. GYMsocARPA.—Foliage silvery, graceful. IJ foot.

These are the finest of all the silver-foliaged plants, and fine

either for beds or borders. The seeds should be sown in March

in a compost of two parts fibrous light loam, and one part

sandy peat, with a free admixture of silver sand, placing them

in a hotbed. When the plants have two rough leaves pot off

singly in small pots, and forward in the hotbed until well esta-

blished ; then well harden the plants, and remove them to a

cold frame, potting as required up to October. Afterwards

place on an airy shelf in the greenhouse, giving no more water

in winter than enough to keep the foliage from flagging. In

spring encourage with a slight increase of heat, and shift as

the pots become filled with roots, harden well off in May, and

plant out in June. The plants should betaken up before frost,

potted, and wintered in a light airy greenhouse, keeping them

dry over tho winter, but not so much so as to cause the shrivel-

ling of the stems and foliage.
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CuiMSPHDcE OASSABON/B.—Foliftga bright green, spiny, beau,

tifal ; 2 to 4 feet.

C. DL\ciNTiiA.—Foliage white, spiny ; 2 feet.

These biennials have a tine appearance, their spiny foliage

being very hanJsome. The seed ehoold be sown in May in a

gentle heat, in a compost of two parte turfy loam and one part

leaf mould, frtely mixed with sand. The plants when large

enough to handle should be potted off singly, and as often as

the pots fill with roots repot up to October, and then remove
to a cool house, koeping rather dry daring the winter. They
may be wintered in a cold pit, the pots being plunged to the

rim in coal ashes, and protected from frost by a covering of

mats over the lights. Plant out in May.
Ertthhina cRisTA-CALLi (Coral tree).—Foliage shining and

handsome; flowers crimson scarlet, produced in racemes from
the axils of the leaves. The seeds ought to he sown early in

March singly in small pots, in a comport of two-thirds loam,
and the remaining third equal parts sandy peat and leaf mould,
with a free admixture of s&nd. Place the pota in a bottom
heat of from 7Cr to 7.')'. Keep the soil moist but not very wet,

and near the glass, .\dmit air freely after the seeJlmgs appear

;

and when the pots are full of roots shift into pots a size larger,

and continue in the hotbed until established, taking out the
points of the shoots when the plants are about (i inches high,

shortening them to two or at the most three joints. When the

plants are well established remove them to a light and airy

position in the Rreenhou.se, repotting them as required until

August, then gradually reduce the supply of water, and in

October discontinue it altogether, keeping them cool and dry
daring the winter, but safe from frost. In March cut them
down to within two eyes of the base of each slioot, and place

them in a house where there is a gentle heat, and when they
have shoots 2 inches lonj shake the plant out of the pot, re-

pot in the same size of pot, and keep close, moist, and shaded
until it has recovered from the potting ; then expose fully to

light and admit air freely, keeping near the glass so as to have
the plant dwarf. Plant cut in .June in rich soil in an open
situation, and in dry weather keep the plants well supplied
with water, and syringe freely overhead. Take them up before
severe weather, pot, and keep them in a place secure from frost

over the winter, dry, but not so much so as to cause the lower
part of the shoots to shrivel.—G. Abbey.

ROYAIi HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Arnir. Uth.

Fruit Comshttee.—G. F. Wilson, Esq., F.R.S., in the ohair.

Mr. Calver, gardener to Sir H. Cotterell, ftarnons, sent a bunch of
Lady Downe's Seedling; GraTie, whicli had been very well kept. Mr.
Calver's object in sending thj bnnch was to compare it with some of

the other and newer late varieties, but as no otbei-s were exhibited the
comparison conld not be made. Messrs. Manle & Son, of Bristol,

sent a dish of a beautiful, small, conical Apple, called Easter Beauty,
which will, doubtless, form an ornament in the dessert, bnt its texture
and the flavour of the flesh were such as not to recommend it for use.

Mr. J. A. Franklin, of Hamustead, sent a dish of what was supposed
to be a seedhng Apple, which in the opinion of the Committee was
Hoary Morning. Mr. T. Lockie, Court Gardens, Great Marlow, sent
very handsome specimens of Reinette da Canada, grown in 10-iuch
pots, to which a special certificate was unanimously awarded for the
skilful cultnre. Mrs. Blackett Ord, of Whitfield Hall, Haydon Bridge,
sent two specimens of a seedling Apple, raised from seed of a French
Apple, of very large size, and anguUir lile the Catshead or lientish
Codlin, sound, and of excellent flavour. It was commended by the
Committee, and a request was made that Mrs. Ord would send it again
another season. Mr. George Beech, Castle Ashby, sent a seedUng
Apple, the texture and flavour of which were such as not to recom-
mend it. Mr. G. Craddock, gardener to Lord Willongbby do Broke,
Compton Vcrney, sent a fine specimen of Shaddock, anil two large
fruit of the Seville Orange, remarkably well grown. They were
grown on the back wall of a vinery under the shade of Vines.

Prizes were offered at this meeting for collections of Cucnmbers.
In Class 1, for a brace of Wliite-spined Cucumber, there were tivo

exhibitors. Mr. Lockie, the Court Garden, Great Marlow, sent Berk-
shire Challenge, a brace of veiy handsome Cucumbers, receiving the
first prize, and the second was awarded to Mr. Godfrey, gardener to
.J. Anderson, Esq., Ankerwyke, Wraysbury, for Anderson's Perfection.
In the class for Black Spines there were no exhibitors. In Class 3, for
Smooth Cucumbers, there were three exhibitors. The first prize was
awarded to Telegraph Improved, exhibited by Mr. Gilbert, Bnrgbley
House Gardens, Stamford. No other dish was considered worthy of
a prize. In the class for "Any variety. " Mr. Lockie exhibited six

remarkably handsome fruit of Blue Gown, obtained by crossing
Tomer's Favourite and Telegraph. They measured 22 inches, and

were awarded the first prize, and the second was awarded to Mr. God-
frey, for six fruit of Anderson's Perfection.

Mr. Cadger, of Luton Uoo Park, sent a dish of Prince of 'Wales

Potato.

Floral Comjuttee.t-Rpv. J. Dix in the chair. The weather was
unfortunately wot, tho rain never ceasing the whole day, and the
Fellows who usually support these meetings were deprived of the Op-
p.irtiiuity of admiring an exceedingly interesting exhibition. Mt^
William Paul's Koses alone were worth a long journey to soo anci

ailmire; the Orchids, also, were very nnraerous. Mr. .t. Dohson, of

1 .leworth, sent several seedling Cinerarias ; with the exception of a
white flower. Princess Tec"k, there was none in advance of flowers

already seut out. Thia novelty was too coarse and irregular to merit;

any distinction. Mr. Badman, nnrHOrymau, Gravosend, exhibited'

several small plants of Zonal Pelargonium Harbinger, a large brilliant;

scarlet flower, very showy, but deficient in ontlino and comiyactness o£

truss. Tbero are hundreds of seedlings of equal merit. Messrs.

Kullisson, Tooting, sent a collection of plants which was awarded a
special certificate ; among them were some small specimens of fine

varieties of Camellias, and several Palms. Mr. Shcrrfltt, gardener to

•Tames Bateman, Esq., Kuypersley, bronght cut specimens of Hhodo'
dendron Batomanni, one of the Bhotan kinds, of a very dark purplialr

rose, but quite deUcatt) in constitution. Mr. Fairbairn, Acton Green,

exhibited specimens of a seedling Cineraria named Floribuuda. .This

was wide of tho mark in every possible way.

Mr. Bull exhibited Oncidiam nubigenum, which was awarded a
second-class certificate ; Ficns ebumea—first-class certificate—a plant

useful for its foliage in subtropical gardens ; Coleus Princess Louise,

and Coleus Alexandra, not equal to the Coleuseg lately introduced.

Among other plants from Mr. Bull, were Sophronitis grandiflora. Cym-
bidium eburneam, Strelitzia grandiflora. Gloxinia Conquest, and Ea-
onymus japonicus aureus.

Messrs. Lee, Hivmmersmith, sent a collection of Cephalotaxna,

proving these plants to be moncecious in some cases. Mr. Williams,

HoUoway, exhibited a fine collection of Orchids, which was awarded
a special certificate ; among them were some very interesting speci-

mens ; also a collection of greenhouse phauts which received a special

certificate. Among the Orchids were two species of Cfelogync ; one

was recognised by Mr. Bateman as C. oculata. Mr. Williams also

sent a x)lant of Primula sinensis magnifica, a white fringed flower,

but not of so pure a white as some previously exhibited.

Messrs. Smith, Dulwicb. sent a very neat collection of plants,

among them some of their beautiful Tricolor Zonal Pelargoniums in

fine condition ; also a collection of seedling Cinerarias. Orb of

Day is of very superior quabty. indeed a great advance in this

flower, dark crimson flowers beautifully marked by a white centre an<f

disk ; this, with the seedling Royal Purple, is by far the best Cine-

raria of the season. This new strain, which may be named Tricolor,

promises to produce a new feature in these useful spring decorative

])lants. Messss. Smith sent in addition Azalea Advancer, a very fine

flower of rosy tint, good in form, but the plant out of condition

—

probably thismay at some future day take a good position ; and Azalea

Nimrod, of no particular merit. A special certificate wag awarded

the collection.

Mr. Wm. Paul sent a very splendid collection of pot Roses, which

deservedly claimed a special certificate. Among them there was a new
Iterpetual climber. Prince Leopold, but not in condition to require any

special notice, however good it may prove in its proper season. Mr-
W. Paul also exhibited two plants of a new Hyacinth called Sonora ;

full spikes, but colour a pale buff, not sufficiently distinct.

Mr. Wilson, gardener to W. Marshall, Esq., sent cut specimens of

beautiful Orchids. Messrs. Veitcb exhibited a fine collection of stove

plants, which was awarded a special certificate. Among them were

Azalea .Tames Veitcb, Gesneramacrantha, Rhododendron Brookeannm,
a beautiful plant with bright yellow flowers—first-class certificate;

Cymbidinm tigrinum—second-class certificate ; Thrixspermnm lum-
ferum, Oncidium cucullatum, and others.

Mr. Green, gardener to W. W. Saunders, Esq., was awarded a first-

class certificate for a new Agave De Smetiana, two curious terrestrial

Orchids, and fine specimens of Hypocyrta brevicalyx, known also as

Gloxinia bypocyrtiflora, Messrs. Paul & Sou sent seedling CameUia
Glory of Cheshuut, almost identical with C. Valtevaredo.

Mr. Turner, Slough, received a special certificate for a neat group

of plants, among them some of his well-known variegated Zonal Pe-

largoninms. It bad been previously determined by the Committee

that all awards for Zonal Pelargoniums should be deferred till the

May special meeting for this class of plants. Messrs. Lane sent a cut

specimen of Weigela purpurata. Mr. 'Whiting, of The Deepdene,

Dorking, exhibited a seedling Rhododendron resembling Sesterianum ;

and Mr. Lawrence, gardener to the Bishop of Winchester, a fine speci-

men of Odontoglossum luteo-purpureum, a snlendid species. This

received a special certificate. Mr. Peat, Park Hill, had a golden

variegated form of the common Valerian ; and Mr. Laxton, Stamford,

some seedling Zonal Pelargoniums, on which judgment was deferred

till the May meeting. Mr. Max Leichlin, of Carlsrube, sent a speci-

men of Lilium Thomsonianum. Much discussion arose as to its

merits, but in comphment to the exhibitor a first-class certificate was
awarded. More will be said on this plant, as the question as to its

being a trne Lilium is referred to high autbority. It evidently was

not exhibited in its true character. Major Trevor Clarke sent a fine
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specimen of a Sempervivum ; the specific name was not decided njion,
aithongh an old and well-known plant.

General MEETrNo.—Major R. Trevor Clarke in tlie cbair. After
the Tisnal annonncement of awards, and the election of fourteen new
Tellows. the Rev. I\I. J. Berkeley addressed the meeting, remarking,
in the first place, tliat at a recent meeting Mr. Bateman had exhibited
a portion of an Elm covered with knots, which he had met with at
Pan, and that he himself (Mr. Berkeley), had then stated that he was
acquainted with a tree in Rutlandshire similarly covered with knots,
on each of which there was an adventitious hud, but there were few of
these buds in the specimen from Pau. He now produced a number of
specimens from Cliiswick most curiously knotted, each bnrr having
one, and some of them several, adventitious bude. The knots were
precisely the same thiug'j on a small scale as the gnaurs on the stems
of Elms, which last make beautiful articles of furniture.
Mr. Berkeley then read the following ^j/vcis of the statements re-

ceived as to the modes of preserving the fruit, from the persons who
competed for the prizes offered at the February meeting :

—

1. As the flavour of fruit is so easily affected by heterogeneous
odours, it is highly desirable that the Apple and Pear rooms should,
if possible, be distinct from each other.

2. That the walls and the floor should be annually washed with a
Eolution of quicklime, to which common salt is sometimes added.

3. That the room should bo perfectly dry, kept at as uniform a
temperature as practicable, and well ventilated ; but that there should
aot be a thorough draught, which would cause the fruit to shrivel.

4. That the utmost care should be taken in gathering the fruit,
which should he handled as little as possible.

5. That for present use the fruit should be well ripened ; but if for
long keeping, it is better, especially with Pears, that it should not have
arrived at complete maturity. This point, however, requires consider-
able judgment.

6. That no imperfect fruit should be stored yviih. that which is

sotmd, and that every more or less decayed specimen should be im-
mediately removed.

7. That, if placed on shelves, the fruit should not lie more than
iwo deep, and that no straw should be used.

8. That where especially clear and beautiful specimens are wanted,
ihey may be packed carefully in dry bran, or in layers of perfectly
dry cotton-wool, either in closed boxes or in large garden pots. Scent-
less sawdust will answer the same purpose ; but Pine sawdust is apt
to communicate an unpleasant taste.

^
9. With care early Apples may be kept till Christmas, while many

lands may be preserved in perfection to a second year-
Mr. Berkeley next directed attention to one of Messrs. Veitch's

Orchids, not as an object of beauty, but as a physiological curiosity.
This plant, Thrixspermum lunifernm, had never produced a single leaf
either last year or this, but the place of leaves had been supplied by
its aerial roots, which have a green tint, resulting from chlorophyU
ibeneath their surface. The prize offered by Mrs. Lloyd Wynne tor
I^arcissus at the first Tuesday Meeting in April, 1870, was then re-
Jerred to, and it was stated that the object of the prize was not to
iring together a large number of mere varieties, although these would
not be excluded, but the best collection of species ; and Mr. Berkeley
added that he was glad to find that Mr. Baker, of the Kew Herbarium",
had undertaken to give an account of the genus. The collection of
Cephalotaxus from Messrs. Lee, of Hammersmith, was then noticed.
and the species which were distinct pointed out, the lecturer observ-
ing that when Cephalotaxus Fortuni was first imported it was supposed
to be dioecious, but specimens both at the Lord Ohief Baron Pollock's,
at Hatton, and at Mr. Standish's, had produced on the same plant
ioth male and female flowers; therefore the plant is moncecious.
An example of Picea Pinsapo was exhibited as one of the effects of
the heat of last summer, and it was mentioned that the same tree had
produced its male inflorescence in two or three parts of England, and
the female at Hastings. With regard to the Lily from Mr. Max
Leichliu, of Carlsruhe, Dr. Thomson, after whom it "had been named,
was in doubt whether it was a true Lilium or an Authericum, and
Lad taken specimens to Kew to determine its relationship. Mr.
Berkeley then remarked that, although the Apple crop was good last
year, and it had been observed that it was rarely so in two consecutive
years, there was every prospect of its being again good this season.
As to Pears, it had been mentioned in some of the gardening periodi-
cals that the blossoms were injured, but in those he had examined he
iad never found a stigma destroyed, and it was there that the injuiy
from frost began, the stigma dying, and death being carried down to
the ovules. Mr. Berkeley concluded by pointing out a Fungus found
J)y Mr. Edmonds under Cedar trees at Chiswick, and which also
occurred under these trees at some other places, adding that an account
of it would be found in the last volume of the Linnean Society's
*' Transactions."

Major Clarke said he would bring under the notice of the meeting
a little flower belonging to the family of Gladiolus, many of which
were gorgeous in crimson and gold ; but how difierent was this ! It
"Was remarkable for its small, pure pale blue flowers, and was just one
of those treasures Mr. Wilson Saunders deals with in his "Refuge."
Another Gladiolus which he had brought with him he believed was
G. tristis, and it had flowers of a pale primrose tint, and was exquisitely
fragiant at ni^ht. The shabby-loukiug dormant plant which hu next
laid before them was the old Hemerocallis japonica or Funlda, snbcor-

data, rarely seen in flower, simply because its cultivation is not
understood. It was perfectly hardy as to its foliage, but not hardy as
to producing its flowers in perfection. He had a plant by the side of
one of his ponds, which, though gi-owing freely, rarely flowers, but if it

flowers these are distorted. In a warm house, however, the plant
flowers in perfection, its blossoms being of a beautiful etherial white,
The key to its successful cultivation was this : the plant forms a
number of crowns or heads, the principal of which produces a flower,
but unless well grown and strong it will not flower at all, and fresh
crowns will be formed. All the subordinate shoots or heads must,
therefore, be pinched off except one for flowering in the following year,
and unless this is done the plant only affords an immense mass of
leaves.

Mr. Bateman said those who had cultivated Cucumbers in the old
frames knew they would not gi-ow straight, and mentioned it was
related by Mr. Smiles of George Stephenson, that feeling annoyed at
his Cucumbers always growing curled, at last the idea strnck him to
grow them in glass tubes, when he exclaimed. I think I have " bothered
them noo." After stating that the Shaddock would grow well under
the shade of other trees, and that the Kumquat (of which a fruiting
shoot was shown by Mr. Sherratt), is still as beautiful as ever in a
wai-m gi-eenhouse or stove at Kuypersley, Mr. Bateman offered some
remarks on the Orchids, observing, in the first place, that the Thrix-
spermum refei-red to by Mr. B.^rlcciey was not the only instance of an
Orchid doing veiy well without leaves. Two in the East Indies, one
an Epidendrum and the other an Angi'a?cum, never x)roduced leaves.
Messrs. RoUisson's collection was especially commended to notice, and
it was mentioned that that firm had been growing Orchids before those
who generally exhibited these plants at the Society's meetings. The
variety of Oncidium cucullatum, from Messrs. Veitch, and O. nubige-
num, sent under the name of O. phalfenopsis oeulata, were next
noticed, the latter as coming from a greater elevation than any other
Orchid—namely, about 11,000 feet above the level of the sea. the
former as growing GOOU feet lower down. A Neottia from Mr. Wilson
Saunders, having mottled leaves, showed that Orchids were determined
to keep pace with the age, for the rage seemed to be variegated plants,
and a prettier plant than this with mottled leaves could scarcely be
found. With regard to the fine specimen of Sophronitis grandiflora,

Mr. Batemau said the pure burning red flowers vary in the plant's

native conntry from 1 to .S inches in diameter ; in the specimen be-
fore him they were just under rl inches, and were the largest he had
seen, except at the Bishop of Winchester's, where they were just over
3 inches. The beautiful examples of Odontoglossum macranthnm
hastiferum from Messrs. Veitch, and of Odontoglossum luteo-pur-
pureum fi'om the Bishop of Winchester's gardener, were then pointed
out, as well as Warscewiczella discolor, with pretty Gloxinia-like
flowers, and some other Orchids which had been shown at previous
meetings. Mr. Bateman, in conclusion, dir-ected attention to a flower-

ing truss of the pretty Sikldm Rhododendron named after himself.
Major Clarke remarked that one of the Neottias—N. nidus-avia—is

a British species, also that Messrs. Lane's show would open on the
7th inst.

THE ORIGIN OF DOMESTICATED PLANTS,
DEMONSTRATED BY THE CULTIVATION OF THK WILD KADISH.

[Theee is no subject in gardening of greater interest than
the origin of those cultiyated esculents which contribute so
much to our pleasures and necessities. The greater mass of

people never give the subject a consideration ; they are content
to eat, live, and enjoy, heedless of the efforts that have been ex-

pended, or the means adopted, to minister to their necessities.

But there are many in whose minds the question, Whence are

they? has often arisen, and to which a reply has been sought
in vain. To our good friend M. Carriore, of the Museum d'Uis-
toir,; Naturdle of Paris, we are indebted for the following most
interesting and practical sohition of the subject, and we feel

certain our readers will unite with us in thanking him by a full

appreciation of his ingenious labours.

—

Eds.]

On seeing our fruit trees and kitchen garden plants, and
eating their produce, we naturally ask the question, How have
they originated? Two answers alone are possible—either to

admit that they are modifications or descendants of a wild
type, or that they were created much the same as they now are.

As every-day facts, supported and explained by science, con-

tradict the latter supposition, the former we may consider is

the truth.

To trace the origin of a plant, how should we proceed ? By
tracing analogies, and making comparative experiments, study-

ing well their results, in order to form deductions and find out
resemblances.

It is impossible to enter fully into the origin of all domesti-
cated plants, and it is equally impossible to trace even one of

them absolutely to its original form ; but let it be granted that
Eaphanus raphanistrum is a species, not, however, in the
sense in which naturalists generally accept the word—that is.

as being an absolute type, of which the extension is limited
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Every scientific inrjuiry may be oompared to a line which can

always be extended from each eud. But as the progress of

onything cannot bo ascertained without knowing the different

stages, as the distance travelled can only be measured from a

fixed starting point, I will take as that starting point llaphanus
raphanistrum, as it is found wild, and which ia represented in

figs. 1, 2, and ;;.

Kaphanus raphanistrum, or the Wild Radish, is a weed be-

longing to the natural order Cruoifern?, and often confounded
with Sinapis arvensis, or Charlock. It is much branched, the

ramifications strong, wide apart, springing from the collar, with

lyrate leaves (y;//. 1). In a wild state it is found with pale

yellow, as well as with pure white or lilac-veined llowers.

Having stated what are the principal characters of 11. rapha-

nistrum, I will mention how the idea occurred to me of sub-

jecting the plant to cultivation. Born and brought up iu the

tained were nearly eimilar. At Paris the long form of root pre-

dominated, and was almost the only one, and in the country it

was the reverse. Again, whilst at Paris, only white or rose-

coloured roots were produced, in the country these were purple,

or very dark brown verging on black, and there were some of

all forms and colours. There were at once representatives of

the various sorts both of Kadish and Turnip, a statement,

however, which must not bo taken as meaning that I consider

the two vegetables the same. There was even one (/if/. 5)

exactly like the Chinese Winter lladish, and with a flavour in-

termediate between that of the Kadish and the Turnip. Finally,

one of the most singular of the varieties rait^ed yii/. '.t) was of a
beautiful purple colour, both oxtornally, and in its flesh, being
in this respect similar to the red-lleehod Beetroots, and purple-

fleshed Potatoes, among vegetables, and the Sanguine Peach
and Pain-Yin Pear among fruits.

Fig. 1.

V?ild Radisli ia flower.

country, mo.?t of my youth was spent iu the fields. One day I
observed some resemblance between the pods of the garden
Radish and those of the wild one, which at that time I mis-
took for Charlock. I found them good to eat, and it occurred to

me to sow the seeds, but my intention to do so was not carried

. out till long afterwards, when, hearing of various experiments
made with Cabbages, Beet, and Carrots, the remembrance of

what I called Charlock occurred to me, and I determined to

experiment on the plant. With this yiew, I gathered in the
fields, and as far as possible from allied plants, such as Cabbages,
Turnips, Eadishes, &c,, seeds of Kaphanus raphanistrum, and
sowed them with the iutention'of resowing in several successive
years, selecting every time seeds from those plants which pre-
sented the most promising features.

To give my experiment, which was continued during five

successive years, a greater amount of certainty, and to impress
upon it more deeply the seal of truth than would otherwise
have been the case, it was carried out under two different con-
ditions—viz., at Paris, in the light, dry soU of the nurseries of

the Museum of Natural History, and in the country, in a strong

calcareous clay. Under these two conditions the results ob-

Fig. 2.

Pods of the Wild Radish. A, Pod of the samo improved.

The better to show the differences between II. raphanistrum,
and the varieties which it produced, I will place in opposition
the leading characteristics of each, which are as follow :

—

EAPH.1XUS RAPiiAN'isTRua, tlia t_vpo. Flowcfs pale yellow or white,
sometimes lightly streaked with purple. Pods very small, inclining,
only slightly fleshy, /loots long and thin, dry, flbroas, of one unifona
shape, always white, hard, suh-ligneons, uneatable.
Yarieties Pkodcced by Eaphantjs RAPHANisTnuii. Floirers white,

rosy purple, or yellow, of one colonr or more frequently streaked-
Pvds variable in size and form, inolining, occasionally npris^bt, some-
times very strong and almost as thick and long as those of the Madras
Kadish, being then succulent and gooi to eat. Iioots large, sometimes
of very great size, very variable in form and colour, fleshy ; the flesh
white, sometimes yellow or rose-coloured, sometimes purple, saccoldut
and good to eat.

From the above it will be seen that the differences between
the type and the varieties which proceeded from it were con-
siderable, especially considering that they were the results of
only four generations. I will now proceed to point out the
principal characteristics of the roots shown in the figures.

i"7;;s. 1, 2, and 3 are typical of the Wild Radish. Fiij. 1 is a
representation (one-half the natm-al size), of the end of a
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flowering shoot. J-i;/. 2 is a portion of the shoot with pods of
the natural eize, and beside this shoot is a pod a of the plant
as improved. Jug. 3 (reduced one-hal/) represents a root of the
wild plant as seen in plants which have attained about their
full growth.
As in the present case the whole of the progress

made consists in the increased size of the roots, it

will be useful to state their comparative weight in
the wild and cultivated states. The root shown
in A'?- 3 {thie, like all the succeeding figures, is

half the natural size), when about full grown,
weighed 339.515 grains (22 grammes), and was
white, dry, fibrous, leathery, and uneatable, even
when fresh-taken up.
The root shown in Jii/. i was white, slightly

tinged with purple at the top. Its length from
the collar to the extremities of the roots was
17.717 inches, its greatest diameter 2.362 inches,
and it weighed 12.109 ozs. (345 grammes).
The root represented in jii/. 5 was of a beau-

tiful vermilion-rose colour, aud near the top of a
very dark red approaching to purple. Its length

9.843 inches, its diameter slightly exceeding 2| inches, its weight
7.09 ozs.

Fifl. 9 was blackish-purple veined ; flesh purple, shaded and
streaked with a deeper colour to a depth of four-tenths of an
inch, the rest of the flesh white, slightly tinged with purple.

Its length was 8.662 inches, its diameter
slightly over 2J inches, its weight 5.115 ozs.
In the root shown injUi. 10 the skin was

of a deep blackish maroon, almost black ; the
flesh was milk white, and very delicate. The
length was 10.630 inches, the diameter 2.362
inches, the weight 3.069 ozs.

Firi. 11 is a representation of a root with a
fine very thin skin of a beautiful rose colour,
and very juicy almost melting flesh. Its
regularly swelling, much flattened form gave
it the appearance of a handsome Kadisb , such
as a gardener would pick out for saving seed
from. Instead of growing under ground it
grew almost on the surface like some kinds of
Turnips. Itswhole length was 4.725 inches,

s''

3.—Koot of tho Wild Radish. Fig. 4.—Wild Radish improved.

was 15f inches, its diameter 3.543 inches, its weight 15.696 ozs.

It was so like what are known in the trade as the China
Kadishes, that if mixed with these it would be impossible to

distinguish it.

The root shown in Jig. 6 was of a dark brick red ; the skin

rugose, as if corky, or embroidered ; the form exactly that of a

Turnip ; the flesh rose, streaked or veined with red to a depth

of four-tenths of an inch, the rest white, slightly tinged with
ilesh colour. Its length was 10.23G inches, its diameter

5.118 inches, its weight 22.046 ozs.

Fig. 7 represents a root with a white skin, very smooth and
even-surfaced, its appearance like that of a fine, large, well-

grown Turnip. Its length was nearly V2{o inches, its diameter

nearly 4 inches, its weight 22.963 ozs.

Fig. 8 was white, purplish near the collar ; its length was

its diameter half the length, and the form so flattened that the
thickness was only 1,"; iuch. The weight was 2.309 ozs.

The whole of the roots, whatever their colour or form, were
succulent, and had a well-marked Kadish flavour, approaching in
some to that of the Black Spanish Radish. On careful tasting
some appeared to me to have a very slight sugary flavour, with
a tendency to approach that of the Turnip. In none, however,
was the Turnip flavour appreciable in a raw state, but when
they were cooked the case was very different. Then the
pungency of the Eadish entirely disappeared, giving place to
the Turnip flavour, which, instead of being mild, was very
strong. The smell of Turnips was also emitted hy the roots
when exposed to the air after having been taken up, and when
decaying. The flesh (I am referring to the cooked roots), wag
not exactly like that of the Kadish.^being much firmer, hardly
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BO BURsry, but floury, and therefore very nutritiouB. Thus I

had planta which could neither be classed with the Badishe j m >r

rt' f*-'

\

Fig. 6.

the Turnips, but which Eeemed to partake of the nature of

vegetable considered it delicious, and it may be ad<J«l Ujat,

however large the rootB, not one waR hollow; alsc Ibat ttey
remaioed good for several months after being taken «;i-

'^ y
i/

Fig. 7.

What advantages can be derived from these experimenlB?
each of these, being EadisLes in their raw and Turnips in

|
It would be rash to hazard a decided opinion, but the iwsaU*
already obtained favour the idea ihit in this way netr rseaeof

T^Mf.

Fig. 8. Fig. 9.

their cooked state : but it must be admitted that the Radish
flavour was by far the stronger of the two. Ail who ate the

Fig. 10. Fig. lU

plants Euitable for agriculture and horticulture may bo pro-
duced. Already we may consider the Wild Radish improved
as being an economic plant, a particular kind of vegetable, &
family Radish I may call it, obtained from a wild plant hitherta

regarded as a mere weed. I call it a family Radish for two
reasons— first, because it grows so large, and second, beea^scse

when taken up and kept in a cellar it oan be eaten sii Vbxas^
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the winter like Tamips, for wbich it to a certain extent eervea
as a substitute.

In the experinaents which I have given an account of, there
is one important fact which requires special notice, and that is

the influence exercised by the conditions under which we
operate—conditions of air, moisture, and dryness, heat and
cold, aspect, &c., which collectively constitute ohmate ; also,

of soil both chemically and physically, subsoil, <S;c.—all circum-
stances that are extremely variable, and which, in conjunction
with climate, influence the life and characters of living things.

Soil is not uniform in its influence, for the latter is regulated
not only by the chemical composition of the soil, but by its

physical characters, and these may be modified in a thousand
different ways ; hence in two soils, supposing these to be per-
fectly alike (and that cannot be), very different results will be
obtained if the one be cultivated and the other not, or if both
be cultivated but in a different manner. It is a well-known
fact that if on two adjoining pieces of land the same descrip-
tion of plant is grown, frequently the results obtained are very
different, and this is especially the case with the Vine. From
the same kinds of Grape cultivated in the same manner, the
wines produced are occasionally totally unlike in quality and
keeping. I repeat, then, that the mode of cultivation, by modi-
fying the conditions in which the plant is placed, exercises a
considerable influence on the crop produced. This fact is

placed beyond doubt by the experiments I have related, and
which have resulted in such changes in the Wild Radish as
those shown in the accompanying figures. This plant has
grown from time immemorial, and in large numbers, in the
fields, but had never produced anything different from what it

does at the present day—namely, comparatively low, much-
branched plants with small pods and white, slender, fibrous,
dry, almost woody roots, yet in only four generations and five

years it has become so changed as to constitute a new economic
plant. But, as already remarked, the results obtained in Paris
and in the country were different in their details, though
similar as a whole. In the country, in a strong calcareous
clay soil (Wheat land), the short forms of root predominated,
indeed, were almost the only forms produced, whilst at Paris
in a very light, warm, and deep calcareous soil only long, white,
or somewhat purphsh roots, of v/hich Ji;i. i may be taken as
an example, were obtained. These facts explain why, when
sowing the same seeds, different results occasionally follow.

Having shown how I transformed the Wild Eadish into a
domestic plant in four generations, I will point out the means
by which these results can be obtained as quickly as possible.
It is simply selection.—(Extracted and translated from a jiainph-

let by M. Cairiirc, Head Gardener in the Nurseries of the Museum
of Natural History.)

MAIZE AS A GARDEN ESCULENT.
I HAVE sent you a box of choice Maize seed, which I should

be thankful if yon would have exhibited quickly at the Eoyal
Horticultural Society's, and afterwards sown in the garden at
Kensington, or at Chiswick, for trial.

I have a settled conviction of the importance of introducing
this Maize as a garden esculent to supplement Peas, &c., in the
autumn. Could you have seen the splendid cobs, at least three
times the size of the best common Yellow grown here, and the
fine plants 10 feet high, you would also have become enthusiastic.
They have already taken some prizes, and Messrs. Barr and
Sugden, to whom I sent them, think them the most wonderful
seeds ever seen in England. The American Commissioner gave
them to me, and my seeds grown here are quite as plump and
ripe as, if not finer than, the originals. If they were grown
properly they would prove that Maize can be grown for table
use in England.
Some of the kinds (such as the White Georgian) are wonder-

fully fine. No such collection has ever reached Europe, and
least of all will such an occasion again happen as these seeds
being all tried together, and sent to Kensington afterwards. It

cannot be too much impressed on growers that to attempt rais-
ing varieties without experience must be generally unsuccessful.
Here they have twenty kinds to choose from. When has this
ever occurred in England?
Mr. Hughes speaks of his success in the cultivation of the

Dwarf Canadian Maize under opposing conditions, and this only
confirms my own conviction, that failures have hitherto rather
resulted either from selectingcommon varieties, like the ordinary
yellow of commerce, which can be imported so readily, and is

unfit for table purposes, or from ignorance of the other valuable

sorts, than from the English climate and soil being not adapted
for Maize. I do not clearly identify the Dwarf Canadian with
any of the twenty varieties raised here last season, but then X
have not, as yet, seen the seeds. It may prove to be the same
as that which Judge Haliburton used to grow regularly in his
garden at Isleworth, and circulate under the name of " Sam
Slick."

A correspondent, also, writing in a contemporary journal,
mentions the " Ten-weeks Maize " {Mais depoulet) as being easy
to cultivate, and profitable ; but if the name indicates its nature,
it would not fall within the list of table Maize, which is what
I particularly cultivate, and which is, at present, so unknown
in this country. In speaking of this Ten-weeks Maize, the
writer suggests the propriety of removing from the plants their
male flowers after a certain period—as far as I understand the
article—of inflorescence, in order to promote the vigour of the
cobs, and increase their number. This might be tried, for the
plants appear to have a superabundance of pollen, and this
always lowers their vitality. With the new varieties which I
grow, this would seem almost superfluous, for could a Maize
plant, even though 10 feet high and vigorous in proportion, be
expected to mature, especially in this climate, more than two
huge cobs with from iiOO to 600 seeds in each ? In this way
the Maize produces easily more than a thousandfold ! This
is surely a remunerative crop of itself, and of the simplest
culture.

.\3 yet. Maize has been only partially tried with sewage, but
the results have been great, even with common yellow Maize,
which produces cobs of little more than a third of the size of
some of the sorts I mention, and is of such inferior value.
With high cultivation I do not see why the fine and immense
milky white Georgian Maize should not produce two thousand-
fold. If taken in a green state for the table, as proposed, the
tops and leaves would be of great value for feeding cattle, so
that it may be fairly concluded that, even on a small scale.

Maize for table purposes must prove a remunerative addition
to our list of delicate and nutritious vegetables.

I may be allowed to repeat that it is not probable that such
an occasion as a unique selection from the choicest of the
Maize grown in the States, possessing as they do such a range
of climate and soil, and exhibited in Paris, will again occur
readily. And when these twenty varieties have been tested by
a season's growth in these latitudes with such visibly good
results, we are justified in expecting that a good number among
them will retain their popularity, ranging as they do over two
months of difference in the period of their ripening.—T. C.
Br.EHAUT.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
Mr. James Fraskr, widely known and respected as the gar-

dener to John Shaw Leigh, Esq., at Chilwell Hall, near Liver-

pool, and at Luton Hoo Park, Bedfordshire, died suddenly at

his residence at Leighton Buzzard on the 23rd of March, having
been actively engaged a few minutes before his decease in
making arrangements for commencing business, and has left a
widow and children to mourn over his removal. Besides being

a good botanist, florist, and general gardener, Mr. Fraser ex-

celled in the knowledge and practical treatment of Alpine
plants. Orchids, Mosses, and Ferns, and thus did much to foster

a taste for the striking in form and the beautiful in outline.

Though not at all insensible to the charms of bright colour, we
have known him go miles to see an old pollard wreathed with
the common Polypod, and his eyes would sparkle and his coun-
tenance brighten, as he turned up the fronds and looked at

what he called the stud-like spore-cases, as we have never seen
him do in looking on the finest flowering plants. Not a few
in far-away lands, as well as in these islands, on reading

this notice will feel that now for them there is left one kindred

spirit less.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Although the season cannot be called backward, the pre-

valence of cold winds and snow storms from the beginning to

the end of March has considerably retarded garden operations,

therefore it is incumbent to bring up any arrears of work as

expeditiously as possible. Artichokes, remove the greater

]jortion of the litter ; dig and manure the beds. Jcnisalcm Ar-

tichokes may still be planted. Broccoli, when removed, let the

ground it occupied be immediately manured and dug. This
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hoB proved a favonrable season for the production of Broccoli,

therefore a good opportnnity exists for noting and preserving

the best varieties. Ijet a sowing of all the Broccolis bo made
by the middle of the month. Do not forpet tho Wilcove,

Somers's rarticular Lato, Snow's Winter White, &c. Make
ample sowinga of all other Greena about tho same time, more
especially y>™ssc/.s Sprnuts, undoubtedly the most u.-ieful Greona

at present known, for a long winter. It is, moreover, the

hardiest wo have, and produces, if sown in time, a greater

bulk of produce than any other odiblo kind. Beds of seedlings

must frequently be looked to, and slugs checked in their

attacks. As an additional precaution, dust the plants with

lime or soot. Cucumbers, sow the RiJge immediately, and
throw grass mowings, leaves, manure, &c., into a heap to

ferment, ready for making the ridge. Carrots, sow a little

Horn once a-week or fortnight until midsummer. Onions,

throw up some beds inches above tho general level in the

poorest part of tho garden, and bow the Silver-skinned for

pickling. Sow very thickly, and tread the bed very firmly,

using scarcely any soil to cover them, rather shaking some old

wet litter over the seeds to keep them dump. Potatoes, lose uo
time, if hitherto neglected, in putting in the main crop. Manure
with wood ashes, lime, or soot, in preference to stable manure.
Scarlet Runners, a few may be sown towards the middle of the

month, and a few early Kidnei/ Beans. Tomatoes, gradually

harden them off in cold structures, so as to be ready to plant

out in the beginning of May. Sow successions of Badisiies,

Cresses, &(j. Red Beet, Scorzoncra, and Salsafij, may bo sown
any time daring the month.

FKUIT GARDEN.
Top-dress and state Raspberries, and see that all superfiaous

suckers are drawn away. Cut down the double-bearing Rasp-
berries, weed, and draw away all suckers but two or at most
three, from the stools, and top-dress them. They will never
succeed unless they bo kept very thin, leaving their bloom-
buds to form in a short period ; they require much light. Trim
and top-dresB the Prolific Hautbois Strawberry. These do well

in beds if top-dressed. The removal of Fir boughs or other
material from wall trees should not take place until the fruit is

fairly set. Keep down the green fly as it appears on Peach
trees. Inspect grafted trees, frequently. Remove all shoots

below tho scion. Moisten the clay if cracked and dry. Look
to last year's budded stocks, and search for caterpillars.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Look immediately'to all arrangements necessary for a good

bloom of Roses. Cuttings of the Hybrid Perpetuals, Teas, cV-c.

propagated last autumn, and reserved in store pots through
the winter, may be planted-out immediately. Equal parts of

turfy sound loam, and of rotten manure, will grow most of them
well. The China and Tea Eoses will, however, enjoy a little

sandy heath soil, and some charcoal dust in addition may be

given for the whole family. If the loam is clayey, mix with
it some sand. Attend to annuals in all their stages. It the
kinds are liable to the attacks of slugs or snails, place an in-

verted garden pot over them. See that all evergreens are

pruned when necessary, if not hitherto done. It will be ne-
cessary to pay Tulips very strict attention. Sometimes iu

consequence of the action of the wind on the flower stems
there will be a cavity in the soil immediately round them, such
must be carefully filled iip. and the surface of the bed kept free

from cracks, weeds, &c. Hail storms have been very prevalent

of late. Nets with small meshes are apt to draw the stems, if

too close ; still, for the effectual preservation of the advancing
buds, they cannot be dispensed with till the top cloth or awning
is put over them. Supposing that all layers of Carnations are

planted-out either in pots or iu beds, the amateur may turn

his attention to sowing any choice seed he may have by him
;

the 2.5th, or about that time, is generally preferred. In the

meantime the compost maybe prepared ; and an effectual mode
resorted to for destroying insects, and their larva;, is subjecting

it to the action of a considerable degree of heat. Propagate
Pansies from slips and cuttings ; if any seedlings of good pro-

perties bloom strike the cuttings, but by no means remove the

parent plant till stock is secured. Shade Auriculas during the

day from powerful sun, and cover closely at night. Fertilise

those flowers from which choice seed is required.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
The variable nature of April weather, its fitful gleams of

sunshine, and cold searching winds, often render the task of

sustaining an equable temperature difficnlt. It must be re-

membered that the occupants of the greenhouse have, under

the excitement of a genial temperature, developed their tender

shoots ; therefore, direct injury would ensue from neglecting

the precautions of regulating air and sustaining suitable heat.

In introducing flowering plants, be careful that the specimen
plants in the house are not crowded ; the injury would bo more
direct at this season than at any time. In the small green-

house tho care most essential to the growing plants recently

potted, is that of maintaining a moist, active heat, and insuring

them regular supplies of water. It will be necessary to alter

their arrangement occasionally, to allow increased room to the

growing plants, repress the wild growth of some, and remove
blossom-buds from those plants that are required to make
robust growth. Camellias making their wood should have
occasional shading. Keep a moist air about them day and
night, otherwisethey will grow long-jointed. A temperature of

55' at night, and 65° by day, should be maintained. Shade

attentively the flowers iu the show house or conservatory

during bright sunshine, and continue to remove unsightly

plants, and to introduce gay things from the other structures.

Let all Pelargoniums, Galadiums, Cinerarias, &c., be well

staked out in due time.
STOVK.

Make cuttings of stove stock whilst the propagating frames

are at work. Do not forget the Vincas, Thuubergias, Plum-
bagos, and Justicias ; these, although old-fashioned, contribute

much to the general effect. The Dendrobium family is cele-

brated for beauty, and deserves every attention. Those plants

recently potted will be commencing growth ; allow of no diminu-

tion of bottom heat, and keep a moist, warm atmosphere.

Give air when tho thermometer indicates '.)l)°. Continue to

shift Gesneras and Clerodeudrons, and regulate the position

of the plants, following their natural peculiarities.

PITS AND FRAMES.

These will want not only daily but hourly attention. Pro-

pagating, pricking-out, potting, hardening-oii, with shading,

syringing, &c., will be the order of the day for three weeks

longer, by which time a good supply of stock will be provided

for both summer and winter, for out of doors and in-doors.

Sow a general collection of annuals.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

The fineness of the wenther and the dryness of the ground
tempted us to sow more Onions, a piece of Parsnips, a piece

of Early Horn Carrots, and a few rows of Pine-Apple Beet,

waiting a week or two longer for our general sowing of Carrots,

Beet, Winter Greens, &c. Sowed also some rows of different

kinds of Lettuces, thinly, so that they may grow to their full

size without transplanting, a plan which we would adopt more
freely if our ground were more extensive. We often trans-

plant, not because we like it best, but because a little space for

a seed-bed gives more ground for other crops.

Notwithstanding the mildness of the winter, we have scarcely

noticed at any other time the surface of the ground colder than

it has been this year in the end of March and beginning of

April, and hence we hardly ever recollect seeds lying longer at

this season in the ground, and not coming through it. We
have scarcely seen any difference in the seeds of Radishes,

Peas, &c., for the last fortnight or eighteen days. In some
cases the rootlets had merely protruded, and no further pro-

gress took place in throwing-up the stem or seed-leaves. A
warm shower would soon make matters look differently.

Planted more Potatoes, trenched-up a piece of Horseradish

which was occupying more room than we found necessary, and
laid the roots iu a spare corner covered over with soil, where

they will last us for some time. Now is a good time for

making fresh plantations, and we have found uo plan better

than dropping pieces of the roots into holes from 15 to 18 inches

deep, and partly filling the holes with ashes. For this pur-

pose we like the crowns or the tops of the plants best, but

pieces of the roots about 3 inches in length will do very well.

In ground well trenched these should be planted in rows

2 feet apart and about 9 inches from each other in the rows,

and in the second season after planting they wiU produce

straight fresh roots that may be used to the very core, and

prove very different from old hard roots.

Rhubarl).—Strong roots may now be divided, and planted at

once, and well manured, will yield gatherings this season ; but

where there are other plants it is best to let such plants retain

all their leaves for the first season after planting. It is quite a
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SMatate, even •with established plants, to gather the leaf stalks

t^ dosely. A Rhubarb plant may even be killed by taking
amay aS its leaves and thus starving the roots. Some of our
JOB* troublesome root weeds may be killed by cutting off every
latf as soon as it shows above ground. Horseradish, though so
natssary, will become a bad weed if let alone, but even that,

Ml of Titality as the root is, may be killed by cutting off every
gieezi Jeaf as it appears. Couch Grass, and the beautiful white
OoDTolvnlus with its white running roots, may be destroyed by
never allowing a green leaf to remain. The evil is, that in their
esse the growth is so rapid that if a few leaves appear, say
itcfm tiie Convolvulus, the roots, from reciprocal action, will

hare obteined the power to throw up some more shoots ; but
eren then the continual cutting will at last destroy the vitality

of the roots, the smallest piece of which if left to itself

woidd be sure to send up a twining shoot. Do what we may,
however, this Convolvulus gives us work to do in the kitchen
gstdrai, because we cannot always cut off the young shoots in
time, as they ccme through the ground. We cleaned a piece of
gnracd once that was completely overrun with this Bindweed,
hftHowing it to be fallow a few months in summer, and daring
that time covering weed and ground together (3 inches deep
wJUi short grass. On turning up this ground the large fleshy
Dlnte roots had either disappeared, or were found as decayed
hdlotr skeletons. Unfortunately some years afterwards a few
fseoes were carried to the same piece of ground from the
gBnerai rubbish heap. Nothing is more useful than this heap,
but from it all seed weeds and root weeds should be excluded,
unless the whole heap is subjected to a strong heat from fer-

iBieDtation.

Bbnbarb, the undue gathering of the stalks of which has led
to this digression as to root weeds, for the principle involved
is the same, may be grown successfully in any out-of-the-way
earaer; ours is chiefly in a cold north border, but when wanted
xtaiy a better position should be given to it. Strong plants are
QKSt easily obtained by dividing old roots, but good gatherings
BCxt season may be obtained from seed sown in the middle of
the month, in a favourable aspect, and in rich, light soil. We
hare iorted from such sowing? the first winter, but the roots
win ko better in the second winter, and if let alone will pro-
Amc heavily in the second spring. Of course, if so left, the
placis must be well thinned to give room for the leaves to ex-
ptmd. There is frequently a prejudice in the case of Rhubarb
for old large plants, just as there is for old plants of

Sea-tale,—Many are deterred from lifting a few roots, to put
IB a warm place, and thus have it on their tables much sooner
UsaE they can produce it out of doors, from the dread of the
great care and trouble involved in forming a new bed fit for
bearing. Merely as a matter of choice, for planting-out, we
wonlci prefer small last year's seedlings to older plants. These,
planted-ont now, or during this month, in good rich soil, will be
fine plants for forcing in the ground, or for taking up next
winter to be put in a dark, warm place. Several times when
we have gown thinly we have had fair forcing plants about nine
iBODths after sowing, but, of course, we prefer them to have
two seasons from the seed. When sown in beds, in patches to
becpvered for forcing, they should have two summers before
fcmng them. Even without sowing at all, most of those who
gnr» a few plants might take up and force some every year,
in any dark, warm place ; for f> or 9 inches of root will yield
as fine gatherings as if you had it much longer, and every
latof the side shoots and main root, though not so thick as
alitile finger, if from 4 to G inches long, will do for planting,
andTery often do as well as seedlings of the previous year. It
isjnst as well if the top end of these is dried a few weeks before
pSBntiDg, which is easily effected by packing the pieces in soil
unficra little protection, and leaving the top end exposed,
irfien it soon cicatrises or heals over, and ere long little bud-
dings of growth will begin to appear. In planting these pieces
the top end should be about level with the surface of the soil,
and if done early, as in March, or the beginning of April, a
handful of ashes laid over each will be a preservative. When
to be covered with pots out of doors, no plan is better than
the old one, of having three young plants in a circle, to be
thns covered. When to be raised for forcing, we prefer growing
the plants in two rows 2 feet apart, and from G to 9 inches
apart in the row. They would need more room if standing
lOTg.

As one proof bearing on the fact that older plants are not
aspeiior to younger ones for planting, we may mention that one
jear. having taken up more than we liked, and had gatherings
frwB almost every plant left out of doors, also from the rats

having pnrloiried every seed that was left to ripen, we sent
for some seedlings to help us in the emergency, but instead of
small young plants we received such large roots, that if we had
obtained them in winter we would have forced them. We
planted them carefully, though we would have much preferred
smaller plants, and what in the circumstances rather surprised
us was, that the bits of roots treated as above, and planted at
the same time, were by far the best plants in the autumn—so
good that some of them were forced the first winter, and were
very fine in the second. When we can manage to obtain seed,
we sow rather thickly, let the plants take care of themselves
the first season, and transplant in the following spring. But
for space we would sow at once where the plants were to stand.
In the latter case more care is needed in keepiiig the fly from
the young seedlings. Sometimes it is very troublesome, and,
therefore, young one-year seedhngs, or pieces of roots, are
better for those having small gardens.

Asparaijui.—This is a good time for sowing either for lasting
beds, or merely in seed rows, the plants to be afterwards trans-
planted. The ground intended for fresh plantations cannot be
too well turned, nor the manure given too well incorporated with
the soil. Surface-manuring every season, however, is of more
importance than very rich manuring at first. The old bed
plan has its advantages, one of which is, that a new bed may
be drained beneath by having a foot or 18 inches of prunings
and wood rubbish placed under the soil of the bed. When
fine green shoots, however, are chiefly prized, Asparagus may
be grown most successfully in rows from 2.i to 3 feet apart,
and if the soil is strong and heavy, each row should be raised
a little in the centre. Established beds or rows should now be
slightly forked and cleaned before the shoots appear ; and a
slight sprinkling of salt over the ground to give it a whitish
appearance, if at this season it do not much good to the
Asparagus, will at least keep slugs and snails away. The old
general plan of piling manure on Asparagus beds in winter
was only a good makeshift, as salt and other manures are most
beneficially applied when the Asparagus is growing. Rough
manure, however, can with difficulty be applied in the summer
months, unless there is room between beds or rows.
When Asparagus plants have to be obtained from a distance,

it is not so easy to have them growing ; but the best time lor

planting, when the plants can be had near at hand, is just

when the growth above ground is about 3 inches in length.

When thus planted the roots should be kept moist, covered np
with a mat, then nicely spread out on the ground, slightly

covered and firmed, then watered slightly, and the soil finally

put over them. Thus treated they will scarcely suffer from
the brightest sun, and begin growing at once. For this plant-

ing we prefer plants one or two years old from the time sown
to older and larger plants, which always suffer more from re-

moval. When sown at once where the plants are to remain
the plants should be thinned out in the rows to from 9 to

12 inches apart.

FRUIT GAKDEN.
Took away much of the protection from fruit trees in the

middle of the week, and in most other respects our work was
merely a continuation of that previously recorded.

OKNAIIENTAI, DEP.\ET3IENT.

Both out of doors and in-doors we have been very busy;
moving plants and placing Azaleas and other plants in a cool

corridor fronted with glass, as we expect but little frost now.
We have not moved Calceolarias as yet, but exposed them
during the day. Single Violets are now scarce, but the Nea-
politan are taking their place well. Moved Pelargoniums in

bloom to the conservatory to take the place of Azaleas, &a.
Proceeded with potting and propagating, and commenced clip-

ping Box edgings. We have done this with a scythe, but this

mode requires a man with a fine eye and a firm wrist, whilst

almost any good workman can do the work well with a pair of

shears and garden line stretched along the centre of the Box,
and clipping the two sides first. There is something charming
in Box well kept. But for the pressure of work next month,
we would have deferred the clipping for a month, as the Bos
will look brown if we have much frost. Slate and the black

metallic tiles are, however, better than Box for edgings in

many cases, as after being put down they need no attention.

—K." F.

TRADE CATALOGUE RECER'ED.
Charles Turner, Royal Nurseries, Slough.

—

General Spring
Catalogue for 1869.
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COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—Arnir, 7.

nnJ rery Utile bneiness doing. Quotations re-A MODERATK SUl>I>Iy

maiD macb the unmo.

Apples % sievo
Apricots Unz.
Cherries 11).

Chestuuts bush.
CnrrantB

f^. siovo
Black .".

. . do.
Fiffa diin.

Filberts Ih,

Cobs lb.

Ooosoborries . . quart
Grapos,Hothouse, .lb.

Lemons 100

Artiohokes doz.
Asparagus 100
Beans, Kidney . . lul.

Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brus. Sprouts H sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicnms loo
Carrots bnnoli
Cauliflower doz.
Celery.. bundle
Cucumbers .... each
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.
Herbs bunch
Horseradish ..bundle

'2 to 2 C

10 n

1 (I

u
15
4
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coal or wood, Ro as not to exclude air. The soil or compost should be
kept moist. The temperature shuuld be from 45° to 50" in winter, and
from 60^' to SO"^ in summer. Place the plant near the ^lass. The San-a-
ceniaB succeed in a greenhouse, but sliould have the coolest jiart, and
they should have the closest and moistest position—indeed they are
best grown in a cold frame in summer. They are best frrown in pans
or shallow pots half filled with crocks for drainage, and the remainder
a compost of one-half fibrous peat, one-fourth chopped sphagnum, and
one-fourth chnrconl in i)ieces not larger than a liazel nut, small crocks,
and silver sand, the whole well mixed. Surface the soil in the pots with
a little fresh sphagnum, though that is not material. The plants should
be lightly sprinkled overhead twice a-day in summer, admitting air in
moderate quantity, but not so as to dry the foliage too quickly, and give
it early in the morning. Khade for a few hours during the hottest part
of the day. They merely require protection from frost. Keep them very
moist when glowing, but when at rest it will bo enough to keep the
compost moist, and a drier atmosphere should at that time be maintained.

Removing Shrubs (IF. S. /.',).—A temmt of a girden, if not a nursery-
man, cannot legally remove shrubs he has planted in its soil.

Hepaticas (S. L. TJayns!].—They are not mauve-oolonred, and we
should call them light purplish blue.

Plants on Rockwork not Scccekding near Hot-water Pipes
{Wore ester).—The evaporation-troughs placed over the pipes as proposed
would not render the rockwork near them more suitable for the growth
of either Ferns or Mosses, and the water would not be suitable for the
Nepenthes or Pitcher-plants, for they are not aquatic, and it would not
be suitable for water plants. The house being kept at greenhouse tem-
perature would not be benefited by placing evaporation-troughs on the
pipes, for they are of little value 'in houses h.iving no artificial heat
except in cold damp weather and periods of severe frost, when the
moiBture evaporated from the troughs on the pipes would be more in-
jurious than beneficial. The slabs of wood placed on the floor and lean-
ing against the rockwork, and covered with Platycerium (Acrostichum)
alcicorne, would do tolerably well, as wo have proved in a similar
position, but the plants must be well supplied with water daily when the
pipes are hot. Could not the pipes be placed at a gi*eater distance from
the rockwork? There is no aquatic Fern. Pitcher-plrtnts succeed in a
house having a winter minimum temperature of 60", and the New Holland
Pitcher-plant (Cephalotus follicularis), may be grown well in a warm
greenhouse or vinery.

Culture of Drac^inas and Crotons (Dracana).—The former are
the hardiest, and most of them will succeed in a warm greenhonse—that
is, in one the temperature of which is fjQ- at night, or occasionally 45" in
very frosty periods; but the plants ought to have fao more water than
enough to keep the foliage from flagging. The only secret for having the
foliage well coloured is to afford the plants a light nosition, placing them
as near the glas;; as practicable. Give them a moderate amount of air,

with a moist brisk heat, avuiding wetting the foliage, or rather do not

allow the sun's rays to fall powerfully upon the leaves whilst wet, as they
are then apt to spot and brown. The Crotons will also succeed, bnt they
must have the warmest position, and they should not be exposed to
strong light, nor have too much room. They should have a moist
atmosphere when making new growths, and a plentiful supnly of water.
The Bummer temperature should be from 60= to 65' at night, and from
70- to 75' by day without sun, and from 80" to 85- or 90- with sua and air.

Cheap Warming (Parson).—Where such worn-out wrought-irou noiszles
to blast furnaces can be obtained and used as boilers, of course no other
boilers can enter into competition with them as respects cheapness, and
therefore the hint, as you say, is a gool one as respects our artisan
classes, or other classes, too, who make economy an object. The boilor
thus formed must cost almost nothing, when 2 feet as a flow and 2 feet
as a return can he fixed to this nozzled boiler, and all cost 43. Gd. We
admire the simplicity of fiiing the boiler, but any other boiler could be
fixed in a similar way.
Fruit Trees Dying (A Comtant Subscriber).—The laterals enclosed

were quite dead, and for such as these there can be no recovery. If the
trees break farther back there may still be hope; if not, there will be
little hope; but we have had Peach-tree twigs as much dead as yours,
and still the trees came round and produced new shoots. We have a tree
in a pot that looks very much like yours as respects the young shoots,
but strong waters injm-ed the roots. As vou seem to have so little
growth, we would hint that probably the want of water, or improper
water, last season might be the cause ; or have you been using Gisburst
or some other composition too strong, and thus killed the young shoots ?

Growing Seedling Pelargoniums (Le Vcmi d'Or).~We have often
flowered Pelargoniums the first year, and there is very little difficulty in
doing this if the plants have proper treatment. The only thing to be
done is to grow them as rapidly as possible as soon as the plants are
large enough to handle, and their tops should not be pinched out. They
must also be kept as near the glass as possible. As soon as the plants
are a foot high water should be given sparingly, in order to check the
growth of the plant and to ripen its wood. If the seeds were sown in
autumn or in the first week of January, and the plants have been pro-
perly treated, they will by the end of May have attained the height given
above. They should now be placed out in the sun. and be watered
regularly, v.-hen they will soon show signs of flowering. A Cucumber
frame is not by any means a good place to keep them in ; a greenhouse,
stove, or vinery is very much better during their growing season. A
temperature of 60"^ to 70^ is more suitable to cause a qnick growth:
They would be sure to damp off in sued a low temperature as thatyoa
name. The leaves you sent are neat, but not novel ; we have many like
them.

Verbena Cuttings.—We have inquired relative to the not sending
cuttings for postage stamps enclosed. The head of the firm states that
the demand exceeded the supply, and that the postage stamps will be
returned.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the week ending April (itli.

Date.
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The average weight of the cock of the GalluB ferrugineufl is

from U lbs. to 2; lbs., generally about 2 1 lbs., or a little over, but

the yellow-legged larger species, 1 have hearJ, has been found

in the cocks to attain 3 lbs. at times, this being about their

extreme weight. The red colour of the cocks in the .Jungle

fowl is not so red as in our Black-breasted lied Game, and
more inclines to either a brownish or a yellowish red, and the

hens are of a more earthy brown than our Partridge Ijeus are

in general. There are five shades of colour as stated before.

Black-breasted Reds and Ginger Reds, willow and yellow legs

and rod combs, brown pnd light brown hens ; Ginger?, yellow

and light willow legs, yellowish combs, light ginger brown

hens ; and Brown Reds and Ginger Brown Reds, dark greenish

legs, and gipsy combs, with dark or dusky earthy-brown hens,

and uo further description of them is necessary. The word

"Bankiva" applies to .Java only, not to India, and the correct

general name is the Gallas ferruginous, or Red Brown wild

Jungle fowl of the East Indies and its islands.

Our Game fowls and Game Bantams are clearly the nearest

direct descendants of these Jungle fowl, together with the

East Indian Game fowls, as no other breeds so closely re-

semble them. The Gallus furoatus, from having the unserrated

anlobed comb and single wattle, must, I think, certainly be a

descendant of the Gallua teneus, crossed, perhaps, with both

the Gallus Sonnerati and G. ferruginous, but certainly with

the former, to get the dun breast, which both G. Sonnerati

and G. furcatus have in common, and the Gallus wneus and

furoatus have the peculiar comb and wattle in common
also. It appears to me quite probable that South Persia,

Affghanistan, and south Asia Minor once had wild Jungle fowl

of the brown-legged white-skinned sort in the once wooded dis-

trict there, which have, of course, gradually become extinct as

the country became cleared.

Most poultry books describe the Gallus bankiva or ferrugineus

as of only one colour and one size. This is, I think, too general
j

a description, as five shades of colour are found in them on
close observation, and there are also two sizes, though not

differing greatly as to size. The late Mr. Brent's theory, that

the Duckwing Game fowls of England were the descendants of

the Gallns Sonnerati, I think is quite erroneous, as our Duck-
wings are known to have been produced from our Black-breasted

Beds, which undoubtedly descend from the Gallus ferrugineus

or Bankiva, and the difierence of the structure of feathers in

the cock of the Gallus Sonnerati, and absence of comb and
wattles in the hen clearly demonstrate against Mr. Brent's

theory. Our Game fowls, however, maij have been produced

by the mixture of all the four or five wild species, but by far

the most resemble the Gallus ferrugineus, which must be ac-

counted their originals, as well as the direct originals of all

our dark-tailed Red breeds of Game fowls. In the hens of the

Black-breasted Red, Ginger Red, and Ginger shades of colour

of this bird, yellow shafts in the feathers of back and wings
are discernible in general, but not in the hens of the two
darker shades of colour.

The idea that no country except India ever had any wild

breeds of poultry at any time, is, I think, erroneous, as ail the

wooded southern countries of Asia may have once possessed

their wild breeds, which, as the population increased and the

country became cleared and settled, either died off or were
brought into a state of domestication by slow degrees, and
then gradually increased in size and varied in colour, from the

original red brown type of their wild originals once there

found. In South America wild Jungle fowl are said to have
been found by travellers, but most people consider these to

have been the small South American Pheasant, called there

the " Chiaccalacca," but it has been positively stated by old

travellers in the districts near the Amazon and in the Brazils,

that they have heard the crowing of the wild Jungle cocks there.

The hybrids between the Gallus ferrugineus and the other

wild sorts in India are in general believed to be sterile, and
this, if invariably true, would mark the Gallus ferrugineus as

the only original species, or only true progenitor of our Enghsh
breeds. Our common breeds in England, if ever wild in their

original type, were probably wild in the upper and wooded
tablo lands of southern Asia, and not in India. It is not,

however, quite certain that our English breeds may not be
derived from the mixture of two or more once wrild breeds,

though the sterility of the known hybrids militates against

this. The theory of old poultry books that the supposed wild

Gallus gigantcus was one of the two original sorts with Gallus

Bankiva, appsars to have become exploded now, as no record

at all exists of so large a breed as this ever having been found

in a wild state at any time, and probabilities are against such

ever having been the case.

—

Trevoh.

FEATHER EATING FO'WXS.
None of your correspondents can have had their hens de-

nuded of feathers worse than mine were for some years. After

many inellactual attempts I at length discovered the cause

;

and though it is impossible for any fowls to be in better

plumage than mine always aro now, I can at any time make
them as bad as ever by giving them scraps of moat ; too many
worms have the same effect. Mine are confined in a very

small space, but are in good health and lay well ; I refer to

Houdans and Spanish only. Brahmas and other sorts have
no such bad habits.

I have eleven pullets now laying which I hatched in an in-

cubator, and they began in December. The Houdans were

seven months old.

—

An ENTnususna Aiuiedu.

An old hen of mine last autumn took to feather-eating. She
was especially fond of the soft rump feathers, and when she

had cleared these all off she devoted her attention to those of

the neck. Only three or four hens in the run were thus treated.

I do not know why she spared the others. In order to break

her of the habit I took her away from the others, and placed

her under a coop for a while ; when returned to the run she

was received as a stranger, the hens treating her to a taste of

their bills instead of their feathers, and thus she was cured of

her propensity.—M. S.

PRODUCE OF EGGS.
I SEND yon an account of the eggs produced by my poultry

during March, the stock comprising thirty hens—namely, three

BuS Cochins, four Houdans, thirteen Hamburghs, ten half-bred.

They laid in the month lOG eggs ; the hens have been fed

upon stewed rice mixed with bran and Indian corn. During

the first eight days of the month they laid only sixty eggs, or

seven and a half per day; but since that time 406 eggs in

twenty-three days, or about seventeen and three-quarter eggs

per day.—C. B., Warrimjlon.

ACCRINGTON POULTRY SHOW.
This was held on the 1st and 3rd inst. The following were the

awards :

—

Game (Black or Brown EedB).—1, H. M; Julinn, Hnll. 2, C. W. Brierley,

Middleton. 3, W. Gilliver, Tamworth. he, L. Biney, Manchester; E.
Aykroyd, Bradford; W. Gilliver.

Game (Any other variety).—', W. Gilliver. 2, B. Jarvis, Mansfield.

8, E. Aykroyd. he, C. W. Brierley ; G. & C. Fumoss, Accrington.
DoRKtNOS (Any colour).—1, J. Stott, Healey. 2, J. H. Motfat, Rochdale.

8, T. Bryden, Earby, near Skipton. he, H. Pickles, Earhy, near Skipton ;

J. Partington.
Cochins (Boff or Cinnamon).—! and 3, W. A. Taylor, Manchester.

2, H. Mapplebeck, Woodfleld, Moseley, near Birmingham, he, J. O.
Broxap, Burnley.
Cochins (Any other variety).—1, W. A. Taylor. 2, T. & C. Hawortb,

Henfleld, Haslingden (White). 3, W. Harvey, Sheffield, he, T. Stretch.

Spanish (Black).—1 and 3, F. & C. Haworth. 2, H. Beldon. he. T. C.
and E. Newbitt, Epworth ; H. Wilkinson, Earby, near Skipton ; W. & F.

Pickard, Thomer, near Leeds, c, J. T. Sykes, Rochdale.
Beahmas (.Any colour).-1 and 2, E. Leech, Rochdale. 3, C. W. Brierley.

Hambueghs (Golden-pencilled).—1, J. Walker. Knaresborough. 2, H.
Beldon, Goitstock, Bingley. 8, H. Pickles, he, H. Beldon.
Hamborghs ( Silver- pencilled).—1 and 2, H. Beldon. 3, H. Pickles,

ftf, J. Walker; J. Smith, Opcnshaw Iron Foundry, c, Mason & Walker.

Hambueghs (Golden-spangled).-1, H. Beldon. 9, J. Walker. 8, N.
Marlor. he, W. McMeUon, Glossop ; N. Marlor ; J. Newton, Silsden.

Hambcteghs (Silver-spangled).—Cnp for best pen of Hambnrghs, J.

Fielding, Newchurch, near Manchester. 2, J. Fielding, Newchorch,
Rossendale. 3, H. Beldon. he. H. Beldon ; W. A. Taylor.

Hamborghs (Black).— 1, D. Lord, Stacksteads. 2, N. Marlor, Denton,
Manchester. 8, Mason & Walker, he. Rev. W. SerjeantBon, Acton Bur-

nell ; J. Smith, Openshaw, near Manchester.
French Fowl (Any variety).—!, W. R. Park, Abbott's Meadow, Melrose

(Cri-ve-Cojur). 2, W. Harsey, Sheffield. 3, L. Binev. he. E. Leech.
PoLANDS (Any colour).—!, W. Harvey. 2 and 3, H. Beldon. he, J.

Heath, Nantwich, Cheshire, c. 3. Partington, Bury Lane, Leigh
Any other Varietv.—1,R. Loft, Woodmansey, nearBeverley Sultans).

2, R. Loft, Woodmansey, near Beverley (White Sultans). 3, J. Hinton,
Hinton, near Bath (Malay).
Selling Class (Any varietv).—!, C. W. Brierley. 2, J. T. Sykes, Roch-

dale (Spanish). 3, W. A. Taylor, he, H. Hargreaves, Burnley (Black

Reds); J. Berry, silsden (Spanish); E. Greenhalgh, Middleton ; G. & C.

Fomess (White Sultans).
Game Bantams (Black Reds).-1. J. W. Morris, Rochdale. 2, L. Biney.

8, W.F. Entwistle, Leeds, he, W. Griffiths, Nantwich.
Game Bantams (Any other colour).—! and 2. T. Sharpies, Rawtenstall.

Extra 2. J. G. Pearson, Market Drayton, he, G. Birtwistle, Haslingden ;

J. R. Robinson ; L. Biney ; Bowman & Fearon, Whitehaven (Pile Game)

;

C. W. Brierley.

Bantams (Any variety except Game).—!, S. & R. Ashton, Mottram
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<BIack). 2, H. Yardley, BirmiDgbam. 3, 8. S. Mossop, LonR Sutton*

hcy H. Beldon (Scotch Greys) ; M, Leno, Dunstable (Gold-laced) ; W. Bro-
tlierton. Idle, near Leeds ; T. C Harrison, Hull.
Turkeys.— 1, E. Leech. 2, T. Statter, Standhill, Whitefield. 8, Bury

and Rhodes, Accriogton.
GEK9E.—1, E. Leech. 2, J. Lancaster, Dineley, Cliviger. 3, J. Hub-

bersty, Longridge, near Preston, he, T. Houlker, Revidge, BInckburn ;

W. Baxter, Waterfoot, near Manchester ; T. Statter, jun., Whitefield, near
ManebcBter.
Docks (Aylesbury).—!, T. Houlker ; 2. E. Leech. 3, H. Dean.
Docks { Rouen).— 1, J. Stott, Quarry Hill, Rochdale. 2, E. Leech. 3, T.

Houlker. /«•, T. Houlker ; J. Hilton. Double Cop, Pennington.
Docks (Anyother variety).-: and3, C. W. Brierlcy. 2, A.&J. Trickett,

Waterfoot, Rossendale. he, S. & R. Ashton, Motlram ; N. ilarlor, Denton,
near Manchester; C. W. Brierley.
Any Variety (Except Game and Game Bantams, within three miles of

Accrington).—1, W. G. Holt, Bridge House, Church. 2, G. & C. Furness.

3, J. Hargreaves, Lodge Terrace, Chiurcb.

SINGLE COCKS.
Game (Any colour).—!, W. GiUiver (Black Red). 2. C. W. Brierlcy.

3. H. M. Julian, he, L. Biney; H. M. Julian; W. Perrin, Nantwich
;

C. W. Brierley. c, P. Catterall, Uplands, I^reston (Duckwingsl.
Game (Within three miles of Accrington),—! and 3, G. & C. Furness.

2, Eastwood & Hindle, Accrington. he, G. & C. Furness; W. Morris,
Accrington.
Game Bantam (Any colour).-1 and S, W. F. Entwistle (Black Red).

2, C. W. Brierley. he, J. W. Morris, Rochdale; M. Burniphrev, Liver-

pool ; W. H. Buckley, Accrington (Black Red) ; W. F. Eutwistle (Black
Reds), c, J. R. Robinson. Sunderland.
Game Bantam (Within three milesof Accrington).—!, 2, and 3, W. & H.

Buckley (Black Red).
PIGEONS.

Cauriehs.-!, E. Horner, Harewood, Leeds. 2, J. Hawley, Bingley,
Yorkshire, he, J. Chadwiok, Park View, Bolton ; E. Horner, c, H. Yardley,
Birmingham.
ToMELERs.— l, H. Yardley. 2, J. Fielding, jun., Rochdale, he, T. C.

and E. Newbitt, Epwortb. Lincolnshire ; J. Fielding, jun.

Barbs.—1, J. Fielding, jun. 2, J. Fielding, jun., Lark Mills House.
kc, H. Yardley; J. Hawley.
Owi-s.—1 and 2. J. Fielding, jnn. /tc, J. Hawley, Bingley ; J. Chadwick,

Park View, Bolton.
Pouters or Croppers.—!. J. Hawley. 2, E. Homer, he, W. Harvey,

Sheffield ; E. Homer, c. J. Hawley.
Famtails.—1 and 2, J. Hawley. he, H. Yardley ; T. C. *i E. Newbitt

;

E. Horner,
ToBBiTS.-1 and 2, E. Homer.
Dragoons.—1, W. Harvey. 2, E. Horner, he, H. Yardley ; D. Bromiley,

Over Hulton, near Boltou ; T. Charnley, Blackburn.
Tkomteters.— I and 2, J. Hawley. he, E. Horner.
Jacobins.— 1 and he, E. Horner. 2, J. Hawley
Nuns.— 1. H. Yardley. 2, A. A. Vander Meersch. Forest Hill.

Antwerp.^.-1, E. Horner. 2, W. Harvey, he, H. Ynrdley ; J. Hawley.
Any otuer Variety.—1. E Horner. 2, H. Yardley. he, J. Hawley ;

H. Yardley ; Kenyou & lliley, Accrington (Magpies) ; T. C. & E. Newbitt ;

J. & W. Kitchen (Black Magpies) ; E. Horner.
Any other Vabihty (Witbio three miles of Accrington).—1 and 2, H.

SEaden, Church (Black Carriers).

Judges.—Poidtri/: Mr. Thomas Chaloner, Barlbro', Chesterfield
;

Mr. Simon Fielding, Trentham Park, Stafford. Piijtoiis : Mr. Henry
Beldon, Goitstock, Bingley.

BUTTER AND EGGS FROM FRANCE TO ENGLAND-
The butter and eggs exported from France to England have

largely increased since the treaty of commerce came into opera-

tion. Thus, in the years 1857, 1858, and 185!), the value of

the French butter exported to England averaged £132.480 per

onnam. In 18(35, the corresponding value was £1,807,080
;

in 18C0, £2,276,480 ; and in 1807, £2,265,100. The value of

the eggs exported from France to England averaged £293,500
per annum in 1857, 1858, and 1850. In 1865. the value was
£850,960 ; in 1866, £1,010,960; and in 1867, £839,640.

RABBITS EATING THEIR YOUNG ONES.
I READ with much interest the replies to " H. A. .J.," as to

giving water to Rabbits, but could not see that they confirmed

your remarks that a doe only eats her young when suffering

from thirst. I have several does under my care, and, like

"H. A. J.," have given them a sauoerful of water a-day—and
yet one always eats her young. I believe when E;ibbits take to

that the only remedy is to break their necks. I should certainly

do 80 were the doe my own.—A. Foiieman.

[The doe you mention is a cannibal and should be killed.

A good supply of water usually prevents the habit being ac-

fiuiied.

—

Eds.]

APLVRIAN GLEANINGS.
The CENTKiruGAL Honey-extracting Machine. — This

machine appears to be coming into very extended use both in

Germany and America, and wherever it has been fairly tried

its employment has been attended with most favourable results.

Mr. Lee, of Windlesham, Surrey, is, I believe, the principal,

if not the only, manufactoier of these machines in England,

and I have now before me a letter from a gentleman who speake

most favourably of one which he purchased from him. There

can be no doubt whatever that the production of honey in this

country might be almost indefinitely increased by the use of

these machines, and that they require only to be better known
and understood to bring them into general use amongst us.

LiGuitiAN Bees.—At a recent meeting of Hanoverian bee-

keepers at Celle, Mr. Lehzen, who had all along professed to

regard the Italian bees as in no respect superior to the common
kind, stated that he had been induced to change his mind by
observing that a rape field situated at a great distance from any

apiary was visited exclusively by Italian bees—thus demonstrat-

ing that these enjoyed a wider range of flight than other bees,

and could consequently command greater and more diversified

resources.—A Devonshike Bee-keepeb.

HEATHER HONEY HARVEST.
The various accounts of the honey harvest that I have read

in The Journal of Hoeticdltdf.e, since I wrote on the North-
umberland flower honey harvest, induce me to send you a short

report of the Northumberland heather honey season of 1868.

My party went out on July 27th, a fortnight earlier than
formerly, and they might have been a week sooner, for we
found the heather in fine bloom and a few hives, out before

us, to all appearance doing well. The taking-out continued for

a week after, and, as I predicted, the usual stands were far

from being filled up on account of the bad swarming season

which was general all over Northumberland. Many considered

the heather too dry for a time to produce much honey, bnt

the end of the season was too wet, which circumstance brought
the labours of the bees to an early clsse.

On the 31st of August my party drove off to bring home the

bees. After a twelve-miles drive we halted at a roadside inn to

rest and feed our horses, before encountering the three miles of

fell which lay between us and our stand, and having to pack bees
for a fifteen-miles drive home over rough and hilly roads with

our precarious cargo in the dark. All out-goers inquire at the

above inn. What news from the moors? as here the returners

discuss the merits of the season, of the various stands, and
especially which individual has the best hives, &o. Here I

was informed that a few supers had reached nearly 30 lbs,

weight, but that the majority were badly filled, though the skepB

would make good keepers. On arriving there I found the above
statement generally correct, but had no supers with more than
8 or 10 lbs. of half-filled and half-sealed comb. We consider

a super of .20 lbs. weight good at the moors.

—

Geo. Wilson,
Whalton.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Wild Rabbits (Ignara).—They will not injar-3 the pastaraRe, they will

eat some of the grass. Cows do not refuse to graze after them, for the
first shower of rain removes all impurities.
Rabbits (Amateur).—We recommend you to obtain Andalusians. They

are very lartrc.

Angora Babbit (Cuniculus).—The "lump," as yon call it, is character-
istic of the variety. If a Rabbit has not the " lump ''

it is not an Angora.
Hair Falling off YotTsr, Rabbits ( ).—They are attacked by what

fanciers call scurvy. Give them a little flowers of sulphur in a little milk
night and morning. Many are so affected when their second coat of hair
comes.
Canary Egg-bound (A Beginner).—"I certainly should not have at-

tempted to force the eg^' from the hen, and am of opinion that, ill as she
ai>peaTS to have been, she would have passed it next morning. She may,
and indeed must have been, in a very exhausted state, but evidently had
sufficient vital energy in her to stand a raos' delicate surgical operation.
I prefer a vapour bath to immersion, using a jug with a narrow neck
nearly full of boiling water. Hold the bird over this, resting the tail on
the edge of the neck of the jag, so as to expose the vent to the full action
of the steam Never mind its feeling uncomfortably hot to the hand—it

will be more so to the delicate skin of the bird. Hold it there till the
parts appear softened ; then inject one or two drops of oil, and place the
hen gently in her nest. If the egtl bo not soon passed repeat the opera-
tion, prolonging the exposure to the vapour bath, and continue to do so
till relief be obtained. In nearly every instance this treatment will prove
successful, and in obstinate ca'^ee I should feel disposed to continue it

hopefully, even till death supervened, rather than resort to such measures
as artificial delivery of the egg. I would caution ' Beginner ' against
mistaking a real case of egg-bound for that great physical prostration
which sometimes accompanies the egg-developing process in certain of

its stages. It usually sets in during the afternoon a day or two before
the laying of the first egg, sometimes the day before, and might easily be
imagined to result from the non-laying of an egg at its proper hour, when
in fact it is nothing of the kind, but a complete and utter prostration
arising from other causes. She becomes apparently ' too much exhausted
to live long in such pain.' The symptoms I have described in previous
numbers. Suffice it to say that if left to nature you will, instead of find-

ing the hen dead nest morning, find her tlie picture of robust matronly
health, and in all probability find an egg also.—W. A. Blakston."
Canary Asthma (C. A. J.).—The great curative agent is warmth. But

the birds sufl'er usually from severe cold rather than from asthma proper.
We have no information on the subjects of your other inquiries.
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fmitfal trees ; and certainly no one can eee tlie splendid speci-

mens of dwarf trees growing here without at once feeling

convinced he has fully succeeded. The pruning knife has in

this instance had but very little to do with the matter, for the
whole of the pruning amounts to just keeping the centres of

the trees clear, to shortening the leading shoots for a year or two
in order to obtain enough shoots to form a handsome head,
and to regulating the side branches as they become too crowded.
The results of this very moderate pruning are that the trees

have grown to a large size quickly, and as their vigour received
little or no check from the knife, a tendency to produce strong
wood rather than much fruit was perceptible for the first five

or sis years, when fruit began to appear in such quantities as
to offer considerable returns.

The development of the fruiting properties of such trees is

Tory interesting, some kinds exhibiting a tendency to produce
fruit much sooner than others ; for instance, a Calville Malingre
will become fruitful much sooner than a Blenheim Pippin, and
a Court-Pendu-Plat will be cropping heavily, while a Red
Astrachan of the same age will afford but an occasional glimpse
of its beautiful fruit, the high colour of which offers such a
pleasing contrast to the deep green of its foliage. But although
the production of fruit may be slower in some instances than
in others, yet it most assuredly acquires an increasing develop-
ment in all kinds year by year, as the trees advance in age

;

and as the fruit is produced more and more abundantly until

it attains the proportions of a full crop, so surely does the
annual wood growth diminish ; and this rule holds good equally
in the highest branches as amongst the lowest side shoots.
In looking at the trees lately, I noticed that the growth of

last year, with but few exceptions, did not exceed 9 inches in
length, while nothing could appear more vigorous or healthy
than the majority of the trees, the bark presenting that clean
mddy appearance which is indicative of a high state of health.

Additions have from time to time been made to the number
of the trees, and consequently to the size of the orchprd, but
it is to the original part only that these notes refer. One tree

which I measured, as being of a fair average size, was 16 feet

in diameter, and quite as much in height. Some of the trees

are larger than this. Observing a very vigorous standard grow-
ing in the clay, I was told it was a Blenheim Pippin, and that
it was regarded as a curiosity. The Apple stock was planted
in the position which the tree now occupies, and there grafted

;

a union between the stock and scion was quickly effected, and
the graft grew to the height of 6 feet in the same year ; its top
was pinched off at this height at midsummer, and it then
actually threw out several side shoots of sufficient vigour to

form the base of the future head.
It was noticeable that but very few sorts were alike vigorous

and healthy in all three soils, yet of Blenheim Pippin, Han-
well Souring, Eed Astrachan, and Court-Pendu-Plat, fine

specimens, equally vigorous and fruitful, may be seen growing
in the heavy tenacious clay, the deep loam, and the mixed soil

of rocky debris and loam. Jlost kinds thrive in the loam, but it

is in the mixed gritty soil that the highest excellence is attained
;

the trees of all the kinds growing in this soil are everything
that can be wished—the bark, without the least suspicion of
lichens, is absolutely glistening with health, the growth free

and healthy, and the crowded bloom buds abimdant enough to
satisfy even a Rivers.

One other result in connection with the soil worthy of notice,
is that as we proceed from this favourable soil downwards to

the clay, signs of lichens gradually appear, till in the clay itself

mossy limbs are visible on all. sides, thus proving that a cold,
damp soil, even when free from stagnant water, as this is (for

it is well drained), has a great influence on the production of
lichens.

Of the kinds of Apples grown here, the most profitable are
Winter Queening, Dumelow's Seedling, Northern Greening,
Court-Pendu-Plat, Alfriston, and Hanwell Souring. Hanwell
Souring is undoubtedly one of the best Apples for culinary pur-
poses in cultivation ; healthy, vigorous, very prolific, and most
hardy, adapting itself to all "treatments and soils, equally fruit-

ful as a closely-pruned tree, or when its unpruned branches
have in the very wantonness of vigour assumed a close resem-
blance to one of Nature's wild children, it may justly be called
f/ie winter kitchen Apple.
In concluding these remarks I would ask, by way of appli-

cation. Is not the question of profitable fruit culture worthy of
greater attention from those persons whose land is favourably
situated for ibis purpose ? Perhaps to no part of the British
Isles is this lemark more justly applicable than to the south-

eastern counties of Kent, Surrey, and Sussex, where, owing
to the undulating character of the land, many a sheltered
sunny spot might be utilised for this purpose, and rendered
far more profitable to its owner than it would otherwise be. In
the case before us we have land which, as arable or pasture
land, for ordinary farming purposes produces an annual rent
of 'dOs. per acre, but which, when planted with thriving fruit

trees, assumes a value of at least £5, being even at such a rent
a very profitable investment, if we take the annual returns,
roughly estimated at about £30 per acre ; and this sum is, I
believe, quite within the mark.

—

Edwakd LncKHUEsr, Egerton
House Gardens, Kent.

TENDER ANNUALS.—No. 1.

These are not numerous, but some of them are very orna-
mental in the greenhouse and conservatory in summer and
autumn.

Probably the finest of the annuals requiring constant glass
protection for their successful cultivation is the Balsam, of
which there are several varieties. Those known as the Ca-
mellia-flowered are, undoubtedly, the best, and of them there
are several colours. It is useless to attempt the cultivation of
B.dsams unless seed of a good strain is procured ; the best

that I have grown are Smith's Camellia-flowered ; the Bose-
flowered Balsams are also good.
Balsams when sown too soon, and grown without sun, ate

apt to become drawn up, and have then a poor appearance.
No place is so good as a frame for sowing the seeds, and this
should not be done until the first week in April, making another
Bowing in May and one in June. A hotbed should be prepared
in March, so that by the beginning of April it may have a
bottom heat of 70" or 75°, and a corresponding top heat. The
bed should be covered with tan or other plunging material,
so that when the seed pots are plunged in the bed the surface

of the soil will not be more than G inches from the glass. The
seed ought to be sown thinly and evenly over the soil, the
surface of which should be within half an inch of the rim of

the pot or pan, and be made smooth by patting it lightly with
the bottom of a small flower pot ; then scatter fine soil over
the seed so as to cover it. Give a gentle watering if the soil

is not moist enough, and plunge the pots in the hotbed. In a
few days the seeds will have germinated. As soon as the plants
come up admit air freely, but the temperature must not be
lowered below G0°. Care should be taken not to overwater, bat
still have the soil moist, so as to promote healthy growth.
When the plants are showing their rough leaves prick them

off singly in 3-inch pots, placing at the bottom a lump of soil

for drainage, and then so pot the plant that the seed leaves
may not be more than 2 inches above the surface. The pots
should be replaced in the hotbed, and if they are too near the
glass sink them by removing a portion of the plunging mate-
rial, or raise the frame, taking care not to have the plants
farther from the glass than 6 inches—indeed, they cannot be
too near it if they do not touch it and room is allowed for

growth. As soon as the pots are filled with roots, and before

these become matted, transfer the plants to 4-inch pots, potting

so deeply that the seed leaves will not be more than 2 inches
above the surface, and replace in the hotbed, sinking the pots
in the bed, or, by raising the frame, allow room for growth.
The heat must be kept up by linings, so as to be 55° or 60° at

night, and G5° or 70° by day, with a rise from sun heat, admit-
ting air freely, so as to keep the plants sturdy. When the
roots are forming round the sides of the 4-inch pots shift the
plants into 0-inch pots, and at this potting they should be
again sunk in the soil, and so that there will not be a distance

of more than IJ inch from the surface to the seed leaves.

Return the plants to the hotbed if the heat can be main-
tained, and if there is room for them to grow; if not they
must have another hotbed, which should be in readiness to

receive them. Those persons who have a light, airy house,

with a night temperature of 60°, or not less than 55°, will not
have any difiieulty in meeting the requirements of the Balsam,
there being a position near the glass and room for it to grow.

The plants, it they are disposed to grow all on one side, must
be turned round frequently.

They should be shifted into 8-inch pots as soon as the roots

reach the sides of the pot, and this constant shifting will

need to be persisted in until they ere as large as required;

but it is needless to keep on potting the plants, as they will

not long continue in a growing state unless the flower buds be
picked off'. If large plants are required the flower bads must
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be pickfd off as fast as the? appear, oommnnciiig with the
central stem liret, and then adopting tlie PAiiie proceeding with
tbe side branches, and this picking-off of the flower buds will

have to be persisted in until the plants are as large as required.
In picking oil the buds care should be taken to leave some on
all the shoots, but take ol! aU that are the size of peas, as
when of larger size they stop the growth of the plants. The
removal of the flower buds may be practised to within a fort-

night of the time at which the plants are required to bloom,
they taking about that time when the buds are of the size of

peas, so that the period of blooming may be determined to a
nicety. If large plants are not wanted, we have only to pick
off the buds from the central shoot until there are buds on the
side shoots, and we can then thin them out to a distance of

1 or 2 inches along the shoots, and allow the plants to bloom.
It is necessary to thin out the flower buds, for these form too
thickly on the shoots, and not having room for proper expan-
sion, the individual flowers will be small as compared with
those on plants properly attended to in this respect.

The repotting must be performed as soon as the pots become
filled with roots, the plants being shifted into pots a size
larger, and this repeatedly until they are as large as wanted.
In shifting, the plants should be sunk deeper in the pots, but
it is well not to tiuk them more deeply than within an inch
of where the seed leaves were situated ; in no case ought they
to be sunk lower than this, and I think it is better when they
show some portion of the stem. The size of the pot will vary
with the size of plant, but I consider 8 or 9-inch pots quite
large enough. The last shift may be given about a month
before the plants are required to bloom, and the pots will be full

of roots in about a fortnight ; then, in place of increasing the
size of pot, we have only to feed the plants with liquid manure,
which will be required at every alternate watering, and it

should be given in all cases after the last shift when the pots
are full of roots, to maintain the swelling of the buds, and keep
np the vigour of the plants.

No stakes should be used, but the csntral stem must be kept
straight by frequently turning the plant round,, and the side
shoots should be tied down bo as to feather the plant near the
pot, and in this way a symmetrical and pyramidal form should
be sought; but this tjing-down and regulation of the side

shoots will only be needed for a time, for when the plants are
coming into bloom every tie must be removed.

In no case ought the soil to be kept constantly saturated,
but whenever it is likely to become too dry a good watering
should be given—enough to show itself at the drainage. The
foliage must not be permitted to flag from want of water.
Occasional syringingsare beneficial, and a light sprinkhng may
be given morning and evening until the floorer buds expand,
when it must be discontinued, and the paths and other sur-

faces sprinkled with water two or three times a-day to produce
a moist atmosphere, which the plants flourish in ; but it must
not be very close, otherwise they will become weak. They
sbonldhave moisture abundantly, but it ought to be accompanied
with air ; they will then have fine foliage, and thick sturdy
stems and shoots.

The best soil I have used is turf taken from a pasture, Ij inch
thick, where the soil is a good rich sandy or light loam. After
it has been kept for six months in alternate laytrs with cow dung
or horse droppings, it should be chopped and broken np rather
finely, but not sifted. In case of there not being compost of

this kind, one-fourth of old cow dung may be added to light

turfy loam ; or well-rotted hotbed manure may be used if cow
dung is not to be had. These materials well mixed will grow
Balsams well. Good drainage should be given.
In summer the plants succeed best in a cold pit or deep

frame, as they can then be more readily kept moist, and have
the treatment specially suited for them, than when grown in a
house shaded by climbers or Vines, Balsams not requiring any
shade except when pricked or potted-off, and only then until
they become again established.

Fine large plants may be had in eight or nine weeks from
sowing. Plants from seed sown in April will flower by the
middle of June, those from the May sowing by the middle of

July, and those from the June sowing at the end of August.

—

G. Abbey.

PRE\T:NTrXG THE BLEEDING OF VINES.
The composition used by painters, called " knotting," is the

most simple, cheap, and effectual remedy that I have yet met
with for preventing tbe bleeding of Vines, &e. I have used it

two years, and it has in every case answered satisfactorily. I
would advise everyone who has not done so to give it a trial,

and make knov,Ti the results. It may be had from any painter,
and I find from an advertisement in Tde Jocrxaj, of Hon-
TiciiLTDKB that knotting is to be had at 10s. per gallon.

—

L. Temple.

THE GOOSEBEREY THEE PYHAATTDAT.LY
TKAIXED.

While so much attention has been paid to the various
methods of training frait trees generally, and Apple and Pear
trees in particular, it is not a little surprising to find that the
Gooseberry and Currant have in most cases escaped all innova-
tions in training, and have been allowed to maintain the bush
or cup-like form. True, there is to be found in almoEt every
garden in the kingdom a portion of the shady side of a north
wall covered with the Eed and the White Currant, while the
Gooseberry may occasionally be found occupying a similar posi-
tion, all subjected to the roughest usage, with no pruning or
training, and generally noticeable more as objects of neglect
than of successful culture. " Ayeshike Gaudener " some time
ago suggested in this Journal a method which be had himself
tried—viz., training the Gooseberry to strained wires near the
ground, cordon fashion ; and no doubt a number of such regu-
larly intersecting a garden, by way of dividing the different
quarters, would have a neat appearance. With these and other
slight exceptions the Gooseberry and Currant are invariably
met with trained in bush form. It is to another mode of train-

ing the Gooseberry and Currant that I would now direct at-
tention ; if the Apple and Pear can by pruning and training
be madeto assume almost any form we may desire, why should
not the Gooseberry and Currant be made to do the same '! It

may be here argued that the latter two in their natural state

always partake of the bush form, while the former, under the
same conditions, attain more majestic proportions, and there-
fore we ought always to study the natural form ; neither the
Gooseberry nor Currant naturally partakes of a pyramidal form,
and it is to this form that I wish to call attention, for I believe

the Red and White Currant, and especially the Gooseberry, to

bemuch more amenable to pyramidal training that the Apple or
Pear. Previous to entering my present situation I had not seen
the Gooseberry so trained, nor had the thought ever occurred
to me of the tree's adaptability to that form ; and it was with a
feeling, if not of actual astonishment, certainly of something
akin to it, when I beheld for the first time pyramid-trained
Gooseberry trees. The large size and the apparent age of
these trees impressed me some time afterwards with the idea
that this had been a form of training long since given up,
and hence the reason that I had never met with any so trained
before.

Between thirty and forty Gooseberry trees are trained in the
pyramidal form here. I can give no information as to the age
of the oldest and best of these trees, fifteen in number. In height
they average from 7 to S feet, and the diameter at the base of
the pyramid is about the same. They are quite as regular in
outline as a Fachsia grown for exhibition purposes, and this

with little, if any, tjing-in of branches. A strong stake in
the centre is all the support necessary, and to this one and
occasionally two leading shoots are tied ; side shoots emanate
from these, and by the careful selection of such for retaining,
and an eye to pruning at the requisite length, the pyramidal
form can be easily maintained. Had it betn thought necessary
or desirable these trees might have attained, and could yet be
made to attain, much larger dimensions, as the centre shoots had
reached the extreme limit of their supports long ago, and the
side branches have been encroaching on a walk and on each
other many a day. The varieties so trained are old and com-
mon ; they include Pi=d Warrington, Ironmonger, Sulphur,
Golden Lion, Hedgehog, &c. Anyone can picture to himself
the splendid appearance presented by such trees when bounti-
fully laden with ripe fruit.

It ia not necessary to plant further apart than the usual
distance—from a to 6 feet, should the object be to train
pyramidally ; because, although the plant is made to attain a
greater height, it does not extend further sideways than when
trained in bush form.
To me it appears that this method of training the Gooseberry

and Currant possesses advantage over the old and common
form, apart from the more handsome appearance presented.
A greater quantity of fruit is produced, as a consequence of

the greater size of the plant, and the fruit is not covered with
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3and after heavy rains, as is commonly the case with that grown
on bushes trained near the ground.—J. A., Wallhome Gardens.

AUCUBA JiVPONICA AND ITS VARIETIES.
Of all hardy evergreen shrubs, the Anouba is certainly the

most elegant; its evenly-shaped dense habit, and its fine broad
leaves beantifally spotted with yellow, its Reneral neat aspect,

and its hardiness of constitution, have combined to make it

the most popular of what are considered our non- flowering

shrubs. It delights in every soil that is not too sandy, and in

every situation where it is not fully exposed to the sun, and,

undoubtedly, stands the smoke of large towns better than most
other plants.

The articles that have recently appeared in your Journal on
the Aucuba as a berry-bearing shrub, prompt me to add a few
words in the hope they may be of service to those who cul-

tivate the new varieties, and encourage those who do not. I

cannot but express my surprise at the few private collections

in whioh one meets with a male Aucuba, or any of the recently-

introduced beautiful varieties of the female. So much was
written about them at the time of their introduction, that it

was expected the country would soon be overshadowed with
them ; but instead of this I find very few amateurs who know
any beyond the old kind, also known as the Variegated or

Spotted Liurel, introduced into our gardens upwards of eighty

years ago. Such owners of gardens who have the old Aucuba
among their shrubs, I wish to inform (although far from being
the first time your columns have stated the same), that the

Aucuba is dioeeicus—that is, the male and female flowers are

borne on separate plants, and till within the last few years we
have only had a female variety in our collections, thereby being
deprived of its brilliant fruit. Owing to its native country
(Japan) being rigorously shut up from Europeans, we were un-
able till about the year 1861 to get possession of the male kind,
and in the spring of 1864 a green-leaved Aucuba was exhibited

in London, loaded with large oblong berries of a very bright

coral red, and four times the size of those of the Holly, thus
showing to the horticultural world that it had by no means
seen the brightest side of this favourite shrub. Two or three
years previous to the above dates, Siebold, a Dutch botanist,

long resident in Japan, introduced into Europe several diversely-

foliaged kinds, all female, but to Mr. Robert Fortune is due the
honour of having sent home the first male. That celebrated

traveller tells us that in its native country the Aucuba grows
in woods and hedges (thus verifying what is stated about its

not liking a very sunny situation), and so great a variety of

variegated forms of it are found, that scarcely two plants are
alike. The Japanese preferring these, it is very difficult to

meet with the green-leaved kinds.
The male plants do not differ either in habit or hardiness

from the female, therefore one male might be planted in the
centre of a group of females of the same age, and would, in

my opinion, annually produce sufticient pollen to fertilise the
whole of the surrounding pistils. Some varieties of males are
stronger-growing than others, and produce large upright pa-
nicles of bloom, in size resembling those of the common Lilac

;

these, when agitated by the wind, or by the aid of insects,

would distribute suflicient pollen to cover a very large surface
of female bloom. One difficulty presents itself, however, by
the male flowers oftert opening before those of the female.
When this happens it only remains to gather the pollen for

after-application with a camel-hair brush, or to exercise judg-
ment in the choice of varieties, some males being later and
more prolific in flowers and stamens than others. In my
opinion, experience will ultimately show that two or three
bushes of the male in a large garden will be quite suflicient for

a tolerable number of females, even should they be scattered

about the grounds. For the past two years I have noticed
berries on the common Aucuba in my grounds, which are ex-

tensive, on plants not only a good distance from my males, but
separated from them by high Laurel hedges and large specimen
Conifers. Some Aucubas, too, in a private garden more than
a quarter of a mile from mine bore berries last year, and I

have ample proofs that there are no males nearer than mine,
and in this case several houses and hedges intervene. I by no
means wish your readers to entertain a hope that a male Au-
cuba planted near their houses will be sufficient to "berry"
their plants a quarter of a mile beyond. I merely wish to

show them that by a very small outlay they may cover their

Aucubas with bouquets of berries of the brightest red.

Early in 1866 M. Gaujird, of Ghent, and later in the same
year Mr. Standish, of Ascot, exhibited seedling Aucubas bear-

ing thyrsoid panicles, of which every flower was hermaphro-
dite. From these great things were expected ; we were to have
berries without any trouble ; but since then I have had an
opportunity of seeing the plant in the nursery of the former
gentleman, and there was not the slightest trace, nor has there
since been, of the fruit ever setting ; therefore it has proved
a mere botanical curiosity. Since then I have noticed in my
own collection that two plants grafted from the true Aucuba
japonica mas bicolor produced flowers having three stamens,
and to all appearance a perfect pistil, but in spite of every

care I had no berries from them, and since then the same
plants have only produced perfect male blossoms.
Two years ago an alarm was raised that the berries were

poisonous, in conseqnence of a poor robin having been found
dead with a partly-digested berry in his stomach. If this

alarm had not proved quite groundless, it would have tended to

a great extent to prevent the culture of Aucubas for berry-bear-

ing; still, there is no doubt that birds are attracted to the
berries by their brilliancy, and by the sweetness of the pulp.

The green-leaved kinds will naturally make the most agree-

able contrast with the fruit, and for this purpose I would
heartily recommend the viridis pygmapi, as being of dwarf
habit and literally covering itself with bloom.
The Aucuba is readily propagated by cuttings, or by grafting

on young stocks of the old kind under glass. The berries take

a year to ripen, and require the greater part of a year to ger-

minate ; but it is a mistaken idea to suppose they require heat,

as I have at this moment several now sprouting in the open
air, just where they fell from the plants.

Subjoined are the kinds that form my collection, and I do
not believe there is any other distinct variety grown. I am
quite aware that with the exception of Yuccas there is no
class of plants worse named than the Aucubas. Nurserymen
seem to have mercilessly re-named such of Siebold's varieties

as they have introduced from the Continent, with a view to

monopolise their sale, and the result is nothing but great

confusion. It is also with regret that I see in the catalogue of

one of the English introducers of the Aucuba, that he is offer-

ing for sale no less than one hundred vaiieties he has raised

from seed, and by their descriptions I do not see six strikingly

distinct ones, the great probability being that the whole may
resemble what we already grow. Seedlings, we all know, will

give more luxuriant foliage in their first stages, and I am afraid

the novelties in question have not been sufiiciently tested,

neither do I find they have been exhibited publicly ; the whole
of them, too, have received common names, such as Ace of

Trumps, Blue Gown, Lucifer, Sbylock, Wilkie Collins, &c.,

making the Aucubas at once a florists' plant. My collection

is as follows :

—

Fmnina albo-variegata.—Leaves a little broader and more
deeply serrated than maculata (the old variety), and spotted in

a similar manner, for the spots are nearly white in winter. A
robust and desirable variety.

F. aurea.—A large thick-leaved variety, the young leaves of

which are of a golden yellow (not burning in the sun), after-

wards turning to a light green.

F. aiireo-marginata (picta fcEmina,limbata), the most effective

kind for foliage. The young leaves are sometimes all yellow,

but eventually this colour remains as a broad golden margin

to every leaf; the variegation, although weakening with age,

is, nevertheless, always visible. The leaves of this and the

variety that precedes it are extremely large, and of a thick

leathery texture, quite different from all others. Berries large,

few, and of a dull red.

F. bicolor elegans.—Very large leaf, nearly the whole of the

central part being occupied by a large yellow blotch, which

frequently causes it to curl. A very inconstant variety. Large

dull red berries.

F. dentata mmo-variegata.—Very short, deeply serrated,

striped and spotted leaves. Distinct ; forms a neat, compact

bush.
F. grandidcntata maculata.—Leaves of a rich olive green,

scantily spotted and splashed with yellow. This variety is re-

markable for the large size of its foliage, and its very robust

habit ; it is very short-jointed, and sets well for bloom ; berries

dull red.

F. latimacnlata.—An accidental variation from the old kind,

from which it differs by its longer leaves, which sometimes

have a yellow blotch in "the centre, causing thpm to be warted

and twisted. An'inconstant and now undesirable variety.
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F. hn^folia, of Voitch (anguatifolia, salicifolia).—Long, nar-

roil', lanceolate, RliK'itly serrated deep green leaves. Plant of

dwarfer habit than the next variety. Very dark red berries.

/''. lovyifoUii, of Standish.— Long, Lrontl, lanceolate, deeply-

serrated rich green leaves. Plant of very free growth. The
berries are very long, borne in large bomiuots, and more bril-

liant than any l;nown kind. Should be in every collection.

F. lonijifolia varleijata.—Leaves flaked and sometimes edged
with yellow

;
pretty but inconstant.

F. luti'ocarpa, the yellow-fruited variety. No one seems to

have beeu fortunate enough to have fruited it; but Mr. 13. S.

Williams, who sent it out, describes it as bearing yellow fruit,

therefore it will be a pleasing aJdition if it is of a good colour.

Leaves green, with a few yellov? spot3.

F. maculaUi.—" Our old familiar friend ;" the berries it bears

are very abundant, small, but cf a fine bright colour.

F. svlplnina.—The leaves are powdered with green on a

bright yellow ground
;
plant of free growth; dull red medium-

sized berries. A very attractive and distinct variety.

F. vera (nana, viridis pygm.Ta).—A dwarf and compact
grower, with dark green foliage; it produces brilliant fruit in

great abundance ; highly desirable for pots.

Mas bicolur.—Leaves dark green, with large golden centre ; a

very compact and free-fiowering variety. The foliage does not
carl.

Mas grandis.—A very broad-leaved, deeply-toothed variety

of very vigorous growth. Doubtless the largest green-leaved
Aucuba yet introduced.

Mas macidata.—Large light green leaves, thickly splashed
with yellow, of very robust growth. Undoubtedly the best

male known, its spikes of blossom being from (i to 9 inches
long, and producing pollen in great abundance.
Mas ovata.—Broad ovate dark green leaves, sometimes orna-

mented with a few small yellow spots. Quite distinct.

Mas picta.—Very brilliant green with yellow central blotch,

foliage much smaller and centre lighter than mas bicolor.

Mas pijipncea.— ')f a dwarf and compact growth ; leaves dark
green and of medium size ; a most abundant blpomer, lasting

longer than many other male kinds.

Mas vera.—Broad, deeply-serrated, dark green leaves ; a very
nscfal male.
To the females might be added himalaica, which was formerly

considered a distinct species, bat is most likely a iorm of japo-
nica, from whioh it diffi>rs by its rounder fruit. The leaves
are of a light green, long, narrow, and slightly toothed; it is

also longer-jointed than any other kind, and its fruit hangs
loosely, and is tipped with green. There were some doubts as

to its hardiness, but with the e::ception that its foliage becomes
a little paler in winter, it sufJers no more than the others. Of
course it has to be set for fruit with the male flowers of japo-
nica, and one remarkable fact connected with it is that I cannot
get its seeds to germinate, neither can I hear of their germi-
nating with anyone else. Its large-leaved variety, macrophylla,
is also distinct by its fruit, which are large and pear-shaped,
but being red and green are net very ornamental.

I had finished the above remarks when I found the following
very interesting communication in the valuable French perio-
dical of which JI. Carriere is editor:

—

" Permit me to call the attention of yonr readers to the
following facts, touching the flowering of Aucubas. In ISOG I

procured two plants of A. P7gm;ea viridis mascnla and one
A. viridis fcEmina, which, kept under glass, bloomed the follow-

ing March, the males eight or ten days before the females, so

that the former still had an ample quantity of flowers for me
to impregnate artificially thos^ of the female, which took weU
and produced beautiful berries in the open ground, where I had
placed my three plants in the month of Hay. I thought, like

M. Bertin, who cultivates a good many of these plants, that

the open ground would tend to equalise the time of flowering

;

the result in my case has proved the contrary. In March of

the following year (18C8), my plants again flowered, the males
fifteen to twenty days in advance of the females, and nearly a

month ahead of the old kim". (t. maculata). I could not per-

ceive any flowers fit for hybridising purposes on the males,
when those of the latter were well expanded ; notwithstanding
this. Nature interfered in some way or otherj and at the present
time all my Auonbas are well provided with berries, including
plants situated 45 yards from ihe two males.

" This year the difference i< still more notable. The excep-
tionally mild temperature of the first part of the winter caused
my two males to be in full bloom when the first frosts set in,

about the 21st of January. Many of the flowers were destroyed,

but many others have opened since the frost, and there is still

a good number, although the pollen does not seem to ripen as

it should do. The flowers of the green-leaved female are now
scarcely perceptible, and those of the old Aucuba are but mere
buds, so that there will bo an advance of the male on these of

at least six weeks, and perhaps more ; experience will show if

the pollen will be preserved and carried by the wind or insects

as last year. I will add that a plant of A. mascula maculata
that I procured in January, and afterwards placed in the open
ground to try to retard its flowering, has not yet bloomed, and
that I count on it for fertilising flvo or six sorts of females
that I have in bloom under glass, as well as my bushes of the
old Ancnba out of doors.

" These facts confirm an idea that I have always had, rightly

or wrongly, that for plants there is no other acclimatisation

possible than transformation by hybridisation or seedlings

;

in other terms, that if a foreign plant is either too tender, too
early, or too late, we shall never modify the type, but will

modify the species by crossing it with one of the same race,

hardier or earlier, as may be desired." M. Carri(';re adds,
" The facts above mentioned that we ourselves have noted for

several years are very interesting, especially in a scientific

point of view. They show that the last word has not been
said on hybridisation, that the theories admitted are sometimes
insufljcient to explain this phenomenon, and that at all events

the fertilisation of Aucubas appears to be done very easily.

Might it not be with the latter something analogous to that

which takes place with certain plants. Nuts for instance, the

male flowers of which expand two months, sometimes more,
before the female flowers, and which, nevertheless, are always

fertile? We call the attention of botanists to this subject."

—

GULIBLMUS.

PLANTS IN FLOWER DURING MARCH.
March 18. T^iotatatarica

Anemone apenniua
Rtellata

Populns monilifcra
AmvRdalnH persica
Arabia vnricciita
Forsylhia viridissima
Borberia nervosa
Double-blossomed Furze
Gentiana acauliB

,, 24. Biota orientalis

CupresBus Lawsoniana
Bellis acubiefolia
Jonqnil
Garrya elliptica
Arabis alba
Juniperns virginiana
Viola tricolor
Prnnnfl ppinosa
Salis helix
Daphne collina
Comus mas
Crooaa, varions
Oielytra spcctabilis

,, 30. Buxus aempervirens
aim a

Viburnum tinns
Polygala cbamffibtixnS
Scilla eibirica
Primula vulgaris
Scilla bifolia

Myrica pale
Erica mediterranea
Plum
Kerria j-iponica

Ulmna major
Iiinum flavum
Orobus Tcmus

sborough-on-Tees.

March 4. Narciesns pseudo-Narcis-
laUS

Alnns Klutinosa laeiniflta

Cerastium Biebersteini
Hyacinthas botryoidea
Acer dasycarpum
Alnns cordifolia
Amygdalns communis
Beroeris diilcis

Chimonauthus frngrans
Acerrubrum
Clematis balearica
Comptouia asplenifolia
Daphne laureola
Ibcris sempervirens
I'opulus alba
Erica camea
Hepatica triloba alba
Arabis liirida

Bulbocodixira vernum
Draha r.izoides

„ 12. Erythronium (iens-canis
Phlox stolonifera

frondopa
Andromeda floribunda

tetragon a
Primula acaiilis alba plena

denticulata
Berberis Darwinii
Populus canescena
Pulmonaria tiflicinalis

Sani^ninaria canadf^nse
Sisyrinchium grandi-

florum
„ 18. Vinca minor

Alyssum saxatile
Viola odorata
Cydonia japonica
Veronica syriaca

—M. H., Acklam Hall^ Middle^

PROPAGATION AND WINTEPJNG OF
VERBENAS.

Mr. Clayton (see page 174), evidently doea not agree with

me in coDdemniDg the old way of keeping Verbenas in store

pans, but I can assure him that keeping them three in a 6-inch

pot is by far the better plan. I have tried both,^ and where

the old way answered once it failed twice. As to its requiring

more room, the pot system does not do so if we take into con-

sideration the number and quality of the cnttinge. One may
obtain from seventy to one hundred cuttings from one pot,

&n\ far Btiouger than if they were cramped op in a pan; at

any rate it is so as far as my experience goes. Mr. Clayton

advocates striking them in bottom heat, but if he will try them
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under a north wall in the end of July, in a box covered with

glass, he will not lose a cutting, providing they are attended to

properly in other respects. This plan is also the least trouble-

some, which is a great consideration in small places.—E. Wil-
son, Propagator, Chatsworth.

SEEDSMEN'S MISTAKES—KITCHEN-GARDEN
CROPS.

Ik reading over the report of the Royal Horticultural Society,

published some time ago in your Journal, in that part bearing

on the adulteration of seeds, if I mistake not it was stated that

the Society were convinced of the evil, but there was no redress.

This, I think, is much to be regretted, for many a gardener has

been driven to his own resources for raising choice productions

which he might wish to perpetuate, and in no case more so than

in that of the Cabbage tribe, especially the Broccoli. I have
complained of this before, and I do not feel aehamed to do so

again. There must be a fault somewhere. I would not for one
moment impute any sinister motive to our respectable firms,

bot it is an admitted fact that seeds in many instances are far

from being pure. I will give you an example.
At the present time I am cutting some very fine Broccoli,

the seed producing which was supplied as Dwarf Russian, and
which I hoped to have to cut in May. The seed was from a

most respectable firm. The plants are growing on a north

border. It might be said, I ought to be thankful for them, and
so I am, but they are far more like what we used to get for

Wilcove Broccoli many years ago than the Dwarf Russian
Broccoli of twenty years since ; besides, March, you know, is

not May, and we have other kinds that are ready now. It is not

very pleasant, you will agree, to have to use now what we ex-

pected to do us good service in May.
We have had a full supply of Snow's Winter White and Back-

house's Winter White Protecting Broccoli since November, in

fact we have not been without Cauliflowers and Broccoli since

last May. I hope we shall be able to keep up a supply until

the autnmn-sown Cauliflowers come in.

At page 103 of " our Journal " is given by an able contributor

a list of useful kitchen-garden seeds, but one selection does not
answer in all places or meet all requirements. There are two
names omitted in the Broccoli department which some of us
nortbmen cannot dispense with. One of these is Purple Sprout-

ing Broccoli, or as some call it Asparagus Kale, but what I have
had under these names are two distinct plants. What we have
as Purple Sprouting Broccoli is in use now. The sprouts being

tafeen when 3 or 4 inches long, and the leaves removed, such
sprouts properly cooked, and served as Asparagus, make a most
desirable dish when vegetables are scarce, and are much esteemed
by many. The other vegetable which I cannot as yet dispense

with is Lee's White Sprouting Broccoli, which I do not see in

the selection ; with us it comes into use late in winter and early

in spring, and is in use now. When this was first sent out

by Messrs. Lee I procured a sealed packet for trial ; that is now
many years ago. I found it very useful, and have saved my
own seed since, and I have not regretted making the trial. My
plants produce a nice little Cauliflower at the top, and from
twelve to twenty side branches, which altogether make a very

respectable dish from one plant. They require watching as they

approach maturity, and when they show their flower I gather

the leaves up and tie them at the top, to keep the heads white

and save them from frost. A little hay, or a few evergreen

branches, will protect them. I find that the former answers
and gives the least trouble.

With respect to the Nuneham Park Onion my last year's

packet of seed was nothing like what what first sent out, in fact, I

came to the conclusion that there was not an original Nuneham
Park Onion in the lot, but some very nice Danvers' Yellow

;

however, I took the precaution to grow some seed from the first

stock, therefore I expect to keep it true for some time. Some-
body has taken the cream oft the bowl with it, and now that the

price can be lowered from 2s. fid. to Is. per packet, the quality

might have been kept up a little longer. From the first half-

crown's worth I had of it I managed to raise sixteen Onions,

Tery fair profit that for a novelty. There is a saying that wit

is best bought, but it may at times be bought too dearly.

I am inclined to think there exist some mistaken ideas

respecting the germinating properties of seeds. I have oft-

times proved that seeds of many of the Brassica tribe have
germinated very well after being kept several years ; Elletson's

Broccoli has done well after being kept six years ; Lee's White

Sprouting four years ; Couve Tronchuda home-gro^wn five years.

Last year I had an excellent crop of Green-top Yellow Bullock
Turnips from seed nine years old. 1 find that seedlings from
old seed take a few more days than those from new seed to show
themselves above ground, but I can discern no difference in

the produce.
We have had here a March month in earnest. I do not need

a microscope to discern a failure in wall fruit. Though we
have done the best we could with what means of covering we
had, I find that many fully expanded blooms are now falling,

—

M. Heuelethwaite, Achlam Hall, Middleshiougli-on-TiCS.

Messks. LiVNES SHOW OF SPRING-FLOTVERING
PLANTS.

Messes. Lane & Sons, of the Great Berkhampstead Nurseries,

have this year arranged in the Eastern Conservatory Arcade in

the Royal Horticultural Gardens at South Kensington, a nume-
rous and very pretty collection of the above plants, together

with fruiting Aucubas, and various graceful Conifers and other

subjects, which serve to set off and relieve the bright colours of

the groups of flowering plants. These consist of fine masses of

Azaleas, Rhododendrons, Roses, and a variety of miscellaneous

plants, the whole most tastefully arranged at the back of the

Arcade, and in excellent bloom.

CAMELLIAS IN THE OPEN AIR.
The timely and able articles by Mr. Robson and Mr. Kent on

their experiences of the capabilities of this magnificent shrub
for out-door cultivation, I trust will remove all doubts from
the minds of your readers as to the hardiness of the Camellia.

I append a list of the best varieties, all of which are growing

here without protection, and hope this may be a means of

inducing a more general cultivation of this queen of flowering

shrubs.
WHITE.

Alba plena.—The old White needs no description.

Matholiana alba.—Very double, pure white ; half expanded,

it is cup-shaped, with a tinge of yellow. Flowers 4 inches in

diameter. This is a magnificent flower. The plant is vigorous,

with handsome dark foliage.

Candidissiiiia.—Pure white ; distinct from Alba plena, and
equally beautiful, with shell-like petals.

lilanca Gcraldini.—Gte&my white; very large, cup-shaped.

The foUage is handsome ; but if the plant is not vigorousthe

flowers show a few stamens when fully expanded. This is a

fine bold flower.

Fimbriata.—A favourite with the ladies, possessing all the

good qualities of the old White. The petals are finely serrated.

Duclu'ssc Je Bern'.—Transparent white ; of good form and
substance. The plant is of rather straggUng growth.

EED.
Madame Le Bois.—Deep reddish crimson, superbly imbri-

cated, with shell-like petals; foliage of a deep lustrous green.

This is a first-rate flower, and the plant makes a splendid bush.

Imbricata rubra.—A bright carmine red, often mottled with

pure white ; of perfect form. The plant is vigorous, with the

foliage of Alba plena.

U'line des Flcurs (Commensa).—Deep red, shaded crimson

;

of splendid form, with shell-like petals. Habit of plant vigor-

ous and compact.
Matholiana (rubra).—Deep crimson, with shell-like petals.

A bold and effective flower, perhaps coarse.

Leon Leguay.—Ca,rmme, shaded with crimson ; very double.

A beautiful and telling flower.

Pictorca rosea.—Bright rosy carmino ; very large, well im-

bricated, half-cup-shaped. This is a most effective flower. The
plant is of straggling habit.

ROSE.
Saccoircra.—Soft rose, semi-transparent petals; of perfect

form, and admirably imbricated. This is a model flower, of

great beauty and delicacy. The plant is vigorous and very

free-flowering.

Valtevaredo.—Bright rose, often splashed with white; very

double, and of good form. The plant is vigorous. A first-rate

variety.
. , v

Landrethi.—Very similar to Saccoi vera m form and sub-

stance, with a deeper colour. The plant makes a symmetrical

bush.
Imperatrice Eii/jane.—Light rose, with a violet tint, the onter
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edges of the petals white. This is a delicately coloured flower

of great beauty.

Queen of Beauties.—^osy flesh ; of large size and good sub-

stance. Very beautiful.

STRIPED.
Contessa Lavinia Maggi.—Pure white, with carmine stripes

and spots. A no'ole iucurved flower, with the colours very

distinct. The plant is vigorous, and the foliage of a dark

shining green.

Caryophylloides. — Flesh white, striped and spotted with

carmine. A fine incurved flower, with broad bold petals of good

substance. A free grower.

Countess of Orkiu:;/.—I'are white, with broad splashes of

bright carmine; petals broad, and of good substance. Half

expanded, it is a magnificent flower ; fully expanded, it shows

a centre.

Jenmi Litid.—Vfhite, lightly striped and spotted with rose ;

petals shell-like, admirably imbricated, slightly serrated. This

is a model flower, and first-rate.

iJa/a.—Bright crimson with white stripes; regularly im-

bricated.

Scipione VAfricaivo.—Deep crimson, striped with pure white ;

well imbricated,

Princesse iJdcc/iioc/ii.—Bright cherry rcJ, striped with pure

white ; admirably imbricated. Free.

Principe dc Ptujreiino.—White, delicately but distinctly striped

with red ; petals broad, incurved, of good substance.

The above are a few of the best varieties. All are admirably

adapted for out-door cultivation, and are very distinct. I trust

many may be encouraged to give the Camellia a trial in tho

open ground, and report the results of their expevieuce through

the Journal. I much fear it does not receive the attention it

deserves from British horticulturists. Here, in France, and in

Belgium, this plant is a leading feature in all nursery estab-

lishments, whilst few English nurserymen think Camellias

worth a description in their catalogues. This has not a raison

d'etre, for no one denies the beauty of the plant, and it is

impossible to help admiring the flowers of any one of the

varieties above enumerated. Its supposed want of hardiness

must have been the bar to its more genenJ cultivation. I trust,

after the able papers and iuoonteslible proofs of its hardiness

from your correspondents above mentioned, that it will soon

be as generally cultivated as it deserves to be.

Mr. Robson justly observes that the frost spoils a large pro-

portion of the blooms, and asks for the experience of others.

Mine is as follows : Frost invariably spoils all expanded blooms,

but does not injure the buds, and never affects the plants.

Besides ' frost,- bright sunshine on blooms wot with heavy

dew or rain, turns the petals brown. No amount of rain

seems to hurt them ; but should a shower be followed by bright

sunshine all the blooms on the sunny side of the tree are

spoiled, whilst those on the shady side seem if anything im-

proved by it.

To ensure success in the cultivation of Camellias, the young

plants should be planted in a mixture of peat, well-rotted

manure (that of the cow if possible), leaf mould, and sand.

That there are growing in this island in the greatest luxuriance

hundreds of plants that have never had a particle of either is

true, yet hundreds have been lost from not taking this pre-

caution. Whilst young the Camellia is very impatient of

drought, and, unlike most plants, is slow in showing signs of

distress, often not until it is too late. I therefore recommend
a regular supply of water during the first season, say once

a-week. After the plants have attained a considerable size

they will bear any amount of cutting-back to bring them into

shape, provided they be not cu'. back to the naked wood.

Where other shrubs canuot thrive, under trees in shady situ-

ations, there the Camellia luxuriates. It is grown in this island

in every conceivable way—trained against south walls, under

north walls, under trees, in the open air fully exposed, and it

succeeds well in each and all these situations ; but where

exposed to strong currents of air, and where tho soil is too dry,

or is wanting in fibrous vegetable matter, it has a lingering

existence.

My experience of this season is that Camellias are blooming

much earlier than usual, those fully exposed to the sun having

commenced in November, and those under north walls are now
iu full bloom, whilbt in ordinary seasons from February to

April is the usual time for fully exposed plants, and April for

those under the north wall.

The best time for planting out of doors is from the middle

ol February to the end oi March ; and if the plants are regu-

larly supplied with water the first season there will be few

failures.—VEniiiS, Turf Bank, Jersey.

NEW BOOK.
llow to Grow Mushrooms. A Popular Explanation of the Best

Method of Culture. By William Eahley. London : Brad-

bury, Evans, & Co.

This is a pamphlet of some thirty small pages. Tho author
" does not pretend to advance any new or original method,"
" but to call attention to certain facts necessary to ensure

success, so that all who are possessed of a cellar, out-house,

or shed, mivy grow Mushrooms." There is no doubt that

Mr. Earley succeeds admirably by the system he adopts. There

are many good hints on flie subject, but on tho whole these

will be more useful to those who have had some experience

than to mere beginners, just because there is a vagueness as to

the " certain facts," and a want of explioitness in tho directions

to suit different circumstances.

With the exception of recommending a centre of faggots for

a good-sized ridge out of doors, for which we thank Mr. Earley,

the details as to position refer almost entirely to a low house,

9 feet wide, 8 feet high, ceiled over like a living-room, and
having the beds made on the floor, which wo have no doubt

has many advantages. Under such circumstances, however,

where simplicity is an object, we would not much trouble about

drainage, or a concrete floor, or slates laid across the wall to

promote dryness, nor yet about having a hot-water pipe round

the walls, 4 feet above the floor, and thus fully 2 feet above the

bed, even though we thus should " imitate nature in supplying

heat," because provided we gain heat for our purpose, we have

less to contend with as respects moisture than dryness. We
heartily approve, however, of Mr. Barley's recommendation

of hollow walls for equalising temperature.

As to the materials, horse droppings, &c., the directions are

excellent, only we would never think of passing them through

a sieve, as wo prefer them rougher, and we notice that Mr.

Earley prefers them rough and dry round the spawn. He re-

commends, what to us is a novelty, the dipping of the cake of

spawn iu tepid water for five minutes, and then laying it for a

short time on the bed to become heated, &c., before breaking

it into pieces to spawn the bed with. We have no doubt this

plan succeeds, and more especially because we are inclined to

think that Mr. Earley uses the material for his beds rather

drier than wo choose it to be, and, therefore, more frequent

waterings are necessary ; all well enough iu his hands, but

rather dangerous to practise much in the case of a beginner.

We notice that Mr. Earley approves of plenty of light and

air for Mushrooms, but the latter cannot be admitted fully in a

close ceiled room or house without, to a certain extent, neu-

tralising the beneficial effect ol the hollow walls. We rather

incline to think, that less or more of light is of no great con-

sequence, as we never knew a Mushroom grow much in sun-

shine out of doors, and though air is desirable, we would prefer

a somewhat close atmosphere to a keen draught of wind in a

Mushroom house. True to the above principle, Mr. Earley

does not approve of covering Mushroom beds with hay, &c.

Certainly, iu heated houses the beds look better without covering,

and we avoid or adopt it according to circumstances; but in the

open air, or under open sheds, we use covering less or more,

as we find it to be the easiest mode of keeping ihe air close to

the bed and about the Mushrooms more humid than we other-

wise could have it, even with frequent watering.

These thoughts, we feel sure, will cause the little book to be

more read than if we had uttered nothing but eulogy ; and the

only return we expect from the author is, that when he sends

out a second edition he will not be afraid to enter a little

more into details to suit different positions.

MANAGEMENT OF FIRES.
Young men in gardens should pay far more attention than

they usually do to the management of fires. I believe head

gardeners generally have some trouble to instil into the minds

of their young men the importance of proper management,

both as regards temperature and the saving ol fuel. Many
head gardeners have more words with their young men about

fires, perhaps, than any other work about the garden. A man,

to be a good gardener, should learn thoroughly how to manage

fires. Too many young men, anxious to push plants on, are

apt to overdo what they aim at by overheating, and thereby
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causing considerable mischief to plants and other occupants

of houses, as welt as adding materially to the coal bill.

Take, for instance, a Peach bouse with the fruit set, the

thermometer between 50° and 55° in the morning, and the day

likely to be bright ; a very small clear fire is far better than

shovelsful of coal heaped on, as if 5° of frost were expected.

The man who attends to tires should always have full command
of them ; he must not have the farther end of the furnace

partly blocked up with ashes, and so cause the most of the

heat from the furnace to warm the stokehole instead of the

holier. In most furnaces there is a flat iron plate, on which

coal should never be placed, as it only injures the brickwork
above it ; the tire should be kept on the bars, over which is

the boiler to be heated, and the plate only used for " blocking-

up " material, such as ashes, ttc, the last thing at night.

It shows bad management when a furnace is found full of

fire in the morning ; a tire which has burned properly during
the night will have just snfiBcient left to start it in the morn-
ing if required. The barometer, the thermometers indoors
and out, the wind, and the appearance of the sky will show
the stoker before going to bed how much fuel to put on his

fires, even to a shovelful.

—

John Peekins, Thomham, Suffolk.

HEATH BORDERS.
The common Heath (Calluna vulgaris), has long been used

in some places as a substitute for Box ia the formation of

edgings ; and in soils where Box, which is very capricious,

will not thrive, it often succeeds admirably. But it ii when

suffusion of quiet purple which in autumn steals over a heathy
tract of country, the Heath's adaptability to this purpose, in

point of colour, will be at once apparent ; but it may not be
generally known that it submits to be clipped and kept down

^^

worked up into live embroidery in the shape of scroll borders,

or of elaborate and artistic designs, that the highly-ornamental

character and tractable nature of this, our commonest native

shrub, are seen to perfection. To all who have seen the soft

almost as well as Box, and yet flowers sufficiently well to show
an unbroken purplish tinge.

One of the most attractive of all the beautiful borders in the
flower gardens at Drumlanrig Castle is that known as the
Heath border. It is in the form of a square, each side being
about 170 feet long by 20 feet in width, and the border encloses

a set of beds, to which it stands in the same relation as an
antique carved frame does to a painting. The ground colour

of the border is white, the material used being silver sand or

crushed freestone. The design is composed entirely of Heath,
kept at a uniform height of between 3 and 4 inches, with every

point and angle sharp and well defined, and the whole is enclosed

by a curb or edging of dressed stone. On each of the sides it

is divided by two walks, and the tracing which accompanies
this was taken from a plan of one of the corners and sides,

the same design being repeated throughout. The effect is

eminently chaste and beautiful, and, despite the intricacy of the

design, the first impression we receive on looking at it is one
of extreme simplicity. Not the least thing to be said in its

praise is, that it is also ornamental at all seasons.

As to soil, I think the plant is grown at Drumlanrig in almost

pure "peat ; but I have seen it thrive very well elsewhere in

rather poor soil inclining to clay. In rich loamy ground, con-

taining much vegetable mould, it will not succeed.

—

Aybsbiee
Gaedener.

RED LEAD FOR SEED-PROTECTING.
TRAPPING MICE.

I HAVE used red lead for some time. It does not in anyway
affect the germinating power of the seeds, neither is it injurious

to anyone eating the vegetables. I have coloured Peas with it

before sowing to protect them from mice, but after a short

time it is useless for that purpose, as 1 have found my rows of

Ringleader Pea partly destroyed just when beginning to ger-

minate. I have soaked the seeds in turpentine, one teaspoon-

ful to a quart of Peas, with a like result.

I have found the following plan for trapping mice answer

well. I procure some glaztti earthenware jars, the same aa
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those used for picldep, half fill them with water, and plauf e

them to the rim between the rows. I thou rub uotiic larJ in
the inside under the rim, and thus have a trap which does not

require much setting, or treading on the ground.—W. li. J.

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S MEETING.
The second March meeting was held on the Ifitb of that mouth, the

President, Mr. U. W. Bates, beiuf; in the chair.

A letter was read from Mr. Schrader, from Cliina, containing a
series of notes and (juories on the trunsformatioua uf the curioUM genus
of Moths. Oilicticus, the larvic of which nmlie terrestrial eaddico caBCH,

and of which the females are iTuwicKly masses destitute of limbs, and
which sometimes do nut even quit the chrysalis skin, within which the

eggs are deposited. Mr. McLachlau exhibited a gigantic species of

Kphemera from Vcragna. measuring nearly '.' inches in the expanse of

the wings. It was probably ideuti(uil with b.. Hecuba (Palingenia sp.)

of Dr. Hagen, from Vera Cruz. Mr. W. C. Hewitsou exhibited a series

of JButtertiies cai>tured by Mr. Bell in Nicaragua, a portion of which
had been exhibited at the preceding mcctiug ijy Mr. iJruce. Descrip-
tions of new species belonging to the genera Helicouia, iCresia, Eubagis,
iletiora, Mesotemia, and Nympbiduim were read by Mr. Hewitson,
together with desciiptiuns of two new species of Pajiilio from Ecuador.

Mr. 1^'rederick Smith exhibited a new iiritish Bee, the Apis canicu-
laria of Linnieua, belonging to the genus Colletes, but which is known
on the Continent under the name of Apis hirta. Four specimens of

the male and nine of the female were taken by Mr. N. Cooke, of Liver-

pool, in the Isle of Wight in May, l,S(i7.

Mr. Butler exhibited some varieties of different species of British

Buttertiies which he had captured at Chamounix, in Switzerland, in

July and August, 18b7, which in various respects ditfered, apparently
permanently, from their English representatives. Mr. Staintou added
that the common Atalauta Butterfly dihered in its habits in the south
of Prance and Italy from those of Enghsb specimens.
The President exhibited a box of specimens of Butterflies of the

Machaon division, with the view of showing the amount of range both
in geographical distribution and in the moditication ot size and colour
which they exhibited in certain districts, whilst in the greater number
of localities the species seemed to be lixcd and unchangeable, whence
he was led to suppose that such modiheations would in process of time
become permanently established in distinct species. Thus, in Japan
there were at least two well-marked varieties of Machaon, one of very
large size, co-existing with P. xuthos and P. xutbulus, closely allied

species, as they are now termed. He also exhibited four American
species of the same group—viz.. P. zelicax)n, sadalus, asterias, and a
still darker " variety," named as a distinct species by b'abricius. This
exhibition led to considerable discussion, in which the '' development
system " was opposed by Professor Westwood and other members, and
supported by Mr. Wallace, &c.
The President also contributed a memoir on the Prionideous Longi-

cora Beetles of the Amazon Valley. Some of these insects are amongst
the most gigantic forms of the Annulosa. They are essentially wood-
feeders ; their larv;e are greedily devourtd by the negroes- The
perfect insects are very rare, and nocturnal in their habits. Twenty-
live species were described from the Amazon Valley, chielly captured
by Mr. Bates himself, the total number of species from tropical America
being 166.

Mr. McLachlan read a memoir containing descriptions of eleven
European species of Panorpa, together with a curious new species from
Java. There had hitherto been great confusion and dilbculty in de-
termining the species of this genus, but the author had been enabled
to elassiiy them correctly by employing the characters atforded by the
variation in the structures of the appendages at the extremity of the
body.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
We have received a programme of the Inteenation.\l Agei-

CULTDRAL AND HOKTICOLTtJKAL EXHIBITION tO be held at Co-
rENBAOEN, from the 6th to the llih of July. In the horticul-

tural department prizes are offered for Collections of vegetables,

collections of Peas, the best-coltivated vegetable in season,

collections of forced or retarded vegetables, the best forced or

retarded vegetable, the most numeroas collection of Straw-
berries, one kind of dessert fruit unforced, one kind of dessert

fruit forced ; and there are classes tor fruit trees in pots or

boxes, and for various modes of training, as well as for garden
and grass seeds. In the division for ornamental plants and cut

flowers, there are classes for collections of stove and green-

house plants generally. Ferns, and beautiful-leaved plants, for

single specimens, Koses, Pelargoniums, hardy trees and shrubs,

both deciduous and evergreen, trees and shrubs with variegated

leaves, hardy herbaceous plants, new plants, cut Koses, bouquets,

&o. Economic plants, plans of gardens and horticultural struc-

tures, models, &c., are also invited. Though not entering into

the horticultural division of the exhibition, garden tools, seeds

and plants of forest trees, and different kinds of wood and

bark, also find a place. Forms of entry must be returned by
intending exhibitors before June l.'ith, to Mr. D.-Desaan,

Hauserplads, 12, Copenhagen.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCUEN OARDES.

The repairing of edgings of Box and other plants round the

walks of the kitchen garden having been completed, the gravel

walks should either he turned over, or a coat of fresh gravel added,

having previously loosened the old surface. Let the whole be
levelled and well rolled, repeating this operation, particularly

after rain, till they become perfectly solid. In re-forming them,
round them slightly in the middle, for rain to pass easily to the

sides, hut no more than this, except in very wet situationg.

The walks having been thus regulated, and the edgings, &c.,

put in proper order, the whole will have an appearance of neat-

ness and good keeping, and if directions respecting manuring
the vegetable quarters for the season have been carried out, the

cropping and general management during the summer need

not cause any deviation from neatness and good order. If

the tine growing weather we are now having should be Bue-

ceeded by a cold period, slight protection should be afforded to

young or newly-planted vegetables ; a row of short spray placed

to windward, or a ridge of earth thrown up on the same side,

will help to ward off cutting winds. Water newly-planted sub-

jects cautiously, and these in the morning, for the plants to

become dry before night. Sow a few Duarf Kidncij Beam on

a south border, and keep a supply in pots for transplanting

early next month. Stick Fcas as they advance; in the spaces

between the rows plant out Caidijhwers, &a., as the Peas will

afford them a slight shelter.

FRUIT GARDEN.

A sloping bank should now be prepared, and planted witfi

runners of the Alpine Strawberry, for fruiting in September

and October
;
plant threes in patches at intervals of 15 inches

;

the ground between should be covered with slates when the

plants are established.

FLOWER GARDEN.

The long continuance of cold winds will have been very

trying to large-sized evergreens that have been recently trans-

planted, and the attention and expense in watering, which these

will have required to carry them safely through, may probably

convince many persons of the impropriety of removing large

plants in winter and spring. Those who iiave an opportunity

of judging between September and winter or spring-trans-

planted shrubs and trees, will agree that early in autumn
is the best seasn for the removal of plants ot any considerable

size. Nothing but the most watchful attention will save

those that have been recently transplanted, and besides keep-

ing the roots regularly moist, watering the plants overhead

with the garden engine towards evening will be necessary in

the case of such as may appear to be suffering from the dry-

ing weather ; and every plant should be examined daily and

carefully, so that nothing may be allowed to suffer from neglect.

Take advantage of the present favourable weather for the de-

struction of weeds, and to clean shrubbery and herbaceous

borders ; indeed, it will be advisable to run the Dutch hoe over

these, if merely to lighten the surface of the soil. Attend to

the potting-off ot Carnations and Picotees ; be careful in seeiDg

that no wireworms escape into the soil in which they are

potted ; should one of these troublesome insects hud its way
into the pot it would in a short time do considerable damage,

when a little trouble bestowed in looking at the soil might have

obviated it ; to make sure, place some pieces of Potato in the

pot, and look at them every morning, taking crire to remove

the wireworms, should any be in them. Take especial care of

the frames during the night, and that the expanding blooms of

Auriculas do not receive a check, for should they, they will,

perhaps, have some difficulty in expanding, and during bursts

of sunshine in the day it would be advisable to cover the frame

with canvas or netting, so as to break the direct rays of the

sun. Pansies in pots, keep free from decaying foliage and the

fly. Keep Tulips protected, for at this season should there be

a hail storm it would do much injury.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.

Any attention which will serve to prolong the beauty of the

Azaleas and New Holland plants, with which the show house

should now be gay, will be well bestowed, as when these are

over, it will, in most onses be impossible to furnish the house

with equally handsome specimens, and the same variety of
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oolonrs which theee afford. Prepare ehading without loss of

time ; also carefully examine the plants in the forenoons of

bright days, and see that none of them is suffering from want
of water, for with hright sunshine accompanied with drying

winds, it will be no easy matter to properly supply plants with
water. Erinp; forward the stock of plants recommended for

blooming in July and August, by shifting such as require it,

and allowing them more room. Kalosanths will require neatly

tying-out, as they form beautiful globular-shaped plants by
a httle management. Fuchsias will require a second shift,

and should now be in their blooming pots, using light soil for

the purpose. The same will suit Scarlet Pelargoniums growing
for specimens. These three plants can be well managed to-

gether. Keep the conservatory as cool by day as is consistent

with the health of the inmates ; this will keep the plants longer

in bloom, and be more enjciyable to persons inspecting them.
Any delicate plants with their pots full of roots, which it is not
desirable to shift, should have the pot inserted in one a size

larger, filling the interval between them with moss or sawdust.
This, if more generally practised, would save many a valuable

plant from the action of dry, absorbing air, as so porous a sub-
stance as a common pot soon extracts the moisture from the mass
of earth inside, and however carefully attended to, many plants

die from this cause alone in hot weather. In mixed green-
houses, let us presume that a climate is maintained somewhat
in advance of that of the cool greenhouse. By keeping one
end of such a house (the end where the hot water enters) closer,

using more atmospheric moisture, and at the same time a
greater amount of air at the other end, it is by no means im-
possible for the amateur to indulge in many of the luxuries of

larger establishments.
STO\i;.

Orchids are now progressing rapidly, and will require at-

tention in shading daily, and gradually increasing the humidity
of the house, so as So keep pace with the increase of solar

light and heat. If the root is covered with climbers, a little

management in training them to effect a judicious shading of

the plants beneath, will save much trouble with the canvas
outside, as it will only be needed on very bright days, and add
much to the appearance of the house. See that plants on
blocks, or suspended in baskets, are not allowed to become dry,

which would have the effect of causing a check to the young
growth, which should bo encouraged as long as possible, to

obtain strong healthy plants. Plants in bloom should be re-

moved to a house with a drier temperature, to prolong their

period of flowering.

PITS AND FRAMES.
As the planting-out season approaches, take every oppor-

tunity of hardening-oH the winter stock, that the change to

complete exposure may be gradual, and the after-growth pro-

gressive. Bedding plants must not be rashly exposed for the
present, but shade slightly during bright sunshine, and ex-

pose freely to air such plants as are well established, carefully

avoiding cold drying currents.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GAEDEN.

We made preparations for planting a piece of Jerusalem Ar-
tichokes, finding that they were very much in demand, and
considering that the gardener should always grow whatever is

much in request. We recollect of s. large garden where for

twenty years none of the O.'iiou tribe was grown ; the sight

and the smell even of a Chive was enough to throw the pro-
prietor into a fit. However, the proprietor was perfectly right

in banishing from his premises what was so great an annoy-
ance to himself. We never met with anyone who could not
bear the sight and scent of a Hose, but we have met with
others free from everything like affectation, who could not
endure the edour of a Sweet Verbena (Aloysia citriodorn), or

the Cherry Pie (Heliotrope). Those who like Jerusalem Arti-

chokes ought to have them, though for ourselves we would
prefer a Potato or a Parsnip. If once planted in good, mo-
derately rich soil, they look ;iflor themselves, and come in for

a dish, and for soups iu «iuttr, when vegetables are more
scarce.

Asparaijus.—Hoed and raked, so as to destroy most of the
surface weeds, and tecured this more effectually by a sprink-
ling of salt.

Sea-kale.—Planted out all the roots that had been raised for

forcing, keeping about 6 inches of the crown-part pieces by
themselves, and all the smaller pieces by themselves, as stated

ast week. We wish our amateur friends to bear in mind that
these bits of roots last season, without a visible trace of a bud,
did quite as well, it not better, than transplanted plants.

IVIade up some beds, about 3i feet wide, with 2i feet trenches
between them, so as to avoid covering with pots iu the open
air ; these we have planted rather thickly with good plants,

and we mean, with a few stakes, to place a slab on each side of

the trench to keep the beds up. We shall by mulching and
other means encourage these plants to grow as strong as pos-

sible in summer. As we find time we shall nearly fill the

trenches with finely- sifted, clean coal ashes. About midwinter
these ashes will be placed to the depth of G or 7 inches on the

Sea-kale, and covered with a few inches of long litter ; and as

spring advances we shall put fermenting material in the

trendies, which will give a little heat to the beds. As soon as

the Kale begins to throw up and appear through the ashes it

will be cut ; and when all is finished, beginning at one end, we
will move back the ashes into the trench, and the dung from
the trench to the beds, for the plants to make strong growth
in summer. By taking up and forcing during the most of the

winter, we shall be able to obtain our spring gathering without

the trouble and the casualties attendant on the use of pots. As
already intimated, anyone who has a warm shut-in place by
the side of a parlour or kitchen fireplace may have Sea-kale

during the winter months if he has good-crowned roots to go to.

Globe Artichokes.—These may be great luxuries to suck and
chat over, where there is plenty of time for dining ; at any
rate, some people admire them much, especially when the

material used for cooking them would make almost anything

pood. This winter they would have needed no protection.

We have removed all the litter, and shall fork over, if not add,

some dressing in a day or two. They promise to be strong

and early this season, and therefore to continue the cutting

psriod we have taken off with a pickaxe strong lumps from the

stools, and planted a fresh row, which will produce heads late

in autumn when the more forward plants have yielded their

produce. We have seldom been able to give them what greatly

increases their productiveness and the long duration of the

flower heads—namely, rich mulching and manure waterings.

When thus treated, the same flower stalk, instead of one or

two, will yield continued gatherings, as fresh flower stalks will

come from almost every joint—a matter worth considering in

the case of those who have not many plants. Provided the

water is not too strong, we find these Artichokes like every-

thing that can be given to them, from soapsuds onwards to

guano.
Prepared a piece of ground for sowing the main crops of

Winter Greens and other vegetables. When it can be done it

is a good plan to sow Brussels Sprouts, and even Scotch Kale,

under the protection of glass, and as soon as they make the

first rough leaves to prick them out, and then when strong

transplant them. But (or the many demands on time and
labour this plan will pay for the extra trouble, in the strength

of the plants and their increased fertility.

Peas.—The weather being so cold in March, we kept a lot of

Peas in semicircular drain-tiles under a little protection; but

as April came in gentle, we pUnted them out, and staked them
as we proceeded. These have had no check, and will produce

our earliest crop. What with vermin, rats and mice, and

slugs, we have for years given up sowing in the autumn, or

rather early in winter. Counting even the trouble of trans-

planting, it is a saving contrasted with the constant looking

after all the winter. We thus, too, by frequent turnings, have

the ground in a fine, friable, pulverised, sweet condition, and
the 'plants generally grow strongly in it, and produce more
heavily than from seed sown where it is to remain. For this

plan we prefer Sangstor's No. 1 to all the newer varieties we
have tried. With us several of them come earlier, but they

do not bear so well. Merely with the protection of glass, as

in a cool late orchard house, Smgster's No. 1, sown or trans-

planted, does not bear heavily with us, while such a kind as

Dillistone's Early bears profusely. We generally sow or plant

a row near the front of the hou^e along with Lettuces, and as

the Lettuces are taken away, the Peas are allowed to lie on the

ground not staked before they arc gathered. When in bloom

and in pod, they have a very pretty appearance as the flowers

look up to the sun. By this" plan we obtain a good early crop

with little trouble. After having tried newi-r Uinds, as Little

Gem, &c., in pois, wo have fallen back on Tom Thumb, not

because it is the best flavoured, but because it is with us the

most productive, and flavour is not so much looked to at first.

' Our row in pots iu the orchard house is looking very well ; in
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fact, we generally gather more from pots than when the Poa is

planted out. Wo put a few twigs to each pot, and Bometimos
add a string round them. The Peas want but little watering

until they begin to swell their pods, though, of course, they

lanflt not be left. dry.

Of the Peas sown in the open air, and that were merely
coloured with red lead, we have not observed that a single seed

has been purloined by birds or mice. We sowed about a week
ago some rows without red-leading them, but as pheasants were
about we ran a piece of wire-netting 2 feet wide over them,
merely bending it in conical semicircular fashion ; and though
that kept the pheasants off, before two nights had passed the

mice had made many tracks, though several were trapped. So
far as we have seen not a leaded seed has been touched, and
even as respects the young shoots of the Peas, though several

pairs of partridges have made themselves rather more domes-
ticated than the invitations given them would warrant, they
have as yet left the young shoots alone.

We are obliged to a correspondent who has directed our
attention to the danger of poieon from eating the Peas, &o.,

produced by plants whoso seeds have been coated with red lead,

but apart from the nice chemical question involved, and which
has been alluded to, we would take a certain degree of con-

fidence against any evil in the fact that the poisonous lead

only affects the outsides of the seed primarily, that these

outsides become the cotyledons or seed leaves of the plant,

which soon fall off or shrivel up as the true leaves expand,
and that, therefore, the plants are less likely to suffer than
they would be were a poisonous matter incorporated with the
soil. We certainly should be surprised if the cleverest chemist
fonud the smallest appreciable quantity of lead in the young
sweet Peas that were necessary to give a zest to the first young
ducks of the season ; but still the note of alarm is very timely,

and may merit further consideration, and may lead workmen
in gardens, as well as painters, to be more careful when working
among leads. It is not so long ago that the most of a gar-

dener's family were prostrated with low fever and paralysis

from using the purest of water, but coming to them for a con-
siderable distance in lead pipes.

Mtishrooms.—We have put up what we intend for the last

bed in the Mushroom house, and will be preparing material for

a bed in the shed open on one side. These succession beds in
the Mushroom house enable ns to obtain almost enough of heat
without any other artificial warmth, especially when a little

covering is used over the beds. In a house regularly heated,
we do not consider covering necessary after the Mushrooms
come thickly, and without it they are more easily looked after.

When a bed is wanted to come in early, the slight covering
brings them more quickly to the surface, by the more equal
heat, and when little or no fire heat is used, the covering keeps
the bed more regular, even if there is only a sprinkling of

old hay—more regular not merely ag respects heat, but also

as respects moisture, and this renders watering little neces-
sary. A close, moist atmosphere is the delight of the Mush-
room, as well as ol most other Fungi. Woodlice have begun to

appear, but if a little covering is used, on taking it oft they
will scamper to the small crack that will in time be made be-
tween the wall, or board, and bed, and a little water near the
boiling point poured down there will settle the woodlice and do
no barm to the bed.

Cucumbers.—Turned out most of those we intend for early

work. Just finished those planted in a pit in the autumn
;

but for these we should have had some turned out earlier. Our
old gardeners managed them all the winter in dung pits, and
flat-roofed too. We find, however, that ours in a flat pit suffer

from the want of direct perpendicular light ia winter, but
that may be partly owing, so far as our impressions are con-
cerned, to the seeing at times Cucumbers growing in span-
roofed and other houses with steep roofs, and the glass, there-
fore, more exposed to the straight rays of the sun in the dark
months. Such roofs are also superior for the purpose in sum-
mer, as then the sun is not so direct and powerful as on a
flatter roof. This is also one of the advantages of span-roofed
houses with their ends nearly north and south. The house
receives the full benefit of the morning and afternoon sun,
whilst the strength of the sun at mid-day is greatly moderated.
With a few plants we are repeating an experiment which

we have often found successful when we wished to obtain a
few fruit as early as possible. Besides the plauts planted out
in the beds, we have widened the holes in the bottoms of the
6-iuch pots containing plants showing fruit, and merely plunged
these pots partly near the back of the bed. These plants.

though strong, receive no check in planting. When the fruit

begins swelling the plant is well stumped-in, and when the
more permanent plants aro bearing, and lilliug the beds, these

more temporary ones, having served their purpose, are re-

moved. We need not enter into the reasons why the curbing
of the roots induces fertility, or why a little extra manuring
cause.^ the fruit under such circumstances to swell more
rapidly than if the roots had more range, and the plant more
luxuriunce. We have grown Cucumbers in rather large pots
with great success ; but the fruiting in small pots is only for a
definite purpose. From plauts exactly ahke in other respects,

we have thus often gained a fortnight or three weeks in
gathering.

FKOIT GAIIDEK.

The work here has chiefly been nailing, as we were behind,
and thinning the shoots in the first orchard house—those in

the second and on the walls are not yet far enough advanced
—watering Strawberries, moving them to the best positions,

watering trees in pots carefully according to their requirements,
planting out Melons, regulating Vines, thinning Peaches in
I?each house, &o. ; shutting-up glass houses early in the after-

noon to secure the benefit of the sun heat, and at least sprink-
ling the paths and floors with a little water from the syringe.

Our late orchard house, if we sprinkle the paths in a hot day,
we leave open in mild nights, not to hurry the trees on. On
the open wall in the case of Cherries, the blossom not yet open,
we have syringed them all with limewash, containing a little

soot to deaden the light colour. That, in proportion as the
lime is fresh, will kill the mosses, and do much to keep the
trees free from insects. The white colouring has kept the birds

from almost all buds, except those of Plum trees. They have
punished a fine row of dwarfs sadly.

ORNAMENTAL DEPAETMEVT.
We have been busy with out-door work, but the two chief

items have been putting in numbers of cuttings of Verbenas,
Chrysanthemums, &c., and giving them a little bottom heat.

These generally do better than even those that have stood the
winter, as when planted out when strong and vigorous they
seem to receive no check. We have also been putting our Cal-

ceolarias out of the bed in which they were struck, and where
they have remained all the winter very thickly, and planting

them temporarily, so as to have room for growth, in earth and
turf pits, where they can have a little protection. They were a
perfect thicket before being moved, and there would have been
scarcely a loss but for a rat and some mice that found their

way among them. They were scarcely ever watered all the
winter, but received a good watering about eight days ago. As
the cuttings had been inserted in fresh soil brought from the
sides of the highway, we raised the plants in lumps 4 or 5 inches
deep and full of roots, and then the lumps easily broke off

into little balls. Though strong tall plants, they do not as

yet show any evidence of having been moved, and we have
no doubt that a month or six weeks hence they will rise with
fine balls, and can be removed without injury to their destina-

tion. They were planted across the bed in little trenches from
4 inches apart, and a little fresh roughish soil was sprinkled

along the rows before watering and covering up. The fresh soil

is an advantage even in a small -quantity, as the beds have been
long used for such a purpose. Our compost, merely placed

round the roots, would be three parts of sandy loam, one of

mushroom-bed dung, and one of leaf mould passed through
a wide sieve. The roots run into, and hold in this rough
material better than if it were finer. We use many things for

protection for a time, but altogether nothing is so good as

unbleached calico strained tightly over the bed. Few plants

will yet beat the Calceolarias where moisture can be commanded
in summer, and, managed as above, they give but little trouble.

With the exception of air and protection they need little atten-

tion all the winter, and we have frequently planted them out

under calico ; and besides watering them then we gave them no
more nntil a few days before final transplanting.—^B. F.

TRADE CATALOGUE RECEn^ED.
W. Fvollisson & Sons, Tooting, London, S.W. — General

Catalogue.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—April 14.

"We have experienced a preat fnlHng off in the papply of Apples dnring
the last weel^ especially of culicary sorts, bot the demand is chiefly

retail. Rhubarb, being plentilul, takea their place to a large extent-
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New hothonse Grfipes are now very f^ood. and Strawberries more plen-
tiful. There are large importations of new Potatoes from Malta, Lisbon,
and the Channel Islands, sellinp at from Ad. to la. per lb.

B. S, B. d
Apples li sieve 3 to 4
Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

Cheetnnts bnsb. 10 16
Currants }r, sieve

Black do.
PiCS doz.
Filberts lb.

Cobs lb. 1 1 e
Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes,Hothouse.. lb. 10 '20

Lemons 100 i 8

g. d. s. d
Melons each 2 to 5
Nectiirines doz.
Orances 100 4
Peaches doz.
Pears (dessert) . . doz.
Pioe Apples lb. 8
Plums ^;i sieve
Quinces doz.
Raspberries lb.

Striiwbprries oz. 9
Walnuts bnsb. 10

do lOO 1

12

12

1
16
2

VEGETABLES.

Artichokes doz.
Asparagus 100
Beans, Kidney . . hd.
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Bras. Sprouts }.2 sieve
Cabbage '. doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cacttmbers each
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish ..bundle

3
5

1

1

1

8
S
1 G

3
S
8
3

3

s.
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Hkedlino Pelaroonidm 'S. 01.—Yonr oondlinR PelarRonium iB very

lirctty auJ almoit identical wilh oao nnmea VibcoimtnSH (JaBllerosai', to bo

Hhortly aeut out by Mr. ^VilJlsptt.

Ll.1T OP Roses iHjmuncuUn),—" The qne'tions are. wliicU shouia ho

discardi'il or aJdoii ? I shonld n( t biiVii advised yon, it eonMultod heforo

imrcbasini!, U huv Alphonso Damnisin, Blairii No. 3, Boursnult, (Jatborinc

(iuillot, Client loir. Duchess of Norfolk, Diioboss <( Sutherland, Dundee
Kambler. K. lieite rerpetunlle. General WasbiuKton, Duo do Hobau,
Oloirc de Sauten.iv, Mad,imo FiUion, bad grower ; Louis XIV., Mdlle.

Bonnaire, Prineo L.on, RuRa, Souvenir d'.\braham Lineohi, Virginale,

Laurent llescourt, and the Key. H. Dombr.ain. Those I do not know—
C'lotildo Holland, Mrs. J. Berneri, and Kate Ilausburg. These are ou
trial here— Frani;oi8 Trevye and Monsieur Noman. Deductinf,' these the

list is very good. Add tho foUrwin^j—Baronno Provost, Bladaine .lulio

Daran, Madame Marie Cirodde, I fancy the best Hose of itayear ;
Madanio

Alice Duroau, lino; Olotildo Roiland, blush; Antoine Ducher, extra;

.Sombrcuil, Adam, .\drieuuo Christophle, distinct and beautiful ; Iila<-k

Prince, Ladv Suffleld, Mdlle. Ernde Boyau, and Baronne do Maynard. I

think that if yon add these to your list, you will have all that are

really good. Of tho new Koscs of the year my impression is, that

Adrionne Christophle II have seen this in bloom) ; Madame Jacquier,

Perfection de Lyon, Jlonsicur .rournoaux, Charles Leo, Mario Sisley,

Prince Leopold (W. Paul), and Adolphe Brongniart will all bo sought
after. Madame jacquier is my hope. It is the colour we want. Of
course, tiio above is only guess. I have reinstated Madame Masson ; I

cannot do without it. It wants a Uttle looking after. -W. F. Radclvffe."

Pkuniko Roses (A Young Rosarian)-—Yonr Roses we should prune-in

closely, cutting tho shoots to within two or three buds or eyes of their

haao, BO as to encourage strong shoots, as without close pruning you can
hardly expect them to make good shoots this seaFon, they being so

recently planted. If left as they are, or pruned the same as established

plants, "they would in all probaVility only make a few weak shoots and
have a stunted appearance, therefore cut them back to two or at most
three buds or eyes,

yERBENAS ildfm).~0t those you name we should retain for a dozen

—

Lord Leigh, Attraction, Nemesis, Beauty, Indispensable, Meteor, William
Dean, Uazeppa, Beauty of England, Auricula, Lx^lia, and Crimson
King.

Erratum.—Page 248, second colnron, fourth line, for " and they should
not," read " and they cannot be exposed to too strong light,'' t^c.

Composts for Plants (An Amiteur].—¥oT Preony-flowercd Astern, two
parts loam from rotted turves, one part old cow dung, and one pL'.rt leaf

monld, with a free admixture of sharp sand, the whole well mixed
together. For Fancy PelargoniuviSt use two parts sandy loam, one part

sandy peat, and one part of old cow dung and loaf mould, wPh one-sixth

of silver sand, well mixed. For double /''((c/tH»'7«, two-thirds tlbrous loam
and one-third rdd cr>w dung, with one-sixth of leaf mould, and one-sixth

silver sand. For /•'fnwici, two parts turfy loam, and one part each leaf

mould and old cow dung or well rotted hotbed mini tiro. For Balsams, two
parts turfy sandy loam, and one part well rotted manure.

Balsams Dami'Ino-off ilflrm),—Wo cannot account for tho Balsams
dainpin^^-olT after they have formed the tlrst pair of loaves ; hut wo think

they are' kept at too great a distance from tho glass, and have not air

enough, that the soil is too wet, and the plants too close together in the

boxes.

CucDMBER Plants Intdred by Rank Steam (Hem).—The best remedy
is to attend to the preparation of tho dung before the bod is made, anl
by frequent turnings and mixings to have it thoroushly swoetenod. Yom
may now prevent injury to tho young plants by allowing a little venti-

lation night and day oven when cold, to allow of the rank steam escaping.

There need not be a large opening, but one large enough to admit of

the steam passing off.

Tricoloued Pelaroonhims (Lc Veau d'Or).—The names of tlie Pelar-

goniums almost identical with yours in their foliage, are Little Golden

Christine, Little Pet, and Little Lucy, all varieties raised by Mr. Wills.

Little Golden Christino is a charming and a very profuse-llowering kmd,
its bright yellow foliage being at, all periods during tho summer months
enlivened by its pretty piuk flowers, which are borne in groat profusion

above the foliage. Tie plant has also a very dw.arf and neat stylo of

growth, seldom attaining more than r> inches in height. If you wish to

see specimens, go to the nurseries of those who have especially raised or

cultivated them. They advertise in our columns. Go also to the Royal

Horticultural Society's Exhibition of Pelargoniums next Juno.

Artillery Plant iJ. W. C.).—Also called the Pistol plant, is Piloa

muicosa. It is a small stove succulent, requiring tho same treatment

as the Cacti, and is readily propagated by cuttings. It looks like a Lyco-

podium, and if the flower buds are wetted the anthers hurst, and the

pollen is discharged in a smok* form.

Manchester Show (A. B. r;,).—We do not know. You had better write

to the Secretary, Mr. Bruce Findlay.

Name of Frdu- (./. A., Croxccomhc Court).-It is Citrus decnmana, or

Shaddock.

Names of Plants (E. F. S.).—Anemone coronaria flore-pleno. {Arhutius

iinedol. — Selagioella Braunii (S. pubescens of gardens), Erythroninm

dens-cania. (G. S.|.—We know of no genus called Vivonia. Is it not

Veronica or Viviania written imperfectly? When the plant produces

flowers send us one of them and a leaf.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the week ending April 13th.
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thronghoni the seaeon, Tre are assured all classes will be well

fiUed. Entries close on Thursday the 29th inst.

NOTES ON GOLDFINCH MULES AND
MULE-BREEDING.—No. 4.

Mules—the best of Goldfinch Mules—are generally bred

from hens termed " common hens," which are understood by

the fancier to mean those of no particular or choice breed.

The yellow hens of this kind are of a lemon or brimstone

appearance, and the mealy birds much liyhter in feather than

the generality of mealy birds.

When I remark that muling hens of this sort are of no

particular breed, of course I intend it to be understood that

they are only fit for the purpose of breeding Mules. In this

respect they are considered choice—better, in my opinion, than

anything else. There is a breed named Yorkshire, which par-

takes of more length than the foregoing, and from which I

have had several excellent specimens of Mules. I prefer the

shape of the Mules from this kind, for they are more sleek and
" stylish " than those bred from a short thick-set hen, but there

is not so much dependance to be placed upon the young being

thrown with light feathers*. "Whenever 1 have an opportunity

I cross one of the Yorkshire breed with a common specimen,

for the purpose of increasing the length, but only when I have

proved there is something worthy of crossing. I would not cross

the breeds without testing that either has been bred from birds

that have thrown Mules with light or broken feathers.

I have likewise bred Mules from Norwich, half-bred Norwich,

some of which I have now, and others, from all of which I

have had varied success, but mostly dark young Mules, with

only here and there a specimen having a few pied or light

feathers in the wings or tail, with a mark resembling a ring

round the neck. At the present time I have a handsome,

even, although too heivily, marked Buff Goldfinch cock Mule,

the winner of a first prize at Cambridge, and also a first prize

at Leighton Buzzard in 1S68. This bird was from a hen I bred

myself from one of the tried common breed and a Buff Nor-

wich cock. I was fortunate in obtaining a nest of three, two

hens and a cock ; two being still alive with me, and Captain

Fisher, of Gloucestershire, being favoured with the other for

muling with last season. The common hen that I crossed

with the Norwich I had previously from Mr. J. Doel, of Ply-

mouth. I merely state this as an instance of perseverance to

endeavour to obtain muling stock with as much quality as

possible. It adds much to the appearance of the Mules when
they are possessed of a fine bloom.
Good hens for muling purposes are difficult to be had, and

even when obtained from a good strain there is still a great

chance that the Mules may bedaik. When I succeed in breed-

ing pied Mules, if the time of the season will allow, I try for a

nest of Canaries, or if not successful, and the hen passes

through the next moult, I pair her with a cock bird of the

same strain the following breeding season for a nest, some-

times two, before putting-up the ben with the Goldfinch for

Mules. My plan is to match a yellow cock to a yellow hen,

or a mealy cock to a mealy hen. I breed in-and-in, both as

regards colour and relationship—a practice directly opposite to

that which I adopt in matching my Canaries. I generally

endeavour to keep by me a cock bird or two for this particular

purpose, but it by chance I am short, I try to have from a

mule-breediug friend one of a likely strain.

It does not follow that good mule-breeding hens should be

always clear, or free from dark feathers. I have by me at the pre-

sent time a pied hen I bred from a heavily-marked strain, which
throws very good marked Mules. I know many instances of good
" broken-feathered " Mules having been bred from marked hens.

Great success will often occur from breeding with a chance

hen. I mean one known not to be the offspring of a muling

hen. Several instances have come to my knowledge, one not

long since, which I will mention. It occurred during the last

breeding-season. Upon paying my third visit to the famous
annual bird show at Sunderland, I was informed by Mr. George

Shiel, the proprietor of the Queen's Hotel, who is a breeder

and enthusiastic admirer of Canaries and Mules, that from
a yellow Norwich hen Canary furnished by me, he bred a

lot of handsome Mules, some of them, if I remember rightly,

having been almost clear. One, a fine specimen, he exhibited

at Sunderland. The hen in question Mr. Shiel had solely for

Norwich breeding, but failing to pair with the cock Norwich
bird, she was placed to a Goldfinch. I mention this as one of

the chance instances of breeding good Mules—^birds well pied

—

but not as an everyday occurrence. The odds are much
against this chance work.

Those who make a regular practice, season after season, of

breeding Mules, excellent ones too, both Goldfinch and Linnet,
I know full well would not think of watting their time by try-

ing any kind of hen. Their plan, and mine also, is to breed
from tried stock, or the offspring of hens proved to have bred
Mules broken in feather. I will guarantee that if a breeder
were to try a dozen casual or haphazard hens to mule with, he
would not obtain a good specimen from the whole of them
during the season. He would fill his cages with dark Mules
entirely, unless by chance one or two should have an odd
feather either in the tail or wings. This would compensate
wretchedly for his trouble. I know those who have tried for

years, and have not even yet succeeded in obtaining a Mule of

moderate appearance. Many a good-bred hen has been cast

aside because she has not at once pleased or satisfied her
owner. Last season I furnished several breeders of Mules
with hens bred purposely for muling. Some succeeded, others

failed, but with the intention of persevering the forthcoming
season. One of the finest Goldfinch Mules from one of the

hens Mr. Jonathan Unwin, of Hanley, exhibited at the late

show there, and it was a very good specimen of a yellow Mule.

I am in some measure compelled to mention these facts, wishing

those who may have failed to exercise further patience and
perseverance. I know there is a vast amount of interest exist-

ing as regards breeding good Goldfinch Mules.
The changing of a Goldfinch, I will admit, often makes a

difference, and although I have frequently had remarked to me
that " it's all in the Goldfinch," I cannot for one moment enter-

tain the idea, for if so, any hen would do. The difference the

changing of a Goldfinch may make at time";, I believe, depends

much on the constitution or the condition of a Goldfinch or

muling hen at the time of breeding. Let any practical breeder

try a dozen hens bred from a likely strain, with three or four

Goldfinches, and he will see the difference between them and

the dozen haphazard hens.—G. J. Baknebbt, Derby.

SEX OF LARKS.
Your correspondent " A Subsceieer" will find the follow-

ing hints of use in determining the sex of the common Sky-

lark. The bill of the male is larger, stronger, and broader at the

base than that of the female ; the heiid is larger, the birds being

preferred that are widest between the eyes ; the chest is more
developed, causing the bird to handle large round the shoulders

;

the tail feathers are broader and longer. The expanse of the

wings in the male is from ISJ to 15J inches, while in the

female it is only from 11 f to 13^- inches. When the wing of the

female is opened out the ends of the flights form a straight line,

but the three outward pinions of the male extend from one-half

to three-quarters of an inch beyond the line at the points of the

feathers, and the wing is more curved from the shoulder to the

pinion point than in that of the female. In addition to these

particulars I may say that the colour and marking of the

plumage of the male are more distinct than in the female bird.

The above are the observations of a long experience, and

will seldom fail to indicate the sex correctly.—E. Huttos.

aiY DOGS.—No. 4.

MV DOG WHEN I WAS A NEW BENEDICT.

" Benedict, the married man."

—

Shalspeare.

What do others think of us ? " Listeners never hear any

good of themselves," is a proverb, and proverbs state what is

usually true. The reason in this case is, thai if people happen

to overhear anything said of themselves, it will, I fear, not be

hkely to gratify their vanity. How admirably does Scott show

us this in a conversation which that very self-satisfied young

man, Frank Osbaldistone, once overheard, the speaker being

his own servant. " Ay, ay," said Andrew Fairservice, " Ay,

Mr. Hammergaw, it's e'en as I tell ye ; he's no a'thegither sae

void o' sense neither, but he's crack-brained and cockle-headed."

Imagine the feeUngs of a vain youngster, or, indeed, of any

man or woman, overhearing this said of themselves.

But I pass from those who criticise severely, as is generally

the case with servants in regard to their masters or mistresses.

N.B.—What a scarifier of " my lady," is my lady's maid,

when having a cup of tea with a confidential friend. I ask

again. What do others thick of ns? Are yon sure, yon
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bearded, broad-slionldered, powerful man, that even yon little

child aged three, with " brown eyea and little nose," thinks bo

very much of yon and your might ? May be she thinks you a

great awkward fellow, far too tall, and is Rorry for you, for if

yon tumble, as she often does, you will sorely damaso your larpe

nose, (or yon wonid have to fall so very far. Such a little

prattler stood one day, with hat untied, needinp; the aid of the

pliant ficgerB of nurse, or mother, or sister, when a tall man
stooped down and tied the strings for the child. She with the

wide-open eyes of genuine astonishment exclaimed, " Can mens
tie my hat ?" She did not think that the great creature could

do anything eo useful or so clever. But to descend lower, from

children to animals. What do other beings think of us ? For

instance : What do dogs think of mankind ? Ave we sure that

they always regard men as superior to themselves ? I am by
no means certain that they do. Forward dashes amid the

high grass the silky-coated, silky-eared spaniel ; forward he

bounds, turning his eye now and then back to him who is

obliged to trudge slowly, with only two legs, in a straight line

along a footpath. Does not the dog think himself superior to

the man '! 1 think he does. Spaniel aforesaid scents a rabbit

ia the hedge and is after it, high-mettled and excited. " Kings

may be blest, but Dash is glorious." And does the dog envy
that slowly-walking man ? Nay, surely he thinks himself far

the superior animal, and if the man be his master he loves him,
then, at least with a half-pitying love.

In some dogs instinct rises almost to reason. I give the

following true anecdote as proof :—A gentleman, owner of a

very clever dog, was walking with a friend who admired the

dog. " Yes," said he, " he is a beauty, but his sense is better

than his looks. Now, I will hide this half-crown under a

stone in the road, and not particularly call the dog's attention,

and yet when we have returned home an hour hence, I will

bid him fetch it. and he will do so." All this was done, and the

dog galloped off on his errand. The day was a Friday, but
that night the dog, to the astonishment and disappointment
of his master, did not return. Saturday, no dog. Still the

master from his great confidence in the dog's cleverness did

not give him up, and stoutly refused to go in search of him.
Sunday morning, and about breakfast time the dog appeared,
with a pair of men's brpeches in his mouth, and in one pocket
was the half-crown. The facts had been as follows :—A stone-

breaker had noticed that the gentleman hid something—he
searched, the dog seeing him—found and pocketed the half-

crown. The dog, to the alarm of the labourer's wife, had hung
day and night about the cottage, and as the man did not
appear on Sunday morning, he, when the cottage door was
opened by the woman, rushed up-stairs, seized the breeches
from the chair by the bedside, and so brought back his master's
half-crown. This occurred some years ago, and shows how
near to reason does instinct sometimes approach. I will give

another instance of the wonderful sagacity, almost reason, in

a dog now living. There is a white bull terrier, who each morn-
ing meets a passing down-train, the guard of which throws out
at a certain spot a newspaper for the dog's master. One rule

the dog always observes : if the weather be fine he starts much
earlier, and lies resting on the grass by the line ; if it be bad
weather, he only just comes in time.

Now, the dog I have to tell of when I first became a Benedict
was the reverse of all this, for she was a very silly dog, but like

many foolish people, she once did something clever.

I was then, I said, a new Benedict ; some of my readers well

remember the time when they became new Benedicts. The
wedding tour over, the settling-down in the first home with
everything new about them, the drawing-room glittering with
marriage presents—all so new ; the life so unlike the former life,

tmd yet nnlike, most probably, the life to follow; for business,

cares, joys, and sorrows will follow; also life's realities, the
family coming and growing-up around, until the old Hebrew
poet's words become true for the many-millionth time. " He
maketh them households like a flock of sheep." Now, my first

home was in Scotland, on its eastern coast, almost within sight

of Ethie Cliffs, np which Miss Wardour was supposed to have
been drawn, as, indeed, she might have been. Mine was an
old Scotch residence, many-roomed, ivy-covered, with one
tower standing, the last of several brothers. The place was
more like a French chAtean than a British house ; indeed, it

was said to very much referable the cb;lteau of Hougoumont,
for the possession of which there were such a series of fierce

Btrnggles at Waterloo ; and, indeed, the place had figured in

the iwars of the great Marquis of Montrose. Its walls, many
yards thick in places, to say nothing of an outer wall high and

thick enclosing an acre or so of land, and its one approach

through a high and strong archway, must have made it well

suited (or a house of protection and of eusy defence.

There I was a " new Benedict ;" but two persons feel awant

in time of other beings, and cro that want is mercifully sup-

plied, they usually take to pets; so before the right sort of peta

came' we set up a pet dog. Pet Pigeous I, of course, soon

placed in the old tower. The dog, tho bride's choice, was

chosen for her silky hair and fair spaniel-like (lor she was not

true-bred), exterioi'. She was a foolish, nonsensical, faithless

dog; the'caro other mistress improved her not; she had

no^s'ense, and therefore could be taught nothing; she was

a silly, run-aflor-anybody dog, a four-legged, black-haired nui-

sance, and a source of constant trouble. Fenella was her

name. Ben (Anglici; Dell) Fenella was not many miles distant,

a spot of enchanting beauty—a deep ravine whore a silver

thread of a waterfall fell with tinkling splash, even in the

hottest summer-duy, and the green, vivid green herbage rose

beside the water, when far up, every field was baked brown

;

and from out tho grass stood numerous pale-stemmed, elegant,

quivering mountain ashes, while oaks further up spread a

pleasant shade. There, in Den Fenella, Sir Walter Scott spent

a long afternoon, and in memory of its happiness named a fairy

in his " Peverel of the Peak,"' Fenella ; and we, too, for the

same reason named our fair-looking dog Fenella. Happy first

home with the light of romance in it, lived in and loved twenty

years ago. Ehnt! cheu! "Time flies, alas ! how quick he flies !"

And fly on he will until, if I am spared, I shall in my turn

become a talking old man, and the Roman poet's words be ful-

filled in me as in millions before me, for each old man becomes
" laudator tcmporis acti se puero." But old age is not yet. Still,

looking back, even in mid-life, early married days have on

them a rich tint of happiness, they seem
" Apparelled in celestial light,

Tho glory and the beauty of a dream."

So I love to sit and review in southern England the days spent

in east Scotland. I think of the old Hougoumont-like chatean,

the tower, the strong-arched gateway, the walled garden, one

door of which opened on a view of the "multitudinous sea,"

and often shut by me after a look-out of but one moment, if I

saw the waves coming in " ragged and brown," on the bar of

Montrose harbour. For the sight of a rough sea destroys cozy

home feelings. Then there were walks and rides, accompanied

in their beginnings by Fenella, but the faithless "beastie"

soon played truant, and idled away her silly life by her silly

self. She seemed incapable of either attachment or discern-

ment. Yet there was one exception. One Sunday (fie ! oh,

Englishman, one Sabbath, for it is of Scotland you are speak-

ing), we went to the parish kirk, and had just sat down in the

gallery, the service had not yet begun, when in the door

sneaked and pushed thin Fenella, dodging through legs, and

avoiding kicks. I tried to look as if I had never seen the dog,

but the dog was determined to see me, and being a good

general spied at once the beat point for inspection—namely,

the pulpit. In a Scotch kirk there is no reading-desk, simply

a pulpit, usually much loftier than in Enelish churches. Feel

for me, oh, reader! when I tell you that Fenella went pat, pat,

up the corkscrew- stairs of the high pulpit. Still I tried to

look innocent. The congregation were amnzed and grieved.

One notorious snuff-taker beneath me, whose mull with a

bone spoon in it was seldom out of his hand in kirk time, even

stopped snuffing. The dog reached the pulpit, and I fondly

hoped would there be buried from fight, and then captured by

the wrathful precentor; but, no, Fenella jumped on the pulpit

cushion, and black and clerical-looking as she was, even to a

white throat, she made the juveniles titter. Still I trusted to

Fenella'a known stupidity, and kept on the innocent look;

but it was no use, she saw me at once and gave a loud and

joyful yelp of recognition. With a burning cheek I had to

descend the gallery and ascend the unwonted pulpit (I was a

layman then), and capture and carry out the dog under a fire

of very severe looks from certain presbjterian dames.

Often have we laughed over Fenella's exploit, and she shall

live now in these pages, in spite of her usual silliness, partly

because of this her pulpit deed, and more bpcanse she brings

before me the happy, happy days, I spent in Scotland when I

was a new Benedict.

—

Wiltshibb Rectob.

NOUTHUMBEPXAND BEE-KEEPING.
By reading The Jooenal of HoRTiccLTcrr. I learn that in

other districts much more honey is obtained with mooh less
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labour than we are able to do in Northnmberland, and that

there are either systems or districts which produce honey in a

much greater quantity than ours. Nay, it appears as if one

had only to put on supers, and in a short time exchange empty
for fall ones, and thus proceed until the weight is counted by
the hundred pounds from one hive in a single summer. Not
so with us. Thirty years' experience of my own, and commu-
nication with others, giye no record of such results. I know
of no bee-keeper who could pay all expenses and declare a

good dividend after keeping a ten-years account. Bat we are

not professionals, and our system existed long before my day,

and has since been followed with very little alteration.

My first practice was to " eke," as we call it, by placing a

hive on a rim of straw, 3 or 4 inches deep, of the same dia-

meter as the hive, or on a wooden box, with a board ou the top,

and holes to let the bees down through the latter. This was
intended to be taken off in the autumn, when it was very often

full of young bees, and sometimes the queen went with it, and
the hive was left to die. Many of us now adopt what we call

a " dandy," or little skep, on the tops both of wood and
straw hives. This, I expect, is supering. A chance glass hive
is sometimes to be seen, and a fancy hive here and there, but
I only intend to describe our usual system and its produce.
Our skeps are mostly straw, though wood is coming into use,

eked or " dandled " as above. As it is now spring I will com-
mence with the season. We feed early, as our judgment or

impulse directs. In May we strip off the winter coats and
widen the hives' months ; there is nothing else to be done now
but to look out for swarms. Well, if we get one in May, that
is early ;

" a hive in May is worth a fother of hay." June is

our swarming month, but swarming is often continued into

July. Sometimes we super an old hive to obtain honey in-

stead of swarms, but it seldom answers. Sometimes we keep
a hive back thus, and take it with great hopes to the moors

;

but, lo ! it swarms, the swarm is lost, and the hive, half lull of

drones, is scarcely worth bringing home. During summer, as
the swarms fill their hives —that is, top swarms, we put on dan-
dies. These we never change till moor time. Then word comes
that the heather is nearly ready. We prepare by looking out
for a conveyance, the day is fixed, the full dandies are taken off,

empties put on ; old hives and afteroasts need none. Well, it is a
lair season, what have we obtained ? Every fifth dandy has
14 lbs. in it, and all other weights down to nothing are found in

the rest. Capital combs, a little broken, honey running out of

ensealed combs—not many stings. Come, the bees are all in
;

bring nails, tacks, cord, packing for holes, and zinc for venti-

lation, &c. All being right and tied down safely, at midnight
we are off twelve or fifteen miles to the stand on the moors.
Here we are, the sun is rising ; all set, let them out. All dry,

not a spoilt hive.

In a few weeks' time the heather is done, we have our bees
home—an average season ; the old hives will keep with a
little help in the spring ; the attercasts up to 35 lbs. ; the dandies
oS top swarms average 14 lbs., a chance one up to 20 lbs.

Some of the hives must go to the brimstone pit to help ex-

penses. What are the expenses for a dozen hives ? Twelve
skeps, twelve barrels, twelve ekes. Oh ! but these will last for

years, but the next outlay is repeated every year. Horse hire,

conveyance, and two men two days to the moors and back,
gates, refreshments for men and horses, a shilling a-stand to

the shepherd, tacks, &c. I will cot put all this into cash
for fear the balance be against me, and I drop the fancy, leav-

ing the reader to cast my accounts on his own terms ; but I

doubt I can afford to give the bees more than an average ad-

vantage. There is little more to do now, we hope for a
favourable winter, and our season is over.

—

Geo. Wilson,
Whaltoii.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Fowls for a Cold District (G.).— Spnnisb are not only unfit for snch

a ran as yoa describe, but they are not fowls to be batched early. We
hatch none before tbe beginning of April, and we prefer May. If you
want to rear enrly poultry, and to bave all the year round a good supply of

useful egpB and table fowls, keep the Brahma Pootra. Spanish fowls
feather with difficulty in favourable weather; in bad weather they do not
leather at all.

Bi^CK East Indian Ducks (J. W. T7.).—Itis not a characteristic of

the breed to lay seldom; they usually lay freely. The Duck has laid

somewhere else, or she drops her eggs in the water. Have her watched.

" AiH-FiLLED TcMOUR (J. S.).—We havo had tbe same tumour formed
lioth in Spanish and Cochin-China fowls. It arises from an accidental
introductiiin of air between the skin and the flesh. Tour treatment by
lancing the tumour was judicious. We nre sorry to tell you we have
ji^waye fooud the operation give only temporary relief.

Turkeys with Clasped Toes (A, Wynne).~Tt is a cramp, and ariscB
either from cold damp soil, or from roosting on a boarded, bricked, or
btone floor. If they do, remove them, pive them strong beer freely,
and coop the hen out in tbe sun. Do not let them go out in tbe grass
at daybreak

; the slight frost and heavy dew are both too much for
them.

Cochin-China Bantams (Old Siibscribrr).~Cochm Bantams are exhi-
bited every autumn. They are rather smaller than other Bantams, and
we admire them much. We know of no eggs for sale. Those who have
the birds ask large prices for them,
Spanish Hens (IP. D. S.).—Spanish hens do not lav early, but they

keep on well when they begin. Tbe weather has been t'ill now unfavour-
able. We make no doubt you will have eggs before you read this. Fowls
do not require salt. You cannot tell tLeir exact age. We consider Dork-
ings and Erahmas preferable to Dorkings and Cochins. The Brahma is

a better table fowl than tbe Cochin.

Vent Protrcding (E. F. S.).—Brahma hens often have this unplea-
sant appearance. It can generally be found by pressing with the finger
whether it be solid or merely a sac containing' matter. If the latter, it

may be opened without ri&k, but from the outside. If solid it will be
reduced by the application of iodine. It has nothing to do with diarrhcea.
You will do well to cut off the feathers round the swelling.

Cockerels and Pullets {J. N. C. P.'.—It is better to separate birds
that are intended to be winners at an exhibition ; both cocks and pnlletB
will grow better and larger lor it. They will not pine. Tbe birds intended
to be shown together should be put together three weeks before they are
shown, otherwise they will probably spoil each other. Beer is better
than water ; it must be given in the winter for seven or eight weekB, in
the summer for three or four.

Poultry Company (Subscriber).—It failed, and so did the mode of

managemtnt.

Eggs Sent Unprep.aid For (Ashton <£ Booth).—You have no remedy
except in tbe County Court; and before you incur any expense, you had
better ascertain whether you have been swindled.

Entry Fees at Poultry Shows (J. W. C).—At some shows the entry
fee.s are too high, and might be lowered to the advantage of all parties,
but low entry fees would soon extinguifaL a poultry &huw. There would
be more entries, and consequently more pens and more food to be pro-
vided.

Dear's Poultry Food [R. F., ajid others).—We can give no opinion
about it. Mr. Dear should advertise it and state testmionials.

Eggs of Spanish Fowls (IT. H. 5. .—Advertise them in this Journal.
Six slillings for nine, including packai:;e, would be enough, as the

parents, though pure, are not known as prizetakers.

Asphalt Wales {L. 3/.).—They are in no way injurious to poultry.

TuRBiT Pigeon Diseased (T. IF. £.).—You do not tell us quite enough
but as yon mention there being a disagreeable smell about your bird, we
suppose it has canker. Open its mouth, and you will probably find a

nasty mass, which you can remove with a thin piece of wood, and then
apply caustic to the place. Or apply a strong solution uf alum and water
with a feather twice a-day ; this, perhaps, may dry up tbe lump and cure

tbe disease, which is. in fact, a putrid sore throat. If the disease be only
diarrhoea, put down the bird's throat a lump of chalk the size of a bean
three times a-day. Remove the clotted feathers from the vent.

Damp Pigeon Loft (A Constant Ii4:ader).—Yon do not mention it, bat
wc suppose your birds have their libt i*ty, or at any rate fly out intoa
win-d aviary. Bricks make a bad floor, and in your case the drainage ia

doubtless bad. Take up the bricks, well drain the ground, and lay down
boards ; for years we have never put on the floor either sand or gravel,

still less sawdust—all these make dust and retain damp. W'e scrape

the floor every morning, thiin sweep it : hence the birds' feathers are

never fouled. Gravel, old mortar, loam, and salt we keep in a large pan,

and we never have had illness in our loft for the last ten years. A dry

floor and top ventilation are best for every reason ; we believe also that

stone and bricks are both too cold for Pigeons to rest on.

E3G-EATING CANARIES fC. A. J.)-—" Hftvc you read Brent's 'Canary
and British Finches,' published nt the office of this Joui-nal V It might
be the sort of vade-mecum you require. Egg-eating is a most i^isagreeable

trait in the character of a Canary. I am afraid there is no cure for it. I

have heard legends of eggs duly tilled with cayenne pepper and other pun-

gent anti-egg-eating compounds ; but when a hen eats both the shell and
its irritating contents, which she will do, what is to be done? A breeder

here, who is in some respects an eecsntric character, s-ys, 'Take the

hen out and clash her a gainst the back of the cage two or three times, and

she will not eatlany more eggs.' It is h glily probable it would stop her eating

altogether, and no great loss. Such birds are the fly in our pot of ointment.

If she is valuable and you are anxious to save her eggs, taVe them away
and put them under another hen. If you are uncertain whether she or

the cock is the delinquent, give them an egg to experiment on, and notice

which is the offender. In either case you can easily save the eggs by

doing as I have said ; but if you do not value tbe hen, give her away. I do

not know the cause of this most unnatural propensity. It is fortunately

comparatively rate. The 'bortest cure will be to do as in toothache, have

it out. The vexation attending the constant repetition of the ofl'ence is

not a proper companion fur the bird room, neither is the cannibal bird.

If the asthmatic cock continue to fill his eggs, go on with him. A little

bread and milk occasionally is an excellent diet for him. He will most

likely die at the moulting season.—W. A. Blakston."

Various (0. I. C.).—Keep an Aldermy cow; have half an acre of your

field in grass, and on tbe other quarter of an acre grow mangold wur^el

and cattle cabbages. You cannot keep pigs on vegetable marrows. For

the eggs you mention apply to any of tl e well-known breeders who adver-

tise in our Journal ; they will tell you the prices if you write to them.

Centrifugal Honey-extracting Machine ( ).—This machine is

a German invention, bv means of which honey can be extracted from

the combs without injnjing them, so that the same combs mav be filled

I and refilled several times in one season, thus greatly economieing the

time of the bees and the material (honey), from which was is secreted,

and, of course, vastly increasing the hooey harvest from moveable-comb

hive's. It was figured and fully described by Mr. Woodbury, in No. 378

1 of our Kew Series.
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though there may be periods when it falls to 55°, or even lower,

yet such are of short continuance. The minimum tempera-
ture of the house is not attained until October or November,
leaving but two or three months out of the twelve in which the
temperature is not that of a cool stove, and for sis months
warm enough for the majority of stove plants ; and we see

auoh vineries employed for them in most establishments during
tlia summer months, or until the Grapes begin to ripen and
raquire an atmosphere injurious to many plants. In a house
of, this kind a great many Orchids will, of course, succeed

;

ladeed, in the last and second, all the Mexican species succeed,

for it is a remarkable feature of such vineries that they may
ba kept at a higher temperature in winter than the first,

because the growth of the Vines is perfected earlier, and they
are not bo much affected by heat in autumn or early in winter
aa in February or even January : hence a temperature of 15°

or 50° in November would not be so detrimental as if it were
given in January or February to Vines that start naturally in

March, and are not assisted with lire beat, except a Uttle in

cold periods.

; X think it necessary to make those statements, for many
ate under an idea that cool-house Orchids mean those for cool

greenhouses, which I have not found a fact, and I should be
sorry to find anyone commence Orchid culture under so erro-

neous an impression. They must have a moist warm atmo-
sphere and a continuance of it, such as is necessary to the
formation and perfection of a good growth, also a season of

rest proportionate thereto, and the temperature at that time
niust not be that of a cool greenhouse, but be warm (from 40°

to. 46' at the lowest), and dry.—G. Aude ;.

(To be cODtiQued.)

BELSTANE—CONIFERS IN SCOTLAND.
HiviKG been present at the sale of hardy trees and shrubs,

chiefly Cunifeiffi, which took place at Belstane in the county of

Edinburgh on the 25th and Sfith of last month, I send you the
following jottings made on that occasion, in the hope that they
may interest your arboricultural readers, and show southern
residents that our Scottish uplands are not less suitable for the
growth of many raic and valuable ornamental as well as useful
trees, than are the rich plains and meadows of England.

Belstane, it may be premised, is situated about twelve miles
westward of Edinburgh, adjoining the north slopes cf the Pent-
land Hills ; and the different plantations throughout the estate

vary in altitude from about 700 to 900 feet, so that the average
may be deemed about the same height as the summit of the
well-known and universally admired Arthur's Seat. The pre-
vailing soil of the district is of a heavy tenacious n.iture, sup-
!>oj:ting wherever undraiucd a profuse natural growth of Rushes,
Marsh Thistles, &c., but where well improved yielding good
crops of pasture Grass and Oats, as well as moderate returns
of Barley, Turnips, and Potatoes. Not being sheltered from
the here-prevalent westerly winds by higher grounds, the estate

has been jadiciou.'ily intersected with shelter belts of thriving
plantations, in one or other of which most of the plants exposed
for sale were grown. Mr. Humphrey Graham, the late pro-
prietor, whose lamented death has led to the dispersion of a
large portion of the far-famed Belstane collection, was for the
last quarter of a century one of the most enthusiastic culti-

vators of hardy trees in Britain ; and although 020 lots, with
f^om one to a buudred plants in each, were disposed of in the
two days of sale, many fine specimens still remain to hand
down the name and fame of their planter through, in all like-

lihood, many generations.

Starting from the Edinburgh station on the clear bracing
morning of the 26th in a goodly company of arborists, and
proceeding from that of Mid-Calder by omnibus, I observed
that notwitbstaiidiug snow still lay deep in many gorges and
hollows of the Pentland Hills, grain-sowing was far advanced
in the arable districts, the farmers having had an almost un-
precedentedly favourable state of friableness and dryness in the
soil for facihtming their spring operations. Driving through
the estate of Meadowbank, which adjoins that of Belstane,
strangers were struck with the great extent of hedgerow, road-
side, and plrtiitatiuu-margin lines of old Silver Firs, many of
which seemed more than 70 feet high, and all appeared as
straight and erect, as if growing in some sheltered place.

Vt^ithout fcllowlog the auction party through the windings
and wanderings of the two days, I will only notice the leading
features of Hitractiou which presented themselves, and cer-

tainly the must prominent were the immense varieties of fine

specimens of Pioea cephalonica and P. Pinsapo, some of the
former approaching 20 feet in height, and a considerable number
of the latter ranging from 12 to 15 feet, most of these last being
as dense and regular in their outline as if they had been clipped

or trained into symmetrical cones. Few present had ever seen
these healthful Silver Firs in such perfection ; and although
the sale for the 12 to 15-feet specimens was by no means brisk,

individual plants bringing only from 10s. to 21s., their beauty
tolel favourably in the competition for smaller plants growing
in the home nursery. Pinus Cembra of all sizes under 20 feet

were scarcely less admired than the beforementioned, and the

larger specimens brought about the same range of prices. Two
noble plants of Abies Donglasii, " the Prince and the Princess

of Wales," planted in 1814 in a belt of Norway Spruce and
other common forest trees, which was then twenty years old,

now surpass all the others in size, and their appearance induced
a brisk demand for a large number of smaller plants, more
especially for a considerable quantity in nursery lines, which
had been reared from seed collected in Vancouver's Island.

Picea nobilis and P. Nordmanniana were numerous, and many
of both were remarkably fine, a few exceeding 12 feet in height,

the last ranging from 40,';. to Ms. A 16-feet-high P. Pindrow
was sold for S'Js., another 8 feet high 48s., and a 14-feet P. Pichta

for 47s. Two twoyear-old plants of P. Craigiana, a seemingly

distinct North-west American species, named in compliment
to Sir W. Gibson Craig, Bart., were knocked down for 24s.

;

and the gem of the Silver Fir tribe, a P. lasiocarpa, 81 feet

high, fetched iJ6s. A 3J-feet Abies Pattoniana, or Lord Glen-

almond's Spruce, was sold for 25.;., and twenty small nursery

plants of the same sort, but catalogued A. Purrjana, for 80s.

A new tree Juniper (discovered by Mr. B. Brown, late collector

in British Columbia and neighbouring regions for an Edinburgh
association), which attains a height of 70 feet, and is named
Juniperus lilenryana in compliment to I. Anderson-Henry, Esq.,

had a number of competitors, and one lot of nine two-year-old

plants was sold for 45s., and another of eight plants for 44s.

But the smartest opposition among bidders was for a pair of

healthy small plants of the new Mahonia Balfouriana discovered

by the same collector, and named by him in compliment to

Dr. J. H. Balfour, Professor of Botany at Edinburgh ; this

species is reported as growing to the size of a small tree with a

stem G inches in diameter, aud the couple brouglit l)2s. One
plant of Prince Albert Spruce, Abies Albertiana, C.! feet high,

brought 17s. ; and it was generally remarked that not only this,

but all belonging to the Spruce family, not even excepting the

Himalayan weeping one, A. Morinda, displayed an appearance

of healthy vigorous growth, which they seldom retain for any
length of time when grown in the lower and drier parts of the

county.
In the ever-to-be-remembered disastrous winter of lSCO-61

the thermometer never fell at Belstane under about 10° above

the Edinburgh Botanic Garden minimum, consequently many
plants are still thriving in the former which were then entirely

killed in the latter cuheclion. such as Cupressus MoNabiana,

C. torulosa, C. macrocarpa, C. Lambertiana, Araucaria imbri-

cata, &c. And another peculiarity was remarked in the Picea

Pindrow, P. Webbiana, P. cephalonica, Abies Morinda, and

some others growing here unchecked, while in lower and
warmer parts of the country they are almost annually disfigured

by being excited into growth before the cutting late spring

frosts are past.

The Norway Maple was a great favourite with the late Mr.

Graham, and early in spring as well as through the summer,

but especially in the autumnal tints of its foliage, it is a con-

spicuous object in the Belstane plantation ; and 1 was surprised

to observe several more free-growing plants of the Planera

Eiohardii than are ever seen in what might be deemed more

favourable situations for the ripening of its somewhat late-ma-

turing shoots. Some plants of the Gaultheria Sballon, or Salal

berry, which were growing under a thiekish shade of Fir trees,

attracted considerable notice by their seeming adaptation for

game cover and the rapid extension of their running roots and

offshoots among the grass, moss, and decaying tree leaves

;

consequently some lots of it sold at fully four times the prices

which are occasionally attached to them in nurserymen's cata-

logues. Upright-growing Spiiwas of many kinds, some of

which have recently been introduced from British Columbia,

planted as deciduous cover throughout the woods, showed by

their thickness of growth and dry-like appearance how well

they are adapted for shelteriug game, more especially in wet

weather, when the dripping leaves of evergreens are off<;nsive.

But among this class of cover plants none came up to thai
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earlieat of fruit-ripening shrubs, the Bnbus spectabilis, or Sal-

mon berry of North-west America, which had formed i;geU

into thick and wide-spreading patches from 3 to 6 feet in

height, on which many of the beautiful pendent reddish purple

flowers wore fully expanded in the last week of February ; and
although checked by hard trust thurtly after, Ibey were again

putting forth a fresh supply of lovely bloom.

In the heavy clayey -like soil of the garden, Alpine Anriculas,

the different varieties of Hepatica triloba, and that most beau-

tiful of small hardy variegated edging plants, the Arabis lucida

variegata, were all growing with such freedom and luxuriance

as they are never seen to present in th« light dry soils which
prevail about Edinburgh. In conclusion, the IJerberis Bel-

staneana deserves a passing notice from the beautiful reddish

colour of its young shoots and the robust habit of its growth.

It was received among some other foreign seeds, but no record

has been kept as to when or where from. The old plant is a

noble bush about 10 feet in height ; and some nursery lines,

which brought but moderate prices, contrasted well, both in

beauty and vigour, with others of the B. vulgaris grown along-

side,—A. G. ^^
HYBRIDISING PELARGONIUMS.

Ckobs-bbeedin'g may be said to be a horticultural game of

chance, very speculative, very easy, and very interesting.

Hybridising, while it is equally a chance operation, is far more
difficult and speculative in its results ; strictly defined it is the

production of a progeny between two different species, and
judging from the results brought before the pubhc, it is but
seldom that a hybrid of note is obtained by this process.

My attention was drawn to this subject from a desire to com-
bine the compact habit of growth and free-blooming qualities of

a Zonal Pelargonium, with the rich and uncommon beauty of

colour of the flowers of Rollisson's Purple Unique, an under-
taking declared by a high authority in such matters to be very
difficult and uncertain, as it is considered to be impossible to

hybridise a variety of the Zonal Pelargoniums with one of the
Capitatnm species, to which family Unique belongs. Now, here
was apparently an insurmountable difficulty, but as I always
like personally to test an alleged fact I resolved to try the ex-

periment. Accordingly, last season about a dozen strong
plants of Unique were collected to operate upon ; and Rebecca
was chosen as being of a likely shade of colour to cross well

with Unique, if I should succeed in effecting a cross at all.

With Rebecca, then, for the pollen parent I set to work

;

flower after flower, and truss after truss, being carefully but un-
successfully manipulated. As autumn approached I began to

think the authorities were right, and that these two varieties

of different species were not to be connected. However, while
pollen and bright sunshine were to be had, I determined to

persevere, and at length to my intense delight I perceived a
seed vessel protruding in an unmistakeable manner. This, in

time, became fully developed and ripened well, but when
gathered it had but one feed—a fine plump seed certainly, but
only one. As it was so late in the season I did not venture to

sow my treasure, but laid it by till March, when it was sown,
and a healthy plant with four or five leaves is the result. These
leaves in their appearance certainly follow Unique, and the
question forces itself upon me whether after all I have succeeded
in obtaining a hybrid. The petals of each flower, before ex-

panding naturally, were opened sufficiently to admit of the re-

moval of the anthers, and as they were taken from the flower

at so early a period of its growth, no fertile pollen other than
than that used by me was likely to be present to mar the
effects of my experiment.
As many of your correspondents have doubtless more experi-

ence than myself in such matters, I shall be glad to know if I

may hope eventually to succeed in my object, which I have
no doubt all lovers of bedding Pelargoniums will agree with me
to be worth attaining.

—

Edwaed Luckhuest, Enericn iTo'i'se

Gardens, Kent.

VINE-GROWING.
The season of the year brings us again into the train of

thought required by our several vocations, and as I am getting
my vineries into work one by one, I naturally think over my
last year's experiences, that I may either modify or extend
these as required. Some of them I am now going to put on
paper that I may send them to you, in the hope they may
catch the eye of your correspondent " H. S.." and induce him
to do the Uke. When he last wrote he differed from me, but he

impressed me with the opinion that he was too much in earnest
to stop short of mastering the subject in hand, and as having
too much interest in the practical results to be obtained to be
longer on the road than was absolutely required. Last year
was not behind its predecessors in the number of discuBBions

upon Vine cultivation, all of which 1 read and profited by in

my own way ; the one on the extension system I thought was
the most important, and I give my ideas upon its application.

The old plan of growing Tines was the three-rod syBtciDi

which is, as I understand it, cutting out the oldest cane or rod
and growing a new one in its place. By this plan you are pro-

vided with two fruiting rods— one that has been cropped npfin

part of its length and has a new top-, and one new cane up to

the top of the house, but which you will shorten-in so as to

compel it to fruit from its lower half. From the first of these

you will obtain some bunches on the two-year-old wood, and
also some much better ones from the new part at the top,-

though you will not have much room to let it grow; but this

does not signify, as when it has done its work this year it will

be cut out. The lower part of the house will be supplied with
bunches by the second cane, which should bear good large ones,

which it can support by reason of the vigour it will receive

from its growing top, and the Vine, as a whole, will be strength-

ened by the third new cane coming up from the bottom. The
advocates of the short-rod-and-spur system consider that this

cutting away of a good long cane the length of the house a

great waste of strength, and not needed. Now, the first ques-

tion is, AVhich system cuts away the most ? In this all pruningB
should properly be included, and I do not think there is much
difference either way. Upon the short-rod-and-spur system
there are more bunches, but fruiting off new eyes unquestion-

ably produces the finest bunches. Then where, so to speak,

does the shoe pinch ? I think it is in the check the roots sus-

tain during the pruningupon the short-rod plan. Most writers

say, Prune the end of a spur one leaf past the bunch, and as

gardeners always go in for systematically doing their wori, all

spurs growing at all are pruned just at a time when the roots

should be kept going, which is not the case where you have
one new cane coming up, and the top of a second left growing.

Now, my experience is that this check is very bad, and iss

the case, of Muscats it often causes them to set badly, as I find

the best bunches on spurs that have never been stopped. It

is said that as soon as the end of a spur is taken the laterals

commence to grow, and that thus there is no check ; but this

is only the case when they are growing with very great vigonr

and producing a light crop. The Vine properly under discus-

sion should be one carrying a large crop, and there is no ques-

tion that the leaves produced by a spur are more likely to

strengthen the roots than those produced by laterals. My con-

clusion is, that you can arrive either way at all the advantages

of the extension system. It simply means growing plenty of

new strong wood.
The second important question is the preservation of the

leaves in a condition to produce roots. Leaves have thesd

functions—producing roots, new wood, and a crop of GrapeS

in this instance, and lastly, the final stage, ripening the wood
made, and elaborating the sap to be laid up for next year. I

may be wrong, but it is my conclusion that the root-producing

process should go on till the crop is ripe and the last swelling

of the Grapes completed, for up to this time the Vine must
require all its powers of absorbing moisture. Now, the power

the leaves have of absorbing moisture and feeding the Vine
must be greatly impaired if they are allowed to be dried and
hardened by the sun. I therefore shade them with thin tiffany

nailed en outside till the second period has arrived; and as far

as is possible without syringing right at a bunch, I have the

leaves dewed every evening. As most of my Vines grow up-

right, and the bunches are shaded by the leaves, this is com-
paratively easy. When the second period has come, and the

crop is cut, we take the tiffany off, and having lowered the tem-

perature syringe as iiard as we like without fear of producing

any fresh growth ; a low night temperature, obtained by ad-

mitting air when the Vines and the house are wet, being suffi-

cient to prevent growth notwithstanding high day temperatures.

In the case of extra-late houses with fruit hanging this cannot

be done. Thin tiffany does not prevent the sun's rajs from

acting on the house, and, of course, it is only put upon the

south side of span-roofed houses running east and west, and
upon the viest side if running north and south ; mine are all

span-roofed.

Of temperatures 1 have no new experiences to offer, this last

hot summer being none too hot for me, even when going above
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100', ancl as it was modified by the tifiany I had no red spider

to ccnteud with.

The last discussion has been npon bottom heat, with which
all my vineries are provided, and I do not regret the expense.
This question of expense was, I think, the point ; but the
most noticeable feature of the discussion was the free way in

which the oppocents of bottom heat nsed the names of the
successful prizetakers at the London shows to prove that it

was not required, and the discreet silence of these gentlemen
themselves. Who can blame them '.' We have no right to

compel them to tell how their success is attained.^—G. H.

THE CULTURE OF LILIUjM AURATUM.
Pkoccee the bulbs early in January to start with, and if a

Buocession is required, leave a few to bring in in the end of

February, taking care that they do not commence to grow before
potting.

The soil I find they prosper in is one-half fibry peat and
the same quantity of good turfy loam (that which has been
taken off a pasture, and laid up in a heap for some time is

to be preferred), with a fair sprinkling of silver sand, all

well mixed together. Employ clean oinch pots, well drained
with small pieces of charcoal, placing a little moss over the
drainage to prevent the soil from working through ; then fill

the pots up with the prepared compost, press the bulbs singly
into the soil of each pot, and cover them entirely. Water
with a fine-rosed can after potting, and then place them in a
cool pit, taking the precaution of not over-watering, and at the
same time not allowing the soil to become too dry.
When the bulbs have pushed an inch or two high, and the

pots became fall of roots, repot in Sineh pots, carefully tum-
the bulbs out without disturbiniz the ball, and merely remov-
ing a portion of the drainage. The plants will soon attain a
vigorous growth, and more attention must be paid to watering
them, giving more water as the plants grow, and when approach-
ing to blooming a little weak manure water applied to them
twice a-week will greatly assist them. After flowering, gradually
lessen the watering weekly.
When the bulbs are at rest, they should be placed in a cool

dry pit, not allowing the soil to become too dry, otherwise they
are apt to shrivel.—H. C. 0.

.

DOUBLE WALLS OF GLASS.
Aftek having tried for many years nnmerous plans and

experiments for the protection and cultivation of tender fruits,

1 have come to the conclusion that the double wall of glass is

the most simple, satisfactory, and economical of all of my
inventions. The ground vinery I did not like, as I had to look
down on the fruit, and also had some drfficulty in thinning it

;

and for Grapes I improved on this plan, and brought out
the cylinder vinery, and glass screens to be placed opposite
walls. All these have now been superseded by the glass wall,

which has not only proved a satisfactory invention to the
public, but to myself, a very difficult person tc please. These
walls are made of an indestructible material which never
requires painting, and in the glazing there is no putty for the
frost to destroy ; they are calculated to last one hundred years
without repair, barring breakage of glass, a square of which can
be replaced in a few minutes. Within the last five months
I have altered the plan of glazing entirely, so that during the
late high winds no square of glass has been displaced or broken
in any of the cylinders or screens.

This invention is very simple but most efficient. Each glass
wall somewhat resembles the glass screen to be placed before a
wall, only tnat each glass wall inclines inwards, and is placed
opposite the other, so that the base of the wall is 6 feet 6 inches
wide, and the opening at the top 2 feet 9 inches. A path
runs down the centre, with a raised border on each side. The
fruit trees, or Vines, being trained on a trellis under the glass,

the whole when seen from one end, with the fruit on each side,

has a very business-like effect. The incline forms a sort of
coping whii-h prevents the frost affecting the bloom ; light not
only surrounds the fruit, \ihich becomes coloured and of a
piquant flavour all round, but every leaf is subjected to its

influence, and has extra quality given to it, and without this
quality we cannot ripen fruit in the highest state of perfection.
The temperature during sunlight is 6° higher than that of the
cylinder, which again is 10° higher than the external tempe-
ra'ure.

Thtse walls may be carried round kitchen gardens, or they

maybe made in lengths of many hundred feet; and thns a
crop of fruit is not only secured, but we have a good walk out
of the wind with the pleating effect of fruit on each side. It

is not exactly the form, which does not differ much from the
cylinder except in being inclined, but it is the simplicity of
structure, as well as the economy and dmability, which I now
claim.

—

Oeserveb.

POTTED PEACH TREES AND VINES.
I HAVE never seen anything published relative to the treat-

ment of pot Vines and pot Peach trees that an amateur can
understand. I have no doubt that I am very stupid about
gardening, as I have bought every book I can lay hold of, and
still I am deficient in knowledge of what I want to know. For
instance : ray Peaches are falling, although they have set well
in largo quantities. I well syringe them twice a-day, I

have mulched the roots, I water them very often, and 1 give

them plenty of air. I light fires at night about eight o'clock

for the benefit of the Vines. Is it possible the heat is too

great ? Then, again, when I light fires at night can I give air

as well, and ought I to do so ? Do pot Peach trees require liquid

manure ? What kind is best ? How is it made ? and How
often should it be given, both to Peach trees and pot Vines?
If you would only give a short article about these matters,

entering into full particulars, you will oblige many amateurs
as well as myself.—HALF-rAv.

[It we were to turn over our volumes we think we could
direct you to plenty of specific information such as you want,
but that we may more readily meet your case, we prefer writing

a few sentences, even if they should be a repetition.

As to Vines in pots, the best way is to raise plants from
single buds, inserting them in the first days of the year, each
in a small pot, in a strong mild heat, and to repot as soon as the
pot is fell of roots, repeating this repotting and giving bottom
heat until the plant is in a 12 or 15 inch pot. Then encotuage
growth with plenty of light, and ripen the wood well. Best
the Vine in a dark place after the leaves are yellow, and start

it when deemed necessary. For early forcing such pot Vines
are again better of bottom heat; but for later work they do
very well in the temperature of the house in which they grow,

be it vinery. Peach house, or orchard house. The chief object

to secure is that the roots shall not be in a colder medium than
the expanding buds. Good plants are obtained more easily,

but in ft longer time, by not growing them so fast the first

year, and cutting them down and growing them the second
year for well-ripened wood.

In whatever way the plants are obtained, if you take a heavy
crop the first year, the Vines will not be worth their room
afterwards. If you wish to have the Vines in pots continued

year after year, you must be moderate in your fruit demands,
say four or five hunches from a strong plant. Such a plant

well treated will ripen fruit and ripen wood. If the plants

bear a heavy crop, the wood has no chance for another year.

Kow, if you had told us how and where you grow your Vines,

we would have given minute details, but as it is we can go no
further than general rules, such as

1. Never repot a Vice in a pot before commencing fruiting

it ; that repotting should have been done in the previous sum-
mer or early in autumn.

2. Top-dress a pot Vine before forcing it, or growing it for

fruit—that is, remove a little of the surface soil without injur-

ing the fibres, and replace it with rich compost, such ns two
parts of fibrous loam and one of sweet rotten dung. On the

surface of this you may safely place half an ounce or an ounce
of superphosphate of hme, or ground or bruised bones, the

fertilising matter of which will wash down with the waterings.

3. In early forcing a little bottom heat will be useful. If

the plants are to come on gradually, and merely under the

influence of the season, this is not necessary. We would say

the same as to syringing ; if we started these Vines in Decem-
ber or January, or earlier, we would moisten the wood to canse

the buds to break freely. If we intended these Vines to break

with little more than the natural heat in March and April, we
would trouble little with syringing the wood if the floor of the

place in which the pots stood were moderately damp.
4. It is always an advantage for the thorough ripening ef the

wood of Vines in pots that the soil should be rather dry in the

last stages of growth, and be kept dryish, not dust dry, whilst

the Vines are at rest. In setting such Vines growing at any
time, water should be communicated by degrees, and always a

few degrees warmer than the soil, until all the soil be moistened
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enough to set the roots in xiij^orous action. After that the

roota BhonlJ have waterings juBt wljen they are thirsty, and

not otherwise. There is nothinp so aRrceable to a thirsty man
as a draught of pure water ; but Mhen satisfied, nothing could be

more uauBeatin'j; than forcing a man to drink water when he did

not want it. Just so to a great degree with a plant ; whilst the

Vine is merely Bwtlliug huds it makes small demands compara-
tively on the roots, and to deluge these roots wilh wattr of any
kind will he as little pleasant to the plant as forcing a man to

Bwallow water when he is not thirsty. As growth proceeds,

more water will be ntceseary. In fact, the roots being confined

to a small place, the soil should never be dry, but it should

not bo kept like a puddle with repeated waterings. After the

shoots are in leaf and the berries swelling, the plants mny
require watering twice in a sunjiy day. In cloudy, dull, colder

weather they may scarcely require watering twice a-week.

5. As to manure-waterings, the surfacing with rotten dunfj,

or ground or dissolved bones, is about the simplest and surest

for beginners; but we have proved over and over again, that

plants, like animals, love change of food, and that is most
easily given them in the shape of manure-waterings. For
this purpose it is well to change the liquid manure, and it is a

good plan to alternate every such watering with a clear-water

watering. Thus, from 2 to 3 0Z9. of sujierphosphato of limo
will do fur the first gallon of water, and if made in the same
vessel, hiilf the quantity would do for the next watering. One
ounce of good guano is quire strong enough for a gallon of

water, and less for the next, and thus you may estimate

quantities, bearing in mind that it is safest to err on the weak
side. 'When we use soot alone, we make a peek do for sixty

gallons, Mith about 1 lb. of quicklime to clear it, and the water
comes out like brandy after twenty-four hours ; and so on with
other manures. A bushel of sheep dung, and half a bushel of

deer dung, will make a strong barrel of fifty gallons, and if

the sediment remain half the quantity will do next time.

Bear in mind that such waterings tell most when the plant is

growing vigorously ; and that when it is making little wood or

just swelling its buds, much manure-watering then induces a
State of atrophy from the very excess of nutriment which the
plant is unable to assimilate.

We have said nothing .if the different modes of preparing
the Vines, as yours are already prepared. When we used to

grow them in pots rather largely, we tried two modes chiefly,

and with about equal success. First we stopped the Vine
shoot when from "> to 4 feet in length, allowed the terminal

bud to grow a little, and then stopped again, hut encouraged
laterals all along the shoot, and only removed them gradually

when we wished to ripen the wood. By the second method we
allowed the shoots to grow to from 6 to 8 feet long without
stopping, merely shoiteoing the laterals to a couple of joints as

they appeared, and then these longer shoots we twisted round
three or four sticks before starting them to break, and as the
bads broke we selected the strongest and best for hearing.

There are many details to attend to in these matters, and we
do not know on what plan your plants have been prepared.
Now, as to Peach trees in pots, much of what we have said

will apply to them also, only they should seldom have any-
thing of what is understood as bottom heat, though, if the
loots are j lunged, from 2° to 3° above the average night tem-
perature of the house will be beneficial rather than otherwise,

and most so when it is desirable to force them early. We
would also particularly direct attention to what is said of

watering Vines, as we believe many Peach trees in pots are

mined by a continual lashing-on of water.

Next, as to particulars. Your Peach trees have bloomed and
set their fruit well, but it is now falling in large quantities.

This may be primarily owing to the wood being imperfectly

hardened or ripened last autumn. Ar;ain, it may be only

owing to a healthy action of the plant to do for itself what it

expected jou to do for it—that is, to free it from a super-

abundance of fruit, and even of blossom.". One of the best

securities for preventing young frtiit dropping is to thin out
the weakett and worst-placed flower buds. Very likely you
will have reason to be thankful to the plant for throwing oft

what would have been an injurious redundancy. But even
allowing that too many have fallen, it may be partly owing to

your treatment, " syringing twice a-day, mulching the roots,

and watering very often."

There is no royal road to success, we mnst be content to

notice, and think and act according to circumstances. In an
early house frequent syringings before the fli^wer buds expand
help to soften the bads and may be nseful. la late houses

we consider the practice of no importance. Whilst in bloom a
somewhat dry atmosphero is desirable. If apt to be too dry,

beginners had belter dump the floor uf the house im-tead of

using the syringe. When the blooms set, syringing is usefol

for clearing away blooms, &o., and is eepeoiully refreshing
after a sunny day. Syringing, however, in a dull day twice

often does more harm than good, as repressing instead of

encouraging free transpiration. In dull cold days, when there
ia not much artificial heat given, the trees would be better

without the syringing.

As to the watering very often, unless a considerable amount
of artificial heat was given, the weather we have lately had
did not allow of wateiing very often with propriety. In our
orchard liouee pot trees frequently received no watering for

eight or ten days. lu such fine days as the 8ih and 9th of

this month, the trees would want water every three or four

days. When growing freely and the fruit swelling they would
want it more frequently, and that chiefly according to the

weather and the sunshine. Do not, if you wish thoroughly
to succeed, think it too much trouble to examine your pots

with a stick or even your fingers, and do not be satisfied with
mere surface appearances. Simple as it is, we find it very
difficult to secure this being done by other people. If we see

a plant suffering the wieUler of the water-pail is ready to say,
" Why, sir, I watered it so and so," and very likely he says

what is true—ho gave it a touch-and-go as he went along, and
the surface soil for an inch or so is damp enough, but try

beyond that and you will find the soil and the roots dry. We
have known scores of pots of Peaches throw the fruit from
this cause alone. We have seen the same result accomplished
by keeping the roots constantly in soil saturated with liquid.

The deduction to be drawn is simply this, " Do not water when
it is not wanted. Do not satisfy yourself with surface dribblets."

After you have fairly started your plants, when you water give

enough to reach every fibre of the roots, and then summon
resolution to your aid, and give not a drop to them until

you find they require it. In some very hot sunny days about
and after midsummer, we have sometimes been obliged to

water twice a-day. In ordinary weather, water once in two or

three days ; in dull weather still more seldom. Before growth
is proeeeding rapidly, provided the soil is first gradually

moistened, as there is but little demand on the roots, the
waterings should be but seldom, only thorough when given.

We are convinced that tons of water have often been applied

early, when less than hundredweights would have been more
than sufficient. There is no trial-stick so effectual as going
down several inches with your finger or a small stick. If the

pots stand even partly above ground, a sharp stroke or ring on
the pot with a stick or your knuckles will indicate the state of

general moisture within. If the ringing is followed by a sharp
clear sound, something like an empty vessel, then water is

wanted ; if a dull heavy sound, pass that plant by—a much
more difficult matter ilmn is generally imagined. Out of one
hundred men yon will not find above from five to ten who will

do that, simple as it is, without avast deal of trouble. Watering
merely the surface soil of pots—watering everything as yon
go—are the two most fruitful sources of injury to plants in
pots.

Again, as to heat and air, we presume as you only light fires

about 8p.ii. thatyou do cot give much heat. As to whether you
give too much to Peaches we cannot say, but it is well that

when Peaches are merely swelling their buds the temperature
from artificial means should rarely exceed from 45° to 50°,

when in bloom from 50° to 55°, and after setting from 55° to
60°. In all these cases, provided air is early given so that the
temperature may rise gradually, the latter may rise from 5° to
15' more from sun heat, and you may shut the house at from
3 to 4 P.M. with the thermometer all that higher than the
night temperature, and then after a sunny day is the best time
to syringe, as the moist heat thus produced is relished by the
trees and disliked by all insects.

As to air at night, a little, especially at the top of the house,
will be useful. We seldom in the early part of the season give

much ourselves, because coals are expensive, but if we lived

near a coalpit we would never shut up any house quite closely.

We combine economy and utility by shutting up where heat is

wanted at night, and giving a little air early in the morning.
Of our orchard houses we shut up one early in the afternoon,

to take advantage of the husbanded sun heat. As we wish the
other to come in later we leave all the air on in favourable

weather until late, and if the weather is fine and mild, leave it

so all night. To simplify the matter, bear in mind that a small
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quantity of air will prevent a stagnant atmosphere, and that
there are eome trees, such as Cherries and Apricots, that will
not set their blooms freely in a stagnant atmosphere, whether
the temperature be low or somewhat high. In such cases a
little air will make all the difference. If you choose to give
heat enough to keep an average temperature of 50' at night for
your Peach trees in pota now, give air at night ; if not, shut
Tip, and give air early in the morning before the sun touches
the house much to raise it.

This is a simple but a great point, and one which many of
our amateur friends are slow to learn. Suppose, now, that we
had a lean-to Peach or orchard house that in the beginning of
April averaged from io" to 50' at midnight, and the house
closely shut up

;
provided we gavealittleair.evenaninch or two,

at the top of the house before the sun raised it 5°, we should
consider that house quite safe, though the sun heat raised the
temperature gradually to as much as from 80° to 85", and even
90", although we should give more air before it rose quite so
high. In such a house, however, with no air given, the rise
from 45° or 50° to 75° or 85° would be very likely to cause
most of the young fruit to fall, and so scald the trees as to
make them liable to casualties and the inroads of insects. We
have seen houses thus left shut up until, say, ten or eleven
o'clock in a bright morning, and then rushed out the par-
boiling moist air, and in rushed the cold dry air as the venti-
lators were opened at last right fully. In such a case of for-

getfulness little air should be given at first, floors damped, &c.,
and the amount of air increased by degrees. We once saw a
beautiful house of Peaches where almost every young fruit
dropped solely from this cause, though it was never assigned
as the reason. One advantage of giving air all night is, that
there is not the same necessity for early air-giving in the morn-
ing

; and if even the morning were bright there would be no
danger from confined heated vapour in the house.
We do not think we can enter into the question of mulching

and manure-waterings more than was stated in reference to Vines,
only that as a general rule liquid manure should be weaker for
Peach and Nectarine trees, &c. ; and though it may be a pre-
judice of ours, we prefer the manure to be clear rather than
muddy. Where mulching is used we think it a great advan-
tage, as it acts as a filter to the manure water. We think
manure water should seldom be used oftener than alternately
with clear soft water. It is always best to err on the side of
weakness. As a rule, manure- watering is of little benefit until
growth is proceeding freely. Gorging the roots with rich liquids
before the buds are more than opening is very much the same
as the practice of those nurses who put pieces of pork and
salmon within the lips of very young infants.

'

THE MYSOKE AGRI-HORTICULTUKAL
SOCIETY.

On the afternoon of the ."Jth of Februarj- another of the sliows
periodically given by the Agri-Horticultural Society came off at
Bangalore with great success. Althongli tie day was Lot and sultry,
the public put on its best manners and mastered strongly, eviJcntiv
determined to enjoy the treat provided for it. The ladies, the Chie'f
and Judicial Commissioners, the General of the division, who was em-
jdoyed part of the time in awarding prizes. Majors Puckle and Bod-
dam, and " every one else," were present ; and although the exhibi-
tion building was rather too small to walk abont in, comfortably, con-
aidering the large number of people present, there is no reason what-
ever to donbt that all enjoyed themselves amazingly. The show of
fruit was excellent. The Apples and Pears especially excited great
admiration, and were, we are informed, sold at very high prices after
all was over. In the vegetable department, the Cabbages, Pumpkins,
Knol-Khol, and Carrots outvied all previous competition ; and while
there was a falling-oil in flowers, it was a wonder that even such a
good collection as was exhibited could have been got together during
this season of the year. We also noticed a few good samples of silk
and cotton. Altogether the Society are to be congratulated on the
success of the Show. The natives appear to thoroughly appreciate
the benefits of raising good agricultural and horticultural produce,
aud we beheve we are only stating the truth when we say that our
local Society is in a fair way of proving itself the most successful in
India. The prizes were all gained by native mallees (gardeners).
The Apples and Peaches were particularly line ; the latter were

allowed to ripen on the tree, and were in consequence of excellent
Uavour aud bouquet, a gieat improvement in this respect over last
year. There were no Pine Apples, and the prize was given for Pears
in consequence. The medal was not awarded for a general coUectiou
of

^
fruit, as there was not one considered worthy of it, but the money

prize (second) was given for a collection of seven kinds of fruit. The
Strawberries were finer than were exhibited last year. There was

some dif&culty in deciding who was entitled to the above, so close was
the competition. For the rest of the prizes there was not the com-
petition that was expected, but the Committee can safely say that

there is a steady progress in fruit culture, which they hope will yearly
increase. The cultivators are beginning to appreciate the value of

quality over quantity.

Kitchen Vegetables are also well grown, and prizes were given for

Potatoes, Savoy, Ked, and ordinary Cabbages; Brussels Sprouts,

Caulitlowers and Broccoh, Carrots, Turnips, Knol-Khol, Beetroot,

Lettuce, Endive, Artichokes, Jerusalem Artichokes, Celery, Onions,
Vegetable Marrows. Cucumbers, Radishes, Kidney Beans, Asparagus,
Peas, Tomatoes ; Thyme, Parsley. Mint, Sage, itc, in bunches, Sweet
Potatoes, Capsicums. Nepaul Chdies, Pumpkins, Snake-kai, aud
Brinjals.

In flowers, prizes were given for Zonal Pelargoniums, Begonias,

Tropa?olum3. Pansies, Delphinium formosum. Common Larkspurs,
(Knotheras, Petunias, Stocks. Asters, Silver-foliaged plants, LobeUas,
Antirrhinums, Phloxes, and New Annuals.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Second SpRn^o Show, April ViOi.—On this occasion there was

a good display, which occupied a doable row of staging along the

centre of the Conservatory, one side being wholly filled with miscel-

laneous collections, the other by plants for which classes were specially

provided; and although the exhibitions iu each class were not nume-
rous, the deficiency in this respect was compensated by the long array

of interesting plants contributed by Mr. BuU, Mr. Williams, and
Messrs. Lee. and by Messrs. Lane's beautiful collection, which, aug-

mented in number, still adorned the adjoining arcade. There, indeed,

were to be found the only Roses shown, and ahvays welcome they are.

Leaving these, however, the Cinerarias, and the Auriculas to our co-

adjutor, " D., Deal,' we will proceed to the other features of the

Show.
The Azaleas afforded a very effective display, their bright colours

being especially cheering in such a dull, wet day as that of the Show
;

it was too early for those gigantic pyramids of bloom which are ex-

hibited later in the season to make their appearance—some of them,

perhaps, will never do so again—but there were, nevertheless, some
large specimens well covered with flowers. In the nurserymen's class

for six, Mr. Turner, of Slough, was first with plants grown in a form
altogether different from the one usually seen at exhibitions, which
has been stigmatised as the crinoline shape. Mr. Turner's specimens,

on the contrary, were round-headed dwarf standards, on stems

measuring about 21 inches from the sod to the forking of the branches,

about a foot of clear stem being visible from the outside, and having

globular heads 2 feet in diameter densely packed with flowers, so much
so that nothmg was visible but flowers, except where a few sprays with

bright green leaves had been purposely pei-mitted to escape. The
varieties were—Etendard de Flandre, white streaked with red ; Dae
de Nassau, rosy purple ; Hooibrenkii, purple ; Souvenu- de I'Exposi-

tion, lilac, bordered with white; Rosea odorata, rosy crimson, and
Baronne de Pret, purjilish rose. Messrs. Dobson & Sons, of Isle-

worth, were second with small plants, the best of which was WiUiam
Bull. In the amateurs' class for the same number of plants, Mr.

Wheeler, gardener to Sir F. Goldsmid, Bart., Regent's Park, was first

with Stella, orange scarlet shaded with violet, a tine variety and in

fine bloom ; Prince of Wales, with small bright rosy purple flowers
;

Etoile de Flandre : Holfordi ; Criterion, a fine mass of flowers ; and
Glory of Sniininghill. Mr. Wilkie, Addison Road, Kensington, was

second with Perfection, rose-coloured, the plant rather straggling

;

Marie Vcrvaene and Fiehlerii, white ; Pctuni^flora, Burlingtonii, and
Admiration. The third prize went to Mr. Fairbaim, gardener to

the Duke of Northumberland, Sion House, for good-sized plants of

Iverj-ana, Alba, Souvenir de I'Exposition, Triampbans, and others.

Of single specimens only three were shown. A well-bloomed conical-

headed standard of Sir Charles Napier, from Mr. Wilkie, took the first

prize, Mr. Turner being second, and Mr, Wheeler third, the former

with Marie Vervaene, grown as a round-headed dwarf standard, and

forming a beautiful mass of white flowers, occasionally flaked with red.

Of Calceolarias, the only collection c.imefrom Mr. James, gardener

to W. F. Watson, Esq., of Isleworth, who received a first prize, the

plants being healthy, well grown, covered with flowers, and of an ex-

cellent strain. This' flower "being seldom raised otherwise than from

seed, there would be no advantage in particularising the names of the

varieties shown. Their colours were pale cream spotted with crimson,

dark crimson veined with yellow, yellow spotted with crimson, and

crimson veined with yellow.

Camellias were but poorly represented, both as regards plants and

cut blooms. Mr. Wilkie took the first prize for each, and Mr. Fau:-

baim the second for cut blooms.

Cyclamens were again shown in fine condition by Mr. Wiggins,

gardener to W. Beck, Esq., of Isleworth, whose specimens of this

flower have placed him in the front rani wherever they have been shown.

His neishbour, Mr. .James, was second with very good plants ; and Mr.

Fairbaim was third with plants in excellent bloom, but their beauty

somewhat marred by the sun or moisture, probably a result of the very

hot sun which we have lately had. Mr. Turner also contributed soma

nicely flowered plants.

Miscellaneous collections, as already remarked, formed a large
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portion of tlie Show, anil a V617 mterootins portion too. Mr. Bull

took tbo first prizi! for un oxteusivo coUcotiou priiicipuUy cousisting of

riiliiH, Dnieiuuas, Camellias, Azaleas, anil Orcliids. Amoug tho

last wore Oucidium serratnm with larp'. rritjicd, browu nuil j-cUovv

Howors ; OdoutoKlossam eristatnni with four B)nli(!s, is inrlufs long ; :v

tine spiko of (luciiliam I'lulipsiimum, Domlroliium Ravanum, Cvpri-

pedium caudatum with two good llowers, C. Lowii nud I". Schlimii

with a wliito and rnsy-purplo slipper. Of plants omauiontnl by thtir

foliage there were Ficns ebuvnoa, with largo white-veiuod leaves

;

Bignoiiia mirabilis ; Aloeasia Yeitchii, very handsome ; Gconoma
Soemanni, an extremely ornamental dvv.irf J'alm, having tho young

foliage tinged with rodiUsh bronze ; Colous Uuku of Kdiuburgh, and

Anthurium magnifieum. Anthurium Soherzeriauum displaying two

of its brilliant searlot spathea, And.'omeda formosa with large clusters

of white llowers tinged with pink, and tho pretty blush hybrid llhodo-

deudrou Countess of Haddington, together with Azaleas, Camellias,

and tho Orehids already mentioned, made an effective show of llowers.

Several second prizes were awarded, one of which was taken by Messrs.

Ijee, of Hammersmith, with a collection consisting of Palms, Dra-

c;enas, Varicgatcd-leaved Fine Apple, Araucaria Kulei, lino specimens

of tiloichenia semivestita, and Yucca lilameutosa variegata, a panful of

Sonerila margaritacca in beautiful condition, Kriostomou pulchellum,

Frauciscoa confertiHora, and other plants. From the same firm came
also a standard Hhododeudron Venus, with a very fine head of white

Bowers tinged with blush, and a variety of Thuja Lobbii with well-

marked effective golden variegation. Mr. Williams also received a

second prize for a similar collection containing several handsome Ferns

and other fine-foliaged plants, amoug which may bo mentioned Yucca

Stokesii, Dasylirion acrotrichum. the Yaviegatod-loavod Fine Apple in

fruit, and i-emarkably fine specimens of Agave fiUfera, and Todea
superba, the last most beautiful. There were also several Orchids,

as Vandas, Cypripediums, and Odontoglossums ; besides Eriostemons,

Azaleas, .\nthurium Scberzerianum, &c.
Smaller collections were contributed by Reeves Brothers, of Netting

Hill, and Mr. Wilkie, to each of whom a second prize was given, and
consisted of Pelargoniums, Mignonette, Cinerarias, and Spiraja bar-

bata or Hoteia japonica ; Mr. Wilkie sending in addition Eucharis

amazonica, Ixoras, Fi-anciscea calycina, a Hydrangea, Dentzias.

Rhododendrons, ifcc. Messrs. Reeves also had an extra pi*izo for six

excellent pots of Lily of the Valley ; and similar award was made to

Mr. Roberts, of Holme Park fiardens, for Neapolitan Violets, the

laame exhibitor sending also Solannm capsicastrum and Mignonette ;

as also to Mr. James, for hardy i*'erng. Mr. M'are, of Hale Farm
Nurseries, Tottenham, contributed several baskets of hardy spring

tiowers for which he obtained a third prize. One of these was Primula
cortusoides ama?na, gay with its saucer-shaped purplish lilac flowers ;

another, Trillium granditiorum, conspicuous by its largo white flowers ;

while other baskets were tilled with different single and double Prim-
roses, varieties of Iris pumila, and one large basket contained Mus-
cari botryoides, Orchis latifolia, several species of Anemone, and
other gems of the herbaceous garden. Messrs. Salter it Sou. of

Hammersmith, had likewise a tliird piize for a pretty collection of

hardy variegated plants. These consisted of the neat little variegated

varieties of Anbrietia deltoidea, Arabis alpina, and Sedum acre

;

yellow-variegated Balm ; Beta chilensis, of which Messrs. Salter

.showed splendid examples last year; variegated Lily of the Valley,

also very ornamental ; Funkia uudulata variegata. F. albo-margiuata,

and Hemerocallis Kwanso broadly striped with white ; Arum macu-
latam and its variegated form ; Arum italicum variegatum, a hand-

some specimen, the leaves marbled with pale green, and a pretty little

striped Millet. The only other subjects which require mention were
basketfuls of Pelargonium Pillar of Gold, with bold golden foliage,

and of Colens Princess Royal, both from Mr, Turner ; and Miss

Neale, of Norbiton, sent some beautifully skeletonised leaves, fruits,

and seed-vessels which well deserved the extra prize awarded them.

ThePwE could not possibly be a greater contrast between the Exhi-

bition held on Saturday and the one held in March, whether we re-

galed the number of plants exhibited or their quality, and I do not

recollect in my experience ever seeing—in some classes at least, a

poorer display. The Azaleas were not up to the marl;, there were no
pot Roses of any kind, and Auriculas were excessively poor. Why
all this, beats my comprehension. It was said the prizes were too

small to invito pot Roses ; but, then, at tho last show there were two
collections, when no piize at all was offered. Auriculas, I believe,

are feeling the effects of the last summer, as there is a want of vigour

(not positive unhealthiness), about them which has completely spoiled

the bloom about London and in the sooth of England. I think, too,

that the novel method of arranging the prizes, and the mixing-up of the

nurserymen and amateurs, may have deterred some exhibitors. There
were only two collections, if, indeed, Mr. .James's could be called a col-

lection, as it had three plants with one pip out, and not one good truss

in the lot. Mr. Turner's comprised fair examples, but no more, of

Warns' Union, Turner's Competitor, Wild's Bright Phabus, Light,

body's Countess of Donmore, Chapman's Sophia, Oliver's Lovely Aim,
Traill's General NeUl, Smith's Trafalgar, and Turner's Colonel

Champneys. Sir. James was second with Priuce Albert, Lady .Tane

Grey, Catherine, Ann Smith, Smiling Beauty, Conqueror of Europe,
Wild's Bright Phtebus, and Imperator. In the ffiierr class— Selfs and
Alpines, the same exhibitors staged plants. Mr. Turner's were Mid

night, Tenniel, Prince Albert, Jessie Elgin, Metaphor, George Light

-

body, Millais, Neatness. He had, besides, a nice collection of Alpines

—John Gair, maroon ; Arthur, in tho stylo of Conspieua ;
Borcalis,

maroon; Ettie, shaded lilac; Ncptuno, " maroon ; Emblem, purple ;

Eilgar, crimson, &c. A very tine seedling Auricula was exhibited by

Mr? Butcher, called Mrs. Batcher, a gieen edge, in the style of Traill's

General Neill, a strong.coustitutioned jjlant, and one that will prove

itself to bo one of our best green edges, unless I am very much mis-

taken. Cinerarias were poor, and by no means eqnal to what wo used

to see in days of yoro. Polyanthuses were also exhibited, but were not

of any note, and," iu fact, a more meagre collection 01 florists' flowers

I do not remember to have seen.—D., Deal.

Frcit CmrMiTTEE, Jpril 20?7i.—G. F. Wilson, Esq., F.R.S., iu the

chair. Messrs. Ewing ife Co., of Norwich, sent fruit of a seedling Apple

called Lord Stanley. It in a rather large, conical, and bluntly an-

gular Apple, voUow, and much covered with patches of russet. The

flesh is yellowish, firm, briskly acid, and with a good flavour. It

keeps sound till May. The Committee were of opinion it is a good

Apple. Mr. Gilbert, gardener to the Marquis of Exeter, Bnrghloy,

sent fruit of a seedling Apple of good size and fine colour. The skin

is almost entirely covered with dark red, and has somewhat the ap-

pearance of Norfolk Beefing, though quite different. Mr. Gilbert also

sent a pie made of tho fruit ; but in 'the opinion of the Committee it

is a variety not equal to many others in cultivation. A special cer-

tificate was awarded to Mr. GUbeit for a very nice collection of vege-

tables and salads.

Mr. liardiuer, gardener to W. :•;. P. Shirley, Esq., Eatington Park,

IStratford-on-Avon, scat a bunch of Lady Downe'a aud Kompsey

Alicante Grapes, both iu excellent condition and rich in flavour. The

Committee unanimously awarded a certificate of commendation for

the excellent way ia which they had been kept.

Floral Committee, April 20<«.—The subjects for the Committee's

inspection were not very numerous. As time hastens on for the pablic

exhibitions a due preparation is necessary, and, doubtless, the exhi-

bitors are well considering that.

Messrs. Veitch contributed largely ; a fine collection of Orchids

received a sx)ecial certificate, and a collection of other plants a special

certificate. Among them were some very fine specimens of that

beautiful spring-flowering Primula—cortusoides amcena ; a new variety

called lilacina, with light grey flowers, was awarded a first-class certifi-

cate. Primula cortusoides granditiora rosea, a pale variety, was also

shown by the same firm. Davallia hemiptcra. Crinum McArthuri, a fine

flower, and several other beautifuls pecimens were in this collection.

From the gardens at Chiswick came two seedling Caladiums ; Golden

Queen, and another with a golden ground suffused with rosy red, were

much admired, and it was requested that they should be sent again.

Four fine specimens of Primula cortusoides ama-na, most beautifully

grown, were awarded a special certificate for good cnltivation. This

exquisite flower has never been seen in such perfection. Mr. Robert

Veitch, Exeter, sent four small plants of Rhododendron Excelsior, a

beautiful deep purplish rose. It was not stated whether a hardy

variety or not. on this must depend its value. Mr. Lorrimer, gar-

dener to E. Salt, Esq., Shipley, near Leeds, sent a beautiful collection

of cut Orchids, which was awarded a special certificate. Messrs.

Smith, Dulwich, sent a collection of weU.bloomed plants. Among
them were some seedling Azaleas—one was of a fiery red, but not

equal to other varieties—Acacia hastulata with very insignificant

flowers, three or four Ericas, and other plants. A special certificate

was awarded the group. Mr. Robert Warner. Broomfield, Chelms-

ford, brought a cut specimen of one of tho very best varieties of

Odontoglossum AJexandra;.; it received a first.class certificate as

Odontoglossum Alexandras var. Wameri. Mr. C. Baxter, gardener to

C. Reiser. Esq. .Broxbourue, exhibited a fine group of seedling Amaryllis.

Mdlle. Tietjens, white ground, carmine stripe or band, received a

first-class certificate ; and Olga, white ground, broad deep rosy stnpe,

also had a first-class certificate, as well as Alexandra, in the same

style, with bright broad bands. Duke of Edinburgh, a deep dark red

flower, had a second.class certificate. This was a very fine collection

of seedlings, though some of them were deficient in form.

Mr. Wm. Paul again exhibited his Hybrid Perpetual Rose Prince

Leopold as a climbing Rose, but it must be seen in the proper season:

to decide its merits
;'

it is a first-rate flower, and if it establish its

character as a climber will be a great acquisition. Another seedling

Hybrid Perpetual Rose with bright rose-colonred flowers, not named, ig

grown on trial. Rose Thyra Hammerick is a great continental favour-

ite, but must be seen in tho Rose season, to take its place among others.

Mr. Butcher was awarded a second-class certificate for a seedling

Auricula, green-edged, very bright green, with a good centre.

Messrs. Downie, Laird, "& Laing sent a new continental Caladium,

Dnc do Ratibon, very promising, though not very distinct from others

iu cultivation, and it must be seen again. From the same firm came

Ficns Chauvieri. Mr. Z. Stevens, Trentham, sent three seedling

Azaleas, with bv no means bad flowers, but not up to the standar^

nor sufficiently distinct. That named Thackeray was a fine bright red

flower, but very crumpled and rough in outline. Smoothness an*

firmness of petal are indispensable in the Azalea. Mr. Turner, of

Slough, sent a nice collection of seedling Fancy, or, as sometimes

called, Alpine Auriculas. Among then were some remarkably beau-

tiful .lowers not sulBcientlv distinct from those of last year. Among
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them a self, Daybreak, was superb. Godfrey, Arthnr, Charley, Marvel,
and Stella were much admired. A special certificate was awarded
them. Mr. C. Edwards, Sultash, Devon, sent a bright rosy seedling
Rhododendron, Miss Coryton ; some doubts were expressed as to its

naefolness as a hardy variety. Mr. Hooper, of Bath, exhibited two
stands of five dozen Fannies containing some fine varieties ; among
them a Fancy criiled Prince of Wales, having a white ground with au
immense dark blotch in the centre, was lonch admired ; when seen
again it will probably have a certificate. It too much resembles a
variety called Princess of Wales, but is a fine bold fiower. Messrs.
Barr (S; Sugden exhibited a large collection of Narcissus ; these were
sent to ascertain trne namos and species. The special prize offered

for these flowers in 1870 will, we hope, bring to light many good kinds
which have almost been lost sight of. As they flower at diiierent

periods, a succession of exhibitions of various kinds must be carried
on to ascertain the finest collection. One day's exhibition could not
decide this point. Mr. Elliott, gardener to N. H. Barton, Esq., sent
a collection of sis variegated hardy plants not in condition to be dealt

with.

Generai, Meetino, April 20th:—3. Entenmn, Esq., F.E.S., in the
chair. After the election of seventeen new Fellows, Major R. Trevor
Clarke, in the absence of the llev. M. J. Berkeley, directed attention
to the varieties of Primula cortusoides as exhibiting great diversity,

great beauty, and great divergence from the wild form of the plant,
and as being interesting from showing tlio great capability of the genus
for producing variations. As a further proof of this fact he might
also adduce the Auriculas exhibited, differing so widely as they did
from the wild plant of the Alps. Major Clarke then bronght before
the meeting cut specimens of several flowers from his own garden.
among which were Bellevalia romaua, and a double Oxalis, usually con-
sidered a double form of O. cernua, but differing from it in being
spotted at the base of each leaflet instead of the leaves being spotted
with black in all directions. Of Lilium Thomsonianum he had brought
a plant, differing only from that shown a fortnight previously in the
flowers being a little higher coloured; and ho might add that Dr.
Thomson, to whom the plant then exhibited had been referred for
determination, stated it to be the true Lilium Thomsonianum.
Mr. fiateman, after a few remarks on Cactus senilis, which was

shown in one of Messrs. Veitch's collections, noticed briefly the most
remarkable of the Orchids. The successful flowering of the elegant
Bnrlingtonia fragi-ans was said to depend on keeping it not too hot, and
giving it a season of drought. He had found it succeed well year after
year in what is called a Mexican house. Tho collection from Mr.
Lorrimer, gardener to E. Salt, Esq., was then referred to, and an
Oncidima, said to be 0. concolor, a fine variety of Lycaste Skinneri,
and two or three Cypripediums were pointed out as well worthy of
attention. In connection with the Cypripediums, Mr. Bateman said
he hoped that by-and-by as many as twenty species would be seen at
our exhibitions ; and he was happy to be able to state that there was
now a remarkably fine one on its way from Costa Hica, the flowers
being very large, and produced in great numbers. Masdevallia Veitch-
lana, shown by Messrs. Veitch, was next noticed as presenting the
most charming mixture of scarlet shot with the most lovely crimson
Mr. Bateman had ever seen. This, the richest in colour of all tho
red-flowering Orchids, was also that which was found nearest the snow-
line, so that no ditficulty was anticipated as to its cultivation becoming
general when once the proper way to grow it was found out, and it

would then probably be of all Orchids the favourite.
Mr. Bateman next pointed out the most remarkable of the Orchids

composing the lovely bouquets from Mr. Anderson, gardener to W.
Dawson, Esq., of Meadow Bank, near Glasgow, making at the same
time brief remarks on the culture of some of them ; likewise Messrs.
Veitch's Oncidium sessile, a plant seldom exhibited in flower
because generally kept too moist instead of the contrary. In noticing
the heantiful hybrid Khododendron Countess of Haddington, of which
one of the parents was R. Edgworthii. Mr. Bateman said it only gave
a notion of what might bo expected when the Sikkim Rhododendrons
had been hybridised.

Mr. Bateman, in calling upon Mr. Anderson to come forward and
receive the Bateman Challenge Medal as tho most successful exhibitor
of Orchids, expressed some disappointment at the prize not having
brought forward more amateur exhibitors, for after Mr". Veitch took it

and had to retire from future competition according to the terms on
which the medal was offered, Mr. Anderson took his place, and would
have to retire in turn. Some other plan must, therefore, be devised.
Mr. Bateman next described bia surprise on seeing for the first time
the collection at Meadow Bank, to find it so extensive, and in such
admirable condition, complimented Mr. Anderson on not keeping his
knowledge of cultivation to himself, but giving the public the benefit
of it through different horticulturiU periodicals, and concluded by
saying that Mr. Anderson could not do the Society a greater service
than by sending such specimens of Orchids as he and he alone could
grow. He (Mr. Bateman) bad much pleasure in presenting Mr.
Anderson with the Challenge Medal, which he hoped would be to Mr.
Anderson's children a mark of the recognised skill of their father as
the first Orchid-grower of his time.

Mr. Anderson returned thanks in an appropriate speech, remarking
that he considered honours of the kind invaluable, and far before the
mere prizes at ordinary exhibitions; at the same time if the great
XiOndon growers had come forward he should not have been able to

have competed with them on account of distance. Challenge medals
such as that he had received did much good, and he should like to
see them extended to other objects besides Orchids. The cnltore
of these was to a great extent a matter of temperature, and more were
lost owing to want of attention than by any other cause. The love of
Orchids was increasing, and the ambition of those desirous of growing
them might bo gratified at small cost. For instance, Ferns and
Orchids were capital companions.
Mr. Bateman having drawn attention to an uuk-nown Orchid sent to

Kew from India, and which was the only surviving morsel in Europe,
announced that the next meeting would be held May -ith.

AUCUBA, VARIETIES AKD FERTILISATION.
" GuLiELjius," in bis instrnctive paper on the Aucnba ja-

poDica, does not allude to trifoliate varieties. From two hundred
seedlings I have a dozen plants of this furm, which seems to be
quite permanent.
M. C.irriC'.re's difficulty in being nnaWe to explain the cause

of his female Aucubas bearing fruit, though the flowers had
fallen weeks before those of the male plant had expanded,
appears to me to arise from a latent vitality possessed by the
female when kept apart from the male. Under this condition,
after the fall of the petals, berries are apparently formed pre-
cisely the same as if fecundation had been effected, and for

weeks they retain a healthy appearance, during which period, I

presume, they are susceptible of fertilisation.—A. C.

SETTING GRAPES.
In reference to Mr. Nicholls's remarks on this subject (see

page 2;>7), allow me to say, that it was the young shoots of the
current year that I meant when speaking of tying them in.

As I never bend the Vine rods here with the object of making
them break evenly, it did not occur to me to speak of the
effects of bending the old wood, but I would say, Let the whole
Vine lie in as easy and natural a position as possible.

Mr. Eecord seems to fear that the cure would be worse than
the disease, as the shoots, if left untied, would come in con-
tact with the glass and be chilled ; but I think I said, " Leave
the shoots as far as possitile undisturbed till the setting is

over," meaning, of course, that no unnecessary tying need be
resorted to till then. I never saw any damage done to the
foliage of Vines unless the leaves actually touched the glass,

and the tying of the shoots back just far enough to prevent
this would not do much harm ; it is the bending and twisting

of them into their permanent position on the wires that I

object to, and which I am confident has a bad effect. I am
certain, also, that when the shoots are left free the bunches
manifest no disposition to curl or tnist their footstalks, as
they often do in their efforts to turn themselves to the light

when the shoots have been moved.
Mr. Nicholls complains of his Muscats not setting well at

the poiuts of the shoulders and the tips of the bunches. This
is a very common occurrence, and with due respect for Mr.
Nicholis's opinion, I think it is a sign that bad setting is the
result of weakness. Muscats always set best about the shoulders,

and in the body of the bunches near the main stem. No doabt
heat has much to do with it, and a high temperature is necessary

when the Vines are in bloom ; but it would seem as if the vital

force were expended or weakened before it reached the extre-

mities of the bunch, and the result is imperfect fertilisation at

these parts, and this is always more or less apparent according

to the vigour of the Vines. The same thing is observable

among Currants and other plants which fruit in bunches, as,

for instance, the Muta Cavendishii, which continues to set its

spiral rings of fruit in succession, just in proportion to the

vigour of the plant. I agree with Mr. Nicholls, that old Vines,

as a rule, set their fruit best, but I have a strong conviction

that a vigorous constitution and thorough maturation of the

wood, .ire the most essential conditions under any ciionm-

stances for insuring a healthy fertilisation.

VFith ref^ard to the custom of bending the Vine rods down
at the points to induce a regular " break," I think if Mr.
Nicholls try the experiment he will find that his Vines will

break just as well if left in their natural position, if other

conditions of temperature and moisture be attended to, and
tho ripening the wood, as I have proved again and again

;

and I could show at the present moment Vines at various

stages upon which from 4 to 6 feet of young wood has been
left, which have broken vigorously at every eye, though they

have never been moved out of their perpendicular position.

Heat and moisture are the principal agents in this matter,
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and I may add light. To prove this I last year inntle the follow-

ing experiment :—lu pruning a house of youDR Muscats of the
first season's (,'rowth, I left one vigorous rod, 18 feet in length.
Wlien the house was started I laid this Vine horizontally
along the front of the house, having the bottom half of the
rod directly above the pipes, and boudin,'; the top half out so
as jast to be clear of tbe warm air-curreut, but ke^pin^ it on
the same horizontal level. The bottom half broke first and
regnlarly, and when tbe shoots were about an inch long I laid
the top half in above the pipes also, and the rod broke evenly
its entire length, with the exception of a few buds on that
part of it which lay over the space between tbe evaporating-
tronghs, and which had not been subjected to the constantly
ascending vapour. Last November I pruned-in tbe shoots ol

the same Vine to one eye all along, and tbi-; fe^son I left it in its

natural position

—

i.e., tied to tbe wires under the roof, which
has a pretty sharp auyle, and it has broken as evenly as bofcrs,
from top to bottom, but in conseiiuence of its being cropped
heavily last year by way of experiment, it has shown no fruit,

and the shoots seem to' be weaker.—J. Simpson, WorlUy Ilall.

GARDENING IN TOWNS.
In confined smoky towns no plants flourish and bloom so

well as the Chrysanthemums. I have grown them in the
Temple Gardens nearly thirty years as the priucipal town
flower. Tiiey are green iu the beds nearly all tbe year, and
bloom freely iu October, November, and the beginning of

December, when no other flower is to be seen.

The treatment I Rive them for the beds and borders merely
consists in dividing the roots in the spring, and replanting after

digging and manuring the borders. I water in hot dry weather
through the summer, tying the plants up to strong stakes, and
a little mulching of rotten dung in August will be found of

great assistance.

The Chrysanthemums which I grow for bedding are chiefly

Pompons ; they are propagated in June by cutting«, and planted
in the beds iu September. They bloom very freely, and if

watering is properly attended to, I find they scarcely show any
signs of the moving. They keep up a succession of bloom
in the beds to the end of November. The other plants used
for filling these are Crocuses, Hyacinths, Tulips, Annuals,
Pelargoniums, Calceolarias, Verbenas, and all other useful

bedding plants, so that I grow in each bed four crops a-year.

For large specimen flowers I take oif the suckers as soon as

these throw up in December, put them iu 50-sized {.5-inoh)

pots, in loam and sand, place them in a cold frame through
the winter, repot in 5-inch pots iu spring, and so go on re-

potting in good, turfy, strong loam and rotten dung till they
are put into the blooming-pots, which are Oinch pots, or

nothing less than an 8-ineh pot. The pots are plunged in the
borders on the top of a GO-sized pot, to keep out the worms
and give good drainage. The pots are plunged within 2 inches

of the rim, and the plants watered with weok liquid manure
three times a-week, from August to the time of the flowers

showing colour. The foliage, too, is syringed every morning
and evening. The side shoots are taken off, the plants trained

to one stem, and in September they generally divide at the top

into three or four shoots. li' the fljwer buds are more than
two on a shoot, thin out all but the best ; say four good buds
on a plant are quite sufficient to insure a good largo bloom.
Insects are very troublesome ; they must be well looked after,

especially caterpillars and earwigs.

The following is a list of the varieties I find best to insure

a good show :

—

Large FLOWEEiNG.

—

White—Vesta, Mrs. George Eundle, The
Globe, Beverley, White Queen of England, Formosa, and
Florence Nightingale. Yellow—Jardin des Plantes, Gloria
Mandi, Delight (or Yellow l'\jrmos,'i), Guernsey Nugget, Golden
Hermine, Gulden Qieen of England, Little Harry, Golden
Beverley, and Annie Salter. Rose—Lady Harding, Ariadne,
Alfred Salter, and King of Denmark. Blusli— Hermine, Lady
Slade, Venus, and C.-ssandra. Red—Pio Nono, Mount Etna,
St. Patrick, and Nil Ueeperandura. Orange amd Red—llav. J.

Dix, Dupont de I'Eure, John Salter, and Sparkler. Chestmit—
Mr. Gladstone and Diver Cromwell. Crimson—Crimson
Velvet (late). Dr. Sharpe. Purple—Prince of Wales and Sir

George Bowyer. Amarantji,—Progae and Lord Palmerstou.
Rose and Crimann—Piince .Mfred.

Pompons.— White—Cddo NuHi, Argentine, Miss Talfourd,

Martha, Wnite Trevenna, and Marabout. IVJioic—Aigle d'Or,

G6n^ral Canrobert, Golden Anrore BorCale, Berrol, Golden
Cede Niilli, Drin Drin, and La Vogue (gilden). Lilac—Gedo
Nulli. Cri^airt—Andromeda. Violet— tiiliiio, Mr. Murray. Rose
—Duruilot and Koso Trevenna. C'/i6'»t//—Florence. Crimson—
Bob. CVicsfHUt—Sainto Thai!). /JrowK— ilustapba. Carmine
—Salamon and Dr. Bois Duval, lironze Red- -hi, Liliputienne.

Tlie whole of the varieties named in this list bloom freely
with me. Tbe Anemone-flowered varieties do not bloom well
here, but both the large and small varieties are very beautiful
when grown under glass. I only write about those which do
well exposed to smoke in the open borders.

—

Samdeu Bbooue,
Temple Gardens.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION OP PLANTS AT
ST. PETERSBURG.

To reduce the railway fares for visitors to the International
Exhibition of Plants at St. Petersburg, and also for the trans-
port of plants and other objects in connection with gardening,
the Association for Developing Gardening of Burlin ha<i ob-
tained from tbe Minister of Commerce, Industry, and Public
Works, the following communication :

—

"Berlin, 31s< Jlfc/vA, lf)69.
" In reply to the report of Gth inst., I bog to communicate to the

Association, that I have resolved to permit the following facilities of
transport on the government railway lines, tor the 'International
Kxhihition of Objects of Ilorticaltaro at St. Petersburg,' which will
be held from the 17th to the iUst of May (5th to 19th of May, O.S.).

" a. AU Uviu!:; plants, as well as all perishable objects, which carry
the address, ' International Kxhibitiou of Objects of Horticnltnre at
St. Petersburg.' will be sent on tlie going journey by passenger trains
(but not by mail or express trains), and only be charged after the
ordinary goods tailff.

" b. AU specified objects, as well as all machines, implements, &c.,
will be returned free of charge for carriage if such have not been sold
at the Exhibition, and carry certificates of the Committee to be ex-
hibitors' objects, and returned to the exhibitor.

" e. Persons who visit the Exhibition have to pay for the going
journey the ful. fares, but the return journey to their country is free
fnr the same class of carriage, if they piove by a certificate from the
Kxhibition Committee that they are visitors ot the Exhibition.

" The Dh-ectors of the royal railways have received the order ac-
cordingly, aud also the Royal Railway Commissioners have been
ordered to try to obtain tbe same facilities from tho x^rivate railway
companies of their districts. These facilities extend only to three
weeks after the closing of the Exhibition.—The Minister of Com-
merce, Industry, and Public Works.—By order, Weisioaupt."

The following information relating to the final arrangements
for transport of plants aud other objects intended for the Ex-
hibition at St. Petersburg, has been received from the Com-
mittee :

—
" The Great Russian Railway Co;npany will charge to exhibitors

the following tarilf :—Fur each werst and each pud, l-:-iO kopeks (from
the Prussian frontiers to St. Petersburg is S4U werst, and 3 pud are
exactly 1 cwt. English).

" The rule that objects of large dimensions shall pay double carriage,
aud that such as do not weigh 3 pud shall pay for ?> pud, does not
apply to the Exhibition goods. A railway van loaded entirely by
one exhibitor pays 1.5 kapeka per werst.—The President of the Com-
mission, E. Regel.—The Secretary of the Administrative Depart-
ment, E. Endler."

" 1 cwt. from the Prnssian frontier to St. Petersburg will cost

•2s. 6rf."

Dr. Karl Koch, of Beslin, informs us that arrangements are
being made at Berlin, for all tho visitors from tho west pro-
ceeding to the St. Petersburg Show to rendezvous at Berlin,
aud proceed in a body thence to the Exhibition ; and that on
their return they will remain two or three days at Berlin, where
a committee has been formed to show themall objects of hor-
ticultural interest.

We are requested to inform intending exhibitors that all

communications relating to the E.-ihibition should be sent to
one or other of the three appointed representatives, on or before
the 24th inst. Tho representatives are Dr.. Hoon, office of The
JoCKNAL OF Hor.TictJLTaRE, Fleet Strett; Dr. Masters, office

of the Gardeners' Clironicle, Weilinglon S.reet, Covent Garden;
and Mr. H. J. Veitcu, Kiug'a B jad, Chelsea.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
"D., Deal," recommends any who are curions in sack

matters to see four extraordiuary paintings by Morales, a
Spanish painter, temp. 1G40, of the four seasons, each fttOO

and figure composed of flowers, fruits, and vegetables, cone-
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sponding to the season represented! They are at Messrs.

Biok Eadclyffe & Cu.'e, Eeedsmen, High Holborn, and are well

worthy a vibit.

THE PORTABLE ORCHARD.
(Continued from page 226.)

TlHrNIXG.
'

Training comrirehends the form in which the tree is artificially

made to grow, and also the treatment of the branches of that

form, so as to obtain the best results in IVviit. I sh.iU divide this

portion of the subject into two

—

Forming anil Fruiiinr/ ; by the

former, meaning the methods of giving definite shape to the

trees, such as pyramids, goblets. Sec, and restricting the term
pnming to the cutting-in the shoots to produce fruit buds. I

am often asked by friends to " prune a tree " for them, the said

tree being in some cases a thicket, and in others a stump, and I

am expected to be able by the use of a knife to make the tree

as perfect as one that has been trained regularly from the graft.

Now, it most commonly is the case that a few years of neglect

ruin a tree irrefrievably, and no pruning can set it right ; but
it is universally the case that three or four years of careful work
are required to remedy the mischief of a single year's neglect.

In all training, the tree, for at least three years of its gTowth,
must be in the mind's eye of the gardener. This effort of ima-
gination is the grand difficulty in the art ; it. is certainly no very
great mental exertion, but still it is sutficicnt to divide the \7orld

into two classes—those who can train, and those who cannot.

At present the two classes are very unequal in number, because,

perhaps, the great mass of mankind never think about the

matter. Of this we have no right to complain, but I am sori'y

to say professed gardeners are too often quite in the dark about
fruit trees, and it is no easy matter to get the labour of training

taken off one's hands. I am obliged to depend upon my owu
knife here, as I could not hire a gardener in the district capable
of keeping in order even the trees already formed. Much has
been written on the subject, but not enougli to make it useless to

add more. I shall throughout adhere to the short-spur system,
or cordon style, as it is more commonly called now.

FoKMixG.—We have for onr portable orchard no very large

range of forms, and therefore the subject is to a considerable

extent simplified to our hands ; it will be foimd, however, that

the mastery of any one form gives the power of dealing with
any other, so that a man who can train a pyramid tree can very
soon learn to apply his knowledge to wall trees.

The principles upon which trees are formed are few and
simple. The fii-st is the fact that all trees try to grow upright,

and so those shoots that are allowed to grow upright become the

strongest. The second is that you can starve a branch by de-

priving it of its natural nom'ishment, either by removing leaves

during the growing season, or by cutting aw.iy a portion of the

bark and alburnum at its lower extremity early in spring. A
third and very useful principle for moveable trees is the fact

that they tend to grow strongest towards the light.

All forms that are good enable the sap to flow regularly and
evenly to all parts of the tree, and at the same time admit light

and air freely to every leaf. A tree left to itself grows vigor-

ously for many years without bearing any fruit, and becomes a
dense mass of branches. When the roots have exhausted a

large portion of the soil the tree begins to grow less vigorously

and form fruit buds. For a few years such a tree will bear well

and have good fruit, but only for a few years. Nature is trying

to produce as many seeds as possible, and cares nothing about
the quality of the pulp in which they are enclosed. We, on the

contrary, care only for the pulp. Now, the seeds exhaust the

tree more than the pulp, consequently a large quantity of fruit

can only he carried by a iree at the cost of the pulp, and in far

more than what would be considered a fair proportion ; in fact,

if you take ofl' half the crop Irom a hfavily-loaded tree the

weight of the remaining fruit, when it has come to maturity,

will be greater than if all had been left on. Again, the quality

of the fruit depends npon its being fully exposed to the action of

ihe su:. .nd in a large natural tree only the fruit on the outside

can be so exposed ; all the interior of the tree for fruit purposes
is useless, though by no means so for the production of seeds.

Nature seems to have provided against bad seasons. The heavy
top spray of a natural tree forms a capital protection for the in-

terior against frost and wind, so that when the outer branches
fail the fruit in the interior are all the better for the thinning of

their brethren ; whilst in those seasons when the outer branches
are loaded, the fruit on the inner branches are far below the

average, and generally drop in large numbers. When, therefore,

we deprive a tre'e of its freedom, we must take care to provide
for it what its own instinct (?) would find ; at the same time the
domesticatc-d tree is no longer to be allowed to cover the district

with €rabs.

I will give aB my first example of form a very simple one of a
fan or palmcttc (Jig. 17). (Such a form is more suited for walls
than fur oiu- orchard ; however, for the outside trees it comes in

well as an espalier. It has the great advantage of insuring the
proper growth of those branches which are the most difficult to

obtain, and as the knife need never be used at all, there is no
waste of wood, for I may here, once for all, tell you that all severe

cutting is a mistake. The tree has a large portion of its flesh

and bones taken away, and what wonder if it becomes diseased

in consequence? At any rate, to what purpose is it to make
quantities of wood to be annually destroyed? Surely such a

pruner miist be a worse foe than all the aphides and grubs tha':

timber is heir to.

i y
/^A

Fig. IT. Palmetto beat the first year after grafting.

Early in spring select a clean-grown, vigorous, straight stem,
resulting either from a bud or the a shoot of a graft. Look
for a good eye, a (Jig. 17), on the point of breaking, and bend
the shoot down immediately above this eye by tying the upright
portion of the stem to a stake secured to the stock, and the bent
part to another stake crossing the first at the bend, and sloping

at an angle about 40" from the horizontal (1). Our object is to

make what was the natural leader of the tree the lowest branch
of the fan. and to develope a new leader from the bud a, which
new leader will in its turn be converted into branch No. 2. We
have a few points to think about in doing this, connected with
principles. The height of the eye, n, must be such as to be
above the snow line, and, therefore, must depend upon locality ;

the lower, however, the better. Then the bud a should be on
the south-we.st side for its own growth to be most vigorous, and
the lower side of the branch, 1, should be that on which are the

strongest eyes, and therefore. on its original south side. These,

excepting in potted trees, .are incompatible conditions. If the

tree is a fixture it is of more consequence to have the lower buds
of 1 well ripened than the bud a, because a piece of the bark

just above it may l)e removed in order to stop a portion of the

sap in its ascent; this will at the same time checlc all the buds
on the upper side of 1, but after all not to the same extent, as

the compression of the bend obstiiicts it on the lower side, and,

besides, the upper buds have more light and their own innate

tendency to grow upwards. That is the reason for not bending
the branch 1 down to its final po.sition at once.

If the selection has been well made, the bud a will push
vigorously, and it must bo allowed to grow iqiright till the

following .spring. The bud at the end of 1 must bo encour.aged

to grow as much .as po.ssible, allo'^'ing the end of the branch to

curve upwards for this purpose ; but all the others must be
stopped at three leaves—that is, as soon as three full-sized

leaves are formed by any lateral shoot, all the rest, and the

point of the shoot with them, must he nipped off a quarter of

an inch above the third leaf When the branch is fit for this

operation the .shoots are so tender that the finger or thumb
nail is quite strong enough to pinch the portion off. As this

part of the business more properly belongs to ])runing, I will

say no more about it at present. If the pinched shoots make
;fresh ones, these must be again stopped at the second leaf; after
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that nothing more is nredcd till the end of August, when all

those stopped shoots must he pninad off at two oyos—tliut in,

the shoots must be cut off below tho leaf to which tbo>-„wero

first pinehcd. 'I'ho new lender sliould now have its pnint pinched

off, unless it bo a potted tree, when nil i'oar of uuri|)0 growth is

removed by the liftins of the pot nt the piling (ie:isoQ.

In tho following; nprins; the younc; tree requires its new leader

to be hcnl just as tho origin:il ono was, only to the opposite siJo,

and at the lirst eye, b {fig. 18), above tlio bond, malting tho angle

ua before 40', or so, with the horiaon, thus formini; braneh 2.

Tho original loader may now bo depressed a litllo more; but it

is always well to allow tlicsi! first two liranches to establisli them-
selves thoroughly before the upper part of tho tree is formed,
and, therefore do not bond them down too mueU at first. Tho
oliier branches, as they aro projuecd, may be bent down more
and more at on' e, as they a-c higher up the tree, but the points

of all of them should bo all>\ved to grow freely by eurviiij; tlu'm

upwards.
>rft<.l.,-i,i

Fig. 13.—Palmottp alter two years.

Tho shoot from bud h is now made tho vortical loader, and in

turn will be bent to form branch ."
{fiff. 19). The treatment for

forming is ju?t an annual repetition of the process. In this way
a most refular palmette with horizontal branches can bo formed

at the rate of one branch a-year, the stem, instead of going

straight upright, being waved. The usual way of fomiing such

trees is to out down tho leader to three eyes, two right and left

'to form branches, and tho uppermost to form a new loader. In
this way two branches aro form ;d in ono year ; hut I find tho

surface eoverei by tho bonding-down plan is greater than that

got by successive mutilations, i>v tho branchos aie far bettor

developed when each has been grown upright in its youth ;

Fig. 10.—Rectangnlar Falmette alter five years* training

besides, the waved form of tho stem enables the sap to flow more
freely to the lowest branches, exercising a wholesome restraint

on its upward tendency.

A. modification of tfds form is to bond tao second loader, 2

(Jig. 18), close to a instead of above b, and to bend 1 at a bud c,

about a foot from a, this bud not bavin? been stopped if it

pushed during tho summer; the portion of 1 between a and c

being left at its old inclination, and the rest of it bent lower, so

as to obtain a fork at c during the ensuing summer. The next

year 2 is treated similarlj', and thus the foundation is laid for a

diverging fan, the only objection to the plan being tho uusight-

liness of the want of symmetry for the first three or four years. I_

may add that the plan is a most useful one for correcting the bad
training of wall trees. I saw a very fine wall a few weeks ago

covered with nearly useless trees, and found that by judiciously

tliinning-out the old branches and bending the rest 1 could cover

the wall again in a eouph; of years with regular forms, in sueh

style as to secure plenty of fruit. I have been, porhaps, tedious

in describing this form, but as it involves nearly every principle,

it is weU to understand it, and then all the rest will bo easy work.

—W. KlNCSLEY.
I
To bo continued.)

KITCHEN GABDEN.
CoNTiKCE the trenching of ground as it becomes vacant, and

bury in the trenches all refuse vegetable matter—a practice

which cannot be too much insisted upon ; it is better to do so

WORK FOR THE -VYEEK.

at once than to lay it in heaps in the rubbish ground, where it

loses its fertilising properties. ISroccoU, sow Walcheren now,
and the operation shoiild be repeated at the end of June and
the end of .July. 'J'be heads of this kind are large, firm, and
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white, like those of very fine Cauliflowers, whieh, in fact, they
closely reeembla in appoeranee, except that the leaves are not
so plane as those of the Cauliflower. In constitution, however,
the Broccoli is different. It will stand the winter cokl and the
summer heat much bet*er, and for the winter the seed may be
sown ia August in sheltered situations, or under hand-glasses,
allowing plenty of air. CcUry, continue to prick-out; this
must always be kept well supplied with water. Cauliflowers,
draw up the soil to the most forward, and give plentiful ap-
plications of liquid manure. Prick-out the seedling plants of
the earliest-sown Brussels Sprouts and Savoijs, to have them
stocky for final planting. The young plants of Asjiaragm will
now be ready for planting in beds, which it is hoped have been
properly prepared ; let the roots be carefully lifted with a strong
fork, and after planting give a good supply of water to settle
the soil about thpm. Sow cow a full crop of Dwarf Kidney
Beans and Scarlet Runners ; sow aho a full crop of lied Beet, if

not already done. Eepeat the sowings of Lettuces of all sorts,
and thin-out and tranapLmt those advancing as occasion may
require. Sow a good breadth of Txtrnips, the ground for which
should be well dressed with wood ashes, or charred refuse.
When Potatoes are above ground, draw a little dry soil over
them for fear of injury from frost.

TBDIT GAItDEN.
See that plantations of Strawberries are free from weeds.

Those plants that have been forced may now be planted in
ground thoroughly prepared by trenching and manuring, put-
ting them in rows 2 feet apart, and 1 foot apart in the rows,
and watering occasionally should the weather prove dry. See
that the soil is kept well pulverised about the roots of trees, and
that all newly-planted trees are sufiiciently mulched. Keep a
good lookout for the numerous tribes of insects, and apply
remedies in time. Continue, moderately, the disbudding of
Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots. When Vines have shot
anfficiently to distinguish (ho fruit-bearing shoots let all super-
fluous ones be immediattly removed. Examine frequently
grafts, removing on every occasion the wild shoots. Search
for and destroy caterpillar?, which frequently cause serious
injury to the young shoots. An application of tobacco water to
Peach trees infested with the fly, will be found useful in re-
pressing them. Avoid trampling about the roots of wall trees,
particularly those newly planted.

FLOWKR GAUDEN.
The flower beds should be well dug and fully prepared

for the reception of the summer plants some time previous to
planting. Disbud Eoses. Proceed with weeding when the
walks are damp. Should dry weather ensue water should
be liberally supplied to evergreens lately removed. Select
tall plants of Fuchsias for bedding. Prick-out and encourage
the growth of seedlings of Campanula carpatica. Petunias,
Lobelia ramosa, and similar plants. Propagate Tagetes lucida

;

its bright yellow blossoms assist to give brilliancy to the par-
terre. At this season those who cultivate annual flowering
plants must be on the alert to afford a timely thinning, for iJE

the plants be left in the crowded state in which they spring up,
they will prevent each other from attaining anvthing like an
average degree of perfection. Pot-off seedling Dahlias as they
acquire strength into thumb pots, and retain them in the same
temperature as that in which they were raised. Harden-off
cuttings which have been potted prep iratory to planting-out.
Seedling Auriculas must; be carefully kept "from the sun, the
direct rays will speedily destroy them. Seed may be sown.
The main stock will now be coming into full bloom. In order
to prolong the season of these beautiful flowers, it will be ne-
cessary to remove them to a stage having a northern aspect,
over which a light awning of calico must be spread. At the
end oi the week seeds of Carnations and Picotees fhould be
sown in vegetable mould, mixed with sandy loam. It is a bad
plan to sow sooner, as the plants are apt to become gross in
habit, and, consequently, unable to t-ffectually withstand the
effects of frost. Examine daily the traps for wireworms (slices

of Potatoes) placed in pots or beds whero there is a suspicion of
these pests lurking. Top-dress Pinks, and strike cuttings of
Fansies.

GKEENHOTJSB AKD CONSERVATORY.
Greenhouse E']odi)deudrons flourish in light, fibrous heath

soil, and should he allowed plenty of it, for they am not beneflted
by freqnent shifting; repotting should be performed imme-
diately after blooming—that is to say, as soon as the flowers
begin to fade. While growing the plants should be kept in a
temperature of 55° or 60°, and receive a liberal supply of
water ; fresh growth usually occurs about this time or the be-

ginning of May, Bometimeg a week or two later, according to
the period of flowering, and the foi'matio:^ of the new wood
generally occupies three or four weeks. After this follows the
most particular point of their management. It the watering and
warm temperature be continued beyond the period necessary for
the due completion of this first growth, another production of
new wood immediately follows, which is the sole cause of the
non-production of flowers. Water and liquid manure should
now be applied most abundantly to strong-growing climbers
and other plants that are turned out in the conservatory per-
manently, or growing in large tubs or pots. In the case of
those plants that are introduced from the stove, forcing pit, &c.,
merely for the blooming seapoa, of course great care must be
taken in the application of water, otherwise disease will be the
result, and a host of troublesome insects will be the continual
after-pest. Continue to stop, prune, or pinch-back all unruly-
growing shoots in due time, and see that the plants done
flowering fiom other structures are put to rest, returned to
their natural positions, pruned back, repotted, and their growth
again encouraged in due season.

STOVE.
Continue to give liberal shifts to the free-growing young

stock, selecting healthy fibrous soils, with sharp gritty sand,
applying wlien necessary stimulating food in the shape of clear

tepid manure water, frequently syringing, giving slight shade
in hot weather for a few hours, taking it oft early, shutting up
early in the afternoon, and raising at all seasonable times a
kindly humidity by damping the floors, walls, and pots. Apply
clear soot water occasionally with tho syringe to such plants 83
are subject to the attacks of scale or coccus.

PITS AND FltAMES.

Continue to pot-o£f rooted cuttings as soon as they are in a fit

state for the purpose. As little dangeris now to be apprehended
from frost it will be well to remove all litter, fern, &c., to its

proper place. Make room in a cold pit for late flowering Cal-

ceolarias and Pelargoniums, and continue to repot in succession

these useful flowering plants,—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
Asparagus.—We lately mentioned slightly hoeing and salt-

ing the beds, and though looked for, not a shoot was seen, so

as to be injured
;
yet so warm were some days, the thermo-

meter mounting up to summer heat, that we gathered a good
dish on the 15ih, where a few days before not a shoot was
visible. Now, too, the Sea kale from under pots out of doors,

without any artificial heat, is excellent, most shoots being

about as thick as an ordinary man's wrist, and such shoots

properly cooked when not more than 6 inches long, give one an
idea of what Sea-kale is, or ought to be. With all our care in

cutting it when short, this vegetable is apt to be a little watery
in winter.

Slates for Blanching Endive—^We notice this as a precaution.

The plan answers well in c .1 1 or dull weather, but not in a

bright sun. Wishing to have in quickly some fine heads that

were in the open air, slates were laid over them, but the bright

days in the beginning of the week destroyed the heads, burning
them up com|iletely. We forgot for the moment how hot a

dark slate may be made by the strength of the sun's rays. If

the slates had been whitened outside, or even a little litter

placed over them, the blanching would have been effected, and
no injury would have been done to the Endive. Fortunately

we had some fine heads, each merely covered with a flower pot

pressed firmly into the ground, and a piece of turf laid over the

hole in the reversed pot. We never think so much of Endive
as of Lettuces, but the milk-white Endive made the greener

Lettuce look all the better.

The wet of the IGib, and the ceaseless rain on the 17th, pre-

vented our sowing, and proceeding with other operations, and
the work, therefore, has been merely attending to the doings of

previous weeks. The warm weather is bringing on the Broccoli

rather too fast for us, but it will aho help us with the Cauli-

flower. We grow the bulk of our Ehabarb on a north border,

and though the soil is a stiff loam, we have remirked for years

that we are rather earlier than in gardens with lighter soil, and
in warmer and more shelleied places. Ours has grown
very fast during the week, but we expect the north wind ac-

companying the heavy raiu of the 17th will keep things a

little back. Ooions, Lettuces, and other seeds, are coming np
well, and Potatoes are shoiving at the feet of walls, so as to

succeed those that received protection. Aahleaf Kidneys, &c.,
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in frames, have been very good, and as yet have shown no
sign (if ilisoaae. Ciibbat;e8 iiro hearting well, and have been

greatly improved by the rains. Cucumbers in frames wo
bonked up »iih a liUie litter to keep off tlie north wind, and

as mobt i)f Iho bod is above grouud, wo ran laurel branches

through some old hurdles, and set thcra Uugthwise along tho

back of the bed and frame. It is astouissLiujj; how oven such a

protection teiuls to keep tho heat equal and regular, by in-

suring a gruduul decomposition of the fermenting material.

We have noticed this year what we have remarked in former

years, that of tbo same kind of Cucumber, and sown from the

same packet, and in the fir.st gatherini^s csptciuUy, fruit obtained

from a dung hotbed are smoolher-bkioued than those produced

in a pit heated by hot water, so much so, that they would bo

taken for different varieties. Sowed a small piece of early

Dutch Turnip and Suowball. It is hist to sow often, and but

little at a time at present, as the plants soon run to seed, and
are then of no use. Pricked-out Cauliflower. Planted Sweet
Herbs, Chives, Shallots, Garlic, &c.

PROIT GAKDEN.
The week of hot weather opened Cherry blossoms as if

by magic, so that we were too late to give some of the trees

the dressing with lime, &c., that wo intended for them. Many
of onr rows of Strawberries were shrivelled-np last season by
the drought, and though they became greenish in tho autumn,
we find that they will not knot for bloom quite so fully as

they need to do. The scarcity and tho lateness of runners

also rather told against our forcing plants, tho flower trusses of

the earliest coming smaller than usual. Later ones, having

more time, promise to be stronger and better. We hope some
time to have a small house for Strawberries. We prefer a

house to a pit because more light is thus obtained, and the

plants can be attended to in all weathers. Most of us have to

make shift in every open space in a house where there is heat

for Strawberries, and they do not thus obtain full justice, and
when forced to move them we are almost siu'e less or more to

check or injare. Our finest forced Strawberries were always

obtained when from the time the plants showed, bloom they

stood in the same place until Iho fruit was gathered. Most of us
have to move the plants at times, as, for a particular purpose,

we moved a lot last week from an average night temperature of

55° to one of 60° and 65°, in order to lipen the fruit sooner.

One essential to flavour is if you cannot givo the fruit some
hours' sunshine before gathering, the pots should be allowed to

become as dry as the plants will bear without materially suffer-

ing. Other matters, as thinning shoots of Peach trees, were
much the same as in the previous week. In the hot days
syringed floors and pathways several times a-day, merely
sprinkling them. Tiied to keep the latest vinery back with all

possible air to be safe ; but the Vines would break and grow
in spite of ns. We have, therefore, shut the house up in the

afternoon, but will give little or no artificial heat, unless in a

very cold night, for some time.

OBNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.
Much time has been taken up with rolling and mowing lawns.

It is best when the rolling is done two or three days before

mowing, so that the grass can be quite upright again. Orouud
fresh-turfed in autumn and winter, when relied after the rains,

looked like an old lawn of a do^en years' duration. Turfing,

like planting, should be done early if the most economical
success is desired. In the great space of turfing done we do
not anticipate that even a hot summer will make any cracks

;

but if a few appear we fhall fill tbem with fine soil—a better

method than attempting to water them. In all evergreen

shrubs and trees planted early in winter we see no signs, of

going back, and this rain will greatly help them ; but evergreens

planted in spring winced under the hot sunny days, and will

lose at least a number of their leaves. Some specimen plants

removed only lately, we shall keep slightly protected from sun
and wind by means of a few laurel boughs tied together at the
points, and at a distance from tbem. Tbe withered laurel

leaves are anything but an ornament, but tbsn they serve the
purpose, and will be removed when the fresh growth is pro-

ceeding freely. We would rather have the ugly look for six

weeks than a dead or dying plant at midsummer.
Soies.—Pruned all fresh-planted Eoses, except those not yet

growing much. In pruning now we cut buck rather closely,

depending on the buds showing, as these will come strong
enough when the top of the shoot is removed. We were afraid

to cut back during the cold parching winds, as then the yonng
growth that would have come from the base of the shoots might
have been injured. We could be more independent in this

matter as respects early Hoses, as to succeed those forced we have

alot against a wall that were pruned-in early and protected after-

wards with laurel boughs. Wo shall not quite remove these

until we see what the weather may be. I'rom the wall wo thus

obtain Hoses very early. We shoirld like much to have a glass

house in the orchard-house style for Hoses alone. Even without

artificial heat Euees could be gathered from such u house all

the year, with tho exception of a few of tho darkest bnd coldest

months.
Florists' Fhwers.—Hyacinths and Tulips done flowering in

pots, should, if possible, be kept under glass until the foliage,

after growing vigorously, begins to decay, and then the bulbs

will bo useful. Tlie best Hyacinth and Tulip beds out of doors

should now bo protected from high winds and drenching rains,

as Tulips, especially, are easily injured. Where Anemones and
Eanunculutos require it, the ground should be firmed against

the plants, and then left rough on the surface. Auriculas,

whether under a glass house, frame, or hand-light, should be

carefully watered, and tho swelling pips kept separate with

little pellets of dry moss, or dark-coloured cotton wadding.

Carnationf, Picotees, &o., to bloom in pots, should now be

placed in them, using fresh sandy loam, enriched with rotten

cow dung, or hotbed manure, and after they begin to grow
freely in the fresh soil tl ey should be top-dressed with similar

rotten manure. The soil should be carefully examined for

wireworm and other enemies. A good plan in particular cases

is to heat the soil iu an oven, or by the side of a fireplaca, so as

to cause all intruders to scamper, and then expose it to sun and
air for a fortnight, watering it previously if too dry. Under
such treatment the soil will bo well aired and free from in-

truders. We have grown such plants in pots with great success,

but except to please a florist's refined eye, we always thought

the whole of the pot system had about it " much cry and little

wool;" and when we commence growing Carnations and
Picotees largely again, we shall try to have fine plants in the

open ground, from which we can cut handfuls if not armfuls of

blooms. To meet changes of taste, and we may as well confess

it, being beaten by rabbits and hares, we have done little lately

with these lovely flowers, but we have had even large beds of

the Perpetual section which no group of bedding plants could

excel for brilliancy. For a few fine florists' flowers, grow the

plants in pots. For lasketsful of flowers grow them in rich,

well-pulverised soil iu the open garden.

Hardy Anmials.—All of these may be safely sown from the

middle of this mouth, and with, in many cases, better prospects

of success than if sown early, as the plants grow without a

check, and therefore, if sown thinly, or thinned early, will

grow vigorously. We have sown at the end of February, in the

middle and end of March, and the first fortnight of April, and
almost invariably in stiffish soil the last sowing did best and
bloomed earliest. When hardy annuals are wanted early they

should be sown in September, and a few twigs stuck among
them will often enable them to pass through even hard winters;

in fact, a frosty and snowy winter is often less injurious to

them than a close, mild, damp winter, like that through which
we have passed. V/heu their seeds are to be sown in borders

without any definite plan, the old plan of drawing a circle with

a pointed stick and sowing in the circle is as good as any.

When a well-formed bed of a single annual is desired, it is a

good plan to sow in lines, and but for the greater trouble when
a very regular bed is desirable it is worth while to sow in small

round patches, and cover each with a 5 or (i-inch pot until the

seeds appear, and then edge the pot up on one side for a few

days, and replace it in cold nights. Two points more may
be kept iu mind—first, beware of burying the seeds. Dust-

like seeds should merely have a dust-like covering. Avoid
sowing when the soil is cloggy and wot, or if from combined
wet weather you cannot have the soil dry enough, keep a little

fine, dry, sandy loam in reserve, whicli you can sprinkle over

your seeds. When you sow without this precaution in wet
soil, the seeds are apt to be hermetically sealed up from the

air, and germination is impossible. If sown when the soil is

somewhat dry no rains will have Ihat effect, as they merely

moisten the seed in passing it, and take air along with them.

Lists of the best hardy annuals have been frequently given by
ourselves and others.

Half-!ianly Annuals.—By the time this is in print we shall

be sowing or preparing to sow ours, either in pots or on a

slight hotbed, as Stocks, Asters, Zinnias, Marigolds, Chry-

santhemums, ito., and some hardy annuals we may wish to

tise as groundwork or as edgings. We know that in most calen-

dars, this work is recommended to be done at least sis
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weeks, or more, before we generally do it. To carry out the
half of these directions would require plenty of room to prick-
off under protection, and then, after all, the growers would be
disappointed. We have seen such plants from seed sown in
the beginning of March that, after passing through trials and
troubles, were not so good as plants sown without protection
in May. Provided you can give the room, and wish to turn
out large plants at once, sow early ; but if you cannot do so,

sow later. Nothing suffers more than these plants reared
tenderly when moved about until vitality is almost driven out
of them. If you sow now, treat kindly but judiciously, but if

from the time the plants appear until they go finally into the
ground you give them scarcely a check, you will have reason to
believe that rather late sowing is not always synonvmous with
late returns.—E. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—April 21.
There is rather more animation in the trade here, stocUs clearing off

well, but only at trifling advances. Imports now consist of Asparagus.
Kidney Beans, Articholies, Tnrnips, Carrots, Endive, Green Peas, and
Lettuces: the Channel Islands funiishinR some excellent Broccoli.
Forced fruit is quite sufficient to meet the preseat demand.

Apples V, sieve 3
Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush. 10
Currants 3-2 sieve

Black do.
FiRB doz.
Filberts lb.

Cobs lb. 1
Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes,Hothouse.. lb. 10
Lemons 100 4

Artichokes doz. 3
Asparagus 100 5
Beans, Kidney . . hd. 1
Beet,Ked doz. 2
Broccoli bundle 1
Bms. Sprouts }-^ sieve
Cabbage doz. 1
Capsicums 100 D
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz. 3
Celery bundle 1
Oacombers each
Endive doz. 2
Fennel bunch
GarUc lb.
nerbs bunch
Horseradish . .bundle 3

d. s.
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&mall*pots for six or seven yoara witliout boing ever repotted, merely
because wc could not find iimo, tmd therofn:o prcforred top-drcMSinK.

L:tat Boasuu with us was a tryint^ yuar. Wo wore obli^tod oitlior to lot

many trees parch up with dryness, or give thoin uiauuro water too strong'.

OwinR to the latter cause more blooms have dropped than usual, because
(growth was kept up too lonj,', and tho wood was not ho hard as it ou^'ht to

have been aftersuch a summer. Wo also neglected to fertilise artificially,

as we thought tho sun would do that for ua. Some of our trees will be s
little thin of fruit in couseiinenco.

FEniT Trees Dvino (A Constant ,Su..«TikiT).—There is no doubt tho
attack of rod spider, so ihorouRh in the autumn, (trcntly injured the
young wood. The dressintJ them might also helo to injure tho buds,

itfasy shoots on our trees out of doors look something similar, but that

we Attribttte to want of nourishment last summer. The attack of red

spider in August, causing the leaves to fall then, in your case prcvcnt(;d

the wood being matured.

ANOI.E OF GuEKNHoosE Rooi' (E. T.).—The flower enclosed is that of

Arabia albida variegata. For a house 13 feet wide, and for the purpose
indicated, the back wall should be at least 12 feet in heigbt, and the front

G feet, 4 feet of which should be glass.

Boiler and Kafters of Vinekv (IF. B.).—If you can sink your stoke-

hole, so as to have the furnace bars 2 feet below the ground level, and
then raise the roof of the vinery 2 feet above the ground level, you will

have no ditEculty if you use a saddle-back or retort boiler. You will

have just as little difficulty with a flue if the Hue bo placed on tho raised

floor of tlie vinery. As water, however, may be troublesomeiu your case,

we would havo a small stokehole, but we would have the bottom and
sides laid with bricks in cement, and what will keep water in will also

keep it out. We recollect seeing the water up to the tiro bars in a surface

atokchole at Mr. Outbush's, at Barnet. and yet some few hundred yards
distant you would have to go down i;0O feet for water. You may plant
your Vines at once. If well established they will do very well planted
in the middle of May ; but if you cannot plant sooner, instead of turning
out of pots then, if a quick growth were desiral.le, we would shake the

plants out now and replant, with the roots spread out in little baskets or

boxes, removing the sides in the latter case at planting time, and turning
out baskets, &c., in the border just as they were. Those who supply you
with the rafter sash bars would, if they have machinfcry, charge little for

rebating, but, failing that, long slips, half an inch square, tacked or

screwed on, make capital rebates for the glass.

Heating a Vinerv and Conservatory (R I.).—If flues answer so well
iu your neighbourhood, wc do not see why you may not thus heat your
three bouses. In the two end houses, 25 feet by 15 feet each, the flue in

each could enter beneath tho floor at back, go along the end next tho
conservatory, the front, round the other end, and thence into a chimney,
without interfering with the pathway. In the span-roofed cous-^rvatory

the flue could pass under the floor, .-^fo along the end, front, and other

end, and dip imder the floor again. With one chimney at the back of the

conservatory, and three furnaces there, you could do ; but in the two end
houses you would require to bring the flue along the back as well as in

front. In heating by hot water there need be no difficulty with the lime
incrustation, if a little carbonate of ammonia be placed at times in tho
water. Nothing could be more simple than having a small boiler for each
house ; but as every boiler is so far a waster of fuel, were we doing the
work we would nave only one boiler, and all things considered, as there

are three houses, an outjutting conservatory in the centre, and a fruit

house at each end, we would decide as to which of these end houses we
would wish to force earliest, and at that end, either at the west end of

the potting-shed, or the east end of the tool-shed, we would fix a saddle-

back boiler low enough for a flow and return pipe to pass all the way
under the pathway to tlo other end, prelerring tho pathway to be iron-

grated over the two pipes. This will enable you to heat one or more of

your houses fully as you like, as from these main flow and return pipes

you can taue pipes into each separate department, to be regulated by
valves or stop-cocks. You would thus, as a means of beating, have to

spend from £5 on a boiler, and have about 1-10 feet of piping, such as the

mains, for heating. You might thus have a little heat where yuu did not
want it, but that could bo neutralised by air-giving. Besides that, in the

first vinery, J akeu from these mains and above ground, you would require

three pipes round the ends and front for early forcing. In the farther or

later house two pipes would do, and in the conservatory two pipes. In
these houses the pipes could be placed at the sides, so as not to come in

the way of the pathways, however arranged. With piping at from lOd.

to Is. per foot, you can calculate on the expense.

Lean-to Ohchard House ' C. M.).—We have looked over the_ plan of

tho proposed lean-to orchard house, and these are our suggestions and
answers:—The ventilators that occupy the half of the apex of the roof

will require to be from 20 to 24 inches in depth. If, however, you must
have more of them, the front ventilator, instead of going one-half, should

go all the way, if not more than 10 or 12 inches wide. Much air is

needed in these large-sqaared roofed houses. Fourteen feet is a good
length for a rafter, as you thus uso battens of that length without waste

;

bat if you use 20-inches-wide glass, we havo no faith in having two rafters

44 by il, and two between of 2 inches by 1 ',. Were wo putting up such a

house to-morrow, we would have the two end rafters and the centre

one in the house, 41 inches deep by 8 inches in width, which would thus

bind the house, anil all the intermediate rafters we would have 4J by

li inches. Even then an iron bar along the centre of the house longi-

tudinally, where you show the red line, would be needed, and at least

two pillars in the house to keep it up. The proposed height in front will

do very well. Rebates for puttying may be easily made as yon propose,

by tacking slips of wood to the centre of the rafters half an inch wide,

and halt an inch deep, which leaves plenty of room for glass and putty.

If you make your rafters weaker, you must use narrower gla53. Twenty
inches by twelve will be a good size.

MoviNO Irish Yews [A. R).—Now is as good a time as any, taking

care to have a good ball of earth round the roots.

Fertilising Aucdba Flowers (A SubacTibcr from the First).—" Y'ou

.are quite right in picking off the male flowers if the anthers are covered

with pollen ; it will be useless gathering them if the anthers are unripe.

I do not consider WTappiug thorn up in paper the most advisable mode
of preserving them, as they are liable to dry into a paste. After gather-

ing our flowers we pat them in a pill-box in which the pollen keeps very

well, and from which we gather it with a camel-hair brush, *= "-=Ab was

montionod last week, all this trouble probably «ill eventoally prove un-

necessary, and by a judicious choice of varieties tho flowers will fertilise

llicmselves. At ihe present time all my tomilo Aucubas are in bloom,

and with tho exception of mas maculata all my mule blooms aro over.

This variety is now covered with buils and blossom in the open ground,

and is much superior to every other male tor fertilising purposes on

account of its large spikes of bloom opening at tho same time as the

female flowers. If vou t.>uch the pistils ever so slightly with the pollen

it will he quite suflloient, and no further attention need bo paid them.

—GULIELMDS."

Apple and Pear Spcrs Unkrcitful (iiencier).—It is difticult to ex-

plain why somo spurs on the Apple and Tear tree havo fobago only,

whilst others aro full of bloom : but tho former are natural, and the trCB

would very soon ceaso to exist if all the spurs produced bloom, and there

were no leaves except those produced at the base of the truit-bearing

spurs. The spurs having a bloom hud this year \iM never have another ;

but whether it fruit or not, its offloo is at an end with the year of its

expanding. Tho spurs for future fruiting must bo produced from its

base, or on another part of the spur or tree, and they take two, three, or

more years to undergo the natural transformation from a spur producing

foUag'3 only to one having bloom, and afterwards frmt. Now, if there

were none of the latter, there would bo few of the former, for though

bloom buds on both tho Apple and Pear aro occasionally the result ol one

year's growth, they are more generally, and with the beat of cultivators,

the work ol nature and not of man, tor two, throe, or more seasons.

They are useful because bv means of tho foliage they as«ist in the ap-

propriation of the food absorbed from tho soil and atmosphere, and

acquire from them that by which tlioy are formed into fruit buds
:
hence

vour conclusion that the wood spurs or buds aro not convertible into

fruit buds is incorrect. In a maiden plant there aro no fruit buds, and lE

there were no wood buds there would never bo any fruit buds. As to

grafting or budding from fruitful trees only, yo.i will, no doubt, secure

an earlier produ.e, but that will not give you trees without barren spurs

and we never saw all fruitful spurs, or all fruitful buds on a tree without

the next year seeing an entire absence of bloom and fruit. We think no

good will come of yonr proposed experiment except the securmg in two

or three years' time what you might cftect in one. by stopping or judicious

summer-pruning, and root-pruning, along with the thinning of the spurs.

Apricot and Peach Blooms not Settikg (S. M. ^'->y,« c^" o?Jy
account for the Peach and Apricot blossom not setting by its not being

sufficiently protected from the cold weather wo have lately experienced

though froni its not looking healthy it is probable that the buds owing to

the drought of last season, were not suflic.cntly matured, which a few

good waterings in dry weather might havo prevented.

British Ferns for Area (Eas(&o.,r,i6l.-Asplenium trichomanes,

A. viride, Blechnum spicant multifldum, Cystoptens fragilis, Polypodinm

vul»are cambricum, and Scolopcndi-ium vulgare multifldum.

HEDvcHinM Treathient (M^O.-The plant should now be i-opotted U
it require a shift, using a compost of two parts sandy hbrous loam and

one part peat or leaf mould, and affordmg free drainage. PlJ^e it in a

greenhouse or vinerv, give it a light airy position, and I'^eP "' !T°" '"P-

pUed with water until tho growths are complete; tlj^^STaduaUy lessen

the supply, and in winter keep tho plant dry, but not so much so as to

cause the foliage to decay prematurely.

WooDLicElK Tan (H. ir. i?.).-Nothing barbourstlioso pests so much

as tan. They are best kept under by placing a few ''""'^ '°
"..'^''.'JfVliffla

tliey may be trapped by placing a boiled potato wr.apped ligli'ly in a litt^la

dry bay at the bottom of a small flower pot, laying the pot on its side n

the evening iu places frequented by the wood ice Examine the pots in

the morning, and shake the woodUce secreted in the hay into a bucketful

of boiling water.

Sowing Camellia Seed (An ^ma(f»r).-Now is a good time to sow

Camellia seed, but it would have been better sown m March. Two parts

sandy peat and one part light loam, with a ''ee."'!";'^''"''. «'
'^'?; [P,'"?^;

are a suitable compost. They will succeed if Placed in a Cucumber

frame, the seed being sown in pots plunged in the Uotdeo.

CLEANING Marble Statuary (O-ai'^roiD.-Your question ought to Mve
been answered last week, but your letter was mislaid. Take of common

soda rounded a quart, powdered chalk a pint, and P°"°4«i »/ I'™*^"*

rmmirestone sifting all through a fine sieve. Mix with water to the con-

sUUncy of paste rub the marble aU over with the paste, and then wash

with soap and water.

CUTTING BACK A LAURUSTINUS HEDGE (IT. T. G. P-'-F/Oi^.'^^ g^-
senttime up to the middle of May is the bes P";"* '.;'^,,f"*V°S„"?

*

Laurustinus hedge ; or the operation may be deterred ,1 til {"^e bloommg

is past. The hedge may be cut-in to any extent, as the plant bears cutting

exceedirgly well. ,

Planting Filbert Trees (Jdwi). -'The best time
ff

Pl='°t
f-^*'"'? '|

in autumn or early in winter, after the leaves have fallen; and p anting

may be performed up to March, but the earlier ,t is done the bette.^ The

trees should be planted 10 feet apart every way,
JP^

'l'«5'
,fP."^>

trained erect, heading them over at 18 inches from 'l^f
8™"°"''

'f'^^^f
with one upright stem, and removing a 1 suckers

,f
t^"?,i!' »?"•

j^j^l
last is a most important point in tho cultivation of the Filbert, if not the

most important. . ,

Grapes IE. S., Chelseal-Tbe substance on the rods of the Weswith

a • woofly covering and blood under the substance," is probably ^eric^
blight, though it may be mealy bug. To '^v^ n^jie ^"«' 5^°° |h°nl^

ha?e sent us a specimen. Both may be
?'J*"y'^'^,^5' ''™'''"l,,'''bug or

afi-ected with Gishurst compound, Clarke's preparation for mealy Bug, or

Fowler's insecticide.

Stopping Rochea falcata (Wnii).-You may stop t^e plant mitd the

end of June to make it more bushy, but it will not fl"f" until the

following year. We cannot say that it would flower this year if not

stopped, hut wo think not, as it is only 1 foot in height.

CUCUMBER CULTURE (A Ncv Siiiwribfr) -Thcro will bo some djfficulty

in properly attending to your frame, as you are "''^-^nt '"" » *». to

ip^M,, and from 2 P.M. to 5 p m. ;
but you may

™';^,';^f '°'"»"S"e'^ *"?J
this period, for at 8 a a. yon may give air, if

.
*^,'*'^'y '°

'l\if.°fi
°7'

"^
such nnanlitv as will Prevent scorching until 1 P.M., and at tnaltime you

afre^dTe o? i^ci^asfthe opening as may b" -qui>ed partjal y re^ucmg

the ventilation at 2 p.m., and finally closmg at five clock ,
but could you
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not arrange with some one to shnt up the frame if the day prove cold, or
if the ruorniDg ^e cold or dull to open the lights in case of the day
turning out fiup ? You will do no good by shadiog the lights. One plant
will be fcuffitient to put under each light of G feet by 3 feet. Two plants
Would, rentier the frame tcio crowded.

Pit Constbucting (J. T. iS.).—The famace may lie 2 feet long, and
have l-foot-6-inch tire bars, and moj be H inches wide and the same in
height, with nn arched top ; nil the parts in contuct with the fire should
be of fire bricks, nt least the furnace should be cased with them, and the
flue for about a yard at Ihc &ides from the furnace should be built of iire

brick and covered with 8-incb fire tiles. The height of the bottom of the
flue above the furnace should be from 1 foot to 15 inchc?, and the flue
should run across one end, along the front, and return along the back
to the place it started from, havirg a slight ascent the whole way. It
may then be taken up about 3 ftet alJove the pit lights, and have a chim-
ney pot. You may have an opeuing at the side for cleaning out the flue,

bnt it is belter to t'ko ofl" a covering tilo at the corners when the flue
requires cleaning. The lighls maybe 3 feet wide for the length you
name (8 feet), and should be n^bated for glass on one side only. The
&ame for the lights may be 3 inches t.y 2( inchcy, the bottom rail y inches
by 14 inch, and 'he fash bars 2 inches by 1 inch, having two to each light,

80 that you will have s^uarts of glats neiily 10 inches wade, and they
may be 15 inches long, which are the sizes we recommend. The timber
should be of the bett yellow pine, though for durability red deal is best.
The wall plates should be fully the width ol tho walls, which may be
4i inches thick abuve the ground, and we would sink it 3 feet in the
ground if we could without striking water.

Preparing a Rhododendron and CAStELLiA Border (Corni(&m).—It
is likeh that your heavy clayey loam is of that description in which
Khododendions flourish, as they do in that overlying freestone; and in
this cate we would only trench the border deeply without turning up too
much of thtt clay, and in plnnting make a hole large enough to admit of
about half a barrowiul of peat being placed round the ball^ of each plant

—indeed, planting in the peat boII. If, howfver, it is of a character in-
jurious to tho tvhododendron, then wc would tukeoutthe soil of the border
to the depth of 2 feet, and replace it entirely with peat. We fear you 'will

not be able to grow Rbododendrons and Camellias in the same border;
but if you do, the CameUias should be at the b:u k aud the Ehododendrons
in front. For the Camellias use a compost of light tuifyloam, the top
1^ or 2 inches of a pasture chopped up rather finely; to 1 w-c-thirds of this
add one-third of fibrous peat, and well mix the whole. The border should
be increased in width to 6 feet, and that would accommodate two rows of
plants, and wo tliould have them all Camellias or all Khododcndron?.
If you prefer it, place the Camelliasin tbn centre, with the Rhododendrons
a' the sides, iu tho form of two wings, dividing the border into three parts,

using soil suitable for each plant. You will find a list of Camellias smt-
able for out-door culture at pnge 256 of the present volume, and yon can
arrange the colours to suit your tatte. We ciinuot plant, but are'alwayB
willing to criticise proposed phmting. Some of the best Rhododendroua
are :—AtrosMnguineum, blood red ; Barclayauum, reddish rose ; Blanche
Superbe, white, green eye; Blandyanum, reddish crimson; Elatteum,
rosy lilac ; Erayanum, rosy scarlet; Bride, whits ; Chloe, crimson lake;
Comet, pcnrlet ; Faust, lilac; Hogarth, rosy crimson; John Watcrer,
crimson ; Lndy Dorothy Nevill. purp c, spotted black ; Lefevreannm, pur-
plish crimson ; Macnlatum purpureum, purplish rose, spotted; Madame
Miolau C'uvalho, white : Neilsoni, ro.sy lake ; OchToleucnm, pale yellow,
shaded ofi'to straw-brown spots ; Papiiionaceum, lilac, changing to white ;

Pardoloton, claret ; Perryanum, rose, spotted; Pluto, purplish crimson;
Sydney Herbert, crimson, with black spots; T^wardi, rosv lilac ; Victoria,
plum ; Victoria (Pince's), claret ; and William Downing, dark puce,
blotched.

Names or Plants (G. S.).—"We think it is Primula decora, bnt tho
Rpecimen was quite withered and injured. (Juiin).—Ruscusaciileatus, or

Butbor's Broom. {J. IK. J?".).—We cannot name your Azalea, nor any
varie'ics of florists' flowers, they are in legions with mere shades of

dilTerenco.

METEOEOLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the week ending April 20th.

Date.
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sinco estinct, but wo still Iiopo the proffer of flnch premiums will briuR

thorn out, if any axe still exlnnt. Thiit such birds were to lio found

sixty year.5 bnri; at a fow places in Knglaud U ttstiliud by witnesses

Btill liTint;. The French fowls Rcncrally were rcmarltably kooiI, and

the Single Cock cIiibsob were mostly well filled with capital birds.

Oame fowls in Ireland evidently wuut the show and firo of those

exhibited in Knxlaiid, the liame birds of the Sister Isle evidently

showing more of the ronghaud-tumblo character of tho cockpit than

the racy and blood-liko nature of tho I'lnslish breeds.

In Turh'jx and domestic Waterfowl nothing could exceed tho

Dublin Exhibition, and as regards tho Ornamental Waterfowl class,

it proved most interosting aud instructive. It was uiKiuestionably

quite a promiueut feature of the I'jxhibition. In tho Selling class,

the rule that tlie claimant and tho exhibitor mnst settle their own
arrongoments, admits of an nndcrabted improvement, for by a collusion

between buyer and seller tho public at present can be ousted altogether

from any poasiblo chance of socuriug pens at tho affixed maximum
price, 30;;. the pen.
The weather was most satisfactory. His Koyal Highness Prince

Arthur, tho Lord-Lieuteuant of Ireland, and a numerous retinue were

present. Military bands cfBciuutly aided tho cause, and more than

liftceu thousand persons attended. .

DoRKiNOs (Silver-Grey).—1. 2, and i!, Mrs. Warburton, Kill, Naas. c, S.

Mowbrav, KiUeany, Rlountrath.
DoBKlNOs —1, V. W. Zurhorst, Dublin (Colouredl. 2, J. C. Cooper,

Cooper Hill, Limerick. S, Mr.s. Wnrburlou (Coloured), c, R. P. Williams,
Glasliun, Clontnrf.

Sl'ANisn. — 1 and he, Hon. Miss Douglas Pennant, Ponrhyn Castle,

Bangor. 2, Miss De Courcy Drevar, Blackrocli, Co. Dublin, c, K. P.

WiUiiims.
BuAHMj. PooTKA.—1 and he, R. W. Bojle, Marino, Elackrock. 2, Hon.

Misa Douglns Pennant, c, Mrs. Warburton (Dark) ; Hon. J. Massey,
Limerick (Dark).
Brahma Pootra (L'c:ht\—1, Capt. Downman, Dublin. 2, J. C. Cooper.

CucHiN-CuiNA (BulTj.—1, J. W. Sutherland, Priorsland, Carrickmines,

2, V. W. Zurhorst.
CocniN-CuisA (White).—1, F. W. Zurhorst.
Cochin-china (Brown or Partridge).—1, E. P. Williams. 2, A; E.

UsBher, Campbire, Cappoquin.
Game.—1, J. C. Cooper. 2, C. E. M'Clintock, Eandalstown, Co. Antrim

(Black-breasted Red).
Hamburohs (Pencilled). — 1, C. E. M'Clintock (Golden-poncilled).

2, F. W. Zorhorst.
Hambdkohs (Spangled). — 1, O. Cooney, Dublin (Golden-spangled).

2, S.Mowbray (Gold-tpangled).
White-Ckested Black, or Black-Crested White Fowl,.—1, Miss

De Courcy Drevar (White-crested Black). 3, J. K. Millner, Cherbury,
Blackrock (White-crested Black), he, Miss De Courcy Drevar (White-
crested Black), c, R. P. WiHi»ms (White-crested Black).
PoLANDs (Gold or Silver).—1. F. W. Pim, Greenmount, Harold's Cross

(Silver). 2 .»ud c, R. P. Williams, Glaslinn, Clontarf, Dublin (Crested
Silver and Gold-spang'ed).
La Fleche.—1, G. A. Stephens. Dublin. 2 and c, J. C. Cooper.
HoDDANS.—1, J. C. Cooper. 2. F. W. Pim.
Crete-Cceue.-1, F. W. Zirbor t. 2 and he, J. C. Cooper.
Aky other V.ariety.—1 and 2, J. C. Cooper (Sultan aud White Rose-

combed Dorkings), c, F. W. Zurhorst (Silky Negroes).
Game Bant.uis (Any variety).—1, F. W. Zurhorst. 2, G. F. D. Suther-

land (Black Red Game).
Bantaue (Any other variety).—1 and 2, Mrs. Staunton, Clondalkin,

Dnblin (Black and Al.yssinim Tailless), c, F. W. Zurhorst (Black).

Tdrkeys.—1 and fic,>T.C. Cooper. 2and 3, J. Tuite, Culleen,MuUingar,
(American), c. Rev. J. Sullivan, Leoparristown, Stillorgan.
Geese.—1, J. C. Cooper. 2 and 3, Mrs. Warburton (Embden). he, J.

Tnito (Toulouse); R. W. Boyle; K. P. Williams (Toulouse), c, A. E.
Useher (Toulouse).
Docks (Rouen).—1, R. W. Boyle, 2, S. Mowbray, ftc, R. P. Williams.
Ducks (Aylesbury).—! and 2, Mrs. Warburton. he, J. C. Cooper; F.

W. Zurhorst ; G. A. Stephens, e, R. P. WiPiamB.
Selling Class (Any variety).—1, Mr.-*. Warburton (Silver-Grey Dorkings).

2,R. P. Williams (Silver-span sled Hamburghs). 3, Miss Do Courcy Drevar
(Grey Dorkings), c, C. E. M'Clintock (Golden-pencilled Hamburghs).
Waterfowls (Ornamental).- 1 and 2, R. P. Williams (UpUnd Geese

New Zealand, and Shell Ducks), c, M. Wright, Braganza, Dalkey (Black
East Indlau).

SINGLE COCKS.
Dorking.—1, Mrs. Warburton iSilver-Greyl. 2, G. A. Stephens, ho, J.

C. Cooper ; J. Barlow, Chapelizod (Silver-Grey), c, A. E. Ussher (Silver-

Grev); Hon. J. Massey.
Spanish.—1, Hon. Miss Douglas Pennant. 2, G. A. Perrin, Chantilly,

Loughlinstown. he, -J. C. Cooper; R. P. Williams.
Cochin-China.—1. J. W. Sutherland, Priorsland, Carrickmines (Bnif).

2, F. W. Zurhorst (Buff). Ik, F. W. Zurhorst (White); W. H. Porrin
(Partridge).
Brahma Pootra.—1, Hon. Miss Dooglas Pennant (Dark). 2, R. W,

Boyle, he, Hon. J. Masaey, Milford House, Limerick, c, A. E. Ussher
(Dark): R. W. Boy)e ; Mrs. Warburton, Kill, Naas, Co. Kildare (Dark).
La Fleche.—), G. A. Stephens. 2, -J. C. Cooper.
HoUDAN.—1, Hon. J. Massey. 2, J. C. Cooper.
CBtVE-CaiLR.—1, F. W Zurhorst. 2, .1. C. ' ooper.
Game.—1, G. A. Perrin. 2 C. B. M'Clintock c, J. C. Cooper.
TuBKEYS.—1 and 3, J. C, Cooper, kc, Hon. J. Massey.

PIGEONS.
Pouters (Any colour).—!, Withboid. 2, J. K. Millner, Cherbury, Black-

rock, Dublin (Red).
Tomblers Any variety).—!, R. W. Wallace, BelSeld, Donnybrook,

Dublin (Almonds). 2 E. M'Ci^ae, Altona, Stillorgan.
Fantails.- 1, J. M'Donnell, Upper Bathmines. 2, Mrs. E. Scale, Cottage

Park, Kilgobbiu.
Jacodins.—1, J.M'DonnelL 8, J. K. Millner, Cherbury (Yellow). c.Mtb.

Perrin.
Owls.—1, O. Cooney, DnVlin. 2, N. E. Wallace (Silver).

Barbs.-1 and 2, E. M'Croe.
TuuniTS.— 1, L. F. Perrin. 2, E. M'Crae.

, „ t
Anv utheu llBKKD.- 1, E. M'Crao (Isabels, or Aaatrian PouterB). J, It,

F. Perrin (Bluo Hunts). 3, J. M'Donnell (Antwerp Carriers).

Edward Howitt, Esq., Kden Cottage, Sparkbrook, liirminghttm

;

Alexander Comyns, Esq., Glenagoary, Kingstown ; and William Getty

Merrj, I'Isq., Blcsinton, oflieiated as .ludges of both poultry and

I'igeons.

OTLEY POULTRY AND PIGEON SHOW.
This year's mooting far excelled tho generality of agricultural show!

as to tho division for poultry. liy a slight reference to the appended

liri/.e list it will be seen that a greater number of the best breeders in

Kugland exhibited than is customary on such occasions. The Otley

Show, however, might bo improved by closer adherence to tho general

regnlations. Birds arriving continnously for some hours after the

specified time, were allowed to compete— a proi'odure scarcely fair to

those owners who at considerable personal trouble sent in their birds

to time. Tho pens, also, for the Pigeons were sadly too low; Pouters

vainly attempting to show themselves in pens scarcely 9 inches in

height, aud a pair of good Blue Runts only made this want of space

tho more visible, as they seemed as closely packed as though tied

togetlier.

The birds, however, were carefully fed and attended to, but a sudden

thunderstorm shortly after midday was a sad drawback to tho comfort

of the visitors. Still tho Committee did all that men could do to

make things as comfortable as circumstances permitted.

Spanish i Black).-1, H. Beldon, Goitatock, Bingley. 2, F. H. Haworth.

he, W. & F. Pickard, Thomer ; T. C & E. Newbitt, Epworth.

Dorkings.-1, H. Beldon. 2, T. E. Kelt, Wetherby. he, C. Tnffitt,

Cattal, Green Hammerton ; J. B. Britton, Hunslet.

Cochin-china.-1, H. Beldon. 2, C. Sidgwick.KoiKhley. he, J. Dixon,

North Park, Bradford; W. Barnes, Thirsk; J.Clarke, Beeston, Leeds;

F. H. Haworth, Haslingdon. „ ^ ,j,

Brahma PooTHA.—l,W. Severs, Kirby Fleethnm. 2, H. Beldon.

PoLANDS.—1 Cup, and 2. for best pen of any breed except Game, H.

Beldon. he, G. Carter, Sand Uill, Bedale. c, T. Crossley, jun., Wetherby;

G. C-irter. , ,. ,, t, j* a
Game (Red).—1, H. Jennings, Allerton. 2, J. Beetham, Bradford.

;ic, Lund& Lambert, Silsden (lilack Bed); Moody & Hahishaw, Otley;

W. Spencer, Haworth; W. Johnson, Idle; H. Jowett, Wrose Hill, neat

Game (Grey or Blue).-1 and Cup, for best pen of Game, W. Bearpark,

Ainderby Steeple, Northallerton. 2, J. Fortune, Morton Bank, Keighley.

e, D. Ashworth, Halifax. _ ,, ^^ . ,.,- _*
Game (Anv other variety).-1, Withheld. 2, H. C. Mason. Drighlington.

Hamburghs (Golden-Bpansled).-!, H. Beldon. 2, J. Pickles, Slaith-

waite. he, J. Fortune, Murti.n Banks, Keigbley ; H. Beloon.

Hamrobghs (Silver-spangled) —1 and 2, H. Beldon. Ik, T. Fawcett,

Hambdrohs (Goldcn-peneiUed).—1 and he, H. Beldon. 2, W. W. Clay-

ton, Morton Bank, Keigbley.
Hameukghs (Si ver-pencillea) —1 and 2, H. Beldon.

Hambukohs (Black .—1, E. Baxter, Idle. 2, H. Beldon, he, C. Sidg-

Ga'me Bantams.—1 and 9, Moody & Hahishaw, Otley. he, G. Carter.

e, W, Greaves, Brndford ; F. S'ecl, Halifax. „ w t.

Bantams (Black).—1, S. & R. Ashton, Mottram. Cheshire. 2, W. Bro-

therton. Idle, he, W- Clayton, Morton Banks, Keigbley ;
T. C. Harrison,

Hull, e, D. Frith, Guiseley.
Bantams (White).—1, H. Beldon. 2, S. & R. Ashton.

Bantams (Any other variety).—1,T. C.Harrison. 2, H. Beldon. he, a.
Yardlev.
Any other Distinct Breed.-1, H. Beldon (Frencli).

DCCKS (Rouen).— 1, J. Dixon. 2. J. MaFon, Boroughbridge. he, i.

Dixon, c, W. Bentley, Bradfnrd ; J. Hartley. Otley.

DoCKS(A5lesbury)—l. Withheld. 2. A. Duncan. Otley.

l'UCK.s (Anv other variety). 1, J. Dixon (Mandarin). 2, S. & R. Ashton

(Carolina), he, J. Dixon (Bahama and Carolina); A. Fawkes, Otley.

c, T. C. Harrison. „ „ . ^ i

Turkeys (Any colour).—1, A. Fawkes. 2, S. Beecroft, jun., Fewston.

Selling Class.—1, H. Beldon. 2, J. Berry, Silsden, BeU Square, he,

J. Berry ; E. Lund, Silsden.
PIGEONS.

TutmLEEB {Short-faced).-1, C. Cowburn, Calls, Leeds. 2, H. Yardley,

Birminghnm. he, J. Hawlcy, Bingley; J. Mason. Boroughbridge.

Tumblers (Common).—1, J. Hawlcy. 2, W. Lund, Shipley, he, W.
Shelton, Idle, c, W. Shelton ; E. Horner, Harewood.
Fantails.— 1, J. Hawlev. 2, E. Homer, he, H. Yardley.

PoCTEBS.—1 and Cup for best pen of Pigeons shown of any breed, U.

Snowden. 2, J. Hawley. e, W. C. Dawson, Otley. „ „ .,

Babes.—1, J. Hawley. 2, E. Homer, he, W. C. Dawson ;
H. Yardley;

C. Cowburn ; W Edmocdson, Denton.
Owls.—1 and 2. W. C. Dawson, he, F. Steel. „ ^ t
Carbiebs.—!, H. Yardley. 2 and c, E . Homer. 7ic, W. C. Dawson ; J.

Hawley. _
TUBBITS.-1, J. Mason. 2, H. Yardley. he, E. Homer.
Jacobins.—1, E, Horner. 2, J. Hawley. ftc. J. M»son. , ., , ,

Any OTHER Vabiety.—I. H. Yardley. 2andc, J. Mason. /i^Lnndand

Lambert Dragoons) ; H. Yardley ; J. Hawley ; W. C. Dawson (Ice) ; t..

Horner; T. Rhodes, Otley (Blue Dr.igoons).

The Judge was Edward Hevritt, Esq., oi Sparkbrook, near Bir-

mingham. .

CANNIBAL DOE RABBITS.

I DESIRE to thank ' L. B.," in your impression of fbe 28th

of January, for the liints on feeding a cannibal doe Eabbit.

Since then I have Bupplied her with milk nearly every day, but
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she did not care for it, and I had to mix corn with the milk to

get her to lap it ; she had also as much green food as she would

eat. The result is a litter now a month old. Does '* A Foee-
juAN " keep the key of his Rabbit houee in his pocket, and let

no one but himself go near his cannibal doe ? I believe many
litters are lost by the does being disturbed before as well as

after they have kindled.

Taking young Rabbits from the does too soon, and not giving

tbem a suflicient variety of green food, are likely to give them,
the"pot."—W. D.

BEE-KEEPING IN LANCASHIRE.
Eelow is my experience of bee-keeping, commencing in 1867

with two purchased newly-hived top swarms in common hives.

No. 1, hive of willows, plastered, swarm of 1867, Jane 21st.

No. *J, common straw hive, plastered, swarm of 1867, June 20th,

No. o, common straw hive, top swarm from No. 2, June 18th.

1868; bees i\ lbs. No. 4, wood box hive, 13^ by 13^ by
10 inches, eight bars ; top swarm from No. 1 June 18th, 1868

;

bees 4.i lbs. No. 5, wood bos hive, 13i by 13i by 10, eight

hars; second swarm off No. 1, joined to second swarm off No. 2
July 1st and 2nd, 1868; bees not weighed; both were very

weak swarms.
1866, August 10th.—Took Nos. 1, 2, and r. to the heather,

fifteen miles.

1868, October 10th.—Brought bees from heather; weighed
e11 the hives as follows :—No 1, 49 lbs. nett. bees and honey

;

No. 2, 48 lbs. ; No. 3, 14 lbs. ; No. 4, 25 lbs. ; No. 5, 15 lbs.

The last two remained at home.
October 11th.—Commenced feeding Nos. 3. 4, and 5.

1869, April Gth.—Weighed bees. No. 1, 35 lbs. nett. bees
and honey ; No. 2, 32 lbs. ; No. 3, 25 lbs. ; No. 4, 28 lbs.

;

No. 5, 19 lbs.

All has been outlay so far. I expect this year to obtain some
honey for my pains, and the little money I am out of pocket.
All the hives are home-made, and all the information has been
Boquired from "our Journal,"' the ''Manuals for the Many,"
and Taylor's " Bee-keeper's JIanual." The hives seem in a
fair way of doing, and on giving them clean floor-boards

yesterday, not twenty dead bees were to be found in the whole
five hives.—J. H. B., U'arles, near KlrkJiam.

OUR LETTER BOX.
EooE (B. JS.].—il. Jaciine's is not practical, and the other yoo name is

merely made up from other sources.

Hens Plcching each Other (A SiibseTiher).—'We have for some time
Ijeen plagued with the ec-me. In the experience of nearly half a century
we have never had it before. We helieve v,e have stopped it by usini:^

ointment made with bitt*r aloes. We lubricate the spots with the oint-
ment, and the fowls seem to dislike it.

Fowls Breathing with Difficdlty {Henricui).—The best cure for
.the difficulty of breathing is to give camphor pills. A feather put down
the throat, turned round, and pulled out, will sometimes give relief, but
it is only temporary, and if the complaint is at all of old standing, it

chokes them. A little very old strong beer does them good.

Double Eggs (Disconsolate Little Cocfc).—We cannot tell you of any
cure for double eggs. The birds die of rupture, caused by straining to
endeavour to lay them. If they be watched when about to lay, and the
passage be oiled by passing a wing or tail feather saturated with oil till

it meets the resit tance of the egg, the latter will be hiid without difficulty,
All the mixtures of food are bad; feed on good oatmeal or ground oats,
some whole corn for a change, and a few table or kitchen scraps. Nothing
more is wanted.

Selecting Golden-pencilled Hatjburghs for Exhibition {Amateur
f'.nd Subscriber).—It is difficult to say at what age you can select a prize-
taking Pencilled Hamburgh. It is easier to detect the faults than the
virtues. Cro<^ked combs and hump backs soon show themselves at a few
veeeks old, and are easily detected even at a distance. Birds with these
will never be prizetakers. At four months old you may select the best

;

hut as after that age deaf-ears whiten, spots disappear, and something
like plumage begins, you fchould, keep six or eight of them till a further
development enable you to select throe; these should be kept to guard
against accidents.

Cr:eve-c<eur Cock Losing its Feathers (T. A. I. ).—We expect the
hens eat the feathers. Rub the naked parts with bitter aloes made into
an ointment, if he has to remain with the hens. If you can conveniently
put him by himself, do so, and rub the bare spots with sulphur ointment.

Hens not Laving (Novice).—Yon cannot expect hens to lay as soon as
they arrive at a new pbiee,nor to continue to do so every day. The state
of the shells proves that something is wrong. It is more than probable
that by waiting you will find the lime and rubbish will do their work in
providing shell, while the fixed fine weather will cause regular laying. A
spur on the leg of a hen is no proof of age. Lurking, Game, and Houdans
all have spurs, frequently while almost chickens.

White Japakepe Ga^e [Observer).—We saw some of the same breed
about ten years ago, but have seen none since. They bred in England,
bat were iooiishly afttrwards allowed to run promiscuously in a yard.
We advise you to divide the eggs for purposes of sitting, that entire
ioilnre may be impossible.

Insects in Hen's Crop (J. W. Jff.).—The insects, of which yon fonnd
as many as one hundred in the crop of your White Dorking hen, which
died saddenly last week, are the common gmall dung beetle with red
wing-covers (Aphodius fimetarius), which may be seen flying over every
patch of recently dropped dung. Except in the hard texture of their
coats there is no reason why these beetles should be more Ukely to have
caused the death of the bird tian any other insects which hens eat
gi-eedily.—W.
Houdans (J. C. B.).—A description and drawings of them arc in ** The

Poultry-keepers" Manual,"' which you can havo sent post free from onr
office if you enclose Is. lOd. with your address. Rice in any form is un-
suitable 'or chickens, it affords so little nourishment.

Meal (James Kirkland).~We are quite sure that all such compounds
are delusions. Nothing is better as poultry food* than crushed oatF,

and crushed barley. For fattening, Indian meal is good, and the meal
in question has it for its basis.

Watf.r Podltry (Lemon jBu^i.— We do not think that there is any
difference between hard and soft water for fowls, provided it is free from
impurities.

Stocking a Dovecote {E. H. C). — Wo believe that the true Blno
Rock Dove is very scarce. Thousands of so-called Rock Doves, but
really Dovehouse Pigeons (the Chequered Dovehouse Pigeon), are each
year sold by dealers for Blue Rocks. Buy some of these, as your object
is the formation of Pigeon pies. At the same time we should recommend
a few common Runts to be mixed with them to make the breed larger.

These, also, any dealer can procure. In all cases the birds must be con-
fined until they have young ones, being enclosed for a time by a wire
frame like a fire-guard, then they can be let out and learn the locality.

Wo would advise you for further instruction to procure Brent's "Pigeon
Book," post free from our office lor twenty stamps, and consult pages
14, 85,&c.
Age of Pigeons' Eggs for Sitting (Pigeon Fancier).—It is usnally

believed that Pigeons' eggs will be good for about a fortnight.
Crosb-ereeding (Canarii).—*' It is possible to breed from birds of any

variety of colour, but not "always judicious. The cross you mention (a

hen a cross between a yf How and a green and a yellow male) is not the
best selection that could be made. I apprehend the hen is either ayellow
with black under-flue, or a broken yellow green, not mealy. Having two
strains of .Jonque you will obtain colour, but most likely at the expex^se

of compactness of feather.—W. A. Blakston."
Bullfinch Asthmatic (A Con.'i:aTj;2?eader).—Your Bullfinch is troubled

with asthma, keep it in a warm place and free from all draughts, and not
in a room where gas is burned; and try eight to ten drops of brandy in
the usual quantity of water, fresh everyday for a week or so; notice il

the bird takes the water, if not try Ices brandy.
Siskins Breeding when in Confinement {Trfifcrinj76i(ry).—We do not

know of any instance of Siskins breeding among themselves in confine-

ment, and we are of opinion that they will not.
Food for a Cockatoo (G. C-).—Your bird requires a change ofiOOd;

withdraw by degrees the bread and milk, that being toorelaxicg, and give

it occasionally bread soaked with water, squeezed dry, and given to the
bird col 1 ; keep fresh water to drink

;
give it canary and hemp seed, not

too much of the latter, Indian corn boiled or broken, nuts, apple, biscuit,

cake, and occasionally a piece of bread soaked in beer or tea, which some-
times Cockatoos are fond of, but nothing of a greasy nature. Place the
bird on a stand in the garden, and give it a good syringing every warm
morning with tepid water.
Young Rabbits Dying {Cunlculus).-~'Wc are so strongly of opinion

that nature does all things aright, and brings all things to a proper con-
clusion, that when we meet with such a case as that you describe, we
seek the cause of failure in onr own arrangements. We should not be at

all surprised if the milk of the foster mother disagreed with them. There
are, no doubt, times when stimulating food is necessary to all the animal
world, but we believe it is often injurious. Such a case as you describe

does not happen to rabbite in c natural state. They obtain but roots zpd
green meat to eat. their acquaintance with com is veiy limited. We give

those in hutches lots of bran and oats, varied now and then with a carrot

for green meat. We think t'nis is too heating. In most places the com
and bran may be diminished, and more green food given. Lettuce would,

we believe, have cured your case. Our Rabbits never do so well as when
tho weather permits of plenty of sowtbistle, and we are able to give a large

handful at a time of coarse grass, the luxuriant growth from under trees or

near a hedge ; we add thereto a little corn, and keep them well supplied

with water. We believe the latter to be essential, ond this treatment to

bo better than cure, because a preventive. We do not call carrots green

food, turnips and swedes are better, but it is green and juicy stalk and
leaf they require.
Rabbits {Novice).-—"Wo cannot give all the details needful. If you en-

close seven postage stamps, with your address, and order "The Rabbit

Book," it will be sent to you from our office post free.

Cottagers' Pbize fob Sdpeeing (A Friend of Bees).~y^e think it

would be best to ofier the prize for " the best super filled this season, and
weighing not less than lbs," without hampering the competitors

further.
Commencing Bee-keeping (B. E. C).—The usual mode of commencing

bee-keeping is to agree beforehand with a neighbouring bee-keeper or

bee-keepers for the purchase of one or more early swarms, whicb the
seller will place in your own hives whenever they issue, and hand them
over to yon the same evening. We should prefer south-west to west as

an aspect for bee hives.

Toads { ).—They do not go into water, and certainly do not injure

fieh.

POULTRY MARKET.—April 21.

We have scarcity and consequent high prices. There are indications

of a better supply, and unles-? the trade improve there will be prospects

of a diminution of price.

s. d s. d
Large Fowls 4 6 to

Bmaller do 4 4 G
Chickens 2 G B
Go&lings 6 G 7 6
Duckhnga 3 C 4
Pigeons OB 9

Goinea Fowls....
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cut np, and rnoBt of the bloom is killed. The best for fruit

are the J'oblePBe, Early Newington, and Teton do Veuua ; those
with a short crop are the Violette Hative, Late Admirable, and
Bellfigarde.

Of the Nectarine, which is, generally speaking, a freer setter

under difficulties than the Peach, yet quite as tender in foliage,

there are signs of a good crop on such sorts as Hunt's Tawny,
Brugnon, and Bed Eoman ; while the worst are the Melting and
Violette Hative. The last is generally unfruitful with me.

Of the hardier kinds of fruits, such as Plums, Pears, and
Cherries, there is every prospect of a good crop on walls, stan-
dards, and pyramids. The first-named fruit is setting very
thickly, the same may be said of the Cherry, but its crop is

generally uncertain, as sometimes most of its fruit does not
swell off. Apples are hardly forward enough, but there is an
abundant show for bloom. I also anticipate a good crop of

Filberts. There was a good show of bloom, which appears to
have set well.

The foregoing account is only taken from the garden at
Lillesden. It would be interesting to learn what prospects
there are of a fruit crop in some of the eastern or northern
counties.—Tncii-is Becore, Lillesden, Baulchurst.

MARKET GARDENING IN FRANCE AND
ENGLAND.—No. 6.

MUSHROOM CULTDRE.

'Nbit to the inovitable lalade, there is no more necesaarr
article for French cookery than the Mushroom. You may go
into the Palais Uoyal, where dinners (such as would not satisfy
a Brillat-Savarin or "D. G. M." of tho Times, but which ordi-
nary mortals, despite Thackeray's jokes on them in "Philip,"
find eatable), are served for three francf , including wine ; and if

you look down the list of dishes you will invariably find some-
thing or other with champignons, and you find them there, should
you order this, supplied with no lavish hand. Or you may go
into the Hallcs Centrales, those magnificent markets in the very
heart of Paris, and there you will see pile upon pile of the savoury
fungus white as a kid glove, of all sizes, and suited for all buyers,
and you will see how rapidly the piles disappear. By way of
contrast go into Covont Garden—you will see them but sparingly
supplied and more sparingly purchased, and why is this ? Is it

that we cannot gi-ow them ? No ; but they are regarded here,
at least tho cultivated ones, with pomo degree of doubt and sus-
picion, and, moreover, English cooks believe more in Onions,
Cayenne pepper, and wine for flavouring. Tho French cook,
whoaa taste is more cidtivated, clings to the Mushroom, Tomato,
&c., for producing his savoury dishes, and hence there is not the
incentive to the growth there ought to he. The demand for
them has, of course, stimulated their production, and has led to
one of the most curious utilisations of supposed useless material
that we probably can instance, although it may not be of any
practical service in describing this process, as the materials to
work upon are not to be had elsewhere.

_
Modern Paris, like ancient Eome, has itself supplied the mate-

rials of which it is built. Every visitor to the City of the Seine
must ha^-e noticed those large wheels which appear on the sur-
face of the soil everywhere in its neighbourhood. These are
used for the purpose of bringing to the surface those huge blocks
of stone which have been of late so largely used in the construc-
tion of the new city, which has been one of the boasts of the
Second Empire, for, spider-like, Paris has found the materials
for her dwelling ; and from time to time, as the vein of stone
becomes e::hausted, or the quality deteriorates, these borings are
abandoned. Notably is this the case at Montrouge. You may
walk by these abandoned quarry-holes, and never would imagine
there was anything going on beneath. "Were you observant,
you might notice large heaps of stable manure near them, and
wonder what they could be intended for; and yet there is a
culture going on underneath by which large numbers of people
obtain their living, and ofwhich the productsare sent far and wide.
I have detected the peculiar earth used in it clinging to the
Mushrooms exposed for sale in the markets at Covcnt Garden,
Brussels, Lyons, &c., and it was to see this cultme that I devoted
a day in company with my compar/non de roijage, M. Viret. It
is no easy task to find out these cltamjngnonistes, nor, when yon
have found them, to induce them to go down with you. They
are an independent set of men, are making money, and your
five-franc piece is no great inducement to them, while the going
down entails the expenditure of some considerable amount of
time and labour,

,

However, wofirstfoundoutMadameFroment, whose son kindly
accompanied us, and we were in duo course conducted to one of
these opening,", having first piovided ourselves with candles, &c.
To those who have descended coal mines or such other subterranean
retreats, and who, like Lieutenant Warren in his exploration of
Jerusalem, are said to delight in groping, it is nothing ; but to staid
and sober people like myself, who affect the upper air and level
ground, whose backs do not bend so easily as they used, and whose
heads are none of the steadiest for such work, the descent is an
ordeal of no common nature. You looked down a large opening
of about 70 or gO feet in depth, and by an ingenious contrivance
had to swing yourself onto a very ricketty-looking swing ladder,
which had to be repaired before we could venture on it ; but I was
committed to it, and so down we went. When we reached the
bottom we were very soon in mediae res. Galleries stretched on
all sides, and into these we soon dived. As we wound along, the
owner narrated to us sundry funny adventures he had had with
visitors, amongst others of a certain Lord Mayor from the Emerald
Isle, whoso copious rotundity was considerably in his way in
some of the passages, and who pufl'ed, fumed, and steamed through
them. Our conductor, besides being thoroughly used to it, being
» thin spare man, could thread his way along easily where his
more corpulent companion found considerable difficulty. All
along these passages were long narrow beds of varying height*
and sizes, but all small, and entirely diflercnt from anything we
are used to in Mushroom culture. On these beds, which were
covered with a peculiar calcareous soil, were Mushrooms of
all sizes, from tiny little pins' heads up to good-sized teacupi,
some as white as driven snow, others with a faint tinge of buff.

On we went. Sometimes we had the greatest possible difficulty

to get along, so very low was the ceiling; and now and then- w*
came upon an opening where a larger portion of the stone had
been obtained, and here the beds wx-re sometimes four, five, and
six deep, but all of the same form—slightly rounded and low.
Tho champignoniite would evciy now and then stop, bid u»
admire some fine cluster of his productions, and expatiate on
their beauty. Some idea of the extent to which this culture i«

carried on may be gathered from the fact that this one man had
ten miles of these beds in this subten-anean garden, from which
all through tho year immense quantities are daily sent into
Paris.

In contrasting the method of culture adopted here with what
I have seen and practised in England, I was struck wiith these
differences :

— 1st, In all the directions given as to the preparation
of the manure for the beds, we are told to keep it as dry as possible

under a shed, where it will not bo exposed to tho influence of

the weather. Now, here no such precaution is taken ; and I

was particularly struck with the very wet, almost sodden ap-
pearance of the manure. 2nd, I did not see that the beds were
hardened by beating as ours are. The manure seemed to be just

tidily put together and then flattened with a spade, but not
made close and compact as with ua, for I noticed that when our
conductor came to a bed that sei mod to him to have something
not quite right about it, he could put his hand down far into the

bed without any difficulty. 3rd, The growers seem to me not
as a rule to put in their Mushroom spawn in the dry brick state

in which we use it, but it is cut out in pieces wherever it can be
easily obtained, and then inserted in a fresh state. Some close

observers have stated that Mushroom spawn is more abundant ia

France than with us, and that there is never any difficulty in

obtaining large quantities of it. I do not know whether this

ia so, but the French are, as I have stated, large growers of

Mushrooms.
This "cave" culture has almost driven out the other method*

of culture about Paris, for, as there is very liitle to pay for rent,

Mushrooms can be more cheaply produced than when grown m
the ordinaiy way. I fear there is not any practical benefit in

what I have said on this subject, but I hardly liked to leave the

vegetable culture of our neighbours without givine a sligjht

notice of one of the most remarkable adaptations of old quarries

which I suppose we are acquainted with.—D., Deal.

FUCHSIA RICCARTONI IN NEW ZEALAND.
I HATE just rend Mr. Kobson's article on Fuchsia Eicoartoni

(see page 317 of last volume), and am able to bear testimony

from the antipodes to the continued excellence of the same old

favourite Fuchsia. For out-door cultivation, especially in cool

moist places, it has no rival, and it attains a much larger size

than I remember to have seen it do either in Great Britain or

Ireland. In 183G I travelled a considerable distance to see the
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parent pldTit of the above nimoil Piiohsia. at Iticcarton, anH on
my anivftl in Otni^o, in 1850, I wa^ plei^ed to (Inii niy old

favourito liiil procoJetl me.—G. Mattubws, Dnnedin.

SETTINa GHArES.
Discussion- on any subj-ot in the pages of Tire Joi;i;>j.m, of

HouTi<;ui.ruiii;, wli«u praciical men cjii bo iiaiiicect to tulcfi it

up, ia thd means of niuoii iiecful jtiEonniition boiny b'rotigbt out.

Setting Grapes is a most importaot subject, anil Iheie is nincli

(lilToreace of Ojiicioii amoijg.sl ji-irden^'ra as to llie bot method
to pursue. There are those wii j ri;conimend a very high Itm-

per^titre and a comparatively dry atm isphero doviui; the whole
period of llowoiing; other.s recommeiid a miicli lowtr tenipcra-

laio, aud syviugiug the Grape!* >> h"u in (lower. Darinj to,! past

eeason a very .^uccai'ifu! cchihiror of iliise.it^ at the Luuuon
exbibitious, and who exhibits Jlusouts in a hi(!h Bluto of per-

fection ali the aumraer .slio'.vs, told mo that it was liis conatenl

praclioa to tyricgu his iiufcata when in (lower; and if Muscats
Crin be set iu a low temperature of from C5° to 70", willi the

sccompauimtnt of ii some" hit moist itlmoeplitve, simply by
syringiu^', or rather iicving the bunches when iu llower, it

must he hotter for the constitution of the Vices than a dry
overheated atmosphere of 75° at night aud 85° by day during
dull, cold weather.
There is an e.irly house hero planted with Black Hamburgh,

Buoklaud Sweetwater, and White I'Vontignan. The l^st two
varieties never set well in a rather moist atmosphere of from
(JO' to 65°, but in the past and present season I allowed no
water in the evaporating troughs, but damped the walls and
pathways twice a-day, and kept up a regular night temperature
of 70\ and they set quite as freely as the Hamburghs. Tne
Grapes are now ripeui.jg, and in all cases the berries are swell-

ing equally. I treat the Muscats in tiie same way, but allow

the night temperature to range from 7U° to 75^ ; I lind the
Grapes set well, but Ilia high night temperature \Tithcut the

usual amount of moi-^ture is conducive to the development of

red Slider, aud if that invincible enemy of the Vine gains

much headway at this early stage there is only a poor chance
of well-finished Grapes beicg produced. I have little faith in

the system of allowing the shoots to grow up towards the glass

as being an uufiiling remedy. I lind with pot Vines that the
bunches nearest the ground set quite us freely as those on
shoots allowed to ramble upwards.

I believe the first point ia to have the roots in an aelivs

haalthy state and under command ; the next point is the re-

quisite degree of temperature aud of atmospheric moisture.
On the latter point, as I have already stated, opinions diiter

widely, and a few remarks on this subject from successful

cultivators would be of great value to those who have not had
an extensive experience. We have Mr. W. Tlromson's system
in his book on the Vine iu a concise form, but if those who have
been equally successful with a different method would state

their mode of proceeding, it would be space well occupied in

your Journal.—J. Douglas.

wore killed to the roots. Not a Mexican Conifer was left in a
condition which ils owner cared to preserve. Handsome trees

of Ihnt hundfomcfit of Conifers, Piaus ineignis, were swept
anay. Kvun the Oaks of Sherwood l''ore8t were heard U' shciit

uloud ; and their nged bnrk was rent with a report which tlrofo

nho heard it compaied lo the rr jjort of musketiy. But the
tlleot on the vegetation of the Wealds of Sussex was far olhcr-

wife. To this day we have Mexican CoLifers hale and Inxn-

rinntvhich passed that dreadful ordeal v>illr their leaves but
slightly browned; and I'mus insigni.^, nov/ upwards of '10 feet

hi.;!j, wii? left peiftctly u!. injured, while Laurels, Bev-s, Porlugal
Laurels, Laurustiuus, and Aucubas, which in other places were
di-ilruvfc.l, escaped wilhout any damage bcjoud the bio'soini;

of ihtir foliage.

THE CLIMATE OF SUSSEX.
In the garden of F. Ellman, Esq., of Battle, there is a

Camellia growing on a lawn iu the open air, the circumference
of which is 40 feet, and the height between S and 'J feet. It

was in bloom on Christrrias-day last, and judging from a photo-

graph of it now before us, which was taken ou the 20;.h of

February, it may be said to have been in a profusion of bloom
then ; thus producing during the dreariest months of the year
a cheering and a charmiug efltct. Mr. Ellman informs us that

it hag stood all weathers for forty-nine or fifty years in its

present position, the blossoms numbering thousands each
season. This is encouraging to lovers of horticulture in Sassex;
and when, in addition, we know of open-air Figs being-pro-
duced in abundance there also, it says much for the climate of

that district. We ourselves, after the experience of a quarter
of a century on the Weald of the same county, can testify to the
remarkable immunity plants enjoy from severe frosts, while
those of the same species have been completely destroyed in

what would seem to be ncoe highly-favoured situations. During
the period referred to there have been two or three intense
frosts that have spread havoc over the face of almost all

England. That of Chriftmas-day, 18C0, surpassed anything of

the kind on record in its effects on vegetation. It left in
Bome places neither tree nor shrub. Evergreens of great age

THE APPLE AS AN ORCHARD FRUIT.
Mil. Peai!so:j'3 able article on the Bess Pool Apple (seo

page 2fi), will, I hope, induce others to come forward and
speak oi Iho merits and demerits of varieties of friiii wj.icb,

however useful aud good, are only known in one diblriot.

Alihoiigh I btlicvo the Apple just named has a v.ider range of
enltnre, yet from all I can learn it does not seem to be much
grown in this district, where no inconsiderable proportion of
the land in cultivation consists of orchards. But my purpose
ifl not to ask for further information respecting it, for Mr.
Pearson's remarks will certainly go further to condemn it than
the mere production of a high-coloured sample in a favourable
season will do to secure it favour in the eyes of the long-headod,
close-observing class of fruit-grower.-; who Fupply London and
the other great markets in tire kingdom with the bulk of the
fruit that is consumed. There is no question thit a fine highly-

coloured dish of fruit may captivata some less-experieueed
growers iu a similar way that glitter and gay colours iu other
things receive more than their meed of attention. Whether
this Apple is over- or under-praised is not what I would
now aak ; I simply call the attention of such experienced fruit-

gi'owers as Mr. Pearson to the general principles of their calling,

aud ask them to discuss in a temperate manner one or two of

the ideas put forih in other quarters on the growth of the
Apple and other fruits, with regard to obtaining the greatest

amount of good fruit at the least cost; or, iu certain caseB,

let us lay aside the matter of cost altopether, aud say in what
manner the best fruit is obtained. Tiio latter view of the
matter ought, however, not to be confounded with the former,
which is by far the more important ; but where some especial

treatment has resulted iu fruit of very superior quality being
produced, any communie.ttiou bearing on this will be in the
highest degree instructive.

In districts where the .Apple is extensively grown it is fair to

suppose that amongst the many whose living depends on its

well-doing there are those who closely attend to its cultivation,

watch its progress, and i.re ever on the alert to gain further

knowledge of its management, whether imparted by books, the

agency of other fruitgrowers, or the still more eiScient mode
of judging for themselves. Fruit-growing cannot be learned in

half-a-dozen years, and the idea entertained at the end of that

period may bo reversed at the termination of the next six years :

hence, as a general rule, the opinions of the old and experienced

in such matters are those to be depended on ; for experiments
with fruit trees are not so satisfactorily proved iu a short time
as to justify a decisive opinion. Some experiments, however,
have been carried on a sufficient length of time to enable a
fair conclusion to bo arrived at, and may with propriety be
adverted to here, still confining my observations to the Apple.

It ia very probable that ever since the cultivation of this

fruit began amongst us some mode of pruning the tree has
been adopted ; and in mauy cases pruning was a necessity, for

the tree either became too large for its place, or in some other

way encroached on something else, and had to be cut back.

In other cases a tree might be planted against a wall, and cnt-

ting-in and training would by degrees work themselves into an
established plan, and ultimately trees trained in some fancifiU

form became the hobby of those who might thiuk that a cluster

of fruit in one place was better than the same scattered over
several branches. Varied in every conceivable way were the
modes adopted to induce the tree to take the desired shape,
but the mode of bearing fruit was the same in all cases, and,
in fact, is the same now iu the more recent foim the tree is

obliged to take ; spurs of various lengths, aud pruned with
more or less severity, being the parts ou which the fruit has
been produced. It has often occurred to me that a much
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more important object might be gained by pointing out the
right way to treat these spurs than by disonssing the mode of
training the stems and branches, for I never ooald discover
any particular difference in the hearing qualities of a branch
whether grown in a straight or curved direction. Perhaps
there was a difference between a vertical and a horizontal
branch, but in general some modification of the latter is

adoJ4ed in all fancy training, and I have often wondered in
what the difference consisted between the two modes of train-
ing called cordon and espilier, excepting in name, when both
are merely horizontal branches clothed with what are ex-
pected to be fruit-bearing spurs. If there is any difference,
it would seem that the newer form is more contracted, and
of course not ao fruitful. Training, however, has always
been a favourite pursuit of the amateur, and tho change in
the fashion in that respect need not be wondered at. Whether
every change is an advantage or not, is a question that might
be asked with propriety of those who assume to teach us the
form an Apple tree ought to take. The future, in all proba-
bility, will condemn much that is done now, and while fashion
tyrannises over us we ought to exercise a charitable feeling to
others. A Chinese mandarin has as much reason on his side
for admiring the distorted little foot of his lady love as the
English gentleman has for being proud of the miniature Apple
tree he has confined in a pot, or in some way dwarfed into
the smallest proportions compatible with its bearing fruit.

The analogy between the two cases is more striking than may
at first sight appear, and other instances might be given. Let
us not too hastily condemn those modes of training for the
adoption of which there are good reasons. On the other hand,
iet every mode of growing good fruit be fairly represented, and
the result of each fairly pointed out.

Amongst the earliest modes of training the Apple tree that
I have any knowledge of from personal inspection (setting

aside wall and espalier training), is a mode not yet extinct,

and of which the first specimen I remember seeing must have
been formed before the commencement of the present century,
and for anything I know to the contrary, the plan might have
been followed a century earlier. It is simply to take a dwarf
tree, eay with a stem 1 foot high out out the centre of the tree,

and tie-in all the branches to a hoop a little way up, so as to

form a sort of skeleton like that of au inverted umbrella with-
out the handle. These branches are shortened and multiplied,

80 as seldom to exceed a height of H feet, and a diameter at the
top of about the same dimensions. Spurs more or less fruit-

ful, and, I may observe, more or less ugly (in winter certainly

so), stud the sides of these branches, and every year the tree

undergoes one or more prunings. Very good fruit is often

obtained in this way, and in places where it is important not
to interfere with the view of some distant place, this mode
may have its advocates, but fewer trees are met with thus
managed than thirty or more years ago.

Another mode of training, partly a modification of the last,

is to start the tree in the same manner, but instead of shorten-
ing the branches to rather encourage them upwards, and re-

move most of the lateral branches, excepting natural spurs.

The leaders only were shortened when necessary, and the
centre of the tree kept open and hollow, so that the sun could
shine on the north side of the tree as well as on the south, by
its rays penetrating the centre. I remember one of the
prettiest orchards of trees of this kind that I think I ever saw,

just coming into full bearing. The trees were eight or ten
years old and in robust health, when, with those in many
other orchards in the same neighbourhood, they were struck

with blight, and not a single leaf was to be seen on the whole
orchard of several acres on the Ist of July. This was, I think,

in 1850, but I may be mistaken a year. The trees were all

King Pippin, a populpr kind at that time. They recovered,

but have never presented the robust healthy character they
did before, but at the time I mention other trees suffered in a

like manner. The evil must not be ascribed to the mode of

training, which is much to be admired when the ground is

retained in tillage, but when it is laid down in grass it is not

SO convenient.

Where a few very fine fmit are required for some special

purpose, as for exhibition, I believe there is no better mode of

obtaining them than on young healthy trees trained espalier

fashion. I do not affirm that they would not be as good, on a

wall with a favourable aspect, but such walls are generally

wanted for other kinds of fruit, and I mention the espalier as

being the next beat mode of securing good specimens of fruit.

la giving this opinion, size and appearance are ths qualities

supposed to be expected, for I am not sure that the flavour is
any hotter than, if so good as, that of fruit from trees grown
in a more natural way. As the latter, however, are exposed to
high winds and other casualties which often bruise or blow off
the best samples of fruit, I have recommended the espalier, as
being more safe. A neatly-trained espalier tree is also an orna-
ment to a garden ; but it is often made to serve another pur-
pose as well—namely, to act as a screen to conceal unsightly
objects. Without, however, giving any further opinion on the
merits of this mode of growing fruit than as regards the
quantity and quality of the produce, I fear the former must not
be looked into very closely, but the latter, where the trees are
healthy and other things favourable, ^\ill bear investigation as
well as that of fruit grown in any other way.
On the many fanciful forms the Apple tree has been twisted

into, it is not my purpose here to enter, further than to give a
mere glance at one or two prominent ones. First amongst
them I may mention the arched trellis and the table trellis, as
the late Mr. Errington used to designate it. The merits and
demerits of both were somewhat alike, being the full exposure
to sun of the fruit at top,,and the full exposure to frost and
other enemies to the blossom in spring. Certainly the character
of the training gives good opportunities for using some protect-
ing material, and when trouble and expense are not cared for,

the plan might be recommendable. The arched trellis, when
enclosing a walk, is often an object of beauty and of utility as
well, but I am not certain of ever having seen better fruit ob-
tained from them than from the ordinary espalier, and very
often healthy ordinary standards yield as good fruit as either.

Another fanciful mode I oncp had the management of, was to

train the Apple-tree branches spirally round a sort of iron
cage of a cylindrical shape. As objects of mere fancy, I used
to think the trees looked better than those trained in other
fanciful forms, espeoially in winter, and they bore neither better

nor worse, as far as I could judge, than others pruned on the
artificial spur system, and which, when long continued, gives

a branch a miniature pollard-headed character ; the fruit so

produced, however large, fills the basket but slowly, and is in-

ferior in flavour to that born,e on standards, and, therefore,

more fully exposed to the sun and air.

The pyramidal training of the Apple does not appear to be
so successful as that of the Pear, the natural form of the Apple
tree being unfavourable, but I believe some good examples
of this mode of training are to be met with ; still, in the cases

where they exist, it may be supposed that a very good result

might also have been obtained had a more natural mode been
adopted. A favourable situation, assisted by a good season,

will usually insure a successful result. The proper question

to ask is. Whether the same result might not have been at-

tained in a more simple and economical manner ? and if this

can be proved to be the cafe, the advocates of any particular

mode of training may bo asked to put their case in some statis-

tical form, so as to phow what advantage a great amount of

labour and attention has on its side, if a like result can be

attained with half that labour and attention. Where these

become pleasure it is needless to push the question ; but, in

general, people do not take things in that light, and if a bushel

of Apples can be had from a large tree for a certain sum as

good as the same can be had at a greater cost from some pecu-

liarly-trained small tree, they will naturally ask, What is thp

use of all the stopping, pruning, and the like?

If I were asked my opinion of what most nearly approached

perfection in an orchard of Apple trees, bearing in mind the

requirement of a fair remuneration to the producer, I would
point to some of the many good exarnples of standard trees on
grass—not that they have always been surrounded by grass,

but, on the contrary, they have been reared on tilled ground,

but as the trees attained a proper size the ground was laid down
in grass. Examples of this mode of culture are plentiful

enough, and so are some decrepit trees as well. In one of the

best orchards of this kind, fruit may often be seen produced by

hundreds of bushels ; and if we were to look through Covent

Garden Market and trace the best samples of Apples met with

there to the places they came from, these would most likely be

fuond to be orchards of this description. I have no hesitation

in saying that in my opinion the mode of cultivation referred

to has a decided advantage over all others in providing Apples

for the million, and not unfrequently the hest dishes gracing

an exhibition table are furnished by trees so treated. And why
should it not be so ? The Apple, if not a native fruit, is cer-

tainly an improved form of the wild Crab found amongst ns,

and tb« natural form of the Crab tree is.a f»it example of that
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of tho Apple, and that form iu no rospeot roaemblos the ludi-

oroua shapoa the tree is forced to assume. An expanded head

on a stem more or leas elongated—such is tho Apple tree in

goneral, some varieties being more upright than others.

As I find my remarks have CKtcnded to a greater longth than

I anticipated, I must defer those on the Apple as a standard

tree till another time, hoping, nevertheless, that those who
have been very sncoeasful in obtaining good crops of fruit from

troos trained in some of tlio miniaturo forma recommended by

persons who liivo seen budU trees growing abroad, will report

their practice. If they havo bscu able to attain reaulta at a

lesa cost than haa been nocomplished in tho ordinary way by

tho large trees met with ia to many places, I for one shall be

glad to follow so good an cKample. - .1". Robson.

IS THE POTATO DISEASE HEREDITARY?
I pr.ANTED in 1865 some Piiilt Kidney Potatoes of alatn-lteep-

ing kind, called here Yorkshire Kidnoya. They produce much
haulm, and are a little given to disease. The crop was
diseased. I selected from the diseased Potatoes twelve of the

very worst—so bad, so rotten, as Boarcoly to have any vitality,

and planted them in Mirch 1853, on a piece of poor ground
without any manure. The reauU waa seventy-one Potatoes

(jaite sound, and fifteen diseased. In 18G7 I planted the dis-

eased Potatoes and a few sound ones, auffioient to make a long

row ; the result was scarcely any disease at all. In 1668 I

planted two rows, taking all the diseased and small Potiitoes,

tho result waa a good crop and no disease.

To day (April 21 st), I have looked over the Potatoes left, about
half a bushel, and cannot find ft trace of disease.

I have this year planted one row of large, sound, Potatoes,

and will in due time give you tlu result.—W. Kebe, Ajii/meriny,

Arundel.

SUMMER GALES.
There is little, if anything, cither of novelty or originality

in the following remarks as to the manner in which injury is

inflicted upon flowering plants in summer by the action of

violent gales of wind; nevertheless, it may not he ill-timed to

call attention to the subject.

We seldom neglect to shelter out-door plants from frost and
snow during winter, or from hail storm.? in the spring ; but,

we are not always sufficiently careful in guarding against the
tempestuous weather which is not unusual in many localities

about the period of the summer solstice. That thi^ kind of

weather was reckoned upon iu former days, as well as now,
may be inferred from the following deprecatory proverb :

—

* No tempefct good July,
Lest cora come off blue by !

"

The precise meaning of the phrase blue by is rathe^:' obscure,
but it signifies most likely some kind of bUght ; and, it is well
known that corn ia very liable to injury when tho plant is

in bloom, that side of the ear exposed to the wind being prin-
cipally affected.

Some months ago, one of your correspondents very properly
urged the expediency of tying Rose shoots securely, in order
to preserve them from " the furious assaults of the sotith-west
wind ;" another gentleman, however, failing to adopt protec-
tive measures, had to lament the total destruction of his
ornamental bedding plants owing to the effects of a severe gale
in the month of July. A plant has been aptly defined to be
"» living body that has no power of motion except when acted
upon by external force;" tho action of wind, therefore, accord-
ing to its force or direction, is calculated to affect it either
beneficially or injuriously. The benefit accruing from gentle
breezes ia obvious ; they are essential to the healthful per-
formance of all the functions of a plant by keeping its leaves
in constant motion so as to vary their surfaces, and thus ex-
pose each in turn to the salutary influence of solar light. Far
otherwise is it, however, if a plant be assaulted by boisterous
winds, when heavily laden with foliage, and consequently in a
state most of all susceptible of vital injury. The nature of the
injury inflicted under such circumstances is, in the first place,

mechanical. For instance, when the stem of a plant ia awayed
extensively to and fro, the root becomes loosened from its hold,
its spongelets are more or less torn asunder ; the branches are
broken off, and the leaves bruised and lacerated. The rupture
of the spongelets, which readily ooonra, as they are exceedingly
delicate, impairs their Action m absorbing and feeding organs.

BO that circulation throughout the vessels of the stem and
branches becomes enfeebled, and tho supply of fluid required
by tho loaves for the performance of their various oflloea is in

a groat measure diminished. In the next place, fracture of the

branches entails exudation of sap from their wounded surfaces
;

and lastly, tho contusion and abrasion of the leaves interferes

with the processes of reapiration and exhalation, checking, if

not preventing, the decompoaition and asBimilation of elemonta,
liquid as well as gageous, derivable from the atmosphere and
other sources.

From this enumeration of what takes place in extreme
cases it would appear that tho causes of miaohief to vegetable
organisation from strong currents of air are threefold—that is

to Bay, mechanical, physiological, and chemical. As the

mechanical is evidently the proximate cause of all the evil

that ensues, tho moat rational proceeding, on the principle of

the adage " a stitch iu time," will be that of staking, or other-

wise aecuring tho stem so as to prevent undue oscillation. It

must not be lost sight of, that when once the spongelets are

seriously injured mischief will be progressive without much
chance of its being arrested.

Now, the question naturally arises. Is there any rule to guide
us as to the proper tjmo for adopting preventive measures '.'

The answer to this question may be briefly stated as follows :
—

Watch attentively the signs of the weather, when your plants

are sufliciently advanced in growth to suffer from excessive

motion, and also consult the barometer frequently. If a rapid

fall of the quicksilver take place whilst the wind shows a ten-

dency to back against the course of the sun, lose no time in

staking and fastening your plants, for the signs just mentioned
indicate a gale more or lesa violent from some point of tha

compass. Forecasts of weather for more than two or three

days are well known to be illusory, but within this range the

indications above mentioned maybe depended upon. In order

to impress this fact upon the mind, it may be allowable thus

to imitate one of the iavouiite distichs of the late Admiral

Fit2roy ;--

" When the wintl backs, and the weather-glass falls.

Then, be on youi; gnard against gales and equalls."

In regard to precautionary measures, none seem likely to

answer better than those adopted last August by the Rev. T. G.

Brfihaut, for tho preservation of his crop of Indian Maize.
He placed stakes at, each end of the row, with cords of spun
yarn interlacing the plants, and " With this protection," he
informs us, " my beautiful plants bent their heads without the

least injury before squalls of 30 lbs. to the square foot."

It may be stated, ii* conclusion, that for purposes of staking

and interlacing, the galvanised iron uprights with prongs, used
for wire fencing, are well adapted, strands of spun yarn instead

of wire being passed through the holes with which they ar^

pierced. These pillars, being very durable, are available foR

other purposes at all seasons ; and as they occupy but little

space, when out of use they are conveniently stowed away.—
S. Elliott HosKiNSrDil.i '.•!;.-iv

.;,i.)',v) 'r'--':ri:-

CATS re/aam NEMOPHILA INSIGNIS.
HaVe you ever noticed the partiality of the feline race for

this pretty sky-bine annual ? Our hardy annuals are now well

above the ground, and I anS "sorry to say our garden is not cat-'

proof ; consequently these animals have commenced their old

game. They scatch it n,Pj and eat it (I wish it were poiaon),

and roll in it like dorikfeys, and they not only spoil the clutnp'

of the flowers in question, but a good part of the bed round it.'

I have stuck pieces of glass amongst it, but they seem to enjoy

it all the more. Can you suggest anything to prevent the

nuisance ? The river is very convenient at tho bottom of the

garden, and I have already disposed of four of the pests by-

tying a brick round fheiif neck and throwing them in
;

but'

some neighbours have come next door, and, " horror of horrors."

brought three cats and a fabulous number of dogs with theru.

There are ten houses in the row, and each ia the home of at

leaat two cats, and I believe three have three a-piece. It this

is not enough to send one mad, what is? The more I dispose

of them the faster they come ; and aa to the midnight sere-

nades, I will only aay ihey are aomething enchanting.—A'

Disconsolate Victim'. '
' .

'

[Gray puts the questipn, " What cat's averse to fish? " aid'

we have heard that the whole race are frantic after the roots of

Valeria^, but we nevei; before heard that they are monomaniacs
in tiieir love for NemophilA insignia. Bits of meat powdered
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with strychnine placed near the plants would sweep off tha

feline Vandals ; bnt jon might protect your flowers, and spare

yonr neighbours' pets by bending over the Nemophilas an
arch of galvanised iron net.

—

Eds.]

TENDER ANNUALS.—No. 2.

CocHgcoMB [Cehsia cristata).—The best variety of this is

the Dwarf Crimson. There are several other dwarf varieties

of different shades of colour from crimson to sulphur. The
tall varieties are not now grown, and I think it well, as they

are anything but desirable ; for a Cockfcomh should have a short

stem, no higher than sufficient to btar the comb firmly, and
•when full-sized the two lower points of the comb will be on a

level with the rim of the pot, and the comb itself should re-

present the half of a circle.

To have good Cockscombs good seed must be sown, and
that is difficult to procure. To keep them from becoming
"leggy," it is well to have seeds a few years old, as such do
not grow so strongly, and the combs are in general larger and
better formed than those from new seed, which grow too much
to leaf.

The seed should be sown not later than May, but I like to

sow twice—once in March, and again in April. Rich light soil is

best for sowing ; scatter the seeds rather thinly in well-drained

pots and in fine soil, and cover them lightly. After sowing
place the pots in a hotbed where there is a temperature of

from 65° to 70° at night, and of 7.5° by day, with a rise from
snn heat. The pots should be plunged to the rim in a hotbed,
and when the plants appear they should be kept near the glass,

the nearer the better, so long as they do not touch it ; but it is

well to give them the benefit of a hotbed and bottom heat, for

a time at least, until they are of a size fit to handle, when
they should be potted-off singly in pots from 2i to 3 inches

in diameter, selecting those plants only that are the stiffest

and have the leaves in a cluster, or the joints not far apart

;

indeed, the more dwarf, and the nearer the leaves are together,

the better. In potting, the plants should be placed up to

the seed leaves in the soil, and it is well to preserve all the
roots possible by lifting them carefully with a flattened piece

cf wood.
After potting replace the plants in the hotbed, and keep them

close and moist for a few days until they are established, and
then admit air freely, avoiding cold currents, and place them
near the glass, for no amount of after-care will make a hand-
some plant of one which is drawn up weakly in its early stages.

When the pots are filled with roots, if the plants are stiff, and
have short stems, with the leaves of a good size, and closely

stndded on the stem or clustered at the top, they may be
shifted into 4J-pots, sinking them a little, but not more than
an inch or so, unless the plants are tall, when the lower leaves

shonld be rubbed off the stem to a height of Ij or 2 inches a

few days before potting, and to that distance the plants may be
sunk in the soil at the time of potting. They will produce
roots from their stems at the parts from which the leaves were
removed, and their vigour will be increased as well as their
appearance improved. They sbouli be placed in a hotbed or

house having a brisk heat of from 00° to 65° at night, and from
70° to 75° by day, with a rise from sun heat to 85' or 90°,

assigning them a position near the glass, best on a shelf where
they will have an abundance of light and air to keep them from
becoming drawn. They should- not be further from the glass

than 6 inches, and between them and the glass no climber or

other plant must intervene. They will need to be turned
round occasionally, so as to keep the stems straight. Let the
plants be well supplied with water, but do not give any until

the soil becomes dry, but before the foliage flags, and then
enough to show itself at the drainage. The plants may be
sprinkled overhead twice a-day, morning and evening, and the
paths, walls, and other surfaces syringed twice or thrice a-day,

so as to maintain a moist atmosphere, which last is to be con-
tinned until the crowns or combs are full-sized, but the sprink-
ling overhead must be discontinued when the combs are show-
ing flower, as it is apt to discolour them.

It is well to keep the plants iu small pots until the combs
show, as it tends to dwarf them, and the best plants can be
selected, those being chosen that have a wide comb—that is,

those measuring most aorisg and having the comb entire, as a
split comb is an irremediable defect. The comb should have
a good supply of leaves, and have the points considerably

lower than the centre, rejecting plants with crooked and straight

or flat combs. The plants should be potted in 6-inch pote,

sinking them in the pots 1 or 2 inches deeper than they were
before, and removing the leaves to that extent from the stem a
few days prior to potting ; and when these pots are fall of roots

the plants may be shifted into 8-inch pots, which are quite
large enough, and for decorative purposes G-inch pots answer
tolerably well, and are in some cases desirable. At the last

shifting the plants should be sunk deeper in the soil, but not
deeper than 1 or 2 inches, and in no case so as to bring the
flattened portion of the stem too near the soil ; indeed, the
plant ought to have 6 iucbes of clear stem, and more than half

of it round, not thin and flat. At the last potting the drainage
must be good, and the shift ought to be given before the combs
are showing clear cf the leaves.

The compost beet suited to the Cockscomb is as follows:

—

The top 11 inch of a pasture, where the soil is a good rich

loam, neither heavy nor light, but inclined to the latter, should
be laid up for six months, and previous to use torn in pieces

vrith the hand, and made rather fine, but not sifted ; to this

add a fourth part of old cow dung or well-rotted and rather dry
hotbed manure, and about one-sixth of silver sand, well mixing
the whole. In potting, the soil should be pressed rather firmly,

but not very tightly, so that the water may pass freely through
it, and yet it should not be very open, as the plants are apt to

run too much to leaf when the soil is loose, and the sides of

the ball if very closely matted should be loosened by scratching

with the point of a label, or other pointed piece of wood, before

potting.

When the pots, after the last shift, become filled with roots

manure-water may be applied at every alternate watering. A
good liquid manure is formed of one peck of sheep's drop-

pings in thirty gallons of water, well stirred up ; or two pecks

of fresh cow dung to the same quantity of water may be used
instead. In uo case ought the soil to be kept in a saturated

condition, but the plants are to be well supplied with water, the
soil being dry before any is given.

After the weather becjmes hot and dry no place is so good
as a cold pit, which may be kept sufficiently warm by giving a

moderate amount of air and shutting up early in the afternoon,

after sprinkling every available surface with water ; best if the

water ie from a tub in which one peck of soot has teen mixed
with thirty gallons of water. Keep the plants near the glass,

which is essential, and not less so is a moist atmosphere
without wetting the combs so as to produce discoloration ; and
too much light cannot bo afforded. Shade ia destructive of

colour, and only tends to cause lanky growth.

Vv'hen the comb is so far advanced we must trim. All Cooks-
comb-growers know that the true flowers are produced on the

sides of the combs. Now, these flowers must be carefully cut

away, as they appear, with a pair of scissors—nothing is so good
as Grape scissors—and it must be done neatly, the object

being to give the comb a trim appearance, increase its size,

and keep it longer an attractive object. CUp off every appear-

ance of flower on the sides of the comb, both sides alike, and
on no account allow seed to mature. The plant will then pro^

duce a finer comb, and of considerably larger size than one
not so trimmed.
To secure seed a few plants' must be allowed to flower, bnt

for that end it is well to thin the flowers and allow the finest

only to mature seed, always saving it from the best-shaped

combs, shape being preferred to size, thoug'u the latter is an
oljcot. Good Cockscomb seed is scarce, at least latterly the

plants I have generally seen were neither so well grown, nor
had such fine, wide, v/ell-foimed combs as I have seen many
years ago ; one-half of them having feathered, and torn, flat,

and crooked combs.—G. Abbey.

MISS WATSON TRICOLOR PELARGONIUM.
liiviNQ recently paid a visit to Mr. Watson's New Zealand

Nurseries, at St. Alban's, I was struck with the magnificent

display of Tricolor Pelargoniums. The variety which is to be

most admired is Miss Watson, for without doubt it is a gem.

To my great astonishment, in looking through notes subscribed

by your worthy correspondent " D., Deal," I find it pronounced

to have been considerably overrated, and not worthy of the

praise which has been bestowed upon it. If "D., Deal,"

should chance to be within twenty or thirty miles of the locality

in which these Pelargoniums are briUiantly displayed in snob

numbers, he would not think his time lost if he were to call

and take a glimpse of th«in, and piobaWy his opinion of Miss
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Wation would be more favourable th»n it appeared to be from

his remarks.—H. B.

GROWING ONIONS FOR COMPETITION.
Sow them iu a forcing pit or hot frame about tho beginning

of February. About six weeks thereaflor place tbom in 3inch
pots—one in each pot—filled with riHtea turf and lent mould

—

two parts of the turt to one of the mould ; and grow them on in

heat nntil about the end of April ; then transfer them to a

cold frame, and keep it close fur tlie first three daya, except

during sunshine, when the higher enda of the sashes ought to be

raised 1 or 2 inches, aooovding to the boat of the sun. Shut

the frame about four o'clock, so as to husband tho heat, and

thus a higher temperature will be kept up in it during the

night. After the firnt three daya, tho weather being favourable,

open the frame half an hour earlier overy day, and clo.^o half

kn hour later. The sashes should at the same time bo raised

» little higher overy day until tUey are removed altogether ; this

may be accomplished iu ordinary weather in the course of ten

or twelve days, when the plants may be put out into a sheltered

place, prepared in the following manner :
—

In autumn take out a treueh, say 8 inches deep and 9 inches

wide, or thereby, then raise tlie subsoil with a pick 12 or

14 inches deep to carry off tho superfluous water. This being

done, place the soil to be taken from the next trench on the top

of the subsoil so raised. C jntinne to proceed in this way, raising

the subsoil and turning the surf.aoo on the top of it until you
have the quantity of ground required, then level the ground
and remove the whole surface 1 inch deep, and place thereon a

coating, 1 inch thick, of pure nighlsoil, or should such manure
not be available, 2 inches of rotten cow, horse, or pig's dung
may be used ; after which spread the soil taken from the sur-

face over the top of the manure. When thus prepared, give

the whole a coating of strong salt in the proportion of 1 lb. of

salt to 4 square yards. A little leaf mould or rotten turf poiated

into the ground immediately before planting would bo useful in

starting and rooting the plants. However, care must be taken,

while this is being done, not to allow the manure to be buried

too deep by the digging ; nevertheless, it should be thoroughly

mixed with the soil near the surface. Dung buried only 2 or

t inches deep will produce a much better crop ol Onioni than
if it were buried 8 or 10 inches. Many may be disinclined to

believe this, but they have only to make one fair trial to be-

come convinced. Every horticulturist and agriculturist knoivs

well that the roots of plants grow towards the manure ; conse-

quently, if the manure is deep, the roots of the plants will be

deep also, and will in that way, to a very great extent, lose the

benefit of the influence of the heat of the sun. On the other

hand, when the dnug is near to the top, the roots will not be
far from it ; and thug the plants will bars all the advantages
derived from tho manure, as well as those from the heat and
gases of the atmosphere, so eiseutial to the growth of the
plant.

In planting out the Onions, knock them out of the pots,

taking care not to break the balU. Plant them in rows, at

least 14 inches apart and 9 inches between each plant, placing

the under side of the heads of the Onions on a level with the

gnrfaoe ; then put a stake to each of them, and draw up the
oarth with a hoe on each side of the rows, and thus form ridges

for the Onions to grow in. When the heads begin to develope,

the ridges may be levelled and the stakes removed ; then give

another coating of salt in the proportion of half a pound to

4 square yards. In dry weather give them a good watering at

least onoe a-week. The water may be mixed with old urine in

the proportion of one of urine to ten of water. In moist
weather one of urina to five of water may safely be used. When
nrine is not to be had, a quarter of a pound ol the best guano may
be sown every three weeks, on a wet day, over G square yards of

ground, prepared as aforesaid. In the absence of rain, use the
watering-can with the rose on, so au to clean the plants of the
guano, and wash a portion of it into the soil. Some prefer using
the guano in a liquid state, but I have always been most successful

with it when used in the way of top-dressing. Those who have
not prepared their Onion ground in the autumn can do so in

February in tho way recommended, taking care to use no
manure but that which is thoroughly rotten ; and instead of

nsing 1 lb. of salt to i square yards, use only half that quantity.
In proof of the advantages of growing Onions in the way

referred to, I may mention that I grew one Onion of the Santa
Anna Madeira variety to the weight of 1 lb. 14 ozs., and that a
few of the same variety were shown hy the writer iu a collec-

tion of vegetables at the last autumn show in Glasgow, which
measured upwards of 15 inches in circumference. The sir

Onions shown by him which carried off the first prize for

weight from the llontrew Show were of the same sort, and
weighed 9 lbs. Those that carried off the prizes from tha
Olttsgow Show in September last were raised iu heat and after-

wards transplanted, tho varietie.-) being Nunebam Park, Blood
Ksd, and Danvers' Yellow. — Jaubs Dobbib, Renfrevc {Tht
Gardener.)

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S SECOND SPRING
SHOW.

Thb second spring Show of this .Society was held on the 27th and
'-iSth iust., and was far in advance of its i)rodecesgor, both a3 to the
nnmber and the quality of the plants exhibited, although these were uot
displayed to the best ailvautage, from being for the most part coulined
to a long narrow tout, and the rest disperaed in the Conservatory,
where there was every chance of tln^ir being ovcrlookeil.

Roses were the most attractive—the great feature of tho Show, and
of these Mr. William Paul furnished in his first-prize collection beau-
tifnl examples of Paul Ricaut, Mailamo de St. Joseph, Senateor
Vaisse, Alba rosea, John Hopper, Pierro Notting. and Baron Adolphe
do Rothschild. Messrs. Pan! & Son wore second witii, ftmoug othora,

President, very full of bloom ; Madame Willermoz, in beautiful con-
dition ; Souvenir dun Ami, a remarkably lino specimen plant, but the
flowers not fully expanded ; Princess Mary of Cambridge, blooming
very freely, and Mdile. Marie Rady. In tho amateurs' class the only
exhibitor was Mr. James, who took a first prize. The best three Rosea
iu the class for new lands came from Mr. William Paul, and were
Monsieur Furtado, a beautiful specimen with large delicate yellow
flowers ; Horace Vernet, rich scarlet shaded with purple ; and Antoina
Ducher, very fine and fall, pink. Messrs. Paul tfe Son were second
with Monsieur Furtado, Madame Margottin, yellowish cream, and
Impcratrico Eugenie, bright pink, very pretty when half expanded.
Mr. W. Paul also sent a beautiful collection, and Mr. Osman, of Stan-
moro, cut blooms.
Of Pelargoniums Messrs. Dobson, of Isleworth, bad some well-

ilowered plants for this season of tho large-flowering kinds ; Mr.
Wheeler, gardener to Sir F. Goldsmid, Bart., receiving a third prize

for Zonal varieties.

Amaryllids wore only represented by one collection^that of Mr-
Baxter, gardener to C. Keiser, Esq., of Broxbonrne, who took the first

prize for kinds the best of which were noticed at page 273, and, as
there remarked, some of them deficient iu form.

Azaleas were represented by some very well-bloomed plants ; those
from Mr. Turner, of Slough, for the most part the same varieties aa
those shown at Kensington on the 17th, beiugfirst in the nurserymen's
class. Mr. Wilkie, Kensington, and Mr. Fairbairn, gardener to th*
Duke of Northuaiberland, Sion House, also showed plants in good
bloom.
Mixed collections of fine-foliaged and flowering plants afforded a

very etfective part of the display, tho first-prize collections from Mr.
Fairbairn and Mr. Wheeler being the most remarkable. The former
had magnificent specimens of Anthurinm acaule and Alocasia zebrina^

Clivea nobilis, Sobralia macrantha with four lovely flowers, and Vandft
Buavis. The latter sent a fine plant of Dicksouia autar(?tica with a
thick trunk, and the young fronds springing from the midst of the old

ones, forming a conspicuous object at one end of the tent ; a remark-
ably fine plant of Chorozema cordatum some 1 feet iu diameter, and
Cl°rodendron Thomsoua). Mr. Wright, gardener to C. H. Roberts,

Esq., was second with a very good p]riostemon, a large plant of Pan-
danus iavanicus variegatns, and a fine Croton variegatnm ; aud Mr-
Wilkie third.

For Exotic Fema, prizes were awarded to Messrs. Wright, WiWe,
aud Wheeler. There were in their collections good examples of Cibo-

tium Schiedfei, Adiautum cuneatnm, the Bird's-nest Fern, Lomaria
gibba. and others.

Auriculas were also exhibited at this Show. Tho best came from
Mr. Turner, who had Col. Champneys (Turuer), Mrs. Smith (Smith),

Countess of Dunmore (Lightbody), Sophia (Chapman), Competitor
(Turner), Miss Brightly (Spalding). In the amateurs' class Mr.
Butcher, of Camhcnvell, was first; Mr. James, Isleworth, second.

Tho former received a first-class certificate for Mrs. Butcher, which
has been noticed in previous reports, and Mr. Turuer, who had a
second prize for a collection of Alpines, mostly the same as shown at

the last Floral Committee meeting at Kensington, received similar

awards for two of these—viz.. Constellation aud Bruuetto.

Cf miscellaneous subjects a consi.^erablo number was shown, and
for them several prizes were awarded. Mr. Williams, of HoUoway,
had a first prize for an excellent collection of fine-fohaged and flower-

ing plants, iucludiug several Orchids, aud a first-class certificate for

Miltonia virginalis. Mr. W. Paul sent fine basketsful of Plutarch,

Red Admiral, and other beautiful leaved Pelargoniums ; also Blue
Bell, fine deep rose with a slight bluish shade, especially noticeable

when tho flowers were between the light and the eye. Mr. Paul like-

wise had some fine unnamed seedlings, one of which had a very broad

and beautiful zone, very pleasing, too, in colour. Messrs. Carter and
Co. also largely contributed Pelargoniums of the same class, some
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feedlings, and others which Lave been lefore ejhihiled and are ahont
to be sent ont. Of the former. Princess of Wales and Mrs. Tom Hood,
had Tery bold foliage with highly coloured zones ; of the latter. Sir R.
Napier, Mrs. Unnnett, and Southern Belle were very effective. The
same firm sent also a large basket of Primnla corlusoidcs amana in
fine bloom and hij/h in colour. Mr. Tniner, of Slonph, had his pretty
irhite-variegated May Queen, and Mdlle. CLrisliue Xilsson.
Mr. Kimberley sent Zonal Pelargoniums and Cinerarias ; Messrs.

Cutbush, Azaleas ; Messrs. Eeeves, Lily cf the Valley ; Mr. James,
hardy Ferns, Pansies, and Calceolarias ; Mr. Wiliie, Kjiriea barhata

;

Mr. Bragg, collections of Pansies
; Messrs. Dobson & Son, Cinerarias

;

and Mr. P'airbairn, a hanging basket of Bignonia venusta, profusely
bung with dense clusters of its orange flowers. Several extra pri;;cB
were awarded to the exhibitors of the above subjects.

PORTRAITS OF PLANTS,
FRUITS.

FLOWERS, AND

AuAMANDA KOBiLis (Noble Allamanda). Xat. Orel., Apocv-
nacfse. Limi., Pectacdria Monopjnio.—A magaificcnt thrub
from the Eio Branco, tn tbe confines of Erazil and Vcijeznela.
Flowers yellow, and 5 J inches in diameter.— (Bot. Mart., t., 5764.)
EiCHAEDiA JIELANOLLUCA (Black-throated Eicbardia). >:at.

Ord., Aroidcrc. Linn., Monoecia Monandria.—Native of South
Africa. Flower Rtraw-coloured, with dark purple spot at its

baee.— (/i!(/. t., 5765.)
Dendeobium cbassikode (Thick-knotted Dendrobe). Kat.

Ord., Orchidaccffi. Linn., Gjnandria Monandria.—Native of
the Siamese provinces of Kiong-koung. Flowers white, tipped
with h\a.e.— (Ibid, t., 57(;G.)

Saccolabil-m EiGiBEUM (Orange-flowered Saccolabel. -Nat.

Ord., OrchidacciE. Limi., Gynandria Jlonandria.—Native of

Kangocn or Arracan. Flowers orange.— (/tui. (., 5707.)
Palava flexuosa (Flexuose-stemmed Palava). Wa^ Ord.,

MalvactiB. Linn., Monadelphia Polygynia. -^ A balf-bardy
annual, native of the San Lorenzo valley in Pern. Flowers
light manve, white at the base, with a dark intermediate band.
—(Ibid, t, 5768)

'loiLiJCEH—O.-namental Varieties. — "Grown in pots, the
Tomato makes a very handsome decorative plant, the Cherry,
Plum, and other smallfiuited sorts especially so.

"The Fecjec Island 2'i.m«fo, remarkable amongst the larger
sorts for its decided crimson colour, and for the slightly marked
ribs which occur near the base of its fruits. The (hangeficld
Tomato, which is the fame as the Large Red Italian, and is a
very excellent culinary sort, and remarkably prolific. The
Yellow Plum Tomato, a strikingly ornameiital variety, the fruit

of which are about the size and shape of a Damson. The Pear-
formed Tomato, which is red, and of rather larger size then tho
Plum-shaped. The Yellou- Cherry Tomato, whose still smaller
spherical yellow fruits, equally with those of the red-fruiied
form, are produced in great abtiudance, and have a very attrac-
tive appearance. The three latter sorts are especially recom-
mended for the great beauty of the plants, when well-grown,
and full of fruit. They may be successfully grown in pots for

house decoration, and their quality is quite equal to that of the
larger sorts from the utilitarian point of view.

'_' The Currant Tomato is the most ornamental of the whole
Reries. In foliage and general aspect it resembles the ordinary
hinds, but it is smaller and more slender, and the fruits grow
in long, drooping racemes, of which the basal portion only is

shown in our figure. These long racemes of fruit, of a bright
red colour, give the plant a very beautiful appearance. Messrs.
Vilmorin, by whom it has been distributed under the name of
Solamim (Lycopcrsicnm) raceinigermn, give the following
account of it:—This most ornamental species of Tomato has
been received from M. Durieu de Maieonueuve, the learned
director of the Bordeaux Botanic Garden. It is a veritable
Tomato, the sub-climbing stems of which are very much
branched, and bear a profusion of simple or divided racemes
from C to 8 inches long, composed of from fifteen to twenty-
five smooth, round fruits, disposed in two rows, and of a very
bright scarlet colour, so as to give them a strong resemblance to

clnsterg of Eed Currants.^'— (F;c?is( and Pomolngist, 3 b., ii., 73.)

COOL-HOUSE ORCHIDS.—No. '2.

It will be admitted by most Orchid-growers that vineries
started either in January or February are best suited for the
successful culture of Orchids. The Vines should not be very
close together, so as to cause gloominess, but ought to extend
to the full length of the rafters, so as to afford an agreeable

eliade throughout tbe house. I find that a sufficient amount

of shade is given when the Vines are from 3 feet to 8 feet
(! inches apart, and treated on the spur system, though that is

immaterial, as they answer equally well for shade when trained
on the rod system. When the Vines are nearer together than
.'i feet, the shade is so great that the leaves and flower stems
have a disposition to grow undesirably long and weak, and from
that cause not unfrequently become one-sided.
Tbe houfe ought to be well ventilated, hatting not only top

but side ventilation, for though cold, drying draughts are to be
strictly guarded against, a free circulation of air is very desir-
able, especially when the plants are making new growths, and
it may be in such quantity as to cause the foliage to gently
wave about. Cold, dry, cutting winds, such as occur in March,
when the growths of the Oichids are young and tender, should
be broken by placing over the front openings some hexagon
netting, like that used for protecting fruit-tree blossom from
frost and the fruit from wasps ; but the best material for

the purpose is perforated zinc, which may be nailed securely
over the openings when the lights admit ol such a contrivance.
The best means of ventilation is by openings in the front walls ;

a plate of perforated ziuc placed on the inside of the lights
or openings will admit cf air being given during cold days and
nights, especially when tho air on entering must pass over the
hot-water jiipes before it mixes with the air of the house, as it

then becomes waimed and more favouralle to the health and
vigour of the plants. The top lights or ventilators will be less

likely to dry and cool the atmosphere suddenly than the front
ventilation, and they need not, except in the early part of the
season, have anything nailed over them, and then hexagon
netting is the best material that I have used, though in towns,
where smoke and sooty deposits are plentiful, the openings are
best covered with woollen netting, which, ly its haiiy meshes,
collects a large quantity of soot. Oicbids cannot have too
much air, providing the proper temperature be secured, and
air is not more advantageous by day than night, v\heu a mode-
rate quantity should be given, particularly when tho growths
are being made and perfected. Ventilation, winter and sum-
mer, is absolutely necessai7 in Orchid treatment—air ought
to be given in greater or less quantity throughout the year.
The medium for fuiLishiug heat should have such an extent

of surface that at no time v^ ill the heated surface need to be
made very hot to maintain the proper temperature of the
house, as it then unduly dries the atmosphere, and is very per-
nicious to the plants, especially when they are making fresh

growth ; and if there are evaporation troughs the atmosphere
is stewing, saturated at one time, and at another, when the
pipes are cooler, not nearly so moist, whereas the necessary
moisture should be evaporated at a low temperature, and be
constantly given off at as low a temperatuie as well can be,

and never at one exceeding 140'. It is belter if the water in
the troughs do not exceed 120°.

As to the slages for tho plants, it is well if they are of stone
or slate, and they should be far enough from the glass to afford

room for the flovrer spikes and leaves of tho Orchids without in-

terfering with tlie foliage and fruit of the Vines. As the plants
vary in height the distance from the glass must vary in pro-

portion; 3 feet should be the minimum, and the maximum
should not exceed 4 feet 6 inches or 5 feet. In most vineries

erected some years ago tliere are pits occupying the centre of

the house, a walk all round, and front and end shelves of stone,

wood, or other material. The pit in these houses is the proper
place for the Orchids, and its top should be made quite level

with rough gravel, having a finer surface- covering of the same,
but sifted or washed. On that the pots may bo set, and, un-
like placing the pots on sand or tan, the gravel does not choke
the drainage, and worms do not easily find their way in. The
central bed or stage is the best position ; but the front and end
shelves will answer, only at the end of March the front and end
lights must be covered with hexagon netting, or other thin shad-

ing materia), so as to break the force of the direct rays of the sun.

In every house, and especially in those for Orchid culture,

there should be a cistern or tank for holding water, in order to

have always at hand au abundant supply of it at the same
temperature as that in which the plants are growing, and it is

well when it is rain water, tho best of all for watering purposes,

and no other should be used for Orchids without being exposed

for some time previously to become softened and warmed,
when it may answer nearly as well as rain water, preference

being always given the letter. Tanks are also very convenient

for dipping any plants that are grown in baskets or on blocks

of wood. Their only drawback is the moisture evaporated

from them in winter, when a dry atmosphere must be maiiL-
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tained ; bnt that can be lemedied by having a lid made to Gt

closely, with a tiap door to admit a watering-pot, and in enm-
mer, when water is most required, the tank may be entirely

nncovered.

Another desideratam for Tineiiee in which Orchids or plants
are required to be grown, is such a construction of the front

hghts ae will permit of the Vines being kept cool during their

period of rest, and of a temperature suitable for the Orchids at

that season being maintained. The moveable front lights, de-

scribed in " Sacders on the Vine," answer perfectly, and by
such a contrivance the Vines are not needlessly excited Ly too
much heat, nor the Orchids deprived of the heat necessary to

cause a free circulation of air, and to disFipa'e damp, the great
evil in all cool houses in winter in our dull, mciet climate.

Any house corresponding to the above desciipUon will grow
Orchids well, and such are warm greenhouses and conserva-
tories that have the rafters clothed with climling plants, by
which the force of the sun's rays is broken, or, if there are no
climbers, from ilarch to September a thin bhading material
must be employed ; bnt when there are climbers there is this

drawback—that the Orchids have not the benefit of the same
amount of sun light and sun heat in winter as is afforded
them in vineries. Another evil is, that the Orchids are so

overshadowed and crowded by other plants ihat they have no
chance to succeed, and, indeed, they require more room than
any other plants, and should never be crowded eg as to be
deprived of light from any d;rection.

As regards temperature, lhat will be dependant on the heat
given to the Vines, or to the inmates of the greenhouse or con-
servatory. The house most tuitable for Orchid culture is one
started eatly in the year—in January or February—for in it

the temperature will for nine months out of the twelve be that

of a stove, and it is such houses lhat 1 would recommend for

Orchid culture, as a greater cumber of species may be grown
in them than in vineries or greenhouses assisted by Are heat
in cold and dull periods only. If the Vices are started in

January fhe tempera'.ure fur the first fortnight should be from
40' to 4.5° at night, increasing it to 50° by the end of the third

^

week, and d.5° by iho end of the fifih week, and this should be
the night temperature until the Vines are in leaf, when it

should be from 55° to CC, and at that point it should be kept
until the Vines are coming into fiower, when it should range
from 60° to 65° at tight, whic-h will be the temperature re-

quired until the Grapes are rife. I* the Vines are started
in January ihis will be the case at the end of Jane, or if in

February, in the middle or end of July, and after that no fire

heat will be required, except in damp, dull periods to dry up
damp and pretent the temperature from fjlUng too low in

summer and in autumn. In Angus* the temperature should
be 60°, in September 5.5°, in October and November 50°, and in

December it should not fall below 45°. I am here alluding to

Orchids requiring a warm temperature, it being presumed that

the Vines can bo placed in a cooler medium than that of the
vinery by a contrivance tuch as I have already referred to. If,

on the other hand, there are no means for keeping the Vines
cool, a temperature of from 50° to 55° will be sufncient in

September, 50° in October, 45° in November, and in December
45° should not be exceeded from fire heat, and the thermometer
should net be lower than 40°, whilst in January and Febraary
40° should be the maximum from fire heat at night, and not
more than 45° by day from fire heat, when it is nccesaarj' to

dry np damp, and it should be accompanied with free ventila-

tion. The latter remarks apply to vineries started in March,
and which at no time have any artificial heat, except a little at

the commencement, and in cold periods and in winter to keep
out frost.

Upon all the temperatures named, 5° of increase should be
allowed on dull, cold, and frosty days, 10° or 1-5° when the
weather is mild and yet cloudy, but having occasional clear

intervale, and on fine clear days the temperature may be 20° or
25° above that of the night, free ventilation being afforded

—

indeed, a high day and comparatively low night temperatnre
are essential in the culture of Orchids.

With respect to moisture, it vrill be such as the Vines require.

It is usual to keep up a moist atmosphere for Vines by sprink-

ling them with water twice or thrice a-day, always having re-

gard to the weather, as in cold weather there is less evapora-
tion, and on that account less sprinkling will be required ; for

instance, when the weather is mild and dull, and but little fire

heat is required, sprinkling once a-day will be sufficient, and
that should be in the morning or early in the afternoon, whilst

when the weather is bright but cold, twice cr thrice a-day will

not be too often to sprinkle the Vines, as well as the path?,

floors, and walls. Sprinkling is as necessary then as daring
milder weather, on account of the greater artificial heat—in-

deed, the atmosphere should be kept moist, and the Vines
sprinkled with water two or three times a-day until they are

in leaf. Even then I do not fail to syringe them twice a-day,

morning and evening, and to keep the paths wet by fre-

quent syringings until the Grapes change colour for ripeninc,

and even then I keep a considerable amount of moisture in

the atmosphere for a fortnight or three weeks by sprinkling

the floors and walls, taking care not to wet the Grapes, for fear

of disfiguring their bloom ; but after that no waterings with
the syringe are practised, except it be a light bedewing of thp

Orchids occasionally, as without that, the growths of some not
being matured, the pseudo-bulbs are liable to shrivel. Now
this moisture will seem excessive to some who do not practise

the syringing of Vines, but who depend upon frequent sprink-

lings of the paths, ic, and the evaporation troughs, for the

atmospheric moisture. I have not, however, observed any bad
effects resulting from the syringing, either to the Vines or

Orchils, and therefore write according to my experience.

Syringing will not in anywise injure the fruit or foliage of the

Vine if the house have air early, and the water used be rain or

soft water, and of the same temperature as that of the house
at the time. Some, however, instead of syringing, drown not
only the Vines but the Orchids beneath them, and to Orchids
much watering, and especially at the beginning of their growth,

is positively injurious—in fact, they should be very carefully

watered until they are growing freely and have formed fresh

roots, then water freely, but avoid making the compost like a
sponge by too frequent and heavy waterings. It will be suffi-

cient if the compost be kept moist, commencing by watering

sparingly, increasing the quantity with the growth, and reduc-

ing it by degrees when the growth is advancing to maturity

;

when that is complete, as it will be, if ever, when the Grapes
are ripe, give no more water than is necessary to keep the

pseudo-bulbs from shrivelling. In winter a dry atmosphere
mu«t be maintained.
With regard to air, it shculd he aftorJed in greater or less

quantity day and night when the plants are growing, bnt in

less quantity by night than even in dull days ; on bright dsys

the plants can hardly have too much. Allowing for a little at

night, more should ba given when the temperature in winter

reaches 55°, the night temperature being 45°. and always before

the day temperature exceeds the night by 1.5° ; but it is better

to give a little air when the increase is 10°, giving more in pro-

portion to the increase of temperature, and reducing the amount
of air before there is a reduction from 15' higher than the

miuimum night temperature. It is better to close the house
early, and with a good heat from solar influence, than to allow

the temperature to become too low before reducing the venti-

lation, and have, consequently, to put on more artificial heat

to secure the proper night temperature.

The evaporation troughs, if there are any, may be filled with

water when the Vines are started, and when the growths are

somewhatadvanced the troughs should be kept full of 1 lb. guano

to twenty gallons of water, allowing them to become dry when
the Grapes are colouring.—G. Abbey.

OUR CONSEKV.VTORY.
" I AM sure of one thing, Kate ;

as far as Camellia-growing ia

concerned, our conservatory is a failure," said Aunt Margaret

one cold dull day in January, when she had been through the

hou;e in the vain hope of finding a few flowers to grace her

dLning-table.

I do not think the growth is so much at fault. Aunt," said

Kate, •' we can have that almost in perfection. We can grow

the plants, set the buds, even coax them to the size of large

nuts, all reedy for opening as it were, but they are powerless to

go on. Njt for us will they expand into beauty ; they drop off

just when we think there is a possibility they wiU open and
give some little return for the trouble bestowed ; it is not one

or tTo plants that do so, but a habit they have all acquired."
' Oh, yes," said Cousin Walter, " the blooming part is the

dithoulty—the freemasons' secret, known only to the members

;

you do not suppose they tell yon everything."
" It is very grievous, however," eaid Cousin Herbert, " to

think you have upwards of thirty Camellias big and httle, and yet

are not able to cut a few blooms in January, nothing even shovf-

»ng colour save a York-and-Lancaster, which is not worth much
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at best. There is no dUpoting the quality of yonrinveatment,
Kate—BO many pounds for green leaves, to say nothing about
tobacco paper, and various other wonder-working ingredients.

" And eoap too, Herbert, is no small item, I assure you,"
said Janet ;

" and as for nail-brushes, they wear out in no time.

I am sure, Kate, your management cannot he right."
" It is but a natural result, rather a desirable one," said Annt

Margaret, " when women undertake to do men's work. For
myself, I never expected much in the way of success."
"I was always quite sure you would soon tire of it, Kate,"

said Janet.

"Nothing sooner makes people tire of an undertaking than
failure ; success is the loadstone which drags us all along," said

Uncle Tetley. " But I think if yon put on a little more heat
they would do better ; few things will open bloom in so low a
temperature as you keep your house ; yesterday when I was in,

it was down at 40°. Why, summer flowers would do nothing
without more warmth than that."

" But, then," replied Kate, "we do not have such short, damp,
foggy days in summer as we have had for the last two months,
and I never heard of a country where the heat increased with the

darkness. I always thought the inside and outside tempera-
tures should bear some affinity to each other. The Camellias
are said to do without beat ; down in the south they can grow
them better in the open air than we can here uuder glass."

" Then you must give them too much water," said Uncle
Tetley ;

" I have often heard that was a fruitful source of cast-

ing buds, and your fallen buds might be gathered up by cup-
fnla. It may be that you give them too little, and so they
dwindle and din from starvation."

" But how are we to know the happy medium ? Is there any
rule of weight or measure to go by with safety ? and if so, what
is it ? Will a pint do for some plants, a gallon for others, and
a few drops for the next? and will the same quantity do equally
well for all plants in the same sized pots, and that, too, under
various circumstances ? Are not garden writers continually
Baying, Do not give more water than is absolutely necessary in

the winter months ? It is not very easy to know just the right

time—neither too soon nor too late."
" Oh, some gardeners toll by lifting the pots or sounding

them; but then you could not do that unless you waited until

the pots were very dry and light," said Walter.
" And some people wait until the plant is sick and cannot

hold itself up," said Kate ;
" and then I suppose they feel quite

sure they are not a minute too soon. I wonder if they ever
think they are a little too late, or consider the mischief which
may follow ? for I am sure hardwooded plants canuot betray
signs of distress without suffering for a long period."

" Well, I would acquire the proper method of watering," said

Walter, " if I devoted a whole month to the purpose ; I would
measure it out by gills, and make notes as I went along, and
not always be working in the dark."

" And the followingmonthyour notes would probably be worse
than useless—utterly set at nought by the action of sun, wind,
or rain. You surely do not think plants require the same
amount of water on a rainy day as a sunny one V

'

" You are right there, Kate," said Uncle Tetley ;
" I suppose

when the spring sunshine comes we shall have our show of late

blooms."
"Yes," said Cousin Herbert, "if we do manage a few flowers

it is generally in April or May, when the best growers of such
plants pull off all laggard buds, thinking flowers will come
another year in greater profusion, or to compel them to be true
to their time. I must confess I would do the same ; if they
would not bloom in the winter months, they should not have
the chance in spring."

" And then," said Janet, " they soon fade. Why, the Alba
plena you cut me the other day to wear in my hair when I was
going to South Field, fell all in fragments, and was lost in the
cab, and I did not know until the company looked bard at me,
and Uncle Stephen said, 'I suppose, Janet, these leaves are your
own cultivating.' My cultivating, indeed ! it was a compliment,
to be sure ! The loaves were not green, they had the appearance
of having been dusted over with snuff. Why, the white
Camellia I brought home with me from York lasted a month,
and I wore it three evenings, and even when it faded it did not
fall in pieces, and its leaves were dark and glossy. I would not
spend so much time if I were yon, Kate, growing brown-spotted
leaves."
" Oh, that is the result of the burning season we had last

y«ar, not natural to them. They get over that in time."
" Why did yon not place them out in the shade-? "

" Because, Herbert, there was not much shade to be fonnd,
save under the drip of trees, which they of all plants do not like."

" Not much drip last year, Kate."
" There might have been. We were always looking out and

wishing for rain. And as for our Camellias, I believe they
would bloom, and well too, if we could leave off tormenting
them ; they never have a season of quiet. That rest—doing
nothing—which, they say, is just as necessary to a plant as sleep

is toa child, they never have ; we change about withevery wind,
try every new method of growing them we read or hear of."

" Well," said Herbert, " there is no other way of doing, but
trying and trying again until yon find the best; however dear-

bought the experience may be, it is sure to lead to something
better in the end, unless you are radically wrong in your method
of treatment at the very beginning, and so repeat the evil over
and over with each new experiment. Perhaps your mode of

potting is not correct
;
you may not give them the right mixture

of soils, or you may give it at the wrong time of the year."

"I think," said Kate, "we have not missed it in the way
you say. They have had every kind of mixture we ever heard
of or could imagine, aud thay barely have the flavour of one
compound before another is offered to them. They have been
spoiled by over-care and over-feeding, and the result is-

"

"Disappointment," said Herbert. " I think, indeed, they
have been to you like the donkey to the old man

;
you have fol-

lowed every suggestion, and forgotten your own common sense."
" Yes," replied Kate, " it is one thing one time and another

the next. Some say loam and peat are the finest mixture in

the world to grow them in ; then some one else affirms that

chopped-up tutf paiings, with a little sand, are the best. One
says that amateurs have nothing to do with peat, and should
never use it, for it will be sure to turn sour and spoil all the

soil that they use along with it ; and then another is quite sure

Camellias cannot be grown without peat. Some apply great

quantities of manure ; others call such doses rank poison, and
are of opinion that clear soot water is the strongest drink

Camellias should ever taste."
" It is very strange," said Aunt Margaret, "for yonr bndl

grow to a promising size and then fall off. Why, only yesterday

I gathered up a dozen as large as my thimble ; I think as Maud
says, you do not thin them enough when thoy are little."

" No need to do that, Aunt Margaret; I assure you our Ca-

mellias take upon themselves that part of the work. Why, the

pretty Jubilee in the cast window had upwards of a score buds
on New Year's-day, and only one opened, and that one the day
after unfolding its charms fell down upon the stand wi th a brown
spot in the centre."

" I would give it up, Kute, darliug, if I were you. All the

Camellias in Yorkshire are not worth the wear and tear you give

yourself. Purchase what you want."
" A pretty price they would be. Aunt Margaret, if no one suc-

ceeded better than Kite," said Janet. " Yet I do not know why
women should trouble about flowers save to wear them."

" Nor I, Janet," said Walter. " I would not if I were a woman.
As a man I do not care about it ; it does but wear the dress, and
soil the fingers, and unfit one for other work."

"Every one to her taste. I suppose, Janet, you would rather

be stitching flowers on canvas than growing them in living

colours ; so you may. I would rather grow them than work
them ; and I hope, Walter, I shall never find out that doing so

unfits me for other work."

"Well, if it do not, Kate, yon must be constantly doing

work you ought to pay for, aud if I were you I would give it up
at once and forever."

" What I do I do for pleasure. Give it up, and be neither

wiser nor better iu the end than the beginning ! Not so, Walter,

unless we go and live in the heart of a city, miles away from

fresh soil and pure air, aud with no blue sky overhead. And then

I am not sure I should not try my hand at window-gardening,

rather than lose that one pleasure which leaves no regret."

—

Maud.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
Exhibitors at the London Snows are invited to confer with

the Council of the Eiyal Horticultural Society on Tuesday,

May 4tb, at one o'clock, iu the Council Boom at South Kensing-

ton, with the view of discussing certain contemplated restric-

tions in the size of pots to be used in exhibiting plants daring

the season of 1870.

The preparations for the Intbrnational Exhibition at

Hambubo are progressing fast. The Committee have arranged
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for reduced charges, both for passengers and nrtidea for

exhibition by the railways ami otoamorp. Tlio cxliiljition of

fruits, especially those of Germany, ia expected to be especially

exteneivc. Tho following ia a list of the gentlemen named to

be the Sub-Couimitte« for Ureat Britain :—Jiev. ]\I. J. licikeley,

Sibbertoft, Market Havborougb, Ghainnaii
; S. Jlucker, M-ci-,

West Hill, Wandsworth ; 8ir Wentworlh Dilke ; Mr. (j. F.ylcs,

Superintendent of the Koyal Hortioultuml Socielj'a Gardt-n,

South Kensington, Loudon, Secretary ; Mr. .J. L'lf-ming, Clive-

den, Maidenhead; Mr. J. Gibson, iSattersea F.irU, London;
Mr. A. Henderson, of the firm of E. G. Henderson & Sou?,

Wellington Road, St. Juhn'a Wood; Ur. Hogj;, Co-Eiiitor of

The JouuN'Ai. or Hor.Ticn/iuiiE, St. George's lload, Kccleston

Square ; Mr. 0. Lee, of the lirm of !. & 0. Lee, Hammer-
BUiith ; Mr. T. Moore, Director of the Hotuuioal Garden of

Chelsea ; Mr. F. Osborn, of the firm of Osborn & Sans, I'ulham
;

Mr. J. Smith, Ourator of the Koyal BotaEical Gardens, Kow

;

Mr. Tyler, 113, Leadenhall Street, London; Mr. H. J. Witch,
of the firm of J. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea; 11. Warner, Esq,
BroomfielJ, Chelmsford. Members in Siiolland : Mr. J.

McNab, Curator of the Hoyal Botanical Garden at Edinburgh
;

Mr. Tliomson, Dalkeith. Member iu Ireland : Dr. Moore,
Director of the Eoyal Society's Botanic Garden, Dublin.

Ocn friends in America are becoming :i8 much bewildered

among Eakly Potatoes as we are among Early Teas. The
following is from the Ganh'tier's MontlUi/

:

— " A few years ago

the Early Goodrich was to bo ten days earlier than any other;

then Early Boee was to be fourteeu days earlier than Goodrich
;

Early Prince is now to bo ten days earlier than Early Bote.

Thirty-four days are an enormous advance in six years ! but
does anybody believe it ? Gentlemen, you have our encourage-
ment in your eude.avours to improve tho breeds of things

—

we hope you will be paid well for everything—except those
marvellous statements, which we hope will not be charged for

in the bill."

Those of our readers who delight in looking upon
masses of brilliant colours will be amply repaid by a visit tn
the Park Lane side of Hyde Park. Tbo feries of round and
oblong beds surrounded by turf aie tilled with TnLirs—self-

oolonred and one colour iu each bed. Tho beds of yellow
Prince are most sofily bright ; and those of scarlet Eex ru-
brorum are very brilliant. There are very many thousands of

Tulips, and they are now at their best. They are very creditable

to the vendor, Mr. W. Paul, of the Nurseries, Wallham Cross.

WOEK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Asparaijtis that has been planted this season should be
mulched with Winter Spinach, which is now superseded by the
Bpring-grown crop. Give liberal waterings wilii liquid manure,
sprinkling some common salt in every potfnl ; by these means
plants one year old from seed, and pliuted lu ordinary soil,

will next year yield shoots 2 inches in oircumlercnce, but it is

injudicious to cut any till the third year. Cacmnh,rs, prepare
ridges, by throwing out trenchss 4 feet wide and 2 feet deep, in

light, dry soil ; fill the trench with fermenting material, such as

leaves, weeds, litter that has been used for Vijoe borders during
winter, short grass—in fact, anything that will afford a gentle

heat ; then cover with 1 foot of the soil thrown out of the
trench, make holes where each plant is to be planted, put into

each hole about a barrowful of fresh loamy soil and old hotbed
dung, and plant in tho compost

;
put on a hand-light, shade

from the midday sun for some time, and pay regular attention

as to water, air, &e. Celery, attend to this in various stages,

see that it does not suffer from want of water, and that the
surface of the soil does not become hard, and cake ; when such
is the case stir at once. Prick out abundance of all the Cab-
bage and UroccoH tribe as they advance in the seed beds, and
shade for a time; when thus treated the plants are always
more stocky than when left to grow in the seed bed till wanted
for final planting. Plant-out Cliilies and Tomatoes. Sow
succession crops of Dwarf Kidney Beans, likewise Scaiiet

Munners. Earth-up advancing crops of Potatoes, and fork-up

the soil among those just making their appearance above
ground. Earth-up and stake Peas as thev advance, and sow
Bucoessional crops of esteemed varieties ; Kniubt's Tall Green
Marrow is a fine late Pea. Neiv Zealarul Spinach, plant-out
under hand-lights, and in rich light soil, about twenty plants,

which, if well attended to with liquid manure, will yield a dish

ever third or fourth day till frost set in. Tbiu-ont aU ad-

vancing crops as soon as they are lit ; neglect iu this respect fre-

quently does great injury, tho plant:) become weak and drawn,

and never recover the ground they lose.

r'RVUT oahiikn.

Water all trees that have been planted this season, and givo

them extra mulchings of rotten dung. Sae th:it the red spider

do not gain a hold of wall trees, nor tho caterpillar on Goose-

berry trees. One way of preventing injury from the latter is to

give the trees a washing with a powerful engine, throwing the

water against the under sides of tho leaves ; this w;ll wash ofl

tho caterpillars^ which may then be readily Uiiled on the ground.

When Gooseberries are much c'i-toemed iu the family fordesseit,

thill the fruit on some of the choicest soits, water with liquid

manure, and piotec: with nets from birds.

IXCWKB GAI'.liEM.

Now that we have wcslher favourable tor most operations in

tho llower garden and sbrubberies, ample employment will be

afforded for all tho strength which iu most cases can be con-

centrated upon them. Hardy annuals must be sown at once,

covcriug them lightly with "fine soil. Blocks, Pentstemons,

Antirrhinums, Hollyhocks, &o., that hix\o been i^rcpcrly har-

dened-ofl should be planted where they are to bloom, as also

any remaining stock of biennials and perennials. The planting

of tender Roses should not be lunger delayed, and those pre-

viously planted must bo examioed, replacing any that appear

to be much injured by the weather. Haiden-off bedding plants

as expeditiously as possible, but in removing them from pits

and frames place them where they can be covered at night

in case of necessity, and al.'o take care that they are not in-

jured by too suddeu exposure to bright sunshine. In the mean-

time, as before recommemied, let uU beds be well prepared for

the reception of their summer occupants, thoroughly pulveris-

ing the soil by occasional diggings, also decide on arraugements

for planting, so as to be able to add manure or leaf mould for

plants that will bo benefited by such additions to the soil.

OEKr.NIIOUSK AND CONSEEV.iTOnY.

Azaleas, as they go out of bloom, should havo their seed

vessels picked o£f, and those that require more pot room should

be shifted at once. Some recoiumend mixing a portion of loam

in the soil intended for them, but strong rich fibrous peat,

with plenty of silver sand, fojms the best compost. After

potting, every plant should bo neatly staked and tied before

taking it out of the pottiug-ehod, for besides this being better

done at once, it will not occupy half tho time it would do if de-

ferred until the plants had made their growth. Azaleas arc

exceedingly subject to thrips, and unless a sharp war is carried

on with these pests immediately they make their appearance,

it will be diiSoult to subdue them. To avoid the nuisance of

having to fumigate houses or pits, have a light frame of a con-

venient size covered with oiled calico, in which to smoke the

plants. This may bs placed over the infested plants iu any
of the houses, or on a bad of coal ashes out of doors, filled

with tobacco smoke by means of a fumigator, and allowed to

remain for a few hours. If the calico is properly put on the

frame, so b.^ not to allow any smoke to escape, every insect to

which tobacco is inimical will bo destroyed. This contrivance

is both serviceable and economical, as very little tobacco is

sufficient when the smoke cannot escape, and it is a great

comfort to be able to smoke plants without being obliged to

inhale disagreeable fumes. Go over the couseivatory fre-

quently to regulate growth, and to see that the borders are kept

moist, giving a thorough soaking when necessary, for mere
surfaco-waterings will not reach the roots, and although useful

in keeping the atmosphere moist will not servo to maintain

the plants in vifour. Now is a good time to weed out all ex-

traneous or fading plants from both this and other structures,

better to destroy inferior stock than overcrowd t!ie good. When
a system of high cultivation is carried out, crowding will as-

suredly defeat the end in view. Take caro to propagate in due
time stock for succession or winter floweiing. The growth of

Oranges, Lemons, Citrons, Shaddocks, &c., should now be en-

couraged by applications of good clear manure water. All

Heaths and New Holland plants should be relieved, if possible,

of all plants that have previously flowered and those that have
made their season's growth, so that any rare kinds, and those

about to flower, may have ample space to enjoy a liberal share

of sun, air, and light.

STOVE.

Secure cuttings of such plants as Brugmansias, Cleroden-

drons, Erythrinas, Poiusettias, Eranthemums, and of those

useful winter-flowering plants, Euphorbia jacquiniirflora and
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Gesnera bnlboea. A? legardg Orchids, those who have only
one house to grow their whoio stock in roust maka a com-
promise in point of tempoiatuie between those which are

natives of hot, moist ciuntrien, and those which come from
cooler regions. To accomplish this a free circulation of air

should be kept up during the earlier part of the Jay. and even
a little at night, if possible, accompanied with a great amount
of atmospheric moisture ; and to accommodate with as little

isicriSce as possible such aa Aiirides, Saocolabiums, Dendro-
binms, itc, a considerable amount of heat should be shut in
ver3' early in the afternoon. Ceutradenias now exhausted with
flowering should be shaken oat of their pots and repotted.
Fibrous loam, fibrous heath soil, with charcoal and coarsa sand,
make an excellent compost for them.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GiRDEN.

Took the opportunity of a dry day to sow the main orcns of
winter vegetables, asColewOrts. Brussels Sprouts, Savoys, Broc-
coli, &o. Sowed also Ltttuces, a few Cabbages, a pinch of
Cauliflower, and Walcheren Broccoli, though, as a general rule,
except late in autumn, we have never found anything to beat a
white Canlitlower, and from the London Market Cauliflower
downwards, we have always found the crops were vpry much
alike when well managed. Sowed also the last piece of Car-
rots, the first sowings coming up well, and the Onions coming
up well and regularly after the warm showers. Sowed also
Loeks, as few vegetables are more healthy. Once we never
could have enough huge white specimens to send to table,
whiter than the finest blanched Seakale, but now fine beds are
tuarcely touched. With something of the Onion about them,
many may eat them safely who could not partake of Onions,
and some, who should know, tell us that, instead of heating,
Leeks cool and purify the blood.

Planted more Potatoes of the succession kinds ; the first are
just above ground. Our third lot in an earthen pit is looking
remarkably well, and is growing too strong and lengthy in this
weather, fully exposed though the plants are all day. To pre-
vent them growing much higher we have nipped out the ter-
minal bud of the shoot with the thumb and finger, or the point
of a sharp knife. This does not at all check robustness of
growth, or affect the produce, as cutting off a piece of the
haulm would bo almost snro to do. Sowed more Celery, and
pricked out in boxes and pots the earliest-sown. We have
several times spoken highly of the White Incomparable as a
dwarf kind, of which, if it is 15 inches in height, yen may
send a stiff plant or head a foot long to table ; but as there are
many complaints of failure respecting this variety, we would
say, that as it is a slow grower the plants should be forwarded
end be of a good size when planted out, savin June and the
beginning of July for main crops, and eariier for first crops,
when Celery is wanted in July. For tbe latter parpose the
plants must be encouraged at first under glass, and with a
little heat.

Chives.—We mention this little plani because often we have
been under obligations to it. Frequently young Onicns are
much in demand, when not larger than stocking needles, for
soups, jellies, ire, and not nnfrequently when young Onions
are not to be had, unless when grown under glass, A few
Chives then come in us^f fr.l, and, well dressed, can hardly be
detected from young On. -us. Shred in soups, &a., they are
quite as good for giving fi-ivour. We have frequsntly put ha'.f
a dozen good roots in a ho'.'.rtd in order to have them early,
just as we would do with a few roots of Mint and Fennel, so as
to be mdependent of cold, frosty weather.

FiiCIIT OARDEN.

^
We find that the lime wash has kept the birds from our

Cherry and Apple trees, but soot and lime washing did not
save a fine row of dwarf Plum trees—onlv a few blooms are left,
and the trees were a thicket of bloom buds. Three years ago
they were served worse, for a great part of the wood buds were
also nipped out, and the fine shoots died during the summer.
This season a few dwarf Cherry trees were much picked, but
being closely netted afterwards, there will be enough buds for
a good crop if the flowers set fairly. Some bird-fanciers tell us
that even in such cases the birdsare our friends, as they go to
the buds that are infested with insects of some kind. Now,
we cannot be sure as to those buds that have had the centres
scooped out, but in the hundreds and thousands that are picked
and dropped, without scooping oat the centre, we have failed

to discover any sort of insect or egg, even with a miorosoope to

assist us.

Peachps and Apricots.—Many are complaining of their trees

partly dying-off this season, and though ours looked very pro-

mising and full of bloom, we find that numbers of shoots are

dyiu;;', aud the bloom shrivelling up as if a hot blast had
passed over them, aud that, too, after the mild weather had set

in. We fear that tbe heat and dryness of last summer is

telling on them now. In our orchard houses we shall have a
fair crop if the fruit stand anything well, but we shall be saved

the trouble of picking off such quantities of fruit as we used
to do. Ttie bloom was more scant, we thought, than usual, and
as our sewage given last summer is showing its effects in the

increased vigour of the trees, we shall give less water lest the

wood bhould become too strong. Moderately strong wood well

ripened is to be desired, rather thtin luxuriant wood and huge
leaves. Some rather vigorous trees we shall not disbud so soon
as usual, and disbudding a little later will check luxuriance

and yet not affect the young fruit. Much may be done to check
excessive vigour at the roots, by the treatment given to tbe

young shoots, for roots and leaves will always have a relative

action.

In viueiies we are removing the hardier plants on the stages,

and shall replace them with Ferns, fine-foliaged Begonias,

Achimenes, and Geeneras, that rather like the shade and heat.

We fchall be obliged to let the latest Vines now grow, and give

them a little help in a cold night.

Melons.—We have not tried to be early this season ; in fact,

after the plants were strong we could not spare room under
glass for them, and we have large Cucumber plants in 8-ineh

pots that must wait a little longer before they are turned out.

Trained-out and disbudded the first bed of Melons, as detailed

in years gone by, and planted a iiit heated by hot water. To
save labour now in wheeling in soil, and afterwaid^ in wheeling

it out, we made a good deep ridge of soil, chiefly in the centre,

quite suflicient to carry a heavy crop of Melons. Back and
front are now filled with other things, and as the Melons grow,

spars or bruAwood will be placed back and front for the Melon
shoots to run over. Many years ago we grew fine Melons in

1.5-inch pots, aud ever since then we have found the plants

more fruitful when they had not such a mass of soil to root

in. We think the roots like depth more than width.

Stritirhc):i<:s.—All those plants intended for forcing that did

not show fruit we have thrown away, as not to be so much
depended on as those that bloomed freely. For reasons given,

we have had more than the usual number of what are called

blind pots this season. Generally we prick out a lot of runners
in rich soil early every autumn, as, after standing the winter,

we could take up a lot if wanted for late forcing, such as now
and onward?, until they come in in the open air, but on closely

examining them we find that some sorts have grown but little,

and a great many as yet are showing no flower buds, aud we
hardly expect ihey will do so. One advantage of this pricking-

out i-ystem was, that in making fresh plantations in spring WB
could take up with balls the plants that were showing the fruit

buds, aud secure fruit-bearing plants ; and thus treated they

would strike freely into the fresh soil, and bear the first season.

We can only account for their present appearance from tbe

parching which the mother plants received last summer when
watering them was out of the question. For the same reason,

we do not expect such masses of bloom as usual from the

established plants out of doors. We shall save most of our
fruitful plants in pots for planting-cut, and may even repot a

few for early forcing. Tbe late plants in pots are showing
well, but, of course, they have had much more time.

As respects taking up strong fruitful young plants now that

were pricked out in rich soil last autumn, some who have a

glass house may thus obtain fruit a few weeks earlier by merely
taking up with balls and potting them firmly. This plan,

however, will only succeed for late forcing; it will not do for

early forcing. For this purpose the plants must be established

in the pots, and the pots full of roots in thg previous autumn.
It will be an improvement if, in addition to potting now, the

pots could be plunged in a mild hotbed out of doore, and only

placed under glass when the fresh roots were clinging to the

sides of the pots. We have often treated them in tbis way,

and most likely will pot a number of plants in a few days. We
have also made a slight hotbed covered with earth, and turned
such plants into it at once, but giving plenty of air until the

plants were rooting freely. These modes enable us to keep up
a succession without having so many pots filled all autumn and
winter. Wherever there is a lawn, short grass, and tree leaves.
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or an old hotbed, there need never be maoh want of bottom
heat for suoh purposes.

or.NAlIK.-: .AL riErAKTMENT.
We have Iiad much mowing, digging, sowing, moving, potting,

temporary pl.iulinf, .Vi.

Jlosf liotin'.— Lust wevii we HlluJed t.> a house fir Eoses,
and in a northern or colli lii'trict we wou!.! prefer a iean-tu.

We would then ii.ave tlie moat tenJer IVa, Xoisetle, and
Terpetual Ko3es against the back wall ; nnd if the greatest
variety in the space were aimed at, we would have Rood single

plants in pots in the front border. We think f jr an unhealed
house the lean-to would thus have great ndvantases. For a
span roof we could hardly succeed so well without a mode of

heatinj;; but a 8|iau-?0"fed house would have the great advan-
tage that we c juld walk comfortably round it, have a bed in the
centre, and one on each side, where we could always see or

gather the tiiiest Hoses in perfection, uuinjiired by winds or
rains. Wo have often resolved to give Eoses another day out
of doors, and the weather made them unsuitable for our pur-
pose. We hope to see roseries and even floiver gardens under
glass. A small space thus protected, thoroughly ventilated,

but from which storms of wind and rain could be excluded,
would yield more satisfaction than ten or twenty times the
space entirely at the mercy nf the elements. How often have
we known men working hard, and for much extra time, to put a
large garden in good order to meet the scrutiny of some visitors

of the heads oi the establishment, and a drenching rain shortly

before their arrival would make flower beds, Eoses, ,to., look
as misernbly as they possibly could do, and reiuiring several

days of line weather before they were passable. A glass roof

would have saved all the auuoyance, and, whatever the weather,
there would be a delightful promenade. There is a sort of

charm in going uuder a glass roof, even though there is nothing
very particular to see.

iio?e Cuttinjs.—There being certain sorts of Eoses that we
were anxious to increase, we made cuttings of some of the best
of the pruning?. We had previously prepared a slight sweet
hotbed, and a number of small pots, well drained, .with a little

sandy loam at the bottom, and then filled with drift road sand.
The best cuttings now are small firm side shoots, from 2 to 3 or
t inches in length, that can be slipped oft close to the older

wood, and cut there with a sharp knife. Whether one or two
joints, or young shoots, on this older piece be left, it is im-
portant that no leaves of any large size should remain. On
such older wood wo have even nipped out the point of the
young shoot, and trusted to the incipient buds that were sure
to come from the base. These cuttings of tlder wood should
be inserted for most of their length in the sand, leaving only a

bud or two above ground. When the young shoots of the

current year's growth were more advanced than the pruniugs
we have just taken, such as would be found in many established
Eoses, we have often struck the young shoots of the present
spring, wl'.en they wer-i from o i'> raTuer less ih^u 1 in'.;}i^3 in

length. But these were treated dill'ereutiy. The young shoots
were slipped oS from last yeir'.-i wood, with a little heel of the
older wood at the bas^. That was neatly dressed, and all the

leaves cut off clean from the young shoot, except the small ones
at the point. The cuttings were then put into similar pots, and
in silver sand, but planted as shallow as they could be, so as to

be firm. They were generally set in the hotbed, and then were
plunged in a few days. Damp aud confined air were the chief

evils to be guarded against, and that was most easily done by
giving a little air to the frame or bed, night and day, tsking it

away only when the sun shone brightly, and shading or sprink-

ling them to prevent a cutting flagging. With attention to

these matters of detail, Eose cuttings even now may soon be
made into Eose plants. For the time, however, they would be

better of being placed in a very mild heat for ten days or a

fortnight, and of being removed into a brisker heat afterwards.

One of the surest means to cause a failure is to keep them in a

close, warm atmosphere at night. A quarter of an inch of an
air-openiug at the top of the sash or box will often make all the
difference between failure and success.

Pu'rmanfnt Edpirtfis for Fhncer Bed-^.—We have commenced
with these, and will try to finish them in a few day.s. Bat for

a stress of work they ought to have been done earlier. For
instance, we shtill have some long lines of Cerastium where it

was last year, and it has stood the winter well. We were half

inclined to out it in on each side and let it stand, but several

times we have been annoyed with blanks at the wrong time
when we have thus acted. We preferred lifting the edging,

taking a spit out where it stood, placing that on the border, and

replacing it with well-aired pulverised aoil from the bed or

I

border, and then breaking up tlin old plants into pieces with

I

roots, and planting the row afreKli and rather thickly. We
have never fnilcd to form a fresh, regular, uniform row by this

;

plan, and it is sure to bo broad enough btf ire the season is

over. When thus replanted, aud so late, it wants bat little

trimming during the se;iEon.

Ti'itpirani Untlii'ils.^'We were pressed for a place for for-

warding some small plant^, and in which to sow a lot of tender
and half-hardy annual.<. We had some frames over Potatoes

;
that had been several times fingered over, but still too good to
be trusted to the weather; the frames aud glass were taken

!
off, a rail placed back and front on pota, and wattled hurdles

;

laid over at night. A layer of long litter was used as a foun-
dation, next a layer of short grass as hot as it could be, then
a layer of litter to keep the heat down, and, lastly, (i inches of

,

leaves and old hotbed dung on the surface, and a few inches of

dry ashes. For a temporary sweet hotbed no'hing could be

i

better, and by the time the Potatoes, itc, are gone, and fresh
beds made in their place for other subjects, the frames can bs
lifted back again. Fur suoh purposes light frames are in-

valuable ; they are so easily miived. A few weeks inside of

,

such a frame make all the difference between early and late

,
Celery, aud as st.ated last week, hall-hardy annuals thus helped
and gradually hardened-off, are liable to fewer casualties than

!
if sown earlier. We thus often make beds and fill them in a
few hours, without any previous preparation of the materials.

The main point is the thickness of the sweet surfacing.

j

Moi-iiiff licdiKiit] Plants.—The Calceolarias moved into earth

pits lately, are growing remarkably well, and are mostly ex-

j

posed during the diy. There need be no hurry in finally trans-

I

planting such plants, as they will lift with balls, aud scarcely

. feel the moving. We have been obliged to dig out Celery

trenches to have our plants moved into them. We lately

;
stated that we put great numbers of bedding Pelargoniums into

:
pieces of turf, and set them on the Vine borders. Many of

' these we have moved into earth pits and Celery trenches, as

i
the turf is fall of roots, and the yonug healthy fibres are

hanging all round it like a wig. We moved a lot of the most
forwaril, because the loss of these roots, if they run freely into

the dung and leaves, would cause the plants to suffer when
finally transplanted. We think of moving a lot more of the

Pelargfiuium tribe, which will bo ia fine condition for planting

in about a month, and we shall do little in the way of final

planting before that time. With good plants not curbed in

pots, but growing freely in the prepared ground, and a well-

aired, heated soil to turn them into, a few weeks later in plant-

ing will be more than made up for in growth and bloom.—E. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—Arnir. 28.

We h.ivo but a dull traile tor ro-jRli wiuicr vcgotiililes, but good Broccoli

nnd spring CabbaRes are in lair request. Imports nre heavy, and comprise

tho usuul assortmeut. &mong hothouse fruits are Peaclms and Figs,

both ul which are very good. Large Btoclia ol old Potatoes of iaferiar

quality remain on hand, the demand being very slow. Gooa samples
still commnod from lOOs. to 120s. per ton.

Apples ^ii sievo a to 4
Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush. 10 16
Currants .... >2 sieve 00 00

Black do. 9
Fig.s doz. 15 'J4

Filberts lb. .0

Cobs lb. 10 16
Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes,l£othouse..lb. 10 12

Lemons 100 4 8

FRniT.
d

Melons... each 2
Noctiirines doz.

Oranges 100 4
Peaches doz. 30

Pears (desaort) . . doz.

Pine Apples lb. S
Plums )i sievo

Quiucea doz.

Raspberries lb.

Strawberries oz. 1

Walnuts bnsh. 10

do 100 1

d. 8.

Ota 5

12
42
9
18

O
O

VEGETiBLES.

Artichokes doz. 3
Aspai-agiis 100 5

Beans, Kidney .. hd. 2
Beet, Red doz. 2
Broccoli bundle 1

Brus. Sprouts }^ sieve
Cabbage doz. 1

Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Caulitloner doz. S
Celery bundle 1

Cncumi)era each
Endive dnz. 2
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish ..bundle S

d. s.

OloO
8

Leeks bunch (1

Lettuce score 1

Mushrooms pottle 1

Mnstd.S Cross,punuet
Onions bushel 12

I
Parsley sieve 8

2 ,
,0

j

Parsnips doz.

Peas quart 6
Potatoes bushel 4

I

Kidney do. 4

i

Radishes doz.bunches 1

Rhubarb bundle
Sea-kale basket 2
Rhallota lb.

Spinach bushel 2
Tomatoes , doe. 1

Tumipa JionoU B.

d. 8. d
4ta0 6

3
1

2
14
4
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
•. We reijiiest (hat no one will write piivately to the depart-

mentiil wiittrsof the "Jourfial of lluiliciiliiiri', OoUsge
GarJeuer, anJ Cuuutiy Gfeulieniau." By bo doing llity
are eul.jected to unjusiiUaljle trouble auu expense. All
commuQicatiuns i-liuuld therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of lIoiticullHre, ifc, 171, 1'lccl

Street, London, K.C.
We also request that corresponJonls will not luii up on the

fame sheet qusBt:on» lel^iling to Gardening and those on
K'ultry and Bee subjects, it -.h^y exptct to get ihtm au-
twered promptly and cuuvcnieni)y, tut write them en
separate commuLiuaiions. Also never to send mure than
tsvo or three questions at on«e.

H.C—Many questioca mast remain unanswered until next
week.

Mildew on Hoses (W. J. V. 11:).—" It is fiiiucult to prescriiie -ftithout
eeciny tlie i>:ilieiit3 and kiiuwiny laoro circumstances i linn aro usually
comniuuicated. rjildow, or more propeily v.hito luugus, may proceed
from the roots througti (ho ciicnliitiou ; or it m^iy bo deposited on the
leaves from without. I tliiuk rotten v.ood and fre;-li horse mnnure placed
nejt tlie roots may bo conducive to mibleiv through the circulation. Still
weather is favourable to its development. The spores are s-.lways in
existence and ready to devo ope themselves on suitable leaves ia suitable
weather. I lost last year a noble wall-tree of Triomphe rte Kenrics, 12 feet
high, by mildew. From head to foot, as soon as a leal appeared, it was
white as snow. I determined to strip the tree of leaves, for an experi-
ment, as often as the mildew appeared, hut the noble tree died in the
middle of summer. I believe the mildew proceeded from the roots. It
mildew is from without, you had better try S oas ol blue vitriol dissolvedm hot water, and then added to three gBllons of cold water. Probably
this, if the tree bo w^ell syringed with it, msy stop it. I advise rosariaus
to kill at onco aphides, and also remove leaves that bavo Ijlutches of
orange fungus. By timely attention to this it is suiprisiog how much
annoyance is escaped.—W.F. lUDcr-VFi-E."

Makj.chal Niel Kobe not Floweking (T.),—" Take up your Mariehal
JJ^el Rose from the open border and plant it against a soutU wall. It is a
Cloth of Gold. When you plant it against the wall sink under its roots
somo cobbles to insure free drainage. Then covertlio roots with one third
each of loam, ashes, and decayed in:;nuro. It wants littlo or no pruning.
I bought a number of plants ; four of them grew like Poplars and will
soon bloom finely, some I gave away, and the others, though treated in
the same way, made no growth at all.—W. V. K.idclyffe.''

CoKTRiBCTioNs (C. /fO'.iiiev).—Wc Shall readily receive any communi-
cations from you, and there will be no charge.

Tacsonia Van-Volxemi (Comet).—11 was introduced into Belgium in
1858, by M. Van-Volxem, who found it in a garden at Bogota.
Ekadicatikg Daisies {A. It. i/.).—There is no other mode than em-

ploying women armed ivith knives, to scoop out each plant; tho knives
should be thrust down to the extremities ol the roots. A little earth to
hit up the cavities thus made in the turf, and a spiinUling of Sucklini;
seed on the surface of the earth, will bo a speedy ana efieclive proceeding.
SlopprNG CaRYSAKTHEMDJiS (St. B,i(iUl'.—YoKr plants are already too

tall without being stopped. Wo should stop or take oil' their tops at
6 inches now, and you may continue to stop Ihein until July, removing
all suckers as they appear, and training the plants with a single stem.
CoaposT FOR Mignonette (Mem).—Two-thirds light fibrous loam, and

one-third leaf mould or old cow dung, with a free admixture of silver
sand, will grow it in pots well. The compost should be torn in pieces
with the hand, and made rather fine bnt not sifted. Provide good drain-
age, and to keep tho soil open, one-sixth of charcoal in pieces from the
size of a pi a up to that of a hazel nut may be added.
Flower G.irden Planting (A Parson's IFiYf).— Either aiTangement

would look well, but we decidedly prefer No. 1. (C. J. Anchy).—Vle
think your planting good.

Drops Round Vine Leaves (H. A. J3.).—Tfc heavy dewdrops hanging
on the points of the leaves of the Black Alicante Vino aro a good
sign rather than otherwise, proving, first, that the Vine is robust and
healthy

; and secondly, that yon have a moist atmosphere in the honse,
and thus tho small points of the leaf becoming-cold, condense the mois-
ture in tho atmosphere. It will not remain on tho leaf until midday
generally, if you give air early in the morning.
Vine Laterals Irregular (iJt-orfcr) — If you are very particular in

having the spurs on your Vine short, regular, and alternate—first on one
™j ""* tben on the other—a bud or graft could be placed on the faulty
side before the sap rises. Provided there are plenty of buds or spurs,
we consider it of little importance, as tho young shoot can easily, if carc-
Jully done, be trained on eithL-r side of the main stew. F'or regularity,
you may leave shoots that do not show fruit ; ihey will most likely do sowhen cut back in the following year, but let them grow four or live joints
before stopping them, instiad of one or two. 'We generally nip out the
points of btaring side shoots at a couple of joints beyond tho bunch

;tins causes less stoppage to growth than taking more away at a future
time. We merely nip out tho terminal bud.
Insects on Peach Trees (F. lUl.-The little insects of which you

lound a considerable number on your Peach ireesaro a minute species
of false scorpions (Obisium sp.), they feed upon still more minute insects
and are consequently beneficial to the trees rather than otherwise.-W.
Destroying Plantain (I. N. C. /.).—There is no other mode of de-

stroying the Plantain in your field than by uprooting each with a spud •

and the spud should bo thrnst in deep. Two or thiee women would soon
eiear an acre.

Renovating Sea-kale Beds (If. H.).—We should think the bed worn
out, and advise a new bed being made. You may divide the crowns if
too thick and too high above ground, planting them afresh, but they
would not sncceed so well as young plants, which we would plant next
February or March, leaving the old stools as they are, to give you a

supply next yeir. and when the crop in cut destroy them. The gronnd
for tho new plautatsim should ^o dug or trenched 'J fee*, deep, and woU
pulverised, mixicg witli it a large proportion of well-rottcil manure,
leaf mo!ild, and sand, adding the last very libtrallv if the soil ia at aii
heavy. If hot dnnij or litter his not been used for bbiuching, the
gniuud of the old plnntatioa shoaM bo manured in spiing alter the crop
has been cut and tho Manching material removed, poiuting it neatly in
with a fork

; but if dung is used for fovciog it will only bo necessatv to
remove the strawy p»rt, pointing the rest neatly in with a fork. A sprinli-

1°^ V; f"''
"""^ '" Si''"'n when the ground is pointed over. The plants

shou d be allowed to gi-owaa freolvas thev will during summer, eucour.!B-
ing then- with plentiful sniiniies o: lionid manure ; bat the flower stalks
s'lould be removed as .«oou as they api)e::r, cutliua them i.tf to tbe lowest
lea-ves.

MEr.oNS
( ).—Tlie middle or end of May is ns soon as we expect to.,

cut Melons from dung (i-ames. The cold weather of M-'.rcb would retard
the growth of the plants for a fortnight or three weeks ; hut so much
depends on circumstances. Unit it is difficult to state correctly when
Melons may be expected from dung licds. Full instructions for Melou
culture were given in vols. G, 7, and «, New Scries.

Remctikg A6PARACU.5 AT JIinsuj!:;ir.H (A Co::,t<inl j;.-n,,Vri.—.isparafins
may bo safely removed st midsaninier, if taken up cavefullv with as much
soil as possible about tho roots. These should not he exposed to sun and
air more than is unsvoidub'e. Afler planting give a good watering, and
continue to water in dry weather til! tbe end of August.
BcDDixo THE Apple, Plum, Cheery, .\pricot, ani. Pear (J. n. D.).

—They sho-jld bo budded at the end of Jtiuc or beginning of July, when
the buds are well formed in tbe axils of the loaves, and tho sop runs
freely. Tho operation is performed in the same war os tho budding ot
Roses, bnt on the main stem at tho height required. 'Tho stocks planted
in January may bo budded this year, and if tbe buds Jail, graited next
spring.

Select Dahlias (Idem).—Show : Eoval Robo, Paradise Williams,
Fanny Pui ck.i.so, Beauty of Hilpertou, Madgo Wildfire, George Wheeler,
Lord Lyon. Vice-President, Waxwork, Starlight, Vanguard, Princess of
Wales. Lord Dundreary, Criterion, Herbert, l-'lossv Gill, Clara Simons,
Harriet Tetterell, James Backhouse, Ladv Jano' Eliis, Stella Colas,
Beacon, and John Sladden. Fancy: Butterfly, Mrs. Charles Koan,
Startler, Peeress, Nora Crcina, John Salter, Flambeau, Bessie Wyott,
airs. Godwin, Magpie, Gem, and Pluto.

Select Verbena9 (Kem>.—Lady Broughton, Velvet Mantle, SliaUee-
peare, Constance, Interesting, llisi Turner, Iteine des Roses, La Grand
Boule de Neige, Mrs. Dcau, Attraction, Champion, and Harry Law.
M.wagemekt of Vines in Pots (If. ,r.).—The shoots .should bo stopped

at tho leaf above the fruit, and the laterals oupht to be pinched at tho
first leaf, or if tho Vines have not enough of foliage stop them at the se-
cond leaf, and then to one leaf or joint attcrwMds. Tho best top-dress-
ing for Vines in pots or borders is equal quantities of loam from a pasture
pared off an inch thick, and sheep droppings, or horse droppings free of
straw, laid up for three months, and chopped up. adding one-fourth half-
inch bones, one-sixLh calcined oyster shells, and one-sixth charcoal, tho
whole well mixe 1. You may use instead, loam, cow duug, and hotbed
manure in equal parts, and top-dress therewith onco a month after the
Vines are in leaf, until the berries attain thcirfuU sizopicvious to chang-
ing colour A good manure for placing in tho evaporation troughs is
formed of gnano, 4 lbs to 20 gallons nf water, and if used for sprinkUngthe
paths, 4 lbs. to 30 gallons will be sufficiently strong.

Mandevilla suaveolens (Hfm). — We do not think vour teeuling
SOinches high will flower this year. Encourage its gcowtli so as to form
a good plant, and it will no doubt reward you well next year. It is one
of the best greenhouse climbers.

LiLiuM LONoirLonuji Culture (D. JT.).-The only plan that we know
to obtain more bloom is to remove tho offsets in October, and pot none
bnt the largest bulbs, disturbing them as little as possible. Pot the off-
sets singly or two or three ia a put, and select tho stronjtest every autumn.
The treatment does not difl'er materially f.-omtbat of other Liliums, only
in pottiug, the bulbs should nut be disturbed more than can be helped,
and the soil ought, not to be aUowed to become dry at anv time. Keep tbe
bulbs cool in winter.

Peach Trees in House Unfrhitfol (Edge Hill).—One thing seems
to militate against your theory of impure and smoky air preventing your
Peach trees fruiting, and that is the healthy appearance of the trees, and
their freedom from all insects last season. V/here, as you sny, the Rose
will not live in smoke, we have found Peach trees insect-infested. Wo
were thinking thtit the trees might be too robust to have their wood well
ripened, but that idea is dispelled by the fact that they bad been re-
planted only two ye-i.rs ago. Is it possible that the trees might have
been over-dressed with the composition in autnmn V If not, then under
the circumstances, and especially as the trees have not been fruitful for
years, we must attribute it to the gas, smoke, &c., of the locality. If so,
the only remedy we can think of, is to have good large ventilators, and
cover these ventilators with close-wove woollen netting, or rather open
muslin, washing them as they become dirty, so as to let air in and keep
soot out. We know that such soot will clog up the anthers. When we
were in London, we could have plenty of Pear blossom, but scarcely any
fruit, but we obtained good crops of Apples, and the reason seemed to UB
to bo, that the Apples bloomed later when the air was less smoky. We
could grow stove plants better than greenhouse plants, because less air
was admitted. Try sitting the air.

Saving Caeeaoe Seed (Hob Hoy).— It is usual to sow the seed now.
plant out the young plants when large enough, and allow them to seed in
the following year, which is to all intents the treatment of biennials
—sown this year they flower and seed the next. Some cut off the heart
or Cabbage and transplant, and some sow in August, plant out in spring,
cut the heart or Cabbage in the ordinary way, and transplant in antumn,
allowing the plants to run to seed. Our opinion ia that the former is as
good a plan as the latter, but we defer to the opinion of seed-growers, who
have very obvious reasons for keeping up a supply of tho true stock. We
should be obliged by tho opinions of others on tho subject. Couve
Tronchuda should be treated in the tame way, but requires a warm situa-
tion.—G. A,

Scotch Kale (Corre4pondent).~'Vle do not know any Highlander wlio
would supply seed.
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SOAPSCDB (An Amateur).—'Vnn may apply soapsudfl to all tlie plants

Ton imwo, Imt it Boda is liirRcly uaed in washioi/ yon must ba oiirolul not

to RiTO tho lieiuld too strouf!, nor too olton. It would bo woll to dilute II,

i{ vory etrons. with twioo tlio unantity at rain or poud water.

SowiNO Hekt for Deoohativb Pcri-oskb (Wfm).— No timo onRlit to bo

lost in puttiuK in tlio sooJ, but wo have sown it up to Die J3tlioI May,

and bad Uno plautn.

CnAHLES I.EFEuvKB Uo"E (Tdfm).—lt ia of viRorous habit, and is otber-

wiBo with you from want of manure. Manure it woll, aud wator it frouly

in dry woatlier.

Vehbena C0TTINO9 (Wem).—The cuttiuga in boxes may be kept after

this timo under a. shod whoro there is plenty of li^ht, but tboy would do

bettor in a warm, sheltered situation, affording protection from troet at

niKht.
Liquid Manuee (Mrm).—You may prepare liciniJ manure as yon

propciso by pouring water over the horse liroppiuRS, letting tho wliole

stand overniglit. A peek of hcrse droppings will mako thirty gallons of

liquid mnnuro, whicti need not lio strained for out-door watering, it is

deciirsble to btrain it for plants in pola for tho s.il;o of appearance.

DKaxEOTluo WooDLica f^ London Subacriber),—We know of no bbtter

moans of trapping woodlico tlian the potato baits— a boiled potato

wrapped loosely in a little hay, being placed at the bottom of a small

flower pot, and the pot put on its side at night in the places which tho

woodlice frequent. In tho morning shake the woodlice into boiling

vrator. This persisted in will completely keep them under.

Black Cdbeant Boshes on Sandstone iSiuacx).—We do not cousiUer

tho climate the cause of failure, at leant we should not give up their

cultivation without first trying liberal dressings of manure, as wo con-

sider tho failure arises from the hot dry soil, and Black Currants like

moist soil. The use of the cultivator should at once be stayed, content-

ingyourself with the removal of the weeds. Give a good top-dressing of

manure now, cover it lightly with soil to prevent its drying, and water as

much as you can, giving liquid manure during dry weather. In autumn
again manure, not pointing over tho soil about tho bushes, as that could

not be done without inj ury to the roots. In spring repeat the top-dressing

of the maunre, and water in dry weather. We think you will thus net

only secure better growth, bnt plenty of fruit. The less the soil is dis-

turbed about the plants the better, but keep down the weeds.

Temperature of Water for Syringing (W. K., Augrnering],— You
may use the water when it is 6' colder than the atmosphere. This, we
presume, is the case during tho morning and evening. Gould you not

have a shallower vessel, holding enough for one syringing, placed so that

it would have a better chance of being heated b> the sun's rays to a tempe-

rature approaching that of the houso? For watering, the temperatnro

of tho wator ehould be etiual to tho moan of the house, and for such a

purpose you may safely use the water from tho tank.

Grapes and Fioh for Out-doou Gultcue lldein).—ln addition tOg

Espiran and Koyal Muscadine (irapos.yow niayhave Black Cluster, Early

Saumur Frontignaii, Karly White Malvasia, Onmbridge Botanic Garden,

Ingram's Hardy Iholiflc Muscat, Early Malingrc, and Pitmnston White
Cluster. Tlio Grape you sec on farmhouses reBcuibling tho Black Cluster,

if probably Miller's Burgundy, tif Figs, grow Brown Turkey, Early

Violet, White Marseilles, and Brunswick. The Black, Brown, and Whito
Ischia Figs are in the catiilogue of tho nurseryman you name. There is

a seedling Orapo with a Frontignan flavour, roised by Mr. Standiata,

romarkablo for its earliness. It is woll worth a trial in the open air, but
wo do not know the name of it.

Black Paint for Hot-water Pipes (E. A. ,).).—Use lamp black,

brought to tho consistency of paint by mixing it with boiled linseed oil.

The pipes shoold be made c|uito hot and then be coated over with the paint,

keeping them hot until it beeomei dry, when tho smell will pass away

;

but it the pipes aro coated over when cold, however well the paiiit dries,

when they become hot an ofTensive and injurious vapour will bo given otl.

Two coats are necessary ; the second should be put on when tho first be-

comes dry. The paint should be woll brushed into every part of tho pipes.

FcNQCs AND FuNoi (An Old Stib!cribeT).—T:he first is tho singular and

tho second the plural.

Names of Plants (T. Jfarrfll).—What tho man calls Princess

AmeUa," is the Fritillarj', one of our native plants, sometimes called

Chequered Daffodil or Chequered Tulip, Fritilhira meleagris. [Conalant

Render).— 'i, Dielytra spectabilis ; 2, Deutzia gracilis ; 8, Stacbys lanata.

(M. Bcbbletliwmtf).—Oawan!i pectinata, also called Euryops pectinatus.

(J. C, Bromlty).— 1, Nephrodium decompositum var. ; J, Davallia pcnta-

phyllo. (H. J.).—'i, Nephrolepis cordifolia ; 8, Phym.atodos vulgaris;

4, Polypodinm h.riceum ; 5, Selaginella, probably S, rnbricanlis ; 6, Sela-

ginella Kraussiana (S. hortcnsis of gardens) ; 7, Orobus vernus; 9, A^bis
lucida, fol. aureis variegatis ; 10, Nemophila atomaria. (A. B.).—Boia

your fronds appear to us to be from Adiantum hispidulum, one being a

barren, the other a fertile frond. (0. G.).— l,Aloe striata vanegataj

a, Oasteria verrucosa. (11. A. B.).—!, Genista racemosa; '2, Cineraria

maritima; 3, Farfugium grando; 4, Matthiola tristis. (G. .S.).—Yont

Primuhi appears to us to be a small-flowered form of P. cortusoides.

(IT. D. .4.).—Amelanchier canadensis, (ryro).—Populus tremula.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS iti the Suburba of London for the week ending AprU 2rth.
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good specnlation for an artist to try, for 1 know many who
wonld like their rooms famished with first-class pictures of
poultry. I think if the trial were made at such shows ae
Birmingham and Manchester it would be found that euccessful
exhibitors would be quite satisfied with a choice painting ; and
the example would be followed at other shows.—B. H. D.

EGG PRODUCE.
"C. B., Warnngton," in The Jodknal of Hop.ticwlidm; ,

of the 8th of April details his egg produce, and of course pre-
sumes it to be something uncommon by doing so, if I may
judge him by myself ; but I differ from him from experience.
Thirty hens in the long month of March produced him 466 eggs ;

eight hens in the short month of February produced me
160 eggs ; multiply by 3, and my twenty-four hens would beat
his thirty by fourteen eggs. My eight hens are four Buff
Cochins, two Brahmas, two Dorkings, and one Houdan.—A.
WXNNE.

PET PIGEONS.
Pigeons were my first pets ; Pigeons are pets with me still.

Thirty years ago my first pair were bought for 6(/. Sixpence
would buy a pair of common Pigeons yet. My fiist Pigeons
were red with pure white heads ; a year or less proved them to
be both cocks, but, as my principal school companion had a
pair both hens, we made an exchange, and were both suited.

The hen I obtained in exchange was blue with a white head,
and feathered on the legs and toes. Bigger boys than I at that
time said that Pigeons with feathery legs would rot the egf?s,

but that was not my experience. My pair were noble breeders—we used to reckon on a pair a-month. But Pigeons sit seven-
teen days, and although they had a nest again in a fortnight,
yet five weeks would be about the proper time, and nine or ten
pairs of young throughout the year. Certain it is they bred
lor years the whole year round, except for a month or so about
August. They always produced two young ones at a time, and
never failed to rear them. The hen was a great pet, and would
peck from my hand without fear. She soon learnt her mate to
feed from the hand too, but he was long a little more shy. At
length they became so tame that they would come to me any-
where at my call, and would teed from my mouth or pocket, or
wherever I presented the food to them. They used to accom-
pany me 200 or 300 yards as I set off to school—one sat on
each shoulder, and 1 often fed them from my month on the
cake and cheese that I had stored for my own dinner. When
I returned at night I used to call " Pease " when I came in
Bight, and off they flew, or at least one of them, for there was
constantly one on the nest, and perched on my shoulder or
head, and I fed the bird with the crumbs I had saved on
purpose.

That pair of mine, I remember, were great feeders. At one
meal they would pick up as many raw beans as I could lift

with my " gowpens " (two hands together half open and side
by side) from the horses' bin. They were very fond of beans
and peas, or oaten cake. The hen was the pluckiest, too, for

whenever I threw down food she jumped right to the middle of
it, and, with outspread wings, went round and round, and tried

to keep hens, and Ducks, and Pigeons from taking a particle
till she was gorged ; even her own mate was served in the same
way—self, and nothing but self, seemed predominant with her
till satiated. She defended her nest nobly too, for with bill

and wings she strove to drive off every intruder. Her pertness
was at last the means of hastening her death, for one wintry
«nowy morning, while gathering food amongst the horses' feet
in the stable, she had slipped beneath one of the horses' feet,

and thus was crushed to death. The cock reared the young
ones then in the nest, and flew about for some years after.

At length he wandered to a neighbouring village and brought
therefrom another wife, but the owner would have his own,
and of course took it away time after time. But the old cock
still persisted in decoying the unmated hen, and by-and-by his
constancy in wooing cost him his life, for the owner of the
hen, provoked beyond measure, took a gun and shot him while
out a-wooing, after having been in my possession some eight
or ten years. This was the last of my first pets.

—

Midland
Squire.

RABBITS DYING YOUNG.
I THOconi before I saw your answer to my question that I

bad discovered a clue to the mystery. Another Utter died

with exactly the same symptoms as I described before, and
by comparing the two cases I came to the conclusion that the
disaster was owing to putting the mother to the buck too soon
after littering, as in both cases I did so a fortnight after kind-
ling. What makes me think so is that the symptoms appeared
in both cases the very next day after her visit to the buck.
Could this have any effect on the milk? My own judgment
would have directed me to leafe the doc in peace till her young
were weaned, and I should have acted so had I not seen it

directed to do as I did. I shall not try it again till the young
are at least a month old.

—

Cunicolws.

MANAGEMENT OF CAGED LARKS.
ToDR correspondent, " A Const.\nt Eeader," will find the

following treatment of service in bringing the "spring bird"
—that is, a caught lark, into prime condition.
The cage should be 15 inches long by 10 inches broad and

10 high, and the top covered with black or brown muslin, to
prevent the bird injuring his skull when he flies against the
top. Six inches in length of the bottom of the cage should be
covered to the full breadth with a piece of white clover turf, to
be changed, if possible, twice or thrice a-week, the oftener the
better, and the rest of the floor of the cage must be covered
with fine river sand. Let the cage hang in a quiet side of the
room well exposed to the light, and near the ceiling, or at least

above the level of the eye.
The staple food should be made as follows—namely, 1 lb. of

pea meal, the whole of two eggs, 4 oza. of lard, and 1 oz. of

honey. Place the whole in a saucepan over a slow fire, and
keep stirring sharply till it present a slightly browned appear-
ance, being careful not to burn it. This paste can be kept for

a long time by tying it up in a bladder. To one table-spoonful
of the paste add one large tea-spoonful of hard-boiled buUock's
liver grated fine, and one tea-spoonful of crushed hempseed.
Should the bird prove steady on this food he may be further
" sprung " with a little of " the singing diet," prepared as

follows :—Take the yolk of one egg, the same weight of boiled

sheep's heart minced, and a little flour ; mix well, tie up in

a cloth, and boil for a quarter of an hour. To ft small piece of

this add a little poppy seed, or malt and lettuce seed, and give

the size of a small hazel nut with two or three meal worms
daily, and a few small, plump, white oata thrown loosely on
the bottom of the cage.^E. Hctton.

BEES IN BORNEO AND TIMOR.
Having recently perused Mr. Spencer St. John's very in-

teresting work on Borneo, published in 18G'2, under the title of

"Life in the Forests of the Far East," I have made notes of

several passages relating to the apian aborigines of that mag-
nificent tropical island ;

—

Speaking of the agricultural pursuits of the " Sea Dayaks,"
Mr. St. John says—" They obtain beeswax from the nests built

on the tapang tree, and climb the loftiest heights in search of

it, upon small sticks which they drive as they advance up the

noble stem that rises above 100 feet free of branches, and
whoje girth varies from 15 to 25 feet. Once these pegs are

driven in, their outer ends are connected by a stout rattan,

which, with the tree, forms a kind of ladder. It requires cool

and dehberate courage to take a bee hive at so great an ele-

vation, where, in case of being attacked by the bees, the almost

naked man would fall and be dashed to atoms. They depend
upon the flambeaux they carry up with them, as, when the

man disturbs the hive, the sparks falling from it cause, it is.

said, the bees to fly down in chase of them, instead of attack-

ing their real enemy, who then takes the hive and lowers it

down by a rattan string. The bees escape unhurt. This plan

does not appear to be as safe as that pursued by the Pakatan
Dayaks, who kindle a large fire under the trees, and, throwing
green branches upon it, raise so stifling a smoke that the bees

rush forth, and the man ascending takes their nest in safety.

Both these operations are generally conducted at night, al-

though the second might be, I imagine, practised in safety

during the day."

With regard to the " Land Dayaks " it is stated, that " To
the left of the Sirambau are some very fiue tapang trees, in

which the bees generally build their nests ; they are considered

private property, and a Dayak from a neighbouring tribe ven-

turing to help himself of this apparently wild honey and wax
wonld be punished for theft." This is the first hint that is
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given of bees being considered in any respect as privato pro-

perty, but the following passage would seem to indicata that

the domestication of the honey-bee is not altogether unknown
in the island;—"During the Light, our rest waa much dis-

turbed by bees, who stung us several timta, and Mr. Low,
with that aoutenesB which never deserts him in ;»11 ([uestions

of natural history, pronouuoed them to be the ' tame ' bees,

the same as ho had last seen thirteen yeaij ogo among the

Senah Dayaks, in Sarawak. About midnight wa were vijitcd

by a big fellow, who, our guides assured us, wanted to pilfer
;

but we found next morning that he had come to complain of

his hives having been plundered. On inquiry, we discovered

the man who had done the deed. He was lined three times

the value of the damage, aud the amount handed over to (he

owner."
During one of his adventurous expeditions up the river Lim-

bing, Mr. St. .lohn found a Prtkdtan named Japer, who accom-
panied him, a storehouse of information. He had a thorough
faith iu ghosts and spirits, and told of " many an adventure
with them ; of the Antus who caused the death of the wax-
hunters, by pushing them off the mengiris or tapang tree.

When the unfortunate men, from inefficient preparations, as

their companions not keeping up a great fire under the trees to

stupefy the bees, are so stung as to let go their hold, the

natural explanation is never taken ; they fly to their super-

stitions. Japer's nephew saw one of these tapang ghosts, aud
manat'ed to keep his eye upon him and prevent him pushing
hitn off ; he came down without accident, but without any
wax. I suggested that he invented the ghost to sxouse his

timidity, which Japer thought probable. To-day we passed

one of these lofty trees bearing above twenty bees' nests,

among them four old ones white with wax.' As the country
\3 full of tapaugs, in which alone do the bees build their nests,

the stories of the great amount of wax formerly procured in

this district may be true. Wliy do the houey bees generally

build on one particular tree? Its being the finest in the forest

is no good reason
;
perhaps there is something enticing in the

ba:k. I say ' generally,' because, though I have never seen
their nests on other trees, yet I have often come across them
in the crevices of rocks." In a subsequent part of his journal

of the same expedition, our author says—" I never was in such
a country for bees; they everywhere swarm in the most dis-

agreeable manner, and ants and other insects are equally nu-
merous." When on their return and nearly starved, the party

had " a very happy find, for while passing under a fine tapang
tree we noticed the remains of a bees' nest scattered about,

and every particle was eagerly appropriated. From the marks
around it appeared as if a bear had climbed this lofty tree and
torn down the nest to be devoured by its young below, as there

were numerous tracks of the smaller animals around, but
whether the comb had been sucked by the bears or not was
very immaterial to our men, who rejoiced in securing the little

honey still clinging to it."

The party appears only once to have fallen foul of a hornet's

nest. The encounter and its results are thus described ;
—" It

was in following the bed of the Rawan that I was stung.
Notice was given by the guide to leave the direct path, and we
all did ; but I suppose some one disturbed the hornets, as they
attacked me with a ferocity that appears incredible ; many flew

at me, but two fixed ou my arms and stung me through my
double clothing. They poised themselves a moment in the
air, and then came on with a rush which it was impossible to

avoid. The pain was acute, but I saved ny face. I tuml hd
down the steep bank in a moment, and, throwing aside rifle

and ammunition, plunged up to my eyes in a pool until the

buzzing ceased and the hornets had returned to their nests.

Some of my men were also stung; they squeezed a little

tobacco juice on the wounds, and they say they felt no farther

ineonvenienea. I tried it about an hour afterwards, bnt it did
me no good. I had no idea that the sting of this insect was
so severe ; my right arm swelled up to double its natural siz»

and was acutely painful ; now, on the second day, it is much
lass so, but as the swelling continues it is impossible to use it

much."
That wild bees are exceedingly abundant in the forests and

jungles of Borneo may be inferred from the foregoing passages,
as well as from the numerous references to parllei of nativs
•' wax-hunters " which occur in almost every chapter of the
work. Although no clue is given by Mr. St. John to tha
"identity of the Bornean honey bee, or any information as to

* More probably n^w ones.—A Dbtonsoibs Bai-KUPBii.

the manner in which it builds its nest, I am enabled in some
measure to supply the deficiency from other sourcos.
Some half dozen years ago I received from Mr. Charles

Darwin, the distinguished naturalist, a few specimens of be«s
named Apis teetacea (Smith), together with two pieces of
their comb. Although these had been brought by Mr. Alfred
K. Wallace, the celebrated traveller and author of " The Malay
Archipelago," just published, from the island of Timor in the
Eastern Archipelago, I believe them to be the same as those
which are indigenous in Borneo, so that there appears little

reason to doubt that these are the bees referred to by Mr. St.

.Tohn. On examination I found them half as long again as
Apis mellitica, and their brood comb proportionably tliicker.

Thsy were, in fact, a variety of the magnificent Apis dorsata,

which is described as flourishing abundantly throughout the
great Indian peninsula, from Cape Comorin to the Himalayas,
as well as in Ceylon.

Mr. Darwin subsequently introduced me to Mr. Wallace, to

whom I am indebted for the following particulars ;
—" In

Borneo and Timor the wax forms an important article of com-
merce. The combs hang on the under side of horizontal limbs
of lofty trees, often lOU feet from the ground.

I have seen three together as above, and they are often
4 feet in diameter. The natives of Timor I have seen take
them. They climb up a tree carrying a smoke torch made of

a split creeper bound up in palm leaves, and hanging by a
rope from their waist. They cover up their body and hair
carefully, but their arms and legs are bare. The smoke di-

rected on the comb makes the bees fly off in a cloud as the
man approaches. He sweeps off the remainder with his hand
and then cuts off the comb with a large knife, and lets it down
to his companions below by a thin cord. He is all the time
surrounded by a cloud of bees, and though the smoke no doubt
partly stupefies them, he must be severely stung. While look-
ing on from a considerable distance a few came down and at-

tacked me, and I did not get rid of them till I was half a mile
from the place and had caught them all, one by one, in my
insect-net. The sting is very severe. I should imagine that
in Timor the dry season answers to our winter, as the drought
is very severe, and much of the foliage is deciduous. Euca-
lypti are the most common trees, and their flowers I suspect
supply the bees with their honey. In Borneo combs are placed
in a somewhat similar manner, perhaps formed by the same
species. The only bee I have seen domesticated in the Ejst
is one at Malacca ; the natives hang up bamboos and hollow
logs for it ; but it is, I believe, not a true Apis, as it makes
clusters of large oval cells of black wax."

I may add that the Timor bee was named Aois testacea on
account of its colour, which is very light, and is, in fact, the
only point in which it differs from Apis dorsata. When some
years ago I compared the specimens in the British Museum, I

became impressed with the idea that those which represented
Apis testacea were nothing more than newly-hatched and im-
mature specimens of Apis dorsata, a' d so strongly did I nrge
my views upon Mr. Smith, that I be i ve I almost induce 1 him
to doubt the correctness of his own nomenclature, until he was
afterwards assured by Mr. Wallace himself that they were
really mature and fully-developed adult bees.—A Devohshibe
Bbe-keepeb.

THE BEE-KEEPER'S OPENING SEASON.
There is something delightful in the return of spring ! It is

the season of resuscitated life among thousands of the animal
and vegetable world, and will be hailed at such a time by every

apiarian reader of the Journal. So to the apiary we bend our
way. A calm sultry day, the 11th of April, like one in July.

What a hubbub of excitement and rejoicing ! All my hives are

presided over bv Italian or Egyptian queens, though the out-

door work is still cariiMl on jhiefly by the hardworking plodding
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Britons, many of which will contrive to spin out their existence

even till June, when the whole community in each hive will

become one race. Along the range the eye is irresistibly at-

tracted to some few in particular—to the strong and powerful

—

and especially to a splendid Egyptian located in a straw hive

of larpe proportions, one which would please even Mr. Petti-

grew for dimensions. It is the first and foremost in the whole
apiary. Its population is somethiut^ enormous. Even in

winter it kept up at intervals a buzzing sound, and nothing
seemed to check its onward progress. Its entrance is all ex-

citement and bustle, and crowds of foragers are plying their

busy work with extraordinary alacrity.

The bee-keeper isotteusttdly puzzled to account for differences

in condition among his stocks in spring. The closing autumn
left them, it may be, in circumstances apparently very much
alike. Population anrl stores seemed amply sufficient. E^en early

in spring no marked difference is visible ; but as trying, testing

March (and such a March as last), drags its cold and dreary days
along, and when April arrives, we then discover great changes.
Here is a hive whose reduced population assumes a lethargic,

indolent appearance ; there one equally reduced, but whose
activity augurs a more hopeful future. We examine the in-

terior, and what do we eee? In the former case wo mayor
may not find a queen, but if we do she may be aged or defec-

tive, and may not yet have resumed the business of oviposition.
In the other case the queen may not be at fault, and it is not
unlikely but we may discover two eggs instead of one in many
of the cells, showing that her resources are even beyond the
requirements of such a limited population. But apart from all

contingencies in wintering, or exceptional adverse circumstances
accounting for the deoreaee in bees compared with the populous
stocks in proximity, there are other causes which have been at
work, and to trace which it is often needful to go a great way
back in their history. I have, in a former communication,
hinted at the immense advantage of having at the close of the
season as much of the youthful element as possible in our
stocks, and any circumstance which operates against this de-
sirable state of affairs is to be carefully avoided. The experienced
apiarian will accordingly be enabled pretty correctly to predict
the future of a hive by the condition and circumstances in
which the closing season finds it. If the population is chiefly
made up of aged bees, and especially of bees which have had
much work, there is great danger lest a protracted winter or a
late spring so thin its population as to bring it under the
category of a weak hive. For such a stock an early spring is

essentially necessary ; a protracted one is probably its ruin.
To prove this point, suppose I have some half a dozen ex-

perimental hives in my apiary, hives in which I have been
rearing queens, though all experiments are hurtful to bees.
Well, I join these six into one in autumn. The hive is now
immensely populous, and ostensibly it is a first-rate stock for
wintering. Not so, however. Its vast numbers are composed
chiefly of superannuated, or what will shortly become super-
annuated bees. These have been engaged in the work of the
season, and all- experts {to use an Americanism) know how
short the summer or working life of a bee is. Often have I

marked one-fourth of a populous swarm perish, by reason of
the various coutingencies to which they are exposed, ere a
single bee was hatched, to make up for such a great mortality.
Nay, I have noticed the whole brood of a populous hive, which
issued from their cradles in July, disappear from the scene in
two short months thereafter. August and September-bred
bees, however, which have had little or no work, but which
enjoy the fruits of their elder sisters' industry, and live in a
comparative state of repo.'^e—these live on through winter well,
look as fresh and active in spring as young bees, and many of
them are permitted to give to the community the benefit of
their labours in some cases even till June.
As a rule, therefore, a thinly-peopled hive at the season's

close is to be discarded as a stock hive, as it reveals the fact
that the queen has bred few autumn bees. I myself put great
value upon a preponderance of the youthful element in hives
intended for stocks. These are the hives which, cceteris paribus,
lead the van in spring, and give us such bright prospects of
future success. Hence the union of condemned stocks in au-
tumn, as a general rule, greatly assists in securing this very
desirable object.

Notwithstanding the protracted cold weather we have had in
Scotland during March, I still find my own apiary in splendid
condition. Young bees are showing themselves in great numbers
these fine days, and with a continuance of average weather, the
prospects of the season are bright and hopeful.—J. Lowe. '

OUR LETTER BOX.
PttEBERTiNO Egos ( , Thornton-U'Moor).—Tte best method ifl to

take an earthen bread-pan, pat at the bottom lima and water enough to
corer the eggs, and of a consistency to keep them in the position in which
they are placed. For the first layer you will mix jupt enough to cover
thera entirely, and to present a Bmooth surlace ; as last aa yoa have eggB
ready, mix more lime. It ia well to put the eggs in as fresh as possible,
and they cnnuot be paclied too closely provided they do not touch.
When the pan is full, pour on S'>me slaked lime to fill up, cover thewhole»
and put the pan in a cool place. We are now using eggs that were pre-
Borved after this method last year, and they are excellent for all cooking
purposes, and in the absence of better have sometimes done duty for the
new-laid on the breakfast-table, without calling forth remark.
Shortening Hoddans' Spdrs (Newarfe).— Circulation only extends

over a ctrtaiu length of the spur, the remainder is merely horn, and con
be cut through without causing suffering or pain. A em ill tine aaw is
the bent thing, and when the spurs are oyer-grown and curved, much
may bo removed advantageously. We have used for thia purpose a saw
made with a watch spring.

PaevENTiNo POLLETS FROM L&viNa (Black Hamburgh .—There is no
method by which a pullet can be prevented from laying when uhe haB
begun. If there were, it would not answer your purpose to adopt it. It !
too late to think of fattening after a pullet has begun layiBif, she is too old
and hard, and will not make good or tender meat. If, however, yoa wish to
kill, the sooner you do so the better, as she is fatter now tli m she will be
again. A pullet is naturally very fat just before she begins laying; as
her number of efrgs increases, the fat dimiui^hes. If you kill, fist her
twelve hours, and keep her sorne days, she will then eat well. If your
hen appears to suffer when laying these double eggs, take one of her tail
feathers, dip it in oil, and pass it up the egg-passago, the eiX-i will then be
laid easily. It is very likely she will not "continue to lay thom.
Aylesbdrt Docks' Beaes (J. N. C. P.).—All Aylesbury ducklings have

faultless bills when young, and till they are some montba old. The
Aylesbury gravel is not necessary to keep them so. Dirty stagnant water,
foul ponds, water that runs off or through peat, all have a tt;ndency to
spoil bills. Do not let the Ducks have their full liberty whfin young. II
possible, give them the advantage of running water. When they are
older let them go into graas early in the morning, and aa far as may b^i
remove all colouring matter from them.
Pigeon, &c. (Huddenjield).—How is it possible for ns to give reliable

opinions upon such slight statements ? The Pigeon was probably killed
by a rat. Try givrng once daily bread steeped in ale to your drooping
fowl.

Newlt-hatchkd Canaries DBSTROtED dv Mice (Harrj/l.—" The miea
have killed your birds. I have known them make gre tt havoo in th«
bird-room. They will attack sick and weakly birds of ful' growth, I have
found thom dead, minus wings and legs, and otherwise sadly mutilated*
A friend of mino lost, I think, as many ae ten in a very short time bj
their depredations. They will also remove eggs. Only very recently I
met with an instance in which au egg was removed from a nest as a
precautionary measure, and placed in a email open box on the top of a

I cage, to which, unfortunately, the mice had access. Wuere, indeed, do
they not find access '.' Next morning it was gone, and two others similarly
located disappeared in the same way. They do not seem to care mucb
about trusting themselves to the tender mercies of a trap when they can
find a supply of seed without risk. It is not easy to destroy them entirely,
except by a patient and systematic warfare against them. I have found
"Eattle's Vermin-killer" a most effective agent. If you starve them for
a night or two by removing, if possible, all food from their rench, and
then bait with a little of the food you intend to use as a medium for their
destruction, finally giving a supply of poisoned food, the next morning's
result will astonish yoa. Though you cannot see how they find their way
into the aviary, cau yoa not discover the holes from which they come ?
If so, stop up all but one, and clear the floor of all furniture but a box,
which place about an inch from the wall. Eater the room with a light,

and immediately close their only retreat, when they will every one ran
behind the bos, and a gentle squeeze will explain matters to them very
effectuilly; this is a most deadly plan. The room from which the eggs
mentioned above were stolen was overrun with mice, and it was dia-
oovored they came from beneath the floor through various small holes,
bat principally from the box containing the sliding winiiow shutters. The
holes were stopped, the lid of the shutters leEt open, and a box placed
as 1 have described close to the wall. The first night's hunt gave seven-
teen, which I Iwas disinclined to believe, till I myself assisted at the
massacre of a still greater number. There need be no hurry in the
matter. I went round to the ciges with my friend, who boat the mice out
of cover from seed boxes and other hidiag places with a little stick, and
allowed them to jump on the floor, occasionally by a skilful application
of a slipper killing one or two more impertinent than the rest, who put
their heads through the wires as if questioniugonr right to disturb ibem.
A night or two of this work, and a stray cat introduced beneath the floor

nearly exterminated the whole colony. If your aviary ia not a firtur«,

can you not place it entirely out of the reach of the mice by hanging
it against a baro wall at a height from the ground? Mice can reach
strange placei, but there ore liniitB even to their hunting groaada.—
W. A, Blakston."

Gold Fish {Miss 0.).~Thej must be fed. Give them diuly a little raw
meat shred fine.

Grben Graph Vinegar (iTorn).—We are told that IJ lb. of the grapes
that are thinned out from the bunches, should be crushed and ailded to

1^ lb. of sugar ta each gallon of water, and yeast added to ferment it.

Any of our readers who have a proved recipe will oblige by sending it.

Roman Cement (Cunicuhut).—It is compounded chiefly from an irony
clay, found near VesDvias. We know of no artificial imitation of either
it or Parker's Cement, which is made from a somewhat similar clay
foond in some parts of England.

POULTRY MARKET.—.Vpril 28.

There is a sb'ght improTement in trade, and prices are maintained.
The weather has been so favonrable for rearing, tbat W6 may sooa look
for an increased sxipply of early chickeoe.
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favour of their mode of treatment—viz., that they can secure

a crop, even if a small one, in two-thirds of the time that

the cottager does. I have nothing to say in reply beyond

stating my opinion that a fast life among plants of any kind

is generally a short and dangerous one, and that it renders

the ridge Cucumber more susceptible of disease and death.

—

TaoXAS Keooud, Lillcsden Gardens, Ilmvklmrst.

.SALVIA SPLENDENS, AND OTHER SPECIES
OF THE GENUS.

At a time when the cast-off plants of the conservatory are

likely to receive indifferent treatment, it would be well to look

after one or two species whose beauty for the season, it is true,

may be over, but which with a very small amount of attention

may be serviceable again next year. Of this class of plants

the Salvias are perhaps the most really useful, and the first on

the list is Salvia spleudens. If moderate-sized plants of this

be planted in rather poor ground, it is very likely they will

just grow sulliciently to be taken up in the autumn well set

with bloom buds in all directions. I have often turned out

old plants of it and Salvia gesneraiflora and Eeedii in some
vacant spaces in a shrubbery, where they have enjoyed the full

snn, and have just grown enough to make up for the partial

cutting-down they had prior to being planted out, or they might
even somewhat increase in size ; but it is better to have some
smaller plants to come on, and to throw the very largest away.

I do not, however, recommend the planting of S. spleudens, if

very small, in rich ground. It is true the plants there grow
fast enough, but they do not remove well, and the wood is so

very brittle that the chances are that many of them will be
hopelessly broken in the taking-np. The same may be said

of the other species. I therefore prefer rather poor ground,

and, as before stated, some openings in a shrubbery afford very

good sites for plants nearly as large as the shrubs themselves.

Other places may do as well, perhaps, but avoid a too rich border.

I must remind my readers that Salvia spleudens requires

taking up before frost sets in, as no plant that I know is more
sensible to it ; but it removes very well if prepared beforehand

by the spado being run down just as far from the collar as the

side of the intended pot will be. This ought to be performed

a fortnight or so before the plant is taken up. The other Salvias

may be treated the same, and the pots being brought to the

place where the plants are growing, the transfer from the ground

to the plants' winter quarters need not cause such a sacrifice

as is often the case when they have to be removed to the potting

bench, losing a large portion of the ball at every change.
Although the preceding treatment is advised with regard to

established plants of Salvia, it is not necessarily confined

to them. I have occasionally treated Coronillas in a similar

manner, and by planting them on a dry sunny knoll have had
them showing flower beautifully in the autumn, which is the

time at which they are wanted, as Cytisns and the numerous
Acacia family come into flower in the spring. In the case of

Coronillas cars must be taken that they have not suffered from
undue exposure in the cold spring months, as a forced plant

tamed out of doors in the cold east winds of the early part of

April has but a poor chance to live, let alone flourish, and
perfect its growth early in the season. I would not advise the

experiment here described to be tried on such plants—at least,

success must be very uncertain. With the Salvias, however,
there is more hope, and the;r planting-out cannot be too strongly

recommended to all who are anxious to lessen the amount of

watering in the dry summer months—a matter of no little

importance to many with whom water and the means of dis-

tributing it are not too plentiful.—J. Eobson.

TENDER ANNUALS.—No. 3.

Sensitive Plant {Blimosa sensitiva), is a pretty-foliaged

free-flowering plant with light pink flowers, but its chief merit
consists in the leaves falling when touched. It is an old

favourite. It attains a height of 2 feet, and in some cases

3 feet under good cultivation.

The seeds should be sown early in Apiil, in a compost of

two parts sandy fibrous peat, and one part loam, with a free

admixture of silver sand. Before sowing the seed the soil

should bfi made fine, but for the plants, &c., it is best rather
rough. Tlie pots, after the seed is sown, should be plunged in

a hotbed having a bottom heat of 75", and a corresponding top
heat. Tlie soil must be kept moist, and the plants near the

glass, and a moderate amount of air ought to be given bo as to
keep them stiff. When they are 2 or 3 inches high they
should be potted-off singly in pots 2 or 2J inches in diameter,
placing them up to the seed leaves, and should be returned to
the hotbed and shaded for a time until they become esta-
blished. After thai they cannot le kept too near the glass,

nor have too much air, so long as a temperature of from 60*

to 65" at night, and from 70° to 75° by day without sun, and of
80° or 8o° with sun is maintained. The plants should be well
supplied with water, but avoid keeping the soil saturated, not
giving any water until the soil becomes dry, but watering
before the foliage flags. A moist atmosphere should be main-
tained, and a gentle sprinkling overhead morning and evening
will be of advantage. Whenever the pots are full of roots the
plants should be shifted into pots a size larger, and before tha
roots are very much matted, and this should be continued
until the plants show for bloom, when they should have their

final shift. They may be grown fine in 6 or 7-inch pots, but
for large plants 8-inch pots are not too large, good drainage
being provided. To keep the plants erect the pots should be
frequently turned round, and any irregular growths may be
shortened or stopped so as to secure a close pyramidal form,
which is, perhaps, the best ; and if large plants are required

the flowers should be picked o2, and weak liquid manure given

at every alternate watering, but not until the pots become
filled with roots.

Whether we look upon Sensitive Plants as curious, or as

having fine Acacia-like foliage, they are deserving of a place in

every stove. They require a stove temperature, though they
succeed tolerably well in a greenhouse, after being sown and
kept growing in a hotbed until of good size, and then removed
to the warmest part of the greenhouse, where, however, they
soon lose their sensitiveness, whichjinereases with heat and
decreases with cold.

Thunbekgias.—These form fitting companions to the tender-

flowering annuals before named, and are very desirable for sus-

pended baskets, vases, and for training to pillars and low trellises

in the conservatory ; also for growing in pots, when trained to

stakes as pillars or cones, or to fancy wirework in the form of

globes, and in other shapes. They are climbing plants, and
mostly have yellow flowers, though there are some with white
flowers. The principal kinds are Thunbergia alata, yellow,

and sometimes the eye of the flower is brown or black—it is the

best sort; T. alata alba, white, with a brown or black eye, very

pretty ; T. aurantiaca, orange, black eye—only a form of T. alata,

better coloured, and having the black eye, which in the true

T. alata is absent ; indeed, all the kinds in the seed catalogues

are only varieties of T. alata, as Bakeri, white ; intus Candida

;

sulphurea, flava, yellow ; and Frieri, white. All are fine, and
with other tender annuals, when well grown, render the green-

house and conservatory quite gay during July, August, and
September, when flowering plants are scarce, as these are either

in other quarters, or undergoing a course of treatment neces-

sary to secure their flowering in winter, spring, or early ia

summer.
The seeds should be sown early in April unless early flower-

ing be desired, when they may be sown early in March. A
bottom heat of 70° or 75° is necessary, and 80° or 90° will not

be injurious. Use a compost of two parts turfy loam, and one
part sandy fibrous peat with a free admixture of sharp sand.

When the plants have two pairs of leaves, counting the seed

leaves, pot them off singly in small pots, and return them to

the hotbed, keeping them close, moist, and shaded until esta-

blished, then expose them fully to light and air, and keep them
near the glass. Never allow the roots to become very closely

matted together, but shift the plants into pots a size larger

when the roots reach the sides, and shift again until they are

in 7 or 8-inch pots, mixing with the above compost (which

should be used in a rather rough state and on no account

sifted), one part of old cow dung, and pioviding good drainage.

The plant should have the point of the shoot taken out

when it has made two pairs of rough leaves, or if the plants

are weak take the points off immediately above the first joint,

and this will cause side shoots to be produced, and an in-

creased amount cf vigour. The shoots must have their points

taken out at the second or third joint as often as they are pro-

duced, and every flower should be taken off as it appears. To
have the plants strong the atmosphere must be moist, and

they should be syringed overhead morning and evening so as

to keep down red spider, their great enemy, and be plentifully

supplied with water.

Stopping must not be practised after the plants are in their
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bloomiog pots, and tbeee they should have when the 0, 7, or

8-inoh pots become filled wiih roots. Pots 'J or II inches in

diameter are largo enough for good ppecimeus. Add to Iho

compost at the last potting one part of old lime rubbish, so that

the soil will bo composed of two parts of loam from turf, one

part sandy fibrous peat, one part old cow dung, and one part

lime rubbish, the whole well mixed and used rather rough. Up
to this period of their growth, the plants ought to have had u.

hotbed where there is a temperature of from (10° to Co° at night,

and from 70° to 7o° by day, or 80° to H5° with sun and abun-

dance of air.

The stakes or the wire trellis necessary for training the plants

should be put in after the last potting, and training must at

once begin. I do not care for very tall plants, but compact
dense masses, hence the stopping ; but if tall )>lants are wanted,

more than one stopping must not bo given. The plants, after

being shifted into their blooming pots, may bo placed in any

light airy house where they can be kept closo to the light,

allowing them room to grow ; and give air plentifully, and a

sprinkling of water overhead morning and evening. Maintain

a moist atmosphere by frequently sprinkling the paths, walls,

and other available surfaces. A better place than any other is

a cold pit, whore the plants should be continued until they are

coming into bloom, when they may he moved to the greenhouse
or conservatory. They should, after the pots become filled with

roots, have liquid manure at every alternate watering, and that

will tend to keep away red spider, give greater vigour, and in-

crease the size of the flower, the colour being dependant on
their exposure to light, of which they cannot have too much.
For baskets the plants should be put in them when of a size

fit for placing in the blooming pots, and the basket ought to

be lined with moss, and filled with the compost used for the

final potting. Care should be taken to keep them well supplied

with water, and if this cannot be done by means of the water-

ing pot, dip the basket in a vessel of water every evening for a

lew minutes, and syringe twice a-day with soot water.

For trellises. the plants should only be stopped once, and
onght to be planted out when they need the ihird potting.

Pursue the same treatment for those that are required for vases,

though for the latter purpose the stopping may be continued
longer. To preserve the plants longer in beauty, remove the
pods as the flowers go off.—G. Abbey.

FLOWER SHOWS.
" Flower shows do not pay," is the melancholy refrain we

hear from time to time, and about which we see so constantly

BO many articles written and so many suggestions made. I

dare say all will remember the story told of that miserable king
of ours, Charles II., propounding to the wiseacres of his profli-

gate conrt why, if you put a live fish into a bucket of water,

the weight was in no way increased. They set to work to guess
and shake their heads and look wise, until some one thought
he would try first, and of course found out that the premises
of the king were wrong. Now, I do not at all think that the
various writers who have given us their opinions on this sub-
ject are not quite so wise as I am—nay, 1 think them a great

deal more so ; but I also think they have done wrong in taking
the premise for granted, and, starting on the idea that flower

shows do not pay, they have arrived at varying conclusions as

to the way to make them do so. I am not at all prepared to

give in to this axiom, and not being of an imaginative turn of

mind, prefer looking at the whole subject in a very downright,
it may be dogged, sort of way, and will therefore endeavour to

clear away what I believe to be some of the mist which prevents
iolks from seeing clearly in this matter.
What is meant by saying flower shows do not pay ? Is it

this, that the receipts at the doors do not cover the expenses of

the day ? for if so, I contend that is not the way to look at it.

I take the three great metropolitan purveyors of shows—the
Royal Horticultural Society, the Boyal Botanic Society, and
the Crystal Palace Company. Now, it is quite evident that in

the case of the two Societies it would be unfair to look at the
receipts on the days of show as all that is to be put to the
credit side of the account. The one Society numbers 8000
Fellows, the other 2500, and I should like to know if to-morrow
they were to announce that they would discontinue their shows
how many of these would continue as Fellows. Are not many
of them induced by the privileges offered to them on show days
to become members ? It is all very well to talk of the love of

soience and floriculture, and that sort of thing being enough

to induce people to subscribe, but it is not. There is, perhaps,
a tithe of the Fellows who may bo so influenced, but I question
if it is more. With regard to the Crystal Palace, their flower
shows (to pay, but then it is hardly fair to take it as a ground
of argument, either ;)ro or con. The place is eo exceptionally
good, the other accessories of tho Palace so attractive, and the
visitors so independent of weather, that wo must put its shows
out of court. Coming from the metropolis to the country, we
must look at it in tho same way. I do not know of any pro-
vincial society which professes to expect that tho receipts at
the door will cover all expenses. Tho ijlan generally is to start
a society, to induce a certain number of persons to subscribe,
to offer them certain privileges in tho way of tickets, and then
to look for a substantial addition to the funds ou the show
day.

But suppose we take for granted (under protest) that flower
shows do not pay, let us see the reasons which are adduced
for this.

1. "There are too many of them." There are, unquestion-
ably, for the peace of tho exhibitors, who are hurried about
from post to pillar, and who never seem to get breathing time
when once the fit is on. This is telling on tht-m. MeBsrs.
Turner, Bailey, Fraser, and others, whose productions have
been the ornament of our shows have withdrawn, and I fear
more will follow, but as far as the company is concerned, I
think not. Look at the enormous population of London. See
how utterly separated from one another the different quarters
of the great city are. Why, with the exception of a few well-

known faces, you see a set of people at Kensington entirely
different from those at the Begent's Park; and, again, totally

different at the Palace, and, therefore, I am led to the con-
clusion that they do not interfere with one another ; and it

may be adduced as a case in point that when the Alexandra
Park at Muswell Hill was projected, while many objections were
made, I never heard it advanced that it would injure the Crystal
Palace. On the contrary, it was said that the north side of
London ought to have a palace for the people as well as the
south ; and so I fancy that the west, and north, and south of
London might very well each maintain their flower shows, and
I do not see why t,he other point of the compass should be left

out, and the cast of London not maintain its flower shows
as well.

2. It is maintained that " the great sameness of flower shows
and their want of artistic arrangement tire people out, and that
hence the shows are not so well attended as formerly." The
first question I would aek is. Are they worse attended? Given
a fine day at the Begent's Park in cither May or June, and yon
will bring, 1 believe, as many people together as ever visited
Chiswick in the height of its glories ; and, moreover, when
such a statement as this is made, it is, I think, quite forgotten
that by far the greater number of those who attend flower shows
never see or care to see the flowers at all. I have purposely
stood at one of the Botanic days in front of the tent entrance,
where I could command the sweep of the broad walk leading to
the main entrance, and have been amused beyond measure to
see the crowds of people who never enter the tent at all, but
turn aside at once to the baud and ices ; in fact, they come to
see and to be seen, and whether it be a flower show, or a row-
ing match, or a horse race, matters but little to them. The
Begent's Park, or Mortlake, or Epsom are only places to air
the last new love of a bonnet, or see the very latest achievement
of Madame Sevilly's, while their male companions affect that
disregard of "all that sort of thing." I do not deny that some
alteration is required about flower shows, such as restricting
sizes of plants and other arrangements, of which more anon

;

but I question very much whether this would have any j ercep-
tible effect on the attendance. It would be more agreeable to
a cultivated taste, they might more commend themselves to
those who already enjoy them, but I question very much
whether the treasurer's account would be much profited by it.

3. " That this sameness is so great, that one gets thoroughly
to know not only the exhibitors, but the plants they will ex-
hibit, and hence people will not come." This is perfectly true
as to the first point, but it is after all the result of marvellous
skill in culture. You may search the world over, and you will
never see anywhere such specimens of stove and greenhouse
plants. Azaleas, Pelargoniums, and pot Eoses, as are to be seen
at our metropolitan shows ; and it is perfectly manifest, that
unless a new exhibitor becomes the purchaser of some of these
large plants, it is impossible for him to compete with these
collections, and hence the competition is confined to a few
persons, who can afford the expense that it entails. And I
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see but one remedy for this—before another season do away
with all these enormons and overgrown things. Which is pre-
ferable as an object of beauty, a pot Eoae in a 13 or 16-inch
pot, with a whole forest of stakes to uphold it, and every bloom
tied to its own particular stick ; or a plant of the same variety
in a 6-inch pot, with six or eight good Hooms, and clean and
healthy foliage ? I am sure the answer of nine out of ten per-
sons would be. The latter of course. But granted all this, I
believe this only appeals to those who have a taste and love for
flowers. I hope to return to this subject next week, as I am
sure it is one well worthy of the consideration of all lowers of
Iiorticulture.—D., Deal.

RHODODENDRONS. AND SOILS FOR THEM.
DuKiNo the past year several instances were brought under

my notice of Khododendrons suffering less during the ex-
tremely hot, dry weather, when growing in a mixed soil, than
where they were in a deep bed of peat. In many cases where
they were in beds of gravelly shingle, such as some persons
would consider unfit for any shrub, they flagged less in the hot
weather than in prepared beds of good peat 15 inches deep.

If I had to form borders for Rhododendrons, even if plenty
of peat were to be had, I would prefer mixing the soil of the
border with from one-half to one-third of good healthy loam,
and if from an old pasture of deep soil so much the better, pro-
vided it were not chalky. Loam mixed with peat forma a firmer,
more solid compost, far less liable to be affected by continued
hot and dry weather, than peat alone. When Rhododendrons
generally retain their leaves for more than one year, it is an
evidence that they are feeding in something that suits their
uature well

; but to speak of peat without any qualification as
to what it was produced from often greatly misleads. In some
(iislriets, what I have known to be called peat was neither less
nor more than a black sour substance, which had been dug from
o low marshy place, often more or less impregnated with iron,
which is always detrimental to vegetation, and Rhododendrons
are no exception in this respect. I have also seen peat dag
from solid banks in pieces of the shape and size of a large
brick, in order to be dried for fuel. This, likewise, is not
suitable for Rhododendrons. I have also seen it dug from
hard benty commons, requiring a strong man with a sharp
spade, and a smart stamp of his foot, to send the spade through
the upper coating of bent, and a second stamp of the foot to
Bond the spade 6 or 8 inches down. This would be all the
depth of the peat, it resting upon a white pebbly bottom. Such
peat takes years to decay, being full of fibrous vegetable matter,
often as tough as Willows. I have often used peat of this de-
aoription from Putney Heath and Wimbledon Common, and I
have found that it suits Rhododendrons well, and will be none
the worse of having one-third good healthy loam well mixed
with it previous to use. I have used peat that had every ap-
pearance of having resulted from the accumulation of decayed
Oak leaves, and the common Bracken or Pteris aquilina. I
know a small hill of from twenty to thirty acres in extent, con-
sisting of white sand, but not quite so sharp as the celebrated
Beigate sand, and one side of the hill is covered with Oak and
Pteris aquilina. Here, where water could exercise no influence
in the formation of the peat, as the sand underneath affords
ample drainage, there is good peat, the accumulation of many
centuries, and excellent for Rhododendrons, especially if a
thud part of loam be added by way of giving it substance, as in
many cases it is a little open and spongy in texture.

I have also been where the peat was obtained from places
in which the common Heath grew very freely, and to a great
length, and I have seen the peat from 8 to 12 inches deep, and
of a close black nature, without any fibre, excepting a few
inches near the surface. Under such peat there is in general,
a " pan," at from 6 to 18 inches deep, and in some instances
deeper. This pan is composed of a blackish layer, more or
teas thick, but generally very injurious to all kinds of vege-
tation, and water will scarcely pass through it, hence the
moors where it occurs usually have water on their surface
during winter, and, therefore, the roots of whatever may be
growing on them decay. Peat taken from such places is
seldom of any service, and Rhododendrona will not root into it
very deeply, as it soon becomes a compact black mass of soil.

Whatever kind of peat we may use, it is always well to mix
a good quantity of sand with it, if there is none in it naturally,
as Rhododendrons are very impatient of water becoming stag-
nant about their roots.

From the oompactneas of the roots, and the multitude of

their fine thread-like feeders. Rhododendrons are amongst the
safest shrubs to remove of any I know. It properly treated
during the first few years of their growth—that is, if they have
been removed a few times in order to check the formation of
long spreading roots, and if they have been planted in a suitable
compost, they will, as a rule, soon form very large, compact
balls, which may be moved with the greatest safety to any dis-
tance. No person need be under the least apprehension as to
re-arranging Rhododendron beds and borders during the proper
season for such operations.
Where peat cannot be had without incurring great expense,

leaf mould is often substituted. I often wonder that Rhodo-
dendrons are not far more extensively planted than they are
in place of the common Laurel. They are not so apt to run
up high or become naked at the bottom, and it ought to be
generally known that plants of the commonest sorts three or
four years old, can be obtained in many of the provincial
nurseries at nearly the same price as common Laurels. This,
of course, applies to those nurseries where the natural soil
suits the Rhododendron.—G. Dawson.

CUTTING BACK UNSHAPELY APRICOT AND
PLUM TREES.

I wish to recommend a practice which I have adopted with
great advantage for several years. It is akin to turning mis-
fortune to a good account, and helps to mitigate the vexation
that some may experience through many of their trees being
destitute of fruit. For pot and standard trees in orchard
houses it is particularly applicable. Under the best manage-
ment trees grow beyond bounds ; they grow too large, lanky, or
unshapely, and in pruning them in winter—the generally pre-
ferred time—the bearing shoots being all at the extremities,
one is generally unwilling to cut back sufficiently hard, as by
doing BO the crop of one year is most certainly sacrificed. I
speak of trees which, although only allowed to grow 2 or
3 inches a-year, yet in the course of ten or twelve years extend
a long way. Now, if any such Apricot or Plum trees there be
which have, unfortunately, shed their fruit, although they were
full of blossom, and there are a good many this year, I simply
recommend cutting them back into shape, having no regard to
the foliage that may be on the trees at the time. They may
be cut back, as in midwinter, into the wood of twelve years
ago, and they will then break out again as freely as a Thorn
hedge pruned in midwinter. Peaches do not so readily break.
It is astonishing, however, how well the Apricots do. By this
means old straggling shoots and unshapely trees may be quite
renovated, and made as shapely and handsome as before, and
this without the sacrifice of a season's crop. It is the same
practice applied to fruit trees which I also adopt with regard to

Lilacs, Eibes, &c. If these are pruned in winter, there is so
much loss of flower, but if pruning is done immediately after

flowering the plants are again in condition to flower the follow-

ing season.

—

Archameaud.

PELARGONIUM CONGRESS.
]\Ian7 of the readers of The Journal of HoRTicnLTURE will be

glad to hear, that the special Pelargonium Show that is to take

place at the Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens on the 22nd
inst., at Kensington, is likely, both as regards specimen plants

and new varieties, to far exceed any ever before held ; and as

there are thousands of amateurs and raisers of new varieties,

many undoubtedly possessing great merit, they should now
take the opportunity of comparing them with older varieties,

in order to ascertain their true value, as compared with the

best kinds in cultivation.

The sum of £5 has been subscribed to be offered as a prize

for the best treatise by an amateur on their cultivation, the

paper to be read in the Council-room at eleven o'clock, when a

most valuable and interesting discussion is expected to follow,

as some of the most experienced growers will, no doubt, be

present. As it is well known that a few cultivators grow these

most interesting plants almost as easily as the ordinary Tom
Thumbs, it is to be hoped that the secret of their successfol

management will now be made public amongst growers, so

that amateurs generally may be able to cultivate these orna-

mental-foliaged plants with less difficulty in future. All persons

who are interested in this subject, and who can throw any
light upon it, are respectfully invited to attend.

I have not the slightest hesitation in saying that both
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Tricolor and Bicolor Pelargoniuma will in future be far more
extensively used than hitherto, both in winter and summer,
for they have been shown in line condition as late as Novem-
ber, and Mr, W. Paul used them extensively with his spring

flowers in March this season, at Kensington.—H. Canneli,

IVoolwicIi.

PLANTS IN FLO'SVER DURING APRIL.
April 15. Korria japonica

Krysimum Peroffskianum
Silene pondula
Tritoleiii uoiflora

NarciBSU^ triandrus

,. 18. Epimediuiii alpinum
Myricn pi\lo

Cydonia japonica
Doublo-blossomed Chorry
Euonymu3 latilolius

Ceraaus laurocerasus
Mabaleb

Viburnum tinus
Acer barbatum
Berberis dulci3

Darwinii
nqaifolium

Betula populifolia

3UX119 myrtifolia
Acer saccharinuni
Ijinum flavum
Fother:»iUa alnifolia

Acer Pseudo-platanus va-

riegatum
daflycarpum

9.ii. Deutzia gracilis

Calendula officinalis

Azalea pontica
Primula denticulala

cortusoides
Saponaria calabrica
Thuja Warreana
Rhododendron cauca-

sicum
Saxifrapa umbrosa
lEtosmai'iuns ofticinnlis

Andromeda axillaris

Polyftala chamtebuxus
St*. Ruscus hypoglossum

Salix helix
Spartium scoparium
Double-blo39omed Furze
Cherries
Ulmus montana fastigiata

Saxifraga cordifolia

Veronica sjriaca
Strawberries
Pears
Apples
Pluma
Heachera glabra
Silene pendula
Erica camea
Nemophila iusignis gran

diflora

Malcomia maritima
Ribes grossularia
Currants
Crocuses
Ijunaria biennis
f^hodiola rosea
Daphne cneorum
Hyacinths
Podophyllum peltatum
Iberia sempervireu

April S. Viola montana
Corydalis bnlbosa
Diolytra forino.sa

Adonis vernalis
Aucii*>a-leavod Daisy
Cerastium toincntosum

,. 7. Fritillariamelengris
imperialis

Gontiana acaulis
Convallnria raajalis

Mupcari botryoides
Koniga maritima
NarciBsus
Orobus vernus
Phlox vema
Aubrietia purpurea varie-

Rata
Arabis lucida
Primroses, double
Draba aizoides
Phlox frondoaa

12. Alyssam saxatilc

Corydalia alba
Hesperis matronalis
Auriculas
Dielytra spoctabilis

Narcissus maximus
Primroses, single
Phlox aivaricat:i

Helleborus atrorubcns
Anemone apcnniua
Narcissus bicolor

Epimedium rahrum
"Wallflowers
Polyanthus
Phlox decussata
Ruta (ji'aveolens

Ranunculus amplesicanlis
Trichonema column;n
Asarum europifum
Trillium grandiflorum
Corydalis lutea
Tritoma uvaria
Tulips Rex Rabrorum.Duc

Van Thol, and Yel-

low Prince
Epimedium grundiflorum
Asperala odnrata
Anemone nemorosa
Acer rubrum
Cornua florida

Cydonia japonica alba
Daphne pontica
Fraxinus exculsior
Tussilago fragr.ins

Epimedium sulphureum
"5. Acer Psendo-platanus

Vinca major
minor

Viola lutea
tricolor
odorata

Arabis variegata
PiBonia Moutan
Silene rnbella
Aubrietia CampbeUi

weeks," bat in most cases only for hours, and even minutes,

and where the pietil is absent no otlier part is suBceptiblo of

fertilisation.

—

Gulielmub,

bauguinaria cauaileueia

—M. H., Acklatii Hall, Middlcshrongh-on-Tecs,

AUCUBA FERTILISATION.
"A. C." has evidently mis-read my article on the Aucuba

;

on again referring to it he will fiud that in every instance the

males flowered before the female, and that in one instance where
the male blossoms were destroyed by frost before the appearance
of the females, the latter, nevertheless, were fecundated and
bore fruit, which M. Carricre partially accounts for by saying,
" Might it not be with the Aucubas something analogous
to that which takes place with certain plants, nuts for instance,

the male flowers of which expand two months, sometimes more,
before the female flowers, and which, nevertheless, are always
fertile ? " *' A. C." seems to have understood that the females
bloomed first, and to think that " after the fall of the petals,

berries are apparently found precisely the same as if fecundation
bad been effected, and for weeks they retain a healthy appear-
ance," during which period he presumes they are susceptible

of fortilisation. This is altogether an erroneous impression,

©ven ehoold the females bloom before the males, which they do

not. as I venture to assert that the vitality of no pistil lasts " for

NEW GOLDEN COLEUSES.
TuE value of the Coleus for ornamental purposes is well

known, whether the object bo the decoration of the stove, or

the ornamentation of the dinner-table, and they have the

additional merit of being grown easily.

Many of the varietioa recently olTered are decided acqui-

sitions, their colours being of the richest, embracing many
shades of glowing red, and rich dark crimson. The following

varieties are doing well with me, and as they are quite distinct

from the older sorts, they are all the more valuable :

—

' Albert Ficfc^r.—The centre of the leaves bronzy red, with a

very broad gold margin, and on the extreme margin a narrow

red line. Very free in growth, and of good habit. While
showing it to a gentleman to-day, he said, "Every leaf is a

bouquet of itself."

Baroness de liotluchild.—This variety is much like the pre-

ceding, the only difierences which I see are, that the foliage is

much longer, and deeper in colour. This is the gem of my
collection.

Princess Beatrice.—The leaves are of a golden green hue in

the centre, marked and partially veined with crimson ; the

edge is also marked with a belt of crimson. This is a very

beautiful variety, and very distinct.

Pi-iiicess of IVak'i.—l very recently saw this variety ex-

hibited at the gardeners' Show, at Maidstone, but it is not so

distinct or so good as Princess Beatrice.

Telfordii anrea.—l have grown this variety in a brisker heat,

I have tried different soils, but have not succeeded in making

it equal Pleetranthus concolor.

The season for bedding-out is just commencing; we shall

then be able to prove the value of the new Coleusea as bedders.

—F. P. L.

MISS WATSON TRICOLOR PELARGONIUM.
With regard to the observations of your correspondent

** H. B.," on this plant, I have only to say that my notes were

from personal examination. When the plant was distributed

Mr. Watson politely sent it to me ; it was grown under precisely

the same conditions as the other varieties I named in my notes,

and at the end of the season I came to the conclusion there

stated. At the same time I must say that the opinion I gave

has been confirmed by that of mar,y others. Having seen

lately the finest collections of these beautiful plants in the king-

dom, I hardly think a pilgrimage to St. Albans would be worth

while. Should I be in the neighbourhood I would certainly

pay Mr. Watson a visit, and I would nsk your correspondent to

beUeve that I do not claim infallibility, and my estimate may
be wrong, but it is given simply on the data 1 have named.

—

D., Deal.

PLANTING PEAR TREES.
It is a very great mistake to think, as many gentlemen do,"

that Pears, or in fact any sort of fruit, will do well enough if

planted in good garden mould, without any additions being

made thereto. No doubt tolerably good results attend the plant-

ing of them in this way in many places, but there can be little

doubt that much of the after-disappointment and failure of fruit

crops is to be attributed to the want of the proper formation of

borders. Where tolerable results are obtained without the

formation of good new borders, it is an evidence that the Pear

suits the locality, and that if new borders on a good principle

had been made, fruit of the very highest quality would have

been the result.

In the making of fruit borders, the hrst thing to be attended

to is the drainage, which ought to be complete ;
and for this

purpose I would recommend a drain of at least 3^ feet in depth

to be made every 15 to 30 feet, according to the dampness or

dryness of the localitv. If a fall of 1 in 20 feet can be obtained,

so much the better; 'and these drains should run into a mam
drain near the Bos, to be carried off to the nearest place of

discharge. Where the rock is to be got at a depth of 3 or 3i feet,

as we have it here, the drain-tiles may be laid thereupon, and

with such for the bottom it is quite unnecessary to concrete or

flag in any way ; but where a cold deep subsoil exists it would

be very advantageous to do so, and place the tilea upon it.
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Upon this may be added 9 inches of good rough stones, or

bricks broken np with a hammer, which will leave about 2 J or

3 feet for the soil.

We shall premise that the required quantity of soil has been
obtained from a good old pasture, and been put up into a ridge

for a few months. The beat soil for the Pear is a good rich

mellow loam, not too light, but rather inclined to be heavy.
This having been obtained, lot one load to at least every eight

be added of the best stable or farmyard manure, with charcoal

or wood ashes in considerable quantities, as well as a good
addition of crushed bones, where good fruit is more an object

than the expense incurred. Let these all be turned over once or

twice to get thoroughly incorporated, after which the soil may
be placed in the border after a layer of green turf has been put
therein, to prevent the soil from running at once down through
the rubble. This operation completed, the planting of the trees

may be proceeded with at once as already directed ; and I may
here state that a considerable gain is effected if the trees can
be procured and planted about the middle of October, or even
earlier, before the leaves fall. In the case of trees, however,
which have to come a long distance, this would be impracticable,

as they would become heated upon the journey, and conse-
quently much injured.

We now come to speak of the distances which ought to be
between the trees at planting. This will depend entirely upon
the mode of training and the stock used for grafting. If the
Quince has been used, and the trees are intended for pyramids,
the distance need not be more than 12 feet, or 15 feet at most.
If on the Pear stock, the distance ought not to be less than
18 feet if intended for border lines ; and if intended for an
orchard plantation even more will be necessary, say from 24 to

30 feet, according to the size they are to be allowed to grow.
If the trees are to be planted against the wall, the distances in

this case will be regulated by the height of the wall as well as

the stock used. For a wall of 8 feet in height the Quince will

snswer very well, and the trees may be planted every 12 to

14 feet. Where the wall is from 10 to 12 feet, or higher, the
Pear will suit better as a stock than the Quince, as it will grow
quicker and fill up the space sooner. For a wall 12 feet high,

18 to 20 feet is a good distance to plant, while 20 to 24 will be
better where the height is 15 or IG feet. It is seldom that walls

are much higher than this, but a good guide to planting is to

pnt the trees one and a half times the distance from each other
that the wall is in height. When the trees deviate much either

way from this rule, they do not look so proportionate or so well.

Nothing looks worse than to see trees upon a 15-feet wall planted
every 14 or 15 feet ; or, what is even worse, to see a 9-feet wall

with the trees planted 24 or 30 feet apart.

It is now a demonstrated fact, that of all materials nsed for

garden walls, there is none so suitable, or which answers the
purposes of fruit-culture so well, as brick. It ought, however,
to be of the very best quality, as nothing can be more teasing
than to see the bricks decaying from the effects of the weather,
in the course of a few years after being built. The difference

between good and inferior bricks is very trifling, while all the
other materials and workmanship will be the same. The good
old rule, therefore, holds good in this as in other cases—viz.,

get a good material, pay a good price for it, and yon will get

satisfaction out of your bargain. The thickness of the wall will

depend entirely upon the height. A wall 9 inches in thickness

—that is, one brick thick—should not be more than 6 or 7 feet

high, as if higher the wall is sure to be soon affected by frost,

lain, and wind to such an extent (hat its security is doubtful.

A. wall from C to 12 feet should be ISJinchesthiok—thatis, one
and a half brick—which makes a very substantial wall, and at

the same time does not require piers to strengthen it, which,
at best, mar the beauty of the whole, while I am rather sceptical

whether they meet the end in view or not. All walls above 12 feet

onght to be 18 inches in thickness, which will give them strength

enough to resist the fiercest storms with impunity. Walls of

this thickness may with benefit be made hollow, which does not
in the least weaken them, while they are said to be warmer than
those built solid. Various materials have been used for copings,

but none answers the purpose so well as stone. Stone copings
are more expensive at first, but the cheapeet in the end, as all

sorts of compositions are sure to crack in the course of time,

and the rain entering through these cracks destroys the wall.

Copings ought to rise in the middle and slope to the edge; and
I would recommend that a gutter be cut along the edge 2 inches

broad and 1 deep, which would prevent the drip from falling,

as it often does in great quantities, npon the branches, foliage,

and flowers of the trees, to their great injury. If the coping

is cemented together, the water could be led through these
gutters to small lead pipes placed efery 100 feet, which could
empty themselves into the drains at the bottom of the walls.

About most places the south walls are all covered with either
glass. Peaches, or Apricots. The next best situation must there-
fore be selected for the Pear. Most gardens are so placed as to

face the sun from 10 to 11 a.m. In such a case the west side of

the walls will be the best for the Pear, as it will not only be less

exposed to the easterly winds and spring frosts, but will there-

fore have one hour more of the sun in this position than any
other which could be assigned to it, unless the south ; and many
varieties of the Pear merit the latter position, which they do not
often get.

—

James M'Millan {The Gardener.)

EOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Mat 4Tn.

Floral Committee.—Rev. J. Dix in the cliair. Messrs. Standish
and Co. sent a small collection of plants, of which Struthiopteris

orientalis. a very handsome half-hardy Japanese Fern, received a tirst-

clasa cortiticate. From the same firm came also some interesting

seedling Rhododendrons, with a white ground, in some instances densely

dotted with dark spots in the centre ; also Acer japonioum argentenm,
one of the platanoides section, which it was requested should be sent

again in the autumn ; Zonal Pelargonium Jean Sisley, a very iine

variety, bright orange scarlet, with a conspicuous white centre ; and two
new double Zonal Pelargoniums, named Wilhelm Spitzer, a brilliant

scarlet, and Mario Lemoine, bright rose. These were two very pro-

mising varieties. Messrs. Standish likewise sent a hybrid Nosegay
Zonal, called Engc'ne Buenzod, with bright pink flowers in large

trusses.

Mr. Shaw, Manchester, sent Croton Wrigleyanum variegatum ; the

plant was too small for any decision as to its merits.

Messrs. Veitch exhibited a small collection of Orchids and other

plants. Vanda Dennisoniana received a first-class certificate ; a new
species of Brassia, somewhat like B. macnlata, a very handsome
Orchid, was also awarded a first-class certificate; Epidendrum syrin-

githyrsum, Achryanthes acuminata, Peperomia heterostachys, Croton

aucubsefolium, and others. A special certificate was awarded the col-

lection.

A very interesting group of the seedling Coleas raised by Mr. Banse
at the gardens at Chiswick, was much admired.

Mr. Bull sent Geonoma zamoreusis, a small-growing Palm, which
received a fir^t-class certificate ; Podocai-pus Maki variegatus—first-

class certificate ; Pitcairnia tabnlBcformis, Achyranthes acuminata,

and Chamjerops arborca {?), to be seen again.

Mr. Turner, Slough, sent a new Azalea Madame Vander Ctnyssen,

largo deep rose ilower, spotted in the centre, the flower rather too flat

;

it received a first class certificate. Also a basket of small plants of a

new Golden Zonal Pelargonium, called Golden Attraction, with very

deep golden-colonred foliage.

Mr. Keynes, Salisbury, exhibited a basket of a new Zonal Pelargo-

nium, called Little Pinky, said to he useful for ornamental bedding

purposes, but not equal to many other weU-known sorts.

Mr. C. Noble, Snnningdale, sent a collection of the seedling early-

flowering Clematis, some of them very promising, but many of the

plants too small, and the flowers not even fully expanded. Albert

Victor, a fine circular pale lavender flower, received a first-class cer-

tificate ; Miss Bateman, creamy white, a fine circular flower, was also

awarded a first-class certificate. Among the others, which will pro-

bably be sent again, were Lord Napier, Lord Londesborongh, and

Lady Londesborongh.
Mr. Edmonds sent several fine trusses of Rhododendron Metropoli-

tanum, which he cut from the conservatory. Chiswick House ; a brilliant

carmine rose, very conspicuous and beautiful.

Messrs. E. G. Henderson sent several specimen Blandfordias, an

Ixora, and Azalea Bonquet de Flore. A special certificate was awarded

for the collection.

Mr. Green, gardener to W. W. Saunders, Esq., sent a large collec-

tion of variegated-foliaged plants, which received a special certificate.

Mr. .J. Cooper, Rcigate^ sent a specimen of Toxioophtoa spectabilis

;

Mr. Boyce, nurseryman, Clapham, a Zonal Pelargonium, not equal to

many others in cultivation ; and Messrs. J. & C. Lee a fine specimen

of Azalea altaciarensis.

Mr. Sherratt, gardener to J. Bateman, Esq., received a first-clase

certificate for Deudrobium janthophlebium, also for Dendrobimn
transparens. E. Salt, Esq., received a special certificate for a fine

specimen of Masdevallia Veitchiana with four beautiful flowers,^ also a

special certificate for a fine example of Dendrobium Falconeri. Mr.

Watson, florist. Hammersmith, was awarded a first-class certificate

for a very fine white, early, forcing Pink, one of the purest whites ever

seen, and most useful for spring decoration.

Messrs. Downie, Laird, it Laijig sent a curious sport of a Colens,

which may lead to a new form of this nseful plant, the leaves pale

green with a dark centre, margined with bright red ; it is an interesting

sport, and may probably produce a race of tricolor Coleuses.

Meeting on Council and Exhibitors.—In accordance with a
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notice issued to the lcailinj:j oxhibitore at tlin Loudon Shown (hpo

page 294), a meeting was held in tho Counfilroom, nt which Mr.
Fraeer, Mr. W. riiu!, Mr. (J. Piinl, Mr. 0. Ijno, Mr. Ktandish, Mr.

Laing, Mr. J. CutbuBli, Mr. FranciB, Mr. KinfjhorD, and Bomo nthurs

were present. Tho lUv. JoBhua l>ix took tbo rhair, aud explained

the object ol' tho meeting to bo the diseiiBsion of tho hi/.o of poU to bo

used at the oxIiibitiouB in 1H7(I. Ah no plan of contemplated al-

terations was submitted a somewhat desultory conversation ensued.

Some were in favonr of placing no limitation on tho size of pots, but

to leave it to tho judt^os to decide which mi;^ht bo tho best collection,

and others advocated chissea for plants in small pots, bo as to j^ivo

amateurs a chance. Dr. Ho^g preaumcd that it was not intended to

abolish largo pots, but to make a pluco for plants in small ones, and,

60 for as wu could gather, that was the only conclusion arrived at.

eoverancG. Ho muHt bo a mau who ha^ learned to labour and
to wait—not to labour for a season, to plant an orcliard or
vineyard, and thou ^itdown and wait with folded hands, ex-
pecting without farther ciTort to gain I'omona'n f-iirest trea-

Bures ; but to labour conHtantly aud earnestly, firmly believing
that the reward will come."

Gener-vl Mketts*;.—J. Bateman, Keq., F.U.S., in tho rhair.

Fifteen new Fellows wero elected, and tho Royal Oxfordshire Horti-

ooltural Society admitted into union. The awards of tho Floral

Committee haviup been announced, tho Kev. M. J. Berkeley stated

with reference to the prize offered by Mrs. Lloyd Wynne for the best

OoUectiou of Narcissus, that as it was found impossible to bring to-

gether a complete eolicctiou in flower at one time, it had been de-

termined to extend the competition to an entire year, and it was hoped
that it would commence nt tho next meeting. Mr. Berkeley added,

that as it was so extremely uncertain what aro specios and what are

not, it was intended to include all well-marked varieties in the com-
petition. As an instance of how variable some of the Narcissua

family are in their characters, ho produced examples of Narcissus

bifloms not merely with two but with four flowers on tho same stem,

and this a single stem, not one resultiu<^ from the union of two or

more. He also exhibited three-flowered aud one-flowered specimens

of the same plant. In conscquenco of the variations which he ob-

served in this respect, he was led to think it possible that Narcissus

biflorus, hitherto considered a British species, might after all be only

a hybrid, and on examining tho plants in hi<( own fjarden, whither
they had been brought from tho old garden at Fothcriugay Castle, ho
was strengthened in the supposition by finding; no trace of an ovule
in the flower. A sport of Colens Blomei with the leaves overlaid

with pink, wos then noticed as likely to be the parent of a new race,

as well as Dieffenbachia nebulosa, a hybrid raised hy Mr. Banse,
having D. W'eirii for its male, and D. picta for its female parent.

Allusion -was also made to a variegated Maple from Messrs. Stantlish

and Co., shown under the name of Acer japonicum argenteura, but of

which the specific name has to be determined ; and it was mentioned as

a fact not generally known, that the capsules of some of the Acers aro

milky, while in others they aro di*y. It was also remarked in reference

to a Rhododendron from the same firm, that out of six thousand
plants resulting from crossing two distinct kinds, not more than twelve
resembled the female. A Cioton ; Toxicophlfea spectabilis, from Natal,

used for poisoning arrows ; aud a Lichen, Usuea florida, very abun-
dant on trees in Abyssinia, having been pointed out, Mr. Berkeley
observed that the qnestion had been raised in France whether the
beat way to produce TrufHes is to sow acorns, and although the plants
raised from a quantity of Pyracantha berries, imported from Russia,

had been found affected with a fungus attacking the berries, Ktill tho

spores of the Truffle were very largo, and it was impossible tliat they
coold permeate the acorns, and this remark applied to other Fungi as
well, but not to all. Thus, it had been said that Rose mildew pro-

ceeded from the roots, but it was not so, for it. as well as the mildew
on the Hop and Vine, is external, and admits of a remedy ; but others

are internal, aud in general admit of no remedy, and, as an example,
a Lychnis was adduced, of which the only part attacked was the

anther, the spawn of the fangus having certainly traversed tho plant.

As regards corn, bunt could be remedied, but not mildew and smut,
because by steeping in certain liquids (as a solution of Glauber's

salts, afterwards drying with quicklime), it was possible to destroy tho
vegetative power of the seeds of the bunt, which germinate, produce a
thread, and by that enter tho seeds of the corn, whilst the smut is

carried by the wind.
Mr. Bateman remarked he had never seen Blandfordia Cnnning-

hamii in such beauty as he had seen it that day ; and as regards the

Maples, he could say that there are in existence many most strange

and most charming kinds, and he only wished some one would offer a
prize for them. He then made some remarks on the Orchids, espe-

cially noticing Masdevallia Veitchiana and Dendrobinm Falconeri,

from Mr. Salt's gardener ; D. transparens, of which a fine specimen
was shown from his own garden at Knypersley; D. xanthophlebium

;

Yanda Deunisoniana, Brassia sp., and Epidendram syringithyrRum,

from Messrs. Veitch. Attention was also drawn to the fact that

Rhododendron Nuttallii is now in flower in the conservatory at South
Kensington.

Advice to HonTictTLTumsTS.—President Hammond, of the

Warsaw (U.S.), Horticultural Society, in his last annual
address, gave the following advice to beginners in horticulture :—" He who would succeed as a horticulturist must be in love

with his profession ; he mast adopt it as hi»3 bu&iness, and
identify it with his life. He must be a close observer, possess

an indomitable will, and a large amount of patience and per-

ENTOMOLOGICAT. SOCIETY'S MEETING.
Tjjk April meeting was hold at Burlington House on tho 5th ult.,

the Prosidont bt-iug in the chair. Among-.t tho additions to tho So-
ciety's library received since tbo last meeting woro the Transactions
of tho Swiss Kntomologii'al Society, especially interesting from tho
number of articles on the honey Beo aud hive culture ; also a remark-
able memoir on tho development of tho Acarida) by M. Claparede,
presented by Sir .Tohn Lubbock.

Mr. Pascoo oxhibitt^d Bomo interesting exotic Beotlos, including &
new gonus of Diapcridro, in which a curious case of mimicry was ob-
sci'ved, tho front of the thorax bein;^ armed with two flattened horns
replacing the armature of tho head so common in this family ; alao

specimens of three genera of Plnropean forms now first detected as in-

habiting New Holland—Apion, Attolabn^, and I'UleBCus ; likewise

several very curious new genera of Curculionid;!', in ono of which the
hind margin of the thorax was armed with a flattened spiuo extending
over tho suture of the elytra.

Professor Westwood exhibited, from the Hope colketion, a specimen
of tho curious Panorpa nematogaster from Java, described by Mr.
MacLachlan at the piocediug meeting from a supposed unique apeci-

men in the British Museum; and Blatta melanocephala, a species o£

Cockroach, which he had received from the late Sir Charles Lemon at

Carclew and other correspondents, as committing great injury in Orchid
houses by eating the bud^ nnd young shoots of the plants. The species

is a native of India and the adjacent islands. Mr, F. Smith stated

that a small species of tliis family is to be found abundantly in tnfts

of grass on tho seashore in Norfolk, and other smaJ species are occa-

sionally beaten from trees.

Mr. Frederick Bond exhibited Sciaphila communana of Herriclc

Schaffer, a species of Tortricid&o new to this country, captured at

Wicben Fen, Cambridgeshire, and preserved specimens of the larvsa

of Phycita cribrella. Mr. Druce exhibited ppecimens of the very 6jia

and rare Papilio zalmoxis, Hewits., from Old Calabar.

Mr. Frederick Smith exhibited a remarkable series of British

.humble Bees (Bombus sp.), showing the extent in the variation of the

colouring of some of the species, whilst others, apparently, were not

liable to any material amount of variation. With these humble Bees
he alao exhibited a corresponding series of their parasites, belonging

to the genus of false-humble Bees (Apathus or Ptithyrus), each species

of which undergoes a similar amount of variation as tho species to

which it is attached ; thus, whilst Bombus subterranens aud its para-
site A. campestris respectively undergo a great and corresponding

amount of variation, Bombus terrestris and its parasite A. vestaUa,

B. pratorum and its parasite A. Barbutellus, and B. lapidarius and
its parasite A. rupestris, scarcely undergo any amount of variation.

The parasites are allowed to enter the nest unmolested by the true

worker Bombi, but it was remarkable that the variable species, B. sub-

terranens, is very irritable and easily provoked to use its sting, whilst

the moss-worker species aro very quiet aud tame.
A memoir was read, containing descriptions of various new species

of exotic Butterflies, including two new species of Papilio from,

Ecuador, by Mr. Hewitson, and Mr. Baly contributed a paper con-

taining descriptions of new species of plant Beetles, belonKiug to the

families CassididaB and Hispidao. A monograph on the British species

of Homalota, a genus of minute Staphvlinida>, by Dr. Sharp, was
read. Of this genus 89 species aro contained in the last British

Catalogue by Mr. J. R. Waterhouse, whilst Dr. Sharp increased their

number to 157, of which 29 wero entirely new to science.

Mr. A. K. Wallace contributed a memoir on certain eastern speciea

of Butterflies, belonging to the genera Myues and Prothoe, of which
he described several new species which had partially been regarded

by preceding writers as varieties.

PLANTS V/INTERED OUT OF DOORS IN THE
NORTH.

The late mild winter bas been very favourable fnr many of

tbe occupants of onr gardens in this neighbourhood surviving

in the open ground in sheltered places. Thus, some Verbenas,

as ImpCratriee Elizabeth, Firefly, and others are not killed,

nor aro Calceolarias Aurea floribunda, K;iyii, Buby Bicolor,

Gem, and others. C3ntaurea candidissima I have watched
anxiously ; it has lived through the winter without any protec-

tion, and is now looking as well as can be. Coronilla glauca,

planted out last spring, has lived, and has been during the past

month one mass of bloom, and an object of great beauty. At
the same time and place was planted a large Genista canariensis,

which 18 now in bloom, and was very fine in April. A large
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plant of Acacia lophantha has lost part of its leaves, but loolis

well, and is beginning to make new growth. Veronica speciosa

has not suffered at all. Myrtles have also endured the winter,

and are all right. A large old plant of Diosma fragrana has
stood out in a sheltered situation without even being plunged.

The others were planted out in the ordinary way in a sheltered

situation ; they were protected a little overhead when the frost

was likely to be severe. They are now fully exposed to the

elements, and to all appearance will make good growth during
the spring. They were old stunted plants that were turned out
of the conservatory to make room for others.—M. H., AclUam
Hall, Middleshrough-on-Tces.

POMOLOGICAL GLEANINGS.
" I BEG to call your attention to the beautiful appearance

which the semi-double floweiis of Henri Capkon Peak present

this season, some of which I forward for your inspection. On
a large pyramid tree which we have growing here, now one mass
of blossom, fully one-third of the flowers are similar to those

I send jou—one or two branches entirely so, of others a great

portion, while other portions are of the usual character. I

have never noticed this character before, and my attention was
directed to it through the dense and beautiful appearance of

the blossom. The tree, although in the midst of a plantation of

over one hundred varieties all in full bloom, stands boldly out,

the most beautiful of them all. I shall try, by saving the seeds

from the fruits of these semi-double flowers, as well as by the
grafts from the shoots, to perpetuate this. Is it not worthy ?

I also send a few flowers of the well-known semi-double orna-
mental Pyrus spectabilis, for you to observe that this Pear,

Henri Capron, has the flowers equally double. I count four-

teen and fifteen petals on each, the usual complement of the

Pyrus family being only five. The flowers of the Henri Capron
are much more spreading, and in consequence do not appear
so double as those of the Pyrus spectabilis, which is one of

the most beautiful ornamental-flowering trees in cultivation,

and not nearly so common as it deserves to be.

—

Archaubaud."
[These blossoms are, as you describe them, very beautiful. You
are right to try and secure this character by grafting.

—

Eds.]

" Should another month of such glorious weather con-

tinue, what a splendid fruit season we shall have ! Never have
trees been so laden with flowers, especially Apples, Pears,

Plums, and Cherries. The Pears up to the present time look

admirably, many of the earlier-flowering sorts and those on walls

being beautifully set and swelling off. Care must be taken to

thin the fruit if fine specimens are desired, and even it good-

flavoured fruit is wanted. It is the same with Pears and other
orchard fruits in this respect, as with Grapes and Peaches.

Foliage is produced mainly through the agency of the roots,

and the crop of fruit must be regulated according to the amount
of foliage properly developed, not according to the size of the

tree, as all the flavouring matter passes through, and has to

be elaborated by, the leaves. This is well evidenced in the

case of the Gooseberry. The fruit on a bush from which the

caterpillar has stripped nearly all the leaves are either sour

or tasteless.

" Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots, I am sorry to learn, will

be but a scanty crop. This appears to be generally the case,

on the open walls especially, notwithstanding the abundance of

blossom. This forms one more argument in favour of cultiva-

tion under glass ; there, also, however, I hear of similar com-
plaints. To what cause can this be owing ? The trees mostly

blossomed early, and March was a very cold, windy, and stormy

month. Yet there were no very severe frosts, and in the case

of protected trees, and those under glass, no injury could have

been received. Some say it is to be attributed to badly-ripened

and incipient wood, which I can scarcely believe, as I have seen

many examples, and can affirm that the wood was perfectly

ripened. I am inclined to attribute it greatly to the continued

cold-cutting winds of March and the absence of pollen, which,

in many cases, was remarkable, and also to the great and sudden

excitement which the trees experienced in the beginning of

April, after so long a season of lethargy.

—

Akchahbaud."

DESTROY QUEEN WASPS.
I THINK it would be well to draw the attention of yonr readers

to the great good to be obtained by. at this season, destroying

as many wasps as possible, especially as we are told that each

one now destroyed probably prevents a nest. There is little food

for them, and they are easily caught. I hung a bottle, with
beer and sugar in it, on a wall a few days since, and I now have
about a dozen drowned wasps—fine large ladies. I have for

years pursued the same course in August, when I have been
rewarded with pints; but surely one killed now is worth a pint
at that season. I cannot but think that if lovers of fruit-

growing would now use this means they would be saved much
trouble and annoyance at the time when their fruit is ripen-
ing.—C. R. SCHOLFIELD.

THE PORTABLE ORCHARD.
(Continued from page 277.)

Thk two commonest and best forms for potted trees are tho
pyramid and goblet. No doubt irregular forms will aiford fruit,

and I am sorry to say I have plenty of them, for it is impossible

to obtain bought trees that can always be trained regularly

;

but these irregular forms are always best treated by trying to

get rid of as much irregularity as possible. I shall endeavour,
therefore, to describe regular forms only, giving passing hints

for those roughly appro-ximating to them.
To form a pyramid we require, as before, to encourage the

growth of the lower branches as much as possible, and I know
of no other way of accomplishing this but by checking the

growth of the upper part of tho tree till the lower branches are

established ; and as we cannot bend doi\-n the vertical leader

now to any purpose, there is nothing for it but the knife. The
young tree, then, must be cut down early in spring, so as to leave

six or seven eyes above the graft, to give one shoot for an upright
leader, and five or six for the lowest tier of branches. As this is

tho first serious amputation that we have been called upon to

perform, and there is a right and a wrong way of doing every-
thing, I will offer a few words about cutting-back. If a cut is

made when the sap is active, the knife .should have its edge
placed exactly opposite the bud to which it is intended to cut

back, and the cut made with a slant, coming out close above the

bud, leaving no snag to force the young shoot sideways. A cut

so made when the sap is active wUl have tho lips of the wound
healed in a very short

time. If the cut is

made with too long a
slant, the surface to be
covered over is so much
larger. On the other

hand, if a snag is left the

young shoot is distorted,

and the wound cannot
heal till the snag is cut

off. When, however, a
largo amputation is to

be made, the operation

should be performed at

two separate times, the

first cut being mado
when the plant is dor-

mant, and to the eye
next above the one to

which it is requisite to

go,and then when the sap

is flowing the final cut is

made as above directed.

Also in cutting branches
inclined at various an -

gles, if they are large
'^ the cut should be

made from below up-
wards, to prevent rain

resting on the exposed
surface ; and as we gene-

rally have to cut to an
under bud—that is, one

on the under side of the

branch, wo must begin

tho cut just beyond the

bud, and come out a
quarter of an inch or so

Fif!. 20.—Maiden Pear tref, showing the ijeyond Jt on the upoer
growth daring tlie summer of the year it was ./ ,,. i:.,i,, „_„„4,' „t
grafted, and also the piaces where ithasbeen side, this little snagmust
stopped, and where it was cut back in the be cut off in the tollow-
lollowing spring. jug year whoa the tree

is in leaf. All such large cuts should be covered with grafting wax.

Reverting, then, to our yoimg tree, which is to be cut down
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in order to devclope tho lowest branches, the cut should ho made
as in Jig. 20, at a. Tliis figure is from a Louise Bonne Pear.

The upright sliout is tliat from the A bud of the scion ; the

shoots from tho ii and c buds have been stopped at the points

marked s. This was dene early in July, whilst tho A shoot was
allowed to grow to the end of August, and was tiieu stopped. A
warm aiitumn made tliis shoot push again ; ordinarily it would
not have made any farther elongation after being stopped so lato

as the end of August. The reason for stopping it at all was to

help to mature tile lower buds. At the same timo that the lead-

ing shoot A is eut at a, what was the upper part of the scion, witli

the B and c shoots, is to be removed by being eut off at h. If all

go right tho seven buds on the portion of tho A shoot left will

grow vigorously. The central or loading shoot should bo stopped

by the end of July by pinching oB' tho upper portion with six

or seven leaves from the i>oint. The six lateral branches arc to

be permitted full liberty till the end of August, and then must
be stopped by merely pinching ofi' the end of each down to the

first full-sized leaf. The leader will push again, the new shoots

will use up all superlluous sap, and the branches will rarely

break again, only forming a perfect bud at the leaf to which
they have been stopped.

Fig. 2 1 represents our young tree at the end of this second
season. As before, s denotes the place where the leader was
pinched in July. Such growth makes it a very easy matter to

Fig. 21.—YouDC pyramidal Pear tree at tho end of the second year,
showing the growth from tlie lowest seven eyes. The s shows the place
where the central tjhoot was stopped.

form the lowest whorl of the pyramid ; but it does not happen
as a matter of course that the branches grow so regularly and
equally as in this specimen ; most commonly some of them are

inclined to grow stronger than the rest, and we must find out
means of regulating their vigour. Now, we shall have to cut
off about one-third of each of these branches in tho following
spring, and it does not matter, therefore, whether the eyes in

the portion to be removed aro well developed or not ; therefore

we can diminish the vigour of the branches which are inclined

to grow too vigorously by removing the foliage from these upper
portions. If, however, wo take off a leaf we ruin the bud in the
axil of that leaf. Now, though we do not care for tho buds in

these ends of the branches, it is better to proceed in a less de-
structive way, which is to cut the leaves across with a pair of
scissors, at about their middle. By the time this is needed there

will be, probably, some six or eight leaves to he shorn, and the
check this gives to the whole branch is generally enough to

allow tho others to overtake it. If, however, some unruly follow

will persovero in outstripping his brethren, there is nothing for

it but to pinch his head off at tho last well-developed leaf. This
ci)iialisuti(m must he seen to by tho end of July.

In tho following spring all tho seven branches must be cut
back to about t!ie distances indicated by the ellipse, in order to

ensure the development of tho spurs or latenals on the lower
portions. We cannot hurry thcso forms excepting at the sacri-

fice of fruitfulness. If wo allow the branches to grow unchecked,
they wdl have no eyes on the lower portions to furnish spurs

;

and if we stop the branches aa thoy grow by summer pinching,
wo prevent them from becoming vigorous ; therefore in the early
stages of formation wo must allow them to grow more freely,

and cut back more severely than is right when the tree ia on<;f

fairly formed.—W. Kinosley.

(Tobecontinoed.)

MAIDSTONE GARDENERS' IMPROVEMENT
ASSOCIATION.

(P'n/iti a t'orrespomlrnt
.)

SouE time ago Mr. Wills explained at length the working of

a society of gardeners at Leeds, and set forth the advantages of

a body of men working together as compared with those at-

tendant on efforts made single-handed. He also described the

benefits which the society offered in alleviating the distresses

of its members, and in its meetings affording opportunities for

discussion on the culture of particular plants and branches of

garden management. Tho former feature—that of giving as-

sistance in sickness and other misfortunes, however commend-
able, has also its shady side, for a benevolent club and one for

the discussion of professional matters do not in every case

work well together ; and the example given is not of sufficiently

longstanding to serve as a proof of the society being exempt
from the little jealousies and unpleasantnesses that creep in,

in spite of all the care of well-disposed and energetic managers.
Witness the number of horticultural societies which have
fallen into decay from this cause during the last twenty or

thirty years. However, lot us hope that with the spread of

education, and a more just appreciation of the advantage of act-

ing in unison, such societies as that which Mr. Wills has
described may go on prosperously, and be of benefit alike to

the members and neighbourhood. Tho Leeds Society is placed

in the centre of a wealthy district, with a teeming and opulent

population, and, not the least advantage, the town may be
said to represent a tract of country of more than ordinary

fertility for a manufacturing district. With coals cheap and
plentiful as compared with what they are in many places, the

probability is that gardening is there extensively practised.

But my purpose is not to make a comparison between Leeds
and other districts, but to show that with a very small begin-

ning other associations of gardeners may also be formed in

neighbourhoods which have not the wealth and population of

manufacturing districts, and where the nearest coalpit is pro-

bably two hundred miles ofl'.

About seven years ago a few gardeners in the immediate
neighbourhood of Maidstone met, with the view of forming a
society where subjects connected with their calling might be
discussed. A set of rules having been determined on, and a,

small subscription required from the members, its work com-
menced at once by holding monthly and fortnightly meetings,

the latter being less important than the former. Active officers

being appointed, and suitable subjects chosen to debate upon,
the meetings were very popular, and honorary as well as

ordin.ary members joined in numbers, so much so that during
tho second winter of the Society's existence it was determined
to hold a show. The Corn Exchange, the largest room in the

town, was engaged for the purpose, and the skill of the com-
mittee was taxed in devising means to decorate it by wreaths
of evergreens above and a judicious display of plants on stages

on the floor, together with vases of artificial stone, basins, &c.

The appearance of the whole was so much appreciated that there

has been a repetition of the spring show every year, and at

that held last spring, to which a small charge was made for

admission, there was upwards of £88 taken at the door. Con-
sidering that the town, unlike the centres of manufacturing
industry, does not count its population by tens of thousands,

but that there are only about 24,000 inhabitants, and the

neighbourhood is a rural one, this is a good sum, especially as

all the honorary members had a number of tickets free.

For the working of a Society of this kind considerable
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labour and no small amount of support from the body of its

members are necessary, but hitherto both have been cheerfully
giTen, and all has gone off well, the working staff being at all

times eqnal to their task, and time kept more punctually than
has often been the case at exhibitions claiming a higher rank.
The Society has its holidays as ^e'A as its working days, and

every summer excursions are organised, which have hitherto
been free to the members, the public paying a very reason-
able price for their tickets. In this manner, Kew, the Crystal
Palace, and Hampton Court have been visited, and the trains

every time conveyed about five hundred passengers. The in-

creasing number of members, however, renders some change in

the management of this department imperative, as the liberal

spirit in which the Society has met the public and its own
members has left it almost a loser by these affairs. Neverthe-
less, the Society has always been able to meet its engagements,
and occasionally liberal grants of its funds have been made to

members in times of distress, as well as now and then contri-
butions to the local charities.

To meet requirements like the above, it may be supposed
that liberal subscriptions from the members must be necessary,
but such is not the case. The funds of the Society have been
steadily increasing durirg the last five years, and now amount
to upwards of £200, while the members' subscription is only
is. a-year. Of course, the assistance given by honorary mem-
bers has materially augmented the funds, but all these mem-
bers have been liberally supplied with tickets to the exhibitions,
&c., so that the Society takes credit to itself for the manner in
which its affairs have been managed, and for being able to accu-
mulate so large a sum from such small subscriptions without in-

curring the charge of niggardliness. On the contrary, all fair

and reasonable charges connected with the exhibitions have
always been paid on the spot, and not long ago the sum of £10
was handed over to the widow cf a diseased member, while
smaller sums have been given to others whose cases seemed
deserving of assistance.

The question naturally arises, Cannot similar societies be
formed elsewhere ? The neighbourhood of Maidstone presents
no advantages for such a purpose not common to others, and
the number of professional gardeners, even counting many
whose position includes other employments, is certainly much
smaller than in the districts more densely populated. All
that is required is unanimity of purpose on the part of those
who ought to take the lead in such matters, and the object
is generally followed-up by those in humbler circumstances.
There can be no question of the advantages attendant on we.ll-

conducted meetings : for instance, the meetings so frequently
reported of the Eoyal Horticultural Society, where new and
interesting productions form the subjects of comment amongst
those present. The arrangement of the meetings of the
Maidstone Gardeners' Ascociation is somewhat similar, dif-

fering, however, in one respect—the subject for the evening's
discussion is announced at the previous meeting, and the mem-
ber who introduces it is allowed to speak at greater length than
others, the ordinary rules of other societies of a like kind being
observed in the debate. Some latitude is, of course, given
under peculiar circumstances, but the subjects for discussion
are limited to those connected with gardening. Generally
speaking, the monthly meetings have been more numerously
attended than the fortnightly ones, although all have been well
attended, and good order and obedience to rules have been
maintained. If the subject for the evening's discussion is dis-

posed of before the appointed hour for breaking up, it is usual
to give persons who may have brought specimens of fruits,

vegetables, or plants, an opportunity of explaining what they
consider their interesting featm-es, and this part of the even-
ing's work is not by any means the least instructive, as there
is usually something useful to be learned. An efficient Secre-
tary notes down the features of the discussion, and other
matters of interest are duly recorded for future reference.

Such is the working of the Maidstone Gardeners' Mutual
Improvement Association, which has now passed its sixth anni-
versary, and which continues to increase iu importance and
atility, and long may it do so.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Make vigorous war against all insects. The rising crops of
OnioTis. Carrots, Parsnips, &e., should be thoroughly cleaned,
and the ground between the latter two well stirred with the hoe.
Keep np successions of various salads, and let the Nasturtiums

and Gherkins be sown. This is an excellent period for planting
Asparagus. Ground from which Broccoli and other winter
Greens have been cleared should be manured and trenched, or
dug, as may be requisite for the succeeding crop ; or, if it is

intended for Celery, the trenches should be taken out at once,
so as to be able to plant a crop of Lettuce or Spinach between
them. Prepare Tomatoes for planting out, also Sweet Basil,
&c., with Ridge Cucumbers and Vegetable Marrows ; also make
a sowing of Sweet Basil, Marjoram, and Savory on a light warm
border. Prepare the early Celery for planting out as speedily
as possible, and attend to the plants for succession crops.

PKUIT GAEDEN.
Proceed with the disbudding of Peach and Apricot trees,

leaving for the present, however, any shoots the leaves of which
overhang or shelter the fruit ; but the points of such should be
pinched out, in order to afford those intended to be left at the
final disbudding every encouragement. It will also be neces-
sary to go over Plum, Pear, and Cherry trees, to remove gross
shoots, and to stop those not wanted for lajing-in. This, re-

peated as may be necessary during summer, is greatly preferable

to the old practice of allowing the shoots to remain till mid-
summer, and then cutting them back to two or three eyes.
Extirpate insects on all fruit trees. The Apricots will require
hand-picking, and the foreright and luxuriant shoots should be
pinched.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Except in favoured localities, it will be unsafe to commence

planting out the bedding stock until we experience a decided
change of weather. Meantime harden the plants off, and
arrange them so that when planting-out is commenced it can
be done expeditiously. Also decide what is to occupy each bed,

and have everything in readiness. Presuming that the plants
for each bed have been previously determined on and hardened-
o£f, no great diflioulty will be met in filling up the beds. Some
allowance must, however, bo made as regards the time when it

is desired to have the piincipal display of flowers. If early,

the plants will require to be placed more closely together, and
need not be stopped ; and if not before a later period in the
summer, somewhat thinner ; and the flower buds should be
pinched off as they appear till the plants have filled the beds.

There are two methods of arranging the colours in parterres

and flower gardens : the one is to produce a striking effect by,

employing plants only of a decided colour, principally red, blue,

and yellow, using white for separating the different divisions

When the colours are well eontiasted this plan is very effective,

particularly when viewed from a distance, and is well adapted
for situations where the beds are not numerous, and where
there is a considerable breadth of grass or gravel to overpower.
Yet a repetition of the same flower, however brilliant, is seldom
so pleasing on a close examination as where variety, both in

form and colour, has been secured, and when the gradations

into which the primary colours run have been arranged in ac-

cordance with the rules governing their distribution. Now will

be the time for the amateur to make the necessary additions to

his collection of Tulips, and I would advise all intending pur-

chasers to visit various beds and select for themselves. It is

a much more satisfactory plan than buying the dry bulbs.

Awnings must be put up, admitting all the air possible at the

sides, to prevent the plants being drawn. Plant out Dahlias,

place supports to them, mulch the surface of the ground, and
water regularly when they require it. Old plants of Holly-

hocks, which are throwiug up four or five stems, should be
reduced to two or three, and these should be neatly tied out to

short stout stakes, so that each spike may be free from its

neighbour. Tie up Pinks, and remove the superfluous shoots.

Divide Polyanthuses, planting them in a very shady, cool spot

;

where such is not to be had naturally, artificial shade must be
made, as this is essential to their wellbeing.

OREENHOnSE AND CONSERVATORY.

Liberal shifts will now be frequently required for growing
specimens of choice plants. Attend well to thorough drain-

ing. The Pelargoniums willnow be showing bloom, if it is not

already expanded. As soon as this occurs, unless the plants are

of gross habit, a little weak clear manure water may be given.

Such may also be applied to the Azaleas making their wood,

also to the CHmellias. Pot a reserve stock of Pelargoniums,

Calceolarias, Verbenas, Heliotropes, &o., in 3-inch pots, and
keep them by themselve."!. Such will be continually gay during

the latter part of the summer and autumn. The Chrysanthe-

mums will soon require propagation. Although a slight shade

is indispensable in tho conservatory in the forenoon of bright
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warm days, this must be used sparingly when the weather

proves nnsettled, for without abundance of light flowers never

colour properly, and they soon fade if Uopt in too shady a posi-

tion. Air should also bo freely admitted whenever the weather

will permit. When it can be aucompliabed, watering should bo

done in the moruini?, in order that tho superfluous moisture

may be dried np before evening, so as to avoid damp at night,

from which there ia some danger during tho present state of

the weather. The New Holland twiners, when done flowering,

should have their shoots well triiumed-in before growth com-
mences, thinning the msin branches where necessary by cut-

ting out weakly ones. Always rememlier to secure plenty of

young wood towards the bottom. S irae uf the earlier-flowering

half-hardy plants will soon be past their best, and a judicious

amount of foreeight and care will be necessary to avoid being

short of specimens in bloom with which to supply their places.

Many plants in the stove, as Achime.nes, Gloxinias, &c., should

now be in a forward state ; but those must be carefully pre-

pared for removal to the cooler and drier atmosphere of the

conservatory, otherwise there will he grent risk of injuring the

foliage, and when circumstances will admit, plants that have
been grown in a warm moist atmosphoro should be removed to

an intermediate house about a fortuight previous to their being

taken to the conservatory, and gradually inured to a free cir-

culation of air, ito. By attention to this, and placing the

plants in tho warmest corners in the conservatory, Cleroden-

drons, Allamandas, and other plants, will continue growing
slowly and blooming for three months at a time, whereas, if

this be neglected, their beauty may bo very short-lived.

STOVE.
As stove plants advance allow them plenty of room, particu-

larly plants ohiefly ornamental by their foliage. The syringe

must be in constant use to keep down insects, and must bo

assisted by fumigation when thrips is likely to establish itself.

The white and brown scale are best kept under by carefully

handwashing the infested plants with a strong lather of brown
soap and water. Soft brushes or pieces of sponge should only

be used for this purpose, in order that no injury may be done
to the leaves. Amaryllises, &e., should be removed to the con-

servatory or show house for blooming; there they are great

acquisitions. Mark any striking varieties for saving seed.

After blooming plunge them in a little bottom heat in a frame
near the glass to perfect their growth. Fires for the stove and
Orchid house will still be necessary.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

We ran the Dutch hoe wherever it would go, weeds or no
weeds seen, removed exhausted vegetables as Brussels Sprouts
and Coleworts, and cut over Scotch Cabbaging Kale, and
Veitch's Late Curled, to help a little before the Cabbages be-

came firmer and harder. The chief work besides has been a

continuation of that of preceding weeks. Having been from
home a few hours one day, though we cannot at present give

an account of all that we saw, some remarks may be useful,

and first as to

Cucumbers.—With plants of the same age and kind our dung
frame has this year beaten the hot-water pit, but there has
been little difference between them. In both cases the plants

were chiefly grown in sandy soil taken from mounds at the

sides of a highway that had accumulated for years, the top turf

being thinly taken off and laid aside for other purposes. This
soil was enriched merely with a little sweet rotten leaf mould
and hotbed dung, thoroughly decomposed and aired, and a few
spadesful of charred rubbish. We would have added more if we
had had it. The longer we grow plants of all kinds, the more
do we fall back on simple composts. We hace known people

send twenty miles for a load of some fine loam, when they

eonld have obtained nearly as good not m'lny yards from their

own homesteads. The sides of roads are a never-failing

source of supply, but roadwardens are more particular than
they used to be, and we presume that in general such soil

cannot be taken without the consent of the landlord of the

adjacent land, or the lord of the manor. Wlien it can be ob-

tained with little trouble, it renders one independent of the

trying after " the top spit of an eld pasture," so frequently

spoken about. Many gardeners may long after such material,

and get no further than longing.

As yet we have had no trouble with these Cucumbers ; no
trouble with insects, no trouble with disease, no trouble with

earthing-up, and thus bo far exposing the plants, as all the

earth was given at once. We have just done beds for two

frames, and in two days the soil was warm enough for plant-

ing. Wo must not, however, shout too early, for wo know not

how soon tho disease or somo other evil may assail us.

Mr. Cadger, at Luton H jo, has at present as fine a span-

roofed house of Cucumbers as could well be seen, and as the

most of the fruit are growing in suBpended rather whitish

glasses, you might fancy you were transported to some scene

of eastern mignitioenoe. Wa prefer, however, to see the fine,

straight, green Cucumbers hanging without such enclosures,

as we have seen them there, and in a somewhat similar span-

roofed house at Kimptou Hoo. The hanging generally makes

the fruit straight enouj/h when there are not too many swelling

at one time, and thoro is something at the roots to meet the

demands of fruit and healthy fcdiage. Nothing could look

more healthy than those Cucumbers ; but Mr. Cadger had not

been without his troubles with tho previous or winter crop,

which was almost destroyed by beetles, cockroaches, and

crickets. At The Hyde, Mr. Young showed us what had been

a fine hot-water pit of Cucumbers, containing even then

plenty of good Cucumbers, but the bed fresh-surfaced, and the

leaves thin, and many of them gnawed all round their edges.

Both gentlemen seemed to depend much on water as near the

boiling point as possible, slushing it all over the woodwork,

brickwork, and every hole and cranny at a cleaning-out between

crops. When thit could not be done, glass or glazed earthen-

ware vessels were set, with beer or treacle water in them, and

some little sticks placed for the beetles to mount up by, the

higher end hanging over the vessel, and the beetles on reach-

ing it fell down into tho liquor. We recollect once setting

such a trap for beetles, &c., and finding in the liquid, in addi-

tion to a goodly number of them, half a dozen mice. We have

known crickets partake of arsenic and butter spread on thin

slices of bread, and the live ones in cannibal fashion feasting

on the dead poisoned ones. Nothing, however, was found so

effeetnal among growing crops at both places as phosphoric

paste, such as that manufactured for mice and rats, merely

placing a little of the paste on a tally, and the slightest nibble

destroys the crickets. Wo presume the scent and the luminons

appearance at night attract them.

All of these are great annoyances among growing crops in

places where there is heat, and for thorough clearance when

there was no crop we would have most faith in burning sul-

phur, and then washing the walls and everything with boiling

water. We recollect seeing several empty houses in a fine

street in London that had been untenanted for years. The
cockroaches and black beetles had so obtained possession that

no one could be found to contest it with them. It was beetles

everywhere.
The pages ot onr back volumes testify to the great success

of Mr. Cox as a Cucumber grower. We have never seen such

numbers of Cucumbers hanging in the same space as in the

span-house at Kimpton Hoo, where Cox's Volunteer was grown,

still one of the best kinds for abundant bearing, though not so

long as some other kinds, as the Telegraph, &c. For some

time Cucumber disease, both the spot on leaves and the gummy
exudation on the fruit has visited him, and he says he feels

almost unable to contend with the evil, and yet the roots

appear healthy, strong, and vigorous. So far as we know, this

dire disease is as great a mystery as ever. Somo gentlemen

have written to us throwing the whole blame on the want of

skill of the gardener, but we consider that skill has nothing to

do with it. The most successful growers for twenty or thirty

years, have felt themselves nearly helpless when the malady

visited them. We had our share of it for several years, and

can state that now we do not know what brought it or what took

it away. It mattered not what soil we tried, what seed we
had, or where it came from, what place we had the plants in,

whether dung bed, frame, hot-water pit, hand-light on ridge, in

the open air. trained on the ground, or against a trellis or

fence, planted out in a bed, or the roots curbed in a pot—tho

disease showed itself. We have found no palliative but in

simple compost, cleanliness, and airing the soil, and very fre-

quent planting, but as to conquering the disease we felt per-

fectly helpless. We could obtain Cucumbers only by continually

planting and clearing away the old plants when they became

affected. It is rather mortifying to say so, but we know of no

remedy when once a plant is affected. A gocd gardener is

almost powerless, so far as overcoming the evil is concerned.

Pea-5.—We found in the places visited Sutton's Ringleader

was earliest in bloom out of doors. At Luton Hoo there were
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two fine pits of dwarf Peas in full bearing. Maclean's Little
Gem was the best for flavour ; Tom Thumb, or Beck's Gem,
was bearing by far the most profusely.
Some cold pits had been cleared of early Potatoes. Of course

room must be had where all such crops are wanted early in
abundance. Broccoli in most places was, like ours, coming
rather too much at once ; but Mr. Cox had a nice piece, the
heads just forming, which would be valuable, the plants were
from seed of his own selecting and saving.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Meeting with Mr. Dewsbury we did not go to Stockwood, but

from all accounts we must give precedence to him this year as
respects forced Strawberries. With us and some of our neigh-
bours they have not been quite so good as usual this year,
especially the earliest. Even the splendid plants at Luton
Hoo, perhaps the strongest in pots we ever saw, did not quite
come up to Mr. Cadger's expectations. Later crops were look-
ing very promising in pots on a steep stage in a span-roofed
house. Melons were very forward, trained on a trellis in a
steep-roofed house near the glass, but with fine shading out-
side. The Peach wall has had fresh trees planted along a good
portion of it ; the trees planted by Mr. Fraser, after having
flourished for years, having mostly begun to decline after the
terrible nights at the close of 1860 and beginning of IflOl. As
a rule, the fruit crops, especially the hardy kinds, seemed to
promise well. We think we have the pre-eminence in being
liked by small birds, as nowhere did we see such numbers as
we have ; but we noticed in some places that to amuse them-
selves they had begun to make dry baths in the Onion beds,
and, as with us, were tearing up great numbers of the young
seedling Onions. Net and altogether, we fear they have cleared
off the most of our earliest Beet.

Orchard trees in pots have needed more watering in the past
hot days, and a little sprinkling of water on the floor prevented
the air becoming too dry under glass. Thinned and tied-in
shoots in the Peach house, and regulated part of the late
vinery. We kept the paths and floors of other houses domp,
instead of syringing much overhead. Moved down the highest
shelf of Strawberries in the Peach house as liable to be earliest
infested with red spider, and as watering them well was becom-
ing more difficult. The Strawberries alluded to last week as
pricked out last autumn, are showing better than we expected.
We have, therefore, potted a lot, and plunged the pots in a
slight hotbed out of doors, to encourage the roots to the sides

C: the pots.

SJiadinri.—Several new plant houses have been put up at The
Hyde, and the question of shading was discussed among a
practical committee of visitors and visited. On the score of
economy alone, we have done little or nothing with shading for

many years, using in extreme cases a little white-coloured water,
or when we desire it to be more permanent, we use a little

size in the water, or milk and just a little whitening to give a
very slight shade. Some labour is thus also saved, as when
fine shading outside the glass is used, considerable attention
must be given in rolling down and rolling up at the right
times. As a matter of propriety, there can be no question that
in the majority of cases a thin shade applied to the outside of
the glass is the best. The glass can thus be always clear and
clean, and the shade applied when the sun is very bright,
and removed at once in cloudy or dull weather, so that the
plants can have the full benefit of direct though subdued light.

The great argument against all fixed shading or shading the
glass, is that the shade remains in a dull day, when the plants
would rejoice in all the light they could obtain. Some of the
best shading we have seen for the outside of houses, with
rollers, is a sort of strong white open cheese cloth, used largely
at Luton Hoo. We cannot say we like the dirty colour of
frigi-domo for elegant houses, and the most of tiffany is too
slender to bear the weight of a roller without support. We
would prefer bleached calico, as cheaper and better. For fixed
shading for ornamental houses, we have seen nothing to beat
the plan adopted by Mr. Cox, and which we think we alluded
to years ago. For instance, in the new conservatory at the
house—we forget whether it has a double or triple span— in

the ridge-and-furrow style, with upright glass in front, just in
the level horizontal space under each ridge or span, strong
white book muslin is fastened from side to side with rings and
hooks, well stretched. In a dull day such a thin shade does
not injuriously exclude the light, and in a bright day it shades
snfiiciently. When you look up you see everything clean, there
is little waste and wear in the material, and there is no cease-
less trouble with rollers, and ropes, and pulleys outside the

roof. Under similar circumstances we would be inclined to
follow Mr. Cox's example. Here we would give a caution ; Dis-
pense for a time with all such textile fabrics for shading, either
outside or inside of glass, and you may find it will not be such
an easy matter to return to such shading again.

ORNAMENTAI, DEPARTMENT.
We have been busy with potting, arranging bedding plants,

making up hardy edgings, &o., and without finding anything
new, we found that all our neighbours were doing their best
to place their bedding plants out of doors under some rough
protection. Three things we must notice. First, a sight we
saw on going to The Hyde, which both delighted and mortified
us. A wood had been thinned out, and the ground was carpeted
with a dense profusion of the wild blue Hyacinth. The sun
shining brightly through the thinned and pruued-up trees,

produced a flickering in the atmosphere, that set oS the bright
dancing bells to the greatest advantage. We can see numbers
of the same wild flowers every day, but never did we see such
masses. But then the mortification to think, that with all the
energy and skill we could command, we could not hope to
equal, far less excel, that scene in the woodlands wild.

The second thing is this. Some years ago we passed a high
eulogium on Fehx, a Pelargonium raised by Mr. Tirebuok.
We have found it a slow grower, and wo have only yet a few ol

it, partly, perhaps, from carelessness. Mr. Young may well
make Mr. 'Tirebuck uneasy, as from small beginnings he has
such a numerous stock of strong healthy plants. For a bed
or pot this is one of the most unique kinds. In Mrs. Young's
window was a plant in a 4-inch pot, with three trusses of bloom
almost as large as Hydrangeas.
We noticed a speciality at Luton Hoo last autumn, and we

find it will be more remarkable this season, and that wag a
number of fine plants of Coleus Verschaffeiti, strong and lofty,

trained in the pyramidal form, and which had a very striking

appearance. With this kind, and the best of the new varieties,

Mr. Cadger is growing plants for the same style this season.

With rich nourishment, some of the best coloured have leaves

already almost as large as C.ibbages. Those who have room
and a little heat, may well take a lesson as to this mode of

growth. Set among other plants, or as a row of standards by
themselves, and especially in the pyramidal form, these plants

will have a most fascinating appearance.—K. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—May 5.

These is rather more animation in busine^a, and prices are fully main-
tained for the b'ist descriptions of vcgetahlos. Hothonse produce com-
prises Peaches, Nectarines, Melons, Strawberries, Grapes, Pine Apples,

and Figs, all of excellent qua ity. Foreifin importations, which are

heavy, include Apricots and Cherries from the south of France, Bananas
and Pine Apples irom Madeira, Artichokes and Tomatoes from Algiers.
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T. L. M*yoa, Lnpwardine, SiBietoxi.—Catalogue of New and

Citoice I'lantx and Bulbs.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*-• We request that no one will write privately to the depart-

mental writers of the " Journal of Horticulture, Cottage

Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they

are Bulijooted to unjas'tiCable trouble and expense. All

commuuications fhould therefore he addressed snlcl;/ to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, d:c., 171, Fleet

Street, London, K.C.
N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next

week.

Books (OuIiVImiMJ.—Tho cilition ot Miller's Dictionnry is of no ynini-.

Our volumes commence ou the Ifit of Jnuuary find let ol July aunujiHy.

The aiiverlieomonta need not ho bound up with the other pages. Wo
have clolh covers for binding every volume.

ROTAI. HoRTICri.TURAL SOCIETY'S PELARGONIUM SHOW (fl. A.).—It iS

to be held on May 2'2nd.

Mc3A Cavendishii Fruit (Bacup).—To out the cluster of fruit whilst

Rreen, and hang it up in a dry, warm room to ripen is the common
practice.

Heaiino a Plant Case (Btiluuj).—It you can employ gas, that is the

least troublesome mode. " Wiudow Gardening for the Many," contains

directions for propagating in and uianagiug such cases. You can have it

free by post from our ofiiceif you eucloso ten postage stamps with your
address.

Vines for Out-door Culture {It. U.).—We gave a list last week. The
Hamburgh and Uambro' are the same.

Cherry Tree Blighted (J.).—Wo cannot exactly make out the cause

of the blight on your Cherry tree, but as you say it is ofcen so, we fear the

evil lies at the roots ; it may bo that the site is unfavour,ablo. In general

Cherry trees furnish a much greater proportion of bloom than any otiier

description of fruit trees, and some delicate kinds as the Elton and
Black Tartarian are shy setters os open standards, and even against

walls when the situation is not good. We have seen much good result

from thinniug the blossoms just before they expanded, as doing so enables

the remainder to set better, but the blight on the leaves must be attributed

to atmospheric causes at the time, something wrong at the root, or to

the foliage being diseased the autumn before. The last causo is not
unlikely. If we knew more of your case wo might be better able to give

sn opinion.

Roses {.4. Y.).—" I do not like saying which are not good ones, I simply
recommend those which are good, BuyAntoine Ducher. Madame Marie
Cirodde, Madame I^olland, bl^Fb, and Madame Alice Dureau. If you
have not Alfred Colomb. bnv • Any liquid manure {stale) is good for

Roses. Leaf mould and lo;:.;. will make good soil for Roses.—W. F.
RADCLTFFt."

CTATHEA DEALBATA, CHAM;ER0P3 E:iCF.L3A, AND CoRVPHA AU3TEALIS
Treatment (An Old Subi^criberj.—The Cyatfaea, and the two Palms will

succeed in a greenhouse temperature, but do best in one ranging from 4.5^

to 50^ at night in winter, and from O^i^ to tO" in summar. with a rise from
sun heat to 80' or 85^. The Tree Fern is benefited by slight shade from
the powerful rays of the sun, from March to October, and though the
Palms like sun they will succeed under the same treatment as the Tree
Fern. They should now be potted if that be required, giving to the Fern
a compost of two-thirds sandy fibrous peat, and one-third turfy loam,
with one-sixth of silver sand auded and intermixed. The compost should
be pulled to pieces with the hand, and used rather rough, good drainage
being given, as the plant requires an abundant supply of water when
growing, and should not at any time have the soil dry. The old fronds
now turning brown may be removed, but not before they wither, as there
would then be bleeding from them. A moist atmosphere should be
maintained—indeed, it can hardly be kept too moist when the plants are
growing—and a moderate amount of ventilation should be given, avoiding
cold, dry currents of air.

Renovating old Lilacs {E. £/.).—Your old bushes of these will not be
improved by the removal of the suckera. It is not unusual for them to

die off when the suckers are removed, aa they derive support from the
latter. Suckers are natural to the Lilac, but it may be grown as a
.standard, or otherwise, with one stem, if so trained from the commence-
ment, the suckers being removed in June or July, and again in autumn,
never allowing them to make much growth before removing them.
Standard Lilacs, or those trained with single stems, are not nearly so
strong, healthy, and long-lived aa those allowed to throw up suckers, and
we shotild advise you to cut out the old, long, naked branches, and re-

place them with the best of tho surkers, removing some of the latter so

us to prevent their being too crowded. That is all that is required to

iave them bloom finely. The suckers should be removed in autumn.

Tomato Culture (A. M. T.).—Yonr situation being cold, you will not,

except in warm seasons, succeed in tho cultivation of Tomatoes out of

doors, but you may grow them perfectly in a greenhouse, if you give them
a light, airy position, otherwise they do not succeed well, owing to the
shade of climbers and other plants. We presume that your plants are
now strong, the seed having been sown in March in a hotbed, the plants
potted-off singly when large enough to handle, shifted as required, well
hardened ofl', and removed to a greenhouse or frame. If you intend to

try them against a wall they should be planted against a south wall in

good, rich, light soil, in the second or third week in May, and be well

watered in dry weather throughout the summer. The shoots should be
thinned, and trained from 9 to 12 inches apart, stoppingcach at one joint

above the fruit, and if more than two shoots start, thin them to that

Qomber on each shoot, keeping them thin, and stopped to one joint above
the htmch of fruit as it is produced. Kemove the leaves from the front

ol the fruit in order to expose it to the sun's rays and aid its ripening,
which will be promoted by keeping the plant rather dry at the roots, but
uot so much BO as to cause the leaves to flag. Any fruit not ripe in Oc-
tober may be cat with a portion of the shoot, and hung up in the green-

house to ripen. It grown under glass the plants should bo shitted as

often BR tho pots boeomii full of roots, and bo finally potted in 11-inch

imls. They must bo well supplied with water, their shoots roust he

thinuod-out to prevent crowding, and should bo trained to a wall or

trellis, stopping thorn one or two joints ftbovo the fruit. The foliage

must never bo allowed to flag from y/ant r)f water, and when the fruit is

sot and swelling liquid manure may bo given two or three times a-week.

A CMiupiHtof three parts light turfy loam, and one part old cow dung or

well rutted manure, with a free admixture of sharp sand, will grow

Tomatoes well, good drainage being given.

Oaiiellia Leaves Browner {J. IF.).—The leaves sent appear scorched

by the sun sliiuing upon them whilst wot. Admit air earlier in tho morn-
ing. Ho as to have tho leaves dry before the sun strikes powerfully upom
thorn, and afford a slight shade from 9 a.m. to •! p.m.

Sowing Herbaceous Phlox Seed (E. O. /.).—The seed may bo sown
now in a compost of two parts sandy fibrous loum, and ouo part leaf

mould or sandy peat. Sow in a pan well drained, and cover the seeds

lighlly, but suliiciontlv, with fine soil. Give a gentle watering, and place

Ihe pan in ii house whcrn there is a gentle heat or in a mild hotbed of

70', keeping tho soil moist but not very wet, or tho seeds may decay. The
vouug plants should be brought near the glass when they appear, to

prevent their becoming driwn, and should have air daily and water a3

required. When largo enough to haudln they should be hardened well

off, and pricked out in a bed in an open but warm situation, shading

them from bright sun for a few days until established, and keeping them
well watered in dry weather. In autumn or spring they may be planted

out.

Tank (Hrm).—The tank can hardly have fungus in it, but it may have

some Confervai. which must be introduced by the water. We know of

nothing that could be put in the tank which would destroy those aqnatic

cryptogams, and not render the water injurious to plants. The best

pliiu would be to have the tank frequently cleaned out.

Feather Hyacinths' Spikes Dying (P. B. ,r.).—The treatment of these

Hyacinths does not differ from that ol the ordinary kind, except that they

require less heat, and should be slowly forced. The past hot summer
may have had an iujurious effect on the hulbs, and failures have been

common this season. They should have had a light and airy situation,

and ought to have been brought on s owly. The bulbs may have been

tal-.on up too soon, or before tho growth was complete, and that would

tend to cause feeble growth in the following year.

Grapes Ulcerated ( W. Joius).—They are what gardeners term severely
" spotted." Wo believe that in every nstance it arises from the roots

not supplying sufficient sap to supply the increased demand for sap to

sustain the genernl growth. Romovo the soil down to the first scries of

roots, apply some light rich compost, and water freely with tepid water.

Admit .lir freely to moderate the grov/th.

IIeatino by Gas (Georae .—If vou send four postage stamps with your

address and order No. 841 of this Journal, you will find iu that drawings

and descriiitions of the various modes of heating by gae.

Pbliroonium Leaves Spotted (Lady Subtcribcri. — We think the

leaves sent were spotted in consequence of their bsing sprinkled or

syringed overhead early in the day, and the sun shinins; powerfully upon
tliem whilst wet. Tho same effect follows the failing to give air early in

the morning, so as to dry the foliage before the suu becomes powerful.

Spotting also results from maintaining too close and moist an atmo-

sphere, and from an unhealthy state of the roots, induced by too close

and wet a soil. Tha remedy in the former case is to place the plants near

the light, and admit more air.

Gnvso Water for Fuchsias fldem'i.-Half an onnce of guano to n

gallon of water is not too strong, and hardly strong enough for Fuchsias ;

1 oz. to the gallon would be better, and it may be given two or three

jimes a-week, or at every alternate watering.

Oiled Calico (Hem).—As a protection it answers quite as well as that

nnoiled ; but the latter does not throw off rain. A good mode of pro-

ceeding is as follows:—Old pale hnseed oil. 3 pints; sugar of lead

(.acetate of lead), 1 oz. ; white resin 4 ozs. Grind the acetate of lead with a.

little of tho oil, then add the rest, and the resin. Incorporate thoroughly

in a largo iron pot over a gentle fire, and with a large brush apply hot to

fine calico stretched looselv by means of tacks npou the frame. On tne

following day the calico is 'fit for use, and may be either coated a second

time, or tacked on tightly to remain.

Caladidm esculentum (B. W).—It will succeed in a warm greenhouse

in summer, and in winter also, the soil being kept moderately dry. 'The

roots when kept very dry are apt to decay when water is given in spring.

They may be potted in Februaiy and brought forward in a hotbed or

Cucumber frame until April or May. It is suitable for the subtropical

garden, hut should have a warm sheltered situation, and an abundant

supply of water in dry weather.

Ripening Black Hamburgh and Muscat Grapes (Idem).— Those
now in flower will have the fruit ripe at the beginning of July, or in the

middle of that month, according to the heat ; and the Muscats in tho

same house wUl not be ripe at the same time, but succeed the Black

Hamburgh in a fortnight or three weeks.

Cucumbers not Setting (./. L. Bomfworth).—Your mode of culture

appears sound, and we can only account for the fruit not setting by the

high night or rather morning temperature of 70^ or 72 '. From eO"' to 65-'

•.vould be quite sufficient, and we would lower the temperature to that,

admitiing a little air at night, and net closing the house so soon, but re-

ducing the ventilation by degree*, and admitting more air early in the

morning. The hot water taken from the pipes to warm the spring water,

may, if yellow and rusty looking, bo injurious to the plants, but we thmk
the evil is in the temperature, and not giving enough of air.

Banishing Ants (G T. Bultrrjield).—To drive the ants away you may
sprinkle guano over their haunts. Animoniacal liquor from the gasworks

will answer the same purpose, care being taken not to use it too strong,

otherwise it will destroy the grass, or turn it very brown. Clarke's com-

pound at the rate of l.t oz. to a gallon of water will destroy the ants.

Destroying Weeds on Walks (G. Enrillis).—The most efficient mode
that we have tried is a solution of arsenic, and now is the right time to

apply it, but in dry weather only. One pound of arsenic ia dissolved in

three gallons of cold water and boiled, at rring it while boiUng ; then add

seven gallons of cold water, and 2 lbs. o( crushed soda, stirring well up,
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and apply to the walks with a fine-rosed watering-pot, taking care to keep
it from the Box edging or grass. The above quantity will be enough for
'25 square yards.

Passiflora RACEM08A (An Old Suhscriber).~lt is the nature of the
plant to ramble or climb, and you cannot make a bush of it without
injury to the blooming ; but you may shorten the shoots which grow too
rampant and undesirably long, tbin tbe others where too numerous, and
train them up or down so as to secure the covering of the pillar and
rafter, allowing the shoots lo hang down after they show for flower. You
may thus have a pillar of bloom, all the more desirable because it is pro-
duced on graceful, irregular, and pendent shoots, instead of in the stiff

formal manner altogether unsuitable for some plants, this being one of
them.

Camellias and Azaleas (G. S.).—Under tho glass roof with S.W.
aspect, will be very suitable for them in summer, the p'.nnts having pre-
viously been placed iu a bouse where tbere is a brisk heat and a moist
atmosphere, to secure a good free growth. The ripening of the wood will
be secured in tbe glazed f-tructure you name, and as it is open at one end
and the front, there will bo plenty of air, which is desirable. The plants
should not be placed under the glazed roof until the middle of June.
Keep them well supplied with water, and in hot weather they may be
syringed in the evening only, so as to allow of the foliage becoming dry
before tbe sun shines powerfully npnu the house.

Roses {E. I. />.).—Lady Franklin is a Hybrid Perpetual.

Gkn£eal Jacquesitnot Rose Weak (W. H. S.).—Probably the soil is
not suitable for the stock, as it throws up suckers so plentifully, and wo
therefore presume your soil is light, and that the Rose is worked on the
Briar stock. We advise you to frequently syringe the Rose in the even-
ings of hot days, to top-dress with c^-w dung, und to water freely in dry
weather, removing all suckers as they appear. In November remove the
surface soil from tbe ro its, taking away as much of the old soil as it is
possible to do without injuring them, and sever every sucker at its origin.
Then replace tbe soil removed with a compost of equal parts of cow dung
and strong loam, if it can be had, adding about one-sixth of crushed
bones. Mulch wii h a few inches of stable litter, an i prune the head rather
closely in February or the beginning of March.
Planting Dahlia Tubers (Amateur Gardener).—Tho crown of the

tubers must be go* d, and a portion of that crown with an eye or bud
should be secured with each division. Without an eye or bud the tubers
are of no use. Could you not plant them entire in the soil in a frame,
and when the shoots were a few inches long divide, preserving with every
shoot a portion of the tuber, however small ? You might then either pot
off the divisions, place in a frame for a short time, and well harden off
before planting out ; or you may plant out tho divisions where they are to
flower, protecting them from very hot son and frobt by inverted flower
pots.

Flower-gabden Plan (A. B. C.).—We like the plan of the garden, but
we would enlarge the square or diamond in the centre, and curve the
lines to resemble tbe lines of all the other clumps. 4, 4, 5, 5, would be
improved by yellow Calceolaria in the centre.

Grapes Spotted (C Sirai/ie).—See the answer we have given to
another correspondent to-day.

Vine Declining (CUjtoniensis).—Some of the blotches on the Vine
leaves are somewhat like scalding ; but the red appearance on the leaves
in addition intimates that the digestive powers of the Vine are deranged.

The roots are probably decaying. [Since the above was written we hear
that the Vine is dead.]

Vine Training (T.).—The practice of " G. H." is right enough where
you have abundant rooui, but when you wish to make the most of your
glass roof, you are quite right in stopping your Vine shoots at one or two
joints beyond the fruit.

Vinery [Constant A'-'atZcr).—With Vines against tbe back wall and Vinet-J
in front, we presume tho twenty-six Vinet» planted in the middle of the
house have their bearing wood coutined to the rafters. We lately de-
scribed a house near Hitchen, where the Vines are planted in the middle
of the house and bear right co the ground. Yours do not do so, we pre-
sume, otherwise we think the plan good enough in such a wide house

;

and we have no doubt the Barbarossa Grape will ripen well in the same
temperature as the Muscats ripen so well in.

Grapes Shrivelling (HH.rp»/).—The bunches shrivel up, owing either
to imperfect root action or the imperfect ripening of the wood last season.
Roots sinking too deep are also a cause. The blotching of the-leaves is
the result of a moist atmosphere, and of the sun shining on the house before
the condensed vapour has escaped by ventilation. Early ventilating ip
the only prevention.
Hothouse [H. £.)•—Your arrangements will do very well, but you will

want at least a third more hot-water piping; in fact, if yon require
tropical heat, double the piping would not Le too much.
Various (il. A'. O ).—It ia not too early to pinch the shoots of pyramidal

trees, if they, as you say, have made early growth. We have pinched
ours under glass ; not yet iu the open air. We are not sure of the grub
that has destroyed your Pelargonium roots. You did quite right in pro-
pagating the stems. Most likely the grub was in the soil, a reason why
all soil for pot plants should be carefully examined. Do not keep the
Vallota purpurea quite dry at any time. Tbe plants will wmt more water
now, they should never lose their green foliage altogether. The Strawberry
leaf belongs to the viiriety Cinquefolia, much liked by some amateurs,
just as some people think all Strawberries worthless except the Hautbois.
Various [An Old Subscriber).—The Peach leaves were all dried up. II

blighted, it is as well to remove them, and, if troubled with insects, clean
them by washing or smoking. Tulip seed requires no glass. Sow at
once or in the autumn, cover with aboat one-e ghth of an inch of soil,

protect with a little moss or leaf mould in winter, and in from fonrto
seven years you have bulbs strong enough to bloom ; that is all you can
well expect. As far as we can make out, the planting of the border will
look very well ; but if you have a walk on each side, we would have Pelar-
goniums on each side alternately with the Roses, and the row of Gladi-
olus in the centre we would make up with Phloxes aud yellow Calceolarias.
The edgings propo^^ed will look very well.

Names of Plants {TF".)—We cannot name your Cactus from your
description. The points you mention coincide with C. mammillarifl.
{J. Cf.).—No. 1, Lesser Periwinkle, Vinca minor; No. 2, Kerria japonica.
{Rev. R. t\ WheHer, IF/tiaey).—Claytonia nerfollata. [J. A.).—l, Orobos
vemus ; 2, Aster (AgathEea) coelestis ; 4, Dielytra formoaa ; 5, Niphobolus
linsaa. {H. Bottornlcy).—1, Luzula campestris ; 2, Chryaosplenium oppo-
sitifoUura. (Roteri).—2, Deutzia gracilis; 3. Ireaine Herbstii ; 4, OJxalJB
acetosella ; 6, Saxifiraga sarmentosa. {Settle}.—1, Ceanothus dentatus

;

2, Aster ccelestis foliis variegatis. {O. S.I.—1, Alyssum saxatile ; 2, Iberis,
too meagre to determine the speciei. (Done Brown).—Certainly nothing
else but the common Broom. Spai-tium scoparium. (A. Taiflor).—1, Saxi-
fraga Ugulata ; 2, Pulmonaria officinalis ; 3, Myosotls arvensis alba.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of Londou for the week ending May 4th.

Date.
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tlie Ualius Backiva ; but there in no record that I know of that

the Gallus giganteus haa ever been found wild, but if it had
been found wild there would be no improbability in such
a theory, which would be a more probable one than that our
large breeds all descended from eo small a bird as the Gallus

Bankiva or ferruginous ; but still it is not imposuible that in

remote times there might have been some larger wild breeds,

now extinct by domestication as wild species, though the great

size, the nnwieldinoss, and inferior powers of llight and loco-

motion, perhaps render it impossible that the Indian Malays
were ever a wild breed of poultry. On this point opinions

differ, and many arguments may be held on both sides ; but it

would appear rather narrow-minded to insist that only one wild

original breed, and of only one colour, should necessarily be

the only original of domesticated poultry, when we well know
that there are several wild breeds of the Galliuic, though the

sorts we know now as wild sorts will not well interbreed, nor,

it appears, will hybrids between them prove productive. This
fact prevents them, with other distinctions, from being all our
true original types, and the wild sort, which nearest resembles
our tame poultry, haa been, of course, selected as the nearest
original type.

I should have mentioned with regard to the larger or yellow-

legged Gallus ferrugineus, that there are only three shades of

colour found in them, and not five, as in the smaller and more
common wild breed. These shades of colour are Black-breasted
Beds, Ginger Beds, and Gingers ; the Brown Beds and Ginger
Brown Beds, both dark-faced and dark-combed, not being
foand in this species, which is always yellow-legged, whereas
the dark-faced varieties are always dark-legged. If the Gallus
giganteus could be proved to have ever been found in a wild
state, which it is possible it may have been, and have become
extinct, though there is jungle cover enough in India for any
wild breed to preserve its existence in, it would certainly sim-
plify the theory of the true originals ; as supposing the Malays
once wild, there would be two distinct originals, one small, the
Gallus ferrugineus, and one large, the Gallus giganteus ; the
smaller dark- legged and single-combed, the larger yellow-legged
and thick-combed ; but there is the difficulty of proving that
the larger original, the Gallus giganteus, or Malay, has ever
been wild at all, though, no doubt, other breeds once wild are
now existing in a domesticated, and, therefore, in a changed
type or form.

—

Trbvor.

DRAWINGS OF POULTRY AND PIGEONS.
I WISH to add a word on this subject to the excellent sugges-

tion made last week by " K. H. D." By all means have good
oil paintings given as prizes of the different varieties of poultry
in their respective classes, but still more is this necessary in
regard to fancy Pigeons. Beginners do not know the points
up to which to breed in order to ensure success, or to guide
them in purchasing. The Pigeon books, as a rule, have illus-

trations atrociouely ugly, or they are in a more or less degree
incorrect. Mr. Wolstenholme's paintings and engravings are
the exception, and thpy, to use the words of Mr. Esquilant, the
President of the Peristeronio Society, " portray the standard
points with a fulness and truthfulness which language cannot
convey, and these portraits have been the means of inducing
many to enter the Pigeon fancy." One glance at a picture tells

more than half a page of description. Good birds and good
pictures spread the fancy. I have myself a pair of wonderful
FantaUs, bred by Mr. Rule. A gentleman, one of the many
who saw them recently, said, " Well, if I could but get such
birds as those, I would go into the fancy myself.'' So different

and superior, even to an untaught eye, are first-class birds to

others of a lower type.

—

Wiltshike Becior.

NEWCHURCH POULTRY SHOW.
TffE best exhibition of poultry ever held in connection with the long-

established Newchnrch Society was decidedly that of last week. The
arrangementB apon the whole were very good, and the Committee are
eridently most desirouB to do all in their power to carry out everything
satisfactorily. The birds shown were mostly of high character, and
the competition, therefore, was very severe. We were much pleased
to find the determination manifested by the Managing Committee to

ke«p strictly to rules, as instanced in the Selling clasa, where the regu-
lations limit the prohibitory price of each pen to 30s. It is notorioua
that by systematic evasions birds are frequently claimed by the owners
themselves as soon as the prizes are awarded. In this instance, how-
ever, decidedly the two beat pens were ticketed as " sold " and "claimed,"

even before the Jadgo had seen them. The Committee at once re*

tiolved that these penn uhould not bo permitted to compete at all, and
other 1g8h valuable specimens obtained the jireniiums. This plan, oc

a rule that no birds can bu claimed until the show has been opened
for an hour, will soon put a stoj) to this objectionable practice, as not

unfrequeutly fowls have been put into the Selling class at a prico

nominally aa low as 'SOs. the pen, although the exhibitor wonld not
caro to sell them at £10 or more.

One of the most excellent displays of Water/ovd, both domestic and
ornamental, wo ever mot with, was to be seen at Newchureh, and cer-

tainly tho attraction to visitors was very great. The attendance was
very satisfactory, the day being especially line, and u brass-band con*

liitit no doubt attracted many visitors.

Game (Any colour).—! aad 2, C. W. Briorley, Middleton. ftc, E«
Aykruyd, Bradford, c, W. Kirby, jun., Trentbara (Uuckwing),
Game BANTAMd.—1, W. F. Kntwiale, Leeds. 2, C. W. Bnorley. 7ur, G.

Andorton, Accriugton. c, T. Sharpies, Crawsbawbooth.
Bantams (Any variety except Game).—1, 8- 8, Mossop, Long Snttoa

(Black). 2, T. C. HamsoD, Hull. hc,U. Pickles, Earby; S. & K. Asbtou,
Mottram (black).

DoRKiNos.—i, J. Stott, Healey, Rochdale. 2, N. H. King, Sandfield^

Rochdale, /ic, C. VV. Brierley ; H. Pickles, juu. c, J. Robinson, Garstang.
Cochin-China (Any colour).—!, J. Kobiuaon. 2, C. W. Brierley. ftc, F.

Uaworth, Newfield (White), c, J. Stott, Healey.
Spanish (Any variety).- 1 and 2, F. Uaworth, Haelingden (Black).

Bbahma Pootra (Auy colour).—!, W. Harjireaves, Biicup (Dark). 3, E«
Leech. Itochdale. c, C. W. Brierley; E. Leech.
llAMunEGHs (Golden-pencilledj.—!, T. bharples, Crawshawbootlu 2, J.

Robinson, he, H. Picklea.

Hambdbghs (Silver-pencilled).—!, T. Sharpies; 2, J. Robinson, c, H.
Picltlcs

HiMBDRCHS (Golden-spangled).—1,H. Picklea. 2, N. Marlor, Denton.
he, J. Robiuaon ; S. & K. Asbton.
HAMBonivHs (Silver-spuDcled). — 1 and 2, J. Fielding, NewchurcU.

!ic, J. Smalley. Liveaey, Blackburn.
Ant other Variety.— 1, L. Biney (HoudanB). 2, H. Pickles (Polands).

Selling Cla83.—1. F. Haworth, Haaliugden. 2, J. Herry, Siladen.

he, R. A. Wild, Bury (Partridge Cocliine). c. A. Stott, Whitworth (Black

Red Game).
Tdbkevs.—1 and 2, E. Leech, c, A. Stott, Whitworth.
Geese.— 1, W. H. Butcher, Lea, near Preston (White). 2. E. Leech.
DncKS (Aylesbury).— !, E. Leech. 2, G. Ratcliffe, Kawtenstall.

DtjcKs (Roueu).—1, E. Duckworth, Ramsbottom. 2, E. Leech, c, J<

Kobinsun.
Docks (Any other variety).—!, C. W. Brierley. 3, A. 4 J. Trickett

(Bahama Teal), he, T. C. Hai-rison, Hull; C. W. Brierley; A. & J.

Trickett Black East Indian); S. & R. Asbton (Carnlinns). c, R. Duck-
worth (Call); J. Halstead, Worathorne, Burnley (White Muaoovy).
Ornamental Watertowl—1, A. & J. Trickett (Dun Divers). 2, C. W.

Brierley (Red-headed Divers), he, C. W. Brierley (Spanifih Geese);
A. & J. Trickett (Carolinas)
Single CCKa.—aame (any colour!.—! and lie.C. W. Brierley. 2, L.

Biney, Mancheator (Black Rod), e, W. Perrin, Nantwich (Brown Red).

Gume Bantam.—1, W. F. Entwiale. 2, L. Biney. he, T. Barker, Burnley
(Black Red) ; C. W. Brierley; Harewood & Buckley, Accringtoa (Black

Red), c, W. Buckley (Black Red).

Edward Hewitt, Esq., of Eden Cottage, Sparkbrook, was the Jndga

SUFFOLK HONEY HARVEST.
I HAVE read many accounts in your .Journal of honey liarveBtB

in different parts of the country, but have heard nothing of the

doings of my neighbours in the eastern counties. As a novice

in apiculture I should like to compare books with othets aimi-

larly situated.

In 1S67 I purchased eight swarms in common hives ; two

were much injured in transit, so much so that the comb was

detached from the hives, which did not reach their floor-boards

by an inch, and the honey was trickling out, much to the delight

of thousands of stranger bees. By narrowing the entrance to

half an inch, and using a liberal supply of putty, I made tho

hives "taut all round," but found the comb still loose in the

autumn. On Easter Sunday, 1868, the bees in one hive were

apparently dead. I cut away nearly all the comb, when, seeing

a bee move, I placed them before a fire, covering them with a

cambric handkerchief, and feeding with sugar and water. I

kept them in the house all night, and the next morning being

tine replaced them on their stand, and although deprived of

seven-eighths of their comb, they weighed on the 29ih of Jtine

over 40 lbs. (the extent of my spring balance) ; the other hive

on August 9ih weighed 38 lbs., but from neither did I obtain

either swarm or honey. I had from the other six hives 85 lbs.

nett of virgin honey and four swarms. I calculate a swarm to

equal 10 lbs. of honey, so add 40 to 85 making the average for

the six, 20 lbs. 13 ozs., or for the eight 15 lbs. 10 ozs.—West
Sdffolk Bee-keeper.
P.S.—From my best hive I obtained a well-filled glass weigh-

ing 20 lbs. nett, and a capital swarm.

Bevehley Poultry anb Pigeon Show.—We have seen the

schedule of the liberal prize list offered at this exhibition, and
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comtuend it to onr readers the more readily because there need
be no fear that the prizes will not be paid. Mr. Hewitt is the
j'ndge selected.

STRENGTHENING A WE.\K STOCK.
It may interest some of your readers to know of a plan for

improving weak stocks at this season, which I have often heard
recommended, but this year for the first time tried. Having
to make a very long journey, I found myself obliged to dispose of
my bees last autumn, and not caring to be wholly without any
till swarming time, looked about for some during the winter.
The superstition against selling bees, and the practice of de-
stroying all which the peasant does not wish to keep for him-
self, made it very difficult to find any ; but in February I
succeeded in securing a very good heavy stock, and one so
light that I should not have thought of trying to winter it
myself. By feeding, the latter grew somewhat better, but was
still very weak.
When the apple blossom fairly opened, and the bees came

home heavy-laden, one day last week I transposed the strong
and weak hive at twelve o'clock in the day, so that the weak
hive gained all or nearly all the bees from its rival, which was
full of comb and brood. The latter is now doing well, but of
course does not send out the number of workers it did before.
The weak stock has nearly built its hive full, and has increased
some 8 lbs. in weight. I hope to secure by this means probably
a swarm from each hive, or at least shall have a good strong
stock in place of a weak one, which would fca of no use to anv-
body.

•'

The operation is most simple, but should only be performed
on a warm day when the bees are fully occupied and somewhat
tired with a morning's work, otherwise the queens would be in
danger. If there be no reason for detaching the floor-boards,
the bees will not seem to notice a change.—H. de E.

NEW BOOK.
Seventy Pounds a-Year: IIow I Make it by my Bees, and how a

Cottager or Others may do the same. By J. W. Pagde^i.

Ail this, and more, may, it seems, be accomplished by the
use of flat- topped straw hives with a central aperture o inches
in diameter for feeding and depriving—in fact, neither more
nor less than that so long and universally known to every one,
except, perhaps, the author, as " Payne's Improved Cottage
Hive." Mr. Filleul's mode of putting a swarm in the old
stock's place (called " the new plan of managing swarms "), the
feeding-bottle introduced by Mr. Woodbury, and Mr. Pettitt's

contrivance for excluding the queen and drones from supers,
are also described and recommended without the slightest ac-
knowledgment to either of these gentlemen. Many a laugh
has been raised at the expense of poor old Sydserff, who, in the
last century, showed how a single hive of bees costing 10s. 6d.
would in fourteen years produce a clear profit of £1,300 5s. 6d.
But what shall we say of a writer who in this present year of
grace, lb09, proclaims that a swarm of bees costing 10s. or 12s.

will in six years increase to 721), alter paying all expenses, or,

as he modestly puts it, " We will suppose it to be only 500,
leaving the 229 to allow for all possible casualties?" It is, of
course, easy enough to show by calciJations such as these that
bee-keeping may be made to produce £70 or even £70,000 per
annum, but all practical bee-keepers are well aware of their
illusory character ; and we should be very sorry if any indus-
trious labourer were misled by one of the concluding para-
graphs, which assures the cottager that " his bees will supply
him with double the income he could gain by expending all his
strength and labour in the fields ; in fact, ' he may then lay
down his shovel and his hoe.' "

CAN CRAG STAIN A CANARY?
Perhaps it may be interesting to some of your readers to

hear my experience with regard to crag. Some time ago an ex-
hibitor of Canaries having been disqualified on the grounds
that his birds were artificially dyed, brought an action against
the committee and won, at the same time saying that the
colouring matter on the birds arose from their cage bottoms
being covered with crag.

Mr. H. Green, of Ipswich, about a month ago forwarded me
a bag of crag, asking me at the same time to use it, and to state

my experience in this Journal. I have since that time used it

in the place of sand in a cage with a very light-coloured bnfl
bird, and I find that not the smallest particle of colouring
matter attaches itself to the plumage of the bird. I gave the
Canary every chance of dyeing itself ; it had a bath always in
the cage, and bathed continually, but it is still of the same light
colour, and the water it washed in never was discoloured in the
smallest degree. I find that birds seem to like the crag to eai
better than sand or gravel, no doubt owing to the quantity
of lime, Ac, it contains.

—

Howakth Ashtok, Polejield Hall,
Prestwich.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Books M Constant Header).—BrenVa " Canary and Other Song Birds "

can be bad from onr office free by post ii you enclose twenty postage
stamps with yonr address.

Dubbing Game Bantam Cocks—Ntjitbeb of Hens to Each Cock
(B. C).—Twelve months old is not too great an age for dabbing Game
Bantam cocks. It is, nevertbeJeBS, better to dab them earlier by two or
three months. They do not suffer from the operation. At this time o!

year eight or ten hens may be pat to ono cock ; earlier in the season, the
number must be not more than half. A Bantam hen will often lay
from thirty to forty eggs before becoming broody.

EoGS TOO Dr? {Calamilii).—It is impossible, if the eggs produce and
nourish the chickens satisfactorily to the time of their hatching, that
these should die from any other canse than drought. When the time
arrives the inner membrane of the e.gg is hard, tou^h, and brown as
indianrubber. No chicken can perforate it. If these eggs, when the
time comes, were put into a pailful of lukewarm water, and allowed to
remain till their antics testified they were feeling its influence, they
would be safely delivered. Food has nothing to do with the question.
A hen. Duck, Goose, Pheasant, Gronse, or Partridge in a state of nature
goes to its nest morning and evening with its breast soaked in water,
dripping from contact with tbelwet grass : comes over the eggs, and wets
them through. They always hatch well, and so will yours if yon wet
them sufficiently. We treat ours in this way. As soon as the twentieth
day arrives we fill a pail with warm w.ater nearly to the edge ; we then
put the eggs in it. As soon as the chicken feels the warmth the egg
begins to show the fact. It moves and dances about—first one egg, then
another till the top of the pail looks like a confused country dance. The
eggs may remain in this way for a quarter of an hour, and then be re-
placed under the hen. Such as show no signs of life when put in the
warm water are generally bad eggs.

Cochin-China Cock Blind {S. y. ;;.).—Yon do not mention whether
the cock has his face swollen ; we cannot imagine him blind without, as
the Cochin-Cbinas are not tubject to roup. If there be swelling, it is

probably the result of cold. The treatment will be to wash with cold
water and vinegar, and to administer stimulants, such as bread steeped
in strong beer, and camphor pills the siae of a pea. Being half-bred the
birds may have roup ; in that case give bread and ale, and use Boily'H
pills.

Floor of Pooltry-hoose (E. G. M).—We believe the eggs will be
fertile after two or three days unless tho hens be very numerous. None
of your contrivances will do for the flooring. If there are reasons why
the brick floor should not be taken np, the best plan we can suggest is to
cover it with at least 6 inches of loose gravel, or road grit.

Rearing Turkeys (B, B.).—Tho food of young Turkeys should be like

that of young Pheasants. As this statement may not be suflQcieBtly

explicit, we will mention, hard boiled egg chopped fine ; dough made of
oatmeal and milk, bread and milk, curd, and in the case of Turkeys it is

well to mis green onion tops chopped fine in tbe dough. It is most
essential to keep tbe hen Turkey in confinement in a largo rip like a
crate for earthenware, and even after she has her liberty to let her out
only when the eun is up, and the grass quite dry.

Stocking a Dovecote ill. H. C).—Yonr best plan would be to surround
the cupola with galvanised wire netting, leaving a space in which the birds

could walk and sun themselves, and obt.xin a perfect view of the country
all round. Begin with one or two dozen pairs. We know J. Hobba, bird-

dealer. Trim Bridge, Bath. lie could readUy supply you with the com-
moner class of Autwerps, Tumblers (Hollers), Runts, and Dragoons, all

of which would suit your purpose, and bo prettier than tbe Chequered
Dovehouse birds, and would breed equally well. They could reach you by
Midland Railway, packed in a large hamper or two.

Birmingham Roller. &c. (NemorsK—"A Birmingham Roller" ifl a
large coarse-bred Tumbler, in olden days called the Dutch Tnmbler. It

is longer-faced than any other Tumblers, has feathered legs, ought to

have pearl eyes, and is frequently black and white mottled, like the
Trumpeter. It is called a Roller because it will tumble or roll over and
over and over again, twenty times or more, at the risk of breaking ito

head against a chimney. The best way of obtaining good birds is to

advertise in our columns. Gentlemen then will warrant them in regard

to flying, which, as you observe, dealers cannot, as they have not the
opportunity of flying their birds.

POULTRY MARKET.—May 5.

There is no trade such as there used to be for poultry at this time oi

year. There is still demand sufficient to cause goods to realise good
prices, because they are really scarce, but if there were a better supply

the usual prices would not be reached.

8. d 8. d 8. d
Large Fowls 4 to 4 6
Smaller do KG 4
Chickens 2 C 3
Goslings C C 7
Bncklisgs 3 C 4
OaiueaFowls S C 4

Poitridgea 8 OtoO
Grouse
Hares
Rabbits 14 IB
Wiiddo 9 10
Pigeoaa 9 111
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NarciSBUs, edged with Myosotis intermedia of the Boyal Hor-
ticnltui-al Society, but wliich appeared to be identical with the

coeamon blue Forget-me-not, MyoBotis eylvatica.

The terrace garden next the house ia also extended round to

the north side of the dwelling, and here the beds are smaller,

and are used to some extent as trial beds for the newer intro-

ductions. The larger or principal beds had occupants similar

in character to those previously noticed, though with diverse

arrangements. A thrce-lobed bed, for instance, was extremely
gay with mixed Hyacinths, edged with a charming line of the
Cliveden Blue Pansy. On each side of this were two circular

bads, one having single scarlet Tulips and a carpet of the
wbite double Daisy ; the other, a bed of Golden Prince early

single Tulip, very fine indeed, and a carpet of Aubrietia gra'ca.

Close by these were four parallel lines of small circular beds,

separated by a gravel walk, having two lines on either side,

oach bed was about 2 feet in diameter, and bad a standard

Bose in the centre. In a few of these beds the Crocuses, which
had been very gay, were juet past blooming, one was filled

with a rich-coloured double crimson and one with the double
yellow Primrose. Among the latter, was one Isnown as the
Giant Yellow, of great size, fully double the dimensions of the
ordinary variety ; another was filled with Viola lutea in fuU
bloom, an excellent spring-flowering plant, being much earlier

than V. cornuta ; another had the new white variety of V. cor-

nuta, but there was no trace of bloom on it. In one bed was
the Imperial Blue Pansy, which appears to be deficient in
constitution, and therefore comparatively useless for spring
work—a testimony corroborated by Mr. Stewart, of Nuneham
Pkkrk, who has used it with a like experience. A small bed
was occupied by a white Pansy, named White Queen, and
whieh also appears to want constitution, though not to such an
extent as the Imperial Blue. Both these, however, may prove
to. be very acceptable summer-bedding kinds.

A similar small garden to this, but at a lower level, contained
other small circular beds, having double white, lilac, and crim-
gott Primroses, pretty single Primroses in three or four colours,

Aubrietia purpurea variegata, and white and crimson double
Daisies. In a smail border was a short line of Bambusa varie-

gata, a somewhat uncertain bedding plant, but which is said

by Mr. Stewart to be extremely gay when the first flush of the
young growth is on it.

Beaching yet another terrace garden, there is seen a capital

bed of the golden variegated Balm, very showy and bright,

edged with fancy Pansies. A splendid bed of Keizerkroon
early single Tulip, edged with the sulphur-coloured double
Primrose ; Couleur Pon(,'ean early single Tulip, edged with
Aubrietia purpurea, a very fine mass of gorgeous flowers

;

Hiixed Hyacinths in beds, edged with double white Primroses
;

^Kbite Hyacinths edged with the pink double Daisy; and a bed
of single blue Hyacinths, among which Charles Dickens was
again very fine, edged with yellow Pansies.

Such is a general outUne of the agencies by which Mr.
Stewart makes such a fine show in the early mouths of the
year. The situation is highly favourable to the production of

bnjbs, and by the time these are out of bloom, the various
stunmer-bedding plants can be placed in their blooming
ctaarters.

Glen Eyre, beeides the charming spring garden, has many
other objects of special interest. In the conservatory can now
be seen the magnificent Tacsonia Van-Volsemi with numberless
pendant blossoms of rich crimson flowers—a very aristocrat

among cool greenhouse climbers. Then there are gigantic

specimen Camellias growing in different parts of the ground
without any shelter, and in the severest weather escaping
unscathed, and which, during March and April, are literally

covered with flowers. There are also great banks of Ehodo-
dendrous, some of which were already in full bloom, delicate

tints and rich and striking hues being dotted about here and
there. On a grassy bank of considerable extent were to be
seen some fine specimen Conifer* of different kinds, ail of

which appeared to flourish in the peaty, clayey soil so pre-

valent in this district.

There is also a fine range of plant houses for the growth of

Orchids, specimen stove and greenhouse plants. Pelargoniums,
Azaleas, itc, while of Primulas, Mr. Stewart has strains of

single and double kinds that can hold their own against any
others that can be pitted against them.

At any period of the year a visit to Glen Eyre would
amply repay anyone interested in horticultural pursuits. It

ia one of those places where both skill and intelligence are

found allied with a highly cultivated taste, and where there

is no stint of resources ; at once an illastration of the ad-
vances made by modern horiculture, and a pledge of fatoie
triumphs.

—

Via.

TENDER ANNUALS.—No. 4.

Celosias.—There are several kinds besides the Cockscomb,
but there is so little difference between some of them, that
they may safely be reduced to three— viz., C. argentea,
having silvery flowers ; C. pyramidalis aurea, with orange
flowers ; and C. pyramidaUs coccinea, with crimson flowers or
spray. The plants produce flowers whieh are very fine for

cutting for bouquets, and handsome for room and conservatory
decoration. They are not unlike Cockscombs when young, and
they may not inaptly be termed feathery Cockscombs, as they
grow rather tall, and the flower spray appears all the way up
the stem, hanging down in some cases, and having a larger

drooping spray at top, giving the plant a graceful appearance ;

but in others the spray is more erect, like Love-lies-bleeding,
and is very elegant.

The treatment of these Ctlosias is very similar to that of the
Cockscomb, but the seed should not be sown until the begin-
ning of April, and at the end of that month or beginning of

May fur a late bloom, and even as late as the end of the latter

month or beginning of June. The treatment of the seedlings

and the potting are the same as for Cockscombs, only it is not
necessary to keep the plants in small pots until the flowers

show, though it may be done when dwarf plants are required,

especially when they must be in small pots. In this case they
need not be shifted into larger pots than those C inches in

diameter, feeding the plants with Uquid manure ; but to have
fine specimens the plants should be shifted from one size of

pot to the other as often as the pots become filled with roots,

an 8-inch pot being in most cases suffieiently large ; one
6 inches in diameter answers well for general purposes.

The temperature need not be so high as for the Cockscomb
by 5°, but the plants cannot have too much light, and should
not be crowded together, nor further from the glass than suffi-

cient to allow of room for growing, air being given freely to

keep them stiff. A moist atmosphere should be maintained,
and to keep down red spider the plants should have a gentle

syringing morning and evening ; they ought also to be turned
round frequently to keep them erect. They succeed on a shelf

in the stove, or in a house having a night temperature of from
60' to 65°, and from 70° to 75° by day, with a rise from sun
heat and air to 80° or 85°. The plants will be more healthy

and sturdy if grown in a cold pit, which, from June to Septem-
ber, may be made to afford a stove heat by keeping the lights

moderately close, giving air early, and shutting up early in the

afternoon, so as to husband the son heat. Give water whenever
it is necessary, and sprinkle every available surface.

After the plants are full-sized and in full flower, their beauty

will be of longer continuance if they be kept in a house with

a temperature of 50', where they long remain ornamental and
useful.

A compost of two-third.sloam from decayed turf, sandy rather

than heavy, and one-third old cow dung or very rotten hotbed

manure, with a free admixture of sharp sand, will grow them
well. Free drainage is essential.

GoMPHBENA, or Globe Amahanth.—Of this there are several

varieties—namely, alba, white ;
aurantiaca, orange ; camea,

flesh
;
purpurea, purple ; and striata, with striped flowers. All

are tine for room, greenhouse, or conservatory decoration in

summer and autumn. The plants attain a height of 2 feet or

more under good cultivation, and are of stiff, erect, pyramidal

habit, affording an abundance of fine globular flower heads that

continue a long time in beauty.

The seed of these, as of all tender annuals, should not be sown
until there is a considerable amount of sun heat, as without

that the plants are liable to be drawn up from the deficiency of

light, and the coldness of the external atmosphere rendering it

necessary to give a less amount of air than is requisite for this

class of plants. They consequently become weak, run to flower

prematurely, and are anything but ornamental.

The middle of March is a good time to begin sowing, and

seed may be sown up to the end of May ; but I consider the

best plants are raised from seed sown early in April. A rather

light sandy soil from turf a few months old, and broken or

chopped up rather finely, is best for sowing the seeds in, well

draining the pot or pan, and filling it to within a quarter pf

an inch of the rim with finely-sifted soil, the pot being in

the first instance half-filled with the unsifted soil. The seeds,
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beiD(; downy, Bhould be placeil thinly on the surface, and he
coTered with fine soil. The pot should be plunsed in a hotbed
where there is a temperature of from CiO" to 05° at night, and
from 70' to 75° by day, with a rise from sun heat. The soil

ought to bo kept moist, but avoid making it very wot, never

giving any water so long as it is moist. When the soil is dry
water must be given to keep the plants from flagging.

When the seedlings are 2 or 3 inches high they should be

potted-ofl singly in 24 or 3-inob pots in the same kind of soil

as that used for sowing the seed, returned to the hotbed, and
kept near the glass, shading them from bright sun for a few
days until they have recovered from the potting ; then give air

freely, so as to keep them stiff and short-jointed. Nothing
tends BO much to make them so as keeping them near the
glass.

When the pots become filled with roots, and before these are

much matted, transfer the plants to 4 1 -inch pots, and place

them again in the frame, but without plunging the pots ; or, if

convenient, the plants may be set on a shelf near the glass,

but allowing of their growing without touching it. in a house
having a temperature of OO" at night, and from 70° to 75° by
day, or 80° with sun and abundance of air. They succeed best,

however, in a pit or frame after the end of May, the plants
then being strong and in -ii-inch pots. Keep the lights close

for a time, give no air except what is necessary to keep the

temperature from rising above 75', and shut up when the tem-
perature declines to 7.5'. They are the better of a moist atmo-
sphere and gentle bedewing overhead morning and evening,

which may be continued until the flowers appear clear of the
foliage, and after that it should be discontinued, still preserving
a moist atmosphere by sprinkling the -walls, floors, etc., with
water twice daily, and especially at the time of closing the
house or frame.
The plants should be potted as often as the pots become filled

with roots. Never allow the roots to become closely matted, but
as soon as they reach the sides of the pot, shift the plant into

one a size larger, giving the last shift by the time the flowers

appear. Pots 6 inches in diameter answer very well for decora-
tion, but for very fine plants 7 or S-inch pots are not too large,

as the plants under good cultivation form perfect pyramids, often

2 feet inches high, and such when well studded with their

fine Clover-like heads are splendid. No stakes should be used,

but the plant must be turned round frequently in order to keep
it straight in stem, and prevent all the shoots forming on one
side.

After the last shift, and when the pots are filled with roots,

weak liquid manure may be given twice or thrice a-week, at

every alternate watering, but it must not be powerful ; 1 oz. of

guano to the gallon of rain water strained before use through a

hair sieve or muslin is quite strong enough.
For successional pottings, richer soil may be employed. The

following compost will grow Gomphrenas well—viz., good loam
from turf, light rather than otherwise, and one third leaf mould
or old and dry cow dung mixed together, the turf being broken
and made rather fine, but not sifted, with a free admixture of

silver or sharp sand, good drainage being provided. In pot-

ting, the plants may be slightly sunk in the soil, but in no
case deeper than the seed leaves.

When in flower a drier and more airy situation will improve
the colour, and increase the duration of the flowers ; in a tempe-
rature of 50° they long remain in full beauty. They cannot
have too much light, nor can they be kept too near the glass,

always allowing room for growing.—G. Aduey.

FRUIT PROSPECTS IN NORFOLK.
W.u.!. fruit of choice kinds, as Peaclies, Nectarines, and

Apricots will be very scarce here. Our Apricots, such as the

Moorpark, I find on reference to my diary were in full bloom on
the 20th of February, owing to the mildness of the season at

that time, but sharp wind and frost setting in about the 23rd
entirely destroyed all chance of a crop. Protected and unpro-

tected, all seemed to fare alike ; in fact, I think, the ordinary

protection of evergreen branches, &c., was the worst, as the

.dxaught seemed to be sharper there than where no protection

was afforded. On a fine old tree of the Eed Masculine, which
Woomed three weeks later, the bloom was very full and strong,

Irat the crop is very light. Peaches and Nectarines out of doors

are all cut off, possibly some of our neighbours may be better

off, as our situation is very low, being near the river.

Tile crop of Strawberriee, I think, will be light, owing to the

severe parching of last summer from which, on the light soils,

they have never recovered. Pear trees of such kinds as Marie
Louise, Winter Nolis, Kaster lieuriu, Colmars, and some of the
other Beurros are now very full of bloom, and so are Cherry
trees, but of the result 1 cannot say anyliiing at present.

Currants, Gooseberries, and llaspberries are one mass of bloom,
showing the result of well-ripened wood, and as the foliage is

well advanced, I consider them almost safe. The crop of Apples
will bo partial, some having no bloom, some middling, and some
very good, the best being Scarlet Nonpareil, Graveatein, Beef-
ing, Godlins, llibstou Pippin, Ingestrie, Winter Hawthornden,
Brandy Apple, and some Bassets, but the bloom is mostly on
the new wood, another instance of the ripening of the wood by
the heat of the season. Plums are pretty well set on the walls.

I purpose giving another week some remark? on in-door crops,

and the effect of last season on (he Vine.—T. 1'., Gardener tu

Sir William Ffolkcs, Bart., Hillington.

DISEASED PEACH AND NECTARINE SHOOTS
Some communications which have lately appeared on diseased

Peach and Nectarine shoots have induced me to offer a few
remarks on the subject.

On taking charge of the gardens here nearly six years ago, I

found on a south-east wall four trees, two of which were Peaches
and two Nectarines. These trees were by no means old, yet

they were full of disease, from top to bottom of the wall I

might say, for they had been vigorous enough at one time, and
had reached the top of the 8-feet wall. The action of the dis-

ease was most curious—one branch would appear perfectly

plump and healthy for a foot or two of its length ; then would
occur a diseased part, having its bark brown and shrivelled,

with nearly all the tissues of the wood aecayed, except, perhaps
a slight strip at its back against the wall ; then, again, the
branch would appear tolerably healthy, with a little spray bear-

ing a few small leaves ; another branch would appear quite

dead ; and so it was continued over the whole surface of the
trees. Occasionally there was a healthy shoot, but with the
diseased wood greatly predominating.

After a thorough examination of the trees I came to the
conclusion that three of theip were capable of being reclaimed,

but the fourth was quite past my skill. Accordingly, the whole
of the branches of each tree were cut back to within 18 inches
from their base ; the trees were taken up and the roots short-

ened in a similar manner, the soil renovated with the best

materials at my disposal, and the trees at once replanted, not
on the surface of the border as recommended in the communi-
cations referred to, but a few inches under its surface. In the
following season the trees started into growth freely, and pro-

duced some remarkably vigorous shoots, the majority of which
were quite healthy. A few shoots, however, exhibited signs o£

canker ; wherever this was apparent it was at once removed.
A pressure of work during the first year prevented me from

doing more to the border than giving it a digging of the ordi-

nary depth, and planting it with Potatoes. In this operation,

as the earth was turned up, the whole border was found to be
full of the roots of the Small Bindweed (Convolvulus arvensis).

These were picked out as cleanly as possible, but I need hardly
observe that the poor starved soil failed to produce anything
approaching to a crop of Potatoes. However, as the next winter
came round, having more time at my disposal, I determined to

alter this, and I accordingly had the border thoroughly trenched,
manured, and laid up in rough ridges, care being taken to pick
out every piece of Bindweed root that presented itself to notice.

From that time till now the trees have prospered ; they have
produced some fruit, and have grown to a considerable size.

I may hero remark, that when the trees were taken up I

fcnnd that they had been planted so deeply that the stems
wtre quite buried beneath the soil, with the roots deep down in
the cold clayey subsoil. The soil proper did not appear to

have been stirred deeper than 5 or G inches for some time, and
therefore it was not very accessible to the action of the sun
and air, and consequently buried as the roots were under this

inert mass of earth, the transmission of Ihe sap must have been
so slow and uncertain as to quite fail to supply the require-

ments of the branches.
In endeavouring to obtain some knowledge of a disease so

virulent in its action as to threaten with destruction trees so
young, and but a short time previously so full of health and
vigour, I at once turned my attention to the roots, too often the

i Beat of disease. Take away the branches of a tree, and retain
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its roots, and it will put forth other branches, but destroy its

roots, while its branches are suffered to remain intact, and it

will die ; and I reasoned that roots buried so deeply under a
soil almost impervious to the action of the sun and air, must
fail to perform their natural functions at the proper season, and
thus a derangement of the system occurs, followed by disease
and death. Pursuing the subject further, I next sought for

the effect of this deranged system, and concluded I had found
it in the exhausted cellular tissue, which, deprived of its sap by
the action of the leaves, and failing to obtain an adequate supply
from the sluggish roots, became so weakened as to be more than
ordinarily susceptible of the influence of the chilling blasts and
climatic changes to which these trees on an exposed wall of

nearly an eastern aspect were subject. The sturdy Oak, with
its rugged bark, hardy constitution, and roots deep down in
that cold wet clay is admirably adapted not only to withstand
the effects of, but to thrive in, a climate and soil the combined
effects of which are but too often the cause of death to our

, garden exotics. And although these natives of a warmer
olimate have been cultivated in this country so long, yet they
are so delicately constituted that unless the most genial situa-
tion, suitable soil, and skilful culture are bestowed upon them,
they are almost certain to exhibit signs of decay at an early age,
and when all these conditions are complied with, even then
failures are by no means uncommon.

—

Edward Luckhokst,
• Egerlon House Gardens, Kent.

exceeds mine, and if possible to know its age. Mine vas
planted in the summer of 1854, and has had nothing of any
kind done in the way of protection, or to promote its growth
since that time.—P. F., Vicar of Kerry.

[This cannot be answered until time enough has elapsed {or
our globe to be circumnavigated.

—

Eds.]

NEW ROSES OF 1869.

A LITTLE information on this subject, acquired during a short
visit to Mr. Keynes's Salisbury Nursery, may possibly be in-
teresting to some of your readers. In his trade list of new
Roses for 18G9 there are thirty-two varieties : twenty-seven

' Hybrid Perpetual, four Tea, and one Noisette Rose. These I
saw under glass in various stages of growth ; most healthy-
looking plants, though, unfortunately, none in flower.

The very intelligent foreman, Mr. Gill, mentioned to me
the following, most of which had bloomed, as among the most
promising. Bertha Baron (seedling from Jules Margottin),
Charles Lee, Julia Touvais, Madame Creyton, Marquise de
Mortemart, Perfection de Lyon, Thyra Hammerick, Victor le

Bihan, and Monplaisir. Monplaisir is a Tea Rose, raised by
• Dncher, a seedling from Gloire de Dijon ; it is described as
" very dark salmon yellow, large, and vigorous." Mr. Keynes

' bad not seen it in flower, but had propagated it very largely,
" expecting it to be one of the best of the season. I was shown
one of the parent stocks, which was certainly a noble plant,
considering all the cutting it had gone through, and with a
4-feet-long shoot of true Gloire de Dijon robustness. The
Marquise was also highly spoken of as an improved Mdlle.
Bonnaire, of the same character, but larger and fuller. This was
raised by Liabaud, who thus describes it, " Fresh satin white,
flesh colour in centre, large and fine, vigorous, seedling from
Jules Margottin." A new and interesting feature this year
in the establishment, was a considerable number of English
seedling Roses, which last year's fine Rose harvest has tempted
Mr. Keynes into propagating. They had only been sown in
moderate heat this spring, but were already many of them of
^sonsiderable size, beautiful little plants, and even some of them
with tiny buds, and showing that red would be the prevailing
colour. A greater contrast than these to the painful and tardy
growth of Rose seeds in the open border, and among all their
various enemies, it is not easy to imagine. There seems
reason to hope that in a year or two we shall hear from more
quarters than one of some new and good English-raised Roses
aot unworthy rivals of Devoniensis and John Hopper. In such
honourable company we shall all be glad to rank a new friend
from Salisbury, let us say the "Wonder of WUtshire," or a
" Keynes' Seedling."—A. C.

LARGE FUCHSL\S.
I SHOULD be very much obliged if Mr. G. Matthews, who, as

appears in your last paper, wrote to you from Dunedin, would
state the size of the Fuchsia Ricoartoni in New Zealand, which
he describes as larger than any he has seen in Great Britain
or Ireland. Mine (about which I wrote to you once before)
measured last year over 100 feet in circumference, although it

lost considerably by having been cut away from a gravel walk,
and I am curious to know how far the Fuchsia he refers to

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Show of Pot Roses, &c.— May 8M.— This was one of the

Society's minor Shows, and owing, probably, to exkibitora having to
prepare for the summer exhibitions now close at hand, there was
rather a small display. The attendance of visitors, however, not-
withstanding the nnfavourable character of the day, was very good.
The principal feature was the nurserymen's class for nine Roses in

pots, and though, on the whole, these were scarcely bo full of bloom
as in some former years, there were several admirable specimens,
Mr. William Panl took the first place with fine bushy plants of Anna
Alexieff, Paul Kicaut, John Hopper, Beauty of Waltbam ; Madame
Damaizin, Souvenir d'un Ami, and Charles Lawson, very fall of
bloom ; Marcchal Niel ; and CoeUT de Lion, fine rosy crimson. Mr-
Tamer was second with Madame Victor Verdier, Dr. Andry, Charles
Lawson, and Marguerite de St. Amand, all of which were fine, the
others being Madame Margottin, Soavenir d'un Ami, Celine Foreatier,

Leopold Hausburg. and Madame Eugene Appert. Messrs. Paul and
Son were third, with plants which were beantifully covered with fiowerSt

but these had mostly lost their freshness. In the amateur's class,

Mr. James, gardener to W. F. Watson, Esq., Islewortb, received a
second prize. The best single specimen was a well-grown, well-

flowered plant of Madame de St. Joseph, from Mr. Turner ; Mr.
W. Paul being second with La Rhone. Prizes were likewise offered

for twelve new Rosea of 1367 or 1868 ; and for these Mr. Turner was
first, and Mr. W. Paul, on whose card were the words, " not for com-
petition," second. Mr. Tamer had Baronne de Rothschild, large,

full, delicate peach ; Dachesae d'Aoste, deep roae ; ClotUde Holland,
blush, with a deeper-coloured centre, very full ; President Willermoz,
bright roae ; and Mias Ingram, pale blush. These were the beat

;

among the others were La France, Madame Alice Dureau, Pitord,

Souvenir de Frani;oia Pouaard, Marie Cirodde, and Reine da Midi,
but all of these were more or less rongb, and the same remark holds

good of several of those in Mr. W. Paul's collection. The best in

this appeared to be Vicomtesse de Vczins, bright pink with a salmon
pink centre ; Baronne de Rothschild, President Willermoz, Duchesse
d'Aoste ; Tea Jean Pemet, yellow ; and Tea Reine du Portugal,

yellow, shaded with copper colour. Madame Marie Cirodde was pro-

mising. In the miscellaneoas class Messrs. Panl & Son received an
extra prize for a collection of plants in pots ; and another extra prize

was awarded to Mr. W. Paul for eight boxfuls of beautiful cut blooms,
some of the most noticeable |being Marechal Niel, Madame Mario
Cirodde, peach ; Belle de Bordeaux, Madame Pauline Labontc, Celine

Forestier, Climbing Devoniensis, and Gloire de Dijon.

Following the order of the schedule, Auriculas came next, and of

these the only collections came from Mr. Turner, of Slongh, and Mr-
James, of Isleworth, who were respectively iirst and second in both
classes—namely, that for nine edged, and that for nine aelfs and
fancies. In the former Mr. Turner had Miss Giddings (Read). Ex-
hibitor (Turner), Waterloo (Smith), Sophia (Chapman), Maggie
Lauder (Lowe), General Neill (Traill), Richard Headly (Lightbody),

Lancashire Hero (Cheetham), and Earl Grosvenor (Lees). In Mr.
Turner's other collection were Spalding's Metropolitan, and Tamer's
Charmer, much alike in colour but differing in size, and several fine

Alpines, as Merit, Mitre, and Jessie.

Mr. James was the only exhibitor of Polyanthuses, and had a first

prize for well-grown planta, one of the most showy being Golden
Fleece, velvety reddish crimson, with a golden edge. The same exhi-

bitor was also first for Pansies in pota, Mr. Hooper, Widcombe Hill,

Bath, being second, and both received extra prizes for cut blooms o£

the same flowers ; Mr. Bragg, Slongh, likewise exhibiting Show and
Fancy kinds.

Of'Lily of the Valley, Messrs. Reeves Brothers, Notting Hill, sent

remarkably fine pots, and had a first prize ; and Messra. Salter were
second with the variet^ated kind, also very fine.

For six boxes of Alpine plants, Mr. Ware, of Hale Farm Nurseries,

Tottenham, took the lead, exhibiting a numerous collection, of which
the moat beautiful were Erinus hirsutns, Aubrietia Campbelli and
ffra?ca, Saxifraga granulata. Phlox stolonifera, Phlox sabnlata Nelsoni,

Phlox snbulata frondosa, the intense blue Litbospermum prostratnm,

Sempervivnm aracbnoideum, CheliJonium majua, and Phlox aetacea.

The surface of the aoil in these boxes was strewed with atones ; Mesars-

Salter, who took the second prize, had the soil carpeted with Mentha
Corsica, Thymus seqiyllum lannginosus, Sedum glaucum, Saxifraga

hyjmoides minor, Acena novte-zealandi.'e, and Arenaria balearica-

The ground covering of these was neatly studded over with a variety

of plants, such as the Ancnba-leaved Daisy, Anbrietias, Saxifragas.

Sempervivuma. Seduma, and Lysimachia nemorum variegata. Mr-
Ware also exhibited in the miscellaneous class a fine collection, for

which be obtained a second prize, containing three heautifal basketsftti

of Phlox sabnlata frondosa, and the same number of Alyasum saxa-

tile compactam, together with hardy ornamental-leaved plants, as
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Konkias, Bambasa Fortnnei, Sednm SielolJii variogatnm, Veratrnm

viride, anil Vitis heterophylla variegata.

For KLododendrous, Mr. Wilkie, Oali liOdfje, Addison Road, Ken-

sington, took the first priza for six plants of tUroe kinds, and for a

single sppoimen, tlie plants in every instance unnamed. Messrs.

Standish & Co., Ascot, sent a large plant of Kegina, pale rose, with a

deeper-coloared edge, bnt not fully expamlej ; and, as mentioned last

week, the fine Sikkim Rhododendron Nuttallii was blooming in the

oonaenratory, where, as Mr. Kylos informs us, it now does so every year.

Messrs. Standish received the first prize in the miscellaneous class

for a collection of plants, most of which had been shown at the Floral

Committee on the previous Tuesday, aa Khododcndiims Madame Van-

der Cruysson and Mdllo. Christine Nilasen, doubletlowercd Pelargo-

niums, Struthioploris orientalis, and variegated Maples, besides which

they had four plauts of the green-leaved Aucuba, grafted on clean

stems about 2 feet high, and loaded with berries. Mr. Turner re-

ceived second and third prizes for sixty-four Tulips and a collection of

plants, including Colcus Princess Koyal, b.lsketa of Mdllo. Christine

Nilsson and Mrs. Headly Tricolor Pe"largoninms, Bright Star, white-

variegated, and Azalea Mrs. Turner, pale salmon, distinctly spotted

with crimsou in the upper petals. Mr. Kiughorn, of Sheen Nursery,

Richmond, sent a group of his Azalea Lizzie, which received a first-

class certificate from the Floral Committee two or three years ago ;

Mr. James, herbaceous Calceolarias aud hardy Ferns, for which ho

had an extra prize ; and Mr. Hooper, Bath, received a similar award

for Ranunculuses. Lastly, Messrs. Low & Co., of Clapton, sent a

dozen plants of Genista Everestiana, covered with showy golden-

coloared flowers.

AUCUBA JAPONICA FERTILISING.
" Gdlielhus " ia correct when be remarks that his article

on the Ancuba japonica has been misread by me, and I beg to

apologise for my error, and at the same time admit my inability

to offer any explanation of M. Carrif're's Aucabas producing

berries long after the male plants had flowered ; for even allow-

ing the possibility of pollen having been shed over the imma-
ture and consequently closed female blossoms, and that for

weeks it retained its fertilising properties, how could that

pollen gain access to their pistils ? Permit me to add that the

opinion I hazarded, that unfertilised Aucuba berries, which for

weeks maintain a healthy appearance, may during that period

bo susceptible of impregnation, is still an open question, and
one that merits investigation. The reasons that induced me
to arrive at this conclusion arose from having observed that a

plant of maculata that had been all the winter in a dwelling-

house and quite apart from male influence, had flowered and
formed berries long before it was brought into the vinery where
my Aucubas were seeding. These berries were carefully exa-

mined with a pocket lens, when to my surprise several of them
exhibited the same viscid appearance as unfertilised flowers. A
professional gardener was requested to examine them, he con-

firmed my opinion, and as we both have had considerable

experience in hybridising, I felt that there were sufficient data

to warrant me in calling attention to an apparently novel

fact.—A. C.

[Cucumbers and other fruits are produced without the female
flowers being fertilised, and so may Aucubas, but they never
produce seeds capable of germinating.

—

Eds.]

CATS VERSUS NEMOPHILA INSIGNIS.
I THINK if your correspondent will try the following simple

remedy he may save himself the trouble of taking cats and
bricks to the river. Let him purchase a few ounces of cayenne
pepper, put it in a pepper box, and the last thing before dark,

dredge the pepper lightly all over the plants. A calm and dry
night will be the best for doing it, and let it be repeated every
few nights, especially after rain. I saw this remedy tried some
years ago with effect. A large yard dog when let loose in the
morning would go to a line young plant of Laurustinus, and
back himself right into the middle of the bush ; this was rather
an annoyance to the gardener, who thought of the remedy as

above, and applied it as I have stated with the most complete
success. A man had to go and open the gate every morning
after that to let " Bingo " out into the road, for neither that
plant nor any other would ever serve Bingo's purpose afterwards.
If your correspondent had seen him try every corner of that
garden to get out after being cayenned by the Laurustinus, I

think he would have concluded that Bingo did not like it, or
that he was mad, as the owner thought him at first.

—

Bobin
KovE.

HoRTicDLTCRAi, CRICKETING. — The members of Carter's

cricket club (employees of Jas. Carter & Co.), commenced the

season at Battersea Park on Saturday last. The married con-

tended with the single, and the Benedicts secured an easy

victory.

FLOWER SHOWS.
3iNCE my last paper on this matter was written, it has hap-

pened singularly enough, that the subject has apparently forced

itself on the consideration of the Council of the Koyal Horti-

cultural Society, and a meeting has been summoned for the

purpose of consideiing the very point on which I laid a good

deal of stress—viz., the size of the pots in which plants are

exhibited.

In advocating, as I do, an alteration in this matter, let me
distinctly say that I do it entirely irrespective of the complaint

made on the subject of flower shows. I do not believe in there

being just ground for complaint. I do not say it in any spirit of

ill-feeling, however others may give me credit for it, but there

never can be a show at Kensington worth looking at in aa
artistic point of view. Why, I have seen there plants nu-

merous enough, and good enough, to form two or three good

exhibitions ; bnt what can you make of those long gloomy

corridors, with side lights, and a hot broiling conservatory,

where cut flowers wither before the day is well begun ? and all

these choppings and changings will never mend the matter.

Now that the Council have no money, it will be, I suppose,

impossible to retrace their steps, and let us hope that when
the Central Hall of Arts and Sciences is open, they may find a

more fitting place, for, as I have said, there ia room enough

for all ; but I have mentioned this because these complaints

about the non-success of flower shows come mainly from

Kensington.
I hold that it is the duty of all who have the managernent

of these things, not to give way to that spirit of sensation-

seeking, which is one of the curses of the present day. An
international exhibition is a very good thing, but it can only

be held very rarely, and it would be very absurd to find fault

with other shows because of the recollection of the Great

International Exhibition, which so far surpassed all others,

being fresh in our memories. Flora is too modest a maiden

to need any meretricious ornament ; only let her productions be

set forth in a plain and good setting, and she needs and ought

to need nothing else, but sHe is worthy of that at least. Music

is admirable, of course, but I would never, where I had a voice

in the matter, in town or country, degrade a flower show by

mixing up with it the genteel vulgarities I sometimes see and

often hear of.

In advocating the introduction of classes for smaller-sizea

pots for all kinds of plants, whether hardwooded or otherwise,

I do so for several reasons, and as much in the interest of ex-

hibitors as of visitors ; and let me say what I mean by small

pots to be, 6-inch pots for Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, Calceolarias,

and other softwooded plants, and 16's, or 9-inch pots, for stove

and greenhouse plants, Orchids, &c. I have named a larger

size for the latter, because the same method of culture cannot

be adopted for both. Copious supplies of liquid manure may
be given to the Pelargoniums for example, and so you may
produce large plants in very small-sized pots, whereas yott

cannot treat the Heath in the same way.

1. /( ivould greatly curtail the expense to u-hich exhibitors are

exposed by the present system.—liooV, for example, at Mr.

Turner bringing up his nine Azaleas from Slough, or Mr.

Fraser his Pelargoniums from Lea Bridge. Leaving out of

the question such distances as Rugby, Cheltenham, &c., what

will the largest prize offered and obtained do towards the ex-

pense of such an exhibition ? Consider that one large house

that would grow some hundereds of pounds worth of saleable

stock is devoted to that which may produce only £15; then

put to the account the time occupied in potting, training,

tying these plants; then hire of horses and vans for a couple

or three days, the expense of men in London at the exhibition,

&c., and then what margin of profit will be there? None ;

and hence it is no wonder that such men get tired of it, even

though they maybe at the top of the tree, and one after another

withdraw from it. " Look," said a nurseryman to me the other

day, pointing to a house full of nice little Kose plants, worth

at least 2s. a-piece, " what should I do with this if I were to

grow Pelargoniums for exhibition ? it would hold about a dozen

plants. No, no, I can manage better than that." I know it is

sometimes said it is an advertisement for the exhibitor, and

brings him into notice ; very true, but it is a very expensive kind

of one, and he could manage quite as well with smaller plants.
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I very muah wish, tof , some well-meaning people would get this

notion out of their heads, that sooietiee confer an immense
favour on nurserymen by offering them prizes which do not
half compensate for vne expense and trouble they are at ; while
as to private growers, I do not wonder, with all his love for his
garden, that Lord Cornflower, or Sir James Arbutus, objects to
having his houses filled with huge unwieldy plants, which are
only permitted to be seen now and then, and are in a constant
state of tying, training, &c. This would be all obviated if

classes were introduced for smaller-sized pots.
2. It would enlarge the area of competiUon.—Suppose a grower

fired with the noble desire of entering the horticultural race-
ground, and of running his steed there, were to try to put his
plans into execntior , the very first thing that would suggest
itself to him, woala oe. What possible chance can I have, unless
I can buy some of those large plants which have already been
engaged in the race ? And so he hesitates, and finally decides
not to attempt it. Let me take Pelargoniums. For years the first

and second places have been maintained with varying success
by Messrs. Turner and Fraser. Other nurserymen attempted
to compete, but they drew oil one after the other ; their plants
were some years old, and unless you had plants of a similar
age, it was not within the bounds of possibility to compete
•with them ; but if a class had been open for smaU plants in
6-moh pots, would not many have entered into the arena, and
tried to win their spurs in Flora's tournament ?

3. It would he of greater practical benefit to horticulture.—
We are certainly more interested in looUing at things which
come within the reach of our own pockets and exertions, than
by those which are beyond them. Now, when a visitor to our
shows sees these enormously overgrown plants, he (or she) at
onee says, I can never attempt this, and so passes on to some-
thing more within reach. Hence the space io front of the
great collections is invariably clear, while the small pot Koses,
the cut flowers, and things of a similar character, have always
a host of admirers. Moreover, it would give us a far better
opportunity of seeing what are the merits of new plants. Take
Pelargoniums as an example. A new variety of first-class merit
is brought forward, it receives no end of certificates, and then
retires into private life. About five or six years afterwards, by
the time you have had, perhaps, some three or four dozen
newer ones to look at, it has attained its majority, can sup-
port a sufficient number of stakes, or rather is supported by
them, and then, of a fitting size to appear in company with
other full-grown gents, it reappears. Now, all this would be
altered if we could get a class for 32's. Good handsome plants
can be produced in them, and hence the newer and better kinds
would come forward this year. Mr. Turner has sent out some
of the best fancy Pelargoniums ever seen, but when shall we
see them again ? Not for some years unless some alteration be
made. And so it is with new and rare plants. How many are
discarded after a time, because they are not good exhibition
plants—that is, will not bear twisting, torturing, staking, and
all sorts of barbarities ! An inferior plant that will patiently
submit to all this is preferred. Then there is another point
not to be disregarded ; we are in these days trusting a great
deal to flowers and glass for the ornamentation of our dinner
tables, rather than to heavy masses of plate, and it is just plants
of these sizes that would be the most desirable, and we can thus
see which are best suited for our purpose, so that in all these
matters we should be serving the true interests of horticulture
by insisting on smaller pots being need.

4. It would certainly conduce to a better arrangement of horti-
cultural productions at our shown.—I suppose we never have
seen so grand a display as the International Exhibition, and
never have Mr. Gibson's unrivalled talents as a landscape gar-
dener been so marvellously shown as then. Yet surely, not-
withstanding the wonderful masses of bloom of the Azaleas, &c.,
a more pleasing effect would have been produced by smaller
plants equally well done. Just look at some of the photographs
taken of the Exhibition, and see what formality it displays.
Moreover, where these plants are once fixed they must stay, it

would be idle to attempt to move them, however great the
mistake may have been in placing them in the position they
occupy. Were the plants smaller they could be the more
TeadUy moved. If along with this the great societies would
undertake to do what the zealous curator of the Glasnevin
Gardens, Dr. Moore, does for the Koyal Horticultural Society
of Ireland—grow some fine Palms, Ferns, &o., to give verdure
as a counterfoil to the mass of colour, I, for one, feel that
a great advance would be made in the arrangement of our
shows. However, as I have always maintained so I still hold.

the plan of the Eoyal Botanic Society is as near perfection as

possible, and I do not at all join in the cry, that they manage
these things better in France.

Now, it is idle to talk about the folly of restrictions and
such-like things ; we must have restrictions. Those who com-
plain of any attempt to reduce the size of pots, would hardly

relish seeing huge tubs twice as big as their pots brought in.

Restrictions have been made, and all I am contending for is

making them a little more stringent. I would allow some
classes to remain, but I hope to see the skill of our horticnl-

tural giants show us what can be done in small pots as well as

the larger ones they have hitherto used.—D., Deal.

CRYSTAL PALACE FLOWER SHOW.
Grand flower shows at the Crystal Palace are always highly

attractive, the number of visitors annually ranging between

15,000 and 20,000. The ample space at command for the show
and promenade all under cover, and protected from weather,

enables arrangements wholly imattainable elsewhere to be

carried out with certainty for the comfort of visitors.

The show of the present season, Saturday next. May liith,

will be of unusual extent. In stove and greenhouse plants,

Azaleas, Orchids, Pelargoniums, and pot Eoses, large displayE

may be looked for. The novel feature of prizes for the three

classes of bouquets—viz., wedding bouquets, ball bouquets, and
vase bouquets will be most interesting, leading to great compe-

tition, not only amongst theEnglish and continental bouquctistcs,

but also among the large number of lady visitors and other pri-

vate cultivators, who, from the entries being made (if wished)

under initials, will have the opportunity of privately entering

the lists, and giving the public some idea of the artistic ability

and taste in the display of flowers, which characterise so many
in our domestic circles. The ornamental gardens of Kockhills

will be open during the afternoon, to enable visitors to inspect

the great Wistaria sinensis now in full bloom.

BEET AS A FLOWER-BORDER PLANT,
I FIRST used Beet as a flower-garden plant six years ago-

Having a large extent of flower beds and borders to fill, I was
very desirous to use as many effective colours as I could com-
mand. Although I had then never seen Beet used for orna-

mental purposes, 1 had often thought what a pleasing effect it

would produce along with almost any good contrasting colour.

My desire was to obtain the dwarfest-growing sort I could, and
having in former years grown Nutting's Dark Select Beet, and
having proved its capabilities for several years when grown in

the usual way in the kitchen garden, I determined to try it in

the flower garden. For this purpose I sowed it in pans in the

middle of March, and placed them on gentle bottom heat. As
soon as the plants could be handled, which was in about three

weeks after sowing, I had them put singly into thumb pots,

taking care to cut back the leading root. My object in doing

so was to prevent strong growth and their forming what we all

like to see in Beet when grown for kitchen use—namely, a long

and handsome tapering root.

The first season I tried Beet in the flower borders its ap-

pearance exceeded my expectations. I had one row about

150 yards in length in a gracefully curving border, with a grass

walk, 9 feet wide, in front. The border was made to slope

towards the walk, and shrubs behind filled up all the corners,

giving the border a uniform width. The shrubs being newly

planted, and consequently small, I had the tall-growing Agera-

tum mexioanum planted in front of them, then a Nosegay
Pelargonium, the Beet for the middle row, and Aurea floribunda

Calceolaria in front, with, next the grass, Lobelia speciosa.

Thus there were in all five rows, forming the ribbon border. I
had the same number of rows in the opposite border, but no
Beet. During that season some hundreds of visitors saw the

gardens, and when an opinion could be elicited from any of

them while vievfing it from a short distance, it was to the

effect, " Ah ! that border having the dark and glossy shining

leaves in the centre is by far the most telling." And many
were the inquiries. What new and wonderful-looking plant have

you in one of your long ribbon borders ? it has such a beauti-

fully dark and glossy leaf, altogether forming quite a new fea-

ture in ribbon-border decoration. Such were the expressions

of surprise and inquiry that were addressed to me during the

first season I used it.

I also used one row of Beet in the formation of a border

of ornamental foliage, about 25 yards long, and that, too, not
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formed with expensive snblropical plants, but of common
flower-garden plants. When people Lave a large extent to till,

they are generally very desirous of adopting as many different

modes of arrangement, by way of giving variety and interest,

as their means will permit and their minds produce. Aa I

have already stated, the border of ornamental foliage was lillod

witli common plants, but it gave an agreeable variety, and had

a softening intluenee, distinguishing it from the other borders,

where more brilliant and lively colours were used. This border

bad a background of low shrubs, planted on a high bank, and

in shape was somewhat like a half moon, having its inner side

to the bank and shrubs, and the outer side to the grass. It

was composed of live colours. The back row next the shrubs

was of Unaphalium lauatum, kept well tied up to stakes, up-

wards of 2 feet high ; the next row, Perillanankinensis, which,

as well as the Guapbulium, bears cutting-in to prevent unsightly

overgrowth ; the third row strong plants of Flower of the Day
Pelargonium, with all the llowers regularly taken off ; then a

row of Beet, with its dark glossy leaves, far better than the

Perilla, which in hot weather will sometimes appear as if it

had been dusted with flour. Outside of the Beet was Golden
Chain Pelargonium, and all know how effective it is where it

grows well, and, next the grass, Cerastium tomentosum, kept

within neat limits. Such was the ornamental-foliage border.

I have an impression that a Uower border may have its effect

enhanced or deteriorated by its surroundings—their colour, and
how they are placed. When a border has something close be-

hind it, sufficiently so to make a screen, and of a green hue,

it will be found that the eye rests with greater pleasure and
ease on a border of flowers than when you have immediately

beyond tbe border a gravel walk, a brick wall, stone wall, or

wooden palings.

I kept two or three dozen of the plants of Beet in pots in

case of some of those planted in the ground proving too coarse

in their growth, which many of thtm will often be, and which,

if not removed and replaced by better-coloured plants, would,

to a certainty, spoil the border.—G. Dawson.

THE CYCLAMEN.
I coNsiDEn that the Cyclamen at fifteen months' growth

onght to be at least 1 foot in diameter, having a dense mass of

thick variegated leaves standing almost erect, and tbe flowers

not more than 2 or 3 inches above the foliage. The flowers

themselves should be broad in the petals, about 2 inches in

length, nearly round at the ends, and having a slight regular

twist in each segment of the corolla.

I will give a description of how I proceed from the com-
mencement, as I generally prefer raising my own plants from
seed. It evidently most readily degenerates, as is the case

with most of the Primulaceic, and therefore some judgment is

necessary in cross-breeding these, but which is easy, and in

the majority of cases satisfactory, if the result is noted ; and
those not having the essential points above described are at

once discarded, and not kept to contaminate others. Tbe best

time to cross the Cyclamen is as early in March as possible,

but it may be done as lato as April, although I consider the
later it is done after the first week in Marcb, the less chance
you have of obtaining the wished-for result, as all flowering

plants are more or less fertilised by insects and other sources

in the spring and summer months. When the sun shines is

the best time to cross your Cyclamen, and it should be done
in the following manner : Having selected a plant as male,
with good-shaped flowers, take hold of the stalk between the

left finger and thumb, just below the flower, and with the right

thumb flip the side of bloom, and you will find the pollen

lodged on the left thumb nail. Then apply this pollen to the

blooms of a plant that has a good habit and stiff variegated

foliage, which should in all cases be indispensable in the female.

In performing this some care is required, as the female organs
are extremely delicate, and will not admit of any rough usage.

The pollen should be gently applied to the stigma, and it will

be found that at least a small portion has adhered, which is all

that is required. I do not think it advisable to cross C. persicum
with persicum rubvum, or with any other colour, except for

variety; but endeavour to keep them distinct, and improve
each kind separately. However, if you have a rubrum, for in-

stance, with a bloom of good shape and colour, but nothing
else to recommend it, make this the male, and cross it with
another rubrum possessing good dwarf foliage, and the result,

ia most instances, will be improved habit combined with a first-

rate bloom. PerBicums Bhould be crossed in the name way,

but endeavour, if possible, always to have these scented. If

you wish persicum delicatum, you have only to cross a persi-

cum with persicum album, and persicum with persicum rosenm,

to produce another di.ftinct variety. Not more than six flowers,

on even a large plant, should be allowed to seed ; for if a greater

number be retained the seed will be small, and the plants ob-

tiiincd from it, in all probability, be wanting in that vigonr

which is at all times an important item in the raising of seed-

lings.

After fertilising the best six blooms, all others should be at

once removed, and the plants put in a rather shady part of the

greenboute, but still having as much light as possible ; and no
place can better suit them than a shelf protected from hot

sun by woodwork, about 1 foot or 18 inches from the glass.

The seeds are ripe in about ten weeks, are sown at once, and
put in an old Cucumber or Melon frame, with a temperature of

about (ir>^ or thereabouts. lu six weeks the first leaf will be

seen pushing itself through the soil ; and when such are an inch

in length the plants may be transplanted into a pan, still re-

tained in the pit, and carefully shaded from hot sun with thin

canvas, as a glaring sun I consider at all times highly detri-

mental to them, but especially so when the plants are young.

Towards the end of September I select a few of the strongest

plants and put them in small pots, still retaining all in the

frames close to the glass until tbe end of October, or even much
later, according to the mildness of the season, as I find the

young plants do better kept close in an old Melon frame, where

a little beat still remains in the fermenting material. As soon

as frost or cold weather sets in, all the Cyclamens are placed

on a shelf in the conservatory where the thermometer is not

allowed to fall below 45". Through the winter they do not

grow much, but if tbe above temperature is maintained, they

will be found to have increased a little, which is all that is

desirable. Those plants potted in autumn will require a shift

into a size larger pot in April ; those in the pans should be

potted, and either retailed ir tbe conservatory, or, what is

better, put in a frame with a little bottom heat for a month or

six weeks, then about the end of May put out in a cold frame

facing south east, kept close for a few days, but eventually

fully exposed during the daytime.

When the plants are in this cool frame they should never be

too much crowded, but allowed some few inches between the

leaves, so that air may freely circulate, and prevent that drawn
appearance which must at all times be carefully guarded against.

The system I am advocating, it will readily be Been, is never to

allow a Cyclamen entire rest, but always keep them growing,

however slowly, and not, as is the custom with all growers I

know, to let them partially die during the summer months ;

and this, I believe, is the entire cause of that neglect which

the Cyclamen has latterly most undeservedly shared with some
other good old favourites.

In the management of old plants, if retained, I should adopt

much the same system as with the young ones, except that

they are not in spring introduced to a frame with bottom heat,

but partially shaken out of their soil, potted lightly, not pressed

too hard, then placed in a cool frame and kept close for a fort-

night or three weeks.

If the weather is hot during the months of June, July,

August, and September, invariably sprinkle water overhead

once in the forenoon besides the usual watering on soil ; but it

must be done with a watering pot having a fine rose, otherwise

the foliage will be bent down by the weight of water, and
eventually the leaves will not be erect and compact, which they

ought to he. Another caution I must also give in reference to

watering over the foliage, and that is, never to close up the

lights for the night until tbe plants are quite dry, otherwise

yon will have them lanky, which, as I said befare, must of all

things be avoided. My plants are generally taken inta the

conservatory in full bloom early in October, when they continue

to throw up flowers until the end of April, if not wished to

seed from.

About Christmns a little liquid manure is weekly applied

with undoubted advantage, and the bloom will be much pro-

longed by this timely stimulus ; and should you wish the

Cyclamen to flower for some months, it is of the greatest import-

ance that all blossoms should be removed as soon as the tips

of the reflexed limbs become tinted with brown. As soon, then,

as the ends of petals become discoloured, they should be pulled

out by giving a sharp snatch to the bloom, so as to detach it

close to the corm ; for if not entirely removed, the remaining
portion decays, and the decomposition spreads over the whole
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leaf as well aa flower- stalks, and the plant will cot be com-
pletely recovered that season, even if the evil be detected in its

earlier stages. I mention this becanse occasionally, with ex-

treme vigilance, it will occar in the most unsuspected way, and
I would advise some of the blooms and leaves to be removed,
and the centre dusted over with sulphur, as the only means of

saving the plant, which is sometimes of consequence if a well-

known good variety.

The soil best suited, in all stages of the Cyclamen, is one
composed of two-fifths coarse leaf mould, the same cxuftntity of

very light soft yellow loam, one-fifth dry cow dung, and suffi-

cient fine white sand to prevent running togelher. The dry

cow dung should be collected in line weather, and it would be
advisable, after rubbing small, to pour some nearly boiling

water over it to kill all seeds, which are very troublesome if

not destroyed in this way. The leaf mould should also be well
wetted, and mixed with cow dung and sand ; the loam should
be ground down quite fine in a dry state, and mixed with the
other ingredients, and yon will then have the very best com-
post it is possible to make to grow the Cyclamen in.

The corm is always seen above the soil, but this should never
be so, for the simple reason that the roots in this case will only
arise from the lowest portion of it, whereas if buried they will

do so from all parts alike ; and this must be a very great advan-
tage to so gross a feeder as this plant really is. When the
plants are put into their blooming pots I always place a hand-
ful of crocks in the bottom, and on the top of them some small
pieces of dry cow dung, which is without doubt one of the
secrets of success in the cultivation of this gem of the winter
season.—H. E. I. C. S. {The Gardener).

VINE LEAVES TURNING THEIR UNDER SURFACE TO THE LIGHT.
I HAVE a seedling Grape Vine here which has the strange pecu-

liarity of turning the backs
of all its leaves to the light,

and no constraint will in-

duce it to turn the upper
side to the light. I send you
leaves from it, which show
how the leaf-stalk bends to

effect the purpose. It is

inarched on a Muscat, the
leaves of which are in their

normal state. On entering

the house where it grows,

the conclusion at once is

suggested that some one has
severed the Vine's connec-
tion with the earth, and that

it is in the act of dying,

yet it is perfectly healthy,

though it has shown no fruit,

while seedlings of the same
batch are in fruit beside it.

It is a cross between the
Golden Champion and Black
Alicante. I shall be glad to

know if any of your readers
have met with a Vine hav-
ing the same habit.— W.
Thomson, Dalkeith Park.

[A phenomenon so singu-
lar, and, we believe, with-
out a parallel, induced us
to ask from Mr. Thomson
some further information,
and we append his reply :

—

" The seedling Vine while
making its first year's growth in a pot showed no tendency

|

pelegrina, and Pharns latifolius.

I

to turn the backs of its leaves to the light as it does now,
when inarched on the Mus-
cat. I have no other plant

of it except one from an
eye struck this spring This
has only four leaves on it,

and they show no ten-

dency to turn round. There
are two seedlings inarched
on the Muscat in question,

and a closer inspection

shows that the other seed-

ling's leaves have to some
extent the same tendency
to be reversed, as you will

observe by leaf No. 2. No. 3

is a leaf from a seedling

of the same parentage in-

arched on a Muscat grow-

ing on the next rafter to the

other, but showing not the

slightest tendency to turn

round. The same may be

said of other seedlings on
neighbouring Vines. The
whole of the leaves on the

Muscats are perfectly nor-

mal, and it looks most sin-

gular to see one Vine with

the whole of its leaves re-

versed, and those on Vines

on either side all right."

Some few plants hav«

the under sides of their

leaves turned upwards (re-

supinate), as in Alstrcemeria

_Eds.]

HOW CAN I BECOME A FIRST-CLASS GARDENER?
[The following may be useful to other young men besides a

correspondent who asked the above question.]

But for your telling us that you " are very quick at learning,"

I should say that there are great drawbacks to your becoming
a first-rate gardener, as you are now twenty-five years old. Two
things will be essential—first, you must learn to write better, and

to spell better, and the second is best attained by reading largely

and studying the spelling of the words, and also by frequently

consulting a dictionary. There is nothing, however, that a

man of energy and perseverance cannot accomplish. Besides

improving yourself by private study and night schools, if you

aim at being a gentleman's gardener, and as you have already

worked in gardens at different times, your best plan would be

to get into some large well-managed garden, and enter into

some arrangement with the gardener to pass through all the

commoner out-door work and mere manual labour, such as

digging and sweeping, as soon as possible, and then obtain as

soon as you can be trusted a charge of one of the departments,

as the flower garden, plant houses, forcing houses, fruit depart-

ment, keeping a diary, and making notes as to every day's work.

When you have thus passed some two or three years, then go

into one of our large nurseries, and observe how the work is

conducted in the various departments. If you incline to the

commercial department of gardening, then choose a market

garden, or a nursery, according to the bent of your inclination.

It would in ordinary cases be advisable to have a little expe-

rience and practice in all the different branches ; but at the

age of twenty-five it would be more prudent to select one branch

and adhere to it as as a means of livelihood, as well as of enjoy-

ment. Be assured, whatever department you fix on, yon will

find that gardening is not all rose water ; that there is plenty

of difficulty and unpleasantness to contend with ; and 1 men-
tion this all the more, as I have met many who, like yon,

stated that they " cared for nothing else whatever," who came

to care for each and everything except that which they once

80 much loved. Be assured there is no royal road to success,

and ground yourself well at first ; learn to use every tool dex-

terously, and strive to be first-rate in wheeling a barrow and
cleaning furnaces, as well as in dressing-up a plant or arrang-

ing a flower bed. From want of this grounding it is not un-

common to find a man who has been in a garden for years who
could not level a piece of ground, mow without leaving his
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TTork in ridge-and-furrow, and with whom firing and air-givinR

are merely matters of chance and routine. At tho age o(

twenty-five yon ought, if resolved, to do as much in one year

aa youths at fifteen or sixteen would do in several years. The
neighbourhood of London cannot be beaten for opportunities,

but there are plenty of schools for learciug gardening all over

Uie country.—E. F.

SYRINGING ORCILVRDHOUSE TREES WHEN
IN BLOSSOM.

I SEE by The Jocrnal of Horticdlture of May Cth that the

crop of Peaches, Apricots, and Nectarines is a failing one. I

suppose this applies to walls. Here, where we cannot grow

these fruits on the open walls, it applies to Plums on walls, and

the other frnit above-mentioned in orchard houses ; bat I do not

write exactly to say this, but to give my experience in syring-

ing orchard-house trees when in blossom, aa it is so opposed to

what I take to be the orthodox opinions on the subject.

Last year, when my orchard-house trees were in full bloom,

my man (a common labourer), syringed them very freely ; and

when I came to discover this, thinking I knew all about it, I

told him he had rained the crop. However, this was so far

from being the case that I had the most profuse crop I ever

saw in an orchard house ; but thinking the success was in

spite of, and not in consequence of, this syringing, I took care

to warn him against doing so again, and, with the exceptions

below, I have no Peaches or other stone fruit. The exceptions

are a Peach and a Nectarine, which bloomed much later

than the other trees, and my man begged he might be allowed

to syringe them. He did so with a very fine rose, and fre-

quently when in bloom, and upon these two trees I have
profuse crops.

Pears in the orchard house and on walls are generally looking

well, the exceptions being some that I considered most certain

bearers, among which are Louise Bonne, Beurro Clairgeau,

and some others.

Plums on walls and on standards seemed to set profusely,

but when the fruit reached the size of Eadish seeds, their

growth stopped, and they dropped off by thousands, leaving

very few on the tree for a crop.—T. G., CUthcroe,

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
The International Hokticultdral Exhibition at St.

Petersruro commences on the 17th inst. Dr. Hogg has been

officially appointed the Commissioner and representative there

of the Royal Horticultural Society. In answer to several

querists, a Russian passport is needed.

We have to announce the death, on Monday last, of

Sir Charles Wentworth Dilke, Bart. He died suddenly at

St. Petersburg, to which capital he had repaired as the repre-

sentative of England at the forthcoming exhibition of the

Russian Horticultural Societies. The deceased baronet was

the only son of Mr. Charles Wentworth Dilke, sometime editor

of the AthencBum, and also editor of the well-known collection

of Old Plays. He was born on the ISth of February, ISIO,

and was educated at Westminster and at Trinity Hall, Cam-
bridge, where he graduated in law instead of arts. For a

short time he studied law ; but afterwards gave up his leisure

to the affairs of three or four of the learned societies. He
took a prominent part in the Society of Arts, of which he was

for some years chairman of the Council, and also in the Royal

Horticultural Society. At the boards of these Societies he be-

came acquainted with the Prince Consort, whom he assisted in

carrying out many pnbhe improvements which are associated

with the Prince's name. He was one of the first promoters of

the Great Exhibition of 1851, and acted as^one of the Executive

Committee. He was then offered the honour of knighthood,

and by the Royal Commission a large pecuniary reward. The
knighthood he declined, and the gift of money he returned.

When the second Great Exhibition—that of 18G'2—was pro-

posed, the Government appointed him one of the five Royal
Commissioners for conducting it ; and on the Prince Consort's

unexpected demise. Her Majesty, in a manner that was equally

striking and gracious, conferred upon him the honour of a

baronetcy. Sir C. Wentworth Dilke entered parliament as

member for Wallingford in 1865, which he represented during

the Russell-Gladstone and Derby-Disraeli administrations. He
was a Justice of the Peace for the county of Middlesex, a Fellow

of the Society of Antiquaries, a Fellow of the Royal Geogra-

phical Society, a trustee of the Soane Museum, and an active

member of many other public and learned bodies. He was

also a proprietor of the Gardeners' Chronicle. For some time

past he had been in failing health, and the extreme inclemency

of the weather in the north of Europe aggravated his disease.

He married Mary, daughter of Captain Chatfield, of the Madras

Cavalry, by whom (now dead), he had issue Charles Wentworth,

the member for Chelsea, who succeeds to the baronetcy.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
kitchen garden.

Asparaijus, the beds are now coming into full bearing, the

practice of allowing the shoots to grow longer out of the ground

before cutting is becoming more generally adopted and ought

to be universal ; 1 or 1 j inch below the surface is quite enough.

Do not permit any shoots to run up at present, not even weak

ones, and as occasion offers give the beds a good supply of

manure water with a little salt dissolved in it. Cape Broccoli

and CauUttoicers may still be sown for a late crop, but there

must be no delay. Continue to plant out Cauliflowers and

Cabbages from the nursery beds as they become large enough,

and keep the earth well stirred about those advancing. Look

out for slugs. These are numerous just now. There is

nothing equal to frequent applications of quicklime. Plant

out the earliest forwarded Ihearf Kidney Beans on a warm
sheltered border; at the same time try the effect of potting

a few in the manner usually adopted for forcing, retain them

in heat for a time, and then stand the pots close under a

south wall. They will come into bearing before those planted

out, particularly if occasional applications of liquid manure

be afforded them. Bath Cos Lettuce, tie up a few for blanch-

ing. A few at a time only should be done, and they must be

quite dry when tied or they will decay. Sow successions of

Lettuce every three weeks ; Mustard and Cress every four or

five days ; and Badishes every ten days, all in quantities pro-

portionate to the demand. A few of the earliest Radishes shonld

be left to produce pods for pickling. Peas which are now
growing strong and healthy, must have great attention m
keeping the surface soil well loosened to preserve them in a

free-growing state. Get a ridge prepared, if not done already,

for turning out Cucumbers and Vegetable Marrows under hand-

glasses. There is no better plan than the usual one of throwing

out a trench 4 feet wide, filling it with fermenting matter,

and returning the soil, but if this is not of a light natnie

there had better be some prepared light compost laid where

the glasses are placed. Tomatoes, Cajtsicums, Chillies, and

Basil should now be undergoing the process of hardening-c£E

previous to planting out. A portion of the latter three must

be retained in heat for an early supply.

FLOWER GARDEN.

Climbing plants should now receive the attention they

deserve. Aim at order and regularity in placing and fastening

the shoots, by nailing or tying to the wall or trellis. This

should be scrupulously attended to throughout the season,

it will not only ipreserve the young shoots from being broken

by the winds, but will likewise prevent that slovenly ap-

pearance we too often see of chmbers rambling in confusion

and destroying each other, from want of a httle judicious at-

tention and care. Preparations should now be made for bed-

ding-out ; if the beds have been properly prepared as formerly

directed, let this be done without delay. See that standard

Roses are properly secured against high winds, and the cater-

pillar and green fly. Those which were budded last season

should be again gone over, and aU the buds and suckers which

proceed from the stock destroyed. The inserted buds whito

have made shoots should he stopped back to three joints, which

will cause them to take a firmer hold of the stock, and vnU

greatly increase the size of the bead. From those which are

intended for budding upon this season rub off all the buds

with the exception of three well-placed ones at the top of the

stock. Make a partial sowing of Sweet WiUiams, Antirrhi-

nums, Bfompton Stocks, and other biennials in the reserve

garden. Pinks will be aU the better for a top-dressing ol

decayed cow manure, and make a selection of the stem or

stems for blooming, bearing in mind that the greater the num-

ber of flowers each plant has to bring to maturity the smaller

they will be. Tulips are now in full bloom ;
carefully go over

the bed, book in hand, and make necessary memoranda as

to the alterations requisite for the next season. Probably

some tall-growing varieties may be in the first or outside row,
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these should be marked to oconpy a more central position in
the bed ; others may be short in stem, these, of course, should
not be in the middle. Auriculae and Polyanthuses require
keeping cool and free from weeds. Top-dress Carnations and
Picotees as recommended for Pinks. Tie up the stems as they
advance, not too tightly, and thoroughly soak the soil when
water is given. Water Eanunculuses between the rows oc-

casionally and effectually. By no means stir the surface soil.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSEBTATOBT.
Many of the commoner kind of plants may be removed al-

together from the conservatory, as there will be no necessity
for crowding. On the contrary, as none but specimen plants at

this season should be allowed a place here, each must have
sofficieut space afforded it to display its particular claims to

notice. Give abundance of air, avoiding drying draughts, and
syringe and water when necessary. Some of the commoner
kinds of winter-blooming plants may be removed from the
greenhouse, and others as they become unsightly must be
turned out to make room for the principal specimen plants
now coming into bloom. Place them very thinly so as to dis-

play their individual charms, and keep the house cool, moist,
and shaded, so as to retain the flowers as long as possible in
perfection. Be on the alert with young specimens, keep them
stopped, and encourage them as much as possible. Such plants
as the Boronias, Leschenaultias, Eriostemons, &c., would now
be best in a frame or pit, where, while they have a free venti-
lation, they can be protected from chilling draughts. Syringe
the young plants occasionally, and sprinkle the vacant parts
so as to keep a moist growing atmosphere.

STOVE,
Many of the climbers in this bouse will now be growing

rapidly and some of them showing bloom, especially the Ste-
phanotis and AUamandas. If room can be spared to prevent
the plants becoming entangled, it is not advisable to train too
soon, or probably some of the flowers may be blind. The
most forward of the Clerodendrons will now be showing their
bloom panicles, encourage them as much as possible by a
brisk bottom heat and plenty of manure water, and guard
against red spider and insects of all sorts. Eondeletias, Ixoras,
Gloriosas, and the like must be encouraged in a similar manner,
as must all young growing specimens. Ventilate freely night
and day, and keep a moist free-growing atmosphere. Plants
for winter blooming must be attended to, and Gloxinias,
Achimenes, &o., may, as they come into bloom, be removed to

a cooler house. Look to enccessional crops of them, especially

of Achimenes cocoinea.— W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCEEK GARDEN.

It was well that the ground between most of the young
crops in the kitchen garden was Dutch-hoed, as the week,
np to the 8th, has been showery, doing a vast amount of good
to all growing crops, but not the most suitable weather for clean-
ing, or even sowing. We sowed succession crops of Turnips,
Radishes, Lettuces, Cauliflowers, and made a first sowing of
Coleworts. We also pricked-out Celery, so as to bring it for-

ward, and sowed for late crops, though but little of this last

will be used until the spring months.
We potted-oil Cucumber.':, intended for planting on ridges or in

the open ground, chiefly for pickling : as, though tastes differ,

we think that Cucumbers grown under glass are the sweetest
for the table. Some sorts, quite sweet all the summer if grown
under glass, are apt to become bitter when grown in the open
air. The Cucumber is more given to surface-rooting than the
Melon, and, therefore, may have more surface space to feed in,

though a great space to ramble over is seldom of much ad-
vantage so far as fruitfulness is concerned. About Sandy and
Biggleswade, whence great quantities of the Short and Long
Prickly find their way to the London markets, the seeds are
sown this month in the open air, and the plants thinned-out
much as a farmer would do his Turnips. We question if in a
certain space under glass so many fruit could be cut by any
other mode as growing the plants in large pots, and using
frequent rich top-dressings. The quantity of fruit thus pro-
duced is amazing, and plenty of fresh vigorous roots are
always to be found near the surface. The manure, leaf mould,
&c., used for topdrpssing should be sweet, well aired, and free
of the spawn of Fungi. Old Mushroom dung is good, but
only good if every bit of spawn is destroyed. We have seen
Cucumbers die off unexpectedly, because the compost used had

spawn of Fungi, which permeated the soil, and the roots could
not thrive.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Had the Strawberry quarters surface-hoed, and would dress

them now with a little lime and soot if we had enough of each,
or of the soot alone. The lime we use chiefly to destroy slugs
and snails, or make them shift their quarters. We shall not
be able to use straw for the rows for some time, to keep the
fruit clean, nor will it be needed for some weeks. A little soot
is of great advantage to Stiawben-ics just before the flowers
open, as it may be expected there will be plenty of rain to
wash all clean before the fruit is of any considerable size.

Drainiuge from the dunghill or farmyard, or liquid manures
not too strong, are also of much importance, and if given before
rains are expected, all the better, and then may be a little

stronger when used. After all the concentrated manures now
ready for our disposal, we still have a strong favour for the
drainings from a farmyard, proviJed they are not used too
strong. However fine Strawberry plants may be, the blossom
will not set, and the young fiuit if set will not swell, if the
plants be dry at the roots. To secure this dampness at the
roots at ripening time, perhaps there is nothing better than a
layer of clean tan ; and in extreme cases of wetness the fruit

is less liable to decay than when straw or litter is used.
Later crops of forced Strawberries are doing better than the

earlier ones, and fearing we should run short before we had a
plentiful supply out of doors, we potted with large balls some
hundreds of the plants, showing strongly, that we pricked-out in
good soil in the open garden last autumn, and plunged the pots
up to their rims in a rough hotbed out of doors, merely to

encourage the filling of the pots with roots. We also filled a

pit with similar plants, turning the large balls into soil at

once, but with a similar rough bed beneath Ihcm, so as to yield

a little heat, and covered them with the sashes which had been
used for Neapolitan Violets, turned out to be replanted in beds,

and to be brought back again in the autumn. By such means
we generally secure a late supply before we obtain them out of

doors, and with but little trouble except the transplanting. Of
course, with all care, the plants will suffer a little from the
lifting, but the little bottom heat soon enables them to recover,

and to throw np their flowers strongly. In such beds, as fruit

is the object, we generally plant them in rows about a foot

apart, and thickly in the rows, according to the size of the
plants, and the bulk of the balls. We do not for this purpose
dig the ground very deeply in the autumn, but we make it tole-

rably rich at the surface, or rather for 3 or 4 inches deep, and
this encourages the fibres to keep near the surface. Of course,

every plant is passed over that does not show flower trusses.

Now, as to time gained, when we thus raise fruitful young
plants and plant them in a bed so as to give a little bottom
heat, and then cover them with sashes, we generally obtain

the fruit eight or ten days earlier than we could by merely
placing a box with sashes over a piece of Strawberries with a

favourable exposure in the open ground. From merely placing

sashes ofer a south border, and boards back and front, and
shutting up rather closely early in the afternoon, we have often

obtained Strawberries a fortnight earlier than in the open
ground beside the covered part. This, however, depended
much on the weather, for in cloudy, dull weather, but little

advantage was gained by the glass alone, not so much as when
there was a little heat below the roots. Those who cannot

resort to either of these means, may yet accelerate the ripening

from a few days to a week, by covering the ground close to the

plants, and between the plants, with slates or tiles. We prefer

for this purpose red-coloured tiles, as neither heating so fast,

nor cooling so quickly as dark-coloured slates.

We thought that the Pear blossom, though abundant, was
scarcely so large as usual, but the Apple blossom is magnificent.

No season could have been better for late-transplanted trees,

the showers came just at the right time. One or two of our

large Peach trees out of doors are threatening to die, we believe

partly owing to the drought of last season, and a little fly is

appearing on others, which will receive a good washing with

lime or weak soft-soap water directly.

In the orchard houses hardly any insect has troubled us,

and the wood is coming well, and the foliage green and very

dark. A few twigs showed sign? of the brown beetle, and were

either removed at once or cleaned. These houses have been

gone over once or twice, as to removing shoots, and want doing

again, but there are so many things which must be attended to

at once, that we are often forced to compromise matters and

strive to do work before any injury occurs. The floors of these
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hOHBeB are pretty well filled, and we mnst wait a week or two
before we trust lots of plants out of doors. We watered these

honseB for the first time thia peaaon, with some dung water

that run from the farmyard. Previously a dusting of suul had

been given to the pots. Used in moderation nothing is more
effeotnal for giving leaves of plants a dark green colour. Twenty
or thiity years ago the agriculturists in this district used to

send straw to London and bring back soot, and the soot was

kept secure and dry until tlie sowing time for young Wheat,
&c., camo. Many an artiliclal manure has been used since

then, but, on the whole, we question if the Wheat has im-

proved. Tho old love, ns well as the old custom, seems to have

lately returned, for this season wherever we go we smell the

soot, and see the Wheat fields coming out in their dark green

livery. Amateurs and cottagers should look sharply after the

soot from their own houses, as tliat is sure to be pure, and
this may easily be done when a chimney sweep is employed,

by arranging that he shall leave the soot behind him, and

have a price for his work accordingly. We have known cart-

loads of the finest soot go from largo uFtablishments, and loads

of very inferior material brought back again. We presume
that, just as in other trades in these days, there are sweeps and
swefps, but in most cases when we have purchased soot the

sweep has supplied us with a pure article.

Tied-in the shoots in the Peach house, exposing the fruit.

Removed one shelf of Strawlerries to give more air and light

to the Peaches, and will have all the floor cleared of plants ere

long, as until lately there was scarcely a foot in the length of

the house for walking room. We trained and regulated Melons
in a frame and pit. We thinned Grapes, and laid out, regulated,

and tied up Vines in a late house, where they would grow, so

that we have been forced to remove plants from beneath them.

After regulating, thinning shoots, stopping, &c., we gave the

Vines a good syringing, to help the leaves to get right in their

places. These Vines, after a late pruning, had been left

roughly suspended, and to afford more room for shelves at the

top of the house, the Vine stems had been rather bundled
longitudinally there, \intil, as they grew, we were forced to give

them more room. Now, we mention this for the purpose of

stating that until the above good syringing, the Vines when
swelling and breaking were almost left to themselves as respects

damping and syringing, and scarcely a bud refused to break as

desired. These Vines became weaker than usual last season,

but they seem as if they would improve this year. The diffi-

culty will be to cut enough of bunches away. For years we
have wanted to go on doing a bit of a border at a time, and thus

renew the whole by degrees ; but every season finds as much
difficulty as the preceding one, as to obtaining soil, &c. The
Vines in the orchard house are coming strong and fruitful,

though at first they had only o small piece of soil and a gravel

walk beyond to go into, and which walk would make a good
border if soil were substituted for rubbish, even if the gravel

went on the top again. These orchard-house Vines had no
syringing. A slight damping of the floor, except when the

Peaches were in bloom, was quite sufficient to cause the young
leaflets to bristle with dewdrops in a morning ; a very pleasant

sight so far, as it is rarely seen on a sickly plant.

We allowed the Vines in the late vinery to grow and ramble
much longer than usual without dressing or stopping, because
as they suffered from want of moisture last season, or what
little they had was too strong, we were anxious for the present

to encourage root action, and then to stop and thin gradually,

so as not to cause a check. To ns the whole question of stop-

ping the side shoots, or allowing them to grow, lies in a nut-

shell. Where there is plenty of room, allowing the shoots to

grow beyond the fruit seems to do little injury to the fruit, and
keeps a vigorous root action. But where room is limited, and
at an early period at least, some things are required to be ob-

tained beneath the Vines, then nipping out the point of the

shoot some one or two joints beyond the fruit is necessary to

keep the Vine in something like space, and thus concentrate

its powers more. Provided the wood is moderately strong and
is well ripened, it matters little how you grow, cut, or prune

;

every piece of well-ripened wood will be sure to show fruit. For
general purposes it will be best to stop at one or two joints

beyond the fruit, more especially if free growth is maintained
by a few shoots left as leaders.

We have lately received from amateurs several parcels of

Vine shoots, some uufrnitful, others showing fruit, but run-
ning off into tendrils, and that alike on weak and and strong
shoots, the first partly arising from want of strength, the latter

not so much from over-luxuriance, as from deep roots and

imperfect ripening of the wood. Now, even when the roots arc

rather deep, and in rich soil, and the Vines make tolerably fair

wood, you may always have Cirapea, provided that wood is

ripened by a high temperature and a dryish atmosphere in

autumn. Now, as stated a little before, you may have your
Vines in such a good state that it matters but little how yon
train or prune, you may even cut off every fpur close to the
old stem, and afier such close pruning fruitful shoots will come
in abundance, and need selecting ; but in such a case as the

last, we consider that it does matter considerably, as it seemB
more dillicult for the Vine, especially if it have little forcing,

to ripen all the side shoots, than to ripen a few grown on the

short or the long-rod system. At any rate, wo could mention
at least a score of oases where the Vines consisted each of one
main stem, with short side shoots, cut back to a bud or two
every winter, that produced but little fruit year after year,

when by training young shoots, and so by degrees dispensing

with these spurs gradually, the young shoots of this summer
would throw out fruitful shoots from their buds next season.

Of course, the thinner these young thoots were grown, and the

more exposed to sun and air, the more fruitful they would be.

We mention this as an ascertained fact, that in unfavourable
circumstances a few young shoots on a Vine, with their fine,

prominent buds, will be more easily ripened and hardened
than a great number of side spur shoots cut back at pruning
time to a small bud at the base, and that, as a consequence, the

fine buds on the young wood will be fruitful, and the small

buds on the cut-in spur will be fruitless. Some time ago, a

friend of ours could obtain nice-looking wood, and bnt little

fruit, but he was so enamoured of the spur-system of pruning,

that he could not bear to give it up, and as to raising his deep
roots, and giving more fire heat, both were out of the question.

Merely as a better chance, he was induced to train a young
shoot from the base of the Vine, letting it grow 8 or 10 feet with-

out stopping, and stopping the side shoots from spurs in the

usual way. Then, after Christmas, the old stem was spurred-

in as usual, and the young shoot was left 7 feet long. The
Vine broke well. On the whole of the old spurred stem there

were two small bunches. From every bud of the young shoot,

with the exception of three near the base, came side shoots

showing two or three good bunches each. Nothing is more
simple, nothing can answer better than spur pruning, when
the Vine is in good health, and the wood can he well ripened;

but it is well to know that this system may not suit in un-
fortunate circumstances so well as an older if not more na-

tural system. We need not enter into the reasons, but we
believe the fact remains, that the fine buds on a young shoot

will be thoroughly matured when the small buds at the base of

a spur shoot will not be matured under the same circum-

stances.

ORNAMENTAL DEPABTMENT.
We have been very busy, but much as lately detailed ; for

example, potting, moving, hardening-off, and taking up, divid-

ing, and planting Neapolitan and other Violets.—E. F.

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
T. Bunyard & Sons, Maidstone and Ashford.

—

Liit of Bcd-
dinfj'Out Plaiits.

D. Eadclyffe & Co., 129, High Holborn, London, W.C—
Catalogue of Bedding Plants, Ferns, &c.

A. Stansfield & Son, Vale Nurseries, Todmorden, Lancashire.
— General Fern List.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—May 12.

TilE state of the market is mncb the same as last week, pood descrip-

tions of fruit and vegetables being in fair request. Foreign imports
include the usual variety. The Potato trade is rather better in the best

Lisbon Potatoes, which arc now coming in good. Old Potatoes are a
complete druK. Among spring vegetables, we have now yoong Turnips,
Carrots, and Cauliflowers.

FEUIT.
B. d. B. d

.\pples ^2 sieve 3 to 4
Apricots doz, BO 4
Cherries lb. DO
Chestnuts bush. 10 16
Currants fj sieve

Black do.

Figs doz. 12 20
FUberts lb.

Cobs lb. 10 16
Gooseberries . . quart 10 16
Grapes,Hothouse..lb. 10 12
Lemons lOU 4 8

Melons each
Nectarines doz. 24
Oranges 100 4
Peaches doz. 24
Pears (dessert) . . doz.
Pine Apples lb. 8

p. d. 8.

0tol6
a

36
12
m «
a
12 <o

Plums 3-j sieve
Quinces doz.
Raspberries !b.

Strawberries oz. 6 16
Walnuts bush. 10 16

do 100 10 2
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VEOETABLKS.

Artichokes doz.
ABparagQB 100
Beans, Kidney .. hd.
Beet, Ked doz.
Broccoli bundle
Bms. Sprouts J-i sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicoms 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.
Herbs bunch
Horseradish ..bundle

d. s.

Oto6
8

8

6

d

8
S

Leeks bunch
Lettuce score
Mushrooms. . . . pottle
Mustd.£ Cresa.punnet

d. e.

4 too

Onions bushel 12
Parsley sieve
Parsnips doz.
Peas quart
Potatoes bushel

Kidney do.
Radishes doz.bunches
Rhubarb bundle

kale basket

6
7

Shallots lb. 8
Spinach bushel
Tomatoes doz.
Turnips bunch

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*•• We request that no one will write privately to the depart-

mental writers of the "Journal of Horticulture, Cottage
Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. Ail
communications should therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, cf-c, 171, Fleet
Street, London, E.G.

We also request that correspondents will not vaXn up on the
tame sheet questions relating to Gardening and those on
Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them an-
swered promptly and conveniently, but write them on
separate communications. Also never to send more than
two or three questions at once.

Books {J. J>.).—We are unable to publish more than four " wild flowers '•

monthly, and we purpose continuing them until all our native plants are
portrayed, or the work would be imperfect. I( we could have published
more monthly, the work would now be nearlv completed. (J E. B.).—
There is none better than the " Frm Manual." You can have it by post
u you enclose 58. 4d. in stamps with your address.
Ode Volumes {A. itx-^.^r).—They commence on the first Thursday in

January and July. Ihe only covers are for binding without the adver-
tisements.

GOANO Watee (E. il. B.).—Not more than half an ounce to a gallon of
water. Apply it in the evening once a-week whilst the plants are flowering.
Pl.ANTpG FtowEB BEDS (G. F. J.).—Your proposed border jon have

thrown into diamond-shaped and triangular figures, the cross of the
diamond-shaped figures forming the points of two triangles. The dia-
mond-shaped beds are to be of Tricolor and vellow-leaved Pelargoniums,
the triangles white, a row of Beet at back, arid a row of Lobelia in front.
Beet 18 a matter of taste

; we would prefer Perilla nankincnsis, or Ama-
lanthus melancholicus ruber. The Lobelia will come in in front well if
next gravel

;
if ne.\t grass we would make the front Cerastium, or white,

and the triangles neit the front Lobelia.

•n7f-^,''t'^^°
STErsGA {J. Olivf r).—This variegated-leaved variety of

Philadelphus coronarius is well known. We quite agree with you that it
forms a very attractive dinner-tablo decoration.
Beddino-oct {A. S.).—The plants of Viola cornata, spring-propagated

and strong tufty plants, will bloom freely iusummeraswellasin autumn.
The Golden Feather Pyrethrum will grow from 6 to 9 or more inches high,
but it stands mpping to any height. It looks best in moist weather he-mming greenish m dry, sunny weather. For the third row we prefer,
therefore. Mrs. Pollock to the Pyrethrum. For the fifth row, if warm
enough, the Coleus will be the best, and Iresine next best. We find it is
of no use to plant out Coleus until towards the middle of June. The
border will look very well if the plants are of the proper size. We pre-Bome the border is to be looked at from the front. A green background
will greatly improve it.

PlANTlNG IN Vases (P. i.j.-Nothing will suit your Ught-coloured
vasea so well as Scarlet Pelargoniums, planted out in the soil.

^'^^^'x^y'^'^^T^^ — ^'^^r,^ Roses (H. C.I.— The manuacturer is Mr.
McGlashan, implement maker, Edinburgh. Jules Margottin, Cbarl»8
Lefebvre, Senateur Vaisse, Prince Camille de Rohan, William Griffiths

?,'^P,'"'f ^7''y°^h
Caroline de Sansal, Maurice Bemardin, Mar^chal

Vaillant.GIoiredc Dijon, Madame Victor Verdier, DucdeOazes. Thcvare
hardy, good, and distinct.

Rose Leaves Falling (S. C.).—The leaves sent are not diseased, but
have fallen, we think from the plant not hnving had a sufflciency of
water at the roots, and the syringing so frequently with soap and water
would tend to the same result. Syringe with water only, admit air freely
keep the plants near the glass, supply water liberally, giving liquid ma-
nure occasionaUy, and place the plants out of doors in June.
Gbafted Manetti Rose Stocks (Stroud. 0.).-Your grafts would nodoubt have taken had you placed the stocks in a gentle hotbed, plunging

the pots to the rim, and maintaining a moist growing heat. We thinkhad you done that, iusteail of losing all, nine out of ten would have takenWe should advise your fhifting the stocks, as vou propose, into larger pots'
enconraging a shoot from each, and that will be of a size fit for budding
hy the beginning of July. Bud them close to the ground, and if thev faU
you can graft them nest February. "

Gakdexees' MicBOSCOPE (H. H.).—Send with vour address to our
office a post-oflSce order for 26s., payable to F. S. Angel, at the General
Post Office.

Wateeing Roses (Q. g.),—It is not too earlv to water Roses both at
their roots and overhead. It is of no advantage to have the water warmer
than the atmosphere at the time of syringing or watering overhead and
for the roots it will saflice if its temperature be that of the ground The

stirring of the ground ia quite right, it being as much, if not more,
desirable in dry than in wet weather.

Watering Tulips, Ranunculoses, Anemones, and Pansies {Idrm).—
In dry weather they should be watered, giving thorough supplies, and not
dribblets, which cause more harm than good. Continue giving water
until the bloom is past. The Pansies should be well supplied with water
throughout the summer, but the others ought not to be watered after the
bloom is over.

Planting Bedding Pelargoniums in Anemone Bed [Idem). — Yon
may plant them in the bed with the Anemones, not disturbing the roots
of these, and they will not suffer, providing the Pelargoniums be removed
not later than the end of September or beginning of October.

Compost for Tricolor Pelargoniums (Mem).—Two parts loam from
rotted turves, light rather than heavy, one part old cow dung, half a part
sandy fibrous peat, and half a part charcoal, in pieces from the size
of a pea up to that of a hazel nut, adding one-sixth of silver sand, the
whole well mixed. Give good drainage, and place the plants near the
glass, but shade for a few hours during the hottest part of the day with
some light material.

Select Show Pelarooniums {South TTalesl.—As you confine us to
flowers of the last two or three years, the following will, probably, suit
you—viz.. Troubadour, Lady of the Lake, Captain John, Emperor, Her-
mit, Example, Etob Roy, Prince Consort, Victor, Woman in White, Charles
Turner, and Heroine.

Select Fancy Pelargoniums (Id^m).—Princess Teck, Fanny Galri
Madame Vilda, Silver Mantle, Victor Hugo, Tormentor.

Dark-zoned Pelargoniums for Cross-bbeeding (J, M).—One of the
old varieties, Baron Ricasoli, is the best we know for your purpose ; it is a
variety from which we have produced large numbers of Tricolors in all the
sections. Make this your female parent, and by applying the pollen of the
Tricolors, both Silver and Gold, to its flowertt a great variety of Tricolors
of various shades will be the result. The seedlings will not, perhaps, show
signs of immediate variegation, but will afterwards break into it.

Seedling Pelargonium (C. F. O.).—The truss you sent was first-ratei

and if the plant is of dwarf habit and a free bloomer, it will be a very
superior bedder.

Zonal Pelargoniums (H. P.).—You do not say for what purpose you
require them, but we presume for bedding, and for that you may procure
Rose Rendatler, Christine, Madame Vaucher, Paul I'Abbe, Amy Hogg,
Rebecca, Stella, Lord Palmerston, Chpper, Scarlet Gem, Glory of Waltham,
and Lady Constance Grosvenor.

Lawn Browsing in Subimer (/(fern).—The lawn may be to a consider-
able extent kept from browning by sowing over it now at the rate of

12 lbs. per acre of Suckling Clover seed; and if the soil ia light and
gravelly, 3 lbs. of Lotos comiculatus, giving also now in moist weather
a dressing of guano or bone dust.

Supports fob Peas (R. G.).—We have had the following in use without
repair for several years, and can strongly recommend them. The only
alteration we find desirable is that, in-tead of having the supporters fixed

upright, as in these sketches, they should lean inwards, and their tops

L

#

^

0=

touch in this manner—A> 'W'e paid sixpence for each bardie of onplaned
deal, and had it painted over with coal-tar. To
prevent confusion in the drawing we have only
shown one of the hurdles as pierced with holes,

and with string passed through them; but, in

practice, both are Btrung alike. Each hurdle is

5 feet long, and 3 feet wide letween the two
bars ; for tall-growing Peas the width might
be more. The upright ends are made of deal,

and are 4 feet long and 2 inches square.
Eight inches of the lower ends are charred
and pointed, because they have to be fixed in

the ground. The side hnra are 2 inches wide
and 1 inch thick, also of deal, sunk into tho
uprights, and then nailed. The Peas are
sown in double rows, with a space of 9 inches
between the rows. The hurdles are strung
with stout wetted string, because when dry it

becomes tighter, and rain does not slacken it

afterwards. A hurdle is put outside of each
row of Peas, and is made steadier by being tied

to the one nest to it, and the whole made
firmer by being united to those opposite, by
pieces of wood about 1 foot long, tied as shown
at No. 2.

Pelaegontum Leaves Spotted (S. B.).—The leaf sent ia badly spotted
either from syringing or from condensed moisture on the leaves, owing to
the moi&ture of the house during the night, and the sun's rays falling

powerfully upon them whilst wet. It might have been obviated by reduc-
ing the moisture by more abundant air-giving, and leaving a little air at
night, so as to keep the moisture from condensing and falling on the leaves.
Syringing ought not to be practised in April, or, if it is, air must be
given back and front early in the morning, so as to have the foliage dry

-j^
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bofore the bod's rayB fall povforfuJly npon tbo plants. Tn bavo tho plant
in flower nt tho bt(?luninK of July. BtoppinK should not longer bo prao-
tiBed. The plants iihuuld uot be oxhibitod utnked.

Zonal Pai-ARGONirMa Stoppino (A Ten-years 5t/h.icrr6cr).—To hnvo
them flower in June, tbo lust Btopping ought to have been done tho boKiu-
ojng of thiH month ; and for floworlng in October, the stopping may bo
practised np to tho middle of August.

Flower of the Day pKLAKOONinM Sporting {A Constant Reader).—
It is not uncommon for the plants to have green as well as vuriogated
foliage, Flower of the Day being in its variegatod form a sport from a
groen-loaved kind, and ta that the variegated Hort will oocasionally re-

turn. Wo do not know the cause, but from experience expect to And all

abnormal forms occasionally producing tho normal, wbotbor by shoots
OQ tho plant, or from seed taken from it.

Peaches not Setting—Heath Cdttinoa {Idcm\~Tha canso of the
Poach blosFom falling to sot we think is the attack of red spider in the
previous year; hut if you removed any of the old soil this spring ir. tho
process of top-dressing, and destroyed many of the fibres, that would be
soificient; to prevent tho sotting. Tho best time to put iu cuttings of

Heaths is when tho shoots are from 4 to 6 inches long, aud have become
rather Arm at the base, which may be from June up to August. The
earlier they are strnck the hotter thoy will stand the winter.

Seedlino Pelargonium (J. iTou W.»irrtrr/i).—The leaf sent is unique
and beautiful—Ivy-loavod in shape, dark green centre, and a broad bright
pink border.

PBEFKRAnLE Si/,E OF HoT-WATER PiPES (Bitteswell}.—As a good
medium size, we prefer 4-inch pipes for general hot-water purposes. In
all cases where heitt is wanted early, as in greenboueea in frost, we
prefer 3-inch piping, as the water is ao much sooner heated. We would
partly on this aci'ountgro;itly prefer for vineries fourtJ-inch pipes to two of

6 inches iu diamet- r, for though the first are sooner cooled, they are also
quicker heated, iind tho heat will be more uniform. In a 6-inch pipe the
lower part of the pipe will be colder than the upper part.

CncpMBER Leaves Tdrnino Yellow {A Six-years Subscriber).—We
think most likely yon have too much bottom heat, and that the lower
part of the soil has become too dry. Pour some water down among the
S inches of brickbats over the pipes. We hope you have no signs of the
disease. A yellow leaf is nothing, compared to the curl or spot.

HoosE Sewage for Roses (Sirs. 8tansfeld).~l\. should be mixed with
at least six times its bulk of water ; and bo given not oftener than once
a-wook, and not until the flower buds are apparent.

Saving Wistaria sinensis Seed (T.).— We do not know of any pro-

cess by which you may obtain seed other than by fertilising the flowers,

and that may not prove successful, unless your situation be unusually
worm, the weather dry and hot at the time of flowering, and a warm
summer follow. We have had it under glass, but d(j not remember that
it produced seed.

Greenhodsb Shelves Painting (Neio Cross).—The shelves ought to

have three coats of paint, stone colour being the most suitable. It

should be allowed to become thoroughly dry before placing the plants on
the shelves, and will not do tho plants the least harm. The painting is

nncGssary for tho preservation of tho wood.

Pruning Gesnera Donkelaarii and Sinningia guttata (J. B.\—The
shoots of these plants should be annually removed, but not until the
plants are beginning to make new growths, though they may be grown on
jfrom the top of the old atom ; but that is apt to give the plants an un-
gainly appearance, which should be guarded against.

Gloxinias Ij:goy {ldem).—Bj pegging down the long shoots you will

obtain a better bloom than were you to remove the shoots or cut them off

to within a few eyes of the soil ; but they will, if cut oS", start again
vigorously, they being encouraged with a gentle increase of heat and a
moist atmosphere, keeping them near the glass and shading from bright
sun.

Applying Guano to Vines {A Man that Wishes to Learn).—You may
give the border a light sprinkling with guano, and at the rate of 1 lb. to

20 square yards, appl>ingit now, if outside, in moist weather, or, if inside,

it should be followed by a good watering. The application may be re-

peated in a month. Two ounced of guano to the gallon of water may he
^ven as a liquid manure in place of the dressing of guano to the surface.
and is more immediate in its effects ; but we prefer top-dressings and
waterings with water only, to waterings with liquid manure, and especially

for Vines.

IUbbit Fooiy (Rabbit-keeper).—Yon may now sow Parsley, Swede Tur-
ntps, Chicory, and Lettuce ; but the flrat and third would, perhaps, be the
best for the position under trees. Swedish Turnips are, however, most
asefol.

BiGNONiA BADICAN9 FLOWERING (A Sulscriber).—The seedlings will

not, perhaps, flower until the third season, or even the fourth; but when
once they flower they may be expected to do so annually—at least old
plants do so as freely as other climbers.

Repotting Camellias (The Master's Gardener).—The best time to re-

pot Camolllas is in spring, just when tbey are beginning to make new
growths. They should be placed in heat, ho an to secure a good growth,
and tho tomperaturt; you name will be Huit>Lblo,routinulug them there until

the growths are couiplete, then keep cool ttiid oxpoHo more fully to light.

Whilst growing they Hhould have a f-light Hbade from bright sun, and a
moist atmosphere must be secured to them. Admit air moderately. Tho
soil you name will answer vory well. The Palms you have treated aright,
but could you not give them an increase of heat, so as to enable them the
sooner to recover from the check conscciuent on the journey ? That
Recommended for Camellias will answer well.

.Compost for Manpevilla sdavbolenh and Kennedyab {T. J. H.).
—For tho flret, two parts turfy loam and one part sandy peat, or leaf

mould, with a free admixture of suiid. Tho plants should be j)ottud into
larger pots as often as those thoy are in become filled with roots, keeping
them well supplied with water through the summer, and training near
the glass ; but in winter keep drior, but not sr) iniicli so as to cause the
fi»liago and shoots to flag or shrivel. The Ki-nnodyas should havo a com-
post of two parts sandy poat, and one part light fibrous loam, with a free
admixture of silver sand. They should havo a good supply of air, and
ho tniiued near the glass.

Rhododendrons after Flowering (E. O. ?'.).—Tho plants we appro

-

bend are in pots, and in a greenhouse. In that case they should he well

supplied with water, and be top-dressed with old cow dung, continuing
them in a light, airy position until tho growth is completed, then harden
well otr, and remove out of doors to a slightly shaded situation, but only
from the sun between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m., i)InnKing the pots to the rim in

coal ashes, and keeping the plants well supplied with wnter. The seed
vessels should be removed as soon as the flowers fall. Ketum the plants
in-doors in October,

Window Plants (.f. L.).—No one not resident in your neighbourhood,
and uninformed as to the plants you would require, could answer yonr
query. Ask one or two of the nurserymen nearest to you for how mncU
they would contract to supply you with a succession of plants.

Auricula Seedling (J. F., Falkirk).—You committed a very common
error—viz., sending blooms in cotton wool, for it absorbs every particle

of moisture, and consequently the flowers arrive shrivelled up ; but as

f ir as can be made out, No. 331, green edge, is a promising flower of good
characteristics.

Melons, Cucumbers, Hotbeds (H. P.).— If you will purchase the

fourteenth volume of this Journal, you will find in it full directions on
all the subjects yon name.

Kew Gardens (J Country Cojwin).—We totally difl'er from yon; and,
moreover, we know the extra labours at present involved in making
alterations for an entrance from the new railway station.

Vines Injured by Flue Bursting {In a Fix).—The Vines will be
severely injured, but we do not think their fruiting next year will be pre-

vented. Wo should maintain a moist atmosphere and brisk boat, so aa

to encourage new growth, taking a fresh shoot from tho base of each
shoot, and train these shoots in place of those destroyed, cutting away the
scorched shoots when tho fresh ones are a few inches long.

Climbebs for Arches (Sunny).—No plant grows so fast as the Vir-

ginian Creeper, and it is very hardy. It should have rich soil with which
majiure and leaf mould has been liberally mixed, and tho ground should
be trenched or deeply dug. If you wish for something evergreen nothing
would serve you so well as Ivy, the Irish, both grcon and variegated, and
Roegner's Ivy, would soon cover an arch, and would have a fine efi"ect.

Fast-growing climbers for arches and trellises are:—Caprifolium peri-

clymennm and its varieties, Dutch Evergreen, Early Cream ; C. Donglasii,

C. affinis, C. sempervirens Brownii, and floribnndum ; C. Shepherdi

;

Aristolochia aipho ; Clematis vitalba, C. viticella flore-pleno, C. viticella

major, C. fiorida, C. montana major, C. fliimmula, and Jasminum nudi-

florum. Ayshiro Roses—Alice Gray, Dundee Rambler, Myrrh-scented,

Queen of the Belgians, Ruga, and Thoresbyana ; Bonrsault—Amadls,
Blush, Elegans, Gracilis, Inormis; Evergreen—Rampant, Myrianthes,

Donna Maria, Carnea grandiflora.and Princess Louise,

Select Coleuses [R. Boh-i/vJi).—Without knowing whether they are

to be grown in pots or planted out it is impossible to give a satisfactory-

answer. Presuming tho former to be your intention, Queen Victoria,

Albert Victor, and Princess Beatrice would probably suit you, but all the

new golden kinds raised at Chiswick are very beautiful, and selection

from them is a matter of taste. Of other kinds you may havo C. Bauaei,

C. Saundersii. and C. Scottii.

SguARE Yard (i'r;7?oramus).—When a square yard is mentioned, we
conclude that it is a space containing 9 square feet.

Names of Plants {./. J.).—3,TropiEohmi azureuro. (Georgiana Nunn),

—Callistomon specio&us, sometimes known as Metrosideros spociosus, a
native of Western Anotralia. It requires greenhouse treatment, and a
compost of fibry peat and silver sand. (C. R.).—Cha?rophyllum sylvestre.

(S. C'.).— Doodiacaudata. {J. B.).—\, Amelanchier canadensis ; 2,Cerasn8,

species quite uncertain, the specimen not in flower. (J'. S. E.).—l and 2,

V«rieties of Lastrea ailatata ; 3, Aspleuium auritum. (-Emmal.—1, As-
plenium flaccidum ; 2, Selaginella, probably Kraussiana, usually known
as S. hortonsis ; 3, Selaginella Martensii.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the week ending May 11th.

Wed... 5
Thurs. 6
Fri. ... 7
Sat. ... 8
Sun. . . 9
Mon.. . 10
Tuea. . 11

Mean

daeoueteb.

Max.

29-8^6

29.250
29.228

29.53G
29.f39

29 528
29 886

29.562

Min.

29.579

29.082

29.112

29.260

29-583
29.431

29.628

29-3S3 C2.14

THBRMOUETER.

59
63
66
58
60
68
GL

39
53
42
42
51
47
87

44.00

1 ft. dp.

51
53
54
54
53
55
55

a ft. dp.

49
49
50
50
50
51
51

E.
S.E.
S.W.
S.
E.
S.
N.

Rain in
inches.

.02

.06

,02

.06

.28

.00

.00

General Remarks.

Cloudy, cold wind ; fine, but overcast ; densely overcast.

Densely overcast; showery; clear and fine at night.

Overcast ; cloudy ; very fine and clear at night.

SHght rain; showery; overcast, slight rain.

Overcast; foggy and overcast ; heavy showers.

Showery ; cloudy ; clear and fine at night.

Densely overcast; cloudy hut hue ; densely overcast.
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POULTRY, BEE, AND PIGEON CHRONICLE.

EGG PRODUCE.
The few lines I sent yon last month seem to have interested

some of your readers. I venture, therefore, to trouble you
with a similar statement for April, premising that any state-
ment of this kind, if strictly accurate, may have an interest
whether or not it be " something uncommon."
My thirty hens have laid in April 402 eggs; three of them,

however, were set before the 10th of the month.
My last communication was courteously noticed by " J. P."

I agree with him that these statements are more interesting
when the eggs laid by each variety can be given separately. I

have to thank him also for his information about white'peas
as good food for laying hens. I shall be glad to know what he
considers the best food for young chickens not usually in-
tended for exhibition.—C. B.

" A. Wynne " calculates he beats " C. E., Warrington." On
the same principle of calculation I can beat " A. Wynne." I
possessed in January last two Oreve-Cffiurs ; they began to lay on
the 19th, and that month laid 1-1 eggs ; in February, 42 eggs

;

in March, 4G eggs ; to April luth (the day I sent them away),
28 eggs, or in ninety-seven days 130 eggs. Multiply my
February produce by four, and eight hens would beat his twenty-
four by eight eggs.—H. P. Leech, Woolpit, Suffolk.

EPAVORTH POULTRY SHOW.
The fourth exhibition of the Epworth Society was held on the 7th

inst. From a very small beginning, the advance of this Show has
been very satisfactory, and the efforts of the Committee will, doubtless,
bo rewarded by greater successes in future years. The Jay was mode-
rately fine, broken, however, by occasional showers ; but a good tent
havinf^ been provided, neither visitors nor poultry suffered to any
great extent, and the efforts of the Honorary Secretary, Mr. Hudson,
to secure the comfort of all concerned, were attended with the most
complete success.

In Spanish, Messrs. Newbitt's first-prize birds were perfect, and the
Dorldufis were generally good, the first-prize birds being unusually
large and well-formed. Oaiii/ in the class for Any variety were mostly
good, and the first-prize Cochins were well worthy of their position.
Of Brahma Pootrati, the winning pens were very good, notably the
pencilling of the hen in the fu-st-prize pen, which was of that rare and
delicate character which is seldom seen. The winning; Uariihurghs
were of high character, but the rest were poor. Among Game Bantams
the competition was keen, and though an extra prize was awarded,
many a good pen had to be left unnoticed. In the class for Bantams
of Any other variety, Messrs. Ashton's Blacks were first, and Mr.
Harrison's Sebrights second. Among other distinct breeds, there were
excellent Polands, Houdans, and Crtve-Cceurs.
The single Game cocks were a show in themselves. The first-prize

Black-breasted Red would have satisfied the moat fastidious. He was
firm, hard, and close-feathered ; faultless in style, and dauntless in

carriage, and there was little wonder that he proved the centre of

attraction. It could not be said that he was in bad company, for the
aecond and third-prize birds wtjro of high character. Cocks of *' any
other variety " were poor.

The single licns vi&i& the most difficult class to judge ; not, however,
in selecting good birds, but in deciding between the claims of the
various breeds exhibited, and several extra prizes were awarded.

Of Piijcons, the Carriers were but moderate, and the Pouters very
poor. The Fantails and Turhits were very good. A most beautiful

pair of Black Mottles won in the Titmhler class. The Tnnn^etcrs
were also very fine. Owls were an entire failure. The best pair of

Barbs was in a filthy condition, otherwise they would have changed
places with the first-prize pen. In the " Variety " class an excellent

pair of Red Magpies was first, and Blacks second, none of the others
being of more than ordinary merit.

The show of caf/c hirJs was not of high character, the only note-
worthy birds being the first-prize Linnets, Lizards, and the Grass
Parakeet in the " Variety class."

Spanish.—1 and 2, T. C. &E. Newbitt, Epworth.
DoBKINGS.—1, C. Chaloner, Worksop. 2, T. C. & E. Newbitt. he, J. F.

Loversidge, Newark ; D. White, Driffield, c, W. Dixon, HiRh Mellwood.
Game (Any variety).—1, C. Chaloner. 2, Sales & Eentley, Crowle.

he. Master G. Cocking, Crowle.
Cochins (any colour).—1, T. C. & E. Newbitt. 2, Mrs. Cross, Appleby

Vicarage, Brigg (Buff), c. Miss A. E. Addey, Askern (White) ; E. S.
Smith. Boston.
Brahma Pootra.—1, C. Chaloner. 2, T. C. & E. Newbitt. he, W.

Whiteley, Sheffield, c, T. Dawson, Epworth.
Hambitrghs (Gold or Silver-^paugledl.— 1 and /(f, T. C. & E. Newbitt.

2, s. & R, Ashton, Mottram (Gold-spangled), c, J. F. Loversidge, Newark
;

J. Murgatroyd, Idle.

HiMBUROHS (Gold or Silver-pencilled).— 1, T. C. & E. Newbitt. 2, G.
Holmes, Great Driffield.
Game Bantams (Any variety).—1, L. Biney (Manchester (Black Red).

2, W. Greaves, Bradford. 3, J. B. Robluson, Sunderland, he, L. Biney
(Duckwing) ; Moody & Hahishaw. Otlov ; J. Mowbray, Piuningley. c, T.
Eggleston, Halifax; G. Holmes, Great Driffield.
Bantams (Any other variety).-1, S. & R. Ashton (Black). 2, T. C.

Harrison, Hull, he, T. C. Harrison; W. Brotherton, Idle ; G. Holmes.
Any other New or Distinct Breed.—!, T. C. & E. Newbitt. 2. L.

Biney (Houdans). 3, C. H. Smith, liatcliffe-onTrent (Creve-Cceurs).
he, R. Tomkinson, jnn., Balby (Guinea Fowls) ; J. Stalev, ColliuEham
(Padua Chamois), e, Mrs. Cross (Houdans) ; E. Baxter, Idle (Black Ham-
burghs).
CnossBEED Fowls.—1, H. Merkin, Driffield. 2, W. Hall, Mellwood.

he. W. Charter, Driffield.

Game (Any variety).—Coc*.—l and 2, C. Chaloner. 3 and c. Sales and
Bentley, Crowle.
Any "Variety.—Coct.—l, S. & R. Ashton. 2, T. C. & E. Newbitt.

he, W. O. Quibell. Hen.—1, J. Thresh, Bradford. 2, Moodv & Habishaw.
:l, W. Bearpark, Ainderby Steeple. 4, D. White, /ir, 'W. Bearpark;
Sales & Bentley ; T. c. & B. Newbitt; C. Chaloner. c, S. & R. Ashton
(Golden-spangied Hamburgh) ; Mrs. Cross.
Ducks (Any pure breed).- 1, T. C. Harrison. 2, S. & II. Ashton (Caro-

Unas). 3, Mrs. Charlton, Belton (Aylesbury), he, J. Clarke, Sandtolt
(Muscovy).
Crossbred.—2, G. Oldfleld, Epworth. Extra 2, Z, G. Maw, Newland.

PIGEONS.
Carriers.—1, H. Yardley, Birmingham. 2, R. Fleming, Hall.
PowTERB.—1, H. Yttrdley. 2, T. Tl3cmpson.
Tdmblers (.iny variety).—1, J. Hawley. 2, T. C. & E. Newbitt. he, J.

Hawlev ; H. Yardley.
Jacobins.—1, J. Hawloy. 2, T. C. & Newbitt.
Fantails.-1, J. Hawley. 2, T. C. & E. Newbitt. he, J. T. Lishman,

Bradford; T C. & E. Newbitt.
T0RBIT8.—1, H. Burnip, Epworth. 2, T. C. & E. Newbitt. he, H.

Yardley.
Trumpeters.—1 and he, 3. Hawley. 2, J. Firth, jnn., Dewsbury.
Owls.—2. J. Hawlev.
Barbs.-1, J. Hawley. 2, J. Firth, jnn. he, H. Yardley. e, T. Thomp-

son.
Ant other VARrETV.-1 , J. T. Lishman. 2, T. C. & E. Newbitt. he, A.

A. Vander Morsch, Forest Hill, London (Nuns and Isabels), e, H. Yardley.
Selltno Class.—1 , H. Burnip. 2, J. T. Lishman. ftc, T. C. & E. New-

bitt ; C. Gravil, Thome.
Selling Class.—1, Moody & Habishaw. 2, H. Bnmip.

CAGE BIRDS.
Canary (Yellowl.—l,T. Gunnee.Thorne. 2, W. Green, Thome. hc,T.

Mavnard. e, — Salisbury, Epworth; — Mugglestone, Epworth; Miss
F. Rusling,
Canary (Buff).-1, D. Daubney, Willoughton. 2, E. A. Isle, Epworth.

c, T. Maynard.
Canary (Green or Variegated).-1, T. C. & E. Newbitt. 2 and he, T.

Maynard (Pied and Crested Norwich).
Goldfinch.-1, C. Gravil, jun. 2, J. Boyes. he, — Mugglestone; G.

Fawcett. jun., Epworth.
Linnet.—1, F. Clark, jnn. 2, W. & H. H. Maw. he, A. Maw.
Any OTHER Variety.—1. Mrs. E. Hudson (Warbling Grass Parakeet).

8, T. W. Dawson (GoldBnch Mule), he. Miss M. Read (Parrot; ; P. Storey,
Epworth (GoMfinch Mule), e. Miss A. Hudson (Weaver).

Mr. E. Hutton, of Pudsey, Leeds, was .fudge.

ADVICE TO PIGEON SELLERS.
Nevek send birds on approval unless yon know the party

wishing to see them. It often causes such inconvenience as

in the case of Mr. Halford, Levenhnlme, Lancashire, who has

gone away, and his address is not known, so that Mr. Deakin
does not know where to apply for payment for some valuable

Pigeons sent to him.

RABBITS AT EXHIBITIONS AND IN THEIK
HUTCHES.

I HAVE often thought that the Babbit section of our showB
seems to have been very little noticed in any report, as if they,

as a great favour, had been allowed to be exhibited and had not

paid for their admission. Now, aa they both pay to be admitted

and have prizes awarded to them like other sections of the

show, be it on a great or small scale, I do think more notice

should be taken of them ; and I think the Judge, or some fully

competent person, ought to prepare a report of the various

points of excellence of each prize-winner, with the name and
address of its owner, which, by the way, is seldom stated, and
when wanted the secretary has to be applied to for it. Poultry

and Pigeons are fully described in detail, and it is very proper

that their various points should be commented upon ; and why
not those of Piabbits ? I thick each section of a show finds its

ardent admirers, and so each section should furnish a worthy

report ; then the pet of each fancier will be honestly treated,

and I am sure it would be a great advantage to all shows, and
much more satisfactory to exhibitors generally.

Babbits in their hutches have been mentioned daring the

i laet few weeks as to feeding. I have kept Babbits for about
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twenty years, and think that, say three or four days out of the

seven, they ought to have water to drink—not much at a time ;

aay half a toaonpful for the largest varieties, as I'atagonians,

Lop-eared, and Belgian Uare Rabbits, and a little less for the

mailer varieties. Every alternate morning, or nearly so, I

give peas soaked for twelve hoars In fresh water, and a little of

the water with thorn, and I find generally they drink the water

first, especially in hot weather. Last year many valuable

Babbits died, for the summer was dry, and there was, there-

fore, very little moisture even in the green food ; and I know a

gentleman who gave no water, and lost most of his valuable

prize Rabbits in consequence. It seems cruel in the extreme

to deprive them of water, when we all know that in a natural

state they feed at night when all vegetation is saturated with

dew, and the food generally is of a moist nature, and not dry

oats, hay, and straw as when in hutches.
Porridge twice a-week of Indian meal, or of that and common

oatmeal mixed, is good for them, and more moist than bran

and oats daily. Potatoes boiled with a handful of meal, and
rapecake flour mixed at times, help to fatten. Malt dust and
bran mixed and given dry they also like. A variety of food no
doubt is of great importance.

I have not named the varieties of green food given generally,

as all know what Rubbits like. I give chicory every other

day when in season. I grow it for the purpose, and they
like it.

As to breeding, I never have more than four litters during

a year, and if wanted " extra strong " only three. I leave

the young ones always eight or ten weeks with the doe, being

anre that she is supplied with the best of food, and in abun-
dance. A breakfast of milk and bread, or the two as a be-

ginning, is very good for her; then carrots, &o., and crushed
oats.

As to does eating their young ones, that will at times happen,
though they are supplied with water or milk, which should
always be about the time the litters are expected, nest made,
&o. A sudden fright, as from a cat unexpectedly presenting

itself, or a mouse running across the hutch, will induce this

cannibalism.
The hutch should be mice-proof both as regards the woodwork

and netting
;
perpendicular three-eighths strong galvanised

netting is the best and cheapest in the end. To have the hutch
clean and well ventilated before the litters come is of great im-
portance ; and after being swept out, if not well ventilated, a
Uttle disinfecting powder should be sprinkled about. The
floor should be covered with fine ashes and sawdust mixed,
before the straw (oat is the beet) is put in, and a little hay
can be given daily.

I think if the various fanciers would at times'give a few hints
respecting Rabbits generally in the pages of this Journal it

would be of service to others. Why should not Rabbits at

times peep out of their hutches and show to the world that they,
like poultry. Pigeons, and bees, are worthy of being spoken
about ?—Chaeles Eayson.

LiRGE Duck's Egg.—One of my Aylesbury Dnoks has laid

snch a large egg that I determined to weigh it. It weighed
6i ozs. On breaking it I found it contained the ordinary
amount of white, two yolks, and another perfect egg. This
also I broke, and found that it contained a fair-sized yolk and
a good deal of white.—R. S. S. W.

BEES NEAR MANCHESTER AND AT CARLUKE,
LANARKSHIRE.

The following note describes what the bees are doing at Car-
luke. I have had no swarms this season. Five or six of my
hives are ready, but the weather is so cold that I think they
are better nnswarmed. Mr. Young, of Denton, in this neigh-
bourhood, had a natural swarm on the 23rd of April.—A. Pet-
TIOKEW, i?i«,'io(me, near Manchester.

" The bees are thriving very well here (Carluke), as well as
with you. A great many hives appear to be ready for swarm-
ing. My brother has eked five of his ; they were lying out very
much, but he thought it tio early to take swarms off them. I

saw him last night. He told me that he had looked at some of
those which he had ekeJ, and that they had their combs down
to the board again. There is a man here of the name of Neil-
son, who has some hives standing down at Mr. Stewart's, of

Erownlee ; he drew off two swarms on Saturday last (May 1st).

The old stocks weighed :t!» lbs. and 40 lbs. respectively after

the swarms were taken from them. These are the only swarms

I have heard of in this (juarter. The thatchers are not off yet.

Ho was looking at them yesterday, but could see no queens set,

BO did not take them off. They have been lying out for a long

time, and are very full of bees, but the weather has taken a

great change. It was exceedingly hot, but is now extremely

cold—everything parched and dried. A good fall of rain would

be very acceptable. Moisture is much needed."—R. R."

CAI'TURK OF A BEES' NEST IN TIMOR.
The following extract from Mr. Wallace's "Malay Archi-

pelago " recently published, fully describes the plundering of a

bees' nest in Timor, at which the author was present, as stated

by Mr. Woodbury in page 301 of our present volume. After

remarking that " Almost the only exports of Timor are sandal

wood and bees' wax " Mr. Wallace says :
—

" The bees' wax is a still more important and valuable

product formed by the wild bees (Apis dorsata), which build

huge honeycombs suspended in the open air from the under

side of the lofty branches of the highest trees. These are of a

semicircular form, and often 3 or 4 feet in diameter. I once

saw the natives take a bees' nest, and a very interesting sight

it was. In the valley where I used to collect insects, I one day

saw three or four Timorese men and boys under a high tree,

and, looking np, saw on a very lofty horizontal branch three

large bees' combs. The tree was straight and smooth-barked,

and without a branch, till at 70 or 80 feet from the ground it

gave out the limb which the bees had chosen for their home.

As the men were evidently looking after the bees, I waited to

watch their operations. One of them first produced a long

piece of wood, apparently the stem of a small tree or creeper,

which he had brought with him, and began splitting it through

in several directions, which showed that it was very tough and

stringy. He then wrapped it in palm leaves, which were

secured by twisting a slender creeper round them. He then

fastened his cloth tightly round his loins, and producing

another cloth wrapped it round his head, neck, and body, and

tied it firmly round his neck, leaving his face, arms, and legs

completely bare. Slung to his girdle he carried a long thin

coil of cord; and while he had been making these preparations

one of his companions had cut a strong creeper or bush rope

8 or 10 yards long, to one end of which the wood torch was

fastened, and lighted at the bottom, emitting a steady stream

of smoke. Just above the torch a chopping knife was fastened

by a short cord.
" The bee-hunter now took hold of the bush rope just above

the torch, and passed the other end round the trunk of the

tree, holding one end in each hand. Jerking it up the tree a

little above his head he set his foot against the trunk, and lean-

ing back began walking up it ; it was wonderful to see the skill

with which he took advantage of the slightest irregularities of

the bark or obliquity of the stem to aid his ascent, jerking the

stiff creeper a few feet higher when he had found a firm

hold for his bare foot. It almost made me giddy to look at him
as he rapidly got up—thirty, forty, fifty above the ground ; and

I kept wondering how he could possibly mount the next few

feet of straight smooth trunk. Still, however, he kept on with

as much coolness and apparent certainty as if he were going

up a ladder, till he got within 10 or 1.5 feet of the bees. Then

he stopped a moment and took care to swing the torch (which

hung just at his feet), a little towards these dangerous insects,

so as to send up the stream of smoke between him and them.

Still going on, in a minute more he brought himself under the

limb, and in a manner quite unintelligible to me, seeing that

both bands were occupied in supporting himself by the creeper,

managed to get upon it.

" By this time the bees began to be alarmed, and formed a

dense buzzing swarm just over him, but he brought the torch

up closer to him, and coolly brushed away those that settled on

his arms or legs. Then stretching himself along the limb, he

crept towards the nearest comb and swung the torch just under

it.
" The moment the smoke touched it, its colour changed in a

most curious manner from black to white, the myriads of bees

that had covered it flying off and forming a dense cloud above

and around. The man then lay at full length along the limb,

and brushed off the remaining bees with his hand, and then

drawing his knife cut off the comb at one slice close to the tree,

and attaching the thin cord to it let it down to his companions

below. He was all this time enveloped in a crowd of angry
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bees, and how he bore their etinge bo coolly, and went on with
his work at that giddy height 6o deliberately, was more than I

oould understand. The bees were evidently not stupefied by
the emoke or driven away far by it, and it was impossible that
the small stream from the torch could protect his whole body
when at work. There were three other combs on the same
tree, and all these were successively taken, and furnished the
whole party with a luscious feast of honey and young bees, as
well as a valuable lot of wax.

*' After two of the combs had been let down, the bees became
rather numerous below, flying about wildly and stinging
viciously. Several got about me, and I was soon stung, and
had to run away, beating them off with my net and capturing
them for specimens. Several of them followed me for at least
half a mile, getting into my hair and persecuting me most per-
tinaciously, so that I was more astonished than ever at the
immunity of the natives. I am inclined to think that slow and
deliberate motion, and no attempt at escape, are perhaps the
best safeguards. A bee sitting on a passive native probably
behaves as it would on a tree or other inanimate substance,
which it does not attempt to sting. Still they must often
Buffer, but they are used to the pain and learn to bear it im-
passively, as without doing so no man could be a bee-hunter."

Early Swarming of Bees.—In this neighbourhood, New-
bridge Hill, near Bath, on the 27th of April, two fine swarms
came off ; one from Mr. Level's in the forenoon, and one from
the Bev. H. H. Mogg's. Has anyone had any earlier than
this?

OUR LETTER BOX.
PODLTltY NOT FEEDING AND DyING {R. H. G.).—VoUF poultry mUSt

pick up something that is injariouB to them, and probably poisonous.
Do they have access to any refuse that contains metallic poison '.' Are
the majority of yoor birds healthy? If there is no sign of poison in their
taaants, then the only treatment is to purge them thoroughly, and to feed
on meal slaked with warm water. We advise you to use Baily's pills, and
to administer pills of camphor, two at a time, the size of garden peas
and to continue them till the birds seem recovering.

Cbeve-Cceurs—Eggs in Winter (Ilandolph).—Vfe have many times
explained, that to Insure eggs in the winter yon must keep pullets of the
previous spring ; but there are breeds that affect different seasons for
laying. Our experience of the Crtve-Coeure is that they lay later in the
year than any other breed, but they do not begin so early. Thus they
will keep on laying till November, while all others are useless, but they
do not lay much between that time and March. They are a valuable
breed.

Spanish Hens {E. 6. Jlf.).—All the symptoms show that both the hens
had long been egg-bound, arising in all probability from their being too
fat, and shell-less eggs had evidently burst in the inflamed egg-passage
and formed the masses you describe. Nothing could then have been
done that would have saved their lives. Less fattening food, more
exercise, and more green food, especially lettuce leaves, would prevent
each disasters.

Chickens Ne^\xy Hatched (A Comtant /fcntfcr).—They will do best
on the bare ground, which should be covered about an inch deep vriih dry
sand.

Glazing Roof of Podltby Run (Stft^/iill).—We should use rough plate
glass.

Baij)head and Beard Pigeons (W. W.).—We cannot undertake to be
treasurers. It occupies more time than we can spare.

Lost Pigeon (F. D. 0.).~lt you can prove that the Pigeon was de-
livered at the railway office, and that it was lost before the basket passed
out of the custody of the Company, we think you might recover from
them the value ; but you should consult a solicitor, who can inquire into
particulars of which we have no knowledge.

Rearing Grouse and Golden Pheasants (Subscriber and Constant
Hearf^r).—Grouse are very easy birds to rear, much more so than Phea-
fiants. Chonee a small hen, and she will hatch them. Their food should
be egg boiled hard and chopped fine, bread and milk, cooked meat chopped
fine, dough made of oatmeal slaked with milk, and oats crushed up fine.
As soon as they are old ennugh they should be 8upi)lied with young
heather, so fastened that it will bear the pull necessary to eat the tender
shoot at the end. They do not require much space, and are very hardy.
They are dainty in water, requiring it fresh, and they should be supplied
with plenty of road grit, or dry mountain sand. The young of Golden
Pheasants should be reared like common Pheasants as regards food.
They require to be in confinement rather longer, and it is desirable, if it

can be conveniently done, that they should not have liberty till about the
tenth day ; nevertheless, they should have as much spacs as can be
fenced In ; not less than 4 yards square.

Canaries and Redbreasts (Idrm).—A Canary will not rear Robins;
few birds will. They can be easily reared by hand; feed with chopped
bollock's heart and bread. We have reared many.
Canary Laying Soft Eggs {Subscriber).— *' The cause of your hen

laying soft eggs is her not secreting enough of shell-producing material.
The fact of her laying both soft and hard eggs does not at all militate
against this tbenry. Give her a liberal supply of old lime rubbish broken
small. You will find she will eat it freely, fully conscious of the import-
ant part it is destined to perform. The gravel you have supplied is use-
less for shell-producing purposes, but will assist digestion by attrition in
the giazard.—W. A. Blakston."

Rearing Young Finches (Suftscnftfr).—"The best food for young
finches, Lisnets, Ac, when taken from the nest, is bread sopped in milk,
with a little scalded rape seed as they become older. I am not well up in all

the mysteries of * Club Row ' and other haunts of the wild bird fancy, but
I have the above from a man who would at any time rather stand a week
nt a hedge-back, on the look-out for Linnets, than do a day's work.
' ittle and often is the rule for feeding nestlings. The puffy appearance
le'erred to is caused by the digestive orgauB being disarranged by over-
I -'tiding on rich nutritious diet. Young birds are very apt to gorge them-
selves if they have the opportunity; hence the importance of putting
th-im on hard food as soon as possible. Should a young bird sit 'thick,'
blow the feathers from the breast, and if the bone appear sharp and
prominent, and the flesh be wasting away, rely on it the stomach is out
of order. Give a drop of castor oil, or feed on bread and milk, with a
little coarse brown sugar. I do not know any work on the rearing and
management of small birds, but such there is sure to be. At school, in
my bird-nesting days, I used to swear by tho ' Boys' Own Book,' extracts
from which I fancy I have recognised in more pretentious works.

—

W. A. Blakston."

Canaries Coughing (A. E, S.).—"I can only prescribe warmth, with
sopped bread and milk, or try a few drops of sherry or rum in the water.
—W. A. Blakston."

Young Goldfinches (A Long Subscriber).—When it is desired to raise

Goldfinches by hand, they should be taken from tbe nest when about
half-fledged. The older, however, the better always, provided they are
not too old to open their mouths to be fed, and they may be reared oa a
paste of sopped bread and maw seed (poppy seed). Some persons use
rape seed, but if that is used it should previously be scalded and well
washed to deprive it of its pungency ; but maw seed is much the better.

They require feeding often, and the food should never be given them
if at all sour. Some people, to avoid the trouble of feeding by band,
place the nest containing the young birds in a cage, hang it on the tree

where found, and leave the old birds to feed their young through the
bars of the cage. This plan often succeeds, the young birds being at the
same time provided with seed and water for them to peck at if inclined,

that they may learn to feed before the old ones forsake them, which, if

it is an early brood, the old ones are apt to do in order to breed again.

These young ones though they have never flown at liberty, yet are more
shy than nestlings reared by hand, but are tamor than the Greypate
branchers caught after they can feed themselves. Y'>n should buy Brent's
" Song Birds." You can have it from our office by post if you enclose
twenty postage stamps with your address.

Books (H. N.).—'BxenVs " Canary and British Finches." You can have
it free by post from our office, if you enclose nineteen postage stamps
with your address. (T. W. J.).—Payne's " Bee-keeping for the Many."
Yon can have it free by post from our office if you enclose five postage
stamps with your address.

Bee Book {Dxickwing).—Mr. Woodbury pleads '* guilty," and adds that
he has not yet written a bee book, and fears it may be a long time before
he do eo. It istrue he has made a beginning, but other things constantly
intervene, and what with corresponding with " our Journal," &c., he has
about as much bee-writing as he can well contend with. With regard to
the points referred to, he states that an artificially-raised queen is

isually fertilised when about twelve days old, and commences egg-

laying two days afterwards. The sign of fertilisation is only to be per-

ceived on the return of a young queen from a successful wedding-flight,
or within a few hours afterwards, during which time it causes her to

present an appearance similar to that of a worker which has lost its

sting. Mr. Woodbury recommends you to stock your frame hive at once
by transferring to it the bees and combs from a common hive, in the
manner described in page 319 of the twelfth volume of " our Journal."

Bee-houses and Hives (IT. ^rmstron^).—The best kind of bee-house
is in our opinion an ordinary verandah or similar erection of sufficient

depth to shelter the hives and leave room for operating in their rear. It

should be closed at each end, but be either entirely open in front, or
covered only with pheasant wire, in which must be made a good-sized
semi-circular opening in front of each hive, which openings are best kept
as far asunder as possible. Frame hives such as are used by Mr. Wood-
bury are decidedly the best, both for pleasure and profit, if you can attain

to the necessary degree of facility in manipulating them ; if not, we should
recommend the Stewarton hive, or Payne's improved cottage hive, made
somewhat larger than described in "Bee-keeping for the Many," say
16 inches in diameter, by 8 or 9 inches deep. If you can manage frame
hives, you may at once transfer some or all of your stocks now in common
hives into the former, in the manner described in page 319 of our twelfth

volume.

Temperature of a Hive—Artificial Swarming {A SubscTiber).~'We
believe that a mean interior temperature of about 80" is the best whilst

bees are active and breeding is going on. In winter we consider that the

better they are protected, and tho higher the temperature can be kept,

provided always it be equable, the more prosperous are bees likely to

become. In forming an artificial swarm by transferring a brood-comb
and changing places with the hives, it is essential that the queen be
taken with the abstracted comb, since if she were left behind the bees of

the swarm thus formed would build none but drone combs until they
had hatched-out a young queen. The parent hive will in this case raise

a queen for itself.

POULTRY MARKET.—May 12.

Quit supply is slowly increasing, and trade is slightly improved. There

is, nevertheless, great dullness in the maket.

La^e Fowls 4 6 to 5
Smaller do 3 "

Chickens 2
Goblings 6
Ducklings 3
Guinea Fowls 8

d B.

6 to 5
6 4
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in the seedling, it duly protected from foreign pollen ly a gauze
in the usual way—bo the moans of reproducing at will either a
vigorous and wood-producing tree, or a more compact and fruit-

bearing one, one suited for a standard, a dwarf, or an espalier'.'

Would not the produce of two (lowers situated on a branch
habitually more loaded with fruit than the rest, have a tendency
to produce a more productive tree than a promiscuous fecunda-
tion ? We usually put it in this way, that a man knows what
he sows, but docs not know what will come up. I would say on
the contrary, that a man does not know what he sows, and it is

in the hope that the practical minds of British gardeners once
interested in the question, mill grasp, silt, ventilate, and event-
ually bring something out of it, towards euabl.n^ us to know
really what it is we are sowing, that I venture to bring the
subject under the notice of the readers of your widely circu-

lating Journal. One man's whole lifetime would not suffice

to experimentally elucidate such a question, and the aggregate
observations of very many investigalors can alone do so.

The subject, of course, is as old as the hills ; but it would be
a great mistake to suppose it has ever been disposed of, or even
directly treated in the way proposed. Darwin and many other
able physiologists collaterally hint at it, but it has never been
practically taken hold of, or the results would show it. It can-
not be admitted that Nature leaves anything to chance. If only
one single pip on a whole Apple tree b9 f:iund to reproduce
exactly the variety, or at least sufficiently exactly for our limited
mortal senses, that one pip being necessarily created by some
rule, there is no reason why man should not find out that rule,

and by artificial means obtain a hundred or a thousand. If

50 per cent, turn out Crabs, it must be owing to something
;

that something may be found out, and sowing Crabs avoided,

and the queetion holds good until it be proved that by some law
of nature an ovary impregnated by an anther, no matter where
taken from, can never reproduce the parents with snfficiei^t

accuracy to admit of being considered the identical variety, or

that chance alone governs such births, neither of which proposi-
tions can, I think, be in any way borne out by facts.

—

Fkederici;
pAiiJiEE, Versailles.

will do well without glass, I shall try it as a green-fleshed

kind.

Experience has taught me that if it rains, the fruit should

be covered either with a bell-glass or with a flower-pot to keep

the wet oil, as thoy are rather apt to rot around the stalk.

The Malvern Hall Melon is quite out of my good books. 0£
five plants that I grew no two bore fruit alike. For frame
work this year I am growing Baily's Eclipse and the Golden
Queen.

I shall be much pleased to hoar of the success of others with
out-door Melons of good flavour, shape, and size ; also whether
anyone has been successful v.ith growing the Eeechwood with-

out the aid of glass. As Melons are so deliciously cooling as

a summer fruit I think the experiment well worthy of a trial,

and as my attempt last year was such a perfect snccess, X wish
to make it known.

—

Hauhison Weik.

QUEEN WASPS.
I DO not think that Mr. Scholfield and others need be much

alarmed at the great number of queen wasps which have made
their appearance, as it by no means follows that they will pro-

duce a nest a-piece. For several years I noted their abundance
or scarcity, and certainly for six in succession the numbers in

spring and autumn bore an inverse ratio to one another. This
is many years ago. The first year I noted it was, I think,

1847, but, if I recollect rightly, it was about 1832 or 1853 that

some articles appeared in the " Zoologist " on the subject,

and it was shown that out of some hundreds of queen wasps
dissected in a year when they were exceptionally abundant,
none showed signs of impregnation. A neighbour of mine
has sometimes paid as much as £5 or £G a-year for the de-

struction of queen wasps, but I never found his fruit less

damaged than my own.

—

Ddckwing.

RIDGE MELON GROWING.
Last year I determined to try growing Melons out of doors

on the ridge principle. I therefore procured some of a variety

described as green flesh, and named Achapesnorricher—what a

name ! Having planted six seeds in a pot in the early part of

May, I placed it in a hotbed, and in a few days five plants

made their appearance. In due time these were potted-off,

and in the beginning of June were planted out of doors on a

ridge composed of good stable dung and covered with soil

;

each plant having a hand-glass placed over it, and when fairly

started this was removed.
The plants soon began to grow vigorously, and from time to

time ten well-set fruit made their appearance, which grew to

the average size of 7 lbs., some being over and some a little

nnder. Contrary to my expectation, they all turned out to be

scarlet-fleshed, with few seeds, and a very excellent flavour,

being superior to the Malvern Hall, which I had in a pit close

by. That excellent horticultural judge, Mr. William Barnes,

of Camberwell, tasted one of the fruit, and pronounced the

flavour equal to aiiy scarlet-fleshed Melon he had had submitted

to his judgment that season, and requested me to let him have

some of the seed, which I have done. So pleased am I with

THE VINEYARD.
"OBSEnvEK's" estate, named as above, is situated not far

from the north-eaBtern boundary of Sussex, and ig exactly 200
acres in extent ; part of that area, however, is occupied by the
home farm, but the remainder, by far the larger portion, consists

of lawns, shrubberies, and flower and kitchen gardens. The
natural advantages of tho position are very great ; the ground
is rising but not hilly, sheltered for the most part from the
north by hills, but open towards the south, in which direction

from some parts of the grounds beautiful views are obtained of

Brightling Hill, and Fairhght, thirteen or fourteen miles off.

Fairlight Mill was once vi.'ible, but all who have visited Hast-
ings will regret to learn that it exists no longer, having been
burnt down a short time ago ; still it is believed that steps will

be taken either to restore it or replace it with some suitable

landmark. The old mill has passed away, but not so the
memory of Fairlight's romantic glen, which will long remain
with many a sojourner in its neighbourhood.
Thus sheltered from the north, thus open to more favourable

aspects, far from the smoke of towns, and in a county re

markable for the mildness of its climate, the grounds present
conditions peculiarly favourable to vegetation, and as a result,

among the great variety of trees and shrubs there are many
specimens of unusual size and beauty. Cryptomeria jiponica,

the Deodar, Cedar of Lebanon, Picea Pinsapo, Cupressus Law-
soniana, Wellingtonia gigantea, and many other Conifers, as
well as the Purple Beech, Evergreen Oak, and all shrubs com-
monly planted, are represented by numerous flourishing speci-

mens. The Portugal Laurels by the side of a walk 300 yards
long, form of themselves quite a feature ; they are very nearly
uniform in size and shape throughout, and densely clothed to

the groimd, forming roundish, somewhat conical bushes 9 or
10 feet in diameter. On the opposite side of this walk it is in-

tended to plant Picea Pinsapo, and it may be added that in the
borders in front of the shrubs 10,000 bedding plants are turned
out in summer.

Passing an archery and cricket ground we reach a rustic gate
on the left, which opens into a hardy fernery, where there are

150 kinds planted in road scrapings among blocks of Kentish
rag, and thriving well. On returning to the walk glimpses are
obtained of a museum and conservatory, with an aviary at-

tached, covered with shingle, the weatherworn look of whieh
adds to the rustic character of the building—no modern one it

is either in appearance or reality, for it most resembles an old
monastery, but, as " Observer " remarked, it might in one
sense be said to belong to the composite order of architecture.

An old oak chimney-piece in the inside is of the reign of

Henry VII., though the bulk of the building is much more
recent. The conservatory contained a large plant of Wistaria
sinensis, whose splendid clusters of lilac flowers hung in dense
clusters from the roof ; fruiting Orange trees, .Azaleas, and
other plants in flower, giving it quite a gay appearance. In the
aviary were a score of Golden Pheasants in full plumage,
radiant in scarlet and gold. Silver Pheasants have also been
kept for forty-seven years, and this has been the first year there

has been a pied hen. In the grounds near the aviary there

are several fine old Yews, notably two Irish Yews, among the

first ever planted. They are about 25 feet high, and ex-

tremely handsome ; two others not far o£f are less in height by
about 5 feet, and though well furnished are not such fine speci-

mens, owing to their having had a less favourable position.

Several bushy-headed Portugal Laurels aredeserving of mention.the result that this year I intend growing two or three dozen

plants on ridges, and as I have heard that the old Beeohwood I not because of their height, for that is little more than a yard.
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bnt their stems, which are of extraordinary thickness. They
had become so large that they overshadowed the place, and a
sharp remedy was applied—the saw. By the side of a continu-
ation of the walk along which the large Portugal Laurels are
growing, besides many other fine specimen shrubs, is a re-
markably handsome Evergreen Oak, 25 feet high. It may here
be remarked, that large trees and shrubs are frequently re-
moved at this place, but they are never carried on wheels, being
always dragged by horses on a sledge of iron with rings at the
corners.

The next place entered was the old kitchen garden, which is
walled in, and contains a house -ii) feet by 17, in two divisions,
Bsed as a vinery and house for Ferns and softwooded plants,
the Vines young plants, mostly of new varieties. The plants
in the houses as well as the out-door department were well
managed by Mr. B , the gardener in charge, and everything
was very clean and neat. By the side of one of the walks on
a rather steep incline there were V-shaped drains of brick-on-
edge at the sides, with the Box edging rising above the brick on
the border eide. These drains, which are neat, and merely
require a brush-out to keep them clear, are also used by the
sides of the drives where required, and are not readily damaged
by carriage wheels. Another kitchen garden, the principal one
for the supply of the establishment, is enclosed by close well-
kept Thorn hedges, and covers 2J acres. The aspect is not
the most favourable, as the ground slopes towards the north,
and although the full sweep of the wind from that quarter is
broken by eminences, still, more shelter is desirable. The
ground, too, is heavy, being a marly clay, but very good crops
are obtained, though, Mr. S , the gardener, remarked it

was sometimes annoying to find his neighbours bringing their
early Peas, &c., some while before he could do so ; however, he
had the compensation in summer and autumn of his crops
remaining longer ia use. A thrce-tined fork, with the tines a
little flattened-out at the bottom, is found very useful for
digging, as the soil is too heavy for four-tined steel forks, and
the same tool is also much used in the neighbouring Hop
plantations. The whole of the ground had either been cropped
or was in course of preparation. The Strawberries were not
very strong, probably owing to the last hot dry summer,
but the pyramid Pear trees were in fine condition, and pro-
mised to bear heavy crops. Sutton's Kingleader Pea, of which
there were several rows, was in bloom, which it is here found
to be nine or ten days sooner than Sangster's No. 1, of which a
few rows had been sown at the same time. For cleaning and
stirring between the rows of vegetables, as well as for the
ground elsewhere, a thrust-and-draw-hoe is found a very ser-
viceable and expeditious implement.

Pits and frames in a back garden were filled with fruiting
Cucumbers, Hamilton's Market Favourite being the variety
preferred, and a large stock of plants for bedding-out in the
flower gardens, as Pyrethrum Golden Feather, Oxalis cornicu-
lata rubra, Japanese Honeysuckle, Alternantheras, Lobelias,
and Tricolor-leaved and other Pelargoniums ; of tbe latter
Eebecca and Excellent are favourite kinds. Mr. S has
also a seedling with large trusses of scarlet flowers, and which
he described as being of a free-flowering rather dwarf habit

;

and among several other seedlings is one raised from Le
•Grand, which he has called King Alfred, more compact in truss
than its parent, more orange in colour, but with smaller flowers.
He had, besides, several promising seedling Tricolor varieties
in one of the houses, and a seedling golden-leaved Lobelia with
nearly white flowers. The houses just referred to form a small
range, in three divisions, 90 feet long by 10 wide, and are used
as vineries, for gron ing plants for rooms, and for forcing Kidney
Beans, &o. Black Hamburgh is the Grape chiefly grown here,
but there are, besides. Vines of the Koyal Muscadine, Lady
Downe'p, Black Prince, and Canon Hall Muscat.
The principal flower garden, laid-out by Mr. Eyles, of the

Eoyal Horticultural Society's Gardens, South Kensington, is

-at once simple in its design, well adapted to the situation, and
capable of being rendered eti'ective both in winter and spring.
Though it is not possible to render the details intelligible with-
out a plan, its main features consist of a semicircular terrace
garden in front of the house, with a low stone wall, having
vases on it at intervals, two wings parallel to the front of the
house, and a series of beds at the side, corresponding with
circles planted with standard Khododendrons, beyond which,
towards the outside, is a border swept out to correspond with
the circles, and planted with evergreen Berberries and varie-
gated Hollies. At present the beds are occupied with Arbor-
vitce, Irish Yews, Euonymuses, and other plants, and bulbs

now over, which will shortly give place to the bedding-ont
plants. From this garden fine views are gained southwards,
the village church coming in in the foreground, and the hills

on the Sussex coast in the distance, with wooded hilly country
between. On the lawn 12-inch mowing machines used by one
man were at work, these being found more economical than
larger sizes with two men.

It is, however, in a private garden that the most remarkable
features of the place are to be found, and of these the most
interesting are the cylinder vineries and double walls of glass,

both of which are " Obsekver's " own inventions, or rather
two of his inventions, for he is fertile in these, and to him we
are indebted for the ground vinery and other useful contrivances.
The cylinder vinery was fully described in pages 386 and 387 of
vol. xiii., and a representation was there given of one of the
hexagonal form. These vineries may, however, be made with
four, six, eight or more sides, and of various sizes, but the
octagon form is that which their inventor appears to prefer,
and from its approach to the circle is probably stronger than
those with a less number of sides. He has examples of several
kinds and sizes, but that which we shall select is an octagon
9 feet in diameter and 14 feet high. The posts at the angles
are of deal, and being boiled in creosote may be expected to
last many years ; although less than 4 inches wide by Ij inch
thick, from being connected with each other by three-eighth-
ineh iron wire, and firmly fixed in the ground, the frame-
work they form is so strong that it can hardly be shaken by a
man's strength, and neither it nor the glass has suffered from
winds, althoufh the position is rather exposed. To give greater

strength, at 7 feet high there is a slight top framing of deal
like the posts, and glass above that again. The glass used is

21-oz., in squares 20 inches by 15, which are slid down the
grooves in the posts, and oiiginally they simply rested on each
other, but it was found that owing to the varying thickness of

the glass they rattled with the wind ; and to obviate this thin
stripsof copper bent at right angles are introduced at each corner
of the square of glass, and firmly fix it in the groove. The top
is quite open, but it is found that the temperature in the octa-

gon is from 10' to 15° higher than outside, but at night it is

very nearly the same, both outside and inside. It is, therefore,

evident that the octagons will not protect from frost, though
affording a higher day temperature ; and in proof of this it may
be mentioned that the Vines in them wherever wet with dew
had had their young leaves blackened by a sudden May frost,

severe enough also to brown the Laurel. In future it is intended
to use a covering of hop sacking boiled in Creosote, an excel-

lent material, to prevent injury from this cause. The pecu-
liarity of the cylinder vinery as regards ventilation was pointed
out in page 387 of the volume previously referred to—namely,
that the glass touching the ground no air enters below, but
that there is constantly a current of cool air descending
by the centre and currents of warm air ascending by the
sides. While the fruit trees in such cylinders enjoy a day
temperature higher than they would have in a given place, that

heat is given by natural means, and they are fully exposed to

light, dew, and to the free air. Accordingly, we are informed
by "Observer" that be has found the fruit ripened under
these circumstances is possessed of a higher flavour than that

produced in glass structures in which the atmosphere is con-

fined by closed roofs. It is not for Vines only that the cylinder

vineries are employed, but Peaches, Plums, and Cherries are

also grown in them, and give promise of bearing fine crops

;

they might, therefore, be more appropriately termed fruit

cylinders.

Whatever advantages the cylinders present are also possessed

by the double walls of glass, which are "Observer's" latest

invention in fruit culture, and they afford not only a higher

day temperature by 6°, but greater protection from frost, for

wherever the Vines were covered with glass they were un-
injured by the frost before mentioned, and this in the walls

as well as in the ground vineries, whilst elsewhere the young
shoots were browned and blackened. The construction of the

double walls is very simple ; they consist of two surfaces of

glass inclined towards each other, but open at top. The width
at bottom is G feet (3 inches, at top 2 feet ',) inches, but it is in-

tended to increase the amount of incline so as to put on a pro-

tection of hop sacking more conveniently in case of necessity.

Their construction in other respects is similar to that of the

cylinders, the glass being made to slide down in grooves, and
the squares being of the same size—namely, 20 inches by 15,

The sashes are let into a groove in the stone base, and strain-

icg wires pass through the woodwork at the base, and are there
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clenched on the ontside, extending diagonally acrosa every four

widths of the glaaa, thua trusaing the whole together. A walk

:s feet wide edged with stone paasea along the centre, and on
each side there ia a narrow border, in which the Vines and
other fruit trees are planted. The doors at the ends are like

wise tied by wires crossing each other diagonally, and these are

tightened by simply pulling downs ring of copper wire at their

intersection. Of course, the two sides inclined towards each

other mast be tied by cross pieces every so far, where any con

siderable length is put up. The Peach trees in a wall of this

description planted about a month ago, as well as the Vines,

were in excellent condition, notwithstanding the frost ; and in

addition to their value for fruit culture, such walla would form

an agreeable promenade, besides affording shelter to vegetation

near them. They are very cheap, coating only ChI. per square

foot, very simple, and will, doubtless, prove very durable. They
are, of course, at present on trial : there is much to learn re-

specting them ; temperatures will have to be observed by day and
night, for comparison with those in the open ground, and crops

will have to be gathered in successive years, and their quality

tested, before all the advantages of the double walls of glass

can be said to be proved : still from what has been already ob-

served, they appear to possess the elements of success, and that

in no small degree. Let their merits be once established, and
the inventor will have added yet another claim to the debt of

gratitude which the horticultural world already owes him.
The orchard house ia another structure well worthy of re-

mark. It was erected ten years ago, and is constructed in the

most solid fashion, the walls below the front and end sashea

being of stone from a large quarry close at hand. It is "1 feet

long, by 30 feet wide, and 1-1 feet high to the top of the span

roof, and though provided with hot-water pipes, these are only

used in frosts and for ripening the wood. The Vines, which are

41 feet apart, are spur-pruned, and sufficient light is thua ad-

mitted to the thick-stemmed standard Peach and Nectarine

trees, which are planted out in the central border. One of

these alone produced twenty dozen of Peaches one season,

but the result of such a heavy crop being taken was a small

production in the following year. Ten or twelve dozen are

found to be enough. Some idea of the large return which may
be obtained from a well-managed orchard house may be

formed from the fact that, besides other fruit, two hundred
dozen of Peaches and Nectarines, and 700 lbs. of Grapes, were
the return of last year. Two large Cherry trees, one a May
Duke, the other an Elton, form a grand arch at the entrance,

and their cordon branches are yearly set with fruit so thickly as

to resemble ropes of Onions. Near these was Standish's Early

Frontignan Grape, anew kind, which is spoken of very highly.

This was worked on the Black Hamburgh, and was gr5^^iag

most vigorously. It made a growth of li> feet last year. It

may be useful here to note that the following temperatures
were observed in this house—on the 11th of April, at noon, 83°

;

on the loth, at 12.25, 'JO' ; and on the 27th, at 11.13 a.m., 91°.

In addition to the foregoing, there are other features about

the place worthy of notice, but we shall only mention the

warm vinery. This ia 110 feet long, by 20 feet wide, and was
formerly in two divisions, but the partition has been taken

away, it having been found that one end, which is 5 feet higher

than the other, is always the warmer, and that the crop is

there ripe a fortnight earlier than in the lower end of the

house, owing to the natural ascent of the heated air. The
Vines are planted inside, and a portion of the width of the

border is covered with sashes, which, when the crop is off, are

removed, and the Vines have all the benefit of the free ex-

posure of the soil to air and moisture. Among the varieties

are Chasselas Vibert, White Tokay, bearing immense bunches,

Muscat of Alexandria, Chasselas Musqn§, White Frontignan,

Koyal Ascot, and Royal Muscadine. With Grapes from the

first two several prizes have been taken. It may be added
that " Observer," like other people, has been troubled in sum-
mer and autumn with wasps, and, determined not to be con-

quered by them, employs for their exclusion cotton netting

brushed over with indiarubber dissolved in shellac, thus

rendering the fabric not only stiff and waterproof, but wasp-
proof as well.

CATS VEHSLS NEMOPHILAS.
Cats are peculiarly partial to these pretty annuals; their

fondness is not confined to one variety, but seems to be shared

by all alike. The beds here are nightly overrun with them,

and even in the daytime I find them squatting amongst the

Nemophila, and evidently enjoying it much. Others have re-

marked it, aa well. Cats are also, as you observe, partial to the

roota of Valerian, but not more so than to the Nemopbilas, and
to some of the species of Viburnum, against the bark of which
they rub, so as to give it quite a polished appearance. Can
anyone assign a reason for these fancies or preferences of our
feline friends ? It can be little else than fancy, aa they do not

eat any of the plants, so far as I am aware.—Poss in Boots.

CRYSTAL PALACE SHOW.
May 15th.

With that desire always to cater to the interest thit the public

gmierally take in the tloinl exhibitions at the Crystal Palace, there was

this year added to the goncral features of the great Spring Show an
Bxhii)ition of bonquets whii-h was intended to be international ;

bnt,

alas 1 for the pnhlic spirit of our friends across the water, no French

exhibitor contributed, and but one Belgian—Mr. Van der Dreiessche,

of Ghent. In the general aspect of the Show I may at once say that

greenhouse and stove plants were never larger and liner, nor, perhaps,

so numerous ; that Orchids, though few in number, were good
;
and

that there was a great falUng-off in .\zaleas, Pelargoniums, and Roses.

In one of these classes this was to be attributed mainly to the total

withdrawal from exhibition in Pelargoniums of Messrs. Fraser, Turner,

and Bailey, who used so largely to contribute ; while Azaleas, as we
have seen them this year, have generally been deficient in quality,

looking very much as if the excessive heat of last summer, and the con-

stant watering thereby rendered necessary, had weakened the plants.

As the bouquets were the novel feature of the exhibition I would

say a few words on them first. Some were exceedingly creditable to

the taste and skill displayed. This was notably the case in those

which obtained the first and second prizes. Some were exceedingly

ugly ; one, especially, was such an abomination as I could hardly have

conceived it possible for any human being, much less a lady, to have

attempted. One thing, at least, it showed—a considerable amount of

courage in putting it up alongside of the others, instead of putting it;

under'the table or anywhere. I may observe that there is one genera!

fault to my mind in the arrangement of bouquets as practised here,

and that is overcrowding. Fewer flowers would be better, and more

scope would be given for arrangement. Another thing I object to is the

formal arrangement, which is too much the fashion abroad as well aa

here. For instance, there was a very pretty bouquet with some Moss

Kose buds to break the uniformity of surface ; but they were, nnfor-

tunatelv for the effect, placed in such regular rows round as to com-

rletely "spoil it. Had they been irregularly placed it would have been

very beautiful. Nor must I omit a very pretty bouquet of wild flowers,

which was highly commended. The Belgian collection was not very

remarkable. The bouquets were too flat and exceedingly heavy, owmg
to the fiowers being placed in clay. There was no doubt as to this

being the most attractive part of "the Show, it being most difficult to

get anyway near it after the public was admitted.

Next in point of interest were, I think, judging from the crowd and

the note-books in requisition, tho variegated-leaved Pelargoniums—the

Tricolors exhibited by Messrs. James Carter & Co. and Mr. Charles

Turner, and the Bicojors by Messrs. Downie, Laird, & Laing. Atnong

those of the former firm w"ere Prince of Wales, a very bright variety,

which we saw exhibited last year in great perfection ; Sir Robert Nap-.er,

a very dark-zoned-leaved plant, with brilliant scarlet blotches and deep

golden edge ; Mrs. Dunnett, a very flat-leaved plant of compact habit,

which will doubtless be a general favourite by-and-by. Mr. Turner had

Mrs. Headlv. vei-y handsome foliage ; and Mdlle. Nilsson, very bright,

and of dwa'rf habit. Messrs. Downie, Laird, & Laing bad Crown

Prince, a splendid variety in tho Bicolor section ; Prima Donna, and

also still more new, Imperatrice Eugenie and M. Morris. Before

leaving these I would notice a very ingenious contrivance for covering

plants intended for show. Messrs. Carters' small baskets of Tricolors

were covered over with one piece of oiled silk, which was taken off

without the least trouble, and perfectly protected the plants from the

dust.

Among new Azaleas there was a very fine light one called Mrs.

Turner, and a very dark one. La Superbe, both exhibited by Mr.

Turner, of Slough. Of large-flowered and fancy Pelargoniums there

were but few staged. Some of the Fancies were very bright, Leotard

and East Lvun especially : and a white-edged tedding Pelargonium ex-

hibited by ilr. Turner, called Bright Star, deserveiUy received a first-

class certificate. The same gentleman also exhibited a tine collection

of Tulips, and a large number of Alpine Auriculas, of these Gaiety,

Goliath, and Superb, were the most remarkable. Mr. F. Perkins, of

Leamington, exhibited a very beautiful perpetual- flowering yellow

Picotee, which I venture to think will be much prized if it keep up its

character of blooming both in spring and autumn, as it seems dis-

posed to do. It does not seem to have the long tree habit, but is more

herbaceous.
In PelarRoniums. the first prize was taken by Mr. Ward, gardener

to F. G. Wilkius, Esq., Leyton, who exhibited well-grown plants (I

fancy some of Mr. Bailey's famous plants were here) of Garibaldi,

Mdlle. Patti, Etna, Fair Rosamond, Norma, Ariel, Lilacinum, Sir C.

Campbell, Resina formosa. Empress Enginie, Desdemona. and Lord

Cannin<'. In Fancies, the first prize was taken by Messrs. Dobson and
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Sons, with Godfrey, Delicatnin, Lncy, Silver Star, and Roi des Fan-
taisies. The first prize for large-flowering kinda was also taken by the
same firm, with Maid of Honour, Lilacinnm, Mdlle. Patti, Favourite,
Desdemona, Beacon, Fair Eosamond, Charles Turner, Patroness,
Constance, ttc.

The absence of Mr. Wm. Paul, and Messrs. Lane & Son, as com-
petitors in Roses, made a very material difference in the competition,
which was confined to Messrs. Paul & Son and Mr. Charles Turner,
who were placed as first and second, in the large collection, and were
equal first in the smaller one. The varieties exhibited were not dif-

ferent from former vears, comprising Charles Lawson, Souvenir d'un
Ami, John Hopper, Contesse Cccile do Chabrillant, GunL-ral Jac-
queminot

; and Madame Marie Cirodde, gave promise of being a good
flower, but we shall soon see more of the new Roses. I have only to add
that the same excellent aiTangements which always mark the Crystal
Palace Exhibitions, were carried out, as heretofore, under the im-
mediate superintendence of Mr. Wilkinson.—D., Deal.

The collections of stove and greenhouse plants in flower were very
numerous, the specimens on the whole very good and in excellent
bloom, but the kinds almost, if not quite, the same as last year. Mr.
W. Chapman, gardener to J. Spode, Esq., HawkesyardPark, Rugeley,
was most deservedly first in the class for sixteen, with, among others,
beautifully giown and flowered specimens of Eriostemon pulchellum
and neriifolium, Epacris miniata splendens, Ixora coccinea, Pimelea
BpectabiZis rosea, Adenandra fragrans, Chorozema varium nannm,
Acrophyllum venosnm, Clerodendron Thomsonaj Balfonrii, Azalea
Iveryana, Pimelea mirabilis, and Polygala Dalmaisiana not fully ont.
Mr. Peed, gardener to Mrs. TredwelJ, Lower Norwood, was second
with Tetratheca cricsefolia, Acrophyllum venosnm, Leschenanltia
fonnoBa, of which the scarlet flowers made a pleasing variety, fine
plants of Erica Cavendisbii andventricosa magnifica, a large Genetyllis
Hookeri, Eriostemons buxifolium and neriifolium, Allamanda grandi-
flora, not fully out, but which will bo very fine. Azaleas, &c. Mr.
Wheeler, gardener to J. Philpott, Esq., Stamford Hill, and Mr. Kemp,
gardener to the Duke of Northumberland, Albnry Park, Dorking,
were third and fourth.

In the nurseiymen's class for ten, Mrs. Glendinning & Sons of the
Chiswick Nnrseries were first with an excellent collection, most notice-
able in which were a balloon-trained Kennedya inophylla floribunda,
Stephanotis floribunda, Pimelea spcctabilis, Aphelexis macrantha
purpurea, and Eriostemon buxifolium. Messrs. Jackson & Son,
Kingston, were second; Mr. Williams, HoUoway, thii-d. In the
corresponding class for amateurs the prizes went to Mr. Wilkie, Mr.
Donald, gardener to J. G. Barclay, Esq., Lcyton, Mr. Carr, gardener
to P. L. Hinds, Esq., Byfleet Lodge, and Mr. Peed, an extra prize
being awarded to Mr. Kemp. Among their collections was a splendid
plant of Medinilla magnifica from Mr. Donald, Genetyllis tnlipifera
and Hookeri, Dracophyllnm gracile, Chorozemas, Rhyncbospermnm
jasminoides. Clerodendron Thomsonffi, Boronia tetrandra, the pretty
rose-flowered Adenandi-a fragrans, Epacrises, Az,i,leas, and Ericas.
In the amateurs' class for six, Mr. Ward, gardener to F. G. WUkins,
Esq., Leyton, was first with a fine plant of Chorozema Chandler!
4 feet in diameter, Clerodendron Thomsons Balfonrii, very fine,

Stephanotis floribunda, large, and in beautiful condition, Erica Caven-
disbii, Aphelexis macrantha purpurea, and a rather small plant of
Genetyllis tnlipifera. Mr. Wright, gardener to A. C. Roberts, Esq.,
Avenue Road. Regent's Park, was second with a good collection ; Mr.
Wilkie, and Mr. Wheeler, gardener to Sir F. Goldsmid, Bart., being
third and fourth.

Mixed collections of flowering and fine-foliaged plants though good,
were not remarkable. Mr. Laiug, gardener to P. W. Flowers, Esq.,
Furze Down, Tooting Common, was first for twelve, with a collection
in which were good examples of Dracajna indivisa. Yucca aloitolia va-
liegata, Dasyliriou longifoiium, PanJanus oraatus, Dicksonia antarc-
tica, Aphelexis macrantha purpurea, Ixora coccinea. Erica ventxicosa
coccinea, and a yellow-flowered Mahcrnia, which, though free-flower-
ing, has rather a weedy appearance. Mr. Young, gardener to W. H.
Stone, Esq., Leigh Park, Havaut, was second with a good collection,
and equal third prizes were awarded to Mr. Foreman, gardener to
G.Maule, Esq., Denmark Hill, and Mr. Gell, gardener to Mrs.Beaufoy,
South Lambeth. The former had a fine Anthurium Scherzerianum,
and the latter fine specimens of Sanchezia nobilis variegata, and Pan-
danns elegantissimns. For collections of six, Mr. Wilkie was first,

Mr. Peed second, and Mr. Carr third. Mr. Young and Mr. Wood-
ward had also good collections. Among the plants shown were good
specimens of Rhododendron Countess of Haddington, Erica insignis
and Spenoeriana, Dracophyllnm jraeile, Leptopteris snperba, Zamia
Lehmanni, Crotons, Alocasia metallica, Maranta Veitchii, and Pan-
danus javanicus variegatns.

There was an extensive display of Heaths, and many of the speci-
mens were all that could be desired, though, as a whole, the show of
these plants appeared less effective than nsual. The most conspicuous
for their excellence were Victoria, Ventricosa of different varieties,
Perspicua nana, Eeaumontiana, Alberti, Candidissima, Tricolor
elegans, Massoni major, Eassoniana, Tortula?flora, Aristata major, and
Candolleana. Mr. Rhodes, Messrs. Jackson, and Mr. Morse among
nurserymen ; and Messrs. Ward, Wheeler, and Kemp among amateurs,
took the prizes for eight kinds. Those for six kinds went to Messrs.
Peed, Ward, Can-, and Wheeler.

Azaleas, as already remarked, were not equal to what they were at
previous shows ; exception must, however, bo made of the magnificent
plants from Mr. Carson, gardener to W. R. G. Farmer, Esq., Non-
such Park, Cheam, who was first for eight. These consisted of Tri-
umphans, Model, Murrayana, Formosa, the yellow Sinensis, Exquisite,
Stanleyana, and Criterion. Mr. Wheeler, gardener to Sir F. H.
Goldsmid, Bart., and Mr. Gell, gardener to Mrs. Beaufory, were
second and third, with very good specimens of Apollo, Violacea sn-
perba, Roi Leopold, Iveryana, Mrs. Fry, and other hinds. Among
uursei7men the prizes for eight were taken by Mr. Williams, Mr.
Turner, and Mr. Rhodes ; and for six, by Mr. "Williams, Mrs. Glen-
dinning & Sons, Messrs. Dobson, and Mr. Rhodes. In the amateurs*
class for six, Mr. Chapman was first with excellent bushy plants ; Mr.
Wilkie, Mr. Woodward, and Mr. Wheeler, Regent's Park, taking the
remaining prizes.

Of Orchids there was but a small show, though some of the speci-
mens were very good. Mr. Young, gardener to W. H. Stone, Esq.,
JI. P..Leigh Park, Havaut, was first for twenty with a good collection,
in wliich we noticed Cypripedium Lowii. tine VanJas, especially two
varieties of Vanda tricolor, Phah-enopsis amabilis and Schilleriana,
the latter with a fine branching spike 3 feet in length : Ai'rides
Fieldingii and odoratum, a very fine Cattleya Mossiie, Oncidium
spbacelatum, and 0. pulvernlentnm. Mr. Peed, who was second
in the same class, had a fine Oncidinm ampliatum majus, Vanda
tricolor, Dendrobium chrysotoxum, &:c. In the nurserymen's class
for ten Mr. Williams took the first prize with a splendid plant of
Acrides virens, not, however, in fine bloom, good Vandas and Cypri-
pediums, a finely coloured Cattleya superba, Anguloa uuiflora, and
others. The best collection shown, however, was that which was first

in the class for twelve, and which came from Mr. Wilson, gardener to
W. Marshall, Esq., of Enfield, who had beautiful examples of Odon-
toglossnm Alexandra?, Oncidium serratum, Cypripedium villosum,
Odontoglossum luteo-pui-pureum, Lycasto Skinneri, Cypripedium can-
datum with nine flowers, and petals upwards of 2 feet long, Lselia
grandis, a Stanhopea, said to be new, with cream-coloured flowers,

Acrides crispum, and Trichopilia crispa. Mr. Eckford, g.ardener to
the Earl of Radnor, Coleshill, was second in the same class. His
specimens of Saccolabium guttatum, retusum, and prasmorsum were
very fine, especially the last, which had eight sxiikes, two of which were
of great beauty.

In adilitionto the above, gi'oups of plants were exhibited by Messrs.
Carter ; Downio, Laird, it Laing : Williams, Turner, and Ware ; also
some fine herbaceous Calceolarias by Messrs. Dobson, of Isleworth.

KOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
May IBth.

Fruit Cojimxttke.—Mr. John Lee in the chair. Mr. J. Miller,

pardener to Lord Foley, Worksop Manor, sent a nice dish of Brown.
Turkey Figs, rather pale in colour, but well ripened, and of excellent

flavour ; also a dish of Violette Hative Nectarines, which were highly
coloured, but rather acid. These received the commendation of th&
Committee. Mr. Gardiner, gardener to E. P. Shirley, Esq., Eatlogton
Park, Stratford-on-Avon, sent a collection of ei^ht sorts of Apples ia
a good state of preservation ; also a dish of fair-sized Elrage Nec-
tarines, and a small bunch each of newly-ripened Black Hamburgh
and Trentham Black Grapes. These were sent to test their relative

flavours, but the Committee could not discover much difference in
that respect ; both Grapes were rather poor and watery. A special

certificate was awarded for the exhibition. Mr. Gardiner also sent a
branch cut from an Apricot tree, heavily clustered with fruit, to show
the beneficial effects of protecting the blossoms by a covering of frigi-

domo.
Mr. Charles Turner, of the Eoyal Nurseries, Slough, sent three

very handsomely-grown specimens of Blue Gown Cucumber. These
measured upwards of '2G inches in length, were of a fine uniform
thickness throughout, with a few black spines, and covered with a fine-

bloom. This variety is the same as that which obtained the first prize

at the recent competition for Cucumbers. A first-class certificate wa&
awarded.

Mr. Earley, gardener to F. Pryor, Esq., Digswell, "Welwyn, sent a
most beautiful dish of Mushrooms, clean and excellent, for which a
special certificate was awarded.
Mr. J. Barnard, 1'2, Cumberland Road. Clapton, sent a Mushroom

12 inches in diameter, too coarse and repulsive to be of any service.

It appeared to be the Agaricus arvensia, or Horse Mushroom. Mr. J.

Mills sent some samples of Grand Admiral Lettuce, a profitable winter

Cabbage variety.

From the garden of the Society, Chiswick, came some examples of

Sugar-loaf Lettuce, a brown Cos, sent out by Messrs. Nutting & Sons,

These were very fine, the hearts firm and large. A first-class certi-

ficate was awarded. There also camo from Chiswick examples of a

blood-spotted Cabbage Lettuce, received from Messrs. Benary, of Er-
furt, named Wallbliit, the colour of which, however, militates greatly

against it. Some samples of Potatoes were also exhibited, fi'om which
the haulm was wanting, although the young Potatoes were forming

plentifully underneath the ground. This is not an uncommon occur-

rence ; this season, unfortunately, it is rather too common, some mem-
bers of the Committee stating that it was general with all the early
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'^ariotiea, snch aa tho Ash-loaveJ Kidnoy. Tho canso of this wn.s

attributed to tho coldncHs of the Boil around tho yonnK shoots whon
they were beKiuulng to push iix March, which, as will bo rocoUectud,

was extremely nnpropitiou3.

Floral Committke.—-Rev. .foshna Dix in the chair.

Messrs. Vt-itch sent a large collection of plautH, some of thorn of

mach interest. The following received lirat-class ccrtiliciitoa—viz.,

Vriesia Glazonlana, Maitine-:ia Lindeniaua, A^avo Ver^ifhiitl'cltii, Mil-

tonia virgiuuli^, Xitulia purpurata alba. Sticond-class cL-rtiiieatos wore
awarded to a uew dwarf spccioa of Sarracenia, and Odontoj^lossuni

Reicheuheimii. In tho collection were several new plants—Gloxinia
Rachel, an upright ilower, pale lavender, Pandanus furcatus, Nidu-
larinm pictum, N. splcndena, and N. marmoratam. Da^monorops me-
lanochates. and several othera.

Messrs. Standish iV Co. received a second-class cortificato for a very
beautiful seedling Rhododendron Beauty, the flower well formed, of

delicate Apple-blossom tint. The foliage was anything but good
;

probably when stronger this may improvo.
Mr. Purncll, Plumstead, sent Sacrolabium cnrvifolium, a very nice

specimen, aud a secijpd-class certitirato was awarded. Mi. George,
Putney Heath, sent a Nosegay Pelargonium called Miss Rose. G. F.
"Wilson, Esq.. exhibited a very neat aud pretty yellow Lily, Lilium
Szowitsianum. not unlike colchicum, but paler.

Messrs. A. Henderson, Pine Apple Place, sent Pteris eerrnlata

variety, Lastrca Sieholdii variegata, and Begonia hybrida Dnchartrei,

a hybrid between B. Pearcci and subpeltata ; the flowers were not open.

Mr. T. Bunnry, gardener to the Rev. F. Beadon, was awarded a

special cortilicate for a very fine specimen of Cattleya Mo.ssiie. Messrs.
Carter had a special certiticato for a very fine collection of Tricolor

2onal Pelargoniums. Tliere were some exceedingly promising seed-

lings among them. No award was made, as tho Committee had decided

that as there was a special Zonal exhibition on the i!2nd, no certificate

should be given till that day. Messrs. Carter also sent Colons Beauty
of Widmore, the same sport as Messrs. Downie, Laird, it Laing exhi-

bited at the previous meeting: also Golden Tom Thumb Wallflower,
which, although very strikiug, must bo proved to be constant in its

colour.

Mr. J. Koblo, Sunningdale, sent three seedling Clematis. Lady
Loudesborough, a pale lilac variety, received a first-class certificate

;

the others were Duke of Bucclcucli and Estelle Russell, not suffi-

ciently distinct from those exhibited at the last meeting. A special

certificate was awarded for three baskets of Rhododendrons—The
Queen, a very delicate pale whitish pink, and Duke of Cambridge,
a bright rosy carmine with spotted petals, two very nice flowers, which
have been before the public for some time.

J. L. Wynne, Esq., sent cut flowers of Rhododendrons ; Mr. Tnmer,
Slough, two new Azaleas—viz., Miss Tnnier and Reine Marie Hen-
riette, not equal to many others; and ilr. Melville, Dalmeny Park,
Edinburgh, some hybrid seedling bedding Pansies from Viola lutea,

also a poor specimen of a seedling Tropaiolum.
A very pretty collection of the beautiful Coleus, from Chiswick, was

much admired. A specimen plant of Anthurium Scherzerianum from
the gardens, was awarded a special certificate.

Messrs. Leo, Hammersmith, 3eut two specimens of their beautiful

golden Oak, (*uercus Concordia, and two double Zonal Pelargoniums,
which had been exhibited before.

Mr. Green, gardener to W. W. Saunders, Ee<(., exhibited a small
collection of Orchids aud other plants, perhaps more curious than
beautiful. A fine specimen of an Aciueta, su])posed to be a new
species, from New Grenada, was awarded a first-class certificate. Mr.
Morgan, nursei^man, Torquay, seat Coleus Morgani, not equal to

many others. Mr. Harman sent three plants of a seedling hybrid Ivy-
ieaved Pelargonium, which it was requested should be sent to the Show
aext Saturday. Hiss Maling, Woolston, Southampton, sent several

flowers of her veiy beautiful Pansies, which must take a high position

among the French Pansies, and become great favourites.

The Scientific Committee met to-day under the presidency of

Mr. WUson Saunders, F.R.S. A plant of Liliura album, from Mr.
Earley, was laid before them, iu which desiccation of the leaves in

patches, not the result of burning, seemed to have ensued from some
disease of the stem. The Rev. M.J. Berkeley observed that it was not
caused by fungus of any kind. Some small Pears were submitted for

examination, infested by minute grubs ; every Pear on the tree seemed
to be in the same state. These came from the garden of Mr. Webb,
whose fruit trees have suffered much for several years from the same
cause. The grub was the larva of a Dipterous insect, and it was
referred to Professor Westwood for examination, with tho view of

identifying the species. Mr. BerkeL^y brought before the meeting
several young branches of the Apricot, the leaves of which were
marked by brown patches, succeeded by an outer yellow ring, which is

more desiccated than the central dark patch, and which he considered

was produced by the chilling effects of di-ops of water ; he had wit-

nessed the same effects on the Portugal Laurel. An Elruge Nectarine
tree was similarly affected. Some paper had been sent to Mr. Ber-
keley with small dark dendritic spots, which had been supposed to be
a fungus, and was figured by Lingby under the name of Conferva
dendritica, and also in the " Fauna Danica " forty years ago. It was
presumed to be crystallisation of the mangane.se used iu the manu-
facture of the paper, as microscopic examination could detect no
vegetable structure. Dr. J. H. Gilbert, F.R.S., undertook to examine

it chemically, iu order to verify this conclusion. Dr. Masters read a
communication from Mr. Van lloutto on tho grafted Abutilon Thomp-
sonii, which had been submitted for inspection at a former meeting of

the Committee. In this example the leaves wore variegated below as

well as above the graft. Mr. Van Houtto states that when the graft

was removed, tho leaves aubsequeutly formed below the graft became
green, or that the variegated loaves returned to their normal green
state. It was not clearly comprehended from his letter which was
meant.
The progress of the growth of the Grapes now being experimented

on at Chiswick was laid before the meeting. Mr. Wilson Saunders
made some observations, accompanied by sketches, on the wild Pear
and Apple trees found growing abundantly in the Weald of Kent ; they
extend over many hundred acres and seem to be quite wild, and many
of them are fifty or sixty years old. Ho had noted three varieties.

The first variety bears a yellow greeu freckled Pear, very juicy, but

intensely astringent, the eye but little sunk, with short fruit;italk.

The second, when ripe, is sweet, rough, and astringent, and the shape
entirely altered, and altogether different from the first. The third is of

a uniform greenish yellow colour, aud of excellent flavour when stewed-

There were no orchards near from which these trees could have origi-

nated. Mr. Berkeley thought tlie wood of these trees was more used
for furniture formerly, ami ho had seen an excellent table in tho pos-

session of his father made from the Service tree, and he was inclined

to view these trees as being a natural improvemeut on tho Crab. Mr.
Saunders brought a Cucumber with a leaf growiug out of the side.

There was a distinct ridge continued from .the footstalk to the leaf,

along one side of the Cucumber.

General Meetixg.—W. Wilson Saunders, Esq., F.R.S. , in the

chair. On this occasion fourteen new Fellows were elected, and after

the routine business, the Rev. M. J. Berkeley, in addressing the meet-

ing, remarked with reference to the largo Mushroom sent by Mr,
Barnard, that Agaricus arvensis sometimes attains double the size of

the specimen exhibited, but that when of so bright a yellow it did not

seem to bo particularly wholesome. Formerly the species was not

much eaten in this country, but on going through Covent Garden,

several times lately he had found it almost the only kind outside, whilst

in the central arcade tho Mushrooms were the true bed Mushroom.
\Vith regard to the specimens of Potato referred to in the Fruit Com-
mittee report, it had been this year very general that Potatoes had
either thrown up no green shoot at all, or only a very small one,

probably owing to the starch being too firmly set in the cells of the

tuber from over-ripening, hence the production of small tubers from
the original one. This, however, was only a supposition which he had.

hazarded. Some specimens of diseased Peach and Nectarine shoots

from Mr. "Woodford, the gardener at Eastwell Park, who had sent

others on two former occasions, were then noticed, and Mr. Berkeley
remarked he had seen the same, or a very similar disease, in a large

house where one particular tree beneath an aperture for ventilation

was always affected, but none of the other trees iu the house, and both

he and the gardener came to the conclusion that there was the cause

Mr. Berkeley then read a communication relative to the cultivation of

Maize, which is to appear in the Society's Journal, and recommended
those who were desirous to experiment with it'in this couuti-y, to raise

the plants in a frame .n.ud plant them out.

Mr. Berkeley, referring to the variegated Maple shown by Messrs.

Standish at a previous meeting, saii he had compared it with the

specimens of Siebold and Zuccarini at Kew, and found it was not

Acer japonicnm, but a variety of another species. He then announced
that Lady Dorothy Nevill had, with her accustomed liberality, offered

a second prize for Narcissus. Among the Rhododendrons from Mr.
Lloyd Wynne, of Coed Coch, was a specimen of R. Falconeri, grown
in tho open air. Rhododendrons were stated to flourish there on the

slate formation ; but three miles off, on the monntiiiu limestone, it

was hardly possible to get them to grow. Mr. Standish informed him
he had tried to hybridi:^o other Rhododendrons with 11. Falconeri, but
without success, and tlie reason appeared to be that the pollen tubes

are too large to penetrate to the ovules of the k-iuds used as female
parents. He might also mention that totally different results had
been obtained by using pollen from short stamens, as comi)ared with

that from long stamens, and he believed the same thing had been
observed with Pelargoniums. Mr. Berkeley next pointed out tho

golden-leaved Oak, from Messrs. Lee, as likely to prove a gi'eat acquisi-

tion, especially for mixing with dark foliage ; also a peculiar condjition,

in a Hydraagea, in the leaves of which there was a layer of white

cells overlying tho green ones.

Mr. "WUson Spunders asked the meeting to pass a vote of thanks to

Mr. Batemau, for his liberality in presenting the Society with a largo

number of cool-house Orchids, for stocking a new Orchid house at the
western entrance

Mr. Bateman, after returning thanks for the vote, which was carried

by acclamation, expressed his confidence in the success which would
attend these Orchids in the climate of Loudon, so much more favour-

able than that of North Staffordshire, and paid a well-merited tribute

to the skill with which Mr. Eyles manages these plants. Mr. Bate-
man next pointed out the most remarkable of the Orchids shown, and
explained that there were fewer than usual, owing to Messrs. Veiteh
and othershaving contributed a number to the International Exhibition

at St. Petersburg. In connection with this, Mr. Batemau took occasion
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to refer to the loss which the Society and horticultarista had sustained

in the death of Sir Wentworth Dilkc.

Mr. Wilson Saunders havin.c! been invited by Mr. Bateman to malte

some remarks on the Orchids which were exhibited by his gardener,

aaid that one of them with yellow tlowers, thouph so insij^niticant in its

appearance, had yet a charm of its own in being one of the sweetest-

smelling plants he was acquainted with. I'he Acineta from New
Grenada, which also came from his garden, though yellow-tlowered at

present, he believed to be merely a variety of A. Hnmboldtii without

the spots, and though the flowers were yellow, these, he thought,

wonld ultimately become of a dingy mahogany colour. He was pleased

to see several plants of Agave ; the Agaves were most noble plants,

mnch grown on the Continent for pedestals, and there commanded very

high prices. There were two under the name of A. applanata, but

neither, ho thought, was true. And here he must observe that an

error is committed in considering plants to bo of distinct species,

because differing in their leaves. There are 1'20 or 130 Agaves con-

sidered to be distinct species, but a large number of them are probably

mere varieties. Mere variation in the leaves ought not to constitate a

species.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S SHOW.
Mat 19th.

The firat fp-eat Show of this Society commenced to-day, and will be
continned to-morrow (Thnrsday). It is indeed a most charming dis-

play, and qnite as effective as any exhibition that has been held at

the Regent's Park. Very many of the collections are the same as

those seen at the Crystal Palace last Saturday, bat their height as well

as appearance seems greatly enhanced by the difference in the place

of exhibition. The collections of stove and greenhouse plants from
Messrs. Glendinning, Williams, and Jackson among nurserymen, and
Messrs. Donald, Willde, Ward, Chapman, and Wheeler are excellent.

Mr. l*'airbaim, gardener to the Duke of Northumberland, Sion, con-

tributes some fine-foliaged plants, as Alocasias and Anthurium acaule,

especially worthy of notice. Heaths are well represented in collections

from Messrs. Morse, Jackson, Williams. Rhodes, Ward, and Peed.

Of Azaleas likewise there is a fine display, though on the whole the

specimens are neither so large nor so densely covered with bloom as

in previous years. Messrs. Glendinning, Williams, and Turner take

the lead for these in the nurserymen's classes, and Mr. Wilkie and
Mr. Chapman, gardener to J. Spode, Esq., Hawkesyard Park, among
amateurs.

Of Roses there is a beantiful bank furnished by Mr. Turner, Mr.
William Paul, and Messrs. Panl & Sou. Mr. W. Paul also sends an
au admirably-bloomed collection.

Pelargoniums, both Show and Fancy, are excellent. Mr. Ward,
who shows the best nine of the former, has a splendid plant of Rose
Celestial, 4 feet in diameter ; Caractacus, from the same exhibitor, is

also very fine. Mr. Windsor, gardener to J. Ravenhill, Esq., shows
the next best collection. Of Fancy lands, Mr. Windsor and Mr.
Donald have both admirably-grown plants.

Orchids are not numerous, and most of them are the same as

those shown at the Crystal Palace. Mr. Peed, Mr. Young, Mr. Eck-
ford, Mr. Hill, gardener to R. Hanbnry, Esq., The Poles, Ware, and
Mr. Ward, are the leading prizetakers ; Mr. Williams and Mr. Bull
being first and second in the nurserymen's class for six.

Messrs. Veitch and Mr. Bull each contribute large groups of new
and rare plants ; and Mr. Turner, Messrs. Downie & Co., Messrs.

Carter & Co., send new Pelargoniums of various sections, and other

plants. Mr. Ware, of Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, has a beau-

tiful semicircle of Alpine plants, most tastefully arranged on one of

the sloping banks in the tent. Some Lycopods from Mr. Parsons,

gardener to R. Attenborough, Esq., of Acton Green, are also well

worthy of notice.

Unfortunately, a heavy storm of thunder and hail came on just

before the Show was opened, but it is to be hoped that the weather
on the second day will be such as to encourage that large attendance

of visitors which the Exhibition so well deserves.

PORTRAITS OF PLANTS, FLOWERS, AND
FRUITS.

AzAXEA LiNE.4EiF0Li.t (Slender-leaved Azalea). Nat. Ord.,

Ericaceae. Linn., Pentandria Monogynia.—Native of Japan
;

introduced by Mr. Staudisb, Eoyal Ascot Nursery. Flowers

purplish rose.

—

(Bot. Mag., t. 57C9.)

Ckotaljria Cunninghamii (Allan Cunningbaiu's Crotalaria).

Nat. Ord., Leguminosfe. inm., DiadelpbiaDeoandria.—Native

of the dry regions and almost barren sandy ridges of Central

Australia. Flowers yellowish green.

—

{Ibid., t. 5770.)

Ekanthemcm Andeksoni (Dr. Anderson's Erantbemum).
Nat. On!., Acanthaceo?. iiJin., Diandria Monogynia.—A beauti-

ful half-shrubby stove plant, native of India. Flowers white,

lower lobe spotted with purple.

—

(Hid., t. 5771.)

CALCEOLARi.i Henf.tci (Mr. Anderson-Henry's Calceolaria).

Nat. Ord., Scrophulariacea;. Linn., Diandria Monogynia.

—

Native of the Andes o£ Cuenoa. Flowers yellow.

—

(Ibid., t.

5772.)

Iris sttlosa (Long-styled Iris). Nat. Ord.. Iridaeea\ Linn.,

Triandria Monogynia.—Native of Algiers, Corfu, and Morea.
Flowers fragrant, pale purple, banded with pale yellow, and
streaked with dark purple.

—

(Ibid., t. 5773.)

C9KDIA r.LAERA (Smooth-leaved Cordia). Nat. Ord., Bora-
ginaccip. Linn., Pentandria Monogynia.—A handsome Bra-
zilian stove shrub. Flowers snowy white.

—

{Ibid., I. 5774.)

New Hardy Azaleas.—" Hardy Azaleas are amongst the
sweetest and most brilliant of the flowering American shrubs
which render our garden scenes so enchanting in the merry
month of May. Forty years ago the original species and their

immediate progeny, might be seen yielding their masses of

golden and fiery and roseate hue, to lighten the dark masses of

evergreen Rhododendrons, with which, then as now, they were
commonly associated. After that the Continental cultivators

took up the improvement of the Azalea, and the Ghent varie-

ties of some twenty years since revived for a while its popu-
larity ; but with the onward march of fashion it seems to have
been again left in the rear, and for the most part unheeded by
the masses, though not uncared for by those who knew its

worth. Hence we were not surprised, some two or three years

since, on visiting the Knaphill Nurseries, one of the earlier

and still one of the most pleasant homes of ' American plants,'

to find that the breeding of improved Azaleas had been for

some time going on quietly, and that, as a result, a number oi

novelties of sterling merit had been obtained.
" These grand acquisitions, which occur in considerable

variety of colouring, are, as we understand, partly the result

of a judicious intermixture of sinensis blood, and partly the re-

sult of selection and of seeding on from the best varieties.

Not only the quality of the flowers but the habit of the plant

has been cared for, and in this way have been secured varieties

which combine with larger, more brilliant, and better-shaped

flowers, a vigour of growth which enables them to develope their

blossoms freely. The new sorts have this further recommenda-
tion, that instead of blooming early, and having in great

measure faded before their associates the Rhododendrons come
into flower, they 'oloom contemporaneously with the latter, and
it need scarcely be pointed out that their brilliant tints, of

orange and red especially, are particularly valuable from the

fine contrast they present with the colours familiar amongst
Rhododendrons. Their early-blooming habit was in fact one of

the chief drawbacks of the primitive Azaleas of our boyhood,

and this is now in great measure removed by the introduction

of Mr. 'Waterer's new varieties.
" We may also mention that in the same collection are some

wonderfully fine double-flowered varieties. One which we
particularly noticed, an exquisite shaded orange, was much
brighter and more attractive than the well-known Van Houttci.

" Nancy Watercr is a charming variety of vigorous growth,

producing contemporaneously with its leaves, fine trusses of

deep orange-yellow flowers, which are larger and richer-coloured

than in any yellow previously obtained, the colouring being

most intense in the three upper segments. In this, the flowers

are fully 2 inches across, and sweet-scented. Ilcs.Hr Iloldaicaij

is a lovely flower, sweet as violets, but scarcely so large as the

foregoing, the flowers being about li inch broad, and of a clear,

lively rose colour, the upper segment being freely spotted with

bright orange."

—

[Florist and Pomologist, 3 s. ii. 97.)

THE PORTABLE ORCHARD.
[Continued fram page 311.)

In the third season we shall have a new feature to deal with,

for all the eyes on both leader and branches will be inclined to

push, and only the terminal buds must be suffered to grow to

any length. This calls for more attention during the summer
growth than has heretofore been required. The eyes that are to

produce the new elongations must point outwards, in order that

the branches may tend further from the central leader. Now, if

you have but few trees, and wish to bo very careful, you must
cut back to the bud above that which is to produce the extension ;

and when this extra bud has made half a dozen leaves you must
pinch ofi' the end of its shoot. This will cause the next eye to

push very vigorously, and when a swelling shows itself at the

junction of this shoot with its branch, then you must cut off the

extra shoot and the piece of the branch on which it is growing,

leaving no snag. The terminal shoots arc sure to grow vigor-

ously, and they are the only shoots that are to bo permlttod to
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grow beyond six leaves ; all the rest, as soon as they have made
six leaves, must have their points and the two end leaves pinched
off, 80 as to k'avi: four full-grown leaves on each ; this will re-

quire to be done in June or tarly in July. The terminal shoots

of the leader and six branches mutt be treated exactly as in the
previous season ; and if any of the new laterals that liavo been
pinched push again, pinch their shoots down to two leaves as

soon as they have made four new ones. If they push again,
pinch them to one leaf.

In the following spring we have merely to repeat this process
of cutting-baeU the icaderand the extensions of the six branches,
removing about one-third of the new growth, and, in addition,

the pinched laterals must be cut back to three eyes, and if we
are contented to confine the tree to this very simple form of one
central leader and six side branches, nothing more ig needed than
the annual repetition of the work already described, the result
being such a tree as Jig. 22.

Fig. 22.—Pyramidal Pear tree at the end of the fourth year, showing the
points to which it has been cat back in successive iipringa, and also the
formation of the fruit spurs.

Hitherto I have tried to explain this process synthetically,

according to philosophers' terms, and I shall now try the analytic
method, which cinsists in taking to pieces instead of building
up. The tree I have been dealing with is not an imaginary one,
but a portrait of one in my orchard, about 4^ feel high, and
coming into blossom for the first time. The drawing of it has
been made just as its buds are on the point of bursting ; the
branches arc bent a litile more than they are in reality, but I

am not sorry for this, as it marks most clearly the successive
years' growth.

Fig. 22, then, represents the tree at the beginning of the fifth

year, or, excepting the state of the buds, the form it would have
at the end of the fourth year.

AH the points marked d are those to which the central leader
and six branches were cut back last season, or rather I should
say, to which five of the six branches were cut back, for it will

be seen that one of them has met with an accident the year
before, and it was, consequently, allowed to grow on in order to

recover its place, and it may also be seen that the snag which is

the remnant of its proper extension has not yet been cut off; it

is on the c line on tho right hand side and next the leader. A
few laterals arc observed al.so on the last year's extensions, Just
as they have boon left by tlie pinching-baek list summer ; these

must now be cut in to three eyes. The ends of the branches
were pinched olf at tho end of August, and have not broken
again ; and as the buds are well ripened and developed all the
way down, I shall not cut them at all shorter, and unless some
of them outgrow the rest, they will not require shortening for

years to come. The annual lifting the tree in the autumn now
prevents too vigorous growlli, and by turning the tree, or by
inclining it slightly, we can always give the advantage of
southern aspect and more upright direction to any weak member
of the family, and so preserve the balance with very little appU-
catiiin of the knife.

On the c line are the marks of the cutting-back of the pre-

ceding year—that is, Jig. 22, before these cuts were made, was
Jig. 21 (see page 311), as that in its turn was the year before

jlg. 20. This little tree has had no check from removal ; had it

required potting, the growtli would not have been so vigorous

and regular. A jjotted stock does not furnish such vigorous
shoots the year it is grafted as one in tho open ground ; but I
think the absence of violent check afterwards fully compensates
for this want of early vigour. When tho tree is worked on a
stock in the open gi'ound, it should not be disturbed till it has
acquired as much development as in fig. 21 ; it should then be
potted at the end of September, and plunged for a month or sii

weeks in a heap of decaying leaves or manure, and then be
piled for the winter.

It will be readily seen that this tree could easily have been
formed into a goblet or wine-glass shape by cutting out clean the
central shoot itomjig. 21 ; but it would have been better to have
stopped this shoot seven or eight buds lower down, and when it

broke again to have pinched the elongation to a single leaf.

You may train to this form by suppressing the central leader

entirely ; but in that ca^e tho shoot from the uppermost eye left

in Jig. 20 must be tied to a stick to keep it in its proper position,

and it wUl be inclined to grow too vigorously for the other

branches, so the simplest way after all is to allow the central

leader to grow at first, and then stop it, and in the following

spring to remove it.

The umbrella form is obtained by allowing the A. shoot of

fig. 20 to grow for tv/o years, taking care that no laterals extend
themselves, rubbing out early in the spring all the eyes on the
lower two-thirds of the stems. In this way a clean stem of any
height may be obtained ; but usually in two years one 4 or

5 feet high will be produced. The top should be pinched off at

somewhat more than the desired height at the end of August, to

ripen the wood, and in the spring following the top must be cut
off at the correct height, and all the buds but the uppermost six

or seven must be rubbed off. In this way we shall obtain just

such a growth as Jig. 21, only the stem wUl be 4 or 5 feet high
instead of as many inches. In the following season the central

leader must be cut closely off, and the branches depressed by
tying them to a hoop or wire ring. The hoop may be secured
by strings and pegs to the proper height from the ground, and
the branches bent down to it, so as to stand horizontally the
first season. In following years the extensions are to be carried

further down till the ribs are as long as desired. During this

time the laterals must be pinched back to three or four leaves,

as in the pyramid, the only difference being that the buds next
the stem wUl in the goblet form be inclined to make too strong

laterals, and we have no need for pruning-back to secure their

development. At first sight this seems to give an advantage to

this form over the other ; but, in fact, it is not a good one, for

the f.ow of sap to the extremities is not strong enough, and I
only mention it as a desirable form where a variety is wished for.

The three forms now described may be varied by allowing the

six branches to fork each time they arc cut back—that is, the

portions of them between c and d, fig. 22, would have been
composed of two extensions each, by permitting two eyes to

grow without stopping; and so again the next season, each of

these two extensions is to be allowed to form two new ones,

the object of this continual bifurcation being to fill up the

spaces more closely as the branches recede further from the

stem. In the ease of large trees this is often an improvement

;

but in our potted trees it is rarely of service, for it is better to

keep the branches tolerably close and upright from the very
first ; six or seven strong branches can carry a heavy crop of

fruit, and are more easily managed than twice or four times the

number. The open form is the great advantage these regularly-

trained trees possess over the irregular forms ; sun and air have
free access to every leaf and fruit, and this is the main object of
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giving definite form to the tree. In France this system of bi-
furcation ia carried to a wonderful degree of neatness, the
branches being trained to cross each other regularlj', and hy
being grafted together, or inarched (of which a few words here-
after), at the points of crossing, very firm baskets are made;
but we English are too fond of practical results to sacrifice the
fruit for the basket, however pretty it may be, and I fear these
very artificial forms are not productive ; I have endeavoured,
therefore, to give as models those forms which are at once grace-
ful, easily gi-own, and productive in the highest degree.

—

W. KiNGSLEY.
(To be continned.)

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GAKDEN.

The late rains have been favourable for transplanting. Make
good failures in the early-planted crops. Axporafins beds will
be greatly benefited by liberal waterings with manure water
from the stable or farmyard, especially if the plants are weak.
Endive, let a sowing be made directly. Cauliflowrr, sow for
late use. Peas, put in a good breadth of Knight's Dwarf Green
Marrow or some other suitable variety for late crops. Situation
has doubtlesB much to do with the proper selection of a variety
for late bearing, but we have found nothing among the many
new varieties which we Lave tried equal to this for resisting
the attacks of mildew, and very few surpass it in quality. The
rows should be prepared after the manner of Celery drills, and
the manure completely saturated with water. Kidnei/ Beans,
let full crops be planted forthwith, and plant out those that
have been raised under glass. Spumch, attend to keeping up a
regular succession. 2'»n!i/K, fcatter a little of the Early Dutch
on a cool border, neither digging nor using manure. It is a
mistaken notion to persist in digging ground for these in kitchen
gardens so fall of old manures, the Turnip being naturally too
gross there under any circumstances. Always choose the
hardest and poorest ground you can find, and merely hoe the
seed in. By these means you will always obtain good Turnips.
Nothing can exceed well-burned ashes of any vegetable refuse
for the Turnip. Tomatoes, plant them out against the walls,
also Veffetable Marrous and Ridge Cucumbers under the shelter
of hand-glasses.

FRUIT GAEDEN.
Strawberries in blossom must be well watered. Cover the

rows with the old pit linings, chiefly half-rotten leaves, and
water over this. Eemove some of the watery wood from the
Currant bushes, and thin Baspberry suckers. Where the
Gooseberry trees are much infested with the caterpillar, if a
quantity of Foxglove leaves can be procured and steeped in
boiling water, and the water when cold strained through a cloth
sieve, syringing with it will effectually destroy the pest ; but
the fruit must not be used until alter the trees have been well
washed with rain. Attend to regulating the growth of trees
designed to be trained in any particular form, stopping useless
shoots to throw more strength into those that are wanted.

FLOWEH CAEDEN.
It is now high time for bedding-out some of the mass flowers,

at least such as are least liable to injury by frost, and have
undergone a proper hardening process. Much may be done as
to display by a judicious arrangement or combination of both
colour and figure. As a general principle, our best authorities
seem to agree that the various shades of orange and yellow
will class well with the various purples and blues ; whites are
suitable with the blues, oranges, and reds. 'Whites, however,
derange the effect of the yellows, as also the violet shades,
whilst the various red or rose-coloured tiowers are, as far as
colour is concerned, capable of forming a bed by themselves.
That the proper keeping of the garden may be as little inter-
fered with as possible, through the litter and confusion conse-
quent en " turning out," use every dispatch to complete the
work. If, however, any portion of the stock is not suiliciently
prepared, allow it to remain under glass as much longer as may
be necessary, and plant out nothing but strong plants that
have been carefully inured to the sun and air, for weakly, ill-

prepared plants are so much at the mercy of the weather, that
it is folly to depend upon their covering the ground in anv
reasonable time. Give sufficient water to settle the soil about
the balls of the plants the first warm morning after planting,
and give no more until the soil becomes dry, unless warm, dry-
ing weather should set in, and then a gentle sprinkling every
Morning will greatly benefit the plants.

GEEENHOCSB AND CONSEBVATORT.
As the time when plants are in bloom is the only interesting

period of their growth to the majority of their admirers, it is

always desirable to prolong it, and to allow them to be examined
without subjecting visitors either to an over-heated or an over-
moist atmosphere. For this purpose, where there is no con-
servatory, a suitable house could be appropriated for the more
showy specimens when in flower, where the necessary shading
to preserve them in perfection for as long a time as possible
can be given without interfering with anything else. The want
of such a structure is more generally felt in the garden of the
country gentleman, where a variety of plants are scattered
through the pineries, vineries, and other houses, where their
beauty is lost when in bloom, owing to the want of some
separate house in which they can be seen to advantage. Of
course, these remarks do not refer to regular plant houses, but
even with these it will at some season be desirable to remove
very showy plants to a house such as I have pointed out,
rather than allow them to be subjected to treatment not al-

ways favourable for the preservation of their bloom. The plan
is now adopted in some leading nurseries, and, doubtless, will
soon become common, from the many advantages it presents ;

and the smallest gardens will possess their show house for dis-
playing the stock of plants in flower. The construction of such
houses may be more architectural and less dependent on
aspect than houses constructed for the growth of plants only.
For hardy plants to be potted and prepared for next season,
the common Mandarin and Otaheitan Oranges can be strongly
recommended, as valuable plants for forcing into bloom in the
winter months. For this purpose, keep them rather under-
potted, and pinch the young wood back, to form bushy, compact
specimens. Daphne indica and Daphne indica rubra, are valu-
able as winter-flowering plants, as well as for their fragrance.
The Chinese Azaleas which have been some time growing,
should be kept in heat until they have sot their buds, when
they may be removed to the open air, as may the Oranges,
when the shoots become firm. A stock of common and Anne
Boleyn Pinks for forcing, as well as the perpetual-flowering
tree Carnations, should likewise be brought forward, the latter

are valuable acquisitions. In mixed greenhouses fires may
now be nearly or entirely dispensed with, if the weather is

genial, and accompanied with bright sunshine, heat sufficient

for the night may be secured by shutting up early, not, how-
ever, soon enough to scorch. A general rule can scarcely be
laid down in such cases to guide the inexperienced. On a
sunny afternoon one half of the air may be reduced at three
o'clock, and the whole excluded at four o'clock. Continue to

attend to the various points of cultivation previously recom-
mended, remembering that now is the period for rapid growth,
and for affording it all the encouragement necessary.

STOVE.

As regards stove plants and Orchids, thorough cleanliness,

free ventilation, plenty of atmospheric moisture, and occasion-
ally a slight shading in very bright sunshine, are at present
the chief requisites. No measures should be neglected to en-
courage the free growth of Orchids at this period in order to

have their pseudobulbs firm, well fed, and well ripened, as

early as possible. If among the plants there are any sickly or

badly-rooted specimens, they should be frequently examined
for red spider, otherwise they will bseome a nursery for that

pest, and from them it will soon spread to adjoining plants.

—

W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
Continued cleaning and hoeing, as previously mentioned, and

made successional sowings of Peas, &c. We shall, however,
this week confine ourselves to the

0RNA3IENTAL DEPARTMENT.
Box Edgings.—We have been busy clipping and regulating

these. If left as late as the middle or end of May, they will

look tolerably well for the season, and will not be likely to be
browned or blackened by the weather. Where great exactness

is required, nothing is better than a good pair of hand shears.

In circles, bends, and volutes, in ornamental edgings, more
skill is required, but for straight lines, a garden line run along

the centre enables the workman to cut the sides neatly and
equally, and then the top can be cut square, which looks better

than when it is wedge or conical-shaped. The greenness of the

Box in all weathers is its chief recommendation.
Turfing.—Though the season was advanced we found it de-

sirable to do a Uttle piece, rendered necessary by other work
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done. We do not think we shall be troubled with the turf,

though we would have preferred to have laid it down earlier.

We have turfed large spaces at midsummer, but with augmented
trouble. The only security for hiiviug a good lawn from turf-

ing now, and with little trouble afterwards, is to take up the

turf much thicker than for autumn and winter work, and then,

before laying it down, to soak it well in a tub of water. The
extra work now will save labour afterwards. What we laid

down in autumn and winter is not to be distinguished from old

turf, and has only one fault, that of growing too freely.

Roses against walls and fences have had all the protection

taken from them, in the shape of Laurel branches, &o. They
are growing strongly, and showing well, and will succeed those

in pots. The most forward of the latter are now set out of

doors in a sheltered place, and will bo repotted ere long, and
grown in summer for early pruning and forcing.

I.nwns.—The rains 1>ave given us additional trouble with
mowing and machining, rolling, itc, and the Daisy knife has
given us a green carpet, where there was nothing but Daisies to

cut. Pretty Daisies, what a pily you are so common, or that

you cannot be kept to the pastures and waysides !

In the flower garden we have bein busy with digging and
preparing, but the ground must be drier, more exposed to the

action of the air, an:l warmer, before we turn out many bed-

ding plants. We have done much work in the way of putting
in order edgings of such plants as the Purple Oxalis, Cineraria

maritima, Centaures, white-leaved; yellow and white varie-

gated Arabis, Chrysanthemum Sensation, Golden Feverfew,
Viola cornuta, C'erastium of sorts, &c. Some of the Arabia
are old plants neatly dressed ; but, on the whole, though look-

ing less at first, we prefer young plants. If the smallest pieces

without roots be planted in a border a few inches apart in

antumn, or before the shortest day, they will be well-rooted

plants before April. To make sure, we generally treat a lot of

Cerastium in the same way. There is less trouble with young
rooted plants when turned out. Tops without roots make
neat edgings, birt then they require frequent watering, and we
like our plants to be as independent of that as possible.

P'iolets.—The whole of these can be easily propagated by
cuttings in a shady place, and more quickly it assisted with a
hand-light. With a little protection in winter, nothing that we
know yet beats the lilac Neapolitan Violet ; a large fresh flower

of that in winter is a treat, but the flowers must bo obtained
from under glass. We have planted some good plants under a

wall, and have thought of trying some in a shady cool place,

so that if they live they will flower much later. This season
the Violets did not last so long in the spring as usual. We
have taken up most of the plants, pulled them to pieces, and,

leaving a nice root to each plant or patch, planted them out
about 8 inches apart, in fresh sandy loam enriched with leaf

mould, so as to lift with balls, and go under glass in the end
of autumn. Until growing freely we shall keep a few branches
among them just to give a flickering shade. To have them
good it will be necessary to keep the plants clean by frequent
surface- stirring, to guard against mildew in a dripping season
with a dusting of lime and sulphur whenever the first sign of

the evil appears ; to guard against red spider, an enemy of an
opposite kind, in dry sunny weather, by heavy syringings with
soot water ; and last, but not least, to allow not a single runner
to grow, but concentrate all the strength in the crown of the
plant. The Neapolitan in this respect is different from other
Violets. Kunners taken off early and struck under a hand-
light, and then planted out and fresh runners prevented, will

bloom next season ; but after this time runners left on the
plant are mere robbers, keeping the crowns from being properly
ripened, thus lessening their flowering powers, whilst they will

not produce flowers themselves.
The Russian single Violet is still the most useful, as it is so

hardy, and during the winter, in moderate weather, rich gather-

ings can be obtained, and never more so than last season. In
well-prepared enriched ground they will produce plentifully for

two years. We have a fine piece, which we are inclined to

leave for a third year, though it is too dense a carpet. To
have them very fine, some should be planted every year, as the
plants bloom pretty well the first winter and spring after plant-

ing, and very finely the second. We have planted several pieces

afresh, so as to make sure ; and, amongst other aspects, such
aa south of a hedge, to have them early, we have planted a row
on the north side of a mass of Laurels, to try and have them
late. When once a person gets a stock of these it is easy to

plant rows and beds anywhere, as the only thing necessary is

to take up a lump and tear it to pieces, making a good plant

wherever good roots can be obtained. When we plant a piece

we put the roots in rows a foot apart, and nearly as far asunder

in the rows. Dy the autumn they will nearly meet, and in

the second season they will be a dense mass. All such Violets

do best in a rich loamy soil. Whore the soil approaches clay

in its stil'fncBs, some lime rubbish and road drift will be a great

help to it. Whore there is likely to be too much damp the

ground should be drained, and lighter mattiial mixed with the

soil. In damp, heavy soils the Violet flourishes on rough
banks ; but if such banks bo light loam, there will be no
danger of the Violets suffering from damp, but they will not
bloom so profusely as in a stiffer soil. In rather light soils, to

aecuio very free blooming, we have beaten and hammered the
soil about the roots, and given rather rich top-dressing.

The Czar Violet, though far from being so free in blooming,

and though, from its more vigorous growth, it takes up more
room, is a very desirable single kind, from the depth of the

colour, the size of the flower, and the strength and length of

its footstalks. From tliis latter quality it comes in well for

bouquets, &c., as it can be used without sticking or wiring.

The latter quality, length of stalk, is greatly added to when
grown under glass. We have divided what we had of this in

March the same way as we did the Ilussian Violet, and planted

it in a bed of rich fresh soil, removing part of the garden soil

on purpose ; but as there were a number of shoots or runners
without roots, we put them in sandy loam as cuttinss under a

hand-light. We potted also a lot of Neapolitan Violets in

Ij-ineh pots, so that we may move them and give them a little

bottom heat in autumn and winter, and we shall do the same
with the Czar, not only to obtain some long-stalked flowers in

winter, but because we thus hope to have the flowers more
plentifully and less superfluous vigour in the plants when we
give them the protection of glass.

Of double Violets, we know nothing equal to the double
flat blue, and the more conical one, termed sometimes the tree

Violet, though all are tree Violets if so grown. These blues in

their way are as good as the Neapolitan, with their hardiness

to stand all weathers in their favour. To have them fine, they
should never stand more than two seasons in the same ground.

We pull ours to pieces just as we do the Russian, and generally

plant, if in a bed, 12 inches by 7 or 12, according to the size of

plant. Nothing will better repay one for a deeply-dug, rich,

well-aired soil. We like, when we can, to add fresh loam, such
as can be had from the mounds by the sides of the highways.

Of white Violets, we have been unfortunate with doubles.

We have never had any much better than a dirty drab. A
double clear white, equal to the Neapolitan or double blue in

size, would be an acquisition. From want of it we have fallen

back on the single white, found wild on many a hedgebank ; it

is often very pure white in colour, and becomes a little larger

in cultivation. We have heard and read much of fine white,

red, pink, and other varieties, but what has come in our way
rather disappointed us ; and we would be glad of the experience

of others, not only telling us all about the colour but the pro-

fusion of blooming, as the latter quality ought to be essential.

Besides the Neapolitan Violets, all those we have named
would be worth a glass sash placed over them in cold places in

winter, because the sweetness of the Violet is chiefly grateful

then, and the frost, if at all sharp, takes away all the odour from
the blooms, though they look fresh. In default of glass much
mny be done with covering in severe weather ; but here we
must add that, be the covering mats or hurdles, it should be
supported above the plants. We put some litter over a fine

bed in frosty days, and thus obtained odoriferous flowers when
cold, but the litter injured the plants a little. A few hoops,

poles, or pots should be used to keep the covering from touch-

ing the plants. Keeping a number in pots under protection is

also a good plan, as then the pot can be taken into the sitting-

room. A good pot will long scent a room dehghtfully.

Propagatinij.—Our readers with little convenience should

know that before the beginning of the month many things,

as Lavender, Sage, Rosemary, Evergreen Candytufts, Alyssums,
Wallflowers, Arabis, Cheiranthus,&c., can be propagated freely,

by planting good-sized slips firmly in the ground. After this

time they wiU do all the better under the protection of a hand-
light, and smaller pieces can then be used, planting thens

firmly and thickly in sandy loam, and giving air more freely as

the rooting proceeds. When Pansies of certain colours are

wanted in great abundance, the pieces without roots may thus

be protected, and will soon root. Large plants may be divided

with roots, as the Violets we have spoken about. A tew hand-
lights will insure even now a fine stock of such plants as men-
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tioned above, for making the garden gay in spring, and a
similar convenience will be wanted shortly for Pinks, Male
Pinks, Cloves, &o. Where there are no hand-lights to spare, a
piece of calico strained tightly makes a good substitute. For
want of both, a shady place should be chosen, and a few boughs
fastened round.

Tulips now want protecting and examining, Pinks and Car-
nations staking, and Anemones and Xlinunculuses watering in
dry weather. We have been busy pricking off tender and half-
hardy annuals, and these are soon injured when left thickly in
the seed pots. We shall have to continue to forward Perillas
and Amaranthuses, and to harden them off, but for some years
we have found it is better not to plant out these too soon. We
had some difficulty in making a stock for Coleus beds, as our
temperature was scarcely high enough in winter. Those plants
potted off were scarcely growing fast enough for us, so we had
them taken to a bed where they could have a good bottom heat.
Most likely we shall pot again, and then harden them off before
taking them to the open beds. Last season we did not take them
out until the middle of June, and thus the foliage escaped the
rusty look it used to have with us when planted earlier. As a
rule, a damp season suits these best, but they did well with us,
dry as it was. Much north of London, however, we would
imagine that the success will depend chit fly on large plants
and late planting. We shall try some others besides the brown
one this season, and some will be grown as large plants for

corridors, &c., in the mode whicli is practised by Mr. Cad-
ger. After being fairly started this tribe likes rich compost,
as the size and colour of the foliage will be much dependent on
that, though in some cases the colours may not keep so true.
Are our readers aware, that a leaf or part of a leaf inserted in
bottom heat, will soon make a plant?
With such exceptions, most of our bedding plants aie in the

open air, but where they can be helped in an emergency, we
shall not meddle with them as yet, before the ground "is in
better order. Those with hght warm soils may act differently.
We have been busy potting, and dividing Ferns, as these, and
chiefly the Maiden-hair Ferns, are so much wanted for de-
coration.—R. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—May Hi.

We have experienced a decline in the general business, wliich will
prove only temporary, in consequence of the holidays. Prices are
rather lower for most descriptions of produce in consetjuenco of there
being a fuller supply. Some common sorts of Cherries have been cou-
Bipned from the south of France, and bring from S». to 4«. nerlb.

s.

Apples y^ sieve 3
Apricots doz. a
Cherries lb. 3
Chestnuts bush. 10
Currants u sieve

Black do.
Figs doz. 12
Filberts lb.

Cobs lb. 1
Gooseberries . . quart 1
Grapes,Hothouse.. lb. 10
Lemons 100 4

FRUIT.
d. s. d
Oto4

4
i

n 16

20

12
8

s. d. s. d
Melons each 5 OtolS
Nectarines doz. 24 36
Oranges 100 4 12
Peaches doz. 24
Pears (dessert) . . doz.
Pine Apples lb.

Plums }-.^ sieve

33
8

Quinces doz.
Raspberries lb.

Strawberries oz. 6
Wajnuts busb. 10

do 100 1

16 (I

2

Artichokes doz.
Asparagus 100
Beans, Kidney . . hd.
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brus. Sprouts ^.^ sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cacumbers each
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Jlorseradish ..bundle

e. d
3

VEGETABLES.
d

I

8
3
1 fi

fi

2
3
8
3

3

to 6
6
3
3
2

2

1

6
2
1

Leeks bunch 4 to
Lettuce score 1

Muslirnoms . . . . pottle 1
Mustd.A Cress.punnet
Onions bushel 12

II

S

Parsley sieve
Parsnips doz.
Peas quart
Potatoes bushel

Kidney do.
Radishes doz.bunches
Rhubarb bundle
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes doz.
Turnips bunch
Vcget. Marrows.. doz.

14
4 6

6

2
2

4

7

3
3

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
E. G. Henderson & Sod, Wellington Road, St. John's Wood,

London, W.

—

Catalogue of Deciding and Suft-u-vuded Plants.
New Plants, cC-c.

F. i- A. Dickson & Sons, 106, Eastgate Street, and Upton
Nurseries. Chester.

—

Catalogue of Stove and Greenliouse Plants,
Azaleas, Camellias, Orchids, Ferns, Soft-wooded Plants, d-c.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
•«• We request that no one will write privately to the depart-

mental writers of the " Journal of Horticulture, Cottage
Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. Ail
communications should therefore be addressed solely to
The Editors of the Journal of Uorticulture, dc, 171, Fleet
Street, London, E.G.

We also request that correspondents will not mix up on the
same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those on
Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them an-
swered promptly and conveniently, but write them on
separate commuaications. Also never to send more than
two or three questions at once.

N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next
week.

Drops on Vine Lesves [Know ]Vo().— They are merely dewdropst
deposited from the moist air of the house. The same was noticed fully
at page 208 of the present volume.

Ants {L. H. E ).—You may drive them away and benefit the plants in
your greenhouse by daily sprinkling guano, or pouring gas ammoniacal
liquor over the nests and haunts of the ants until they disappear.

UnsA Cavendishii Fhdit Ripening (J. jr. J.)-—The fruit ought to be
cut when the first pips are ripe, which you will know by their change of
colour aud pulpiness. Then cut the bunch and hang it up in a green-
house or fruit-room. The fruit will ripen perfectly, but we prefer them
ripened on tlic plant, maintaining a good heat and dry atmosphere, ac-
companied with abundance of air.

Pelargoniums (F. J.).—All the Pelargoniums you name make good
pot plants, aud are desirable for the purpose—the ornamentation of the
greenhouse in the late summer and autumn months. The Ivy-leaved are
very suitable for baskets and for pots. Zonal Pelargoniums flower quite
as well, indeed more freely, when they are plunged as when planted out
in the bed, the pots being of good size. They ought to be in single or
separate pots, and not three plants in 11 or 12-inch pots ; the plants being
further apart have a better opportunity for growing. Plants grown
entirely for tbeir foliage may bave the flowers removed as they appear,
taking them off close to the stem, and when the leaves become old and
lose colour they may be taken o£f by hand close to the stem.

Vegetable Marhow Bed {A Constant 7;eader).—The situation should
be open to the sun, but protected from winds to the west. east, and north
—in fact, the situation cannot be too sunny, nor too well sheltered from
wind. The soil should be taken out 3 or 4 feet wide and 1 foot deep,
filling the pit with hot dung, and raising it 1 foot or 18 inches above the
surface, beating it well down and treading it firm. The soil taken out of
the pit may be placed against the sides of the dung all round, and the
bed covered witii 8 or 10 inches of good, rich, rather light turfy loam.
The plants may bo planted when the heat has risen and warmed the soil,

placing them 3 feet apart, and protecting them at nigbt from frost by an
inverted flower-pot, watering copiously aud throughout the summer, in
dry weather. If you sow the seeds you may put in two or three seeds at

3 feet intervals along the centre of the bed, placing a hand-glass over
them, keeping close until the foedlings are up, then admit air freely,

hardening off by degrees, thinning away the plants, leaving the best one
only under each glass, and when that fills the glass remove the glass
altogether, the plants being well hardenod-off previously.

Fuchsias Goino-off {The New Gardener).—We do not discern from
the treatment given your plants what is the cause of their dying-back.
The treatment seems to us all right; but you say the wood shrivelled

last winter, and that the plants have had frequent doses of guano water.
The former would cause them to die back, and they would not start into
growth the fjUowing year, except from the live wooii. The guano water, if

too strong, would certainly destroy the roots, and that may be the cause
of the plants dying-back after starting into new growth-

TnopiEOLUH TRICOLORUM Bloois GolNG-OFF {Jackdau'). — We think
your plant had not a sufficiency of air and light, but it may be occasioned
by a deficiency of water, or too much, and a likely canse is the drjTiess

of the atmosphere. It is usual, however, for the plant to lose some of

the buds even in greenhouses, and that from the plants or tubers not
being potted until they have shoots several inches long. The plant not
uufrequently seeds, and the seedj, when ripe should be sown in pots,

placing them in the same position as the old plants, and keeping the soil

moist. The soil most suitable is two parts fibrous sandy loam, one part

sandy peat, with a free admixture of silver sand.

Otaheite Orange (/dem).—It is, perhaps, the best of all Oranges for

pot culture, being very profuse-blooming and fruiting, and succeeds in a

room window. You could not raise plants from pips that would flower

within several years in a window. Your best plan would be to purchase
a small plant, which may be had through any of the principal nursery-
men.
Fuchsia fdlgens not Flowering (Idem).—We should take up one of

the plants as you propose and pot it in sandy fibrous loam, providing
good drainage, keeping the plant well supplied with water in dry weather,
never aliening it to flag. It should have an open sunny situation. Your
soil is probably too rich ; the remedy will be to take the plants up, pot

them in lighter and poorer soil, and plunge the pots, covering them over

the rim.

Ardisia TEEATaiENT (*?. L. IT.).—It Should have the warmest position

the greenhouse affords, light and airy, keeping the soil rather dry in

winter, but not so much so as to cause the foliage to wither or the fruit to

fall prematurely, for the (lowers are its chief attraction. A compost of

two parts light turfy loam, and one part sandy peat or leaf mould, with a
free admixture of silver or sharp sand will grow it well, good drainage
being provided. The plants being low in the pots we should now turn
them out and rei>ot with the bills entire into larger, not giving a large

shift, but one large enough to admit of a little soil being placed between
the pot and ball. The plants should be raised in the pots, the crown of
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the roots not more than half an inch below the rira. Water frooly when
growing, but avoid making the Koil trodden.

Fear Treks Koot i'uuned {A Teii-yfars SubHcriber).—The trees had
not, we fear, been taken uji or Iransplanted for many yearn, and in lifting'

them last autumn too many »>f the fibres have been deslroyed. You will

not gain anything by cutting the trees back; bat we advise their being
left as they are, wprinkling them overhead every morning during this

month, but not making the soil too wet, nevertheless keeping it moist,
should dry weather set in, by copious waterings, and after this month
syringe the troes in the evenings of hot days, stoppiufi the ehootH at the
tifth or sixth leaf. The insect that foldH itself up in tho leaves is some
caterpillar, for which no remedy is enual to hand-picking, which, though
a tediona, is a certain mode of riddance. We advise the same for the
wall fruit trees.

Plants for Stone Boxes (Tdrm).~We do not know of any plants so
suitable as Ivies, you evidently requiring trailing or climbing plants. The
plant spoken of as being used for screens in Hussia is said to have tho
appellation of Gorman Ivy, referred to Ipomiea hederrefolium, but no
one appears to give any clear aeeount of it, nor to grow it. The Ever-
lasting from the Cape is probably one of tho Apheleses, but which wo
coald not say without a specimen. Aphelexis macrantba purpurea is one
of the best.

PiNcmNO Terminal Shoots of Fruit Trees {^Trm((;ur).—Your trees,

we presume, are wall or espalier ; the terminal shoot or extension of each
branch should not be shortened either iu the summer or winter pruning,
but be trained in the full length ; but if you desire to multiply the
leaders, then the lenders must be shortened at the winter pruning, and
down to where you wish to originate another shoot or branch. When not
wanted for extension the terminal shoots should be pinched back like the
other shoots, and ho shortened in winter as reqiired. Wo, in general,
pinch them at the gixthleaf for the terminal shoot, keeping closely stopped
throughout the summer, and prune in autumn immediately after the
leaves have fallen, to one-third their length if strong, half if m<^>derately
vigorous, or shorter than two-thirds if weak, cutting the laterals in to
withm half an inch of their base.

Asparagus (Idem).—Tho plants two years old from seed should not be
cut down this or any other season, hut allowed to grow throughout the
summer without stopping, watering freely in dry weather with liquid
manure up to the end of August. The stronger the haulm or stalk this

year tho tiuer will be the heads next, and they ought not to be cut down
until tliey become yollow and are dead. The plants from which you are
cutting may have all the heads or young shoots cut imtil the end of this
month, and then you should encourage two or three to grow from each
plant, not cutting any after the middle of June, going over them at the
beginning of July, and thinning out the shoots, taking away the weak,
and leaving three or four of the strongest shoots to each plant.

Standard Fia Tree fJ»/cm).—The shoots may be stopped at the fifth

leaf, and again if they make more thau three leaves after the tirst stop-
IHng, taking out their points tho second time at the third leaf. The shoots
may now be thinned out ; and in doing so remove the old, long, straggling,
bare brunches, shortening back the long and straggling, and in such a
manner as to produce a compact head.

Planting Flower Beds (J. Huish).—Under no circumstances do we
undertake to plant flower beds ; we can only criticise planting that is

proposed.

Ventilating a Vinery (H. JT.).—For a vinery with large squares of
glass and a lean-to, with the rafters— say, from 14 to 16 feet wide, the
ventilation ought to be 1 foot broad top and bottom. If your ventilators
are much less than that you can easily increase the amount of venti-
lation by having some squares at the top moveable. For a temporary
shade in a very bright day, whitened water would answer for a short time,
throwing it on with a syringe, using, say, the si2e of a walnut of whitening
bruised fine, and mixed with three gallons of water. For a perm!\neiit
and thicker shade the same whitening in two gallons of milk would give a
thin uniform shading. Heavy shadini^' will noE suit Vines. Give air
early, and you will have no burning.

Vine Leaves Erown-bpotted (A. B.),—On the Vine leaf sent were a
number of small warts, generally the result of a too-confined moist at-

mosphere. There were also brown blotches, the result of scalding, partly
from the same cause, and not giving air early enough to dry the foliage
before the sun struck upon the hou^e. The marks on the little berries
we would attribute partly to the same cause, unless you have been using
sulphur on the heating medium, and had that rather hot at night when
the ventilators were shut. When sulphur is used when the berries are so
small, it is well to have a little air at top.

Cleaning a Flue (J. T, S'.).—The best plan of cleaning your flue
vnll be to have an iron plate iu a frame put in at the necessary places.
and then there is no need to displace or pull the flue about. When we
used such plates we had them put flush with the flue inside, nnd after
cleaning daubed the iron over with a little mortar and put a tile or slate
against it, and thus no smoke could escape. The efl"ectiveues3 of a flue
depends much on the frequent cleaning.

CucuaiBER Plants from Seeds or CnTTiNOS (3far/''.—Cucumber plants
raised from cuttings will bear more quickly and more profusely than
plants raised from seed, but they will not be quite so vigorous, nor con-
tinue so long in bearing. In reference to the Cucumber disease, as prov-
ing so far its inscrutable character we may mention, that in addition to
seeds from great distances, cuttings from perfectly healthy plants were
struck, and they too became diseased in the place where for the time
being the disease was prevalent.

Verbena venosa in a Shot Bed (R. S. E.).~ln a. shot bed Verbena
venosa will do about 14 inches apart; in a bed by itself about 7 inches
apart. Seedlings raised in heat will bloom well the same year but late

;

not so early as those saved over the winter.

Planting Flower BEDS(/dem).—No, 1 will look well if the Beet pleases
you in such a place ; we would rather ha\e Manglcs's Variegated Pelar-
gonium and Verbena in bauds, and dispense with the Beet, it so reminds
one of the salad-bowl. 2, We do not think that Stachys lanata is a suit-

able edging for Golden Chain Pelargonium shot witli Verbena venosa,
nor unless your Pelargoniums are strong will they be able to hold their
own with the Verbena. What would you say to centre with Verbena,
then belt with Golden Chain, surround with blue Lobelia, and edge
with Cerastiom ? The same remark applies to tho, companion bed 3

Perilla will not be easily kept down as an edging to Mrs. Pollock, but
centre with it and treat ranch as for iJ. As regards Nos. 4 and 6, if yonr
Tftgetos is yellow, it will not cd^'o well with white Petunia, purple would
do belter. 0, 7, H. 9, will do very well. As to the four beds round No. U,

wo would cross-pair IU and 12, edging them with Lobelia, and thon IU

and 11 would pair, edging Golden Chain. The other group would look

best if treated in tho same way, or oven as you have arranged, but crosB-

pairing, planting much tho same 15 and 17, and 14 and 10. Wo have no
doubt the garden will look well, and all tho moro from Its roomiuoss and
breadtli uf lawn.

WATERiNd ()UT-oK-DOOR PLANTS {Q. H.).—Tho time of watering out
of doors depends very much on tho weather. As long as tho weather is

chilly it is best to water in the morning or forenoon ; when tho weather
is warm and tho Sdil warm it is best to water in the afternoon or evening.
We disapprove of cold pump water at any time wheu it can bo avoided.

The evil of pouring cold water on a warm soil in tho afternoon, is less

than pouring it on a cold soil iu tho moniing as you propose to do. The
very beat of tho soil will partly heat the moisture before it reaches the

roots, whilst pouriug cold water on cold soil in the morning will only

make the soil colder about the roots, until the excess has gone olT by
rapid evaporation. In the early part of the year two simple things aro

great promoters of success— flrst, have tho water soft and well aired;

and secondly, give such water to the roots without drenching the surface

soil. When it can be done, the best plan is to remove the soil in a little

mound, water, and when it sinks to the ro»ts replace with the dry foil.

This secures moisture to tho roots, prevents that moisture easily evapo-

rating, and what is of as much consequence, prevents the chill which is

ever the result of rapid evaporation. One reason why watering in a dull

day is much more efl'ectual than in a bright day, is the feeble evaporation

then going on. From the middle or end of June up to the end of Septem-
ber, we would water iu the afternoon when we could, but when yoU
depend on a horse and cart, you must take the use of it when you can.

Melon Culture {E. L. 0.).—Melon plants require stopping the same
as Cucumbers ; but they should not bo stopped in their young state

except to fill the frame with leading shoots 9 to 12 inches apart, which
should be trained direct towards the side of the frame, and have their

points pinched out when 6 inches from it. On the secondary or side

shoots the fruit will show, they should have their points pinched ofl" one
or two joints above the fruit, and when the fruit is set and swelling keep

closely pinched-in, thinning-out the barren shoots where too thick, leav-

ing, however, a goodly number of shoots, and especially large leaves,

healthy fuliage being necessary for the swelling and perfection of the

fruit. Two and not more tlian'three fruits should be left on each plant.

The fruit from setting— i.e., commencing to swell, will be ripe in about

fifty days in your average temperature of G5'; the time varying a little

with the variety cultivattd and the variation in solar heat.

Greens Tbroughout the Year \Dcvoniensii).—Yonr could not with
four kinds secure a supplv throughout the year, but you may sow in

March Brussels Sprouts, and they will be tit for use in October, and con-

tinue so up to Mnrch. Thus one-half of the year is supplied by them ;

but do you not like change? If so, sow in Marcher April Early Ulm
Savoy, and the produce will be in early in autumn, and Drumhead Savoy
or Green Curled Savoy, which is more hardy, will follow and be ex-

cellent after frost. The seed should he sown in March or April, and at

the same time Asparagus Borecole, or Cottager's Kale, to give sprouts in

late winter and early spring. At the beginning of July sow Early Barnes

Cabbage to afl'ord a supply in April onwards, following in August with a
sowing of Sprotboro*, and these two will give you heads or sprouts until

the Early Ulm Savoy and Brussels Sprouts are fit for table.

Jasmincm grandiflorum Flowers not Expanding (Irfi^m).—The cause
we cannot determine without some data to direct us, which you do not

furnish. Being in a pot will not cause the flowers not to open ; hut the

plant is best grown in a border, and the shoots so trained that they have

free ventilation, and are not further from the glass than 12 inches. Jas-

mines succeed in a compost of two parts fibrous loam, one part sandy
peat or well-reduced leaf mould, with a free admixture of sharp sand,

and gord drainage. Passifloras and Tacsonias thrive in the same com-
post as stated for the Jasmines. They may be grown well in pots, and
equally well in borders, and for large plants the latter are preferable.

Tacsonia Van-Volxemi not Flowering {Ameteur].—li is probably too

liberally furnished with root room, for it does not flower nearly so freely

in a border where it has unlimited root space as in one that keeps the

roots rather confined, hut vet admits of a good growth. It is owing, we
think, to that or some stimulant to excessive growth, which will, no
doubt, be overcome this year. Six inches would not be too near to train

it to the glass.
Substitute for Rain Water {A. B. C.).—The best substitute for rain

water is that of a pond, or stream, and failing that, spring water placed

in a large and shallow vessel or cistern, and open to the atmosphere,

always keeping it replenished and exposed for a few days before using

it for watering purposes.

Spring-flowering Plants (S. G.).—Anemone apennina, blue ; and
A. nemorosa flore-pleno, white, division of the roots or ofl'sets when the

foliage fades, or when recommencing growth. Arabis albida, white ;

A. aipina variegaia argentea, and A. alpina variegata aurea, both with

white flowers ; cuttings, or parting the plants into as maay parts as there

are growing points, insertiug them in sandy soil in a shady situation,

best done in early summer alter the blooming is over. Aubrietia Camp-
belli, A. graeca, and A. grandiflora, all blue or lilac purple, propagation

same as Arabis. Bellis aucubsefoUa. red, leaves very pretty, division in

early spring or summer after blooming, in a shady situation and moist*

The double red, white, and pink Daisies are all useful. Cheiranthua
Marshalli, yellow ; cuttings or slips put in in summer in a shady border

in sandy soil, shading and watering until rooted. Cheiranthus or Wall-

flower, double black, red, and yellow; from cuttings or slips as above.

Cerastium tomtntosum, white flowers and foliage, slips or division in

early autumn: for blooming, the plants should be put out in autumn
strong, propagating from cuttings early in summer. Gentiana acaulis

and G. verna, both blue ; division in summer, June, in a shady situation.

Helleborus niger, white ; division when the foliage turns yellow. Hepatica
triloba, red, and H. triloba, blue, and vars. double red and blue ; division

of the crowns in autumn before they begin to grow. The Hepatica and
Helleborus may not suit you, as they flower before March, and will not
continue until the end of Mav. Myosotis arvensis, blue, and a white va-

riety ; seed sown in June in sandy soil ; M. palustris, blue, division of the
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plant or root in spring. Pansy, Cliveden, blue, yellow, white, and purple ;

cuttings from May to September in a shady border. Polyanthns in
variety ; seed, in May or June in a shady border. Primroses, double
white, lilac, yellow, purwie. and sinfjles of the same shades of colour;
division of the roots early in antnmn, or in summer after blooming, in a
shady, moist border. You will find full instructions for the cultivation
of spriDg-flowerinp plants in " Spring and Winter Flower Gardening,"
which may be had post free from our office for 2s. Hd.

Peimulas to Flower from March to May (Idt^m).—Yon do not say
whether it is the Chinese or the common Primrose that you wish to sow
the seed of. If the former, it should be sown in a gentle heat in July,
and grown ou a shelf in an airy greenhouse. If the hardy sorts, sow
now or next month in the open grouud.

EosEs FOR South Wall {Idem}.—For a south wall we do not recom-

mend^ any but the Noisette or Tea-scented Roses, and advise of Noisette—Celine Porestier, Lamarque. Ophirie, Solfaterre, and Bladame Massot

;

and of the Tea-scented, Climbing Devoniensis, Gloire de Dijon, Marechal
Niel, Niphetos, Socrates, and Devoniensis.

Indexes {Comhc Down).~0\xi volumes commence the first Thursdays of
January and July, and the index, is issued as soon as possible alter the
conclusion of each volume.

Kasfes of Plants (G. fi.).—Ceanothus thyrsiaorus. (W. H. S.).—It is
only the common double-blossomed Polyanthus. (D. O.).—We caonot
name plants from their leaves onlv. {I'lnomnt).—2, Acacia armata

;

3, Pyretlirum Golden Feather ; 4, Pelargonium Lady Plymouth. (J. Sayer),—1, Lychnis dioica (red-flowered variety) ; 2, Saxilraga crassifolia. {B. C).
—Tamarix gallica. {Pater).—A very pretty variety of Athyrium Filix-
foemina. We cannot say whether or not it ia a named variety, or if rare.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the week ending May 18th.

Date.
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Flotchor (Fantoilo) ; J. Dealdn (Carriers) ; 0. Lytho (Fantails) ; J. Mason ;

11. Taylor.

Thu .rmlRes of PmiJlry were Mr. Harry Adams, of Bovorloy, anil Mr.

Ktlward Howittt, of Birmioi^ham ; and for I'i'jcons, Mr. F. Ksqoilaut,

of London, and Mr. E. Hntton, of I'adsey.

BEDLINGTON POULTKY AND PIGEON SHOW.
Thf. following are the awards made at this Show, held ou the 18th

iiutaut. We must defer farther remarks till next week.

Game Cock (Any variety).— 1, John Brouf?h, Carlisle (Black Red). 2, A.
Baglass, Carville,' Durham (Black Kid). 8, E. Aykroyd, Bradford,
r/ic, J. Barrow, jun., Bradley Field, Kendal (Black Itcd). /ic, Joseph
BrnuRh, Carlisle; J. Hudspeth, Sunderland (Duckwinff).
Oamk (Black-breasted and other liedsK—1 and Cup, K. Aykroyd. 2, John

Brout^h. 8, Joseph Brough. he, W. Bearpark, Northallerton.
tJAME (Duckwings and other Grevs).— 1, G. Taylor, BedliuKton Colliery.

2, E. Aykroyd. 8, W. Bearpark.
Game (Any other variety).—!. John Brougb (Lemon-piled). 2, G. Percy,

West Cramlingtou (White). 3, W. I)ryadale, Dud'ey (Lemon-piled).
HAuncitoHS (Goldcn-spanglcd).— 1, H. Beldon', Goitstock, Bingloy

2, S. & K. Ashton, Koe Cross, JIuttram, Cheshire. 8, W. Bearpark.
Hamudrghs ( Silver- spangled).—1 and 'J, H. Beldon. 3, Dr. Wilson,

Behside ColUery.
HAMBunoHs (Golden-pencilled).—1, H. Beldon. 2, W. R. Park, Melrose.

8, J. Musgrave, Longtown. he, F. E. Scholield, Moriieth. c, T. C. and
E.Newhitt, Epworth, Lincoln ;

— Rutherford, Cowpcn.
Hambobghs (Silver-poncilled),—1 and 2, H. Beldon. 3 and he, R.

Parsons.
CociirN-ClTlNA.—1, M. H. Thubron. 2, H. Beldon.
Brahma Pootras — 1, K. Leech. 2, H. Beldon. 8, J. Gillis, SeghiU.

he, G. Dison, jun., Whitehaven.
Spanish.—1 and Cup, H. Beldon. 2. T. C. & E. Newbitt. 8, J. Stalker,

West Sleekbum. he, W. Sanderson, Whalton. c, R. Hawkins, Soaham.
Polish.—1 and 2, H. Beldon. 8, R. Parsons, c, A. Buglass, Dnrham,

(Golden).
BAaN-DOOR (Cross bred).—2, T. Toft, Sunderland (Dorking and Cochin).
AUY OTHER Distinct Variety not previocsly Mentioned, except

Bantams.— 1, H. Beldon. 2, Kev. J. G. Milner, Bellcrby, Loyburn
(Houdans) ; W. B. Park (Creve-Cceur). c, J. J. Waller, Kendal ; J. R.
Holmes, Sunderland (Black French Gueldres).
Cottagers i Any variety).— 1, Sbarp <S Mycroft, Eebsido Colliery (Black

Red). 2 and 4, Joshua Stalker, West Sle'ekbnrn (Spanish and Brahma
-Pootras). 3. J. Howe, Cowpen ( Silver-spangledt. 5, G. Laws, West Sleek-
born Colliery (Duckwing Game). 6, R. Simm (Ducks), c, J. Lowes, jun.
(Black-breasted Game); J.Smith (Duckwing Game) ; W. Young (Golden-
pencilled); R. Simm (Ducks); J. Yellowly (Partridge Cochins) ; T.John-
son (Golden-spangled).
Game Bantams (Black-breasted and other Beds).—1 and Cap, W. F.

Entwisle. 2, R. Short. 3 and vhe, 3. R. Robinson, he, W. F. Entwislo
;

G. Dowie. e, W. Ramsay; J. Young.
Game Bantams (Any other variety).-1, J. R. Robinson (Duckwing).

2, W. Greaves (Brassy-winged). 8, W. Lawrenson (Duckwings). he, W.
Bell (Duckwings) ; H. Sharpe (PUes).
Bantams (Any other variety except Game).—1, S. Sc R. Ashton (Black).

2, T. C. Han-ison. 3, S. S. Mossop. he, B. Youll (SUver Sebrights) ; C.
Richardson (Black) ; T. C. Harrison ; H. Yardley. e, J. Robson (Gold-
laced Sebrights) ; J. Clark (Black).
DncKs (Aylesbury).- 1 and 2, Mrs. Seamons. c, J. Ford.
Docks (Ronen).—1, E. Leech. 2, J. J. Waller. 8, R. Elmer.
Docks (Anv other variety).-1 and he, T. C. Harrison (Dun Divers).

2, Rev. J. G. Milner (Grey Call). 8, S. & R. Ashton (CaroUna).
Guinea Fowis.—1, J. Robson. 2, J. Black, he. Miss Robinson, c.

Miss Smith.
Selling Class.-1, T. C. & E. Newbitt. 2, G. Armstroug. 8, D. Cheyne.

he, 3. Clark, E. Rutherford. J. StaUicr. c, 3. R. Robmson.
Toekevs.—Prize, E. Leech.
Pigeons.— Carrii-rs.-l and 2. W. R. & H. O. Blenkmsop. he, H. Simp-

son ; W. Taylor ; D. Hunter ; H. Yardlev. Trumpeters (Almond).—1, W.
R. & H. O. Blenkinsop. 2, T. C. & E. Newbitt. ftc, H. Yardlev. Tttm-
blers (Any other variety).—1, H. Yardley. 2, J. Henderson (Ba'ldpates).
Croppers.— -2, W. R. & H. O. Blenkinsop. he, 3. Grant ; H. Simpson

;

W. R. & H. O. Blenkinsop. e, W. B. Van Haansbergen. Oirl.!.—1, W. R.
and H. O. Blenkinsop. 2, J. Grant. Turbits.—l and Cnp, T. C. & E. New-
bitt. 8, W. R. & H. O. Blenkinsop. Ue. H. Yardley. Jaeobiiis.—l, W. B.
Van Haansbergen. 2, J. Grange, jun., Bedlington. Extra 2, W. R. & H.
O. Blenkinsop, Newcastle, he, T. C. & E. Newbitt, Epworth ; W. B. Van
Haansbergen. Fanlnits.—l, H. Yardley. 2, T. C. & E. Newbitt.
Any other Variety not Previoosly Mentioned.—1, H. Yardley.

2, W. R. & H. O. Blenkinsop (Magpies), he, J. F. Baldwin (White Capu-
chins)

;
T. C. & E. Newbitt ; W. R. iS: H. O. Blenkinsop (Barbs), e, W. B.

Van Haansbeigen (Barbs) ; H. Yardley.
SELLnJG Class.-1, H. Simpson, Shankhouse. Cramlington (Barbs).

2, J. F. Baldwin, Newcastle (Red Turbits). he, H. Yardlev ; W. Wardle,
Bebside (Dragoon). ^—^—
Rahbits (Long-eared).—1, Messrs. Bowman & Fearon, Whitehaven.

2, F. Stainburu, York, he, 3. Younger, Morpeth.
Rabbits anv other Variety.—1, J. Turnbull, Widcopen. 2, J. Nen-

sham, West Sleekburn. he, J. Turnbull; R. Lewins, Morpeth (White
Angola).

-JcDOE.—Mr. E. Hutton, Garden House, Pudsey, Leeds.

submitting to the readers of " onr Journal " on the 22nd Oa-

tober last.—A Devonshibb Bee-keepeb.

AN IMPE.0\T2MEXT ON THE KOEHLER
PROCESS.

The following important improvement ou theKoliler process
for securing tlie pure fertilisation of queen.? of tlie Ligurian or
any otlier variety of honey bee has been devised by Dr. Preuss,
the distinguished German physician, a translation of whose
able paper on the origin of foul brood I had the pleasure of

now A QOEEN CAN BE CAUSED TO MATE NEABLY TO THE MINDTE

OP AN ArrOINTED TIME WITH THE DBONES 01' A SELECTED

HIVE NOT BEMOVED FROM ITS PLACE, AND WITHOUT HEU OWN
nivE being eithee intkbbupted ob removed.

The process recommended by Kiihior and Dathe, which con-

sists of placing the hives containing pure young queens, as well

as those which contain pure drones, for several days in a dark

cellar, and then, late in the afternoon, when no other drones

are on the wing, to replace them on their stands, was at all

events an important step in advance towards controlUng the

fertilisation of the queen, although it may be attended with

certain disadvantages. The objection raised to it as being

troublesome is well disposed of by Von Berlepsch, who remarks

that a bee-keeper does not fear trouble. Still it is impossible

to those who have a garden but no cellar as well, as in cases

where bees are kept in immoveable swarming hives and in

pavilions. The method which I am about to communicate, by

which neither the young queen nor the hive selected as con-

taining pure drones is removed from its place, is on the other

hand everywhere practicable and perfectly certain.

I, of course, assume that everyone who engages in breeding

superior queens (by "superior" I mean the Italian and Egyp-

tian races), will know the day on which they have quitted their

cells ; this knowledge being also presumed under the Dathe-

KiJhler method. Now, it has been established by careful ob-

servations, especially by those of Von Berlepsch, that the queen

does not take her wedding flight before the fifth day of her

existence, but that, on the contrary, we may consider the eighth

as the day for the consummating excursion ;• and on this day,

if the weather be favourable, it is almost certain that the queen

will fly out for fertilisation. This fact, stated by Dzierzon, I

have found confirmed in numerous instances. It is only un-

favourable weather which causes a queen to defer her flight.

On the fourth or fifth day, therefore, we examine the stock or

artificial swarm, find the queen, and imprison her upon one of

the combs under a wire pipe-cover of as large a size as possible,

pressed into the substance of the comb until it comes in contact

with the partition wall. I do not deem it wise to deprive her

earlier of her liberty, lest the confinement should retard her

development. I prefer in this case the pipe-cover to any other

kind of cage, as the queen when ultimately set at liberty is at

once upon a comb and among the bees. It is, however, still

better if we have a wooden frame made exactly fitting the brood

room of the hive or the box containing the artificial swarm,

reaching from one side to the other, and from the top to the

floorboard, and inserted in the same manner as a frame filled

with comb! This frame being covered with wire gauze like a

window blind, we can by means of it divide ofi a portion of the

brood combs of a hive, or the whole of the brood of an artificial

swarm. When, therefore, we have discovered the queen upon

a comb, we hang it, bees and all, with a second comb, at the

side of the hive farthest from the entrance, and divide these

from the other combs by means of the wire frame, covering

them when necessary with little cover-boards {deckbrcttchen),

and stopring all apertures with wood shavings, pasteboard, or

paper. The bees, if they have their queen with them, and
sufficient food, will remain quiet for days, and even weeks,

whilst those not confined fly in and out and work as usual.

It is not advisable to effect the division by means of a mere

wooden partition, as in the end, after some days' separation,

the bees are apt to treat the queen as a stranger, and, con-

sequently, with hostility.

Three or four days afterwards

—

i.''., when the queen is eight

days old, or, if the weather be unfavourable, on one of the

following days, and late in the afternoon when black drones are

no longer on the wing, we first open the hive containing the

pure drones—no matter if it stand at a distance from the

queen's hive—take out one or two combft upon which many
drones are congregated, and stand them vesting safely against

some object in the neighbourhood of the latter. The drones

will soon take wing, and at first hover round the spot. We
then open the queen's hive, take out the comb ,>:pon which she

is confined, and after liberating her, either stand it near the

entrance and resting against the front of the hive, or keep it in

* In the case of artificially-raised queens I have seldom found it take

place so early as this, but consider the eleventh, or rather the twelfth

day, to be the usual time.—A Devonshtre Bee-iceeper.
f First make sure that the queen of that hive is on another comb.

—

A Devonsbiee Bee-eeei'er.
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the hand. As soon as the queen perceives the drones buzzing
about her, she usually in less than a minute soars into the air,

whence in from a quarter of an hour to an hour she returns
fertiUsed to the hive, in order, after three days, to commence
egg-laying.*

As soon as the queen has fiown off we replace the combs
with such of the drones as are not come to full maturity in
their respective hives, which are then closed.
In this way we have the fertilisation of the queen bee as

much under our control as horses, sheep, and cattle are in the
hands of their breeders.

That it appears to be unnecessary even to place the comb on
which is the young queen close to the entrance of the hive,
and cause her to take flight from thence, is proved by the
following case, which is interesting also in other respects :

—

On the 10th of October, 18G7, I received from Mr. Vogel a
beautiful Italian queen, which I introduced to a strong stock.
I may remark, by the way, that I had separated the old queen
from her subjects on the 24th of August, forty-seven days pre-
viously, by confining her in a wire cage C inches long, and of
the size of the cork of a wine bottle ; that further, the bees
(as often happens late in the summer if the queen be left in
the hive), formed no royal cells ; that the queen remained in
perfect health after so long a confinement ; and that the bees
mourned her loss when she was removed, and for some days
refused to accept the Egyptian queen, which was at first con-
fined in the same cage. This stock inhabited one compart-
ment of a seebsbeuter,+ passed the winter well in our northern
climate in the open air, was strong in the spring, and by the
end of May, 18C8, consisted only of Egyptian bees and ex-
quisitely beautiful Egyptian drones. A comb containing drone
brood, taken from this hive, was on the 20th of June given to
a second swarm of common bees, from which, after a time, the
queen was removed. By the 6th of September I had neither
German nor Italian drones remaining, but only these Egyptian
drones, whilst drones had become extinct in the neighbouring
apiaries. Having raised several young Egyptian queens in
artificial swarms, it was not necessary at this time to imprison
them, as ia the height of summer, since, if left at liberty,
their fertilisation must perforce be equally pure. A queen was
hatched in one of these artificial swarms on the 20ih of August,
and her fertilisation was, therefore, due on the 27th or 28th

;

but from the 27th of August to the 5th of September the
weather was so rough that no drones were abroad. The Cth of
September was so glorious a day for the purpose, that I was
desirous of ascertaining whether the queen, now seventeen
days old, might not already have commenced egg-laying. The
box in which I proposed to hang the combs after examining
them, happened to be some eight paces distant from the swarm,
and being heavy, I preferred, instead of bringing it near the
hive, to carry the combs one by one to it, covering it carefully
during the intervals, so that stranger bees might not enter.
This box stood behind a strong-flying seebsbeuter, and was also
separated from the hive itself by a second seebsbeuter. Having
after a careful examination found no eggs, I commenced re-

placing the combs, and wliilst taking a second look at a comb
in the box, which, as stated, was eight paces from the hive, I

saw the queen, which, attracted by the drones buzzing in the
air, took wing the next moment, unaccompanied by any of her
bees. I now hurriedly replaced the remainder of the combs,
closed the hive, and set a trusty assistant to watch the entrance,
BO as to ascertain whether and when the queen returned. It

was now precisely three minutes after one o'clock. The assist-

ant dared not turn his eyes from the entrance for a single
moment without previously closing it. In about a quarter of
an hour we saw a little swarm of drones, among which the
qneen might have been, pass about 12 feet overhead and quickly
disappear. When three-quarters of an hour had elapsed with-
out her returning, I gave her up, supposing that she had missed
her hive, gone astray, and was lost. I regretted her the more,
as she was a very beautiful queen of a golden-yellow colour.

We now set about other work in the apiary, when towards two
o'clock an unusual degree of excitement was manifested by the
artificial swarm, the bees crowding home from the fields, al-

though the sky remained unclouded. We watched, thinking
the queen might be at hand, and soon perceived her hovering
in the air a few feet above the hive, where the next minute she
alighted, and into which she was escorted by a crowd of bees,

• Haber says two days, and my experience goes to prove tliat he is
correct.—A Devonshire Bee-keepeb.
+ A compouQd hive, built to accommodate six colonies.—A DEVoysHrRE

BEE-K£EP£B.

which received her in the moat joyfal manner. It was now
five minutes past two, and the queen had, therefore, been ab-
sent an hour and two minutes. On the I8tb of September,
twelve days afterwards, I found many large worms in the cells,

and on the 21st, fifteen days after, sealed brood, so that the
queen must have been fecund£.ted on the 6th.

It seems very extraordinary that she should have been at-
tended by such a multitude of lees on her return, when, as I saw,
she took her departure alone. Where had they discovered her ?

Had they joined her while yet at a distance? or hid they re-

cognised her when near at hand, and then escorted her into
the hive ? Although she had been absent above an hour, I am
disposed to think the latter hypothesis the more probable.

Supposing that the queen had not already learned her way
back through having made previous excursions,; her safe re-

turn, after taking flight from a spot eight paces distant from
her hive, may have been due to the large escort which met her
and conducted her home in safety.—Dr. Pr.Eusa, SanitiitJirath.

< I have little doubt that she had done so.—A Devonshire 3ke-keepee.

EARLY GREEN FOOD FOR COWS.
I AM tempted to ask for information as to the name of the

plant of which I enclose a few leaves, stalks, and flowers. It

grows wild in our woods. The reason I trouble you about
what is probably a common wild plant is, that the very first

mild spring weather we have it seems to spring up as if by
magic, and forthwith I send out my men to collect it in bundles
for the cattle. Tliey greedily devour it, and it occurred to me
that if it could be brought into cultivation it would form a
most valuable early spring food. I never observed it growing
in open places, but always along hedgerows and under trees.

Possibly it would not succeed without shade. I have purposely
selected the smallest pieces for convenience of transit, but the

stems we gather for the cattle are H and 4 feet in height. When
they become older the cattle do not care for them, but when
young and fresh-grown, they never tire of them.—C. E.

[The plant—a very common one in shady places—is known
to botanists as Chferophyllum sylvestre, and popularly as Wild
Cicely or Cow-weed. Ray says that it received the laot name
because it is highly relished by cows in the spring before it

becomes stalky. Others bear similar testimony, and one
authority says that in a pasture where it abounded they turned
cows in during early spring to eat-up the weed. Kabbits are

also very fond of it. The root is poisonous to the human
species.—Ens.]

OUR LETTER BOX.
Making Fowls Take to a EooBTiNQ-PLiOE (Boho).~Yon will have

difficulty in making; your fowls go up-stairs. They object to it not on
account of the heiglit, for if they were put in a bam they would fly from
beam to beam till they were much higher, but they do not like a ladder.

If you will make them roost there, you must catch them for some even-
ings, shut them in, and let them remain for at least two hours after day-

light ; they may then take to it, but the experiment will try your patience.

Feather-eating Fowlr (S. R.},—We have tried everything we know,
and all we can hear of, yet our Spanish fowls eat their feathers. The
cocks are hideous, having only the tail and wing-feathers left.

Exterminating Rats [Bantam^. — You impose a hard task upon cb
when you ask us how you can exterminate rats. We have been trying

unsuccessfully for years to accomplish it on our own premises. Hens,
chickens, and eggs disappeared, valuable Pigeons were destroyed daily;

we killed seventeen or eighteen per week, sometimes more— it seemed to

make no difference. We tried the professional rat-catcher, he caught a
great many, gave us a very high idea of his professional merit, and went
away. We had just as many in a Iday or two as we had before. Wherever
th^y can be put safely we put gins, at other places traps. Wherever
we pee a hole we fill up with loose gravel stones, not only the hole

itself, but above it and around. We believe this is the only way of dis-

couraging rats. They will overcome cement and glass bottles, but when,
every time they move a stone, another fall.'^ into its place, they give up
the attempt, they have no choice. We have six cats always prowling

about, and two terriers *' limbs for rats." With all these appliances, we
still have some, and are every now and then reminded to our cost that

our success has been only partial.

Pigeon Portraits (.4 Subscriber].—Wolstenholme's paintings and en-

gravings of Pigeons referred to recently by " Wiltshire Rector," can
be obtained from the artist, Mr. Dean Woistenholme, 8, Elizabeth Cot-

tages, Archway Road, Highgate, London, N.

Scarlet Virginian Nightingale (S. V. W.I.—The food to feed the Vir-

ginian Nightingale on is canary and hempseed, and all kinds of fruit, such
as strawberries, apples, banana, d^c. ; the only green food to give it is

lettuce. If it be a fresh bird, it should be kept in a cage with a wire front

only, and kept in a secluded place, it being a very shy bird, but once it

gets used to its quirters, it becomes a hardy bird, and not delicate at the

moulting season but at this time a little saffron should he placed in

the water, and a little raw beef chopped fine, given to it twice a-week.

We have not known it sing by night.
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They took a ronndabont road, but they kept the destination in

fall view. As already hinted at, they neutralised the high
temperature at night by a comparatively low temperature during
the day. For instance, be the weather what it might, in a

vinery the temperature at from 10 to 12 p.m. must be from 07°

to 70", a little more when the Vines were in bloom, but no
matter how bright the day, air must be given so that the house
might range from 70°—scarcely up to 80°. The regularity of

the heat at night must be maintained during the day. Pity

the poor air-giver ! in a large establishment, the watching of

furnaces and fines was a trifle to the watching of clouds and
sun. I have frequently given and reduced air four times in a
dinner-hour. Every thermometer must show the definite

mark of the mercury—an important matter for gaining habits

of attention, and rather, I am sorry to say, at times for foster-

ing deception, and leading to the cooking the scale of the ther-

mometer. No wonder if the Sunday at home was looked for-

ward to as a sort of purgatory. Now, whether intended or

not, the keeping down the temperature during the day by
abundance of air just neutralised the too free soft elongation

of growth during the night. It was by no means a natural
system, for, in the case of the Vine where it flourishes the best,

there is often a difference of from 10° to 30° between the night
and the day temperature, but it was made to answer by the
day counterpoising the effects of the night, and at the expense
of burning much more fuel, and much more trouble in air-

giving, because the best and safest of all heat—that of the
sun—was disregarded.

What I call the new natural system has been of the most
importance perhaps to amateurs and those having but little

glass. With a comparatively low temperature at nigbt, and
air-giving early, a fluctuating temperature from sunlight and
cloud during the day is of le?s consequence. I have known
first-rate Cucumbers grown early where the amount of air was
seldom altered from 8 a.m. to 3 and 4 p.m. Avery little practice

and judging of the weather would enable one to have the tem-
perature during that time from 65° to 8o°, and as it would rise

and fall gradually, the plants would flourish with an average
night temperature of from tO' to 05°.

I should almost be afraid to tell how many years have
passed since these ideas began to seethe in my mind, the result

being an article under an assumed name in Loudon's " Gar-
dener's Magazine," which then attracted some attention, and
showing that writing anonymously is sometimes very useful.

What particularly prompted the writing was the fact, that it

was desirable in the place I then lived at as under gardener, to

get in two vineries considerably earlier than usual, by a higher
temperature at night, extra care everyway, and plenty of heat
and moisture during the day. V/e partly failed in our object,

the Vines would not be driven, and when their produce was
gathered it was neither so good nor so well coloured as usual.

I believed then that the continued strniu by night as well as

by day exhausted the energies of the Vines just when most
wanted, and which would have been there but for the con-
tinuous excitement of a high temperature, the stimulus at the
top being more than than the roots could reciprocate. At any
rate, two later houses in every respect identical otherwise, that

did not have one-third of the firing, because the fire heat was
rarely above 60° at night, but with sun her.t frequently ranging
from 85° to 90°, had Grapes quite as early as the Vines that

were more forced and in much better condition. I recollect

that at the first place I held, having a visit from the author
of the "Domestic Gardeners' Manual," a very clever writer on
gardening and ssientifie subjects in different periodicals at that

time, to whom Mr. Loudon had given my address, his object

being to see if I practised what I had advocated. What struck

him in a fine, sunny, spring day, was not so much the regular

show of Grapes in a large vinery, but that that vinery was
perfectly comfortable and pleasing to the senses, with a bright

Buu shining, and the temperature ranging from 85° to 90°.

Three things he did or noted. He put his hands on the pipes
and found them almost cold. He looked to the front of the
Louse found no air on, and to the top at the apex, and found
in a very wide house an opening for air from 1 to li inch wide,

and taking up a fine feather and fastening it to a string he
found that the small openings for ventilation caused the feather

to flutter close to the front of the house. I never had Grapes
better set, and the night temperature was as often below CO

'

as above it, never above 65°.

In the same place I had some Dutch Sweetwater Vines on
an open wall, and there they set exceedingly well year after

year, though when in bloom the temperature was frequently as

low as 40° at night, but the sun's rayn would raise the tempera-
ture near the wall fully to 80° and higher.

In few words, then, the great ease and economy of a com-
paratively low night temperature, are owing to the use we can
make of the sun as a heating agent during the day and thus
obtaining expansion along with solidification. I do not believe
that Vines or other plants will long stand uninjured a very
high temperature at night as well as by day, though some
tropical plants may be exceptions. Again, keeping to the
present case of Vine setting, though I have often set Muscats
well at an average temperature of 65°, I should like it for a
few nights when in bloom to be 70°. Also, as it seems to be a
matter of dispute, I do not like the air of the house to be too
dry at setting time, but in a sunny day would syringe and
sprinkle the floor and stages. In fact, I have more faith in a
high temperature by day from a bright sun, than a roasting
heat by night. With air early given yon will never have weak
watery growth from sun heat. More in my opinion depends on
the state of the Vines and the reciprocal action between the
roots and branches, than upon any definite degree of tempera-
ture. I shall be, however, as much obhged to others for their
opinions, though these may differ from my own, as if they fully

coincided with mine ; in fact, more so, as from varied facta

and arguments we are more likely to arrive at a right con-
clusion.—E. F.]

THE INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL
EXHIBITION AT ST. PETERSBURG.

This great Exhibition was held at St, Petersburg, in the
course of last week, in the Michael's Eiding School, situated
near the Michael's Palace, not far from the Neoski Prospect.
This is said to be one of the largest buildings in Europe, having
a roof of a single span. Its length is 539 feet, width 119 feet, and
height 31 feet 6 inches. No better place could have been pro-
cured for the purpose, its only fault being that the great surface
of ceiling was unlighted, and all the light was admitted through
side windows. Besides this there were three annexes, two of

which were hothouses for the reception of the tender stove
plants and Orchids. On entering the great building it was
evident that the Horticultural Society of St. Petersburg had
made every effort to rival, if not to excel, their brethren of the
West in their exhibition ; and the first impression made on
the visitor was that they had succeeded in both. The mode of

arrangement was the gardenesque landscape style adopted at

Brussels, Ghent, and Loudon, and certainly with more effect

than at either of these. To saythat it was perfect would be
wrong, for there were many blemishes which tended to neutral-
ise, and in some cases to destroy, what might otherwise have
been by far the finest, boldest, and most varied design of all

the international exhibitions which have yet been held, and
in no case was this more prominent than in the rockwork.
Tbis was formed of not large pieces of tufa, and where breadth
and height were not required it was managed very well, flower-

ing and fine-foliaged plants being skilfully interspersed so as

to keep up the illusion ; but where, as was the case at the
north end of the great hall, it was employed to cover the face

of an elevated platform 20 feet high, instead of being cemented
together in large masses, and made to represent a heteromor-
phous and bold front, it was built up with all the regularity of

a wall, and the spaces between were stuffed with moss. There
was a crudeness also in the unusual whiteness which charaoter-

ijes Russian tufa, it being in some cases as white as chalk,

and this might have been avoided by washing it over with
stone colour.

When we speak so highly of the design as being freer, bolder,

more varied, and, consequently, more in accordance with what
it was intended to represent, than that of any of the previous

exhibitions, it must not be understood that the Exhibition

itself excelled in quality that of all others. What constituted

its great merit was the fine result obtained by what experienced

horticulturists would consider very common things, and there

being a marked deficiency of colour, the effect was rather

sombre than otherwise. When it is considered how very early

in the Kussian season the Exhibition was held, no trees out of

doors having yet budded at St. Petersburg, it is not to be
wondered at that colour did not prevail, as in our exhibitions it

usually does. The fact is, it was a Eussian exhibition, and the

very beat use was made by the Society of the material they had
at their disposal.

At the south end, where we entered, there was a raised platform

representing a terrace, bordered with a bold balustrade ; and a
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framework of lattice covered with Ivy, Clematis, and other

climbers formed a ennopy over it. Descending a wide lliKht

of steps leading to tliis temporary Rarden, a broad walk led

awuy on citbor side round a mass of well-tlowored ])ot Koses.

Wo shall not follow the oourtiO of these walks, nor attempt to

describe the details of the design, for no amount of description

can convey an exact idea of it. In the whole lenRth there were

two lakes, each witb a,/i'/ d'cau risioR to the heijjht of :iO feet,

which kept constantly playing, and the margins of these lake«

were planted with aquatic plants. A rustic bridge formed of

birch with bark of silvery whiteness crossed each of them, and
we never saw in the same space a lake and a rustic bridge tell

with more eiiect, so well proportioned were they, and so well

did they harmonise with their surroundings. At the extreme
north end of the buildiug a fall of water was made to play over

the objectionable tufa wall. The only object that marred the

harmony of the whole was a pavilion too largo for the place it

occupied, which was erected on one side, and in the centre of

the length of the building. It was much too prominent an
object, and intruded so far into the body of the Exhibition as

almost to amount to an obstruction. Taking the arrangement

as a whole, it was well conceived and succcstfuUy carried out.

As regards the quality of the plants that constituted the

Exhibition we cannot say a great deal. It is true wo did not

and could not expect to see the representation of those huge
Azaleas, those oceans of Pelargoniums, those long banks of

Orchids, those forests of Rhododendrons, and that brilliancy of

colour that dazzles the eye and awakens the admiration in our

exhibitions at home. With the exceptii^u of the Palms, tree

Ferns, P.mdanuses, Drac;iina5, and other of the plants with

ornamental foliage, the great majority of what was employed to

make the Exhibition were masses of small plants grouped
together with effective skill. Further on we shall allude to this

subject more in detail.

The formal opening toolc place on the 17th of May by a solemn
and impressive religious service. A Te Dcnm was sung, after

which the officiating priests formed a procession, sprinkling the

plants with holy water, the choir following and singing as they

went, after which the nomination of the Juries was proceeded
with ; and it was expected, as no doubt it easily might have
been, that the judging would have been completed the same
day. But here it was that the management broke down, for

when the .Juries proceeded to exercise their functions it was
found that none of the subjects for competition were numbered,
and consequently neither classes nor numbers could be found.

The whole of Monday, therefore, was a blank. We mention
this more as a warning and as a guide to others who may have
to undertake the direction of such exhibitions than for any
other purpose, for delays such as these, where so many Jurors

are collected from distant parts, and who are desirous of per-

forming the duties of their office that they may be free to em-
ploy their time otherwise, lead to irritation and disappoint-

ment. It was evident that the arrangements in this department
of the executive were very deficient, and this arose from those
who ought to have been acting as directors of others taking

upon themselves the execution of minor details. Even up till

the third day the members of the Jury were not free from
attendance on their judicial functions. It ought always to be
borne in mind by the projectors of these exhibitions, that the

real object of visitors from foreign parts undertaking long and
in many instances very expensive journeys, the cost of which
they themselves have to defray, is not so much to see an exhi-

bition of plants as to form the personal acquaintance of those

whom they only know by correspondence, and to strengthen

friendships already formed. We will undertake to say that not

one of the visitors from the West to St. Petersburg, except

those who went as exhibitors, and not even some of them, was
induced to undertake so long a journey for the sole purpose of

seeing this exhibition ; and therefore every preparation onght
to be made that no delay should take place in enabUng them
to economise their time.

There is another lesson may be learned from the experience

of this Exhibition, and that is the importance of placing in the

hands of visitors on their arrival a programme of all that is

intended to be done during the continuance of it. Every
person then knows how to dispose of his time and what engage-

ments to make. In the absence of such a document all is

uncertainty and hesitation, and much valuable time is wasted.

Unfortunately much inconvenience arose here from the absence
of such an arrangemm', the only intimation of what was to be
done being given the day previously, sometimes not always

accaiately ; and while some received the intimation, there were

many who were in total ignorance of what was going on. The
announcement that the Emperor would receive the visitors at

the Tzarskoo Celoe was printed only in Russian, which few
could read, and it was by the merest accident that those nnac-
quainted with that Iai)guH;;o became aware of the fact. We
mention these cases in the kindest possible spirit, and without
any rtlleoliun upon our exceedingly kind and hospitable friends.

Other international exhil)itiona are announced and some con-
templated, and it is by the experience of the past that errors

in the future may be avoided ; and it is with this view that we
now refer to the subject, that these inconveniences may be
remedied.
On Monday, the 17th, the Exhibition wag opened to the public.

The foreign visitors who had received decorations for distin-

guished merit, and those holding official rank, appeared en urande
tiinnc. A brilliant assemblage of Russian officers, among whom
was the able and amiable General Todtleben, were in attendance,
and precisely at one o'clock the Emperor appeared. His Im-
perial Mnjesity was received by Admiral Greig, the excellent

President, and other officers of the Society, and after a short
pause on the platform Uis Majesty made a circuit of the Exhi-
bition, hardly pausing till he came to the annexe in which the
tender plants were. Here he rested, and complimented M.
Linden and M. A. Verscliaffelt, and continuing his course he
stopped in front of the Orchids of Mr. Robert Warner and
Messrs. Veitch & Son. After a few words of well-merited
commendation His Mjjesty pursued his course, and retired

from the building amid the cheers of the company present.

On Tuesday, after the morning spent in further judging, the

members of Jury were invited to the Taurida Palace, an un-
occupied residence of royalty, possessing little interest. But
here a sumptuous dcjri'iner was provided, and everything done
to render the visit of their guests to St. Petersburg agreeable

by the authorities of the Society. Here again the absence of

such a programme as we have indicated was apparent in its

results. No invitation had been given to an entertainment,

and several of the visitors, who knew that the old Taurida
possessed in itself no attractions, thought it better to employ
the time in visiting objects of far greater interest. This gave
rise to a feeling of disappointment on the part of the enter-

tainers, that some whom they wished to have seen present were
unfortunately absent.

In the evening the first meeting of the Botanical Congress
was held in the Library of the Admiralty, under the presidency
of Professor Fenzl, of Vienna. At this meeting it was an-
nounced that the Emperor would receive the members at

Tzarskoe Celoe at one o'clock on the following day. Accord-
ingly the next morning there was a rush to the railway, and
about eleven o'clock the train deposited its living freight at the
pretty station of the imperial residence. Here royal carriages,

chars-a-bane, and drosoljkies in ample number were in waiting,

and under the direction of Admiral Greig conveyed the visitors

to the domain surrounding the Tzarskoe Celos. The season
was as yet very early, the Lilacs not in leaf, and the Oaks
barely budding. The Caragana hedges were cautiously unfold-
ing their graceful downy foliage, and though the sun was hot,

the general aspect of all around was that of retiring winter
and coming spring. Abundance of handsome, well-grown
Spruce preserved verdure to the landscape, which was far from
having anything of the dreary look of winter, and the young
grass just sprouting, and an abundance of wild flowers, helped
to enliven the scene. Through this beautiful domain, so skil-

fully and BO tastefully planted by the Empress Catherine, the
numerous visitors were conducted, visiting the orangeries, the
splendid lake, the boat house, with its great variety of boats,

the armoury, containing objects of great value and interest,

and finally landing at the palace itself. Here they were eon-
ducted up a double flight of wide and handsome white marble
stairs to a suite of public reception rooms, magnificent in
all the splendour of gold and silver and of rich decoration,

and the floors subjects of the most exquisite workmanship. In
one of these rooms the delegates from governments and socie-

ties were selected from the rest of the mass for presentation to

His Imperial Majesty. They were ranged according to their

nationalities, and after waiting some time each was in the
first instance introduced to the " Ministre des Domaines."
This over, they were informed by the Minister that the Em-
peror would hold a reception in the Jardin Reserve, and thither

all were conducted, and standing en the terrace His Majesty
was observed ready to receive them. Each of the delegates

was in turn presented by Admiral Greig, and His Majesty, ac-

companied by the Empresf, entered into conversation with
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several of them. Her Majesty also doing the same. After the

formal introduction the Emperor himself acted as guide, and
conducted the party through the summer house of the Empress
Catherine I., explaining everything of interest as he passed

along, and having addressed the party, he retired amid the

cheers of those present.

Returning to the Palace a splendid luncheon was discovered
to which all were invited, after which, and a visit to the forcing

gardens, home farm, and dairy, the party were conveyed to the
railway station, highly gratified with their reception by the
Emperor and their visit to Tzarskoe Celoe.

In concluding our observations on the general subject of

this memorable rriinioji, we congratulate the Horticultural

Society of St. Petersburg on their marvellous success in a

climate where Plums, Apricots, and Peaches must be grown in-

doors, and Laurels and Aucubas require protection during
winter; and we also tender to them our sincere and hearty

acknowledgements of the sumptuous hospitality and unwearied
attention with which wo were received.

The British botani'^ts were represented by Dr. Hooker, of

Kew. Dr. Hogg and Mr. Andrew Murray were delegates from
the Royal HorlicuUural Society ; and British horticulturists

were represented by Dr. Moore, of Dublin, Mr. Harry J. Vtitch,
Mr. Robert Warner, Mr. Gower, from Mr. R. S. ^YilIiamB, and
Mr. Stenger, from Messrs. Carter & Co. We take this oppor-

tunity of paying a wcil-mented compliment to ]\ir. Gower,
who packed and conveyed the rich collection of Orchids ex-

hibited by Mr. Warner and Messrs. Veitch, a distance of nearly
two thousand miles by rail and sea without the least casualty,

and set them up in condition which would have been creditable

if tliey had come but from Chelmsford to Keupington,
We shall now proceed to a detailed account of the Exhi-

bition.

Tho Ksliibition may be divided into three parts. We will begin
with tbo belt of plants which extends round the sides of the buildiug,

ihen proceed with those arranged in the centre, and lastly, those
staged in the annexes to the main building.

Entering and turning to the right the first plants are a large semi-

circle i>f forced Roses in pots, which form a very handsome and
creditalilo group. The varieties are not particularly new, bnt com-
-prise many of those esteemed the best by English Rose-growers, and
which are to be seen in most of onr gardens of any pretensions. The
style, however, is superior to that in which forced Hoses in England
are usually turned out. The specimens are not such as we usually
associate with that term, and which are seldom seen bnt at our exhi-

bitions, but are plants ^I'owu and suitable for either conservatory or

table decoration, in ordinary S-inch pots ; they are from about 1*2 to

24 inches high, bearing from six to twelve flowers each, and the foliage

well developed.

Next in succession is a large group of Falma arranged for effect,

and which, we beUeve, is from the Botanic Gardens at St. Petersburg

;

they comprise amont^ others, fine specimens of Ceroxylon ondioola,

Phtenix dactylifera, Brahea dulcis, Rhapis flabelliformis, Areca alba,

Sabal Palmetto, Caryota urens, Chamsrops hystrix, and Cocos Ro-
mansoiilaua. The last is an elegant species, and particularly useful

in its young state as a decorative plant. Some fine Araliacem are
next noticeable, varying from '2 to 10 or more feet in height. Amongst
the most remarkable are good plants of AraUa mexicana, pulchra,
platanifolia, guatemaleusis, Sieholdii. and its variegated variety, and
Oreopanax furfuracenm and denticulatum. Some remarkable Palms
and other plants are next encountered, and one vei-y fine plant of
Banksia serrata, the sight of which causes a regret to arise that nearly
all the species of this genus are now lost to our gardens, for although the
order to which they belong is remarkable for ugly gouty-looking plants,
yet Banksia and a few other genera are decidedly highly decorative.
The sncceeding group is very gay with flowering plants, Bueh as

large Acacias, Cytisus, Camellias of vaiious colours, Khododendrons,
and Azaleas, amon(:;st which are interspersed several variegated Acers
and Viburnums, which have a pretty effect, but the less said concern-
ing the style of growth the better.

Large specimens of P.alms, Aralias, Dracaenas, Pandanus, Phor-
miums, and Yuccas next form a bacLground to a good group of Cine-
rarias, which are both of fair quality and well grown. An immense
vase which here stands near the edge of the walk displays to advantage
the beauties of Phceuix sylvestris, which is planted in it.

The next group is one of Conifers in pots and tubs, which do not,
however, present auythinii remarkable to an English eye, because we
have them so much finer in the open air. A fine specimen, some 20 feet

high, of Libocedrns chiliensis must not be passed over in silence, nor
a nice plant of the rare Phyllocladus rhomboidalis, and Thujopsis
dolabrata.

The class for European and terrestrial Orchids met with only one
response, and this was a very pretty group, comprising, amongst others,
Cypripedinm macracthnm. with its large pnrple flowers ; C. Calceolns.
with bright yellow lip and C. parviflorum ; Orchis tephrosanthos and
^ancasiea, with sever others, and a pretty example of Ophrya arach-

nites, and most of the species found in our own island, which clearly

proves the Russians can grow these plants iu pots, and even force

them ; for, as the ice has broken up only some three weeks, they could
not have grown them in the open air.

The next display is a set of variegated herbaceous plants, pnch as
Fuukias, Spiraas. Farfugium, Sedums, Polemoninms, Saxitragas,
Tussilago, Convallarias, itc. ; but in no instance could we observe any-
thing different from what could be seen at home a few years ago, before
these plants went out of fashion, and which will be a great loss to our
gardens if entirely discarded, but we believe a reaction is taking place,

and that hardy herbaceous plants will be in great demand again ere

long.

A bold mass of rockwork follows this, formed of medium-sized blocks

of tufa, upon which are arranged a very creditable collection of Coni-
fers. The plants need not be enumerated, as there were no new varie-

ties amongst them ; bnt they would have presented a far better appear-
ance had the rockwork been built up round their tubs.

Passing a clump of Rhododendrons, very well flowered, some fine

examples next present themselves of Dracrena australis, umbraculifera,
cauiiiifolia, and marginata, iu front of which is a collection of tree

Carnations, both well grown and flowered. As the names, however,

are written in Russian, they must remain in oblivion to the English
reader of these remarks. Some were very rich dark-coloured selfs,

others light, and a few very beautiful flaked varieties.

Next comes, perhaps, the most heterogeneous group in the whole
Show, but still a good general effect is produced. It consists of large

Laurustiuns, Azaleas, Hydrangeas. Oranges, Phrynium sanguiueum
(the flowers of which have a pretty appearance when backed-up with dark
green leaves), Billbergias. Dianthus, Synngas, Palms, Fuchsias, and
scarlet Pelargoniums, more Conifers, and then follows a glorious mass
of foliage, consisting of fine specimens of Areca rubra, Astrocarj-um

mexicauum, Chamierops gracilis, Thrinax elei;ans, Martinezia caryoti-

folia, several pretty species of Geonoma, Sabal Blackbumiaua and
Adansoni, the beautifal Latauia .Tenkinsii, Arcuga saccharifera, several

Cycads, a few small Musas, and a superb specimen of Ceroxylon
audicola. These plants are well arranged, and present a magnificent

appearance. Another monster vase hero displays to great advantage
a fine plant of Chamirrops P'ortuuei. Many may think such plants

are not suited for vases, but if the vase is both large and high enough,

the effect produced is grand.

The pathway now gently rises until we come npon the raised terrace

extending across the end of the building, and which is supported by a
bank of rockwork ; this is badly built, being almost perpenJicular, as

before mentioned, and not at all resembling a natural formation.

Nature is presented as being most beautiful here, for a vast -num-

ber of genera and species are plunged in and about the blocks of tufa

with a very pleasing effect. They consist principally of large masses
of Pborminm tenax, Rhopalas, Aralias, Rhododendrons, Alocasias,

Draca-nas, Walltlowers, and many other plants. Over this rockwork

a fall of water is precipitated, which supplies the stream winding
down the centre of the building. Here, just before stepping on to the

terrace, is a collection of variegated Hollies in pots, which causes the

mind to return to the fact that we are not in the favoured climate of

England, and that where the winters are so rigorous that the gardener

must find house-room for such plants, he must labour under immense
disadvantages. From this place a beautiful view of the Exhibition is

obtained. Large clumps of ornamental-foUaged plants and of flowers

are arranged along the middle of this vast building, with a stream of

water traversing tho centre, and from which several fountains throw

up jets of water with a very pleasing and refreshing effect.

Turning from the ctntral pavilion, we find a border running along

the whole terrace, and filled with a well-arranged (though not w«ll

grown in many instances) group of plants, comprising standard Roses,

Narcissus, Dianthus. Azaleas, Kalmias, Cinerarias, Tulips, Francisceas,

Pelargoniums, Acacias, Rhododendrons, and Lilacs, and edged alter-

nately with plants of variegated Funkia and Auriculas. Descending the

steps at the opposite end to that by which we reached the terrace, we
are surrounded by many fine ornamental plants, the most remarkable

of which are Australian Tree Ferns, Rhopala corcovadensis, and others,

Brexia chrysophylla, Grevillea robusta, Cycas circinalis, itc. At the

bottom of the flight of steps stand a beautiful match pair of standard

Bay trees, with stems upwards of G feet high, the heads measuring more
through. The surrounding foliage is here enlivened with a semicircular

bed of Cinerarias, being nice dwarf well-grown plants, and the colours

beautifully blended. They are backed by Palms, Pandanus, and Yuccas,

and edged with Adiautnm cnueatum and some variegated Begonias.

A group of Hydrangeas, both green and variegated, in flower, althongb

the trusses are small, is rendered very attractive by an edging of erect-

flowering Gloxinias.

Passing several groups which, although they contain some fine orna-

mental plants, need no mention here, as we have before enumerated

the same kinds, and leaving the scarlet Pelargoniums until managed

better, the next worth notice was a large bed of Pansiea in pots. Now,

these varieties, though perhaps worthless as florists' flowers, are yet of

great value when forced as these were for early spring decoration, and

they were admirable, and worthy of our imitation.

The finest Conifers in the Show now follow. They have been grown

in the open ground in the neighbourhood of Hamburg, and transported

here in baskets, and will no doubt make many of the Russian gentle-

men and gardeners regret it is not possible to have such specimens iu
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St. Potorftbarj?; ftiuonjist them aro som» of tho choicest kinds wo have

ill Kn^'laml. but nothing now. These are unccoodod by one of tlie Kcma
of tht) Kxhihition—viz., Dianthns Diilori; for early forcing for tho

Jccoratiou of the conservatory, grceuhonso, or for cnttinjj for lioiKjuets

this is valnnhle. Tt grows from IS to 'J 1 inches high, and is hmded in

jirofu'^ion with its beautiful reiWish nrimsou, double ilowers, ami whcu
forced as thi -lo are, no doacriptiou can do them justirc.

A bed of Myosotis, which follows, with nearly all the (lowtTH fallen,

looks remarliilbly dull after the brilliant disjtlay of tho J)iunthiis.

There is another repetition of Palms, and then a fine bed of Stocks,

nod one of well-flowered Dentzia gracilis, which uoeda no comment.
A group of rich dark AVallflowere succeeds tliis, wull-tlowcrcd, and with

foliage well-drvcloped, in 48-sized pots, which Bhonld ho a hint for

those who require early Howers, hut who have but little moans allowed

for the purpose.

Passing bj eome poor Mignonette and other things, a group of

forced Iris is approached, and which wo were not aware could be forceil

with such good results. A collection of Thorns is another novel

foatnro of tliis Exhibition, which, although very pretty, aro infinitely

inferior to the glorious specimens wo see at home. Some plants of

Pyras malu'i. Ledum jmlustre, Berbcris vulgaris. Lilacs, and Azalea

poutica make a handsome group ; a bed of Aspcrnla azurca, however,

proves that its room would he better occupied with something else.

Tii'e old Acacia armata, which is hero exhibited of great size, is very

brilliant, and we hope to sco this finn ^riius again largely cultivated in

Knglish ganltns, whence Acacias have unaccountably departed within

n few years. A group of Camellias of great size, but inferior varie-

ties, we pass in silence, and next meet with a largo and handsome bed
of Hyacinths, which, although not equalling those lately exhibited at

Kensington by Messrs, Cutbush and Paul, are yet highly commendable.
This terminates tho side beds in the building.

Facing round to the centre, there is a large irregnlar-shaped piece

of lawn, green moss being substituted for grass. Upon this stand

several fine specimen plants in bold relief, and giving a very tropical

appearance to the place. First is I'andanus furcatns, spreading its

leaves for a considerable distance. Plants of this genus, though
mostly strong -growing, are vei-y ornameutal, and wliere room can
be afforded, an- amongst the finest plants for tropical effect that can
be grown. A handsome young Araucaria. about 14 feet high, is also

very beantit'ul, and affords a most striking contrast to its neigh-

boar the Pandanus. A fine Cycas circinalis and remarkably good
Dicksonia autarctica comprise the specimens here. Under these are

various groups, arranged as fiower beds ujiou a grass plot. Immedi-
ately in front of the llight of steps leading down from the terrace

entrance is a bed of handsome Azaleas, exhibited by M. Vervaene, of

<rhent, and which had travelled remarkably well ; none of the varie-

ties were different from those which are grown with us. They were

half-standards, and beautifully flowered. A circle of small Orange 1

trees in fruit had a charming effect ; but two ovals of Scarlet and
Variegated Pelargoniums were miserable. Two oblong beds of Show
and Spotted Pelargoniums need no comment, being made up of such
plants as one bo freifuently sees upon the stalls in Covent Garden
Market.
An oval bed of Rhododendrons was very pretty, as was also a small

bed of Gloxinias of the erect-flowered varieties. A very remarkable
bed of Lilium condidum and bulbiferum beautifully flowered, is another
proof of the skill of the Russian gardeners in the forcing department.

In proximity to these is a splendid group of Palms, but from some
nneiplained cause but few of the exhibitors' names have been attached

to the collections. Amongst them wo remarked in superb condition,

Areca Verschaffelti, Calamus Verschaffelti, Oreodoxa regia, Areca
speciosa, Licnala elegans, Latania rubra and aurea, Areca aurea and
concinna, Attalea compta, Ceratolobns glancescens, Desmonchus
mexicanns. Zalacca Wagneri. Martinezia caryotifolia, Brahea calcarata,

Geonoma Verschaffeltii, Phcenicophorinm sechellarum, Bactris culsa

and maraja. Chamierops toraentosa. and several others.

The next is one of the most beautiful contributions in the building.

It is a grand bank of several hundred standard, half-standard, and
dwarf Roses in pots, in which, at eijual distances, stand marble busts of

the Emperor and Empress. To say they are grand is saying all one

can say for them in a single word. They are grown in .S'2 and '2*i-sized

pots. The foliage is most luxuriant withont being gross ; the flowers

are large, well-formed, and produced in abundance. The attention

bestowed upon this flower fully proves that its beauties are heartily

appreciated.

The next attraction is a somewhat oval bed. the centre filled with

Palms placed upon pedestals, and then fiUed-in with Azaleas and
Camellias, and edged with Tulips and Mignonette ; but truth compels
ns to say that, with the exception of the Palms, the cultivation here

exhibited is nothing more than commonplace.
The banks of the water are neatly laid with green moss, and round

about are distributed Ferns, large Bamboos, Aiithurinms, Rhododen-
drons, and Alocasias.

We next come to the pavilion, which stands high above the plants

upon a mound of rockwork, and from which the beauty of the display

can be seen to perfection. Planted in and standing upon various

parts of this mound are a most heterogeneous coUectiou of plants, any-
thing but natural, but producing a good effect. They comprise
Azaleas, Calceolarias, Deutzias, Gloxinias, Stocks, Wallflowers, Aloes,

Haworthiae, small Ferns, Acacias, Kalmias, Tulips, Jasminums,

Francisceaa. Kscallonias. Rhododendronfl, Hyacinths, Banksias,

Cytisus, and several other New Holland plants.

Near this from sonif; Russian oxhibittjr is a very creditable collec-

tion of yonng Conifers in pots, containing a fine specimen of the

rurions and rare Phylloclados hypoleucus. From the gardener in chief

to tlie Grand Duchesso H<-b ne Paulona comes a collection of Palms,

and Ferns very clean and well-grown, but as tho kinds aro the same
us tliose already noticed they need not bo repeated.

From M. A. Verschaffelt, of Ghent, come some good plants of choice

Cycadacea-, tho principal of which are Encepbalartos Ghellincki,

Zaniia plumo*;a, Cycas aurea, and Zamia cycada folia and Lehmanni.
Siicceedinc these aro more beds of splendid Roses and Cinerarias,

some edged with Adiantum cuneatnra and others with Selaginella apoda,

and containing a Pandauus, Palm, Musa, or suchlike plant, as a

centre specimen.
From M. A. Dallierie, nurseryman, Ghent, comes a pretty collection

of Palms of kinds already enumerated. Next is a gigantic Encepba-

lartos Altensteinei, having an immense spread of fronds, and standing

out as a single specimen it has a superb effect. Tho large group is

composed of Palms, Ferns, and Dracvnas for foliage ; and for flowers

nro arranged Azaleas and Rhododendrons ; the intermediate spaces

being fiUed-in with Deutzia scabra and gracilis, Cereus of various

kinds. Foxgloves both white and pur])le, Dahlias, Lilium candidnm

and auratum, Oranges, Francisceas, Myosotis, and Spireas, the whole

forming a good group, and if the season and place are taken into con-

sidoratiou a very extraordinary group. A large bed of Lily of the

Valley is very fine, as also are a collection of Palms exhibited by

M. A. Verschaffelt, who also exhibits a collection of twenty good

species of Agaves, and a very fine specimen of Alsophila anstralis and

Todea barbata, which is probably identical with T. anstralis, which

some again say is the same as T. africana.

The foregoing comprises nearly all the plants in the main building,

and we must now look for the Orchids and new plants. In passing to

these we observed some very pretty vases, splendid collections and

bouquets of natural flowers dried and dyed; some collections of Russian

hanging baskets ; a fine collection of garden tools, mowing machines,

knives, and seeds from Messrs. Veitch & Sons, of the Royal Exotic

Nurseries, Chelsea ; a model of a double-roofed English Orchid-honse

from Mr. R. AVamer, of Broomfield, Essex, for which a small gold

medal has been awarded ; and another curious one of a Russian plant-

house, showing the wooden shutters with which they are compelled to

cover the roofs of their houses during winter as protection from frost

and snow.
Now, passing into what is miscalled the orangery, we find here are

associated the gems of the Show—Orchids and choice, new, and rare

plants ; and one cannot but feel gratified to see England so nobly re-

presented, and her credit so well upheld as it is by Mr. R. Warner, of

Broomfield, Essex, who exhibits no less than thirty-six_ plants of

Orchids, umnv of them splendid, and in some instances unique speci-

mens, and looking, in spite of their long journey, as if they had only

been conveyed from Broomfield to Kensington, and how they were

conveyed in such condition is marvellous, and certainly must be re-

corded as one of the greatest feats ever accomplished in connection

with horticultural exhibitions. We are highly gratified to find Mr.

Warner has been awarded five gold medals and one silver medal-

Amongst his itrincipal plants we noted Phal^nopsis Schilleriana, a

grand speciraeu with upwards of fifty flowers iu great beauty, and as

many more that had just ])assed their best ; Cypripedinm Stonei, with

nine" fine flowers; C. Lowii. with eight; C. villosum, with fifteen;

Lycaste Skinneri, with about eighteen ; Dendrobium macrophyllnm

gigantcum, with a profusion of its immense blooms ; and D. densi-

tio^mm, the flowers of which are so diflicult to preserve, had travelled

admirably. A fine plant of Odoutoglossum n;evinm majus had four

spikes of its singular and charming flowers ; Odoutoglossum Reichen-

heimi, was fine ; but such a plant of Trichopilia crispa, which de-

servedly won the first gold medal as a single specimen, has probably

no equal in Europe. A good plant of Odontoglossnm Alexandra, al-

though bearing many spikes, had only one of them fnlly expanded

;

a small specimen of a beautiful variety of Odontoglossnm membra-

naceum, with bright reddish-pni-ple flowers, attracted much attention

amongst the lovers of these plants, and was called O. membranaceum
Wamerje. in hououi of Mrs. Warner, who is as great an admirer of this

class of plants as Mr. Warner himself. A plant of Tanda suavis with

four spikes of bloom, although fine, had evidently suffered somewhat

by its journey, as had also the fragile flowers of Cattleya Sk-inneri.

A beautiful and dense-flowered variety of OnciSium lencochilum waq

also good. A fine plant of Phalfenopsis grandiflora aurea was exhibited,

but its flowers were fast fading when we saw it ; not so, however, a

splendid variety of Trichopilia crispa, called marginata, which was

just unfolding its beauties. Amongst the others were Vanda tncolor,

Anguloa uniflora superba, A-mdes virens and Fieldingii, Cypnpedium

barbatnra Warneri, a unique and very bright-coloured variety, &c.

Amongst the new Orchids exhibited by Mr. Warner, was a fine

large-flowered species of Scnticaria, and a very peculiar new Epiden-

drum, which may prove a tine thing when it has become better es-

tabUshed.

Next these plants were staged those from Messrs. Veitch & Sous,

of Chelsea, whose Orchids were also in beautiful condition ; and it

must have been a great treat to the lovers of plants in St. Petersburg

to see for the first time the true Vanda insiguis, Vanda Bensoni, the
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glorious MasJevallia Veitchii, and Dendrobium Bensoniae, all of which
rarities have been introduced to cultivation throu;^h that well-known
firm, and which received, most jastly, the first prize in their respective

classes. Some Orchids were also staged by M. Linden, the well-known
nurseryman of Brussels, which, although late in coming, were in very
good order. Two Vandas in particular were very fine—V. tricolor.

having sis good spikes of bloom, and V. snavis three. The other
Orchids exhibited by M. Linden were the rare Ada aurantiaca and Mil-
tonia Warscewiczii, Odontoglossum nwvium, Cypripeninm candatum
Bplendens, a new variety, but not in bloom ; the beautiful Warrea dis-

color, and Oncidium serratum and nubipenum, Miltonia radiata, Cypri-
pedium coucolor, Odontoglossum Pescatorii, Trichopilia criapa, Meso-
spinidium sanguineum. Aerides japonicum, and Nasonia cinnabarina.
We now leave the Orchids and pass to the new plants, and here

M. Liudeu is, as usual, in the foremost rank. The most remarkable
amongst M. Lindeua new plants were Kudgea nivosa, a compact-
growing shrub \vith large trusses of woolly snow-white flowers, which
must become a general favourite ; Philodendron Melonini, a fine plant
with large obeordate leaves : Carludovica imperialis, which promises
to be a magnificent plant ; Xanthosoma Wallisii has pretty sagittate

leaves, all the veins of which are margined with white ; Episcia tes-

sellata, another distinct and handsome species with large bronzy
buUate leaves. A curious Passillora, with white variegated bat-wing-
like leaves, is a most distinct species, as is also Dioscorea eldorado,
which has the beautiful gold veinings of an Ansectochilus. Anthu-
rinm trilobum in large collections will form a handsome and distinct

plant, but we fear it will soon attain too large a gi'owth for those who
have only limited room ; Furcroya Liudena is a handsome plant, with
the margins of its long leaves broadly margined with creamy white

;

but one of M. Linden's best introductions of the last few years is, un-
doubtedly, Tillandsia Lindeui. It is of neatrosulate habit of growth,
throwing up a scape of splendid large rosy carmiiie bract?, which are
arranged in a distichous manner, and are very persistent. Between
these are produced flowers as large and similai- in shape to a Fran-
ciflcea, with the fine rich colour of Pleroma elegans.

We next notice Astrocaryum robustum, Thrinas jamaicensis, Dictyo-
caryon Wallisi, Corypha Martiana, which resembles Pritchardia Mar-
tiana, Geonoma zamorensis, Triartia costata, and Phytelephas Pa:'ppi-

giana, as being very promising, and beautiful Palms. There are
several new Marantas, but we think them inferior to those we already
have, although charming plants. An elegant plant for table decoration,
with handsome digitate leaves, is called Didymopanas Houlletii, and
lelongg, probably, to Araliaceae.

Messrs. Veitch & Sons exhibit a beautiful hybrid Alocasia, obtained
by crossing A. metallica and A. Lowii, For three new plants they
stage Philodendron Pearcei, beautiful, with bright green leaves, shaded
•with a velvety greenish black ; Pandanus Veitchii ; and the most
elegant Aralia Veitchii, which is a superlative gem. They also exhibit
in another class a fine broad red-leaved Draca:na, called magnifica,
which is beautifully shaded with violet.

In this division are also a very creditable collection of SelagineUas
from Belgium, and some new plants from M. Dalierie, of Ghent, and
some Marantas from some one in the neighbourhood.

These, with a few minor things, comprise this remarkable Show

—

remarkable for being held so early in a climate so inhospitable ; re-

markable for the managers forgetting that their alphabet is almost
unknown to the rest of Europe; and remarkable for having induced
even one of our amateur gardeners to subject his treasures to the risks

attendant upon a journey by sea and rail of more than three thousand
miles. We hope there will not be an attempt to have a similar exhi-
bition at Tobolsk, the capital of Siberia.

CATS VERSUS NEMOPHILA INSIGNIS.
I AM glad to Lave found someone at last who can sympathise

^ith me under the above nuisance. My experience tallies

exactly with that of your correspondent, " Puss in Boots,"
save in once instance—viz., that of the cats eating the plant.

I remember once introducing our own cat to a clump of Ne-
mophilas. Her antics were most amusing. She would take a
huge spring, and bury her head among the flowers, seemingly
in an ecstacy of delight, and would then roll in them, occasion-
ally taking a mouthful, which seemed to have much the same
effect upon her as laughing gas upon a human being. After

she had exhausted herself she would squat in the middle of

them, the picture of contentment. I have not jet tried '* Eoein
Kove's" novel suggestion, as, to tell the truth, the cats have
not favoured mo with their presence much lately.—A Discon-
solate YlCTIil.

Birmingham Rose Show.—^We are requested to draw atten-

tion to an advertisement in another colntnn, announcing that a

change has been made in the days on which this Show will be
held. The fixture is now Friday and Saturday, July 0th and 10th.

Late Frost.—Near Loudon the thermometer fell to 27° on
the night of May 20th, with a cold easterly wind, succeeded by

bright sunshine. Theeft'ects were visible on Saturday; numbers
of the young half-opened Strawberry blooms being destroyed,
but nothing serious. The young shoots of Bhododendrons are
killed; Pelargonium leaves and Vegetable Marrows scathed,
but Potatoes uninjured.

ROY.VL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Mat 22sd.

Special Prtze axd PELAROoyiiM Show.—Is there any person
sceptical enon(*h to donbt the popularity and capabilities of the Zonal
Pelargonium ? If such a one existed before last Saturday, I should
imagine he has made a clean breast of it now and acknowledged his
errors. There were to be seen in those abominable arcades (which
one gets more and more out of temper with, for doiug their very worst
to spoil all the efforts of cultivatois and manafjers by the wretched
Ught they give), such a collection of these in their various classes,
more especially in the Tricolor section, as has never been brought
together before, sufficient of themselves to make a grand exhibition,
and exciting the most lively interest amongst growers for sale and
amateurs

; while in the Council-room a number of our best growers
were engaged in listening to an excellent essay by Mr. Grieve, the
father of these beautiful Tri-olory. and to a discussion lasting over
some hours, as to the method of fjrowiug, itc. No other flower but
the Rose could stand such a strain upon it as this, and I must, there-
fore, conclude that the Hose and the Pelart^ouium are now the most
popular of our flowers. Of this latter I have nothing to say, save
that I am more than ever convinced that the term Gold and Silver

Tricolors and Bicolors will cling to them in spite of all attempts to
alter. I was somewhat amused to find one of our most distinguished
growers, who advocates another name for them, when he became ani-

mated lapsed into Tricolors and Bicolors. Mentioning names reminds
me that surely a gold medal ought to be given to the poetic genius who
stood godfather to a large number of Tricolors. Can anything be
more exquisitely charming than such names as "Love Mo Long,"
" Eternal Spriug," &c. '? How cold and dead before such an amorous
and poetic swain must seem the "Mrs." and "Mr.," and plain
" Peter " and " Lucy."

Class IP., for a 'single Golden Tricolor, brought a very large number
of plants into the field of competition, ami occasioned a great deal of

trouble to the Judges. The first prize was carried off by " Peter
Grieve," exhibited by Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, having a leaf

of remarkable roundness and with very few seiTatures ; it was also re-

markably high-coloured. The second prize was awarded to Carter's

Prince of "Wales, and Turner's Mrs. Headly. plants so much aUke that

it would have defied, I think, their owners, if the labels had been
changed, to have told their ovra. They are both very fine, handsome
in colour, and very vigorous in habit. The third Wfi.s awarded to

Achievement, sent out by Mr. Turner, of Slouph, this spring. It is

also a very vigorous-growing laud. There were a large number of

others, all vei-y beautiful, but these seemed to be in advance of the

rest. In Class 14, for a single Silver Tricolor, Mr. Turner took first and
second with Excellent and Lady B. Biydges: and Mr. Ccomber, gar,

dener to Col. Wilkinson, Highgate, second, with Mrs. Col. Wilkinson,
They were all fine, but I qne3tiou whether in point of colour any of

them exceed ItaUa Unita. In single Bicolors, the lion's share fell to
Messrs. Downie, Laird, it Laing, who earned off first, second, and
third prizes, and who certainly seem to have outstripped all competitors

in this class. Their plants were W. Morris, Ked Iting, and Impera-
trice Eugenie. In Golden-leaved Selfs, Mr. Turner was first with

Pillar of Gold; Messrs. J. & C, Lee second with Golden Nugget;
and Carter & Co., third, with Carrie Fowler. Truth compels me to

say, I did not think any of them a great advance on those wo have.

In Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums, the first prii^e was taken by Mr.
Wimsett, with WUls's new hybrid, WHlsii rosea, a distinct Ivy-leaf

with a zonal flower, and of a most lovely salmony shade of colour.

Mr. Wills is to be congratulated on his success, after fifteen years of

hard work, in secui-ing what is not only in itself good, hut the fore-

runner of a new race of Pelargoniums. Mr. Stevens, of Ealing, was
second with L'Elegante. In Silver-edged Pelargoniums Mr. Turner
took aJ three prizes with Bright Star, May Queen, and Mrs. Cutler,

all good, especially the first, which I saw and noted at the Crystal

Palace. In Nosegays the first prize was taken by Mr. Turner with,

Fire King, a very bright and large-trussed variety ; while in Zonals

Messrs. F. & A. Smith carried off the first with a fine new salmon-

coloured flower of large size and good form. Acme, a most decided ad-

vance. Mr. George Smith, of Edmonton, was second with Lord Stanley.

The competition in Class 21 for six Golden Tricolors was very close,

and brought together a most beautiful lot of ]ilants. The prize was taken

by Messrs. Carter & Co. for admirable plants of Mrs. Dunnett, a
very smooth and bright-leaved variety ; Prince of Wales, already men-
tioned ; Sir Robei-t Napier, very dark, and distinct from all others ;

and Edith Stuart. Mr. Charles Turner was second with Lady Culluni,

Mrs. Headly, already referred to, Mrs. Turner, Sophia Cusack,

G. Moreton, and Lucy Grieve, vei-y much out of colour. Mr. Stevens,

of Ealing, was third with cap itally-gi'own plants, although, perhaps,

not so bright in colour as the others, of Lucy Grieve, Sophia Duma-
resque, Sophia Cusack, Lady CuUum, Mrs. 'Turner, and Countess of

Tyrconneil.
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In Class ""I'l, for Silver TricolorH, Mr. C Turner v/na firHt with Misa
Steveufl, Itfilia Unita, Kxcolleut, laioy, Mabol MoitIh, and Hon. Mrs.
FalcouL'r; Mtsssrs. K. (i. Henderson X; Co. second with Silver Cloud,
Charniiu;^ Bride, Glen Kjre, Beauty, Italia Unita. Caroline Loiif^fiold,

and Silver Star. Messrs. F. A; A. Smith were third with Pori, Ludy
of the Lake, C'aroliue Louf;lield, Sec. I have already noticed some of

these, and, whilo all are very beautiful, it must bu borne iu mind that

they are not no effective out of doors as iu pots.

The Bicolors were verj fine, Messra. Downie, Laird, & Laing taking

first with llrd King, Crown Triuce, Prima Donna. Mrs. Alan Lowndes,
Staustead lifunty, and Harrison Weir. Those wore all admirable
plants, exhibiting both the dark snd light forms of /one; the former
most effective for the liouse, the latter for out-of-door wnrlc, and were
all raised by the exhibitor, most of them being s'^nt out this spring.

Messrs. Carter tt Co. wore second with Southern Belle, Ada, Danao,
Cleopatra, Black Prince, and Egyptian (Jlueen ; Messrs. F. it A. Smith
third with Tom Browr., Arab, Sybil, Criterion, The Moor, and Han-
nibal. Both these collections wera eseellrnt, and, indeed, it is very

dithcult to say which are the best. I incline to Southern Belle in

Messrs. Carter's and Sybil in Messrs. Smith's, but all are fine.

Messrs. Downie, Laird, it Laiug's Nosegays were very largo and
grand plants, comprising Emmeline, Duchess of Sutherland, Countess
of Strathmore. Koso Stella, King of Nosegays, and Mrs. Laing ; wnile

Messrs. Standisli it Co. had enormous plants of Gloiro de Nancy,
Capitaiue L'Hermitc. and Madame Lemoiue, doubles.

I have bnt little space loft to say anything about Roses, but assuredly

Mr. Turner is to be congratulated that he has attained the very top of the

tree, beating those who have so long been iu the field. His plants

were perfection for the style. Charles Lawson was gi*and in the

€xtreme, each flower tit for a boK of cut blooms, and bo exquisitely

fresh. The s^amo may be said of Souvenir de la Malmaison. Anna
Alesieff was good, so was Souvenir d'uu Ami. He had, besides, Victor

Verdier, Vicomte \ igier, Marechal Vaillant, Paul Perras, and
Juno.

There are one or two other matters about which I may have a say

next week.—D., Deal.

Although the leading features of the Show were the Zonal Pelar-

goniums of various sections, and the Koses, wliich are above rejiorted

on, there was a large and very interesting display of other plants, in-

clnding numerous novelties submitted to the Floral Committee.
The President's prize for the best nine Azaleas was? taken by Mrs.

Glendinniug & Sons, of the Chiswick Nurseries, with large plants in

fine bloom, among which were Extranei, Optima, Madame Miellez,

Iveryana, Eulalie, Duke of Devonshire, and Petnni.Ttlora. Extra
prizes were awarded to Messrs. Lee, of Hammersmith, and Mr. Wilkie,

gardener at Oak Lodge, Addison Koad, Kensington, for well-bloomed
specimens of Broughtoni, Coronata, Elegaus superb, Magnificent,

Duke of Devonshire, and other well-known soils.

Of groups of fiue-foliaiied and liowering plants, the best came from
Mr. Turner, of Slouf^h. In this there was a fine specimen of Charles
Lawsou Kose, but far from equal to the dazzling plant of the same
variety in the collection of nine, with which he gained the President's

prize. He had also Iveryana Improved Azalea, in fine bloom, and
among fine-foliaged plants large specimens of Aralia palmata, Pan-
dauns utilis, and Draciena anstralis. Mrs. Glendinniug it Sons were
second, and had a tine bushy Pimelea spectabiiis. and a handsome
Theophrasta imperialis. Mr. Wheeler, gardener to Sir F. Goldsmid,
Bart., M.P., Regent's Park, and Mr. AVilide, also exhibited neat groups
in this and the class for six flowering stove and greenhouse plants, in

which they were respectively first and second.
The Silver Flora Medal for six new plants scut out in 18C7 or 1868,

was gained by Messrs. Veitch, with Dendrobium Bensonia?, a beau-
tiful Moulmein species with white flowers, having an orange lip

;

Retinospora filicoules ; Sanchezia nobilis variegata, one of the most
effective of variegated plants ; the true Vanda insignis, not that
which has hitherto passed under that name ; Dracrena regina, a hand-
Bome broad-leaved variegated kind ; and Alocasia Jenningsii, a fine

specimen, with the black blotches contrasting beautifully with the

green ground colour. The same firm alao took the Bronze Flora
Medal, or second prize, with a beautiful pan of Abutilon Thompsoui,
Begonia boliviensis, Nepenthes hybrida, Acalypha tricolor, a fine

addition to ornamental-foliaged plants, and of which a specimen was
exhibited in one collection of these at the last Regent's Park Show

;

Phormium Colensoi variegatum, with narrow leaves edged with white,

becoming red at the base ; and the pretty, small-growing Davallia

parvnia.
Messrs. Veiteh were again first and second for six new plants sent

out in 18G9. Their first-prize collection consisted of Croton maximum,
beautifully veined and spotted with yellow, very handsome ; Maranta
tubispatha, very striking by its small regularly-placed reddish choco-

late blotches ; Davallia hemiptera, a charming little dark green Fern
;

Draccena Macleayi, with dark bronzy foliage ; D. nigro-rubra, with

red and bronze leaves ; and Croton HiUiauum. with foliage richly

marked with orange and crimson. Messrs. Veitch's second-prize

collection consisted of Darwinia fimbriata, with pleasing white Howers
tinged with pink on the outside of the bells—this received a second-

class certificate, a first being given to Leptopteris Will^siana ; Dieffen-

baclua Wallisii, with a white band along the midrib, and whit« mark-
ings; Maranta princeps, and chimboraceusis, two handsomely-marked

kinds. oBpocially the latter ; and Croton ancubsefolinm, with the leaves
marked with Pitiall yellow blotchew.

Of a new plant shown for the first time in llowor in Groat Britain

there was only one exhibition, that of Messrs. Veitch, who took tho
iirHt prize, as well as a first-class certificate from the Floral Committee,
for Dendrobium Janiesianum, with largo white and orango flowers,

which, when it comes to be grown to a larger size, will, no doubt, bo a
handsome addition to this highly ornamental genus.
Tho first prize for a new ornamental-foliaged plant shown for tho

first time iu Great l^ritain, was also taken by Messrs. Veitch with
Croton Hookeri, a magnificent plant from tho New Hebrides, with the
leaves of a most beautiful clear yellow in tho centre, edged with green.

Tho second prize was likewise taken by Messrs. Veitch with Draciena
magnificti. from the Stdomon Isles, with very broad brownish red
leaves. Butli the above plants received first-clafls certificates, as also

Canua Smithii, having yellow-variegated leaves, from Mr. Wimsett.
Draciena albicans, from Messrs. Veitch, iu which the leaves arc varie-

gated with white, was also shown in this class, hut it was not equal to

D. regina; also Alocasia Sedeni, a hybrid raised between A. Lowii
and A. metallica, having large handsome leaves of a metallic greyish

green on the upper side, and purplish crimson on tho reverse. A first-

class certificate was awarded to tho same firm for Drac:ena Chelsoni,

from Banks Island, with bronze leaves edged with lich rosy red.

Messrs. Veitch were again first in the class for a new garden seedling

in flower, with Rhododendron Lady RoUe, a flower of fine outline,

white tinged with blush, with a blotch of cinnamon spots in the upper
petals. Mr. Wimsett was second with Pelargonium Willsii rosea, one
of the new hybrids between the Ivy-leaved and Zonal sections, having
large broad leaves resembling those of the former, and deep rose-

coloured flowers, with petals of fine outline. Both the above plants

received first-class certificates from the Floral Committee. Mr. Wim-
sett also exhibited Willsii with handsome foliage, but the flowers not

BO large, nor of such good form ; aud Mr. (iroom, of Ipswich, had also

a hybrid Ivy-leaf, but not equal to either of the i>receding.

Miscellaneous collections were very numerous. Mr. Bull took the
lead with a large group of new aud rare plants, of which the following

received first-class certificates—viz., double Pelargonium Madame
Marie Lemoine ; Nnthochlieua Candida, a pretty silvery Fern from
Central America ; Hyophorbe Verschaflelti, a handsome Palm ; Acer
polymorphnm palmatifidum, with handsomely-cut foliage ; Encepha-
lartos grandis, and Latania rubra. Besides these, Mr. Bull had a
large number of other interesting plants, as Da^monorops Lewisianus,
Iresine acuminata, a promising plaut, Ence])halartos Scottiana, Guz-
mannia fragrans, ifcc. Mr. Williams, of HoUowaj', likewise sent an
excellent collection, including Cypripedium caudatum, Dendrobium
deusiflorum, Vandas, Cattleyas, Cypripediums, and other Orchids ;

Metroiideros floribuuda, covered with its crimson flowers, rare Yuccas,
Beaucarneas, Zamias, Dracaenas, and beautiful examples of Todea
snperba and pellucida. Messrs. Paul & Son sent a number of boxfuls

of cut blooms of Roses, a fine collection of Roses in pots, aud cut
Rhododendrons aud Ghent Azaleas. Mr. Noble, of Bagshot, contri-

buted baskets of Rhododendrons, including Tho Queen and Duke of

Cambridge, also Clematis Duke of Buccleuch, shown at tho meeting of

the previous Tuesday, togfther with a number of older kinds. Mr,
W. Paul sent numerous boxes of cut Roses ; one of the varieties,

called Princess Christian, a new Hybrid Perpetual, a fine, full flower,

of the colour of the Maitieu's Blush, was awarded a first-class certi-

ficate. Mr. William Paul also contributed a large collection of

Tricolor and Bicolor Pelargoniums ; and Waltham Kride, a silver-

variegated variety with white flowers, had a first-class ceriificate. Mr.
Mann, of Brentwood, sent a collection in which Duchess of Abercom,
a large salmon rose flower of fine outline, and Illuminator, bright

orange scarlet, of fine form, were awarded first-class certi&cates.

Messrs. Standish (t Co. and Messrs. Carter had each similar awards
for double Pelargoniums Madame Marie Lemoine andWilhelm Pfitzer.

The former firm sent likewise several seedling Rhododendrons, includ-

ing Beauty, which had a second-class certificate at the meeting of the
Floral Committee on the previous Tuesday; while Messrs. Carter had
golden and silver Gymnogi'ammas, supposed to be hybrids, the one
between G, calomelanos and G. Laucheana, the other between G. tar-

tarea and snlphurea ; also a group of Amaryllis and Tricolor Pelar-

goniums. Messrs. E. G. Henderson sent also a large group of Tri-

colors and Bicolors, and had a first-class certificate for Marie Lemoine,
double-flowered. Mr. Pearson also sent some fine bedding varieties,

as Reynolds Hole, Thomas Speed, and E. J. Lowe, but, unfortunately,

much damaf'ed by their long journey ; also Tricolors Edith Pearson,

a beautiful variety, but not in good condition. Major Ellison, Miss
Locker, and W. Sandy. Corporal Brown, R.E. Ordnance Survey Office,

St. George's Road, Pimlico, was awarded a special certificate for two
baskets of window plants, containing varieties of Tricolors of his own
raising, one of which was the Hon. Mrs. Le Poer Trench, which he
exhibited two years ago. Corporal Brown, by the excellent condition

in which his plants were shown, has proved that ho is as good a gar-

dener as a soldier, aud that on more than one occasion. Mr. Turner,
of Slough, besides a fine collection of Tricolor Pelargoniums, sent

several Show and Fancy kinds, of which Heroine, Herald, Agrippa,

and Excelsior received first-class certificates, and a similar award was
made to him for Rose Mrs. Woolfield, a pleasing, large and full rose-

coloured variety, with a glow of bright salmon rose in the centre.

J. H. Arkwright, Esq., also had a first-class certificate for climbing
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Rose Dnchesse de MecklenbnrR, having a yellow proand soffnsed with

ealmon and pni-ple, peculiar in colour. Messrs. Salter contribnted a
collection of ornamental sacculents, in which there were eeveral pretty

Sedums and Sempervivnins, also cut flowers of Pyrethrums; and Mr.
Ware, of Tottenham, a collection of hardy variegated plants.

FL0R.4.L Sub-Committee.—Rev. J. Dix in the chair. The certifi-

cates awarded at this meeting were as follow :—Messrs. J. Carter and
Co. first-clasB certiticate for doable Zonal Pelargonium Marie Lemoine,
a bright rosy pink ; and a first-class certificate for double Zonal Pe-

largonium Wilhelm Pfitzer, a brilliant scarlet. A basket of nicely

arranged cut trusses of doable-flowering Zonal Pelargoniums was exhi-

bited by the same firm, and was much admired ; also two seedling Ferns
—Gymnogramma Laucbeana giganteaand Gymnogramma Carteriana.

Mr. Boil received first-class certificates for Acer polymorjihom pal-

matifidum ; a delicate Silver Fern, Notbocbliena Candida: Encepha-
lartos grandis, Ptychosperma nobilis, Latania rubra, Hyophorbe Ver-
fichaffelti, and double Zonal Pelargonium Marie Lemoine.

Mr. J. Wimsett exhibited some very ]iietty seedling Ivy-leaved Pe-
largoniums ; one, AVillsii rosea, very beautiful in form, colour bright

rose, a great advance in this section of Pelargoniums. To this a first-

class certificate was awarded.
Messrs. Standish &r Co. had first-class certificates for doable Zonal

Pelargoniums Marie Lemoine and ^Vilbelm Pfitzer. Mr. J. Mann,
Brentwood, exhibited a large collection of seedling Zonal Pelargoniums
of very superior character ; but Lord Derby, one of his seedlings of

last year, basso raised the standard of these varieties, that it is almost
impossible to surpass that variety, and difficult to equal it in beauty.

Two were selected for first-class certificates—viz.. Duchess of Aber-
coin, fine form, salmon flower, and Illuminator, bright orange scarlet,

a beautifully-formed flower, with petals of great substance.

Mr. Bye, gardener to J. H. Arkwrigbt, Ksq., was awarded a first-

class certificate for seedling Rose Ducbesse de Mecklonborg. Messrs.

J. (t C. Lee had a first-class certificate for Pelargonium "Wilhelm
Pfitzer.

Mr. C. Tamer received a first-class certificate for a Show Pelargo-

nium Herald, very dark mulberry with white centre ; also for

Heroine, a soft rosy-tinted flower with pure white centre ; Fancy
Pelargouium Agrippa, alight-coloured flower, and Excelsior; first-class ;

also for a new Rose, Monsieur Woolfield, bright flesh colour, very per-

fect in form. Messrs. E. G. Henderson received a first-class certi-

ficate for double Pelargonium Marie Lemoine.
Mr. Pearson, Chilwell, sent a very fine collection of seedling Zonal Pe-

largoniums, which, unfortunately, were much damaged in their journey
to South Kensington ; there were some very promising varieties, and
the Committee requested that they should be submitted to them again.

Mr. W. Paul received a first-class certificate for Silver variegated

Zonal Pelargonium Waltham Bride, a neat dwarf-growing plant pro-

dncing white flowers. This will be found very useful for bedding and
decorative purposes. Also a first-class certificate for a seedling Hybrid
Perpetual Rose Princess Christian, pale flesh colour, a great ac-

quisition among Perpetuals, and quit* distinct.

Mr. H. Harman, JDenham, Uxbridge, was awarded a first-class cer-

tificate for a large-leaved variegated I\'y-leaf Pelargonium, a very

strong grower, very useful for rockwork. Jlessrs. Veitch received first-

class certificates for Rhododendron I-ady Rolle, a very fine flower of

good form and substance, and delicate tn colour ; Croton Hookeriannm,
Dracaena magnifica, Dracieua Chelsoni, Leptopteris Wilksiana, Den-
drobium Jamesianum ; and a second-class certificate for Darwinia
fimbriata.

The Variegated Zoxal Pelargokttm Essays.—As stated by
Mr. Cannell, of Woolwich, in page 30fi, the sum of £5 was subscribed

SB a prize for the best essay on the Variegated Zonal Pelargoniums,
vhich it was intended should serve as a basis for discussion at a meet-
ing to be held in the Council Room, at South Kensington, at 11 a.m.,

on the day of the Show. The meeting was not so numerously at-

tended as expected, owing, probably, to the exhibitor? having been
engaged to a later hour than usual in setting-up their plants, and
afterwards in procuring necessary refreshment, and it was not till an
hour after the time fixed that the proceedings began. The Rev. J.

Dix having been called to the cbair, Mr. Cannell's letters proposing
the subscription for the prize, a list of the subscribers, and the names
of the adjudicators were read. The adjudicators were Mr. Morris, of

Deptford ; Mr. Andrew Henderson, of the "Wellington Nnrseries. St.

John's Wood ; and Mr. F. T. Smith, of Dulwich, assisted by the Rev.
J. Dix. Seven essays were sent in to them, and that of Mr. Peter

Grieve, gardener to the Rev. E. R. Benyon, Culford Hall, whose name
is so well known in connection with the subject, was selected for the

prize ; but after the selection Mr. Jonathan Smith, of the Jersey

National School, sent an essay, which was considered to merit a
second prize of £2. Mr. Dix said he had much pleasure in handing
over the prize to Mr. Grieve, who, at the request of the meeting, then
read his essay; and Mr. Dix having to attend to his duties in con-

nection with the Floral Committee, deputed the chairmanship to Dr.
Masters, who remarked, in inviting discussion, that anything that

would show a definite means of increasing the hardiness of the plants

and improve their colours, and the mixtures of these—that would
take these matters from the region, of chance to that of certainty,

woald be a boon. '

Mr. Smith, of Dnlwich, said he had very few remarks to make on
Mr. Grieve's essay in a dissenting point of view, but he considered
2 feet from the ground to be quite high enough for the stage for the
plants ; and to have the plants in the best state for the winter, the
last shift should not be later than the first week in August, nor should
the pots be large. The sap and colour were then concentrated, and
the latter remained unchanged till January. He recommended the
plants to be kept moving slowly in a temperature of from 50*^ to 55^

till March, and when growth began to shift not earlier than the end
of February, or better the first or second week in March. The shifts

might be large; he would not object to put a cutting in an 8 or

10-iuch pot at once, prorided care were used in watering. He would
avoid rich soil and rank manure ; all such he had discarded. The
best soil was the top spit of turfy soil, laid up for from six to nine
months, chopped roughly, and used in a coarse state. With regard to

syringing, he considered the safest time to be not the morning, bnt
between 3 and -i p.m., when the weather was mild and dull, the sun
having a disastrous effect on the wet foliage, and he would use a little

fire heat to di-y the leaves. As to the comparative strength of the issue

of green-leaved and variegated female parents, the plants from the
former were generally, but not always, the stronger ; and those from
the latter generally, bat not always, the weaker. As regards future

progress, he thought we should be able to obtain yellows yellower,

higher-coloured zones, and blacks blacker, but he did not believe that

we shonld be able to secure a striped-leaved variety. As an instance,

he might state that he had raised one such, but the character was not

permanent when he endeavoured to continue it by propagation. He
had, moreover, found varieties raised from the same stock extremely
variable, and he had at the present time three hundred seedlings equal
to Mrs. Pollock which never would come out. He was no advocate of

formality of the leaf, although a strong advocate of the circular out-

line in florists' flowers ; he would also advocate convexity in the leaf,

as the foliage then clothed the plant much better, and dust was more
readily washed oflf than when the leaves were concave.

Mr. Denny remarked that the plants appeared to grow faster and
be of better oolour when afforded manure.
Mr. Smith had an antipathy to the use of manure, and though the

growth might be stronger for a time, the plants were shorter-lived.

The Rev. H. Dombraiu thought the dark-zoned varieties, though
exceedingly beantiful in-doors, especially early in spring and antumn,
did not do so well out of doors. As regards form, he did not despair

of circular leaves ; and as to temperature, he thought that of an inter-

mediate house the best. He would not use the knife much, but would
prefer to pinch the tops rather than cut.

Mr. Dennj-, referring to his previous remark as to manure, said he did

not mean a very large amount of it. Mr. Dombraiu thought the Bicolors

would be more effective oat of doors than the Tricolors, especially the

brighter kinds, of which the broad zones became dull. After some
conversational remarks by Mr. Laing, Mr. Smith, Mr. Dombrain, Mr.
Grieve, and the Chaii-man, in which both Mr. Grieve and Mr. Smith
stated that the white-flowered Pelargoniums proved failures as parents

of Tricolor varieties, votes of thanks were passed to Mr. Grieve for

his essay, and to Mr. Dix and Dr. Masters.

TYIXG-DOWN YOUNG VINE LATERALS.
Periups your correspondent, Mr. W. Guildersfield (see

page 7'J), and other readers of your Journal, will be interested

to learn that I have practically demonstrated his mode of

operation to be worthy of general adoption, inasmuch as I have
failed to perceive the slightest ill-effect accruing to fruit-bear-

ing laterals so operated upon ; and the setting and swelling of

the berries are as good as on those not needing such a summary
mode of treatment to bring them into subjection. As an in-

stance of the limits to which this seemingly barbarous mode
may with impunity be indulged in, I may state that at the

present time I can show examples in which the lateral was
twisted and bent in the superlative degree, resembling an in-

verted V, and which apparently has not proved inimical to the
proper swelling of the fruit ; hence, I now never scruple to

twist a lateral into subjection.

It may not be irrelevant to remark, that this treatment is

diametrically opposed to the doctrine recently promulgated in

the pages of your Journal by Mr. J. Simpson, of Wortley. I,

however, coincide with his opinion relative to there being no
necessity to bend Vine rods to induce an even break, and I

recognise it only as a matter of convenience, and never adopt

it in our late vinery
;
yet the Vines have even broken equally

freely from the base to the top of the rods, and of this they

afford undoubted evidence this season, although last year's

crop of fruit was kept upon them later than usual, the last

bunches being cut on the 26th of April, for a large dinner

party, and they were nearly as plump and good-flavotued as

they were two months previously.

Allow we also to advert to the bleeding of Vines. If I may
judge from my own experience, coupled with that of others,

notably that of an experienced local uiuseryman of Barbaiosea
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[Gro8 Guillaume] Vine celebrity, whose invariable custom is

to cut down pot Vines at any time during the rising of the sap,

not, however, as a matter of principle, but from necessity, and

who allows them to bleed unchecked, hence he entertains a

complete diercHard for artilicial styptics, and when interrogated

as to the philosophy of such vandalism, my friend refers you
to the practice of a modern local Eseulapius, now deceased, and
withal a most successful Grape-grower, whose custom it was to

cut a slice off the end of his Vine rods every morning during

the rise of the sap to promote bleeding until nature could

afford no more. I believe he adopted such a measure from
the idea that it induced a more regular break of the bud.

What say our vegetable physiologists to this flagrant contempt
of styptical aid ?—Wm. Gardiner.

THE PORTABLE ORCHARD.
{Continued frem page 314.)

If you desire larger trees than tli.it represented mfuj- 22, you
mu.st r.Uow anothiT tier or whorl of branches to spring from the

central shoot, originating fnuu just above the d of this shoot

—

that is, we must treat this portion of the stem just as we did the

lower portion of it the year after it was grafted. AVe must cut

elean off all the spurs on the central stem below d, and shorten

the portion above, so as to leave seven well-developed eyes im-
mediately above d. The new tier of branches springing from
these eyes must be treated txactly as those of the first tier ; and
if a still larger tn.-o is wished for, successive tiers may be formed
at about every two years. Small trees, with two or three whorls
of branches, may be easily formed by allowing the eyes of the
previous year's wood to grow after each cutting-back. However,
for potted trees two tiers will he found quite enough.

Fig. 23.

Vig. 23 is a sketch of a pyramid of lirger size with several
whorls, not quite regular, but capable of being made into a very

good tree in the course of another year or so ; it is 12 feet high.

I will proceed now to point out its defects, and the remedies 1

intend to apply. By discussing a few actual trees, I hope to

make the mystery of training tolerably clear.

Tile lowest six branches have been tolerably regular in their

growth, hiiving been formed in the way previously described.

The second tier, however, is not a veiy successful one ; the

euntral shoot has not been cut down low enough, when it was
shortened in order to produce this whorl of branches, and tho
result is too great a distance between the branches forming tho

wliorl. I!y leaving too many buds, branches did not grow from
all of them, and in conseciueniie some have grown just over
(jthers, so that some parts of the tree are too open, and others

too crowded. Tho branch m has been made to fork in order to

supply a shoot further round towards the left ; the short hne
indicates tho place where tlie cut will be made to remove the

other half of tho fork. When this amputaticn has been made,
the second tier will be quite regular enough. Our next tier, e,

is sadly deficient on the left-hand side, but two hr.anches will be
observed at Ji, that seem quite out of place; thev have been
allowed to grow in order to fill up the gap at o. The way this

filling-up will be done is by cutting these shoots back to a little

below 0, in order to obtain two good strong terminal shoots from
them. These terminal shoots will be inarched to the stem near o

about the middle of August, so as to supply branches on each
side of 0. For two or three years these inarched branches will

be shorter than the rest of the tier, and to encourage their

growth, all the rest of the upper part of the tree must be kept
from vigorous growth by close summer-pinching, or cutting the

leaves. These additional branches might be formed by side graft-

ing, using scions with terminal wood buds ; but the two branches

at n are so well placed for inarching, that there can be no ques-

tion of making use of them, for the new branches so produced
will be far stronger than any from side grafts. As the tree is

not intended to be allowed to grow any higher, the branches on.

the stem above the whorl at o will be cut as indicated by the

short lines. In succeeding years tho central shoot and the side

branches will be shortened to within one or two eyes of the pre-

vious season's growth ; this will le.ave an inch or two of new
extension for each year. A good strong leading shoot ought to

arise fn im each branch every season, and be permitted to grow
up to the end of August, unless any of them are inclined to be
rampant, in which case they must be stopped at an earlier date

than the rest. Unless free growth is pemiitted to these ter-

minal shoots the tree will not be productive.—W. Kinoslet.

(To be continaed.)

THE ARRANGEMENT OF CUT FLOWERS.—No. 1.

The value of foliage, Ferns, and Grasses in the arrangement
of Mower vases is but little understood. The flowers themselves
are frequently massed together, with no green to separate them
from one another, or to relieve the effect of an indiscriminate
mixture of colours. A few simple flowers elegantly arranged
will contribute more to the adornment of a room than the most
brilliant bunch of exotics put clumsily together ; and even wild

flowers when well arranged are by no means to be despised.

Single flowers, with a few leaves or a Fern frond placed here
and there, in small glasses, have a charming effect and give

very little trouble ; but the larger the vase the more care mast
be taken in its arrangement. If a high vase with an opeu
mouth, flowers with long stems will be found the most useful,

and less foliage is required than in many other styles. A vase
of this sort filled entirely with Grasses may be made to look
exquisitely soft and lovely. A few ears of Wheat, Barley, and
Oats, with a variety of Grasses—the finer sorts placed near the
edges, and the heavier ones towards the centre—will be found
a good arrangement ; but each blade should be put in sepa-
rately, in order to obtain beauty of form with great lightness.

Care should be taken to leave no gaps, and yet the Grasses
should not touch each other. A handful of flowers all alike,

such as the Dielytra or the Fuchsia, are easily arranged and
are very effective. In shallower vases also, a group of Prim-
roses, Anemones, Pelargoniums, Ac, freely interspersed with
foliage look very well, and are quickly put together, but wheii
the flowers and colours are much mixed a more elaborate style

is necessary.

Many beautiful vases are now made, consisting of a group of

glasses, which almost secures a certain amount of lightness and
elegance ; but the exhibition vase, which is still a favourite,

depends entirely on its arrangement for its beauty. Being
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generally too shallow to hold much water, sand covered with
moss is an exeellent way of preparing it and of preserving the
flowers, if carefully watered every day. Ferns are alnaost in-

dispensable round the edge of the bottom glass, and should be
made to droop over the top one, and an elegant creeper should
be twined up the stem. Then the chief care must be to keep
a good round shape without stiffness while putting in the
flowers. They should be raised towards the centre, and one
side must not be higher than another. Plenty of foliage should
be used, dark or light, blue or yellow-green, according to the
flowers it is to set off. If some of the flowers are large and
heavy, tiny flowers amongst the foliage will look well, and
Grasses are always most useful in filling up gaps, and giving
an airy appearance to the whole.

Flowers to be really well arranged should look so natural as

to appear to be growing; but there is a great knack in the
placing of them firmly yet lightly, and which is easily attained

by practice and patience, joined to some amount of natural
taste for this pretty and fashionable art.—L., of Laugliton.

NEW ZEALAND SPINACH-EAST LOTHIAN
INTERMEDIATE STOCKS.

A SHonT time ago some statement appeared in your Journal
relative to the hardiness of New Zealand Spinach. Allow me
to add my testimony to this. I sowed a small bed of it last

spring in the open air. The plants came up readily. They
were allowed to seed and to stand until the frost destroyed
them, when they were pulled up and the ground roughly dug
over. In February last a great number of seedlings began to

appear, but as I did not recognise them they were dug in when
preparing the ground for other seeds. However, they again
came through, and having made the second leaf I saw that they
were the New Zealand Spinach, and transplanted a number to

a new bed for this year's supply. These have stood 10° of

frost within the last week without injury. The original plants
were sown on a piece of ground sloping gently to the west, and
at an elevation of 1150 feet above the sea level. I have trans-
planted a number into the woods, hoping to naturalise the
plant.

One word more on Stocks. Many persons appear to be dis-

satisiied with the East Lothian Intermediate. These I have
neither tried nor seen ; but since the beginning of March last

I have had plants of the ordinary scarlet Intermediate 2 feet

C inches in diameter and 18 inches in height, with upwards of

seventy spikes of bloom. Surely these ought to satisfy eveiy
one. Mine have been the admiration of all who have seen
them. They were sown in April, 1808, used for bedding last

Bummer, and potted-up in the autumn before the frost destroyed
them.— J. D., Alston, Cumberland.

POOLEY'S INSECT-DESTROYER.
I HAVE been using this on Peach trees. Boil 4 ozs. of soap

to the gallon of water, and syringe the trees at night. I re-

commend all who have not tried tbis to do so, having proved it

to be the most effectual means of destroying insects, such as
mealy bug, red spider, thrips, scale, and aphides. Plants may
be dipped in or syringed with it, and their foliage will not be
in the least injured, nor will any objectionable deposit be left

on the leaves, as in the case of some compounds. Plants will

grow fast after having been dipped in it, and Peach trees after

syringing grow and look healthy. I think it a great boon to

gardens.
Pooley's tobacco powder I have tried on plants as well as

Jruit trees, and I find, by dusting the trees overnight and syring-

ing next morning, it destroys insects. After applying it to
Eoses and to greenhouse and stove plants one may walk through
the house, and on returning a short time afterwards the insects
will be found dead. After trying various modes of using it, I

find the best is to dust the plants with it at night and syringe
them next morning. The tobacco grains are very useful for

fumigating, and cheap.—W. Neane, the licctory Gardens, Diss,

Iforfolf:.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

This is a good time to sow white BroecoU, to supply the
table during October and November. It is also desirable to sow
some Cape Broccoli in drills prepared after the manner of a

Celery trench ; the seed to be dropped in patches about a foot

apart, and the young plants to be afterwards thinned to aboat
three plants in a patch. Sow a little more of Knight's Pro-
tecting, and a sprinkling of some very late spring Broccoli; it

may serve to prolong the succession next spring. Canlifloioers

sown now will also head in the autumn, and may be housed in

cellars, sheds, or outhouses, and thus continued in use for

many wee'us in succession. Every attention should now be
paid to Celcni plants ; they must have abundance of water in

every stage. Those pricked-out from the seed-bed should have
well-prepared beds, the surface of which, for 2 inches deep,

sbould consist of well-rotted manure, soaked with water, and
rolled or pressed level previous to pricking-out the plants. If

the weather prove sunny they should be shaded with boughs.

In order to have a constant supply of Endive, a sowing should

now be made. Endive is generally sown too thickly. Another
good sowing should be made in the first week of July, and a
third towards the middle of that month, after which the plants

will not attain full size. As soon as they are a few inches high
some mow the tops of the leaves off with a scythe, cutting

about one-third of the leaves away. This they do to stiffen

the plants, and cause them to make more heart. It also enables

them to bear transplanting better. A good breadth of dwarf
and compact Cabbages may be sown for early Coleworts, also a

bed of Horn Carrots. This is a good time for a liberal sowing
of autumn Turnips, the Dutch or Stone are useful sorts for the

kitchen garden. If the weather should become dry water late

Cauliflowers abundantly, also Lettuces for salad.

FEUIT GARDEN.

Grubs and insects in other forms should be picked off fruit

trees generally. Vines on walls or buildings must be attended

to, as to disbudding, stopping, ifcc. Apricots must be well ex-

amined for the grub, and Peaches judiciously thinned of wood.
Strawberry plantations must now have a final hoeing till after

the fruit is gathered, as any stirring of the surface of the soil

amongst them would, when the fruit is set, cause the sand to

adhere to the advancing fruit, and prove very injurious to them.

Where spent hops can be procured, cover the ground between

the rows with these ; they will keep the fruit clean, and they

banish snails, especially in dry weather. Where spent hops
cannot be procured, the best substitute is wheat straw.

TLOWER GARDEN.

Should the weather become dry, muoh care will be necessary

in watering plants recently put out in masses. All plants in-

tended for specimens on highly relieved beds should, when
planted-out, have a hollow preserved round the stem, or rather

on the upper side for a fortuigbt after planting ; this will

serve to retain water, and cause it to penetrate the soil in

contact with the roots ; il this be not done, the water in such

raised ground runs off, and in doing this produces a puddled

surface, under which the roots of no plant will thrive until the

crust be broken. Let the young shoots of all old Fuchsia stools

be thinned out to five or six. Attend diligently to standard

Eoses ; constant disbudding is necessary at tbis period, also

keep down suckers. Let every attention be paid to propagate

reserve stock to fill gaps, and let that already rooted, or the

remains of store pots, Lave kindly cultivation forthwith, in

order to be ready to fill blanks. They should be kept in a shady

border by themselves. If not already done, Dahlias ought now
to be planted-out, at the same time supports for them should

be put in, so that the roots may not be injured, wh ioh would

probably be the case if delayed to a later period. Water and
mulch the surface of the soil round the stems. Pansies may
be struck under hand-glasses on a shady border. Polyanthuses

will require some attention, they are very apt to suffer from the

attacks of red spider ; during dry weather shade is absolutely

necessary for their successful cultivation.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.

The conservatory should now be thoroughly relieved of all

superfluous stock, for the reception of which tiffany houses

will be found extremely useful. Nothing, therefore, will be re-

quired in show houses or structures of that kind, but to carry

out a cleanly system of cultivation, and to introduce specimens

from other houses or pits. Keep the atmosphere as moist as

circumstances will admit. Ventilate thoroughly, and shade

with thin canvas during bright sunshine. Attend to plants for

autumn decoration, such as Japan Lilies, Chrysanthemums,

Scarlet Salvias, Tree Carnations, and things of that sort. Give

them plenty of pot room, good rich compost, a moist atmo-

sphere, and plenty of space for the development of their

branches and leaves. Helago distans is a useful plant which
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must not be forgotten, it flowers freely, and requires nothing
beyond a cold pit to grow in. The jresent will be found a good
period for repotting or giving extensive shifts to early- (lowering
J<'.p(icrisfs that have fairly commenced growth, such as the
following varieties, which may now be expected to be in good
condition for the operation—viz., Epacris campanulata, E. im-
pressa, E. purpara.=eeus, and K. piirpnra3cen,s rubra. Young
plants of E. grandiflora, and such other varieties as are in-

tended to be grown freely, or for specimens, witliout being
allowed to flower this season, should also have a liberal amount
of room allowed their roots in duo time. The most suitable

soil is fibrous gritty healthy heath soil, not of a spongy, soft,

or greasy nature. Take care to stand such plunta when they
are shifted in a wholesome situation, a cold pit is preferable,

where they may be slightly shaded if requisite, and where the
watering process may bo imder proper control. Such plants
for some time after being newly shifted require particular at-

tention in this matter, for if tlie soil at the commencement
become soddened or soured, it will not be an easy matter to

remedy this afterwards. Stopping and pinching out the tops
of strong shoots, and establisliing a sturdy uniformity of

growth must be particularly attended to throughout their grow-
iBg season; by this means an abundance of fine blooming
wood will be secured for the following season's flowering.

'Winter-blooming Heaths and Cytisuses should likewise be
cultivated in quantity, for few plants surpass them for winter
decoration. The atmosphere of all plant houses can scarcely

be kept too moist at this season. Sprinkle every available

surface frequently, and syringe growing stock lightly twice
a-day during bright weather. Achimenes for late-flowering

may be brought on gently in cold pits, as well as many other
plants likely to be required for autumn and early winter de-

coration. If a canvas screen is used for shading from bright
sunshine, some of the Orchids in flower, especially those found
to stand cool treatment, may be removed to the conservatory
for the sake of prolonging their beauty. Continue to clear

away exhausted specimens in order to give place to Pelar-
goniums, Calceolarias, Roses, or other gay flowers now in per-
fection.

STOTE.
Take all possible precautions to avoid insects, remembering

that in this as in most cases, prevention is better than cure.

Stanhopeas in baskets should be well examined or fine flower

spikes may be lost through coming in contact with the sides.

Let the house have a thorough circulation of air early in the
morning, regulating the amount by the warmth of the atmo-
sphere. Continue to shift young growing stove plants, and to

remove plants pushed on early for autumn and winter flower-

ing to the cool shelves of the greenhouse, in order to harden
their wood, and prepare them for early excitability.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
FP.UIT GAKDEN.

Strawben'ies are coming into bloom. A few of the forwardest,
like Calceolarias unprotected, have been touched as respects
the bloom buds by the morning frosts, which told all the more
when following showers in the afternoon and evening. Those
slightly forced are doing well. We lately took an hour to go
and see them at Stockwood before they were gathered for a
particular occasion. There was a row of Keens' Seedling in

5 and 6-inch pots, without saucer or anything to stand on, that
was very good, and two rows of Empress Eugenie that were
very fine. The Empress is just a huge Iveens', or rather a giant
Sir Harry. Some find fault with the flavour, which is a little

acid, but it is a fine-looking fruit. What may most interest

our readers is the following :—The plants were not potted
early, they had nothing particular as to strength or size of

foliage ; they had been started in a mild hotbed until they
showed their flower trusses, when they were removed to the
shelves, were watered with weak sheep-dung water at times, and
after setting, had all the smaller fruit and redundant flowers
thinned-out, leaving from four to six or more fruit to a pot.

We used to thin ours with good effect, but have rather neglected
doing so for some time, as we found the small fruit useful for

other purposes—as creams, ices, &o. We regret now that in
our hurried visit we did not request Mr. Dewsbury to weigh
some of the finest of the Empress Eugenie, and even to weigh
the whole of the berries in a certain sized-pot.

ORNAMENTAL DErAKTMENT.
As we do not like to stand alone, we were so far gratified to

find that Mr. Dewsbury had not commenced bedding-out, but

had the moat of his plants growing temporarily in trenches.

We may do a little before this appear in print, but we should

like our still' ground to bo warmer and mellower. We are alto

making some of our bods into a kind of raised baskets. Some of

these, such as au avenue of bods, were planted in the pyramidal

form. When cutting the grass with a machine the outside

row was always in the way, unless a small space of earth was left

between the plants and the lawn, and that bare caith was any-

thing but pleasant to the eye. To remedy this we have had beds

raised from 12 to 21 inches at the sides, covered with Ivy, &c.,

and besides repairing these, we are now doing some more with

sides 8 or more inches above the lawn level. Many materials

may be used for this purpose, but we like nothing better than

poles and pieces of rough wood, from 2; to 1 inches in diameter,

using similar-sized pieces for the same bed. To avoid the

trouble of pointing we cut the pieces level across at both ends,

and set the bottom ends level and ram it firm, keeping the top

ends level. Thus, for an outside of a circle S inches high the

pieces of wood should be about 10 inches long, so as to stand

firmly in the ground. By thus cutting the ends square, the

smaller end of one piece and tlie wider end of the next can go

in the ground alternately. This keeps the sides more regular.

It matters little how rough the wood is, as that will soon be

concealed by Ivy, Cerastium, Moss, Saxifrage, Sedums, &c.,

and thus present an eveijgreen outline all the winter. Plints,

itc, do well enough when concealed, but cannot easily be made
so neat and uniform as these pieces of wood. Had we our

choice we would prefer larch poles ; but we are using soft wood
not suitable for hurdles or rails, and it will last a long time, as

the covering not only conceals but binds all firmly together,

even when the wood decays. The few inches left between this

raised edging and the grass, if objected to as earth colour, may
be easily coloured black, white, red, itc, with washed coal,

chalk, trickdust, gravel, spar, bottle glass, slate chips, &c.

These beds, raised thus at the sides, and the raising material

concealed, are quite different from piling stones, bricks, &c., in

the centre of a lawn and dignifying such excrescences with the

name of rockwork, &c.^R. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—Mav 2G.

Quite an unusunl fallinc-offin the demand during the past week, mncb
of the forced produce being in excess, StrawberritJS, Peaches, and Necta-
rines especially. A largo cavgo of West India Pines has arrived in fine

condition, and nearly a thousand boxes of Strawberries from France
have found a market here auring the last few days, bringing from id.
to 6d, iier lb.

FRUIT.

s. d.
Apples y2 Bieve 3 to 4
Apricots doz. S
Chen-ies lb. 1

Chestnuts bush. 10
Currants .... v. sieve

Black do.
Figa doz. 13
FUberts lb.

Cobs lb, 10 16
Gooseberries ..quart fi 10
Grapes,Hothouse.. lb. 6 10
Lemons 100 4 8

6. d. B. d
Mclon.q each 5 tol5
Nectnrines doz. 12 34
Oranges 100 4 12
Peaches doz. 15 30
Pears (dessert) . . doz. Q
Pine Apples lb. 8 13
Plums y- sieve
Quinces doz.
Raspberries lb.

Strawberries lb. 5 8
Walnuts bush. 10 16

do 100 10 2

VEGETABLES.

Artichokes doz.
Asparagus 100
Beans. Kidney .. hd.
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brus. Sprouts ^^ sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celei-y.„ bundle
Cncnmbers .... each
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish ..bundle

8. d.

3
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Seedling Zonal Pelapgonium (E. B. M. D.).—We do not see that it
ia a zonal

; but, whatpver it is, we cannot nndertnke tn naraw the varieties
of florists' flowers; tbey are too numorous, and bo sliphtly differing.

Pears with Persistent ConoLLA (IT. B.).—The Pears will not be
injoTL-d by the petals remfiinjng longer than n3unl.
Classifyino Colodred-foliaoed PELiRGONiuMs (B.I.—We consider

Pelargoniums Model, Perilla, Lunn. Beauty of Oulton, Gaiety, Neatness,
or any others belnnRiDR to this section, vn'rieRated and eligible for fxhi-
biting as Variegated varieties in company with anv of the Mrs. Pollock
section. The above are considered variegated by "11 competent judges.
In reply to vour eecond question, we consider thev may he exhibited as
Varipgated Zonal Pelargoniums, hut not in accordanceSvith the section
to which Madame Vaucher and The Clipper beloug. If there were
separate claspes, spt apart for the type of Pelargoniums to which vour
question chiefly refers, we would suggest that they should he called the
Bronze and Gold section, and the Mrs. Pollock clas^ should be designated
as Golden Tricolors, and tbe section of which Italia Unita is the tvpe
Silver Tricolors ; but we may again state, in order that we may be clearly
anderstood, that two or more of each of the above sections, if exhibited
together in a group, must to all intents and purposes be called
variegated.

Black Fungus on Rose Lbaveh (S. E. C.).—*'I have examined the
Rose leaves sent. They are attacked bv the black fupgtis, which is not
occasioned. like the blackened Rose leaves out of doors, by atmospheric
changes. Cut off' all the diseased leaves, syringe the trees well, and let
them have plenty of air. and. if dry at the roots, a thnrongh watering,
fio as to reach all tbe points of the roots. If a little weak liquid mannre
be given, it mny greatly help the plants to put out new leaves. Do not
remove any oth^r leaves than tlip diseased ones. If the trees are hope-
lessly affected, shake thera out of the soil, fresh pot them, and then you
may remove all the leaves.—W. F. Radclyffe."
CtTBLEB Rose Lf,aves (C. B.. GndalmiTif7).~'The recurving of the

leaves you forwarded is caused by the rupture and contraction of some
of the sap vessels on the under sides of the leaves. From the ruptured
vessels sap exudes, forming a kind of honeydew, and then s^on appear
the green aphides to feed upon it and to increase its outflow. We believe
it to be caused by sudden and violent trnnaitions of temperature, and
that it would be prevented by syringing the foliatre early, before the sun
bhone Dpon it. We should also apply weak liquid manure to the roots of
the trees, and keep them mulched.
Roses fQ. p.).—*' It is the frequent, but not invariable habit of Mart chal

Niel to prow long, scraggy, nnd leafless. I have three plants now in fine
Morm of that character. Perhaps when the weather becomes warmer
they may break into leaf better. Chailc'* Wood is a hard opener. When
it blooms it is a good representation of Louis XTV. ; it is a better grower.
1 Elill keep three plnnts of it, hut shall discard it in the autumn if it do
not bloom more freely. I have seen, in the number of years I have had
it, but one successful bloom. Its colour is blackish bh.od. Lord Clvde
is scarlet crimson on opening, but becomes of a darker crimson. It is a
good grower. The first-named specimen sent you is right, the other may
be right. Till the plant be established you cannot tell by the foliage
alone. Due de Cazes is. on opening, brilliant crimson, and then becomes
fine purple crimson, dying off in hot weather coppprv crimson. It is free,
abundant, nnd continuous in blooming.—W. F. Kadclyffe."
Cherp.y [J?. Wa1pole)-Jt is the Bird CheiTV ; in Scotland called the

Hog Cherry, but botanists now include it among the Plums, and call it
Prunus padus. Formerly they called it Cerasus paduH.
Potatoes Toberino without Sprouting (J. I\ohii>.^on].~Tt you refer

to page 24ft, you will see that it was stated at the Roval Horticultural
Society's Fruit Committee, that it is generally complaiuel of this year.

Mowing Slopes (J".).—They mav, when not too steep, he mown with a
mowing machine

;
hut your slope is much too steep, and you will there-

fore be obliged to use a scythe. To mow well with a machine the face of
the slope should be twice the perpendicular height.

Destroying Snails {Dcvon].~^\ye do not know of anv better plan than
strewing dry fresh lime over the irround at du^kin the evening of showerv
days, and it will destroy all it falls upon, and, repeated a few times, will
soon clear a garden of them and their even more ravenous ally the sing.
Their natural enemies, birds, ourht to be preserved, nothing being more
their scourge than the thrush. Cabbage leaves form good baits for snails
and slugs.

Applying Salt eet-o-een Growjv. Crops <Id€m).~Yon could not
apply salt between rows of Pens, Beai . Carrots. &c., even if actual con-
tact be avoided, without running the n'^' of destroving the crops as well
ns the weeds, for the roots of the vegetal. '.'s will extend for 9ome distance
into the ppncen between the rows ; and it follows that what wi I kill weeds
will destroy the crops, exceptintr such as natnrallv are found in maritime
positions, .IS Asparagus and Sea-kalo, to which salt, unless in very exces-
sive quantity, is beneficial.

Kidney Bean from China (Tlir Mafitn's Gnr<}nirr).~Th(s Beans sent
ns we are not able to recognise They very much resemble the China or
Robin's Egg, bnt from yrmr description we'think thev must be a running
port of that variety of Kidney Bean, and might not inaptly be termed
China Runners.

Guano Water to Newly-potted Camellias (Tdem).~-'Do not applv
Efnano or any kind of liquid mnnure tn plants newlv potted, and do not
keep tbe soil more than moist until the roots are working freely in the
fresh soil, then water freely ; hut guano water or liquid manure ought not
to be given until the pots are filled with roots, and then at alternate
waterings.

Fertilising Wistaria sinensis (T.).—We could not VArballv make
ourselves sutficiently clear to enable you to understand. All wo "can say
is, that the pf Hen roust be taken from tbe stamens and applied with a
cameVs-hair pencil to tho stigma of the pistil; but the process is a difR-
cnlt one, all the pod-hearers being difficnlt of fertilisation. The seed is
not, that we are aware, in any seed catalogue, nor do we know of an in-
stance of seeding in this country. We should he obliged to those having
seen it in seed in this or any country, if they would state the fact.

Stopping Vines (J. C. L.\—Stop the shoots one joint bevond the fruit

;

flnd the laterals should be stopped at tho first leaf, and be kept pinched-
intoone leaf as often as the growth is repeated, which will give you
pleotyof foliage, and is better than allowing a great growth and then

trimming half or more of it away. No more than one hunch ought to be
left on each shoot, the best for size and form, cutting the others away,
doing it immediately the berries are set. The leader or rod should bo
stopped when it reaches the ti)p of the house ; and you may, it being
within 3 feet of the top of the rafter, take one bunch from the leading
shoot of each Vine.

Peach Leaves Blistered (LJevi).~The leaf sent us is blistered, bat
is not ulcered, as is frequently the case. It is a result of cold weather
occurring after warmth, or hot dry days and cold nights, which cause
rupturing of the sap vessels. There is no remedy but to give increased
warmth by thicker covering. However, pick off" now the worst infested
leaves, and syringe the trees in the morning with water.
Gooseberry Tree Aphis (Wcm).—The best remedy is to dust with

tobacco dust raado from duty-free tobacco, which you will see advertised
in our columns.

Pear Leaves Blistered (S. H. TT.).—We think your Pear leaves are
attacked by the Pear-tree blister moth (Tinea Clerckella), a minute moth
that deposits its eggs upon the leaves, and when hatched penetrates be-
neath the cuticle, and, feeding upon the parenchyma, numerous brown
pimples or blister.s are produced. Tho oniv remedy will be to wash the
tree with soapsuds, 2 ois. soft soap to a gullon of water, applving it with
a syringe twice a-week up to the end of June. In autumn all dead leaves
should be removed and burned, digging the ground about the tree.

Trees to Shade Ponds (a. G. F.).—The most suitable trees to plant
near ponds are Willows; the Huntingdon, Common Weeping (Salix
babylonica), and Kilmarnock being most suitable. They will, however,
shed their loaves, which will to some extent foul the water, but not
seriously.

Asparagus Cuttino f T.).—We have found it desirable not to allow any
shoots to run up, not even weak ones, in the early part of the season of
cutting, as when that is the case tho shoots that are allowed to run draw
all or most of the food collected by the roots, or it goes into them, and
the eyes that would start into pi-owth remain dormant, and the beds do
not produce nearly so many heads as if all the shoots were cut as they
appear. By cutting all we call into growth the eyes that would otherwise
remain dormant, and these almost invariably f-.'rm the largest and best
heads, which it is our ambition to secure by cutting away the weak as
well as the finest beads until tlie second "or third week in May, or
even the fourth iu cold seasons, when we allow one or two shoots to run
up from each crown. The case is difi'erent when all the shoots are cut
as they appear to near the end of June. The roots are then so exhausted
that there may not be sutficient vigour or eyes left to furnish good strong
shoots, and unless there is good haulm this year the prospect of heads
next year will he extremely t-mall. We have seen beds cut so hard and
late, even into July, that the plants have not been worth keeping after-
wards, not giving a head tit to gather for the next three or four years,
and sometimes not then.

Ferns in Care Mouldy (5. E. (7.).—It would be impossible for us to
tell the reason of the Ferns becoming mouldy without seeing a specimen.

Ericas to Bloom in May and June fJ". S.).—Cavenlishii, Ventricosa
magnifica, Ventricosa grandiflora, Ventricosa suporba, Veutricosa" alba,
Perspicua nana. Alherti, Tricolor elegans. Tricolor Devoniaua, Tricolor
inflata. Tricolor major, Beaumontiana, Massoni major, Victoria, Eassoni-
ana, Candolleann, Candidissima, Tortulfpflora, Aristatamnjor, Fairrieana,
Holfordiana, Foiru,'tuea major, Gemmifera elegans, and Picturata.

Select Epackises (I-lcm).— Tho Bride, Impressa, Impressa albft,

Queen Victoria, Eclipse, Grandiflora rubra, Delicata, Lunata major, Mrs.
Pim, Princess Unyal, Miniata splendens, Hyacinthiflora, Lowii, Alba mal-
tiflora, Ardentissima, Carminata, La-vigata, Ornatus, Vesuvius, Rubella,
and Exoniensis. To have them flower at the time you name (March to
May), they will need to be wintered in a cool airy house, and retarded as
mnch as possible.

Compost for Oak-leaved Pelargoniums (Carohis).— The best soil
for the scented-foliaged Pelargoniums is two parts sandy loam from
turves, one part sandy flbry peat or leaf mould, and one part old cow
dung, with a free admixtme of sharp sand, the whole weU mixed, and
good drainage being provided.

Pansy Propagation i Alpha).—The young side shoots should be taken
those that rise from the neck or collar of the plant, as the old hollow
stems seldom strike freely ; cut them immediately below a joint, trim-
ming off the leaves half the length of tho cutting; insert them in a
compost of two parts turfy light loam chopped fine, one part leaf mould,
and one part sand, all well mixed, placed b inches thick, and in that pnt
the cuttings, so that they may be clear of each other. Give a gentle
watering, nnd cover with a hand-glass or frame, keeping it rather close
and shaded from bright sun until the cuttings are rooted. Anytime
from the beginning of March to the beginning of September is a good
time for putting in cuttings, but the beginning of August-to the beginning
of September is, perhaps, the best for raising plants for next year's
blooming.

Taking up Ranunculuses {Idem),—It is not desirable to leave the
roots in the ground the whole year. They should be taken up and dried
when the foliago begins to decay, and stored then in dry sand in a cool
place until planting lime.

Protecting Celery from Worms {Cottage Gardener).—The only plan
that we know of keeping ofif worms is to earth the plants with ashes or
sawdust, but the former is best. They will not do any harm in tbe soil,

and they will not long remain in it, the plants being well watered with
liquid manure (2 lbs. salt or soda, and 2 lbs. guano being placed in
30 gallons of water, with 1 peck of soot added and well stirred up), employ-
ing it in dry weathtr two or three times a-week alternately with water.

Melons not Setting {J. L.).—We think the bottom heat too high; 70'

to 75- will be quite warm enough to have the soil, and the top heat shoold
at night fall to 65^. We advise a good watering to be given, making holes
and pouring tho water through a drain tile, so as not to wet tlie surface
much, or more than can be huljied, nnd admitair early, not being sparing
of that. Maintain a temperature of Gu^ to 65^ at night, admitting air

at 75"'
; allow the temperature to rise with sun and air to 85^ or more, and

closing when it falls to 8&- and is not below 75'. Keep the shoots rather
thin, stop them one or two joints beyond the fruit, and impregnate the
flowers.

Pruning Nbwly-planted Cherries (Swlurban).—We prefer pnuung
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or 8liortcning-hnck the shoots, so an to aecnre n vlgorons crowth tho first

yonr. and eepecinlly for wnll trees, rtoint? it by February if it is not douo
io Novojiihcr. In the matter of pyramids it is not so material, and,
iudeed, if thoy wore i>roperIy punimer-pincbed such wintor pruninff in not
nocossary, but is positively injurious, the object b^in^ toltof ]) thttm closo

nnd compact. Tho object of winter priming is to aocuro Ki'owth, that of

summer pruning,' to restrain growth imd promote fniitfulncss. Wo pre-

sume you have ii ButUrioncy o! shoots on tho trees aKainst the walls;
train them in their full leneth, and you can, hv now shortening tho
leader, secure shoots at tho places where you wish for additional shoots to

cover tho wall, stoppimiall the shoots, except the extension of each branch,
at the tliird lonf, and to one afterwards throuis'liout tho pcason. Tho
pyramids we should stop at the fourth or tifth leaf ; and tho leader, if the
tree is under 4 foot in height, when it has thrown 9 or 10 inches.

Protecting Cfieiiuies fhom Birds i Idnn).—T\ie best material that
we have u^od is hexagon netting : but tiffany, which you have by you, will

an9W£r, putting it on when the Cherries are'swelUng and bccomingred.

Baromrter and Thertiiometkr {Mr:^. Keatin;f).— Write to Messrs.
Negretti A Zambrii, Hatton Garden, London, E.C., and tell them what
you need, and ask the prices.

SoFTENiN'o HAiin Water iLlrm).—Th(} hardness is nsually canscd by
the carbonate or sulphate of lime beiuc; dissolved in the water. It may be
rendered soft by niixin;^ a tal'h^spoouf ul of washing soda with each bucket-
ful of the water, and leaving it exoosed to the air for twelve hours. Tha
water so treated will do for watering plants.

IxtA Culture (C. /i. iT.).—The pots should be phiced out of doors in
summer, plunging them to their rims in the ground or in rnal ashes, sup-
plying witli water in dry weather, but not after the fcUage bet-'ins to
decay, as the moisture of the soil will be sufRcient. Pot them at tlie end
of September or beginning of October, watering at planting ; let chem be
freely watered for a month or six weeks, so as to encourage free root-
growth ; and keep them plunged iu cial ashes in a cold frame or pit,

pulling oir the lights day andnight when the weather is mild, protect-
ing from heavy rains by drawing on the lights, and in frosty periods
protecting with mats or straw nver the lights, and removing the plants to
the greenhouse in spring, assigning them a light and airy position.

Seedlixo Cyclamens (Idem).~At the end of this or beginning of next
month place tho plants out of doors, but shaded from the midday sun,
keeping the soil moist; and at the end of August pot them in -W-inch
pots, and place in a cold frame on coal ashes, keeping them well supplied
with water, hut not with the soil saturated. The lights unly should bo
used in case of heavy rains, and then air should be freely admitted by
tilting the lights. In October the plants may bo potted into ti-inch pots,
still keeping them in the frame, and protecting from hpavy rains and frost,

and removing to a light and airy position iu the greenhouse before severe
weatker occurs. Any plants that grow viaorously mny be shifted in
November into 7 or 8 inch pots. The plants will flowec next winter or
early in spring.

Banksiin Rose not Flowering- (Mem).—The situation is probably too
cold, and the plant too freely pruned. The shoots should be trained
fheir full length, and not very closely together, removing no part at the
winter pruning beyond the uuripened portion of the young shoots, as
the flowers are produced on laterals from the previous year's shoots.

Tacsonia Van-Yolxe3ii not FLowERiN'i (Idem). —The plant should
have the shoots trained not farther from the glass that 9 inches, and
better if 6 inches only. It should have a moderate amount of air, en-
couraging by copious waterings a free growth, training tho shoots
moderately thinly, so as to secure to them plenty of light. A good growth '

being made, keep tho jtlant dry lioth at the roots nnd in tlie atmosphere.

Your plant may bo a fte<Mlliiig, and m that case it will not flower until itd

vigour bo overcome by confining the roots.

Compost for Looania florihunda (An Amateur).—Two parts sandy
fibrous peat, one part turfy i)eat, and nno-sixth each of silver sand and
charcoal in pieces from the size of a poa uji to that of a hazel nut for

largo plants, not taking out tho dust, the whole to bo well mixed and
incorporated, providiof^ good drainage.

FcciisiA Leaves Diacolouiikd f.l Suhitcribrr).—The leaf sent has begua
that discoloration which will end in tho fall nf tho loaf unless tho cause

be removed. That is the failing to give air before the sun shines powerfully

npon tho house, ^o as to dissipate the Ci>uden-fnd moisture on tho leaves,

for tlio sun shining powerfully upon them whilat wet causes their dis-

coloration. It is not caused by overwateriug; avoid that, yet keep tho
foliage from flugging.

Flower Rohdrr (Pari.—Your arrangement will look very well if tho
season is moist enongh to keepthe yellow in thoPyretbrum. If not, yellow

Calceolaria or Mrs. Pollock Pelargonium would bo better.

Heatino a House for Bedding Plants IJobhing Gardrnrr).~yon
should have told us tho size of your house. If it is from 30 to 40 feet long,

two ventilators in tho roof and two in fro!it will not he sufficient. Yoa
would need four at least, unless on a warm <lay you set tho door open-

The command of more air would bo hotter as to heating. A flue is no
trouble if well managed, and a small flue would do for such a place. If

expense is an object, we would put a small Irick stove inside the house,

say in the middle, cover with an iron ulate or a flagstone, and take the

smoke out at tho back, or un through the mof. Such a stove with a

square top to i)ut a vessel of water on is the cheapest and the best of all

where only a little heat is wanted, and we consider brick stoves better

than iron, as they never heat so quickly, nor cool so quickly. If you givo

more particulars we shall be glad to assist you.

White Dust on Forced Strawberry Plants (Charlie).—Vfe think

your Strawberries must he mildewed, and dusting with sulphur and
more air might have remedied the evil. The other question—the plants

for bouquets iu winter and spring is a large one, and we will keep it in

mind, but for garnishing, grow in the slove Mosses and Ferns, parti-

cularly Maiden-hairs, and such plants as Euphorbia jacquiuiieflora, all

the smaller-foliaged Begonias, pink and white, which work up well ; and
in the gi-eenhouse, besides double-flowering Primu'as, which are invalu-

able, grow Mignonette, sowing in August, winter-blooming Ileaths, Epa-
erises, Correas, Acacias, Genista, Cytisus, Scarlet Pelargoniums, and those

florists' Pelargoniums as Alba multiflora and Dennis's Alma, which come
on with little forcing. The Swiss Forget-me-not also comes in very useful.

Seedling Calceolarias (W. K.).—They are prettily but not uncom-
monly marked ; and that is all that we are able to say of them, for the post-

office punches had quite flattened them,andthey were packed in a cottony

or woolly material, which is the worst of all for flowers. They should be
in a stout box and in moss.

Asparagus Shoots Perforated {E. P.)— We have failed to detect

any workings of insects within tho stems nf the Asparagus sent, nor

could wo find any, under a microacope, on the exterior of the diseased

part. Are you clear that the mischief is cauF-ed by insects? If so,

please send a fow separate, as the stems sent had become rotten, and may
have destroyed the insects sent, if any.—J. O. W.
Names of Plants {W. .9co»i.—Pilea muscosa, the Pistol or Artillery

plant. (Mrs. Pkelps).~lt is Khododendrou Kdgworthii, a native of the
valleys of the inner ranges of the Sikkim-HinxaJaya Mountains, at about
8O0O feet above the sea level.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the week ending May 25th.

DiTE.
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In liahhits, the first and GeconiT prizctakers were good in lop ears,

tut the Himalayan in the " Variety class " were not perfectly marked.
We published the prize list last week.

RABBITS AT EXHIBITIONS.
Many of your subscribers in Hull were greatly pleased with

Mr. Rayson's letter under the above heading in your issue of the

13th inst., where he justly complains of the frequent absence
of any notice of the Rabbits in the published reports of the
poultry shows. There is an instance of this neglect on the

part of somebody on the very page where this letter appears,

and, indeed, I was looking in vain for some mention of the
prize Rabbits at the Epworth Show when that complaint met
my eye, and yet twelve lines were devoted to the names of the

winners in the cage bird classes. It was a still greater disap-

pointment and source of wonder to frnd no notice whatever of

the prize-winners of Rabbits at the PIuU Poultry Show last

week, where there were sixty-one pens, containing the picked
Rabbits of England, fifteen prizes, including cup and medal,
given, and I myself heard the Judge (long experienced in these

matters) remark that there had never, perhaps, been so large

and choice a collection of Rabbits brought together in this

country. Everybody knows that it is an expensive hobby and
does not pay the most successful exhibitor, in a pecuniary sense,

but it is encouraging and gratifying to his innocent vanity to

see his name in print if a winner, and very mortifying not
to be able to learu who has beaten him if he go to the wall.

I observe that occasionally there is a notice of Rabbits at small
shows where four piizes are given, and not a dozen pens
entered, and it would be esteemed a favour by myself and a

number of your other subscribers here, and doubtless hundreds
elsewhere, if you would kindly add a footnote enliehtening us
on what appears a strange anomaly.—B. Hcdson, Hull.

[The following are the awards made to Rabbits at the Hull
Show :

—

Black and White, or Grey and TVhite.—l, W. Allison. 2, T. Ingham,
c, C. King. Yellow and U'liite, or Tortoiseslwll.—l and Cup, B. Hudson.
2,J. Svkes. ;ic, A. H Easten ; H. Yardlev. c, T. Ingham. Self-colour.—
1, A. H. Eaeten. 2, F. Stainburn. he. T. Ingham ;

— White ; W. Allison,
c, S. Hall. Himalayan.— \^ .T. Butterwortb. 2, J. R. Jessop. he, S. G.
Hudson, c, S. G. Hudson. Other Varieties.—1, A. H. Easten. 2 and he,

S. G. Hudson. SclUnn Class —1, S. Hall. 2, T. Ingham, he, 1. Strayton
;

B. Hudson. Silver Medal, F. E. Thompson.l

THE SHEFFIELD ORIGINAL FANCY RABBIT
SOCIETY'S SHOW.

The fifteenth half-yearly Show was held on the 17th inst., when
the largest and best stock of Fancy Rabbits that was ever exhibited
was shown. Prizes were awarded as follow ;

—

Length op Ears.—1, W. Allison. Length of ears, 22J inches ; width
B^ inches. Age. 5 months 10 days. 2, W. .\llison. Length of ears
224, inches, width 5^ inches. Age Jj months 11 days.
Black and White.—1, W. Allison. Length of ears, 21J inches, width,

5 inches. Age 3 months 14 days. 2, H. Frith. Length of ears, 21 inches,
width 4^ inches. Age 4 months.
Grey and White.—1, H. Platts. Length of ears, 19^ inches, width

5^ inches. Afje 4 months. 2, H. Platts. Length of ears, 19 inches,
width, 4 inches. Age 5 months.
Tortoiseshelt,.—1, W. Allison, Length of ears, 21 inches, width,

4|. Age 5 months 10 days.
Blue and White.—1, H. Platts. Length of ears, 18 inches, width,

4Mnches. Age 2 months 7 days.
Self-Colour.—1,H. Frith. Length of ears, 21.^, width, 5 inches. Age

4 months 4 days. 2, G. Moore. Length of ears, 20 inches, width il inches.
Age 4 months 4 davs.
Weight.—1, G. Moore. Weight 10 lbs. Age 6 months. 2, B. Marshall.

Weight 9 lbs. 12 ozs. Age 7 months.

Messrs. Allison and Platts contributed greatly to the breeding stock,

including Allison's Champion, said to be the longest-eared Rabbit in

the world, measuring 'iiJ^ inches and G inches wide, and his splendid
pair of Black and White, winners of some of the principal prizes in
England.

Almost Siamese-twin Chickens.—I have recently had a

brood of chickens hatched, and among them was one with four

legs, four wings, two perfect bodies, and one head. It died
before the hatching was complete, and I have had it preserved.

—W. Bakpoot, Queen Street, Kettering.

Aylesbury Ducks.—An Aylesbury Duck laid such a large

egg on the 13th inst., that I weiphed it and found it 8 ozs.

Two Aylesbury Ducks have laid 231 eggs since January 1st.

—

F. W. B. B.

Eakly Swap.ming at WATEEEEAcn, Cambiucgeshikb.—Mr.
\spland, of Rosemary Hill, Waterbeach, head gardener to the
Eev. W. Wilson, had a very fine swarm on the 21st of April.

Mr. J. Deneon, Jan., Florist, &c.. High Street, Waterbeach,
had a fine ewarm on the 2oth of April.

STRENGTHENING STOCKS.
I HAD two good Bwarma of Ligurians, but tried to strengthen

one of them at the expense of the other by changingthe stands,
which did not answer, as one of them killed the bees as they re-

turned home, consequently it is so weak that it is useless.—S.H.G.

[Changing places with stocks should only be done when the
bees are busily at work in the middle of a fine day, when honey
is coming in rapidly. At such a time we are assured on excel-

lent authority that the populations of strong and weak stocks
may in this way be equalised with little or no risk of a mishap.]

MY DOGS.—No. 5.

MY DOG WHEN I BECAME A RECTOR.
Dogs seem capable of two kinds of strong attachment-

attachment either to the horse they live with, or to some one
member of a family, usually their master. You may also
notice that it the love is strong and warm the dog is no Fenella,
but one of a high degree of intelligence. As to the dogs of the
common caste of nature, they eat and drink, obey you, like a
walk, and are grateful for it, and there all ends. That is the
history of their lives from year to year.

But among dogkind as among mankind, Shakspeare's canon
holds good :

—

" Nature hath meal and bran."

An observant eye which has watched the world for some years
detects easily enough the bran. That boasting, coarse-minded
man, rich he may be, fairly educated he may be, prosperous
he may be, yet for all that you see at once he is but of Nature's
"bran." So, too, that vulgar-minded woman, who wears her
gaudy clothing like a clotheshorse, but in spite of her apparel's

costliness is yet not a gentlewoman. She, too, is of Nature's
" bran ;" while, on the other hand, that quiet, true, gentle man,
who winces and shrinks under the broad stare and loud talk of

Mr. Vulgarian Pluto, is readily recognised as being of Nature's
" meal." And that quiet-demeanoured woman, who welcomes
you with a smile and soft voice, who would have just satisfied

Ben Jonson's wish when he said

—

" Give me .a look, give me a f.ice.

That makes simplicity a grace ;

Robes loosely Howiug, hair as free.

Such sweet neglect more taketh me
Than all th' adulteries of art

:

They strike mine eyes, but not my heart."

She, too, as you see at once, is of Nature's very finest " meal."
Now, as I before said, just as among mankind, so among

dogkind, " Nature hath meal and bran." A dog of high intel-

ligence is of the former class, and he has always a very warm
heart ; but in this class there are degrees. One such dog forms
the warmest attachment to his stable-sharer the horse, which
he will welcome with joy, whine for when absent. Sometimes
he will lie on his back ; at other times the horse will, in a sort

of stupid loving way, put down his long kind head for the dog
to lick his face. As the two do not by nature partake of similar

food there is no quarrel over the dividing of provender. Such
a dog I have known, who was wont to biing his stable-friend

an apple from the orchard as a little love-gift and token. But
the highest-class dog of all is the one who loves with wonderful

depth and warmth—depth seen in his eyes, warmth felt in his

caresses—his own master. Such a dog you see in Sir Edwin's
picture " Anxiety." A noble Newfoundlander is sitting on
the extreme point of the pier, with his master's plumed hat

kept safe beneath one weighty foot, while his eyes are looking

from his bent head far into the waves beneath, asking the sea

to give up the beloved form, or to tell. Is my master safe, or is

he lost ? Or that other picture, where the shepherd dog is

laying his head on his master's coffin in a state of loving grief,

he so soon to die of a broken heart.

Of such an affectionate dog I have now to speak. She was
a terrier, not of the rough Scotch kind, at one of which Punch
represented a London City Arab looking, and saying, " Which
is 'is 'ead and which is 'is tail ?" though much may be said

for the docility and intelligence of such. No, Fanny was an
English terrier, black and tan.

But I must tell all in proper order. One bright Sunday
morning in late spring or early summer, that best of times in

the West of England, I was crossing the road from my church
to my rectory. To the church I had been, country parson-like,

to look round and see if all was right for service to begin half
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an hour after, while the chiming of the bella of near churches,

whoso service begins earlier than mine, was falling pleaHantly

on my ear. I Lad been Btanding a few minutes befure on the

sunny slope of the churchyard, lost in admiration, looking

at and delighting in tho rich wide view beneath—the sweep of

the park close below, the stately elms, broad oaks, and prim
chestnuts, down to the humbler thorn bushes. I had been

noticing the nearer trees in their first clean pure spring dress
;

then I had watched how, farther off, the trees lost individuality,

and blending to the eye formed one high thick wood, and
farther still, whore along the horizon, half indistinct from a

Bommer mist, " a pale stream," I could just trace the whole
line of the road up those downy slopes miscalled Salisbury

Plain. Having watched, and loved, and listened to bells and
birds (oh, what a sweet calm time is a summer Sunday morn-
ing !) I had roused myself from this delicious reverie, and had
left " God's acre." Each year ia that beautiful burial ground
more endeared to me—to me, an old resident—for more and
more loved parishioners lie beneath as years succeed each other.

In the act of crossing the village lane, elm-shaded, a pure
English-bred black and tan terrier raised its intelligent head
for a pat. I saying, " You are the very dog I should like,"
" You may have her, sir, if you likes to buy her," said a one-

eyed, rather doubtful-looking man, who was off, like too many
artisans, for a Sunday walk during church time. Explaining
to Cyclops that Sunday was no day for purchase or sale, I take

down his address, again pat the dog, notice and admire her
large, bright, trusting eyes, and determine if possible to free

her from the tyranny of that one-eyed, ill-favoured being who
was now her master. " Six o'clock to-morrow night, and don't

oome earlier, as I sha'n't be home sooner." "All right. What
ia your dog's name ?" "Fanny." A christian name, thought I,

and the dog first seen on a Sunday.
The next evening at the time appointed I was at the house

of Cyclops, a poor house in a back lane of a manulactuiing
town, low-ceilinged and close-aired. How different, alas ! are

the town dwellings of the poor from my village cottages with
freshair and good gardens. A timid woman (is Cyclops a cruel

husband y) received me and bade me be seated. Presently
Cyclops came in, even less prepossessing in his workday garb
than in his Sunday suit—Cyclops, not, indeed, one of Vulcan
the blacksmith's workmen, but his near kin by looks, for he
was stained blue with cloth dye. He leads the way to a little

back yard, high-walled and filthy, where was Fanny tied by a
rope which had worn through the skin of her neck. She was
a beautiful, glossy, black and tan creature, in all the lithenesa
and grace which a well-bred teirier has when a year old, before
the form is widened and made bulky by age. I longed to

release the dog from such a prison and such a galling chain.
"How did Cyclops come by the dog?" "It was give I by a
lodger a fortnight ago." "Where did lodger get her V" "From
Squire Dash's keeper." Stolen, thought I. Cyclops does not
ask an exorbitant price, and in five minutes the dog is bought
and paid for. One of my two boys, quite little boys then, and
very eager for the dog, produces a light chain and collar, and we
are off with our prize, Fanny buoyant, loving, and delighted,
as if foreknowing the many happy years she was destined to
spend with us.

Arrived at home, it seemed the dog's delight to win every
heart ; but still from the first, as if she knew it was I who
freed her from her misery, she was to me devoted—she was
my dog especially, only fully happy when lying at my feet.

Still, I had the fear upon me that she was stolen, and that I

should have to give her up to her rightful owner ; but it proved
in the end that Cyclops' tale was correct. She had been the one-
too-many at the gamekeeper's lodge, and she was given by him
to a friend, who valued her so little, or feared the tax-gatherer
so much, that in a fortnight's time he left her with Cyclops.
Fanny proved to be of Nature's very finest meal. She was

known for years by a clerical neighbour as " the christian dog,"
partly from her christian name, but chiefly from her nature, so
kindly, and gentle, and loving. People who were not nsnally
fond of dogs were struck by and pleased with Fanny. I have
said she was of the brightest black and richest tan. Unfortu-
nately, she had been subjected to the cruel process of cropping
and docking, so ears and taU were not as Nature made them

;

but her eyes told her character, and attracted attention. The
eyes of some terriers are brown of various shades ; hers were
glittering coal-black balls, with a liquid lustre, as like as
possible to a gazelle's as a dog's eyes could be in shape, colour,

and prominence. Fanny, happily, adapted herself to her
company ; with the children she played hide-and-seek, enjoy-

ing the game thoroughly. When they went blackberrying she

went too, and all her share plucked by herself. From me she

would never willingly part. When I %vaB writing she lay at my
feet, and looked up now and then to make sure I was there

and then she dozed off secure and happy. Whither I went she

went. She was prime playmate with the young ones, even to

the youngest that could not toddle, but could sit and pull her

tail. There is an engraving seen sometimes in print-shop

windows of a terrier, at least of such a dog's head and neck,

with a face full of intelligence— that, save the white throat,

which my dog had not, is just like Fanny.

I could never bring myself to make Fanny a kennel dog;

she had felt the galling "chain of Cyclops, she should never

know mine. So she had full range. Soon she grew to under-

stand where I was going. If a felt hat was on my head she

knew it was only for a stroll in the garden; if a stick in_my

hand, she knew it was for a parochial stroll, and she went into

every cottage, hurting neither child nor cat. If I had on that

detestable thing (why are EngUshmen slaves to it ?), a high hat,

called by boys, aptly and rij^htly, a chimney-pot—for it ia as hard

on the brow as if made of pottery, and as ugly as a chimney-

pot—then Fanny knew it was for a long walk, a call, perhaps,

and she was extra happy, leaping to my hand and bounding by

my side. At first she was much puzzled by Sunday. Poor

dog! she had not "ever been where bells have knoUed to

church." At the kennels in the wood, where she had passed

her puppyhood, she had heard the sweet music of the church

bells, doubtless, but had no association with them, and knew
of no duty connected by man with them. When in the posses-

sion of Cyclops, he never went to church, so to him and her

Sunday bells were as nothing, save connected with a walk in

the morning ; or, perhaps, s-he thought of them only in connec-

tion with kicks from a drunkard's foot in the evening. So

when Fanny saw me high-hatted and dressed for church while

the bells were ringing, she thought she had a right to go out

' with me. Eat soon she learned to know the day. I was wont

to look at the dog, point to my gown and bands, and say,

I

" Listen to the bells, Fanny, it is Sunday ;" and she retired to

her sleeping-box in the kitchen. After mastering her lesson,

which she soon did, nothing would induce her to go out on her

accustomed barking runs round the house and garden on a

Sunday, until the afternoon service was over. She knew the

day as well as we knew it. Once she was sorely puzzled ; that

j

was by the first funeral which took place after I had her. She

, knew it was not Sunday, but the bell was going, and I went
' over to church. Very much perplexed, and not knowing what

I to make of it, she committed her one fault, for when she saw

me in the churchyard she jumped through the window of my

I

study in order to get to me, though cutting herself sorely in
'' doing it. Upon being punished the kept the house at funerals
' as well as on Sundays and at other service times.

Fanny had some recommendations to favour, which terriers

seldom have : thus, she swam, hence she was beautifully clean

;

then she never would eat raw meat, and cared most for bread

and milk, so she was scentless— a great comfort in a house-

Uving dog. When accidentally lost in the town near, she

would either remain on the door step of the house she last saw

me in, or place herself at a point which commanded a view of

divergent roads. I was wont occasionally to stay at a house

where was one of the most snarling, ill-tempered creatures,

half terrier, half Italian greyhound, called toy terriers
;
and

when its mistress's back was turned I used to avenge myself

upon the ill-tempered, ill-conditioned (not in body, far from it),

ill-bred little brute, by saying to him, " Well, Mister Tiney,

Dr. Watts said some dogs will go to heaven ; but on my word
as a clergyman, I assure yoitthat you will not be one of them."

But if the fond dream of the little doctor is ever realised, and

some of the animal creation be for ever happy with redeemed

man in the second paradise, as they were happy with unfallen

man in the first paradise, it must be that such dogs as Fanny
will be there. Her devotion to me was shown daily ; if left

alone in the house she lay on my chair, or on my bed ; but it

was in an illness of mine that my heart was most drawn out

towards her. And is it net also true in regard to human
friends, that companionship in scenes of sorrow makes the

truest friend ? The boon companions of the spendthrift, where

are they when he has spent all and bfgins to be in want?

Gone ! What is the worth of the friendship of the drunkard's

jovial choice cronies when the drink is out ? Nothing. But if

you make a friend in scenes of sorrow—a friendship springing

up first, perhaps, from sympathy shown—then, whenever you

meet that one, there is a special pressure of the hand, a
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special glance from the eye, which could not have ever been
had the friendeliip begun in the gayest scene the world ever
saw. Sorrow shared consecrates friendship. Also the sympa-
thising letter written by a friend to us when we are in trouble,
secures our hearts more than a thousand merry epistles, for

we then feel his value. Thus, too, I never knew Fanny's full

value until eickness became my guest. The dog was restless,

and would get into my room. By the way, I should have re-

marked that the had learned to knock at a door and gain ad-
mittance by thumping her short tail against it, making an ex-
cellent imitation of a tap, tap. Well, she, though repeatedly
driven down—she, the gentlest and most obedient of dogs,
would come up-stairs, and she would and did get into my room,
then on the bed, and there she would remain. But to describe
the scene further—to give a photograph of it, I must use the
words, the better words of another. Mrs. Browning, one, surely,

of the first poets of this century, both in heart and intellect,

once received from a friend, Miss Mitford I think, the present
of a dog, who became her faithful companion during some
years of ** that long disease, her life." Her account of the
attention and love shown to her by this dog during a severe
illness just portray Fanny's conduct to me under similar cir-

cumstances. Glancing at the silky beauty of other dogs, she
comes to her own, and says, looking at him

—

*' Bnt of thee it Bbnll be said,
This dog watched beside a bed

Day and night unweary
;

Watched within a curtained room,
Where no sunbeam brake the gloom

Round the sick and dreary.
*' RoBes gathered for a vase.
In that chamber died apace,

Beam and breeze resigning.
This dog ttnly waited on,
Knowini; that when light is gone,

Love remains for shining."

How exquisite are those two last lines, and how true, as
thousands uf sick rooms bear witness.

Then the poet goes on comparing the life of other dogs to

the life of her devoted dog.
*' Other dogs in tbymy dew.
Tracked the hares and fdllowed tbrocgh

Sunny moor or meadow

—

This dog only crept and crept
Next a languid cheek that slept,

Sharing in the bbadow.
•* Other dogs of loyal cheer
Bounded at the whistle clear.

Up the woodside hieing

—

This dog only watched in reach
Of a faintly uttered speech,

Or a louder sighing.

•* And if one or two quick tears
Dropt upon his glossy ears.

Or a sigh came double

—

Up he sprang in eaper haste,
Fawning, forjdling, breathing fast.

In a lender trouble."

I must again break the course of the poem to note the

wonderful power and truthfulness of the last three lines of

this verse. No words ever, I think, so exactly showed the
different manifestations of love in trying to comfort, which are

peculiar to a dog. No artist could give them, for a painter

could not, of course, give motion, whereas the words can
and do.

" Up he sprang in eager haste,"

active electric movement

—

" Fawning, fondling, breathing fast,"

three kinds of motion so quickly following, consecutive, but
not co-existing, and then the finishing touch

—

*' In a tender trouble,''

affection predominating, prevailing over grief.

Then comes the poet's last descriptive verse—love perfect

and secure, and resting

—

" And this dog was satisfied

If a pale thin hand would glide,
Down his dewlaps nloping

—

Which he pushed his nose within,
Afler^platforming his chin

On the palm left open."

No words of mine could so exactly tell Fanny's winning,

loying ways when I was on my sick bed, no words of mine could

half so well tell them. When I grew gradually better and
began to walk with a tottering feeble step, I was accompanied
by Fanny. Soon I had to halt—resting, then walking a little

farther ; Fanny paused as I paused, and walked on as I walked

Fanny lived with us for many years, considering the short-
ness of dog-life. Her death was tragic. She was fond of a
gun, and did her part well in sport ; but, alas ! one wretched
1st of April, " dies ater,'' the contents of the barrel went into
the dog instead of the inferior animal. Even in djing she was
herself, for she raised her head, gave one look, which went to
the heart of the shooter. Her look said plainly, " I know it is

a mistake, and I quite forgive you." Oh ! that wretched 1st of

April ! what a flood of tears was shed ; what a household of

mourners we were ; but in vain the tears, the mourning—the
bright-eyed Fanny was bright-eyed no more, but she lives in

the tenderest remembrance of us all. Fanny was the last

of " my dogs." The last, at least, who has lived and died
with us, for I must not forget you. Dash, handsomest of liver

and white spaniels, faithful guardian of my home ; but you are

living, so you cannot have as yet a biographer.

—

Wiltshire
Rector.

OUK LETTER BOX.
Andalustan Chickens (H. L.).—We believe the breed to be "com-

posite," and therefore subject to return to the parts that originally formed
it. Black and white wonld be among them. You were prepared for it by
the letter of the seller, who very candidly told you what you might
expect. It is not uncommon for these lisht birds to get darker, and the
dark ones to become lighter, till they reach a neutral tint.

Brahma Pootras Partly Featherless (J. B. C).—They eat each
other's feathers. We know, to our cost, there is no cure for it but giving
them their entire liberty, unless there be some satisfying food we have
not yet discovered. There is no doubt it arises from a morbid and
diseased state of body, and it is curious from the fact that the patients
stand stitl and submit to being plucked alive with as mtich patience as
though it were a pleasurable operation. They are also epicures in their

way. They be^in with the fluff—we suppose the Htifht down tickles their
palate—then they eat the hackle, and at last, *\fante de mieux," they eat
the saddle feathers. The only approach to a cure has been to rub the
bare spots freely with bitter ointment.

Docks and Fo\\x3 Together {Parson's Wife).—Ducks and fowls to be
shown in June need not be separated, so far as soxes are concerned; but
Ducks and fowls must not be kept together either for their weU-doing, or
for exhibition. Their habits are too dissimilar. It is fairly open to
doubt whether the eggs are barren from the cause given ; but the risk is

so great at this time of year, we should advise you to change the cock for
another. If you have room enough for your chickens do not shut them
up. They require extra food because weight is essential, but it is too
expensive to feed a yard at that rate. If you cannot give them separation
and liberty, you must shut them up for a short time, or you must increase
your average feeding, and trust to beauty of feather and perfection of
condition to make up for any deficiency in weight. Goslings and duck-
lings may bo killed at from sixteen to eighteen weeks old.

Address (S. Thorne).—We never state the address of correspondents;
all questions must be sent to our office. Every week we repeat a notice
to that effect.

Hen's Feathers Brittle (P. J. TT.).—The plumage is worn out and
brittle at this time of year, and the nakedness you complain of is caused
by the attentions of the cock. Remove him, and the feathers will come
again. It is also akuost certain you would uot he a loser by the separa-
tion.

Antwerp PiGEfiNS, &c. [St. EdmiLnd'i).—Do not feed your birds before
teaching them to fly; they will come home the better, and be rewarded
by a good feed. At the same time, let them uot fly on a long fast. We
fear your hen Pigeons have "rot feather;" let them have exercise,
variety of food, the bath, and separate them from their mates for a few
weeks. They should also have gravel, loam, salt, and mortar mixed, to
pick at.

Grey Parrot (r<frm).— Feed your bird on Indian com well boiled,
biscuits soaked in milk, the latter not quite cold, difiereut seeds, nuts,
and any grain occasionally. Be sure to give no animal food, not even a

bone to pick. He should have gravel at the bottom of bis cage. We
recommend milk as above rnther than water. Do not over-feed or under-
feed, but notice what your bird takes ; fre&h food ia best.

Canary and Rabbit Shows {H. BaU).~Yron\ your communication prog-
nosticating the decay of the shows we entirely differ. They are increas-

ing in uumlier and improving in management. Committees are more
careful in selecting judges than they were two years since.

Pbeseuving Peas (S. A. X.).—Pick them when full grown, shell tbem,
dry them gently but thoroughly, and then store them in canvas bags in a

dry place. When required for use soak them in water for a few hours
until plumped up, and theu boil them.

Silkworms' Eggs (CMHiV^Ziw).—They are of no use if kept until the
year folloT^-iug that in which they were produced. The price of the cloth
covers for our volumes is Is. each, or free by post 1«. 3d.

Swarm Settling on the Ground {Caraim) —The queen doubtless
dropped ou the ground unable to fly. owing probably to some defect Inher
wings, and being there discovered by the bees, the swarm settled where
she had fallen. We do not fancy you did much good by adding to them
the cluster of bees in the bell-glass, since all, or nearly all, of them wonld
return to their parent hive the first time they quitted the new domicile
to which they had paid so invuluntarj' a visit.

Wax jUoth [S. S. irarc).—In the Woodbury, and indeed in every descri])-

tion of moveable comb hive, nothing is easier than to effect a cure by lift-

ing out the frames, examining the combs, and destroying all the larvre of

the wax moth. We are, however, inclined to believe that the colony is

really suffering from foul brood, which is a much more serious matter.
We should be the better enabled to judge of this if you would give particu-

lars of the history of the stock, and we should also be glad if at the same
time you would communicate your address.
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cbaiCDiuR undulations, and the rich woodland seen flbout Glen
Eyre. Yet it has great natural advantages. It cotumands a
fine vieiv of the Southsmpton Water and tho New Foiest, that
" stands drees'd in living green " beyond the line of the silvery
waters ; and in the distance can be caught the hills of the Isle

of Wight, forming a lofty grey backgrcund to the whole. Such
is the position of Crabwood. Within the last few yeava con-
siderable imiiroTements have been made in the grounds by
Mr. Driver, for modern horticulture finds here a home, and
flourishes under the intelligent supervision of the gardener,
Mr. vT. c. Higgs. Particularly does spring gardening form a
pleasant feature during the early mouths of the year, Mr.
Higgs having been one of the first in the locality to talie it up.
The flower garden is on the south-east side of the dwelling-

house, and occupies a good space on a somewliat extensive
greensward. On the north this is bounded by a fine bank of
Ehododeudrons, on the other side of which is the carriage-drive
sweeping by a gentle curve towards tho house. It is here that
Mr. Higgs's early spring arrangement starts into floral life, as
adjoining the Khododendrons next the carriage-way there can
be seen clumps of the common Primrose, Cowslips, the com-
mon Bluebell, and other early-blooming spring flowers that do
good service " by softening the harfh face " of surroundings
otherwise dreary and uninviting. Eastward cf the flower garden
are seen some large beds, the centres of which are filled with
Kalmias and Belgian Azaleas, and allowing of a broad border
next the turf. In these beds Mr. Higgs plants, early in the
antumn, some of the biighlest and most striking foims of the
variegated Kale, and among them places a few dwarf Laurels,
Aucubas, &c., to secure a little shade, and to break the mono-
tony cf their otherwise formal appearance. Seen from the
windows of the dwelling, these beds have a very pleasing ap-
pearance during the winter months. As coon as tho Kale
commences to decay, in the early part cf the year, it and the
shrubs are removed to the spare garden, tho one to produce
seed, the other for use another season ; and a broad baud of

Polyanthus of the showy gold-laced type is placed round tho
Kalmias and Azaleas, and this is edged with the silvery Gna-
phalium lanatum. The Polyanthuses are removed at bedding-
out time; the Gnaphalium does good service during tho sum-
mer. Eaised rustic beds also have Kale as occupants, inter-
mingled with the common Periwinkle, which blooms very
early in such a locality. Inside the Rhododendron hedge,
and sloping towards the lawn, was a long border, which Mr.
Higgs has made an old-fashioned mixed border for biennials,
perennials, itc. This was extremely gay with many plants,
such as Alyssum saxatile, Arabis albida, Iberis aempervirens,
dwarf Phloxes, Pansies, Primroses, &c., many others coming up
to take their place. A border of this kind need never be with-
out flowers, while hardy herbaceous plants with variegated or
gay self-coloured foliage can always be introduced with excel-

lent etiect.

Following this border the dwelling-house is reached, and
here a grand display of colour presents itself, so striking that
it needs to be seen to be appreciated, considering that what
may be termed common things were the agents employed to

produce so charming a floral picture. The beds forming the
garden represent in thoir disposition an oblong, divided into

two squares by a large circular bed, in the midst of which was
a specimen of Cupressus macrocarpa ; under this tree was a

circular carpet of Stachys lanata, round this a broad baud of

Silene pendula—a gloiious mass of colour, end this again was
edged with a band cf the Stach3'S. In the centre of each of

the squares was a large diamond-shaped bed, having a centre
of the extremely showy and dense-blooming double white
Saxifraga granutata, planted in the shape of the bed, and mar-
gined with the Silene pendula. Four triangular-shaped beds
formed the outline c£ the squares, making eight beds ia all.

Of these one-half were filled entirely by the blue Myosotis
sylvatica, tho other four had in the centre a triangle of the
pink Silene, and an edging of the yellow-flowering Limnanthes
Douglasii. This last combination made a fine display. The
Limnanthes is one of the most valuable of spring-blooming
plants; it is perfectly hardy, and during tlie winter mouths its

bright greeu foliage does essential service in the flower garden,
as it grows in compact tufts, and affords a marked contrast to

the dark hue of the greensward.
Along the front of the dwelling-house was a border composed

of a line of t he Hue Forget-me-not, edged with the Limnanthes.
By the side of tho conservatory was a broad border, having as

a background two lines of the double white Saxifrage, in front

of this a line of Silene pendula, then a band of Yiola cornuta,

the whole edged with Cerastium tomentosum. On the left
hand of a walk running from the conservatory in a south-west
direction, was a series cf small oblong beds; these also were
charming masses of colour, being filled alternately with Saxi-
fraga granulata flore-pleno, edged with the pink Silene pendula ;

and with the blue I''orget-me-not, edged with Limnanthes
Douglasii.

The reserve garden is an indispensable adjunct of all spring
gardens. To this it is necessary to transfer Daisies, the Saxi-
frage, Polyauthus, Primroses, and many other things propa-
gated by division of the roots. Here, too, should be beds
available for r lising from seed the Silene pendula, Limnanthes,
Forget-me-not, &c. In all places of any pretensions to size,

there are always odd corners available for this purpose, and at
all seasons the gardener will find such an admirable refuge for
many plants to gain new life and vigour for another season's
service. Here, too, can be tested on a small scale the merits of
any new agent that challenges attention previous to its being
introduced to tho flower garden. This leads to the assertion
that spring gardening need not bo subject to the charge some-
times brought against it, that an inevitable sameness is its

annual heritage ; this is not a necessary consequence, for new
subjects are constantly being produced : and these, allied to skill

and facility of design on the part of the gardener, cannot fail to
yield him new floral pictures, each of which shall be to him a
new charm, and a fresh revelation of the infinite resource the
bountiful heart of Nature places at his command.

—

Via,

POTATO FAILURES.
There is considerable anxiety iu this neighbourhood regard-

ing the Potato crop, aiising from a very large per-centage oJ
the tubers not having appeared above ground, though they
have been planted ten weeks. Upon examination, very many
of the tubers are quite decayed, and where they are sound
they have thrown out numerous small and ill-shaped tubers
without the least signs of any leaf growth, and where they did
produce leaves it was in a very weak and uneven way. I might
remark that this peculiarity is quite confined to the earlier

sorts, such as the Eoyal Ashleaf, Coldstream Early, Racehorse,
Milky White, and Myatt's Prolific. All tho later sorts have
come up as strongly and evenly as usual. Vv'ill some of our great
Potato growers give ns their opiuion as to the cause of this
absence of above-ground growth, and whether the crop from
the tubers produced is likely to be serviceable ? Opinions in
this locality are divided ou the subject, for while some attribate

the evil to the unpropitious state of the weather during March
and April, others say that it aiiscs through weakness from the
premature ripening of the Potato in consequence of the hot
weather of last year.

Now, according to my experience with the Potato, I am in-

clined to the belief that it is a little of both combined, with the
injurious efiect of a long season of rest. I have found tho
Potatoes more inclined to sprout this winter during their

confinement than I have ever before known. The continual
moving and rubbing-off shoots to keep the tubers plump must
tend to weaken the eyes, and, consequently, exhaust the tuber,

and if prematurely ripened, this will add weakness to weakness,
and render the tuber quite incapable of resisting the effects ol

the bad weather we have lately had. Though the Potato is

very tenacious of life, it is also very susceptible of injury from
adverse circumstances, and last season was an exceptional one.

In this locality many bad sets were stored which did not keep
well, consequently inferior sets were planted.

I have arrived at the above conclusions partly through the
following facts :—On the 14th of last August I planted one hun-
dred tubers, selected from the early crop of Eivers's Royal Ash-
leaf, which were taken up in the last week of the previous May;
they were planted on a south border, where they grew very fast

;

just two calendar months afterwards (11th of October), I dug
them up with a produce of five hundred and ten tubers, or about
five to one. I ripened them on the front shelf of a vinery. In
the beginning of last Februaiy I planted two hundred of the

best of these tubers, and not one failed to push above ground
both healthy and strong ; tho produce was stored with that of

other early sorts, and uevtr showed a sign of growth until

planting-time, while the sprouted eyes of the other tubers re-

quired rubbing ofi every week.

I perceived in your report cf the General Meeting of the Boyal
Horticultural Society that the Eev. M. J. Berkeley considers

the cause of failure to be probably owing to the starch, of which
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Potatoes oontftin so much, beinj? too firmly set in the cells of

the tuber from over-ripeniag. Now, altliouyh I do not pretend

to the ability to refute w)iat that gentleman states, yet, if what

he says is correct, how is it that ihe very same sorts of Pota-

toes that are playing such pranks out of doors, come up so

well, and thrive and produce as good crops as ever in cold

frames, turf pits, &a. ? I have seen somo very fine samples

of Veitch's Improved Eiirly Ashloaf this spring ; they were

planted in the early part of JJeoember in leaf mould and loam,

and in a turf pit, with no forcing or any protection but old

boards and mats. Other sorts of less value as early ones have

turned out good crops, while out of doors there is greet cause

of oomplaiut.—T. Becobd, Lillesdcn Gardetf:, Uawkhnnt.

TENDER ANNUALS.—Xo. 5.

Besides those for which I have given fall cultural diraotions.

there are others very desirable for the decoration of tho green-

house or conservatory, and to furnish cut flowers in summer
and autumn. They have not had that attention piid to them
which they deserve, and it is remarkable that such should be

the case, as they are of easy culture, and well repay any extra

care. I now propose to treat of them briefly, giving a list of

those I think most desirable, and there are others not yet in

cultivation which I think might bo introduced; indeed, it is

very desirable that our greenhouses should be as gay in sum-

mer and autumn as they are in spring and early in summer ;

bnt at present during the autumn, and even late in summer,
the plants which figure most conspicuously are those oiua-

mental by their foliage.

Of tender annuals, the following are well worthy of atten-

tion :—Browallia elata, flowers blue, habit erect, Ij foot

;

B. elata alba, white, 1} foot ; B. grandiflora, pale yellow, 2 feet

;

B. demissa, blue, very dwarf, 6 inches.

The seed should be sown early in March for en early bloom,

but for fine plants not until April, sowing in a hotbed, and con-

tinuing the plants there until they are well established. Pot

them off, three or five in a 4} inch pot, when they are large

enough to handle, and transfer them to a G or 7-inch pot when
the pots become fall of roots. For single specimens pursue

the same treatment as that recommended for Globe Amaranths
;

it is admirably adapted for these and most other tender an-

nuals. A compost of two parts light turfy loam, one part old

cow dung or well-rotted manure, wiih a free admixture of sharp

sand, will grow them well.

Centroolinium reflexum, flowers rosy, very pretty, 2 feet.

Soil and treatment of the Globe Amaranth. Sandy loam and
leaf mould, two parts of the first to one of the latter.

Cleome candelabrum (Gynandropsis candelabrum), flowers

red, 1 foot ; C. cardinalis, red, 2 feet ; C. pentaphylla, white,

1 foot ; C. monophylla, yellow, 1 foot.

Pretty plants, requiring the same treatment as the Browallia.

They should have a cold pit after June, the plants up to that

time being brought forward in a hotbed. Single plants may
be grown in 4* or Ginch pots, and five or more in a pot for a

mass ; but in no case ought they to bloom in the pots they are

sown in without their being well thinned out, and then they do

not do so well as transplanted plants. Light rich soil is mott
suitable.

Commelina cucuUata, flowers blue, very fine ; the colour is

very much wanted in greenhouses iu summer ; 2 feet. The
flower has a curious appearance, being hooded. Soil two parts

turfy light loam, and one part leaf mould. Two or three plants

may be grown iu a 6 or 7-inch pot, bnt single plants in 6-inch

pots are fine.

The following Egg-plants are desirable on account of their

fruit :—Solanum melongena pekineuse nigrum, flowers lilac,

fruit black, 2 feet ; S. melongena ovigerutn, flowers lilac, fruit

purple, 2 feet ; S. melongena fructo-nlbo, lilac, fruit white,

2 feet ; S. melongena fructu-luteo, fruit yellow, 2 feet ; S. me-
longena fructn-rubro, fruit red, 2 feet; S. melongena fructu-

violaceo, fruit violet, 2 feet ; S. giganteum striatum, fruit

striped (commonly called the spotted Guadaloupe), 2J feet.

The seed should be sown in Miroh, or early in April, in a

hotbed of from 60° to 65° at night, and 70° to 7.5° by day, with

a rise from sun heat to 80' or 85°. For sowing, use a pot or

pan filled to within half an inch of the rim with light turfy

loam, providing good drainage. Scatter the seed rather thinly

over the surface, which ought to have been made fine and
smooth, and cover about one-eighth of an inch thick with fine

Boil. Place in tho hotbed, and keep the soil moist, and when the

plants appear keep them near the glass, allowing room for them
to grow. When they have two or three rough leaves pot off

singly in small juits, and return them to the hotbed, shading

for a few days until established. Place the plants near the

glass, and admit air freely, so as to keep them sturdy—a great

point in the cultivation of annuals.

As tho pots become full of roots transfer to others a size

larger, and continue the plants in the hotbed, or in a house
having the requisite temperature, placing them near the glass,

and where they can hovo air freely. The plants should be re-

peatedly potted until tliey are iu 6 or 7-inch pots, and then it

is well not to be too liberal iu tho jJotliug, but to keep them
rather pot-bounJ until the plants flower end set thei^ irnit

;

then place them in pots 8 or !) inches in diameter, if large

specimens are wanted, using a compost of two parts loam from
turf torn in pieces with the hand, and made rather fine, but not

sifted, and une part old cow dung, or well-rotted and dry hotbed
manure, adding plenty of sand, and providing good drainage.

The plants after June are best grown in a cold pit, keeping

them close, so as to maintain the proper temperature, and yet

admitting air freely and early. In tho afternoon give a good
syringing overhead, and shut up by the time the temperature

has falliu to 75°. To have fine large fruit these should be
thiuned to three for a plaut in a 7-inch pot, five for a plant in an
8-iiJch pot, and so on in proportion to the size of plant or pot.

After the pot at tho last shift becomes full of roots liquid

manure should be given at every alternate watering, and tho

plants should be well supplied with clear water as well. Tho
foliage must not be allowed to flag.

Insects are very injurious to the Egg-plants. Green aphis

fastens on the young shoots, leaves, and blossoms, not sparing

the young fruit. This is, perhaps, due to the pUnts being
kept at too great a distance from the glass in a badly-venti-

lated structure, and with too little encouragement from potting

frequently and a moist atmosphere. On this account, from ex-

perience, I advocate their being grown in cold pits or frames
in June and afterwards, as they can there be more easily fumi-
gated with tobacco. Fumigation should be resorted to on the
first appearance of the aphis, and persisted in as it re-appears.

The red spider likewise often renders the plant leafless. As a

remedy for this, syringe twice a-day with soot water made
from 1 peck of soot in 30 gallons of rain water, stirring the

whole well up, and using the liquid clear ; also sprinkle the

paths, walls, and other surfaces twice daily, and especially the
plants at the time of closing the hoiiso or frame-lights.

The plants may be removed to the house they are to decorate

when the fruit are about the size of a bantam's egg, and they will

swell oontiderably larger ; in fact, they may be grown fine in

a greenhouse if the seed be sown and the plants forwarded in
a hotbed, and removed to the greenhouse when in Ginch pots,

in June or July. The beauty of these plants is their fruit, bnt
they never look so well as when the fruit is accompanied by
handsome foliage ; therefore, preserve it it possible by keeping
down aphides and red spider, and the fruit will be large and
fine in proportion to the fohago. They cannot have too light

and airy a position.

ludigofera endecaphylla, flowers scarlet, plant trailing, 1 foot

;

very elegant. I. enneaphylla, purple, trailing; fine for vases,

as is the preceding, or for pot culture. I. diphylla, purple,

6 inches. I. linifolia or flax-leaved, red, 6 inches.

The plants must be raised in a hotbed, and it is best to sow
the trailing sorts in small pots, placing a few seeds in each,
and thin out to three plants in a pot, shifting them into pots a
size larger as often as those they occupy become filled with
roots, and this must be repeated until the plants show for

bloom. They must have a position near the glass, sprinkling
or syringing them with water frequently so as to keep down
red spider. A compost of equal parts of sandy fibrous loam
and sandy turfy loam is most suitable, good drainage being
given ; and for successful culture a stove temperature is

needed, though they succeed iu a warm greenhouse when for-

warded in a hotbed, and advanced for flowering before being
plf.C3d in the greeuhonse.
Ipoma;* coccinea, scarlet, twiner, 6 to 10 feet. There is a

variety of this with yellow flowers. I. grandiflora, white, 6 to

8 feet ; I. hederacea superba, blue and white, 6 to 8 feet

;

I. limbata elegantissima, centre violet, mwgin white, C to

8 feet ; I. Quamoclit, red, and there are its varieties alba and
rosea, having respectively white and rose-coloured flowers,

8 feet ; I. rubroccerulea, blue, and a white variety, I. rubro-
co^ralea nlba, 8 feet.

These are fine for pillars and similar positions, and in pots

;
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x>ne, two, or three stakes being put in after the plants are in

pots sufficiently large. Several seeds should be sown in a

small pot, and placed in a brisk bottom beat of from 70' to

75", and when the plants are well above the soil admit air

moderately. Without a brisk bottom heat the seeds are slow
in coming up. Pot as soon as the roots reach the sides of the

pots, thinning the plants out to three or at most five plants in

a pot, and leaving but one in some for single specimens. Con-
tinue to shift into larger pots as often as those they are in

become full of roots, and this repeatedly until the plants are

in 8 or 9-inch pots. If flowers appear whilst the plants are

young pick them oil. The other particulars of culture are the
aame as for the Thunbergias, only the stopping must not be
•practised, and the plants are best trained to upright stakes or
pillars. They succeed in a greenhouse from June.

Loasaaurantiaca, orange, climber, 6 feet ; L. volabilis, yellow,

Ij foot, climber, pretty. Sow in a hotbed and treat like the
Ipomfeas, only wirework is best for training.

Lobelia hypoorateriformis, flowers purple, 1 foot, fine. Sow
in a hotbed, and pot-oft when large enough to handle, and as
required, removing to a greenhouse in June, and affording a
light and airy position. Soil, turfy loam two parts, sandy peat
or leaf mould one part

;
good drainage, and a plentiful supply

of water.

Manulea argentea, foliage silvery, flowers yellow, 1 J foot;

elegant and fine. For treatment see Browallia.
Martynii fragrans, flowers pale purple, 2 feet ; M. lutea,

yellow, 2 feet ; M. proboFcidea, pale blue, 1 foot.

Sow in a hotbed in March or early in April, pot-off singly

when large enough to handle, and continue in a good heat until

the plants are large and showing for flower, then harden them
off and remove them to a greenhouse, assigning them a light

and airy position, but not a cool one. Pot as often as the pots
become full of roots, and until the plants show for bloom.
They produce fine showy flowers, and need a compost of two
parts turfy loam and one part leaf mould.

Nierembergia liuari.Tfolia, whitish or pale lilac, 6 inches.

Sow in a hotbed in sandy loam and peat, and pot-off the seed-

lings when large enough to handle, and when the pots fill with
roots harden the plants well off, and remove them to the green-
house to flower.

Salpiglossi'i linearis, flowers whitish, tinted red, 1 foot

;

S. straminea, red and white, li ; S. picta, flowers white,

spotted red, fine, 3 feet. Bequire the same treatment as

Browallia.

Salvia foliosa, blue, li toot. This is best sown in autumn,
and should be well established before winter. Keep it in a

warm greenhouse or cool stove during the winter on a shelf

near the glass, where it will flower finely in spring or early

summer. Seed may also be sown in March or April in a hot-

bed, and the plants, hardened off in June and removed to the
greenhouse, will afford a succession. Light sandy soil is most
suitable.—G. Abbey.

ELM ROOTS—A WARNING.
It has often been said that the Elm is one of the worst of

trees to have near gardens, as its roots are very hungry feeders,

and are not easily prevented from intruding where they are
not wanted.
Some years ago, at the back of the garden of which I had

the management there was a row of Elm trees about 6 yards
from the wall. The former gardeners had complained very
•much of the injurious effects which these trees had upon tho
garden, and especially on the Peach wall and border. The
gentleman did not care much about the garden, being more
interested in putting the home farm in order, and rearing
young plantations ; but about the time I went to the place he
began to feel the necessity of looking more to the garden, as the
family was fast growing up, and greater demands on the pro-
duce were anticipated. One of the first things which I pointed
out as requiring to be done before the gardener could have any
chance of cultivating trees against the Peach wall, was the re-

moval of the Elm trees, although these were all of the upright-
growing variety, which seldom branches to any extent. The
gentleman had, years before, out a trench, 2 feet deep, about
halt-way from the wall to the trees. With a triumphant air

he told me to follow him, and see this ditch which he had had
cut long ago ; it was impo'sible any roots could now get through.
The soil and subsoil were of a loose, half-decomposed, slaty
nature, mixed with clay, in which trees grew well, and many
•of their roots wandered a long way in search of food. I endea-

voured to reason with him respecting the very injurious effects

which the tops of the trees had upon his garden, apart from
their roots, but could not give any definite statement as to

how far off the tops of trees would exercise an injurious effect

upon vegetation. I therefore observed that, supposing the trees

to be between 80 and 00 feet high, I should say their influence
would be extended to about one-half their height at least, and
that they were not much more than 20 feet beyond the wall.

The gentleman could not think they were too near the wall.

Not satisfied as yet, I dug down in front of the wall, when about
2 feet down I found tho Elm roots coming in through the loose

rubble of the foundation, and rising up to the depth where the
spade had always pinched off their points in their attempt to

come directly to the surface. Thus they spread all over the
border. Of course I was not slow in calling the attention of

the gentleman to them ; but all I could obtain from him by
way of relief to the Peach trees was, " Oh, cut the roots off

;

they cannot come in again." This I did, but before another
two years had elapsed the Elm roots had found their way
some yards into the border, and to give a better proof of this

being the case, I allowed some of the roots which shot above
the soil to remain, when they soon developed themselves into

vigorous young Elm trees.

Although I had the care of the Peach trees nine years, the
only reUef from the Elm trees during that timp was from a
gale of wind, which threw two of them over the garden wall.

I frequently felt my position very unpleasant when reminded
of some of the friends of the femily having " very good crops
of Peaches ;" but their gardens were comparatively new, and
had no forest trees behind them. The gentleman's argument
was that the Elm trees sheltered the garden to some extent,

and he would certainly be much opposed to their removal,
especially as they wore there long before he was born.

I have often observed during calm, hot, sunny days, that

the heat before this Peach wall became quite oppressive, and,

of course, the juices suddenly drying up, the consequences
were blister and red spider, the early maturity of the leaves,

stoppage of growth too early ; and then if there was much rain

towards the end of August, or early in September, autumn
growth was encouraged. All this assisted to paralyse the trees.

I call it placing a man in a false position, to expect under such
circumstances results equal to those obtained in places more
favourably situated, and where there are no forest trees within

50 yards of the garden. Such revelations ought to act as

warnings.—G. Dawson.

ROY.VL HORTICULTURAL SOCIEXy.
Fruit Comjiittee, June 1st—Georj^e F. Wilson, Esq., in tho

cliair. Messrs. Barr & Sugden exhibited several specimens of

Lettuces in very good condition—Victoria. Staustead Park, Eclipse,

Brown Dutch Cabbage, Paris Green Cos, Field's Winter White, and
Prince of Wales Cos. The last two were very similar to Moorpark
and the common hardy Green Cos of the market gardens. These had
been planted in the open ground in October, and withstood the winter
very well. Tho Paris White Cos, on the contrary, succeeded badly.

Mr. Fenn, the Rectory. Woodstock, exhibited some remarkably fine

specimens of Yorkshire Hero Potatoes, some of which were cooked for

the Committee to taste, and were found extremely fine in flavour and
very floury. This variety received a first-class certificate on a previous

occasion, and is altogether first-class. Mr. Fenn aisoeshibited samples
of Potatoes clubbed or uonspioated, tfccand made some very interesting

remarks as to the cause of the same, which, at the request of the Com-
mittee, Mr. Fenn kindly embodied in the following remarks, for

which the Committee awarded Mr. Fenn a special vote of thanks ;—
" The examples of clubbing so usual this season show the vitafity of

the Potato after severe ' spurting '—that is, disbudding for two yeftrs.

They were placed in a box and covered \Yith dryish soil, 2 inches

deep, about the middle of March, and are producing young tubers

about the size of Filberts and under without any signs of foliage. A
plate of Hogg's Coldstream, the produce of 1368, has been specially kept

sprouted for producing young Potatoes in this way, when planted in

boxes about the end of October. Seed Potatoes specially prepared for

tho prevention of clubbing are also shown. The seed is placed in

wood trays—merely old doors with laths nailed round them, and the

Potatoes kept in single layers in a subdued Ught from the moment
they are taken up till within about three weeks of the time of planting,

when the strongest shoot on each is selected, and eveiy inferior sprout

is scooped out cleanly with a penknife ; the consequence is, at tho

time of planting, one young shoot to each tuber as strong as one's

little finger, and as firmly attached to tho tuber as the fimpet to the

rock, and ' club ' is prevented with certainty. This never can be tbe

case when the crop at taking-up is kept in masses and becomes heated,

and the sprouts are remoYel over and over again, till the substance of

the tuber is sacrificed. Again, as regards * club,' in the present year so

much complained of, a Paterson's Victoria is shown which had super-
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UilcrateJ lust year, ftui Ims lost its properties as a hoalthy seed to

plant for produce. Is no', tliis a preat cause of producing' tho ' club
'

Ibis season i' Thjse run-out Potatoes, should bavo been acparatod

from tbo super-tubers at tlio time tboy were taken up, and boiled for

Ibe pigs.
•' Walnnt-leaf Kidney, old Ash-leaf Kidney, Fenn'a Onwards,

I'atcroon's and Scott's Blue, as I prepare them for seed, are shown ;

also, grafted Potatoes of Wlieeler's Milky White grafted on itself, and

the same kind sriitltd on yorksbiro Hero, showing a jiiynenl difference

of character of eye, and form of tuber ; likewise tho old Ilaigh's

Kidney, alias Lanciishiro Short Top. alias Kimeoru Short Top, which

Ml-. Ahncud grafted into tho Haigh's Lapstono Kidney, and produced

tho Almond's Yoil.shire Hero. Is not the Lancashire Flounder a

synonym of the L'i)istone Kidney '.' If so, the Yorkshire Hero, which

is an improved Karly Lapstone Kidney, is protluced of the same blood

bred iu-anJ-in. Tubers of 18tw , in good condition, of 'Yorkshire Hero

are exhibited ; also the same variety of last season's growth in a

cooked state."

l''Lon.u. CosrsntTZ^, Ju'icXsl.—The exhibition this day, preceding

the great Show of the year, was. as might have been expected, very

far behind the n^^ual meetings. The specimens, whether seedlings or

others, were, doubtless, reserved for the morrow.
Messrs. 'Veitch sent a small collection of plants, including Iresine

Lindeni, Fittonia gigantca, DieEfeubachia Wallisii, Maranta princeps,

Maranta chimboriicensis, Cyanophyllam spectandnm, and Alocasia

Sedeni, a hybrid, which received a first-class certiticate.

Messrs. Carter were awarded a first-class certificate for two Gymno-
j-vammas, namely. *j. chrysuphylla maxima and (r-calomelanos maxima.
These are strong-!n-owingplan*ts of Gold and Silver Ferns, well adapted

for conservatory decoration. From Messrs. Carter also came Dicho-

risandra mosaica and a terrestrial Orchid Lissochilns speciosus, a

bright yellow cou=picnon9 flower, not unlil:e the yellow Mullein. For
this a second-class certificate was awarded.

Mr. George, nurseryman, Putney Heath, sent a collection of seed-

ling Zonal Pelargoniums, some of them hybrid Nosegays, and one

broad-petaled flo-.TCr, Pretender ; this was tho best of the collection,

but there are already several of the same colour. This flower was
deficient in smoothness.

Messrs. Henderson, "Wellington Road, sent an interesting specimen
of Coleus Telfordii aureus, on which had been grafted six other varie-

ties. This formed a very handsome plant, aiul there is little doubt

but that the idea will be followed up. A special certificate was awarded
for it. Canna marmorata came from the same firm, but was too in-

distinct.

Messrs. Kollisson, Tooting, sent seedling Lobelias of vanous colours,

from white to bine, but none of them was sufficiently distinct from
older varieties. A special certificate was awarded for a collection of

Orchids from the same firm.

Messrs. Low sent a jdaut of Odontoglossnm Phalsenopsis. Mr.
Bowman, gardener to Sir J. Hawley, sent a fine specimen of the

British Orchis fusca. Mr. Green, gardener to W. W. Saunders, Esq.,

received a special cei-tihcate for bis collection of Orchids. Among
them one, if not more, were species, but all of that peculiar, we might
say droll, form and character which seem so acceptable for Mr. Saun-
ders's "Kefuginm." Mr. Green also CAhibited cut specimens of more
than forty distinct tpecies of the Cape Pelargoniums ; this was an ox-

hibition in itself to those who have been acquainted with this peculiar
class of flowers, some of them remarkable for their* scent, others for

colour of the flowers. It is most desirable that these despised plants
should be again attended to and brought forward. It is impossible to

say what might be the result of hybridisation with flowers of the
present day. G. 1'. Wilsou, Esq., brought a specimen of Lilium
Thunhergianum. a out flower of L. Szovitzianum, which was decided
to be a form of L. col^hicum, also L. pomponium. Mr. Mitchell,

gardener to Dr. .\iusworth, sent cut specimens of Orchids.
From Messrs. Uownie, Laird, &: Laing came a most superb orange

scarlet double Zonal Pelargonium called Victor Lemoine. which re-

ceived a first-cla^9 certificate—the best double yet exhibited ; Bronze
Zonal ImpOiatrice Engcuie; and Bronze Zonal W. R. Morris, which
was awarded the first prize on May 22nd, also Coleus Sainsonii, with
bright pink shades in the centre of the leaf, very distinct and hand-
some. To this a first-class certificate was awarded.
From the gardi^us, Chiswick, were sent specimens of a hybrid Dian-

thus, raised by Major Trevor Clarke, a useful herbaceous plant, sweet-

scented, and with a profusion of bright pink double flowers.

After the meeting was over Lord Londesborough brought a box of

cut flowers of some of the finest Orchids ever seen. His lordship

kindly displayed tiiem before the meeting, after which they were re-

served for some special purpose.

Gen-eral Mletiv;, June 1st.—J. Bateman, Esq., F.R.S., in the
chair. Five new FtUows were elected, and the Cirencester Horticul-

tiu'al Society admitted into union. After the awards of the Committees
had been annoauced, the F.ev. M. J. Berkeley addressed the meeting,
dii'eeting, in the first place, attention to the cut specimens of various
flowering trees from Chiswick, aui particularly to a variety of the
common Horse Chestnut, of which the flowers afforded one of the
most beantifol contrasts of white aud red he had ever seen, and it was
hoped to raise a nnmber of seedlings of it for distribution. A branch
of the common Ha.vthorn from Mr. Wilsou Saunders was also noticed

as having a remarkable history. The plant to which it belonged was

raised from tho common white-flowered variety, aud the first year that

it flowered the blossoms were white, in the Bocoud year they had a

tinge of pink, aud in the third year they were altogether pink. Some
yards from this tree there was one of the pink-flowered variety, and it

was possible that tho pollen from tho latter might have exorcised an
influence in bringing about the result. Lilium S/ovitsianura, exhibited

by Mr. Wilson, was then said to be not dillerent from L. colchieum,

and Cyclobotbra alba, from Mr. Wilson Saunders, was pointed out

as being extremely beautiful, regret being expressed that such lovely

plants were lost in this country, aud a hope that they would bo re-

introduced. A handsome hybrid J'iuk from Major Trevor Clarka

next occupied attention, and it was stated that it had been raised from

a Pink at DavcntrJ, which had been traced to Mr. Atkins, of Pains-

wick. It was probably a garden variety of Dianthus alpinus. Mr.

Berkeley next produced specimens of the Douglas Fir, showing a very

deplorable state of the tree from which they were taken, the injury

being, no doubt, the efi'cct of frost a year ago, for the full extent of

such injury was not always apparent at the time. The subject, how-

ever, was of extreme importance, for all knew what magnificent spars

the tree in question furnishes, aud Governm«nt some years ago had

sent out for a ton of seed. It was, however, almost useless planting

trees derived by seed or otherwise from those growing in the hotter

districts, as they did not prove hardy ; but those raised from seed from

Vancouver's Island were much more so, and promised to attain an

enormous height. The difference between the two kinds of this tree

at Messrs. Standish & Co.'s, Mr. Berkeley added, was very remark-

able. Nothing was more commou thau to assign a chill as the cauee

of the leaves of Peaches and Nectarines blistering, but he produced

a specimen of the common Almond—a tree of which tho Peach was

probably only a form—in which the blistering was the work of an

extremely minute fungus called Ascomyces.

Mr. Higford Burr and Mr. Bateman confirmed Mr. Berkeley's

remarks as to the difference in the hardiness of trees of the Douglas

Fir, and Mr. Bateman said, though he had planted trees of it obtained

from various sources, they all dwindled and died, except one from seed

sent home by Douglas. He also produced a very curious fungus

which had been found in his butler's pantry, and which i\Ir. Berkeley

said was vei^ rare. After some remarks on the desirability of rein-

troducing the Cyclobothras and Calochortuses, Mr. Bateman pointed

out a remarkable mass of Odontoglossnm Pbalienopsis, from Messrs.

Low, but the part of New Grenada from which it came was preserved

a strict secret. Orchid pots of a new form were next referred to.

These, Mr. Bateman said he had made with a dish at the base to hold

water and to prevent the ascent of woo<llice ; then from the midst of

the dish sprung an upright earthenware stem, perforated with holes,

and supporting either a dish containing peat, &c., or a hollow cylinder

for Orchids that did not require peat. By varying the height of the

stems, small plants conld be brought nearer the light and equalised in

height with taller-growing kinds. Mr. Bateman then pointed out

the most remarkable of the Orchids, particularly Epidendrum yitel-

liuum majus from Messrs. Kollisson ;
Orchis fusca, found in Kent,

and also, he beUeved, in Huntingdonshire ; a magnificent cut specimen

of Odontoglossom giande from Mr. Marshall, and tho various beautiful

cut Orchids in the box brought by Lord Londesborough.

Great Summer Flower Show.—Jnnr Ind and 3/-(/.—Without

question this is one of the best Shows the Society has ever held—

indeed, one of the best that has taken place since the memorable In-

ternational Horticultural Exhibition of IHdG, as far as material is

concerned, although the effect produced ia marred by the place of

exhibition being the conservatory and arcades. Our remarks this

week must necessarily be brief and imperfect, owing to our time of

going to press, bnt we purpose giving a more fuU report in our next

number.
Of Stove and Greenhouse plants the collections are not only nu-

merous but the specimens good on the whole, although as regards the

kinds of jilants exhibited there is absolutely nothing fresh. In the

class for twelve. Mr. Peed, gardener to Mrs. Tredwell, Lower Nor-

wood, is first, exhibiting among others very laige specimens a finely-

bloomed plant of AUamanda grandiflora, although the flowers are not

so large as we have seen on, if wo mistake not, the same plant in

foi-mer years. He has also Ixora eoccinea, Franciscea calycina, tC^^-

tyUis tiilipifera, and Eriostemon bnxifolium, in fine condition. Mr.

Wilkie is second in the same class, aud has an excellent Dracophyllum

gracile, Franciscea calycina, small, but with finely coloured flowers,

and a good Acrophyllum venosum. In the nurserymen's class for

six, Mr. Williams is first, and Mrs. Glendinning & Sons second, whilst

for collections of the same nnmber from amateurs, Mr. Kemp, Mr.

Wilkie, aud Mr. Ward have prizes for well-grown plants. The

best single specimen is a Medinilla magnifica, from Mr. 'ylf='«'

covered with large, briglt, rose-coloured panicles, the second best

being a large specimen of Erica Cavendishu, from Messrs. Lee, of

Hammersmith. net
Of Azaleas there ia also a large display, Messrs. Lee taking the tirst

prize for nine, the finest of which are Coronata, Stanleyana. and

Punctata rosea. There are, besides, several other smaller collections

very good. Messrs. Iveiy are first in the class for fifteen, m pots not

exceeding 1'2 inches in diameter.
, p o -

Of Roses there ia a splendid display. In Messrs. Paul & Son s
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first-prize nine, Jnno, Marechal Vaillant, Celine Forestier, La Heine,
and Madame Willermoz, are very conspicuona ; and Mr. Tnmer, of

Slongh, has fine examples of Victor Verdier, Souvenir d"un Ami, and
Comtesse de Chabrillant. Mr. W. Paul, who is second in the same
class, has maf^ificently-bloomed specimens of Catherine Gnillot,

Jjielia, Juno, Comte de Nantenil, bat most of them appeal" to have
Enffered from the sun. For six new Roses not sent out previous to
1866 or 1867, Mr. Turner is fiist with Princess Mary of Cambridge,
Madame Mnrgotfin, Horace Vemet, rich in colour ; Charles Verdier,
fine ; Souvenir do Monsieur Boll, and Paul Verdier, veiy fine. Messrs.
Panl & Son are second.

Of Ptlargoniums there is likewise a very fine exhibition, Messrs.
Dobson, of Isleworth, and Mr. "Ward taking the first prizes for Show
lands in the nurserymen's and amateurs' classes. Caractacus and
Rose Celestial, from Mr. Ward, by the great size of tho plants and
the abundance of their flowers, are especially conspicuous. Mr.
"Windsor, who takes a second prize, has also excellent specimens, and
for Fancy lands he is first, Messrs. Dobson taking the corresponding
position among nurserymen. The same firm likewise take the first

position for herbaceous Calceolarias with beautifnlly-flowered plants
of the strain for which they are celebrated : Mr. Welch, of Hilling-
don, being second with others almost equally good.

Orchids form a charming bank of flowers, diversified in their form,
and brilliant in their colours. Mr. Young, gardener to W. H. Stone,
Esq., M.P., Havant, is first for twelve, with a collection in which we
noticed the richly-colonred Vanda gigantea, V. tricolor insignis and
elegans, a large pot of Oncidium sphacelatum, another species of the
same genus from New Grenada, and Brassia verrucosa. Mr. Burnett,
ftnrdener to W. Terry, Esq., Fulham, who is second, sends Cypripe-
dium villosnm, Odontoglossum luteo-purpureum, the Foxbrush Aerides,
Cattleya Mossiie, of very fine colour, and Odontoglossum cordatum.
For ten, Mr. WUliamB, of HoUoway, is first with Cyrtopodium
pnnctatum with three fine spikec, a very large Aerides odoratum,
Jjcelia cinnabarina, most effective in colour, a fine pan of Cypripedium
barbatnm nigrum, Vanda suavis, and Oncidium hastatum and obry-
zatum. For six, Mr. Ward, gardener to F. G. Wilkins, Esq., Ley-
ton, is first, and Mi-. Wright second ; whilst the prizes for single
specimens go to Mr. Douglas, gardener to Sir F. Waterlow, Highgate,
for Cattleya Mossi.'e ; to Mr. Parker, Tooling, for Vanda suavis ; and
to Mr. Carson, Nonsuch Park, Cheam, for Cypripedium barbatnm
grandiflorum.

Plants shown for their foliage make a gi-and display, especially the
stately specimens from Mr. Fairbaim, gardener to the Duke of
Northumberland, at Sion, who has the first prize for nine. Among
these areNeottopteris anstralasica, forming a gigantic cup at least 7 feet
in diameter ; Phcenix farinitera. and Cocos nucifera, both gigantic
plants ; a largo Cycas revoluta, and fine Alocasias. Mr. Taylor,
gardener to J. Yates, Esq., Highgate, is second in the same class with
excellent specimens. The best six come from Mr. Taylor, Mr. Fair-
baim here taking the second place, and Mr. Wright, gardener to C.
H. Roberts, Esq., the third. The last-named also furnishes beautiful
exotic Ferns, the lively green of which is quite refreshing to the eye,
and Mr. Taylor takes the second prize for the same number, and Mr.
Carris first in the class for six. As nsnal, Messi-s. Ivery are foremost
for hardy Ferns. The exhibition of Colenses is a feature which wiU
doubtless be looked to with much interest—an interest no more than
justified by the rich and diversified colouring which those plants now
present. Messrs. Downie & Co., are first; Mr. Turner, second; and
Messrs. E. G. Henderson, third. Baroness EothschUd, Princess Eoval,
Prince of Wales, Her Majesty, Prince Consort, Pretender, Royal Pni^le,
Emperor Napoleon, and Telfordii atu-eus, are conspicuous among the
best shown.
New plants are another feature of the Show ; veiy numerous and

very interesting they are. We have only space for the mention of a
few. Messrs. Veitch are first for six with Iresine Lindeni, Croton
aucnbfiefolium, Phormium Colensoi variegatum, Masdevallia Veitch-
iana, Nepenthes rubra, and Anaectochilus Dawsoni. The same firm
is second with Darwinia fimbriata, Thunia Bensonife, Dracaena nifrro-

mbra, Davallia hemiptera, Croton Hilliannm, and Retinospora fili-

coides. The first prize for a new plant shown for the first time in
flower is also taken by Messrs. Veitch with Begonia Sedeni with very
showy bright rosy red flowers ; the second going to Masdevallia coc-
einea, also from Messrs. Veitch. For a new plant not in commerce
Messrs. Veitch are again first and second with Davallia Moorei and
Croton variegatum Veitchii, with large leaves having purplish pink
midribs and veins.

Fhott, though not shown largely, is excellent. In Pine Apples Mr.
Ward, gardener to T. N. Miller, Esq., Bishop Stortford, is first with an
Enville of 7 lbs. weight, Mr. Budd being second with a well-ripened
Queen of about 4 lbs., while Mr. WaUis, gardener to J. Dixon, Esq.,
is third with a Black Prince.

For Black Grapes Mr. Douglas, gardener to F. Whitburn, Esq.,
Ijoxford Hall, Ilford, is first with finely-coloured bunches of Black
Hamburgh, Mr. Bannerman, gardener to Lord Bagot, Blithfield,
being second; Mr. Sage, gardener to Earl Brownlow, third ; and Mr.
Eadey, and Mr. Miller, gardener to Lord Craven, Combe Abbey,
fourth. Tho30 from the last are magnificent bunches, much the
largest shown, bnt not well coloured.
For White Grapes Mr. Douglas is again first with excellent bunches

of Buckland Sweetwater; Mi-. Melville, Dalmeny Park, Edinburgh,

being second with Golden Hamburgh
; and Mr. Tegg, gardener to the

Duke of Newcastle, Clumber, third, with White Frontignan.
Of Peaches, some very fine dishes are shown. Mr. Lynn, gardener

to Lord Boston, Hedsor, is first with Royal (George, large and fine,
Mr. Sage being second with the some kind, and Mr. WilMe third with
Early Y'ork. Mr. Lynn is also first for Nectarines, with Violette
Hiitive, large and beautifully coloured ; Mr. Miles, gardener to Lord
Carrington, being second with excellent Eb-uge ; and the same kind
from Mr. Gardiner, Eatington Park, is third.

For Figs no first prize has been awarded. Mr. Day, Norton Hall,
Daventry, takes a second prize with White Morseilles," and Mr. Miles
is third with Brown Turkey.

Of Cherries only two dishes are shown—viz., Elton and Black Eagle,
by Mr. Miles, who takes a first prize. Mr. Douglas is also first for
Strawberries with British Queen, large and fine ; Mr. Miles being
second with Sir J. Paxton, and Mr. Young, gardener to W. H. Stone,
Esq. third.

Of Melons, Hybrid Cashmere and Victory of Bath, from Mr. Lynn
and Mr. Miles, are first and second in the class for green-fleshed ; and
Scarlet Gem, from Mr. Carmichael, gardener to His Royal High-
ness the Prince of Wales, at Sandringhara. and Royal Ascot, from
Mr. Miles, occupy the same/elative positions among scarlet-fleshed
kinds.

A few miscellaneous subjects are shown. Mr. Miller takes a first

prize for a cluster of Mnsa Cave dishii ; Mr. Budd, gardener to Lord
Damley, a second prize for Tomatoes, very fine and beautifully
coloured, and Mr. Whiting, Battersea, a third prize for eight pots of
Sir C. Napier Strawberry. Mr. Gardiner sends two baskets of French
Crab Apple in excellent condition, a boxful of Peaches, and a small
portion of a branch of the Noblesse with seven fruit ripened within a
small distance of each other. Messrs. Ivei-j- contribute large tubers
of the Chinese Yam. Dioscorea batatas, in the cultivation of which they
proved themselves to be eminently successful soon after its introduc-
tion as one of the manv substitutes that have been proposed for the
Potato.

Mr. Anthony Waterer's Ameri<;an Show.—In addition to the
attractions of the Show, the Knap Hill Rhododendrons in the great
tent are now coming into beauty, and though many are not yet in full

flower, especially the uovelliea, they already present a fine expanse
of colour, and next week will probably be perfection. The Council of

the Society at their Meeting on Tuesday unanimously voted the Society's

Gold Medal for Mr. A. Waterer's fine exhibition.

THE INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL
EXHIBITION AT ST. PETERSBURG.

At tbe conclusion of the meeting of the Botanical Congress
at St. Petersburg, it was announced to Dr. Hooker and Dr.
Hogg, through Aide-de-camp General Greig, that it was the wish
of the Emperor to confer on them a distinction (the Cross of the
Order of St. Ann), aa a recognition of the services each had
rendered in his special pursuit, bat as the British Government,
with which his Imperial Majesty is in friendly relation, did not
permit its subjects to receive decorations from foreign powers,

he regretted he would not be able to carry out his desire. His
Majesty, however, had commanded som-enirs to be prepared,

which he asked those gentlemen to accept as a mark of his

consideration and a memento of their visit to St. Petersburg.

At the distribution of the prizes, the representatives of

English horticulture took a prominent place. Messrs. Veitch
and Sons, of Chelsea, obtained— Ist, The gold medal, as first

prize, for three cew plants, in or out of flower, 2nd, The first

prize, a gold medal, for a new plant in bloom—VanJa insignis.

3rd, First prize, a gold medal, for three new Orchids in bloom.
4th, First prize for a new garden hybrid, Alocasia Sedeni,
obtained between A. metallica and A. Lowii. The subjects

shown for tbe 2Qd and 4th prizes were considered so good, gold

instead of the silver medals offered in the schedule were
awarded. These gentlemen also obtained two large silver

medals, extraordinary specimens of tbe numismatic art, for

collections of garden tools and a collection of seeds.

Piobert 'Warner, Esq., of Broomfield, Chelmsford, of whsse
spiriteil enterprise we spoke in our former report, received the
firstand seoondprizes for two collections of ten splendid Orchids,

represented by two gold medals ; the first prize lor the best

single specimen Orchid, a gold medal, and the third prize for

the same ; the second prize for three new Orchids, and a

silver medal for the model of a double-roofed greenhouse con-

structed for thorough ventilation.

Mr. W. Hundspath, of Haltwistle, Northumberland, received

a gold and a large silver medal for ornamental pots for garden
decoration.

Mr. Sidney Ford, gardener at I>9onatdslee, Horsham, sent a
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tine collection of Apples and Pears, which arrived too late for

the judijlng, but it is hoped that they may yot receive some
recoguitioD, as they woiiM no doubt have recoived the first

prize if they had been forwariied in time. Mr. Scnling, of

Nottingham, font a coUeetioa of all the varieties of 'Willo\\s

nsed for busket-makiug in England.

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S MEETING.
Thk May me»>{inf< of thia Society was hold on the .'trd nit., fit Bur-

lin^ou House, tho President. W. II. Batea, Kaq., hein-:^ in tho chair.

The Secretary announced that a new part of tI)o " 'rransactious
"

of the Society was reatly for distribntioii nraong the members. Mr.

S. Stevens exhibited a large collection of tho Coleoptern of China,

taken between Hong Konf^ and Shant^liai, and two Melolonthaj from

Japan. Mr. Bntlor statud that the Locuat exhihited by him on tho

loLh of Febrnary last, which had been taken on board a vogsel off the

coast of Africa, was still aUve, althoni^h it had oaten notliiut^ since its

arrival in thia couutix Professor Wef^twood exhibited a uamber of

British and exotic species belonging to the romarkabld FfyTn'^noptcroas

genns Kpyris, iuchwUu^' a beautiful specie? of Calyo/a from Natal,

with pectinated antenna' in the males, and which had liithcrto been

known only by a Kpecimeu preserved in gnm animi, which he had
described many yenva a^o. The gi'oup is of doubtful affinities, oscol-

lating between the aculeated Scoliidco and tho terebrant Proctotrupida;.

Mr. F. Smith exhibited both sexes of a species of Cyuips (C. quer-

cus spongifica), reared in August from galls -upon tho Black Oak iu

North America, and sent by Mr. Walsh, of Illinois, to Mx*. C. Dar-

win. The males of this restricted genu^i had hitherto remained un-

known, although the females had literally been reared by thousands.

From tho same galls females only of a different form, which had been

named Cynips q. aciculata, were reared very abundantly in October

;

bnfc tho most remarkable circumstance was that from a distinct gall

npou a different kind of 0.\k, both males and fcmalea perfectly iden-

tical with C. spongifica were reared at the latter end of June. The
President stated that it was well known that tho spring and autumn
broods of certain Bntterflies differed so maeh from each other, as to

have been considered distinct species,

—

c.g.y P. Levana and Prorsa,

and other instances among tho noetunial Lepidoptera, including

Bactra uligino^ana and Geometra illustraria.

Mr. Horao stated the result of observations made during several

years in Imlia as to the species of insects which are more especially

free from or liable to the attacks of birds, reptiles, and small quad-

rupeds—thua, Blaps, Geotrnpes, the Mylabridea, and Antliia -l-macu-

lata were never attacked, and lizards and birds invariably reject the

large and brilliant-coJoured and spotted locusts ; tho female wingless

Glowworms are never eaten, although the winged males may be less

fortunate. The dull-coloured migratory Locust, on the contrary, was
eaten by all birds, squirrels, and mice, although none of the Cimicidce,

JnUdie, Blatta). or Mantida; weretonched.
Mr. Macl.achlan exhibited a species of white Aut, which had com-

mitted much damage in the island of St. Helena. It was supposed

to have been imported from Brazil or the "West Indian Islands, being

nearly allied to the Termestenius from St. Domingo, and differing so

mncb from all the African species as to lead to the conviction that it

could not have been imported from that continent. He also exhibited

a number of minute blaek Podurie, found tloatiug on the surface of a

pool of water, having the appearance of a mass of grains of gun-

powder ; also a number of a minute white species, found floating in

the saucer of a flower-pot in his house at Lewishcm.
The Secretary stated that the Rose Chaffer, Cetonia aurata, had

been captured on the lUh of April, and Mr. 9. Stevens read a report

on the ravages of the Coffee-tvee Borer iu India. A jnemoir by Mr.

A. R. ^Yallacb, on the eastern species of Butterdies belonging to the

genus Diadema, was i"ead, as well as " Notes on New or Little Known
Species of Buttertlies,' by Mr. A. G. Butler.

COOL-HOUSE ORCHIDS.—No. 3.

Orohidaceous plants bave fnr the past thirty m- more years

been considered the most dilSoult of plants to cuUivaie. They
were once not only imported iu limited quantities, hut sub-

jected to so close an atmosphere, and so high a temperature,

that they were made to live too fast, and too long without rest

;

from their srowth being thus continually stimulated they

dwindled and died, and their flovyering was considered anything

but an everyd.'iy oocurreace. The supposed diflionl'y and un-

certainty attending their cuUivalioa, the great art and skill,

the expensive description of houses, ard the cost of the plants,

deterred many from embarldcg ia Orchid culture. It was only

those with princely means, and those enthusiasts (as J. Bate-

man, Esq., the great veternu and champion of Orchid im-
portation and culture), who spared neither pain.^ nor means,

and from a failure gleaned a way to success, and from success

were spurred on to greater exertion, that gave the attention

to this class of plants they deserve, and are now receiving.

Thanks aie also duo to the perseverance of our nurserymen,

Ulcssrs. Veitch, Low, Williams, Backhouse, and others, for by
their aid almost every possessor of a greouhouBe or vinery may
now indulge iu O.clnd culture.

Much withiu the past fuw years has been done to increase

tho demand for, and oxtund the cultivation of Orchids by their

importation in oonaiderablu quantity, as compared to what they

were, and at proportionately less cost ; but those endeavours,

howover well meant, would have been unavailing had not a
radical change boon made as regards our former system of cul-

ture. Thj chief credit of bringing Orchids to thair present

deserved popularity, and promoting their extended culture,

is duo to tho clear uudorstauding and the careful culture

and observation of Mr. Domiuy, of Messr.i. Vtitch's ; Mr.
Williams, of the Victoria Nursery, Holloway; and Messrs.

Warner, Turner, Anderson, of Meadow Bank, and other eminent
cultivators. Such men have shown the great perfection and
surpassing beauty which plants of this class are capable of

attaining in our cloudy and uncongeniul climate, and this has

led others to follow in their wake ; and to the press we owe
much, and c.ipeoially to those making known their experience

and observations through its medium. Experience and ob-

servation are of no avail in promoting a taste or diffusing a

knowledge of the culture of plants, unless tho cultivator be of a

generous diffusing mind. The sucoessful cultivator usually

does not rest satisfied with his own succeee, but by his writings

strives to mp.ko others as successful as himself. Of such men
we have many, able and practical, occasionally detailing their

experience in theso pages, and it ia not very long ago that a

series of articles on Orchid culture was given by one of the

then most experienced cultivators, Mr. T. Appleby, whose
articles were collected iu a book, and issueil from the office of

this -lournal ; the " Orchid Manual" being not only a cheap

work, but one affording sound, practical information on Orchid

treatment. Nor must I omit raentionicg Mr. Williams's
" Orchid-Grower's Manual." With these two works no one

from want of instruction need fail in Orchid cultivation.

It is not of the whole tribe of Orchids that I now propose to

offer a few notes, but only of a portion, and those that are

known as oool-houf o or vinery Orchids, which are chiefly those

from New Greuadu, Peru, Guatemala, Mexico, Brazil, Northern

India, China, AuBtrtdiii, and other countries. The first three

or four though " hot trovical countries," are, write the Messrs.

Backhouse, " by their geographical position subjected to a very

high temperature in low and flat districts all the year round,

yet their elevated regions afford a very different climate." The
s.rme eminent firm further describe the climate which certain

species are found luxuriating in in their native home, and
some experiments they made with certain species supposed to

require a high temperature, led them to the conclusion, that

the cultuia of vinery and greenhouse Orchids will become
general when their beauty and ease of cultuio are known. In

Messrs. Backhouse's catalogue of cool Orchids for 1865, is the

first published record of tho cold endured by a majority of

orchidaceous plants, for particulars of which I beg to refer the

reader to the catalogue itself, but I cannot forbear making a

copious extract of the treatment proposed to be given this class

of plants.
" As a rule," write the Messrs. Backhouse, " while these

plants are growing fieely, they should have au abundant supply

of water; Odoutoglossums sliould never have the soil dry, but

they like air in constant motion, and a bright sunny position

iu winter. In summer they should be carefully shaded from

direct sunshine, and a very humid atmosphere maintained,

combiued with very free ventilation day and night. At that

stason the night temperature tliould bu 15° to 20° lower than

the day temperature, so es to cover the plants with dew.
_
la

winter, and e.i>pecially when tho temperature is very low, little

or no water should be given, and tho atmosphere should be

kept as dry as possible. The pseudo-bulbs are tho natural

reservoirs for moisture, so that if plump and well matured, the

plants will require no water for weeks or even months while at

rest during the winter, and this is, in fact, the only safe con-

dition at this period. Air will be dangfirous with the ther-

mometer (outside) below 40°, but will bo advantageous when
the sun shines, and there is litile wind for an hour or two at

midday, tho thermometer being at 45°, or more, outside in the

shade."
" W'here Orchids are grown on blocks of wood, cover the roots

lightly with sphagnum or any fresh green moss (clear from

insects), beyond which spriukle a little fibrous peat, the whole

being firmly secured with zinc or copper wire. When grown in

pots, fill the pots to two-thirds of their depth with, broken
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pots, above which place a mixture of chopped sphagnum and
fibrous peat, adding a little white Eflnd. Compress this com-
post firmly, and raise it in the form of a cone far above the rim
of the pot, placing the plant on the top, the roots (fibres) only
being buried in the moss, &e."

Mr. Warner, of Bromfield, Chelmsford, one of the most
enthusiastic and skilful of cultivators of Orchids, follows in

18C6, with a paper read before the Botanical Congress, held in
London, on " Cool Vinery Orchids." Mr. Warner after a few
introductory remarks, and mentioning how he became an ad-
vocate of the cool treatment of Orchids, in the first instance
by a successful experiment with imported plants of Lycaste
Skinneri twelve years ago, states, "After my first year's ex-
perience with Lycasle Skinneri, other Lycastes were tried, and
did equally well ; also, Odontoglossums grande, pulchellum,
&c. ; next, Arpophyllnms ; and, lastly, Pleione lagenatia, and
various others, including Catlleyas. All did well under the
shade of the Tines in summer, but I should not recommend
Cattleyas to rpmain during winter at the same low temperature
which is sufficient f jr OJcntogloesums and Lycastes.

" It is not, however, desirable at the present time (186G) to

describe too minutely the treatment of what are now called

cool Orchids ; suffice it to say, that in my opinion there are

very few Orchids but feel the beneficial effects of warm fresh
air, and of the sun's rays, especially if the latter are made to

pass between Grape leaves. Temperature in winter, 45° to
50° Fahrenheit (7° to 10° C), sometimes lower, if frost is severe,

hut never below 40° (4.44° C), even at night. Summer tem-
perature varies according to the weather outside. Plenty of

fresh air is admitted when the days are fine and warm, entering
by front sashes through perforated zinc, and passing directly

over the foliage of the Orchids, so that the leaves may gently
wave about. As a rule, artificial heat is dispensed with in
warm spring, summer, and autumn days ; but at those seasons
if the weather is cloudy or cold, a little fire heat is given to dry
up the moisture occiisioned by watering the plants. The tem-
perature of the water should be at least 10° higher than that of

the atmosphere of the house.
" Thus many Orchids may be grown well, and at little cost,

for two different crops are produced cut of one simple house
;

]

the first consisting of beautiful flowers to please the eye in the
winter and spring months ; and the other, siich fruit as no one
would refuse to partake of in July, and the early autumn."
We should bear in mind that the above was written in 18fi5

and 1866 when the idea was young, but I believe advancing to

maturity, which it may now be snid to have arrived at ; at least

nothing appears to have altered Mr. Warner's views.
Both Messrs. Backhouse and Mr. Warner distinguish between

" cool" and " warm " vinery Orchids which is a very essential

point, and one that cannot be too well known, for I must
confess to having at even at a somewhat recent period, no
great faith in the successful culture of Orchids in vineries and
greenhouses as then contrived and managed, and anyone
embarking in their culture now who does not make them and
not the Vines the principal object »i!l only meet with disap-

pointment. I say it with all due deference, and with as great
a liking for orchidaceous plants as any one can well have, and
a desire to see them more extensively cultivated, that Orchids
and Vines cannot, and are not successfully snd perfectly grown
in the same structure, though I admit that Orchids of certain

species may be grown perfectly in a vinery, but the Grapes
must be made secondary to them. To have Grapes in perfec-
tion everything must be subservient to the Vines. I write
this as a gardener, and not as an enthusiastic grower of plants
of my particular lik'ng, for though employers may wish to

grow all they can, and a little of everything in one house, it is

only fair to the gardener that they should know that Grapes
grown in a house filled with Orchids must not be expected to

compete with those produced at Trentham, Kuowsley, Keele
Hall, or Garston. I think it very necessary that this should
be known to employers, and if they are prepared to have
Orchids grown in vineries (as they can, and well too), along
with Grapes, which though not so fine as those of Mr. Meredith,
of Garston, are, nevertheless, perfect for table, then the matter
is at an end, it being well to set out with a clear understauding,
for disasters will come thickly and often enough without com-
mencing with a mistaken idea of what we are going to do.

It is well to observe that cool-house Orchids are not to be
grown in greenhouses in which Epacrises, Heaths, Lesche-
naultias, Eriostemons, Boronias, Pimeleas, and similar plants
are expected to be grown as specimens, which for gcod foliage,

form, and profusion of bloom are fitted for the exhibition table.

These plants require toomnohair.andan atmosphere altogether
unsuited to Orchids, though many of the last would fare better
were they placed in a Heath house in winter, rather than
stewed and broiled alternately as they are in many so-called
Orchid houses, with no equal in point of night temperature and
evaporation, often no better then a stewing pan. I have in
previous communications entered more fully into details of the
culture needed.—G. Aebet.

OUT-OF-DOOR GRAPE CULTURE—WINE
MANUFACTURE.

{Continued from pape 211.)

We will now return to fig. 1 [We here reproduce the wood-
cuts mentioned, for convenience of reference], and train the
Vine during its second season, as it will by tbi5 time have made
sufficient growth to assist my descriptions. When ten or a
dozen shoots, or more, buret forth on t. young Vine where seven

'J^^^?^>^^^'^^^^^">'.':'^;^'r-—--'*—

Fig. 1.—First year's appearance at the November proning, the dotted
lines fhomng the places to which the unripe wood is cut down. The
arrow heads show the buda from which laterals are to be produced in the
following year, n, a, are the trial buda.

ought to be—the right number for the development of a proper
model—by degrees remove the superfluous shcots by the finger
and thumb, and leave seven only to take their course upon it.

Make them equidistant aa rf gards their positicns. Let there be
two leaders, and two shoots below at the base of the horizontal
or main stems, as I will now call them, in a lirie with the arrow
heads; give one vertical shoot to draw the sap, and train two
inwards just above the bend of the main stsiDS. Allow that ver-

tical shoot, and the extreme shoots on the main stems, to take
their upright course and grow without hindrance, and do not
fail to secure them to the wall with nails and shreds, but do not
press the shreds too tightly round them, as that would stop the
free circulation of the sap. Stop the pair of shoots under the
main stems, and their corresponding young branches above
them, when they have made about six joints each. For the
satisfaction of the cultivator, to prove whether he has been sup-
plied with the right sort of Grape, the trial buds, c, a, may each
be permitted to bear a bunch of fruit, thinning their berries
well out, but. do not tax the strength of the Vine beyond that
for the present season, and bear in mind that fruit is most
sure to arrive at earlier maturity, and i:ever fails to appear, on
the young branches which are cultivated specially for the
purpose in the previous year. I give lUis caution, otherwise
those who are only accustomed to grow Mne.i in a hothouse
might induce you to prune the caces after fb') fashion that a
schoolboy would a walking slick, on the jirgle-rod system,
without considering that in a hothouse nntuieis encouraged
by artificial heat. Even in my cool vinery and orchard house I

always allow the young bearing wood to be matured one year for

bearing the next, on the system Ihatlnowauvise for out-of-door

culture, and I have never yet failed to produce crops of Grapes.
These fruit-bearing shoots for next year will eudenvour to jush
forth fresh spray at the joints below which they were stopped,
but they must not be allowed to do so. A; soon as they offer

a fresh gi'owth of three leaves, pinch the points eft their succu-
lent ends to one leaf, and so on continually till growth cease.

Operate on all lateral spray by degrees as advised last year,

stop the main stems in October, shorten them to their ripened
wood, cut the central brar:cb, with those that bore fruit, com-
pletely away in November, and the training and pruning are

completed for the second year, as seen in /_7. 2.

At the beginning of the third year the system of training for

fruit in the future is to begin in earnest, so some consideration
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mnst be given towards the disposal and proper distances of
the bearing and ecccndary main slems on the houee front.
Where windows occur the genius of the trainer rauet avoid
them by hugging their outlines a.i closely as poesille. The
ultimate vertical growth I allow depends upon the height of the
walls or the strength of muscle to raise the longest ladder
to be had. Two feet apart is the distance I allow between each

5jtt^!»H*JVl*'5?i:(^J'^ri'.

Fig. 2.—Second year's appcarnnoe, and tte places occupied by tho
laterals produced by the trial buds during the second season.

pair of fruit-bearing shoots—viz., at 2 feet, measuring from the

ground level, allow a pair of opposing buds to grow from the

main stems, train them horizontally to meet, or for that matter
they may even pass each other for two or three joints, and then
stop them by pinching oft their extieme points as above stated.

Possibly three tiers of fruit-bearing shoots, at 2 feet apart,

may be achieved this season, bearing strictly in mind that they
are to be reserved for fruiting next year ; therefore, which is

often the case, when they attempt to form a bunch in the pre-

sent year, without hesitation pinch it awoy.
The young shoots which burst from the eyes of the special

bearing branches will each show for two or three bunches of

Grapes. They must only be allowed two bunches each, and as

soon as their young shoots have grown to the length of four or
five joints beyond the second bunches, whether they are in

blossom or not, pinch-off the points of the shoots, and eventu-
ally, as soon as the Grapes are set, leave only two leaves before
the fruit, or three if the wall is not too crowded with foliage.

Secure the shoots to the wall with shreds and nails, as soon as

possible, in an oblique manner, both above and below the branch,
and one may be secured horizontally to it with a piece of zinc
wire, or a tie of some sort, and those shoots which occasionally

grow with uo fruit upon them must be at once rubbed off. So
also treat every one of the young succulent shoots that push
on the old wood of the stems, for there they are not wanted.
Any laterals that are formed should be pinched back to one
leaf when they are quite young.

Fig. 3.—Third year's appearance at the November pruuinrr. Thelnterals,
having produced their fruit, are to be afterwards completely cut otf to the
mother branches, aa shown by the dotted lines.

When the Grapes have attained the size of early Peas, a few
prime bunches may be sorted out for eating, and be thinned
out with sharp-pointed scissors snfiiciently to allow the opera-
tor to perceive when tho berries remain with space suffi-

cient to admit quite Ihrico their circumference between each
other ; at the same time the finger and thumb should be dis-

creetly used to prevent all overcrowding of young lateral spray,
which at this time tends more than anything to the encourage-

ment of mildew. As will be seen by fig. 3, no central shoot \a
encouraged for tho future ; but the secondary main stem must
be allowed to grow unchecked outside of the first, and a third
provider for tho future encouraged to grow from its junction at
tho main stem, immediately beneath it. These three stems, or
more properly six stems right and left, and the young shoots
for next year's fruit, maturing themselves horizontally, as shown
by the arrow heads, between tho fruit-bearers of this year, will
prove quite suflicient, as it is always advisable to maintain
growth, so as to encourage vigorous root uctiDn, without which
a short life, and possibly not a merry one, will bo the result.
What I advised tho two previous autumns relative to tho

disposal of the laterals, and by pruning back to well-ripened
wood, need not, I think, be repeated ; but I will add a few
remaiks as regards the chief operator—sunshine. It will
probably be advisable in cases of rude health, to deprive the
Vines in this and future seasons of about one-fourth of their
leaves during the first fortnight in October, singling out those
which underlay, or are less matured than others ; for the foliage
which is at this period of the most importance is that which
has arrived at its full substance and maturity, and is capable
of giving to, instead of taking from, the Vines' resources; even
a matured leaf is less capable of doing so when overlapped by
another revelling in the full power of the light and air. I must
make another observation also about leaves. How often do we
see people plucking leaves from a Vine, when wanted to garnish
dessert dishes, &c., quite indiscriminately, and without thought
of what they are doing:' The leaves they choose are, in nine
cases out of ten, amongst the finest and most prominent at
hand, the very foliage which the Vines most require to develope
the buds at their axils to the last stages of their maturity.
Deprived of them, the proper developmeut of the buds is
brought to a comparative standstill, and in all probability the
Vine rendered unfruitful, or nearly so, in the following year.
This is like depriving a man of one of his lungs. Nothing loots
better than afresh Vine leaf round butter in the market—under
its cool refreshing influence the butter is worth a penny a-ponnd
more

;
no garnish can be more appropriate for the dessert ; bnt

either grow Vines especially for theu- leaves in an out-of-the-
way place, or pick the leaves with discrimination. When I break
off a Vine leaf by accident, I always stay to observe whether it
is from a bud whence I calculated upon Grapes for the follow-
ing year; if so, out comes my knife, and I slice off that bad
down to the very quick. I have learnt that without the leaf to
carry out its functions to the very last 1 can place uo confidence
in the bud.

Tlie shoots which fruited in the third season, as shown in
fig. ''>, are to he cut entirely away quite cIoeo to the main stems,
without leaving any snags, in November ; shorten then all the
young branches and leaders to well-ripened wood. I shall at
once pass over the rigours of llie winter, into the fourth season
of which much need cot be said, as the general routine manage,
ment is a mere repetition of the foregoing, and extended opera-

Fi;i. -1.—Fourth year's appearance after the November pruningr, showir ^
how the iirst main branches are cut away, as represented by the dotteu
lines. The arrow heads point out where new ones are immediately to ba
trained in their places,

tions would have to go on customarily, as providing for bearing
wood, deprivation of laterals, stopping, pruning, &c. I will

mention, however, that the breaking of tho bads must be well
considered, so as to carry on as even a balance aa possible for

the tree, as well as to please the eye as regards uniformity of

shape. It mil be well loiown to the trainer by this time, that
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the yoiiDg succulent shoots in their ten Jer nonage require most
eareful handling, and are easily disunited from the brunch or
brolsen

; though it is also necessary, as early as possible, to
begin training the fruit-bearing shoots for the next year, in order
to get some of their leaves into early maturity, so as to remain
proof against mildew—that is the grand secret. But should there
not be a bud to break at any particular distance on the stems,
so as to appear exactly central for training the young shoots
between the horizontal bearing branches, shoots may be led
either up or down, and if low down, always from the outside
stem during the first four years, or till the first stem laid-in is

out entirely away should it be left for a longer period, as there
is no plant more accommodating than the Vine in allowing its

shoots, when a little matured, to grow and be bent into almost
any desired position at the will of the trainer. For example,
see the arrow heads at the base of fig. 4, also the direction they
take from the places where the first main stems were cut away
at the November pruning. Young shoots to form new main
stems will spring from thence in the directions there shown,
and so on alternately for years. Three of my Vines have already
been totally renewed after this manner five'times over, and this
season they are showing for blossom ; if possible, more vigor-
ously than ever.

Now, whilst the Grapes are ripening, I will endeavour to
initiate my readers into the mysteries of making wine from
their juice. As wine-making in its general features is mainly
the same whatever be the kind to be made, I will show how I
manufacture those very respectable end easily-made beverages
Khubarb and Gooseberry wine. The latter fruit will bo at its

best for this purpose about the time that my notes appear in
print.—Upwabds and Onwards.

(To be continued.)

The Feost of the 29th of M.\t cut oft the Scarlet Runners
in some places to the ground, and Potatoes are very much
blackened in Buckinghamshire, Middlesex, and elsewhere.

—

Nash.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
Wt; are informed that Mr. Barnes, the skilful manager of

Lady EoUe's Bicton gardens and estate, with which his name
has been connected for such a long series of years, is about to
retii-e, after having distinguished himself in every branch of
culture.^ His frequent contributions to this and other garden-
ing periodicals were invariably marked by strong good sense,
thorough originality, and an amount of practical knowledge
which but few men possess in an equal degree. It is to be
hoped that in retiring from his active duties, he will find more
leisure to impart to the horticultural world the lesults of his
long experience.

We regret to have to announce the death of the Rev. Dr.
Smith, of Ecclesmachan, N.B., who has for many years been
well known as a prominent writer on horticulture. The event
took place at The Manse, Ecclesmachan, on the SOih of May.

WOEK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN OAEDEN.

Embeacb the first opportunity afforded by the ground being
moist for thinning Carrots, Onions, Parsnips, Beet, and the suc-
cession crops of Turnips ; and, presuming them to be all sown
in_ drills, let the hoe be run between the drills, not merely
skimming the surface of the soil, but moving it an inch or two
in depth

; this, while it outs up the weeds, also checks rapid
evaporation, and pulverises the soil. Pay constant and per-
severing attention to the watering and shading of all advancing
crops recently planted out. Give recently-planted Celery copi-
ous waterings once or twice a-week. The method frequently pur-
sued of giving plants in the open ground a small drop of water
every evening or morning, cannot be too much deprecated

;

such sprinklings cake the ground and lower the temperature of
the soil, without any corresponding benefit to the planis.
Make a small sowing of Bed Beet and Horn Carrot. The
former, when sown early on rich soil, becomes too large and
coarse, and does not retain its colour in boiling, nor look so
well in salad as that which is smaller of the same variety.
Stake ScarUt Runners after drawing a little earth to them with
the hoe. Where it is intended to keep them dwarf, and not to
stake them, let the leaders be pinched off. By constant atten-
tion to this stopping of the leaders as they advance above three
or four joints in height, the plants will be induced to bear well.

The latter mode of culture should only be resorted to where
sticks cannot be easily procured.

feuit garden.
Still continue active operations against aphides and other

pests of fruit tree.', or their ravages will spoil your best hopes
of a crop. The shoots of Cherry trees infested with the black
fly should be dipped in tobacco water immediately they are
detected, to prevent the shoot from curling, which would stop
its gvowlh. Eithrr pick ofi with the hand, or apply a wash o!

lime and clear soot water to Gooseberries and Currants infested
with the caterpillar. This increases so rapidly, that a constant
watch must be kept up for some time. Pinch back all shoots
of Currants not wanted for wood. The fruit of Gooseberries,
&c., like fruits of more value, will be considerably improved by
the summer-stopping of the young wood—a fiot well known to

those who have paid attention to this mode of pruning, which
is much better understood on the Continent than in England.
The high temperature of the last year has favoured the success-

ful cultivation of the Vine on open walls and buildings ; attend
to the stopping of the shoots, keeping them thin and duly
nailed, thinning the berries when they are of the size of peas.

It is found that tlie best way to prevent evaporation after

watering tho roots of newly-planted fruit trees, is to cover the
suiface of the ground near the stem with some wet straw tied

iu two or three bundles, which is much better than loose litter

or dung. Give Strawberries a thorough soaking after the
bloomiug period, a'.id put short grass from the mowings of the
lawns between the rows to prevent the heavy rains from soiling

the fruit. Thin the shoots of Raspberries to two or three of

the strongest, if not already done. Disbud Fig trees, retaining

no more wood than is required for the nest season.

FLOWER gardes.
All plants newly planted will require constant watching, as

under the best management failures will sometimes occur;

these should instantly be made good, and the tying and staking

of everything requiring support on no account must be delayed.

Where an immediate display of flowers is not wanted the buds
may be pinched tH for a week or two, to encourage the plants

to cover the ground. Eumove Pansies, Anemones, double

Wallflowers, and other spiiug plants as thfy go out of bloom,

to make room for autumn-flowering ones ; the beds will, how-
ever, require to be made up with freah compost. Put in cut-

tings of double Wallflowers, Pansies, &o., for blooming next

spring. A shady piece of ground, or reserve garden, should be

appropiiated for the above. Iu addition, a stock of the more
showy herbaceous plants should always be kept on hand, as

well as the spare bedding-out plants, so that iu case of failures

or alterations a supply may always be ready for immediate
planting. For largo places a reserve ground of this kind is

necessary, and scarcely less so for those of small extent, as a

continuous show of bloom cannot bo kept up without a reserve

stock being in readiness for removal whenever wanted.

Climbers against walla or trellises should be constantly gone

over to tie or nail them in. Standard and pillar Roses should
likewise be looked over, to see that they are properly secured

to their stakes. Eradicate all the broad-leaved plants and
coarse-growing grasses from the lawn, which they much dis-

figure ; keep them closely out with the scythe or machine. The
awning may now be taken from the Tulip bed, and the foliage

of the p'ants exposed fully to the action of the sun and rain.

In late localities many will be in full bloom ; care must still be

taken to mark those seedling breeders which have good pro-

perties, choosing those with good-formed cups, clean both in

base and stamens, for perfect purity is now absolutely required.

Ranunculuses will be making rapid growth ; always water in

the evenings, and with water which has been exposed to the

rays of the sun. Tie-up and disbud Pinks, and as Jhe buds

increase water with weak liquid manure. Carnations and
Picotees require similar treatment, and when more shoots

spindle for bloom than are required, let them all be cut o£E

except one. Water Auriculas and Polyanthuses as they re-

quire it, and keep the pots free of weeds. Stake and water

Hollyhocks freely, and attend to previous directions with re-

gard to Dahlias.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSEEVATOET.

The climbers will require attention to keep the current year's

shoots within proper limits. Avoid everything, if possible, like

formality in arranging the branches, and provided, at the

winter regulation of the plants, the main shoots were trained

to occupy the desired position, the young wood may be allowed

to a considerable extent to follow its natural mode of growth,
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il this do not create oonfusion, which is as mnoh to be guarded

against as a strict formality. Hardenbergiaa, Kennertjas, &c.,

may be slightly cut back after blooming to induce a now growth.

Water should now be given liberally to plants in opon borders,

except those very recently planted. Use llio ciipino whenever

it can be done without interfering with the visitors ; either

early in the morning or late in the evouiug will at this season

be found the most suitable time, that tbo house may become

dry and airy before it is visited. The display of bloom must

be still kept up ; as there is now a larger number of plants lo

select from, considerable variety may ho secured at each regu-

lation of the inmates. K-jep all plants in the hou.so in the

neatest order. Shade daily when recjiiisito, and give air in

proportion to the state of the external air. The st-iek of

Balsams and other annuils grown for filling the various places

in the greenhouse, &c., should be encouraged by frequent

shifts ; keep them in bottom heat and near the glass, pick off

the early-formed Uowor buds it the plants are rcrjuired to attain

a considerable size before being allowed to bloom. Continue

to train Kalosanths neatly, and water with liquid manure oc-

oasionally. Specimen Searlet Pelargouiums should likewise

have liberal encouragement to grow them on. Common and

Fancy Pelargoniums for late blooming will thrive better in a

somewhat shady situation, and the latter especially, where they

can at the same time be protected from heavy rains. Fuchsias,

if not in their blooming-pots, should be potted forthwith.

Train in the desired form, and pinch back weak and straggling

shoots. The glass must be taken entirely off Japan Lilies,

Gladioluses, &o., unless early blooms are desired. Ktep a

portion in the shade of a north wall for a succession of bloom.

—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

NoiwiTHSTANDiMO the showcrs, vegetables, &o., do not grow

SO fast as might have been expected, especially in heavy

soils. Three things seem to grow remarkably well with na

—Cabbages, which we never recollect growing faster in the

same time, and, therefore, so far a great advantage, as Broc-

coli is nearly out, and Cauliflower not yet plentiful ;
grass,

a great advantage as regards the pastures and meadows,

but making incessant work with lawns (corn crops in gt-neral

looking much in need of sun to succeed the showery weather)

;

and w)cc(fe, which rarely, if ever, had a better season. We have

been often surprited, when, after surface-hoeing in a sunny dtiy,

the same ground after a wet day or two, if looked at atten-

tively, would show numbers of almost im|ierceptiblo weeds

greening the surface again. Where they come from is a marvel.

It would appear that hind in general, and, old gardens in par-

ticular, if nothing else, are warehouses of weed seeds, which

only require to be brought within reach of the atmosphere and

the necessary amount of moisture to vegetate. What some-

times has puzzled us is, that seeds kept in a damp place, but

rather closely shut up, soon mould, and lose their vitality
;

bnt seeds kept in the moist soil too deep to come within reach

of the oxygen of the atmosphere do not seem to mildew, but

preserve their vitality for years, and only require to be brought

within the reach of the atmosphere to vegetate and flourish,

just as if they had left their seed vessels the previous season.

Some of the prominent annual weeds, as Groundsel, &c., we
have endeavoured to prevent seeding for many years, by having

them cut or pulled up long before they come to the seeding

state, and yet year after year every turning by trenching-up

fresh soil gives us good crops of these annual weedtJ, wliich

shows how thickly and securely the seeds are imbedded in the

earth. Last summer we passed a field of what ought to have

been Turnips, bnt Groundsel and Sowthistle were the most
prominent crops ; and as the pretty winged seeds were flying

and falling in every direction, covering even our garments as

we passed through them, we could not help thinking that the

easy-going farmer was laying up iu the land a good stock of

these seeds, to prevent anything like a scarcity of them being

felt for half a century. All that the best cultivator can do is to

cut them up as soon as they appear, but whenever he turns up
his ground afresh, he will hud that he will have plenty of work
from the buried seeds springing up as vigorously as if they

had been newly sown. We have no correct data for ascertaining

how long seeds will retain their vitality when buried beyond
the reach of the atmosphere in the ground, but as far as our
experiments and observations go, we should say that they
would retain their vital powers much longer than they could

be coaxed to retain them in one of our best seed warehouses,

however carefully kept. Borne time ago wo saw a large garden

that tor particular reasons was left to itself for a year or two.

Such splendid annual weeds wo never saw; it would have been

a vp?t paving for the future to have sown it in corn or Clover,

which would so far have prevented the weeds ob'ainicg the

mastery. In that garden enough of Groundsel could have

been found to supidy the cage birds of many counties. We felt

that work tor the hoe, from one season's neglect, would thus be

provided for half a century.

So far as our observation and oxperienc-^ go. Groundsel, Sow-

thistle, and Chickweed, are the annuals against which the

greatest care should bo taken to prevent their reaching the

seeding state. To prevent this, the plantu must be cut up in a

sunny day when small and young. Catting them up when ia

bloom is of no use, if there should be dull or thowery weather

afterwards, as the plants possess enough of succulence in the

stems to mature the seeds. We have proved this often with

Groundsel aud Sowthistle. It makes even the slovenly more

careful, to reflect that such weeds allowed to seed, would not only

give work to himself, but to future generations as well. Last

summer and autumn we saw Thistle-down in perfect clouds,

enough to fill whole fields with Thistles, and which would have

been done if the scorching sun had not dried the vitality out of

many seeds, and the small birds had not devoured a good lot

of the remainder. If a man should be so careless and igtiorant

as thus to injure himself, he should be prevented from injuring

his neighbours, just as our sanitary laws prevent a man, how-

ever indifferent himself, creating a nuisance and a source of

disease to his neighbours. If a man cannot keep Thistle-down

and Groundsel-down lo his own premises, there should be

some obligation laid upon him to prevent him allowing that

winged seed having free access to the ground of his neighbour.

When with all care these seedlings appear, the best plan is to

cut them up as soon as they show themsolve?, with a shallow

Dutch hoe, and choose a bright day for the purpose, that the

sun may shrivel them up. For this purpose a shallow hoeing

is best, as the seedlings shrivel np more speecily and it does

not bring more seeds near enough the surface.

Forhimi the Ground amongst Vegctahlcf.—lhia is not SO

necessary in light as in rather stiff soils, but it was very neces-

sary with us, as the rains had battered the surface, and the

ground being somewhat moist was kept cool by evaporation.

The ground on the whole was cooler in proportion than the

air, except on the frequent frosty mornings. Stirring the snr-

fece among Potatoes, Cauliflovrers, and other growing crops,

allowed the air and warmth at once to enter. No advantage

was thus gained by heat, except that which the higher tempera-

ture of the air gave, and the air had freer access to the roots.

We thus for a specific purpose were wiUing to neutralise the

benefits of the mere conduction of heat to the roots. Than

the surface-stirring in such circumstances, nothing seems more

fitted to give such plauts a fresh start into vigorous growth.

For this purpose a light fork is just as useful as a clean Dutch

hoe for cniting-up small weeds. This surface-hoeing cannot be

too often done, even though few weeds arc seen.

Bird.9 and lial-leaded Seedf:, rfc—We find that small seeds

are untouched, and the first sowing of Peas and Beans was

not meddled with ; but we find that in later sowings of Peas

and larger seeds both birds and mice have attacked them,

especially after germination had so far taken place that radicle

and plumule could be seen advancing. In some such cases

where the debris was left we could discover the coating of the

lead left on the outer rind of the seed, whilst all the interior

was cleared out. Traps became our only remedy then, and of

all baits nothing is better than old toasted cheese. We would

have treated the birds to strong poison, but then pheasants

might have eaten it. Our earliest Peas have suffered greatly

from sparrows, which are sure to abound where pheasants are fed

near the garden ; and though we tied strings and flags of white

paper, &c., the points of the shoots, the youngest leaves, and

the blossoms disappeared day after day ; these depredations

being so much confined to the earliest crops out of doors, that

we would have been in a difficulty had it not been for the

forward ones in the orchard house. Guilty, however, as the

thievish sparrow was, he was not the only culprit. One morn-

ing between three and four o'clock, contrary to general obser-

vation, four pheasants and three partridges were on the Pea

stakes, and making their morning meal of young shoots and

blossoms, and seemed quite agreed in their work of plunder.

Their being together was rather a novelty to us, for, as a

general rule, birds of a feather, and beasts of a skin or fur
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keep together. You may every day in a fine park see sheep,
aud oxeo, and deer living happily and harmonioasly together

;

but you will rarely, if ever, see them congregating in mixed
groups for ropote. Even as they feed thty will generally be
found distinct in thtir groups, and thus tend to produce
more variety than if they were mingled. Seldom, even, will
you find hares in abundance close to where rabbits burrow and
have their warrens; a fact ignored by some of our greatest
sportsmen, who, wishing to have abundance of both close to-
gether, EO far fight against nature, and thus so far fail after
uiuch money has been spent. We presume, however, that
when plunder is the object, there is for the time a suspension
of all discordance in distinct families. Partridges and pheasants
generally keep themselves to themselves, they do not seem to
cross each other's path at all; but the other morning early
three partridges and two hen pheasants were very busy in the
Onion quarter, pulli.jg up and eating with the greatest gusto.
We have long known how grateful young Onions were to young
turkeys and even other domestic fowls, but we did not find
out until this season how partial seme of our wild fowls were
to the same healiag condiment. Is it because they are daily
becoming more ]i<ie barndoor fowls? Why should not a
pheasant daintily reared become as social and homely as a
domesticated fowl ?

Bed-coloured Stcdling Plants, Tind Birds.—It would be in-
teresting to know how our readers fare in this respect. At
Stockwood we noticed long lines of Beet with the bright-
coloured leaves wholly untouched, though not protected in any
way. For years we have not been able to keep a single plant,
unless protected by netting, or by planting the seedlings out
when 3 or 4 inches in height, and then the birds did not seem
io care for them. The stable-yard at Stockwood is as near
the garden as ours. The trees in the park and pleasure grounds
are much the same, so that the attractions to birds in these
cases are about equal. The farm buildings at Stockwood are
much farther off, and thus the garden is saved from being a
great rend,ezvons for sparrowa and other birds ; and there, again,
there is no rearing and feeding of winged game near the garden.
Be the reason what it might, the Beet was healthy and un-
touched, and not a single leaf, blossom, or pod, of the earliest
Peas seemed to have been touched. But for frequent sprink-
ling with soot and other unsavoury substances, we should not
have saved leaf nor stem of our earliest Peas, after they were
staked and growing freely. The stakes were fine perches for
the birds. We looked for their company in plenty, as the pods
became rather more than half full, but we were never so much
troubled before by their depredations on shoots, blooms, and
leaves. We would soon have made short work of hosts of
sparrows, but for the cruelty of doing so, and that anything set
for them would likely be partaken of by more valued birds. We
have known pheasants poisoned by baits set for rats, where no
birds could reach them, but the rats, after having had a share,
had carried the baits out, and left them exposed.

ORNAMENTAL DEPAIiTMENT.
With a few warm days after the 23rd, we began planting-out

onr bedding plants on the 26th, though even then the giound was
too cold, and fai- too wet to please us. By Thursday night we
Imd a good deal of work done in fair condition. The state of
the ground, however, in our heavy soil forced us to resort to
one of our old contrivances, so as to give the plants a good
chance, as we have no faith in placing the plants in a hole
that 13 httle better than a marsh. But for having so much
to do, and for being later than everybody else, we would have
waited for the drying of a few sunny da'ys. The contrivance
was, as the hole was made for the plants with a trowel, to sur-
round the b.i;i or roots with a little rich, light, rather dry com-
post, which was thus warmer than the wet soil. This compost

»/*i™ "^ riddling some old exhausted mateiials from
Mushroom beds through an inch sieve, tlie old bed having be-
come rather dry, and most of the material being forced to pass
by drawing the hand firmly over it in the sieve, this forming
about a half of the compost. The other half consisted of about
equal proportions of soil on the whole rather light, riddled from
beneath the potting bench, a mixture which we find very useful
for many purposes, and the other half riddled soil, that had
been brought from the sides of a road, and kept dry under
cover. To about six large cartloads of this mixture, light and
good on the whole, we added about a buthel of soot, and two
bushels of floury lime, turning and mixing all well together,
the latter being added as we noticed that the worms were more
plentiful than usual in the damp beds and borders. In using
this compost, we find the most expeditious mode is to lay it

down in small spadesful on the beds or borders to be planted,
and then work it in round the balls with the trowel, firming
with the hands in the usual way.
Peihaps we are wrong in using the latter expression, " usual

way," for we find that few men, if not looked after, will make
the right way the usual way. Some time ago we described the
right way of planting with the dibber, showing that a perpen-
dicular thrust of the dibber to make the hole, and a more dia-
gonal thrust, bringing the dibber then nearly to the perpendi-
cular, to fix the plant as in a vice, were all that were essential,
and much better than many strokes, that after all left the plant
hung or unfastened. By attention to this simple rule one
man in pricking-off seedlings will do more than double the
work, and better and more easily for himself, than another man
who never knows or cares how many strokes of the dibber ho
must give. Just so with planting. When the plants have less
or more of a ball of roots, the right way is to make the hole
large enough to receive the ball without any undue pressure,
and then to fix the earth with the hands round the sides of the
ball, firmly enough to keep out the undue entrance of air, but
not so firmly as to hurt or crush the roots. The usual way with
the inexperienced, and oven many who ought to know better,
is to be rather careless of the size of the hole, and to squeeze
the ball down, exerting the pressure of fixing from above, in-

stead of at the sides. If when plants with fair balls are so
planted, and show distress by flagging almost immediately after-

wards, those who take the trouble to examine for themselves
will find that in many cases the ball is broken, the roots rup-
tured, and the soil immediately beneath nearly as hard as a
pan from the perpendicular pressure. More as to future well-
doing depends on these matters than is generally imagined.
One other help to future success in planting flower beds

where the soil is rather wet and stiff, is never to set a foot on
the bed or border ; and if surrounded by lawn or grass verges,

to be equally careful not to trample on that part where grass

and earth meet. A few light boards of different lengths will

keep all right in this respect, prevent all trampling of the soil,

and all injury to the grass verges. Some stiff soils when
trampled when wet, never become properly pulverised and aired

all the summer, but remain littlu better than blocks of brick

ond pieces of iron. We once set a really first-class labourer to

plant the front rows of a ribbon border, with strict injunctions
as to the boards, as border and grass were a little damp. He was
too wise for us when our back was turned and used no boards,

and the trouble and labour we had in making that trampled
verge right were such that it would have been true economy to

have paid the man treble wages for doing nothing.
Brtulutood Siip2hnls —On Friday, the 28lh, we were stopped,

it having rained heavily and almost continuously for the best

part of twenty- four hours. Out-door work was out of the
question. Much pricking-off and potting was forwarded, as in

the case of Achimenes, Feathered Cockscombs, Balsams, Kho-
danthes, Gomphrenas, and other everlastings and tender and
half-hardy annuals, but much was done in preparing branchy
sticks of different heights for the beds, to suit different heights
of plants. Many sheltered places need nothing of this sort.

We cannot, exposed as we are to sweeping winds, do with-

out them, and we fancy that many places would present their

beds in better condition if such a plan were at least partially

adopted. Plants in full bloom, swept into bundles with the

wind, can never be brought back into their places and look as

they did before. We could never keep straight lines in ribbon
borderwnithout such aids. Small straight' sticks would be of

little use, and it would be almost impossible to get hold of

them ; we greatly prefer little twiggy branches, such as old birch

brooms when worn out, or points of branches such as are used
for pea-sticks. What we like best are spruce branches that have
lain long enough to have lost all their foliage. The next best

are larch branches that have been cut in winter. As respects

both, we much prefer them when the bundles or faggots have
been used previously as the bottoms of hay or corn stacks, for

the weight above them makes the blanches slraighter than
they would naturally be. The more twigs there are on such
little sticks we like them the better, as the shoots of the plants

become interlaced among them. One tie is generally all that

is given to each plant, and in doing this work the same care is

taken not to tread the soil as in planting. These twigs act first

as a sort of protection. As the heights of the plants are known
certain-sized sticks are used, and though seen at first they are

all concealed before the beds arrive at their full beauty. Spruce
lasts with us the longest. We have had the same twiggy

branches for four or more years. Larch, owing to its resinous
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quality, comee next, and theu, perhaps, beech. Most other

woods last only the season, but we frequently take what we
can obtain. Common laurel is good after it has lain long

enough to lose all tho foliage. In forming these sticks a man
Boon makes the top tnigs somewhat uniform with a swoop of

his knifo, and one stroke with a sharp knife at the base is

sufficient for pointing a small stick, and two for a rathor largo

one—matters of importance where they are to be used by the

thousand. Two cuts, or three at most, will point a stick as

thick as an ordinary finger.

As to pliintiiiii and pi\'j>urin[i for plantiiiij, no bedding plant,

be it what it may, should be bedded-out with the roots dry, or

the Boil about them dry, and it is also well in many cases not
to turn them out when freshly watered. Better have it done
some hours previously. When there is soil about the roots it

will then hold better thire. In small places thtrc is no better

iilan than turning the plants out of pots, and if at all matted
with roots, running the lingers up the sides of the ball, to dis-

entangle the roots gently before planting, so that they may go at

once into the soil of the bed or border. Where much in this

way is done, combined with economy, pots are to a great extent

dispensed with. Fibroue-rooting plants, as Calceolarias, Agera-
tums, Salvias, Verbenas, Lobelias, Sec, wo oonsiJer are belter

without them than with them. Of course we are speaking of

plants raised where they are to be planted, not raised and
treated for the market. For instance, our own Calceolarias

were insetttd thickly as cuttings in a cold pit in the end of

October, were taken up and planted in an earth pit in the end
of March and beginning of April, and now are strong plants
with large balls to each. We have planted-out all kinds of

bedding Pelargoniums in the same way, but they do not rise so

well with balls, and if the earth fall from the roots, tliough the
•plants ultimately do quits as well, they are apt to flag for a
week or two at first, and lose some of tht-ir best and largest

leaves. As tending to save trouble and watering, we find that
with the tenderest of them it is a good plan to take tho struck
cuttings in spring, put them into small pots, and when esta-

blished turn the balls into p.n earth pit, and when taken to the
flowering beds thd roots wiil be proceeding all round the btilla

ready to go into the soil at once. These receive less check
than plants from pots with roots matted round the baU. At
one time we tried a handful of moss, covering soil and roots
inside, the moss thus securing a ball at planting-out time ; but
the chief objection to the use of moss is that if, after planting-
ont, It became thoroughly dry in the bed, there was hardly a
possibility of wetting it again, and, therefore, the roots near
home became useless.

For home use, such fibrous-rooted plants as we have alluded
to do better when planted-out temporarily, and then raised
and taken to tho beds. Several times, and especially this

season, we have found plants that did not make fibres freely

near home do well if first planted in pieces of turf, and, when
well established, turf and all turned out in the beds. We lately

described the process. A fortnight or so ago we lifted all those
so treated to prevent the roots of the Pelargoniums running
down. We examined many the other day when planting, and
found myriads of nice, white, fresh roots protruding all round
the turf, ready to enter at once into the pulverised soil. We
fancied heretofore that the firmness of the turf near the collar

of the plant helped to secure free blooming, and less luxuriance
of growth. We shall only add that in our damp cold soil we
gave only a dribblet of water when planting, merely at tho roots
to settle the soil round them. A rising barometer leads us to

hope we shall be busy on the 31st.—B. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—June 2.

Sdppliks continue fully equal to the demand, and forced fruit is still

abundant. Prices have undergone no material alteration from those
quoted lufct week.

FBCIT.
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The history of the above important cross will sbortly be given in these
pages. French and Show Pelargoniums will not cross with the Zunals.

ZoNAX Pelargonium Leaf Spotted (E. It. IF"., Pcnnjn).—The leaf
appears as if the plant were grown in too close and rich a compost.
There is no remedy but to give a poorer and more open compost. Notbing
is better than loam from turf which has bjen laid-up for six or eight
months, torn in pieces, and made rather fine, but not sifted, giviog goud
drainage, a light poiition, not farther from the glass than 2 feet, and ad-
mitting air freely. Water carefully uutil tho plants are well rooted in

the fresh soil, then water freely when tho soil becomes dry, but before
the leaves flag.

PFLAnooNiUM Leaves Cuhled and Brown {Oi'orgc TKuy}.—The most
likely cause is their being infested with aphis, ixnd the evil may be oc-
casioned by keeping the soil too wet, too cIosh, and badly drained, not
giving a sufficieucy of air, and not keeping them near the glass ; but wc
can only siirmiee iu the absence of either a specimen or particulars.

Vines Breaking Irregularly {Q. S. G.).—Newly-planted Vines, es-
pecially when the roots are uncoiled and laid out, eumctimes do not
break over-strougly at first, unless great care be taken to have the roots
in full action. That wou'd not account for the strong Vines in pots
breaking so weakly and showing no fruit, if the plant? remained in the
pots and were top-dressed with rich compo-t. We shonld imagine either
that the Vines have been rather hurried, or that the wood, though strong,
had not been suflBciently rip&ned. Last summer wo saw a house like
yours, the Vines planted inside in a good border, with means for the
roots to go out, and the young Vines looked very miserable. Watering, as
far as surface-appearance went, seemed all right: bnt on pushing our
stick and fist into the border, the cause Wits at once apparent. A few
roots near the surface had been moistened, the bulk were quite dry. We
would not think of furtlicr cutting back the Vines now, as there is plenty
of growiug time before them. See that the roots are right.

Insect Infesting Vines (S. S.).—Tho insect infesting llie Vines is

Curculio cupi ens, or Copper-coloured Weevil, which feeds at night. Lay
a white sheet on the floor and border, and after dark shake the rods and
shoots, and t!ie insects will fall upon the sheet, and may be cleared
away and destroyed. This repeated a few times will considerably thin
them ; it is the best means of doing so that we know.

Watering, Mandking Vines, &c. (Idevi).—The Vines at the fourth
season ought to bo strong, and should bo capable of bearing from 12 to
20 bunches each ; but from your description we should think them ve;y
weak indeed, nnd it would have been better to have cut them back to
within three eyes of the bottom of the rafter, and taken a rod from each
with two side shoots, on which you might have had a bunch each. You
would thus have secured a good cane for next year's bearing. The num-
ber of bunches you purpose leaving is not too many, but we do not fee
how you will furnish the bottom of the I'odswith bearing shoots, or shoots
of any kind, without cutting the rods back. They should have water
every fortnight or three weeks, a good tupply, so as to reach the lowest
roots, and not daily dribblets, which do more harm than good. The
watering should be continued until the Grapes are advanced in colouring
for ripening, keeping up a moist atmosphere by sprinkling or syringing

,

the paths, floors, &c., twice or thrice a-day. Tho Lady Dowue's Grapj
will set freely, but requires rather more heat than the Black Ham-
burgh, bvit from 60*^ to 65° at night will be quite high enough. You may
now water with liquid manure after the berries are set, and again in
a fortnight or three weeks. V/ith regard to manuring the border, you

'

may now give a dressing of bono dust, and in autumn or winter, after
the Vines are pruned, give a to|)-dre88ing, about U inch thick, of fresh
horse or sheep droppings, and tm*f cut I4 or 2 inches thi^k from a pas-
ture where the soil is a loam of medium strength, light rather than
heavy, laid up in alternate layers for two or three months, and then
chopped up rather finely, adding to every six barrowsf ul one of half-inch
bones, the same of mortar fiom au old building, and a bushel of calcined
oyster shells, the whole well mixed. Point the border lightly over, and
then apply the above. The stopping of the shoots is right, but the main
rod or cane should not be stopped until it reach within 1 foot of the top
of the house. We cannot advise about the Apj'le and Pear trees until
you send us a specimen of the insect, and of the foliage attacked by it.

Vines Failing (R. 0. M.).—Yonr gardener is quite right, the rain from
the roof, nnd cspeciiilly such a wide one, should not be allowed to over- I

flow on the border ; but the appearances on what seemed large and
i

healthy leaves naturally are not whfjl'y to be accounted forframthisciuse.
The biown marks and Idotches we would attribute chiefly to a sort of
scalding from condensed vapour. The remedy will be early air-giving
and a little more dry heat in the house. With tho early air-giving there
will be little or no necessity for tho shading. One or two of the brown
spots looked like burning from a scratch or notch in the glass ; but from
that we should have expected larger and whiter marks. It would be
worth while to examine the glass, and if you find any of these spots, to
cover them with a little white lead paint.
Vines Failing lA Subscriber of Sovte Yearn'' Standing).—We suppose

the Vines planted by your predecessor on a higher level than the original
. Vines, were intended to supersede the last-named, and that he intended
to cut the latter away, but it seems both have been allowed to grow.
Those en the lower level must have their roots much too deep, and the
roots of those on the upper level have, from the increased depth of soil,

penetrated too deeply. The soil, too, from tho heavy manuring, we
should think has been made very close, heavy, and wet; the drainage
may in addition have become choked or defective. Having had no fruit
since 18G6, we should take away the Vines and make a new border, if it

be found, as we think it will be on examination, that the old border needs
renewing. We would then plant fresh Vines. There is little hope of the
Vines recovering.
" Passiflora c^itULEA NOT FLO'vnERiNO(JrfcHi)-—Your plants, from being
only recently planted out, will make very vigorous growth, and shuuld
have the shoots trained rather thinly, so as to give them plenty of light
and air. The principal shoots should be trained about 1 foot apart, and
at their full length, and the laterals or side shoots between them, and on
these the fiowers will be produced, cutting-bank early in spring to within
one or two eyes of the principal branch. The shoots must be thiniaed
out where too thick, keeping them nailed or tied up, so as to preserve a
neat appearance, preventing too much crowding, and admittiug air and
light to evei-y part. We think you will havo flowers next year, if not this^

Bunches of Grapes partly Shriveixed (T. S.).—The ulceration of

portions of tho bunches of the Grapes, now blooming, evidently arises
from deficient root action in the Vines. The growth is very vigorous, and
the sap supplied is not auScient to sustain it. We should apply a good
bo ikiug of tepid weak liquid manure to the roots onco or twice a-week.

DouBLE-rLO\VEi:ED Stocks (F. T., Dublin).~Yo\x are quite right in sup"
pnsJng that five-petaled Stocks are more likely to proiucp doublr flowers*
than those having the normal number of petals, and such should be
chosen in ijrefeieuce for producing seed. The regular progression of
plants in a particular direction dcpeuis more on circumstances, as bright
sunshine and culture, than on the number of petals. We h ive saved seed
ciirofullv from five-petaled floAvers, and did not even have at times a
single five-petaled one th3 following,' year, to say nothing of doubles.
Wo have allowed stout healthy plants with four-peLaled blooms to retain
only one or t'A'o seed pods, and in many caseis these produced double
flowers. Wo ouco made r. common Daisy in the course of four or five
years a doublu one, by means of rich cuUiv;ition, and flowers less than
stmi-duuble would often produce double flowers from theii" seed. We
hiivG often seen double Daisies revert by degrees to their normal single
state, when left years in the same place, and starvad from want of
moving.

Aphis on Asters (Amateur).—The best plan would bo to place them in
a fram^, draw on the lights closely, and fill it on a calm evening with
tobacco smoke, covering with mats so as lo Itsep tho smoke about the
plints 83 much as possible. It will not injure the plants if the leaves are
dry. They may be dusted with tobacco powder, which will destroy the
aphis.

Worms in Flower Bopdee (Idem).—Place 14 lbs. of fresh lime in
thirty gallons of water, stir well up, and let the whole stand forty-eight
hours, then water the border with the clear liquid, giving a good soaking.
It will either destroy the worms or bring them to the Burlace, from which
they may bo removed.

Calanthe vestita Flowering (H. Davis).—lis common time of

flowering is winter. It is not unusual for it to throw up flower spikes at
this seaFon, but it will be some time before the flowers expand. Let the
growth be well perfected. You did right to keep the plant di"y from
December to March, and to pot it when it began to grow about a month
ago. Water rather sparingly until the plant is in free growth, then water
frwely, keeping a very moiit atmosphere, thereby encouraging a good
growth, and, that attained, seek its maturation by gradually withholding
water, maintaining a drier atmosphere, and giving more air. If the
phint is likely to flower sooner than you wish, remove it to a drier and
cooler house.

Bodgainvillea Culture (Idem).—The shoot sent appears from the
foliage to be that of B. spectabilis, but the foliage varies much. It re-

quires to be grown in a border of sandy fibrous loam, and so that the
roots will be confined to it. Keep the plant dry after a good growth has
been made, as it may be for weeks late iu summer and autumn, so as to

ch»ck its vigour and promote the ripening of tho wood. The shoots
should be trained about 6 inches from the glass, and be kept moderately
thin, not allowing them to crowd or overshadow each other.

DicKSONiA ANTARCTICA TREATMENT (J. j4.).—The plant whilst gtowing
requires very copious supplies of water, the soil being kept very wet, and
at no time must it be dry, not even iu winter, but at tliat so ison it will

not need so much as in summer, and yet the foII must be kept moist.
The trunk during the season of growth may be sprinkled with water
twice a-day, and the plant's foliage also, taking care not to give it in such
quantity as to cause it to rest in the hearts of the plant, but from
September t.^ March that will not be required ; indeed, it is liable to

brown the foliage if persisted in at that season. It succcods admirably
in a vinery having th3 Vines started in March, and assisted in spring
with a little heat in cold periods, and in winter it is enough if frost be
excluded. The Vinos flflfurd the pl.^nt an agi-eeablo shade. It will also

succeed in a greenhouse, the temperature in Printer 40"* to 45°, and in

summer 50- to es"" at night, and from Vo'-' to 80- or 85 by day from son
accompanied with air. If grown in a greenhouse sUght shade must be
given from very bright sun, maintaining a moist atmosphere when grow-
ing, and giving a moderate amount of ah'. The old fronds may he cut
away close to the stsm when they became brown, which will be the case
as the young fronds appear, and are somewhat advanced.

Cinerarias and Prihula Seed Sowing Idem\~To havo the plants
bloom in December and January, the seed should be sown at the beginning
of Aprilingontleheat, pricking "off the plants when large enough t J handle,

and growing them in a cold frame. Plants flowering in December will

continue until February; but you may, to make sure, sow again at the

end of April. To have Cinerarias in flower in wintei-, a temperature of
50"^ at night will be necessary, and the plants must bo strong and ad-

vanced for bloom in autumn.

Cannas (Id'^m\—The Cannas are plants with flno bold foliage, and do
well in sheltered positions, but in exposed places become much cut and
battered by the wind. They are desirable for giving a sub-tropical ap-

pearance in gardens, otherwise they have little mer.t. Maize should be
planted out early in June, and the plants should then bo strong and well

hardened off.

Liquid Manure for Rhododendrons {A Subscrib£r).~B,hoioiendxonB
may have hquid manure at every alternate watering. You may employ
1 peck of freyh cow dung to 30 gailons of water wtU mixed and stirred-

up previous to use. We have no experience in giving guano water to

I^h idodendrons and do not recommend its use. The best manure that

wd know for Khododeudrons is cow dung, and in light loamy soils top-

dreselaga of cow dung give the plants great vigour, and improve the
colour of the foliage. Manure water only should be given when the

plants are coming into bloom or making fresh growth; at other times it

is not required.

Guano Water for Eoseb ildem) —Guano water may he given Roses
when they are in free growth, or once a-week in May, and twice a-week

up to October, if the weather is so dry as to render watering necessary ;

2 ozs. to the gallon will be sufliciently strong, and 1 oz. if tho watering

be frequently repeated. Liquid manure may be given alternately with
guano water, and will be more benificial than injurious.

Pears in ORcnARD House {Amateur).—Wg do not feel competent to

answer your questions relative to Pears for the market, as our ex-

perience" is limited with respect to these, but we may say that in some
fieasons wo foimd early Pears under glass very sweet and rich, and rich
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ouos vorv rich anil buttery ; but on sovornl occnBiona wo also fonnii in

both rasofl, thou^Ml finolarno fruit, that Ihoy had not Ibn usual molting

Inflcinufliiesfl, evou when troatod in moat ciiaea allko. Wo wonbi bo in-

cUnod 1 1 Rivn ant^li trees tht* slu-ltor of jjlass until protty w.'U Rwollod, and

then cxpoHo thorn to tho full buu nut of dours, or with tho kUhs romoved.

Wo havo littlo fiiith in k'rowing any Poars under ulna^ to take to markot,

iiS a proUtablo eiicculation, but wo may be mistaken.

Soot Water (O. UaijliA).~T<i havo clear eoot walor fnr syringing, Ac,

you will oftsily got rid of tho thick scum, and tho muddy ttppearanco of

the water, il you prepare t!io soot just a^ yon would do sulphur before

mixing. Neither will mix freely with water if used at onco in a *lry atato,

but will do so readily onou!,'h if tirat made into a paste, by us'nff only as

much water as will suffice for the purpose. The more thoroughly every

particle is thus wetted, the more easily will it mix with a littlo water

afterwards. For .'ommon pm'poays. after sifting tho soot fine, we thus

mix it with enoui^h of water to wet it, but if the barrel Is empty, wo place

the Boot in tho bottom with n quart or two of water, and make it into a

paste with an old birch broom briskly nsed. Tho broom is kept in action

every few pailsfuls of watyr that aro added. Thia will sccuro the mixing

of tho soot with tho water, but not make it clear quickly. To clarify it,

add a littlo fresh puwdorod limo— say a pound for thirty gallons. In from
twenty-four to thirty honrs, often sooner, there may he a little scum on

the surface, which m"iy easily he removed, but all beneath until you conio

near the bottom of tho vessel, will bo as bright and clear as culouied

brandy.

Calceolaria Aurka plobibtjnda {G«n<fimus).—There is no particular

liability iu the Calceolaria Aurea floribunda to cnrl, canker, or decay, hut

all Calceolarias aro liable to these evils, and somelimea from causes
which we cannot discover. Generally Calceolarias suffer more from oyor-

kindneea than from any neglect. Our temporary beU were quite a sight

lioforo wo bn)ke-in upon thfim for final planting out; but even among
thujn wo fouud sonio with bhicklwh, dlBoiHtid leaves, which wero dis-

carded. These wero planted ati cuttings at the end of October in a cold
pit, H Inch apart, and not raoro Ihan ouo In throe or fonr bnndrod failed.

Tbeso wero thinned out into earth pita unl trenches in ISIarch, and pro-

tected for a time with mats c r calico. It is well to exchange cuttings of

these, instead of always propagating from your own plants.

L\wN Mowers {A Suh:trribt'r).—li does not much signify which is OBOd
at tho Palaco~probal)Iy both, for both aro good.

Insects ON Aspauagus (Edward Power).—The small insects sent as
having committed so much havoc in yonr Aspftragus beds are the minnte
Podura fimetarin. They occur in great numbers wherever decaying
vegetable matter abounds; but wo have no proof of thoir taking tho
initiative by attacking henlthy plants. We believe your Asparai^us nhoota
wero ailinji from some other structural cause, and wero then roaortod to

by tho Podurx.—W.
Names of Plants fff. ,7.1.~AzaIea pontica, garden varieties {9) ; Vibur-

num lantana. (W. PhillipH).~\, Myosotis arvcnsia; 2, Veronica ofHcinalis ;

3, Geranium moUo. (Zfjnoram(w).~Lepidium draba. {Clapham, Sou(/i).—

1, Adiantum cuneatum ; «, Doodia caudata ; 4, Nephrodlum decursivo-

pinnatum ; 2 and 5 launibers mixed), ABplenium flaccidum, the much-
divided frond; and A. orectuin, the simply pinnate one. {E.D.O.N.)»
—1, Asplenium furcatum; L', Onychium japoulcum.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the week endiug June 1st.

Date,
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Poiisn (Golden).—! and 2. Mrs. Pettat.
Polish (Silverl.— I, Mre. E, Procter. 2, P. H. Jones.
French Fowls (Any VBi-iotv).—I, J. K. Fowler (Cn-vc-Cceni-). 2, Capt.

Robin (La Flecho). lie, Capt. Robin (Cruvo-Cceur) ; I!ev. N. J. Ridley,
Newbury, Hants (Crrvo-Cn?nr) ; P. H. .Jones.
Any other Distinct Variety except French.— 1, H. J. Godfrey,

Hsmmersmitb (Black Cochins). 2, R. C'ise, Dorchester (Andalusian).
3, J. Hinton, Warminster (Malay), he, J. Iv. Fowlor.

SINGLE COCKS.
Spanish.—1, E. Jones, Clifton. 2, R. Wright, he. Tonkin & Tackey,

Bristol.

DoRKiNoe.—I, J. Martin. 2, J. CMsman, Rownbams, Sonthampton.
he. Lord Viscount Tumour, Petworth.
Cochin-China.—1, H. Mapplebeck, Woodfield, Moseley, near Birming-

ham. 2, F. W. Rust, Hastings, he, J. K. Fowler ; Capt. Kobin ; Hon.
Mrs. Sugden.
Bbahma Pootra.—1, H. M. Maynard. 2, H. Dowsett. he, H. Loe ; F.

Crook, e, H. D. M. Hoare, Brownlow, Bitteme ; L. Wright, Kingsdown.
Game.— 1, Capt, G. Price, Taynton, Gloucester. 2, S. Matthew, ^c, Rev.

G. S. Cmwys. c. R. Hnl), Cambridge.
Bantams (Gold or Silver-laced).—1, Mrs. Pettat. 2, Countess Winter-

ton, ShiUinglea Park, Susses, he, Rev. G. S. Cruwys. c, H. Yardlev,
Binningbam.
Bantams (White or Black).—1, H. M. Maynard. 2, Rev. G. S. Cruwys.

he, T. C. Harrison; 8. & R. Ashton. e, H. M. Maynard; P. Pigott,
Woking Station, Surrey.
Game Bantams.-1 and 2, J. W. Kelleway. he, T. W. Anns, Clapham

;

J. R. Robinson, Sunderland; IT. Ling, Dorchester, c, H. G. Vincent,
Salisbury.
Any other Distinct Variety.—1, Lady Heathcote, Hants (Creve-

Cffinr). 2, M. Nicholls, Peel, Isle of Man (Golden Poland), he, H. M.
Maynard (Creve-Cceur) ; F. Pittis,iun. (aamburgh). c, J. Hinton (Silver
Poland).
Ddcks (White Aylesbury).—1 and 2, Mis. M. Seamons, Hartwell, Ayles-

bury, he, J. K. Fowler, e, W. Tippler, Roxwoll.
Docks (Rouen).— 1, L. H.Ricketts,Banwell. 2, J. K. Fowler, ^ic, J. II.

Rigden, Hove Farm, near Brighton,
Docks (Any other varietv).—!, J. Pares (Carolina). 2, S. & R. Ashton

(Gargaueys;. 8, F. Pittis jun. (Black East Indian), he, T. C. Harrison
(Mandarin), e, T. 0. Hanison ; H. D. M. Hoare.
Geese.—1, J. K, Fowler. 2, Mrs. M. Seamons.
ToRKEYS.—1, W. Fookcs, TaiTant Mouckton, Blandford. 2, Mrs. Gen.

Dunn, he, Capt. Warren, Basingstoke, Hants.

PIGEONS.
Cabsiebs (Any colom).—1, 2, and he, R. Fulton, Deptford. e, H. M.

Maynard (Black) ; H. Yardley ; G. S. Hockey, Durdham Down, Bristol.
Tumblers (Almond).—1, 2, and he, R. Fulton, c, H. Yardley ; Master

C. W. S. Bulpin, Bridgwater; P. H. Jones.
Tumblers (Anv other variety).— 1, 2, and he, R. Fulton (Short-faced).

<r, C. Bnlpiu ; P. H. Jones (Kites).

Podters.—1, 2, and he, R. Fulton. Extra 3, P. H. Jones.
Jacobins.—1, H. M. Maynard. 2, R. Fulton.
Runts.—1, H. Yardlev.
Fantails.—1, C. Bulpin. 2, H. Y'ardley. c. Miss J. Milward ; Rev. W.

S. Shaw, Bath.
Owls —1, P. H. Jonej. 2, R. Fulton, he and c, St. J. CovcntiT, The

Knoll, Wimborne.
Trumpeters.-1, C. Bulpin. 2, P. H. Jones.
Barbs.—1, R. Fulton. 2, H. M. Maynard. he, H. Yjrdloy ; B. Fulton

;

P. n. Jones.
ToHBiTS.-1, R. Fulton. 9, H. Mapplebeck. Woodfield, Moseley. he, H.

Yardley. c, C. Bulpin ; L. F. Pcrrin, ChantiUy, Loughlinstown,'Dublin.
Nuns.- 1, C. Buli.in. 2. H. Y'ardley.
Dragoons.—1, U. Maynard. 2, P. H. Jones, c St. J. Coventry ; C.

Balpin.
Archangels.-1, H. Yardley. 2, Mrs. M. J. Bulpin, Bridgwater.
Any other New on Distinct Variety.-1, C. Bulpin. 2, H. M. May-

nard (Hyacinths). 8, P. H. Jones, c, H. Yardley.

Mr. Edward Hewitt, of Birmingham, and Mr. Tegetmeier, of Lon-
don, were the Judges.

BEVERLEY POULTRY SHOW.
For many years past tho Beverley Show has stood very highly

among our poultry exhibitions, public confidence in the general
arrangements being annually on the increase. The aggregate entries

attlie Show held on the '2Gth ult,, amounted to sixty beyond those in

the preceding year. This is veiy satisfactoiy, and the display in the
floricultaral department, incorporated with tho poultry Show, mani-
fested no less solid improvement. The Show was infinitely superior

to all preceding ones, and the display of both poultry and flowers gave
good grounds to expect a large attendance of visitors. The fates,

however, ruled otherwise, for though from dawn to 8 A. 31. everything
passed off most smoothly, about the latter hour the rain commenced
in earnest, coupled with a heavy driving wind, increasing from hour to

hour until the close of the Show. Ladies and children could not
attend, and very few of even the hardier sex braved the incessant
downpour. Such mishaps cannot be avoided, but in common justice

wc must add that the Assembly Rooms in which the Show was held,

and the Committee of Management, were such as need not improve-
ment. They were, indeed, uuexceptionable : but, as was facetiously

observed regarding the cash account, the misfortune is, " the managers
are penned in, and the visitors penned out."

In Gtanc Messrs. Boyes, Julian, and Matthews were almost the only
successful exhibitors, with birds of high merit and condition. ^Spanish

were excellent, but the frequency of the cocks' faces being absolutely

eaten away by their female companions was commonly remarked by
those who saw them. Most of the Dorhings were good, but bumble-
footed ones were very prevalent. Ccoliins^ particnlaily the Buff ones.

were first-rale. All the UamhurgJiA were well shown, as were also the

Pulanih and the "Extra" class. Among the Oame Bantams vere
some first-rate specimens, also of Black Eantams.

In Dtirkff, especially Aylesbury, the competition was very good.

The Pigcofi classes were excellent ; the Carrier.^, Barbs, Fantails, and
Pouters especially so. An Almond cock from Mr. Harry Adams, of

Beverley, took tho plate prize for the best Pigeon shown. Nothing
but the stress of weather prevented this being the best and also the

most remunerative Show ever held at Beverley.

Gaiie (Black-breasted or other Red).—1, H. M. Julian, Hull. 2, W.
Boyes, Beverley, he, G. Sutton, York, e, S. Matthew, Stowmarket.
Any other Variety.—1 and Cup, W. Boyes. 2, S. Matthew, he, H.

M. Julian.
Game.- Ooci-.-1, H. M. Julian. 2, W. Boyes. he, G. R. Smith, Scar-

borough ; S. Matthew.
Spanish.-1 and Cup, H. Beldon, Goitstock, Bingley. 2, T. C. & E.

Newbitt, Epworth. /ir, J. Smith, Long Lee, Keighley ; E. Brown, c, W.
Harvey, ahelReld.
Dorkings.- 1 and Cup, J. Stott, Headlev, P.ochdale. 2, H. Lingwood,

Needham Market, he, Kev. G. Hustler, StiUingfleet, York; J. White,
Warlaby, Northallerton ; J. Martin, Claines, Worcester, c, VV. Bearpark,
Ainderby Steeple.
Cochins (Cinnamon or Buff).-1 and Cup, W. A. Taylor, Manchester.

2, U. Mapplebeck, Moseley, Birmingham, he, H. Mapjilobeck; W. A.
Taylor; R. W. Richardson, Meaux Abbey, e, T. H. Rodman, Whitby; K.
White, Shirebrook Huley, Sheffield.

Cochins (Any other variety).-1, T. Stretch, Ormskiik. 2, G. Shrimpton,
Lcighton Buzz.ard. he, J. K. Fowler, Aylesbury ; H. Lingwood, Martle-
sham, Sufl'olk ; R. White.
Hambi-rqhs (Gold-spaugled).-1, H. Beldon. 2, G. Holmes, Driffield,

he, W. Bearpark ; H. Beldon ; T. Walker, Denton, Manchester, c, S. & R.
Ashton, Mottram.
Hamburghs (Silver-spangled).-' and Cup, H. Beldon. 2, J. Fielding.

Newchurch, Manchester, he, J. Walker, Haya Park, Knaresborough ; H.
Beldon.
Hambcp.ghs (Gold-pencilled).-1, Cup, and 2, H. Beldon. lie, W. K.

Tickner, Ipswich, c, J. Walker.
Hamburghs (Silver-pencilled).- 1 and 2, H. Beldon.
Polish.—1, H. Beldon. 2, W.Harvey, /ic, H. Beldon ; Mrs. E. Procter:

W. HArvey.
Any other Variety.—1, R. Loft, Woodraansev. 2, H. Beldon. he, H.

Wyndhaui, Waghen. c, J. K. Fowlor ; H.Wyndham; E. Leoch, Rochdale :

W. Harvey.
Game Bantams.— 1, W. Adams, Ipswich. 2, G. Noble, Staincliffe, Batlcy.

he, W. F. Entwisle, Leeds ; J. R. Robinson, Sunderland ;
A. H. Etches,

S.alop ; .1. Crosland, Wakefield.
Bantams (Adv other variety).—1, S. S. Mossop, Long Sutton: 2, H.

Beldon. Ac, J. 'Walker; S. cS R. Ashton, Mottram: T. C Harrison, Hull

;

Rev. O. F. Hodgson, North Petherton. e, G. Holmes, Driffield; W.
Harvey.
Game Bantam Coci;.—1, Cup, and 2, W. F. Entwisle. he, J. R. Robin-

son ; J. Crosland, jun. ; T. M. Derry, Gedney.
Docks (Aylesburv).-1, J. K. Fowler. 2, Mrs. M. Seamons, Hartwell,

Avlesburv. he, M.Harrison, Warter; J. K. Fowler; Mrs. M. Seamons.
DucKs"(Roucn).— 1, E. Leech, Rochdale. 2, J. Mason, Rooker Hill,

Eoroughbridge.
Ducks (Any other variety).-1, S. Burn, Whitby. 2, R. W. Rich.ardson,

Meaux Alibev (Carolina), he, S. & R. Ashton (Gargancy) ; T. C. HarriBon,

Hull (Pintail and Bahama), c, J. K. Fowler (Buenos Ayrean).
Selling Class (Any variety).— 1, T. C. & E. Newbitt. 2, G. Loft.

;ic, H. Beldon. c, W. .\. Taylor ; W. Boyes.

PIGEONS.
Carriers.— CocI-.«-—l, R. Fulton, Deptford. 2, J. Hawley, Bingley.

n, E. Uoruf r, Ilarcivood, Leeds, rhe, R. Fulton ; J. Firth, jun., Dewsbury ;

J. C. Ord, Pimlico. he and e, J. C. Ord. Erm.—\, J. Hawley. 2, R.

Fulton. 8, H. Headl^y, Leicester. t;ic, R. Fulton ; H. Yardley. he,3.C.

Ord ; E. Horner.
Pouters.-CorA.«,—1 and 2. R. Falton. 8, E. Horner, he, W. Harvey.

n.'ii».—l .and 2, K. Fulton. S, E. Horner, ftc, W.Harvey, c, H. Headley.

Almond.— Cocjts.-l, H. Adams, Beverley. 2 and 8, It. Fulton, he, f

.

Graham; J. Hawley. HcM.-l, R. Fulton. 2, H. Adams. 3,H.Headley,
Tumblers (Any other variety).—Coci.s.—l and 2, R. Fulton. 3, H.

Adams, /if , F. Gr.aham ; J. Hawley. Hcn3—2 and ftc, B. Fulton. 3, H.
Adams.
Barbs.— 1, J. Firth, jun. 2, B. Fulton. 3, J. Hawley. rftc, E. Homer.

he, H. Yardley. e, H. Headley.
Owls.—1 and 2, J. Fielding, Jan., Rochdale. 8, F. Graham, e, H.

Headley ; J. W. Edge. „ .

Fantails.—1, J. Hawley. 2, W. H. Tomlinson, Nowark-on-Trent.

0, Pickering 4 laarshall, Driffield, rhe, H Headley ; T. C. & E. Newbitt.

he, 3. T. Lisbman, Girlington. c, H. Yardley ; E. Horner.
Jacobins.—1, R. Bellamy, Leven. 2, E. Horner. 3, T. C. & E. Newbitt,

he, R. Fulton ; J. Hawley.
Trompetees.-1, J. Hawley. 2, E. Homer. S, C. Lytbe, Cottingham.

r!ic, Pickering & Marshall, /ic, E. Homer, c, J. Firth, jun.

TuRElTS.—l, Pickering & Marshall. 2, R. Fulton. 8, E. Homer, ftc, E.

Homer ; T. C & E. Newbitt. e, R. Fulton ; F. Graham.
ANY other Variety—1, G. H. Wilbington, jun., Manchester. 2 and

extra 2, E. Horner. .3, A. A. Vander Meerscb, Forest Hill. Extra 8, J. W.
Edge, rhe, J. T. Lishman ; A. A. Vander Meersch ; H. Headley ; J. W,
Edge, he, H. Y'ardley; F. Graham; J. Dugglaby, Driffield; J. Mason.

e, G. H. Withington, jon. (Runts) ; F. Graham.
Selling Class.— rftc, J. W. Edge (Dragons), /if, G. Cottam, Cottine'-

bam (Owls); J. W. Edge (Swallows); J. Mason, BorougbbriJge; E.

Homer ; J. Key, Beverley, f , J. C. Ord ; H. Yardley ; R. J. Bell, Hull

(Beards and Trumpeters) ; J. W. Edge (MagiJies) ; T, C. & E. Newbitt.

Canaries.-Bf/9ian.—1, W. S. Needier, Hull. 2, F. Tritschler, Beverley

Half-bred (Y'ellow).—1, W. Jefferson, Pocklington. 2, Mrs. Weddell.

Beverley. Hnlfhrcd (Buff).— 1, G. Brusbv. 2, G. Grant. Amj other

rnriety.—i, Mrs". Overfield, Beverley. 2, Mrs. J. Campey, Beverley. Market'.

—1, J. S. Petch, Hull. 2, A. Lewis. Hull. NeU of Yo^inp Clear—I, F.

Tritschler. 2, J. Pearson, Beverley. Nest of Youtig Marked.—1, J. Pear-

son. 2, J.Sykes. ilfii/f.—l, W. Heap, Bradford. 2, W. Jefferson, Pocklinr;-
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ton. Itedcap.—l, Miss Armstroog, Boverloy. a, W. Joffcraon. SclUnff

Claii.—l , T. Neall. 3, 0. Orant.

JvMiKH-.—roiiUnj : E. Hewitt. Esq., Sparltbrook, Birmjunhani.

ri'iMiu: W. W. Boultou. Esq., Beverley. Canaries, <fr. : Mr. J.

Holmes, Jan., Beverley.

NOTES ON GOLDFr>;CII MULES AND
MULE-BKELJING.—No. ,5.

Now we Ijivo arrived at the period more particularly iaterost-

iug to Miilo breeders. I am .luite satiatiod with the start I

liave taade, for with the lirat Leu wliicU liaa gone to nest with

Uio Goldflucb, I oau, after her week'd sittiuR, "shiuo" four

good eggs in a nest of four. Tlais, on the 8th of May, is com-

meuciug the month pretty fairly. On the twelfth day of sitting

I shall form a uest myself, as near as possible resembling that

made by Iha heu, and transfer the egga from one to the other,

for the purpose of preventing any of the bloodsuckers secreted

in the old neat annoying either mother or young ouea when
chipped. When the young are about ten days old, I shall

supply another clean uest. I have the old nesta scalded when
they are taken avfay. Attention in this respect, I consider the

most important matter in rearing birds, mhother Mules or

Canaries.

It is scarcely neoe.iaary for me to advise as to general ma-
nagement; suffice it to say that those rules laid down in the
" Guide " of Mr. Blakston, published in the last volume of this

Journal, respecting Canary management, will be sufficient. In

Mr. Blakston's excellent remarks, directions may be found to

guide the learner in the breeding season, as to general treat-

ment, and the necessary requirements for breeding Canaries.

During my many years' experience in Mule-breeding, I have
noticed thiit it is generally in the latter part of the season that

I have had the most success in breeding the best Mules, birds

well broken in feathers. I never think of pairing a cock Gold-
finch with a Canary hen in the same way that I would a pair of

Canarie.o, but work with three or four hens, taking the Goldfinch
from one hen when she has begun to lay, and putting him to

another ; or if two hens should be nesting at the same time,

changing him often from one to the other. This plan can be
beat carried out if the cages are so arranged or constructed,

that by drawing a slide the Goldfinch can bo admitted without
handling him, and thus affrighting the hen birds.

During the breeding season my Goldfinches feed upon hemp
seed, canary seed, linseed, groats, the coarsest of Sootch oat-

meal, dandelion heads, groundsel, plantain heads, shepherd's
purse, lettuce, &c., and as soon as I caa obtain them, thistle

heads ; but before supplying the latter, I cut ofl most of the
cotton or down, to prevent it being scattered in all parts of the
room, after the Goldfinch has had its beak about it.

At the end of the season, naturally enough, the birds are all

tho worse for wear, but extra attention should be paid to them
in keeping them well through the moult, or autumnal sickness,
which ensues. I know many breeders are iu the habit of neg-
lecting their breeding stock after they have been doing good
service for them, devoting almost the whole of their attention
to the young stock. The old birds are thus taken suddenly olif

stimulating and feeding diet, to bare seed and water, and what
with this change, the mcuUing, and chilly weather, death often
cnauea to an old favourite, much to the surprise, and, no doubt,
sorrow of its owner, who regrets the death of a " rare bred 'un,"
but not thinking that a want of proper attention has been the
cause of if. The mortality with Goldfinches is greater in pro-
jiortion than with Canaries, which is, no doubt, owing to their
not being able to stand the cage confinement like the Canary,
and not having sufficient attention paid them in their diet.

I know no breeding-cage bird of which the death can be
caused so easily as the Goldfinch. A change of ownership,
although a bird may be supplied with every requisite kind of
food, will often make them turn dull and die off. In proper
health and condition they are plucky birds, and when kept with
others in a cage evince much pugnacity. If by chance the
supply of food is not equal to the demand, watch the Goldfinch
when the aced-drawer or glass ia replenished ; no other bird
dare approach his sharp beak, but all allow him to remain
master of tho position until his appetite is appeased.

I have seen it stated that in Canary-breeding the cock bird
should be two years old and the hen a little older—I suppose
this means three years—before commencing breeding, but for
what reason I cannot comprehend. It is well known that a
Canary cook is in full vigour for breeding before it arrives at
the age of twelve months, and were I to choose a hen for nest-

ing, I should prefer a fresh young hen— one bred the previona
season. I have generally found young hena good layers, and
more vigorous and healthy than three-year-old birds. Well,

then, if possessed of a Mule-breeding hen do not wait until it

arrives at tho age of two or three years, but begin at once, or it

will be so much time lost, and perchance the bird may die

before it reaches a greater age.

Ileapectiug Mules, tho fumoua specimena of both Goldfinch
and Linnet, and the dark Mules also, now-a-daya—thoae in

particulor shown at the late Sunderland and Crystal Palace Ex-
hibitions—were alone worth witnessing, but to my sorrow, in

several instancea, some of the beat m an unwashed, emoky
state, had to retire from foremost positiona for others smarter
in feather and appearance, and in accordance with the printed

instructiona in the schedule, that " Pri/.as will be awarded for

beauty of plumage, quality, and high condition." It is not a
pleasant duty for a judge to put back specimens which beneath
their dirt have something good. But, atill, this point must be
carried out, otherwise a judge would bo encouraging that which
ia offensive to the sight of so many visitors, who go to admire
"beauty of plumage" and "high condition" in birds, not
dirty birds.

During my visit to the Crystal Pulaco Show, on the open-
ing day, having been engaged the day previous with the

arduous task of judging, I may state that I waa one of

the privileged five who passed through the " open sesame "

door—the particular door named by " W. A. B." in a previous

Journal, for the purpose of enjoying a cheroot. The party

being iu " full feather," the conversation naturally enough
turned on the subject of birds, of which muling hens formed
the principal topic. Various opinions were put forth, one in

particular from a young Mule fancier, although a spirited ex-

I hibitor, to the effect that it is immaterial about a particular

i

strain of heu being requisite to throw good pied Mules. I may
' here state for the knowledge of many, borne out by several of

i
the best Mule breeders in England, that it is necessary for suc-

cessfully breeding pied Mules, to be particular in obtaining

hens, not any kind of Canary heu, to breed good Mulea. Of
thia I am fully convinced, although a casual or haphazard hen
may perchance breed a nioe-marked Mule. S udi a hen I should,

of course, put by for muling alone with, and breed young stock

for future seasons.

—

Geo. J. Barnkshy, Derbij.

DELAY IN BREEDING.
I HAVE made three artificial swarms from a strong black

colony, and even now it seems the strongest I have. In two of

these the queens were at liberty on May 5th. I have never been
able to ascertain that the queen of either had been out for her
wedding trip, and I examined one only yesterday (the 20th day),

and find no signs of eggs or brood. The queen is there, and
seems all right, but no breeding is going on. The other swarm
was in the same condition a day or two previously, and so I

seem to be in a fair way to have two drone- breeders only. I

tried a few days ago to set the queen of one of them off, and
took out the comb with her on, and with a feather caused her
to take wing three times, but all to no purpose, and she was
back directly.—J. R. J.

[Unfavourable weather is the probable cauEe of (he delay in

the fertilisation of your j'oung queens. They need not, how-
ever, necessarily turn out drone-breeders, since Mr. Woodbury,
in No. 83 of our new series, recites an instance which occurred
in 1862, in which a queen hatched on the 17th of August in

that year, did not commence egg-laying until the lOih of Sep-
tember, eo that she could not have been fecundated until the

thirtieth or thirty-first day of her existence, notwithstanding
she laid worker eggs as usual, and turned out a good queen.

We think Mr. Lowe also once related a case in which the period

was extended to forty days with no injurions result.]

NEW MODE OF INTRODUCING QUEENS.
During the second day of tho meeting of German bee-keepers

held at Darmstadt in September last, the President read a
letter from Mr. Uhle, in which he deacribed the following pro-
cess for effecting the safe and speedy introduction of queen
bees :

—

Remove the queen of a colony, and feed the bees with simple
syrup scented with freshly-grated nutmeg. When the bees

have freely partaken of this, dip the queen intended to be
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introduced into tlie scented solution, and immediately set her

at liberty among the bees on a broodcomb.
This should be done in the evening, just before dusk, because

the bees are then naturally more disposed to accept an offered

Btranger than earlier in the day ; and because the odour of the

scented syrup might attract robbers if fed either in the morn-
ing or at midday.
The queen is to be dipped into the scented pyrup primarily

to impart the same smell as the bees have already acquired

from it; but likewise in order to tame and subdue her, so that

she may not run wildly about and try to escape when intro-

duced among the bees, but be as it were constrained to accept

the caresses and homage of her new subjects.

"When introducing a queen she should not be seized or held

by her wings, but be grasped softly by the thoras with the

thumb and forefinger. A queen held by the wings is apt to

struggle and rush wildly among and over the bees when released,

and thus deporting herself as a stranger, she incurs the risk of

being regarded and treated as one by the bees, and may be
either mutilated or killed.

If the bees are iu hivee opening at the top, the scented syrup
may be poured directly into the cells on one side of every par-

tially-empty comb, and their feeding and scenting may thus be
promptly effected, even while the operator is searching for the
queen intended to be removed.

This process admits, of courpe, of variations and mqdifica-

tions, such as will readily suggest themselves to iutelligent

bee-keepers.

LIGURIAN BEES.
Would you ask Mr. Woodbury to give your readers a little

information on Ligurian bees, their cultivation, and rtie mode
of joining queens to black stocks? Many of us are, I do not
doubt, at this time anxiously looking out for the anival of their

majesties, the writer for one, and a lew instructions how to

proceed would be very welcome ; al^o a few hints on removing
the black queens and getting ready for the strangers, &c. I

have been referred to the numbers of " our Journal " for the
11th of April and 2Qd of May, 1867 ; but unfortunately I have
not them by me, nor can I now obtain them, as I find they are

out of print. I hope, therefore, i I Jam not asking too much in

begging that the articles on Ligurians which they contain, or

at any rate the substance of thena, may,be,repeated in an early

number.
I had one very ffne Swarm dn thfe 24t^ nit. I fumigated

them, and with the help of two frifends, bee-keepers, had a look
for the queen, but could not find her. This is my first disap-
pointment this season, for I do not know how to manage when I

get the Ligurians. It was like looking for a pin in a pottle of

hay. I found the queen in one hive that I fumigated some time
ago, but there were twenty times the number this time to look

over, and I had to give it up in desptiir. I set a frame hive
made nearly to your directions, and the bees all went up, and
at half-past 11 p.m. I screwed on the bottom board, and placed
them in the house. They are all right, but the weather is like

winter here just now, and none of my bees are lively. I have
fed the swarm every night. My idea was to fumigate a swarm,
find the queen {I failed, I am sorry to say), and place her in

a wire cage in the hive, so that when the new queen came
there would be no trouble in getting at the old one. I think
the advantages would be greater than having to find her just

when she was wanted. She would lay no eggs, and the Ligurian
would have a fair start, and the bees no chance of raising a
queen for themselves. The bees, being used to the old queen
in the cage, would more readily take to the new one, and it

would not disturb the new combs.
How would it do to operate on the second swarm, which

would be smaller than the first, and when the beea were recon-
ciled to the new queen to put the hive in the place of the first

swaru>? Or should I put the new queen in her cage in the hive
with her own bees, and put them in the place of a stiong stock
in the middle of a fine day, when they were in *' strong flight,"

and then join the first convenient lot of bees to her in a week
or two ? Or should I let the bees in my swarm of the 24th
fill the frames and take them for the hive for the new queen,
and let them (the swarm) fill some more ?—T. B. H.
[You were all wrong in fumigating or meddling with your

Bwarm ; and it is very fortunate that you could not discover the
queen, as the bees would have built none but drone combs
whilst sh6 was kept in confinement. Mr. Woodbury will give
the required information in an early number.]

OUR LETTER BOX.
Dorking Cqickens Dying of Scour and Crami- (J. N. C.).—Your

cbickens aro still eating something that is injurious to them, or lack
something necessary, since they die ; but we do not think the gall has
anything to do with it. Any oue conversant with the inside of a fowl will
tell you that all parts that are iu coutact with the gall bag acquire a deep
bottle-greeu colour, while the adjacent parts are more shghtly tinged.
If, however, as sometimes happens, there is either small rupture" or slight
exuialiou, thcu the whole of the intotines are coloured. Even then
death does not of necessity follow; a fo^\l will live many weeks. You may
test our idea of the bilo by trying some on i>>iper pr linen—you will find it

dry green. Put all your chickens under a course of cimphor, let all their
water be strongly impregnated with it, and give a pill of it every night
the size of a email pea to each chicken. If adults suffer, give them two.

Fowls Unhealthy—Pooltry-hodse Floors {A Subscriber).—You will
never have healthy fowls if their houses have bricked floors. They canBe
cold, cramp, and paralysis ; but if you wiphed to make them worse cover
the bricks with sawdust. Fowls pick about in the morning on the floors
of their houses. As the gizzard of a fowl is in reality a mill acting with a
motion like that of opening and shuttiug a hand, it is necessary the mill
should be provided with stones. When they pick their food "from the
earth they get them, but when they pick among sawdust they do not.
They are ] relty much in the condition a miller would be if his nether
millstone were uiade of iudianrubber—with this JaVrence.that theindian-
rubber would not inci'case in balk, v/hile the sawdust swells, and neither
grinds itself nor allows anything else to do it. Have the bricks removed

;

or, if that may not be done, cover them 6 or 7 inches deep with loose
earth, road grit, or gravel. Remove all sawdust. Every fowl should be
purged with a tablo-spoonful of castor oil to got rid of the sawdu>t, and it

would be well afterwards to give Baily's pills for a few nights. Give them
ground oats for a time, and then harleymoal. Do not confine yourself to
whole corn.

Young Pjgeons Dvino in the Nest (E. Boifwednane). Yon do not
feed on sufficiently g'iod food; barley does for common Pigeons and
others when not breeding ; soaked bread is unsuitable. Feed on peas and
Indian corn. Perhaps some of your youog birds died on account of the
cold weather, their pureuts being tou long ofi~ the nest ; also, if Pigeons
are bad feeders, they are apt to give thoir young merely watc, or much
water and not sufficient solid food, or only good food to one, and then the
other dies. Almost all young Pigeons ar"o easily enough, reared by hand
after they are a fortuight old, by giving them soak«d peas or beana
morning and night. No young birds are so easily reared.

Nightingales (.i t^onstant Header)^—" These birds favour the south-
east and south-west portions of England, although instances are recorded
of them having been heard north of the Trent. Occa.^ionally they Tisit
Derbyshire. Yarrell asserts uiwn authority tbat the Nightingale has
been heard five miles north of the ciiyof York, and on the uurth-west
side of England, Carlisle. It has even bec-n stated that iu thi^ early part
of the summer of 1826—a remarkably warm season, 'that the Nightingales
had arrived in Calder Wood, Mid Lothian.' Afriendof mine (Mr. Atkin-
son, Worcester), a lover of the Nightiu'-jalo and Woodlark, and Kingfisher
also, has kept many of the two form-^r (one letter to me Stating lie had
then nine Nightingales), caught in Worcestershire after being reared by
the old ones, and they have generally proved sufficiently learned in their
soDg without being tutored further. I would not advise the rearing in
the nest young Nightingales. They require much more attention than
other birds. Many writers state they require su h and suoh food, very
diflicult to procure. I know for a fact that Nightingales have been well
kept on ecrapod beef mixed with tho yo!k of egg bard boiled, with a very
little water to it. This food is soon prepa^^ed, but it must be made fresh
every morning, or it will soon sour. Be very particular also that the pot
(earthen the best), in which the food is placed be clean. It should he
washed out every day. There are other kinds of fuod which may be
given to Nightingales, if conveniently obtained—viz., ants' eggs, meal
worms, bu locks' liver or heart. I have known tliem do well on German
paste (a good receipt for which I havf), mixed with hard boiled and
a little scraped beef now and then. Wasp grubs may also be given.
When a cuke has been secured, before the grubs are too far changed, I
would 1 Ihem in an oven by slightly hoiking them head downwards.
Then keep the cake of grubs on a sieve in an airy situation, to prevent
them sweating, or they will be useless for the Nightingale's appetite. I
would advise keeping the birds from live food as much as possible, for
this reason—that it might not bo conveni-^nt fo have a supply of it;
and however natural it may bo, still it has the effect oi drawing them off

the prepared fond, of which they will sometimes starve rather than par-
take.—G. J. E., Derby."
WaiTE-LEGGED GOLDFINCHES (.4. Pcti/fr).—" Goldfinches' legs become

changed from dark to light through the birds being moulted in the Louse.
It is quite true, no doulit, that you have bred from a dark-legg<-d Gold-
finch. It is not the first instance I have heard of by scores, but it is no
proof whatever that the bird is a one-year-old specimen. Some fnnciers
imagine, because they have bred from a dark-legged bird caught the
previous aiitt:nin, that it must be bat a yoarliug. Not one in twenty
young Gol<3fiuches will be up to the breeding mark the first season. As
their legs remiiu black in their wild and natural state, and as some
imagine they are all young birds with black or dark legs, pray what be-
comes of the two or three-year-old birds?—G. J. Baknksbv, Derby. ^'

Bird Organ {E. Y.).—A bird organ can be purchased at most of the
German houses where clocks and musical instruments are sold. There
is one in Holborn. The price of one is from I5s. and upwards. We have
no confidence in thorn for teaching young birds to sing a tune, although
we beheve the Bullfinch is taught to pipe a time by tho constant use of
one of the organs.

POULTRY MARKET.—June 2.

We ha\e complaints younp things do not grow, and that cold nights
are doing miBcuief among them. The numbers, howe7er,,lncrcase, and
prices iall a little. There is no trade.

B. d B. d
Large Fowls 4 to 4 6

Smaller do 3 6 4
Chickens 2 2 6
Goslings 6 7

Dncklings 2 2 C

s. d s. d
Partridges 8 to
Grouse
Pigeons 9 10
Rabbits IB 16
Wiiddo 8 8
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when placed in water does not become a soapy mase, but wiU
bear to be squeezed in the hand, and when liberated will return
to its otiginal form. Such will retain moisture, and (he roots
will cling to the peat, and pass through it freely. If it give off

inky or black water on being immersed and then squeezed, it

is wholly unsuitable. The other ingredients should bo one
part of cocoa-nut fibre refuse (that which from age has become
very brown or blac);, and is so reduced as to resemble peat, and
is lumpy), and one part of sphagEum chopped up. These ma-
terials form the staple of the compost, the peat being torn np
with the hands, and any pieces of the roots or stems of Heath
removed. If cocoa-nut refuse cannot be had, one-half part
more of sphagnum may be substituted, chopping it up rather
small, but the refuse is better. Add half a part of silver sacd,
half a part of crocks broken rather small, and one part of

charcoal in pieces from the size of a pea or hazel nut to that
of a walnut. The whole of the materials should be well mixed.
This compost will grow almost all Orchids, but a few require
a closer soil, and of such particular note will be made when
treating of the kinds suitable for cool temperatures.

In cool houses Orchids do not succeed on blocks of wood, or
btit few ; there are some, however, tbat may be so grown, and
for the blocks notbing answers so well as cork, though any kind
of hard wood, as oak or ash, answers very well. Eesinous woods
should be rejected. Orchids also succeed admirably on portions
of the stems of tree Feins. The blocks should be covered with
a thin layer of fresh sphagnum free from insects, then with a
little fibrous peat, p'acing the r< o's on that, covering them with
moss, and securing firmly with copper wire.

Baskets are sometimes used, and are indispensable for Stan-
liopeas. Preference is mostly given to thofe made of wood, as
they can be broken to pieces, or will have decayed by the time
the plants require re-basketing ; but those known as rustic
cement baskets are good—tbo plants grow in them as well as, if

not better than, in these of wood
; they do not harbour insects,

and have a much better appearance. The baskets should be
lined with sphagnum or moss, and the above compost employed
for filling, then surface with moss.

. As respects pots. Orchids require large pots for the size of
the plants. Some cultivators prefer pots having holes in the
sides, and others consider those formed of galvanised wire, or
baskets made in the form of clay pots, and called crinoline
pots, are better. Clay pots or even pans made in the ordinary
way answer very well, and are everything needful, except for
very large specimens ; then tubs may be substituted, and they,
as Mr. Temple informs ns. page 219, answer every purpose of
a pot or basket, " being cheaper, lighter, and more easily re-
moved than pots, and less liable to breakage."
Whether grown in pots, pans, or tub?, these need not

exceed 1 foot in depth, and of that depth half should be de-
voted to drainsge, not forgetting tbat there must be holes in
the bottoms of the pots or tubs to allow of the water passing
away freely. The drainage should consist of crocks or broken
pots, putting the rougher at the bottom, and the finer upper-
most, covering it with a thin Inyer of sphagnum or cocoa-nut
fibre, the waste from the rope and mat manufactories. The
pot is then to be filled with the compost, so that when the
plant is ictroduced, and the roots placed on the compost, and
covered with moss or sphagnum, there will be a cone 3 or
4 inches above the rim for small plants, and 6 inches or more
for large plants. The compost should be comnressed rather
firmly.

In repotting, as much of the old compost as possible should
l)e_ removed, and that without injury to the roots, the pots
being cleaned inside as well as outside previous to potting.

Of the following species and varieties, those marked with an
asterisk (*) are most suitable for a cool temperature, and may
1)8 kept in winter in one of from 40° to 4.5° ; those not so dis-
tinguished are only suitable, as far as I have experience, for a
winter temperature of from 45° to 50°.

AcixETA HuMBOLDTH.— The flowers are prodnced ou pendent
branched racemes, and are large, pnrphsh brown or chocolate, striped
and spotted. It requires to be grown in a basket, the flowers growing
through the bottom. It flowers in May, or early in sammer. Vene-
zaela and New Granada.
AEErDES .irrrsE.—Eacemes pendent and branched

; flowers whitish,
shaded with rose colour, and spotted with rosy purple. It flowers in
summer. Sylhet.

A. AFFDJE EOSEHM.—The flowcrs arc larger than those of the pre-
ceding, and more brightly shaded with rose, otherwise it is veiv
similar.

A. cRispoi.—Sacemes of delicate white flowers, rose lips, floweiing
in May, or early in summer. East Indies.

A. cRispiTM Warneri.—A fin© variety of Aerides crispum, with
larger and better-coloured flowers.

A. ODORATUM.—Racemes of white fragrant flowers, produced m
summer, about August. East Indies.

A. posEi^M.—Racemes short aud dense; flowers rose-colotured, pro-
duced from June to August. East Indies.

The Ainides, although natives of the East Indies, mostly
grow in the mountnin regions at considerable elevations, and
consequently succeed in a comparatively cool temperature, bnt
they should have the warmest, least airy, and most humid
situation.

•AcROPERA LouDiGEsn (Gongora galeati).—Pendent racemes of

dull jellow flowers, very sweet. It flowers in July or August, and may
be grown in baskets or in pots. Mexico. There ie a variety with
yellow or pale ornnge flower.^, distinguished by being spotted. It is

named Acropera Loddigesii luteola. They are not particularly de-
sirable in collcctious limited iii number.
*Akguloa Clowesu.—Flowers on erect stalks, large, yellow and

white, not unliltc those of a Tuhp. May and June. Columbia and
New Granada.

*A. unifi.ora.—Flowers cream-coloured, and as the name implies

solitai-y. May and June. Pern.
•A. UNiFLORA superba.—Flowers pink, bnt it is sometimes con-

founded with A. superba, with crimson and purple flowers, which is

from Mexico. May and June.
The Anguloas require to be kept cool and dry in winter, and

when flowering need to have a good heat and dry atmosphere,
or the flowers spot.

Angwloa Ruckeri, with yellow and crimson flowers, would probably
succeed in a cool house. It does exceedinglv well in a warm vinery.

May.
•Barkeria elkgaxs.—Eacemes of light rose-coloured flowers,

produced in July. Mexico.
*B. LiNDLEYANA.—Purple and white flowers in October or No-

vember. Costa Rica.
*B. Smnneri.—Racemes erect; flowers rose-coloured, in sammer.

Guatemala.
*B. SPECTABILIS.—Racemes of lilac flowers, large, sometimes 3 inches

across. It flowers in summer (July). Mexico aud Guatemala.

The Barkerias may be grown in shallow baskets, or in pots,

well elevating the compost above the rims of the pots.

BiPRENARiA \TrELLiNA.—Deep ycUow flowers, with a chocolate

blotch on the lip. The flowers are small, but produced in clusters.

Juue to August. Rio .Janeiro and Venezuela. It may be grown in

pots, well raising the compost above their rims, or in baskets.

Blf.tlv verecunpa —Clusters of purple flowers on longish stalks.

March and April. West Indict. It requires no sphagnum in the

compost, bnt succeeds in equal parts of peat, cocoa-nut flbre refuse,

and old diy cow dung, top-dressiug with tbo last named, and adding a
few pieces of charcoal and crocks to keep the soil open. Good drainage

should be given, as abundant waterings are required.

*Brassu ^xbbucosa.—Pale green, brownish flowers, and sometimes
whitish flowers, on spikes. It flowers in March. Guatemala. Like
the preceding Bletio, it should have a more substantial compost than
that used for most Orchids, aud may have turfy loam in lumps added
with advantage to the compo.=it recommended for the Bletia. Water
very freely when grooving, securing good drainage, and keeping the

plant dry when at rest.

Brassavola glauca.—Flowers yellow, in March. Vera Cmz.
Grows best on blocks of wood, but may be grown in pots.

Bkoughtonia sanguinea.—Deep ciimson flowers in clusters. Au-
gust. Jamaica. Succeeds on blocks of wood without moss, or in pots,

if well raised above the rim.

Caeanthe "sToRATBrFOLiA.—SpikcB of white flowers in AprU. Java
and New South Wales.

C. \'ESTiTA.—Spikes of white flowers with yellow or crimson centre.

It flowers in winter, from November to February. Java and Burmah.
C. VESTFTA LUTEA.—Flowers yellow, with rose-coloured centres. It

also flowers in winter.

For the above Calanthes, to the compost named at the com-
mencement of this paper, add one part of old cow dung, and one
part of fibrous loam (in lumps), top-dreseing with old cow dung.

Water freely when growing, keeping C. veslita and C. vflstita

lutea dry in winter, but C. veratrifulia dry at no time. Afford

them abundance of air, and keep them near the light, of which
they cannot have too much in winter.

Cattleya AcLANDLi;.—Blotched sepals and petals, rosy purple hp.

July. Brazil.

C. AiiEMBERGn.—Largo Ulac flowers. July. Brazil.

C. CRISPA.—White waxy flowers, crisped purple-tipped labellnm.

September. Brazil.

C. ciTRTNA.—Yellow or citron-coloured flowers, pendent and showy.

April. Mexico.

C. ELEGANS.—Cinnamon pui-ple flowers, with white and deep crimson-

purple lip. Brazil.

C. Harrisont?e.—Rosy lilac flowers, with yellow and white lip, iK

clusters of from thi'ec to five. AprU. Brazil. , „ EiStaafefl
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C. INTBIUIEQU.—BInsh white, with crimson or pnrple lip ; flowoia

largo
; plant tall, from 12 to IG inches high. April. Brazil.

C. Mosst.i:.—Lilac orrosj flowers, crimaou piirplo lip, very variahlo.

Jnly. Veuoznela.
C. Skinnkui.—Bright rosy pnrple flowers. Angnst. Costa Rica.

The Cattloj-as may be grown ia pots, raising the compost
well above tbo rim, and keeping the plants elevated.

CtKLiABAUKiiiASA.—-White, scontoj llowersin spikes. Juno. Jamaica.
It succeeds in a shallow bastet, the compost being raised considerably

if it be grown in a pot.

•CoiLoavN]-: chistata.—Uacemes of largo white flowers, pendent,

with orange-streaked lip. Nepanl and Khasiya.
•C. MACULATA.—Flowers white, lip spotted with cnmsou. Antumn

—October and November. Kbaaiya.
•C. lAOENvnu.—Pnrple, with white, blotched with rose and crimson.

Blooms iji winter. Khasiya.
•C. PR.Kcox.—Rosy purple, marked vith white on the lip. October.

Nepaul.

The last three s liould have a compost of equal parte of peat

and fibrous loam, and one put old cow dung or leaf mould,
and silver or river sand, draining well, but not 60 much as for

the majority of Oiebids
;
placing four or more bulbs in a 6 or

7-inch pot. Thoy should be potted as soun as the bloom ii

over, as the young leaves push immediately from the same
sheath. Place tha plants in a po.?ition near the glase, watering
moderately at first, and until the leaves have grown consider-
ably, then water abundantly. When the pseudo bulbs are fully

formed cease watering, allowing the foliage to turn yellow and
die. Keep them near the glass, and dry and cool. Attention

should be paid the bulbs occasionally to see that th»y remain
plump ; if so do not give water, but if they shrivel supply a

little to cause them to swell again, being careful not to have
the soil long wet, or they may be started prematurely into

growth. In potting, the bulbs should be placed just on the
surface of the soil. Cattioya Aclandiie succeeds in the usual
compost of chopped sphagnum, fibrous peat, charcoal, and pot-

sherds. Be careful that water do not lodge in the heart of the
young leaves ; admit air freely, finish off the growth early in

autumn, and in winter keep dry and cool.

CoMPARETTLV r.u.CATA.—Flowers rose-colonred, on spikes. May.
Mexico. Grow in pots, raising the jdant high in the centre of the

pot. It succeeds in baskets.

CYMBmmii ALorFOLiDM.—Pendent racemes of purplish flowers,

with black markings. September to March. East Indies. It may be

grown in a pot, in fibrons loam and peat, with a few pieces of charcoal

and crocks, providing good drainage. It also succeeds in a basket,

and bears the heat of a stove and the cool dry air oi a greenhouse
equally well.

C. EBDBNEUM.—Flowcrs white, orange-streaked lip, borne on erect

spikes. May. East Indies.

C. Mastebsi.—Flowers white, occasionally blotched with pink.

August. East IntUes.

•C. SINENSE.—PurpUsh brown. China.

The Cymbidiums succeed in pots, the plant being raised high
in the centre of the pot.—G. Abbey.

variegated on account of having two shades of colour upon the

surface of their leaves, the Green Zonala are also, from the

same circumstance, entitled to eimilar distinction.

At present there is, I think, something like uncertainty as

to the most fitting terms to apply to the various sections of

Pelargoniums. We have the term "Tricolor" and "Varie-
gated Zonal" indiscriminately applied to the same class of

plants. Undoubtedly, the latter appellation is the more correct

of the two ; but the former term having a prior claim, as it

were, upon the public mind, it might be unwise to try to alter

it. I5ut with regard to the Bronzo section, I think it is some-
what di£ferenl, and they are alluded to as " Bronze Zonals,"
" Gold aud Bronze Zonals," and " Bicolors." In my opinion

the first-mentioned term is the moat appropriate, the second

is unnecessarily long, and the third—viz., Bicolor, ought to be

applied to zonelesa variegated varieties, such as Flower of the

Day and Golden Chain. We should then have :
—

, .
f Golden Tricolor Mrs. Pollock section.

gal Silver Tricolor Italia Unita ditto.

-< ^ 1 Golden Bicolor Golden Chain ditto.
^ '-^

V Silver Bicolor Elower of the Day ditto.

Green Zonals All Green-leaved sorts with zonee.
Bronze Zonals Beanty of Oulton section.

Plain Green, or Zoneless .... Tom Thumb, &c.
Plain Yellow, Zoneless Golden Nugget, &c.

Some societies have adopted the system of offering prizes
for colleotions of " Ornamental-foliagsd Pelargoniums," and
this is, no doubt, intended to include the Bionze Zonals ; but
the term is not sufficiently definite, as it would hardly be con-
sistent with justice to refuse to apply this term also to the
foliage of many of the Greou Zonal varieties.—P. Geieve.

CLASSIFYING COLOUKED-FOLIAGED
PELARGONIUMS.

I TEUST that you will excuse me for saying that I fear your
answer to your correspondent "B.," at page 3G2, may prove

somewhat of a stumbling-block to judges at some of the ensuing
horticultural exhibitions. You say, "We consider Pelargo-

nium Model, Perilla, Beauty of Oulton, &c., or any others be-

longing to this section, variegated, and eligible for exhibiting

as variegated varieties in company with any of the Mrs. Pollock

section." Some few weeks previous to the Koyal Horticultural

Society holding their first show in connection with that of the

Eoyal Agricultural Society at Bury St. Kdmunds in July, 1867,

the question as to whether this section of Pelargoniums should

or should not be considered as variegated plants, and exhibited

as such, was discussed in the columns of the Gardeners' Chro-

nicle, and I think also in The Journal of Horticulture ; and
this question was at last set at rest by the Floral Committee
of the Royal Horticultural Society deciding, aud their decision

was also confirmed by the Council of that Society, that this

section of Pelargoniums could not be considered as variegated

plants, nor be allowed to be exhibited as such at any of their

exhibitions. Agreeably to this decision, many horticultural

societies have very properly assigned a separate class for this

tribe of highly ornamental plants. I do not at present wish to

raise the question of what constitutes variegation in the leaves

of plants ; but surely if the Bronze Zonals are considered as

• METROPOLITAN PLANT DECORATION.
In St. Margaret's Square, Westminster, opposite the Houses

of Parliament, the space formerly enclosed, and in which
Canning's statue stood, is now laid down in grass and flower
beds. The latter are filled with Pelargoniums and other plants
on the " bedding system," aud will in the course of a week or
two be in a blaze of colour. We hope this style of metropoli-
tan decoration will be extended, and every available space
made to contribute to the pleasure and enjoyment of those
who have no other means of benefiting by the soothing and
elevating influences that the contemplation of flowers tends to
induce. It would be a great additional advantage if a large
label were placed in each bed with the name s of the plants of

which it is composed. For instance; "Etbejca, edged with
Lady Plymouth," " Waltham Seedling, edged with Cerastinm
tomentosum," or whatever the arrangement may be. The
thing would then be instructive as well as ornameuta!, and
may have an educational tendency, prompting many to the
study of these subjects who otherwise may have given little

heed to them.
An attempt has been made to enliven Trafalgar Square, by

the introduction cf standard Bays in tubs. There were some
half dozen ranged against the Pall Mall wall last year which
made such a miserable appearance, they looked as if they were
shrinking from public gaze. This year a few more have been
added to the number, which appear to have given confidence
to the former inhabitants, and induced them to venture out
among the fountains. Though the numbers make these plants
a little more conspicuous than they were last year, they have,
nevertheless, a very insignificant effect. Why not stand some
of them upon the Pall Mall terr.ice, on a level with the National
Gallery ? Set one opposite each of the triplet piers in that
balustrade, and they would not only show themselves, but help
to relieve the mass of masonry formed by the National Gallery
and the terrace together. They are lost where they are, and
look as if they were ehvioking into their tubs terrified lest

the Nelson Column should fall and annihilate them.
It is a relief to turn from these terrified Bays to Mr.

McKenzie's stately Planes on the Thames Embankment, all of

which are pushing forth their summer verdure. Already a

thin green line may be distinguished from the boats on the

river, or frcm the bridges. Ere long this will be more apparent,

and then the first impression, though a slight one, will be ob-

tained cf what will in the future be one of the no'olest lines of

trees in any city.

A Laeoe Paulownia iiirEEiALis is now in full flower in the
garden of Mrs. Egerton, Giesford Lodge.'near Wrexham. It

was planted ia 185-i, and flowered last year as well as this year.
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The foliage is so handsome, I am surprised that the Panlownia
ia not more commonly planted. It is in a sheltered valley
close to the river Alvn. The flowers are very handsome, and
•smell like Violets.—M. E. G.

FRUIT PROSPECTS IN NORFOLK.
Of Grapes the first crop is very good, being now ripe. The

last year's wood being formed and ripened before the dronght
set in, the Vines do not appear in any way aiJected by the
season in respect to the thorough maturity of the wood, which
is the best foundation for a crop. They made no ctfort at
second growth. The second house being recently planted affords
no facts ; but of two later houses, the Vines in one seemed to
make a more vigorous growth after the rains in August than at
any other peiiod of the season. I he Vines in this made a very
strong lateral growth and produced quantities of fruit, one or
two bunches of which were allowed to remain, and these ripened
in November. The first crop soon shrivelled after ripening

;

the excessive heat evaporated the water, and the saccharine
matter being more concentrated, the Grapes were very vinous
and sweet, and were pronounced to be of more than ordinary
quality. The flow of sap which fed the bunches on the lateral
growth did not seem to have the least effect on the bunches
forming Hie first crop ; thus, I thiuk, proving that it does no
harm to allow Grapes to hang for any length of time after they
are ripa. In cnnsequence of the late growth, the Vines did not
break so strongly this season as usual, but they appear to have
recovered now, and look vigorous and well.

Of Muscats, respecting the setting of which we have heard a
good deal lately, I have the Muscat of Alexandria, also the
Muscat Ilamburgh on its own roots, likewise grafted on the
Muscat of Alexandria. All seem to have set alike, and have
undergone the first thinning. The grafted Muscat Hamburgh
is about fourteen days in advance of the same kind on its own
roots, and seven or eight days before the Muscat of Alexandria,
the temperature being equal.

Neclarinos are a very good crop, now just past stoning. Two
houses which received no fire but just sufiicient to repel frost,

are later. The crop of Nectarines is better than that of Peaches.
The latter set very well, but many did not swell. The earliest
houses are the best. Figs are a full crop, and Strawberries are
good, the late ones being best, as many of the first batch I

refused to show.
Cucumbers have done very well, and I am very glad to say '

that hilherto wo have escaped the disease which has proved so
disastrous to many. The greatest pest we have to contend
with here, and in other places at which I have lived in the
eastern counties, is thrips. I find the best way is to keep up
a good succession of young plants, and to attend to cleanliness,
for though fumigation is always recommended, it is not in all

cases effectual. I have fumigated six nights in succession ; it

certainly affected the thrips, but it likewise affected the plants,
and the thrips seemed to stand the smoke the better of the
two. All kinds of washes are difficult to apply, and tobacco
powder the insects show their utter contempt for by disporting
themselves as merrily on a leaf dusted with it as on one with
none. Some correspondence took place five or six years ago in
this Journal, in which, if I remember aright, Mr. Pearson, of
Chilwell, took part. Bruised laurel leaves were recommended,
but they are not always efficiicious. I think some of your
chemical readers might do something for us ; some of them, I
know, are very fond of gardening. What is wanted is a vapour
or smoke that no animal can breathe, but which will not affect
the vegetation. Suffocation is the only thing that can effectually
destroy the insects in all parts of a house at one time.—J. P.,
Gardener to Sir William Ffolkes, HiUington.

POTATO FAILURES.
The reason why early Potatoes have not come up well can-

not, in my case, be from planting exhausted tubers. My
failures are only with Kidneys ; these are Mona's Pride, Royal
New, and Myatt's Prolific. The early Eounds have come up
well ; these are Early Handsworth, Early Coldstream, Early
£haw, and Early Taintree. I have about half an acre planted
with these seven sorts. The seed was kept and treated alike

;

the tubers were taken up in June last year, those for seed
picked out, and spread thinly on shelves in a dry airy room,
and the room was only closed in frosty weather. They received
no further attention until planting "(on the 9th and 10th of
March), they were then sprouted about an inch ; the sprouts

were reduaed to one or two, and carefully planted. Eatly
Rounds have scarcely missed a plant. Mona's Pride is about
half a crop ; Royal New and Myatt's Prolific have only from
seven to twelve plants in a row 47 yards in length.
What conclusion can we come to from this ? The seed wfls

all equally ripe when taken up, and all had the same colfl

ground and weather in March. Or, are the Rounds hardier
than the Kidneys ? Mr. Record says (page 369), Potatoes do
not play these pranks in cold frames. About this I cannot
say anything.

I was so well pleased with Early Coldstream last year that I
forced no other, and think myself fortunate in so doing. I
tried my early Potatoes yesterday. Of Early Coldstream there
is a good crop, and large enough for table. The strongest plants
of Mona's Pride are quite as early, and as heavy a crop. Hands-
worth and ShawB are quite a week later.

I hope other readers will communicate their failures of Pota-
toes, as it is through failures we attain success.—H. H.

CRYSTAL PALACE SHOW.
The second great Show for the season at the Crystal Palace was

held ou the 5th inst., and, as usual, there was a large and excellent
display of flowering plants, supplemented by an extensive exhibition
of table decorations, which constituted a new and attractive feature.
The day being one of the warmest and most delightful we have had
this summer—in fact, the first real summer day, the building and
grounds were thronged with visitors.

The collections of Stove and Crreeuhonse plants were nnmerons,
some of the highest merit, and, with a few exceptions, on the whole
veiy good. Many of the plants had appeared at the Bojal Horticul-
tural Society's Show on the previous Wednesday and Thursday, and
our notes, therefore, will be shorter than usual. In the nurserymen's
class for ten, Mr. Williams, of HoUoway, was first, and had "a fine
specimen of Phrenocoma prolifera, not yet in full beauty ; Anthnrinm
Scherzerianum, with nineteen epathes, and more advancing; Stepha-
notis fljoribnnila ; Clerodendrou Thomson^', not, however, showing so
much of its crimson corollas as usual ; Azalea Brilliant, Aphelexis
macrantha pnqmrea, an excellent Dracophvllum gracile, Pimelea
decnssata, and the pretty Borouia pinnata. Messrs. Jackson ,t Son,
Kingston, were second, and had Pimelea Hendersoni in beautiful
condition, though the plant was not so large as some others exhibited,

an excellent Erica vcntricosa cocciuea minor, Ehynchospermum
jasrainoides. Genetyllis tulipifera, and other good specimens. Mr.
Tanton. of Epsom, who was third, had a beautiful Aphelexis, Alla-
manda grandiflora, and other weU-grown jdants. In the correspond-
ing cla.ss for amateurs. Mr. Peed, gardener to Mrs. Tredwell, Lower
Norwood, took the first place with a fine collection, the most noticeable

plants in which were Allamanda grandiflora, Kriostemon buxifolium,
Aphelexis macrantha purpurea finely coloured, Erica Cavendishii,

Ixora coecinea, and Eranciscca calycina. The second prize went to

Mr. Donald, gardener to -J. G. Barclay, Esq., Lejton, who had the
rose-coloured Adenandra fragrans, Stephanotis floribunda, Ithyncho-
spermum jasmiuoides, aud the showy Dipladenia amabihs. Mr.
Wilhie, gardener. Oak Lodge, Kensington, was third, and sent, among
others, his fine Medinilla magnilica, I)racophyllnm gracile, Franciscea
calycina, and Erica tricolor impressa.

In the amateurs' class for six plants, Mr. Ward, gardener to F, G.
Wilkins, Esq.. Leyton. was first, with a very fine Aphelexis, Bougain-
villea glabra, nearly 1 feet in diameter; a large Erica Cavendishii ; Dra-
cophyllnm gracile. very tine ; Stephanotis floribnnda'aud Clerodendron
Balfourii. both excellent. The second prize went to Mr. Can-, gar-

dener to P. L. Hinds, Esq., Byfleet, who had a fine plant of Phaiuo-

coma prolifera Barnesii, the bright-coloured flowers of which were not

so numerous as to give it that effect which it would otherwise have
had. In the same collection there were also good examples of Pimelea
spectublis and Acropbyllum venosum. Mr. Kemp, gardener to the

Duke of Noi-thumberland, Albury Park, was third, Mr. Wilkie fourth,

and an extra prize was awarded to Mr. Peed. In the open class for

collections of the same number of plants, the last-named exhibitor

was first, showing a small but finely-bloomed Allamanda grandiflora,

Ixora coecinea, and Polygala oppositifolia. The second, third, and
fourth prizes went respectively to Mr. Wheeler, gardener to J. Phill-

pott, Esq., Stamford Hill; to Mr. K. Wright, gardener to C. H.
Roberts, Esq. ; and to Mr. G. Wheeler, gardener to Sir F. Goldsmid,

Bart., Piegent's Park. Mr. Kemp, who also exhibited in this class,

had .\crophvllnm venosum with spikes tU inches long, and much
whiter than' those of any plant of tho same kind shown, and it only

wanted to be as lar^e as the others to be at least twice as effective.

We also noticed in Mr. Wright's collection a very good Dipladenia

amabilis.

Mixed collections of fine-folisged and flowering Stove and Green-

house plants were neither so numerous nor so effective as at Kensing-

ton on the previous Wednesday, and as prizes were not offered for

Ferns, there were but few of these. Mr. Garr, who was first for a

collection of twelve, had good but not large examples of Croton an-

giistifolium and variegatum, a well-coloured plant of Draccna ferrea

picta, Alocasia metallica, and a prettUy-flowered specimen of Erica
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vcutriooEtt UMgnifioii;' 'Mn''FeW'ta(U»,-"^artIti*r to G.'Mnnlo, Kfq.,

Deumark Hill, s\a9 Mcokid, and Bent- Autlmrinm rcpHle ami ydifir-

/erianam, Alocasia inetnllica with, liaely-wjlonred leaves, Cibflus difl-

color, and MnasiL-nda frondusa, "witU its white t-alycino leavea freely

daveloped. The iirft prize tor m\ nent to Mr. Wright, in whose col-

lection were the ulignut i'trn-like C'upania filicil'ulia, Clluichcnift

Bonjiveetita, verj' beautiful; a tine Crglon varicfatum, and a t;ond

Apheleiis. Mr. DonAld was soeond, Mr. C'ltrr, third, and Mr. Wilkle

had an extra prixo.

Of Heaths tlie Rpeeimeus filiown were -excellent, especially those of

Iho varieties of vcutricosa and tricolor ; also Kassoniana, Alberti, por-

spicua nana, elogana, candidissima, Fairricana, Caudolleana, tlorida,

Massoni major, and Jaliana. The prizes in the nnrseryraen's class

were taken by Messrs. Jaekson, Morse, Williams, and Khodes ; and
in tho amateurs' class by Messrs. Peed, "Ward, Keiup, and J. "Whctlcr.

lu tho open class they were taken by Messrs. "Ward, J. ^^llcek•^,

Morse, and Peed.
Azaleas, with the exception of Mr. Carson's eight beanlifully-

flowered plants, were poor. Mr. Wilkio and Mr. G. Wheeler were re-

spectively second and third for the same unmber. In the class for six.

the last-named exhibitor and Mr. Peed had neat well-bloomed plants,

iind prizes were also awarded to Mr. Wilkie and Mr. J. Wheeler.
Orchids were not shown in snch large numbers as in some previous

years, nor have they been so anywhere this season. Mr. Williams
was the only exhibitor in the nurserymen's class for ten, and took a
first prize with nearly the s.ime collection as shown at Kensington.
The best collection of eight came from Mr. Wilson, gardener to

W. Marshall, Ksq., Knfield, and included a fine specimen of Cypri-

pedium caudatum with eight ilowers, having petals nearly *2 feet long

;

a tine variety of Cattleya Mossia?, Dendrobium Dalhousieanum,
Vauda tricolor, Ladia purpurata, Eriopsis rutidobulbon, with three

spikes a foot long ; and Ai-i-ides I,obbii, with two spikes which will be

very lino when fully developed. Mr. Young, gardener to W. H.
Stone, Esq., M.P., was second ; Mr. Woodward, third ; and Mr. Peed,

fourth. Mr. Woodward had very good examples of Dendrobium densi-

florum, Angnloa Clowesii, and Lycaste aromatica. For six, Mr.
Wilson was ng,ain first with Odonto.glossum Alexandr.-e with four most
beautiful large-flowered spikes ; Dendrobium densiflornm album, Lalia
puj-pnrata, Cattleya Moasiic superba, Vanda suavis, and Cattleya
Warneri, all in fine condition. Mr. Ward came second, Mr. Wright,
third ; and extra prizes were given to Messrs. Young, Woodward,
and Peed.
For Colenses, of which there was a good display, the prizes went to

Messrs. Downie & Co., Cannell, Turner, and Woodward. Mr. Parker,

Tooting, sent a gioup of Orchids and Succulents ; Mr. Wilhams,
Palms, Y'uccas, Ferns, Sarracenias, Cephalotns foUicularis, A'c. ; and
Messrs. Downie & Co., and Messrs. Carter & Co., pretty miscellaneous
groups, including Palms, Coleuses, Variegated Zonal Pelargoniums,
Caladiums, and numerous other plants. Messrs. Dobson contributed

herbaceous Calceolarias, and Mr. Ware, of Hale Farm Nursery,
Tottenham, a numerous collection of hardy plants and cut flowers

of 115 kinds. There was, in addition to the other attractions of tlie

Show, an exhibition of Khododendrons, by Mr. Anthony Waterer, of

Knap Hill, not, however, either so pretty or extensive as that from
the same place at South Kensington.

Tnr hold attempt of the Directors of the Crystal Palace Company
to interpolate another show in the vei-y midst of the busiest season for

exhibitors, wheu exhibitions are as plentiful as BlackbeiTies, was
crowned with the success it deserved. A brilliant day, almost the first

of summer, shone upon them: the cold north-easterly winds took their

departure ; and everything was fresh and fair. An immense number
of people were present ; while the Show itself attracted not only the

usual exhibitors, but brought into play by the new feature of Table
Decorations a large number unused to the exciting field of friendly

strife. It is an evidence of the truth of the remarks I made lately

with reference to flower shows, that while the Royal Horticultural

Society had a vei-y large assemblage on Wednesday and an admirable
exhibition, at the Crystal Palace thousands of visitors were present, and
the plants were in prime condition also. I shall be curious to know the

result of the Royal Botanic Society's show, for if that be successful it

will e£fectuaUy dispose of the notion that we have too many shows for

this huge metropolis of ours.

The Table Decorations formed the most novel, and I believe the
most generally attractive feature of the Show ; and it is an evidence
of the liberality of the Crystal Palace Company, that although they
offered £2\J as the amount to he distributed, yet when the Manager
saw how large and excellent was the collection staged, the instruction

given to the Judges was that they were to double it and give ,£40.

Instead of entering into detailed descrifttions of each table that ob-

tained the prizes, 1 think it will be better to give such general remarks as

may afford an idea of the merits and demerits of the groups exhibited.

I think I may, without fear of contradiction, say that there is evidently

a vast improvement in this matter since the time when the late Sir
Charles AVeutworth Dilke offered his prizes at South Kensington. As
a general rule there was not that want of taste which even titled ladies

were not a.shamcd to show, but a sense of the proprieties of Imrmony,
elegance, and general effect was generally manifest. There is still in

some minds a lingering notion that glass, and gilt, and glitter are to

take the place of flowers ; but this is a mistake. It was manifest that

the rolleotion which c6minei]cod the lino of tables was arranged on
this notion, and I have no doubt tho exhibitor was grievously diftap-

pointed in not obtaining the prieo, aud that many of tho public would
ogree with him ; but this was tlie mistake here, and it was most fla-

grantly manifest in a fable not staged for competition, and arranged
by Messrs. Roberts A.' Bertram, the excellent purveyors to the Cry<*tal

J*alace CompeDy; It was vory grand, but the taste was very question-

able. Another mistake, I thiuk, after mature consideration, is the
placing of the small specimen vases with a few flowers in them to each
guest. I.fldies so nniverfially now-a-days carry bouciuets witli them,

and geutlenu-n as invariably indulge in a button-hole bnnquet, that

these are not required, and are, indeed, in the way where three or four

wine glasses are placed to each guest. Then it is a mistake to have
very higlily scented flowers amongst those placed on the table. I saw,

tor instance, some white Lilies. Now, there ought to be nothing so

potent as this. Some people it would nmke ill, while tho delicate

flavour of many dishes would be spoiled by having them under one's

nose. Do not imagine I am a Brillat-Savarin, but I must take all these

matters into account. And yet once more. Some mistakes were made
— 1st, in overcrow-ding the tables with separate bouquets; ind, in

putting in young fronds of Ferns, which would die before half the

dinner was over ; and :ird, in placing heavy flowers on the top dish of

March's stands ; 4th, in having stands which obstructed the view and
prevented conversation.

Tho table which obtained the first prize, exhibited by Mrs. Dickson,

of Covent Garden, was arranged by Messrs. Dobson, of St. James's

Street, and consisted of three stands for the centre, modifications of

Mr. March's, but very tastefully set up, ond embraced by a narrow

border of flowers placed in shallow tin troughs, neatly arranged.

There was great taste displayed in this, as might have been expected

from the eminent firm by which it was sot up. Indeed, amateurs have

but little chance when entering the field with such tried hands. The
collections from Mr. Buster, o£ Goring, Sussex, and Mr. Chard,

gardener to Sir F. Bathurst, Bart., were placed equal second. Points

in each were remarkable, aud absent in the other, the feathery light-

ness obtained by the Grass and Maiden-hair Fern in the one, was

somewhat marred by want of colour. Had the Roses been dark instead

of light it would h.ave been charming, and it should not be forgotten

that Gloiro de Dijon aud suchlike Roses become almost white at

night. The other collection showed a greater attention to colour and
harmony, but wanted a little the lightness that marked the foregoing.

Space would not permit me to mention all the different groups. One
of artificial flowers was remarkable for the coiTect imitation of nature,

aud one exhibited by a young lady of the name of Hassard, showed a
con-ectness of taste which needs only a little practice to attain ex-

cellence ; hut certainly the most novel innovation and the most striking

arrangement of all, was ono by Mr. Wilkinson, the indefatigable

manager of the flower shows, which was placed ib the theatre. It con-

sisted of a long table hoUowed-out in the middle, this centre con-

sisting of a zinc trough filled with water in which gold fish were

swimming about. In the centre was a tail stand of flowers beautifully

arranged, smaller ones were arranged at various distances, while from

the middle of the centre one a jet of water sent its gentle drip over

the foliage. The edges were lined with moss, and altogether one can

hardly imagine anything more delightful on a warm summer evening

than a dinner-table thus arranged ; ond great credit is due to Mr.

Wilkinson for the taste displayed.

I have lingered so long on these matters that I have but little space

left for the rest of the Show. In pot Roses, Mr. Turner was first in

both classes, and his collection of smaller ones was the theme of

universal admiration. It contained well-bloomed plants of JIadame

E. Appert, Madame Margottin, Horace Yemet, Miss Ingram, Madame
George Paul, Madame Alice Bureau, Senatenr Vaisse, Seine du Midi,

Mons. Woolfield, Madame Furtado, Madame Clemence Joigneaox,

Alba Rosea, Monsieur Neman, Souvenir d'un Ami, Victor Verdier,

President Vi'illermoz, Charles Lawson, Felix Genero, Mdlle. Thcrcee

Levet. and Enfant d'Ameugny. Messrs. Paul & Son were second with

large pots, but did not exhibit in the other class. In cut Iloscs, Mr.

Mitchell was first for fifty Roses, and Mr. Turner first for twenty-

four. In the box of the former were some grand blooms of Baroness

Rothschild, Clotilde RoUand, Mare-chal Niel, Pi-ince de Portia, Mdlle.

Thcrese Levet, and Nardy frires (new). Messrs. Paul fr Son were

second, and in their collection were some good blooms of Duke of

Edinburgh, Exposition de Brie, Marcchal Niel, Duchesse de Caylus,

Alfred Colomb, etc. ; while Mr. Turner's box of twenty-four contained

admirable examples of the following:—Leopold Hausburg, L»Ua,

Souvenir de Charles Montault, Abel tJrand, Paul Verdier, Duchesse

de Caylus, Souvenir d'un Ami, Madame Boll, Charles Verdier, Olivier

Delhomme, Celine Forestier, Mademoiselle Annie Wood, Gloire de

Dijon, iVIiss Ingram, Antoine Ducher, Mademoiselle Marguerite

I>ombrain, Madame Victor Verdier, Niphetos, Kev. H. H. Dombrain,

La France, Alfred Colomb, Madame Margottin, Marechal VaUlaut.

Pelargoniums were exhibited in fine condition by Messrs. Dobson

and Son, of Isleworth, and Mr. Ward, gardener to F. G. Wilkins, Esq.

They were evidently plants which had experienced ere now the foster-

ing care of Messrs. "Turner, Bailey, and Frasei. and kept up well their

former rcputaliou. Messrs. Dobson's plants were Patroness, Caracta-

cus, Mary Hoyle, Leotard, Desdemona, Pericles, Lilacinum. Belle of

the Ball, and Fair Rosamond. Mr. Ward's comprised Lilacinum,

Lord Clyde, Fair Rosamond, Alabama, Spotted Gem, Pericles, Ex-
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^bitor, and Charles Tonier. Mr. Torner had some good seedlings of

ifaeee. Warrior, Saltan, Corsair, and Harold, very darlt, obtained

£i«t-class certificates ; and Maid of Honour a second-class one.

HeBBrs. Carter & Co. and Downie, Laird, &; Laing, exhibited a nice

collection of other novelties, including some of the Tricolor and
Bicolor Pelargoniums noticed at previous shows.—D., Deal.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S GREAT
SHOW.

In resnming our account of this Show, of which a report was given

last week, it will be most convenient to begin again with the flowering

stove and greenhouse plants, with the view of supplying details which

"were necessarily omitted. In addition to the plants mentioned at

page 371, the following were noticeable—viz.. Erica depressa and
PbflBnocoma prolifera Barnesii from Mr. "Wilkie ; a tine plant of

Azalea Brilliant, Boronia pinnata, Pimelea mirabilis, and Phsuo-
coma prolifera from Mr. Williams ; Stepbanotis tioribnnda, Genetyllis

tnlipifera, Clerodendron Balfourii, Erica Cavcndishii, and Bougain-

villea glabra from Mr. Ward ; and a large finely-bloomed Pimelea
spectabiilis from Mrs. Glendinning & Sons, which received an extra

prize as a single specimen.
Among the Azaleas, the first prize for nine was taken by Mr. Carson,

gardener to W. R. G. Farmer, Esq., Nonsuch Park, Cheam, with far

the best plants of any shown. Apollo, Mqdel, Criterion, Stanleyana,

Barclayana, and Holfordi were particularly good. Messrs. Lee were

second in the same class, and Messrs. Ivery third. For six, Mrs.

Glendinning & Sons were first with large specimens in tolerably good

Moom, and Estranei was fine ; Messrs. Leo being second, and Mr.

"ffiUiams third, with compact well-flowered plants. Mr. Wheeler,
gardener to Sir F. Goldsmid, Bart., M.P., who was first in the ama-
tetrrs* class, had good examples of Madame Miellez and Due de

iHassan; and Mr. Wilkie was second. For six in 12-inch pots, the
positions of the last two exhibitors were reversed.

Of Heaths there was a fine display. The best eight came from
Mr. Ward, and included very fine examples of Eassoniana, Candol-
leana, Tricolor elegans, Fairrieana, Lindleyana, florida, and candidis-

sizna. Mr. Peed was second in the same class, and Mr. Morse third.

having, among other kinds, fine specimens of ventricosa grandiflora

and ventricosa magnifica. Mi". Ward was again first for six, among
which wore very fine plants of tricolor Wilsoni and tricolor elegans

;

lir. J. Wheeler being second, and Mr. Kemp third. For six in pots

of any size, Mr. Ward was likewise first with plants in fine bloom
ranging from 18 inches to 2 feet in diameter, and consisting of the

following kinds—viz., eximia superba, tricolor flammea and impressa,

CandoUeana, Massoni major, and Juliana rubra. Mr. J. Wheeler
was second, and Mr. Kemp third.

The beat collection of Amaryllis was that of Mr. Baxter, gardener
4o C. Kieser, Esq., Brosbource, in whose collection Duke of Cambridge
And Kieseri were the most showy of the dark-red varieties, whilst of

ihe lighter-coloured. Queen Victoria, edged with white, was pleasing.

For twelve Alpine plants, Mr. Ware, of Tottenham, took a first

prise with the following:—Sempervivum globiferum, tipped with
irownish red; Sedan elegans and hispanicnm, both very pretty;

Sempervivum colifornicum andmontannm; Oxaliscorniculata rubra ;

Sedom Sieboldii ; Saxifraga Stansfieldii and ceratophylla, Achillea
clavennee, Antennaria dioica, and Lysimachia nnmmularia anrea.
The same exhibitor was also first for twelve hardy variegated plants,

MesBrs. Salter being second. Thymus citratus variegatus from the
latter was dwarf, and very neat. Mr. Ware also received a fourth
prize in the miscellaneous class for a beautifully-arranged group of

Sewering and ornamental-foliaged Alpine plants.

For Echeverias, Mr. Parker, of Tooting, was first with E. secunda
glanca, secunda glauea major, atropurpurea, pulverulenta, glauca,
and metallica. The second and third prizes went to Messrs. Salter

and Messrs. Carter & Co. For sis Agaves, Mr. Williams took the
first prize with Agave americana aureo-variegata, densifolia, americana
medio-picta, lophautha, gemnifiora, and filifora longifolifl. For a pair
of Ynccas, Mr. Williams was also first with Yucca aloifolia variegata;
he was likewise first for a pair of Dracaenas, with D. indivisa about
10 feet high, and for tree Ferns with two tall stately plants of Diok-
SOBia antarctica, with thick trunks.

Variegated Zonal Pelargoniums may be passed without remark, as

ihey have so recently been fnlly reported on. Messrs. F. &: A. Smith
"were first with Lady Cullum, L'Emperenr, Coronet, and Jetty Lacy,
and Impcratrice Eugunie and Mi.ss Burdett Coutts, Silver Tricolors.
Mr. Turner was second with Lady Cnllam, Sophia Dumaresqne. Sophia
Casack, Princess of Wales, Excellent, and Imperatrice Eugenie.
Messrs. Carter & Co., had a third prize for Mrs. Dunnett, Sophia
Cnsack, Sir R. Napier, Edwinia Fitzpatrick, Aurora, and Louisa
Smith. Mr. Stevens, Ealing, was awarded an equal thii'd prize.

Messrs. E. G. Henderson also furnished a nice group.
In the miscellaneous class the first pnzo was awarded to Messrs.

Lee, of Hammersmith, for a group of fine-foliaged and flowering
plants ; the second to Mr. Burk^y, Albert Nursery, Bayswater, for

Palms ; and the third to Mr. Parsons, gardener to Ix. Attenborough,
Esq., Acton Green, for Selagiuellas, of which there were fine pans of

apoda and formosa, and beautiful cones, nearly 2 feet high, of denti-

culata, stolonifera, and dichrous. Mr. Parker, Tooting, received a fifth

prize for a collection consisting of Ynccas, Echeverias, Sedum virene

monstrosum, having a twisted cockscomb-Like appearance, and a num-
ber of other plants. Another fifth prize was awarded to Mr. C. Noble,
of Sunningdale Nursery, who hai The Queen, and other fine varieties

of Rhododendrons. Mr. W. Paul, in addition to a fine collection of

Roses in small pots, for which he received an extra prize, sent a
group of the fine New Double Crimson Thorn, showing its profuse
blooming character and adaptability for pot culture. Mr. Smith,
gardener to C. Walton, Esq., Manor House, East Acton, had well-

bloomed plants of Hoteia or Spixfea japouica ; Mr. Ware, a collection

of cut flowers, German Irises, and Pteonics ; Mr. Hooper, Bath, cut

blooms of Pinks, Pansies, and Rannnculus^cs ; and Messrs. Salter a
collection of Pyrethrums, some of which were quite as fine as many
of the Chrysanthemums—for instance. Maximum plenum, Rubrum
plenum, and Floribundum plenum. Miss Bray, of Chelsea, received

a special certificate for a case of beautifully skeletonised leaves and
seed-vessels ; and an estia prize was given to Mr. T. A. Dickson, of

Covent Garden, for bouquets. Similar awards were made to Mr.
Turner, of Slongh, for his collection of new Pelargoniums, and to Mr.
Stanton, Greenwich, for a large specimen Rhododendron.
In the report of the fruit last week, the second prize for White

Grapes was stated to have been taken by Mr. Melville, instead of Mr.
Miller, of Combe Abbey Gardens,

Sib-Flor.vl Committee.—The fallowing certificates were awarded
at the great Show of the season. Mr. Turner received first-class cer-

tificates for the following Show Pelargoniums—such flowers have never
been seen before ; they were all of the highest character—Lady Car-
rington, Marmion, Maid of Honour, Corsair, Her Majesty, Pretender,

Sultana, and Warrior ; also one for Bright Star, a beautiful Silver

Bicolor with intensely bright scarlet flowers. A white sweet-scented

Clove, from Mr. Turner, named The Bride, also received a first-class

certificate. This is a most valuable addition for bouquets and other

purposes. Mr. Hoyle received first-class certificates for Show Pelar-

goniums Bonnio Charlie, Gratulatiou, and Holkar. Messrs. Smith, of

Dulwich, received a first-class certificate for a scarlet Zonal Pelargo-

nium called Lord Stanley, very brilliant in colour. Mr, WilliamB,

HoUoway, received first-class certificates for Laelia marginata and
Littouia modesta. Messrs. Veitch received first-class certificates for

IMasdevallia coccinea, Begonia Sedeni, Croton Veitchii. and a beantiful

Fern, Davallia Moorei.
From E. J. Lowe, Esq., Highfield House, came a numerous collec-

tion of seedling British Ferns, and firet-clasE certificates were awarded
to the following varieties of Scolopendrium vulgare—viz., summum,
dividendum, allokoton, oniamentum, kornmbosphoron, gloriosnm, Ba-
bingtouii, andThomsoni ; also for Athyrium FJUs-fa'mina Rickettsiae,

kallistron, and kalon. Messrs. Ivory & Sons likewise received a first-

class certificate for Lastrea Filix-mas cristata crispa.

THE NATURAL PRODUCTS OF RED RIVER,
NORTH AMERICA.

Ocn nearest Pine (Sprnce) forests are about foity-two miles

from Winnipeg, lying towards the northeast, whence the logs

are hauled in to the mills by oxen in the winter. The amount
of lumber used at present is about 150,000 feet per annum,
and the quantity is steadily upon the increase. Bat as very few

of oar buildings are built entirely of lumber, Canadians cannot

judge of the number of houses put up here by their own criterion.

The walls of most of our houses are built of Oak or Poplar logs,

hewn ou two sides, and the lumber is only need for floors, win-

dows, and inside work. Not until lately were any houses built

entirely of lumber. The White Spruce is found in many places

in this territory, and ranges from inches to 3 J feet in diameter.

There seem to be immense forests of Firs in the vicinity of

the Eocky Mountains, on the eastern slope. The overland trail

between Edmonton and the mountains, runs for a longdistance

through immense forests of White Sprnce, Black Spruce, Tama-
rae (American Larch), Hemlock, Balsam Fir, and the Bank-
sian Pine. A considerable amount of Spruce and other build-

ing material is to be fuund upon the Peace Eiver and the upper

Mackenzie. The fact is, lumber can be made sufficiently for

the wants of the country for generations to come, although we
shall never be able to make it an article cf export as in Canada.

White Cedar, for shingle-making, is found between Bed Kiver

and the Like of the Woods. Oak is also found in this settle-

ment ia considerable quantity; also Ash and Elm. Poplar is

found in immense quantities, and springs up in every direction

if the prairie fires are kept down for a few years. Groves of it

are seen scattered over the prairie in all directions, and they

afford the firewood and fencing materials for the settlement.

The Whitewood Poplar and tho Basswcod grow to a consider-

able size, and are used for lumber, as well as the White Spruce.

The Ash-leived Maple also extends from here to the Saskat-

chewan, and is used by the Indians for the manufacture of

sugar. It never grows to a large size, nud is of little use ex-
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oept for its sap, and as an ornamantal tree. The Bird's-eye

M*ple is to bo found on an islaud iu (he Lake of the Woods.
Our wild fruits consist of tbo Plum, Black Chorry and

Choke Cherries, Strawborrj", Raspberry, Sorvioeberry, Wliortlo

or Huckleberry, Moosoberry, Pombiua I3oiry, Cranberry, Black
Currant, Red Currant, and the Hazel Nu^.
Thawild Red Plum is much used for preserves, and is in

great demand at tha proper season. This fruit is much im-
proved by cultivation, and will afford a flue stock for tho
grafting of foreign varieties. The Serviceberry is very abun-
dant, and is dried by the Indians and others in great quantities.

It then resembles tho Jlnlaga Currants, and is used for tho
same purposes. It is also used iu what is called berry pemican.
Our prairies are covered with nutritious grasses, which are

the only food for our stock bsth summer and winter. Upon
the Saskatchev,an, the wild PeaorVotoh mingles with the grasses
of the prairie and affords feed of which the animals are in-

ordinately fond.

—

(Noy'-Westcr.)

"BEING THE RATHE PRIMROSE."
" Milder pfiles and wnrmer benms

May the gaudier n->w'rets rear;
But to mo tho Primrose aepms

Fairest gem tlint decks the year."

Most interesting is it from time to time to take up " our
Journal," after the toils of the day are pa;t, and cou over the
accounts of winter aud spring gtirdening. A foreigner mi^lit

think the practice is still in its iufsncy—just beginning to make
itself known. Well, let us go on, trufttiug tliat all interested in

the cultivation of spring flowers will join in the revival, and
tell as of their success or of their inability to succeed, as the
case may be.

Among tho many plants used for spring gardening I know
none more interesting than the extensive family of Primulas,
and much do I wonder why more has not been said about them.
I Lave no fear of being coutrauioted when I say that every
living person from childhood to eld age likes Primroses. No
doubt the Auriculas hold first position, and deservedly so, for

in reality they are some of Flora's choicest gems. No one can
look on the beauties with which they are gifted without delisht.

Staged for exhibition and well arranged, I have known thera

the prime object of admirsHou. Much has been said at dif-

ferent times and in different places about their cultivation, and
I am sorry to see them in so few hands. To obtain a collection

requires money, time, patienc.?, experience, and perseverance,

and then to keep them all right is no easy matter. We are not
all in possession of these requisites to procure a first-rate coi-

lectiou, but I hope to see the time when Primroses will be within

the reach of many more who are iulerested iu them. IE wo
cannot all be exhibitors, we can have a few in our borders to

afford us pleasure during spring and early summer. Raising
them from seed is an interesting pursuit ; seed is cheap, a
packet often aiifords many varieties, and there is some charm
aboQt a seedling at all times.

Primulas have a very extensive range, inhabitiug widely
different situations ; but what we call " our own Primroses "

—

ior they are among the prime heralda of spring, often peeping
np among the leaves and grass iu some sheltered nook, re-

minding us of tha spring time, and possesjing an interest all

their own—who is not delighted with them at their first ap-
pearance iu March's chilly days? How many of us have
been delightea in the April sunshine with the thought of a
ramble to the Primrose hill to cnll our handful of its occupants,
and carolling as we advanced towards them in our childish

glee—aye, and in our more matured years too

—

" The Primrose—the Primrose peeping is seen
'Mid pale Moss aad 'mid darker Ivy green."

Pity it is that such lovely flowers are not more cared for.

It is true that we have a few different kinds in cultivation, but
we cannot have all. Like many other families of plants, their

name is legion. We hear now and then of this and the other
person using them for early decoration, for which many oi

them are well adapted—by many I mean the hardiest and the
earliest.

All are very beautiful, but more especially those gems known
as double-floweriug kinds—as tho double lilac, double white,

the crimson, the yellow, and the intermediate colours. Then
we have somo others that are really beautiful, being of taller

habit, as Negro Boy and Double S«-eep, wliich I think in early

spring are invaluable ; and when a collection of them is

gathered together and judiciously arranged no flowers iu their

season can surpass them. I am more in love with them than
I ever was, since I saw this spring a gathering of tho Primula
clan. It will not be easily erased from ray memory. Four
distinct kiuds of douldo Primroses were planted alternately in
groups, and among thorn was planted Veronica syriaca, white
and blue. Sown in tbo autumn, and having stood through the
winter without protection, tlio Veronica rankos much stronger
plants than when sown in the summer. I believe the stronger
the plants tho more intense the colour.

Many kinds of Primroses may be used in several ways for
decorative purposes. For pots in-doors they are not to be
despised, jlost of tijem are easy to cultivate, but the Auricula
requires care. The commoner kinds will do well iu any ordi-

nary soil, but most of them liko a sound, retentive, moist
loam with leaf mould and a little sand. They prefer a rather
shaded situation to make their growth. After they have done
blooming they should be transplanted ; those intended for the
spring garden are best potted and plunged in the shade, and
watered as needed, because drought is injurious to them. The
others may be planted in shady borders whore they are to re-

main.
There are many other kinds really beautiful—as cortusoides

and deniicLiIata, both very fine when well cultivated—margi-
nata, iuvolncrata, nivalis, to say nothing of those of later in-

troduction, as amoBna (by some called ooncolor), longiflora,

purpurea, viscosa, and many more.
There is another star in the train, however, I must mention,

and which is not seen nearly so often as it ought to bo. Primula
farinosa ; it grows well in a moist shady border, and is not
very p.irticular as to soil, though in its native places it is met
with in moist boggy meadows and pastures by the sides of

water, in company with Pingiiicula vulgaris, and in mountain
pastures. To see Primula farinosa in its glory, you must look
upon acres of ground studded over with its lilac, star-like

flowers—that is a sight not easily forgotten !

Let me add a word about ecotica, a splendid little fellow but
seldom seen. It leaves the impression that it is closely allied

to farinosa, but it is much less and of a diliferent habit and
colour. When met with in iirst-rato trim it is a gem of the
first water.

I trust tho time is not far distant when wo s'uall see this
favourite race of pilauts miish improved, and far more cul-

tivated. They will repay any amount of trouble and expense
wo may bestow upon them, but they cannot bo had without
both. Seed of many kinds may be procured at a cheap rate,

and a packet will sometimos afford hundreds of plants of

the commoner kicds of different shades. For those sparkling
gems that appear from time to time by name we must apply to

the vendors and pay for them, and then they are not too dear,
although somo of them appear to have an almost fabulous
price attached to them—but they are worth it.—M. H., Acklam
Hall, Middlcshronrjh-an-Tees.

NEW HOTHOUSE BOILER.
I HAVE, at last, the first of Foster's patent hothouse boilers at

work. I was so pleased with the model that I ordered one at

once, and expected to have it fixed some weeks since. It

appears, however, there were unexpected difiiculties encountered
in tho casting, but the skill at the command of the great
Butterley Company has oT»icome them. I am plad to say it

quite answers my expectation ; indeed, it could hardly fail to

do so.

As the fire comes in contact with nothing but,irou backed
by water, and traverses tha boiler three times from end to end
before entering the flue, it must be much superior to any boiler

which has come under my notice. A mere handful of fire made
tha water iu (iOO feet of 4 ioch pipe quite hot whilst I was at
dinner, and so rapid was tbe circulation that on turning a
valvo connecting 200 more feet of piping in a frame, the return
pipe was quite hot iu ten minutes. Though my boiler is only
the second size—3 feet 9 inches long—I feel it has com-
paratively nothing to do. I intend to add GOO feet of piping to

it, and then I tbiuk it wUl be far auore than suflioient for its

work.
Believing as I do that wrought iron boilers, from their liability

to rust when not at work, are quite unfit for horticultural pur-
poses, I feel that the iuveiitor of a cast-iron boiler more perfect

iu form than any yet maiie of wrought iron, has conferred a
great benefit on the g.irofci.ing world.

I To the owner of one house where coals are cheap, it may
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appear a matter of little moment that half the beat from the

coals burnt under a boiler is lost ; but where fuel is expensive,

or where the houses are numerous, it is a matter of importance.

My coal bill is between £100 and £200 a-jcar, and a boiler that

will do double the work with the same consumption of fuel as

those I have in use, will be very valuable.

To those who feel any interest in the subject, I say Come and
see it, and if yon do not say it is an enormous advance on any
yet out, I shall think—well, I wo'n't say what.— J. E. I'eabson,

Chilwell.

VISITS TO GARDENS PUBLIC AND PRIVATE.
MADRESFIELD COUBT, THE BEAT OF EARL liEACCHAMP.

The name of this place has been so much before the public

lately, in conneelion with the new Grape raised there, that it

was not to be wondered at, when at Malvern on business, I

should have pleasure there too, and trudged out to eee the place

and its surroundings. I was fortunate in finding Mr. Cos at

home, and under his guidance was enabled to see all that has

been done, and is now doing there. A few brief notes on the

subject may be interesting—to those, especially, who are growing

the Grape which he has raised.

Madresfield Court is situated about two miles from the town

of Great Malvern, in the rich plain that lies at the foot of the

Beacon Hill. It is so shut in by the ample foliage of the park,

that very httle of it can be seen until you are quite close upon
it. The house was a fine specimen of Tudor architecture, but

having fallen into a dilapidated condition, was some years ago

pulled down and rebuilt. The front part of the house remained
;

this, too, was pulled down, but in order to preserve the

character of the old Court, was rebuilt with the same materials,

thus perserving its antique character. The house is entirely

surrounded by a moat, and an old biidge spans it at the en-

trance. There is a small terrace garden, and then on a lower

level a large grass garden, which has just been planted with

bedding plants, bordered by a bank of lihododendrons, and
fenced ofi with Yew hedges. Amongst the bedding plants I

noticed Viola lutea, very good, and an old Tricolor—Glowworm,
which seemed to be bright in colour. Around the house every-

thing is iu a state of transition. Stables are to be pulled down,

avenues to be made, pinetums to be planted ; while one avenue,

formed of Picea nobilis, and called Countess avenue, because

each of the trees was planted by a lady of that rank, has been

made, and it is proposed to continue it with another of Pinus

Nordmanniana.
Between the house and the kitchen garden there is a wilder-

ness of about four acres, which is shortly to be planted, and by

the judicious use of a stream which runs through it, some good

effects will be produced. The kitchen garden is entirely new,

and contains about three acres. The old kitchen garden was

near the house, and obstructed the view, but about three years

ago it was dismantled, and the present one has been laid out

under the plans and directions of Mr. Cox, so that everything has

a new appearance. The Vines are all young, many of the

quarters hardly laid out, but all having the appearance of ex-

treme neatness, and evidencing a master's hand. Here I saw

Madresfield Court Muscat in nearly all its stages, in pots, as

two-year-old Vines, and as yearlings, and in all it gave promise

of fulfilling the expectations formed of it. It sets well, is pro-

lific, and carries large, well-shouldered bunches of handsome

Grapes. It is, as is well known, a cross between the Black

Alicante and the Muscat of Alexandria, retaining the colour of

the former and a long oval berry. I tasted it last autumn at

Kensington, and then considered it good, and although the

berries 1 tasted here were not quite lipe, yet they were rich

and luscious in flavour, with a decided " whiff " of Muscat.

The whole of Mr. Cox's Vines are admirably managed, and I

have never seen finer examples of growth than these Tonng

Vines exhibit. They have been rather hardly worked, too, in

the matter of fruit, so that their appearance is the more

creditable. Fruiting and succession Pines were good, while

Fig, Peach, and Nectarine trees were producing good crops,

although so recently planted. In the plant houses were many
well-grown specimens of Heaths, Azaleas, &c., and I have not

for a long time seen such grand plants of Leschanaultia biloba

major as here, covered with their splendid deep blue flowers

In these days, when bedding-out so taxes the energy and time

of most of our gardeners, they have but little leisure to attend

to such plants as these.

I have not seen for some years so fine a piece of British

Queen Strawberries as Mr. Cox had, and along with it I noticed

some rows of a Strawberry I do not recollect having seen before

(but which, he says, was sent out by Mr. Turnc-r, of Slough),

called Oxonian. It was remarkable for its lateness, for while

nil other Strawberries were in full bloom and setting their fruit,

this has shown no flower yet. It is in this way valuable also

for forcing, as it comes in between the Keens' Seedling, Prin-

cess Alice Maude, &a., and the earliest out-of-dcor fruit. Bed
Currants are here grown as pyramids ; and as eac'u tree occupies

a square yard only of ground, and produces a gallon of fruit,

it may bo at once seen that it is an excellent plan.

It is always a matter of regret to me that in noticing these

places my visits are always so hurried, that my notes are

necessarily biief. I might, of course, easily spin-out a yarn,

but as my object is to give simply the more salient points, and
perhaps, after all, it is more likely to be profitable than a long-

winded story, I have only to add now that I exfeiienced from

Mr. Cox the same courtesy and kindness which I have always

experienced from those interested in gardening wherever I have
found them.—D., Dcul.

THE PORTABLE ORCHARD.
[Contimicdfrom page 359.)

Fig. 24 is a common case of a tree sent from a nursery

garden. It is a very difficult matter to correct the miscbief of

Fig. 24.

early neglect, and in many cases it is quite impossible to make
shapely trees of nursery stock. In the present ease, by cutting

away the branch p, we shall obtain a tolerably regular form,

having the defect of a rather too long stem between the ground

and first tier of branches. Obsarvc, also, that the snags have

not been removed in several places ; these must be cut ott' clean,

and at once. You may be thankful to procure as good a tree as

this at the ordinary price, for gardeners cannot aflord, at their

ordinary prices, to bestow such pains as I have been advising to

do ; and, besides, trees must have plenty of free space to enable

them to grow well on all sides. I do not complain of gardeners
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for soiling their ordiiiury trees at their ordinary prices ; but I

wish they would grow at leust a few first-elass trees, and charge
a ]iro]ier reinuiierativu prit:o fur them. The danger of removal
would be done away with by growing them in perforated pots.

Tbo lirst two or three years of a young tree's life are so impor-
tant, that the extra cost ought not to weigh with anyone. When
this is better known t!ic public will not aslc for cheap and nasty
trees; and then, I tliinlc, gardeners will have more satisfaction

in being piiid for work that they themselves can look upon with
pleasure.

Ft;/. 2'} represents another large pyramidal Pear (Hampden's
Bcrganiot), upwards of 10 feet in height; it was a bought tree,

the Quince, which generally does not suit Ilampden'a Derguaot.
W. Kl.Mv.SI.EV.

(To Ijc coutiuued.)

i'^rSs^^:.--

and it gave me great trouble to bring it into its present form.

The lowest tier of branches w^ so badly placed, that the tree

was nearly bare on one side. From the engraving it wiU ba

seen how this has been remedied by making the branch r fork at

r, and the left-hand shoot of the fork again divide a fhoit dis-

tance above r. The same difHculty arose in the next tier r, and
has been met in a similar manner. At s are two irregular

branches which have been shortened-in and left, because they

have some very good fruit spurs on them, but they will be re-

moved next season. The whorl of tranches at < is a verj- good

one, and had it only been a little lower down it would have been

all that could be desired. The stem above this thiid tier has

several small branches en it ; these will all be shortened-in, and

a fourth tier will be formed at u next year. The only fault in

this tree is in the position of the branches at n ; bad they been

close above «', the tree would have been a very line specimen,

but it was too old when I obtained it to correct this defect. As
it is, every bramh is a complete rope or "cordon" of blossom

buds, and it is likely to carry a heavy crop of fruit. It is on

PLANTS FLOWERING IN MAY.
iliiy S. Miioulue cuprous

(-'onvrtllaria uirtjnlig

Neiinii>hila infiiynia
Veruuicii rcpeiJB
Tritoiua uvuria
Ajugageneveneig
Alyssuin Biixaljle

Aicheiuilla ftlpiua
coDJuiicta

Auchusa tiempcrvircna
Geranium Btriatum
Lychnis diurna plena
Anemone ucmorosu plena
Hetperis mntromiliB
Leucojum verunm
Gogea lutea
Linaria Cymbalaria
Linum flavum ^
Aquilegia vulgaris

Sliinneri
Lotu3 corniculatus
Muscari racemosum
Gentiana verna
Mjosotis palantria

„ 8. Narcissus pulchellus
Arabis luciJa
Kepc'ta violacea
Genista candicans
Daphne pontica
Piiiox setacea
Lobelia spcciosa
Aspbodelus luteua
Barbarea vulgaris plena
Astragalus muuspessulanus
Asperula odcrata
Orchis ustul ita

Caltba paluitris plena
Litbospernjum fruticosum
Boxua sempervirens
Cerasus Laurocerasus
Campanula gargauica
Cardamine jiratensis plena
lies Aqaifolium varieties
Bouble yellow Wallflower
Cerastium tomeniosuiu
Coroiiilla Emerus
Kouiga maritima

„ 14. Dielytra spectabilis
Corydalis lutea

sempervirens
Bodecatheon Meadia 'gi-

ganteum
Dondia iCpipactis
Pitionia aioutan
PbUftdelphus corouarius

grandifloras
Viola coruuta

lutea
Spirroa bella

laevigata
Draba aizoides
Ornitbogalum umbellatum
Orobus vernus
Cytisus scoparius
Pnlox verna
Cunvallaria bifolia
Peutstemon Scouleri
Berberis vulgaris
Geum cuccineum

urban uni
Prnuus domestica plena
Pyrus Sorbus
Act-r f seudo-platanus
CoUinsia bicolor
Scilla nutans
Polygala Cbamxbuxns
Platanus occidentalis
Queicus robur
Pyrus Aria

Aucuparia
Chama:m«Bpiltis|

Pieonia albiflora

lobata
tfcuuissima
^•iolacea grandiflora

Polemouium carruleum

„ 24. P»,anuuculu8 acooitifolius

plenua

May 2i. Kanunculus acris plojins
bulla tus

Suponaria ocymcJdcs
ciilabricu

Saxifrnga Aadrcn'aU
uiubrosa
Geum
rotuudifulla
deutata
hypnoidea
grauulata pkot

Silene pcnduJa
rubella
alpestris

Phlox frondosi
Soldnnilla alpina
Trillium grnndiflotiuiL
Trollius europ;t J8

alba
Veronica ChamaodryB
Vinca Lerbacea
Luuaria bieuDici
Aubrietia deltoldb

purpurea
purpurea vati^;ati.
Campbelli

..l^sculus liippocafclannai
fi«va
Pavia

Kose, Monthly Chios
Gloire de DJjttn

Audromt'da polifoiii

mariaua
Azalea jiontioa

Trichouema Culumj^c
Cotonenster microptyRa

aflinis

Dodtcatbcon Meiui*
Cheirauthus Mareh.ilii

Cratjegus oxyacai,tti»
Narcissus bifloiutj

Kerria j iponica
Cytiius Laboruutt.

piirpureus
Iris pumila
Loni'jera alpijrent

tatarica
iherica
vlllosa

Cytisus miiltiiloru?
Wibtaria sineQStt*

iJapbnc cncorum
Euduymus etiropaNEi
Fagua sylvatioa
Mabonia rcpene
Cerasus Padus

aerotina
Rhamnus ALitciE&«

alpinus
Rhododendron potCffaia

birsutaiB
catawbiensfi

Ribcs aureum
Ccra^ius nobilis
Buecus byiK»it;iofc-Eum

Salix uDiygdalina
rosmariuifolia
nigricans
fragilis

„ 29. Staphylea pinnaia
Sj ringa persica

Emodi
Jusiliita

vulgaris, vaneiit*
Viburnum cotiniiolAUOL

Opulus sterile

Vinca major
minor

Viscaria splondena
Oxyura chrysantJjtji>oi<l««

Viola mtntant
Plat>stcmou c ilifonaicas
Callichroa platyglossa
Sciila non-scripti
Pi.anuneu'u'' aaiaticos
Aruieria maritiaia
Autinliinmji msjus

-M. H., Acklaiti, Ually JiIiddlesbroit(}'i-on-Tec$^

Cartek's Summer Broccoli.—This is an improvemeui oh all

the late Broccolis Ibat I have growu or seen, and will hs foniwi

a most desirable kind where they are in constant dem&nJ. I

have some nice heads at the present time (Huy 'JUth), which I

, shall take from the garden to the collar, that thej majr last s
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fortnight or more longer, eg as (o biing the late Broccolis and
theearly Gauhflowers into more continuous succession. This
variety is qaite distinct in habit and seems hardy. Probably it

will prove so from its dwarf and stocky character. I merely
state this in the hope that it may lead others to try it.—W.
Biocis, Gardener, Sandfteld Park.

NEW BOOK.
Refugium Botanicum • or Figures and Descriptions from Living

Specimens of Little-known or New Plants of Botanical
Interest. Edited by W. WiLfioN Saundkks, F.R.S., F.L.S.
Part III.

In former notices wo have already explained the object and
character of this work. The part just isisuod, which completes
the first volume, is a worthy companion to the others ; and to
many who are fond of hardy shrubs it will have special in-
terest, from the prominence it has given to that beautiful sec-
tion of the genus Cotoneaster, embracing the dwarf small-
leaved species, of which microphylla is the type. Of these
there are no less than seven distiuct species figured and de-
scribed, the greater part of them for the first time. The re-

mainder of the part is devoted to Cotyledon, of which seven-
teen species are figured and described.
We are informed that Part I., vol. 2, of this valuable work

is now in the press, and will be published as soon as possible.
The whole of this volume will be occupied with Orchids-
doubtless, with the littlo gems of Mr. Saunders' collection.
The literary part of this volume will be undertaken by Pro-
fessor Eeiehenbach. Volume 3 is also in preparation, from
which it appears Mr. Saunders does not mean that the work
should lag, but that the public should be early in possession of
what must to all lovers of interesting plants be a great boon.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
The following prizes are offered for competition at the next

meeting of the Eoyal Horticoltdbal Society, to be held oa
Tuesday, .June l.'Jth—viz.,—Prizes offered by W. Wilsnu
Saunders, Esq., V.P.E.H.S.— 1, TweWe herbaceous plants, in
flower, distinct, to be exhibited in pots or boxes, £1 10s., £1,
and 10s. Prizes offered by the Society :—2, Twenty-four
Pinks, cut blooms, distinct (Nurserymen), £1 5s., £1, and
15s. 3, Twelve Pinks, cut blooms, distinct (Amateurs), 15s.,

IDs., and 7s. 4, Six Calcaolarias, dibtinct, in bloom (Opeo),
£2, £1 10s., and £1. 5, Six Double-flowered Zonal Pelar-
goninms, tliree sorts, in bloom (Open), £2, £1 10s., and £1.
6, One double-flowered Zonal Pelargonium, in bloom (Open),
15s., 10s., and 5s.

The scnvenirs preeenlc:) by the Emperor of Eassia to
the English delegates to the Sr. Petersburg Congress, are a
pair of jasper vases to Dr. Hooker, and a slab of malachite,
adapted for a console table, to Dr. Hogg and Mr. Murray
respectively.

There is to be a great Exhibition op Pomology and
Horticulture at Tournay from the 12th to the 15th of Sep-
tember next, which promises to be very attractive, if one may
judge from the schedule. There are no less than twenty-nine
classes for fruit, excluding Pears and Apples; fifteen classes
for Pears, and seventeen classes for Apples. Wo question if

there has ever been before in fruit-growing Belgium an exhi-
bition which has drawn together such collections as may be
expected on this occasion, which is the celebration of the
fiftieth anniversary of the Roial Horticultural and Agricul-
tural Society of Tournay.

WORK FOR. THE WEEK.
kitchen garden.

Advantage should be taken of tae present showery weather
to prick-out young Celcnj, and seedlings of the Cahhayc tribe
in nursery beds, and to transplant the strongest plants of early
sowings to their proper places. Plant thickly a good breadth
of Cabbage in rich ground for early autumn use ; also of Endive
and Lettuce for autumn supply. Make a further sowing of Tur-
nips. Successional sowings of Spinach should be made as soon
as those earlier put in appear above ground. PJdge Ciicvmbers,
Gourds, and Vegetable Marrows should now be planted out, the
former two in the usual way on prepared beds of rich soil, with
the temporary protection of hand-lights, the latter in vacant
places where proper stations for vigorous growth can be secured.

In preparing the beds for Eidge Cucumbers, some pieces of
Mushroom spawn may be laid on a layer of half-rotten dung a
few inches from the surface, and by the time the leaves of the
Cucumbers have extended themselves over the bed, the Mush-
rooms will appear beneath them, and thus be ecreoned from
the heat of the summer sun.

FRUIT gauden.
To disbudding wall trees particular attention must now be

paid. In carrying it out cara must be taken to avoid an indis-
criminate application of it ; for example. Peaches and Nec-
taiines when finally disbudded will require to have every shoot
removed which is not required for bearing in the following
year. Apricots and Plums, on the contrary, being much dis-
posed to bear on short spurs, will only require to be deprived
of their foreright and gross shoots, leaving the rest to grow
until they become somewhat fiim, when they should be
shortened to about an inch from the main stems, taking care,
of course, to retain a sufficient number of young shoots to fill-

up vacancies and increase the size of the trees. The same
rule with slight exceptions according to the sorts will apply to
Cherries. Keep insects in check by means of heavy syringings,
both with tobacco and ordinary water. For mildew dust with
flowers of sulphur, just wetting the leaves to make the sulphur
adhere to them. Disbud Fig trees, retaining no more wood
than is required for next season.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Cuttings of Eoses, when they cm be obtained, may now be

taken and planted in n close frame in a northern aspect. In
about a month they will show a disposition to strike, when
they may be taken up carefully, potted, and plunged in a slight

bottom heat. Treated thus they make good pLints in a short
time, and if kept under slight protection during winter will

fill their pots with roots and be ready for planting out next
May. Pink pipings put in early will soon be ready for trans-
planting. If the situation ultimately intended for them is

vacant, they may be planted there at once, but if occupied at

present by something else, let the young Pinks be planted
4 inches apart on reserved beds in an open situation, the soil

of which should consist chiefly of light loam, to which may
be added some charcoal dust or charred refuse. The rotten
manure from an old Mushroom bed answers very well for Pinks,

as it encourages a mass of fibres, and produces a healthy but
not over-gross devflopmsnt of top. As regards bedding plants

some notes respecting thoir arrangement next season should
be made as soon as they come well into bloom. Of the flower

garden, a rough plan should be made, the beds on which
should be numbered and correspond with an accompanying
list of plants with which it may be intended to fill them, and
along with this should be noted the quantity of plants required

for each bed. In this way accurate information is at once
obtained of the quantity of plants which must be propagated
by cuttings or raised from seed in spring. Disappointment is

thus prevented on the one hand, and waste of time and labour
on the other. Early bulbs now ripening, if the leaves are

turning yellow, should be taken up or the greater portion of

the foliage trimmed away. Verbenas, Petunias, and similar

plants should be frequently pegged down when it is requisite

to cover the surface of the beds speedily. Fine specimens of

Fuchsias may be planted out on lawns. Lirge Scarlet Pelar-

goniums should bo well staked. Ten-week Stocks may yet be
sown for a display in September and October, and a little late

Mignonette, also a few of the best annuals for autumn work

;

but for an early spring display no lime is so suitable for sow-
ing annuals as September. Eanunculuses will now be generally

in bloom. They must, however, be shaded during bright

weather to prolong their season. Should any of the foliage

wither the roots should immediately be taken up, for it is

seldom that this collection is ready for removal at one time,

and should rain set in they would certainly start into growth
again to their serious detriment.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.

Let shading be used with caution, especially whenever the
weather is dull, for as some plants will soon be ripening their

young wood, they want as much light and even moderate sun-
shine as possible. Where Oranges and Camellias are kept in-

doors, give abundance of air night and day, wash them fre-

quently with the engine, using clean water, and damp the
paths and floors often. Heaths, New Holland plants, and the

like in houses and making their growth, should be duly en-

couraged by frequent syringings and waterings, and a liberal

admission of air. The growth of Borouias should be liberally
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enoonraged, good-shaped plants shonid be selected in due time,

liberal shifts given, a cboioe situation selected under protection

of some kind, such as frames or pits facing the north, or if in

other aspects they should be shaded in the warmost part of the

day. The luxuriant shoots must be kept pinched hack in due
time, in order to cause close sturdy grovfth. Never let any of

this pie'.ty family stand in a cold draught, or they will surely

wear a rusty brown or spotted, unhealthy appearance. Clean
and healthy pots should always be chosen, and they must bo
particularly v;ell drained, a good portion of charcoal being

used with the drainage, and then covering it with rough char-

coal. The soil to suit them best is a good rich fibrous heath
soil, as gritty as it possibly can be, selected in its natural state

from a well-drained situation in suitable weather, and kept in

a healthy condition until required for use ; it should then bo
broken up roughly, adding a liberal portion of coarse gritty

sand. The potting materials should not be jammed together

too firmly, but with a suitable pressing stick, so that tlie

whole mass may form a kindly and natural drainage, readily

admitting a circulation of air and water. When tlie plants are

making growth and the pots are full of roots, if it is not in-

tended to repot or shift them, applications of clear manure
water will very much improve their health and appearance, but
at no other times should liquid manure be applied to this

family of plants.

STOVE.
Very little fire heat is now required, although it is advisable

to continue a gentle fire in order to give air freely, and to be
enabled to continue a humid interior atmosphere, which will

greatly encourage a sturdy habit of growth free from canker,

mildeiv, and insects. Of course some attention must be given
to shading this house, and watering and syringing. Orchids
which are still in a growing state should be placed in the most
favourable positions, and encouraged by a suitable temperature
for ripening and hardening any growths which they may yet

make. In the case of stove plants and Orchids, let every en-

deavour he made to secure thorough freedom from insects,

which about this season are unusually active, and require con-

stant looking after. Dendrobium nobile and others of that
class sufficiently advanced shonkl also have a moderate and
steady temperature, abundance of air, and little water until

their stems are ripe and their flower buds formed. Orchids
pushed early into growth should ba removed forthwith to a
cool house, and care taken not to induce them to break again,

as a fresh start would interfere with their flowering next year.

—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST -WEEK.
This has been a very busy week, more especially in the orna-

mental department. We rearranged the conservatory, corri-

dors, &c., and proceeded as weather would permit in planting
the bulk of the flower garden. This day, Saturday, was per-

haps the finest day we have had for the latter purpose, as the
bright sun warmed and pulverised the ground ; but we did but
little planting for two reasons—viz., putting the lawn in good
order for a particular purpose, and the rising barometer lead-

ing US to expect a bright, warm day on Sunday, when fresh-

planted subjects could receive but little attention. From press
of matter we shall content ourselves with a few words as re-

spects flower-garden routine.

As respects Uiiggy sticks in Jlou-er beds, we have had several

letters, some thanking us for the hints given ; others telling

us that their plants and beds stand very well without such
great trouble and labour; others, agnin, telling us that when
not secure without, they prefer pegging-down instead of bush-
ing or twigging-up. It is quite right that every man should
adopt the plan he finds suit him best. We stated that in

many sheltered places the plants required nothing in the way
of securing. When exposed to strong winds, some mode of

securing is essential to the trim form of the beds. Before now
we have had fine plants of Calceolarias and Scarlet Pelargo-

niums not only bruised and broken, but actually torn up by
the roots, and sent careering over the park like so many
straws before the fury of the gale. We have a corridor about
10 feet wide, open to the south, with a semicircular roof

covered with sheets of zinc, as securely fastened as possible to

iron girders ; but so often has this roof been moved, that when
we have a very strong south wind, we can only keep it in its

place by putting heavy weights upon it. That the labour at

first is great in thus securing bedding plants is, of course,

quite true ; but there is little or no labour afierwards, and

winds and rains will have little power to take them out of their

place, so that with us, at least, although we are much longer

in getting our work done, we economise future labour after

the plants are established. In the meantime the twigs give a

partial protection even from cold, help to sift the wind a little,

and prevent the plants, when swayed by their own weight,

making a hole round the stem, which swaying has always a
tendency to rupture some of the host and freshest fibres.

Even in sheltered places, if we used no securing twigs, we
should be inclined to plant thickly, if wu thinned out afterwards,

as then the numbers of the plants would keep the wind out
more.

.\s io pcgging-doion, which some of our correspondents advise,

wo have no objection whatever, especially when the plants are

naturally of a trailing habit, as Verbenas, &o., though even in

their case, we havo had splendid beds by twigi^ing up instead

of pegging down, and in our case, after pegging down, we should
not be secure without twigging afterwards. The finest and the

most compact beds of Verbenas we ever had were pegged down ;

and then, as the young shoots pointed upwards, a piece of

netting was stretched and fastened securely over the bed, 2 to

fi inches lower than the flowers were expected to reach. The
young shoots came through the netting, and the blooms and
foliage in part stood above it, the net being wholly concealed ;

but no wind or storm could destroy the symmetry of the bed.

As to pegging down, as a general rule, plants that if left to them-
selves would grow upright, we consider the plan to be worse
than labour lost, and that labour, after all, is expended to

produce an appearance contrary to nature. Certainly we have
seen neat secure beds, only from 6 to 12 inches in height of

such plants as the tall Ageratum, Salvia fulgens, and Salvia

patens, in which there was little but the flower stems and upper
leaves above the green sward level. As to labour, we would
have twigged up half a score of such beds whilst a man was
laying down stem after stem, and these rather brittle, of such
strong-growing plants close to the ground, and after all most
likely for an effect far inferior to that which would have been
produced by allowing the plants to assume their natural pro-

portions. Few. things could be more striking than a large

circular- bed of the tall Ageratum, or the red or blue Salvias

referred to, as they formed with their flower-heads something
like two-thirds of a ball, the lower blooms kissing the lawn. All

the training and pegging down to a tame flat surface yielded but

a poor outline of the massively beautiful, compared with those

allowed to assume their natural growth and outline. When
dwarf beds are wanted , we think it better to choose dwarf plants,

instead of peggingdown what naturally grows tall. Of course,

there are cases when, for a defined combination, it will be ne-

cessary thus to dwarf the tallest ; but the plan should be

considered an exception from a generally desirable rule.

Another matter which may be presented to the consideration

of the advocates of the pegging-dovra system, is the greater

risk of injury from frost in early planting. What seem to

have suffered in the frosty mornings are chiefly some Scarlet

Pelargoniums that, from being tall enough, had their stems

bent a little from the perpendicular, and a few Verbenas that

were pegged-down as soon as planted, watered, &c. We do

not believe they would have suffered in the least ifleft stand-

ing upright before the weather was warmer, and if they had
become more used to their new place. Left in their natural

position, the leaves and tops defend the stems from free radia-

tion. When the stems are laid slanting, or horizontal, or near

the ground, the stems in proportion to their size and juiciness

will suffer more than the twigs and leaves. Under such cir-

cumstances we have often had stems with their upper sides

blackened in May when thus exposed, while those standing

upright did not suffer at all. When planting-out early, therefore,

even as to plants that we intended to peg-down, we should leave

the pegging-down until the weather was safer, and less danger

would be experienced by free radiation from the freely-exposed

horizontal stems. The casif-st way to peg will take time and
labour. For amateurs, nothing is better than a quantity of

small wire, folded in pieces like hair pins, as they might take

the trouble of saving them, and looking after them for another

year. We generally use little straight sticks about the size of

crow quills, such as the winter prunings of Apples, Pears, and
even the summer prunings of these and Currants, cut shortly

after this. Bundles of these about t5 inches long aro very useful.

The piece is taken in your hand, cracked in the middle, which
generally leaves a little bit cf wood and bark on the lower side,

and the two ends are pushed into the ground over the shoot

to be kept down. Seme hundreds of these straight twigs can
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qnidldy b'e',<(Bt«ine4;iii'moBt gprdeps. anfl, qWtitlg, Uttle, they
aiie no mqre thought of after gerviog their purpose.
Seiphig of Plants.—We are requested to say a few words on

Ihia subject. We have nothing to add except that our readers
sbonJd coDsnlt their own observation, and, if that is deficient,
obtaia tlie advice of the more experienced. In anything like a
regular flower garden, very mnoh of the efieot depends on the
relative heights of the plants. Some time ago we were asked to
see a regulaT' flower garden looked at from a height of feet
above the ground level of the garden, it being suflicient for our
purpose to describe the garden as one with a centre, and three
concentric rings of various-foimed beds round it. The true
plaa for planting such a garden would be to use plants regu-
lar 03 to height, and then from any point you conld see all

the arrangement, just as you would look down on the colours
of a carpet in a large room. There might be a great difiiculty
in thus securing the heights, especially without pruning and
pegging, and therefore the plants, if not all equal in height,
should be arranged so as to have the highest in the centre, or
the highest at the outside, and a gradual fall from either point.
The beds in the garden referred to were well filled and well
bloomed, but it could 3 ield but little satisfaction unless when
each bed was examined separately, simply from a total disre-
gard to the height of the plants.

' We recollect the centre bed
was folly 3; feet in height, and some of the next row of beds
were as high, whilst others were not above 18 inches in height

;

and so. looked at from whatever point, these high beds wholly
concealed the low beds from view. The same rule should apply
in a border or a single bed, especially when made up of several
kinds of plants. In such cases, as a general rule the lowest
planls should be next the observer, and all the rest should be
presented fully to the eye by rising gradually in height. We
recollect seeing in a largo and celebrated establishment some
fine large beds of three or four colours, but the centre and the
ontaidcs were from 9 to 15 inches higher than the different
oolotir between them. There were fully a score of people with
note-books in their hands taking down all the particulars, and
wa conld hear such expressions of commendation that we had
no doubt that the eccentricity of the arrangement would be at
least attempted the following year, and perhapf, if we be S3
monotonous, a departure of any kind may be prized, however
absurd it may appear to others. We had not the slightest
doabt then, and we have less now, after having spoken to the
planter, that the clever gardener for once miscalculated his
heights, and no one was more astonished than himself to find
that this eccentric mistake created more attention and was I

m^ire praised than what he considered his more successfal
\

efforts. It is just possible that we may become so oppressively
mouotonous, so cut and dried with this planting-out in masses,
that any departure from the ordinary outline may be considered
a decided relief, however contrary it may be to the generally
received maxims of taste and refinement. After this somewhat
stiikiug eccentricity we heard of some scores, and know of
mote than n dozen, of large flower beds, where an attempt was
nmdo to form the centre and the outsides into hills and ridges
and the intermediate spaces into a valley, but, unlike the
ocigtual mistaken planter, in most cases the valley became
worse than a piece of confusion.

It is alwoy.-? well to regulate the height so as to be seen at
planting-time. This cannot always be done at first, as the tallest
plants when full grown may be the shortest at planting-out
time. For instance, in a border of ours, where Calceolarias suc-
Cfled Telargoniums, the latter will be much the taller eventually,
bat the Calceolarias, owing to the moist spring, are the taller
now. Of course we are obliged to plant according to the future
and not the present heights of the plants ; but then the effects
attbo present are not so good, as the Calceolarias are some
istthes higher than the Pelargoniums. It will take a month or
As. weeks until the latter take their right place, and until that
time arrive every inconsiderate passer-bv will think the planter
has made a mistake. If the right heights were at once secured,
it would be better and more pleasing to the eye all through.
We have seen beautiful uniform beds in September formed of
different materials, and sloping regularly, though not mono-
toinuily, from the centre to the verge, and that because the
gwdsutr kdfw what would be the ultimate result ; but we looked
on these lieds as marplots in .Tune and July, and the first part
ot August, because, though there were lines ol plants near the
ootside from Ij to 18 inches in height, the plants in the centre,
irom the treatment adopted, were not at first above a few
JEchM iu height. In fact, the true design of the planter was
ne er seen until the beds arrived at perfection, just as frosty

as to the ftilure, bat it't'h^'.fthow.ftt once on pljauting-'oiit,^Bl)!:

much the bettor. • ^~- " '
- '' >

-
' i

Waterhifj.—'• Thocobtpul " kindly hints, that our advising
the other weei giving only a little water to fresh-planted bedding
plants is somewhat a discrepancy from our general rule. Give
a thorough watering to reach every root, and then wait until

your services are leqnirsd. To this we say that we adhere to

the general rule, but circumstances must ever modify and regu-

late general rules. Oar ground was too cold and wet for our
purpose. Hence the using dry fresh soil—hence the using
just a little water to settle the roots. We wanted the ground
to become warmer, and the more moisture we gave it the longer

it would continue cool. We have never used so little water at

planting time, even when we arrested cold from evaporation
by watering at the roots and covering with the dry soil on the

surface. If the plants have flinched at all, it is when a bright

day like this has followed a dull drizzly day. We gave a

little water to-day to the first-planted beds ; but to those re-

cently turned out in vases or beds, instead of drenching the
soil, when there was a little appearance of distress in the foliage,

we syringed them gently twice a-day, and thus arrested evapo-

ration without the trouble of shading. No harm will accrue to

damped foliage in bright sunshine out of doors. It is very

different from damp foliage iu sunshine in a confined atmo-
sphere.—K. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—June !>.

A rAiP. amonnt of basJness has been ilnini: during the past week, and
averaffQ prices maintained. The arrivals of foreii,'n produce fire heavy,
compriainR Cherries, Apricots, and Strawberries ; Peas, Dwarf Kidney
Leans, Artichoke*', Carrots, Tumipa, C:iuliflower3, and Tomatoes. Ex-
cellent Early Aahleaf Potatoes from the Channel Islands are supplied in
oinaiderfible quantities. Out-door Strawberries commenced to come in
this week.

rilTJIT.

Apples 3a sieve 3
Apricota doz. 3
Cherries lb. 1
Chestnuts bush, 10
Currants }-^ sieve

Black do,
Figs doz. 10
Filberts lb.

Cobs lb. 1
Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes, Hothouse . lb. 4
Lemons 100 G

a.
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Cloches (^T. *'^cj/fNuur).—TJjcso, ^cU-|rl'^*^^^ wJlJ-suii 70a exocUr ioz
protoctiog Cdullflowrr plants and rM(ifD^ cuiUiipfl. ft«tftil they ftre ntf!y

U. Qil., mid where a dozen or moro nre tnlcen, M^'n^rii. Vh4nipfl A Co, allow
a discuuiit. Tbry eim bo Ftored within ouo nnothor when oot requircU-

\'ARiKOATKn /.ONAi, PELARnoNiosre (An Jhrnirfln^hiTi' G'triU-ner).—Wo
Ihiuk tliut the c^i^nyij will not be piihlisbed ia a tiepitrato foriii,

GuAKO Wateii (,V. a.)-—Ontiouticou^gunnoto two(;alluuHo( watormuy
he U3od to nil tho vet^'ltab1o8 you uientiou. I>o nut pour it over tbo loavetj.

Calceolabia Flovvf.rs (ir. A. 0.).-lt is not common for tho Cnlcoo-
Inrift to prodnco elonfjnted, ohnoRt tubuhir flowerc, yet wo have noticed
the occarrcKCo more tbnn once before.

Cephalotus KOLLirrr.ABiH TREATurENT OF (All GUI Sub>icrfhi'r).—lMt

mi tho pot uith crockt), uud usn ii couiixist oi e(inal parts of chopped
sphftKuuin mid turfy peat full of whito sand, with a third part of char-
coal, in piL'ces from the size of a pea to that of a walnut, and crocks,

woU njixiuj? tho whole. Introduce the plant, and niido the coiupost in a
«one slightly higher than tho pot rim. If tho plant is small the pot may
bo placed in one of lorger size, filling the »pace between tho sidos of the
two potd with crocks up to within an inch of tho top, tht-n put in a little

moss, and fill level with the rim with sand. The soil in the pot may be
.surfaced w ith fresh moss, taking care not to bury tho plant too deeply.

Tho plant &honld be covered with a bell-glass with ono or more holes in

the top, according,' to fiize, and fitting exactly witliin the rim of the pot

:

or if tho latter he placed in a larger pot, the glass tshould rest on the sand
bctweou the two. The pot may to set in a saucer kept fnTl of water.

Sprinkle the plant with water every morning tbroagh ft fine rose, and
ivipo out the gl.iss. The plant succeeds in a winter temperature of from
4"/ to 50", and in summer in one of from 60° to 75' or 90' from sun heat.

Removing Vine Shoots (Idfvi).—You may remove all tho slioots ex-

cept one, if the Vinos arc strong, and that showing fruit best Bhould be
retained, rubbing or cutting tho others off closely ; but if the Vines are

weak leave two of the strongest shoots on each spur, cutting away the
fruit from one. Allow but ono bunch on each spur, and with the larger

foliage you wi)l keep up a better root action. The shoots left should be

kept as near the main stem or rod ns possible. One of these shoots

should bo cut off quite closely in December, and the other shortened-in
to two eyes.

Plants Infested with Iksects {G. 3f.).—The black dnst adhering to

the leaf enclosed to us is caused by some insect, but what wo aro unable
to say, though we think it attributable to some species of aphis. The brown
scales on the twig are the brown tcale insect, and a worse case we have
not seen. Tho scale may bo destroyed by syringing the plants with a

solution of 3 ozs. of soft soap to the gallon of water, using it at a tempe-
rature of 140'. The best plan, however, is to dress the plants when at

rest with r. solution of soft soap, at the rate of 4 ozs. to the gallon of

water, using a brush. Rub it well into the crevices, takiag care not to

dislocate the buds. Fowler's Insecticide, Githurat Compound, and
Clarke's Compound are also good for freeing plants of this pest.

Vine Leaves ScoRtnED (Wcm).—The leaf is badly scorched. The
evil is caused by not giving air early, so as to have the leaves dry before
the sun shines powf rfnlly upon them ; or it may arise from their being
too near the glass. The shoots shonld be trained to wires 16 Inches from
the glass.

Training a Vine {Onr Fond of Grape Cidture).—** You have done quite
right, according to fancy, in converting the Swcetivater Grape Vine from
the spur into the long-rod system. It will do perfectly, will become
longer-lived, and produce finer Grnpes in consequence. You will meet
with every information that I think can be desired, as regards out-of-

door Grape culture, in my articles jnst appearing in The Journal of
Horticulture. The Vine cannot be killed ' by overbearing, nor can the
trainer go wrong on the system X pointed out.—Upwards and Onwards.''

Ground Vinery (S. C.)-—It had better face the south, and be protected
from the north and east winds, but not overshadowed. The Black Ham-
burgh is the variety to be preferred. If you buy a Vine in a pot, and do
not disturb the roots, you may plant it under the vinery at any time.

Grapes Cracking {F. W. Gcc).—U your Vine is very old it wonld not
be desirable to raise the roots and replant, but meantime it would be
well to examine the soil beneath the pravcl, and only use liquid manure,
or liquid of any kind, if the soil ia dry. Dissolved bones would be as
good as any, about 7 lbs. to thirty-six gallons of water, and less the next
barrel. But for the gravel, you might give a top-dressing. The Vine wonld
be benefited by moving the gravel, then taking away as much of tho
old soil as you could safely in autumn, and replacing with fresh ri< h
compost, and a thin coat of gravel on the surface, if you must liavc it.

We do not discover signs of mildew on the berries, but they were much
^rivelled. We rather fancy they are blotched or scalded with hot moist
air, owing to not giving air early enough. Berries will crack from too
moist an atmosphere and a want of root action, but we think your cracks
have been made by the Grape scissors pricking the berries when young.
(O. F.).—Grapes frequently crack in the bcn*y when there is too much
moisture at the roots, and a close, moist atmosphere maintained inside

the house. In the latter case more air and a dry atmosphere are neces-
sary : and for some kinds more liable to cracking, covering tho border
ont'side with glass sashes saved them from the evil.

Vinery {Wfi^t Oxford).—As to the plana of the vinery, Ko. 1 and Ko. ?,

we should be glad to have either. With the wall to build No 3 would be
tho cheaper at first. In a cold place N'o. 1 will be better, as the glass hip
of No. 2 will cause more firing if forcing is to be used. There is nothing
against your double flue through the house and returning by the back
wall; but sometimes they do not draw equally without a little care,

and, unless you force early, the single flue wonld do. With eight Vines
in a length of 25 feet, you may save yourself all trouble about the back
wall, as nothing wDl flourish there after the Vines are established and
cover the roof. At first Peaches and Fig trees in-iwti wonld do very
well. The whole might be (-helved from top to near the bottom for

Strawberries and Dwarf Kidney Beans, and they would do well until the
Vines shaded tliera. The shelves woull keep many plants in winter,

if deemed necessary. With from five to six Vines in the bouse, Peaches
would do pretty well on the back wall, and in such case a border should
1)0 made for them.

Mulberry Blossom (H. O. ,V.}.—In the Multerry, the long drooping
catkins are the male flowers, and some of those sent show the stamens.
Small oval, upright masses are the females, and we incline to think that

tho small ones nontare ao. aa we thought wo could dlatiugaiiih the booked
or turnov'er Htipmata. Tiib flower rbeeptacles being oft different troofi

would not militate againht thiw idmi, ns tho Mulberry is both inomncloofl

and dioisloas, Tli© small mastwH woro mlher munh preBsod to enable as
to be sure. If, contrary to tho abovo, both the long apd abort nuianoa.

arc males, then most likely tho long catkins belong to Morus nigra, and
the short niio to Morns taturica, or Home oue of that kind. A general

rule is. that tho males are long and pondulouH, nnd tho female maaMI
short, ovrti, close to tho shoot, and iipri^^ht.

GoosEnERRV CATERi'ii-Lvns (./. Jl. ir.l.-'Dnst them with fresh Wluto
Ilollcbore powder. Syringe tlie berrios thoroughly aftorwaritt

ViiTATOv.a {J. N. C.).—Vo not earth them up at all. Knrtbiug-tip re-,

tards tho matariug of the crop a fortnight, and, consequently, ronders it

more liable to the distaso. Tho Potatoes are safoat that can bo taken op
at tho end of July.

Valuing Garden Crops {W. TT.).—Wo know of no rule lor valoinjj

growing crops in a kitchen garden; but they would bo more valuable to

tho in-coming tenant than anyone cUa. It would be easy t.i obtain a

fair estimate fur outlay, labour, Ac ; but the beat plan of all would be
for yonr employer to appoint a gardoner or a nurseryman in the neigh-

bourhood, and the out-goin'4 tenant to employ another. Their award
would be more satisfacory than ono made by you, as your omp'oyor'a

servant. A garden, for instance, with plenty of vegetables near a town«

would be more valuable than a similar garden where the produce woifld

Lo of littlo value if it could not be u^ed there.

CoNSERVAToav Arrangemknts (fi. r.).—We approve of tho proposed
arrangements. Two rows of pipes round the conservatory would do, if

you would be satisfied with from ir,' in winter. If not, you must havo
more. There is no reason for raisini* n pipo above the front border near

the :'' iss. Heat will ascend. You wiU have in your other houses ample
heating power for anything, even if the water in the pipes is rarely above

from 150" Vi 160 '. Much comfort and success di/pend on never having

tho water in tho pipes very hot. You will easily maintain a temperatnTe

of from 65' to 70", if desirable, in cold weather. Cool-house Orchids

could be grown in the vinery and conservatory, and oven Orchids that

required a high temperature if you forced one vinery early.

Applying Soapsuds (0. C. G.).—You may apply soapsuds and chamber
slops to kitchen garden crops, pouring them ia between tho rows of

Cauliflowers, to Peas, Scarlet Runners, Kidney Heans, and Celery, but

not undiluted, for if strong the liquia will injure, aud in time destroy the

roots of the plants. Three times tho bulk of water should be added to

the slops and soapsuds, and then you may safely apply the mixture to

all the plants you name, except tho Pelargoniums and the Vino border.

giving it copiously aud not in dribblets, and during dry weather. It 13

also good for Asparagus and Soa-kale.

CucuMHEBS Ulcered (A Subscriber).—The cracking of tho footstalk

and consequent ulceration, aro due to the great vigour of the plants, and

may be occasioned by the soil being too rich or too wet. There is no
remedy but to give the p'ants more room, letting them spread, and con-

fining stopping to pinching-out the points of the shoots one joint beyond

the fruit, keeping rather dry at the root, but not so much so as to cause

thefoliaiie to flag Any leaves ulcered sliould be removed, and if the

disease appear on the stems remove them close to where they originate.

Admit air freely and early in the morning, shutting up early in the after-

noon.

CucTJMBEna NOT SWELLING (J. H. C ).—We cannot account for the

fruit not swelling, as you say the heat is good top and bottom, and the

plants arc stopped one joiat beyond the fruit, tho shoots not too close

together, air given, water applied carefully, and everything dons to in-

sure success. We conclude from your statement that there is no faalt

in the treatment, therefore wc advise you to cut away all the old shootB

that had the fruit formed upon them two months ago, and leave some ot

tho best young shoots, training them over the bed at from 9 to 12 inches

ap-ii-t ; stop these shoots one joint beyond the fruit—that is, if they show

fruit before they are within 9 inches of tho side of the frame ;
but ijnot,

stop them at that, and keep them stopped to one joint beyond the fruit;

or, if no fruit show, stop them at the second or third leaf. Water so as

to keep the soil moist, but do not saturate it by heavy watering. Admit

air early in the morning, and shut up early in the afternoon, gi™JK a

sprinkling of water overhead before doing so. A good Cucumber for the

roof of a coul vinery is Stockwood Ilidge; but if you keep the house

tolerably warm it is Ukely that Telegraph would succeed, and it is one

of the best Cucumbers.

Cucumbers Failing (An Amateur).—We think your plants have not

sufficient heat. Thin out the shoots, not allowing them to become too

crowded, encouraging the young growths, and cutting out the old shoots,

stopping the young shoots one joint beyond the fruit, or, if they do not

show fruit, stop them at 9 inches from tho aide of the frumo. If there

ia not enough of shoots, they may be stopped at tbe thud or fourth

joint, so as to induce the production of shoots for furnishmg the bed at

from 9 to 12 inches apart. Except in very hot weather no shadmg 13

necessary—indeed, we never shade Cucumbers, unless when newly

planted, or after a period of dull weather, and only then with an old thm
mat during the hottest part of the day. You can hardly give too much
.air if you maintain the proper temperature; admit the air early in the

day, and shut up early in the afternoon. Do not overwater, but give

enough to keep the soil moist and prevent the leaves flagging.

Cucumber Disease {)V. S. D.).—Wo can offer you no remedy. See

what Mr. Fish says at page 313.

Camellias Infested with Aphis (^ma(ciir).—It is difficult to tell ths

cause of your CameUias being attacked with insects. You may destroythe

aphides by syringing them with tobacco water, that of the shops or from

the tobacco manufacturers being diluted with six times its volume of

water; or it may be made by boihng 2 ozs. of shag tobacco in a gaUon of

water for five minutes, covering up until cool ; then strain, adding suffi-

cient water to make three gallons. This may be syringed over the plants,

or the shoots infested dipped in it, which is a more economical plan,

and even more effectual.

Strawberries for Light Soil (^. B. C.) —It is of little use attempt-

ing Strawberrv culture on light soils, unlessthe ground be deeply trenched,

and the soil "well enri.hed with cool manure, cow dung being best.

The manure should bo put in the bottom of tho trenches, and n^ed
generally through the soil, and top-dressings of rich compost, as loam
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from turf mixed with an equal quantity of cow dang, should be given
in October. The spaces around the plants should also be mulched in
spring or eai-Iy in summer with littery manure, well watering in dry
weather after the plants come into flower, continuing to water until the
fruit is gathered. Trollope's Victoria, as you say, is ono of the best
varieties for light soils; Black Prince, Rifleman, Sir Charles Napier, and
Rivera's Eliza, are also good; Marguerite does well, and so do Alpines
with plenty of water. Strawberries of the Pine race, as a rule, do not
sncceed well on light soils, being very subject to canker, and too weak
in grow* u to swell their f i-uit properly.

Gladioli Bni^s (T. Grafton).—Tho young bulba form upon the d
ones of last year, and it is the young that grow in the following yeai-, and
not the old, for once a bulb has grown and flowered it is of no further
nse ; but the young bulb, with its ofi'^-^ts, is a continuation of the old- It
is incorrect to say tb-jt a bulb of 1837 will grow in 1859. though it cer-
tainly does so by the formation, during its year of growth, of bulbs and
ofisets that will flower in the succeeding years.

Mountain Ash Treatment (Idim).—The sprig and blocm enclosed to
ns are those of Pyrus Aucuparia, or Mountain Asb, a fine ornamental
tree of medium size, very pretty and sweet when in flower, end highly
ornamental in autumn with its finn red berries. It is raised from seed,
and plants can be had by the hundred or thousand of any nurseryman at
a cheap rate. It succeeds ia almost all soils and sitiations, being best
when planted on the margins of wood.s and pUntations, or where desired
for ornamental purpoi^es. It is a native of this country, is plentiful in
mountainous parts, and is, therefore, very hardy. So far from the fruit
being poisonous, it is eaten in some parts of Scotland and Wales.

Belladonna and Jacob:ea I^ilv Cosipost (Tyro).—Boih succeed in a
compost of three parts turfy loam, neither heavy nor light, and one part
leaf mould or old cow dung. Do not give them very large pots—indeed,
keep them under rather than overpotted. The Belladonna should be
constantly kept on a light shelf in the greenhouse. Set the pots on a
pan full of sand, which at no time ought to become dry, not even in
fiummer when the plant is dormant. Do not repot them until the roots
split the pots. The plants will begin to grow in autumn, when they
Bhonid be well supplied v.ith water, continuing to give it until the foliage
begin to decay, then cease watering. The Jacobrei Lily should be kept
on a shelf in the greenhouse, and treated in a similar manner, but the
season of growth is different. The Jacobjea Lily begins to grow early in
spring, and flowers in June or Jnly, or earlier. It should be well supplied
with water from the commencement until the completion of its growth ;

then withhold water altogcthtr, keeping it dry in winter, but the pot
should be set on a pan of wet sand, for nothing is more injurious than to
keep these plants dust dry during their period of rest.

Greenhouse Plants to Bloom from November to March (D. J.).~
Acacia armata, A. DrumTiondi, A. oleifolia elegans, A. longiflora mag-
nifica ; Boronia Drummoudi ; Bouvardins Brilliant, Hogarth, Hnmboldti,
and Leiantha floribunJa ; Citrus JAponica, Coronilla glauca ; C'orreas
Brilliant and sneciosa major ; Cyclamen Atkinsi. C. coum, and 0. persicum
varieties; Cypripediuniiu8!gne,Cj'tisu3 Atleeanus.C. racemosna, Daphne
Fortnnei ; Epiphyllnm truucatum elegans, violaceum, multiflorum,
Ruckerianum, and Russe'lianum ; Habrothamnus elegans, Hovea Celsi,
Linum trigynum, Lucali:i gratissima, Monochastum ensifernm. Primula
Binensis, double varieties : and Rhododendron jasminiflorum, R. javani-

cum, Princess Alice, Princess Royal, and Princess of Wales. In additioa
to the above, there are Chry3authemum&> Primulas, Cinerarias, Tree
Carnations. Violet3, Dielytra s^ectabilis, Prunus sinensis flore-plenOj
Deutzia gracilis, C;unellias, and Azaleas.

Top-DREssiso Azaleas and Camellias (T. C. F.).—You may top-
dress the plants with old cow dung, and that will to some extent lessen
the necessity for shiftinginto larger pots; but thfs must not be neglected,
though it need not be done oftener than every second or third year after
the plants are as large as you wish. The other manures you'name arc
not suitable for either Azaleas or Camellias.

Cutting Rose Blooms {An ,47;i/i(?[fr .—In cutting Rose blooms for the
coat or nosegay, no more of the shoot ehould bo removed than will give
a sufficient length of stalk or stem to the bloom, whilst leaving th 46 or

more leaves or joints from the last pruning. The more there islelt the
better.

Rhododendrons (The. Itoost).--They are unnamed varieties of no supe-
riority, and sold in mixtures by nurserymen at various prices per
hmidred. ••

Grubs (H. S. A.).—The grub you enclosed is a larva o[ the Cockchafer,
and the other gi-ub which you mention is probably that of the Daddy-
longlegs. You will see what wo said at page 379 of our list number.
Prevention ia batter than euro, and destroying the parents is more easy
than destroying their progeny. {F. J.).—The grubs which are eating the
roots of your Perillas are the larvie of the Daddy-longlegs, or Crane
Fly, Tipula olcracea. You will see what wp have said above. In yoni-

case we advise you to have tha earth stirred with a knife, and examined
thoroughly round the roots of all the Perilla plants; the marauders
might be found and destroyed.

Insects (G. 5.).—The objects on your Pear leaves, which you mistake
for chrysalids, are the moveable cases made by the caterpillars of a
small moth, belonging to the genus Astyages, or Coleophora (A. hemero-
biella). The caterpillars, except where very numerous, will hardly prove
injurious to the trees. (F. F.),—The grub which you sent, and which had
burrowed down the centre of your Rose saoot, was so completely
smashed in the post, that we are unable to determine wh-ther it be that

of a Sawfly. which is most probable, or of some moth. The only remedy
is to pick off and burn the drooping shoots.—W.
Name or Fucir lIih€ola).—Yoai Apple is the Eaddow Pippin, knowo

also as the Spring Ribston.

Names of Plants (Annie Hcyton).—1, Alyssum saxatile; 3, Saxifraga
granulata fl.-pl. ; 4, Arctostiphylos Uva-ursi ; No. 2 not recognised, send
again. (Mary Enouleg).—2, Deutzia scabra. IX. B.).—Lamium macula-
tum. (Snelhnove}.—1, Stellaria holostea ; 2, Polygala vulgaris ; 3, Pedi-

cnlaris sylvatica; 4, Potentil;a Tormentilla ; 5, appirently Rhiuanthtts
crista-gaili ; 6, Lamium album. (A Workmg Man).—1, Philadelphus
grandifioras ; 2, Polygonatum ofiicinale ; 3, Anchusa sempervirens

;

4, Centaurea montana. (Eastbourne).—1, Nicotiana longiflora; 2, SeU-
ginella Kraussiana, the S. hortensis of gardens; 4, Cystopteris fragilis.

{Five-years Sith:'crib:^r).—1, Pteris scrruiata ; 3, Polystichum augulare;
5, Cystopteris fragilis ; 6, PelJcea cordifolia ; 7, Selaginella Kraussiana;
8, Pteria erotica; 12, probably Cinoinalis fla^ens. (W. C).~Muscari
comosom. (E. R. £a;i/j(jr).—Cliauthus punicens, or Crimson Glory-Pea,

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS ia the Suburbs of London for the week ending June 8th.

Date.
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feel snre that it does oconr in every yard occnsionally, for the

quantity fowls driuk iu hot weatbor is beyond what any one

could couooivo—my birds in Bummor dispose of three gallons

per day.

When the attack arises from this eanse, if discovered at an
early period no treatment will be necessary ; but if the thirst

has beon excessive, considerable fover or other constitutional

disturbance may have been excited, and if the hens, therefore,

still continiio to attack each other or the cock, mild alkaline

correctives should be administered. One of the best is bicar-

bonate of potash, in sufficient quantity to make the water

slightly alkaline, given in the water they drink, each alternate

day only, for two or three times. 1 had the shanks of one pen
bleeding for nearly a week on ono occasion. In very severe

cases aperients shoijtd bo exhibited, and the birds carefully

dieted till their health appears perfectly restored.

None of my fowls ever have meat, and, in some such cases

when the other food is not selected with judgment, it is nn-

donbtedly oon-ect that the want of it causes cannibalism. In this

case, as one of your correspondents says, boiled liver is a snre

remedy; no o&er animal food, not even paunch, is nearly so

good, the liver having a laxative effect which in itself tends

towards a cure. That too much meat, on the other hand, will

cause the same evil, is a fact almost eveiy breeder knows.
In some other cases which have bafJed every other curative

means, I have known the administration of chopped or crushed

raw bones to stop the evil. I was indebted to Mr. F. Crook for

the first knowledge of this, and for a long time was much
puzzled to account for its occasional success, where meat alone

had failed. But on reflection, I am inclined to think the

various component parts of the bones to some extent supply

the place of small moUasks, of which fowls are inordinately

fond, and of which they get a plentiful supply when at liberty.

It is only a coujectare, but I can suggest no other reason ; and
the quill of a feather and bone have certainly much in common.
The bones should be smashed or cruslel as small as peas,

when the fowls will eat them greedily, and if given in moderation

this food will not only improve their laying, but add to the

gloss and hardness of feather.

A great preventive of this vice is to give soft food, having a

laxative tendency, and the best is white oats ground coarsely

so as not altogether to destroy the husk. This will keep the

bowels in order, and as in human beings, so in fowls, this is

the great means of keeping off depraved appetites of any kind.

But what I would chiefly insist on is, that no ono treatment is

suited to every instance, and the puzzled owner should tax his

reflection to discover, if he can, what is the probable cause in his

own particular case. After all, there are cases which baffle every

attempt at cure, and which, I believe, are due to some mysterious

disturbance of the female system, such as is occasionally met
with in other classes of animals, and which in poultry has

never, I believe, been investigated. I have often seen indica-

tions of this, and once knew a hen eat her own chicken just

hatched ! In the latter case it will be at once remarked that

the cause may again have been excessive thirst ; and in fact,

the whole class of cases occasioned in this way, especially when
compared with my experimental case, in which the cock's head

was attacked, and Mr. Lane's, bear a striking analogy to the

frequent cannibalism of doe Rabbits, which it is well known can

be checked by giving them water during the period of suckling.

However caused, there can be no doubt the vice often be-

comes a habit, and though restored to perfect health the bird

continues to practise it as such. Some such cases are incurable
;

in others the remedies have been already pointed out by previous

correspondents—viz., separating the ciifender for a time, and
smearing the sufferer with some nauseous composition, of

which aloes is best on account of its strong purgative nature,

which considerably disorders the offender's stomach, and there-

by tends to wean her of her objectionable fancy.

I wish again to say, I do not pretend to have pointed out the

Oftuse and cure in all cases. I have simply stated what I know,
and by experience have proved ; and I fee! convinced that if

others would do the same we should soon get to the bottom of

this matter, the mist puzzling, I think, ia the whole range of

poultry-keeping.

—

Nemo.

Ipswich Poultry Snow.—We wish to call attention to the

very liberal prize list issued by the Ipswich Poultry Society for

their next Exhibition, which is to be held in connection with

the Suffolk Great Agricultural Show. We understand there is

a great falling-off in the applications for prize lists, but we hope

exhibitors will yet send in their entries, and thus uphold what

we believe to be one of thebest managed provincial exhibitiong.

RAILWAY CHARGES.
It will be in the recollection of those who were interested in

the abortive attempt made some years ago to lessen the charges

made by railway companies, that there was a surplus after pay-

ing the expenses of such appeal. On taking counsel with our

good treasurer to the fund, ho recommended my dealing with it

as I thought boit myself, without a consultation with the various

subscribers, which was indeed impossiblo. A treasurer with a

surplus is like a Chancellor of the Exchequer with a surplus,

and " What will he do with it V " is a question that those in-

terested are disposed to ask, and anxious thimselves toprovide an

answer for. This would have been an insurmountable difficulty.

I have, therefore, determined as tho course most likely to give

general satisfaction, to present in the names of the subscribers

the said amount, about £8, to the Committee of tho Birmingham

Show, and to add it to the extra prizes for single cocks. I may
now state that the offer had been very gratefully accepted by

that Committee, and that it has been thus apportioned:—Grey

Dorking cocks, £2 ; Dark Brahma ditto, £'2
;
Duckwing Gamo

ditto, £2 ; Poland cock, £1 ; Any other variety class, £1.

I hope this arrangement, though not exactly that which we

hoped might be the termination of our unsuccessful efforts, will

be satisfactory.—Joseph Hinton, Warvdnster, IVilts, formerly

of Hinton, near Bath.

TAILS OF COCHIN-CHINA AND BRAHMA
POOTRA COCKS.

Much has been written at various times respecting the

trimmed hocks of Cochins and Brahmas. There has recently

appeared to me something new, that should bo equally con-

demned, in the preparation of the tails of some Cochins lately

exhibited. I have been a breeder and successful exhibitor for

many years, but have personally attended few shows ;
however,

at an exhibition I lately visited I saw Cochins whose tails had

evidently been under the influence of the curling-iron, care

having been previously taken to remove those stubborn feathers

that would not yield to snch influences. By such means a

beautiful but unnatural tail was produced. If birds so pre-

pared are passed by our most eminent judges and prizes

awarded to them, there will be but little chance for exhibitors

who show their birds in a perfectly natural state being success-

ful. I hope judges will in future pay more attention to this

most important point, and not be satisfied with the appear-

ance of birds in a pen, but by a thorough examination see

that all natural feathers in the tail and wings are present, after

making due allowance for any broken or moulted feather.

—

ExHiEiTOP., Scarborough,

LLVBILITY OF RAILWAY PROPRIETORS FOR
BIRDS LOST BY THEM.

I HAVE just succeeded in obtaining from the London and

North-Western Railway Company, through the County Court,

the sum of £.5 5s., the value of a Satinette Pigeon lost in transit

between Birmingham and Birkenhead, in spite of their bye-

law, which states they will not be responsible for loss of fowls

beyond a certain value, except the amount is stated at the time

of' booking, and 5 per cent, insurance paid on that amount.

Perhaps to some of your readers the above information may

be valuable, as they will then know the risk they are at in

sending valuable birds by rail. I should not object to pay a

small premium, but when sending birds to a show, say worth

£50, to pay £2 10s. as insurance is no joke.—Frank Graham,

107, Sandon Terrace, Birkenhead.

FAILURES IN DRH^ING.

I HAVE two old stocks of bees which I am desirous of

changing to Woodbury hives, and I have made one attempt to

do BO by driving, but I found the bees were very obstinate, and

only a portion would leave the combs after being inverted and

rapping being continued nearly half an hour. I therefore drove

them back again, for I did not see how I could "move the

combs, &c., without destroying many of the bees. Will yon be

kind enough to inform me whether tho fumes of the prepared

fundus used for fumigating will injure the younger bees, or any
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part of the brood, if I adopt that plan ? There are many drones

io both hives, bat no signs whatever of swarming. I have also

one stock of Ligariane in a Woodbury hive which seems very

strong, but they have not begun to hang out yot. Is it, there-

fore, desirable to vyait for those signs before taking an artificial

swarm ? And thirdly, by placing the super on now, would that

prevent their natural swarming, or impair the swarm by delay-
* ing it until the super is lilled or removed ? My main object with

the Ligurians is swarms, not honey ; but as they will gather

honey as well aa breed, it seems very desirable to give them
ample space for both purposes, without which they must do

one tiling at the expense of the other.

—

Novice.

[We can only advise you to " try again." It is certain that

when once you have by practice acquired the knack of " driv-

ing," almost any stock which you may choose to attack will

speedily succumb. Still even this rule, like almost every other

referring to bees, is not entirely without exception, as is proved
by the following incident wbich was recently related to us by a

gentleman who had resided in Germany for some years :—At
one of the great annual meetings of German beekeepers it was
thought desirable to afford such novices as might be present a

practical lesson in the art of " driving," and to this end anin-
babited hive was produced, inverted, and drummed upon in the
orthodox manner. To the dismay of the operator the bees

refused to budge, nor would they succumb even to the united
efforts of all the great " bee-fathers " then present, who tried

tlieir hands one after the other only to retire in confusion.

What was now to be done '> It would never do to allow the bees

to remain masters of the field. So the hive was finally cut to

piece?, the combs extracted, and in this way were the poor bees
nltiraatcly dislodged from the fortalice which they had so long
and so triumphantly held against all comers. Had the assembly
acted upon the advice given by Mr. A. Pettigrew in page 256 of

onr 15th volume, and poured half a pound of simple syrup over
the bees a quarter of an hour before the operation, the result

would probably have been different and more edifying to the
rising generation of Teutonic beekeepers.
We do not know whether fungus smoke affects the brood, but

we believe that stupefaction by its means is injurious to the bees
themselves.

Your Ligurians in a Woodbury hive may well be strong
enough to afford a swarm, although they have not yet "hung
oat." We should open the hive, look over the combs, and
jadge for ourselves. If you want swarms and mean to obtain
them artificially, a super will only be in the way.]

RAPID INCREASE OF LIGURIANS.
On retnrning home at the end of May, I found that a stock of

Iiigorians which I had from Mr. Woodbury had thrown off its

fburth swarm this year—all good large swarms, and all taken
Balisfactorily ! Is this not very unusual ?—E. W.

[Four large swarms from one stock during May are an nn-
Qsually early and rapid rate of increase. We fancy the stock

most have over-swarmed itself, and that it would have been
better to have returned the last. The season is, however, so

little advanced that it may probably recuperate itself before

vinter.]

SUPERS.
The bees in one of my best snpered Woodbury hives alter

working faivly in the super, one-third filling it, swarmed yester-

day. Will you say whether you think it owing to my having
naed some drono comb for guide comb in the super? I have
used some rather fine pieces, and believing to have read some-
where that it is not good for supers, I shall be much obliged

6y early opinions from you.—A. B.

[We So not think the use of drone guide-comb had anything
to do with the issue of the swarm. It is usually eschewed in

enpers because drone honeycomb is not so valuable for table

purposes. Had it been our own oa?e we should at once have
looked over the hive, removed the young queen, excised all

royal cells, and returned the swarm.]

FOUL BROOD.
I EEC to thank you for your advice as to getting rid of the

wax motb, and to tell you your conjecture that the colony was
suffering from foul brood was correct ; for on examining the

combs, several of them were found to be in a dreadful state,

the cells full of a substance resembling thick cream, and oi

about the same colour. As to the history of the stock, it wag
purchased by my employer last October, of Messrs. Keighbonr
and Sons, to whom it has since been returned. It appeared to

be strong and flourishing all the winter ; it stood in a bee house
with some black bees in common straw hives. Do you think it

likely they will be infected by it ? They appear to be strong and
flourishing at present. One of them threw off a strong swarm
on the 10th of May, and the last on the 23rd, both of which
appear to be doing well.— S. S., Ware.

[It this be really foul brood, it is very possible that it may
have communicated the infection to one or more ol your other

stocks. J

OUR LETTER B(5x.
TocLocsE Geese {Thrcc-i/eara Suhgcr!her).~Ton\ousc Geese are very

hardy, they are early layers, and lay large numbers of eggs. They do
uot sit.

HA&rBUROB Fowls (T. M. L.).—No. 3 of yonr poaltry alone appears in
health ; she will, doubtless, lay again directly, if she has not done so
for the Inst two months. It may be she lays now, but 4hat her eggs are
oaten by herself or by some other. No. 1 is suffering from chronic cramp,
and will die. KoB. 2 are sufiering from the same in an early stage, or

from eating poisonous food. If they roost in a house with a brick,

wooden, or stone floor, that is the cause. Remove it, or cover it at least

inches deep with dry earth, gravel, or grit.

Hen- Dying Suddenly {M. K, EiirhwootD.—TaT woul i not kill tiie

fowls. Some people give tar pills, but the bird sent has died suddenly

—

that is, whatever caused death was of short duration, and produced con-
gestion. The crop contained no grass, hat a large quantity of what
appeared to be Indian meal. The gizzard was full of food, ond the intes-

tines loaded. Either she was unable to digest any food, or was stricken

for death just after a hearty meal. There were no other indications of

sickness, and the body was well nourished. If, as wo suppose, the bird

has been kept on Indian meal, it may afford some clue, as that has such
a tendency to produce internal fat. that all tke functions of the body are
first impeded and tlien stopped. Wo believe that to be the present case,

and if the food be continued all will die or become useless. Feed for a

few days sparingly, and then give oatmeal, whole barley, and barleymeal
alternately. Give them camphor in their water freely ; and until the
comlis become ruddy again, give them bread steeped in strong ale.

Poultry Hocse (J. D.).—In the "Poultry Book for the Many" are
some plans. You can have it free by post from our otilce if you enclose
seven postage stamps with your address.

Bantam Cock Dvixg (.4 Subscriber).—You lost your bird most Ukely
from roup caused by the damp and cold weather. Another time give
bread soaked in beer, and get a box of Baily's roup pills.

Golden Pheasants (T. P., Seti Hoiwc).—Y'our Pheasants want lime or
something of the same kind to form the shell of the egt^. Give them a
basketful of bricklayers' rubbish, thrown down in their pen. Let them
have growing grass and fresh mould.

YouKG Pigeons Dying (A Suh^cribrr).—Your birds either died from the
fault of the old ones ceasing to feed them too soon, or from the late cold

cheerless we.ather, and perhaps your loft is not perfectly dry. Our young
Pigeons are doing much bettor now that the weather ia waruier and drier.

Pigeons for an Aviaey iB. B.).—Any of the non-flying varieties do
admirably for an aviary, such as high-class Tumblers, Jacobins, Fantails,
A-e.. whereas it is half cruel to keep any of the Carrier variety, or Owls,
or flying Tumblers so contiued ; Antwerps particularly dash about, and
are %\ith their power of wing sadly cramped. Of all varieties, perhaps,
Fantails are most suited, as thoy neither can fly, nor wish to attempt it.

We have some perfectly tamo aviary ones. You should read Mr. Brent's
" Pigeon Book," and follow his aivice as to green food, condiments, &c.r
in order to keep Pigeons that are aviary birds in health.

Food for Wrens (SuhHcriher and Constant Render).—Boiled rice,

boiled potatoes and carrots, hard-boiled egg, bruised hempseed, maw
seed, and scraped meat mixed together.

Breeding Meal Worms {Ident).~'I]ic3G can be bred by pntting_ a
quantity into a good-sized earthenware-pan, three-fourths filled with
bran and meal, small pieces of cloth and flannel, a small piece of fat, and
several common wine corks ; the iian to be tied over with brown paper
perforated a httle, and kept in a warm place.

Changing the Water for, and Feeding Gold Fish {Idem) —Once
everj- alternate day" is sutflcient to change the water for fish. It

should be entirely fresh, but not filtered, as the insects in the water serve
the fish for food. 'They should have, occasionally, small blood worms, or

scraped meat and little pellets of bread or biscuit given them. Dip a
small piece of stale bread or biscuit in tlie water, and make pellets about
the size of a barley corn, aud drop them iu the water in front of the fish.

Wo&DBrrRY Hives (E. J.).—Instructions for inducting swarms into-

Woodbury hives are given in page 82 of " The Gardener's Almanack,''
published at this office, price Li. The frames will not shift if these in-

structions be followed, nor will they be afterwards fi.xed by the bees.

Frame hives can be more conveniently manipulated when placed singly

than when in a beehonse, and under these circumstances require the
protection of roofs aud outer cases such as are described and figured in

pages 18 and 19 of the seventh edition of " Bee-keeping for the Many."
The wooden block will be speedily fixed by the bees, but can be removed,
and perforated sine substituted at any time, when upward ventilation

may be deemed desirable. The long openings which you describe as

existing in the adapting board are all right. The plan of restricting the
communication between stock hives and supers by means of very naiTow
slits has not yet been suflieiently tested to induce us to reeouimeod its

general adoption- You had better vsTite direct to Mr. Woodbury, Moimt
Radford, Exeter, fur information as to prices, Ligurians, Ac.

Payne's Improved Cottagers' Hives (L. if S. W. Jf.}.—You can obtain

them of any of the hive laakers who advertise in this Journal.
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principal nurseries at a reanonable rate, and the prices will fall

as the demand increases. Kept for a long time in the nursery,
and but seldom called for, who can wonder that the prices should
be high? On the Continent they are in demand, and the
charges made for them are in proporlion to the cost of propa-
gation and growing them to a size fit for decorative purposes.
1 allude to this simply to show nhy the prices should be com-
paratively higher in this country than tbfy are in France and
Belgium. There is one fact wliich many overlook—namely,
that plants raised and grown abroad, though (hey may be
dheaper, are not nearly so good as those which have been
grown for a time at least, if not actually raised, in this country.
The best time for obtaining the plants is in summer, say

August, as the growth is then mostly formed, but when not to

be carried any great distance, they may be safely removed at

any time if protected from cold and >>uiing winds by cartful

packing. The worst months to move them are May and Jure,
for the plants are then making new growths. They ought to be
fresh potted when they are beginning to grow, and at no other
time. It is desirable to keep them in comparatively small
pots, as they never root freely when placed in a large mass of

soil; besides, for decorative purposes they never are so much
in request as when in pots of tmnll size, for they can then be
placed in vases and in positions for which large pots would be
tmsuitable ; therefore, keep them in as small pots as possible.

The best time to repot is at the end ot April or beginning of

May, but if they begin to grow, pot them as they start. The
plants may be kept healthy iu the same-sized pots for two or

three years, and even then the shifts need not be large, for on
turning them out of the pots, as much of the old soil as possible

should be removed, and this being done the plant may be
placed in a pot little larger than that iu which it was pre-
viously growing. Good drainatje thould be given, but it must
not take up too much of the pot-room, and should be covered
with a thin layer of cocoa-nut fibre, or some of the rougher
parts of the compost, nfter the finer part has been sifted out.

In potting keep the plants rather high, not burying too much
of the stem, at the same time let the roots be covered with soil

at each repotting. The compost ought to be well worUed-iu
amongst the roots

;
pot fiimly, but do not make the soil very

hard nor the surface very fine or firm, but leave it bo that water
and air will enter freely.

The most suitable soil is a light peat, which is very fibrous

without being spongy, like that from decayed moss, and full of

white taud. It should be torn iu pieces wiih the hand and
made rather fine, using it finer for the smaller plants, and
Ooarser for the largest plants, but it must be used as it is, rough
and small together. One-third sandy fibrous loam from turf

not cut thicker than 1 inch may be added, and it that cannot
be obtained, it is well to omit loam altogether. One-fourth
cow dung not lees than a year old, and dry, may be added, as

well as one-sixth of silver sand, and the whole well mixed.
After polling watering should be carefully attended to, not

giving more than enough to keep the soil moist, until the routs

are working in it, then water well, and when growing fietly

copious 6uppli<is of water should be given so as to encourage
igrowth. When the growths are complete the soil should be

kept moist, inclining to dryness in winter. After the plants aie

potted, and are beginning to grow, the atmosphere can hardly
be kept too moist. Do not syringe over the foliage in the heat

of the day, but sprinkle the paths and walls. The plants

may be syringed overhead morning and evening, the water
being distributed so as to resemble a gentle shower. Syring-

ing may be discontinued after the leaves are full sized, for if

persevered in too long the foliage may become brown.
When the plants are commencing to grow, keep the atmo-

ilphere rathir close, but still give air eaily enough iu the day
to dry the foliage before the sun shines powerfully on the
house, which should be closed early iu the afternoon iu order to

-economise the sun heat as much as possible. When the growths
are maturing, abundance of air and light should be given iu

order to perfect them , and to give the leaves that leathery texture

and dark green appearance which add so much to the beauty
of Palms. Prom March to July or August when the Palms are

in a groiving state, slight shading from very hot sun is neces-

sary. For this purpose nothing is better than whitening,
brought to the consistency of thin paint viith milk, and laid

over the glass with a brush.
The tempprature at night from April to August should be

from 60° to 65°, and in June, for the stove species, 70° ; by day
it may he from 70° to 75° without sun, and 80°, 85°, 90°, or

more, with sun and abundance of air, avoiding cold currents.

In winter it may be 55° at night, and C0° duiing the early
autumn and late summer months. Tie day temperature need
not exceed 00° or 65° from fire heat, and 70° or 75° with Bnn.
The majority of Palms will succeed in a winter temperature of
50°, it the atmos] here he lept dry, and the soil not made wet;
and iu rooms they will retain their freshness frcm September
to April it the leaves be sponged every three or four weeks,
supplying water at a temperature of about 60°, so as to keep
the foliage from beconiiug limp. At the end of March they
should be placed in heat to start thtm, and kept there until a
good growth is well matured.
The greenhouse sorts will require a winter temperatnre of

from 40° to 45°, and from March to August the thermometer
may rise to fiom 50' to 55° at night, and 70° to 75° by day;
but with sun heat to 80° or 85°. The plants msy be placed in
a vinery to mature the growth, and then will be available for

greenhouse or in-door decoration.—G. Abbey.

BEDDING TULIPS.
I HAVE rend with much pleasure the article under this head-

ing in page 335, by Mr. J. W. Cobb. Like him 1 am a oalti-

vator of these beautiful flowers, as well as an ardent advocate
of their more extended use. The list be has given is a good
one, embracing almost every type of variation in these gorgeous
flowers, and yet it appears deficient in a few varieties that I

think should form a part of every collection. These are Keizer
Kroon, in the way of Ducbesse de Parma, but with a broad
border of the purest yellow ; flowers large and extremely
showy; thoroughly reliable, being always certain, and un-
equalled, or at least unsurpaseed. for massing : PiiucesBS

d'Autriche, of the stjie of Keizer Kroon, but instead of the

yellow bolder, it is broadly feaibered with this c:lour, and has
a red flame the whole length of the centre of the petal ;—a bold

and showy variety : and Couleur Pi nceau, a pretty flower for

beds or massing in colours, rosy crimson edges, with a white
flame up each petal ; sometimes almost a self flower, at other

times I have seen the petals nearly all while. These belong to

the group of edged or bordered flowers.

Partly an edged flower, but cUssea with the self flowers, is

Couleur Caidinul, a very showy flower, having a kind of bronzy
crimson ground, and feathered with fiery crimson. The habit

of growth and dark colour of the foliage of this variety are

peculiar characleiistics belonging to it, and it can, inconse-

quence, be easily detected when in a growing slate. Another
fine self variety is Cramoisie Supcrbe, of a rosy cerise hue, a
fine and showy fliwer ; while its broken form, Cramoisie Boyale,

striped and somelimes feathered with white, is also very good.

Between the first-named and Monument I cannot detect the

slightest difference. Oiber fine self flowers are Van der Neer,

deep purplish violet, unquestionably the best of all the self

flowers of this hue of colour, as well as being of fine form;

and Heine des Viuletles, pale soft violet, a beautiful variety.

Of yellow flowers I can recommend La Cour de France, deep

yellow, feathered and striped with crimson ; and the red-striped

Pottebakker, or simi'ly the Yellow Puttebukker with red stripes;

it is valuable as gi»i"g variation. A capital flower for bedding

purposes is E jsa Mundi, white, delicately feathered with pale

rose, exceedingly pretty, and very effective. If Mr. Cobb
were to obtain some or all of these, I think he would be pleased

with the quality and usefulness of the flowers.

For forming striking and effective masses of colour, nothing

can compare with the Tulip; but a little care should be exer-

cised in selecting the proper vaiieties. Either the flowers 80

employed should be self-coloured, or, when biculored, should

be only such as are showy and striking. Ot self flowers I

should recommend Couronne Pourpre, crimson purple; Ver-

milion Biillant, brii^bt scarlet crimson ; and Couleur Cardinal,

as representing crimson shades. Of purple shades I am con-

tent with Van der Neer, Proserpine, and Eeine des Violettes.

Ot white flowers. White P.jttebakker and Eosa Mundi. Of
yellows, LiiPluio d'Or, or GoMen Prince ; Prince deLigne, pure

yellow; and Yellow Pi.ttfebakker, addinu to this group Thomas
Moor^. Of edged or bordered flowers, Keizer Kroon, Duchesse

de Parma, a splendid bedder, and PrinC'jsse d'Autriche. Of

striped flowers, Rovul Standard, sometimes called Silver

Standard ; Bride of H^arhm, and Cramoisie Eoyale.

I must also beg to add a few doulile flowei-s to Mr. Cobb'g

list in this division. Gloria Sofia is one which, though scarcely

so striking as Tournesol, is yet a most useful and cheap kind,

and is edged with deep gold. Overwinnaar, or La Belle Alii-
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anee, is another—white ground, witU heavy flakes of pale

pnrplo, a littlu late in blooming, but fine and showy, Kone
Bclataote 13 a very f;<>»d and useful rosy maroqu btilf ; aud
Ophir d'Or, scarlut, edj^ed aud stii]icd with yellow.

Of " peciiliiir Tulips," or more (iro[icrly *'peaking, epocies, I

can commend T. conuita »a very tlleotivG in masses, the curi-

ous threiid-likB petals liiving a good tbouKb t-inguluv eiYect. I

have groivn this seasuu four varieties of T. curuuta, but of

these only one represented the fac-^iiuile of the original flower—^viz., T. ooruuta nmculuta, tbii being blotched with yellow.

The others word rich dark flowers, one named T. cornuta
falgens being particularly so; but Ihey approached nearly to

T. Ges^nerlaua in build. T. viridiflora is both curious and
pretty, having a greenish tint on a yel!owi^hwhito ground.
T. persica is a daurf-growing species, having palo yellow

flowers with dark strijiea on the backs ol the petals, the blooms
produced in Ihrees. I obtained these species from Holland. 1

cannot say the descriptions .are coi-rect of the reul f-pecies, as

I have previou.sly found much oonfutim to prevail in Holland
in regard to eincies, and anything received from there under a
specific name must not be accepted as thoroughly true till

aotuiUy tested to be so.

There are many old favourites of the flower garden waiting

to be restored to favour in the coming great restoration period.

Many of these, together with hardy herbaceous plants, &c.,

are steadily but surely rising in popular esteem, and they

who contemplate the cultivation of the early Tulips should
also possess themselves of a few of these interesting aud some-
what grotesque species. They will prove a fountain of un-
imagiued interest aud pleasure. Once taken to the floral home
as a part of the domestic circle, they will not soon bo banished
Irom it to the desolation of being disregarded aud forgotten.

—Via.

SUMMER STOrPING FRUIT-TREE SHOOTS.
The readers of " our Journal " were last week indebted to

your correspondent " Aiicuameadd" for his sea-souable advice

on summer pruning (aea page 3(j7). I think with him that the

old, but still-too-often-pructised, plan of stripping fruit trees of

half their leaves at the end of June or .July is a very bad one,

and should be numbered with " things of (he past,"

I think the end of May is the proper time for going over the

trees for the first time; but there is so much to be done then
that it is too often neglected. Grass requires more frequent
mowings, bedding-out has to be attended to, after which come
thinning crops, slaking, tying, aud generally a whole host of

weeds to conquer. About a great many places all these matters
must be attended to before breastwood can be thought of. This
year I took a liuedsy, about the middle of Jliiy, before the hurry
and bustle of bedding-out commenced, and went over Apricot,

Peach, Plum, and Pear trees, tyiug-iu what was wanted, and
pinching the tips of the other shoots, and I think the results

will be better than if I had left the trees till now, even bad I

time to go over them. It is a wonder that there is not more
harm done to trees beaiing fruit by this wholesale destruction

ol foliage than there is, when we consider bow dependent the
roots of a tree are upon its leaves. A very striking illustration

of this came under my notice some time ago—the result of bad
management, by-lbe-bj ; but

"Let 'liv« and learn,' onrniotto be.

In all we do. or say, or see.

And ne'er from dire niisfortono flee.

h'ov bear iu mind,
To failure as succeew a fee.

You're sure 10 find."

Three or four young Cucumber plants had all their leaves

destroyed by tobacco smoke. Immediately afterwards they

were plunged in a bii.'ik bottom beat, aud after having started

into fresh growth were turned out of their pots for the purpose

of being planted-out, when, much to our astonishment, we dis-

covered that their roots bad perished with the leaves. On
breaking the balls, however, we found roots pushing from the

stem. Now, if by destroying the leaves of a Cucumber plant

yon at the same time destroy its roots, how many roots will be

killed, or what will ba the result of removing hilf the foliage

of a Fear tree, and that the most active half, too, as the

youngest leaves always are ?

"Aechambaud," when he sayp, "Pinch the strongest shoots

first, &e.," recommends a very common practice amongst gar-

deners, but, notwuhstanJing, I tbmk it la a mistake to do so.

If the strongest are to be pinched, then the weak ones should

not be touched at all. 1 here quote a jiaseage from Johnson's

"Science and Practice of Gardening" (page 233), which will
say more in favour of this than any words of luino. "Wh«n
it is ueceseory to stop all the shoots of a plant, the wcakett
ought to be first stopped, in order to get them slronger, and JB

easily shown on a common Laurel. Take a branch during
Juno with two young shoot*—the one very strong, the other a
weak one; stop the weak one, and allow it (o push two or three
eyes into leaf, then stop the strong one, and l)efore it can break
again, the shoots on the weak one are grown, and able to draw on
the sap more than those which are merely breaking bud on the
strongest shoot. Tlien, suppose we leave only two shoots to
come from the weaker jiarent, and four or five shoots from the
stronger, the balance of strength is reslortd in a month, and
you have six shoots of equal, or nearly equal, strength ; but if

you stop the strongest first, and allow it to break into three or
four fresh ones before you stop the weak shoot, these three or
four having the start of v/hatever the weakest hhoot will give
out, thoy will keep a-head till the end of the season, if they do
not starve the weaker and later shoots altogether."—11. Inglir.

CLOTH OF GOLD ROSE—THE NORTH-EASI
WIND.

I HAP the pleasure last week of seeing in full bloom two mag-
nificent plants of this "coy maiden," wbijh so often refuses
to display its beauties. They covered the front of a house be-

longing to the Misses Whittle, residing in this parish (WestwelJ),
one of whom is an enthusiastic Rose fancier ami grower. These
plants were budded on the Bjursault, and have been allowed
to grow at will ; they produce annually hundreds of blooms, and
nothing can be grander than their appearance. One of the
blooms cut for me measured Gi inches in diameter when ex-
panded. It is, I believe, under such circumstances only that
Cloth of Gold can be grown to perfection, and when so grown
it is the queen of all yellow Eoses.

I have never witnessed anything like the destruction caused
by a severe gale of wind accompanied with heavy rain, that we
had throughout this neighbourhood on Friday, the 28 hof May,
at least as far as the Pear crop is concerned. Previous to that

I had a fine crop, but now all under the trees are black balls as
big as hazsl nuts, which are, alas, ray crop of Bon ChieiienB,
Bearrij de Capiaumont, &c. On the sides exposed to the wind
there is not a Pear left, and the only trees that have really

escaped are some dwarf Pears, which Mr. Elvers kindly sent
mo in the autumn. Not only are the Pears gone, but Filberts

have also auffored, and the leaves of the Litne are scorched and
withered as if in autumn. I am sura Mr. Kingsley could neyer
have owned an exposed garden, or he would not have sung
its praises.

—

J)., Deal.

RINGING FRUIT TREES.
Possibly the two extreme cases I am about to narrate may

not only be interesting, but elicit from some of your scientific

readers and practical physiologists their opinions, and under
what circumstances in its immediate or remote elleet the ring-
ing of fruit trees can be beneficially adopted.

First, in the autumn of 18G7, in consequence of an old Pear
tree having produced no blossom, consequently no fruit, for
manyyear.s, a friend advised the cutting or barking 2 inches of
the trunk or cue of its stems. The liber or inner baikof a stem
2 inches iu diameter, was cut away 2 inches in length. The
whole circle was perfect, even to the loss of some of the softer

wood or alburnum.
About G inches above the cut the stem branched out into

three lees ones, each about 10 feet in length. The division
was so effectual that none of the descending sap could pass
back to the roots -to perform its usual functions. The conse-
quences of this operation were bloom aud the lipening of two
Pears last summer. Ko other part of the tr£e had bloom.

This year the appearance of the three branches above the
cut stem was one mass of white blossom, there being only one
blossom on any other part of the tree ; and there are at this
time, besides numbers that I have removed, thirty-six Pears,
healthy, and apparently going on to maturity. The tree covers
the wall to the extent of ii feet. In the upper portion of the
division of the bark cut, there is a very considerable enlarge-
ment, apparently from the deposition of the descending sap,
but on the edge of the bark of the lower cut next the earth
there is no enlargement.

Second, I have a very old Walnut tree, the trunk about
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18 inobeB in diametpr, which blossoms and bears frtut abun-
dantly every year. The tree is hollow, has no wood, no albur-
nntn.no pith, or medullary canal; itisnowonly bark, apparently
extremely thickened

; the solid portion of the sap separated
from the water which held it in solution, and becoming depo-
sited and eellular, supports the life of the tree.
Here are two instances of trees each bearing fruit, one de-

nuded of its liber or bark by artificial means, the other from
natural causes, having to all appearance no other means of
life but the great excess of liber or bark.—J. C. H., Andover.

tjOlOi 'r> '-! r. \.^ '"-. ,. T^

THE AEHANGEMENT OF CUT FLOWERS.—No. a.

Tho.se who have conservatories to resort to f>r their flowers
and foliage have a comparatively easy task, and can, with a
little practice, easily tiU their vases with beauty. The colours
of exotics are so clear and delicate, that nothing but simplicity
is required in their arraugemeut. What, for instance, can be
more beautiful than a Dobson vase arranged with Azaleas, a
few sprays of pink at the bottom and white at the top, with
nothing but Maidenhair Fern for foliage ? or the magnificent
Bucharis, with small bright-coloured flowers and leaves iater-
mised ? or some richly tiutod Pelargonium and the Dtutzia
gracilis, with any suitable Fern, though perhaps the Miudenhair
is of all the most effective ? Several of the fronds sho'jld be
tied at some distance xip the stem of the vase, to take oil the
bare appearance there would otherwise be ; and before the
flowers aie put in, the glasses should be filled with sand and
water, and—instead of moss, which is recommended for garden
and wild flowers—tbe small-leaved Ljcopod should be planted
all over. It will live a considerable time, and seldom requires
changing. Should the vase be small or the flowers very light,

the sand may be dispensed with.
A group of Ferns only, in a high vase of frosted glass, has a

very pleasant effect in a bright sunny room, and is especially
recommended fur dinner-tablo decoration in summer. Care
should always be taken to suit the flowers to the room or place
for which they are intended. In a gaily furnished room plenty
of while flowers and foliage should be used, while in a dull or
shaded room brilliant culoniing is better; but the colours must
be well blended, or they will completely spoil each other.
Scarlet and white, as the most prominent colour.?, with a free
mixture of small blue flowers, and a tinge of jellow here and
there, with Ferns and Grasses, have a cheerful effect ; but no
two reds, blues, or violets should over be placed side by fide.

Yellow should be used sparingly as a rule, thoush it often looks
well when alone, or mixed wiili blue or violet. Purple and white
flowers look exceedingly well with very yellow-green foliage,

such as belongs to the white Periwinkle.
' One very easy and effective way of arranging flowers is to

have a number of small vases about the room, and to fill each
with a distinct variety. This way is particularly useful for wild
flowers, as their colours are seldom decided enough to mix well
with other tints, and yet they will furnish many a fragrant and
dainty decoration for the drawing-room it skilfully managed.
Imagine a Dobson stand covered with deep pink Dog Bnses, a
basketful of Honeysuclile, a high vase of the blue water Forget-
me-not, and some specimen glasses with any pretty flower that
may chance to grow in the neighbourhood—the whole effect

will be very good, and the scent delightful.

Thnu;^h it is certainly more difficult to arrange garden and
wild flowers than those which grow in a holhonse, yet if a little

time and thought be expended on the subject, it is astonishing
what a variety of beauliful arrangements may be made from
the simplest materials. Almost everything that grows in an
ordinary garden may be used with advantage at some time.
Even the twigs of trees will sometimes look well as foliage, such
as the dark brown leaves and nuts of the Copper Beech, the
brush-like flower of the Sycamore, and the sweet scented Lime
blossom. But everything should be arranged as Nature directs.

That which grows in a drooping form should still be allowed to
droop, and many a long-stemmed flower is spoilt by being
clipped to the requirements of a shallow vase. Crowding also
should be carefully avoided, and the light and graceful forms
of plants and trees should be imitated as much as possible in
the arrangement of flower vases.—L., Laughton.

the flues, or on the house floor. Shake it every morning, and
you will have plenty of work in killing the vermin on the floor,

or yon may shake them into water. One trial will be suflS-

cient to convince anyone of the usefulness of this plan. If the
woodlioe are very numerous set several hampers ; I have half

a dozen.

—

Joseph Deakin.

TRAPPING WOODLICE.
Pr.ocDRE a small hamper, and the older the more suitable

;

put iu some leaves of any kind—I prefer Bhubarb leaves, and
when they are half rotten place the hamper on your beds, on

THE QUINCE STOCK.
More things than Pears are worked upon the Quince stock

in these days. Precociousness is a feature which is not confined
either to gardening or the vegetable kingdom. Eapidity of

action is the characteristic of the present ape. The world has
been going on slowly, but is now getting up steam, and concen-
trating its energies for the grand and final effort. The forces

of creation seem as if they were converging to a focus, and rush
on with accelerating speed, as it dragged forward by some
gravitating influence that exerts an ever-increasing power.
Every year the pace quickens. The momentum is communicated
to everything, and prevades all branches of industry. Even
the children seem to grow up sooner nowadays, and have a
Quince-stock maturity abotit them, talk sense, and imitate
their grandmothers before their teeth are well cut. Good old-

world notions and customs are disappearing at an alarming
rate, leaving in many cases but temporary substitutes behind
them. Now and then, in some quiet English hamlet or rustic

Scottish cidchan, where picnics love to rendezvous and indulge
the hereditary instincts of human nature, we light upon that

old-world leisureliness and stability of purpose which charac-
terised our progenitors before the age of railways and electric

telegraphs. But even round these isolated spots the circle is

gradually narrowing; and before their present inhabitants
have gone to rest where

*' The rudo forefathers of the hamlet 8le?i),"

the tide of progress will have swept over them, and borne away
upon its rapid current the last vestiges of a former age.

To no profession or industry are these remarks more appli-

cable than to gardening. The concentration of thought and
action which has been brought to bear upon all questions re-

lating to horticulture is now visible in the almost complete
mastery which the gardener exercifes over every kind of fruit

and vegetable that comes under his care. Perhaps the most
noticeable progress we have made has been in tbe culture of

fruit. In this department we have certainly divested ourselves

of many cumbrous notions, and dispensed with even more
cumbrous appliances. Ends are accomplished nowadays with
a rapidity that would have astonished our ancestors. Many,
with an interest in futurity which is becoming strange amongst
us, planted trees, and were content if they saw the first-fruits

thereof, leaving them as a legacy to their descendants. And
let us admit, that but for their foresight in this respect many
a fruit room in these days would show but a scant supply.

Now, however, he who plants expects to reap. Gardens and
orchards spring up contemporaneously with bricks and mortar;
and when the wealthy retired man of business takes possession

of his new mansion, he expects to find his garden furnished

with trees bearing fruit after their kind, and the entire horti-

cultural department in an already matured condition, and
prepared to contribute to bis comfort as regularly as his kitchen

or daily. This is all very gratifying, no doubt, and speaks for

itself, and may be called gardening on the Douoin and Quince
principle ; but, however, adapted to meet special ends, it lacks

the elements of durability, and should not ie pushed beyond
its special province. We have a partiality for the old, luxu-

riantly-laden orchards, the feature of many an homestead, and
chief source of supply in many an establishment. I always

find that where there is a reserve of this kind the fruit-room is

better filled. Quantity is always as important a consideration

in a garden as quality, and it is comforting to have a supply to

fall back upon after the limited produce of the orchard house is

exhausted Miniature fruit gardens and orchard houses are un-

deniable realities, however, and commendable institutions ; but,

compared to the fail-me-never ancestral trees in the cottager's

garden, they are what the thumb-pot Oaks of the Chinese are

to their English congeners for tbe purpose of shipbuilding.

The remarks have been suggested by reading the very able

and exhaustive paper of Mr. M'Millan [see page 808] though

they are not intended to apply to him. I see, however, that,

like many others, he is impressed in favour of the Quince stock

—whether from practical experience or not, be does not say

;

and if I understand him aright, he would only be guided by
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considerations of soil and climate in adopting it gonerally, in

pretereuce to the Pear, for slnndnrds or pyramids.

We are experimenting on a limited scale with the Apple on

the French Paradise etouk, and mnj- Lave sometbing to say

abont it some other time ; but we have not tried the Quince

for the Pear, nor—although we do not pretend to decide con-

clusively in the matter—would we like to plant extensively on
it for general purposes under any oircumstMnces, except in

the orchard house. 1 have seen it tiied at different times and

places, but in no case has the result ever been such as would
encourage any one to use it in preference to the Pear, consider-

ing what can be aocompliehed with the latter under judicious

oaltivation. Some varieties will succeed on the Quince for a

while; but it is an aoknowledged fact, that others will refuse to

live on it, and that in a general way they are shortlived. The
trees are also email, and the fruit limited in quantity, dis-

advantages which the slight superiority which it possesses in

flavour does not compensate. It is true that Mr. Robert

Thompson speiks of trtes which have flourished on tho Quince

stock for forty years, but this seems to have been an excep-

tional case, for he is oaulioos in recommending it, unless for

special situations, while Dr. Lindley discusses tho subject only

in a purely theoretical way. When in the west of Scotland,

about two years ago, I called upon a gardener wlio had been

led to plant a number of Pears worked on the Quince some
years before, in the sanguine anticipation of being able to

counteract the difiadvantages of a dropping climate ; but the

experiment had resulted in disappointment. Although the

trees had the advantage of a wall and had every attention, they

were not in a flourishing condition. Some of them seemed as

if they were not long for this world; and even the healthiest

looked as if getting to the top of the wall was a feat never can-

templated in their ambition. There has, I think, been ample
time to test the merits of the Quince stock ; but I question if

any favourable examples of its adaptability for general purposes

oould be found. Mr. Powell, of Frogmore, whose practical ex-

perience in fruit tree culture entitles him to speak on the sub-

ject, says :—" As far as my experience goes in this matter, I

think the Pear worked on the Quince only fit fora very small

garden, or tor orchard houses ; and it is evident only particular

kinds will grow on the Quiuce for any length of time : others

wiU scarcely exist, are unfit to bear fruit either in quantity

or quality, and perish in the end. And if a uniform growth,

fine fruit, and long-lived trees be songht for, it is bettor to use

tlie Pear stock ; and by judicious root-pruning, miniature trees

in a productive state may be obtained equally as well as on the

Quince stock ; and for general purpo-es the Pear is to be pre-

ferred." Sec-iog, therefore, that the advantages of the Quiuce
are, to say the least, doubtful, and considering that equally

satisfactory and more lasting results can be obtained by using

the Pear, and the mortification of seeing your trees drop off

one by one, just when they are " come of age," avoided, would
it be advisable to recommend it ?

Most assuredly the roots of the Pear stock will penetrate

deeply into the subsoil if allowed, as we have had experience,

and the results will be canker, cracking, and other evils; but this

is simply a question of attention and labour, without which, it

is admitted, wo cannot succeed with the Quiuce. It is surpris-

ing how, by pitching and reguUr root-pruning, trees on the
Pear stock can be dwarfed. In the end a kind of balance be-

tween the roots and branches is obtaioeci, and there is little

difficulty afterwards in keeping them in that condition, while

a skilful use of the pruning knife is all that is required to keep
the trees in form.
Some years ago wo fonnd a lot of young pyramid Pear trees

here, about ten or a dozen years of age, that had run riot with

their roots in the deep loamy subsoil beneath, and were making
growths every year from 3 to 5 feet in length. One halt of

them we root pruned on one side only ; the others we did all

ronnd, chopping the long, bare, fibrous roots through about
4 feet from the stem, and cutting a tongue on them with the

knife about every 9 inches. Those which had been half done
showed very little appearance of having been meddled with the

following season, saving a slight decrease in the vigour of the

shoots on tho side which had been root-pruned. The others of

course sustained a severe check, and made nothing but leaves

the following summer. Since then they have been once or

twice root-pruned, or lifted altogether in making some re-arrange-

ments among the trees, and most of them have borne excellent

fruit every year. Some varieties do not finish as well as oould

be desired, but the situation is high and cold, and unfavoiuable
to Pears generally aa standards.

By tliese means, and mulching with manure as much as we
can afford, we keep the roots within a few iuchep of the surface ;

and when lifted, they are a mass of fibres, and more like the

roots of a Box tree than anything else. In this condition the

trees are easily moved. Fuur men can lilt a dozen of them in

a short day with very little injury to the roots; and we have

had excellent fruit off trees that had been transplanted the

preceding winter. The trees in question are now covered with

a perfect spray of flower buds, which look, in their half-ex-

panded condition, like a swarm of bees on the branches. We
coutrive, if possible, to lift about a third of the trees every

autumn, and in this way we are always euro of a crop on some
of theifi.—J. Simpson- (J'Ac Gardener).

AUTUMNAL COLOURS OF LEAVES.
I CAN attest that the statement in the annexed extract is not

" bunkum," for I have rejieated tho experiment more tham

once. " The green colour of leaves, one element of which must

be a vegetable blue, has led an American experimentalist to the

conclusion that leaves turn red at the end nf the season through

the action of un acid, and that i ho green colour could be restored

by the action of an alkali. Tho conclusion has been verified

by experiment :—autumnal leaves placed under a reotivtr with

vapour of ammonia in ueaily every instance lost the red colour

and renewed their green. In some, such as the Sassafras, Black-

berry, and Maple, the change was rapid and could be watched

by the eye, while others, particularly certain Oaks, turned

gradually brown, without showing any appearance of green."

—H. T. C.

[The experiment needed no repetition, for it was proved many
years since that the autumnal tints ot leaves are caused by the

presence of an excess of acid. The following is an extract from

Johnson's " Science and Practice of Gardening" detailing and

explaining the fact :

—

" The yellow, red, and light brown tints which render the

foliage of our plants so beautiful in autumn, arise from the

absorption ot an excess ot oxygen gas. When the reduced

temperature ot the season deprives a leaf of the power to

elaborate the sap, and, indeed, stops the circulation to it of

that fluid, the absorbent powers ot the organ are reversed,

and, instead of carbonic aeid, it inhales oxyj>en. The effect is

speedily perceptible. Gallic acid forms, and this, modified by

the various saline constituents of different leaves, changes the

hue of their greon colouring matter, called chlorophyll orchro-

mule, into various tints of yellow, red, and brown. This is the

general effect of acids noting upon vegetable greens, and that it

is the cause of ths autumnal cliuogi of coiour in leaves is proved

by the fact, that if a green leaf bo dipped into an acid it assumes

the same hue ; and if some red or yellow leaves be dipped into

an alkaline solution they are rendered green—the alkali evidently

neutralising the acid that had wroughs the unnatural change of

colour."] ^
ASPARAGUS CUTTING.

This subject has of late been very much in my thoughts,

and I had intended wriiiug a few v.ords on it before your reply

to "T.," in vour number of May 27ih appeared. I had myself

acted pretty'muoh as your reply to " T." recommended ; it is

only since I have come to my ipresent locality, and watched the

treatmant adopted by a friend, that I have been led to doubt

the propriety of the practice. My friend has five or six beds,

made forty years ago at least. Before they came into his

possession he used frequently to receive a dish with the owners

compliments; my friend says that the shoots were most

diminutive, smaller than a tobacco pipe. When, thirty or

more years ago, he came into possession, he began on another

tack—he never would cut a small shoot; accordingly for many
years his dishes were few, but he persistently adhered to his

plan, and by degrees the size very materially increased. This

season I have seen these beds daily, and daily dishes have been

cut not only for himself but for his fiiends, for I call his

garden the " parish garden." Eirely does he cut a shoot that

is not half an inch in diameter; indeed, he is so particular

that he will not allow any profane hands to meddle with the

beds, he alone wielding tho knife ! His friends say, " Why,
vou do not half cut your beds." This, however, the day-after-

diy cutting disproves, but the beds appear so, because every

snail head is sacred, and old as the beds are, each year the

size increases, so that by-and-by there will be no small heads
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to cnt. At a neighbonring -village one of his friends has

oarried on this plan for more than forty years with this addition,

that, having eight beds, two are .\early sacred, not a single

lead large or fmall being cut, aud the size of the Asparagus

is almost fabnloas. Had such a vegetable been known in

Brobdingnag, these heads feem to bo about the size that we
might have expected to fiod in those regions, and I am almost

disposed to think that if the same treatment be continued, we
may by-and-by hear of cutting a bead of Asparagus, as yon

irould a head of Broccoli, and making one do duty for a party !

I may mention, further, that my friend rarely cuts after the

7th of June unless the season is very late, and at the present

time his beds look like small woods. Looking at the results I

feel bound to say that his treatment seems the right course,

snd to ssy the least of it, a dish of Asparagus, with the heads

sll of about the same size, looks far more presentable than a

dish in which the master of the garden appears to have cut

eTerything that came to hand, large or smalh—Y. B. A. Z.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
June 15th.

Fbtiit Committee.—G. F. Wilson, Esq., F.R.S., intlio <;hair. Mr.

Stevens, the Gardens, Trentbani, sent a seedling kitchen Apple,

irhich was said to be an excellent keeper, and of first-rate qnality, bnt

it was stated that the fruit had been packed for a week, and the tiavonr

was qnite pone. Mr. Stevens likewise pent specimens of Calville

Blanche, also quite destitute of flavour. Mr. Hallett, of Cossinirfon,

aiear Bridgewater, sent two large specimens of the Madras Citron,

•which bad been produced in a pot. MeBsrs. Barr & Sufjden sent

pecimens of a handsome Cabbage Letlnce, which was recognised as

a variety ffrown for many years at Brotkett Hall, nnder the name of

INichoIsou's Cabbape Lettuce. The pame gentlemen also exhibited,

specimens of Hicks's Hardy White Cos, a splendid Lettuce, the

iardiest of all the Cos Lettuces. Mr. John Ronald, nurseryman,

Chichester, sent good samples of a brown Cos liettace, which was

considered a good stock of Brown Cos.

Floral Comjuttee.—Rev. J. Dix in the chair. This was one of

the most su'^cepsfnl meetings that Lave be^n held this year; the prizes

offered for double Zonal Pelargoniums. Pinks, and Calceolarias were

well competed for. and we can most truly assert that the double Zonal

!Pelargouinms were never seen bo fine before. Messrs. Carter's plants

^rere magnificent.

MeRsrB. Yeitch exhibited a collection of GloxiniaB and other plants,

•which was awarded a special certificate ; also three boxes of very fine

«tit Roses, which received the same award. Mr. Cripps, Tnnbridge

"Wells, exhibited two new seedlinLj Clematises, and a greyish-blno

called Kxcelsior, showing a disposition to produce donble flowers, was

awarded a first-class certificate. Should this tendency to form double

fclosBoms be maintained, we shall have a new race of these bcantifnl

flowers. The other was Lady Cicely Nevill, a large white flower, but

^e petals too flimsy, and not equal to Madame Van Houtte, which was

exhibited last year.

Mr. B. Williams. Holloway, received a first-class certificate for

Calamus ciliaris, and a special certificate for his collection of plants
;

»mong them were a fine specimen Aralia Sieboldii anreo-variegata,

Pandanus glaucophyllus, Thrinax grandis, Lselia Wolstenholmi, and
Echeveria agavoides. Mr. B. Fiadlay. Botanical Garden, Man-
ehftfeter, received a first-class certificate for a fino specimen of Miltonia

epectabilis, variety. Mr. Wm. Paul likewise received a first-class certifi-

cate for a new pillflr Rose Prince Lcopohl, a fine, rich crimson, very

full flower. Tbis Rose was sent as a climber, but the Committee ob-

jected to Ibis term, the plant not being strictly of the climbing character.

A pillar Rose would bo its more appropriate designation. Mr. Ley
Teceived a first-cluss certificate for Adiantum excisum Leyi.

Messrs. Rolli^^son received a first-class certificate for Epidendrom
Titellinum majus, a very fine Orchid, thontrh by no means new. A
Special certificate was awarded the collection of plants, containing

Bome verv bi rtntifnl Orchids, among them Cypripedium Dayanum
and Cypripedium Scblimii.

Mr. I'nrner exhibited two boxes of cnt Roses, Bome of the finest

flowers ever seen, so bright in colour, and of such onusnal size. A
special certificate wa« awarded them.

Messrs. E. G. Henderson. Wellington Rnad, sent several Tricolor

Zonal Pelargoniums, more remarkable for "heir names than as distinct

or improved varieties ; also Gnaphalium tomcntosum. Cineraria acan-

Ihifolia and Acbyroelme Saundersii, three bedding plants. Mr. Foster

cibibited several seedling Show Pelargoniums, many of them very

i>eftutiful, bat not d stinct from known varieties. Admiration received

»fir»^t-clas9 certificate, and PoUie a second-class certificate.

Messrs. Smith. DnUvich, brout;ht a very beautiful Cactus violacens,

a hybrid between speclosissimus and Ackermanni. A first-class cer-

tificate was awarded it. A special certificate was also given for their

collection of Bicolor and Bronze Zonal Pflar^'oninras.

Messrs. Carter brought three Tricolor Zonal Pelargoniums—viz.,

Stiie Beale, Prince Teck, and Priucess Mary, all of which had been

aoticed before. Messrs. Lee, Hammersmith, exhibited a golden form

of Zonal Pelargonium BriUiantissima. Mr. Ford, gardener to E.
Hubbard, Esq., received a first-class certificate for a very beantiiol

seedling Ivy-leaved Pelargonium, a hybrid between the large white-

flowering Ivyleaf aud Mrs. Pollock ; the broad-petaled salmon flowers

were very attractive.

G. F. Wilson, Esq.. brought several cut specimouB of Lilies.

Messrs. Standish sent several promising seedling Rhododendrons

;

Mr. Noble, fine specimens of Spiriea palraata, one of the most beauti-

ful hardy plants Mr. Fortune ever introduced ; also a curious seedling

Rhododendron Fra Diavolo, with malformed flowers. Mr. Jamee,
gardener to W. F. Watson, Esq., sent a seedling Tricolor Zonal Pelar-

gonium, called Mary James. -Mr J. Chambers, gardener to J. Law-
rence, Esq , bronght a seedling Lobelia speciosa auperba, a tall-grow-

ing variety, of no use as a bedding plant.

A special ceiiificate was awarded to Monsieur Banlant for Ilia

well-arranged collection of artificial plants and flowers. Nothing has
ever been seen to equal this collection ; the Caladiums, Lilacs, Violets.

Rosea, &c , were true to life, so tme that they were with difficulty diB-

tiuguisbed from the plants placed next to tliem. The Council hava
voted the Society's large silver medal to M. Banlant, as a compliment
and a mark of their approbation of the great ekdl displayed. These
flowers are made of mnslin. silk, or velvet, according to circumstancea,

then painted to accurately resemble nature, and covered with a this

coating of wax.
Special prizes offered this fTay ^ere well competed for. The best

six double-tlowering Zonal Pelargoniums came from Messrs. Carter;

the kinds were Marie Lemoine, Madame Lemoino, Wilhelm Pfitzer,

and Gloire de Nancy. Messrs. Standish & Co. were second with

Marie Lemoine, Gloire de Nancy, Wilhelm Pfitzer, Capitaine I'Her-

mito ; these were large specimens, and not in fall flower. Mr. G.

Turner took the third prize with Victor Lemoine, Donble Tom Thumb,
and Snrpasse Gloire de Nancy. For single plants of donble Zonal
Pelargoniums, tlie fir=t prize went to Messrs. Carter for Marie Le-
moine ; the second 'o Mr. Turner for Madame Lemoine.
For tweut}-four Pinks. Mr. Turner was first; Mr. Flooper, Bath,

second; and Mr. Bra;3g, Slough, thi:d. For twelve. Mr. Pizzey, gar-

dener to Sir E. Perry, was first; Mr. Kingston, Militia Barracke,

Bath, second ; and Mr. James Smith, Bath, third.

For six Calceolarias, the first prize was taken by Mr. James, gar-

dener to W. F. Watson, Esq., Isleworth, with plants in splendid bloom :

the second by Messrs. Dobson, of Islewoith.

Mr. Wilson Saunders' first prize for twelve hardy herbaoeous plants

in flower was awarded to Mr. \Vare, of Tottenham, who exhibited the

following—viz., Giuothera marginata, Silene alpestris, Calceolaria

Kcllynua, Aster alpiuus, Hesperia matronalis purpurea flore-pleno.

Delphinium alopecuroides. D. Belladonna, Ouosma tauricum, Lilinm
nmbellatnm, Fuukia albo-marginata. Orchis latifolia macolata, and
Lychnis fulgens.

An extra prize was awarded to Mr. Hooper, Bath, for his oolleotiost

of Pausics and Rannncalus.

General Meeting.—Lord Londesborongh in the chair. Nine now
Fellows were elected, and the Koighley I-'loral and Horticultural So-

ciety was admitted into nnion, after which the Rev. M. J. Berkeley

read a papi-^r by Mr. Fenn, on the Potatoes exhibited by him at the

meeting of tht; 1st inst., and of which the substance was given in p. 370.

Mr. Beikeley said it appeared to him that Mr. Fenn's observations

were very valuable, both in a scientific and practical point of view,

and remarked tbat he had himself pursued a similar practice for some
years, and with uniform success; but that he exposed the seed Pota-

toes to the sun tt) green. He hoped that experiments on the subject

at Chisrtii k wuuld lead to valuable results. Mr. Fenn also stated he

had grafted the Ribston Pip)an on the Blenheim Pippin, and the

result had been tbat the former lost its properties as a dessert Apple,

bnt became a good cnliuary fruit, which it was not wben not thus

grafted. With regard to a plant shown as Goodoya splendida at the

last meeting, some doubt was entertained whether it was correctly

named or not; but in Hookers "Journal of Botany"' a species was

figured, in wbich the leaves were of similar character to those of the

pfant exhibited. Rhododendron Fra Diavolo, from Mr. Noble, waa

noticed as being interesting, from showing how a monstrosity was

transmitted from one parent to its progeny; and attention was alsa

directed to a Pelargonium in a miserable state, from being attacked by
Orobancbe minor, which had nearly killed tl,e plant. At Florence.

Mr. Beikeley addend, a species of Orobanche a't:ick3 tbe Peas to such

an extent, that it is very difficult to gather a dhh. A wliite Lily, in

the collection from Chiswick, and which had been received from Pern

bv Mr. Wilson Saunders, was then stated to be ni<t a distinct species,

but merely a form of the common white Lily. Spira>a palmata was

then referred to as one of the most promising of herbaceous plants

introduced of late years. It had been described by Tliunberg a hnn-

dred years ago, but the plant known under tbe samii name in onr

gardens was not identical with it. A curious condition of the common
Sloe, and the curl in Peach-tree leaves, next occupied attention.

Mr. Berkeley considered that one form of this disease is caused by

a fundus. ai,d another by an aphij!. Allium orsinum, a British plant,

of which a number of the white flowers had been brought by Major

Trevor Clarke, was pointed out as bi-ing worthy of more attention as

an ornamental plant than it had received, notwithstau'ling its odour

;

likewise Mantisia saltatoria, familiarly known as *' Opera Girls,"
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which, thoof^h bcariut; eoniiiderablo rt'fl'*mbliLnco to tho Orchid family,

belongs to tho (tiuno uataral order an Oingor.

Mr. Wiltjon 8aun Jofh suid an artioie had appeared in tho Gardeners'

Chronidt of lust w*;».U, iu whic)» tlio Kditors Bu^'f^cstud takiii;; up the

old 8pecit?fl of IVdiirKouinin, with tho view of oliUiiuiiis frofth riici's hy

hybridisation and crosR-breediuf* ; uow, as ho had nearly two hnudrod
oeglcctcd and rejected kinds, many of which wuru oxtieediufily pi-etty,

if any geutk-nuLu were dosirons to make tho expprimont he woaUl bo

Sbid to f^ivo away an many cuttii.'Rs of species as hi-* stocli wouhl pro-

aoo. lio conld not percuivo why fine ttowura uhuuld not bo combinud
with elegant and hi^;hly scented foliafjo.

Major U. Trevor Clarke calhid att**.ntion to tho tjniqno Pelargoniums

vbich wero very innrh cultivated at nne time, and of which ho had
bron;^ht rnt tloworn to th« ni''«itiu^. Mujur Clarku added that he had
BQggesaed that day tho proprioty of giving; a Bmallprizu for huttou-holo

bouquets^ to bn couipttcd for at tho next TacKdiiy meeting. The nug-

geetion had been adopted, and tliou<^h tho details had not yet been

settled, they would bo ^ivcn in tlio ^urdenini? papers next week. He
also pointed ont a ftniall collei-tiou of Pelargoniums raised by himBolf,

of which tho proKeuitorn were P. capitatnm and thy trno wild African

P. qnoroifolinm, not that of the nnrnoru's. Ho likowise exhibited two
differently nolonred Howore from a Pelari^ouinm plant which always

flports in this way.
Mr. Bateinau read a brief extra-'t from a noto from Mr. Fortune

respecting S(>iriea palmata, before alladed to, and which, like all plants

from tho north of JapAu, Mr. Por'nne stated, was perfectly hardy,

and, Mr. Bat<Mnau ad^iod. it would bo a pretty companion to Iloteia

japoniea. Mr. liateman tlicn gave a leelaret on the genua Masdo-
vallia, in which he traced itn botanical relations, its rise into import-

attce, till now Heiehenbach consiilerg there are as many as sixty

speoios, and gave osamph'S of tlio fautastio fnrms which the flowers

Asscme. Tho beauty of the^o was illustrated hy living plants of Mas-
derallia coccinea and Veitohiaua, flowered by Messrs. Veitob, and
drawings by Mr. Fitch from specimens of others in the Kew herbariom.

Mr. Bateman urged nurserymen and botanical oollfctors to search for

new species, and to make freeh iraportationa of those already intro-

4aced, as, if snocesRfnl, the resnlf, -would be highly remunerative to the

explorer, and bencticial to Orchid-growers.

Mr. Anthony WATEiiKR's Rhodod^ndhon Show.—"Wo have al-

ready noticed this tine exhibition, held andi-r tho large tent in the

fioyal Hortioultiiral Society'^ Gardens, Sonlh K<'Usiugton, but it vras

at too early a period for tho newer and more intere>;ting varieties to be
fioen in perfection. Now, however, that many of them ai'e iu full

beanty, it may bo useful to notico those which from their colour, size,

and profusion of bloom are most desirable. Thesu are :—Mrs. R. Hol-
ford, rieh rosy salmou, distinct, aud having Lir^'o fine trusses; Old
Port, plum-coloured, very free-flowering ; Mrs. Milner, crimson, also

of fine free-flowering babit ; Mrs. John Glutton, tho finest of the white
kinds; James Pateraau, large trusses, rosy scarlet ; Caractacus, largo

tmsses, purplish ^rimsoo, very fine ; and Lndy Cl> rmont, rosy scarlet,

blotched with black, and of excellent free-Howcring habit. We also

xioticed two nnaamed seedlings, one beiu>; lilao with a bloteh of dark
a^ots, good truss ; the other, raised from Stella, was a fine bright rose
with dark spot'i.

Of older varieties, Minnie, white tinged with blush, and having a large
blotch of orange spots, is an excellent free fl'twering kind, one of the
beat of ifg colour. Alarm, too, ia very rou-picnnus, aud should be in
erery collection ; its pale pink flowery edged with crim&on being very
effective. Firabriatum. piult with a lighter centre, has the edges of

tho petals frilled, and is a pleading variety. Conrossum, clear pink
with a lighter centre, is beautiful and effective, ur also Bvlsianum and
Beaaty of Surrey ; the latter is very hardy and free-flowering, the
plants being a mass of bloom. Nit;re&cens, vei-y dark plam, first-rate,

bat now Learly over ; Titien ; Vandyke ; ca^rulescens, one of tho cataw-
biense varieties; and a large plant of Brayauum 10 feet hii^h, are also

worthy of remark. T e ary, besides, a n xmber of seedling?, whieh,
thongh unnamed and never intended to bo named, have very good
flowers, and are excellent for planting by the sides of drives and in
similar positions.

The exhibition will remain open ab>-mt a fortnight longer if the pre-

sent cool weather continue ; bat no time should bo lost in visiting it,

for a few hot days now would much mar the beauty of one of the finest

Rhododendron shows ever held near London.

Messbs. Johv Wateree & Sons' Rhododendron Show. — The
•xhibitiou of Rhododendrons from tho Bagshot Nursery, in the Royal
Botanic Gardens. Regent's Park, is this year as effective as a whole,
and as beautiful iu detail, as it was in previous years, forming, in fact,

a beautifully-arran^'ed pictm-e, in which the musses of colour are
goi^eous without lieing overpowering. Of the newer ki:ids, Tamer-
lane is noticeable by its largo trufese.-* of maroon Uokvers with very dark
edges, and is a tine late variety ; and Narcissus, rosy scarlet, is very
showy. There is also an unnamed rose-colnuved kind with couspicu-
ona dark spots, hutno'ytt fully out, whiih looks very promising. Mrs.
Williams, pale pink, edged with purplish liluc, is pleasing; so is Mr.
Waterer, pink. Helen Waterer, pale rose witli yellow spots, and
«dged with rosy crimson, pcoducos, fine, large trusses. Antirrhinum

is anoUicr new rose-coloured variety with dark spots, but the plant
shown of it is small, and it will^ probably, Imi better next vear. Sir
William Armstrong, light crimson, is very Iirilliant; but still more so
is Mii'liael WatcrtT, whioh has boon noticed in previous reports, and
whieh is, undoubtedly, one of tho finest of the crimson scarlet kinds.
Admiration, bright rosy crimson, is also a fine mass of bloom, and
liajdiacl ia another fino crimson with dark spots. Princess Mary of
Cambridge, Joseph Whitworth. aud Minnie, whieh have been noticed
iu jjrevious years, maiuUin thuir character us buiug among the ba&t
of tho moie recent varioties.

GRAFTING THE PEAR ON THE WHITETHORN.
Much utlentioa is being eiven ia eome partH of the west to

Rniftint,' the Pear on tho Wliitethorn. Whitetliorn with the
EugliaU i^ coiifiued to one i^utci^s of GiHta.'^ii!<» C ONydcauthft;
but htre bliuui^t all the fiieuios of Crulajijus are oliisfed as
Whitethorns. We have eeuu live diffeieut stoclis imtd alias
WLiitothorDB, and yet all haviug dilluront ratios of growth,
which will materially alfeut success, as the Pear seems to take
freely on all the Cratajgus tribe. The strongest grower of all

these Thorns is the OraifBgus coociDes. This ia the western
States is most commonly tnown as Wlillc^thorn. It will often
make a tree as large as a moderate-bized Plum tree. The next
most vigorous is the C. cordata, its most geutral nnnie being
Washington White Thorn. Then Cumts 0. tomentoBa, with
its numerous varieties, common all over the United States, and
known as BUckihurn, Pear Whitethorn, aud some oihers. Tiie
C 'Cknpur Hawthorn, Cratregus crus-galli, comes next, and then
the English Wii'eihorn, C. oxyacauiha. A beautiful small-
growing Thorn, very vigorous in its hhoots, and yet a low,
dwarf-grower, is the C. parvifulia. We have not seen the Pear
tried on this, but have no doubt of its success, and it would be
just the thing for small dwarfs. We have seen it growiug wild
abundantly through New Jersey, aud it is, no doubt, plentifoi
south and south-west.
We do not know what will be the (Seot of a general trial of

the Thorn for a stock. It is not so easy to raise as the Pear or
Quince, and it Iras tho disadvantage t/f being, like the Quince.
very liable to attacks from a borer. If it be found to do very
well, and bo really desirable as a successful slock, the English
Whitethorn, which cuu be impoittd iu large quintities for a
small IJgure, might, be the best. We are not sanguine, how-
ever, that any stocks yet named will supersede the common
Pear and Qaince Btooks.

—

{Americxn Gardmicr's Mo-nthlij.)

ROSES IN THE NORTH OF IRELAND—RIDGE
MELONS.

I NEVER remember to have seen Rosea in this part of the
country (uortlr of Ireland), look so miserably on June 5'h. We
had, as you had, 1 behove, iu Eugland, an unirsually mild
muggy winter. In February, consequently, the Hosts were, I
may say, in full leaf and covered with floAer buds : then came
the most wicked, pinching, biting, blasting spring ever experi-
enced, even in this regiou of atrocious Bprings, and shattered
skeletons wore what the Ruses turned into. Up to the Ist of
June they made no progress whatever. Since that time W8
have had nice, soft, genial weather, and 1 see a gieat change.
Roses againbt walls have done worse than others planted ill

beds.

I wonder how Mr. Eadcljffe would get on here with our
climate. One feels horribly out of temper when he tells us of
all the Roses he has now iu flower. Tho only Roses I have in
bloom are Charles L^wson, Gloire de D.j .u, and John Hopper,
all against walls. (Jharles R.>utllai"d promises to bloom much
more abundantly this year than it tiid hist season, when it

entirely ran to wood
j but I cannot make Charles Lefebvre

succeed at all decently, though I give it the very best and rich-
est treatment. It has its soil stirred generally every day, is

well syringed and watered, aud in fact is lu every wuy petted if

not pampered ; it will not grow and will not blow, and will not
do anything it ought to do. I deny its claim to the title of
premier given it by Mr. Ilidcljlie, at least aa far as this climate
is concerned, and place the foifoited crown on Alfred Colomb's
head. Well, Ihe lutter deserves it. Alfied is umply grand,
without a fault, except that of not bloning very late la the
season. Cliiubing Dovoniensis has with me shed all its buds.
It was covered with them, but Ihe blighting winds destroyed
them, and if. does not as yet prtimise an early crop of successor*.
Mareohal Niel is siil! with a hard unyielding kind of buds. I
doubt its ever doing very well here out of doors, and its exceseira
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scragginfss m»tes it a rfpnlsive plant. We still greatly want
a good jellow. S'lnth of Englan-l BuBes will not suit our re-
(juiremeotB in the mid uorlh of Ireland. So much for Eoses.

I waamnch iuterested in Mr. H. Woir's paper on the Acbapes-
norricher MbIoo (page 337). As it would be very desirable to
iave oilier est eriences in ihe subject, I will detail mine, though
very different fmm his, in hopes that others may fend theirs.
Ab I disbelieved in the posBibilily of a ridge Melon (here, at all

events), I determined to give it last year warm Cucumber
treatment. It grew most luxuriantly, never showed afruitbuJ,
and in Aiigiist rotted away without any apparent reason for its

doing so. A fiiend to whom I gave a plant turned up his nose
at it, and left it staDiiiog out in its pot all through the summer.
More by good luck than good guiding, it was placed quite late
in the season in the C'>rner of a cold frame, where it grew
moderately, and on the 10th of Ootolier ripened a fine large fruit
of excellent fl.ivour. From all this I gather that the plant does
not like coddling, and is really a hardy fruit. I have been very
unlucky tliis year

; hardly any of my bonght seeds have vege-
tated, and a similar complaint is made by neighbours whom X
advised to try it.—Q ,Q.

, ,_,:j, ,; ^'\'l\. .
. .,']

'

COOLHOUSE ORCHIDS.—No. .•;.

j.i^'C'yPRiPKDnJ.M iNSiGNit,—Solitary Ri-ecn-tinged yellow ilowors,
'spotted with purplish browD, and "tipped with white. January to
June. Nepanl.

•C. VENusTUM.—Reddish brown and green, finely veined. Antamn
and spring. Ncpaal.

The f'ypripediums being terrestrial Orchids require ft com-
post of equal parts of tnrfy peat, light fibrous loam, old cow
dung, charcoal, and potsherds. Provide good drainage, and
keep them well supplied with water when growing, not allow-
ing them at any time to become too dry. It will be sufficient
to keep them jnst moist in winter. Water them copiously
when they are flowering. They are very enitable for cultivation
in greenhouses, affording them a position near the glass, and
shading them from powerful sun.

"jj. DENDEopum cnnYSAOTTnni,—Oranpe flowers with a crimson-veined
-up. Fehi-nary and later. Nepanl. It is best grown in a basket,
having pendent stems.

D. NoBiLE.—White, lemon, or roseshaded flowers, with a purple
blotoh on the lip. Marrh to May. Macao.
D. MONiLiPop.ME —Purplish semi-transparent flowers, rosy purple

at the tips. April. .Jaimn.
.,'•''• SPECIOSUM.—YeUoHish changing to white. Jannarv to April.
Australia.

EpmENDRUM M.icRocniLCM.—Pnrplish flowers ; rose, crimson, or
white and purple hps. .July. Mexico and New Granada.

J!i.^ NEMOR\LE.—Racemes of purplish or lilac pink f.owers. June.
Mexico and New Granada.

*E. vxTELLTNUM.—Orange or yellow flowers, in spiies ; flowers very
dnrable. Antumn. Me\ieo.

T.^ »L«LU iCUMiN.iT.i.—White or rose-tinted flowers, pnrplc-blotched
aW the base, produced in spikes. .Tune. Mexico.
'in.;!'. ANCEPs.—Rosy purple or lilac pink, oranga-pnrple-tipped lip.
;j|J«Dnary. Mexico.

•L. AnTCMN.iLis.—Rosy flowers. September. Mexico. '
'

L. PUKPUKATA.—Rosy purple, orange throat, purple-strealed lip,
bnt variable. June. Brazil.

*L. supEHBTEyg.—Flowers rosy purple, yellow throat; in clusters
on tall stalks. November. Guatemala.
IeptotEs eicolok —White and purple flowers; plant small, and

Hush-like in leaf. April and later. Brazil It succeeds in a basket:,
or in a pot nearly filled with drainage, the plants being raised high in
the centre and placed near the glass.

*Lycaste cruenta —Orange yellow flowers, crimson-spotted on
the lip. March. Guatemala.

sif.;
I'^PPEi.—Yellowish green, brown-spotted petals, white and rose

.3ip. June. Xalapa.
*L. Skinneri.—White, rose, or pnrplo flowers, white and purple-

spotted or crimson -blotched lip. October, onwards to spring. Gua-
temala. Of this there are many varieties.

•MAxn,LARiA HAunrsoxi.E.—Yellowish white, pnrple lip. April
and May. Brazil.
M. TENUiFOLiA —YcUow, barred with rrimson. .Tune. Mexico.
M. VENusTA,—Ivory-white, crimson blotch on the lip. April and

May. New Granada.*

The Maxillarias succeed in pots or baskets.

MiLTONiA cANDroA.—Brownish pnrple, shaded flowers ; lip white.
marked with rose eolnnr. March. Brazil.

^
M.^ Clowesti.—Yellowish brown cinnamon-blotched petals, white

lip with pnrplo base. May.
M. ePRCTAEais.—Creamy white, with the lip streaked and shaded

with rosy pnrple. July.

• OnoNTooi.oBSOTi ALEXAifDE^.—Porplo-shaded petals, red spots
on the lip, with purple radiating lines, yellow stain down the centre.
April. Bogota.

•O. BICTONIENSE.—Yollowish flowMS barred with brown, pnrple lip.

April. Guatemala.
»0. CITROSMHM.—Racemes of whitish or blush flowers, white, lilac-

purple, or rosy-crimson labellum. March. Guatemala.
•O. CRisT.vrcM.—Brown, spotted. Peru.
*0. Dawsonianum.—Rose and crimson. Mexico.
*0. OLORiosuM.—Yellow and brown, sometimes white spotted and

blotched with purple. New Granada.
«0. GR.isDE.—Bright ye/low, barred and hloteied with brownish

cinnamon. March. Mexico.
•O. Insleayi.— Yellow, barred and blotched with cinnamon. July.

Mexico. '

. ', -v >i .. ' • .

•O. MAcuiaTCM.—Yellow, barred and blotched with brown. May.
Mexico.

*0. NEBCI.0EU1!.—White, cinnamon brown at the base of the petals.

Mexico.
•0. Pescatorei.—White, streaked or shaded with rose, crimson

and yellow at the base of the lip. New Granada. April.
•O. PULCiiELLt™.—White or yellowish white. Juno. Guatemala.

OdontoglosEums should have the compost rather moist even
in winter, and an airy sunny position. They may be kept for

weeks without water in wiuter, but must be examined to see
that the pseudobnlbs do not shrivel, aiid a little water should
be given as required. The atmosphere must be dry.

Oncldium CARTHAoreENSE —Yellow flowers in racemes. May and
June. Venezuela and New Granada.

•0. coRNnoERUM.— Spikos of yellow and spotted flowers. July.
New Granada.

O. CRISPU31.—Y'ellow and brown flowers in spikes. June. Brazil.

•O. DiVARiOATDM.—Yellow, spotted and blotched with crimson, in

large branehiup spikes. December. Brazil.
O. oRKiTHonnvNCHnM.—Pink and rosy purplo flowers, with yellow-

based lips, in pendulous branched spikes. July. Mexico.
O. FLEXUOSlM.—Panicles of yellow Howers. June. Brazil.

•O SPHACELATCM.—Flowers in panicles, yellow, spotted with brown.
March. Mexico.
Phajus graxdifolius.— Erect racemes of cinnamon-colonred

flowers, the labellora white tipped with pnrple. April. China.
P. Walxicui.—Orange, brown, and yellow. April. Khoosea.

Soil the same aa for the Calantbes and Cypripediums.

SoBr..ALiA M.icniN-rnA.— Rosy-pnrplc flowers on reed-like stems.

September. Guatemala.
Staniiopea Bucephalus.—Orange yellow, spotted and barred with

black. July. Quito.

S. ottAVEOLENS.—Orange and pole yellow ; strongly scented. May
and June. Guatemala. - .: .

.

O. 0CCI..1TA.—Creamy-colonred flowers spotted with pnrple. -^J^ae.

Mexico.
S. TiGRixA.—Orange yellow, much blotched, chocolate and red.

Xttlapa.

The Stanhopeas require to be grown in baskets, the flowers

bsing pendent, and coming through the sides or bottoms of the

baskets.

TRicHOpn.;* toktius,—Twisted brownish-pink petals, white lip,

blotched with rose colour. February. Mexico.
•ZvooPETALnM cnrNrrtra.—Greenish flowers, blotched with brownish

purple, white and purple-striped hairy lip. November, Brazil.

»Z. Mackati.—Greenish flowers blotched with brownish purjde,

smooth lip blotched with purple. March. Braail.

Z. tjaxillare.—Greenish-brown blotched flowei-s, white lip, shaded
with bluish purple in the upper part. September. Brazil.

There are, no doubt, many other Orchids which would suc-

ceed as well as those above named, either in cool or warm
vineries, but it is better to rest satisfied with a limited num-
ber, than to expose plants of doubtful hardiness to an atmo-
sphere in which they will make but little if any progress ; for

unless the plants are well matured previously in a cool and
airy situation, they will not fail to lose every root, and the

pseudobulbs will often perish when the plants are taken from

a hot and moist house and placed in a cool one. The ease is

very different with plants which, though grown in a warm
moist house are, previous to a trial in a cool house, well ma-
tured by exposure to light and air after 6 good growth has
been made, being removed in autumn to the house in which
they are expected to make the following year's growth, and
wintered there. If left in the warm house during the winter,

or in a temperature at night little if at all under that of the

minimum day temperature of the house they are removed to,

and in which they are expected to make new growths, instead

of doing so they will only take a second rest and be in danger
of decaying from the moistnre and cold. The comparatively

high day temperature, and the cool airy atmosphere will serve
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to ripen tb&m, and (bey will not unfreqnently start into

growth late in eumtncr aud aiittimn wlien the tempcraturs ma;
not exceed 50° ut Li^lit. Tliin hliows that to scouro a gocid

summer growth Ihe (jlunts must be wintered in a low tempera-
ture, and until they are bo treated they ought not to be placed

in a cool honse, aa the chances are agiiiust their succeeding
well for a time at least, even if they survive the uunatiual
transition.—O. Aubet.

OUT-OF DOOR GRAPE CULTURE-
MANUFACTURE.

-WINE

(Continued from papn 37G.)

Exactly the same utensils will be required for the making
of Rhubarb aud Uooseberiy wine as for that of tho Grape, and
I will specify them now. On account of tho qnantity of Grapes
that my Vines now annually produce I Lave put up a screw
winepress, which greatly fuclliiates my operations ; but as

nine-tenths of the people for whom I nm writing may never
possess so desirable an apparatus, 1 will point out the homely
contrivances which are generally found on a cottager's promises,

or which can be purchased at a small cost. Of course, all

articles to be employed in winemaling should be fcrnpulously

clean and kept perfectly sweet. They are the following—

a

garden basket, of which the weight is known, to contain the
Gooseberries or Grapes when gathering them ; weighing scales

;

a washing bench ; two or three large, brown, glazed earthenware
pans (I formerly used washing-tubs, but I have discarded these,

because they absorbed so much of the saccharine matter),

holding about fourteen gallons each ; casks of suitable capacity

(if brandy casks so much the better), containing say from five

to nine gallons each ; two two-gallon stone bottles, and two
one-gallon bottles ; a spouted two-qnart jug ; a long-spouted
two or four-gallon tin can ; a pint measure ; a galvanised iron
lading-bowl ; three or four brown, glazed, earthenware milk
pans; a large and small tin funnel, a colander, two largo

wooden spoons, a mallet, a gimlet, a pair of pinceirs, and a pair

of cutting-pliers; buugs, vent-pegs, two boxwood "medicine
taps," a stout piece of coarse canvas, trams and wedges to

secure the casks with, and a pail and scrubbing brush. If

there were in addition a largo pesile and mortar, or if these
could be borrowed for the operation, the Rhubarb aud Goose-
berries could be crushed much more easily than with the mallet
upon the washing bench or in a tub. A small brewing ther-

mometer and a cheap glass eaccharometer would also obviate
guesswork.
Rhubarb and Gooseberry may truthfully be termed the poor

man's wine?, for there can be no diiBculty, where a corner of

almost any description of soil is to be had, in producing the
leafstalks for Ihe one and the fruit; for the other. From the
middle of Jane to the beginniDg of July U the proper time for

making them into wine, for then the Gooseberries are just

sufficiently soft to take an impression of the Ihjger and thumb
without being too ripe, and the stalks of the Rhubarb are of the
right age. Each may. be made into wine separately ; but long
practice has oonvincod me that a mixture of two-thirds by
weight of Rhubarb and one-third of Gooseberries is far pre-
ferable, for Ihe Gooseberries de'itroy the mawkishness of the
Rhubarb, and the latter softens the asperity of the Gooseberry
wine.
Presuming that nine gallons are to be made, a nine-gallon

cask and a gallon stone bottle will be wanted, also 42 lbs. of

nnpeeled Rhubarb stalks, and '.illbs. of Gooseberries. A few
pounds of the latter added, subtracting the same weight of
Rhubarb stalks, will not matter if there be a bountiful supply
oi Gooseberries, but do not curtail the latter by adding a larger

t proportion of Rhubarb.
' Deprive the Rhubarb of its leaves, and if the mere inch or so

of the footstalk which was covered by the ground, and the
'Bnuffs and stalks of the Gooseberries, be cut aud picked off, all

the better, though whether this be done or not is not very
material ; but as soon as possible after gathering and weighing
them the Rhubarb stalks should be cut into 2 inch lengths and
crushed in a pan. The Gooseberries should then be treated in

a similar manner and added to tho must, as we shall now have
• to call it, of the Rhubarb. This crushing, in the absence of a
pestle and mortar, may be performed with the mallet on the
face of the washing stool, placing immedi-itely beneath the
latter a large tub to catch the juice and smashed must. AVhen
the brnising is completed the pulp is run into the fermenting
pao. Both the Rhubarb and (Gooseberries may also be crushed

by a vertical rammer at tho bottom of a tub, ladling the mual
from time to time into the working pan ; and it must be noted
that crude Rhubarb juico will stain linen with ironmould, there-

fore some coarse material, as wrappering, would bo advisable

over all. Tour five gallons Of clean water into the pan and
stir it well with a wooden spoon, eo as to well mix the two
musts together; then put a couple of fquaro stakes, or some-
thing on which an old blanket can be suspended over the pan.
A saccharometer would at this stage be very c.nvcnient to prove
tho speoilio gravity of the juice, which is done as follows:

—

Strain about a pint of the juice through the colander, put some
into the tin tube of the glass instrument, and plunge the sac-

charomoter in it, when the index will probably float at i", or 5°,

or more. Note the indication, and then fdlow the must to

remain about twenty-four hours overea with tho blanket, iri a
temperature ranging from G0° to 70'' (from 50° to RO" will do),

and at the expiration of that time uncover and stir Ihe must
again, strain off a little as before, and it will in all probability

be seen that it has gained in sweetness a degree or more.
Replace the covering, and prove the strength again in twelve

hours, and should the sweetness prove greater, or remain at

the same degree as at the last proving, all is well, and the must
may be allowed to remain twelve hours more ; but should the

saccharometer denote less sweetness—viz., if tho degree on
the index-plate is again 4", it shown that the liquor should
be instantly strained ofi from the must, a« its quality is dete-

riorating, and it would require more sugar to bring it up to its

former degree of sweetness. This would be a loss through
neglect.

If a winepress is not to be had, the liquor must be pressed

off through the colander, made to rest upon the two squared
stakes over the pan, aud the arms of the operator become as

rigid as the stakes, in consequence of the pressing. It would
be well to make a mark in the fermenting-pan, to thow at once
when there are ten gallons in it, as that will be the quantity of

liquor required to be measured off before adding the sugar.

Should the quantity not come up to the mark on the first

straining, add more water at a temperature of 80' to the pressed

must ; stir it well, and strain it off into the pan until the con-

tents of the latter measure ten gallons. Prove the strength

again with the saccharometer, note it, and add 32 lbs. cf the

best loaf sugar, along with 4ozs. of powdered red argol pro-

cured from the chemist's, which imparts keeping properties

wantingin all winesof this description, excepting that of the ripe

Grape. Two or three lbs. of honey added also to the liquor at

this time soften it, aud tend to make it effervescent like Cham-
pagne. Should this be decided upon, not quite eo much sugar

would be required—say 30 lbs. After the sugar is dissolved,

the saccharometer should float at 40°. The above proportions

of 30 lbs. of sugar and 3 lbs. of honey, would by guesswork, in

every probability, bring the ten gallons of liquor up to this

degree of sweetness, or they might not, though the difference

one way or the other need not cause any feeling of distrast.

Nevertheless, on the supposition that we were makiug fifty

gallons cf tho wine, the value of the sugar added by guess in

excess of that required, would probably more than pay for the

instrument ; or, on the other hand, from the want of suiBcient

sugar, the wine might be found unpalatable. Hence the

value of the instrument as a guide. I believe I use more sugar

in my practice than many of our best wine makers recommenid.

I have tried less quantities according to the receipts of others,

and I have invariably found that I was obliged eventually, in

order to give body, aud to please the English palate, to add an
amount of sugar more than equal to that which I have recom-
mended above ; for the wines would so attenuate themselves in

the cask, that if I had not kept on adding dissolved loaf sugar

to keep up the gravity, they would have drunl: miserably thin,

or possibly acetous fermentation would have set in, and the

result would have been vinegar. I find, besides, that it is

never satisfactory to have to apply much sugar to keep up a
standard of sweetness iu these wines after the liquor has
finished its fermentation, and been fined off. In short, if

the wines do not contain sufficient sugar at first, they cannot

be sweetened properly afterwards, although slight additions of

sugar (the saccharometer will show us when they are necessary)

to give body, when the wines are allowed to remain in the
casks unbottled above a year, will be always advisable to please

those who do not like what are called "dry wines." If, on
the other hand, the young liquor is too much sweetened at first,

it would remain overloaded with unfermented sugar, and a
clouded appearance, a mawkish taste, and pricking upon the

palate, will be tho cohsequcnees. These evils cannot nflerwards
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be remedied, and hit-or-mies modes of proceeding have greatly
tended to briijg oar Euglibh wines into bad repute.

I trust I am not beouming tedious, but I feel I am writing
far beginners, and that I must enter into full particulars in
order to suit all persons who may feel interested in the sulijeot,

and I tbiuk I caunot do better now than give a digest cf the
manner in which I operated last year, as being my beat practice
up to the present time.

DioEST, 1868.—Made forty gallons of Ehubarb and Goose-
berry wine.

Jul.> 3rd. Gathered 200 lbs. of Ehubarb and 80 lbs. of Goose-
benies. I could not obtain 100 lbs. of the latter, otherwise I
shouM have preferred that neight.

July 4ih. Crushed the Ehubarb and Gooseberries with a
large pestle and mortar; entered the juice into the working-
pans, and added C giiUons of clean water at a temperature of
60° to the mast. The saceharometer indexed 7° of natural
sweetness. Covered Ihe ninst with old blanketing in a tempe-
rature of between 60° and 70°.

July &<h, saceharometer 7J°. July 7tb, 8°. July 8th, 7i°.
Preseed-off the juice through a winopresB, and it ran 29! gallons.
Put immediately 12 gallons of water, at a temperature of 80°,

to the btraioed mast, stirred well, and then pressed off. The
liquid produced measured lOJ gullous; put it to the first run-
nings, making a total of 40 gallons of crude juice and water,
in which the saceharometer flouted at 3°. Dissolved 7^ Ihe. of
honey, which brought the aaceharometer up to 54° ; thou stirred
into the liquor J lb. of red argol and 130 lbs. of loaf sugar,
which, when quite dissolved, brought the specific gravity up to
44°. I firBt dissolved only 120 lbs. of sugar, and felt my way
to 44° of gravi'y by adding the rest by degrees. Covered the
whole over as before in a tempeyature of from 55° to 60°.

July 9ih. Fermputation begintiDg; saceharometer 44;°.
July 10 h, sac. 451°; lltli. sac. 44°; 12lh, sac. 41i°; ISili,

sac. 38J° ; 14th, eac. 331°; 15lh, sac. 25°. Pat the liquor into
the b^^l^la in the cellar. July 18ih, sac. 18°.

July 28i.h, sac. 14°. Eacked-ofl the wine and rinsed-out the
gronvidh ; sulphured the barrels to check the fermentation, re-
turned the wine into the ctrtks.iand stirred in finings.

August .Ird, fac. 121° ; & h, she. 12°.

October 5tb, sac. 10.1°. Ricked again, and rinsed grounds
from casks. No sulphuring nor finings this time.
November ISih, eac. 10°. Plain-racked again. Wine be-

coming very fine, and feriuentfttion quite ceased. Put a piece
of canvas over the bunghole, and knocked down the bung and
vent-peg sir-light.

Marcli 11th, 1860. Bottled the wine, sac. 10°.

May2Ci.b. " Cracked" a bottio of it before writing this. It
is alreaiiy sparkling and bnautifally bright. This wine is

greatly improved by being kepli a year in bottle, and is what I

consider at its best at two yeaira of age ; nevertheless I have
wines of this description buttled in 1857 and successive years,
and they would puzzle sume very good judges.

It seema that in my hurry to proceed, I have neglected to
mention how to place the oafk in the cellar, and for the con-
venience of lackicgoff I advise the boxwood tap to be first

driven into the ca^k, to set the latter on the skeleton tram,
and secure it firmly by means of wooden wedges, with ita

bnnghole leaning slightly to one side, in order to allow of
the scum running down into a milk pan placed under the tram.
At this stage the neceseity of the spare gallon of liquor will

be evident from the constiiut filling-up which the bariel will
require as fomentation goes on.

It must now be determiued whether the wine is to be drawn
from the cask and drunk as a still wine, or bottled in March
to become an effervetciog beverage. In the latter case the
saceharometer must never be neglected ; constantly prove the
gravity by dipping the instrument in the liquor at the bunghole,
and when the indication is 14° place the working-pan under the
tap, and draw off the liquor, gently tilting the barrel when it

begins to run slowly, so aa leave the thickest of the sediment
behind. The latter should be turned into a milk pan, and the
cask rinsed out with a little of the wine (never use water for
the purpose), then sulphur the cask thus :—Tarn the barrel
bnngholo downwards, and fix it in tbat posiion ; then on the
end of an old iron spoon place a good pinch of flowers of sulphur,
set light to it with a candle, place the lighted sulphur at the
bunghoie, and allow the fumes to enter the barrel till combus-
tion ceases. After doing tlji.i, instantly replace the cask firmly
andievrl i^n the tram, enter the wine into it, and the sulr)hurous
acid which the cai-k oontains will check fermentation, aided by
the finings wiiieh aie Bon to be etirted into the liquor. To

make the finings a day or so previously to their being required
for use, put a quarter of an ounce of isinglass in about half a
pint of the wine, the older the wine the better, but new wine
will do. Stir the liquid occasionally till the isiuglass is found
to be quite dissolved, then add a pint more wine to it, mix
well, and quietly pour it in at the bunghole from a spouted jng
with one hand, and with the other keep gently stirring half-
way down the barrel with a lath. A piece of brown paper
may now be pasted over the bunghole with the wine's own
yeast, or the bung may bo put in slightly, but leave out the
vent-peg, and in all probability fermentation will now nearly
it not quite cease. Continue to prove the wine by the sac-

eharometer, as mentioned in the digest, and if it still work,
persevere in racking it, and it may be fined with isinglasa

once more, though not sulphured ; but should attenuation go
below 10°, dissolve a little loaf sugar in the liquor to keep it

up to that mark. Aa soon as the settlings in the milk pans
from the rnokinga have fined themselves down, run off the
clear liquid into the gallon stone bottle, or, if there is room
for it, enter it into the cask with the rest, and throw the resi-

duum on the manure heap, or give it to the Bosea, which will

relish it much, and produce blossoms as big as breakfast
saucers.

I will describe the bottling in due time ; but as regards the
honey, 1 may state that if it is of bad colour, or otherwise
foul from being taken out of the body of an old hive, instead
of being virgin honey taken from a glass super, the mode o£
preparation which I adopt before adding it to the liquor is to

put a quarter of a pound of water to every quarter of a pound
of honey in a stewpan over a bright fire, gently simmer it for

twenty minutes, skimming ofi the scum as it riaes, and then
allow the clarified honey to become corjl.

By scientific men, Thompson'M sHccharoracter would in all

probability be the expensive inalrumtnt u:!ed to ascertain the
speiific gravity, therefore we must be careful to multiply the
degrees on our simpler infltrumeot by 5— viz., 44° multiplied
by 5 will be 220° on the scale of Thompson's instrument.

—

Upwabdb akd Onwaeds.
(To be continned.)

PORTRAITS OF PLANTS, FLOWERS, AND
FRUITS.

Cereus LiviDtrs (Livid Cerens). Nat. ord.. CactacPEB. Liim.,

Icosandria Mouogynia.—This is a columnar Cactus, 12 feet high,

and from 4 to 6 inches in diameter. Flowers white, 10 iuohes

in diameter. Native of Brazil, La Guajra, and Cura90a.

—

{Bot Mag., t. 5775
)

Crocos oEPHiNiDis (Professor Orphanides' Crocus). Nat.
ord , Iridaceas. Linn., Triandria Monogynia.—Very beantifol,

native of Greece. Flowers more than 2 inches in diameter,

lilac blue, unveiued, throat yellow. They blnssomid in a cool

frame at Kow during November.

—

{Ibid , t. 5776
)

PiiLiEGONiUM ScHOTTii (Dr. Seliott'a Pelargonium). Nat.

ord., Geraniacta;. Liim., Monadelphia. Decandria.—A garden
hybrid, nearly allied to P. cliirrophyllum, which had for its

parent P. fulgidnm, fertilised by the pollen of P. sanguinevm.
Flowers crimson, with an elongated black blotch on each petal.

—{Ibid , t. 5777.)

UnoNTooLossnu Kraheiii (Kramer's Odnntoglot). Nat. ord.,

Orchidaceas. Linn , G.vnandria Monandri*.—Native of Costa

Rioa. Introduced by Messrs. Veitch & Sona. " Like its con-

geners, it flourishes under cool treatment." Flowera freely and
enduringly, and ia exquiaitely delicate in the purple tints on
ita otherwise white flowers.

—

{Ibid., t. 5778.)

Plomeria. ldtea (Yellow Plumi^riu). Nat. ord., Apocynaoeas.

Linn , Pentandria Monogynia.—Native of Peru. A fine branch-

ing 7- feet-high plant, flowering abumiantly in June in the Kew
Palm house. Flowera 4 inches in diameter, aweet-fcented,

very pale pink, yellow at the ba.^e of the petals.'

—

(Ibid., t. 5779.)

Gladiolus cruentus (Blood-coloured Gladiolus). Nat. ord.,

IriilacKB. Linn., Triandria Monogynia —"A very beautiful

and entirely novel species. It was received from Natal by Mr.
Bull, of Chelsea, with whom it flowered during the past sum-
mer. It ia not only a very Hhi)vvy plant, but also one of a very
distinct character, and wo believe it will be welcomed as a

grand acquisition for the flower garden, on account of its vigor-

ous babit of growth, and ita large bnlliantlj-coloured flowers.

I', will, probably, be also of great value to the hybridiaer, and
may be expected to impart some njvelty of feature to the

popular varieties of thia favourite flower. As a speoies it it
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remarkable for its almost ref»nlar perianth, with blunt emar-
gioate BegmentR, bnt it has etitirely the habit and aspect of the

ordinary garden varietiea of Gladiolus.

"The plant proiiuocg a tall Hoape, 2 feet hijjh or npwards,
farniBbed wiih long fl4f! like glaumina leaves, nearly an inch

wide, the scape terminatini; in a diHtitiljoaa spike of about a

dozen large broadly oampaniilate subringmit flDwera of a bright

blood-red colour, the segments of which are obovale or ohl<in((-

spathulate, and cmarginate, the upper ones being more promi-
nent, somewh-it larger than the lo*er, and uniformly coli)Ured,

while the lower smaller ones are Bomewhat rucurveil, crimson

at the base, and scarlet at the apex. Tlie two lateral ones of

tho lower lip are marked about halfway down with a white

zone dotted with crim-Jon, wliich on the exterior edge tuns out

into a long point, like the flaino of the Ibirisis' Tulip. The
base of the segments, where tliey P'lss into the alendor tube, is

marbled with yellowish green. The stsmena have red fila-

ments, supportins linear purple anthers."

—

[FloTint and riniw-

logiet, 3rd «., ii.,121
)

CULTURE OF HEATHS.
Ih offering a few hints on the cnltnre of Heaths, it ia npees-

flary to remark tliat, where it is at all possible, a hnu«o should

be devoted to thein, which should be span-roofed, well lighted,

most efficiently ventilated, and so constructed that the plants

can be kept near the glass. As in nine cases out of ten, how-
ever, such accommodHiion cannot be had, tljpy (.hould have a

portion' of the greenhouse allotted to them separate frona iho

general collection, or at least among such bard wooded pluntsas

reqnire similar treatment. Tite proper soil is pure peat, with

the addition of more or less sand, according to the quality of

the peat, whether naturally snndy or otherwise. The best for

the purpose is o'otained from hillsides or dry moors, and from
spots where the wild Heath is found growing luxorisnilp, and
without being associated with grass or reeds, cutting the tnrf or

god about 4 inches deep, choosing the winter season for the

purpose, as the worms are then beluw the top spit fttr protection

from frost. The turf should be chopped up with the spade and
thoroughly dried before using. As r general rule, from the

beginning to the middle of May i< the best eenson for shifiing ;

and in this operation it should be borne in mind that the hard-

wooded sorts, such as Mas!-oni, aristata, and tricolor, are fnnnd
naturally growing in dry sitnatinns, in a soil largely composed
of the dfihris of coarse sandstone rncks ; while the sofi-ooded,

Stich as hyemnlis, colorans, and Linriffioides, are for the most
part found in damper situations, with less sand among the soil.

In potting, therefore, the hardwooded sorts should not only have
more draiouge, but a larger allowsnce of sand, than such as are
sottwooded and more robust in their habit.

All the kinds de-ght in charcoal, and small pieces incorporated
with the soil ard ;imong the crocks will be found bene6('ial ; the
roots penetrate i'. freely, and it has the efftct of absorbing any
superabundance of moistnre.

Thorough drainage is of the utmost importance, and from

H to 3 inches of crocks should be allowed, according to the size

of the pot and the kind of plaiit, placing a layer of rough fibry

peat over them.
In potting, the ball ahonld not be bnried deeper than to allow

a very thin sprinkling of fresh soil over the snrface, and the soil

pressed firmly round the sides. If the soil is thoroughly dry, it

can scarcely be too firm. Nothing is more fatal to Heaths than
loose potting ; the water is absorbed by the soft peat, the old

ball gradually loses its moisture, and the plant soon becomes
unhealthy. An essential condition to the snccossfnl cnl'ure of

Cape Heaths is careful watering. No plant is more impatient
of either excfs-ive drought or moistnre. Over-watering soon
shows its tffrcis by the foliage gutting discoloured and dropping
off, the res I't of the soured soil gradually rotting the roots;

while a th o ';:h parching is almost alwaya fatal; and even
when the

i
Ian does survive, it is seldom that any after-treat-

ment will compensate for the shook it sustains. The snfest will

be the mec ium, giving water copiously during the growing sea-

son, and that only when it is seen to be wanted, and gradually

reducing the allowance as winter advances, at which season
special care must be exercised.

Early in Jane they may be placed ont of doors in a sheltered

situation, and, where it is possible, plnoged to the brims of

the pots in saud or ashes, taking care that complete provision

is made against worms, which are very troublesome, deranging
the drainage and perforating the balls, so that it is impossible
to do them proper justice in watering.

In hot Rummer weather, whether in the greenhouse or out
of doors, they should lie syringed overhead night and morning,
trefore and after the sun. In autumn and winter, aud even in

long-continued wet or dull weather in summer, all the sorts

are liable to mildew, and whenever the fniutest symptom of

Ibis enemy is perceived, no time should be lost in applying
llie sulphur puff, before which it will rapidly disappear ; and
even though it should not be noticed, a very gentle dusting
occasionally in the course of the winter will prevent, which, in

this case, is emphatically better than cure. Many fine speci-

mens are rained by the neglect of this simple precaution ; and
mildew is so insidious, that very often its work is done before
its presence is detected.

Immediately after the bloom ia passed they may he pruned
or pinched, so as to keep the specimens in shape. All the
sorts require this to bo done regularly, and some of the soft-

wooded, such as hjemalis, are much the better of being well

cut in.

In arranging the plants in the greenhcnse, each should have
BufBoient space to allow the light and air to penetrate all round
them. Air should be admitted freely, except in very hard frost,

and no more fire heat should be given but what is absolutely

necessary to keep the temperature justabovo the fretzing-point.

In point of fact, moat Heaths will stand ,3° or i" of frost with-

out apparent injury. I am convinced, however, that the safest

course is to keep it out alrogelber.

I append a select list of fine varieties arranged according to

their ordinary seasons of flowering :

—

1. Wiuter and Spring.

Grandioosa antmnnalis
Princeps carnoa
Vernix coccinea
Gricilis vernalis
Hjemalis
Sindryana
Colorans

M-Iauthera
Lamt-orlinna rosea
Wilrtioreaua
Orttcilis aalumnalis
ItesermtnaLS
bpenCQiii

2. April to July.

Massoni major
Farmentieriana rosea
Vtstita coccinea
Veetita coccinea minor
Vi-ntricosa corascaaa
il^nmla
Fyirtea
Victoria
Arif-tiita major
Cavtndishii
Obbnta umbellata
Pursoluta alba
Yestita alba

Aitoniana TamboUU
Eweriana swperba
Verticill'ita miijor
Marnockiana
Ampullacea
Aiistiniima
Jasmioitlora alba

Ventricosa grnnftiflora

VentriC'isaglobosa
Cardolleana
FairrJeHaa
Diiloota

Hirt.R-lIi
Profiisa
Shannoniana
ShniinoDiaiia Tnrnbullii
Vpiilricosa P.otbwe!iiana alba
V<^ntricusa doasa caraea
IJfV. 'Diana
luflata

3. Autumn.
Corinthoidea coronata
Mncuabiiina rnst-a

Maiiimosa pallida
Atiinbilis

Ampul>acGa camea
JaHmiuifiura
Hotorta major

—(The Gardener).

OUR SPARROWS.
" I SHAiL give it up now, and let the sparrows have it all

their own way ; they very nearly have it both in garden and

orchard. There is no good in toiling and spending for next to

nothing. Talk about sowing seeds half for the birds and half

for use ! our English sparrows are not content with that, they

take the lion's share, and no mistake ; they are greedy beyond
measure, there is no working with them ; it is at best a long

hard battle in which they are sure to gain the victory, so I

might as well fold my arms, bask in the sunshine, and save

my money and strength for other work." So said the new
owner of The Grange as he sat down the second time to hiB

breakfast, having rushed out to frighten a number of birdg

from hi.s Xtadish beds.
" We always have a great many sparrows in spring," repUed

his wife.
" I do not know when we are without them, spring or autumn.

I wonder if they ever die of old age. I think they must out-

live the raven, even if they do at last yield to old age. It is

certain if their numbers increase at the rate they have done

the last few years, there will be a famine in the land. The
amount of mischief they do is incalculable ; they have pulled

up five rows of Peas, each row oontainiog more than a quart,

and completely destroyed them ; and you might gather up
' handfuls of little while Eadishes left on the soil to die. And
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that grand Mastarfi-Beed sowinR of yonrs, in which I was to

read my naiue in growing letter?, might with legs trouble and
equal reenlt have been a thin broadcast. There is no relief

from them at any time or place, for they are everywhere ; they
are on the housetop with their quarrelsome twitter, they are
round the chimneys, and last, not least, in the spouts ; not a
thunderstorm oomes, or a heavy rain, hut the spouts are
choked-up with tha straws and rubbish of the nests they are con-
structing. 1 paid last year upwards of ,1i2 for oleaiing spouts
out at different limes. All the gardens and orchards appear to
he theirs by right, they are on every fruit tree picliing-o£f the
huds, under the pretence of eseking caterpillars long before
they make their appearance. You never find them going near
the Gooseberry bushes when those are half-dead with the
ravages of the caterpillars of the magpie moth. I have lived

where there was a garden all my time, yet never met with a
family of sparrows that would have anything to do with them

;

had they done it but once in ten years they would have
atoned in a small measure for the loss they cause. I have
known them shell Peas, and be very happy all the time, and
that very near to old women who were paid for picking off the
caterpillars the sparrows might have eaten."
"I have heard, Harry, those caterpillars are very bitter to

the taste, and much too dark to be relished as food."
" Not much darker than the fruit buds they peck at during

the winter months, until, when spring comes, there is no blos-

som to open ; and then the nps and downs they make in every
freoh-done-up border, the spoiling of early flowers—the work
and the disappointment they thus cause are dreadful to con-
template. Of all birds they are the most determined ; any
hideous scarecrow you put up will only frighten for a short
time; even the painted tin cat running np and down the
border is poon of little worth, its very silence assures the old

sparrows it cannot harm. Why, a rook will tremble at the
sight of « gun, and be soared for a week by the smell of gnu-
powder; but those home-birds look down from their upper
heights without fear or trtmbling, and chirp, chirp, until one is

weary of beRring them."
" Why do you not shoot them, Harrj- V

"

" And riddle somebody's new crochet qnilt, as I did when a
lad, and had to pay damages. They are not worth the cost of

shot

"

" Perhaps what they destroy is ; hut, then, you do not care
lor small game. I daresay, Harry, a rook is a bettor mark to

hit than a sparrow."
"More in the hnlb, it is true, Clara. I declare, there they

are again ; I will just give them one more fluster before they
have it all Ibeir own way. I do believe they consider we put
out the seeds to soak for their especial benefit."

"Why do you not do, Papa, as Uncle Archie does ?" said one
of my wingless chicks ;

" he gives them bitter grain to eat."
" Poisoned wheat, does lie ? 1 am not sure we should use it

for such a purpose, and it is no easy matter to become possessed
of the bitter, I know by experience ; there is too much witness-
ing and book-figning for me. I have tried to purchase it more
than onco or twice, and failed ; somehow I could not manage it—I suppose every man is a coward at some point or other

;

weakened by a soft place in the brain or the heel, I comfort my-
self with thinking that after all it is a mean way of ridding one-
self of a nuisance. I have run out of nearly every druggist's shop
in the town, after getting up my courage to enter, for as soon
as I name the deadly ingredient I desire, the shopmen eye me
with a queer pitying look, as if quite sure I had lost something,
and they shake their heads and mutter in low words about their
inability to believe it is only for biid-i. Once my heart beat
very fast, for I thought sure enough I was going to gain my
end, for the shopman asked rac no questions, but weighed, and
folded np, and sealed, and labelled with big letters 'Deadly
poison ;

' but when I offered the money more than the cost, yet
fully determined to wait for no change he coolly asked, ' Where
is your witness?' 'Witness, man! What do you mean?'
' Some one to say you are going to make a right use of this

—

are in your right .' Oh! Clara, I assure you, I dashed out
of the place at a speed I have never tested since my courting
days. I never walk down that street unless compelled, then I

keep on the oilier side. I do not think 1 shall ever summon up
strength of mind to go into a mefiicine shop again, so I hope
you will not take the fancy to be ill."

" I am very glad yon could not purchase it, I could cot sleep
with poison in the house, some accident would have been sure to

have been the result. I should have been giving it to the
children, thiuking it was arrowroot."

" Well, then, the sparrows must have their day, live on at

our cost. The sixth row of Peas is disappearing fast ; should
any stray Pea manage to tsuape, and live on to fruiting time,

I must engage farmer Thompson's boy with the rattle to keep
away the pilferers, or there will be nothing left for me but
empty pods. To think of our brothers on the other aide of the
world importing sparrows ; they little know what they are doing.

I wish they had all ours ; they are great feeders and little

workers, and we could well do without them. The worst of the

matter is there is no making a noise about them, or resorting

to any method of extermination, or there will be an Act of

Parliament in no time for their protection."
" I think when you sow seeds you are niggard, not thinking

about the birds, or the probable number of old seeds which may
have been mixed up with the new, so the poor sparrows are

blamed for more harm than they do ; and every loss or failtire

is easily accounted for when the birds are out of favour."
" Certainly, Clara, I have not your weakness for everything

wearing feathers, or I might be blind to their evil deeds ; and
as for not sowing plenty of seed, I usually take the quantity I

should use if we were not blessed with such a colony of sparrows,

then double the measure ; surely that is enough. I do not
believe our gardens have a worse enemy, it is peck, peck, all

the day long at something or other, no matter what. Pull

them rudely out of a flooded spouting, and they will straight-

way go and build in another ; drive them away with fluttering

rags or strips of paper from the tender growth of one bed, and
they will drop down all the more keenly on some undefended
portion. I have seen them tramp upon netting spread over a

bed of Crocuses until they could reach the flowers, then begin in

earnest the work of destruction, and but few would be left un-

touched a few hours afterwards. If I were Flora's gardener I

would wage terrible war against them."
" And yet you will not have the blackbird or the thrash

driven away, and I am sure they make sad work with onr
Cherries and Strawberries? "

" Oh ! but for months in the year they are quiet workers,

picking up worms and i-lugs. They well earn a right to some
little portion of our sweets, aud v,e can better spare fruit than

vegetables—but the sparrow, I am slow to believe he is of any
good."

—

Madd.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
It is with regret we have to announce that already symp-

toms of the Potato Disease have appeared. Mr. Bonald,

nurseryman, of Chichester, sent examples of it to the meeting

of the Koyal Horticultural Society on Tuesday, and in a com-
munication ou the subject, he says :

—" The Potato disease

first showed itself hero on the Slst of May. On the first spot

the sets had been left in the ground all winter, and were taken

up and replanted on the same day, the sort being the Lapstone

Kidney. Others planted at the same time aud beside them are

not yet affected. These had been laid thinly in a loft all

winter." , ,. „ ,,. . -
,, ,

WORIv FOR THE WEEK.
KITOBIEN GABDEN.

Now is a good time to apply salt to Asparapui: and Sea-kale

beds ; about a pound to a square yard is sufficient. It ia a

waste to apply it after the plants have done growing, particu-

larly when the soil is at all inclined to be cold and stiff. Stimu-

lants applied now will enable the plants to lay up a good store

of organised matter for another season, and therefore in

addition to salt, occasional applications of liquid manure
should be made. The effect of this treatment will be per-

ceived in the autumn, for the plants will retain their green

colour much longer than others not so treated. The planting-

out of Broccoli. Winter Greens, Cabbafies, Gaulifowcrs, &o.,

must be vigorously prosecuted, and every vacant space should

now be kept well filled up. Liquid manure will be in continual

request. Celenj, the trenches for the main crops should now
be prepared ; the spaces between the rows of Peas are very

suitable. The shade from the Peas will be very useful to the

Celery in its earliest stages, and they will be entirely removed

by the time they are likely to be injurious. Continue to top

Peas and Beans as they advance, and keep them well gathered

us they become fit for table. Another sowing of Dwarf Kidney

i'fuits'may be put in for succession, aud advancing crops of

these and Scarlet Runnc>-s should be well thinned-out. Con-

tinue to make ooea>ional sowings of Lettuces ; the White

Silesian for stewing, and the Bath Cos, Paris Cos, and Green
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Cos for salads. Keep Turitiiis woU tbiunefl-ont, and watered
when neeilful. Sue that J'limaioes are weU lliiuned-out and
kop.t nail«d to tUo nalld. ...

>-RCIT OABDB:?. ' ' .- '
'

strawberries will now iHijuire timely applications of water,

aocoi'diDf^ tu the btato of the weather ; aad the fruit muat be

protected from birds. Tho uailiog of the jounf; wood of wall

trees mudt ba oonlinually followed up. Lay-in tlie tlioots of

Apricot and other vvull trees while the wood is pliable. Gon-
tinne to stop and destroy siiperlluous tihoots on the trained
Pear trees ; many shoots may be twisted or brokea short about
half-way up. Tho oiiioions of pr«olii;id men are divided ass to

whether partial or entire removal in the belter. I inoline to

the idea that the breostwood of Pears should now bo broken
off within a few juiuta of the base, carefully retaining; tho
leave.s; of course a due supply of youn^ shoots must bo laid

in to till np all present or prospective vacancies.

"' ''
'

FLOWER GARDEN.
Evergreens in general will have now ceased shedding their

leaves for awhile, and a more general cleaning than usual
should now take place in dressed gronudf". Herbaceous plants
will now require a thorough staking; do not form tho plants
like bosoms, but use sticks enough, sometioias three or four to

a plant. Kemember the lafe Mr. Lotidon's directions : Let no
two plants touch, if possible. Grass and Box edgings should
be clipped and trimmed, the ktter during damp weather.
Follow the progress of climbers with the necessary attention.

Propagate Piuk.s, China Kosea, and Double Itookets. Let a
goodly number of Pani-y cuttings bo put iu. Itanunculuses,
Talipe, and Hyacinths should now bo taken np, and, after the
bulbs are dried, stored in some dry room. Tho bulbs which
are planted in the borders, and which add so much to the beauty
and lively appearance of the flower garden and shrubbery
dnring the spring months, should now receive attention. An
acquaintance wiih the different species will direct the cultivator

iu his operations. Some species, for instance, form new bulbs
beside the old ones, and in course of time become so crowded
as to be weak and cease to flower ; others form their new bulbs
under the old ones, and at last btcomo so deep, that the same
result follows ; others, again, form their new bulbs over the
old ones, and the former appear above tho surface of the ground,
when they are destroyed by the hoe, the rake, or frost.

GREENHOUEH AND COKSEKVATOEV.
As the beauty of many of the plants in these is of short

duration, caro must be taken to insure a constant succession
of plants in bloom until fiost set in, when Chrysanthemums,
Camellias, Chinese Primroses, and sovcral otlier midwinter
flowers may be introduced, to he followed by the forced flowers
of returning spring. Those who keep a sharp eye on such
matters, will alwaja take care to have a sufficient surplus stock
after the bedding-out is completed, to provide against gaps iu

the flower garden, and to supply the in-door wants. All spring-
propagated plants remaining in store pois should be potted-ofl

forthwith, and placed on or plunged in ashes iu a spot sheltered
from the winds. Balsams, Cockscombs, and other tender
annuals for succession, should receive their last shift before
they become pot-bouL-d, and plenty of the Achimenes family
should be potted-off, some in large masses. A number of the
best Scarlet Pelargoniums ought to be selected for flowering
nest wiuter. These should be grown rapidly, and frequently
stopped. Towards August they will become rather pot-bound

;

they must not, however, be shifted, but merely hardened in a
very exposed situation until the end of September, iu order to

have them sturdy and very short-jointed. If placed on a light

and warm shelf near the glass, they will be objects of great
interest all winter. The Hybrid Perpetual, Bourbon, and Tea
Eoses, which have been cut from all the spring, should now be
compelled to rest. They should be placed in a somewhat
shady situation, and all dispotition to break into young buds
should be carefully checked. They may remain thus for a
month, when they should be taken out of their pots, partially

disrooted, and repotted in fresh compost. By September the
new pots will be filled with fresh roots, and, under good
management, the plants will bloom for the greater part of the
winter. Let Fuchsias have ample supplies of water, and pro-
vide succession stock. The early-flowering Pelargoniums, now
rather exhausted, should have the bulk of their tops removed,
and made into cuttings. The old stools may be thrown on
their sides iu a shady situation until they break buds half an
inch long, when they may be disrooted and repotted iu rather
smaller pots. Ciuerarias going out of bloom may be put iu an

old frame or pit and furuigatod ; thxy may then be cat doVm
and turned out in u raised bed iu tho gsrdon. They will there

food and produce an filmudance of Huckers by a little attention

to wateiing, &o. Cacti may be renioved frotn the stove, shifted,

placed iu a cold pit, and supplied liberally with moisture.

STOVK.

Frequent syringiBgs, iu addition to moistening the floors

and othnr surfaces, will be needful for the ordinary stove stock.

Some of the Orchids will now reipiire a little assistance in the

way of " topping up," and a watchful eye must be kept for

insects. Prop,agateLucnlia gratins)m>i, by cattinijg. Gesneras,

Achimenes, and Begonias should be shifted for succession.

Avoid watering plants v/hich are not in active growth. Look
well over the now nfcarly-blooming Stauhorieasand Uncidiums,
lest any snails should be concealed. With regard to the

Orchids, some little moderation is necessary, especially when
the weather suddenly changes from a sunny to a cloudy
character.—W. ICeane. oi ')-i:o ind

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GAUDEN.

The hot sun after the showery weather has brought on most
crops well ; but in addition to plenty of small weeds B|)iinging

up, the stiff soil became caked, and was beginning to crack in

all directions, rendering plenty of surface stirring with the hoe
and light steel fork necessary among growing crops. Potatoes

that were rather shallow-planted, owing to the wetness of the

soil, have had a slight carthing-up. In general, we consider

that nothing is gained by this practice, but that on the contrary

if planted from G to 8 inches deep, the tubers come to ma-
turity earlier, without the earthing-up. All of ours under glasB

and other protection have been good, and free from disease.

Mice and RaU.—The former have been troublesome, and the
latter very destructive to our Pean. We resowed some rows
lately, and found on examining them not a single sound Pea,

though these had been heavily rod-leaded. We are thus forced

to come to tho conclusion that the red lead does not at all deter

the rat ; and though we have trapped numbers, there seems to

be no diminution in their depredations, end we find, as yet, no
trace of their suffering from the lead. In most cases, however,
they have cleared us out, just when the little shoot would be
about halt an inch in length, and the sfed soft and sweet,

which enables them, in many cases, to leave the outer skin of

the I'ea, though iu others all seemed to have been devoured.

As we caught many mico and sparrows, we did not blame the

rats BO much until we found their excrements. Pheasants
though plentiful could not in this case have injured us, as the

rows were covered with wire netting, as weekly advertised,

2 feet wide, and with 2\ inch meshes, placed in semi-cir-

cular fashion over the row, so that the pheasant may put his

neck through the meshes without being able to reach the Peas,

and with no risk of hanging itself, which it. might do, if twine
netting were used. Vor this purpose wire netting is very
useful and economical, and with ordinary care appears to he
very lasting. Without some such means of protection, sowing
Peas with us would be only a waste of seed, except so far as

feeding game is concerned. Wire netting such as the above
is of no use as a protection from mice, rats, and small birds.

We used to consider ourselves safe when the Peas were 2 inches

in height ; but it is not uncommon to find top and bottom
cleared now after they are 3 or more inches in height. Our
earlier sowings of red-leaded Ptas were untouched at bottom,

though a little pecked by birds on the top. It is the first time

in our experience, that seeds damped and leaded have thus

been cleared out. Of Broad Beans and Kidney Beans so treated

none have been meddled with. We may here mention, that for

birds and mice, no trap is better than the wooden fignre-fonr

trap with a heavy brick over it, as then whatever Is caught dies

directly, and thus one objection is dispensed wi'h against the

prolonged cruelty involved in trapping in general. In sowing
Peas and Broad Beans for the last time, in addition to the

above precautions, we ran a small cordon of tar on the ground
all round the rows ; but that as soon as dry was no deterrent to

the rats, though smelling strongly. Wo believe a string saturated

with tar and oil to keep it moist, and kept near the ground,

would have been more (ffectual. In setting iron traps, much
depends on the trapper having a light hand, as the trap shonld

be very slightly concealed with earth. No taint of the hand
should be left behind, and this is best effected by wearing a

glove. After all some men will rarely succeed, whilst others
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will as rarely fail, ftncl that thongh both eeem equally carefal.

It is be»t to abstftin from poison, except in ehut-up places, aa

even if put in securo places, it is apt to be carried out and
partaken of by aniruala for whom it was not intended.

In sowing Peas now, it ia well to hare the ground well pul-

verised and manurc-d, and the Peas sown in a rather deep wide
opening or trench, so that with the usual covering the Pens
will still grow in a hollow, which will permit of watering more
easily if the autumn should be dry. As intimated above, the
last Broad Bsans, even of the M>iziigan kinds, should be planted

by the middle of the month. Most of the good Marrows will do
if sown by the mi-idle of the month and well treated ; but later

in the monlh the earlier kinds should chiefly be used.
Sowed successions of Lettnees, Endive, Turnips, Bidishes,

and Sijinaob, and dug down the Winter Syinaeh, which has
done good service, to make room for other things. Sowed
more Coleworts, and pricked out quantities of Brussels Sprouts

and Winter Greens to be lifted agnin, as our ground is too full

as jet to give them phoe. Sorood also Guious and Currots for

drawing young, and thinned Onions, C irrots, and Parsnips.
One piece of C rrots ia rather thin, bnt in another they came
up thickly enough to have stocked many gardens, if they could

have been transplanted, and yet the two pieces were sown
Vfithin a month of each other. Carrots, even of the long kiuds,

sown now in well-pulverised soil, will yield young sweet roots

in the autumn— srteeter than, though not so large as spring-

sown ones, and therefore useful for many purposes. These laio

and smaller roots rarely exhibit marks of spot or worms, and
therefore when served while look tempting in the dish. Watered
Cauliflowers coming in well, and pricked out a lot for what will

be the fourth suceestion, and there are two sets coming behind
them. The last one will be in just before frost may be expected.

FRUIT GARDEN.
We find we shall not have nearly so much fruit as we ex-

pected, as with the exception cf Cherries, much of the stone

fruit has dropped. We expected this to a great extent, but not

to so great a degree as has taken place ; and it will be recollected

we said as much in the spring, attributing the unsatisfac-

tory state of the wood to the dryness of last summer and then
the late growth in autumn. For more than two months wo
were almost at the mei-cy of a scorching sun, and just kept

trees under glass, as Peaches, from djiug oil entirely, as well

as losing the fine crops, by using strong house sewage—far too

strong for the puroose, but we could obtain no clean water to

dilute it with. For about six weeks wo saved our Celery by
keeping it shaded from sunlight. We hope never to pass
througb such another season, unless we have a large reservoir

in which the rain water ia stored up, instead of finding its wcy
into ditches, &C., there to give off its foetid exhalations. Even
the least observant could not help looking to the result in the
following season. Our heavily laden dwarf Apple and Pear
trees suffered perhaps the least last year, as they were heavily

mulched to keep the heat and dryness out; hut some of the
trees have an unhealthy tinge tbia season, are making but little

wood, and though the blossom was large and fine, much of it

was defective, and numbers of the fruit dropped at, and shortly

after setting time.

Of Rispberries, thongh some rows are good, yet others have
suffered severely, the canes first breaking weakly, and then
many giving way altogether, and in such cases the young
growth is not so strong as usual. Even though these were
roughly mulched last summer, we had apprehensijns that the

plants would suffer from the great heat and dryness. They
had no chance, except where moisture could either be put in

the ground, or kept in it about the roi t^.

As respects Strawberries, though we have had fair gatherings
from forced plants, yet they have not been so fine and plentiful

as usual, especially the earliest crops. The later ones have
succeeded better, even late-potted plants from runners pushed
out late doing tolerably well ; but the partial decline as to bear-

ing we attribute to the season being so far advanced before we
had any cbauce of taking runners for potting. The .same cause
has affected the main crops, many rows of which were so

scorched up, as not to have a green leaf on them until the late

Tains cime and caused them to grow and become green again,

almost as quickly as the burned-up lawn. The second growth,
however, was more imperfectly matured than usual, and though
we had a fair show oi bloom, it was not in the quantities we
used to have ii ; and, on the whole, the setting has not been
good. Few Strawberries suffer fiom drought so much as that

useful kind for preserving, Cuthill's Black Prince. We had a
fine border of young plants that produced heavily last season ;

but even those which lived through the drought are puny, com-
pared to what they ought to be ; and there are blanks in the
border which are not worth covering or protecting. No winter
could have been more suitable f..r the plants, but the mischief
wan done before the winter cime.
To assist the general crops, as the ground was becoming

dry on the surface, it was slightly forked over, just to break
the surface and destroy incipient weeds, and a little soot being
strewn near the plants, the ground was covered close up to the
stems with long litter fur the trusses to rest upon, and then
wo gave the plants a good watering. A falling barometer leads
1J8 to expect rain ere long, which will wa'<li and clean the
litter before the berries ripen, as we h'lvo only a few colouring
on a south bank, but will have plenty for some time under
glass ; the latest bting merely in a cold pit planted out. We
prefer clean wheaten straw, but the stable litter, well shaken,
costs little or nothing. Long grass, cut before the seeds ap-
proach maturity, answers very well ; but short grass is about
the worst to be used, as it ia driven into the fruit, encourages
moulding when damp, and is sure to carpet the place with
daisies and other weeds. Tan is a very good material when
used fresh. With the plants and flower trusses of the usual
strength, we found nothing better than running a string with
some sticks on each side i-f ths row, which kept the fruit from
touching ihe ground. Whatever plan be adopted, the fruit

should be kept clean.

Barren Straiohcrrij Plants.—Fruitful plants may become
barren from circumstances, but a tendency thus produced is

ever apt to continue. When we f irce plauts and then turn
tbem out, we discard all those that have mi^sed fruiting.

Plants of the normal type if unfruitful this season, may be
fruitful the next; but though we have found this to be the
case, we have several times experira'-nted, and found that

unfruitful plants continued unfruitful f.ir a number of gene-
rations— in one instanca ten generatiDus by runners never
jieldfid a bloom. It is well, therefore, to take runners from
fruitful plants. There is one prominent case in which our
readers with small gardens need bo iu no danger of a mistake.
We have cleared out a score i<t two of unfruitful plants, that

their room might be taken up by better plants, and chiefly that

no runners should by taken from them. Wu could see .these

plauts as we passed along. Tbey grow strouuer than the fruit-

ful ones, are more upright in growth, the buils more upright

and pointed, and often tinged with a deeper pinky colour. If

in addition to these marks there are lots of strong runners
coming from them all round, there need be no delay in cutting

them out. We do not believe that such plants or their progeny,
under any condition, will be likely to be fiuitfirl if allowed to

remain. As they produce such strong and early runners, they
are very apt to be selected for young plants, and thus the evil

is perpetuated. We have cut up a score or t*vo of Keens'
Seedling, beautiful plants with fine foliage, but with less or

more of the above marks; and considerable attention and ex-

perience would lead us to the conclusion, that the runners
from such plants would be very apt to continue to produce
nothing but runners. We have not a doubt that many fine-

looking plants iu pots for forcing, refuse to show bloom from
this cause alone, and to avoid it there is no plan safe except

removing these strong, sterile, early-turner plants. In every

case the very free, and very early prndujiion of runners, are

signs and consequences of sterility iu bio ^m and fiuit. As
stated, we have found such plauts and runners become fruitful

in time, but these were exceptions so few, and to be waited for

so long, that prudence dictates the selecting of runners from
fertile plants. Just as in the case of the buds, it often happens
that the strings of the ruuiiers of such strong sterile plants

are deeper coloured than the m-ire moderate-sized fertile ones.

Last season we saw a bed of KKens' Seedling, seemingly well

managed in every way, but more thin three parts were barren,

The barren plants could be distinguished without stooping

to examine them, merely by the more upright habit, pointed

buds, and luxuriance of growth.

ORNAMENTAL DEPAKTMIIKT.

The bright sun succeeding the rain, has g'ven plenty of work
iu keeping lawns short and smooth. We have finished the

bulk of planting iu the flower garden, though there will still be

a working-up and regulating of edging-i, &-!. A great ease in

planting is obtained by edging beds, hoAever sraill, of a con-

tra^tingor a complementary colour. A bed thus becomes more
pleasing and perfect iu itself, as well as when forming part of

a group. Little watering has been needed, but as the sun

caked and hardened the soil, we had the surface broken with a
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Dutch hne BDt? a fine-poinfeiJ fork. We shoulil have nothing

to gniiiible at here if the dry da.ya had not brought us clouds of

birds early in the morning. In search of something moist

and soft, they have nearly dug np the plants in some hedfl,

makiug Kreat' hules oliiso to the stems, and thus injuring the

roots. Ni'ttiiiR until the ground were more covered was out of

the question, lint we fiod Ibey have been considerably deterred

yisitirg the beds by fastcniiig strings to sticks, stuck in the

ground obliqufly, niih a piece of newspaper tied to the end of

the string. Biinehes of feathers we find scarcely so useful.

Merely aa a proof how soon tho surface of the ground has

become dry and hard, we find that tho birds are eating Cherries

and S'tanberiiei when quite preen, which they very seldom

do. With a f;<ninl ruin there will be plenty of soft food to be

procured, wiilinut digging down at the roots of our fresh-turned-

out bedriing plants.

Much time has hepn occupied in potting Ferns, Balsams,

Achimenpo, CoU uses, Zonal Pelargoniums ; and the first large-

flowering Pelargoniums and Koses have been set out in the

Bun to harden and rinen their wood, Chinese Primroses piicked

off, and Cinerarias turned out into soil to produce sucker-like

young plants. Chrysanthemnms and Hoses have been watered,

ground stirred for planting Stocks, Asters, &c., and a few

annuals sown for late blooming.—R. P.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—June 10.

LiTTLB or DO ohnntre lifts taken plnce here, foreign arrivals beinf^ of the

usual charHclt-r, injd home-grown produce anfficiect to met-t the ileinftnd,

except ^t^awbern^F, vlrtch ore b;icUward, aud do not riptn wfcU out of

doors. Pine Apfles of Euglilih growth are freely supplied, and prices are

receding.

FRCIT.

Apples .% sieve
Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

Chestuats bush.
Currnuts J^ eitve

Black do

d. 8. d
0to4

3

Figs doi. 10 IS
Filberts lb.

Cobs lb. 10 16
GooBebei-ries . . quart G 10
Grapes, Hothouse . lb. 4
IiemoQS IW 6

10
12

s. d. s. d

Melons each 5 OtolO
Nectnrines doz. 10 15

Oranues 100 4 13

Peaches doz. 12 24

Pears (dessert) . . doz. 8

Pino Apples lb. 6 10

Plums 35 sieve-

Quinces doz,
Kaspberries lb.

Strawberries lb. 5 8

Walnuts bnsh. 10 1«

do 100 10 2

VEOETADLES.

Artichokes ^OH.
Asparagus 100
Beans, Kidney .. hd.
Beet, Ked di.z.

Broccoli bnndle
Bras. Sprouts a sieve
Cabbage di z.

Oapsicums 100
Carrots bnnch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers .... each
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs buuch
Horseradish ..buudle

B. d. B.

B Oto6
3 6
10 1

2 3

1

8
4
1 6

S
2

S
8
3

3

d

6

1

8
2

5

1

1
S

S. d. S.

Lceka bunch 4 to

Lettuce score 1

Mushrooms. ... pottle 1

Mustd.&Cress,punnet 2

Onions bushel 10
Parsley sieve 3
Parsnips doz. 9
Peas quart 2
Potatoes bushel 4 6

Kidney ditto 4
Radishes doz.bunches 1

Hhubarb bundle
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes doz.
Turnips bunch
Veget. Marrows.. doz.

4

2
2

8

ti n

7 6

6

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Gauden Plans (W. P. i?.).—We never furnish garden plans; no one

can do so justly without seeing tho place.

Grapes Decaying (Revd J. N.).—Toey are severely alTected with the
nlcenition called by Kiriieners "the spot.** It is caused by the roots not
supply'DH tap in qunntily sugicient to maintain the rapid growth of tde
fruit and other pnrls of the Vine. The treatment we advise is to remove
the earth down to th^ first tier of roots, replace it by a richer compuf.t.
give once a-week a good bottling with we:ik manure water, of a tempe-
rature rather bibber than that of the hc^nse, admit air more freely, and cut
oat the spotted berries as soon as detected.

Greens for Late Spring Use (M. B.).—.Ternsalem and Cottager's
Kale or Borecole are, perhaps, the best, aa they afford a long succession
of sprouts. The seed should bo sown early in April. Green Cuthd
Borec<'Ie is also good. It should be sown at the same time. Tho Sfironts
should be kept cut so as to prevcut their running to seed. A few early
Cabbages, from seed sown at the begiuning of July, planted out on a
warm south border t arly in September will, in favourable seasons, pro-
duce good Greens for a^e in April.

Turnips for Spbino Use (Iflem .—The reed should bo sown early in
August, er at the end of July in cold fccalities, and the sorts wa prefer
are Cbiik ensile Black, Orange Jelly, and White Stone.

Potting Roses for Forcing (J''«m),—The best time to pot Roses is

September or tt^e beginning,' of October, and for forcing they ought to be
grown specia'ly for tlie purpose, points being obtained in spring', growu
through the enmm' r. and not allowed to flower. You may take up plants
at the end of Outobtr. or early in November, from tlie open ground, and
pot them in 7 or 6-incb or 1 irger pr.ts, according to their size. The pots
•liauld be no larger tlian wUl hold the roots well. After pottiiig they

should be removed to a cold pit, or cold house, pruning them when the

leaves have fallen, or, i! these do not I ill, in December. In February

thoy may be placed in « houso whorii there is a gentle bo 4. but they will

not euduro hard forcing, though they w II snoce.d well in a greenhouse,

giving them plenty of air and liuht. You may supply llicni with liquid

manure at every alternnto watering from tho lime tho flower-buds show
until they expand.

Rose Trek Casting its Fi.owkrb (F. y.l.—We attribute the fsllina of

tbo flowers previous to expnn-ion to want of water at th>i roots, and the

dryp'isillon in which the plant la growing. There is no remedy but to

syringe the foliage daily during dry hot weather, "nd give copious water-

ings to tbo roots in dry periods, especially in spring, wheu the buds ar»

swelling and advancing towards expansion.

Destrovino Aphides oh Kosr TBEFa(.-l ."fulnrri'bcrl.—TIip safest plan

is to boil 2 ozs. of tho strongest shug tohncco fer five minut' s in a gallon

of water, cover up, and let the liquor stand nmil cnol : ti.en add sufHciont

water to miko three gallons This liquid may bo syriuced oyer Ibe pliints,

or the shoots may bo dipped in it. l he le ives n'e probably fnl|ir.g from

tbo wall Roses owing to want of water, with wl ioh they should be well

BU ..plied in dry hot weather. Tho ground round Roses mav b» mulched
now with short manure, b t not m..ro than IJ or 2 incbcs thick, and
water copiously in drv weather. It would add much lo the vigour of the

plants if thev were s^rillged forcibly iu the evening, but not after the

blooms expand. Tbov may bo watered with guano water once or twice

a-week up to September.

Mandre Water for rAMsi.i.iAs and Azaleas (A Subteriber).— It

would not be desirable to give them manure wster 'mm a cetsp.iol, asjoa
do not know the strenglh ol tbo li.inid. One peck of fresh cnw dung to

thirty gallons of rain water, well sttrred up eiich time, is a good liquid

maniire for them, and it iniv Bufoly be given whilst ihe plants are making
new growths, or when Bwo'ling tlieir flower buds. Az»l. as should be kept

in a greenhouse until thegfowth is ciunpleted snd the fl.'werhuds formed,

keeping them as moist and eloao as you can. so as to ensure (lea growth,

and then give plenty of air to ripen the shoots and buds.

Ctolamens after Flowkhino tidem)— Plants now at rest may be

placed ont-of-doors in a position shaded from midday son, keeping the

soil moist, and at no time ought it to become dust firy, tboush it should

bo drier when tho leaves have decayed than when the plants are growing.

You do not say what kind the Cyclamens arc, but w« presume they are

varieties of C. persi.ti m. if so they should be potted at tbo end of Sep-

tember, placed in a cold frame, and removed to a shelf in the greenhouse

before severe weather seta in, assigning them a light airy position. If

t'r ey grow well, and appear to require more oot room, they mav be shifted

into larger pots in December or January, «hich will cause them to bloom

semewhat later than if they were not repotted at that time. Theyeboold

not be potted if the pots are not foil of roots.

Potting Kalmias and Ruododrndronp for Forcing frdcmh—From the

middle of September to the middle of Novemhi r is the best time for

shifting these plants, wkeiher for potting or plantinff. After potting the

pots should bo ulunged in coal R-hes in a sheltered situation, well water-

ing if the weather be dry, and aff.irding protection fr nn severe frosts by a
covering of mats or oth. r materials; or, sftev October, ihey m'>y be placed

in a cold pit or h"UBe, the pots being protected with some dry hay ot

other mitarial if prolou.^yl frot sot iu.

Peach Tree Leaves Blistered IMrs. .?.).—The lea'cs sent are

badly blistered. The blistering is csusod by oo'd succeeding a period ol

blight weather, or by hot dnys succeeded by cold and frosty nights ; the

consequeneos are a stagnation of the sap, and the ruptuiieg of the sap

vessels. There is no preveution but giving more or warmer covering, and
continuing it until all d nger from frost or cold weather is past. We advise

you to pick off the leaves most aff. cteJ, nn 1 to give a good syrinBing with

a solution of 1 oz. of soft sonp to the Ballon ot water ;
whilst the foliage

is wtt dust with flowers of sulphur, as there is nhnudance '.f mildew on

the leaves sent us. During hot dry weath.r it would be highly beneflcial

to the trees to syringe them with water in tho evening tw . or three times

a-week, or oltener, and to keep them well watered at the roots during dry

weather, every aliemate watering being with liquii manure. It is only

in very dry hot weather that watering will be required.

Water Lilies (T. W O.I.—Th^pnnd is quite deep enough, but it will

answer for the two vou name—Nymphtea »lba and Nuphnr lutea. The
best time to plant lliem is at the end of April or beginuiug ot May, hot

planting may now he performed. They should be tat»en up with aa much
soil or mud as will adhere to the roots, preserving as many of these as

possible. and tikingcare to leave the growing-part of the thick fleshy rot>t«

of tho Nuphar. I( the plants are to be conveyed any cnusiilerable dis-

tance, they should be pseked in wet moss, and the nir esclnded from

every part as far as possihle. The plantin'/ sh ntd be done as Boon as

practicable, and as the botlom of the pond is nothing but clay, procure

some shallow baskets—thoso used for fish will answer well—and put the

plants in them in the same manner as you woult any other description

of plant, using a compost of two parts loam and one part leaf moul'l, or

peat, surfacing with moss, and securing the whole with strinij or smali

wire. The basket may then be sunk in tbo pond at the place required,

and no further attention ia necessary. If there is mud in the poud, all

you will have to do will he to fasten a stone or half-brick to the roots of

each plant, and throw tho plan's into the pond ; or they may he fastened

to the grass side of pieces of turf about 1 inches square, i-nd 6 inches

thick, and dropped into the pond. They must be weighted, otherwise

they will swim, and of course not grow.

Plants for a Dark Room ( tri^srion).-We do not know of flny plants

that for a length of time would succeed in a dark room. Paima would
sncceed the longest, but they must have light, air, and mois'urewhen
making their growth, and should not bo placeo in the rooo, until growth
is well matured, flyophorbo Veischaffclti and H. amaricauJis would be

a good pair.

Converting a Conservatobt into a Fernfet (K^vthh Kubucriber),

—The conservatory would not be too hot if kept at a greenhouse tem-
perature, and you could havo a great number of species ao'l varieties in

it. As it is ot good hcii-'ht and size, it would answer eiiniirally lor tree

Ferns, We would not advise clin-bers or Vines for the roof, but would
suspend Ferns and Mosses in baslie's The other Ferns we would crow
on rockwork. which should bo so airinged as to proriuce a good effect,

s 'me parts being low. and others high, pans overb:inu' ng.otbors reced-

ing, and the whole having a bold rugged aspect. If tho roof ia already
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glazoJ, wc wonld not removfl it, bnt haveit "frosted" in some neat
pattero, which a painter would give yoa. It should bo white, as coloured
glass is not beneficial to plants. The glaRR shonld be frosted on Ihe
inflitle, and the frof^tinj,' will last a. number of years if well done when the
glass is dry, and will prevent the Ferns beiDg' scorched by the bud. The
aide lights shtmld be frosttd as well as tha roor. If it js not already
glazed, ground or frosted rIhsb should bo employed.
Rhubarb (1). B.j.—lt is a fuHiftrm-rootetl plant or vegetable. The

term "fruit" is confined exclusively to the part containing the seed of
s plant.

AcHiMTENEs AND GLOXINIA CuLTnRE (J. -4.).--The Achimencs should
be potted in February or March, pine ng the roots rather thickly on the
aorface of a seed pan. filled to within half an inch of the rim with a cum-
poStof equal parts of fibrous loam, sandy peat, and leaf mould, adding
one-sisth of sand. Cover with halt an inch of fine soil, and idaco tho
pan at tho back of a Cucumber frame. The filosinias may be started tit

the same tinie, placing them in pots about twice the width of the tubers.
The compost used fur the Acbimenes is suitable for them. The fioil

should not be made wet ; merely keep it moist, watering jaet within the
rims of the pots in which the Glosmiaa are, so as to give moisture to the
soil without pouring it over the tub-rs. When the AohimoneB and Gloxi-
nias are beginning to grow thf-y may have water more freely, and when
the former are from IJ to 2 inuhes high, potlheai in shallow pots or deep
pans, U or 8 inches high, taking them op with as much soil and as many
roots as pot-sibie, and planting them about 2 inchea apart. They should
be continued in the fr;ime or hon?e, nnd ought to have a. temperature of
60^ at night, and 7 J'' to i:,"^ by day. with a rise to Bu'' or 85-' from sun boat.
They should be kept thus until they are advanced for flowering, whtn
they shonld be hardened-off and removed to the greentooEe, where they
will flower well in the warmest part. The Gloxinias should be shifted
into larger pots when their pots become full of roots, giving Ihem their
final shift by the time the flower luds appear. They should bo kept near
the glass to prevent their becoming orawn. and should have slight bliadc
from bright sun, b>irdeuing them off and removing them to the greenhom^e
PI they come into bioom. When the flowering is over, both the Achimenes
and Gloxinias should have a light, airy position, giving no more water
than will be eufiicicnt to keep the foliage from flagging, and when it

begins to turn yellow withhold water, and set the pots on the floor, which,
by the moisture it will commuuicate to the pots, will prevent the soil,

from becoming dust dry in winter. From October tj March the tempe-
ratm-o should not fall below •U.f, but it ts better at 4.5 .,

Caladidus in a Cool Housb (Jdfvi).~Yon could not grow any of the
Caladiums satisfa^-'torily in a curd house such as yoa, describe, as they
require a winter temperature of from 60^ to 65^. If you could give them
that you might start them in a hotbed, and continue them in it until the
Bun had sufficient power to give a Btove temperature to your greenhouse.
C. esculenlum is ouo of the most hardy, but you should remember that
last winter was unusually mild, and another winter may not be so favour-
able. Caladiums are stove plants, and require a greater heat than moist
Btovc plants to grow them well.

Shading Begonias (/(/erji).—Slight shade from bright sun is very bene-
ficial, and ought to be given from March to September to the plants ^rowni
for their foliage, whilst those cultivated for their flowers cannot have too
much Ugli'.

SIelons not SnxTiNa (New Poet).—We consider the non-setting of the
fruit a result of the plants having been " kept moist, and given Utile air."

The foil ought to be moist, indeed a good watering should bo given beifore

the flowers expand, and without makiag the surface moister than can<
bo helped. Keep it dry when the plants are in flower. Air should
be given in the morning, and when the atmosphere is dry fertilise the
flowers, which you seem to under.'^tand, in the early part of the day. The
frame should be shut up early in the afteraoon with a good heat, by
the time ihe temperature is about 75'\ giving , air iR the morning n't

VCy^ increasing tbn amount with the heat, ami allowing the temperature
to rise to 85'-' or 9(1 from euu heat. The shoots should be kept moderately
thin, and those showing fruit should bo stopped one joint beyond the fruit

if the plants are strong, or two joints if thoy are weak. A Cockscomb
Bbould have an even comb, representing the half of a circle, and it

should be regular in outliae. if at all jagged and irregular, as reprer
sented in your letter, it will never please those who are accustomed to a
good well-grown head.
Inseotb on Asparagus (E. P.).—We should think your plants are

attacked with the Asparagus beetle (Crioceris asparagi), which perforates
the buds, gnaws the rind of the seem, and feeds ui>on the leaves. Picking
offthe larvae and beetles which may be found from May to September ard

the only means of freeing the plants of this inpecl. It would not do the
plants any tatm, but would be rather beneficial to remove the eurfat^

soil down "to the crowns, tnking care not to injure them, aiid replace H
with fresh boil enriched with manure.
Pelargonium Leaves Spo?ted and Br.ifiTEHEi> (F. S)^—The lcaT<^s

have been severely infested with aphis, and the spots and blisters have
been caused by the 8un shining on' the foliage when it was wet. The
atmosphere ought to have been kept dry, wnd the foliage ttot wetted in

April, admitting air ^arly so as to disBipate any ufoistnro accuuiulating
during tbo nitiht before the stin conld shine powerlully on the phints.

BLiriRTED Leaves M. H. J. L.).~Tho teityb leaf cuclobed bi, in garden
phrasoolug\, "blistered." The thickening of the p:irfnr)iynia, and> the

confeiiuentdiatoitioa, are occasioned by espoaure to sudJea vicis-'itudea

o{ temptjriituro. To prevent blistering, efluctive protei-tiou is the only

means. Pick ofl" the blistered leaves. We cauDot dt:tnct any blight oto

the other loaves. Bee answer to anoiher con'espondcnt this day. '

Beet nut Progbessinc iL. Q.).~1i your Ecet is intended for onaa-

montal purposes, wo are not j^urpriscd at your complaining of its being

late and making no progrosa, as ours is in the eame condition ;
but

guano will do no good unless the ground is poor, as toi> much manure^
the ground will to a certain extent spoil tho colour of the foliage. If the

plants show four or five leaves each, they will take their position in the

flower garden by August. A sowing about the 1st Of July, putting in th^

seed rather thickly ao that the plauts may be not much larger than full

.

grown Kadishes, answers best for winter nnd spring display.
.

howiNG Kidney Beans Late (Jrf^TTif.—Wobav^eownlhedwsrfvarietiee
as late as the Ibt of August, hut th->t is too late in gt-nc-ial, allliouf^h the

result in the case alludt-d to was satis'actory ; but scailet Kuuuers ought
not to be sown later than the Ist of July, hu i evt- n then willnot continue

in bearing later than those gown on the 1st of June. Circnajstances,

however, compel a late sowing sometimes.
Abpauagds Newly Planted iLicm).-^Yoiir recently planted AsparagOT

willnot require either salt or manure wtittr until it bus become established

andgr<iwn ireciy, hut if the weather bn dry, perhaps a good watering of

p ain water may be of ser^'ice. We often pbml in June, taluog up the

seedlings that have been raised in a nursery bed.. Wo prefer the preeent

time to any for the purpose. toFruit and Vegetables For Mabket tA Constant SubscriheT).—We
have put your letter into the hand>* of one well vGiaed in the marketing
of hardy JfruitB, and ho in forms us that it ia not uua^ual when a glut of

Apples is sent in at once^sny nfter a high wind in September, for the

prices to fall so low as not to cover the exiiensaa of carriaee by mil and
commission, the difference being charged to the sender. This, of course,

is selling fruit at a dead loss, but most giowers have to submit to it once

or twice in the season. For places forty or fifty miles from London, where
large quantities of fruit are gi-own, the railway carriage is *^d. to 8d. per

bushel, and the commission is often 6d., bo thjt if Apples or other frmt

only realise IQd. it is easy to see there must be a lose. Nevertheless, the

feeling is very general amongst fruit-growers th it a pfylesman's is a much
better calling th.m that of a grower; and the high prices th^t fruit brings

when retailed s^ern so v.idelyout of proportion to whfvt tne grower receives,

that there is evidtntly a good profit somewhere We fear we can give

you but little hojeflof amendment Grorers on a large scale ha-ve at-

tempted to reform the trade and fiiled. All we can recommend is to try

another Siilesmau if you think you have not had justice done. In general

it is better to sell small quantities to some of those hawkers or buyers of

fruit who attend the markets of inland towns personally, as they manage
to ob'aiu better prices than those who have to depend on aalesmen. The
prices quoted in Tns JouasAi. of HoaTicoLTCfUi are lor good fruit and
vegetables.
Namr of Fruit (A. F. ?*r.).—Your Apple is apparently French Crttb.

We are sorry this answer has been delayed so Jony; owing to jour letter

having been mislaid.
Names of Plants (n. P. J.).—Pyrus Aria- (Janut Sco«)-—l. Saxifraga

hypnoidcs ; 2, Agrostis elegans. (A Wut/5crt6*T>.—Centranlhus ruber.

(IV. ;5.).—Adenandra speciosa; 2. Eutasia pjyrtifolia. (Mary).— 'xia poiy-

stacbya. (R. Maw//i/f(i).— Czackia liliastrum. (A7i Aberdeenfthirc Qar-

(f^ncr).—Antennaria plantaginea. (J. MrA).—Serapias p^eudo-cordigera-

'(iUary).—We cannot undertake at all timos to name Cape bulbs from
fcingle flowers. Wc bulievo your phints to be as follow:—!, Watsoma
marginata; 3, Sparaxis stelluris;*. Ixia tricolor; 5, Sparasi<i grantti-

flora;6, Ixia raaculata. No. 3 is PolygaU Dalmaifiana iA Fwc-years

'Hubeeribcr}.—!, Pteria sermlata; 3, Poiyfticbum angulare; 5, Cytstoptene

fragili8;tj, PelUea cordifolia; 7, selagincUa Kr:ius-:iana; 8, Pteria cretica :

13, Probably Ctncinalis flava.

METEOROLOGHCAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for tliQ Veek ending June 15th.
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than the nmnller nild ranea, and so became extinct a9 wild alto-

gether. I am rather inolined to this theory myself, from the

different voice or crow so very apparent in the three large sorts

named.
In the ZooloRioal Gardens, Regent's Park, the only speci-

mens of the UitlluB Bmkiva to be seen, are so tame that they

run wild ulxuit the place, and are evidently not pure specimens

of the real wild Bankiva, being too tame, the cocks rather too

large, and they have evidently been crossed both with the

Biackhreaaled Red Game with willow legs, and with onr domes-

ticated larger Game Bantams of the same colour. The Gallus

Sonnerati are not so largo there, and are very muoh wilder

birds ; but the hens a\\ show combe, and are evidently crossed

with the Binkiva, and not pure specimens of the hens of

Gallus Sonuerati, only their pale breasts showing that they are

of the Sonnerati raoa at all. The cooks are apparently bred

tolerably pure, and retain their blue-grey colour. The willow

or greenish-legged, yellow-skinned breeds, may be the cross be-

tween the originnl Indian yellow-legged breed and the white-

skinned, more northern wild breeds with the brownish legs
;

Had this is also a probable theory.

I believe I have now mentioned all that is necessary, or at

all worth recording on this subject, respecting which so many
theories have been published in the various works on poultry.—Trevor.

FEATHEU-KATING FOWLS.
^

Mv fowls are kept in quite a small place, and I used to be
troubled by the fealher-eating propensity. I found a perfect

cure in a handful of linseed mixed in a bran mash, mmle with

treacle and hot water, given twice or thrice a-week. The im-
provement in plumage is remarkable.—J. S., Sunderland.

COLCHESTEK POULTRY SHOW.
^'^ This was held on the 15th and It)th inet. We mast defer onr
i^mnrka till ne^^t \teek; bat the foUowing is a complete list of the

awards :

—

OoRsiNGS (Any varioty. Class 11.-^1 and Cnp, W. Tippler, Iloxwell,

Chelmsforil. 2 nui 3, H. LiDRWood, Barkins, Needhanl Market, /ic, .7.

Normau, Ciilcliairter. e. Dr. CamiibcU, Brentwood ; J. Frost. I'.irham.

Dorkings {.\tiv variety. Class y).—1, F. Parlett. Great IJaddow. 2, IT.

langffood. 3, Dr. Campbell, ht, Dr. Campbell ; W. Tippler, c, Mrs. A.
Hitrt, Alderwasley. I~>0rby.

Game (Elack-breinfed and otber Rrd.-^. Class 3).—1 and Cup. W. Gilliver,

Polesworlb, Tamwnrtb. i*, W. Boyes, Kcv^rley. he and c, S. Matthew.
Game (Any otber variety, Class 4).— 1, Itev. F. Walton (Pile). U. T.

Dyson, Halifax he, (tev. K. Wataon (DuekwiJig); W. Boyes (Duckwing).
c, W. Gilliver (DncUvviiig).
GiMB iBiack-bri>.isted and other Kcds, Class 5).—1 and 2, S. Matthew

(Srown KedJ. c, T. G. Ledger, Folkestoae (Brown Red).
Game (Any otber vajiety, Class G).— 1 and c, S. Matthew. 2, Rev. F.

Watson.
-n-iBnAHMAS ^Dark, Class 71.—1, Mrs. A. Hnrt. 2, Mrs. Barrel!, Ipswich.
>.-*<:, A. O. Worthiii'^ton, Bnrtou-on-Trcnt ; H. Dowsett, Pleshfey. c, J. K.
Fowler, Aylesbury ; Mrs. A. Hart.
;. Brahmas <i.igtit. Class 8;.—1, H. M. Mayaard, Holmewood, Ryde. 2, H.
Dowsett,
BaAHaiAS I Hark, Class*)).—1 and Cup. :^. Leech, Uoolidale. 2. Mrs. A.

Hurt, he, Mr>». A. Hurt ; H. Lingwood, Martleshani.
Br.AnjiAS (Lig..t, Class 10).— 1, H. Dov.sett. 2, A. O. Worthington.

he. H. M. Mayuard ; H. Duwsett.
CocuiNs (Any viriety. Class 11).—1, Mrs. Woodcock. 2, J. K. Fowler

(Partridge); 8, P. W. Rust, Hastings (Buff).

Cochins (Auv variity. Class 12i.—l, Mrs. Burrell (Bnff). 2, Mrs. Christie,
Glyndebourne (BulT). 3, 8. Felgate, Ipswich (White).
Spanish Clas 131 —1, H. Pickles, jun., Earby. 2, T. Hellen, Spring-

Bold. 3, T. Bour.lillon, Colchester.
Spanish (Class 14). -1, F. .James, Peekham Rye. 2, P. H. Jones, Pul-

ham. 3, H. Lingwoud. e, F. Waller, Wood Green.
Hambukoh ( UvW?u-spaugled, Class 15).—1, W. K. Patrick, West Wynch.

2, H. Pickles, jnn.
Hamburoh iGilden-pencilled, Class 19).—1, W. K. Tickner, Ipswich.

-i. H. Pickles. juQ. c. E. B. Ed^t'ards ; 0. Havers, InRatcstone.
Hamburoh ( Silver-Spangled. Class 17).— 1, Mrs. Eurrcll. 2, Mrs. Pattis-

son, Maldon. he, H Pickles, jun.
Hambdeoh (Si ver-penciU;d, Clns.4 13).—1,H. Pickles, jim. , r(

' ';'

Hahbdroh OoMen-tpangled, Class 1'.').—1, J. F. Loviu-side, Newark.
Hambdroh (Ouldeu-pencilled, Class 20).—1, W. K. Tickner. 2, C.

Havers.
Hamborgh (Silver-spangled, Class 21).—1, P,ev. F. Tearle, Newmarket.

2, H. Pickles, Jan. /ic, Mrs. BorroU.
I:i JHAMBKBQU;(-Si)ver-pcnciUed, Clans 22).—1, Mrs. Burrell. 2, H. Pickles,

,
(ion. ' !-

Pounds (Any variety, Class 23).—I, W. K. Patrick (Silver). 2, Mrs.
.Burrell (Silvoi->-p.iuglou). Itc, D. MuttU9, Urigbton (White-crested), c, P.
;'U. Jones.

PoLANDS (Any variety. Class 24).— I, D. Mutton (Whito-crestod). 2, Mrs.
. Burrell (Silvrr-«|M.nglB.J). lie, W. K. Patriok (Golden).
•J French Vakibty (Class 25).—1, Col. Stuart-Woitley, Grove End Rond,
-ilipndou (Crev^-ccO'ir). 2, J. K. Foviiar (Crjve-Coeur). 3, W. Tippler (La
Flicbe). c. H. M Sii.ynurd (Hoadan).
Frekcb ViKiEiv (Class M/.- 1. Hon. W. C. W, Fitzwilliam, Wentworth

SandWoodhousB (La Plr.ohc). 2, Co). Rtuart.Wortloy (Crijvo Cffiar).
he, W. Tippler (Ilondan and La FIdohe).
Game Hantams (HIack-bruasted and other Reds, Class 27).— I, U. Dow-

sett. 2. It. It. I'arkrr, IpsnicU (Islaok Kudl. 3, J. Crosland, jun.. Wake-
fleld (Hlaek Rod).

.J
. "

Gamb Bantams (Blaek-broastcd and other Reds. Class 28).- 1, J. Cros-
land, jiMi. (Hlack KiHl). 2, H. P. Leecli, Woolpit (Black Rod). 8, Uov. E.
R. Tiddeman, Childerditcli (Black Rod).
Gamk Bantams (Any other variety. Class 2<)).— 1, W. Adams, Ipswich

(I)uckwlng). 2, U. P. Leech (Duckwing). 3, W. Kersey, HaJloigh (Duck-
wing).
Game Bantams (Any other vaxioty, Cl.iss 30).— 1, W. Adams (DuckwingL

2, E. Sheorman, Chelmsford.
Bantams (Any varietv except Game).—1, G. It. Ilodson, North Petber-

ton (Sebrlgbts). 2, W. Woodcock (Wblte Japanese). 3,S S. Mossop, Long
Sutton (Black), e, Brothorton & Waddington, hUu (Black).
ANT(jTHEa Vauip^ty NOT PiiEviousLV Named — 1, Mrs. PattissoD (BLlck

Hamburgh). 2, Mrs. Burrell (Silkies).
Ducks (Aylesbury).- 1, Mrs. Burrell. 2, J. K. Fowler, he, Mrs. M.

Scamous, Ilartwell, Aylesbury ; J. K. Fowlor.
DurKs (Houon).— 1, J. K. Fowler. 2, F. I'arlelt.
TiiiiKEvs (Any variety).-!, Mrs. J. Mavhow. Chelmsford. 2, R. Pigott.
Geese.—1. J. K. Fowler. 2, Mrs. M. Siwmous.
Sellino Class (Any age or variety).- i, Dr. Caniphc)! (Dorkings).

2, Rev. F. Tearlo (White Dorking). 3, Itcv. F. Watson lil.ick Red Game).
he, G. Simpson, Clielmstord (ATlehburv), c, G. Simpson (Coloured
Dorking) ; Miss J. MUword, Bristol (Cochin).

PIGEONS.
Cabrieb.—Coct —1 nnd 2, It. Fulton, Doptford. tie. L.

toft. Hcn.—i and 2, R. Fulton.
Pocter.—Cocl.— 1 and 2, R. Fulton, he, P. H. Jones.

Hen.—\ and 2, R. Fulton, lie, .1. Lntkiu, Farnham (Rod).
ToHBLERs (Almond).— 1, Withheld. 2, R. Fulton, he,

H. Yardley, Birmin'-:ham.
Tumblers (Any other variety).— ! and 2, R. Fulton fSbort.faced).

he, P. II. Jones (Kites) ; J. Lnfkiii (.fplashed), e, H Ynrdley.
Owls.- !, P. H.Jones. 2, R. Fultini. *<r, Rev. F. Wals.n; U. Green
Fantails.—!, H. Yardley. 2, T. C. & E. Nowbitt, Epworth, Bawtry. '

Jacodins.— 1 and 2. R. Fulton.
Torbits.-1, R. Fulton. 2, P. H. .lon-s.
Nuns.—!, P. H. Jones. 2, H. Ynrdlev.
ANY other VARrETlES.-!, P. H. Jo'nes. 2, E. Moyston, Diss, Norfolk

(Black RuKts). lie. Major Bishop, Colchaster (Poreolains) ; P. U. Jones,
c, J. J. Hazell, Great Bromley (Trumpeters).
Seluno Class.- 1 and 2, E. Sheerman. ' ,.

. Wren, Lowes-

e, J. Lofkln.

F. H. Jones

;

JcDOES.—J. M. Smith, Esq., Skelton Grange, near York
;

Tegotroeier, Esq., Moswell Hill, London.
W. B.

SECURING THE BARS IN A BAB, HIVE.
For the last few years I have here had in use a very simple

and effectual contrivance for keenirg the bar) of my bee hives
in their places, and as I think the plan may ba useful to olherB,
I send you a description of it.

:b.J(
1. Bar in place.

^.. -..^m.
2. Brads.

Along the front and back of the hive is made a rabbet for the
bars to rest on, three-eighths of an inch wide, and the same
depth as the thickness of the tars. Almig the buttom of this
rabbet a brad or bit of strong wire is driven in eiiactiy where
the middle of each bar is intended to rest, allowing the ends of
the brads to stand up as much as the depth of the rabbet. A
vertical saw cut of three-eighths of an inch deep is made in a
langitudioal direction in Ihe ends of each bar, into which the
brads fit, and on the crown board being screwed on, the bars
are kept quile firm and in their proper po^iti^^rl. It willthlii! I'o

seen that this plan does away with any po.ssibilily of the usual
notches breaking away, and the hive is much muie easily made.—Bath.

[We adopted this plan with bar hives more than twenty years
ag , using wire bell staples instead of brads, ami finding ihcm
infinitely preferable on account of the smooth and rounded
character of the projections formed by them.]

Foul Beood-
.''ignature, " S. S.

In reply to the eoroninnicstinn with the

IVare," in the last number of your Juurual,
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we have the pleaenre to state, that on fall examination of the

colony referrett to, we do not find that it is pnff.riDg from foul

brood.

—

Geo. Neioheouk & Sons, 149, Regent Street, London.

VAGARIES OP AN ITALIAN QUEEN.
Some of jour readers who are fond of bees may be interested

by hearing about iho fiogular oonduot ot a Linurian queen, in

the apiary of M. Falcon, E-q , Staioburn, Woikington.

The qnenn in question led off a swarm on the Slst of May,

which settled in two ditisions, one of them being rather

Bcattered, Ihe olher compact but apparently smaller in num-
ber. The former divibiou was hived first, in a common hive,

bnt before ibe second could be joined to them they had all fled.

There remtined, then, only a small swarm, and it was placed

in a Woodhury barand-trame hive quite empty. On the third

day it was fed, and ibe syrup was taken rearii y. On the fourth

day the queen was seen outside the hive by Mr. Falcon and

his gardener at the same time. TOey saw her take flight and
return, and enter the hive after a short time. On hearing the

above, I must confess to having couBiderable anxiety about the

safety of tbt queen. I lilted out all the frames and carefully

examined tbe four pieces of new white worker comb, hut I am
certain there was no trace of queenly operations in the form

of eggs or gruh^i. I then felt all but certain that the queen

had come to grief. I gave directions for liberal feeding, how-

ever, and examined the hive again with care on the eleventh

day after swarming. On the last frame I lifted I found not

more than bull a dozen eggs ; but to see one only was an im-

mense relief to me. There was pollen in several of the cells,

and the small swarm seemed to be making the best of their

numbers. I afterwards found the queen, and this settled all

donbt as to her safBty. As an encouragement to her, I put in

a frame of ripe brood from another hive, and do not intend to

open this hive for a week.

It would be interesting to hear tbe opinions of some of your

readers on the above. What was the queen doing out of the

hive at all ? How is her conduct to be explained, as contrasted

with that ot most queens similarly situated ? I have only to

add that a quarter ol an hour was allowed after swarming
before any attempt was made to hive them.—E. B., Broughton
Vicarage.

[Tbe queen was urqnestionably a virgin, and left the hive

to mate with a drone in the nsual manner.]

OUR, LETTER BOX.
Golden Pheasant's Eggs (E. B.).—We know ol no place wliere yon

can Bell your Golden Phensatit'a eggs, unless it be at Stevens's, iu King
Street, Cnvent Gurdea. We think they would peil in baskets of one
doeen. We cannoc uveu guess nt the price they will make.

Hen Sitting OvtR-TiME (Subscriber).—There is no donbt the hen
will ait her fall time, ulthough for ten days you coqM not place eggs
under her. It ia common for a hen to sit better after having been a few
days on dumb eggs. Wh< n we have eny wo are anxious ubont, we never
put them uiifiei- a hen till ^e have ascertained sne is a good and close

sitter. We h;ive knowu a ben that had beea put on bad eggs, sit cl<^Bcly

after the egyn hart burst under her, and had produced maggots that were
eating into her breaet.

TwiHi.9 IN Fowls (T7. S. D.).—What y'>n call "twirls" is giddiness,

threatening npopl xy. The fowls are tTobably ton fat. Give them less

nourishing food ; chiifly mnshed yotatoeean'l abondauce of lettuce leaves.

Purchasing (IF., //nlf/ai).—The Editors flan Lot reply privately. The
carriage of e|,vs "nd fnvfis is paid by the purchaswr nnl«-BB the contrary is

agreed up^n prt viotihly. We nevtr purcbuee birds that have not been
seen either bv durmlves or a friend od whose judgmtnt we rely ; and we
never send liiid-<to be n-turned if not liked unltiBt* ne have Ihe money
sent previnu-'ly. or a satisfactory r f rence. The he^t course for both
vendor and iutendiug purchaser, is for ibe Ialt«.rto peud a post-oflSce

order to the veufli>r. payable ten davs after d.ite. payment of which can
be stopped if nt-edod " Tue Poultrv-ki eper's Manual," with coloured
plates is 7«, 6tl. ;

*" Poultry Book for ihe Many " ib 6d. They can be had
at oar office.

Flying Tdmblers fAdolphiL9).~'We think the time that Tumblers are

said to keep. in the wing h.is been mucu exnggt-nited. Our experience
agrees with yours. Th hmgost flii^ht naturally fallows the longest time
of confinement. Very absurd sluries, ^o we h>ve deemed them, have
been told by per&onn tn ui of the prolonged flight of their Tumbler^t.
One old man. too old to speak no wide of the truth, gravely informed na
his birds kept up all niglit aud he could Bee them when they crossed the
moon I Mix peas with the other foud,

Pabbot Plucking Itself {A Subscriber).—Irritability, and a desire to
pluok out tbe fi-athers are occasioned by giviue Parrots animal food,

most probably a bone in pick. This should never be done ; it is altogether
unnatural lo tliciu, as they are purely grain-catii.g and fruit-eating birds.

Apply once a-day to l)ie body of yunr bird a, loticn njade of common salt

dissolved in spring water, and give it nothing but bread and milk for

some time.

Stbayed Swabm (G. r).—If you oan prove that, the ewarm of bees
which flesv into an unoccupied gaudea about 10 yards came from your

hive, your neighbour who has no bees of his own. who took thera and
refuses to give them up, can be compelled, and -^ught to he compelled,
to Rive them up. Confiulta soliciter, and sue your neighbour in tbe coonty
Court.

Bees not Entering a Super (H TT.).—There isnnthincextrnordinary
in stocks of bee^ refusing to work in supers after they buve pwarmed,
B'uoc it is but seldom that they will do so If you mean that you put on
supers before they swarmed, and that th^y refu'^ed to t ike poHHea«ion of
thera, it is only the experience of mnny others who h"ve fi>unf1 it fq'ially

difficult to induce bees to accept supern The u^e of ful'-sized guide-
cnmbs filled with either liquid honey or dimple syrup, is pethnpa the most
probable way of overcoming (his reluctance, and when a stock has
Bwarmed, it is better to transfer the super from the etock hivo to tbe
swarm.

Strengthening Second Swarms {T. B. H.).—If yr.u attain the art of
•' driving." and practise it instead of stupefiing the bees, your n'Mn will

answer admirably. Refer to Mr. Woodbury's articles nn uiilising and
uniting condemned bees, which appeared in N'o'^. 3'>6. 857. 85-. «nd 869,
nnd carry out the instructions therein given. Your swarms weighing over
7 lbs. are remarktbly large. The fram^-s are evidently ton large for their
b xo, as there i-hould be a space of from a quwrter to t' ree-ei'jlitha of

an inch between them and any part ot the hive. We fear, thtrefote, yon
will have to put them into larger boxes.
Vauious {BnDitchfd).—As the bees of a swurm rapidly diminish in

nnmbf-rs during tbe first three weeks after liivin;?, voura will n"t now
require tbe eke. If the queen at first laid pqgs ia the puper th-'se will

rapidly batch out, and the seat of breedina will be transferred tu ibe hive,

so that in a few weeks' time yon will probnbly find it free from broiMi and
the combs filled with honey, but somewhat dwrkened wliere tbe brood
has been. The bees in the Stewnrton bive have n-it d^ne w^-H. and we
shou'd be obliged if "A RENPREWsHihE B^.e-keep^r " wou'd fnvnur as
with his opinion as to the best moans ofroiuvigo^ating them. Tbe expul-
sion of the two (jrubs which had probably heeome chilled is of no im-
portance. We ftill consider the Ligurian variety superio' to the common
honey bee; and if you write to T.Woodbury, Esq., Mount K»df rd, Eseter,
he will furnish you with particulars regarding them, i T. H. B.) —1. The
probable cause of tbe be vs desertina their hive was the dea'h of their
queen at a time when tbe absence of worker egss or brood of a suitable

age rendered them unable to supply her loss. This misfi>rtunp may very
probably have arisen from n.atural causes over which you coild h ive no
control ; or it may possibly have been brought about by a predat' ry nttack
by the inhabitfints of the hive with which they ultimately fraternised.

In the latter case you may have indirectly contributed to tb^ catastrophe,
if yon placed the two stocks near together. 2, It is verv d fflcult to trans-

fer new combs, as they are too soft to sustain the weight of tb- ir own
contents when their natural supports have been removed. Be'ter defer
tbe transfer until the hive become populous next spring, sny in April or
May, according to the season. In the meantime you will have th» beaeflt

of the instructions promised by Mr. Woodbury on this very point 3, As
you appear to have succeeded, you were crttiioly not nlto'^'ctber wrong
in your treatment of the chilled and exhausted c.ipt. Had you, however,
in the first place merely sprinkled them pretty liberally with simple syrup
it would have saved you much trouble, and would prob'i bly hnve nn'*wered
every pnr[)09e. We also advife simple eyrup made with lump i^ugir for

feeding, instead of giving beer. Put i> lbs of 8ii«.'.r to 2 lbs of watiir, and
boil a minute or two. 4, Yon may reduce Mr. Woodbury's iuRtruct tms to
practice as soon as they appear, by transferring the bees and tombs of

your old stock.

Dropsy {E. WalpoU,jun.).—'^OTiT description leaves no doubt whatever
that the disease is what Mr. Woodbury hai hypotbelica'ly denominated
"dropsy." His mode r>t curing it is first to look over tlie corn's, and
Laving captured tbe queen to place her ia safety in some way ; ih'-n re-

move the hive, vuttin;,' an empty one in its place, nnd, sprf>^ding a cloth

upon the ground, lift out all the frames in succf-ssinu, bru-*hing ofi" every
bee upon the cloth, and put the comba Into the pr-vio"sly t-mp'y hive,

finally introducing the queen at the top. Obviouslv immaturrt hl^*^a may
he picked up and returned to the hive, but no adult bee should bo per-

mitted arcess lo it which cannot roach it by means of her wings. In this

way all unhealthy bees are eliminated, and the disease is at once ended.
The middle of a fine warm day must he selected for the operition If the
stock is extremely weak it may be streuythened by the very grtdaal

addition of ripe brood combs from other hives. If it bo lo'> far goae for

this mode of cure, it only remains to put the Italian queen at tbe bead <rf

a colony of black bees.
LiouRiAN Bees {A Bee-l-eeper).—^. Woodbnry, E-^q.. Mount Kadford,

Exettr, can give you the information you seek.

Dead Bees (''. Tr.).~The probability is. thU tha cmmnnicafion with
one or other of the supers (possibly with both), i^ tO'i r.stric'cd, nnd that

the mortality among your bees arises from their not b-ing >ib'c t't find

their w.-ty out. They may even, to aomo extent, h'ive br-uubt th'^ evU
upon themselves by" the manner in which tbey have C'Hi'-triict--d their

com'is. We have known thousands of bees die in a super in this manner
before tbe cause of the mischief was dis^covered.

Lactometer (North Eaut Norfolk).—Yon cm obtain it from M-'Ssrs.

Negrelti & Zambra, of H.atton Garden, London. Tlie principle i-f the
instrument is. that if new milk is poured into gbisa tubes and at'nwed to

remain, the division between tho cream, which Ilo its untm the surfioe of

the milk, will be so evident that its depth may be eitsily measured ; and
should the milk from any cow produce more crr-am than that of 'nother,

the difference will by seen by tho divisions or marks on tho gins* tubes.

The lactometer oonsists of four or five gla^s tube-^. abnut half wn inch

diameter, and 11 inches long, fitted into nn np-ight mabog<ny frame;

each tube having a fine line drawn round it, 10 inches Irom the bottom;

3 inches from the line downwards, it is graduated into mchps nnd tt^ntfas

of inches. At milking time, each tube is to b^* fiH^d up to the me with

new milk. After standing twelve hours, the qumtity of cream which

floats upon tbe surface is shown by the scale of inches and t-^nths ; each

division will therefore represent one per ceut. of the whole. If th»* milk

given by a cow at one meal is one gallon, or eight pints, and the thirkness

or depth of the cream which floats upon it measures fourte n divisions,

multiply the number of pints, y, by the depth of the cre;im. 14 ;
the result

will be'that the produce of the cream of that mesl is 12. orl.i2 pint.

Care must be taken to fill these tubes as soon as the pail is taken from

under the cow, for if any delay takes place, some of the cream will have

ascended towards the tup. The milk should be taken from the mid-Ue of

the pail, which is to be done by dipping a cream pot below the froth,
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flowering than Telepbium, and do not grow so tall, scarcely
ever exceediug 1 foot in height. The best way to treat them
is to plant them out in the garden, and take them up and pot
them just ae they are coming into bloom, which will be about
October. They will be very useful when flowers are becoming
scarce.

THE ARRANGEMENT OF CUT FLO^VERS.
To arrange a bouquet, or to drese a vase with tkiU and taste,

is DO mean accomplishment, requiring, as it does, a thorough
knowledge of the relative value of colours, much taste in pro-
ducing harmonious blending or skilful contrast, a judicious use
of spray and greeneiy to tone down the brightness, and, above
aU, a natural aptitude and liking for the work.

The composition of every bouquet, the arrangement of every
vase, should form a sepamte study ; all formality and stiffness
must be avoided, and as close an approach as possible to
" Nature's sweet simplicity," ought to be aimed at. Over-
crowding, too, is an error but too often met with. I have seen
bouquets, so called, which were a compact mass of Roses, and
whose entire surface bristled with buds, the only aim of the
maker appealing to be the crowding togelber of as many flowers
as possible in a ccitiin space.
The advantage of being able to throw a few flowirs together

quickly and effectively can hardly be overrated ; for instance,

^ lady, accompanying her visitors about her grounds, wishes to
offer them a bouquet, and in passing the gardener the request
jsmade. He starts at once with keifa and bast, forming his
bouquet as he goes from plant to plant, and meets those for
whom it is re.iuiied, with the flowers skilfully arranged and
neatly tied. In such cases, and they ore by no means uncom-
mon, the bouquet-maker has to dcciJe promptly upon his
flowers and colours, to combine them in pleasing and graceful
order, and to do this so quickly and well ihst his emplojer may
not be detaiued, but may likewise feel pleasure in offering such
a bouquet to her friends.

In selecting flowers for this purpose, too great variety is to
be avoided ; a few fine Llossoms, whose colours are complement-
ary to each other, if well arranged, will invariably afford
greater satisfaction than the most complicated piece of com-
position. It should always be remembered that when two
cohmred surfaces are in juxtaposition, they mutually influence
each other : hence the importance of placing side by side those
flowers whose form and colour are best adapted to harmonise
or contrast favourably

; and although it is not intended here to
enter into a disquisition on the relative value of colours, yet it

may be useful to remark, that when a person is thoroughly
conversant with the relative value of the primitive colours,
and their complementaries, it becomes an easy matter to effect
harmonious combinations of their various shades.
Form, size, colour, and lightness are the leading features to

be studied in the formation of a bouquet. A circular and con-
Tei form is, I think, the most pleasing, and is more generally
appreciated than a decidedly flat surface. But it is in the size
«l a bouquet that bad taste is too often visible ; a bouquet for
the hand which is 9 inches in diameter, would appear to be
qaite large enough, but the tyrant Fashion demands bouquets
of at least 12 inches; and as this is a decision from which
there is no appeal, the maker has to use as much wire as
possible, so that although the bouquet is of a large size, yet its
weight may nst be burdensome to the wearer, nor the handle too
bulky to fit into the bouquet holder. Wire, in addition to its
uaefulnets in reducing the bulk and weight of a bouquet, is
yery serviceable when the stalk of a blossom is short, as in the
case of some rare stove plants, many Orchids, and, indeed, any
plant whose appearance is Ukely to be affected by hard cutting

;

bat as no plant can be very materially injured by retaining an
inch or two of stem to its blossoms when cut, so the use of
wire must allow of a greater number of the more rare and
choice kinds of flowers being employed than would otherwise
be possible.

As regards the arrangement of the flowers, while avoiding
the formal appearance of regular circles, two methods of equal
excellence may be pursued. The first of these consists in
blending together a number of flowers, with a due proportion
of their buds and foliage, whose forms and colours best tend
t9 produce a pleasing whole. The second consists in arranging
Hido by side masses of colour, each mass containing three or
more flowers of the same kind, and these masses are inter-
flpersed with the frouds of Ferns or other suitable foliage. By
this method a much bolder effect is secured, wiiila too much
formality is avoided.

But although bouquets for the hand undoubtedly demand skill
on the part of the maker, yet their formation, I think, ranka
second in importance to the bouquet for the vase, flower table,
or basket, which, when once dressed and placed in the elegant
boudoir or stately drawing-room, has to pass through the
ordeal of a daily criticism till the flowers fade. In an arrange-
ment of flowers for this purpose, due regard must be paid to
the form of the vessel to be decorated, as well as the place it

is to occupy when the arrangement is completed. A large, tall

vase for a centre table should contain larger flowers and a
bolder mass of colour than one which is to occupy a position
of less importance ; but in using strong colours, all tendency
to glare or heaviness has to be particularly guarded against

;

the flowers should not be crowded, but should be gracefully re-

lieved by their buds or foliage. I have frequently, after dress-
ing a vase, found it desirable to remove a flower or two at parts
which have become so crowded as to appear heavy ; for in
arranging flowers in vases, water only can be used, and as the
flowers have no support for their stems, it is at times a difficult

matter to arrange tl em satisfactorily.

TVith flower tables or baskets this difiicnlty is avoided, as,

generally, sand can be used. Few more beautiful objects can
be seen in a drawing-room than a well-arranged flower stand, or
table with a circular top about 2 feet in diameter. I can re-

member seeing two such stands about the same in size, but
with no other resemblance whatever. One, a mass of gUt and
glitter, had its gaudy flower tray curiously upborne on the
head of a Oupid ; the tray was not filled with cut flowers, but
with four or five tall plants, altogether presenting a singular
and ungraceful appearance. What were the accessories of the
other table I am unable to say, as I saw nothing but its ex-
quisite arrangement, the materials emj loyed being a few choice
flowers of bedding Pelargoniums, Roses, and Liliums. These
floners were thus arranged :—Around the edge of the tray was
a broad fringe of preen leaves, next these came a circle of

Pelargoniums, then a circle of medium-sized Roses not fully

e.xpanded, and the top or centre was occupied by a few blossoms
of Lilium lancifolium rubrum, interspersed with fronds of

Maiden-hair Fern. None of the flowers touched its neighbour,
for although each flower contributed to the appearance of the
whole, yet each was a perfect gem in itself, whose glowing
brightness was agreeably softened by its setting of living green.
The Pelargonium trusses rested on a bed of moss, a few sprays
of which were visible between and around the flowers, while

]

the Roses nestled in their own beautiful foliage. And here I

would observe that most flowers appear to the best advantage
when accompanied by their own foliage. What can be more
exquisitely beautiful than a vase of the blossoms of Lily of

the Valley, interspersed with, or springing out of its own
;
foliage? or a bouquet of Sweet Pea, with its graceful shoots
and tendrils ? The pure white blossoms of Eucharis amazo-
nica always seem most pure and lovely when seen in company
with the plant's own deep preen leaves, and a truss of sprightly

Oncidium always more fairy-like when seen springing out of

its own somewhat stiff foliage.

Of the forms of vases, I may observe that almost any form
may be rendered pretty if its design be natural.

My concluding example shall be a soup plate filled with
choice Hollyhock blooms. Form a raised mound of damp sand
in the centre of the plate, fringe its edge with well-matched

Hollyhock leaves, conceal the sand vvith a thin layer of moss,

and cover the whole of the mound with flowers, with their

lower sides resting close on the moss. In this way a pretty

effect is gained.

—

Edwaed Lockhokst, Egcrton Iluuse Gardens,

Kent.

ORCHARD-HOUSE FAILURES.
I HAVE many inquiries this season as to how my orchard house

is getting on this year, or rather orchard houses, for I hay
several of them. Well, they are nearly a total failure. The^^ is

apretty admission foraman to make who has for years thought,

and I am afraid said, those who could not insu>~ a crop of

Peaches under glass must be muffs. Havi-ng had only one

partial failure in about twenty years, ap<3 tlia' supposed to be

from bad management, the cause of which was known, all idea

of a total failure seemed out of the question.

My Peaches and Apricots set very thickly, and I told all

who asked about them, I had a better crop than U3ual,_ par-

ticularly of Apricots, and was astonished to hear all my friends

say they had no fruit at all in cold houses. On my return

home a"fter a week's journey, what was my surprise to find

nearly all the fruit had fallen off. The trees were in perfect
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"liealth, and excepting being bare of fruit looked beautifrfl. I

think there can be no doubt as to the cause. I cannot lipar of

a single hou.'fe without artificial heat, where a crop is to be

Been, whilst those who, like Mr. A. Bass, of J'arton, conld give

& little heat when the trees were in bloom, liave a good crop.

1 hear his trees are hotter than ever, so they must be well

worth a long journey to see. Wljilst Peaches were in bloom
there was a total absence of sun, and a cold, damp atmosphere.

The pollen was like paste, and tho blooms were unfertilised. A
little artificial heat to dry the air would have .saved the crop.

Indeed, I saw tho other day a tree full of fruit against a door

opening into a warm house, whilst every other tree in the

honse was bare.

Now, what are the practical deductions from this nearly

universal failure ? First, that no one need be unduly cast

down at his want of success. Secondly, that some of us have a

fine opportunity and plenty of room for the cultivation of " that

rare but lovely flower humility." Thirdly, that those who
wish to make safe for the future, and can afford it, had better

put pipes in their houses, and he careful how they use them.
J. E. Pkarson, CliUwelL

PALMS.—No. 2.

A FEW of the most distinct and handsome are as follow.

'Those distinguished with an asterisk (*) are suitable for a
.greenhouse.

AcANTHopHCENix CRiNiTus.—Stoms and petioles armed with
black needle-shaped spines. Leaves pinnated, arched, very
graceful.

Abec\ alba.—Stem whitish, a white line in the centre of

,
the leaflets.

•A. ADBEA.—Stems yellowish, and yellow lines in the centre

of the segments of the leaves.

•A. Baueri.—Stem ringed or freckled with brown ; brown
along the petioles. Foliage elegant.

A. BUBRA.—Leafstalks reddish, red midribs ; leaflets green,

tinged with red.

A. BOBRA FUKFURACEA.—Bolder than A. rubra, having red
stems, and a distinct red stripe or midrib in the centre of the
leaflets. The leaves of the Areeas are pinnate.

Ahenoa BACcnARiPEB,v.—Foliage green, bold and fine, pin-

nated.

;
•ASTBOCARYUM MEXicANOU.—Stalks spiny; leaves broad, di-

,
Tided into two or three pairs of unequal-sized leaflets, white

. nnderneath.
Bactbis maeaja.—Bachis and leaf-surface spiny, leaflets

broad.
BEiinEA DULCia.—Stalks smooth and slender ; leaves fan-

ehaped, finely divided, shining, and handsome.

^ Calamus adspersus.—Slender but elegant. Leaves pinnate
;

leaflets linear-IanceoUte ; stalks rugged, with numerous short,

pale-coloured spines.

C. lupfiRATRTCE Marie.—Habit slender ; leafstalljs spiny:'

C. jAVANicns.—Stalks spiny ; leiflets numerous and nftttoW;
habit slender, but having a fine plumose appearance.

C. LuisiANus.—Leaves elegant but short, piunately divided.
. It is of free growth.

J
Cabvota erens.—Handsome foliage, distinct and fine.

*Cham.edorea paniculata.—Stem green, erect-growing, tall.

'Leaflets short, distinct, and grass-like, fine.

, 'CKAMiEBopg P.U.METTO, 'C. FoRTUNEi, *C. ExcELFA, and
*C. nuMiLis,—These succeed in a greenhouse, and have fine

fan-shaped leaves more or lees divided.

*C. MELANACAXTHA.—Stalks slender, furnished with dark-
coloured spines. It is an elegant small-growing sort with
fan-shaped leaves. Probably a variety of C. hnmilis.

»C. BTAUKACANTHA.—Leaves very finely set on long slender

^
Stalks, and divided into distant long segments. Fine.
Oocos AuSTKALis, C. BoNNETi, and G. CAMPESTRis.—Distiuct

' find fine.

C. coRovATA.—Stalk cream-coloured. Leaves broad, almost
entire, but slightly divided at the ends, where they arch or
droop gracefully. Very fine.

•CoRYPHA AcSTRALis.—Stalk Blender ; dark green, shining,
roundish leaves. Fine.

*C. EULcis.—stems slender and erect. Leaves large and
ronndish.

Djf.monoeops htstbix.—Leaves much divided. Graceful habit,
bright green.

D. MELANocH.r.TEs.—Stem blaok-spined. Leaves bright green,
much divided.

D. PLOMOSCB.—Stem brown ; spiny leafslalks. Leaver much
divided. Fine.

Kr.Aia (;oiNEEN.sis.—Leafstalts with hooied spines; leaves
boll], blight green. It furnishes the Palm oil of commerce.
Geonkma GniESBREiinTii.--Stem hmootli. Leaves irregn-

larly pinnatiparted, bilobed at tlio apex, with the two ternilSDal

segments prolonged into a tail-like point.

Gkovoma imperiai.is.— Slender stalks. Smooth pinQBte
leaves ; leaflets narrow. Elepant and fine.

G. ScirOTTrA>fA.—Leaflets long and narrow, bright green, 'fl6-

Hnct.

0. SKRttANNi.—Petioles angular ; bilobed plaited leaven, ter-

minating in two sharp-pointed divisions, having a fish-ttil

outline. In a young state it is of close leafy habit. BeaatUUl,
dwarf, and distinct.

HvopnoRKE AjiARirArT.is.—Petioles red. Leaves pinnate, wtth
alternate acuminate segments, bordered with a reddish line.

Very fine.

H. Verrchaffelti.—Leaves pinnate, nearly erect, bntarKhing
gracefully at the top ; segments linear-lanceolate. The back
of the petiole is marked by a golden-coloured band. One t>£

the finest.

Iriartea exorrhiza.— Stems slender, leaves pinnate. VSfy
remarkable for having a stilted appearance from the adven-
titious roots.

Latania eorbonica.—Leaves fan-shaped, graceful. A noMe
Palm.

L. LonmcESTi.—Stems reddish. Leaves fan-shaped ; seg-

ments green with red edges, slightly serrated. Distinct and
fine.

Leopolpinia PELcnEA.—Slender habit. Leaves pinnate, Sn
smooth stalks.

•LivisroNTA ALTiSsniA.—Stalks short, evenly set with epSfty

projections at the margin. Leaves palmate, divided into nnittc-

rons narrow segments. Remarkably elegant.

*L. HDMiLis.—Glaucous green, finely divided leaves; seg-

ments long and graceful.

Oreodoxa kegia.—Slender erect habit. Leaves pinilftte

;

narrow drooping leaflets. Very pleasing.
' •PniENix DACTYLiEERA.—Lcavcs finely divided ; leaflets lotg
' and narrow.

P. LEONE?rsiB.—Leaves of a dark shining green ; the leaflets

have a white cottony edge, and are strung with threads when
' unfolded or in a yonng state. Distinct and fine.

I

'P. RECLrHATA.—Leaves finely divided and graas-lite.

•P. SYLVESTRis.—Leaves shining bright green ; leaflets 'Wlh
reddish margins. Foliage grass-like.

PiNANfiA STACUT.ATA.—Leavcs broad, divided into nnequal B*g-

ments, so as to become irregularly pinnate ; the colour brJ^t
green, freely blotched with dark olive green.

Pttchosperma EI.E^A^-s.—Leaves broad, bilobed, fish-tudl-

like. Stalks smooth, erect. Fine.

P. tACETLATA.—Habit close and dwarf. Fronds bilobed, tbe
lobes lacerately split at the apex. Pine.

P. REGALig.— Broad, bilobed, almost entire leaves; EtalkB

smooth, prettily tinged with red in the young fronds.

EnApniA T.'EDiGEEA.—Stem cylindrical ; leaves arching and
pinnate, with narrow lanceolate spinulose leaflets. Very elegaiat.

Ehapis elabellifoemis.—Erect stems ; leaves dark green,

and divided. Of moderate growth, and endures dry air and
dnst well.

•SEAFORTniA ELEGAxs.—Leaves pinnate, bold and fine.

STETENSoijLA GRANDiFOMA.— Stems and stalks abundantly
fnrniphed with brown needle-shaped spines; leaves broad, bi-

lobed, incisely toothed at the ends. A noble species.

TnRiKAX PARviFLORA.—Lettves fan-shaped, distinct.

Veitchia Johannis.—Stalks long, erect, of a silvery white,
marked with dark blotches, the surface scurfy ; leaves pinnate,
arching finely.

VERscnAFFELTiA spLENDrpi.—Stems furnished with spreadifig
spines, broad undivided bilobed leaves with serrated edges. It

is also known as Regelia majestica.

Zalacca Wagxeri,—Stem spiny, a white stripe on the nnder
side of the petiole, red on the under side of the leaflets. ^Very
fine.—G. Aebey.

KUEUS ARCTICUS.
Have any of your correspondents ever fruited this elegant

but neglected plant ? I have seen it thriving in the open air
as far south as Warwickshire, but no fruit ever set. Linnjens

' speaks of the fruit as delicious, and it is ommonly preserred
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in the north, thongh this preserve is not seen in onr shops.
The plant grows well near London in a pot, treated as an Alpine.—G. S.

^

SUMMER PINCHING FRUIT-TREE SHOOTS.
I MUST again in defence repeat the general reoommendations

given by rne at page Sm in reference to this important opera-
tion. '' Pinch the strongest shoots first," which are in general
those situated at the top of the tree, and then in the conrse of
four or six days repeat the operation on those the next lower
down or the next stronger, and so on. I might have added,
Keep the top part of the tree, which is always inclined to grow
the strongest on account of the sap flowing more freely upwards,
in subjection to the lower, so that a perfectly equal distribution
of the sap and uniform action of its forces may be secured ; for
in this way and no other can a tree which is formally trained,
or confined in its energies, be made equally fruitful throughout.
Thus, practically with a horizontal-trained Pear tree on a
wall with nine tiers of branches, I recommend the follow-
ing method :—First operation : Stop the shoots on the three
top branches to from two to four eyes, and merely arrest the
progress of those on the next three branches, or any similarly
stronggrowing part, each as the shoots down or near the centre,
by taking out their poiuts, or, where very strong, reducing them
to one-half. Second operation : Stop the shoots on the second
three branches to from four to six eyes, and take the points off
the others. Third operation : Knb the secondary shoots, if any
have appeared, quite clean off the top branches, and stop
the shoots on the last three to from six to eight eyes. The
ttee has thus to be gone over three times, and afterwards to
keep down the secondary growths. With smaller trees so
many operations may not be necessary, yet some require even
more particularity in their manipulation. The theory and
praetioe of the work are, however, still the same.

.
Your correspondent, Mr. K. Inglis (see page 40.3), says " it is

»• mistake" to follow the practice I have recommended, for
" if the strongest " shoots " are to be pinched, then the weak
ones should not be touched at all," and quotes a passage from
"Johnson's Science and Practice of Gardening" in support of
Lts ideas. " When it is necessary to stop all the shoots of a
plant, the weakest ought to be first stopped, in order to get
them stronger," &o. Now, this taken from such an authority,
standing by itself, seems a very formidable argument to get
over. It is, however, badly selected by Mr Inglia, and entirely
nni.''applied. Mr. Inglis should have quoted at the same time
the lines immediately preceding. " We stop the strongest
shoots to arrest the current of the sap, and so force it into'lhe
iteaker branches." Truly it requires nearly as much knowledge
to read scientific books as to write them. Mr. Inglis should
practice first and quote afterwards; then he would understand
th»t pinching the growing shoots of a Laurel, when subsequent
growth is desired, has no afBaity to pincliing the growing
shoots of a fruit tree, where the desire is entirely to arrest the
growth of shoots, and induce the formation of fruit buds at
their base. "It is not" (quoting from the same paragraph),
"to make a fruit tree more bushy that we stop the robbers."
No

;
but to cause uniformity of action, and thereby fertility

throughout.
Mr. Inglis gives a very good illustration of how dependant

the roots of a tree are upon its leaves, in the ca=e of his Cu-
cumber plants. Leaves elaborate the sap which they receive
from the roots, and return the same greatly altered, and other-
wise ijjflaenced, into the stem to form woody fibre. The mere
stopping of a shoot, the taking off or the destruction of any
portion of its leaf surface, arrests the even flow of the sap in
that direction, which is then directed towards the other parts
not so disturbed. Strip the leaves entirely off a shoot, and
there will be no further increase of wood on that particular
shoot until new leaves have been formed. The stronger a
shoot grows the more woody fibre does it form, and the more
vessels for the ascent of sap, and its strength will just be in
proportion to its leaves ; therefore by reducing its leaf-power
we arrest the flow of sap, and diminish its luxuriance.
My remarks apply entirely to fruit trees, although I may say

I should be inclined to follow the same practice in regard to
almost every class of plants, with few exceptions. Wbere a
mere bush is wanted the theory "of stopping the weakest
shoots first in order to get them stronger " may in some in-
stances apply. It is a pretty theory to have the buds on the
weaker shoots ready to push on the stronger being stopped, yet
it will not hold good always. Some shoots are oooasionally so

weak in comparison to the others that they will never push At
all

; the strong shoots being unchecked push all the stronger,
and when stopped they are in possession of so much pent-np
force that nothing can restrain them. It the difference between
the shoots be not very great, and all nearly similarly situated,
subsequent growth being desired, then it will answer to pinch
the weaker shoots first, and the stronger afterwards. But in
fruit culture another end is aimed at, and to achieve success
we must take the other card, and " pinch the strongest shoots
first."—AECHAMBAnn!

MANCHESTER EXHIBITION OP THE ROYAL
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

We have to remind fruit growers of the two prizes amount-
ing to Twenty (iuiveas, offered by the Proprietors of this Jour-
nal, at the meeting of the Koyal Horticultural Society at
Manchester on the 19th of July. Two prizes of the value of
ten guineas each are offered for "the best two desserts con-
sisting of not less than seven kinds of fruits of 1869, arranged
as for the table, and combining quality of fruit with taste in
arrangement." No award will be made if the judges consider
the exhibitions unworthy of the prizes.

^

We have had several letters requesting information on some'
of the details. One asks if Black and White Grapes would be
admitted as separate dishes. We answer, yes ; but of all other
kinds of fruits, only one dish of each will be admitted. As
regards the number or quantity of fruit in each dish, that must
be left entirely to the taste and judgment of the exhibitor. A
large number of indifferent fruit would not certainly be success-
ful against a smaller quantity of that which is greatly superior

;

and neither would a greatly insufficient quantity of superior
fruit take the precedence of a sufficiency of that which may be
of meritorious growth. The taste of the exhibitor must ba
shown in this as well as in the setting-up and arrangement of

his collection.

Although seven dishes are mentioned as the minimum, any
greater number may be shown, so long as they consist of
different kinds (not different varietie>) of fruits, with the ex-
ception of Grapes, of which White and Black may be shown.
Every exhibitor will be required to find his own dishes or

fruit-stands ; and he is at liberty to make use of any design
or arrangement he may think proper.
The prizes are open to competition between amateurs and

gentlemen's gardeners only.

NEW HOTHOUSE BOILER.
Aftbb reading Mr. Pearson's previous article upon hothouse

boilers, I have been waiting somewhat anxiously, and with as

much patience as I could command, to hear something further

respecting the one concerning which he had formed such a higli

opinion. Mr. Pearson has at last fulfilled his promise and
gratified my curiosity (see page 391).

As was to be expected, this new boiler is set down as being

the very best that was ever invented or brought before the
public. Like all other new things, it possesses every point

that is desirable, is haply free from aU that is objectionable^

and is the very acm,6 of perfection. Indeed, the advance upon
all other kinds is so great, that as nearly as possible it heats

the water without any fuel at all
—" A mere handful of fire

made the water in GOO feet of 4-inch pipe quite hot while I waa
at dinner; and so rapid was the circulation, that on turning a
valve connecting 200 feet more of piping in a frame, the return

pipe was quite hot in ten minutes." It has "comparatively
nothing to do ;" and " I intend to add 600 feet of pipingto

it, and then I think it will be far more than sufficient for it8

work "—viz., 1400 feet of 4inch pipe. Well, I am sure W»
shall all feel grateful to Mr. Foster for his invention, and also,'

to Mr. Pearson for so generously making it known to the^ubUC ;
but the inevitable impression made upon the mind when readi

ing the above quotations is that Mr. Pearson in his enthusiasw

has gone too far. I do not know what sized hand Mr. Pearson's

may be, but if it is anything like the hand of an ordinary

mortal, then I venture to assert that it will not hold sufficient

fuel to heat the water in 800 feet of 4-inch piping. Would a

mere "handful of fire" bail an ordinary teakettle when full?

But perhaps Mr. Pearson by mistake wrote the word " hand ''

instead of "shovel," and meant to say that a " mere shovel-

ful," Sea. If so, I still dispute the fact. One shovelful of fue

under a boiler 3 feet 9 inches long woald not make the water
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in GOO feat of pipe "quite hot" while Mr. Pearson "was at

dinner." Bat thia last pbraso in rather vagne. How mnch
time does our friend require (i)r hi'i diunor? Was it just the

period occupied in taking the midday meal—some twenty or

thirty mioutea '.' or waa it the full hour generally allowed for

that purpose ? or did it include an easy lounge or Rentle nap,

coverinp; perhaps a couple of hours? Perhaps Mr. Pearson
will enlighten na on these points.

Not a few of the-'O extraordinary productions have heeu
brought before the public of late, each in its turn destined to

eclipse all others, but after a brief run they have sunk into

oblivion ; and now in the year 1869 we find the groat majority

of practical men, and those with the moat extensive experience,

prefer the old saddle or some of its modiQcations to any other

kind in the market.—Join* Tatlok, Lancashire.

CRYST.\L PALACE ROSE SHOW.
Jmra l;>rH.

Fbw persons who have had the pleasnre (or pain, as they may
p«rliap« regard it), of lookiug at tbe Rose trees ia their gardens this

STimmer, conld have anticipated anything of a show so early in this

wintry month of .Tnne, which has sent na all back to onr fireeideR, pnt

an extingaisher on croqaot, and compelled many of ns in whoae veins

the blood does not run quite so warmly as it did twenty years ago, to

don onr greatcoats. When we recollect what this month has been^
the cold frosty nights, tlie bitter, desolating, blackening east winds, the

rain and sleet, and the utterly sunless, thick foggy days that we have
had—what conld we do bnt shm^ onr shoulders when we beard of the

Roses that were to make their debut on the 19th ? The buds remained
bard and unopened, the foliage was discoloured, and they generally

showed how unkind and ungenial thoy felt tbe month to be. There
was bnt one point on which we conld take any comfort, and that was
that if Koses were there they would be in character, and that the cool

cloudy weather would be favourable to their retention of colour. Last
season all colour was bleached out, it was difficult to distinguish one
Rose from another, and of some of the best and most highly coloured
sorts not a single good bloom was to be seen in any of the stands.

This year it is not so. Each Rose displays its beantios in proper

state, and one familiar with Roses has no occasion to ask, What Rose
ia that?' So last year it was hopeless to say a word about new Roses.

Bot few were exhibited, and of those few it was clearly to be seen that

nothing conld be predicated, while I do not believe that a better stand

of, new Roses was ever set up than that exhibited by Messrs. Panl and
Son, of Cheshuut, at the presftnt exhibition ; and as it is needless now
for me to go through tbe details of the different stands exhibited, my
observations will ho confined to the new Roses. I may say, however,
that altbongb tbe exhibitiou as a whole suffered from the season as far

as quantity was concerned, yet it was far better than most persons

conld have anticipated even in that respect. I was greatly grieved to

miss our great amateur exhibitor, Mr. Hedge, of Colchester, and still

more grieved to bear that bis absence was occasioned by illness, and
that there is little expectation of his ever taking the 6eld again—-cer-
tainly not as he has done. He will, I am sure, have the sincere sym-
pathy of all true rosarians, and, indeed, of all who knew bim. Other
exhibitors are coming forward, the Geld ia enlarging, and tbe queen of

flowers is evidently increa^nng in popularity.

Tbe following are tbe names of the new Roses of 1367 and 1S68

—

'.«i, of flowers first sold in those years—which were exhibited in Messrs.
Paul's stand. Of 1867—Baron Haussman, Charles Turner, Dnke of

Edinburgh, Elie Morel, Mdlle. Christine Nillson, Reine du Midi,
Dncbesse d'Aoste, Mdlle. Marie Cirodde, Madame Neman, Madame
Grondier, Vicomtesse de Vezins, La France, Souvenir de Madame
Corval, Madame Barriot. Of 1868 (last autumn)—Souvenir de Mons.
Poiteau, Celine Noirey, Reine Blanche, Madame Creyton. Adolphe
Brongniart, Nardy Frrres, Marquise de Mortemart, and Henri Lede-
chaux. In other stands were Baronne de liothschibl (18G7), Madame
Alice Dnreau (1867), and Adrienne Christophle (1868).
In jadgins of these from the materials before me, I should say that

of the Roses of 1867 Elie Morel and Saronne de Rothschild are the
beet. The former is a most beautifully delicate light rose with a clear

pink edge, well formed, and fresh in colour; the latter is a lovely light-

coloured Rose, light flesh colour changing to nearly white, very large,

globular in form, and altogether a gem. Duke of Edinbnrgh is a
griAa high-coloured, scarlet rose, of first-rate qualities—a veritable

English-raised Rose, not a Frenob one let out by au English raiser.

Ticomtesse de Vegans ia very bright and good ; La France, an admir-
able acquisition, and. as I can testify, most thoroughly free-flowering.
Christine Nillson I do not think much of. The same may be said of.

Baron Haussman. Charles Turner is a reproduction of Mdlle. Annie
Wood, and, hke it, a vei-y beautiful deep carmine-coloured flower

;

Madame Alice I>ureaa and Madame Bariot, both good, but not re-

markably so ; Marie Cirodde. rou^b and rubbishy ; Madame Neman,
a pretty Rose, in tbo style of Virginal, Mdlle. Bounairo, (fee. Madame
Grondier is large, but not remarkable ; Reine du Midi, disappointing

;

Souvenir da Madame Corv&l, bright aahnon, but not to be retained, I
faney.

Of tbo 1868 Rosea, I regard Madame Creyton aa one of the best. It

is a large shell.petaled flower, of a peculiar claret rose colour, if each

a thinj^ can"be imsgitod, quite distinct in colour, and I believe, aafar

as one can judge, indispousabio ; it is, I think, one of Gonod's raiaiog.

Souvenir de Mons. Poitoaa, altliough having some of that roughneta

which characteririos most of Margottin's recent productions, is very

distinct. in colour and my.st be grown. Reine Blanche is a b':autifnl

light (very nearly white) flower. Adolphe Brongniart does not promise

much. Nardy Freros is a peculiar-looking llower, but at present not

very takinq. Celine.Noiray and Adrienne CUristopble, are tivo beautifal

Teas ; and Marquise de Mortemart is a very delicate light-coloured

llower, which promises to be a favourite. I hope to have some further^

opportunities of seeing, ^nd reporting on tbo now Roses, and only write

now of what I havo seen at this Exhibition
;
judgment may be altered

or modified by more enlarged acquaintance.

Two seedling Rcjses were exhibited—Kdnuard Morrcn, by Messrs/

.T. & C. Lee, and Princess Christian, by Mr. W. Paul. The former

looks like a liehter form of .Jules Margottin, bnt it was not exhibited

in good condition ; the latter is a very pretty linht blush rose, some-

what, X should imoKine, of the same race as La Franco, having Tea,

and Bourbon blond in it. It received deservedly a first-class certificate.

Another Rose, Prince Leopold, said to he a climber, was cxbiinted by

tbe same gentleman, li it bo really snc:h, and not merely a vigorous

Hybrid Perpetual, it yvill be an acquisition, although as a show Rose

not much. There was another Rose, exhibited by Mr. Coppin, eallei

the Rev. H. F. Farrer, which was promising, and of which one wonU
hke to see more by-ahd-bye. I think we may look forward to naore

veritable English Rosea than we have yet seen, and that we shaU

not be dependant on French raisers for novelties.—D., Deal.

JtTST one day later iH the month than last year, and what a con-

trast in the weather! "Last year complaints were loud and longoC

the scorching sun immediately preceding the Show, this year of the

,

rain and cold ; last year the effect was manifest in many of the

varieties being driven oat of character, and ont of colour, this yearin
,

their diminished number, and in many instances their inferior,

quaUty. Such trusses, however, aa those set np by Messrs. Panl Aid

Son, Mr. Tomer, and Mr, Cant, would have done credit to any exhi-'

bition, and in any year, aqd that there was no falling off in tbe puWiC '

interest in tbe Rosa, was' evident from tbe crowds of visitors who bung.

about the tables during the afternoon, when tbe attendance could not

have been less nrrmcrons than it was last year, though the day was by:

no means one of the most favourable.

In Class 1, einsle trusses of seventy-two varieties, Mr. Turner took

the first place with exoeUent examples of Leopold Hansburg, Charbs

Rouillard, Princess Mf^ry of Cambridge, Marie Baumann, Victor Ver-,

.

dier. Mdlle. TherOse Levet, Dr. Andry. Marguerite Donlbrain, GIoir»,

do Dijon, General Jacqueminot, Madsme Boll, Madame Vidot,

'

Senateur Vaisse, Monsieur Boncenne, La France, Jean Goujon,

Madame Willormoz, Triomphe de Caen, Maurice Bemardin, Horace

Vemet, Abel Grand, Felix Genero, quite a rosy-violet globe ; Due i»

Magenta, yellow; Miss Ingram, Jutes Margottin, Prince Camille de

'

RAhan, very fine ; Mari-chal Niel, splendid ; Madame Fnrtadol

Madame Victor .Verdier, Camille Bemardin. Rubens, Gloire de

Ducber, very largo, bnt ' coarse-lookinR ; John Hopper, Exposition M-
Brie, Lord Raglan, splendid ; General Castcllane, and others. Messrs.

Panl & Son, who were second, had also a fine collection, in which the

following were noticeable—yiz.. Souvenir de Monsieur Boll, Madame:
Fortado, Maurice Bernardiu, Victor Verdier, Madame Charles Wood,

Antoine Ducber. ,.John ifopper, Duke of Edinburgh, a most splendid''

scarlet Rose, which was seen in great perfection in other colleetiona,"

and attracted much attenliAii ; Frani^Ls Treyve, Abel Grand, UaiamK.

Rivers, Joseph Fiala, 'tav^er Olibo, and others already named. Mr.

Mitchell, of Piltdown, was third ; Mr. Keynes, of Salisbury, fourth ;

and an extra prize was awarded to Messrs. Francis, of Hertford

The next class was for forty-eights, three trusses, and in it M^at8|.

Paul were first with .a rich display, conspicuous in which were trnasee

of Duke of Ediobnrgh, Ftanpois Lacharme, Charles RoniUard, Pierr^

Notting, Expositiop de Rrie- Mdlle. Thornse Levet, Vicomtesse de'

Vczins, Dr. Andry, Madame Julie Daran, Madame Fnrtado, splendid.

Prince Camille de Rohan, Madame Clemcnce Joigneanx, Michel'

Bonnet, very bright, Mf'urice Bemardin, Victor Verdier, Madame-

Rivers, Olivier Delhomrte, Antoine Duoher. Abel Gonod. Mr. Turner,

came in second With Df: Andry, Charles Lefebvre, Madame Charlea;

Crapelet, Camille Bemardin, Marie Banmann, Jules Marj>ottin, Louisa,,

de Savoie, Alfred Oolomb, Paul Verdier, Thorin, Prince Camille d«,

Rohan, Senateui Vaisse,, Lord RaRlaa, fine in colour, Pierre Notting*

,

La France, Exposition d* Brie, John Hopper, and Princess Mary o(

Cambridge. Mr. Keypes, who was third, showed good trosses of Mar;

gnerito de St.Amand and others; while Mr. Mitchell, who was fourth,^

had splendid trusses of. Marechel Niel, which was everywhere good,'

and Lamarque. ',

The next class wa? for twenty-four varieties, threo traases. Here

Messrs. Paul &' Scin' toot 'the lead with nxc. Ucnt stands, oontainrag

John Hopper, Charles 'RoUillard, Dr. Andrv, tladamo Rivers, Madame
Willermoz, Madame Glemenco Joignesux, Duke of Edinburghi,

splendid; Prince Camille de Rohan, Ma.larao H. Jacqnin, Madame
Charles Wood, Mdlle. Theresa Levst, Charics Lefebvre, Marguerite

de St. Amind, Victor Verdier, splendid ; La France, and Devonvensis,

Mr. Turner was second with Miss Ingram, Mario Baumann, Louise

de Savoie, very fine ; Mdlle. Thcrclee Appart, Princess Mary of Cam-
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"ridge, Souvenir tie Comte Cavonr, Gloire de Dijon, Victor Verdier,
Charles Lefebvre, and several of those already named, in eicellent
eondition. Mr. Keynes, who was third, had also fine tmsses.

In the class for single trasses of the same nnmber of varieties, Mr.
Cant was first, and had fine examples of Pauline Lanzezenr, Vicom-
tesse de Vezins. Yicomtesse de Cazes, John Hopper, Souvenir d'Elise,
Baroness de Eothschild, Lord Raglan, Charles Verdier, Prince
Camille de Kohan, Comte de Nanteoil, Marechal Niel, Baronne
Prevost, Dr. Andrj-, La France, Madame Bravy, Xavier Olibo, and
General Jacqueminot. Mr. Keynes was second', Mr. Turner third,
and Mr. Mann, Brentwood, fourth.

In the amateurs' classes there was a great falling off, inany of the
Wooms being small, and, though well coloured, evidently suffering from
the weather. The best forty-eight came from Mr. Moffat, gardener to
Earl Rosslyn, Easton Lodge, Dunmow, and comprised good trusses of
Man'-chal Niel, Xavier Olibo, John Hopper, Madame C. Crapelet,
Charles Lefebvre, and Cloth of Gold. Mr. H. Exell, gardener to
J. Hollingworth, Esq., Maidstone ; Mr. T. Ten-y, gardener to A. G.
Puller, Esq., Youngeburj' ; and Mr. J. Moore, gardener to T. Lloyd,
Esq., "Warwick, took the other prizes. Mr. Chard, Mr. Bristow, Mr.
Johnson, of Usbridge, and the Kev. R. C. Hales, also exhibited in
this class.

Class 6, was for thirty-si.\ varieties. Mr. Stoddart, gardener to
J. G. Rebow, Esq., "Wivenhoe Park, was first, with good trusfes of
Marechal Niel, Devoniensis, Beauty of Waltham, half eitpanded but
very pretty, and John Hopper ; together with fair specimens of
Madame Charles Wood, Maurice Bemardin, Souvenir de Malmaison,
Charles Lefebvre, Lord Clyde, Gloire de Dijon, Joles Mat^ottin, and
Duchess of Sutherland. Dr. Cooper, Slough, was second with showy
examples of Adolphe de Rothschild, Le Rhone, (Hoire de Santenay,
Victor Verdier, Niphetos, and several of the kindu just named. Mr.
Eseli took the third place, and Mr. Chard the fourth. Mr. Moffat
"would have been third had he not set up by mistake two of Marechal
Niel.

In Class 7, twenty-four varieties, the prizes went to Mr. Stoddart

;

Mr. Soder, gardener to 0. Hanbury, Esq., Brentwood; Mr. Moffat;
and Mr. Exell. The other exhibitors were Dr. Ccoper, Mr. Johnson,
Mr. Moore, Mr. Chaff, Mr. Wallis, and Mr. Scarfo.
In twelves, Mr. Soder was first with brightly-coloured flowers of

Marechal Niel, very fine ; Senateur Vaisse, Madame Charles Wood,
Doc de Rohan, Duke of Wellington, Marguerite de St. Amand,
Madame Boll, and Triomphe de Rennes. Mr. Cant, Myland Lodge,
Colchester, was second with a very good stand, in which, besides some
of the above, Achille Gonod, General Jacqueminot, Pauline Lanze-
zenr, and Marguerite de St. Amand, were noticeable. Mr. Ingle, gar-
dener to Mrs. Round, Colchester, was tbird ; and Mr. Postans fourth.
Messrs. Queenell, Thomicroft, Cook. May, Skinner, Bridge, Stoddart,
Moffat, and Bristow also sent stands

The best collection of Roses of any variety came from Messrs. Paul
and Son. and was very numerous and tine, and Mr. Chard had the
second prize. The best collection of Yellow Roses was that from
Mr. Cant, of Colchester, and included fine traEses of Madame Falcot,

Vicomtesse de Cazes, Adrienne Christophle, new and tine; Madame
Margottin, Boule d'Or, Marechal Niel, and Safrano. Cloth of Gold,
irom Mr. Cant, of Mjlantl Lodt;e, Colchester, who was second, was
remarkably fine. The third and fourth prizes went to Mr. Stoddart
and Mr. Keynes respectively. The latter had Adrienne Chrietophlef
with a rich coppery tinge.

Among Tea-scented and Noisette Roses there were excellent trusses
of Lamarqne. Devoniensis, Marechal Niel, Goubatilt, Rubens,
Madame Willermoz, Alba Rosea. Ctjline Forestier, Vicomtesse de
Cazes, Souvenir d'un Ami, Madame de St. Joseph, Triomphe de
Jlennes, Madame Bravy, Solfaterre, and Niphetos, from Messrs. Paul
and Son and Mr. Cant, in the nurserymen's class, and from Mr.
Exell and Mr. Postans in that for amateurs. Third prizes were
awarded to Mr. Parker, Nursei-ymen, Rugby, and Mr. Bristow ; and
equal fourth prizes to Mr. Iu)?le and Mr. Cant, of Myland Lodge.
The prize for the best one hundred flowers of auy Rose in a de-

corated vase or basket, was taken by Messrs. Paul it Son, with Mar-
guerite de St. Amand, in a tiat basket concealed by the variegated
Acer Negundo and Ferns. Mv. Turner was second with a neatly
arranged pyramid; Mr. Parker, third, with Gloire db Dijon in a huge
l>owl, with a double row of the same lioso fringed with Fern fronds

Tonnd the bottom.

In the miscellaneous class, prizes were given to Mr, Turner, of

Sloogh, for a fine collection of Pinks and cut blooms of Pelargoniums ;

to Mes.?rs. Paul & Son, for Roses in pots, in addition to the first prize

for twenty new Roses in 8-inch pots ; to Messrs. Downie, Laird, and
Laing for a collection of splendid Bicolor Pelargoniums noticed

l)eneath, the same firm also showing a basket of W. R. Morris, with a
glowing bronze-red zone, very fine ; and to Messrs. Carter & Co. for

double and Tricolor Pelargoniums. A first-class certificate was given

to Mr. Gordon, of the Crystal Palace, for Tropreolum Spotted Gem,
jellow, with rich dark crimson blotches, the ]*laut about 18 inches
Iiigh, and free flowering. Mr. Mann, Brentwood, sent likewise a email
collection of Lord Derby, Countess of Derby, and other Zonal Pelar-

goniums in flower, and a basket of Tricolor Masterpiece.

I wn-L leave to "D.," of Deal, and to your reporter to give an
account of the very fine Exhibition of Roses staged on Saturday last,

which, in my opinion, though not equal in point of numbers, either of
Roses or exhibitors, to that of last year, was far superior in point of
freshness of colour and depth of ] etal. I would, however, especially
call attention to the seedling Bronze Zonal Pelargoniums exhibited bj
Downie, Laird, &; Laing ot the end of the amateurs' Roses. These
seem to be an immense stride in advance of any other strain, though,
I believe that owing to the quantity of seed that was ripened last
summer, many of our leading nurserymen have a very fine col-

lection to adorn our bedding-out gardens in future seasons. Notice-
able among the seedlings exhibited by Messrs. Downie, Laird, and
Laing was one which they intend naming after the Viceroy of Egypt,
and which will again be sent to the Palace on the occasion of Uie
Viceroy's expected visit on the 29th of this mouth. It has great sub-
stance and smoothness of leaf, a well-defined centre, and an even
golden margin ; the zone itself being a pure deep bronze, not too
black, and not overpowering the golden part as in some sorts. Two
others alongside of it were, in my estimation, equally good, and others
which will not be sent out will prove very valuable as parents to obtain
pollen for cross-breeding.—C. P.

YORK HORTICULTURAL SHOW.
This Show, which follows Mancl ester and Leeds, and ranks next in

importance to them among the g t^i t northern flower shows, took place
on the 16th, 17th, and 18th inst. The morning of Wednesday opened
most inauspiciously ; the storm which raged on the north-east coast

also visited the city of York most severely, and tested the strength of

Messrs. Fussey's tents to the utmost. Tlio cold, too, was intense, and
the temperature much more like that of an early day of March than
the middle of June. Exhibitors were anxious, therefore, to keep their

plants in the shelter of the waggons till the last ; but with all the pre-

cautions, it is to be feared that many valuable plants will have
suffered—in fact, before twelve o'clock, we saw one very fine specimen of

Caladinm Belleymeii a mere ghost of its former self, and another large

plant of Clerodendrou Thomsons Balfourianum also seemed much
injured. In spite, however, of all these drawbacks, the tents by
eleven o'clock were well filled with one of the finest collections of

plants we have seen staged at York, or we might say at any large horti-

cnltural show ; and great praise is due to the Committee and their

Secretary, Mr. Wilson, for the excellent arrangement of the tents and
the general efficacy of the management.

Mr. Baines was again to the fore with his fine specimens of stove

and greenhouse plants, and also with omamental-foliaged plants.

Especially noticeable among the former were Genetyllis tulipifera and
Bougainvillea glabra, but where all were so good it is diihcult to par-

ticularise. Only second to Mr. Baines was Mr. Dixon, of Beverley, who
showed amongst other things a splendid specimen of AuBDctochilns

Lowii. Mr. Cole again exhibited his vert- fine Heaths, and it is seldom

we have ever seen them in greater perfection ; the colder weather of this

spring seems to have snited them, and both their bloom and foliage

were magnificent.

The Pelargonium tent was well filled. The specimens in many
cases were veiy large, but a little rough ; the same may be said of the

Fuchsias which were rather heavy, with the exception of those from
Mr. Edwards, of York, who certainly exhibits them in great perfeotion.

There are, however, few plants that suCfer so much as Fuchsias in

their transit to a show, and the same plants which we may admire in

a conservatory one day will often exhibit a miserable appearance on

the show ground the next. Noticeable in this tent were six Zonal Pelar-

goniums from Sir George Wombwell, of Newburgh Park, especially

Clipper and Mrs. W. Paul. "We have never seen so fine a specimen of

the latter before.

The double Pelargoniums were, as in our opinion they will be for

many years, a miserable failure—coarse heavy foliage, rough flowers,

and very few of them. It will be long before a doable Zonal Pelar-

gonium can ever become a florists' flowers—in fact like both a Pansy

and a Petunia, as soon as the petals multiply all the beauty of outline

and form is lost. A double Zonal Pelai-gouinm is a good trade flower,

and as a novelty within the reach of all amateurs will bo much run

after, and being both easily propat^ated and easily wintered will no
doubt have its day, but we much doubt, if with all the improvements

it may receive from the hands of cross-breeders, it will ever become a

perfect flower. Even the stand of those shown by Messrs. Carter at

the Crystal Palace on the 19th inst. did not contain one flower ^lich,

taken by itself, hod either form or symmetry.

There were some very fine plants of Tricolors in the Pelargoninm

tent, especially Sunray, Jetty Lacy, which seems to have improved in

constitution, Lady Cullnm, Achievement, and Retaliator. Bronzes

were also good, but were much eclipsed by some seedlings exhibited by

Downie, Laird, ^ Laing, amongst which Crown Prince was especially

worthy of honours. The same firm also exhibited a splendid stand of

cut blooms of Belgian Pansies ; this strain seems now to have reached its

utmost limit in point of colour. The pip (?) which began about quarter

the size of the whole flower, is now nearly three fourths, and seems

almost reversing its position as regards the show varieties. All that is

now wanted amongst the Belgian strain is a little more stoutness of

petal and smoothness of flower, and this can only be obtained by careful

crossing.

Amongst cut flowers, the stands of Koaes exhibited by Messrs. PaU
and Son, of Cheshunt, were especially fine, in fact, we have scarcely
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ever soeu a hotter HtanJ of twenty-four trebles than tboirs sot np at any
show, even by Messrs. Paul .fe Son, and wo ini«ht partienlurly remark
that the Pink Kcctinn of Kosos wore very well rppreKPnted by Elio

MoroU, MousitMir Nomaii, Hurj^ierite do St. Ainnnd, Mdllo. Thf'-irse

JLevet, Oentifolia Uosea, and in their wtand of tw«»iity-four aini^Ies,

Modt^lo de Perfection, besides otherw. Aiiioujist amateurH, Mr. Perrv,

of Castle broiQwich, exhibited well, and also showed some of his

splendid setdiinj^ Vtirhuimn. Whore there 13 so mnch to praise wo
regrot also to havo to criticise, but wo cannot pass over in siKnco the

judgment as to cut Verbcuus; Mr. Perry's haviui; been placud second
to a very inferior collection exhibited by Mr. Dove, and the only way
we can acconnt for it is that Mr. Perry had raised his above the stand
BO as to show the roundness of tin', truss, whilo Mr. Dove's were poslied

down ujion the circular jtaper ou which thoy were mounted ; but wo are
certain that if the pips on the trusses were counted, that there would
be doable the number in Mr. Perry's eollectioa. and in our opiniou
the worst truss in his was better than tho best of Mr. Dove's. The
iadf^iuent in tho class of twelvo Koses (amftteurs), was also bad; but
with theso exceptions the p;eneral judf^raent was correct.

Our space will n'>t periuit ne to fjive a move enlarged account ; we
can only conclude by wishing the Society to continue to jiroyress and
prosper under its present able mauagemeut.—0. P.

THINNING THE STEMS OF POTATOES-
GRAFTING SETS—RAISING SEEDLINGS.

Some weeks ago I wag with two editors looking over a fine

place. They were on notes intent, and jealous of my com-
parative idleness, I presume, for one of those chiela said—U.,
"Do give us some poetry!" and the other, O,, " Do write us
8<»iietbiiig. Give it in the lively manner that was once your
wout in the old Cottage Gardener." " My dear good fel-

lowfl," I answered, *' that style of mine was abandoned years

ago. Pray do not request of me now anything of the sort. It

is, doubtless, my own fault ; I have presented all I ever knew
or ever did in the horticultural way to the public for twenty
years and more, and now I begin to fear that my wi'itings are

thought stale." " A man," was the rejoinder, " should never
appear as a public adviser or writer for a longer period than
ten years."

Now, how can I help myself? Why, I actually jumped over
the garden wall, left experiments to Fate, and wout to Savern-
ake Forest, to be on " the quiet " for a few days last week,
in order to " knock off " a bundle of unanswered private
correspondence on the subject of the; present season's be-

haviour in regard to Potatoes. In the meantime I managed to

run up to London to the Royal Horticultural Society's Fruit
Committee, of which I happen to be an unworthy member, to

exhibit samples of Potatoes, so that the public might run and
read, and I could refer your correspondent, " J. \V. G.," to ad-

vice which I gave in these pages longer ago than I care to '• hark
back " to, on the very subject he now writes about, so I beg to

inform him that it is good practice " to pull away " the stems
of Potato haulm when too many of them appear.
One eye to each set is sufficient to secure a fine even crop

when the seed is properly prepared, as I will presently point
oat for the benefit of "J. W. C. ;" but under the present cir-

cumstances I advise him to leave three or four of the strongest
stems to each stool, and by delving with his fingers 2 or
3 inches into the soil, to separately remove each weakly super-
numerary shoot by a steady, straight, even pull, as one would
diaw a 3 lb. trout from the edge of a stream—minus a landing
net. Disconnect the spray as near as possible to the tuber.

"Three feet," or any other distance between the rows, will not
counterbalance the inevitable result of a too crowded and
weakly group of stems, which must be partly a crop of small
onmarketable Potatoes.

" J. W. C." need not he troubled in future in fishing out
Bmall spray, if Le will adopt a prepsration for his seed as
follows :—At liftiug time let him select medium-sized tubers
of his sorts—viz., those we may consider as being scarcely

arrived at perfect ripeness, which I find always answer best
for seed, and let them lay exposed on dry ground—in the shade
preferably, for two or three days, to become slightly greened,
and then to be stowed away from that time till the day on
which they are to be planted upon wooden slabs formed into
platforms, or old doors havinglaths nailed round their edges to

seoure the tubers from rolling olif, as they are placed upon them
in single layers. The slabs or doors should be adjusted in a
dry cellar, garret, or outhouse secure from frosts, in a twilight,

and a temperature ranging from 40' to 50', and during very
severe frosts they should be covered over with matting or straw,
or something of the sort handy. About three weeks before
planting time every eye, excepting the. most prominent one on

each tuber, should bo scooped out to the very quick with a pen-
knife. Then, when the set is placed in the soil, the seed will
havo already healthy young shoots attached to them, almost a«
Hturdy as one's little finger, incapable of becoming detached
from the seta, unless by the roughest treatment. From this
single sprout three or four sturdy stems will branch out and
bear a fine and an even abundant crop, with a flourishing
though not a profuse foliage, which will amply compensate for
the extra care and trouble, and tho plan has also tho advantage
of expediting the maturity of tho crop some three weeks
sooner than the usual " happy-go-lucky " enervated sets,

tumbled about anywhere and in any way, probably from the
time they are taken up till they are tumbled into the soil again
with scarcely a tithe of their natural stamina, on account of
the " spurtings " they have undergone. Appropriately to the
present question, it may be repeated that when a first shoot is

rubbed off from a Potato, a ])lurality of inferior eyes are al-

most sure to spring up in its place ; hence inferior, weakly
foUage.

Besides, the seed tubers prepared a? above may be planted
later by a fortnight or three weeks, and by so much we avoid
the coldness or wetness of backward soils or seasons, and avoid
altogether the disposition to "club" or "Bobbin-Junes" of
the times previous to the appearance of the disease. 1 can
safely say I lost more Potatoes before 1847 by the former than
I have ever experienced since by the latter ; so I cannot do
otherwise than attribute my success to the practice I recom-
mend, for a worse soil as regards the Potato disease than that
which I have had to deal with for tho last twenty-three years,
I suppose it would be impossible to find.

I have 109 sorts this season growing in this garden, 102 of
which are of my last batch of seedlings, besides twenty-seven
old friends, which I could not find heart to shake off, growing
in various allotments in the fields. I have also my grafted
Potatoes of last year, growing side by side with their originals,
in order that I may study their features of growth and tubers,
and learn what is to be the result. This year I have " gone in "

for colour, by grafting the Red Ashleaf on Dickson's Premier,
a white Kidney, and Patersou's Scotch Blue on Royal Albert,
which for symmetry as a round white is unequalled, but defi-

cient in flavour. At the end of tno years I thiuk some decided
judgment may be formed on this interesting subjtct. I could
perceive a decided difference in the colour of the shoots of my
seedling Onwards, which I grafted last year ou Almond's York-
shire Hero, and they maintain up to the present time a marked
difference of foliage by the side of the true sets. In the other
sorts I can also perceive a difference of foliage, though not BO
decided as in the Onwards grafted.

As regards the latter seedling, you may probably remember
it is the only one I thought worthy of being kept out of a
batch of 105, after seven years' proving. The cross was be-
tween Jackson's Seedliug Kidney and the old Fluke. Mr.
Rivers informed me this spring that it does very well with
him at Sawbridgeworth. "It is as early as the Karly Batty,
but a better Potato." It will do well for small gardens in good
soil, and nowhere else, except to be grown for seed. In rich
ground, and for summer digging, where most of our popular
varieties would be inclined to expend their energies in haulm,
the Onwards will do well, and the farther north the better.

It is a somewhat flat round sort, white-fleshed, of first-rate

flavour, crops well up to the stem like bunches of lirapes;
a true parlour Potato of medium size. I have lately cooked
a dish of it two years old, plump in tubers ; and for flavour
and appearance in its old ago, it may be likened in its flesh

to roasted Spanish Chestnuts.
I am happy also to inform yon that not a single set out of

all my crop has failed to come up well and strongly this season ;

and the manner in which they resisted the hurricane of last

week, was a sight for me to be proud of.

I have some very promising sorts amongst my set of new
seedlings ; and let me advise those who may in future endeavour
to raise new varieties, never to cross a round sort with a Kid-
ney ; it is the rook I split upon for years. Cross rounds with
rounds, and Kidneys with Kidneys, and the result, " mongrels,"
may not have to be written. The Kev. W. F. K.dul.\tio has
given the text :-—" Early ripeners, good keepers, with every
other good attribute belonging to' the Potato.'^UpwAiujs ano
Onwards. ',

'

'

''
',-

New Fumigatoe.—-We have received one of Jones' Bolanical
Fumigators, which is a simple and apparently useful apparatus
for ftmiigating houses and pits with tobacco smoke. It is
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hand; and portable, and may be worked by blowing with the

moath wbere the liuuee is tmall and the amount of com-
bustion required ie n(,t great ; but when large houses are to be

attacked, it is fitted to a liellows. In this latter respect it does

not differ from Ibe ordiuaiy bellows fumigator that has been
long in use. It may be used from theouttide of the house by
introducing the nuzzle Ihruugh an aperture opening to the in-

side, thereby protecting the operator against the effect of the

iomee of the tobacco.

PEACH TKEES AND THEIK FRUITS
ULCERATED.

I HAVE this day sent for you to examine a few shoots from
some of the Peach trees here, which are grown in a lean-to

house facing south ; also, a few fruits from the same trees

which looked perfectly healthy until about seven weeks since,

when some very small spots appeared on some of the young
leaves as they unfolded, and shortly afterwards the leaves began
to dropoff, (ind the tap tu burst forth from the young shoots and
some of the fruits. At first the evil affected parts of the trees,

but in some cases it has fcfftcted the whole tree. It appeared
first on those that were planted two years and a half ago ; they
were then rather large trees turned out from 18-inch pots, and
planted in the front border, in good Peach soil, with a little

fresh added, but no manure. It then appeared at the other

end of the house, on a fan-shaped tree standing across the

border, which had the ends of its roots lifted when the others

were planted, and since that there has been a slight appear-

ance on three trees againnt the back wall. We had a good crop

of froit latt 'iear, and a fair crop this jcar. I have taken off

nearly all the fruit, whether diseased or not, from the trees so

badly efftcted ; I have also thought of lifting the trees in the

autumn. What would y.u advise me to do, also to what do
you attribute the diseai-e? The trees have not been watered

with liquid manure this season, but a little was given last

season when the fruit was growing. The house has been shut
up by night and opened by day, according to the weather.^

—

A Constant Eeader, Torqiuiy.

[We have experienced somewhat similar results, hut we
attributed thtm to want of water last summer, and then to

prevent our losing I he crop we used water fpr too strong, which
set the wood growing afresh, and prevented its being thoroughly
ripened ; but our wood this year seems in very good condition.

We could not help ourselves, for we had no means to weaken
the liquid, but were foiced to use very strong or none. We do
not see from jour statement that jour trees are suffering, or

only slitihtly from such a cause. We have little faith in

merely lifting the trees, as they have been so recently trans-

planted, if the roots are healthy. We direct your particular

attention to the last exiression, as you may have, and very

likely have, mildew at the roots ; in this case pure fresh loam,
and a sprinkling of sulphur over the surface, will be the best

remedy. The sulphur will fio np hfttiu now.]

PROPAGATING FROM BARREN STRAWBERRY
PLANTS.

I CAK find no information either in your Journal or in any
gardening treatise that I can refer to relative to barren Straw-

berries. Out of about two thousand plants one and two years

old, all very strong and healthy, I have 280 barren ones— ic,
without blossom. Many of the old plants (now two years old),

from which the runners were taken were barren, and are again

60 this year. All my plants of Black Prince are crowded with

bloesom, not one barren ; and of 250 plants of Eleanor there

are only eight barren.

Perhaps yon can inform me if runners from barren Straw-

berries will be barren also. If so, it would be desirable to root-

up every one in a plantation.

—

Pichaed Tatloe.
P.S.—" Lawn mowings," recommended in your last Journal,

are very undesirable, as I find the various grasses ripen their

seeds, notwithstanding being cut, and give a world of trouble

afterwards by their progeny. Spent hops, also recommended
by you, are the best to apply.

[The imprudence of propagating from barren Strawberry

plants has often been alluded to. Hence the importance of

rooting all cut, especially if they have the particular features

referred to in " Doings of the Last Week," page 414, which see

and compare with what you notice in jour own plantations.

The wisdom of discarding the barren plants with the features
described at the page indicated, is to be found iu the simple
fact that these barren plants produce the earliest and strongest
runners, which, therefore, are more likely to be chosen than
those of fertile plants. Had we time to be particular and take
runners early, we would eveu in the case of fertile plants pass
over the first plant on the runner, and select the second on the
string. When we gave attention to this matter for years, we
uniformly found that the first runner made the best plant, and
the second runner the most prolific one. We like spent bops
when they are to be obtained.]

JjiMiY DOWNE'S GRAPES OF 186«.

I SEND you a few berries of Lady Downe's Grape, my object

in doing so is to show you the exceedingly good-keeping qua-
lities of that variety. The Grapes I send you were ripe in

August, 1868 ; they were out from the Vine in February laBt,

and the end of the branch inserted in bottles of water. I

.-fharpened the branches of some of them, and ran the end into

Mangold Wurtzel, but the stalks of the berries shrivelled in

three or four weeks. Those which were inserted in battles of

water kept green and fresh, and have a good flavour at the
present time. The house is planted with Black Hamburgh,
Trentham Black, and Lady Downe's. The Trentham Black
Grapes were all cut the first week in January, and they kept

well up to that date.

—

Jambs Dodglas.

[The berries of Lady Downe's sent by Mr. Douglas, were
marvels of skilful management. They were shrivelled a little

as might be expected, but not to such an ext«nt as to have lost

their plumpness ; and the flavour vjas good, not quite so

sugary as we find in slightly shrivelled Lady Downe's in Feb-
ruary and March, but quite fit for the dessert ; neither were
they equal iu flavour to the new Crapes, of which there is now
abundance in the markets.

—

Edb.]

PEWITS AS SLUG AND CATERPILLAR
DESTROYERS.

I THINK the value of the green plover (Pewit) is not suffi-

ciently appreciated in walled gardens. I have now had some
two years, and 1 would not be without them if I had to give

a sovereign each for them. In a neighbouring garden the

ground is white with lime, and the Gooseberry trees powdered
with hellebore, and yet the gardener tells me he can hardly

keep the slugs and caterpillar down ; another neighbour has

had boys picking his Gooseberry trees for some days ; whilst

my gardener says we have not a slag and hardly a caterpillar.

I gave a few shillings for half a dozen advertised in your

columns, and I intend to renew them as the old ones drop off, as

I am quite sure the gardener will never be without them again

with his own consent ; indeed, I am certain he would rather

buy them himself than want them. My birds, owing to the

open winter, have never become very tame, but I believe in a

hard winter they will come to be fed at a whistle.—I. N. P.,

York.

VARIATIONS IN TAXODIUM AND PINUS.
In some remarks before the Academy [of Natural Sciences,

Philadelphia,] on July 14lb, in reference to adnation in the

leaves of ConiferiB, I said that the power to branch was the

test of vigour ; and with increased vigour oame proportionately

the power of adnation. I pointed out that this was the uni-

versal law through all Conifeias, so far as I have been able to

examine them ; and that it fully acoonntod for the specific

identity of many forms supposed to be distinct. I went so far

as to suggest that Taxodium distichum, Richard, and Glypto-

strobus sinensis, Endl., were no doubt the same thing, because

the only difference between the growing plants was in the

different degrees of adnation in their foliage ; and because with

this adnation was the increased power to branch observed in

all other cases. The two points, going together, seemed to

indicate that this could not be a solitary exception to so clearly

marked a law. I exhibited spe«imens taken from Taxodium,

and from Glyptostrobus, showing the approach of the two is

the manner the theory indicated.

Since then some new facts have come before me confirming

this view in a remarkable manner. On the nursery grounds Of

Mr. Robert Buist, of the Daiby Bead, near Philadelphia, are

a few trees which I suppose to be the Glyptostiobiu, but which
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Mr. Buiet assured me were many years apo selected by him
from a bed of eome thoiiBand Taxodiums on account of their

peculiar appearauou. I ixliibit specimens from eleven different

trees. It will be seen ihe suppresBion of the leaf blades or

adnation is in exact proportion to vigour, or the power ol form-

ing branoblets, and with this increased vigour the Taxodium
becomes Glyptostrubus, so far as any comparison of leaves and
blanches can identify anything.

At the conclusion of my paper on the laws of adnation, read

before the meuiiug of the American Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science, at Chicago, Dr. J. S. Newberry kindly

pointed out that, in a fossil state, Glyptostrobus and Taxodium
were often found side by side, but always with so much dif-

ference between the scales of the cones that, while assenting

to the general principles of tbe paper, he could not regard these

two plants as identical. As cones are nothing more than
metamorphosed stems and branches, it is not surprising that

the same laws of aduation which might operate in making the
Taxodium Glyptostrobus, and which make them look so very

distinct in the difitreiit stages of adnation, should also operate
on the fruit, and make it appear, when at the widest point of

divergence, as really different. It should in fact do so, and in-

stead of the difierence in the cones of these fossils being any
proof of their sped tic distinctness, it must be received as a
natural sequence (if tbe law I would evolve.

The specimens I now exhibit show at any rate that the two
plants are iden'ically tbe same. This granted, it completely
refutes the generally received theoiy, that no one species of

Coniferse iuhabils at once tbe eastern and western worlds.
In my paper on variation in Epifsa repens, presented for

publication last May, I endeavoured to show that "cultivation "

and " external circumstances " wonid not account for variations

in form to the extent they usually received credit for; but that
there was rather a regular piinciple of growth in form, as well
as in substance, independent of outward agencies, which
agencies were calculated quite as muck to preserve as to origi-

nate the growing forms.
Those accustomed to study chiefly from herbaria, and little

from living specimens, have no idea of the great variations
from one type which many species present. These comparative
differences are often so insensibly blended, that it is only when
we meet with some very extreme forms that they attract our
attention, and then only to note their extreme differences.

£ven when noted they are contemned as obstructing classifi-

cation, rather than wuleomed as invaluable aids in resolving
the laws of form.

In a recent review of part 16 of DecandoUe's Prodromns,
which has lately appeared, with the Conifera; by Prof. Parla-
tore, the reviewer says :

—" It must be clear to every one that
a great number of so-called species are varieties of one strain,
doubtless produced by localisation in different climatal or
natural conditions." {Gardeners' Chronicle, page 922, 1868).
As this review is understood to be by oiae who is himself known
as a describer of many Conifera;, which are doubtless varieties
of one strain, it may be worth while to point out, in some
Coniferae, that, neither climatal nor any external condition has
as much to do with variation in form as an innate power of
development, independent of either climatal or local causes.
In one of our commonest Pines—Pious inops—a very careful

comparative examination will show scarcely any two trees to
be exactly alike ; the habits of the tree, the shade of colour, or
the length of the leaves, the size or form of the cone, the scales,
or seeds—in some one point a difference may be found which
cannot easily be described in words. When extremes are brought
together the differences are quite as great as characterise dif-

ferent species. By descriptions alone they would be fairly
entitled to rank as distinct. The mind fails to unite them. It
iB only the educated eye which preeeives their identity. I ex-
hibit two cones from two trees growing on the banks of the
Snaqnehanna, near Harrisburg. One is very long and narrow—3 j inches in length, by only three-fourths of an inch wide at
the base, and the scarcely projecting scales barely spinescent,
the other nearly as wide, but only half the length, and with
strongly projecting scales and spines. Unless with previous
acquaintance of Pinns inops in its natural places of growth, a
botanist might well be pardoned for considering these distinct
species, yet with the multitude of intermediate forms, all under
the same external conditions, how can any " localisations "

account for the varieties ? I have the same experience with
Finns rigida and P. pungens ; and it is doubtless true of other
species.

I have noted some interesting variations in PinoB Bonk-

eiana, which in some way do seem to be connected with loca-

tion, although I have no doubt that ages of geographicul travel

from a central point conjoined with the principle of inheritance,

might find the natuml inherent laws of varintion sufficient to

account for them. Dr. Gray says, in the lust edition of hiii

" Manual of Botany," it is a shrub or low tree 5 to 20 feet high,

giving N. Maine, N. Michigan, and Wisconsin, and northward
83 the localities. I did not collect in northern Illinois, bnt
friends tell me it grows some thirty miles from Chicago, only

as a bnsh. Michaux observes that in Labrador it shows signs

of decrepit old age at 3 feet, and in no part of America did he
find it over 10 feet. Dr. Bichardson, in Franklin's narrative of

a journey to the shores of the Polar Seas in 1819— 1822, de-

scribes it as 40 feet high in favourable situations, but the

diameter of its trunk was greater in proportion to its height

than in any other Pines of the country. Douglas found it to

have longer leaves on the Rooky Mountains than elsewhere.

In company with Mr. W. Cranby, I had the opportunity of

examining large forests of them growing on the neck of land
between Escanauba, on Lake Michigan, and Marquette, on
Lake Superior, where we found them just Ihe reverie of Dr.

Eichardson's experience. Here they were more slender in

proportion to their height, not only than any Pine of the

country, but probably than any Pine elsewhere. Most of the

trees were from 30 to 40 feet high, remarkably straight, bnt
only from 6 to 12 inches in diameter. We roughly measured
one at Escanauba which was about 20 inches in diameter, and
perhaps 60 feet high, little shorter than in fact a very fine

Pinns resinosa, about 2J feet through, growing near it.

Now these variations have relation to only one particular,

that of size ; there would no doubt be found others in many
respects ; but even in this one character no theory of climate

or soil will account for them. If a low temperature dwarfs

the Labrador specimens, what ia to account for the small bushes
in Illinois or southern Wisconsin, in lat. 42° ? And again,

why are these latter in the rich soils of this district so small in

comparison with the almost timber trees of a few hundred
miles farther north, and in what is usually considered the

poorest land of the north-west V Soil and climate may have
some influence in aiding variation, but facts show the origin is

deeper than these—namely, a native power to change, kept in

check only by inheritance and perhaps external circumstances.

I have heretofore reported Pious pungens as growing at Port
Clinton ; I find it now abundantly on the hillt; about Harris-

burg; so it m»y be set down a'* native to the whole interior of

the State of Pennsylvania.

—

Thomas Mkehan {American Gar-
dener's Mmdhhj).

CUCUMBER CULTURE.—No. 5.

Cultivation in Pits.—Cucumbers are grown in pits heated
by dung or other fermenting materials ; sometimes provision

is made for lining the bed, sometimes there is none. In the
latter case the pit will only be suitable for Cucumber growing
after March, for if the plants were turned out into the bed
earlier the heat would soon be reduced below the proper
degree by fermentation abating ; and even if the fermenting
material were as lasting as tan, the requisite top heat, in con-

sequence of the earthing of the bed, and the cold early in

spring, could not be maintained. Such pits, therefore, are of

little value except for summer. Pits without spaces for linings

answer well in summer, but the cultivation of Cucumbers in

these ought not to be attempted before April; indeed, pits are
so much in request for protecting and hardening-off half-hardy
plants for the flower garden, that they can be ill spared until

May be far advanced. This ii a good time for filling them
with hot dung in quantity sufficient to raise a bottom heat of
80', and for giving the plants a start. If not occupied with
plants the pit may be filled with fermenting materials at the
end of March, or beginning of April. These pits should be
partly sunk below ground, the front being 4 feet high—namely,
2 feet below the surface level, and 2 feet above it, and the
height at back 6 feet. The width need not exceed 6 feet. In
filling them tbe dung must be well beaten, trodden firmly, and
brought level with the tops of the rafters or wall plates, as it

will, if this be neglected, sink considerably, and the plants

would then be too far from the glass.

After the bed is made the lights should be put on, and in a
week or so the surface should be levelled, adding more dung if

that first put in has sunk much. Tbe bed should be so high
when the soil is put on that the latter, when drawn into hillocks,

may be no more than clear of the lights. In a few days it vill
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sink enongh to afiord sufficient space for the plants. When
less than the lull depth of the pit is filled with dung, the plants
shotild be brought as near the glass as will allow of their
growth, bnt not near enough to touch it. The treatment as
regards soil, earthing the bed, planting, and subsequently,
does not differ from that required by plants grown in frames.

In some cases pits heated by fermenting materials are em-
ployed for the production of Cucumbers at an early season, in
which case the pit should not be less than 4 feet C inches high
in front, and 6 feet high at back, calculating from the foun-
dation, and at least half that depth should be below the ground
level, provided water does not stand in the ground at that
depth. If it do, the sunk part will be nearly full of water during
heavy rain.q, and water lodging at all will cause the heat of the
bed to decline, while if it rise high, and remain so, the heat
will cease altogether.

_
There are various kinds of pits heated by fermenting mate-

rials iu use, some having arched cavities across the bed, built
pigeon-hole fashion, the distance from the bottom of the pit
to the centre of the arch being 3 feet. They are of the same
width as each light, and both ends being open the hot dung
can be placed under the arch to heat the bed, and replaced by
fresh as its heat declines. In addition there is, back and front,
a space outside of 2 feet G inches in width, which is also avail-
able for linings, and by renewing them and the dung under the
arches, the proper heat may be maintained with tolerable
exactitude. The space inside from the arches to the glass may
be filled with hot dung, and when the heat rises the dung will
sink and afford room for the soil, which should bo placed under
the centre of each light in hillocks as described for frames (see
pages 455 and 49G of vol. xv., and pages 5 and C3 of vol. xvi.).
Another and more simple form of pit is that in which the

walls are built pigeon-hole fashion. They need not be more
than 4.1 inches thick, and it is desirable to sink them 2i feet
below the surface. For two or three courses from the bottom
they should be built solid, then lay the bricks as stretchers, leav-
ing open, however, the space of a brick between every two
bricks, and in that way carry the work up IS inches above the
ground-level for the back wall, and 'J inches above it for the
front. Above this the wall at back should be carried up solid
2 feet, and 1 foot in front. At the back and front of the pit
there must be a cavity for the hot dung used as linings, and it

onght not to be less than 2 feet, and there is no necessity for
its exceeding 2 feet G inches in width, but it should be 3 inches
less in width at bottom than at top. The side next the soil
should be built of 4-inch brickwork sloping upwards, carried
about 9 inches above the ground-line, and either coped with
stone, or brick on edge set in cement. In the coping there
should be inlets at 3 feet G inches apart to receive the ends of
spars (2Jby3inches) to stretch across the cavity, their other ends
resting on a piece of wood or ledge secured to the wall of the
pit with bolts. It should be fixed about 1 foot higher tnau the
upper course of pigeon holes. Shutters of wood should be
used to throw the wet off the linings, and will, of course, be
supported by the spars, both these and the shutters being so
contrived that they can be easily removed when the linings
require renewing.

These pits require to have the interior filled iu the first in-
stance quite up to the top of the rafters with the hot dung,
beating and making it firm as the work proceeds, and drawing
on the Kghts. When the heat has risen, level the surface,
adding more dung if necessary, and when the bed is of the
proper heat soil may be put under the centre of each light.
The treatment in other respects is the same as described for
frames. To maintain Iha heat the front cavity should be filled
with hot well-fermented dung, and when that fails to afford
the proper temperature, or is beginning to decline in heat,
follow with the cavity at the back, always keeping the linings,
back and front, high enough to cover the pigeon holes; iu fact,
the dung should be raieed about 1 foot higher, and as the dung
sinks add fresh, so as to keep the pigeon holes covered. When
the beat of the back lining begins to decline, the front lining
should be taken out i£ it be spent, and replaced with fresh hot
dung; or by turning it over, moistening it, and adding some
fresh hot dung, well mixing the latter with the old, it may when
thus renewed give off a good heat. The back lining will need
to be renewed or replaced as the heat in the front lining de-
clines. In this way the heat of the bed may be kept up, always
securing the proper temperature in the pit by attending to the
linings in time, and before the heat becomes too low, as if the
temperature fill too low by the time the linings are renewed, it

may, before the renewal has an effect, be so reduced as to be in-

jurious to the plants. It is well, therefore, to line but one side
of the pit at a time, and to renew the other before the tempe-
rature falls too low.—G. AuBEi.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
Mb. Bobest Beoeije, who was gardener at Castle Martyr, in

the county of Cork, nntil the establishment was reduced on
the death of the late Earl of Shannon, sueeeeds Mr. Barries as
gardener at Bigion.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Advantaoe should be taken of the present showery weather
to plant a good breadth of Brussei^ Sprmtts, early Broccoli, and
Winter Greem. If the ground for the above has been properly
prepared, a considerable quantity can be put out in a short
time. It the plants have been kept thin, the early-aown ones
will now be sturdy. Plant with a trowel in a shallow trench
or deep drill ; though this is a little more troublesome than the
ordinary method of planting with the dibble and setting-stick,

the additional labour is amply re[iaid by the more rapid growth
of the crops. Broccoli, a last sowing of the Walcberen may
now be made, also one of the late Caulifloiuer ; this crop will

continue the supply up to Christmas. Carrots, Onions, Parsley,

and most other summer crops, should now be finally thinned.
Endive, sow for succession. Lettuce and other salad plants
should, as previously directed, he sown at short intervals on
the spot where they are to remain. The time between each
Bowing may be reduced for the next two or three times, as
during the hot weather of .July and August these crops, parti-

cularly on dry soil, continue but a short time in perfection.

Peas, a sowing or two should be made of the tnll late sorts, such
as Veitoh's Peifeoticn, Na Plus Ultra, and Victoria, ticarlet

Hunnrm, sow for a mhiu crop, also a good breadth of Dwarf
Kidney Beans. 'I'umatues must be regularly attended to, keep-
ing the shoots thin, and stopping them above a cluster of fruit.

TBUIT GARDEN.
Remember the previous directions with regard to the thin-

ning and stopping the young shoots of all trained fruit trees.

Young Peach and Apricot trees when making too vigorous
leaders should have the points of the branches shortened, to

encourage the production of other shoots less vigorous and of

a fruitful character ; this will dispense with the necessity of

shortening them ba<!k at the winter pruning. Strawberries

will require attention. Layer the runners intended for pot
culture early, as well as those required for making new planta-

tions. All spare runners may be cut away, and the plants kept
free from weeds. Thin and stop shoots of Fig trees as soon as

they have made a growth of about 6 inches, and remove all

useless laterals from out-door Vires.

TLOWKR GARDEN.
The most pressing work just now is keeping the place in

order. A little pains taken with the walks at this season will

be amply repaid by the appearance of comfort and the pleasure

which well-kept walks give to any place. The edgings, whether
of grass. Box, or other evergreen, should be repaired or clipped.

This may appear to some an unseasonable time for such work

;

but when it can be done the effect produced fully compensates
for the trouble, and iu flower gardens effect is everything.

This is the best time of all to clip evergreen hedges and edgings,

as they have time to make and perfect a new growth, while the

season is far enough advanced to prevent their growing very

much out of shape. Watch the different annuals as they come
into flower, and mark those whose superior habit of growth,

size of flower, or brilliancy of colour make their seed desirable

;

and that these good qualities may be perpetuated in their

progeny, destroy inferior ones as soon as they expand their

first flowers. Trimming, staking, and pegging-down must be

well followed up at this period, when neatness and order are

essential. See that strong-enough stakes are applied to plants

with heavy foliage. Keep Koses as free as possiMa from insects,

and, if time can ba spared, dead blooms shou'd be removed.

It cannot be too often repeated that to winter stock safely with

ordinary care, the cuttings should be planted siafiiciently early

in the autumn, so as to have them well ebtablithed and fit to

be exposed to the open air by the middle of September. Begin,

therefore, in good time, and with such as are found to be the

most tedious to propagate. HuUj hocks should be frequently

examined with the view of taking any cuttings which they may
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afford, as those struck early will make strong plants for next

season. Attend to the tyinf;-np of these and Pahlias, and go

over the masses of Verbenas, ,to., frequentlv, to keep their

growth orderly and neat. The propagation of Carnations, Pico-

tees, Cloves, i-o., should not be longer delayed. As cuttings of

the yonnf; grass will succeed at this season, a slight hotbed

ehonld be made, on which place a few inches of very snndy soil.

Select the weakest grass for cuttings, and place a hand-glass

over them. The stronger shoots left will answer for layering.

The present is a favourable time for putting in cuttings of all

the more showy herbaceous plants, selecting for the purpose

the small shoots not furnished with bloom. A north border is

a Bailable place to strike them in, and a hand-glass will facili-

tate their rooting quickly. Pansies for autumn blooming may
be treated in the same way.

OBEENHODSE AND CONSERVATORY.

By means of a tasteful arrangement, and the introduction of

neatly filled hanging baskets, even small conservatories should

now present a gay and interesting appearance. This, however,

is not all ; attention must be paid to plants for autumn and
winter display. These while in active growth, as they now
should be, require a good supply of water, and insects are more
troublesome than in the oa^e of plants at rest. Give Luculias

plenty of water at the roots, and an oconsional supply of clear

weak liquid manure to old plants, until they have made suffi-

cient wood to insure a good amount of flowers. Manure water

must not, however, be given to young specimens growing

Tigoronsly, as that would only cause them to become gross, a

condition in which they seldom flower satisfactorily. In order

to secure fine heads of bloom from this plant, it should be

allowed a few weeks of comparative rest, after about the middle

of next month, keeping the roots rather dry, and exposing the

plants as freely to air as possible without injury to the foliage,

or the health of their neighbours. Brugmansia sangninea is I

also a useful plant for winter and early spring flowering when
|

managed so as to be pruned and rested about this time. See
j

that large specimens of Camellias are not allowed to become
[

too dry at the roots after they have set their buds, for the
;

latter frequently fall owing to this cause. Young and vigorous
j

plants, however, often require to be watered rather sparingly I

to prevent their making a second growth. Place in their

blooming pots the principal .^tock of Chrysanthemums, using

for potting a rather heavy loam, with a portion of well-rotted

cow dung. Seedling Chinese Primroses, Cinerarias, and other

plants required to furnish the winter supply of bloom, should

now be forwarded, by shitting into 60-sized pots; keep them
in a cold frame where slight shade can be given them in hot

weather ; or, which is better, turn the frame to the north.

Ijook to the stock of plants out of doors in showery weather, to

see that none of the stock is suffering from imperfect drainage,

and throw screens over delicate plants during heavy rains,

especially such as have been recently potted.

STOVE.

As light has now reached its greatest intensity, and solar

heat nearly so, fires may be dispensed with in the Orchid
houses and stoves, except, perhaps, on the evenings of wet days,

when a little fire may be necessary to allow of the admission
of air early in the morning. As plants at this season are grow-

ing fast, the above conditions must be taken advantage of, to

snpply air liberally, which, in conjunction with light will help

to arrest the rapid growth of those plants whose disposition to

flower depends mainly on free exposure to both at the same
time. There are but few plants which will not benefit by in-

dacing a sturdy habit, and, consequently, the commencement
of well-ripened wood. Pot Achimenes and Gloxinias for late

blooming. Stove plants which have been removed to the con-

servatory while in bloom, should be replaced in heat as soon as

their beauty is over, in order to permit their young wood to

ripen before the short days.—W. Keanb.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Almost a continuation of the doings of previous weeks, as

regards succession crops. We planted Peas in good condition,

and so far apart as to leave room between them for four or five

rows of winter vegetables. We are generally free from envy,

bnt we have occasionally felt something very like it, when we
have passed through large gardens, and seen whole quarters

uaoocupied in spring and early summer, ready for winter

vegetables, whilst we ourselves could scarcely find a yard of

nnoccapied ground at home, bnt were forced to grow the lowliest

things in all sorts of positions and conditions. We are no
advocates, in these days of progress, for very large walled-in

l^aidens for supplying vegetables, but, on the other hand, it is

one of the great errors of the time to suppose that an endless

succession, and a plentiful supply of vegetables and small fruit,

Clin bo obtained for a largo establishment from ono or two

acres of ground. Much produce, it is true, may be obtained

from an acre of ground when the coarser crops, as Potatoes,

Turnips, and even the later Cabbages, are grown elsewhere,

bnt the ground can carry no more than its dense covering ; and
though, thanks to a little courteous but plain speaking, we
have little to complain about, when fine quarters of Onions, &o.,

are exhausted, we k-now it to bo a fact that many gardeners

snffi'r much when from a limited space they cannot obtain the

snjiply that is wanted. It is often surprising to us that gentle-

men who will be satisfied with a very moderate return from an

acre ot field land, worth, perhaps, no more than from 2'js. to

80s. an acre, will not be satisfied with twenty times the returns

from the same piece of ground, merely beeau«6 it happens to

he walled or fenced round. With the matter thoroughly venti-

lated and understood, there need be no unpleasantness about it.

Of all parts connected with gardening, the kitchen garden ig

that alone for which substantial value can be retufned. Mower
gardens, plant houses, &c., must merely be looked upon as

fine paintings and statuary—something to gratify the eye;

costing little at first, but costing much every year to keep in

order so as to be pleasing. What often surprises us is, that a

lady and gentleman, who like a well-furnished table, will grudge

an extra rood of ground to the gardener to secure a good supply

of esculents or vegetables, and yet will think nothing of adding

an acre or two to the pleasure ground or flower garden, though

every yard so added will be a drain on their resources every

week, and after all yield no return except a gratification to

the eye.

Except where everything has to be grown at home, the ra-

pidity of transmission by rail furnishes the best reason against

having very large kitchen gardens, provided the owners choose

to go into the market for such early produce. We know cases

in which gardeners considerably north ot London could not

send Peas and Potatoes in snffii!ient quantities to the familiee

in London. Why, they could only have effected such results

by growing the earliest kinds, not in the open air but under

glass ; and although fine products are thus obtained, as mealy
young ripe Potatoes instead of waxy watery ones, the produce

must be comparatively limited. Thanks to the steamers and
rail, it is no uncommon thing to find the markets north of

Loudon supplied with Peas and Potatoes from the south of

France, the Channel Islands, at times from Algiers, and very

frequently from Cornwall and Devonshire, when no such pro-

d uce could be obtained from the open air in the garden at home.
These are matters of great gratification, as bringing the earliest

productions within the reach of the working classes. But
beneficial as they are, they are often a source of unpleasantness

to the gardener. Servants like changes as well as their masters,

and when Peas and Potatoes are seen in the markets of the

counties north of London, brought to sell because they are early,

out comes a demand for new Potatoes for the servants' hall,

when the gardener has none fit for use except the early ones he
has prepared under glass for his employers. The best mode
of avoiding all unpleasantness in such matters is to purchase

these early products, or have it understood that there must be

a waiting before the products come in naturally in the climate

of the place. There is generally a law of compensation in these

cases, as where crops come in fit for the table very early they do
not continue late in such good condition as where they come in

later at first. What we wish clearly to State is the simple fact,

that much north of London—in Hertfordshire,^ Bedfordshire,

on to Yorkshire—it is impossible to compete as' respects early

crops with Devonshire and Cornwall. The rail gives the

southern counties the opportunity ot sprtading their early pro-

duce, and when this is desired either above or fcelow stairs, it

should be purchased at once, without any left-banded reflection

on the gardener because he cannot bring in such produce equally

early. A clever plodding man will do much to regulate climatic

relations ; it is beyond his power to control and conquer them.

We recollect years ago feeling annoyed almost to explosion

point, on seeing an old general, who had a sort of craze for

young Garden Beans and bacon, as he went every day counting

and examining the state of the Bean beds, and querulously

inquiring when they would be ready, as he had partaken of

them, and so fine, in Cornwall more than a week previously.^

The rains have greatly assisted all crops, and made them in-
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dependent of the waterpaiL Ihe rats still continuing to pur-
loin our fresheown Peas, mnoh against our will we were
obliged to try to stop them, and, as previously detailed, wire
netting was placed semicircular fashion over the rows, and
prepared pellets were carefally dropped in the centre, so as not
to be reached by fowls through the netting. The pellets were
simply barleymeal and arsenic, mixed by a piece of wood, with
as much water as was sufficient for a tough paste, and then,
without being touched by the hand, dropped in the places
indicated. Next morning showed that the pellets were broken
and scattered, and since then the Teas have been nntouohed.

Celery.—The weather has been very suitable for planting-
out. We are not so forward as usual, and some lights used for
bedding plants have been appropriated to Celery, merely to
give it some encouragement for a fortnight or so. We have
never any trouble with early Celery, scarcely ever have a bolted
head. Last season we saw not one from August to the end of
March. The true plan for attaining such a result, is to re-
member that Celery is a biennial, that it is a marsh or ditch
plant, and, therefore, requires two conditions to grow to a
large size before showing the flower stem—namely, moisture
and partial shade, especially in the summer and early autumn
months. Staked Peas, between the beds or trenches, yield this
shade ia perfection.

FRDIT DEPARTMENT.
The Straiobernj plants that were pricked-out last autumn,

lifted as lately detailed, and planted with balls in a pit whence
Neapolitan Violets had been taken, and which was covered with
glass, have yielded valuable returns of fine fruit. We recently
stated that for a definite purpose we had lately thinned bat
little fruit on forced plants, yet we mean to return to the good
old custom. For the lost few weeks we have done so, and
marked the result, and the weight added to the fruit left seems
large above proportion to what would have been the weight of
the smaller fruit if left. Of course on a common plant, say a
good-sized Keens' Seedling in a pot, a great many of the blooms
will set. Years ago, when we had six or more fruit well set,
we used to cut away the remainder, and we mean to return to
the practice if there should not be so many small ones for a
definite purpose, as middle-sized or large fruit will just do as
well for oreams, &c., as smaller ones.

Watered Peaches, Figs, Src, under cover, gave more air and
light to Grapes lipe and ripening, and thinned the later crops,
from which there are plenty to remove, and which are now of
little use, as, though early in the season they might be looked
at for tarts, they are quite tabooed now, as nothing will make
them sweet enough ; so it is said. When Grapes are cut off
no larger than small shot, they cook well ; but when above the
size of Peas at this BeasoD, we question if sugar would easily
qnalify their acidity. ' ' -

ORNAMEjrrAIi DEPABTMEST.
Here the flower garden has received a large share of our at-

tention, and since the rains and the prevalence of soft food,
the birds have let ns alone. With humid weather for a short
time longer the plants will be almost as thick as to be beyond
their reach. It was rather annoying to find that Verbenas and
Pelargoniums were almost torn out of the ground, whilst the
earth was thrown on walks and lawns. The Pelargoniums
which we had planted out in pieces of turf, did not suffer from
the bird-scratching at all. The birds reached the turf and
rarely went farther, and did no material injury, as the roots
issued chiefly from the sides and the under part of the turf.
We find nothing deters the birds long ; but before the rains
came we kept them off with flags of whitish paper, bunches
of feathers, pieces of tin, &c. We have found fragments of
old looking-glass very good, but nothing serves as a deterrent
long. Other animals are joSt the same in this way; strings
and feathers will keep deer off for a time, but at last they be-
come used to them, as we know to our sorrow. A fine lot of
Roses have been regularly grazed. It requires a very lofty
fence to keep them out, if they once resolve to enter. Bucks
are the worst, and the worst time is when they have cast their
antlers, as then they like privacy and retirement for awhile.
During that period they will go anywhere for seclusion, even
though the place intruded on should yield inferior food to that
which they have left. ,

The weather has given us no trouble with watering as yet,
and we have surface-moved the ground, and will continue the
practice. We fear that even with thick planting we have
scarcely enough left for contingencies, as it is bad policy in
any case either to plant or send away the last plant. We have
examined and find the roots of most plants progressing freely,

and for free growth and bloom we need only fine bright weather.
Roses have needed but little looking after in the way of insects,

and the blooms have been fine where unmeddled with by the in-

terloping deer. We have had a few cold mornings during the
week, and the yellow Prince of Orange Calceolaria, the Iresine,
and a few other plants suffered a little. We shall defer planting
the bulk of the Perilla for a few days, and most likely will let

Coleus stay for a fortnight. In exposed places planting these
out too soon often spoils their lich colour for the season, un-
less the bed is protected after planting, and such protection is

generally an eyesore when other beds are coming to perfection.

We think it better in particular cases to fill the beds tempo-
rarily with hardy plants, and remove them when the Coleuses
are to be turned out. Singular things sometimes happen. In
the case of Ireeines treated exactly alike, some in a sheltered

place have suffered considerably, though they will soon recover,

whilst others in a higher, more exposed poBition have suffered

not the least even as respects the colouring.

No time should be lost in putting in cuttings of all plants

that it is necessary to increase. Pinks the sooner they are in,

the sooner will they be struck. Favourite Heartsease will strike

now in a shady place without, but better wiih, hand-lights, and
like Violets, may now be easily increased by dividing the old

stools into as many pieces as roots can be found for each.

Daisies may now also be moved and divided for a fine early

show next spring, and, like Heartsease, their beauty greatly

depends on their frequent removal and planting. Even these

and common Wallflowers are useful under glass early in spring

Cleared-off flower stems from Chinese Primroses, and set

them in a shady airy place previous to repotting them
;
prioked-

off those first sown, and sowed for succession. We saw some-
where the other day, that any mechanic would find enough of

seeds in a shilling packet to supply himself and all his neigh-

bours with plants. The neighbours must be few, or the packet

must be a wonier, very different from what comes in our way.

Even a 2s. 6d. or 5e. packet contains seeds very easily counted.

Let us advise our mechanic readers to try and save a few seeds

from their own plants, and let us add tbat they will rarely do

this in the case of good sorts without artificially fertilising the

blooms that are to produce seed.

Potted lots of small plants of Pelargoniums, Scarlet and
otherwise, for winter and spring use, what are too small for

bedding coming in well for this purpose. See what was said

of Balsams, Acbimenes, and Cockscombs last week, not for-

getting Browallias, which make an agreeable change in the

autumn months. Roses in pots we fhall clean and pot ere long

for early work, and prevent them blooming moreal present. Cine-

rarias are casting their seed where they stand, and the best will

presently be turned oat to throw up fresh sucker plants.—B. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.^Jdnp. 23.

There ban been more languor in the trad« this week than we haro
esperienoed for some time, and stocks have rapidly acoumalated ; pricoa

consequently recede, and «s the ont door Strawberries are now coming
in freely, they will prove the staple article in demaod. Foreign produc*
includea Figs, Peaches, Nectarines, and MelonflJ The Potatoes from the
Channel Islands show a considerable amouQt of disease.

FRUIT.

B. d. s. d
U to

2 3
6 10

CoxrnntR V. sieve

Apples Ya Bieve
Apricots doa.
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush.

Black do.

Figs doz.
ciooseberriea . . quart
Grapes, Hothouse . lb.

10
6

10
Lemons 100 6 12

Melons... each 5
Nectrtrines doz. 10
Oranges 100 4
Peaches ......... doz. 12
Pears (dessert) . . doz.

Pice Apples ..'.... lb. 5
RftspberrieB lb.

Strawbf^rries lb. 3

d. 0. d
OtolO

15
12
34
e
8

5
Walnuts bush. 10 16 8

do. .100 1 2 •

VKaSTABLES.

Artichokes doz.

Asparagus 100
Beans, Kidney . . hd.
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Bruf). Sprouts H sieve
Cabbage doz.
CapsicumB 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.

Celery bundle
encumbers .... each
Endive ..doz.

Ft^nnel bunch
G«:llc lb.

Herbs bnnch
Horseradish ..handle

d. 0. d
0to6

6
1)
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r.ri' M., .i,i,,ro correspondents;- r.i.c n, iv.i

Booxn (Jn AmMtxr''.—" ^ahnma'a Science and Practice of OardPtiing"

can bo ha<l at onr ofEioe, price :1k.

Wn,D KLOWERH(tfi« .'<(oiiitiiii>.—The Iftst number is 03. The work
will be continucil uutil all our nati»c flowering plnnta have been por-

trailed and described.

DiSTlrJncisniNO HolKfl at rmtlR liEATKB (H. />., .1(<ipl''iwr«n.—"The
Cloth of (lold, Devonlonsin, and other Roses can bo crown on their own
roots. Some sorts, however, enccecd better on alien Btncks. Much
depends on the nature of the soil. Yon may bopt detect the Dot; Briar

shoot, al3.) that o( the Sweet Briar, hr the compsratively small leaves.

If a Rose is on a Briar, and the shoot is below the point of nnion, that

ahoot, M coarse, is one of the Brisr and not of the Rose. TUo same
may be said of the Manotti, Celine, BouraauU. or any other stock. The
leaves of the Sweet Briar are scented, and s-nnller even than the leaves

of the Briar : moreover, the stem is more thiekly set with thorns. Tho
thorns of the Briar torn downwards. I have not observed them tnrn

upwards and downwards. When you see a shoot with much smaller

loaves than the tree generally has, you may suspect its beint,' a shoot

from the stock. This applies both to the Briar and Manetti. The usnal

complement of leaves—not conntina two littb; stipules at the base of tho

shoot— is seven.—W. F. Radoi.yffe."

Robes Charlfs Leh amo MinAHB Jacquier iDsvonirnn* .—"I have
not the two Roses named : bnt I will (guarantee yon will be more than
pleased with these—Alfred Colomb, Marie "Baumann, and Madime La
Barnnne de Bothsohild, Thoy are Roses T will recommend to the whole
habitable i^lob*. Tho Baroness Is out now, and the blooms I have
already had were too hoantiful to describe. Tbey wero 4i inches in

diameter. 1 was astonished at ' Q tj.'s ' description of Charles T.ofebvro.

I have lfi7 plants now in full bloom. I never knew it fail to open in any
season. I think he must have General Washin'?t<m in its place.—W. F.
Radclvffe."

0ABBAOES(i!. .V.I.—We do not diecem any trace of the Brussels Sprouts
in them, nor do wa laderatand what benefit is probable from sucli a

Gross. The flowers you enclosed are correctly named.

\LoE{H.Pott). -\a we neither know the species nor tho condition of the
plant It is impossiido for as to state its value. Ton had bettor consult
some London nnrserymen. i "^i ':.

Grapes (Bi(f/'«u>im.—Mrs. Pince's Muscat Grape ehoold he classed
among Muscats.

BcNOHEs or (trapes Dbcateo (A Toiinfr Snhncrihrr),—Such defect in
the setting of the Grape blooms takes place from different causes, as an
excess of bunches, too damp an atmosphere, and too much damp in the
border. .\s you have given air so freely, have plenty of heating power,
and the bunches on tho Vines from the middle to the top of the house
are not all aflfected, we should judge that the appearances in your case
are attributable to too much moisture in the border, or overcropping.

Irish Yew VAniROATED (/. A. 5. J.).—Tho white-variegated Irish Yew is

not new. It is not so permanently variegated as the golden one. and is

apt to " run." If yours is a seedling and not a sport from the golden, it

is probably a new form and may be distinct from the existing variety.

CncuwBER Leaves WrrHERiNO lAn AmaUvj).—There must bo some
great defect to occasion tho flsgging and withering of the leaves when
exposed to sun. It may be caused by an insufficient supply of water at

the roots, or the soil may be very thin, the roots having nothing to work
in but a close, soapy mass of dung. The root action in either case will

not be vigorous, hence when the leaves are caused to exhale powerfully
by the rays of the sun, the roots do not aiford sap in sufficient quantity,
and the leaves wither and die. It "will be lessened or prevented by
shading. If there ia nothing wrong with the roots, the plant's leaves
may not withstand snn on account of their having been regularly shaded,
and not having had a flufficiencv of air. The shading should be with-
drawn gradually, and air admitted a little at a time. The Cncnmbers
vrill not grow, nor be worth anything, unless you have good leaves ; and
if these Vill not bear sun, your hope of fruit is extremely small. It may
be that your plants are diseased. The plants' going off in a short time
without any apparent cause, is at present a mystery.

Roses (Jtfase).^It is not possible to tell how long it will take for a Roso
bud to Idoom from tho first appearance of the bul. so much is dependant
on the weather; but it usually takes a month. We do not know of any
process by which you oould force into bloom in a bed in the open air,

unless you were to" over them with glass. We have seen plants watered
with water at a temperature of 97', giving good soakings evtry alternate
evening, and that waa said to bring them into flower some days sooner
than those not so treated.

PaLAROONltTM LEAVES SPOTTED [A Lover of PlanU).—The leaves are
spotted, a result of the sun's rays falling powerfully upon them whilst wet.
It may not necessar ly bo from syringing the plants, but from their being
shut up closely at nigbt. Moisture will condense ut'on them, and from a
continuance of moisture on the leaves tbey will spot even without ei-
piosore to the stin'a rays. The foliage should I e kept dry by an abnndauce
of air during the day, and at this season during the night also. The soil

may not be suitable; indeed, we should not select sach as you describe.
But why keep them in a warm house at CJy at night ? Place them in a
cold, house, or in a pit or frame, giving an abundance of air. They will

not do well in a vinery at this season. The books about which you in-

(luire m;^y be had through any bookseller, who would inform you of tbfir
prices.

• Apple-tp.ee Leaver Blighted {R. S.).—The Apple-tree leaves are
iflueh blighted or mildewed. The best remedy that we know is syringing
the trees with lime water ; 121bs. of fresh unslacked lime being placed in a

thb, pour over it thirty gallons of rain water, stir well up, allow the mixture
th stand two days and nights, and then syringe on a calm evening with
the clear liquid, or lime water. If you dissolve 1 oz. of common salt in
every gallon of water, it would do much to free the trees of the parasites.

Top-DRKssTNO Vine Border (Idem).—It will not he too soon to top-
dress the Vine border early in October, as you wish to have the space for
plants. Your proposed treatment is quite right, taking care not to make
t)ie border more wet than can be helped by watering the plants in winter.
Bo sure yon do not overcrop the Vines, as nothing is ap isjoriooSf Mid
(^pqcially when the Vinos are young. . [' \ , .,

^ ..^. ..^^

Pr.ttMOiNO Violets it Pots {H H.)—Tho plunging of the plants jn an

open border is quite right. It being shaded from tho direct midday sun.

Wn should, however, have prnferrod plunging them in coal ashes, ana

shifting thom into larger pots as tho»o thoy are in (ill with roots, not

allowing thom to root through tho bottoms •( the pots. Tbey may be put

iut) 4! and then into (iinch or larger pots, according as they K'""'

watering well in dry weather, and sprinkling soot over and around oc-

casionally to keep down red spider.

BOLLACES Monstrous (J!. ilD.—Tho Bullacosenl ns is rendnred mon-
strous by a rupturing of the sap ve"«ola, and the parts in which it is not

properly elaborated become unusually 'argo. but tho fruit will ullimatoly

fall nIT. It is caused by a sudden check to tho flow of the sap. l.v a coM
piriod succeeding an unusually h .t one, or very hoi days and cold nights

will produce the same efioct. All tho orgms nf frucUltcation have been

destroyed, or wanting when the flowers opened,

Nieremuf.roia (Brum).—We do not recognise the sprig sent, only that it

belongs to a Niernmbergia, bnt which wo cannot say, in the absence of a

hotter specimen, the one sent being Hinaahod by the pnst-olRce punchefl.

It is probably a balf-hardv or greenhouse perennial. Tho soil most suit-

able is twi parts sandy loam, and one part s.andv peat. It is p-opagated

from cuttings in spring when tho shoots aro sufficiently long, or In sum-

mer uudi-r a hand-glass, shading from bright sun. Tho plants should ba

kept from frost in winter, and rather dry, the soil being poor and sandy

to prevent damping off. The Nierombergiis are pretty for small beds

and edgings, but require hot and dry summers.

PF.tARooNlDM A!»D GERANIUM (Id^ni'.—There is a g-eat difference be-

tween the Storksbill and Cr.inusblll, they constitute two different

genera; bnt there is no very great diffsreuoe between what are com-

monly called the Geraninms used for bedd'ng purposes, and tho Pelar-

goniums used for in-door flowering. Both are Pclargonians. Pelar-

gonium is characterised by having usually seven stamons, and nnequal-

sized petals ; Geranium, by having ton et imena, and equal-sized petals ;

and Erodium, by having five fertile anthers usually.

Caloeolabia HyBKiDisiNO IA. F. D ).—The poUon is taken from the

largest and best-formed flowers and applied with a camel-hair pencil to

tho pistils of the others that diff.-r In colour, thoy having equally good-

sized and formed flowers, no seed being saved except from those having

very fine well-formed flowers. The plants should be kept nnder glass,

and have a light airy po-ition, picking olT the ports of seed as they be-

come ripe, as you will see by the pods opening, and the seed becoming

brown. Lay them on clean dry paper on a shelf, and do not allow water

to come near them ; tho pod will open, or in a few days it may ho opened

and the seed stored away in paper.

Gas-hratino a Small Grefnhouse (8. E. A. /(.).—Beforo erecting

your boiler for gas, yon had better notice what is said of gas heating in

the number for October 10th. 1857. and the plans there given. For »

copper boiler, one with a concave bottom, saddle-back fashion, and hold-

ing from one to one and a half gallons of witer, will do ; and for such »

narrow house. G feet wide, 9 feet long, and 7J feel high, 30 feet of 2-inch

piping, and 27 of «-inoh, would he sufBclent to keep out frost, though a

few f»et more would he ndvisablo. If yon intended anything like forcing

the Vines, you wonld require more heating power, from one-third to one-

halt more. But for tho convenience of tho gas we never recommend
boiler-heating for small places, it is on the whole so much more expensive.

A small brick stove in such a house, fed, if deemed necessary, from the

outside, would gite the heat rquired at something hko a tithe of the

expense. However, we have no doubt that otherwise your proposed plan

Nvonid answer. In such a narrow house, by haying a little more piping,

vou could have it all against the back wall ; but it would answer rather

better to have a portion of the piping in tho front of ihe house, ion

could take a flow and return along tho back and the further end, have an

additional pipe in front, say two at b lok and ends, and three at front.

Heating with Hot Water (J. .^tideraon).—We thoroughly affree with

the nurseryman and gardener you havf consulted, and wonld use hot

water for 'large houses, or where a number could be heated from one

boiler. For moderate-sized single houses tlie flue will be the most eco-

nomical in every way. For your greenhouse wall, that keeps scaling off

as yon syringe, we know of but two remedies. Fir t, clean it thoroughly,

the"u damp it all over, and wash with equal parts of quicklime and Port-

land cement. This dries very har.l. The eecond mode, and the bettor,

is to clean the wall, let it dry «ell, brush thin y with limewash, and wheft

thoroughly dry follow with nuti-corroaiou paint.

Insects on Beet and Manoold Wortzkl ( 1.—The grubs which

have devoured vour leaves of Beet and Mmgolds aro the larva of >

carrion beetle, Silpha opaoa. There is do remedy except hunting for

them and hand-picsing; but they will bo fully fed in a few days and the

mischief over, and tho roots will throw out fresh leaves, so that it wiU

not be judicious to pull them up.—W.

Fruit at the Manchester Show (rnt«n<iin7 Exhifcilor).—You will

find an answer to your queries in the pages o! our prest-nt number.

Grafting the Pear on a Medur Stock (.4 .5ul.!cri!)cr, Hcris).-We
have no douht that it would saccood, ijtsiamaoh as the Medlar can bo

grafted on a Pear stock.

Frdit Trees Neglected (Baniioi^Ifl.—Wo shonld confine our opera-

tions, so far as the shortening n'>w of the long spurs is conconied, to

to cutting within a few joints of cheir ha-io, operating on none but th«

very long and most straggling, and leaving a few loaves at tho base of

each. It yon do this, those which are shortest and closest to the wall

will bo encouraged, and you may shorten them all considerably at the

winter pruning, which .should he done when the 1-av a havi fallen, m
shortening them, leave a few joints of last year's wood, cu'ting away the

majority of those shoot.? that have grown straggling, and most distant

from the wall. They may be shortened to within three bads of thoir

base.

LrLiuM aoratith Seed not Germinatino (J. S. S.).—We apprehend

the seed must have been bad. Drain i po' well, fill It to wilhin half an

inch of the rim with fine soil, composed of two parts loam, one part leaf

mould, and one part o! sandy peat, and add silver sand about ono-SLXth

of the whole. Scatter the seeds on the surface, altar levelling and making
it smooth, and coverwith a depth of soir equal to tbe diameter of the

aeod. Give a gentle watering, and plaon the pot in a gentle heat (65 or

7(J'). keeping tho atmospUoro moist and rather close uotil the plants

appear, and after that plaoo them noar tho glass, and give them abnn-
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dance of air. The beet time for Bowing is February or March, or it may
be done when the seed is ripe ; bat it is not too late now to sow the seed
in a hotbed, Rrowint,' on in a frame and wintering in a greenhouse.
Water Lily Seed fc^owaNo iJ. S. S.).~lt ouRbt to bo done when the

seeds are ripe, castinR them into a pond or lake, having a loaray or
clayey bottom, where the water in from 18 inches to 24 inches deep. If
delayed nntil spring the seeds may have lost their vitality, bnt this is not
always the case. You should have closed the hole in a flower pot—the
deeper it is the better—put in 3 or 4 inches of clayey or strong lonm,
mixed with grit or small pebbles, and dropped the seeds into the water,
the pot being filled to the rim with rain or pond water, and always kept full.
Constant immersion is needed for seeds and plants of the Nympbaja albi.
the finest British aquatic. Could you not procure a few plants? They
would serve you better than seeds.
Ferns {H. L.).—A Lycopodium is not a Fern, and ought to disqualify

a collection esbibited for a prize offered for Ferns. A British Fem is
not an exotic Fem, ao ought not to be exhibited iu a collection of exotic
Ferns.

[ StBivGA Roots amd Suckehs iA. Z.).—Your only plan, for this year at
least, will be to remove the suckers as they appear, and in autumn, after
the luaves have fullon, to remove the bushes from the flower bed. Ton
need not preserve all the roots, but remove the plants with a moderate-
sized ball, and cut the heads well in, taking away the suckers wHh as
much as possible of the root from which thev proceed.
Clematis Excelsior (T. Crfj);>S(f ,S'i.»)}.—the nomenclature of colours

is quite unsettled. Our reporter, no b«d judge, describes it as "greyish
blue," but we shonld say it is bluish purple. One thing, however, we
shall agree in—namely, that it is a most beautiful flower, and one of the
best, of the cross-bred Clematises,
Names of Insects {A. Loehyer).—One of the namerons species of

scale, Coccus crataegi.

F.^XGLovEs (Riahard Dpan).—Your Foxgloves are varied in colour, and
beautifully marked.

Names op Plants {^mura(^i).—Nepeta tencriifoUa.
angustifolia, or Sheep Laurel.

(D. IT.).—KalmiA

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the -week ending June 22nd

Date.
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years. No donbt, with favonraMe weather, the improved arrange-

ments of this year's Show would haTO insnred donblo that sum.

The show of Spanish and Game fowls was sacli as cau rarely bo in-

Burod at even the most noted of our Bhovvs, every prize in both of these

classes beicR competed for by rival candidates, who are well laiowu as

being the most noted bi-ocdtrs. The French fowls were well shown;
the Uamhur^hs^ though few in nnmbers, were also excellent. In

PoUin/fs the competition was not less excellent, and iu the t/mnc

Bantams the dose competition has rarely been equalled. The water-

fowls wore iu themselves a feature quite worthy of our best moetiuKS.

As a kind of unnsnal tailpiece to a poultry show was introduced a

pen coutaininfi; a PtTbian cat and her kittens, very pretty creatures,

and evidently most cluirniinK olijocts to the hidy visitors. Our female

friends who visited tho Thome IShow were evidently not less puzzled

and excited iu curiosity by the inmate of the next pen, an immense
badger, with a strfm-^ leather collar and chain attached, to prevent

an instant escape from his temporary prison. Tho inquiry wa« fre-

quent, "What can it Lo ?" iiud one young lady, more venlurosomo

than her companions, darod to interfere so far with this animal's

privacy, as to pliiyfull) pat it through the bars with her closed parasol.

Quick as thought, both silk covering and framework were crushed to

atoms ; whilst on opining it os best she could, to ascertain the amount
of damage, and amidst the impulsive laughter of those arouod her,

she gave vent to the exclamation, " Well, let him be what he will, he's

got teeth."

The Pigroiis and Itn}>hits were nnmerous and good, and both these

portions of the Sbow seemed popular. The Thorne Committee have
from year to year iucrtased the amount of prizes, and we hope tht-ir

success and the support, even under the present year's adverse circum-

stances, will encourage them to renewed efforts.

Spanish.—!. H. Beldon, Bingley. 2, J. Mansell, Longton. hc^ E,

Brown. Sheffield.
Cochin-China.— 1, C. Brierlcv, Middleton. 2, W. Harvey. Sheffield

Brahma Pootra.—1, E. Leech, Rochdalt. 2, G. F. V\ hitehouse, Bir-
minghftm (Dark).
Dorkings.— 1 and 2, F S. Arkwright, Derbv. ft<:, J. White. Warlaby;

Kev. G. Hustler, StilliOKfleet ; J. Stott, Rochdale, c, G. Andrews, Tuxford
Game.—1 and 2, B. Jarvis, Mansfield.
Gamb (Blafk-brenFted ;ind other Reds).—1, C. Brierley. 2, L. Biney.

Manchester, he, Siiles & Bentley, Crowle. c, C. Chaloner, Steetly.
Gaice {Duckwiugs and otuer Greys and Blues).—1, H. M. Julian, Hull.

2, Master G. Cocbiog. c, E. Aykroyd.
Game.—1 BOd Cop, W. Boyes, Beverley. 2 and 3. C. Cbaloncr. hc.H. M

Julian. €, W. GiUiver, Polesworth, near Tamworth (Black Rf-ds).

Gams Cock.—1 and Cup, W. Gillivtr. 2, C. Brierley. 3, C. Chaloner.
he, H. M. Julian ; W. Boyt- s ; Siiles & Bentley ; W. Gilliver ; C. Chaloner.
Hamburghs (Silver-8p(iug!ed).—1 and 2, H. Beldon.
Hambubghs (Golden-spangled).—1, G. Holmes, Great DrifRold. 2, E.

T. Whaley, Thorne.
Hamburghs (Silver-pencilled).—! and 2, H. Beldon.
Hamburghs (Goldeu-peacilltd).— 1 and 2, H. Beldon. e, Buroh and

Boulter.
Hamburghs (Blacky.—1, H. Eoldnn. 2, E. Baxter, Idle.
Any Variety —1, H. Beldon i Polnn^'s). 2, W. Harvey. Shf ffield (Polflmls)

fic, J. S. Senior, Dewsbury ; W. Harvey, Sheffield (' r.:Ve-Crt-ur). c, Mrs.
T. Cross, Appleby (French) ; L. Bin^y, Manchester (Houdans).
Game Bantams.—1, J. Croslund, jun.. Wakefield. 2 and 3, W. F. Ent-

wistle, Leeds, hc^ J. R. Kobiusou, Sunierland. c, G. Dowie, Nethertou
(Black Red^) ; J. C. Coalman, Bradholrae.
Bantams (Any variety).—!, S. & R. Ashton. 2, H. Peldon. he. Brother-

ton & Wnddington, Idle (BUck) • T. C. Harrison, Hull; S. S. Mossop,
Long Sutton ; S. H. Stott, Rochdale.
Any Breed.— Coeit.—l, H. Beldon (Golden-spangled Polande). 2, C.

Brierley. he, W. A. Burnell, Southwell (BuffCot^bin) ; J. White, Whitloy.
Netherton (Partridge Cochin!; B. Jarvis (Buff Cochins); W. Harv-v
(Polands). c, J. S. Senior (Buff Cochins). Hens.—1, Bnrch & Boulter
(Black Spanish). 3, J. White (Golden-spangled Hamhurt^hs). /tc, J.
White (Grev DorJiings) ; C. Chaloner (Grey Dorkings); J S. Senior
(Black Spanish) ; W. Harvey (Bhu;k Spanish); F. & C. Haworth(Cochin^).
c. W. A. Bouruel). Southwell I Bull' Cochins); E. Aykroyd (Black Red
Game) ; J. EI«ar, Newark, {Uorkiut,'H) ; E. Brown (Spiiuibh). Chfkens.—
1, Burch & Boiiiter (Spanish). 2, J. White (Grey Dorkings . he, ('. Barber,
Southowram (Black Red Game) ; W Wiikiuson, Wnth (Brown Ked Game)

;

B. Jarvis, Uansfiela (Brown Red Game) ; C. Chaloner (Grey Dorkings and
Black Red Game), c, W. & F. PicUbard, Thorner (Spanish).
Guinea Fowls.— 1, H. MerUiu, Driffield. 2, O. A. Young, Driffield.

«, Mrs. H. Jack&on, Bankside ; K. Tomkinson, Balby.
Geese.—1, S. H. Stott, Rocbda'e. 2 and he. Rev. G. Hostler, Stilling-

fleet (Grey and White), c. Miss E. Fox.
Goslings.—1,S. H. Stott 9, Rev. G. Hustler, Stillingfiect. he, Mrs. J.

Fumiss, Crowle. c, H. Jefferson. Tudworth.
Ducks.-1 and 2, T. C. Harrison. Hull (Mandarins and Bahamas).

he, E. Leech. Rochdale (Rouen) ; J. Elmhirst (East Indiauj ; O. A. Young,
Dnffield (Aylesbnry).
Selling Class.— I. O. Travis, Thurgoland (Duckwin^ Game). 2, W.

and F. Pickhard. Thorner (Sprmisb). c, J. S. Senior (Spanish) ; R. Tom-
kinson, Balby (Blacit Red Game) ; J. Hatheld, Cottingham (Buff Cocluns).

PIGEONS.
CARRrERs.—1, J. Hawlcy. EingiLy. 2. E. Homer, Harewood. lie, H.

Yardley, Birmingham, c, G. La^ton, Hull.
Ceoppbrb.—1 and 3, E. Horutr*. he, W. Harvey.
TuaiBLERS.- 1, Withhold. 2. H. Yardley, Birmingham.
Jacobins.-1, E. Hoiuer. 2, J. Crossland, Huddersfield. he, S. Thomp-

son, Hull.
Nuns.—1, A. A. Vandor IMeersch, Forest Hill. 2. C. N. I ythe.
Trumpeters.—1 and e. E. Horner. 2 and he, 3 Hawley.
TuRBiTs.— 1, A. A. Vauder Moersch. 2, H. Yardley. he, E. Homer.
Fantails.—1, J. Walker. 3, J. Hawley. lie^ H. Yardley. c, T. 0. Taylor,

Uiddlesborongb.
Owls.—1 and 2, J. Fielding, juiL, Eoohdalo. c, T. Eggleston, Halifax,

BdJUiFi.—1, B. Homer. 2, J. CrosBland.
Sellino Glass (Any ago or breed).— 1 and 2, E. Homer, c, H. Bnrnip,

Epworth.
llATi-aiT-A.—Thiek and Do^.— l.T. MarHhall Burton, Brigt*. 2. T. Inffham,

Leeds. Jir, P. Afbton, Drypool, Hull. c. W.Chester. Ffnniugloy. Buok.
— 1, B. Hudson, Hull. 2, K. Stuinburn, York. o. C. Gruvil, jim., Thome.
T)or.~\, A. H. Eautern, Hull. 2, W. Allison, Bhefilold, he, T. Ingham.
c, C. Gravil, jun.

Edward Hewitt, Esq., of Sparkbrook, Birmingham, and Frederick

Esquilant, Esc]., of K£ira lload, IJrixton, were the Judges.

COLCHESTER POULTRY SHOW.
TiTis was held in connection with tho Essex Aj^cultnral Society's

mcetiug. In sjjito of tho very unprojiitious state of tho weather, the

Show was well attended, and, as a whole, wo consider it a good exhi-

bition of hirds, excepting, perhaps, as regards the (Jame Jiantnm,

classes, in which there was plenty of room for improvement. The
laurels that have been so long gained by Mrs. Seamons and Mr.
Fowler for Aylesbury Duels, .are being claimed by another lady, as

may be seen by the awards published last week. Mrs. Burrell took

tho first prize, and Mr. Fowler the second. Brohwas, both Light and
Dark, were well represented, as inay be imagined when wo mention
tho names of Majnard, Pares, Bnrrell, Crook, &c., as being amongst
the competitors. We must aJmit being a little puzzled at the awards

to the Dark birds ; the second-prizo Dark cock was as good a bird as

could be desired, and the very model of what a cup Brahma should

be ; but the owner might find consolation by a similar occurrence in

the Dorhing classes, for thor.; we observed as tine a pen of UorMnga
belonging to Dr. Campbell, passed with a high commendation, and the

cup given to a bird that, if we mistake not, we saw at a previous show
in the selling class becanao his feet were faulty.

The list of the awards given by Mr. Smith and Mr. Tegetmeier wo
published last week.

YORK BIRO SHOW.
Owing to the shortness of time that could be allowed for organising

this first Show, and the early period at which it was held (the 16th, 17th,

and 18th iust.), the entries were not nnmerons. In only one Instance

was a bird found to be artificially coloured ; but in several cases

exhibitors showed their birds in cages with wooden backs, instead of m
those wired all round; they were consequently disqualified, the Com-
mittee justly being desirous to cany out the Show in strict conformity

to the published rules. To have acted otherwise, would have been un-

fair to those gentlemen who had. in many cases, incurred some ex-

pense iu providing new cages. Besides, if one rule is allowed to

bo disregarded, similar exemption from obedience to other rules might

be fairly claimed.

Belgian (Clear Yellow) ~1, J. Allan, York. 2, Withheld.
Belgian (Clear Buffj.— 1, U. Hawman, Middlesbrough. 2, —Hackers,

York,
Norwich (Yellow).—!, D. Quinn. York. 2, R. Smith, York. One Bird

dUqunUHfd for beinq artiJiciaUjj roloured.
Norwich rBiiff).—1, — Bailey, Sowerby. 2, J. Calvert, York.
Yellow (Variegated).—!, — Gee, Nottinctham. 2, — Heap, Bradford.

Buff (Variegated) — !. l^. Hawman. 2, G. S. Petcb. Hull.

BuFP OR Yellow (Dark Crested).—!, J. Baines, York, 2, — Triffittt,

York.
Buff or Yellow (Clear Crested).—!, — Hackers.
Buff ob Yellow (Even Marked Crested) —1, Mrs. Tomlinson, York.

2, — Gibbons, York.
Lizard (Golden-epanizled).— 1, — Gee. 2, R. Hawman
Lizard (Silver-spangled).—! and 2, R. Hawman.
Dun (Yellow Cinnamon .—1 and 2, — Baines, York.
Dun (Buff Cinnamon).— !, — Baines.
Norwich (Cage of four Yellow, bred 1869).—1, Pennock & Blackston,

Whitbv. 2, — Baines, York.
Norwich (Cape of four Buff, bred IS'^O).—1. R. Smith. 2, — Reed, York.
Any Coloub (Cage of four Crested, bred 1869.— 1, Mrs. A. Calvert. 2,—

Baines.
Six Canaries op this Year's Breed (not more than two of each

variety).- 1, J. Baines. 9. T. Baines, York.
Selling Class (Canary of any breed).—J, C. Burton, York. 2,— Bailey.

Best Coltection of Twelve Birds, English, Foreign, or both
(not more than two of each sort) —1, — Bailey. 2, J. Calvert, York.
Goldfinch Mule (Buffi.— I, — Hnckerp. 2, R. Hawman.
Goldfinch Mdle (Dark).- 1, — liaiu'-s. *<?. — Simpson, Whitby.
Goldfinch.— 1, — Gre-LO, Stamford. 2, Smith.
Bullfinch.—1, — Calvert
Linnet (Brown).—1, — Bailey, 2, — Baines.

Mr. G. J. Barnesby, of Derby, was the Judge.

POULTRY AND PIGEON LORE.
Poultry in the middle b^gr formed a very considerable

portion of the diet of our aneaator.s in those truly carnivorous

dayg, when, with the exception of *' peason " and *' kale-

worts,'* the table was Riipplied almost exclnsively with " flesh,

fowl, and fipb." Pruit was little oared for except it were
apples to make into cyder.

Quantity rather than quality was eonppqtiently coveted, and
Swans, because large, and Pigeons from thtir multitude, there-
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fore, were hitihly prized and protected. As ear'y as 1345, a

paterit was issued to one Beaucbaiup (Epid de Bello Campc), to

inquire thoroujiljly relative to tbe defioierjcy ol tbe Kiug's

Swans ; and in the same jear an inquiry was dirf cted to ascer-

tain by wliom tlie Bwane were taken frcm tbe n yal forest and
manor of Claringdon. Soon after a royal mandate forbade one

John de Molyns, evidently an old offender, from catching Swans
in any way. Then again and again tbe Thames was ordered

to be teaiched for Swans, for tbe use of the Prince of Wales;
and lastly, to insure an uni^ivided authority over these birds of

many slices, Thomas de Eustham was appointed supervisor

and guardian, and to bold pleas concerning all the King's

Swans throughout tbe kingdom.
The consumption of poultry in London was then sufficient

to maintain dealers in such feathered-ware, for in a patent ad-

dressed to the Mayor in the first year of Edward the 3rd'e

reign, among other crafts are enumerated " poulterers, fish-

mongerp, and butchers" {PuleUrii, PitceraTii, and Camijices).

In 1345 (19 Edw. 3), the city authorities finding that " folks

bringing poultry to the city have sold their poultry in lanes,

in the hostels of their hosts, and elsewhere in secret, to the

great loss and grievauce of the citizens," ordained that the
poultry should be brought " to the Leaden Hall, and there be

sold and nowhere else;" but the residents in tbe city must not

go there, but " sell their poultry at tbe stalls (in the Poultry),

as of old they were wont to do." "Also, that no cook or

regrator shall buy any manner of poultry at tbe Leaden Hall,

nor yet at the stalls, before Prime rung at tbe Church of St.

Paul, on pain of forfeiting the pouitiy bonglit, and going

bodily to prison."

Twelve years subsequently, the poulterers, freemen of the

city, were forbidden staudiug " at the Carfakes of the Leden-
haUe with Rabbits, fowls, or other poultry;" but, if they
wished to carry them ont for sale, they must do so " along the

wall towards the west of tbe Church of St. Michael, on Corn-
huUe." The " Carfukes," like the Carfax at Oxford, was
probably a four-faced fountain, situated where Leadenhall and
Gracechurch Streets meet.
For selling Pigeons " putrid and abominable to the human

race," in 1365, one " John Eusselle, of Abyndone, Poulterer,"

was put in the pillory, "and the said Pigeons burnt beneath
the pillory." The jury who inspected the Pigeons was con-

stituted of two " pye-bakeres" and five oooks.

Id 1416 (4 Hen. 5), it was ordained that Geese should not

be deprived of their giblets by poulterers, but be sold whole.

Monks of that era evinced either their fondness of poultry, or

their weariueee of a fitsh uiet, by maintaining that on fast days

they might without sinning eat either, for tbe singular reason
that God created both birds and fishes on the eame day, and
out of the same material—the water.
The Company of Poulterers were incorporated in the I'Jth

of Henry the 7th's reign and their Charter renewed in the

30th year of Elizabeth. Their arms
argent on a chevron between three Storks
azure, and as many Sivans proper.

The Company enjoyed its monopoly,
and took good care of its interests, or

rather the people were too ignorant to

see that they could take better care of

their own interests than can any livery

company. At length, however, monopo-
lies became distasteful, and in that

special era of macopalistB, James the

Ist's leign, tbe people began to mnrmar
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against and to evade them.

and obt.aiued tlio issuing,

freeman exeroieo

the trade of [loiilt-

ing within tlie city

" until he shall

first alter his cojjie

into the Society

of mere Ponlterp."

And a list of poal-

terers licensed by

the Lord Mayor to

sell poultry, was
issued the same
year.

We have noted

how dependant for

provisions, in the

middle ages, our
forefathers were
on their poultry

and Pigeons. One
evidence of this is

the following :

—

About seven miles

north-west of
Monmouth, in the

county of Here-
ford, lies the parish

of Garway, where-
in the Knights
Templars bad a
small preceptory.

The rules of their

order forbade to

hunt, shoot, or

otherwise parsue
game. The Tem-
plars, therefore,

more even than
others when resi-

dent at a preceptory were

The Poulterers' Coropany felt this, I duoe. They, and the mftnlta, were aooustomed, oonsequently,

in 1607, of an ordinance, that nu
|
when loUiug their lands to reserve to themsulves " the Dove-

buuse with the

Doves or colvers

therein, and the
aooustomed way to

the same." Such
n " DovehoBse,"
bnilt of sandstone,
on the Templars'
lands at Garway
was, and, we be-

lieve, still remains
in excellent pre-

servation. Over
its doorway was a

Latin inscription

recording — " In
the year 132fi, this

Dovecote was bnilt

by brother Rich-

ard." The size,

17 feet 3 inches in

diameter in the

clear, and the wall

16 feet to the

springing of the

arched roof. In
the wall were 066
holes, about 7 ins.

square, being the

entrances to the
nt^nriiif^ places,

which were 17 ina.

deep, and counter-

sank in the wall,

one course of holes

inclining to the

Huht hand, and
the other course

to the kit hand

'» * i.fl" *-l ^jLJ , . eVil ;' »"i ''HI' <q;:::it;<;

iji'/a a'a S'S s.a as a a a.s'a ais:.'BSKBBI
* a. « '«_. :, 'S. s a .«

jL_a__g__a^.aJg...a!. j. a_.j!._aiirii^ia';.fflj jaij:.ttl».

B.'B n .B '» a. a.ii,a;.iMi!iiii„ i

iaii:a<;'a i''B" S":si'J

\

I*
dependant upon their home pro-

|
alternately.

THE RABBIT'S NEST.
A DOE of mine has lately made a very strange nest. About

two or three days before she kindled, I cleaned out the hutch,

covering the floor with ashes and sawdust, mixed (as recom-

mended by your correspcndent Mr. Rayson), over which I

put some clean oat straw, and a quantity of sweet hay in the

sleeping place. She began vigorously to prepare for her com-
ing family, and to all appearance had made a good neat. Two
days after the birth I took her out of the nest to look over the

young ones. I found the nest nothing more nor less than a

fermenting mass of filth. 1 took out each Rabbit separately

and examined it. Tbey were all steaming like a vapour bath,

and each had the appearance of being severely pot-bellied. As
there were some very nicely-marked specimens, I thought it

worth while to try and save them, so I put them in some clean

cotton wool, cleaned out the hutch, and dried it ; I then made

a fresh nest of hay, and lined it with cotton wool, and placed

them in it. The mother, instead of resenting this inroad on

her domestic arrangements, seemed on the contrary rejoiced at

the change. The swelling I mentioned has completely sub-

sided, and the young Rabbits are getting on as well as I could

wish. They are now nearly a week old. The mother has ac-

quired a bad habit of pushiug auvthing she can lay hold of into

her nest, and five or six days' ordure would easily form such a

mass as I have described. The greater part of the straw and

hay, I suppose she had eaten. I was only just in time

to save them, for had I left them till the next day, I feel

sure every young Rabbit would have been dead.

—

Alfred

LoOCTEK.

MALE AND FEMALE PARROTS.
Is there any truth in the following, which I have extracted

j

from "Notes and Queries "?

—

"I have heard it affirmed that the male Parrot always holds

anything to eat in his right foot, and that the female as regu-

larly uses the left. And it has been supposed that by this

token, or rather habit, the sex of a Parrot may be known,
which is otherwise so difficult to determine. Eut this theory

is to me by no means satisfactory. Having been long in the

habit of keeping as well as observing Parrots, I am somewhat
in a position to oppose this theory. I have never yet seen a

Parrot who did not hold his food in his left foot, though I must
own that I have heard of some who used the right. One of

my own Parrots will sometimes, but very rarely, shift what he
is eating to his rii,ht foot ; but in that he holds it very awk-
wardly, and apparently uncomfortably, for he invariahly takes

it back into the left after a minute or two. Of two Parrots
which I kept fiir eomn years together, but in separate caRes,

one was of slecder make, with a sweet and soft voice, and of

80 affectionate a disposition, that his death was a painful loss

to his master. The other, who survive':, is a large powerful

bird, with the most formidable beak I ever beheld, and a loud

talker, singer, and whi-ftler, and of a bold and rather treacher-

ous temper. It seems to me moiit improbable that these two

birds, every way so different, should have been of the same

sex. The first I always took for a female, the second has every

characteristic of a male. Yet both these birds held anything

to eat in the left foot."—P. R.

[V»'e happened to have the opportunity of consulting two

authorities, and these are their replies.
" It is impossible that the sex of the Parrot can be deter-

mined from the taking of the food in either the lelt or the

right foot; it is simply fancy. The Parrots in the Zooogical

Gardens, male and female, use their fuet alike, and anyone

who would take the trouble of going there, and watching them

for a short time, would soon find what I say is correct.—G."

," The theory that it is only the female Parrot who takes her

food in her left foot, is, 1 believe, about as correct as the old

idea that the wedding rin? is put on the woman's left hand be-

oaufe there proceeds fro.oj the heart a partjuular vein to the

fourth finger of that hand. Very pretty' theories both, but
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neither correct. All Parrots take their food with the left foot,

Bhifting it for an inetant to the right, or more commonly
putting the right foot on it. The sex appears difficult to dis-

tinguish, and I should never decide nntil eggs were laid. The
African Grey Parrot has been know to lay in this country

several times, but never to hatch.—H."l

ARTIFICIAL SWARM DESERTING ITS HIVE.
Beins about to leave home for a few days, I made three

artificial swarms on the 5th inst., in order to obviate the

chance of disturbance in the apiary by natural swarming during

my absence. These were all made in the same manner—viz.,

by abstracting the brood comb upon which the queen happened
to be at the time, placing it with her m.ijesty in an empty
hive, and removing the stock to a new position. This must, of

course, only be done during the middle of a fine day, and the

returning bees make up the swarm, which, having its old queen

and a brood comb, usually does exceedingly well. In fact, I

never before knew it to fail, save in one instance when I over-

looked a group of royal cells on the abstracted comb, and the

consequence was the issue of a swarm from the half-filled hive

a day or two afterwards. In the present ease, however, I kept

a sharper look-out, and was therefore enabled to turn my back

upon the " ever faithful " city with no misgivings as to the

result. Alaa for the futility of human anticipations! The
very next day after my departure the apiary was disturbed for

the first time during four years, by the issue of a natural

swarm, which pitched in a cherry tree, and was hived in due
course by my fiiend Mr. S. Bevau Fox, who was summoned to

Mount Radford in all haste for the occasion. After my return

home, I found on examining the hive from which it had issued

that the supposed swarm was in point of fact a true case of

desertion by one of my artificial swarms. There was the brood

comb, this time quite free from royal cells, and there were

divers small pieces of new comb constructed by the truants

during their three days' sojourn, but for inhabitants not more
than a handful of bees, and these mostly young ones that had
never taken wing. I, of course, soon returned them to their

(not disconsolate) mother, and in a brief space of time the

deserters found themselves in the habitation which they aban-

doned, with the brood comb as well as the products of their

own short-lived industry restored to them. There they now
remain contentedly enough, the only result of their emigration

being that they occupy a new position in the apiary. What
induced the exodus, or why they should now remain contented

in a habitation which only a few days ago they abandoned in

disgust, appears to me to be " one of these things that no
fella can understand."—A Devoxsuire Bee-keeper.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Fowls for Egg-producing (.4 Suhscribr.r).—Yon stHrt in error if you

wish to have non-sitteis, wheu yoiipnt Brahma cocks to Houdan orCreve-
CoBur henB. You want no cross; either Hondans and Creve Cceurs will

answer your purpose, or Spanish. Wo believe no one has more experience

of the French breeds than ourselves ; the result is, we believe the Creve-

C<Burs to be excellent layers late in the autanin. They are late layers in

the spring. They are hardy, bnt the Hoadnna are hardier; Ihey will do on
your soil, and as no grass grows, let them have some largo grass sods cut

with plenty of earth, and thrown into their ruu every day. The Brahmas
may be kept for the sake of table towi^, and will do well in a small space

or In confioement.

Brahma Pootras Becoming Fat {A Distressed Poultry Woman).—
" About three years " is an indefinite term, for it may be Hay time under
four. Neither Brahmas nor Cochins arc lasting breeds, but it admits of

easy explanation ; they are very guod layers, good sitters, and good
mothers. They do in two years as much as many other breeds do in

four. When they have done the work of a lifetime, they rest and are

thankful, they put on fat and lay little. Wo recommend you to keep none
over two and a half years old; sell them, and keep pallets to supply
their places. The only hens that improve with age, are Spanish. If you
sell your "ancients" in good condition, they will realise enough to pay
lor those that take their places. Those who want eggs must not trust to

heuB more than two years old.

ScoDR IN Fowls {R. TT.).—You should have told us how yon feed your
fowls. Scouring is probably caused by something that is eaten—either

picked up or given. If proof were wanted, you would have it in the dark
unhealthy colour of the head ; feed on ground oat- or barley meal tlaked

with water. If the birds have no run, give them large sods of growing
grass as frequently as you can. Baily's pills will be the beet medicine ;

they can be had at 113, Mount Street, Groavcnor Square, and at most of

the principal patent medicine sellers.

DucKWiNO Game B.i.NTAM3 {T. R. P.).—Twenty cocks amon^ thirty-one

chickens is indeed a strange preponderance. We sui>pose it will always
remain a vexed question whi-ther there be rnles of shape or £ize that

can determine the sex of the chicken before the egg is put nder the hen.

We were, however, told some time since that the fii>t eggs laid were al-

zuost always cocks. Wo have tried if, t;nd the result has dispo&ed us to

believe there is some truth in it, and if we live till next year we intend to
give it a fair and good trial. We think little of the Black Reds coming
out of Duckwings, we have known it among Game fowls. The black
plumage of the Black Rod is wanted for the Duckwing, and almost all

breeders know the annoyance of having the white spots on that which
should be thoroughly black in the Diickwing. The Game Bantams area
recent introduction, and Black Reds have done their part in miking
Duckwings, There is no limit to throwing bnck. The late Mr. Fisher
Hobbs told us he bred from one of his purest sows a Berkshire pig, while
he could swear there had not been one of the lireed on his farm for fifteen

years ; and we ourselves have bred i)ure setters from a pointer sire and
dam kept in close confinement on our own premises.

Hamburgh Hens Losing Feathers {J. S ).—We cannot tell you why
the two fowls lose their feathers, but wo can tell you how. Either they
pick tbem out of each other, or the others do it f-ir them. From canses
as yet unexplained it has been a general complnint this year. Last year
we had it for the first time ; this year, out of three hundred hens we have
forty that are painful to look at. We can assign no cause for it. We
have tried inward and outward remedies, but none of tbem have effected

a cure. In the early stages we killed every hen that we caught in the
act; but it was useless—we shoal d have killed all in certain pens. Our
experiences (many of them), are caiTied out with a view to answering
these queries, and we are aware they have no value unless we give tbem
with all details. Last year our Crtve-Coeurs ale each other's featbera,
this year Houdans and Spanish have stripped each other. Till last year
none did it. We have tried all we knew, and it remains our opprobrium.

Black Hamburgh Eofts not Hatching, and Points {Black Eam-
hurgh).—'V^'e have suffered as you have, our eggs for the last three weeks
have not come off as well as they did two mouths ago. We attribute it

to the weather. If the attentions of tho cock had anything to do with it,

we know one of them is more attentive at this reason to a dozen hens,
than he is to four in January. The chief points are perfectly black
plumage with rich metallic lustre, correctly-formed combs, and perfectly
white deaf-ear. No prooess will make a red deaf-oar white, such a bird
Will not do to exhibit. Choose a white deaf-ear, and well-formed comb,
condition will do the rest. Feed on ground oats, barleymeal, a little whol©
corn, and let them have plenty of grass. Wash their legs before they
are sent.

Guinea Fowls (E.H.F.).—They willnotlay inapouUry-house. GhicbS
of the Guinea fowl are so strong that they require food soon after they are
hatched, and should have a constant supply by them until they are
allowed to be at liberty. Their troughs should be constantly supplied, lor

they die if kept without food for three or four hours. H<ive the mother
under a coop in a warm corner of the garden, and f icing the south. Egg
boiled hard, rhopped very fine, and mixed with oatmeal is their best food.
At the end of six weeks, if hatched under a Bantam or Game heo, they
may be allowed to rangp with her, and be fed at the same time and on the
same food as other chickens. May is the best mouth for placing Guinea
fowls' eggs under a hen. Incubation requires from twenty-eight to thirty

days.

Canary Dying {S. E.).~Tt died of what is popularly called " th« husk.**

It is an inflammation of the lunge, usuiHy caused by exposure to great
vicissitudes of temperature—such as sunshine and cold draughts. When
the breathing of the bird is noticed to be embarrassed, immediately put a
little Stockholm tar in its water, and give it abundance of green food.

Parrot Self-pldcked (Hampton IF'icft).—Read what was said in our
last number at p. 41S. Do not give hemp-seed, it is very exciting. Pour
tepid water plentifully over the bird, through the rose of a watering pot.

Mr. Mitchell's Glass (Nancy).—"The great advantage of Mr. Mitchell's

style of glass is that the suspended little frame, ^ith guide comb, can
be lowered to nearly the bottom by the thread throa^h the bole in the
knob at top. The bees will quickly cluster upon the frame, and it can
be gradually, with the increasing mass, drawn up to its proper place in

the lid. With a full hive and plenty of woollen coveiing on the glass,

Buccees is certain.—A Renfrewshire Bee-kekper."

Various (Bee-Iearner).~The piece of comb which you founl lying upon
the floor-board should be removed at once. There can be no harm in

superin ,' • . 1, as well as the swarm ; but unless an early change for the

better 1 1^ c place in the weather, we doubt whether the bees will take

possession of them. You may either accept tho cast or return it to the
parent hive. If you decide upon the former course, we should advise

yoiu- driving a couple of condemned Btocks in the autumn, and adding
their inhabitants to the second swarm and to the old stock.

Bees Forsaking their Hive { ).—If the swarm were placed near
the old stock, it is very possible that it became weaker, and cuesequently
lighter through a part of tho bees returning to their accustomed habita-

tion. We cannot decide the point as to whether there were or were not
origiuBlly two queens ; but if eggs had been deposited in the combs when
you examined them on the 9th, we should conclude that tho old queen
wns at the head of the new colony, and in this cj.^e she would most pro-

bably be the only member of the royal family which accompanied the

emigrants.

Foul Brood (S. S., TTarel.—The comb was mu'-h damaged when it

reached us, added to which its contents were in far too advanced a stage

of decomposition to enable ns to form a very reliable opinion. So far ad

we could judge, however, it appeared free from foul brood.

Brittany Cows.—" Could any of your reader.-- tell me if they find the

Brittany cuwg reallv profitable? If so, which is the best home market
to procure them at?—A Subscriber."

POULTKY MARKET.—JcNF. 2;^.

We have little change to note. We have melancholy tidings from the

country of mortality among the chickens. All complain of wet and want
of sun.

s. d e. d
Large Fowls 4 to 4 6
Smaller do 3 6 4
Chickens 2 2 6
Croslingq

DacliUngg
1

3 8 ti

Pigeons OH 9

Green Geese ....
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